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Co. (3 C. L. 0. 10) ; overruled, 14 L. D.
278.
Las Vegas Grant (13 L. D. 646; 15 L. D.
58); revoked, 27 L. D. 683.
Laughlin, Allen (31 L. D. 256); overruled,
41 L. D. 361.
Laughlin v. Martin (18 L. D. 112) ; modi-'
fied, 21 L. D. 40.
Law v. State of Utah (29 L. D. 623); overruled, 47 L. D. 359.
Lemmous, Lawson H. (19 L. D. 37); overruled, 26 L. D. 389.
Leonard, Sarah (1 L. D. 41); overruled, 16L. D. 464.
Lindberg, Anna C. (3 L. D. 95); modified,
4 L. D. 299.
Linderman v. Wait (6 L. D. 689); overruled, 13 L. D. 459.
"Linhart v. Santa Fe Pacific R. R. Co. (36
L. D. 41) ; overruled, 41 L, D. 284. (See
43 L. D. 536.)
Little Pet Lode (4 L. D. 17) ; overruled, 25
L. D. 550.
Lock Lode (6 L. D. 165) ; overruled, 26 L.
D. 123.
Lockwood, Francis A. (20 L. D. 361); modified, 21 L. D. 200.
Lonergan v. Shockley (33 L. D. 238); overruled, 34 L. D. 314; 36 L. D. 199.
Louisiana, State of (8 L. D. 126) ;:modified,
9 L. D. 157.
Louisiana, State of (24 L. D. 231) ; vacated,
26 L. D. 5.
Louisiana, State of (47 L. D. 366) ; overruled so far as in condict, 51 L. D. 291.
Louisiana, State of (48 LI. D. 201) ; overruled so far as in conflict, 51 L. D. 291.
Lucy B. Hussey Lode (5 L. D. 93) ; overruled, 25 L. D. 495.
Luton, James W. (34 L. D. 468); overruled,
35 L. D. 102.
'
Lyman, Mary 0. (24 L. D. 493); overruled,
43 L. D. 221.
Lynch, Patrick (7 LI. D. 33); overruled, 13
.
L. D. 713.
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Maple, Frank '(37 L. D. 107)
l;
overruled,
43 L. D. 181.
Martin v. Patrick (41 L. D. 284),; overruled, 43 L. D. 536.
Mason v. Cromwell (24 L. D. 248); vacated,
26 L. 1D. 369.
Masten, BE 0. (22 L. . 337) overruled.
25 Li. 13. 111.
Mather et al. v. Hackley's Heirs (15 L. D.
487); vacated, 19 L. D. 48.
Maughan, George W. (1 L. D. 25); overruled, 7 L. D. 94.
Maxwell and Sangre de Cristo Land Grants
(46 L. D. 301); modified, 48 L. D. 88.
McBride v. Secretary of the Interior (S
C. Li. 0. 10); modified, 52 L. D. 33.
McCalla v. Acker (29 L. D. 203) ; vacated,.
30 L. D. 277.
McCornick, William S. (41 L. D. 661, 666);
vacated, 43 L. D. 429.
*McCraney v. Heirs of Hayes (83 L. D.
21); overruled, 41 L. D. 119, (See 43
L. D. 196.)
McDonald, Roy, et al (34 L. D. 21); over-ruled, 37 L. D.. 285,
*McDonogh School Fund (11 L. D. 378)
overruled, 30 L. D. 616. (See 35 L. D.
399.)
McFadden et al. v. Mountain View Mining
and Milling Co. (26 L. D. 530) ; vacated,
27 L. D. 358.
McGee, Edward D. -(17 L. D. 285) ; overruled, 29 L. D. 166.
McGrann, Owen (5 L. D. 10)
overruled,.
24 L. D. 502.
McGregor, Carl (37 L. D. 693); overruled,
85 L. D. 148.
McKernan v. Bailey (16 L. D. 368); overruled, 17 L. D. 494.
*McKittrick Oil Co. v. Southern PacificR. 1R. Co. (37 L. D. 243); overruled, 40'
L. D. 528. (See 42 L. D. 317.)3
McNamara et al. v. State of California (iT
L. D. 296).; overruled, 22 L. D. 666.
MePeek v. Sullivan et al. (25 L.: D. 281)
overruled, 36 L. D. 26.
*Mee v. Hughart et al. (23 L. D. 455)
Madigan, Thomas (8 L. D. 188)'; overruled,
vacated, 28 L. D. 209. In effect rein27 L. D. 448.
stated, 44 L. D. 414, 487; 46 L.1D. 434;
48 L. D. 195, 346, 348; 49 L. D1 260, 662.
Maginnis, Charles P. (31 L. D. 222); overruled, 35 L. D. 399.
*Meehoer' a. Heirs of Schut (35 L. D. 335);
overruled, 41 I. D. 119.
(See 43 L. D.
Maginnis, John S. (32 L. D. 14) modified,
196.)
42 L. D. 472.
Mercer v. Buford Townsite (35 L. D. 119)
Maher, John M. (34 L. D. 342); modified,
overruled, 35 L. D. 649.
42 L. D. 472.
Mahoney, Timothy (41 L. D. 129) ; over- * Meyer, Peter (6 L. D. 639); modified, 12
L. D. 436.
ruled, 42 L. D. 313.
Meyer v. Brown (15 L. 1D. 807) ; see 39
Makela, Charles (46 L. D. 509) ; extended,
L. D. 162, 225.
49 L. D. 244.
Miller, Edwin J. (35 L. D. 411); overruled
Makemson v. Snider's Heirs (22 Li. D. 511)
43 L. D. 181.
overruled, 32 L. D. 650.
)Miller v. Sebastian (19 L. D. 288) ; overMalone Land and Water Co. (41 L. D.
ruled, 26 L. D. 448..
138); overruled in part, 43 L. D. 110.
Milner and North Side R. R. Co. (36 L. D.
Maney, John J. (35 L.1D. 250) ; modified
488) ; overruled, 40 L. D, 187.
:
48 L. D. 153.
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Milton et at.a. Lamb (22 L. D. 339)-; overNorthern Pacific Ry Co. (48 'L D. 573):
ruled, 25 L. 1D. 550.
overruled so far as in conflict, 51, L. D,
Milwaukee, Lake Shore and Western Ry.
196. (See 52 L. 1. M8.)
Co. (12' L. D. 79); overruled, 29
12.Northern Pacific H. R. Co. v. Bowman (7
DL.
112.
.
'
L. D. 238) ; modified, 18, L. D. 224. Miner va. Mariott at at. (2 L.. D. 709);
Northern Pacific R.lR. Co. a. Burns (6 I. D.
modified, 28 L. D1. 224.
.;21);
overruled, 20 L.
191
D..
Minnesota and Ontario Bridge Company
Northern Pacifc R. R.v Co. . Loomis (21
(30 L. D. 77); no longer follewed, 50
L. D. 395) ; overruled, 27 L. D. 464.
*L. 12. 359.
0
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Marshall et at.
-*Mitchell v. Brown (3 L. D. 65) overruled,
(17 L. D. 545) ; overruled, 28 L. D. 174.
41 L. 12. 396. (See 43 L.1.
520.)
Pacific- RI. H. Co. a. Miller 17Northern
(7
Monitor Lode (18 La. H. 358), overruled,
L. D. 100) ; overruled, 16 L. D. 229.
25 L. D. 495.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Sherwood
Moore, Charles H. (16 L. D. 204); over(28 L. D. 126),; overruled, 29 L. D. 550.
ruled, 27 L. D. 482.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Symons (22
Mforgan a. Craig (10- C. I 0. 234);, overL. D. 686); overruled, 28 L. D. 95.
ruled, 5 L. D. 303.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Urquhart (8
Morgan av. Rowland (37
00) overL.
L.. D. 365) ; overruled, 28 L. D. 126.
ruled, 37 L. D. 618.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Walters et al.
Moritz v. Hinz (36 L. D. 450) ; vacated,
(13 L. D. 230), overruled so far as in
37 L. D. 382.
conflict, 49 L. D. 391.
Morrison, Charles S. (36 L. D. 126); modiNorthern Pacific R. R. Co. va Yantis (8
fled, 36 L. D. 319.
L. D. 58) ; overruled, 12 L. D. 127.
Morrow aet al. v. State of Oregon et al.
Nyman v. St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Maui(32 L. D. 54) ; modified, 33 L. D. 101.
toba Ry. Co. (5 L. D. 396) ; overruled, 6
Moses, Zelmer HR. (36 L. D. 473) ; overL.- D. 750.
ruled, 44 L. D. 570.
Mountain Chief Nos. 8 and 9 Lode Claims
O'Donnell, Thomas J. (28 L. D. 214); over(36 L. D. 100) ; overraled in part, So
rld
5
.1.41
L. D. 551.
Oulson a. Trve atD. (261I. D 3,68
Mt. Whitney Military Reservation (40 L. D.
Olson ve Travred
2 L. 12480 .30 L D, 382.
315) ; see 43 L. D. 33
Opinion A. A. . D(35L. 2. 277) ; vacated,
Muller, Ernest (46 La. D2. 243) ;overruled,
Opno A. A.
34.
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.27
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48L.
Muller
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43
eirs 53
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overruled,
L. 12. 532.369)
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,Nebraska, State of (18 L. D. 124); overruled, 28 L. D. 358.
Nebraska, State of, v. Dorrington (2 C. L.
L. 647) ; overruled, 26 L. D. 123.
Neilsen v. Central Pacific R. R. Co. et at
(26 L. D. 252) ; modified, 30L. 2D.216.
Newbanks v. Thompson (22 L. D. 490) ;
- overruled, 29 L. D. 108.
Newlon, Robert C. (41 L. D. 421) ; overruled,- 43 L. D. 364.
New Mexico,- State of (46 L. D. 217),
overruled, 48 L. D. 98.
Newton, Walter (22 L.1D. 322); modified,
. 25. L. D. 188.
New York. Lode and Mill Site (5 L. D.
518) ; overruled, 27 L. D. 373.
*Nickel, John R. (9 L. D. 388) ; overruled,
41 L. D. 129. (See 42 L. D. 313.)
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (20 L. D. 191) ,
modified, 22 L. D. 224; overruled, 29
L. D. 550.
Northern Pacific RI R. Co. (21 L. D. 412)
in effect overruled, 26 L. D. 265; 33 L. D.
426; 44 L. D. 218; 177 U. S. 435.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (23 L. D. 204);
in effect overruled so far as' in conflict,
26 L. D. 265;;33 L. D. 426; 44 L. D.
218; 177 U. S. 435.

Oregon Central Military Wagon Road- Co. v.
Hart (17 L. 12. 480) ; overruled',18 L. 12.
543.
Owens et al. v. State of California (22 L. D1
; overruled, 38 L. 12; 253.
Pacific Slope Lode (12 L. D. 686); overruled, 25 L. D. 518.
Papini v. Alderson (1 B.: L. P. 91); modifled, 5 L. D. 256.
Patterson, Charles E. (3 L. D. 260); modifled. 6 L. D. 284, 624.
Paul Jones Lode (28 L. D. 120) modified,
31 L. D. 359.
Paul v. Wiseman (21 L. D. 12); overruled,
27 L. D. 522.
Pecos Irrigation and Improvement Co. (15
L. D. 470) ; overruled, 18 L. D. 168, 268.
Pennock, Belle L. (42 L. D. 315) ; vacated,
43 L. D1 66.
Perry v. Central Pacific R. R. Co. (39 L. D.
5); overruled so far as in conflict, 47
L. D. 304.
Phebus, Clayton (48 L. D. 128); overruled
so far as in conflict, 50 L. D. 281.
Phelps, W. L (8 C. L. 0. 139)
overruled
2 L. D. 854,
Phillips, Aleonz (2 L. 1D. 321); overruled,
15 L. D. 424.
Phillips v. Breazeale's Heirs (19 L. VD.
573); overruled, 30 L. D. 03.
Pieper, Agnes C. (35 L. D. 459) ; overruled,
43 L. D. 374.
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Pietkiewicz et at. ivt Richmond: (29 L. D.
195) ; overruled, 37 l.' D'U145.3
Pikes Peak Lode (10 L. D. 200)-: overruled
so far as analogous, 20 L. D. 204. ' it
Pikes Peak Lode' (14 L. D. 47); overruled,
20 L. D. 204.
Popple, James (12 L. D.433) overruled, 13
-i '
L. D. 588.
Powell, D.: C. (6 L. DU 302); modified, 15
L. D. 477.
Premo, George (9 L. D. 70) see 39 L. D.
162, 225.
Prescott, Henrietta P. (46 L. D. 486) ; overruled, 51 L. D. 2S7.
Pringle, Wesley (13 L. D. 519),; overruled
29 L. D. 599.
Provensal, Victor H. (30 L. D. 616); overruled, 53L. D. 399.
Prue, widow of Emanuel (6 L. D. 436)
vacated, 33 L. D. 409.
Pugh, F. M., et al. (14 L. D. 274) ; in effect
vacated, 232 U. S. 452.
Puyallup Allotments (20 L. D. 157); modified, 29 L. D. 628.
Rancho Alisal (1 L. D. 173) ;: overruled, 5
L. D. 320.
Rankin, James D., et al. (7 L. D. 411)
overruled, 35 L. D. 32.
Rankin, John M. (20 L. D. 272) ; reversed,
21 L. D. 404.
Rebel Lode (12 L. D. 683) ; overruled, 20
L. D. 204; 48 L. D. 523.
*Reed v. Buffington (7 L. D. 154) ; overruled, 8 L. D. 110. (See 9 L. D. 860.)
Regione v. Rosseler (40 L. D. 93) ; vacated,
40 L. D. 420..
Rialto No. 2 Placer Mining Claim (34 L. D.
44) ; overruled, 37 L. D. 250.
Rico Town Site (1 L. D. 556) modified,
5 L. D. 256.
Rio Verde Canal Co. (26 L. D. 381) ; vacated, 27 L. D. 421.
Roberts v. Oregon Central Military Road
Co. (19 U. D. 591) ; overruled, 31 L. D.
174.
Robinson, Stella G. (12 L. D. 443); overruled, 13 L. D. 1.
Rogers, Rorace B. (10 L. D. 29),; overruled,
14 L. D. 321.
Rogers v. Atlantic and Pacific R. R. Co.
(6 L. D. 565) ; overruled, 8 L. D. 165.
*Rogers v. Lukens (6 L. D. 111) ; overruled,
/
8 L. D. 110. (See 9 L. D. 360.)
Romero v. Widow of Knox (48 L. D. 32)
overruled so far as in conflict, 49 L. D.
244.
Roth, Gottlieb (50 L. D. 196) ; modified, 50
L. D. 197.
Rough Rider and *Other Mining Claims
(41 L. D. 242, 255) ; vacated, 42 L. D.
584.
Salsberry, Carroll (17 L. D. 170) ; overruled, 39 L. D. 93.
Sangre de Cristo and Maxwell Land Grants
(46 L. D. 301); modified, 48 L. D. 88.
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Santa 'Vb Pacific it R.- Co. q. Peterson (39'
L. D. 442) ;, overruled, 41'L. D. 383.
SatisfactionLEtension! Mill-:Site :(14 L. Ui'.
173). (See 32 L. D. 128.)
Sayles, Henry P. (2 L. D. 88); modified;
6 L. D. 797.
Schweitzer v. Billiard et al. (19 L. D. 294)';
overruled, 26 L.: D. 639.
it R. Co.: (6
S'errano v. Southern Pacific
C. L. 0. 93) ; overruled, 1 L. D.:'380; I
Shalley v. Moran- (1 L. D. 162) overruled,
15 L. D. 424.
Shineberger, Joseph (8 L. ;D. 231) ; overruled, 9 L. D. 202.
:
Simpson, Lawrence W. (35 L. D. 399, 609)
modified, 36 L. D. 205.
Sipchen v. Ross, 1 L. D. 634); modified,.
4 L. D. 152.
Smead v. Southern Pacific R. R.
CO. (21
L. D. 432) ; vacated, 29 'L. D. 135.
Snook, Noah A., et ae. (41 L. D. 428) ; overruled; 43 L. D. 364.
Sorli a. Berg (40 L. D: 259); overruled,
42 L. D. 557.
South Star Lode (17 L. D. 280); overruled,.
20 L. D. 204; 48 L. D. 523.
Southern Pacific R. R. Co. (15 L. UD.460)
reversed, 18 L. D. 275.
Southern Pacifib R. R. Co. (28 L. D. 281)
recalled, 32 L. U. 31.
Southern Pacific R. R. Co. (33 L. D. 89)
recalled, 33 L. D. 528.
Southern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Burns (31 U.
D. 272) ; vacated, 37 L. D; 243.
Spaulding v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (21
L. D. 57) ; overruled, 31 L. D. 151.
Spencer, James (6 L. D. 217) ; modified, 6
L. D. 772; 8 L. D. 467.
Spruill, Lelia May (50 L. D. 549); overruled, 52 L. D. 339.
1 1
State of California (14 L. D. 253) ; vacated, 23 L. D. 230.
Slate of California (15 L. D. 10); overruled, 23 L. D. 423.
State of California (19 L. D. 585) ; vacated, 28 L. D. 57.
State of California (22 L. D. 428); overruled, 32 L. D. 34.
State of California (32 L. D. 346); vacated,:
50 L. D. 628. (See 37 i.
D. 499, and
46 L. D. 396.)
State of California (44 L. D. 118) ; overruled, 48 L. D. 98.
State of California (44 L. D. 468) ; overruled, 48 L. D. 98.
State of California v. Moccettini (19 L. D.
359) ; overruled, 31 L. D. 335.
State of California v. Pierce (3 C. L. 0.
118) ; modified, 2 L. D. 834.
State of California a. Smith (5 L. D. 543)
overruled, 18 L. D. 343.
State of Colorado (7 L. D. 490) ; overruled,
*9 L. D. 408.
State of Florida (17 L. D. :355); reversed,
19 L. D. 76.
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State of Florida (47 L. D. 92, 93) ; overruled so far as in conflict,'51 I. D. 291.
State of Louisiana: (8 L.D. 126); modified, 9 L. D. 157.
State of Louisiana (24 L. D. 231) ; vacated,
26 L. D. 5.
State of Louisiana (47 L. D. 366)
overruled so far as in conflict, 51 L. D. 291.
State of Louisiana (48C L. DP. 201); overruled so far as in conflict, 51 L. D. 291.
State of Nebraska (18 L. D. 124) ; overruled, 28 L. D. 358.
State of Nebraska v. Dorrington (2 C. L.
L. 647) ; overruled, 26 L. D. 123.
State of New: Mexico (46 L. D. 217) ; overruled, 48 L. D. 98.
State of Utah (45: L. D. 551); overruled,
48 L. D. 98.
*Stevenson, Heirs of, -v. Cunningham (32
L. D. 650) ; modified, 41 L. D. 119. (See
43 Is. D. 196.)
Stewart et al v. Bees et al. (21 L. D.
446); overruled,; 29 L. D. 401.
Stirling, Lillie D. (39 L. D. 346) ; overruled, 46 L. D. 110.
Stockley, Thomas J. (44 L. D. 178; 180)
vacated, 260 U. S. 532. (See 49 L. D.
460; 461; 492.)
*St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Ry.
Co. (8 L. D. 255) ; modified, 13 L. D.
354. (See 82 L. D. 21.)
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Rly.
Co. v. Hagen (20 L. D. 249); overruled,
25 L. D. 86.
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Ry.
Co. v. Fogelberg (29 L. D. 291),; vacated,
30 L. D. 191.
Strain, A. G. (40 I. D. 108); overruled so
far as in conflict, 51 L. D. 51.
Stricker, Lizzie (15 L. D. 74) ; overruled,
18 L. D. 283.
Stump, Alfred M., et al. (39 L. D. 437)
vacated, 42 L. D. 566.
Sumner v. Roberts (23 L. D. 201) ; overruled so far as in conflict, 41 L. D. 173.
Sweeney v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (20
L. D. 394) ; overruled, 28 L. D. 174.
t
Sweet, Er' P. (2 C. L. 0. 18); overruled,
41 L. D. 129. (See 42 L. D. 313.)
Sweeten v. Stevenson (2 B. L. P. 42) ; overruled, 83 L. D. 248.
Taft v. Chapin (14 L. D. 593) ; overruled,
17 L. D. 414.
Taggart, William M. (41 L. D. 282) ; overruled, 47 L. D. 370.
Talkington's Heirs v. Hempfiing (2 L. D.
46) ; overruled, 14 Is. D. 200.
Tate, Sarah 3. (10 L. D. 469) ; overruled,
21 L. D. 211.
Taylor v. Yeats et al. (8 L. D. 279) ; reversed, 10 L. D. 242.
*Teller, John C. (26 L. D. 484) ; overruled, 36 L. D. 36. (See 37 L. D. 715.)
The Dailey Clay Products Co. (48 L. D.
429, 431) ; overruled so fat as in conflict, 50 L. D. 656.

Thorstenson, Even (45 I. D. 96)
overruled, 47 L. D. 258.
Tleck v. McNeil (48 L. D. 158) ; modified,
49 L. D. 260.
Toles v. Northern Pacific Ry. Co. et al. (39
Is. D. 371) ; overruled, 45 I. D. 93.
Tompkins, H.: H. (41 L. D. 516); overruled, 51 L. D. -27.
Traganla, Mertie C. (40 L. D. 3,00) ; overruled, 42 L. D. 612.
Traugh v. Ernst (2 L. D. 212); overruled,
3 L. D. 98.
Tripp v. Dunphy (28 L. D. 14); modified,
40 L. D. 128.
Tripp v. Stewart (7 C. L. 0. 39); modified,
6 L. D. 795.
Tucker v. Florida Ry. & Nav. Co. (19 L.
D. 414); overruled, .25 IL. P. 233.
Tupper v. Schwarz (2 L. D. 623) ; overruled, 6 L. D. 624.
Turner v. Cartwright (17 L. D. 414)
modified, 21 L. D. 40.
Turner v. Lang (1 C. L. 0. 51) ; modified,
5 L. D. 256.
Tyler, Charles (26 L. D. 699); overruled,
35 IL. D. 411.
Ulin v. Colby (24 L. D. 311); overruled,
35 Is. D. 549.
Union Pacific R. R. Co. (33 L. D. 89)
recalled, 33 L. D. 528.
United States v. Bush (13 L. D. 529)
overruled, 18 L. D. 441.
United States v: Central Pacific: By. Co.
(52 L. D. 81) ; modified, 52 L. D. 235.
United States v. Dana (18 I. D. 161)
modified, 28 L. D. 45.
Utah, State of (45 L. D. 551); overruled,
48 L. D. 98.
Veatch v. Heir of Natter (46 IL. D. 496)
overruled so far as in conflict, 49 L. D.
461. (See 49 L. D. 492, for adherence
in part.)
Vine, James (14 L. D. 527) ; modified, 14
L. D. 622.-.
Vradenburg's Heirs et al. v. Orr et a1. (25
L. D. 323):; overruled, 38 L. D. 253.
Wahe, John (41 L. D. 127); modified, 41
L. D. 637.
Walker va Prosser (17Is. D. 85) ; reversed,
18 L. D. 425.
Walker v. Southern Pacific R. R. Co. (24
L. D. 172) ; overruled, 28 L. D. 174.
Walters, David (15 L. D. 136) ; revoked,
24 L. D. 58.
Warren v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (22
L. D. 568) ; overruled so far as in conflict, 49 L. D. 391.
Wasmund v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (23
Is. D. 445) ; vacated, 29 L. D. 224.
Wass a. Milward (5 L. D;: 349); vacated,
44 L. D. 72. (See: unreported case of
Ebersold v. ' Dickson, September 25,
1918.)
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Waterhouse, William W. (9 L. D. 131)
overruled, 18 L. D. 586.
Watson, Thomas E. (4 L. D. 169) ; modifled, 6 L. D. 71.
Weber, Peter (7 L. D. 476); overruled, 9
L. D. 150.
533); over-Weisenborn, Ernest (42 LD.1
ruled, 43 L. D. 395.
W-erden v. Schlecht (20 L. D. 523); overruled, 24 L. D. 45.
Western Pacific Ry. Co. (40 L. D. 411; 41
L. D. 599); overruled, 43 L. D. 410.
Wheaton v. Wallace (24 L. D. 100); modifled, 34 L. D. 383.
:White, Sarah V. (40 L. D. 630); overruled
in part, 46 L. D. 56.
-Wickstrom v. Calkins (20 L. D. 459) ; modified, 21 L. D. 553; overruled, 22 L. D.
892.
D. 4386))
-Widow of Emanuel Prue (6 L. .vacated, 33 L.i D. 409.
Wiley, George P. (36 L. D1. 305) ; modified,
36 L. D. 417,
iWilkerson, Jasper N. (41 L. D. 138) ; overruled, 50 L. D. 614. (See 42 L. . 8313,)
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Wilkins,,Benjamin C. (2 L. D. 129) ; modified, 6 L. D. 797.
Willamette Valley and Cascade Mountain
Wagon Road Co. v. Bruner (22 L. D.
654) ; vacated, 26 L. D. 357.
Willamette Valley and Cascade Mountain
Wagon Road Co. v>. Chapman (13 L. D.
61) ; overruled, 20 L. D. 259.
Willingbeck, Christian P. (3 L. D. 383)
modified, 5 L. D. 409.
Willis, Cornelius, et al. .(47 L. D. 135)
overruled, 49 L. D. 461.
Willis, Eliza (22 L. D. 426) overruled, 26
L. D. 436.
*Wilson v. Heirs of Smith (37 L. D. 519)
overruled, 41 L. D. 119. (See 43 L. D.
196.)
Witbeck v. Hardeman (50 L. D. 413) ; overruled so far as in conflict, 51 L. D. 36.
Wright of el. v. Soith (44 L. D. 226) ; in
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of the leasing
under section.29
act

(Modified)

-

499

272

46

183

474

622

351
560

5
464

624

7832

1925, July' 21 (51 L; D. 167), pro7
cedure upon. nonmineral applications filed subsequent to' applicaS tions for prospecting' permits and
- 241,242
---- …~leases (ameelded)
1925,. August 17. (51 I.'. D1. 180),
potassium permits for lands cov-47, 272
ered6 -by oil and gas permits._..
1925, Septeisiber 12 (51 LD.1 204),
'reclamation entries; 'paragraph 2,
qualifications -of applicants under
:subsection C of the act of Decem223
ber 5, 1924D.
1. .196),
1925; September 17 (51
oil and gas' prospecting permits
for lands within railroad grants: 59, 490
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Page
1925, November 4 (51 L. D. 265),
showings by applicants for placer
mining patents… -_-_---_
190'
1925, November 11 (51 L. D. 278),
oil and gas permits; extension of
time for drilling (modifded)_
26, 365
1926, February 25 (51 L. D. 357),
isolated tracts (revised)
…-_ 340
…
Paragraph 7, when deemed isolated… _-- _---____---497, 498
Paragraph
9, aplication
for
sale not a segregationu
…_
498
1926, February 25 (51 L. D. 365),
regulations under .timber and stone
law…__…
_-___--________--_--_
243
1926, February 26 (51 L. D.. 379),
right *to allotments under section
:4 of the general allotment act reserved by the act of June 2, 1924
394
1926, April 27 (51 L. D. 450), oil
and gas permits; extension of
time for drilling (superseded).-365
1926, May 25 (51 L. D. 457), selections, etc., of lands containing
springs or water holes -__
168, 609
(Modified)_ ___
_--559
1926, June 18 (51 L. D. 475), applications under section 27 of the
leasing act; limitations
…
360
(Amended)
196
1926, July 1 (52 L. D. 1), operating
regulations governing the producetion of oil and gas (supplemented)
…
_35…
1926, July 9 (51 L. D. 487), listing
less than a legal subdivision by a
land-grant railroad company
…-- 82
(Modified) - -_ _
237, 420
(Supplemented) ____-_
254,255
9____
1926, July 20 (51 L. D. 501), survey
and disposal of Indian posssessions in trustee town sites, Alaska; paragraph 6, designation of
division inspector as trustee -. 66
1926, July 23 (51 L. D. 505), use of
public lands for recreational purposes (supplemented)
…-__-_- 408
1926, August 20 (51 L. D. 525), adjustment of water-right charges onFederal irrigation projects (modified)
__ _
193, 513
1926, August 27-(51 L. D. 537), exportation of timber from Alaska
(amended) -_--------585,
586
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1926, September 1 (51 L. D. 547),
Rules of Practice
_-_______-__
Rule 7, service of notice _-_
381
Rule 8, service- of notice
414
___
Rules 20-32, depositions and interrogatories
_-__-___-_
674
Rule 27, deposition by stipulation
_--_-- __--________
501
Rule 28, testimony (amended)503
Rule 40, trials; demurrer to evidence--178
Rule 74, appeal -_________
415
1926, September 11 (51 L. D. 574),
sale of dead or down and firekilled timber; paragraph 2, advertisement of sale (amended)
…-__- 42
1927, January 22 (52 L. D. 27), fur
farming in Alaska (amended) _ 262, 570
1927, February 21 (52 L. D. 40),
bonds with oil and gas permits
(amplified)
___--_--_-___ 41 365
1927, March 15 (52 L. D. 51), confirmation of mineral school sections____-__ __
I----490, 505
1927, March 17 (52 L. D. 59), fees
paid pursuant to the leasing act
(amended) ___
I---------_
465
1927, April 20 (52 L. D. 84), potash
permits and leases_ ___-_-___-_
516
1927; April 27 (52 L. D. 106), town
site regulations; town sites on
mineral lands…
_…___=-_- 432
1927, November 12. (52 L. D. 333),
assessment work
on
oil-shale
claims…
_
I------------…332,525
(Amplified) - - - -

1928, January 7 (52 L. D. 245),
grazing leases in Alaska (amended)…
__-- … _______-- _--1928, January 30 (52 L. D. 262) fur
farming in Alaska (amended)___
1928, February 1 (52 L. D. 383),
section 4, Indian allotments…---_
1928I March 10 (52 L. D. 334), assessment work on oil-shale claims.
1928, April 23 (52 L. D. 352), Cheyenne River and Standinij Rock Indian lands; time for payments extended
_740
1928, October 26 (52 L. P. 503),
practice; Rule 28, testimony
__
…
1929, March 13 (52 Stat. 578),+conservation of oil and gas
…
1929, March 16 (52 L. D. 579), conservation of oil and gas; administrative ruling
628, 630, 637,

334

729
570
601
525

674
637
680
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1805, February 11 (2 Stat. 313), survey… _-- __________--_--_--455
1832, July 9 (4 Stat. 565), adjustment of private land claims in Missouri… ___--------_ ___32
-1836, July 4 (5 Stat. 126), confirmation of private land claims in Missouri __ _
-______ _____- _
33
1837, July 29 (7 Stat. 536), cession
of Chippewa Indian lands -___
616
1842, October 4 (7 Stat. 591), cession of Chippewa Indian lands--616
1848, February 2 (9 Stat. 922),
treaty with Mexico
___
…
:695
1850, September 28 (9 Stat. 519),
swamp land grant -__
- ___ 263, 615
1851, March 3 (9 Stat. 631), private
claims
____ _-_____-_-492,
…
-495
See. 13, patent; survey
…
___
492
See. 15, effect of final decree._
492
1853, February 9 (10 Stat. 155),
railroad grant; Arkansas _=____
…
731
1854, July 17 (10 Stat. 304), Sioux
half-breed scrip…---------__---603
1854, September 30 (10 Stat. 1109),
Chippewa treaty-6-_- _-- 616
1855, March 2 (10 Stat. 634), relief
of purchasers of swamp lands-_
264
1856, June 3 (11 Stat. 18), Louisiana railroad grant __-___
191
1856, June 3 (11 Stat.. 20),: Wisconsin railroad grant ______-_-____229
1857, March 3 (11 Stat. 251), confirmation of swamp land selections-.
264
1858, December 22 (11 Stat, 374),:
private claims…-------…-_-_-- 695
1862, May 20 (12 Stat. 392), homesteads; :qualifications
__…_
72
1862, May 30 (12 Stat. 409), survey...
457
1862, July 1 (12 Stat. 489), sec. 9,
Central Pacific grant
_____
… _
574
1864, July 2 (13 Stat. 356), see. 5,
Central Pacific grant ___ … __
574
Sec. 21,, survey of railroad lands;
collection of costs
__-____
…
83
1868, May 7 (15 Stat. 649), Crow
Indian reservation
_-__-___…
210
1870, July 15, (16 Stat. 291, 305),
survey of railroad lands ; collection
of costs _____--__--_--_---__82
1875, March 3 (18 Stat. 402, 420),
see. 15, Indian homesteads_ 394, 401, 600
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1875, March 3 (13 Stat. 482), right
of way… ____ ___-_-____
571
1876, July 31 (19 Stat. 102, 121),
survey of railroad lands; collection of costs _--_--__-___…82,237
1877, March 3 (19 Stat. 377), desertland entry…
__-- _-- _-___-243, 513
1877, March 3.(19 Stat. 392), limits
of reservations for town sites -_129
See. 4, additional entries __ 114, 116
1878, June 3 (20 Stat. 89), timber
and stone-36
243
1879, March 3 (20 Stat. 472), final
proof ----------------111, 115, 134
1880, May 14 (21 Stat. 140), sec. 2
contests ; preference right
…- __-64,
80, 181, 390, 533
1880, June 16 (21 Stat. 287), sec. 2,
repayment
…____--__----__-_- : 416
1884, May 17 (23 Stat. 24), sec. 8,
mining laws extended to Alaska562
1884, July 4 (23 Stat. 73), right of
way7 _- - - -_
- - -- - 44
1884, July 4 (23 Stat. 76, 96), Indian homesteads
__-_-__-394,
…
401
1885, March 3 (23 Stat. 478, 497),
First Assistant Secretary
_ …
234
1886, July 10 (24 Stat. 143), sec. 3,
survey of railroad lands; collection of costs _------__-__8'2
1887, February 8 (24 Stat. 388), Indian allotment act-__ 393, 395,692, 710
See. 4, nonreservation Indians;
allotments ---383,'391, 392, 600
See. 6, citizenship
_-_-_-_…
393
1887, March 3 (24 Stat. 556), sec.
1, adjustment of. railroad grants_
229
1889, March 2 (25 S Stat. 854), private entry; Missouri
…-_____--- 345
See. 7, homestead final proof --208
1890, May 2 (26 Stat. 81, 91), sec.
22. Oklahoma town sites.., - 120, 122, 124
1890, May 14 (26 Stat. 109), Oklahoma town sites
…_.--____--- 744
1890, September 30 (26 Stat. 502),
parks and cemeteries
…__-_-____
131
1891, February 28 (26 Stat. 794),
Indian allotments
__ …----383
Sees. 2-3, lease and descent___-399
See. 5, lease and descent
…-_- 399
1891, February 28 (26 Stat. 796),
school indemnity
241, 274, 681
0__-___
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1891, March 3 (26 Stat. 1095), sec.
2, desert entry; assignment______…
513
182,
Sec. 7, confirmation1 ------185, 411, 509, 515, 649
Sec. 16, town sites on mineral
lands _____--__--__-116, 126, 127
Sees. 18-21, right of way for
canals, reservoirs, ,etc---- 371, 378
See. 24, creation of forest ret52
_--serves…1 ____-----1892, July 26 (27 Stat.. 270), contest; preference right
…___ 80,463
1893, August 19 (28 Stat. 1222,
1227), land office and court house
744
sites, Cherokee outlet, Oklahoma1894, July 16 (28 Stat. 107), Utah
_--__-_-04
enabling act…5
1894, August 18 (28 Stat 3f2, 394),
surveys and preference right selections…
_-----___-- __--_
34
1895, February 18 (28 Stat. 665),
Gila Valley, Globe and Northern
Railway; right of way through
San Carlos Indian Reservation--594
1895, February 26 (28 Stat. 687),
___-_--- 496
isolated tracts _-_-_1896, May 11 (29 Stat. 116),' vacated town sites; Oklahoma_122, 124
1896, May 14 (29 Stat.' 120), right
of way…_
_
_727
1897, February 11 (29 Stat. 526),
placer mining laws extended to oil
and gas lands
…
_ 5 23, 333
1897, March 2 (29 Stat. 618), sec. 2,
131
acquisition of townilots by aliens1897, June 4 (30 Stat. 11, 34), national forests
…7
_
04
1897, June 4 (30 Stat. 11, 36), for485, 487, 645
est lieu __------_-382,
1898, January 13 (30 Stat. 227),
Gila Valley, Globe and Northern
Railway; right of way through
San Carlos Indian Reservation__ '' 594
1898, January 27 (30 Stat. 234),
674
7…_
registers and receivers
1898, April 29 (30 i Stat. 367), Arkansas Compromise Act
…_…-- 263
1898, May 11 (30 Stat. 404), sec. 2,
right of way for canals, reservoirs,
etc… __
371, 378
1898, May 14
(30 Stat. 409),
homestead laws extended to Alas599
___ _104,
ka __
See. 10, homestead proof notices… _
565
Occupancy; p o s 5 e ssory
104
rights
__------_Trade and manufacturing
599
…____-__
sites
1898, June 16 (30 Stat. 473), military service…48 -----------, 534
1898, June 21 (30 Stat. 484), New
Mexico; school land reservation._
239
-

278, 626
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Page
1899, February 27 (30 Stat. 892),
survey of railroad lands; deposit
for costs… _-- _____--____-__-_82
1899, March 2 (30 Stat.- 990), railroad rights of way over Indian
lands
_---_---_____
594
596
Sec. 2, width of right of way..-1900, June 6 (31 Stat. 321), sec. 26,
mining laws extended to Alaska-562
1901, Febtuary 151 (31 Stat. 790),
rights of way through reserva'___
…
220, 557, 639, 672, 707, 727
tions
1901, March 1 (31 Stat. 847), solhomestead
diers' - and sailors'
534
__
_-… _-__-rights…
1902, March 11 (32 Stat. 63), Oklahoma town sites…--------------…123
1902, May 27 (32 Stat. 248, 261),
'town sites in Walker River Indian reservation, Nevada _
126
1902, June 17 (32 Stat. 388), reclamation act
_---- … _---159,
164,
165, 167, 222, 238, 499, 513
* Sec. 3, entries
__-____-…
240
1903, January 31 (32 Stat. 790),
compulsory attendance of witnesses…--------'674
Sec. 1, subpoenas
__
439
Sec. 4, deposition; costs- 439, 502, 674
Sec. 5, depositions= __-_ -_
439
1903, February 9 . (32 Stat. 820),
town sites in former Indian reser.vations; Minnesota_.
____
…
125
1903, February 12 (32 Stat. 825),
oil-placer c I a i m a; assessment
work __----____
…
332, 333, 334, 525
1903, March 3 (32 Stat: 1028),
Alaska' homesteads
---------…
_
106
1904, April 23 (33 Stat. 297), al' lotments and patents ___
_-_- 390
1904, April 27 (33 Stat. 360, 361), '
town sites in Crow Indian reservation, Montana
… _-_126
1904, October 13 (33 Stat. 2374),
Woodward town site, Oklahoma
T
744
1905, March 3 (33 Stat. 1016), Shoshone or Wind River Indian reset vation; cession
__ …_ -_
711
Sec. 3, irrigation
_- …
___---712
1905, March 3 (33 Stat. 1020, 1021),
town sites in Shoshone and Wind
River Indian reservations, Wyoming…
____
I----…--------- 126
1905, March 3 (33 Stat. 1048, 1069),
town sites in Uintah Indian reservation, Utah_-__ ____-_-_-_126
1906, March 22 (34 Stat. 80, 82),
town sites in Colville Indian reservation, Washington…-__-_ -126
1906, April 16 (34 Stat. 116), town
sites on irrigation projects
_- _-117
1906, May 8 (34 Stat. 182), sec. 6,
citizenship extended to Indians._
393,
692, 710
1906, May 17 (34 Stat. 197), Alaska
I
allotments _____
_66, 568, 597, 599

EErroneously cited as the act of February 14, 1901, on p. 557.-Editor.
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Pagi
1906, June 8 (34 Stat. 225), preservation of American antiquities_ 151, 2699
Sec. 3, permits____________-___
270
Sec. 4, rules and regulations --271
1906, June 11 (34 Stat. 233), forest
homesteads __--_---_-__-__-__-49, 392
1906, June 21 (34 Stat. 325, 330),
railroad rights of way through
Indian reservations -_-'_-_-__
596
1906, June 21 (34 Stat. 325, 337),
town sites on Coeur d'Alene Indian reservation, Idaho
…-___-___126
1906, June 21 (34 Stat. 325, 354),
town sites in Flathead Indian
reservation, Montana----- ---126
1906, June 27 (34 Stat. 517), isOlated tracts
__-- _-_-_-____-340,496
…
1906, June 27 (34 Stat. 519), town
sites on irrigation projects
…_
118
1906, June 28 (34 Stat. 539), division of Osage Indian lands
__
…
591
1907, March 1 (34 Stat. 1015, 1039),
town sites on Blackfeet Indian
reservation, Montana…____- …
126
1907, March 1 (34 Stat. 1052), sale
of public lands for cemeteries---133
1907, March 2 (34 Stat. 1224), Kinkaid entries; Nebraska…-------. 340
1907, March 2 (34 Stat. 1228), sec.
2, citizenship; expatriation
…-__- 543
1907, March 2 (34 Stat. 1230, 1231),
town sites in Rosebud Indian reservation, South Dakota
… __
1126
1907, March 2 (34 Stat. 1243), sec.
1, mining claims in Alaska ---562
1908, March 28 (35 Stat. 52), desert
entry…
___-- _-- __---62, 242
Sec. 2, desert entry; assignments…_
513
1908, March 30 (35 Stat. 558), Fort
Peck Indian lands; allotments--690
1908, April 30 (35' Stat. 70, 77),
town sites in Colorado River and
Yuma Indian reservations, Arizona and California_-----------126
1908, May 29 (35 Stat. 458, 459),
town sites in Spokane Indian reservation, Washington
______
…
126
1908, May 29 (35 Stat. 461, 463),
town sites in Cheyenne River and
Standing Rock Indian reservations,
North Dakota and South Dakota-126
1908, May 30 (35 Stat. 561, 563),
town sites in Fort Peck Indian
reservation, Montana
…_-_-_-_- 126
1909, February 16 (35 Stat. 2226),
Tongass National Forest
598
'1909, February 19 (35 Stat. 639),
enlarged homestead act_
537, 621 623
Sec. 3, additional entry --- 49,474, 510
Sec. 7, additional entry …_ 425, 671
1909, February 24 (35 Stat. 645),
erroneous entries corrected
…--- 281
1909; March 3 (35 Stat. 845), resurvey -__-----_-- _------449

Page
1909, March 4 (35 Stat. 1088),
penal code:
Sec. .59, agreement to prevent '
bids… I _
___--_-_- 107
Sees. 114-116, offences against
official duties; public contracts -------------23, 32, 94, 662
1910, May 27 (36 Stat. 440, 441),
town sites in" Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation, South Dakota 126
1910, May 30 (36 Stat. 448, 449),
town sites in Rosebud Indian Reservation, South Dakota
…-_-__- 126
1910, June 1 (36 Stat. 456, 457),
town sites in Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation, North Dakota -----126
1910, June 11 (36 Stat. 465), reclamation town sites
___ … _
118
1910, June 20 (36 Stat. 557), sec. 6,
New Mexico; additional school
grant -_-_-______238, 278, 626, 680
Sec. 11, New Mexico,; preference
right _--_____--_=--__---35
Sec. 24, Arizona; additional school
grant __--___--__--__-----266, 489
1910, June 22 (36 Stat. 583), agricultural entries on coal lands._ 347, 651
1910, June 23 (36 Stat. 592), assignment of completed reclamation
homestead entries ______-____-166, 512
.1910, June 25 (36 Stat. 834), survey
of railroad lands ; deposit for
costs ____--------________---82, 237
1910, June 25 (36 Stat. 847), withdrawals __ 53, 102, 240, 302,.337, 490, 676
Sec. 1, temporary withdrawals.
676
Sec. 2, mining rights continued
321
676, 678
Sec. 3, report to Congress----676
1910, June'25 (36 Stat. 855), Indiafi heirs; partition of allotments…-------------------379
Sec. 5, penalty for unlawful sale
of Indian lands ___400
Sec. .17, allotments
_-_- __- 383
Sec. 31, allotments in national
forests _---5_-_
385, 391, 400
1911, March 4 (36 Stat. 1235, 1253),
rights of way through reservations
for electric lines
…-___-______672
1912, January 6 (37 Stat. 1723),
New Mexico; proclamation of admission-____-- ___-_238
1912, March 28 (37 Stat. 77), isolated tracts ___--__-_____-182, 340, 496
1912, April 13 (37 Stat. 84), Cheyenne River and Standing Rock Indian lands; time for payments extended…____--______----___--353
1912, April 18 (37 Stat. 86), sec. 7,
restricted lands of Osage Indians;
protection against claims
_'_-…
593
1912, :April 30 (37 Stat. 105), isolated tracts; coal lands __ ----…
347
1912, June 6 (37 Stat. 123), threeyear homestead act ___-____-_534
Reversion
I---------_
…_
.186
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19i2, August 9 (37 Stat. 265), reclamation entries; liens…_________- 561
1912, August 24 (37 Stat. 497),
withdrawals _____ 53, 102,337, 490, 676
1913, February 14 (37 Stat. 675,
676), town sites in Standing Roek
Indian Reservation, North Dakota_
126
1913, March 4 (37 Stat. 828, 842),
forest reserves; segregation for
homestead entry
_____-__----…
209
1913, March 4 (37 Stat. 1007); relief of Indian occupants on railroad lands in Arizona, California,
and New Mexico -__-__-_351
1913, September 30 (38 Stat. 113),
restorations…
_-_-- _-___- 676
1914, March 12 (38 Stat. 305),
Alaska railroad; withdrawals--_- 567
1914, April 6 (38 Stat. 312)2, intefmarriage of homesteaders
__ _
424
1914, May 28 (38 Stat. 383, 384),
Cheyenne River and Standing Roek
Indian reservations; time for payments extended__…_--__---353
1914, July 9 (38 Stat. 454), rights
of transferees of town lots
…
130
1914, July 17 (38 Stat. 509), phosphate, etc., lands
__…
- 40,
58, 64, 83, 199, 200, 331, 332, 347,
482, 621, 623, 653, 733, 742.
l
Sec. 2, damage to crops_…_ __
625
1914, August 1 (38 Stat. 582, 583),
irrigation of Indian lands; reimbursement--____
I ___
712
1914, September 5 (38 Stat. 712),
second homestead and desert-land
entries
____ _
200, 671, 735
1914, October 5 (38 Stat. 727), country parks, public playgrounds, and
community centers
…-_____138
1914, October 22 (38 Stat. 766), deserted wife…
_-- ___----_
-43, 670
1915, March 4 (38 Stat. 1086, 1101),
forest reserves; permits
…__-__-704
1915, March 4 (38 Stat. 1138, 1161),
see. 5, desert lands; time to make
final proof extended - … _ 62, 414, 618
1916, April 11 (39 Stat. 48), relief
of Indian occupants on railroad
lands in Arizona, California, and
New Mexico…_ __-_--____---351
-1916, May 18 (39 Stat. 123, 127),
partition of Indian allotments-_
370
1916, June 9 (39 Stat. 218), revested
Oregon and California* railroad
lands
--- ----…----- I--__-408, 683
Sec. 2, classification of lands_
683
See. 4, timber lands _-__-_-__- 683
See. 5, agricultural lands
___
…
684
1916, July 3 (39 Stat. 344), enlarged
homesteads -__---_____
474
1916, July 8 (39 Stat. 352), sec. 3,
Alaska homesteads
… __
_
3568
2
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506),
…-…_:
155,
163, 164, 165
Sec. 5, entries
__- _-_
…
166
See. 6, cash entries-_ _-_-_-_- 167
___Relinquishment
__-____166
1916, August 25 (39 Stat. 535),
sec. 3,' national parks; permits and
C
leases
_---- _____---…------356
1916, September 8 (39 Stat. 848),
Colorado National Forest
__-__49
1916, December. 29 (39 Stat. 862),
stock-raising -homestead act---425,
474, 499, 511, 519, 537, 621
See. 1, lands enterable
… : 3529
Sec. 3, improvements; area _-_671
Sec. 5, additional entry -___-___425
See. 9, mineral lands _________
…
629
Sec. 10, stock driveways; water
holes… _-__-__----___
628
1917, February 27 (39 Stat. 946),
desert lands; enlarged homestead
.entrymen __3 --------------511
1917, July 28 (40 Stat. :248), military service
_…_
…___ 542, 547
1917, October 2 (40 Stat. 2e7), potash permits and leases ______
47,
95, 516, 568, 734
Repealed __--_--__--____-_-_ 95,97
Sec. 1, permits authorized_--47
Sec. 2, lease
_
…-_--__
45
See. 3; camp sites, etc
-__
734
1917, October 5 (40 Stat. 343), mining claims; relief from assessment
work __3 __ _-----__-_
-524
1917, October 6 (40 Stat. 398), War
Risk Insurance Act_
_- _
534
1918, March 21 (40 Stat. 458),
desert lands; time to make final
proof extended -----=…---__ 62, 618
1918, March 28 (40 Stat. 499), Assistant to the Secretary
…
…_____
234
1918, May 31 (40 Stat. 592), town
sites in Fort Hall Indian reservation, Montana---------------126
1918, May 31 (40 Stat. 593), Oregon and California railroad revested lands; exchange of lands-738
1918, June 27 (40 Stat. 617), vocational rehabilitation -3_
544
1918; June 28 (40 Stat. 632), Alaska
homesteads-3
__
-----568
1919, February 25 (40 Stat. 1161),
credit for military. service …
… 215,
534, 538, 543, 545, 548
1919, February 26 (40 Stat. 1179),
revested Coos Bay wagon road
lands
_-……_-- __-- ________-408, 683
See. 3, classification and disposal______
…___
_ _____
684
1919, June 30 (41 Stat. 3, 9), relief
of Indian occupants on railroad
lands in Arizona, California, and
New Mexico
…
____
351
1916, August 11 (39 Stat.
State irrigation districts

Erroneously cited in the text as (38 Stat. 212)-Editor.
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1919, September 29 (41 Stat. 288),
P
vocational rehabilitation…----__ 544, 548
1919, October 22 (41 Stat. 293), arid
lands; Nevada
___-- …_-_-_-67, 76
1919, October 31 (41 Stat. 326),
school lands in reclamation town
sites…
___-- ____----__
120
1919, November 13 (41 Stat. 354),
mining claims; suspension of assessment work---------_-__
- 523
1919, December 11 (41 Stat. 366),
repayment act
_--…__-_-_-416, 466
1920, February 14 (41 Stat. 434),
military service; p refereince
rights _--___ -_
-_-----542
1920, February 25 (41 Stat. 437),
leasing act _--_----_---_-_-_1,
10, 24, 40, 41, 47, 56, 59, 60,
88, 94, 97, 189, 242, 272,
285, 348, 410, 415, 417, 556,
578, 621, 630, 651l
Sec. 1, lands subject to the operation of the act; qualifications of applicants---'- 97, 238, 665
Secs. 2-9, coal* permits and
leases
_ ____-__-_-__
…8
366, 650
Sec. 13, oil and gas permits-85,
46, 171, 172, 189, 201, 238, 256,
258, 272, 322, 362, 578, 882, 626,
631, 637
--Bonds --___- _-40, 41
Royalty interests; assignment _-____-60
Sec. 14, lease as reward for discovery
___________ 189, 528, 590
Sec. 17, lease of unappropriated
deposits
_--…
___-175, 189
Sec. 18, lease -of withdrawn
lands; compromise
…
…- 623
Sec. 19, prospecting permits and
leases
…_
…
_I
_ 189, 623
Sec. 20, preference right of agricultural entrymen __…_
63,
189, 331,- 333, 482
Sec. 21, oil shale
_…__
…
330
Sees. 23-25, sodium permits and
leases_ 516, 651, 654, 662, 665, 666
Sec. 26, cancellation of permits.
98,
666
Sec. 27, restrictions..
45 47, 94, 98,
189, 196, 359, 382, 590, 666, 667
Sec. 28, easements for pipe
lines, etc _------_-_-98,
667
Sec. 29, easements, etc
…_
99,
483, 623, 668, 732
W-aiver of Compensation.
200
See. 30, assignment of lease-100,
556, 668
Sec. 31, forfeiture of lease---94,
100, 668
Sec. 32, regulations __-_-189 631 669
Sec. 33, verification of statements, etc ---__-100, 669
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DECISIONSl
4MEATING

To

THE PUBLIC: LANDS
OPERATING: REGTULATIOI1S TO GOVERN4 THE PRODUCTION OF OIL
ANV : GAS- 'ACTS OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920, 'UNE 4, 1920, AND
MVARCH 4,11923'
DEPARTMENTl~ OF THE INTERIO,
GEOLoGicATY SURVEY,
W''A""nton, D.., July 1, 1926.2
DEFINITIONS

The following terms as used in these regulations shall have the
meanings here grven:-;
S4upervisoTi-An agent appointed by and 'with the -power to46act
for theS
Secrtay of the Interior under the dire ctio n~6cef the Director
,;of the'United' Sates Geologicall Survey, in "supervisifig all op :tion
under'these regulations within the~ district to which he is assiganed.
*Representative lb eat re-resentat~ive. -A-ny emiploylee of the Department of

he Interior who is designated by a supervisor to act Ifor

him in any, specified part or aill of the sfipervisor's, district.
Lessee.-,Any holder of an oil and gas prospecting permit or -lease
issued under; the general leasing 'act of Februiary 25,. 1920, (41 Stat.
437)., the niiva4 appropriation ac ~of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 812, 813),
or the act- of March 4, 1923 (42 Stat. 1448), or under special agree-

ment by the United States'
- Pervtr
.

tee.-Tho holder of an oil and gas prospecting Permit:

and a

potential! if not actual lessee who, is regarded as such and iis. subject

to the provisions of these,
'
reulationsRin so far as they are applicable
to his operations.
Leased lands,92leased emis, leaed tract.-Any lands or deposits
occupied under -permit or lease grante~dtoa lessee.,
Revision of regulations of Junp 4,
2Omnitted

:120 (4:7L. D. 552).
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WITHI WHOM TO DEAL

In matters pertaining to drilling and producing operations and to
the handling and gauging of oil or gas. the lessee should deal with
the supervisor or his representative in the district where the- land
under permit or lease is located. Should the lessee not know with
whom to deal, he should inquire by- letter to the Director, Geological
Survey, Washington, D. C.
PURPOSE OF SUPERVISION

The supervisor and his representatives will require that lessees
comply with these regulations and&-operate their properties. in a
:manne~rinkeepin~gith. the best practice for the locality.
.Inasmuch as Man specific and; bindin r egulations draw 'fTor 'one
field or even most fields nlay not b'e~'app1icable to certain other 'fields,
the following regulations are purposely broad in scope, the details of
interpretationzbeing left to the-supervisor. Where they are adaptable, the, suggestions, for efficient operating discussed in Manual for
Oil .and Gas operations .(Bureau~pof Mines Bulletin 232) will form
the basis of the department's policy and requirements.
iSECTION 1. POWERS AND DUTIES: OF SUPERVISORl

It shall be the duty of the supervisor directly or through his representatives-.
(a) :To visit from time, to time leased lands where; operations for
the' discovery or production of oil iand. gas .are conducted, tinspect
and supervise such operations with a view to. preventing waste of oil
and gas, damage to formations or deposits containing oil, gas,.or .
water or to coal measures Or other mineral deposits, injury to life or
property, or economic waste;. and to issue, in accordance .with the
:provisions of the lease and these regulations, such necessary instructions to lessees as will. effectively prevent such waste or damage.
(b) To make reports to the Director of the Geological iSurvey as§
to the general: condition of the. leased property and the manner in
which operations are being conducted and the departmental 'orders
are' being obeyed, and to submit from time to6ti me 'informationd and
recommendations for safeguarding and protecting the.surface prop.erty and the underlying mineral-bearing ffolrmat ions..
(C) To prescribe the manner and form in wlichrall.records of
operations, reports, and notices shall be
dmade lby lessees.
(d) To require that tests shall be made to detect Nvastes of oil and
gas, as well as the presence of oil, gas. or water in 'a well, and to
prescribe or approve the methods of making suchI testss
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(e)' To require the correction, in a 'manner;to
4bie' prescribed' or
approved by him, of any condition existing subsequent to, the com:pletion of a well'whichi's causing or is-likely to cause damage to any
formation bearing oil, gas, or water ortor coat measures or other
'mineral deposits hri 'which is dangerous to life or property or wasteful ofoilor gas.,
'
'
(f) To deternin'e'the percentage 'of the potentiar capacitybof.any
:gas well which 'mayh b
utiIiied
:whein his opinion; such acetin8 is
necessary to protect the 'gas-'produding formations; t:lHe! shall likewise specif;ir the tirdO and method for'deteriminin'g thepotential
capacity of gas wlIs.
'-(p39To assist and advise lessees making tests, and carrying on ex'periments for the 'purpose of 'increasing 'the efficiency' of o'peration.
(A) To compile'recbrds' of ,productioli 'of -oil, gas,' and natural-gas
gasoline 'an"dIto- eomputi 'ald report the'amiount and value of accrued

royaties.

'

.

'

'

'O

.'

'

(i)::,
$

To 'signdivi'sibn orders granting ipe-line-companies aiihority
-t receive oil or:- tgas roni esated lald' 'in- accordance with G:overn'ment rules and reua ions;-,to sign
tidkie' suft 'receipts orf'6tjierl
forms foi'rbyailtyr iF'ddiPW ered to' ian' ah
of thi Unitedf6&Sfa tes .or'
to the'

vernmentdaouii#.

'-.

'

"

"''

'

'

''

' 'u'i,

(j) On receipt of application for relief from any driilling or producing 'requiremintid'un
&' leaser (1) to' forward '0such1 application,
together with his report and iecommendatibn'theron; to the Director
of 'the Geological Surve, and, pendiig action byIthe Secretary,'to
gr;ant such' 'temporary 'tslief s 'he''ay eem warran'ted in the:
premises, or (2) t& r'4ect such'application subject to the right of':
appeal as provided in section 6.:hereof.
(i)T' Tk) requfre, by written' notic- ilinmediate suslpensiO6 o0 any
:ophratioh' :o'r 'practie conti&ry to the r
rmeitsj o'df ' 'thes6 reula-tion sto
the written orders of tea supervisor or his representative
'Puntil thele'-sseie shal~l have complied 'wit h sucih requirements or orders.
(1) To receive and transmit- prdmptly to the Ditector' of the' Gd-'logical Survey, for review by the Seeiret ry df the Infierior 'all appeals
from his written orders, together`'&ith his0 :report in the premises.
'(See sec. 6.)t::.: ....... .0 : :.
SECTION -2. REQUIREMENTS "FOR 'L ESSEES (INCLUDING
PERMITTEESY

(a) "The'lessee shall. coform to 'the terms of the lease o. permit
:and regulations and tbo the' written instructiois of the Slipervisor oi
his representatives. and shall take, precautions to 'evvnt.
r
waste of
;oil 6r gas, damo,,aeorto fofmatiions or5deposit'seariP j~~~~~~~~i
Ks 0r~water
;'';
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*tto~r
t I; to coal
easur~es: for other .,minerhal, deposits,
uinjuryto life or
property, or economic iwaste.
(b) The lessee shall designate in writing the name and post-,ofice
address of a local ori, reside6n
for each
Rrepresentativ
permit, ,or
lease, on whom the, supervisor or other authorized representative of
the, Department. of the 'Interior may ,erve notice or .with whom he
*may otherwise. communicate; in securing compliarce with these regu-:
lations. *The resident representfative of the lessee shall be designated
before drilling or.oth~er operationis are, begun.
If. said designated local or, resident representative shall atany time

be incapacitated
.3
:
for duty or absent from his designated address,
the lessee shall designate in Writing a substitute to serve in his stead;
and in 'the' absence of such representative or of ~written notice.of the.z
appointment o4f a substitute,. any,employee, of the lessee who is on0
the leased premises or' the contractor or other person in charge: of
operations shall be considered the representative of the lessee- for
the .service:of written:0 orders or notices as herein provided, and
service in person or by* ordinary mail upon any such employee, contractor, or other, iperson shall be deemed service, upon the lessee.
S All..,changes'of address'of the. designated, representative, shall, be,
immediately reported, in i writing,. to the. supervisor or his; local
representative.
.
(G) 'The lessee'shall not drill any well withinf200 feet of any. of
the outer boundaries of. th~eland covered by a permit or leaseexcept
as may be necessary to protect himself against offset wells on lands
the title to which is not held by the. United States of 'America, and
then only on .consent first hadin writing
dfrom the supervisor or his
representative.
(cd) The lessee ,shall, not ,begin to drill, re.drill, make water-shut-off or formation test, deepen, shoot, plug, . or abandon any: well, or
:f :;alter theecasing. in it. without. firstnotifying the supervisor or his
representative .of his plan. or.intention and receiving approval' prjor
to commenping the contemplated'work.
(e) The lessee shall permanently mark all: rigs or wells in a con-:
spicuous place. with his name. or the name, of ,the actual operator
and the number or designation of the well, and shall take all necessary means and precautions to preserve these markings. Abandoned wells shall be marked with, a permanent monument which dshall 'consist of a piece' of pipe not letssthani 4 inches in diameter and not less
.han 10 feet in length, of which 4 feet shall be above the ground level,.,
the remainder being embedded' in iceent. This pipeIshall be capped
with a screw cap.
: f The lessee shall keep on' theleased premises or at his head'quarterstin' the field' accurate records of0'the drilling, redrillin]g,
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deepening, pluggig; or abanidoning of 'all wells, and of 'all. altera!-2
teIons to casing, the records ito lshow, all the formations' penetrated,.
the.content
i
of, oil. gas,"
water'(and
;or
if water, .its. character') , in
each formation, and'the'kinds, weights, landed depths> and sizes of'
casings used in drilling:; the, iwells. ,He shall:furnish such eharacteristic. samples of 'each, formation penetrated as riay be requested
by the ,supervisor or his represeit-ative.- :Within 15. dayss after thef
completion: of any well' and&within. 15: daysafter the completionl'of
any,. further operations on iti tlhoe lessee shall transmitmlto the super-.
ivi'sor0 or:his local,. representative copies of these records. on pre-,
scribed forms .(see sec. 5 of' these regulhtions). ' furnished, by the'
supervisor... The lessee*shill'l also subrit sueh other reports and
'records
oo
peratios as 'may be ,required: in:the nianner. and form
prescribed by the supervisor,'. (See sec. 5.)
(g) 'In drilling in " wildcat" territory. or in agas or oil field
where high pressures a're likely to exist the lessee shall take all' proper
;precautions necessary: for bringing, the. 'well Iunder :control aiat any
time and shall provide-at the ti m6e' th e1l is started the proper highpressure fittings:.and*equipment' required. for such worik. Good prac-'
tice linder :such conditions requires thatthe conductor string of casing
be cemented around the casing shoe.''
:(A). When drilling with: cable tools, 'the lessee shall provide at
;least~one* properly pr.epared' slush: pit, into which he must deposit
mud and. cuttings from clayor'shale .fre,6 of sand that will .be suit;able for the mudding of a well,
ewhenhe
cxcept
is lrilingo in a proved
area where it is known 'that- such precautions are unnecessary. When
required, a second pit must be provided for sand pumpings; and other
maaterial'-extracted -from, the ,well during the process ,of drillingy that
are not suitable' for, mudding. s
.
7:
(i) When drilling.,with rotary. tools, the lessee shallproviae-when.

:required' by the supervisor or-his representative an: auxiliary. mud pit,
of suitable capacityin which he can maintain a supply of Qxtra heavy
muid for emergency use in case of blow-outs or lost circulation. When
required,-'surplus imud and cuttings:.shall be confined in.suitable pits.
(j). The lessee, by: methods approved by the supervisor or his local
representative, shalli. elfctually shut off 'and exclude all. water from
any oil or gas 'bearing stratum ,and shall make
,nd.dacating
water
shut-off tost. before suspcnding drilling operations or completing. the'
:well and drilling into the oil -or gas-sand.
:,The lessee-shall-'alIAo effectually test for coinmecial productivity
alljformations that give evidenceiof carrying oil or gas, the test to be
'imade in a manner. approved 'in:advance by the supervisoror :his local
representative. Unless otherwise specifically approved by the. s1per:
visor or his representative. for
nfitests shall. be .made 'at the time
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the&formations are penetrated and'in"the absence of -.excessive back..
pressure from acolumn, of water or mud. floid.
(k) The lessee' shall notdeepen an oil or.gas.well for thepurpose
of producing oil or gas from a.,deeper stratum ,unless
the upper productive strata are properly protected.
:(7) The lessee.shall prevent any:,oi or gas' well from. blowing open;
and shall. take. immediate .steps and' exercise due: diligence to bring;
or burning oil or gas well or water well.
- :under-cotrol any wild"
i;(S) The lessee shall*operate his wells in suchl manner as to eliminate, so far as possible, the formation of emulsion, or so-called B. S.
If the formation'of emulsign, or B. S., can not be avoided and the oil.;
can not be recovered"m- the. emulsioii[ by usual methods of treat''
ment, the lessee shall treat the oil to' ut 'it into a marketable condition if it can be recovered at a Cprofit. The supervisor is empowered
to authorize a deduction, before the royalty is computed, on account
off the6'cost of putting; the '-oil into, marketable: conditionI by such!
unusual methods,. in order Ato encourage the' conservation of.0oil and.,
oil products. To avoid excessive losses from evaporation or "burn-:
ing the oil;" the lessee shall not ieat. emulsified oil for .the purp.ose of
breaking down emulsions: to 1teimperatures above the minimum term-.
perature required to put the oi into marketable: condition'.".(n) B. S. and salt water from tanks or wd'ls' shall not be allovwed.
to pollute streai s or damage the surface~ of adJoining land. If the
B.: S. can 'not be treated or burned and
Athe volume of salt water is too
great for disposal bN seepage and evapdration, 'the lesses should cn-i
sult the supervisor tor his 'representative- regardnig its disposal and'
dispose of it under some' approved metlhod.
(o)' All oil:run fro'im leased lands shall be` gauged according to
methods approved'by the supervisor or his 'representative. The 'lesse~e.
shall pro'ide tanks suitable for containing and :accurately measuring
the crude 'oil produced from th&. wells andishall fuvuish to the super.:visor'or his repr'sentativeat least two' acceptable copies of all tank'
tables. The lessee shall not,' except during an 'emergency and except
by special perrission' of the supervisor or hi's representative, confirmed in writing,; permit oil to be stored or r'eained in earthen'
res6rvirs* or 'in 'any
receptacles in which'there
tother may :be unduewaste of- oil by seepage or evaporation.':;0(p) Before abandoning a. well the lessee shall submit to the super-m:
visor or his representative a statenient 0mof 'reason's for abandonment
and :his' detailed 'plans for carrying on the: work -together with dulicate copies of the' log in case it' has ndt already been submitted, and
shall' proceed with: the atbando'nmnent' only 'on recivinigthe written'
approval 'of the 'sup.ervisor or his representative and in '-th'manner';
prescribed by such offical.
-No;producing
'oil or gas6 well shall be'.

-
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abandoned unless it is demonstrated that further operation is, com-'
mercially unprofitable..,

* ' ':(q) The' lessee shall prevent thewaste of natural gas or its wastefil utilization.:f The use of gas in its natural state in engines, pumps,
or similar equipment where its pressure is the direct operating force
is prohibited unless the exhaust gas. is conserved. for use as fuel. or
unless special permission is obtained&from4 the, supervisor or; his
representative.
.:'.:
:
(r) The lessee shall exercise. reasonable precaution in providing
against accidents and'fires and shall make a full report to the* supervisor 'of all accidents. or fires on the leased premises.
(s). The lessee shall file with 'the Secretary of the Interior, through
the supervisor :or his representative, triplicate signed copies of con-.
tracts for the disposition of oil, natural 'gas, and natural-gas gasoline
produced, except that portion used for production purposes on the
land leased, and in the. event that the United States shall elect to take
its royalties in money instead of in oil or gas or gasoline, he shall not
sell or otherwise dispose of the; products of the land leased except in
accordance with the, sales contract or other .method.first: approved by,
the Secretary of the Interior.
(t) The.lessee. desiring relief from any drilling or producing requirement under a: lease shall file, in duplicate, with the supervisor, or
his representative an application therefor, including a full: statement
of -the circumstances that in his opinion render. relief, necessary or
desirable.
.
(u) The lessee must.immediately obey all orders intended to carry
out the. terms and spirit of .these regulations,-whether they are issued
directly* by the supervisor or through. his representative. Subjects
of controversy may be. settled in conference between the lessee and the
supervisor, or his representative, but the supervisor or his representative shall have final, authority subject to the right of appeal asi provided in section 6 hereof.
; X

SECTION 3.-OIL IROYALTIES
S .S
,
D~~es.. l
e pai
o t.e

re;

ste

(a) Royalties payable in value shall beopaid to the register:of the
United States land 'office for 'the district in which the leased land 'is
situated. Royalties shall be due and payable on or before'the 15th
ofeach 'calendar, month for all oil produced during the preceding
calendar month.

If the dGvernmentl elects to.'take its royalties in kind the lessee
shall furnish storage for -such;royalty toil' free of 'charge for 30, days
after the end of the calendar month in which the oil is produced.
The oil is to be stored on the leased premises or at such place as the
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* supervisor or his rfepresenttative and the lessee may -mutually 'agree
upon.
000 0030
:;- (b) The: slidling-scale- royalties rare :based on: tha average, daily: production per well. - Ordinarily: the average: daily production per well
for a lease is- cbmputed on the basis of , a 28; 29, 30, or 31 day month
(as the case may rbe) and the number of wellsohn the lease cotiunted as;D
* prodiacifig. '(Tables for computing rotyalty On. the sliding-scale basis
may be obtained upon application to the supervisor: or his drepresentat-ive.): iThe supeivisorwill 'determineithe ntumber of producing wells
:for computing royalties in :accordance with the follo'iing cases::
CASE I. On a previously producin'gleasehold, count as producing
wells for every day of the'month each; previously producing. well that
produced for 15 days or more during the month; and disregard those
that produced for less than 15 days during the month'.
CASE II.
When the initial production of 'a leasehold is made during
the calendar month, compute royalty on the: basis of producing well
days.
(:ASE
C:
X III.:When a new well or wells are brought in on'a previiously producing leasehold and produce' for 0 days o rmore .during
the calendar month, in which they are brought in 'count such new
well or wells as producing every day of the, month -in arriving at the
number of producing well days. - Do not count iew-well or wells that
:
producm-for less-than 10 days during the calendar'month.
CASE IV. f Consider -"head wells " that make their best production
*by intermittent pumping or flowing as producing every day of the
month, provided they are: regularly opratedinthis manner.'
CASE V. On' a previously producing lee'ais
here: no old, well or
:wells produced. for'15 days or more', compute royalty on a basis of
actual' producing'well days.
CASE. ,VI. On' a previously producinga lease where no twells. were
producing during the 'calendar month,. .but oil was shipped during
the month, compute the royalty at the same royalty: percentage as that'
of the last preceding: calendar month in which production: and
shipments were normal.
'
Special cases not subject to definition, such as those arising from.
averaging the production 'from two distinct sands or' horizons: when,
0kthe production of one sand or horizon is relatively insignific'ant as'
compared to that of 'the other, shall be submitted to the supervisor.
In the following 'summary'of operations on a typical leasehold for
the month of June, the wells considered in computing royalty on the
entire production of Ithe property-for the month 'are indicated::
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,ount
(marked,
X)or

Record

Well
No.

1 Produced full time-for 30 days
': ---------2 -.Produced for 26 days; down 4.days.for repairs =
3 Produced'for 28 days; down June 5, 12 hours, rods; June 14,:
6 hours, engine down; June'25, 24 hoursJune 26, 24 hours,
pulling rods and tubing ------4 Produced for 12 days; down June. I13.to 30-------------5 Produced for 8 hours every other day (head well) :6 Idle producer (not operated).
_.
__ _
: _
7 .New well, completed June 17; produced for 14 days --

:

X
X

X
X
X

In this case there are seven wells on the leasehold, but wells No. 4

:and No. 6 are not counted in computing royalties.

Wells Nos. 1,2,
5, and '7 are counted, as producing for 30 days. :The royalty is
;taken on :the total production of the leasehold for the month (includ-

'.3,

ing the oil produced by well No. 4).

Government leases stipulate that the royalty shall be. paid on the
basis of the actual production from the area leased. As a rule the
pipe line runs from a property closely.approximate the production
from that property over a period of months. Because of the accurate
:gauging of clean' (net) oil 'when- running to'the pipe line, theidepart'ment prefers, when practicable, t'o compute the royalty on the bii~s
'of-the' monthly pipe-line runs from a, leasehold irather than' on the
'basis 'of:'the aetual 'mnonthly produti'on, but idtreserves the righ't tb
'complute royalty on a production basis, taking storage into' account,
whenever the supervisor or his representative may so elect.
: (c) The lessee shal :file 'with then supervisor or his- representative
' the run: tickets for, all oil uh 'from leased' lands except as special
conditions may :'justify 'oth er arrangements apprpoved
yby the
i
'supervisor.'
SECTION 4.: NTATURAL-GAS AND GASOLINE ROYALTIES

(a)

MEASUREMENT OF NATURAL GAS

The:'term "natural' gas" as used in' these "regulatiig_'sh' be
interpreted to mean either gas from, gas; wells: or so-called "casin'ghead, gas" or" trapped gas"" produced by oil wells. The term " dry
natural' gas ": applies to natural gas containing1 so little gasoline that
.;
-il5, extraction is not 'commercially feasible or to natural' gas from
which gasoline has already been extracted.
'All gas subjeet-to royalty shall be m'easuired by mieters '(preferably
i: the'
~of orifice-meter type)., approved Ibyithe' supervisor or his repre" sentative 'and installed at' the 'expense of the' lessee 'at su'ch places' as
U. S. CIRCUIT
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may be agreed to by. the supervisor or his representative. The
standard of pressure in all measurements of gas sold or subject toroyalty shall be 10 ounces above an atmospheric pressure of .14.4
pounds' to the square inch, regardless. of the atmospheric pressure at
the point of measurement, and the standard of temperature shall
,be 600 'Fa'hrenheit. Allnmeasurements 'of gas shall be reduced by
computation to these standards, no matter what imay have been the
pressure and temperature: at which the gas.was actually measured..
By reason of- higher altitudes in certain portions .of the Rocky
Mountain district the absolute prs ure of the'folwin' gas in these
fields shall be taken as the gauge pressure plus the actual average
'atmospheric pressure existing 'at the' points' of 'mea!sutement; in order'
to reduce equitably the quantity; of gas to 'the Government standard
"of 10 ounces above 'an atmospheric' pressure of; 14.4 pounds to the
square inch. Tables for' this correction have been computed for some
of the fields situated at high altitudes.: Information relative to' these
through the supervisor
or ;his: representative.
tables
may bee, ob
obtained
Su::1:f
.e0
;
.: ,
.th.:6
ned th o g .(b) PAYmENT OF RoYALTiES
Natural-gas and natural-gas gasoline royalties that are payable in
value shall be paid to the register of the United States, land office
for the district in which the leased land is situated. Royalties shall
be due and payable on or before the 15th of each calendar month for;
all natural gas and natural-gas gasoline produced during the preceding calendar month.
:The royalties on natural gas and natural-gas gasoline from permits
Wand leases under: the act of February 25, .1920, the act iof June 4,
1920, the act of March 3, 1923, and special agreement by the United:
States, unless otherwise specified in the permit, lease, or special agreement, shall be computed as stated in the following paragraphs c
and d.
(c) ROYALTins ON NATURAL GAS

The royalty on natural gas, whether gas from which the naturalgas gasoline has been extracted or otherwise, shall be 12'1/2 per cent of
.the value of the gas as fixed by the Secretary of the Interior where the
average production per (day for the calendar month is less than
3,000,000 cubic feet, and 162/3 per cent where. the average 'daily: production is 3,000,000 cubic fiet or more.
In the sale of dry natural gas there is but one commodity involved,
and on it'the.Government collects a royalty of 121/2 per cent, or 162/3
per:cent, according to the average daily. production. These royalties
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*are'due regardless of whetherthee gas :is produced as:dry gas or
whether it is the dry: residual gas from a plant after natural-gas i
gasoline has'beenwextracted:
.
:
In' general, 'where natural gas-is delivered or sold for purposes of
extractiug gasoline, two separate commodities are involved-the
natural-gas,, gasoline and, the,, dry residual gas. If, hIowever; the
lessee receives a higher pricejfor such. natural gas as a single commiodity than the combined value of the two commodities, the:,'naturalgas-gasoline and' the dry re'sidual gas,; as fiked by the Secretary of the,
Interior; the Government royalty shall be,=comuputed on natural gas
alone and at the higher price receivedi therefor by' the lessee.
(d)

ROYALTIES

ON NATUIRAL-GAS

GASOLiE

.

A royalty of 162/3 per cent shall be paid on the value asifixed.by the
Secretary of the 'Interior 'of one-third of all natural gas gasoline extracted and sold from the natural-g'as produced on the leased 'land.
'Natural-gas gasoline (aso"- rnqown as casing-heaid ga'oline) is; a'
manufactured product. , The; vaIu'ee of this 'product. is' contingent
.upo the' value of the raw material and:the cost 'of its imanufacture.
The 'Government doe's not wish to 6ollect royalty on that part of' the
value which is derived froimi the cost'of manufacturing, 'inasmuch as
theie Government's ecuitK.is cohifined' to the va-liue of-the raw materialI
involved. In computing royalty on natural-gas gasoline' the value of
the raw gasoline in the natural gas as. produced is assumed to be
one-third the value' 'of the marketable natural-gas gasoline extracted
from such gas, the remaining two-thirds being -allowed to the lessee'
for the cost of manurface. 'Thus the Government collects: ; 16%3
'per cent of one-third of the ma t value as its royalty. share of the
natural-gas gasoline produced (or- in efrect one-eighteenth of the market valu:e).
If the lessee derives revenue on natural gas from two sources, from
natural-gas gasoline and dry (residual) gas sold, the Government 'will
anormally' collect' a royalty on the two products. Therefore, if there,
is a market for the' dryresidual gas from the natural-gas gasoline
plant, a royaltyonthis'dry gas as stipulated under headings (b) and
(c) of this section mustbe paid topthe Government.
The present policy of the department is to; allow the -use of a reasonable amount, of dry gas forlplant operation, subject t6 theadvice and.
direction of the supervisor or his representative. The'department will:
attempt.,to arrivel at an equitable basis of settlement in determining
what constitutes " a 'reasonable amount." Moreover, the department
willinve`stigateplants'where'gas'is beiing wasted:.;~~~~7
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FOE xCOMPUTING

NATURAI-GAS

EY0[.

GASOLINE, ROYALTIES

That the value ,of natural-gas gasoline is 18 'cents a gallon.
"That 3 gallons of gasoline, is recovered from each 1,000 cubic feet ort
natural gas treated.,,.,
ThenThe Government takes its royalty on one-third of 3 gallons '(per 1,000 cubic
feet of gas)*, or 1. galloni,'having 'a 'value'bf 18 cents.
The. Govermnent's royalty on gasolie in this case is 1/6 (162/

per cent)

X 1 (gallon) X 18dents=3 centsc (on eachb 1,000 cubic feet of natural,
* gas' treated).

(e)

RELIEF MEASURES

Adverse climatic 'and economic conditions in certain portions of the
Rocky Mountain district result in uhusually high operating and
marketing costs. In orderto, encourage the most complete practicable utilization of natural gas under such;.condifions the Secretary
of the:.Interior will, in his discretion anz'd on proper showing of the
necessity ithe~refor, modify .by: specific, order the method of, conmputa:tionof
oroyalty on natural-gas gasolineset. forth in subsection. ('i)
hereof, taproyvide.for a royalty of, 16%:per cent of the value of,not
less than one-fifth of all natural-gas -gasoline' extracted. and sold fr'om
the natural gasproduced on the leased land, such modificatio, to be

efiectjve in specific, areas and for
in each order.
:()

a definite period, to be fixed by. him

ROYALTY ON DRIP GASOLINE

The royalty on all drip gasoline'recovered and sold- from gas produced on the 'leased lands shall be the same'as -that required for natural-gas gasoline manufactured withini'thame district.
(g) DETERMINATION OF GASOLINE CONTENT

,

Tests to determine the- gaso'inhecontent of natural gas delivered to
plants.manufacturing gasoline are required to check plant efflcy
:an'd: to obtain an equitable b'asis for allocating the gasolined
output o'f
any plant t the several sources from w hich: te natural gas 'treated
is derived.' The gasoline cdntent of the natural gas d'ivered to each
:gasoline plant treating gas derived frbmll leased' lands shall be deterby 'aethods
'Mmined appro'ved. byi th'e'sprvisor and' under his'8uper*
vision 'on the basis of 'periodical field tests made at each'meter.
(A) QUANTY BASISFOR COMPUTiNG GASOLINiI ROY-ALTY

The primary. quantity basis for computing monthly royalties on.
natural-gas gasoline is the monthly net output of. the::plant at which
; ''
the'gasoline
is manufactured, "net output" being defined as the
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natural-gas gasoline that theb plantisj able to manufacture and:sell,
less a deduction iof, any:poqrition thereofnderived from naphtha ,or- other.
blending 'materials.
'0 ,(a)
If the net: outut of a-,Plant 'is jdrived from the natural igas
obtained on only one. leasehold'.the quantity of gasoline. on Which'
computations of royalty for ithe.ease are based is the: netboutput of
the plant.,
(b:) If the net output of 'a' pla'nt'is ,derived Tfrom-,natural' gas'obtained fromr several, 'sdurces of 'gas 'of uniform gasolinei content, the

,proportion 'of -net. output allocable to each lease~ as: a-,basisfor com;-. pntingroyalty'will ,be!,deterwined 'by -dividihg.the amlult, of natural
gas delivered to the plant froin'Ithe leasehold: by the total anount, f
natural gas delivered t'Wthe plant from all sources.
(c) If, however, the net output of a plant is derived fromnmaturaI
gas obtained from several sources of gas of Adiverse gasoline content.
the proportion of net output allocable to each lease as a basis for
coniput
royalty ll'be'dte'rinedi y muhltinlyih''thie aLnount of
natural gas de iveredtf".' 'te'atlh t Lfrborin the tleasehold by thh asoline
content of the gas and dividaing 'te arithikletical product thus ob':--tamed'by'the sum''of'ar6jtmetical product's sinilarly obtained for all
s.d
parate soiurces of h
natuiral s
te tePlant.
'SECTION

5.. REPORMT

TO 'BE iVEADE BY LESSEE (INCLUDING
. .PERMITTEE)-

,o'm. tig, to kn owtheprppertydis
In
:to
now'the dividual wells
on it. For this reason muchu of the informatiqn requested, byjthe
Geological Survey concerns individual wells. Experience has shown
ithat these- data are essential to,.careful operation and are necessary'
'for engineering studies that often enable the supervisor~ and his rep-.

resentatives 'to offer valuable' advice on 'the 'handling of properties.
Forms' for' makilng repbrts to' 'the departnienti,. described in this :sec-i n,.caanm'beobtained 'from'. thie supervisor or-his reprqsentatives, and
such 'forms,' unlessl'others' are: specified lby the supervisor, must be':
used by the'lessee.. lLessieeasmust"fi'll out: all forms c6mipletely and file
them:punctually with the, supervisor or his local representative.
'Failure of the .lksset
to submit the,0 reports required' herein' constitutes
noncompliance with the terms ofitheseb regulations and .is' cause for
cancellation of the: lease or- Perhmit.
'0(t ) SiNDRY NOTICESAND

REPORTS ONWES

(FoR

X-331A)
9

Form; 9-3'a
9vef'• all notices .and all reports ,pertainiing to ndi:vidUal , wells ,except those 'for. which
6speeial'
blanks Care ,provided.
This form. -mayd be 0used for,:any of theIprp;oses isted, or.a special!
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h0eadingi'ma)-be
;:
inserted on. the blank, to adaptIit for' use forother`
similar-purp 6ses.. An3y writte' notieeofigIntention to do work or of
change in plans must be filed in triplicate unless. otherwise directed:
and umist reach the 'supervisor .or. !hisrepresentative and' receive his
approval before. conmencement of: thew ork.)i One copy of the form
will be 'returned to the lessee.: if and when' approved 'and will' constitute his authority to begin work. *The lessee is responsible fdor
A 'by.the'supervisor or his representative, in ample
off the notice
receipt.M
tibm~e for^:proper consideration and aceion .
:.'fn case otfemergency
any noticejis given orally or'byb'wire, and approval' is iobtained; the
transaction shall be. confirmed in writingas a: matter of record.. The
illustrate some of'the 'rises to which Form 9-31a
ex~ample'sjfollowings
;0
0 ;07
'
'
.'
may be put.. :
NOTICE OF INTENNTION TO DRILL (FORM f9-3S13

)

The notice-of intention to drill a well must be filed in triplicate
withlthe supervisqr or ihs local represtaiti and approval recesive'da
:before the work is comminenced. This notice muist give the locationi.n
feet, fromproperty 'lines and, if possikle, the elevation of the derrick
floor and the geologic namq oif the ssurface,fpr mation;, also an estimate of tho depth at which and 'the stratum or frmation in which
thed oil or gas 'is expeted and'approximately thed depths at which
specified strings of casing will-.be set or landed; also the.weight of
the sizes of casing proposed to be set or landed at these depths, and:
a statement:as to whether any cementing` muddlinog" or other special:
work is 'contemplated.
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO CHANGE PLNS, :(FORM 9-83 3 A)

0-wing to unexpected conditions, it may become necessary to change,
tihe plans of proposed:work in connection .with !either the drilling, or
the repair ofwrells.\ Completedetails ofithese'changes should be sub.
:mitted in triplicate, to the supervisor or hisTkrepresentative.on this
form and approval obtained : before the work is undertaken.
5

RNOTICE
BOF.

DATE FOQR. CASING AND WAT3I $HIUT-OFF TEST (FORM 9-S31A),

As the exclusion of water from: oil or gas bearing formations is one
of the most important items of conserVatioIn, the supervisor or his
local representative will; witness.as many casing and water shut-of:
tests as possible. Forii 9-331a should be filled out and filed in tripliLcate with the supervsor or. his local representative in advance of the
approximate date on which the less6e.expects tomake the test. .Later
by agreement. tho 'oxact davy may be' fixed. '
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REPORT ON RESULT OF CASIWG AND. WATER SHUT-OFF TEST (FORM 9-331A.)

If the, supervisor or his representative' authorizes ,but does not wit-

ness a casing or water shut-off test, the lessee shall submit in tripli*cate a statement signed bythe.employeein' charge of the work giving;

details a'nd resitsof.thetest.
he information gj.yen must be comnpglet~e andinclude such, .items as ,de
found ;deph and thickne of
ata
ha
f ~e
found ;dptl iandthicknes
water .strata penetrated before landing
pipe; weight, nominal .diameter, and;depth of casing in the hole;
fluid levels before 'and after test; length of trime the well stood for
each<;. ,test; depthl, drile out below, shoe, if any; note of oil or gas
showing; length and charia'ctr of bridge, if used;, method of shut-off;
amount and name of cement and, time given for set; and any other
_pertinent data.:
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO REDRILH

OR REPAIR W;ErL

(FORM 9-331A)

If it seems desirable to make repairs in or to deepen a well, a detailed written statement ofthe' plan of -work shall be made in triplicate to the supervisor'ort his local representative and approval obtained before: the work iJs started.: In- wok' that affects only rods,
pumps, or' tubing, or 'other routine work, such as cleaning? out, no
notice of report'will benecessary.
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO SHOOT (FORM 9-331A)

Before shooting any, well: (whether for increasing production orin
* drilling, repair, or abandonment)' notice tof intentdion to, sh,oot shall
be given in triplica te'to the supervis or ;his local' representative
and approval obtained before shooting is don.
When ;the notice of
intention to shoot becomes a part of a.notice of intention, to redrill,
*repair, or abandon, a well, the supervisor or his representative: may
accept such notice in lieu of a separate notice of intention: to shoot.
The notice. of intention to shoot (Form 9-331a) must be accompanied by the complete log of the well to 'date-,provided the complete
log has not previ ously been filed, and must state the object of shooting, .the size "and' kind of the proposed shot, the :exact location and
:diistribution of the explosivein the well ,(by depths), and' th6 name.
offthecompany thab is':to, do the shodting. The notice shall also contain an accurate statement of the daily oil and water production, if
any, at the time the notice isfiled or at the date of last production.
SUBSEQUENT RECORD OF SHIOOTING (FORM 9-331A)

After shooting any well' a subseque nt'record of shooting must-be
filed in triplicate with the supervisor or his local representative.
This record 'shall be filed separately on Form 9 -331a -within 30 days.
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after the shooting is'< done, .except.;where such shooting record:con-;.
stitutes a part of the log (Form 9-330) or a part of a jrecord of other
' sibsequent work done (Forn''9-33ia) dr a part of an' abandonment
record fled within that, period.
The subsequent record of shootin6 shall include a stateneht: of the'
:s'ize of the shot an' the nature, exactlocation, and;distribution of the'
ei0e sive- used in the well (by depths). The record shall'contain als6o
an accurate 'statement of the average daily' pro(duction of' oil andwater for at least a 10-day period prior to' the' filing of' the report;.:
Iii^ad'dition, :this report should include'other pertinent infomatior,in
such 'as depth of cleaning out, time' spent' in'bailin-g' and' cleanin'g6utt anhd pdssil&injuries to the casing ot te well.
RECORD OF PERFORATING CASING (FORM 9-331A).

Usually a statement covering the. details of perforated casing -in a
well is mahde;on the idg form. "hen 'prforations ate nade afte'r the
log. has been sent
areport
-in,
of the;.work shall be, ade in. triplicate
(F.orwr 9-331a) to the superyisor or his local representative. - Priq,
notlceneed not be given for such work, except-that if itX isintended,
to',perforate ,casing- that has excluded water Lfrom the well a nottihe '
in trplica~te .of intention to perforate and approval of the supervMiW,
or his local representativeare necessary beforethe work isI begun.
OF INTENTION TO PULL OR OTHERWISE ALTER CASING (FORM 9-31A>

NOTICEl

If it desired to pull a portion or all of. a string of casing, or to rip,
perforate, or otherwise alter casing that:'has excluded water' from a

well, 'a n6tic' (Form 9-331a) of such wotk must be given in- triplieat ia

the 'approval'of the' supervisor 'or his local representative

mobtsine
before the woris started. 'When it is'-dsird only to add
casing "witfioft' deepeminig the well and without altering the 'water
string already in the well, it' will be sufficient to Peport the operations
on a subseqiet liotice of work'done.'
-;.NOTICE

OINTENTION' TO ABANDONWELLi (FORM

9-3iA)t

hBfore'beginiinig' abanddnment work on any well (whether drillingo
well, oil or gas well, water woll, or so-called drylhole) notice of int6ention-to abandon shall be filed in'tripliefte'on:Form 9-33'a with the
supervisor or his local representative and app ro'al obtained'before
the 'work'is started:.
The:notice' of
ointention to abandon must sho'w the 'reason for
abandonment and must be accompanied by a complete log, in duplicate, of the well to date, provided the complete log has not been
filed previously, and' must: give a detailed statement: of 'the proposed
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work, including such information asklindi location, and length-of
plugs (by depths) and plans for mudding, cementing, shooting, test-,
Xin'g, and removing casing as well as any other pertinent information.

*

SUBSEQIENT:

REPORT OF ABANDONMENT:(FORM 9- S1A)

i;fter abandoningmor plugging a well a subsequent record of work
done must be filed in triplicate with the, supervisor or his local representative This' reord shall be filed separately (on Form' 9-9'31a)
within 30 days after the work is done except *here' such recordlcon-w;
: stitutes a part of the log' (Form 9-330) or record of othersubsequent
work done :(iFormna9-331'a)ii'and is filed wfthin that period.'

*

';

The subsequent report of abandonment shall give a detailed a'ccount
of''the manner in which the abandonment ,or plugging, work, wAs
Carri'e o
includi'ng the nature and' jantities of fiihaterials'
ed
in pluggiig and 'the location and extent (by depths) of the plugs
oft diferent mateials.' Records-of any tests or measurements made
and the amount, size, and location (by' depths) of casing left in the
as well as -a detailed 'stateet Lof 'the:volume of
omud 'fiuid used,
the-pressures attained4'in mudding, and the names and-positions of
employees who carried on the work. If: the well was shot, this report
must'include 'a complete statm~ent of the shooting, giving thec details
.as calledl for on page 12.of these regulations.' '.'
SUPPLEMENTARY WELL HISTORY

(FORM 9-831A)

A report .of: all work done on any well since thee filing of the log0:
form (Form .9-330) or the last report co'vering work,,on thef wellshall
be filed in triplicate with the supervispr; or his local representatiye on,
Form 9-331a -within 30days after, Completion of the parti ular work,
or before, ifrcalled for by the supervisor.

(b) LOG OF WELL (FoRM 92 330)
:''Th lessee shall furnish to the supervisor or his representative, upon
his demand, a partial or complete log of any well and shall file in'
duplicate with the supervisor or his representative 'not latei Ihaa
i' days fafter the completion of each well aa complete and accurate
0 ; on Form '9'2330.
log

''The 'essee 'shall reqjuirethe drillers, whether company lab'or'r
contract -labor, to record accurately the depth, character, fluid'con-

tent, and 'fluid levels, where possible, of' each formation as it is'penetrated, together with all'pertinent informnation called for' by this
form. . The practice of compiling well logs from memory, sometimes
after the work has been completed; will not be permitted.
57522-27-voL 52-2
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(C) LESSEES

MONTHLY REPORT OF OPERATIONS-

(FORM

[Vol.

9-329)

A useparate report. for each lease pr permit is to be made for each
calendar month, beginning for: a lease with the month in which lease
is issued and ;for-a permit with the: month in which- drilling operations are initiated, and filed in duplicate with the supervisor or his
local representative on,or before the 6th day of the succeeding inionth,
unless an extension of time for, the fling of suc hreport is granted
*0
;;;
:by the supervisor or his representative. T1he report on this form
'constitutes a general summary. of the status of operations on,t
property and, whatever such, status may be, the report must beI sub*: mitted each month until the permit or lease is terminated.
-

*
t; 0 d: 0In

order that the supervisor or his representativemay

obtain from

this form the desired information, it is particularly necessary that(1) The lease 'or, ptmit be
ibneid
s
sertioji
of the. n ae of
* the local United States land office and the serial number in the space
provided in the upper right corner.
-(2) Each well be listed separately by number, its location be given
by 40-acre subdivision (/4 or 1/4 sec.), section inumber, township, and
range.
- ::. .(3) The actual number of days each well produced, whether oil or
gas, be shown for the calendar month.
:
(4), The proper columns show the quantity of oil actually pro-;
duced, the total amount of natural gas measured, and the: total
amount- of gasoline recovered' (total sales as distinguished from the
total production here required should be -shown in the footnote).
(5) In the "Remarks" column, the depth of- wells being drilled,
the reasons for every- shutdown, the date and' result of gasoline tests,
and any other noteworthy information on-operations not specifically
provided for in the form should be shown.; tSeparate reports -on this'
form may be submitted by the lessee for oil 'and natural gas and
gasoline.
The only, information called for in this report that ,may occasion inconvenience to the operator is the statement of the number of barrels
of oil and water' produced by each well. Usually a ,method of gaug-;
:: ing individual wells can be devised that will check, with a reasonable
degree. of accuracy, the production of the entire leasehold. The
supervisor or his representative will advise the', operator as to

- -

-'

;

'

methods of gauging on the leased, lands.

,

The lessee must report with accuracy the status of all wells on the
leased lands, as this information is essential in computing royalties.(See sec. 3(:b3.)

-

*

:

'

'-

,
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GAS-PR6DCING

LS

(ORM

932)

Unless otherwise, directed by the supervisor or his representative,
the readings of all meters shfowing production of natural gas from,
leased lands :shall be submitted ,daily on, Form 9-352, together with
the meter charts. After a check has been had the meter charts will
be returned.
(e) LESSE's

STATEMENT

OF

OIL

(FORME

AND

GAS RUNS

AND ROYALTIES

9-361)

-When directed by the supervisor or his representative, a monthly
report shall be made by'the lessee in duplicate, oin'Form 9-361, showing each run of oil' and all sales of- gas and gasoline and the royalty
accruing therefrom- to*the Government. . 'When use of this form is
required it must be completely filled&out and sworn to..
(f)

SPECIAL

FORMS

Because'of the special conditions in certain localities, special forms
other than those shown in these regulations, such as run or sales statements, may be necessary. Instructions for the filing of such forms
will be given by the supervisor or his representative.
..

SECTION 6. APPEAL iTO THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

The lessee must immediately obey all orders intended to carry out

the terms and. spirit of [these regulations, whether issued directly by
the supervisor or through his representative>(see section 2) or sent
to. the lessee:'or his agent by ordinary mail,,but any such.order after
beingput: into. effect bythe-llessee: shall be subject. toreview by .the
Secretary of the' Interior upon appeal to him filed by the lessee with
the-supervisor or his representative within 30 days after the order has
been served.
The administration of these regulations shall be under the direction of the Geological Survey.
- 91n:l

-T.

Rlf'iT

breetor of Geological Survey. 1
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

First Asssitat Secretary.
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LEASES OF GOLD,' SILVER, AND QUICKSILVER ON PRIVATE LAND
GRANTS-ACT OF JUNE 6, 1926
REGULATIONS
[Cireular' No. 1107]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR'
GENERAL LAND OFFICE

Washhigton, D.

:
,Janudary; 3, :1Q037.

REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

.The act of Qongress approved June 8, 1926 (44 Stat4. 10), entitled
i the dourt
"An'act relkting '',jopatents issued pursuant to 'decrees
Jnteriot
the'
of Private Land Claims" authorizes the Secretary of
'gold;
hIm
to lease to the graptee, qr those claiming throuh: or' under
silver, and quicksilver dep'osits, or mines or minerals of the same, on'
lands in private land' '&lhis ,patented pursuant tO6decrees of the
Court of Private Land Claims with reservation of such minerals
or mines.:
T-he fdolowing' rules and regulations':will govern the issuance of
suchileases:
-1.Applications for leases shail be:filed in the EJnited, States: land, offiee of
the district in which the, lands: *are situated,. by the- owner of; the land under.
the patent title; that is, the original grantee or his' record transferee or successor in title, and may' include all or any part of the grant for which the
applicant holds title at the date of the application.
i2. Applicatiohs shall be under oath. -give name, and address :of the applicant,
describe the land in' which .the deposits occur, by legal subdivisions of the
public surveys, if so surveyed, otherwise by' metes and bounds, or if for the
entire area in the grant 'the name of the grant, aiea' and date-of patent will1
describe'd, gkiving- character,
suffice. -The mineral deposltsq 'must also be: fulil
and character of associated
mode of occurrence, nature of the tformation, lind
methods, estimate of amount of investment
minerals, if,.any, proposed miningi
necessary to successful operation of the 'mine or mines contemplated,, estifmated
amount of production of gold, silver, and quicksilver, or any of them, and such
other pertinent information the applicant may desire to set forth, including
what he' considers a reasonable royalty rat&e :under the lease.' The" applicant
must also file with his application a duly authenticated abstract' of- title showcertificate of 'the ounty recorder
ing present owpershibt of the land, or a cf
deeds.that the record title.stands in the applicant's name.
3. Any such application' filed will be given: a current serial number by the
register, noted on his records and promptly transmitted to the. Commissioner
of the General Land Office.
4. When an application is received. in the General 'Lanid- Offive it will be
considered, and if found sufficient to authorize issuance of lease thereunder a
rate of royalty, not less ::than 5 per cent nor more than 121/2 per cent of the
value of the output of gold, silver, or quicksilver at the.mine, will be fixed land
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the amount of investment under the lease will be determined and prescribed
by the Secretary of the Interior.
5. When a lease has been authorized, forms of lease in accordance with the
ternis lprescribed will be furnished to the ..appllcant,through the. district 'land
office, who will be allowed 30 days from notice within which to execute and.
return the lease to the district land office and to furnish the required bond.
6. A bond with approved corporate surety in the gum, of $2,000 will. be required
as a guarantee to the making of the investment fixed in the lease and comn
pliance with the other terms and conditions thereof, butt a larger bondS may be
* fixed if that amount is determined to be inadequate for the purpose for which
given.

'

The lease ireferred to in the preceding sections will be il form and
substance substantially as that appended hereto.
WILLIAM SPRY,

; -.

.. Comnmonnoner.

* pproVe-d:
E. C. FINiNY:
First Assistant Secretary.:
FORMI -OF LEASE.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEREOB,
United States Land, Office at,
Serial No.

This indeiture- of lease entered' into, in triplicate, this
day of
0
:19-, by and between the United States of America, acting in that behalf by
the Secretary of the Interior, party of the first part, hereinafter called the
Xlenor; and-d
of:, party of the second part, hereinafter called the
uslese, under, pursuant, and subject to the terms and provisions of the act of
Congress approved June 8, 1920 (44 Stat. 710), entitled "An -act relating to
' patents issued pursuant to decrees of the Court of Private Land Claims," which
act is. made a part thereof:,

Witnesseth:..
0SEc: 1. 'S bject.' That ithe lessor, in consideration': of the toyalty to;:he paid
*and.the Icovbnants to' be Iobserved as herein set forth, does hereby graflt and
lease to the lessee the exclusive right aad priVilege to mine, remove, and:
'dispose of all gold,; silver,' and quicksilver: in, fupon, or' under the' followingdescribed tract or parcel of land, being all or part of the
grant, situated
in
County, State of
, and more particularly described'as foiloWs:
, containing
*acres,
more jor less, for' a term of 20 years
'with the preference right in the lessee to renew the §ame for su~cessive periods
'of 10 years 'each upon such -reasonable terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the S'ecretary of the Interior, unless otherwise provided by&law at:
the ftime ofthe expiration :of::any such period.
RSEc. 2. In consideration of th&i foregoing, the lesseefhdteby covenants and

:0agrees:
(a) Investment andi bond.-To invest
dollars in -actual mining: development, .mining'improvements, and lunink operations-upon the described,.premises
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shall
ewhlh of
'within four years from the date hereof, not less than one-fourth
'be expended during each of said years, unless sooner expended and to furnish
and maintain a bond in the sum ~of' $2,000 conditioned upon the making of such
investment and the full compliance with all the.terms and.provisions of this
lease.
per cent of the net value atthe
(7b)4Royalty.-To payI a royalty of
mined from, said premises,
quicksilver
X
mine of the output of gold, silver, and
payable monthly to the register of the United States land office of the district
*in which the lands are situated, at the end of each month succeeding the extraction of the minerals from the mine or mines.
(c) State tames.-To'pay when due-all taxes assessed and levied under. the
-laws of the. State.upon the improvements, output of mines, or other rights,
property, or assets of the lessee.
(d) Reports.-To furnish monthly certified statements in detail and in such
form as may be prescribed by the lessor, of the amount and value of the output
of the gold, silver, and quicksilver from the leased lands; the books, records, and
property leased to be subject to inspection at any time by an accredited .agent
of the lessor.

(e)j Assignntent,-Not to assign this lease or any interest therein, nor sublet:
any of the rights and privileges herein granted withoutf the written consent of

the lessor first had and obtained.

*
*

(f) Diligence.-To proceed diligently and within 90 days after the delivery
hereof to commence operations to develop a mine of gold, silver, or quicksilver,
or any of said minerals, within the area coyered by this lease, and to mine and
produce same by such approved methods and the use of. such appliances as to
secure all or as large an amount as practicable of such minerals as may be
found in the land, leaving no available minerals abandoned where the mining is:
being conducted, and to conform to such reasonable. requirements as may be
made by the lessor as to methods and practices in the mining of such minerals.
(g)74Minimunm royaity.-Beginning with the fifth year of the.lease,.except
when such operations shall be interrupted by strikes, the elements, or, casualties
not attributable to the lessee, the lessee shall each year mine and pay Haroyalty
dollars in value of the leased minerals, unless the lessee
on not less than
shall, pay the royalty on. such minimum amount for one yeat in advance, in
which case operations may be suspended for that year.
::SEC. 3. Relinquishment-The lessee, upon consent in writing of thejlessor,
may make written relinquishment of this lease and thereupon be relieved of all
future.obligations hereunder, upon payment of all royalties due the lessor and
of all wages and moneys due .and payable to the Workmen employed by the
lessee, but in no case shall such. permission be effective until the lessee shall
have made. provision for the preservation' of. any mines that may have been
opened hereunder..
,Sac. 4. Forfeiture.-If the lessee shall make default in any of the terms of
this lease and such default sIhall continue for: a period of 60. days after: written
:notice thereof by the Secretary of the Interior, the lessor may by appropriate
proceedings :have this lease forfeited and canceled ina court of, competent
jurisdiction, but this provision shall not .deprive the lessor :of; any legtl or
Cequitable remedy which the. lessor would otherwise have, nor shall, a waiver; of
any particular cause of forfeiture affect the right to proceed against the lessee
for any other cause of forfeiture or tor the~ dame cause occurring at canyother

:X time.
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SC. -5. Heirs and 'sudcsssors.-It is'further agireed that each obligation hereunder shall extend to and be binding upon and every benefit hereof shall 'inure
to the heirs, executors, administrators, succdssors, or assigns of the respective
parties hereof.
Sac. 6. Unlaul interests.-It is also further agreed that no Member of, or
Delegate. to Congress or Resident Commissioner, aftern his election or appointment, or either before or after he. has qualified and that no officer, agent, or
employee of the Department of the Interior, shall be admitted to any share or
parit of this lease, or derive any benefit' that may arige therefrom, and that the
provisions of section 3741 of the Revised Statutes' of the United States and
sections 114, 115, and 116 of the Codification of the Penal Laws of' the United
States approved March' 4, 1909 (356'Stat. 1088'), relating to contracts, enter into

and form a part of this lease, so far as the same may be appliable.
In witness whereof:
:
.::.

X

. .THE
H UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
By -- -------

Secretary of the Interwor.
Witnesses:
.

ei

ii-

; -

-

- -- - -S-

-

-

AN ACT Relating to patents issued pursuant to decrees of the Court of Private Land

Claims:-

:

.Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 'Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled,-That hereafter all gold, silver; or
quicksilver deposits, or mines. or-! minerals of lithe same on lands embraced
within any land claim confirmed or hereafter confirmed by decree of the Court
of. Private Land Claims, and which did not convey the mineral rights to the
grantee by the terms of the grant, aid to which such grantee has not become
otherwise entitled in law or in equity, may be leased by the Secretary of 'the
*Interior to the grantee, or4to those claiming through or under him, for a period
of twenty: years, with the preferential right in the lessee' to renew the same for
successive periods of ten years; upon such reasonable terms and ccnditions as
may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, unless 'otherwise provided
by law at the time of the expiration of such periods.
So.m 2. That for the privilege of mining or extracting.'the gold, silver, or
quicksilver deposits: -in the ;land Lcovered 'by such lease, the lessee shall pay to0
the United States a royalty, which shall not be less than 5 per centum nor more
than 12V% per centum of the net value of the output of gold, silver, or quicksilver at the mine,; due and payable at the end of each month succeeding that
of the extraction of the minerals from the mine. A11 moneys received from
royalties and rentals under the provisions of: this act' shall be deposited in the
Treasury of the United States, and disposed of' in the samle manner as-rentals
and royalties under the provisions of the act of February 25,.1920 (Forty-first
Statutes, page 437).
SEC. 3. That the Secretary. of the Interior is hereby authorized to perform
any and all acts and to make such rules and regulations as may be necessary
and proper for the purpose of carrying this act into full force and effect.
Approved, June 8, 1926 (44 Stat. 710).
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WHEELER, ASSIGNEE 'OF McGR;ATH
Decided January 20, 1927
OMI AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING

PE

BMI-ST WELL-EXTENSION

OF TIME.

The rule announced in Circular No. 1041'(51 L. :D. 278) that where sufficient
geological data as to structures is wanting,: the holder of an oil and gas
prospecting permit will. be denied the benefit of contribution to a test well
on another permit area if the greater portion of the permit area is more
than 3 miles from such test; well, is modified and in proper cases, an
extension will be granted. if any portion of the permit area, on which the
permittee could lawfully drill, lies within. 3 miles of the test weLl.

FINNEY, FirtAssistaW, Seeirery: -:
On August 5, 1926, there was filed in the General Land Office an
assignment to J. G. Wheeler f the oil and gas prospecting permit
issued. to Leigh: J. McGrath on January ;11, 1923, for the' SW. 14
Sec. 2, SE. 1/4 Sec. 3, W. 1/2 Sec. 11, W. 1/2 Sec. 14, all of Sec. 15, N. 1/2
Sec. 22, N. ½/2 Sec. 23, and W. 1/2.Sec. 24, T. 34 N., R. '78 WW.,:6th
P. M., Wyoming. At the same time there was filed an applieation
for extension of. time within which to comply with 'paragraph 2 of
the permit, and in.support thereof the assignee allegedjin a corroborated affidavit that the permit area embraced a part of the
geologic structure locally known as the North Geary. field, which
was 'one of three small geologic structures along a general anticlinal
:fold running from the Salt Creek oil.field and. Teapot Dome southeasterly to the Big Muddy field in central: Wyoming. ;that: a map
attached for reference 'showed the relative..positions! of l the field
firomi northwest to southeast, namely; 'the Midway field,' the :North
Geary field, and the Geary field; 'that of these three fields the
North Geary field was generally, considered by; competent petroleum
geologists to. be. tjh third choice, the 'other two fields appearing to
be 'somewhat larger and less: deep ; 'that in 1993 a 'well was drilled
to a depth of 4,900' feet in the Geary field and abandoned 'for the:
reason that, although sbme showings of'"oil' and. gas were' obtained,
oil or gas in commercial. quantity wvas not found; 'that in the' same
year.a well wasadrilledto'adepth of 4,800 feet in the Midway field
and abandoned for the same reason; that the assignee and his 'associates' believed that if the sthuctures 'were 'tested to a 'suffidient 'depth
oil ~d
oaswo~Id
be obtainie dbt
in"paying
n quantities,
uat
~oil and'gas
woulld~be
'in'
but that it w'uld
prequire: a large outlay of capital, to drill to sufficient depth to reach
production.; that they>had' resumed negotiations with thef Continental
Oil- Co. for the'further drilling of a well in the;Geary field,-.on the
NE. 1/4 NW.' 1/4 Sec. 32, T. 34 N., 'R. '7 W.; and that 'this permit
area was the inducemient and consideration for'-uch 'further drilling.
The Director of the 'Geological Survey reported onhepteer
1U,
1926, under !Circular No. 1041 (51 L. D

278),' as follows:.
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SeeThe
'ecords of the Geological Survey indicate that the -land listed, is so'
situated structuially that the results of the test well cited will not tend to,
establish the oil or nionoil character ;of the land described in 'oil and gast
pros ecting permit.Cheyenne:037233.
I accordingly recommend that *the application for extension of time, be
rejected.

The assignee was advised.,of the'Survey's report through his:local
attorneys :and in response there were&filed the affida-vits of two
petroleum geologists, H. Leslie :Parker and 11.' T'. Morley. Parker
alleged that for 10 years he had been seeking to-procure the prospecting and' development of the region locally known as the Midwayl
*Field, the North Geary Field,, and the Geary Field;, thatjthei majori:
portion of saidt lands was. covered by wind-blown sandimaking it.
difficult to make any accurate and'. definite mapD of .the subsurface
geological conditions; that the, surface survey supplemented by pits
and trenches through theS: wind-blown sand indicated that there were
three relatively high domes 'along the general anticlinal fold, which
have been referred to as the three fields mentioned; that the' division.:
between the three fields can not be -veryv accurately defined, but the
affiant 'believed that like conditions in respect' to productivity of oil
and gas would be found in all three of these fields. The allegations;
.of Parker were corroborated in the affidavit by Morley.
Upon receipt 'and:consideration. of this additionals showing the,
Geological Survey,:on October 2, ' 9 2 6j made a report as follows:
The showing submitted in the affidavits 'of H.' Leslie Parker and H. 'T. Morley
has been carefully considered by the Geological Survey and provides in. my
opinion no basis for a modification or reversal of my report of, September 10,:
1926, stating that the test well in the NE.1/4 NW. '4 Sec. 32, T. 34 N., H. 77 W.,'
wil not tend to establish the oil or nonoil character of the land described in oil'
and gas prospecting permit Cheyenne 037233 and recommending that the application for extension of time be rejected.

By decision of October 11, 1926,'the Commissioner of the, General
Land Office rejected the application for extension of time and held
the permit for cancellation. -The assignee has appealed, and in sup
port of the appeal there has been fired another affidavit by H. Leslie
Parker. ie hleges,:The division between the two fields (Geary, and North Geary) is very obscure
and no one can say positively that the two fields are separated by any "saddle "
or syncline of'sufficient depth to actually separate the producing sands in the'
two fields if the sands 'be found to'be producing."
* *
w'
Unless approval of' assignment .of the said McGrath. permit to :theb said
J. G. Wheeler, and the extension of said permit is, granted,, it appears highly'
improbable and almost impossible for affiant and his associates' to procure any
further drilling to test the Geary field or NorthX Geary field. That affiant
hand hiss associates have expended great amounts of money in their efforts to

.
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procure; the drilling and testing of said fields, and have heretofore procured
the expenditure of enormous sums of money in said fields; and that the present
negotiations appear to afflant to be the last chance to procure the drilling and
testing of the said Geary field, and such test depends upon the procuring ofthe
extension of the said McGrath permit and the: approval of the, assignment
thereof to the said J. G. Wheeler.

Under departmental rules and regulations in pursuance of the
general leasing act, the recommendation of the Director of the Geological Survey and the decision of the'Commissioner of the General
Land Office'are correct. Since it is not shown that the test well and
the permit area in question are actually on the same geologic structure, extension of time can not be granted on the ground of a test
of one' structure common to both. On, the other hand, if it can be
said that structural relations are not known, nevertheless extension
can inot be granted because the greater portion of the permit area
is more than three miles distant from the test well.
But .the department has for some time been considering the need
of modifying Circular No. 1041 to the extent that a permit holder
will be given the benefit of contribution to the cost of a test well
if any portion of his permit area, on which portion he could lawfully .
drill, lies within three miles from the test well. Such amodifica-'
tion is just and 'proper when it is considered that one permit may
contain 'scattered tracts within the*limits of a township-that is, an
area six miles square-and that drilling upon any portion is considered sufficient for compliance with the terms of the permit, which
may mean that part of the permit area will lie not less: tian0 six
miles -fromit-he point: of drilling. Of course, this applies only where!
the Geological Survey is without sufficient data as to structures.
"'In'the present; case the department is' satisfied from the showing
made that definite knowledge is wanting as to whether the NE. 1/4
NW. /4 Sec. 32, T. 34 N., R. 77 W., and the permit area in question
a-re on different structures.. Since that is not known,. resort will be
had to the three-mile rule. The NE. 1/4 Sec. 23, and.W. 1/2 Sec. 34,
T. 34, N., R. 78 W., of the permit area are within three miles from
the test well, and thorefore' this permit will 'be fgiventhe benefit of
contribution to the test well.
The decision appealed from is reversed.: The assignmeent, which
appears to be regula;r,is approved and extension of time within which
to comply with paragraph 2
tofthe permit is hereby granted. until,
December 31, 1927. The case is closed and the record is returned to
the General Land Office.

Circular No. 1041 is modified as hereinbefore stated.
Reversed.
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FUR FARMING IN ALASKA
REGuLATIONs
[Circular No. 1108]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFIcE,

W ashington D.C., Jauary 22, 1927.
REGISTER:AND DIVISION INSPECTOR,
ANCHORAGE, A.LASKA;::
I:EGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

FARBAixS AND NOME, ALASKA:
F:

The act of July 3, 1926 (44 Stat. 821), entitled "An Act To provide
for the leasing of public lands in-Alaska for fur farming, ana, for
other purposes," provides:
That the Steitary 'of the Interior, in order to encourage and promote development of production of furs in the Territory of Alaska, is hereby authorized
to lease to corporations organized under the laws of the United States, or of
-any State or Territory thereof, citizens of the United 'States, or associations of
.such'citizens, public lands of the'UJnited States in the Territory of Alaska
suitable for fur farming, in areas not exceeding six hundred and forty acres,
and for periods 'not exceeding ten years, upon such terms and conditions as he
L where leases are gien:
may by general regulations prescribe: Provided, That
hereunder for islands or lands within the same such lease may, in the discretion
'of 'the Secretary of the Interior, he for an area not to exceed thirty square

miles: Provided further, That nothing herein contained shall prevent the prospecting, locating,'development,.entering, leasing, or. patenting of the mineral
resources of any lands so leased under laws applicable thereto: AndM proWded:
-ffrther, That this act shall not be held nor construed' to apply to the Pribilof
Islands, declared a special reservation by the -act of Congress approved April'
21, 1910: And provided further, That any permit or lease issued under thisi act
shall reserve to the Secretary of the Interior the.right.to permit the use-and.
*
occupation of parts of said leased areas for the: taking, preparing, manufactur-.
* ing, or storing: of fish or fish products, or the utilization of the lands for pur. poses of trade or business, 'to the extent and in the manner provided by existing
laws or laws' which may be hereafter enacted.
SEa. 2. That the Secretary' of the Interior is hereby authorized to performn

any and all acts, and to make such rules and regulations as: may be necessary
and proper, for the purpose gof carrying theaprovisions "of thist act into effect,
including provisions for the forfeiture of any lease for failure to stock the same
with'fur-bearing animals within a period of one. year from the date of the
lease, or in the 'ev'et 'of the devotion of the lease area primarily to any pur-;
:pose other than the rearing of such fur-bearing animals.

The following rules and regulations will govern the issuanzce of
leases under said act:Applications for leases, addressed to the Commissioner of the G(en-,
eral"Land Qiffice,^' shousld^'be: filed' ina duplicate -in theproper district
land office. After' assignmient of a serial. nuler andc due notation:
thereof: one copy should be 'frwarded to thbe General Land Offce
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and the other to the 'divfsion inspector at Anchorage, Alaska. ;A
status report should be furnished with each. No specific form of
application is required and no blanks will be furnished therefor..
Applications should cover, in substance, the following points and
be under oath:
(a) Applicant's name and post-office address.I
;(b) Proof of citizenship of applicant;. if an association of individuals, proof
of citizenship of each member thereof; and if a corporation, a certified copy
of the articles of incorporation must be furnished. ;(c), Description of the land'for 'which. the lease'is desired, by legal subdivision if surveyed, and by metes and bounds if unsurveyed. In order to properly
identify unisurveyed lands, if practicable, "the metes and bounds description
should be connected by course and distance with, some corner 'of the public
land surveys and' their position' with 'reference to rivers,' creeis, mountains or
rnountain peaks, towns, islands, :or other prominent topographical points' or
natural objects or monuments should be given.

(d) The approximate acreage if the application is for unsurveyed land.
(e) Two references as to applicant's reputation and business standing.
(f) The kind or kinds of fur-bearing animals to;be raised and if foxes
whether silver, blue, or white.
(g) The number of fur-bearing animals the applicant expects to have on the
leased land within one year from the date of the lease.;

(h) A showing that the: applicant has a permit to take animals with which
to stock the leased land.
(i)' A statement as to whether the land. is occupied, claimed, or used by'
natives of 'Alaska or others, and if iso, the nature of the use and occupancy.

Anyone who in good faith is occupying an island or other tract..
of land for the-purpose of raising -fur-bearing animals and whoi:
was unable to obtain a, permit or lease because of lack of legal
authority 'shall have' a ,preferred right to file: an application for:a, a lease at any time within isix months from the. date of these regulations. An, applicant. claiming such preference right must state fully
the facts upon which this claim is based.
No lease under this act for the ppurpose of raising beavers shall be
granted on'any area-already occupied by a beaaver colony and no such
lease shall be granted. on streams or lakes which will: interfere with
sthe spawning-grounds:-of salmon.'When the copy of the application is received by the division inspector he will cause an investigation to be made: and'report fully to
the Coiimmissioner of the General Land Office as to the improvements,
if any, existing on the lands,, as to their use and occupanncy, "and as' to.
the feasibility of granting the lease.
the 'issuance of 'a lease under this act the register of the
: ' :; ;XUpon
United States district land office for the district within' whihll the
leased, land is 'situatedwill furnisthe newspaper nearest'said' land
a statement of the issuance of the lease, cohtaining the n'ame of theandf a Sdesbript;iion of the leased land, such statement to be pub0 0':lzessee
lished as an Hitem of news.
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: -:Eer;;lessee: under.:this act shall pay to the lessor in .advance., a
minimumi rental of $25 per annum, on leases for all:tracts up to and
including 640: acres, iand a minimum of $50 anual, rental on leases of
tracts:exceeding 640 acres, and shall pay a maximum rental equal to
.a royalty of, 1 per cent 'on the gross returns derived, from the sale. of
* live animals and -pelts, if the amount thereof exceeds the. minimum
-rental mentioned, such yearly rental to be credited against the royalties as they accrue::for' 'that year.
A lease under this act will be subject to cancellation by the Secretary of the lInterior for failure of the lessee to comply with 'any of
the conditions enumerated therein or to exercise due diligence. in
raising the kind or kinds of fur-bearing animals, specified in the lease
or for-the devotion of the leased area primarily to any purpose other
than;the raising of fur-bearing animals.
A 'lease. will be automatically canceled for failure of the lessee to
place on the leased area the number and kind of fur-bearing animals
specified in the lease within a period of one year from the date of said
'lease as follo'vs:, When the lease' embraces' an area not exceeding 640
acres not less than two pairs (two~males and two females,) of such
animals shall be placed'on the land within the year, four pairs on
areas between 640 and 3,000 acres, and six pairs. on areas exceeding
3 ,000 acres.
Leases under this act, forms for -which will be furnished you, will
be in substane as appended hereto.
Tnos. C. HAVELL,
e
A~~~~~~~~~~cig
Commissiolner.

Approved:
;E. C FiNN-Ey,
First Assistant Secretary.

UNITED STATES
DEPABTMENT or THE: INTERIO
GENERAL LAND OFFIcE
W-ASHINGTON, D. C.

.

SERIAL ---------------LEASE OE LANDS FOE F1u

-

FARMING UNDER THEE ACT OF JuLY 3, 1926 (44 STAT.
821)

This indenture of lease, entered' into, in triplicate, as; of the _-_
-.day of
, by: and between the United States of'America, pairty of the first

- - - --

part, hereinafter called the lessor, acting in this behalf by the Secretary of
the Interior, and4_ _ __ ___ ___
_
: --__
- :-party of the 'second part, hereinafter called the lessee, under, pursuant,: and

O3
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subject to the terms and provisions of the act of Congress approved July 83,1926
(44 Stat. 821), entitled "An Act To provide for the, leasing of public 1lands in
Alaska for fur farming, and for other purposes," hereinafter referred to as theo
act, which is made a part hereof,

: Witnesseth:
Sac; I., P rpo'ses.-That the lessor, in consideration of rents and royalties tobepaideand the covenants- to beobserved as herein set forth,idoes hereby grant;
and lease to the lessee the exclusive right and privilege of raising and propagating ------------ one the following described tract;.of land, situated in: the
nore particularly described as follows.
…
Ad;____~_____and

together with the: right to. construct and maintain thereon all: buildings, plants,
or other, structures necessary to the full enjoyment thereof, for a period .,of'
years, with the preferential right in the lessee to renew this lease for
…------years, upon such reasonable terms. and conditions
successive periods of _
as may be prescribed by the lessor, unless otherwise provided by law at the
time of the expiration of such periods.'-

-

V

;

'

-

: Sac. 2. In consideration: of the foregoing the lessee hereby' agrees:
and
(a)- To pay the lessor in advance a minimum; yearly rental of ,
a maximum yearly rental equal to: a royalty of; 1 per; cent on the gross returns:
derived from the sale of live animals and pelts where the same exceeds the.
minimum rental above mentioned, such yearly rental to be credited against the'
i
royalties as they accrue for that year.
(b) To begin the actual operation of a fur farm on the leased land, 'by taking
-possession thereof within sift-months from the-executioni of this- -lease;and by
within one year and not
_- - pairs of placing thereon not less than
- within two years from the date of such execupairs of
less than ----tion; also by placing thereon such improvements as may be necessary to show'
good 'faith and thereafter 'develop the industry with reasonable diligence.
(c) The lessee must furnish affidavits, at the end of one and twoI 'Ye-ars,- respectively, corroborated by one or more witnesses, specifying, the date when!
animals were placed on the land, and the numaber -and kind thereof.
To mark the boundaries of the'leased land by posting notices containing
- (d)
a description of the land, the name of the lessee, and a -statement that it is
occupied as a fur farm, every one-half mile if the lease is for land on the
mainland and in conspicuous places at each boat landing if for an island. (e) To keep an accurate record0in a book br-books of all his fur-farmingoperations, including the number, kind, and sex of fur-bearing animals withb:
which the leased land is stocked; the date when the stock was placed thereon,.
the number captured thereon for propagation and if removed elsewhere, the
inames and addresses of the purchasers, the price= received therefor, with dates
o- each transaction,; the number of skins of each kind of fur-bearing animaL
taken during each calendar year, together with -the price received therefor;
also II so far as practicable, the number born during each calendar year and.
the iimnnlIsr at the expiration, of each calendar, year of fur-bearing animals at
ands inecaptivity, and- a list and description of the Jmprovements placed.
*ii the-lesed landE during each calendar year. - d.
:]arg'

(f) To submit a report to the Commissioner of the -General Land Office:by'
June 20. of each year, giving the information contained in the record required:
to be- iept by the preceding paragraph, to be accompanied, where requiredj, by
a certified cbe6k or eost-offlie money order made payable to the Commissioner-

:-
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of the General Land Office, to be equal in amount to the difference between
the annual rental already paid, and the amount of the royalty of: t per cent on.
the gross returns, where the same exceeds such minimum rental, as provided in
section 2 (c).hereof.
(g) Not4to'killl any game animals or birds or obtain birdW, eggs and feed
same toi fur-bearing:animals and to exercise all reasonable precaution to conserve game and wild birds on the landsi:covered by this lease. and to strictly
observethe Federal and territorial game and fur laws and regulations.
* (A) To furnish the Commissioner. of the General Land Office such- further
information in addition to that hereinbefore specified; as may be desired in
regard to the operations and-business conductedmunder the authority of this
lease. '

-

.

(i)WNot to assign -this lease or .any-interest therein, nor sublet any-portion
of the leased premises, except with the consent in writing, of thea Secretary of
the Interior, first- had and obtained.:
(j) To record this lease with the recording officer for the judicial district
within which' the leased land is situated and to keep a copy of the lease in
his possession at all times..
.
.
SEc. 3. The lessor expressly reserves:
(a) The right to permit prospecting, locating, development; entering, and
leasing of the mineral resources of any of the lands embraced in. this lease an'i
the right to patent such resources, under laws applicable thereto.
(b) The right to permit the use and occupation of parts of the land embraced
in this lease for the taking, preparinlg, manufacturing, or storing of fish or. fish
products or the utilization of the lands for purposes of trade or business to the
extent and'in the manner provided by existing laws or laws which may be,
hereafter enacted, as provided by the act.
Sa. 4. The lessee expressly agrees that authorized representatives of the
lessor shall at any time, except at such times as the presence of persons other
than the caretakers would be recognized as detrimental to the, welfare of
propagating operations, hav~e the right to, enter the leased premises for the
pur~pose of inspection and shall haveife access to books containing the records
of the operations under the authority of this lease.
Siac. 5. The lessee also further agrees that he or his employees shall not
molest totem* poes, native, burying grounds or improvements, nor interfere with
natives cultivating lands which they may have been hitherto accustomed to
cultivate.

SEc. 6.; It is furtherlunderstood and agreed(a) That the lessee shall not sell or remove for. use elsewherei any timber
growing on the leased land, but may take such timber thereon as may be
necessary for the erection and maintenance 'of improvements required in the
operation of this lease and for fuel purposes.
(b) That this lease is granted subject to valid existing rights.
.('n) That upon. the termination of this lease by expiration or forfeiture
thereof pursuant to section 7 hereof in 'the absence of an :agreement to the
contrary, if all rental and royalty charges due theWGovernment haye been paid,
tha: lessee may, within a. reasonable period, to ibe determined by the lessor,
remove all property, including fur-bearing animals belonging to bi& together
with any buildings' or' improvements of any, kind 'that may have been erected
by,-him, ibut if nott removed within' the period of. time specified by the lessor,
such property, buildings, 'and improvements shall become the property of the
United States.
''
D
'SEc. 7. If the lessee shall fail to pay 'the' rental and royalty as herein specified
or shall fail to 'conipiy with the provision of the 'act or make defat 'in the
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'pdrformande or~Observance ~of anly of the te'rms~,covenants, anRd, stipulations
-herieof or oIf -the generai regulations promulgated-and in ferce at:the date hereof
'and such, default shall continue after .service of written: notice thereoft by the
lessor, ~then the lessor may, in his discretion, terminate and cancel~ this lease.
Sac. 8. It is also' further agreed that no Member of or 'Delegate to Congress,
~or Resident Commissioner, after his election or appointment, or either 'before or
"fter he has qualified,,:and during his ,continuance in office, and that nolofficer,
agent, or-employee of the Department of the Interior shall be admitted to ~any
share or part in this leaweor derive any :behefit that maywarise therefrom
and
hat he povisions of section 3741 of the Revised Statutes. of the U~nited
States, and sections*114,. 115, and 1,16 of-the Codification of the Penal Laws of
the United States approved~ March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. 1088), relating to contragts
far! as the same may be applicable.
renter into and form a part of this lease ~so
*In witness w hereof:-

THE~UNITED

.ST~ATS

or

~AT-ERICA,

Sceayof. the,~ntr4or'

Witness

~to

signature of-

S. . ROSE
Decided 1Feb~wrttry 2, 1927
PATENT-REcoaaS-COMurssroNEr

OF GEINERAL~LAND: Orrcw~JiJIuSnrCTION.

Where 'a patent, after its':executioxi, has been canceled and mutilated ~by the
General Land Office, without the ~consenit of the grantee, and a request for
recordationa on'the county records is made, the patent shoul
isdive4fr
ndtation oveOr tiP signature and selof the `Coammiswith-a
be delivered
sioner *of-the General Land Office to theiefect that the cancellation and
mutilation were erroneous and'withoutlauthority.

PRIORIDEPARTMENT-AL INSTRUCTIONS MOaIFIEn.

Instructionse of February 25,~1881 (8 C. L. 0. 10), modified.

A~ssistant: Secretary:,
ThINNYsigs
Thionof an "appeal by J. F. 'Rose, from a decision of the Commis~ioeofthe General Land OfficeL dated December 4, 1926, denying
his request for the issuance of a paet f or that potion of the NW. I.
'SW. 1/ 4.Sec. 7,.T. 49 N., R.J17 W., 5th P-. M., Missouri, not in conflict~
with the patented claim of Antoine Gautier.
It appears that' on November. 12,' 1833, the board of comm'issioners,
o h
I9,182 4 Stat. 6)
'appointed puruant to the:e of ul
bf
Ms~souri
land claiin in the, State
i ~passin
mg~on rtte.
purp~ose of
decided that~ the, claim of: Antoine Gautier should- be ~confirmed -for
fapication dated November'29,
h
4,000 ar-pents.,in accordance w ith
1796. The'claim was survdyed in March, 1848, and. the ~platitereof
kppoved December 12, 1848.' Itwas designated.aaS8uryey No 37,~
.
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embraced land in Ts& 49 and 50
WY, Rs. 17 and 18 W.,5th. P. M.,: and
was confirmed by the act of July 4, 1836 :(5 Stat. 126). Patent issued
September 3, 1860. According to t1he plat. of, survey, the claim of
Gautier covers most of the .INW. 14 and a part of the NW. 1/4
1/4
1S
Sec. 7, T. 49 N., R. 17, Wth. P.M.
*tj OV(:)n:
September 1, 1837, William B. Gibson madei;cash entry No.
15891 at the Fayette officee for NW.'1i/4 and NW. 1/4 SW. 1/4 See:. 7
T..49N.,R..17 W., Sth'i.M
M.i (215.10 'acres), deseiriigthe tra i n
accordance with a plat of surivey'made in.Novembner j816
ePatent
':issued to Gibson o November ,
1,.but .was not delivered. It was
returned:it' the GeneralI Land -O ffic' O'h Match 26 1852r,'and-:
suant to a letter adde'ssed ft'f'onville land of
er'aunedatof
Novemibr '8, 1879, the final certificate issued to Gibson was noted'-as'
canceled because of conflict with s 74r'vey
No. 3327, and across the face
*of the patent was lindorsed the following-:
Canceled. 'Conflicts with Survey'No. 3327, private claim of Antoine Gautier.
See letter "B" November ,k1879.6 S. W.Clark, Recorder, G. L. 0.

'A like notation was made on tlied-koird of'the 'patent.

In additioi

'to 'the notation on the patent, itAwas mutilated by cutting the p'arch-

in't
across 'th'; sigfnatures thereto andacross theo'fficial 'seal>'-'
In the decision 'appealed froin the' Commiissio'nr
i
onceedd that the :
attempt to cancel the entry and .patenit of Gibson was- ineffective,
citing Bielnell v. 'C-onietck (113 U. S. 149.), and that the present
owner of any portion .of. the land. coveGred' y the Gibson entry and
patent is entitled to delivery of the, patent und r the'ruling of the
Supreme Court 'of' the
AUitedi States i'Unit-d" tite$ 'e' rez.
McBride v. Sclurz '(102 U., S. 3,78). Although: refusing to issue a
new patent for that',portion of 'the land now, owned ;'y a:ose, the
Commissioner oAered to 'surrender the,'patent for recordation after
he. had 'indorsed thereon a notation in adcordance with the instruictions of February'28, 1881 (8C.L. 0. 10).
The instructions"r eferreAd to" dirkcted tlhat;m
su'as'
'ca'es

court considered in

ited State9-e6W re. `'MABi

e v.

rzSc au:,

the patent should be delivered after a notation thereon of the following, to-be dated and sign-ed by the 6ommissioner:
Delivered under Secretary's instructions of February 28,- iS~i in'8accordance, with the decision of the United States4 Supreme Court in MoBrie v
:Sehumr, October term,-'1880. ,'
'
'
s
'The Commissioner .coectl

patent.

denied, the

pication

,

fora new

Having no jurisdictionover the; landOtheLa

ment could not assume, t issue a patent thereior:
However, it. is the opinion of this' department that the notation
provided for in the instructions of February 28, 1881, supra, is too
57522-27-voL 52-3--
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~in substan~tially the followi g forma should

be attached' to the .p~atent, over the signature and seal of the Cornm'issio-ner ofthe General Land;. Office:The notation' of cance1lafon' of. te attached paten issued to William *B.
Gibson onl November 10, 1841, and its Mutilation, were without the consent
of thie grante axid ,erroneous~,tand un~der the, decision of the Supremne Courti of
the, United. States in Bick~nell v. Comstck(113 U. S. 149) do not affect, the~
'validit -fth p ,enwhichis delivered for recording on the~county, records:
aisant
to thie decision 'of' the 'Siipriieme Court of the United, States 'in Un~td
Sftev ~hi-(02 ~U: S'7)

~A like notation, shduld 'be' attached; to6 the record of the patent.
The. case

is remanided* fr

action inacrace

with the foregoing.
Rmemnded.

~~~GEORGE J. FRYMUJTH AND, RALPH BLAIR

*

Ddcidd4 Febr'wary

1,927,

OniL, -Awf)D
GAt LAND$,1nOSP c'IXNG, 1PEMIT-ScHooim LANDS-WITHDaAWAr,---NEx
Msxco.
Permitspwill niot-be grantedito

prosect. for oi and-gas

nusree

school

sections, withdrawnu on bhalf of, a State under the act of August 18, 1894, in
teasenc ofa classification of the'lands by the~Geological Survey as
prospective y~ valuab~le for oil and igas

T'IN NE, Firqt
't
eceay
,On Janu~ary 14,, 1927, the- Coxmirissioner of. the General Land

recominendedi te gatn
follows:

~To George J. Fryniuth on an application(Ls rue
July~ 9, 1926, all of,,Secs. ), 16, 31, and, 3,'nrveed,
iIk T E., N., M. P.~M.,,New Mexico.
Ralph
To
Blai~r on an, a ,pplication (LaI Cue
-

Office

of tw6o oil andga prsetin permits as
0312544)

T. 2
354

filed,
S.
ie

July 13, 1926, the NT. '/2, SE."'4S.', E A 6. 15,.NE'4N.4
.24
8eC. 20, T. ~24, S., R..8, E., all, of Secs. 1, 2,aud 36, unsurvee,
The records of tihe Genheral'.Lanid Office show th-at'Secs. 2, 16, 32,
and 36, T. 24 S., R.7 E.,'were on -May i4, 1923 withdrawn fdr the
Sta~ of .New Mexico 'u~e~ti
c f Ags18i84(8Stat.
~72,andthaton
94)'
Agrust 2, 1923,tte Comisioner advised the
governor of said Sttin
Igrto, the withdrawl that "Evidence
('6fptibi~tcih)'
i~satsfaco~'
Ii
abve
bad de cied, are hereby
d~1ai'ea t'o hi 'been 4fectively withdrawn."'
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Said act of August 18, 1894, wlhidi is extended to New Mexico ty
section 11 of the act of June 20, 1910 (36 Stat. 557, 565), provides
that lands "shall be reserved upon the' filing of tfie application for
survey from any adverse appropriation by settlement or otherwise
except punde ri.ghts that may be found to exist of prior inception,
The departmnent has held that school sections can thus be withdrawn. Ensi
v. State of Monta (34 L. D. 433)0; IWilliams v.
State of Idaho' (36 L. D. 20).
The withdriawfl hvlch has been 'dedlared to be effective should not
-be rendered' partially ineff 1c Live through the granting of prospecting
'persits, in the absenice ,'of ,classification of the-land by the Geological
Survey as prqsp'ctively valuabie for oil and gas. ' In cases of settlers
upon 'unsurveyed lanids or lands suspended for survey, the procedure
directed in section 12 _(c) of the oil and gas regulations approved
March 1', '1920 ' (4t L.. D. 437) , is followed 'when applications 'for
permitsuhder 'sec'ion'13' f the leasing act are filed. (Circular No.
'93,50 L ID. 400.)
At the' request of the d
ent' the ActingIDirector of the Geol ;iogi'cal Survey. has, under'date of January 27, 1927, made a report
upon; and 'clasgificatioii of, thes e'kchool' ecdions :as follows:
The records of the0 Geological Survey show that the land listed is in the
00
-southern part of the Tularosa basin,' a broad valley between the San Andres
-I ountais on' the w
and'
dsttfid Hueco' Mountains on the east. The 'valley iss
filled to anl unknown depth with, deposits of sand, gravel, andr'elay, which
permi;t no' ,bservation of stratigraphic and structural conditions in -the 'bedrock
u~nderneath. Inference bsed on evidence disclosed on the flanks of the distant
mountain ranges mentioned provides no warrant for an opinion that the condi'hions, feithefr' staitigrlphic o'r' structural' affecting the land described are favorable to the' occurreneeo8r accumulation} 'of oil or gas in commercial quantities.
I Ittaccordingly:classify
'this land under paragraph 12 (c) of the oil and, gas
0 regulations (47 L. D, 437), as without Prospective oil or gas value.

Inasmucli as"these schiool 'sctio'ns were reserved from any adverse
appropriation Sand 'asthey 'have' been dlassified as being without pros'pective va lue for oial'or gas, the -department would not be warranited
'in granting any 1permits covering said sections.
Tbhe department the'refore declines to-grant any permits as recommended.' 'Th a~ppl ic'ations are finally rejected as to the school sec'tions and' thel p'apers are' returned for appropriate action in'harmony
with the ruling herein
ReVersed and remanided.
'yg;3J01n't^a
1'-0'0;9400X
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CITY OF TUCSON v- DODSON
Decided Februeary 10,1927
TiMBaM AND STONE ENTRY-TOWN SIRr-EvMu1CM.

Land which is shown to be 'more valuable atf date, of application for town.
site purposes than for the stone it contains is not subject to acquisition
under the timber and stone law.

FINN7EY, First Asristant Seffetary.:
Christine M. IDodson has appealed from:the ldecision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office datedaJuly 22, 19'26, holding
for cancellation her timber and stone entry 056016, for the NW. 1/4
SW. /A Sec. 14, T. 14:S., R. 18 E., G. and S. R. M., Phoeni'k; Arizona,
land district, as the result of a contest against the ,same by the city
of Tucson, Arizona.
The' appellant is the widow of James RI. Dodson, who also made
timber andcstone entry for 160 acres of adjoining land, and whose
entry, like her 'own, was the subject of a contest by the city of Tucson.
These cases well might have been consolidated for trial, as their .facts
are almost identical and as nearly all the witnesses who testified in
one of them also testified in the other. The testimony at, best weas
largely cumulative and when the two records, which aggregate 561,
closely typed pages, are taken together, they present several hundred
pages of needless and tedious repetition. All the testimony and
exhibits submitted* however, have, been carefully examined.
On'November'15, 1923, Christine M. Dodson maide application to
purchase the land''in controversy under the timber aid stone-act of
June ,3, 1878 :(20 Stat. 89). , The land was appraised: at $1 per'acre,
and: that amount was paid by thed applicant.:Final proofwas submitted on July 12, 1924. On.March 13,1925, the contest now under
consideration was filed by the city of Tucson.
.ine
charges were contained in the .coitest affidavit, which may be
summarized as having stated that the land in, question, was ntot chiefly
valnlable for' timber .or stone; that the tiniber and stone. application
was made in an attempt to acq'uire land which, ,ha,4 been used by the
public for recreational purposes for many years; and thatthe application sought toracquire- lanfd-, already. .appropriate& by the students
-of the Universitv of Arizona. through the, constructionand maintenance thereon of a symbolic letter "A" built of stone.,
. The case was-heard during October, 1925, and resulted in a. decision
by the register of the local office in favor of the :city of Tucson.: The
.action of the local office was affirmed on appeal by the Commissioner
in his decision of July 22, 1926. The Commissioner found that the
preponderance of evidence showed that the land was not chiefly val,
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uable for:.stone, as it was worth $50 an acre for other purposes.
TWhat those purposes were.'was not specifically stated.
The testimony showed. that at the time of filing her application.
Mrs. Dodson was the wife 'of James R. Dodson, :a real estate agentand dealer who was engaged in business 'in the city of Tucson, and.
who: was a member of.:a firm known as the Benedict Realty Coiompany. 'The' land' was shown :to Mrs. -Dodson by: her husband, and it,
was under Ihis advice that she filed her application. He accompanied her to Phoenix, Arizona, at the time her application was filed,..
: and gave his personal check for filing fees. Prior to the date of her
application on, to. wit, .November 28.; 1922, her husband had made.
:the timber and stone application for 160 acres of adjoining land:

:already referred to.-

:

37

..

* The laud,i which is 'situated .on the slope of a'-mountain known as
Sentinel Peak,- ,was shown to have 0otimber upon it, and' to have 'no:
gre~ater' v'alue' for stone' than that which attachd; to 'miles 4uon miles
'of land 1yi1'non .'thei slopes of the mountaiin, range of which Sentinel
Peak' is;a part,.jexcepf such greater. value as its proximity to the City<
of Tucson, a town of approximately' 33;000 'ihhabitants,'leht to.'it.
Such '"value, however, was shown. to. be mi'nimized and practically
eliminated by the existence, but' a short distance' away and a little
nearer to town, of a quarry whih; had been owned and operated by
a Mr. Griffith for 20;-yeajrs before the-'date of' the hearing, and which'
had acquired a monopoly of the market for quarried and crushed
stone in i'ts vicinity. It was shown'that.the- demand for stone was
limited and that the Griffith-quarry was not' always in operation, and
hatjin the 20. years'of'its existence only abdut an' acre'of -surface
had been covered.1. 'It was alsc shown that the owners of*a neighbor-.
ing quarryy known as'the Welch quarry,' after -antunsuccessful attempt
' to3prate ie 'k'cmpetition' with. 'Griffith, had' found that there was
not sufficient demand to support the two enterprises and-had' shut'
down; 'that operations'1had beern-permanenltly abandoned; and that
the plant-and the equipment were 'for sale without any pnrchaser' in
'-prospect.'-f ::CC;:;:
:i f 0.i
i
\:::
It appeared on the 'other' handc that the land was located near the
city of Ttcson,' andc'very close to -a, subdivision known as Menlo
Park,' in which :the entrywoman resided and which had been proi:
moted and..which had been partly owned by herlatehusband; that
the. land was capable of subdivision for building purposes; and that
'its value if
be from $75 to $200 an acre, as estimated by various witnesses. It was shownthat.95 acresof adjoin'.
ing land' had
ht6-the
'ben priced
city of -Tucson at $,000 by an;
organization Known as the Tucson' Farms Company, which claimed
. that this price was less than the real value of the land; and that
certain citizens of Tucson had offered that company$50:a n acref

-ubdividedlwould
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:: acres, which Xalso adjoined the land in controversy,, and which
20
covered the summit of Sentinel Peak, but that.the offer had not been
accepted at the time of the hearing. It was'.shown. that the land
:ommanded an exteneded view of the* city of Tucson andlthe sur.
rounding country, and that it0 embraced a Sportion of the slope of
;Sentinel Peak. which. had.been used-for many..years by, the citizens
of Tucsonl as a public, pleasure ground; that the land was rich in
historic associations; and that Sentinel Peak and its slopes were
regarded with veneration ;and affection by the people of the com.
munity.
The testimony presents other phases of the: case, which have not
0been
; referred to, as it is too voluminous to quote in detail, but the
statements just made outline what the department considers as its
most essential features. It is enough toa say that taken as a whole
it has convinced the department that at the date of the entrywoman's
application the land had, and now has, a greater value for townsite purposes than for the stone it contains: This -being the case
the land was ot: subject to sale under the timber and stone law.

The decision appealed from is

:..,u

>X

:-:V jA ffirmwed.:

ZIGELHOFER v. REYNOLDS
Decided February 14, 1927
CONTEST-CONrTsTArNT-NoTicr,-PACTIcGE.
'Rule 1.0 of Practice' merely fixes the 'time limit for mailing of'notices at
not to exceed '10 days after tIedate of first'publication -it' does not compeli
s. contestant
:. a
to wait until the notice is published,-but he imay, at anytime
after its issuance and within 10 days after.its first publication,
aiil, the
notices required.
CONTrsrTS-CouraO

rTANT-No--NPTI

Where a 'contestant is
the Rules of Practice
of the entry can not
the contest will not
to proceed de novo.

FINNEY,

cnrAcTIcE.

misied by an tofficer iof the Land Departmnent as to
pertaining to the service of notice, and cancellation
be sustained because of improper service of notice,
be dismissed but. the contestant will' be 'permitted

First Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal by Charles P. Zigelhofer from'a decision'of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office dated September i, 1926,
holding that he had not complied with the Rules' of Practice in
serving notice of his contest against the homestead entry of Vaughn
B. Reynolds, made October 29, 1921, for SW. 1/4 Sec. 28,. T. ;12 N.,
R. :80 W.", 6th P. M., Colorado, and dismissing the contest, which
charged abandonment.
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Notice of the contest for service by publication:was issued.;April
county.
in
5, 1926. It was published ina:newspaper. published. ,the

*wherein, the land lies in the issues of April15,. 22 and, 29, and May
6, 1926. Proof of such publication was filed May 12 ;1926.;- on the
same date there was filed an affidavit of posting of the -notice on
the land :on April.:17, 1926, and an affidavit byythe attorney for
* contestant- to the effect that she had mailed a. copy of the. no tice
by. registered letters. addressed~to the 'entryman at Cowdrey, Colorado, and Boulder, Colorado, "the receipt for which~ is: hereto attached." Attached to the affidavit are two unclaimed: registered,
letters addressed to entryman and the postmasters' receipts therefor. One of the letters,, containing a copy of the notice-'of contest
'for personal :service, issued 'March 10, 1926, and' -a I copy df the
affidavit of contest, were mailed March 15,1926, addressed to Bould,:.
Colorado, the address given when the entry was made. The other
letter was mailed April 6, 1,926, addressed to Cowdrey,. Colorado,
'the post office nearest the land, and contained a copy of the notice
issued April 5, 1926, .and acopy of the.affidavit ofcontest.
*The Commissioner held, in effect, that the mailing of notices pre-:
10 of Practice can only be
'
scribed by the second paragraph:of Rule
performed within ten days after .the first publication of the, notice.
The paragraph referred'to provides::
Copy of the notice as published, together'with copy of the affidavit of:contest,
shall be sent by the contestant within 10 days after the first publicationof
'such notice by registered mail directed to the party' for, service upon whom:
by
sueh publication is being made at the last: address of such party as:showi
the records of the land office and also at the address named'in the affidavit for

publication; and also at thepost office nearest the land.

The department is of opinion that thdparagraph was not proper :5
liniit for
construed by the C(iommnissioner. It merely fixes' the tie
the mailing of the notices at not to exceed ten days after' the date
:of the first publication. A contestant need not wait until theonbte
is published, but utay, at any tine after its issuance and wit in
oten days after its first publication, mail the notices requited.
When .the affidavits were filed on May 12,'1926, they should have
been scrutinized by the registeraand the defects pointed dut, i order
that the contestant could take proper t action'. Th'at the proof o6f
service was inacceptable has been indicated.
In the first place, the affidavit of Imailig the notice did) 'n6tallege
that a, copy of the affidavit of contest was'iinclosed with the notice
as published. Second, a copy of the notice 'as -published was hoi'
h4;
sent to the entryman's record address,0Boulde'r; Colorado.
:'copy of' the notice mailed on, Mar'ch 15; 1926, td Boulder, 'Clhrad,.
'

was issued 'for personal service.

:
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.The Rules of Practice Swere not complied with, and the cancellation of th entry under the.contest would be erroneous.
'Inasu asjthe action of the register misled the contestant, and
the Commissioner of'the General-Land Office misconstrued the provisions$of 'Rule 10 of'.Practice, the. department is of opinion that
.the
¢ontest::should:not,:be 'dismissed. 'Knemndy v.* Severance (44
L.i . '373). The contestant will be allowed' to proceed 'de novo.
;The: decision appealed from is modified to agree with the foregoing.
tt i iL:
fi.

e

In

ion.

f

;

Modified.;
regoing

0 '

:BNDS WITH OIL AND GAS PROSPECTING PERMITS-SECTION
.4(h), CIRCLAR NO.. 672, MODIFED-CIRCULAR NO. 754
I;? .
;. T0:R
..A;C;00
:j ;X;:

SS:y S;

5

/

D
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:

;
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l'[Circular No.1111]i
DEPARTMEIT OF THE INTERIOR,
!$

'

;

.~1'

:'10

J

'0: "
',

'l,
REGISERC; U5NITED S~ATES

.'

.'.GNERAL

LAND OFFICE,:

i-g'tonl D. C., Februcry921, 1929$..

LAND OFFICES:i

applicants for oil and gas' prospecting permits'under'
,'l
iHereafter
',''+';
ithe.act of lFebruarly :25, 1920 (37 Stat. 437) will. not' berequired 'to
furnishihe .bond at the time' of filing 'of the application for the perpermittee'to repair'damage
pure of the
agaiosr
oil' smiit't'c°'Iid~itro
to;
epeir neos ofa
from
c~iitioned'
finit,the'
improper
ifrom
deposts yes.uting
;, Wher
i~trata
operatiol, as providedby section 4 ,(h)of ircuar ,No. 672 ( ,47 L. .D.
437t) and Circular No. 754 (48L. D. 112). -Such applicants, however,
;. h reequired ri'PrI tothe issuance of .permit, to furnish bond in
the :sum of $l,000 or' :such other amount as may be fixed, in special
cases-.wherea ,permit application embraces reserved deposits in lands
theretofore entered or patented with reservation, of the oil and gas to the
United States, together' ith the rightto prospect for, mine and
remove the saame pursuant to the act, of July 17, 1914;(38 Stat. 509),
or wheere theelands constitute a- portion of a reclamation project. or
are included 'in a reclamation homestead entry.
Before a permittee, or any ,one claiming through or under him
shall begin, lrilling a teAt4well or wells upon th'e land embraced in'
;an oil a,.nd' gas permit,;'he,.shall give notice to the 'upervisor of oll
and gas operations, Geological Survey, of the district in which the
land is situated of;his intention to drill, submitting his drilling plan
for a'pproval, together'vwith a bond, with qualified' corporate surety,
in the sum of $5,000 conditioned against failure,,(a) to, carry on all
1 See interpretative instructions of March 18, 1927, page, 41.:
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operations in accordance with ap~proved methods and practice and in
conformity with' the operating reglulations, to the 'satisf action of said
supervisor; (b) to* carry out, at the expense :of. the.: permittee, all
reasonable orders of the .Secretary. of the Interior, or his .authorized.
representatives; . (c) to take all reasonable' precautions 7to- prevent
waste of oil or gas, damage to formation or deposits, injury to :life
or property, or economic waste;' and (d)' to repair promptly, so far.
.as possible, any damage to mineral deposits§ or mineral-bearing formations resulting from his operations.
.
The notice of intention to drill and drilling. plan must be furnished
in triplicate. Blank forms of such ijotice. and bond can- be. obtained
from the supervisor on .reauest. If the plan. is approved, and the bond
is acceptable, the supervisor will return to the permittee one. copy: of
the notice with his approval endorsed thereon, upon receipt, of which
drilling may be commenced and carried' on in accordance with the*
:approved plan.
The bond. will be transmitted by the supervisor to: the Commis-1
sioner of the General Land Office for consideration and filing.
All instructions and regulations in conflict herewith are' modified
to conform hereto, and Circular No. 'T54 is hereby revoked.
You will give such pubicity hereto as may 'e possible without.w
expense to the Government:.
..
.L:SPRY,,
'W

: ) E

C0

D

0 fS

:

f

51WILLIAM S.RT .-

c o- :128?Issioner.

;\

I concur:

GEO. OTIS SMITH,.
Director, Geologicalc
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

Swurey.

First A'ssistat Secetary.
BONDS WITHE' OIL. AND' GAS PROSPECTINGt: PERMITS-PARA-.GRAPH .1 CIRCULAR NO. 11, AMiPLFIEDh'

DEPARTMENT OF:
T INTEIORIQ
.Washington, D C., March18, 197.
THRE OMMI55IONER . OF TE GERAL LAND OFFICE:
:Paragraph 1, Circular No.. 111, (52 L. D. 40), relating, to bonds
in connection with oil and gas permits, seems to' be not entirely cledar.,'
in that at least "some: parties in .interest:.have the'-,impression :that
thousand-dollar bonds are still required' to ilbe fuinishedi,.not at. the'
time of filing-.of applicateon'but prior :to theissuance of the permit,:
and ethat in 'special. cases: 'where.. the application .etmbraces reserved;
'deposits, bonds are to be in such 'other amount as may be. fixed.
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As yOU 'sare awhre, that; is not the purpose or. intention.: The purpose: is. tol do: absolutely awavy wih the requirement for: a thousanddollar bond heretofore required 'in connection with oil-permit :applications.. No'. suhh bond-will-be required,. either attlhe time 'offilillg;
the application or: afterwards., Bondks will be required only in ftwo

classes of cases:
(1) :Where the. permit is upon lands the surfaceof which has: been
dissposed of -by the' "United States under..applicable laws. with the oil.
and gas deposit reserved to the United. States.; In 'such cases, a bond
Will be ex'acted for the-protection:of thbs.surface'owner.
(2) .Alllpermittees before .beginning to drill 'upon the laud,;or, in'
other. w6rds, at the time; Whenithey are ready' to begin drilling, will
be required to;fur
a $5,000Wbond for the purposes 'stated in'
par'agraph2,: Circular,No. 1111.
I --suggest that:registersoflcial. land. officesf and.others interested
in the administration of this act be furnished a copy of this letter.
FirstAssistamt Secretary.

SALE NOFJDEAD OR 'DOWN ANDD FIRE- KILED OR DAMAGED
TIIIBER--PARAGRAPH 2, CIRCULAR NO. '1093 (51 L. D. 574),

AXENDED
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1112]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

VWadiingtqo,

GENERAL LAND, OFFICE,
t..,Febraiy5,
y
197.,

DIVISION. INSPECTORS:

Circular No. 1093 of Septemberb 1iI, 1926 (51 L. D. 57 4)','is hereby
amended-; by uustitutingjfor paragraph 2 thereof, the following:
2. After coinsideration of 'the report, the Commissioner of the General Land Office will, if deemed advisable, direct the division inspector to o11er' the' timber for sale uder sealed bids by advertising for
a period of thirty '(30) daysas 'follows:
(a) In ;cases of small quantities of timber-: amounting in -value: to
$1,000' or less, the sale should be advertised byv;the posting of notices
:only.

:-(b) Where larger quantities of timber are involved, the sale should
be advertised in one' or two representative newspapers of general

circulation in the field division wherein the timber to be sold is situated, once a week'for four.weeks, if in a. daily paper, or if in a weekly':.
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:paper,- for :four consecutive weeks, next preceding the time set for
the opening of the bids. And if the proposed, sale be for 20,000,00Q
feet, board measure, or. more, of timber available by location to a+
single logging operation, the-division inspector will also cause am
adv-ertisement of the proposed sale to be inserted once in two. lumber:
trade journals of geferal
dcirculation.. During the period of advertising the division inspector will also post copies of the tadvertisement
where thmWill attract the notie of. the general public.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Coinmqissioner.
Approved:&-

-

E. C. FINNEY.

F:irst Assistant SecretarCy.

RIGHT OF A DbES

TED WIFE TO! CLAIM CREDIT FOR THE MILI-

TARY SERVICE OF HER HUSBAND UPON4 SUBMISSION' OF HOME-

STEAD FINAL PROOF
Instructios, February25, 1927
HOMESTEADDi EN\TTRY-SRTTLEMENT-DESERTED,, XWIF-MILITARY

SEnVrcn--FINAL

PROOF.

Under. the act of October 22, 1914, a deserted wife is entitled: to credit for
the military service of her husband: when submitting final proof upon an
entry imade by him or initiated by him, as a: settler, but the act has no
application .to a case, where she,,makes entry in her own right.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-DESERTED VWIFE-FINAL PROOF-MILITARY .SERVIOcE-FORFElTOTRE.
:
:
:
-

The perfection of a husband's, homestead entry by a deserted wife pursuant to
the act of "October 22, 1914, does not operate, of itself, to restore his rights
under the homestead laws, including the right to :claim credit for military
: service.
'
-

DFINNEY, 1sstant' Secretary:
In your [Commissioner of the General Land Office] letter of February 18,-1927, the department is requested to define the right .of a
deserted wife to claim credit fo'r her husband's military service in
.cases where final proof is submitted under the act of October 22., 1914
Under the; act referred to the deserted wife is entitled to credit,
upon final" proof, for the husband's residence upon, cultivation, and
improvement of the land; and, under the act of June-16, 1898 (30
Stat. '473), his military service is`"equivalent to all intents and purposes" A7[itajlics supplied] to residence upDon and cultivation of land
entered(:or settled upon.by;him. That act applies where the settlement or entry is made by the husband, and all credits to which he is
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entitled are available upon final, proof. The 'settlement 'ot entry,
by the deserted wife, remains his, and his rights
t1hough
under the. homestead law' including the right to claim credit for
military service, are not restored by abandonmentt of' his ffamily and
.completed'

the homestead. '

-

.

;-The foregoinng is in harmnony withthe decision in-Elizabeth J.:
Vflcghn; (51 L. D. 189).
- The rule is dffferent where a wife, deserted by her husband, settles
upon or enters, under the homestead law, a tract of public land in her'
own right. In proper cases the department has treated the desertion as removing the disqualification of coverture.: A settlement or
entry so made is the wife's, and the act 'of Octobert 22, 1914, supra,
has no application.
It is to this class of cases that departmental letter of April 21, 1921
(unpublished) should be applied;. In that letter the distinction between settlements 'and entries made by the husbandi and those made
by the deserted wife was not considered or defined.;

I. A. SVOOT'
,1927
Decifded March-5,
MINERAL- LANDS-POTASH LANDS-PATENTr-OIL
PERMIT.

.

:

AND

GAS

LANDS-PROSPECTING
" '

'

A patent issued under 'the act 6f October 2, i9fl, confers titil' to 'the srface
and to everything contained' within the land,' andi precludes the gnting
of a permiit to prospect for'oil andgas thereupon'under the' act of Februry:
25, 1920.
POTASH LiANDS-PROSPECTING 0\PERM±T-SECRETARY; OF THE INft
PHRiASES-L-STAT-UTES.

E

6S AND

The words "authorized and directed" in section. 1 of the act of betober 2,
1917, are not to be construed as rmandatoory,.,but the same discretionary
authority is conferred upon.the Secretary of the'In'terior thereby -to issue
permits as that conferred upon 'him by section .13;of the 'act of 'aFebruary

-25, -1920.
MINERAL LANDS-POTASH 'LANDS-OIL' AND GA'S LANDS-PROSPEOTING PERMIT.
Permits may be issued to prospect fothidifferent minerals' uponi the- same lands
concurrently.:
0COIL AND GAS LANDS-GEOLOGICAL 'SuRvEy-LAND DEPARTMENT

"POSPEOcTING

POTASH LANDS-

PERMITi-PATENT-WAIVER.

Where the Geblogical' Survey has reported. that lands j:ave a prospective:
value for oil' and gas, the department may, in the execiseof its' discretionary authority, reject an: application for''a potass~iuffi'Apermit'uunder>'the.
act of October 2, '1917, if'the'right' to. :select: d. one-fourth part for^,patent30
A....
'
is not waived. 9

5621L ;
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PEmIT-LEASE-PREFERENCEc RIOHI-PTENT-

The department may-,ivs~ue.aj potassium permit. under the act of October 2,
1917', carrying la, pieference right t a. lease upon discovery for not to ex>.
ceedone-fourth thearea covered by the permit, with a provision that the
permittee Waive his right to a patent
:;.
FiNNEy, First
' Assistant Secretary

I. A Smoot has appealed from a decision of the d6 is'siione of
the General Land Office requiring him, as a condition to favorable
considerationfr his application, Salt Lake City 03603i, for a permit
to prospect forpotassitum upon section 17, T. 23 S., R. 21 E., S. L. M.,
to waive any and all right to a, patent for part, for which provision
is. made upon discovery in section 2 of the act of October 2,I1917 (40
Stat. 297), under which the application is made.
Section 17
29 of
-,,~
~aforesaid
~ ~ and~ sections
~~0. 20,
| 21,
21 Ran.
an e 29
of the
th same
sam towntown-,,
shiipl and range>, theretofore embraced in an oil and gas prospecting
permit wchi had been canceled, were onMay 28, 195, funder departmental regulations of April 23, 1924 (Circular 929, 50 L. D. 387),.
thrown 9pqn for !ffling and a drawing in the event of competing'
applicants. Smoot, who had applied for section 17 and other tracts.
not within th order of rstoration,Arew.N(o3 at. the drawing held
gan
was. the firstapplicants for section 17. All participants;
in ithe dra&inghad filed potassium permit applications, except Henry:
T. JAckson,.:41iose 4a~pplication is*for an oil and gas.permitn and who
drewM;,
. ' and w,,ho at, the' time held an outstanding like permit.
upon the same' geologic structure which had been, held for cancellation. The grounds 'for exacting -the .waiver were that the Director
of .the Geological, Survey hadi rpported, that the sections in question,
disclosea 'stratigraphic ,and structural eonditionUs:,warxanting thefr
classification as 'prospectively valuable- for oil an,d -gas.and that pres'ent: j
kdg. -:of ,geologic conditions. as to deposits of .potassium on
:the ~lani dlid. not.-jiistify ,exclusiv~e-:rospecting for: that mineral. A
recent report[ ofdthe director in morre detail' expressed the conclusion
as to-section 17 ,that "Available evidence, therefore, in my opinion,
i3."Clatie thiat; the'l,-land ,describedwas knwrn to0have a prospective
'v7alueifor,oil ;andgas .as c'onterplated:.by paragraph 12 (c) of,'the oil
and gas regulations 'and to. thatextent properly subject to classification as oii'andgas land onl an'd' prior to May 28,1925."
X
Sm~o'thas
-.
wvithdrawn'his.application for the oth'er sections, insist-,
ing upoin tWev'right to a permitA'as to' section 17, without waiver of
patent, and' assigned as. error that under the circ-Lmstances ;:disclosed
concurrent;permits-for. oil: and' gassnd
.,for:potassium. may not' be
.among

.

giainted 'for-

the same land'; that Jackson.is disqualified because of

:the.provisions' of-'ection 27 'of the leasigi. act forbidding the holding
of more than one permit on the same geologic structure of an oil and
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~gooi
;ctu
st
a.
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* gas field-;-that he having-drawn No. 3, his rights imay 'notvbeorestricted
because of application No. 10 for oil and gas rights.
In the case off lands covered by an unperfected 'nonmineral' entry,
without reservation of oil and gas, the dep'artment 'has hield inii effect
that a report of the Geological Survey to the effect that th land has
a prospective value for oil and gas, has. the force of impressing the
land with a pra
fade value for those minerals' sufficient 'to require
a consent from the entryman to a reservation of ' 'ch' 'minerals' or
assume the burden of proving the contrary (Ebster v.Hess, 50 L. D.
276). The department has also held' in its instrfutioris obfoctober 9,
1924 (50 L. D. 650), 'that there can be no' room; for the c'ontemporanieous operation of' the mining lawI and oneor othet ofitheleasing
acts with respect to the same lands, if known at the time: a:mining:
location is sought to be made thereo'f after' the passage 'of thqe appli,cable leasing 'act, to- be valuable on accoun of a-ny minerals flamed
in the acts, and the department would be co:1ttained"to h,'old that as
to such lands, even if containing metalliferous'mineral deposit's- the'
mining laws have been repealed by the later /acts, and would be unable
.to recognize any validity to a mining locatioii made under'the known
-conditions as stated above.
,Although a potassium prospecting permit coupled: with a right to
:a patent for lands valuable for potassium is not tech'nicallS/a mining
location, yet the estate that :passes under the 'patents'in both cases is
absolute and unrestricted. ':The underlying reao'nfo6r'the rul' above
referred to, as expressed in the decisions above cited-"-that a' mineral
patent if issued fery the land' would' carry- title to the surface and
,eterything, contained' within th land and' would de'fat'the tight of
the permittee during the period covered by his permit 'toA'prospect
for oil and gas,":applies with equal force to 'a -patent issueld pursuant
to the provisions of'the act of:O'ctober 2, 1917.
True, in the case at bar, there is no ,paramuJnt right in Jackson
because lieseeks oil and gasjtights. The +egftl'atiots above'eited
under which the drawing, was made recognizes'no preferred class
among the* participating applints'(see the uhrij'iorte& 'departmental decision of November 9, 1926; in the case of'Charlds E. Xhite
'and':Nina.'Williamson, A., 9465).-ONevertheless, the views; of the
department' above mentioned& contemplate not, m
y situations
where prior rights'under oil and-gas applications ha v&"bee-.n initiated
'butithose where the vacant and unappropriated lands'applied for are
stamped with a prospective value for oil and gas anud known tobe
such at the time a form of..appropriation is attempted*which entails,
'
if perfected, the conveyance of an absolute estate."
In Martii Wolfe (49 L.P. 625) the department has, construed the
first clause of section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920; wordedas
follows:
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That: the :Secretary of, tieI.Interior.jis 'autiorized-"i'Atr such necessary and
proper rules and regulations as he may prescribe, to grant to any applicant
quailified under this act adprospectingjipermit *''
8*i

as conferring discretionary authorityto;
.grant,

or, .refuse.an. oil, and
ga .-prospectmg ,permitprv-ided, for in iat:section, and the ,wprd
,"a thorized there used, as,,mot imandaory. The;
.6eorresponding

:words in the first clause of section 1 of'the act'of'October~2,'1'917, are
"authorized and directed."' The :!word. " d.ireed.' sting;'alone
:: ight imply; something. mandatory,. but::it' must.he taken:with'the
.context and :the gneral scope and, object.& tlthe~provisions.iin order
to. aseertain the legislative:intent.'iey v...'7he KChesapec:'
Od Cwncz
2 Cana
O. (8CPet. 201,
qConsidering:
C.12o).
the 'provisions. of
the acts 'of October 2, 1917, and the kindred act 6fiebruary .5'X1920,
their objectand purpose, 'no1iintent, onthetparat of 'Congress isperceived to -withhold :in the forier. act ilhe' 'executive` discretion con,ferred:in ,the latter;.I- The 'depaittiin'ti may,-therefore`, erise iits
discretion where the lands have a prima facie value for oil and -gas
0 and re'j-ect the application, for =. potasks
inm; pein where
v
te zright to
':select a oneifourthipart for paltent is not i~irrdered.
-'- :'
The department has determined that' 'it':hs 'authority td'ant
prospecting'-permits for differenfmineralspifi-ed '1in`the 'abovementioned acts to run 'concurrently-:upofiithe: samieharea; thit' the is'ui'ance under'the act here.linvoked of 'a paten't is'not'madatory ; and
*that a potassium permit mayl issue carrying a preTerencel'right tto''a
lease upo diseovery for Tnot to' _exceed' d&i6foutith ' a area e'ove'red
by. the. permit, upon lands 'embraced within a subsisting- oil'and' gas
prospecilng permit, provied the penrhitte~e-waive~shis'"'ights' to a
-patent. (instructions of, Atii7st'17,'; 12: 5i'LD.A'180' . "
i' SThere
no'
legal impediment and it is i
urthirance 6f~the' &bjieetsof t'eI!eas
- ng acts: mentioned tonamixlthex
same-cdnditions-tt 'the' grantaf'a
potassium permit, ;here the l'ands'at the date'of' 'appliceti'o"therfor:
:were :known to have -a prosp-ective value for oil 'Id"af
I
The contention that the oil and gas applicant is 'dis'qjfialified Thrrthe
reason above stated isithout merit. The Commissioner indicated
that action uponlhis' plication Would.be held in abeyance pending
the disposition of his exiisting permit. 'An' 'application for, permit is
:a mere request that a license be, granted. and confers no interest in
the land or mineral deposits applied for. Enlovw' v. SMaw et al. (50'
L. D. "339). 'The restrictions in section' , §
t'.holing,,up on the
same structure. of more than one oil and. gas permit appy.tp simultaneous, not successiv holdings. Chartes H,. Loud, o., rehei~ing
.

E

i

t0:-,(50;~L. D. 153). :,.0

;

.. io

0:0...- ,.:.

,

.:yX .0.:

'

'

,:.::0:

.No error. is found in the .Cominissioner's decisions and it is therefore.
Aftirmed.
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Pacific -Railrdad Company
Missouri
the
of'
recognition
Directions given for
: as -the'-successor inminterest to the land-grant rights'of the St. Louis. Iron
iMountain- and SouthernwRailway -Cmpany.I

'RAiLROAD Gb-AT-suC6ESSOR u- IwTEaST.

.
FINANET, FirstAMsitant ,Secretar;
February-02, 10927., the ldepartrent 'denied the request of thei-Mis-souriiPacifid Railroad Coimpany that it be recognizect as the' successor
in, iteres.t,t6 the -St.. Lo uisq Iron Mountain: and; Southern Railway
Coipanhy-in ,the aqpproval oflists and isisuanee-of patents on account
;of the 'granttof .the,latter, coipany; Itheiconclusion-being that the evidence submitted 'did notpjistify such action.
Colissioner -o6f-thpe/,Generaral LandOffice] have now subo: [o.,,m.You
mitted], additional; evidencei J u4pport of the application, con-sistingofAeniesi
~~~-6p
ofTcpy
of th,e ,order or final decree:of the United States
LCetified
-District Court for-the Eastern -Division of the Eastrn Disict of

-Misso

directng the-sale
LSt. dated December 21, 116,c
ri, at .oisb
of. the railroads andother property ,of-the St. Louis, Iron Mountain
.
and iput rn -,iqy- Compaiyy, in-receivership ; and -

2. qertifie~d

of a deeld dated May -12, 1917, in pursuance:of
-

-copy,

th; decdree, fromiLee W. Hgerman, spec ial- master, and .others, Gconyey;g said ,railroads and other property; to the Missouri .Pacific
-.
. Railroad Coinpany , -

-

Lands,,granted.-in: aid of the. construction of the railroad are rethe. order of .the,district, coirt on pagep34, and in the
~to-;in
3rred
el
.:--- deed ofLeei.W* age6nl:ono page,28
.nview th~ertefi, o.reasqin ap~pears,:why,,theMissouri Pacific.Rail;:;
:,.,r~oad-:g~opipa~ny ,sho~u~ld:.not :le. recognized as s,u.ccessor in interest to
ofth4e
qs St.Lous, Iron, -ountain and;Southern
:the&land-grant ,ig
Raiway

-;
, -.-,;.0;
:,Cor!',a'nyts,,s.
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HAIJDEUS X. GRAY

--0

-

S

-

Steibe'r- 58,'191,- which

-prondd

-

t- i

ORTMESEAD-NATIONAL
,

;
FoREST-

for 'the addftion of certain

to the Colorado-;'N~ational 'orest-and authorized the Secretary
of the :nterioi, in his discretion, to continue the allowance: of additional
,the enIargedhomestea4dact,,didnot c.onferupon
,entris,i -*undxeyOse$tion'3of
buiicie
t: :'0la-nds
0iu.,,0:';.

thati officer

-authority

to allow an additional entry for lands .within that

national forest based upon an entry made under the act of June 11, 1906.

5-:62])
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ENLAIGTD HomEsTEAD-ADiTiO
AcT oF MAH A4,i1923.
..

-ORES

QMEsEAD

,,.

.

;

TiONAL

A9

FpsT-7-.

,

The act of March: 4, 1923, authorizes -the Secretary of the Interior to des,.gnei*'
as subject to the enlaraed-homesieadcaets lands embraced, at the time of.
such designation, within valid subsisting entries':in national forests 'nd to
permit additional2 enztries 'of- dsign'ated&1ands outside of national forests
similarly 'as provided by- seetion 77 of the enlargedi homestead aet, bft it
contains no- authority for the allowance. of additional entries, embraeing
lands within -national Xor~ests.'
*FINNEY,

First Assiatant Secretary,:

,

-

At theiDenver, Colorado, land office on May 21 ,1926, Thaddeus 1
Gray :applied to* make. entry under section.,3 of the enlarged Ihoie* stead act. for.lots. 6, 7, and&8, Sec. 24,. T.12 N., .R. 73 W.,Gth P.M.
*(124.50 acres:):, as .additional!to his entrv under ithe. act. of June. 11,
-1906 (34 Stat. 233), embracing SWV.1/4, .said . Sec. -24 (List N9

2-2537). :

.:L

f
:

. .

A dependent resurvey Yof said .Sec. 241has been made, and the land
in,-the original entry~is now described as lots,.3, 4, 9, and 10.. (176.9a:

.acres)..

. .

. .

-

.

. .

.-

: ..- .

.

S: . . :

The tract applied for was withdrawn and included within the: Colo0
rado National Forest by proclamation of June .:12, .1917, under
sauthority of the act of September 8, 1916 (39 Stat. 848), 'vhich'pro:
vides.,that the Secretary of the.Interior may, in;. his discretion, coRtinue to allow additional entries for. the land. under. the jprovisions of
section .3,of the enlarged hiomestead act.
The. application .can not be iallowed un;less the land : originally
:
entered as well as that applied.for. isidesignated- as of-th'echaract:crntemplated 'by: the. enlarged ;homestead-acts. Thus the, qi1estion
is presented: Is there authority for designating the land sembraced
in the original entry.;
* The :enlarged homestead at lis limited by. its terms to landswhieh .among other'things, ar-e unresrved.: ThattM lands i-nGray's -.originalientry are-reserved for national forest.,pir poses,x, subject to his :
right:to perfect his entry therefor, must be admitte4d. The 'act :of
September 8, 1916, suprrql, was enacted, with knowleodge that in.' the large area. described in. the act ,were ,many -homestead entries, -mad :
underi section: 2289, Revised Statutes: and ditw s,)toprotect ,such
homesteaders that -the fctauthorized the Secretary of theInteidir
:
in, his. discretion, to continue to alw additional.entries under section- 3 of the enlarge6dhon'estead, act, of February. 19, 1909i, (35. 'Sat. :
639) as amended, foLr the; withdraw, land.;
I
:I
Iasmuch as,. amterthe
inclusion of the lands in:the ,Color6ado' ,Natioinal,<,Forrest,. no' original
entries could be :allqwed .except under.tthe., provisions.of the act of
June' 11, 1906j 8upra it is apparent that Congress intended to linit
57522-27-voL 52-4:
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-additionl entries -to- thoseg-persons'who, prior to the
withdrawal of the lands, had Dmade entry for less than the -area
. Allo#d by the' enlarged- honestead'acs''
-'
ThhI.
aidlandsnwithin natwian
'forsptse
braced in entries under the
the-00-0:0
righof'-

;

;...c.atof .

11, l906:,supr, wQere.not subjeet to designation'under the

jenlar ed homestead- actsi. was recognlized',by.£CongressT when -itpassed
-the act.approved- March 41, 1923,- (42 Stat.-31445)i.S/Section -1 -of the
latter act authorizes the Secretary of the- niterior, for th'eipurposes
of this act," to designate as subject to:-the enlarged homestead acts
-: -lands -embraced, at the, time of isuch designation* within.valid sub-sistingi entries within 'national for'ests-the act:.providing. that -any
bnestead
ih
entrymn. of 160 .cresorless of. and whih hav.e been or
niay hie'reafter be designated or cla'ssified as subjeet to entry under the
-provis'ius of the. enlarged& h6hiestead&acts, -and&who:;owns- and .resides upon his homestead entry, where-the land is within a.national
: forest, niay;make:-an.-additional entryvfor -and-obtain patent to such
'minount of- land, -of the same -character, snot in, a national forest,
and within a radius of 20 miles from the homestead entry, as when
.*02 the- area ~thie'reofiis-tadded~to;thel-a-r~iea-fof-.the
o
orgi-nil
'
enAtrawwill not
exceed-320-acres
. '
. 0To qualify-a -person-to make an additional entry under section
::of- the enlarged-homestead-acts for lands incontiguous to the-original
'entry it has always-been proper'to designate under the enlarged home:stead acts lands embraced in- perfected i-homestead entries made prior
:0:
to'the inclusion of: the landsiin -a nat onal forest.
in passing
the:-act of March 4,-1923.;
Conr,.ve$snus.t havehad in. mind
omily homestead Ontries for lands-allowed under the provisions of the
act of June-l l1906,.s:pr0-.
,
:'I
,
Prior to March 4, 1923, the department had uniformlyreruled; that
*'f:0an
e
'uder-thedntry
act ofJ June--li, '1906, -supra;,ffor approximratey
160 cares' exhausted the entryman.'srights under the -homesteadldaw.
This ruliig w asnadopted-uand followed by Congress in the- act of
March 4, 1923, -sur. -'' :'
-4:he a-ctT! of Sep~tember
--19~;;F,-s
ammerely
authorizes&the Sc-

-

-

:7

,Hence,

-

-

-

-'

--

retary- .o the Interior 4-to continue -to -do what theretofore he -could
-have done lawfully. As he :never-had-' authority, to:.allow an:-additional entry- under section 3 of the- enlarged homestead act-3 for lands
' i-a-national forest based onian entry under-said ac t of June' 11, 1906,
-theact' of'191ff can not be, construed as giving; him the authorityTiheZlands appliedfor by'Giray bein, within the limits of-a national
forest, the- act of i923 has no application.
.
F- For the reasons a'fore aid the appication-in. question is
t:f0i'

'-

',0 ,',-''lifj
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MIN
-STATESA1D TERRITORIESaOF SCHOOL LANDS

CON,-TAINING

VIINERALSACT,.OF0JANUARY,25j 1927:,.
:INSTRVItOTIO8
[Circular Nolt 114]

-

--RnARTMENT'OF THE INTERIOR
GENERA'I LAND

- f' 70 V;'' '-0'

'2 L- W '0 -W
IIU

POFICE,

.'~hnt,
D. C., MaXch;15,''1927:

REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND- FFwC:GS,
.
DIVISION INSPECTO9RSAND DISTRICT CADASTRSAL LNNEEjRS:

:.The

first paragraph of section 1 of the act of Congress approved

January..2S, 1927 (44 Stat. 1026), reads .as follows:.
That, subjectl to the provisions of subsections (a), (b), and (c) of this
section, the several grants to the States of -numbered sections in place for the
support or in aid, of common or public schls be, and. they are hereby, extended
to embrace numbered school section! mineral in character, unless land has: been
: S :granted
to and/or uselected by and certified or approved, to any such State or
states as indeumity" or iilieu oi

ahy land so granted by numbered sections':

*The benefieiaries of this grant marethe States of Arizona, California,
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota,
O'regon, South Dakbta, Utah, Washington, and Wy 6 ining.' - The
grant also extends'to the unsutfrv'eyed scho6l sections ksesved, granted,
:and'confimed to' the Statieot: Florida by the act of Congress approved Sept
1ber22,922'(42 Stat..'1017).
The additional grant thus 1hade, 'subject, to allthe conditions in
the statute making sam-e,' applies to §6hool section 'lands' known to be
:bf mineral 'character at the effective date thereof as hereina-fter de::: fnd.'I"does
not include
school'section
in chartg
;'
l, de §ch!lse
}i;..h't;lands nonmineral
-.
;:U4
: - Lacter,
t~hose ,not k~nownii to b.,e mineral, incharacter at timeof grant,rbut,t
afterwards found-to contain mineral deposits, such lands not being
excepted from the grants theretofore, made,(Wfyomin et a7 v. United
state:- 255U. . -489, 500il,0)1 ioridoes ittinclude'landsin-numbere'd
schocl sections in' lieu of or as indemi for which. laids -were con.yeyed tothe'States fiist'above namiedor -tothe Staie`6f "FlridaN WIith
*respectu.to' school section lands coming -within. the purview, tof: the act.
of September 2
1922,
?2,sunprm;prior to January 25, 1927.
Deteriminationsheretofore imade by the Secretary of the Interior
or the Comnmissioner jof the Geoero'i Land,, fice to the effect that
.lan-ds in school sections wereexpepteed from sool land grants be-.
pcause of their k'nownminieial characterndo not,, of themselves, prevent
or affect in any way, the; yes inig. of .ie, Iin the States. pursuant to
the provisions of the statute making the additional grant.:
.~~~~e~o

(

A

;

{

-
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Subsection. (a of section 1-of the act providesThatf thegrant of nunibered minerali:sections under, this act shall be of the
same effect as prior grants for the numbered nonmineral sections, and titles to
such numbered mineral sections shall vest in the States at the time and in the
manner and be subject to all therights of adverse parties recognized by: existingjlaw in-the grants of numbered nonmineral sections.

Grants to the States of school lands in' place (the numbered sec:tions), of the character and status subject thereto, as a rule, are effective and operate to vest title upon the date of the approval of the
statute making the grant or the date of the admission of the State
into the Union, as to lands then suveyed' and as to lands thereafter
surveyed updn the date'of the acbtptance of the survey thereof by the
C'ommissioner' of the General Land Office (United -States v. Morrison, 240 U. S. 192;"United'States"v Sr-eet, 245 U. S. 563:;-Wyom-ing
: etal. v.. United States, sopra).)
is held,' therefore, that. the grant
niade by the first paragraph of section 1 of the present statute, subject to the provision therein with respect to indemnity or lieu lands,.
section.'1- anndL
aid (e) df
to the :pqyvisions of subsections (b) asad
followingthe plain' provisionsSof subsection (a) theredf is effective
act (Januaryvofthe
25, .1927), as to
upon the date of the, aroval
,It

lands then ,,surveyed -and the suirvey thereof accppted by the COm,' missioner of the. General 'and Office and
;as t5'.the insirv dschool
sections' in the State' of Flridia granted to that State y theat of
Septewber 22, d922 The grant as to other lands thereafter surveyed,
subject to the same prdvisions, is effective uponthe ae~eptance ofi
the survey thereof as above indicated."'
Subsection (b,) of section '1 of the act providesThat 'the additional grant made by this~actjis u7ponthe., express oqndlition
that, all sales, grants, deeds,: or patents for any of the lands so granted shall
be:subject to and contain a reservation to the State of al the coal and 'oher
;iiinerals in the lands so sold, granted, deeded, 'or 'patented, tdgethr'"vithi 'the
right toi'prospect'for, mine, anfdi remove the same. 'The' coal and' other- mineralS:deposits in such lands shall be ,subject t4 lease by the State as the':State legislaturej, may direct, ,the ,proceeds.of, rentals:, lAnd; Loyalties. therefrom.n to' be
ro e,
utilized for the ssupporrt or, in aid of"the, common -or public scho,
That any lands or minerals disposed of contrary to;the provisions of this act
shall be forfeited to the Uniteid'States' by appropriate proceedin'gs instituted'
*Jbythe Atftorney Generaltfor that purpose in the United States distriet cdurt for
the:district

in

which .the

property ori some part, thereof, i4

located.-,_;

':The lands ganted:to the States by'the act of 'anuary 2'5 1927, and
b'bedisosed' of by the States.in
'the-nin 'aldeposit 'Aherein, aref
'the mainer ':prescribed 'in' subsedtibh '(b) thereof;- provision 'di'f1
a:iade&'for j'idici'l fotfe'itureni cae'6f dispbskl o'f any of:the6I' nsd
"oie:

h'iiinerals
of':the- act.'
coitraryt
o
o th&rovisio'ns"

I"
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Subsection.(c), of section I ofteat

1:4

'

PT'BLI
-

5: 3

LANDS
y

poies

That any lands included *ithin the limits of existing reservations of or.by
the United iStates, or specifically reserved for water-power purposes, or included in any pending'suit or proceedings in the courts of the United States, or
sfibj'&ct to or included; in any valid application, claim,; or right initiated or held
i uderany of the existing laws of the United States, unless or until such appli:cation, claim~or right isrelinquishedorcanceled, and all lands in the Territory

of Alaska are excluded frdm the provisions of this act,:

School-section. lands included within the limits of existing reservations 6f or by the United States, specihcally reserved for waterpower purposes, or included in any suit or proceedings in -the courts
of theUniited ,$tates, prior to January 25, 1927, and all lands in the
Territory ,.ofAlaska, are. excluded from. the provisions of the ,act.
;0 : .wtor,,d;
, Thef " existing 'reservations ": as usedt in subsection (c) are
construed generally and, subject to 'specific determination in particular cases if the need therefor shall arise, as including Indian and
f . m~ilitaryeservations, naval and petroleum reser~ves, national parks,.
national forests, 'stock driveways,.. reservations established under
,the act of June'25, 1910 . (36 Stat., 84T)., asamended byjthe, act, of

August 24, 1912 (3T Stat. 497), and all forms of Executive withdraiwal recognized and construed by this department. as reservations
existent prior'to0
Jgan4uary 2 5 1927. :
V~alid applications, claims, or rights prtctedby the provisions of
; sbsection' (c) include appli'cations, entries, selections, locations, per' tsj
. leases4 ;paid other' forms 'of filng ,initiated or held pursuantto
existi:ng laws of the United States priortorJanuary,25, 1927, embrac: ngi i:ow~,nineral
:
-school,-section lanfds, then gurveyed and otherwise
within thq terms of the additional grant, 'and-,-as to landsthereafter

surveyed, valid applications, claimp, or .rights so initiated or held
parior to the date of the. acceptance of the survy. ,The additinl
0 'grant
0
to the. tate will .attach upon the effective date.'of thle relin.- 'quishment
or cancellation of any claim, so asserted, in the, absene
of -any other tvalid existing claim for the land and if .same be then
survqeyed.

Should the validity of' any. such claim, be questioned by.

the State, proceedings with respect thereto by protest, contest, hear-;
in:g,,etcd., will be had. in the form. and mamner prescribed by existing
vules governing 'such' cases.T his .procedure, w,ijill 'beq;followved,: in
the.matter of all protests, contests, or claims filed by ihdividuals
a ssociaCtion, orcorporations against, the, States, affeting schoo-0
section lands.
The present, grant, like other grants in aid of public or common
schools, is subject to the rights and claims of those who settle upon,
with a-..viewjto' homestead entry, or occupy, with a view:to desertland entry,.prior to survey in the field, lands: :which onsurveyiare
found to' be in numbered school sections.

.
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Section 2 of Xthe- act reads as follows
SEC. 2. That nothing-.herein contained is intended or

shall

be held or con-

strued to increase, diMinish,. or affect the rights of States under. grants other
than for the support of common or public schools by numbered sections in placer
and this act shall not apply to indemnity or lieu selections or exchanges or the
right hereafter to select indemnity for numbered school sections iniplace lost to
the State under the
r acts and all existing laws governing such grants and indemnity or lieu selections and exchanges are hereby
continued m full force and effect.
The only grants taifected in any way by the provisions' of :the act
of January 25, '1927, are those of nuibered sections of land in plce
made to the States for the support of common or public'schools. The
adjudication of clairns to land asserted 'under other grants, for indemnity or. lieu lands- and exchanges of -lands, wiill 'pioceed'. as heretofore, being ' governied by. the provisions of existing las&'a-pplicable
thereto. The States will be 'afforded full opportunity, however, if the
facts 'and 'conditions are 'such as to authorize such 'action, either
to assign new' base'ih' support of or to Withdraw pending hnapproved.
indemnity schoo1 landu'selections in support of which- mineral school
section lands have been tendered as base.;
Administrative 'order of May 26, 1926 (Circular-No. 106 , not
'repoirtd),' suspending tacdion on hearings '$and other proceedings
initiated by or for the United States ''not specifically' directed or
authorized by 'Congr-ss, i nvolving tle mineral or nonnineral character of 'school section lands, is hereby; revoked.- "Pending' contests,
protestss- 'or' otherI proceedings so instituted in the Department ~of
the Interior, its' offices or bureaus, on the ground that because of 'the
existence of known. mineral deposits therein, 'title- in and -to school
section 'lands 'did not vest in the State' under prior laws, and grants
will- be considered and 'disposition thereof made in the light of the
additional grant of known 'nineral lands herein discussed, subject
to all the conditions and 'prd'visions of the 'act of 'January 25, 1927,
making same,i 'and 'in 'accord with these instructions.
Cadastral engineers, in reporting the. completion of' surveys in the
C
field, will omit any special reference to thd survey of school sectioi'

lands.

-'

'

'

generally, of nmaking 'mineral examinations of
0scool
section lands is hereby'discontinued and hereafter division inspectors
will cause such' examinations to be made and 'reports submitted only
when'-directed to take 'such' action, unless there are convincing reasons;
for believing that, as to particular tracts, examination -and report
should be made.
0

0The
'practice,

WILLIAM SPRY,

'Approved::

ComMuissionev.

' J.UB RT WORk,

S:ecrtary.
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PROCEDURE FOR :OBTAINING OIL AND GAS LEASES FOR.
UNALLOTTED LANDSf WITHIN: EXECUTIVE ORDER INDIAN;: RESERVATIONS 1 -.
INSTRUCTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
QFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

-,

Washington, V. C., March 16, 1927.-The act of March 3, 1927 (44 Stat. 1347) makes unallottedjlands.
within Executive order :Indian reservaions
subject to Jease
for
61
g . i R i S . .g.,,.-e
e"P9.`, ei;.*
and gas mining purposes, in accordance with theL rovisions 'of ;t,
act of May 29, 1924 (43 Stat. i244), which applies to tribal lands of
treaty reservations., It is recommended 'therefore that the regula-.
tions prescribed under the latter act apply also to ExecLifive' order
lands with the exception of the lands which .are'.subject to le.ase finder
section 5 of the actr of, Marchi 3, 1927. Section) 5 readsi;:
.
That the Secretary bf -th' Interior is hereby authorized, under such rules and'
regulations as he~may' prescribe, to allow any p'ersot'ovho.prior 'to iMay 27 1924,.
iled an application Ifor
permit in accordance with the .provisions of; the Act, ofi
February 25, 1920,. to prospect for, oil ,and gas npon' land, within an> Indianreservation or withdrawal created by Eixecutive order who shall show to the
satisfaction'of the Secretary of the Interior that he,lor the pjarty with Whom4
he has contracted, has done pior to lanuary 1, 1920,'any or! all of rte folldwing things, to wit, :expended imoneyt or -labor :in geologically surveying ithes lands.
covered by such applicationj,'has built a road forithe benefit of such.lahnds; ,,on,
has drilled or contributed toward the drilling 'of :the geologic structure upon
:
which such lands~are located, or who in' good faith1has either filed a mnotion
for reinstatement o r-ehearing ; or performed aniy- 'other act which in 'the 'judg-:
ment of the Secretary of the Ifteribr entitids hiin to equitable'relief,' to- prbs
f
pect for a period for two yearsi from the date.:this Actitakes effect, orfor .suehlc
further time as the Secretary of the Interior may deem reasonable or necessary,
for the' .full exploration, of the land. desribed in -his application, under: the
terms and conditions therein set out, and a substantial contribution toward the
drilling of the-geologie structure thereon by such applicant for a permit thereonii
may he considered as prospecting: under the' provisions heredof; -and upon "estab
:
lishing to the uatisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior that. valuable depositsof toil and gas .have been 'discovered within the-limits of the land embraced 'in.1
any such application, he shall be entitled to a lease forone-fourth of the land
embraced in the application: Ptov'iee, That
applicant
Athe shall be granted, a.
lease for as much as one' hundred and sixty aeres of said landss if there'
that number of acres within the application. The area to 'be selectedi by thel
applicant shaulbe in compact form and, if surveyed,- to .be described by thel,
legal subdivisions of the-public land. surveyed; if unsurveyed, to be surveyed
by the Government at the expense of the applicant for lease in accordance
with rules and&regulations to be prescribed by the, Secretary of the Interior, and'
See case of Er. M. Harrson (49 L. D. 189), which held that thefprovisions of the

,act

of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat, 437), relating to oil and gas, were applicable to Executive
order Indian reservations, 'and the' opinion of the Atrory General'(84 Ops. A. '0. 181)7'
cdntra.-ED....
n .',frZ
\:! : -S
0 -.. : A;:.::: .::

-

:

-
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the lands leased shall'.be conformed..to and taken in 'accordance with the legal.
subddivisions of such surveys;, deposit made to' cover expense of surveys shall
be deemed appropriated for that purpose, and, any excess deposits may be
:repaid to the-person or persons making such deposit or their legal representauch leases shall be for a term of twenty years upon a royalty of 5 per.
tives.
centum in amount or alue'of the production and the, annual payment in
: advance of a rental, of $1 per acre, the rental paid for any one year to be
credited against the i royalties as they may accrue for that year, with the
preferential right in the lessee to rcnew the same for successive periods of
ten years upon such reasonable terms and conditions as may be prescribed by
the Secretary of the Interior. The applicant shall also be entitled to a prefer'ence right to a lease for' the remainder of the, land in his application at a
royalty of not less than 12y2 per centum in amount or value of the production,
the royalty to be determined by' compeitiVe bidding or fixed by such other
methods 'as -the Secretary of' the Interior may by regulations prescribe: Pro0vided, further, That the Secretary of the. Interior shall have the right to reject
_any or, all bids.

It is, recommended that in. order fdr an applicant to'be entitled
to receive favorable consideration.he must on' or before June '1, 1927,
any permit which. may have been granted him under the
0 ' ~.: ; $ surrender,
actof February 25, '1920' (41 Stat. 437) -or in case no permit has
been granted ,furnish evidence of his application, and also furnish
affidavit that he has persoially done any or all of the things
: a'n:
e,,num,erated in the section or in the event that he has contracted with
some; ot4er person, to do the work or has contributed toward the drillingkof' the structure he must in addition to his own affidavit furnish
affidavits of the contraet'or or'the on& to whom the contribution was
miade, 'and that' whien satisfactory evidence. is irmished that he has;
complied with the, act, a prosping permit:abepgranted'him somewhat
similar to 'that jissued under the general leasing act of February 25,
i920.~i Aa formw of 'permit is inclosed, with the- recommendation that
its: 'isebe authorized. [Form omitted.] :0
also indlose-d a foSrm of lease to be use'd inthe event pro0Th're'is
ductionis ,obtaineda the permittee entitled to a lease',f.one-f ohuth
- ofthe land coyerea. by -his permit. [Form omitted.] :This form
follows the one;used under the general leasing act: with necessary
lchanges' therein required by the general leasing act, hit not by 'the
Re of MarAh 3 1927. ;'Rctmiendation; is made that its use be'
As 'to the remaining three-fourths of the land w'ithin a
adht0tIzed4.6,
0permit: ::ulpon w~hich ,producqtion is obtained, it is' recommended that
the applicant:be :given one year from the date of 'execution: of the
his
'sercise
lease- by the Scretarty of'the! Interior within Which 'to '
'ptderence right t6 a lease thereof, such lease'to be on the form pres~c'rib~etfor tribalianvds,.whicrprovides for a royalty on oil as follows:
,,:
For alt' oi produced of 300 Baume or over' which. the wells' on
2month,'12'
per:
age;,not excecding 20 barrl s per day per. well fr the calendar
ce nt; oi. an average of more than 20 barrels and not more than 50 barrels, 16%
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*prcent; on an average of .50 barrels a'ndinot niore than. 100: barrel§, 20 per
cent; and on an average of more than 100 barrels,.25 per, cent.
For all oil produced of less than 300 Baume on an, average not. exceeding 20'
barrels per day per wel for the calendar month, 12½ per cent; 6n an average
of more than 20: barrels and not more thain '50 barrels, 142 /j ler'eent; on an,

average of more-than 50"barrels and. not more- than 100 barrels,~ 16 % per cent:;
and on an average: of .more than 100 barrels;j 20 per cent.
..

In the event the lessee-fails to exercise his 'piivi-lee of -leasm
within one ye'ar, it is recommended that the land thereafter be offered
- -for lease at public Sauctioni as in the
6f,case
other unillotted.lans on

.

Indian reservations.-

In order that all persons interestedmnay, have an opportt nity to
have considered any 'claims they may have .to 'a permit it is recom mended-'thht 'the'folkwing procedudre be adoptd:
-'
: Immediately upon'the filing of an application for' a permit' under
section 5' of the' act''thle'C6mmissi'onei'of'-I~ndian: Affairs 'kill cause
to be pliish'cd; at ith expense of 'the 'applicant, in a; newsp. eri
designated by the Commissioner,: published in' the' vidcinityr' of :the
land and"mostjikey
w'to give notice to the general public, a notice of
said' application in substantially the following form:
DEPARTME'NVT OT
T1B INTERIOB,
OFFICE OF INDIN AFFAIRS,

Notice is hereby given that

,

of

,

,1927.
has applied for an oil and gas:

permit under section,5..of the act of March-3, 1927, covering. .
surveyed
lands in the
Indian' reservation, State' of"
' described as:
Any and all persons having adverse or conflicting claims to an oil and gas.

permit covering said land or; any part thereof or interest therein under this
act, are hereby notified that a full statement under oath of such claim must be
filed in this office on or before
, 1927, showing in detail an equal or
superior right to a permit covering said land; otherwisebsuch claim will-be
deemed waived and abandoned.
'
'
'.
Commissioner of Indian Aftfalrs.

The Commissioner will fix a date in: the notice. onorn before which
adverse or conflicting claims nmay be, asserted; which' shall: be not less
'than 30 .days'nor.more than 40,'days after the date' of first.publica-,
tion. 'Such notice. will be published in 0:the regular' issue of the
newspaper once each weekl for five consecutive issues -ifinc a weekly
paper, or for, a period of 30 days if in a daily paper,., Proof.'of
publication will be. filed with the Commissioner..
'In case of' adverse or conflicting claims respecting permits under
section 5 of the act or for any part or interest therein, the Secretary
: of the Interior' will hear and determine the: claims presented andaward::permits to one or more of the.applicants.as shall be ,deemed
just. To have their claim considered adverse or conflicting, claimants must make..aIfull, showing under oath rin their. own.behalf. If

:
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-in the judgment of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs any adverse
or conflicting claim ant fails to: make-fout abaaci
e case in his
o'wn' behalf, the showing will "be rejected;, subject to appeal to the
:Secretary of the Interior.. But if the idverse or conflicting claimant
-makes out a prima tacie. case, the Commissioner will take such course
-as may. be required by the- particular caselto determine the rights of
the p~arties, and'iff a material issue, of fact arises, a formal hearing
I-to determine it; will be ordered.: in the absences of appeal to the
Secretary of the Interior, the final order or awards of the Commis:sioner of Indian Affairs shall be conclusive.
:t When two or more contiguous permits ared granted on a structure
-and it is desired among the parties interested to: straighten and
-adjust inner boundary lines, such changes may,bemade by agreement
between the parties with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior,
*and any-permittee may likewise, straighten and adjust outer boundary
-lines of his permit by including therein unappropriated land and:
-1excluding therefrom a siynilar acreage.
Gin1s.:TH.,Bmu-jE
Coqhmissioner.
,.Approved:
00:::
: :0 :
g
HUBERT WoaxS,0 ;0Df
00
Secretary.:
NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
Order, Mar
XSELECTION-INDiINITY-RitRoAD
I

f

16, 1927

IR ND-OIL AND GAS LANDS-SURFACE RIGwrS.

A railroad eompany .may: make a selection, subject to the provisions and'
'reservations of the act of July 17, 1914, of lands valuable for oil and gas.

;:; ;0f t::

PRIOR DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTIONSREAmRMsm.
:

:

-

:

S

-,:0:

?

:

;

7

:u1 i .

-

:
0

Instructions of September 17, 1925.. (.51 L. A196), which overruled :Northern.
. 0' - Paciflc Rdilctway Goxm7panwy (4: L. tDA.'
578 ), in: so far as 'in, conflict, reaffir'med.

FINNEY, 'First Assistant Secretary:.2
0StX ;
0
'By decision of April 4, 1923, the' department affirmed;a decision of
the Commissioner: of the 'General Land Office' dated October 2, 1922,
rejecting the 'election file~d on behalf of' the Northern Pacific Railway
.-\::;
tCompany on-November 16, 1916,. under 'the provisions of the act
of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat '509),'to accept a :patent reserving to the
: : - ::United States the odi and:gas in the 'land' described in' its indemnity
sdectibdin list serialized as Lander 07561, filed October 22, 1915, involv-'
ing land's' included in Petrdleum Reserve No. 41, Wyoming No. 16,
by Exkecutive-order of December 6, 1915.
-ff:.

';

t

Y;

5 ;2
1

0
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A motion for: rehearing, was denied by. decision of June 30, 1923,
-:whereupon the railway company instituted a Suit in equity in the
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia to restrain the Secretary
'of the Interior from canceling the selection. .A motion to dismiss
: the suit was filed by the Secretary of the Interior, uupon consideration
of which the court held, in effect, that the company was&within its
* rights in selecting lands valuable for oil and gas so long: as the selection was made subject to the provisions and. reservatikns of the act
'of July 17, 1914, .supra.
The department having concluded to abide by the court decision
referred to without appealing therefrom, the decisions of April 4
:and June 30, 1923, are recalled and vacated, and the decision appealed.
Ifrom is reversed.
The decision of January 31, 1922, in No'rtherrn Pacifc Rai
.Company (48 L. D. 73), in so far as it conflicts with the decision
of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia'in the suit referred
to, is overruled. (See also 51 L. D. 196.)

::

:

FEES PAID PURSUANT TO, THE- LEASING ACT OF FEBRUARY 25,
1920-CIRCULARS NOS. 672 AND 1004 A'IENDED
INSTRUCTIONS

7:

[Circular No. 1115-[

DEPARTMENT

Or THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFPICE,

-Wcg;it
;. EGISTERS,

UNITED STATES LANDP

I

D. C., H
March 17, 19gt. ..

s

.The regulations approved March 11 ,.W20, Circular No.. 672 (47
IL.d D. 437), and May .2, 1925, Circular' No,. 1094 (51 L. D. 138), rer
lating to. fees :paid with applications for:, permits, .leases, 'or other
rights under the mineral leasing act of FebruarT 25, 1920 '(4 Stat.
437), are, amended as follows:
There shall be paid in connectionf with each application for prospecting permit
pursuant to the provisions of the regulations approved April 23, 1924,
Circular No. 929 (50 L. D.8 387)., and amendmentssthereof, a drawing service
fee of $10 in addition to the fees required under existing regulatiOns. The
drawing service fee shall be immddiatela
earned, apppled, and, credited on*th
tompensation of the 'register within the- limitations- provided by Iaiw. 3;Such
fee'shll .constitute a flat service, charge, :and shall neither be returned by the
register' nor~ repaid. ' )..
.
-q'.
,
'rsf4
;
y:
0filed

ff

.Upon;0receiving

the required payment the reg ster will stp

each application for permit filed as aforesaid the following:
'Drawing service fee $10, neither returnable nor repayable.

on

o
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:Thelfees required by Circular No. 672 will be collected and applied
in the manner required'by the regulations approved May 2, 1925,.
Circular0No. 1004.
WILLIAM- SPRY,

vomqr~ijssionel.'_

Approved:
E:. .4-FINNEY,

~Fi' tAs~an Secf rcty.
ROYALTY INTERESTS IN OIL AND, GAS PROSPECTING PERIIITS
NOT TO -RECEIVE RECOGNITION
*

:I0

':

OIL AND 'AS

:
*

0:

*,
,
nstructims,-Mrch

LANDS.- PRQOPECTING P

1927 ,

MIT-ROYAL

.

INTERESTS.

tuDirections
I
given to refuse to recognize :orconsider in any way mere contingent

or royalty interests in oil and gas prospecting peritn

First Assistat Seeretai..::
Ihave carefully considered your: [Director of The Geological Sur-,
-vey ai
omnissioner of the General Land Officel Wetteris of Febfuar-r
-10 and M h 1,4927; relatoive o approvAl of assi rneisof royalty
interests in prospecting permits.
lIt is clearothat royalty interests in the minerals which may be discovered in andjtaken from 'lands., included in prospecting permits
under the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), are of
such conditional, uncertain, and speculative nature that there is in
reality 'no actual linterdst -in ithe land involved.. The recognition of
such interests imiposes upon the'department and its bureaus a large
amnount of work, which is not considered warranted or necessary.
Hereafter the policy of the, departmentnwill be to refuse:to approve
orf recognize or consider ini any way mere contingent or royalty interests 'in prospecing permilts.
FINNEY,

NORMlAN E. THACKERAY
Decided March 2, :1927
PUBLIC -LAND-PATENT-EXCIANGE--StATUTES.:

p 0

<

The exchange by the 'United States of a tract of unpatented public land for
a tract of patented' land is an: :unusual procedure, and authority .therefor
is inot to be inferred when another- construction'of 'the statute is 'more
,; probable.

,;:
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-.

The right granted by subsection .M of section 4 of the act of December 5,

1924, to an entryman or assignee -on a project farm unit "not yet patented"
to make an exchange for another farm unit :of unentered public land; 1has
reference to a farm unit, .unpatented at the time that the application to
imake the exchange is made.
-.
FINNEy, Acting Secretary:

Receipt is acknowledged of your [Hon. Robert G. Simmons, House
of Representatives] letter of MarchL.19, 1927, inclosing an appeal by'
Norman E., Thackeray from a decision of the Bureau of Reclamat ion, ?denying Mr. Thackeray's right to an: exchange of farm units,
I North Platte reclamation project, under subsection M of section 4.
of the act ofDecember ., 1924 (43..Stat..672).
* The part of said subsection M .material in this connection reads as
follows:
That- 'every entryman or.assignee on a project farm unit not yet patented,
: which unit shall be found by the Secretary to be insufficient to support a' family
and pay water charges, shall have the right upon application to exchange his
*.
entry for another farm unit of nnenteredpublic'land on the same or another
projeet: located in the samej State, in, which evient all installments of :Construc-.
tion chargestheretofore6paidjdon accountof therelinquished farm unit shall be
credited on account of the new farm anit taken in exchange.

'

The unit held byiMr.. Thackeray was not-,patented on December 5,
1924, the date' of the aboye 'referred to; act. but .as .pateiited' ay 18,
1925., Thefarmilunit'-is insufficient.for' the.,sulpport of a familyj and
: the only question,.is,.wheIther the 2act- abov6e' referred to,. permits. the...
' exchanige, w
as appiied:for
~after'
the issuance of the patent.
-Itseems quite plain that'the words ",not yet patented ";in the'above
.quotation froiw.subsection' M are',to be referred, not -to December .5,
1924, the date of the 'approval of the 'act, but to the date when 'appli.cation' for exchange of entry isf made.'> Near theend of the quotation
it';is stated that'construction charges paid before exchange6 upon the
r :, in :,ed 'faimi.unit shall0 be icredited&upon the inew.,' farm unt.
This shows that Congress had in" miidjan..exchange of one tractofunpatented public land for another tract of unpatented. public land.
The exchange by ,the United-.'States 'of ia,tract of:, its unpatented
public. land for a tract of patented.land 'isanunusual
Wproedure, and
'authority,.therefor is noft to' be inferred-when: another. construction pf
thestatute is more probable.:
i
'
:Under.appellant's theory, of the law, land patented before Decem:ber 5,o1924, 6uld -not be entitled to theibrenefitsT oflthe exchange provisions iof. the' statute;' but land patented. after i:ecember '. 1924,'
would, be entitled to such' benefits. 'The ':fact that' no, reason 'is apparent-forthis'arbitrary date line ,tends to demonstrate ,the;.incor'rectness. of appel lts"conelusion.'
'"
'
'
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* The department is 'desirious of assisting' theaappellant'inany manner permitted by the law, but it appears that theartticular exchange
'.hich the appellant seeks is not authorized by' the statute.

_KATIE3 CASSIDAY (ON REHEARING)h
Decided gMiarch 25, 1927,
DESERT

LADSiTTLEMENT-SIURVEY-lPREF1RED

RfGFI1-APPLICATrIouRFLA-

MON-

Settlement upon a tract of surveyed desert land prior to the filing of an
application to ma ze entry thereoP will not conferi a preferi ed status upon
an dntryman tiand the, doetrine of relation can not be invoked to bring; such,
a claim within the remedial provisions of section 5 of the act of March, .4,
.DEPARTMENTAL DrcisrOu .dTnITED A:NDDISTINGUISHED-.
Case of Lucy Ii. Day (45 L. D. 200), distinguished.

;FINNEY, First A ssi&tatnt,-Seretary:

'B decision dated 'Februa Y025, 19-27,the department affirmed 'the

actioni of the C
iomissioner of the General Lan&dOffice rejecting final
proof submitted in suJpport of£a desert-lan
et' raing lots ,
,Band'SE. i/' NW. 1/4' See. '. T; 26.,N., R.-43 E; -Mont'a'na, and denied
application for"Irelibf u'nder the last' two5pargrfaphis f.section5- o'f
the act of March 4 -1915 '(38iStat. -i161)-, as amended'by'ihe acC of
'Marc'c 21, 1918 ('40'Stat.' 458). ::Relief£wasi denied, onthe- 'ground
:S2::tha- the-bienefits of'thde' remedia'l'act as anehd~d'extend only togila^:f]

pendifig entries made prior lto6'March 4,19 5.. Miss Cassidayfiled her
;desert-I application Junee1, 1915, and
ientrywas
allo-wed October
;:

t , 29, 1918.-

;

:,

-"

--

:

: "{' '.

; 'H2.:

i

'

-

Motion for' rehearin'g hasi been- 2filed tcontending that 'the' principle

anno'n~ed in the case fof Luey 'Al. Day (45' L D; 200) is applicable
,to the-fats hi the instant e ,and that ample authority exists'5for
.granti~ngithe- ielief 3rayedl fot.`- Two other cases claimed to bd in
T'point'are'those of 'Barbara T.! Ebersold '(Glasgow'r0O6(05)'and'Kda-thr-

: 'eri-ne' Kilpatrick (Glasg6w 028I.75), 'inreported.'%
2'.:
'true, in-%the Day case-thee w-as n entry of record 'on the date pe:ifed ',iii 'the-relief aet, but daimant had taken 'possession o4 the'laind
in 1909, long prior to survey, and in good-faith ereeted iiptove0nents
thereohnand ciom fienced the 'work of! reclajmin- sanmeplursuanit tothe
provisions :Of the act6ft March 28, 1908(-35 Stat 52 ;fthus acquiring
:-ipreferred right or:stahs.,''Entry wa's Vapjied' fordiuT'ediately bon
'the filing of :the plaf of£ survet'in 1915, a it was,
-d held&o.in-tiheidecision
reiferred .to that ail::righsniqdernthe applicatior :relafed badk to thoe
:

initiatory Sstep forC the:acquisition Sof ,thie,'and; aidithatrtjae'ela'irnvdame;;0
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within, the spirit of the remedial acft.. Inj'the Eb old :case entt'y'
was made Agust 8,' 1914..: Relief -was exiended 'to -lawful :pendingentries initiated prior -to& Marchi.4, 1915, 'by the 'amendatory adt 'of'
March 21, 1918,.supra, and, such, relief was granted' by.the .Con'unisa.sioner. .under 'date;' of November :22,, 1918. ..,In. the Kilp'atrick -cas§e
desert-land' application'.wag'filed September 3,ti1914, and inasmuch
as the claim was ihitiated prior to March '40 1915,;rdlief was authorized.
under the terms of. the' amended-act,. and; was granted by .th Com-missioner 'February '13,: 1926. .
'
'
'.
The, principle .'of the.' cases cited is not applicable to the case: at\
bar. . The facts and circumstances are different.' Here, the :applica-.
tioni was. filed subsequent to: the passage of bhel'act;e'of"i March 4, 1915.
The lands were surveyed'long prior to any attempti or effort on, the:
part of Miss C'assiday to take:-possession- Of them, and .the" act of
March:28, I908; supa, was" not' applicable .thdreto. "It is 'well settled.
that a, desertiland claim' can not beifiiiti'ite'd ipoh isurveyed lands.
except by the 'filing of an'application ito make entry, and while 'it
appears that 'Mist (DCassiday hauled sorne Sposts and, 'performed some,
labor,-.on the .landi'in. the: fall- of :1914; in coteinpla'tion .of la[she
acquired no' rights antedating the presentation of her: 'appli'cation Olh.
June 1, 1915.
'
'
:'
'Under the circumstances sshe can not' isuccessfully' invoke 0the ,,do c-trine of:-the-casesjreferred;' to.. 'She' is not entitled toitlhe benefitbsof:
the relief act ;iand'the decisionoy'of February ~ i25X!
9275'is'thdrefor'eadhered to. .'
.

'

h:''

Motion, denied.
TA. WAINN
25, 1927

Deed'dMai4
OIL AND

GAS LANDS-PROSPECTIN

PERMIT

ENCE RIGIT.

:

ITHDr1WA
'

o TE-P5iFER
I

Section 20 of the leasing act ,does not confer a preferencpr-igQ3t to anoil and.
gas prospecting permit upononew, is alllowed tomake a surface entry'
ssubject to, the provisions of the act of. July 17, ,i9f4, as a reward for a
'suc~ess'fll 'contest initiated after'- the "inci' Esi'on iof the' land'd within 'thbe
'reserve," notwithstandingjthat the contested entry
a` 'ma'de 'prior iouthe
withdrawal
l
.

FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary':

AnI' appieali' has tbeen filed' by`y'resident: counsel on 'ehalf of'T. -A.
Wann fromn a ruli 'off 'tm C immissioner of the General iand Office
in a letter dated Aiugust"228, 1926, 't6 the ifee'ct thaf 'W'ann is'nUot
entitled to, a- preference right to a permit under section: 20 of the act
of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.- 437), for the N. ½/2 SW. '/4, SE. 1/4
y~~
I

:0;
t: -64;
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SW. 1/4 and SW.¼/4 SE. 1/4 Sec. 26, T. 26 S., R. 27 E., M. D. M.g>,
California, embraced in his homestead entry, Visalia .(06311.
The facts as:::outlined by the Commissioner are 'as follows On
February 28, 191.0,- Jay. G. Brown made homestead entry' 02263,
Visalia series, for the land in question. March 19, 1913,' ann filed
contest against the above homestead. entry. and:dthe .entryv was canceled as a: result; of the contest on June 16, 1913. ' :The land was. included:in petroleum. reserve No. 18 byfEecutive order of:January
ythe
26, 1911. On June- 17., 1913, :Wann was advised that.;should
land be restored: to. .entry it would be subject to his pireferred right
to 3make entry within. 30 days from receipt of notice., On June- 7;
1916, he was fIurther advised that he mi-ght enterthe, land within 30
days. July,7,.1916,-he. filedhomestead application,.06311 and the
entry was allowed July 28, 1916,.subject to. the pf'ovisions.and reservations of .the act .of 'July 17.,l 1914- (?8'Stat. 509... July. 26, 1920,
LawrenceH;., McNe>il filedoil'.and gas -applicatibon A.09 211I and permit
-wasgranted.underAsection 13 of'the'leasing. act on August 31, 1922.
June 21, 1926, extension; of lime was granted-to..D.ecember 31, 1926,;
;; withinS.'hilch
'to cip-ly~ with. 0paragaph2 of the .perit ;and' on2
August 19, 1926,-'the department approved the. assignment of the
'permit to the Midland Oilfields Company, Limited.
'The 'Commissioner' held. 'that, the fact- that' Wann contested the
; :entry
made 'prior to the petroleum withdrawval and.,seclured cancella-tionthereof did&J hot. give.' himnj aR preference righ under. section 20
of the act of February 25, 1920, supra.
':Ins substance it is contended on appeal that Wann is entitled to a
preferenee: right' by reason of .the Ifact that he had contested the:
Brown entry, which was made .prior to the, petroleum withdrawal
:and 'securedits cancellation,"'nd that he possessed the same rights
as an entryman that were privi-oiusly held by Brown. Counsel therefore submits that the permit granted to McNeil would be canceled
: i'di'preferen'ce right accor-de&dto 'W'ann.
;' '
0The a~t of May:-14,-.1880'(21 Stat. 140) pr vides' that "'in iall:
icases w here 'any person "has '-'oipted, paid the land-office fees; and.
p'rockeufoed The' anceIation'of any pre, mption',homestead, or timber
:"iit ry,te he sh~ilhe
b ' the register of the' land office of
the district in which- said land is situated of such cancellation and
shall be allowed thirty days from date:of such notice, lto, enter:.such
.

:

lands."

.

.

..

-

-

It .has bee.henll, that.the .act merely confers a priv~ilege. on the
:sueessful co ntestant to ,enter the 'land in prerLnc :to others. As
t h e'has.:a uperior for a lii(ed p3rio to
to other cai'
*

|; 0:S;'D'd'

f{:

-

" f'(..j:\

';

' '

g'

'

- ''

;

' "'-'

,''

:

'.''

'

\. '--'.

;'

'

07t'
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*enter the land.; - His right is not of such a character as to reserve
the land from other disposal. Empna H. Pike (32 L. D. 395); David
A. Cameron. (37 L. D. 450).
It has also been held that, no preference .right of entry accrues
as a result of a contest until final judgment of cancellation has been
rendered and in the exercise of such right the contestant is bound by
the regulations in force at the time his application is filed.'' Virinda
Vson0 (39 L. ID.449,) .
In this case the contest was initiated, and Brown's entry canceled
Wann was notified as appears from
in 1913, after the withdrawal.
the copy of notic&edate.d June iT, 1913, attached to the appeal that
should the land be restored it would then be subject to his preferred
right. The land 'was 'not" restored, and 'it was not until after: the
act of' Julv 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509), was enacted and which permitted agricultural. entries of withdrawn lands with a reservation
that he was advised that he 'might 'exercise his preference right to
enter the land. 'Upon receiptof this advice he. thereupon filed application and made entry`subject to the 'provisions 'of the act of July
:
7
:
X
f :;
17, 1914, saupra.: X i
'The entryman having gained no right throough his contest of the
Brown entry ther than a preference right to enter the land and
the entry having been made upon withdrawn' lands under the applicable laws and regulations, he is not 'entitled to a preference right
to a permit under. the 'provisions of -section 20':of the leasing law.
'-Under ;the facts the principle 'in 'the ureported departmental decision of August 13, 1926 (A. 9587) ,'in the case of Ashe'v. Hyde 'e at.,
referred to by counsel in the appeal is not applicable to the case at bar.
.The decision of the, Commissioner from which appeal has been
takenis, therefore'

SURVEY AND DISPOSITION OF .INDIAX AND ESKIMO POSSESSIONS IN TRUSTEE TOWN SITES, ALASKA
INSTRUCTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFIRE,

Washington, D. Ck, M"ha

, 19~7.

DIVISION INSPECTOR, ANCHoRAGE, ALASEA:.

Reference is had to your letter of February 11, 1927, requesting
further instructions relative to the procedure necessary to obtain
57522-27--voL 52-5
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patent to Indian town *sites under- 7the act of May. 25, 1926 (44
Stat.'629).

Section 3 of said act provides in part-

.

That wheniever he shall find nonmineral public lanilds in-Alaska -to be claimed

and occupied-by Indians or Eskimos. of full or mixed.blood, natives of:-Alaska,
as a town or village, the Secretary of. the Interior is authorized to have such
lards surveyed into lpts, blocks, streets, and alleys and to issue a patent therefor to a trustee who shall convey to the individual Indiai or Eskimo:the iands
so claimed and occupied, exclusive of that embraced inn streets or alleys.

:Section 6. of Circular No. 1082, approved July 20, 1926 (51 LL. D.
501), containing the regulations issued under said act of May 25,
1926, designates the division inspector for Alaska as trusteelfor any
and all native toxvns in Alaska whic. lmay be established -and sur:veyed iunder authority of section 3of the, said act anc directs that
: inan
aniy cae
case in which the division inspector thinks iit would.
in
''t,::.,':ld:'be 'an
advantage' to the Indian or Eskimo occupants tohave-thelands occupied a d claimed by them surveyed- as. a town or village he should
:bring .th~e matter to the attention of the ommissioner' of the Gen:eral Land' Office with appropriate frecommen~dations., From this it
appears that your recommendation Ithat aan Indian village should be
established w\rill be .sufficient proof for the trustee to make application
for an entry of such town, site;
. As this act make- no provisions for any fees for filing, no charge
will be made by the,district land officers who will assist the trustee
as far. a's practicable. in the preparation of all papers necessary
in making entry for such a town site.
It is not considered that publication of notice of intentionto mak.e
proof and, corroborated'proof of the town-site entry are necessary.
Application to 'make entry should be filed with.the proper district
land office and notice of such' application should be 'posted on -the
land, describing the tract applied for in the terms employed in the
application and a copy of such notice should accompany the applica
ct Eskinios mn
tion as is , done in making 'allotments to' Indians and
Alaska, under the act of May17,' 1906' (34 Stat. 197), Circular'No.
T49 (48 L. D.. T0), which require no publication or corroborated
proof.
W.niTA SPRY,
ComMMnisaoner.
0
W:D.
V
;-

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
Fimrst Assistant Setary.
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IRRIGATION OF ARID LANDS IN NEVADA-ACTS .OF. OCTOBER 22,
1919,%
AN SEPTEMBER 22; 1922.
.
REGULATIONS
:

.

0

0 0

0

;:;

40[Circular No: 666]''

X

:X0

.

DEPiARMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENhRAL LAND OnorB
Wasodhmbto,i-l D. C., Apri 8, 1927.OFFICES, NEVADA::
REGISTERS,-UNITED STAiTES LAND6

The following instructions are issued under the, provisiofs of'the
act of Congress approved October 22, 1919 (41 Stat'. 293),, entitled
"An act to encourage 'the, reclamation of certain arid lands in the
: State of Nevada, and for 'other puposes," as amended :by the act
of September 22, 1922 '(42 Stat. 1012)..
BENEFICIARIES UNDER THIE ACT

1. T'h act, as the titl6 indicates, is, imited in its operation to lands
in the: State of Nevada and is designed to encourage 'the development and utilization of subterri6aneanwatersi for:'irrigdtion purposes.
It confers upon the Secretary of the Interior: authority 'to grant
:permits: to citizens of the United States, or associations of such
citizens, giving- the exclusive' righit 'to 'explore not to exceed 2,560
acres of land selected by them.'
The'Ionlyqualification
l,
providedin.the a t for persons receiving
the benefits thereof are that the appliicant, or each member of an association of applicants, shall be a: citizen of the United Statts;- thathe shall not be a beneficiary: under any other, application or'permit,
under this act for land situated within an area of 40. miles square,
and that he has, not been a permittee under any other permit undedr
this act, which hais been kneeled' for failure to comply with its terms.

Married women, if their

ntjerest iS actual and bona fide,'have the

same privileges as unmarried persons. A corporation is .not!, considered as an association of perons within the meaning and purp.ose
of the act.
A permit under the act is not assignable, but the interest of a
,deceased permittee will pass to his legal representative.
'The 40-mile square limitation is construed to mean an area of that
extent in which the lands covered by a permit theretofore granted
,are in the1approximate 'center;, to avoid possible violation of this
provision of the act, applicants for more thanione-permit are advised
1

Revision

of the regulations approved Oct'25, 1922 (49 B. D. 82).-

I$8

I
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hnot to 'include in their' upliations for &dditionalpermits any)'Iands
within less than 20 'miles-of anyj0bo of the lands included in
any other application or permit in which the applicant is interested.
LANDS SUBJECT :TO THE ACT

2. Lands to be designated and made&subject to disposition under
this act are those public lands which are unreserved, unappropriated,
nomnineral, nontimbered, and not known to be susceptible of successful irrigation from anyknown source of water supply at 4a
reasonable cost.X: Lists will be furnished the7 registers of the difterent
local land offices from time to time and they will be advised of the
dates when the designations become eftective.
-f

:

0AiPPLICATION

:

.500.0

!

3. Any qualified applicant desiring to explore for water under
the terms of this act should file' with the rigisteri of the land ofiiee of
the district in which the land is situated, an application for permit,
together with a corroborated affidavit as to'the character of t h land,
and pay the filing jeef
'1' cent an acre for eah acre of land involved.
4Nof7D
blank forms will be 'furfnished, but the application and affi
'davit imay be combined substantialky as in Form' A, printed at
t~he end of'these reg'ulations. Samle should be filed in duplicate and
cover the- following points' '
(a),;Name' and post ofCe; addressof' the 'applicant or' eacch mem-

b~er' of''an association of applicants.
0 0 0(b)
C~zenehi Tfathe--pVpicant or each member of the association of' applicants is a 'native born citizen of the United States, the
'appiication and afid'avi must so state. If a naturalized citizen, the
aj''plication.should state the fact, and be 'accompanied by a certified
0copy (s]peclal form for lan'd cases) of 'certificate of' naturalization.
It shuld be Cnoted thait, unlike most public-land laws, no rights may
;be itiated under' this' act by an 'alien'who has only filed a declarati6n of intention to become a citizen.
;t(c)

fSpe~iai
C
eguerets.-In accordance with the specific require-

ments found in sections 1, 2, and '3 of the act, the application shoifld
inciude' an 'averment that neither the applicant nor any member of an
association of' applicants has' filed an 'application under this act for
'lands within an area of 40 miles square embracing the lands in the
present application; that no permit'heretofore grantedeto him, or to
:any association' of which hewas a meiber, has' ever been canceled for
'no •ompliance with the terms and conditions'of 'such permit, that
the application.is honestly and in :good.;ftii madetfor 'the-purpose

of reclamation and cultivation, and not for the benefit of any other
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person 'or corporation, and that he is not acting as agent .for any person, corporation, or syndicate, to6'give them the benefit of the'land'
applied for, or any part thereof, Land that he will faithfully and hon-:e
estlyvendeavor to comply with all the requirements of the act..
-'The application should also include an averment that no spring or
water hole exists, if it' be 'a.fa'ct; uponi any legal 'subdivision of the
'land involved, if ' surveyed, and if ..unsurveyred, withiii one-quarter
of a mile from the exterior 'limits thereof. If there be any spring or:S
water hole, the exact location and size should be stated, and an estimate furnished of the quantity of water in gallons which it 'is capable
of' producing daily, together with any other information necessaryt
to:determine'whether or notR it is 'valuable or essential as a public.
water reserve.-.
surveed, it'
(d) Description of land applied for. -If the land' isv
should.be described by legal subdivisions. If the land is unsuiveyed,
it should be' described with reference to locality, natural objects, and
pernianent )±monuments as fully and caiefully'as possible,)with such
detail and 'precision that the boundaries and location of the'land'
may be readily traced and ascertained if the land is situated within
csurvey,
a reasonable distance from a known corner of the public land
the course9 and distahce 'should-be givien from' such 'Government corner to a described point on the boundary of the land' applied for;
also, Where practicable, the 'land; should be described, as: nearly as:
:
can be ascertained, in accordance with the legal; subdivisions of' the
regular extension of the (Government survey over the land. In, this
connection all applicants for unWtirveyed lands are urged; to make a
complete metes and bounds survey of the land applied forj with an
accurate tie-line by course and distance to a Government corner;
otherwise, with the large areas that may be embraced in applications
under this, act, it will be impossible to prevent conflicts: and epnsequent controversy ,and litigation. If impracticable to make such a
survey prior to filing the application, it may be made later, and the'i
descriptions' in .the, application and permit, if' granted,. ay be
amended accordinglyv. All corners of unsurveyed land selected should.
be marked with substantial post or rock monuments.
Alljland applied for must be contiguous'and: situated in reasonably
compact form; in the absence of special: or unusual conditions, an
application for land extending more than 4 miles in any one direction
will not be considered acceptable.
A map should accompany each application, showing by legal subdivisions the land' selected, if surveyed; if the land is unsurveyed,
then it should be shown by legal subdivisions as nearly as possible
in accordance with the regular extension of the Government survey.
(e)-. CharactetPof thq larnd.-This showing.should not onlv allege
that the land applied for is 1"unreserved, unappropriated, nonmin-
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eral, nontimbered public land of the United. States in the State. of
Nevada, not known to-be susceptible of successful irrigation at a
reasonable cost; from any known source .of water supply," but should
also include such a complete statement of pertinent specific. facts as
will afford an adequate basis .for eclassificationi and designation, such
as (1) thelay of the landjslope; (2) whether timber, sagebrush, or
grass land,; (3): kind of soil;.(4) altitude;; (5) length of growing
season; (6) rainfall and distribution thereof through the year;
(7) location with respect to any -surface water supply for irrigation;
(8) what is known: as to underground water supply on the land or in:
the vicinity; (9) whether land will mature crops: by dry-farming
methods; together.with any additional facts having a.direct or indirect bearing on the question of whether the land may properly be
designated, the chances of successful development, and the good faith
of the applicant.
(f) Corroboration.-If,at the time bf filing application, the land
has not been designated as subject to the act, all that portion of the.
combined application and affidavit: (Form A) relative to the character of the land must be; corroborated,by two disinterested witnesses,
having personal knowledge of the facts, substantially in the manner
shown in Form B; or by; a separate and independent affidavit containing an affirmative statement of the facts; but, if the land: is
already, designated at time of filing application, no,$corroborating
'witnesses are required.
(g) Veri7flation.-The. application and corroborating affidavits, if
required, Imay be subscribed and sworn-to before any officer authorized
to administer oaths and havingan official seal..
ACTION,

ON APPLICATION

4.. Upon receipt of the papers, the register will carefully examine
the same and if found regular 'transmit them to the General Land
Office for appropriate action. In case the land has not been desighated, the application will bei suspended by the General Land Office.
until such tim&eas it shall have been designated, or until 'it shall have
been determined that it is not of the charactet contemplated by the
act. If the land shall subsequently-be designated under the act, the
application will then be approved and a permit issued, if no good
and sufficient reason for disapproval be then apparent; otherwise it
will be rejected, subject to the right :of appeal. During the terni f;
suspension the land will not be subject to disposal in any way.
CONDITIONS OF PERMITS

5. Permits will be granted only upon'condition that active operations be begun for the development of underground water within six
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months from date of, approval and continued diligently in good
faith until water has been: developed in quantity sufficient for 'the
practicable irrigation of not less than 20. acres, or, until the date of
expiration of the permit; and if the permitteej shall not continue
such' operations in good faith and :vwith reasonable diligence, or if
he shall violate any of'. the terms .of the permit, upon presentation
of satisfactory proof thereof, the permit will be forthwith'canceled
and he will.not again be g~ranted a permit under the; act. (See,

however, par. 9.)
X 0

T0

P
:

:

REPORTS

~~PROGRESS ~REPORTS

;

6. At or near the end of the six months' period, beginning with
the date of the permit, and again at the end of the first year of the
life of the permit, if final proof of water development and reclamation has not::been sublmitted, the permittee, or at least one member
of an association of -permittees, must file in the proper local land
office a properly executed affidavit, corroborated by at least two disinterested witnesses, having kmowledge of the facts, showing when
the work of exploration was begun, in what mainer and to what
extent it has been prosecuted, and- what results have been obtained.
This affidavit may be made before any officer authorized to administer
an oath. (See, however, par. 9.)
7. (a) Unless granted an extension of time the permittee is allowed
two years from the date of his permit in which to complete the work
of exploration, and whenever he shall within that time satisfactorily
establish that sufficient water has been. discovered, developed,, and
made permanently available to produce a profitable agricultural crop
other than: native grasses, upon not less than 20, acres of the land
described in the permit,. he will be entitled to patent for one-fourth
of the land embraced in the permit. No mere perfunctory or questionable compliance with the law will be accepted.. It must fappear
that an agricultural crop has been actually raised-not necessarily a
paying or profitable crop, but such a crop. as will satisfy the Secretary of the Interior that in time and under ordinary circumstances'
profitable crops of some sort can be produced from the land. No
patent will be granted.until the full 20 acres. have been cleared,:
leveled, ditched, plowed, fenced, and an agricultural crop actually
planted and raised by irrigation, all in accordance with good farming practice. The wells, pumps, or other works and equipment for
the development and supplying of water must be of a permanent and
dependable character, suitable for use year after year. A detailed.
statement of 'costs of irrigation and production of' crops from such
water supply will be required; to this end, accurate account should
be kept'of such costs. No patent can be granted under the act if

:
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the cost of irrigation from the developed water supply is practically
prohibitive. "The act requires a successful development and demons
stration of the use of subterranean water,: as the principal condition
precedent for patent.
X(b) The6 IancZ 8elected for patent shall be in compact form according to legal 'subdivisions of the public-land, surveys, if the land be
surveyed. If the land. be unsusrve'yed, the permittee may, at any
time during the life, of his permit, apply to the district cadastral
engineer, public survey office, Reno, Nev., for a survey of the land
for which he intends to make application for patent. The district
cadastral engineer will thereupon make an estimate of the cost and
call on the permittee for a deposit of the' amount of the estimate.
If the deposit made should prove insufficient, an additional deposit
will be called for. ' If the applicant has not taken steps to procure
a survey before submitting final proof, after 'final proof has been sub-'
mitted"and'examined, if same is found satisfactory and acceptable
and in the meantime the public-land system of surveys has not been
extended over the lands in question, call'will' be made'on the permittee to make the necessary deposit with the district. cadastral
engineer to cover the cost of survey, in which case the issuance
of patent will be suspended until the survey 'is made and accepted.
Wherever practicable such official survey will be an extension of
the regular'system of township surveys, in which case the selection
for patent must be conformed to the legal subdivisions of such

survey.
(c) The- act' provides that; all entries made'and patents issued
under its provisions shall be subject to and contain a reservation to
the United States of all the coal and other valuable minerals in the
lands entered and patented, together with' the right to prospect for,
mine, and remove the same.
(d) On the issuance of patent the remaining area within the limits
of the land embraced in the permit' will thereafter be subject to
entry and disposal only under the act of May 20, 1862 (Sec. 2289,
U. S. Rev. Stat.), entitled "An act to secure homesteads to actual
settlers on the public domain,"' and amendments thereto, -in areas
not exceeding 160 acres.
FINAL PROOF

8. (a) Final proof of'the discovery, development, and availability
of sufficient water to justify patent may be made by the permittee,
or, in case -of his death, by his heirs, executors, or administrators, or
in case the permittee is an association of individuals, by any member
of such association at any time after such discovery and development
as hereinbefore defined, but must'be made within two' years after the
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date of the permit; but an additional periodc not to exceed one year,
may, upon proper* showing, be allowed within iwhich to make the
required proof of actual irrigation and cultivation.
(b) 'When a permittee has reclaimed 'the land and is* ready to
make final proof, he should apply to the register for a notice of intention to make such proof. This notice must contain a complete
description- of the land selected'' bVy 'him for -ipatent
and give the
serial number of tthe' f permit and name of the claimant. It must
also show twhen, where, and befofr'whom the proof is to be made.
Four witnesses may be named in the notice, two of ' whom' must be
used in making proof. Care should be exercised to select as witnesses
persons who are familiar, from pekSonal observation, with the land'
in question and with what has been' done by the' Claimant toward 'reclaiming and improving it; Care' sh8uld also be taken to ascertain
definitely the names and addresses of the proposed witflesses, so that
they may correctly appear in the notic
-e.
(c) This4 notice must be published once a week for five sulccesiveo
weeks in a newspaper of established'character and general 'circulation
published 4nearest th&land, and it mist also be posted in a con.sspiduous place in' the local land office' foir the same period of time. The
perinittee must pay the cost of the publication,'but it is. the duty
of registers to procure the publication o6f proper final ptoof notice,
.and' registers should accordingly exercise the utmost care in that
behalf. The date fixed for the tfakink of the proof must be at
least 30 days after the date of first publication.

Proof of publica-i

tido must be made by. the affidavit 'of the -publisher o6f the newsp'ier
or by some one authorized to act for him. The register will certify
to the posting of the notice in the local office.
(d) On the day set'in the nbtice-'(of inithe case of accide-nt or
-unavoidable delay, within 10 days,-thereafter) and at the place and
before the officer designated, the claimant will appear with two of
the witnesses named in the notice and make proof of the reclamation of the land. The testimony 'of each claimant should be taken
separately and apart from and 'not-within the hearing of either of
his witnesses, and' the testimony df each witness should be taken separately:an'd apart from and not w ithin the hearing of either the 'applicant or of any other witness, and, both the -applicant -nd each of
the witnesses should be required to6 state, in and as part of the finalproof testimony given by them, that they have given such testimony
without any actual knowledge of Thy statement made in the' testimony of either of the others.
(e) Final proof may be made before the register of the land district in which the land is located, or before a United States commissioner, or a judge or clerk of a court of record in the county or land
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district in which the land is situated. The only condition permitting

the:taking of such evidence outside the proper land district is where
; the county in which the land is situated lies partly in two or more
land' districts, in which case such evidence may be taken anywhere
in the county. In case the proof be taken outside the county wherein
the land lies, then, unless it was taken before. the proper register,
the applicant or entryman must show by his affidavit that the qualified officer employed' was the: one whose place of business 'in t&l Zand
di:stract is nearest to or. most accessible from the land in question.
.Forms of final proofs will 'be furnished in due time.
EXTENSIONS OF TIDiE

9. The dat: of September 22, 1922 (42 Stat.; 1012), authorizes the
allowance under certain conditions of an extension of time 'for a
period not exceeding two years for .the beginning,. recon mencement,
or completion of the work of water development and the, submission
..of final.proof of reclamation., This~doesmnot mean that the extension
will be. granted as a matter .of courses aand applications for extension
*willnot be granted unless it be clearly shown, that the failure to. complete the work of exploration and water development or.-of reclama.tion, as the case may be, withinh the required period was due to no
fault on the part of the .permittee but .to some unavoidable delay for
which hewas not, responsible and could not have readily foreseen..
A permittee who desires to -make application for extension of time
should file with the rgister an affidavit setting forth fully;.the facts,
showing how and why he. has been prevented from beginning, r com:pleting the work of water deyelopment and making final proof within
the regular period. This affidavit may be subscribed and. sworn to
:}before. any officer authorized to administer oaths and having an official seal,, and must be corroborated:by Bat least two witnesses who have
personal knowledge of the, fagts..: The register, after carefully considering all the facts, will, forward ;the, application to the General
Land Office with appropriate recommendation. :
;,,The register is required to, suspend any, application. for extension
of time if he considers the-affldaits defective in form or substance
and to allow: the applicant 30 days to make such, amendments, therein
as may be deemed necessary to remove the defects or to file exceptions
to. the requirements made,; advising, him .that upon his failure to take
any action, within the tinme specified appropriate recommendation will
be made. After the expiration olf the time thus granted ,the original
application' and the amended affidavits or exceptions, as the case may
be, together with the proper, report ,and .recommendations, will be
transmitted to the General VLand Office, for consideration.
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CONTESTS AND PROTESTS

-

10. Cdn1tests and protests may be made against app icitions, permits, and :.final proofs under this act,.- the same as other: entries or
selections under the public land laws, and same will be disposed of
in accordance with the Rules- of Practice so far as applicable. No
preference right, however, can: be gained by such contest; or protest,
but if successful the*entire area embraced in the permit will revert
.to: the public domainD and :the land will be subject to the applicable
public land laws.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Coimmsssoner.

* Approved:
E. C0. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

FoaM A
APPLICATION: FORE PERMIT

(Act of Oct. 22, 1919-41 Stat. 293)
United States Land Offllce____
__
Serial Number---------Receipt Number -------APPLI0

I,

l ___or_ female)
_____ _______
of ____|(male
-

j
a

f

>

: ---.----------

AFFIDAVIT0CATIONAND

-

~~~~I-

-,

_--,--

-77

77

------

7---,

7-

.

__

(Applicant. must' state whether native born or naturalized.

:;:.

__.
.

See pear.

----__
b)

citizen. of the United States, jof the age of
. years, do hereby* apply for a
permit under the act of Octoher 22,, 1916 (41.Stat. 293), to' drill or otherwise
explore for water beneath the: surface of the fbllowmg-described land in the
county of
, State of Nevada, t6 wit (see par. 3d)':
:

=-,---_-_-

-_-_-

_-_-

and. in support of this application I do solemnly swear that I have not heretofore been granted a permit under this act within aan area of forty miles
square, in the approximate center of which the land described in this application is located, and have no application for such a: permit pending at this time,
except Permit No.
_, issued on…;
nor has any permit,
covering lands within the State of Nevada, heretofore issued to me under this
act, :been canceled for failure toi~comply with''its iprovisions; that this 'application is honestly'and in good faith-inade for the purpose of reclamation and cultivation, 'and not for the benefit of any Mother person, 'corporation, or 'syndicate;
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that it is my intention to begin active operatbns§ looking to the development of
;the subterranean waters of the lands described within six months from the date
of the approval of this application and the. issuance of a permit, and to6conduct
tuch operations in good faith and with reasonable diligence until*water. has
*been developed in quantity sufficient for the practical irrigation of not less than
twenty acres of said land, or until the date of expiration of the permit, unless
it shall be sooner satisfactorily demonstrated that the development of subter'ranean'water for irrigation of said land is impracticable that I will honestly
endeavor to comply with all other requirements of the act under which this:
application is filed and with the terms and conditions. of the permit if issued;
that the facts herein stated are based on my personal knowledge of the conditions obtaining with respect to the land herein described; and to the best of my
knowledge and belief said land is unreserved, unappropriated, nonmineral, nontimbered public land of the United States, not known to be susceptible of
successful irrigation at a reasonable cost from any known source of water
supply; that it is -----

-----

-----

----

-----------

-_
___

(Here state character of the land'and other data required by par. 3e)

.,Subscribed and sworn to before me at my office at -_-_
County, within the
:

_
.

.

gland district, this:_
:,

i

.

day of

~~~----- --

- --

_ in ___-_--

- --

__-_

19-.:
- --

- --

7

'(Official designation)

FORM

B

CORROBORATING AFFIDVIT
(Required only in cases where land applied for has not been designated)
STATE OF ----------County of
…_ - -,

Ss:

The undersigned citizens of --,_
C- ntyof
… , State of Nevada,
being dulyrsworn under oath according to law each for himself and not one for
the other, deposes* and says that he has personally examined the land described
in the within application of
_ _for a permit under the act of October
22, 1919 (41 Stat. 243), to explore for subterranean waters on said land; that
be has read the foregoing application and affidavit and knows the'contents
*thereof, and that the same is true to the best of his knowledge and belief.

ANACT To encourage the reclamation of certain arid lands in the State of Nevada, and
for ether purposes

of

B~e it enacted 'by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
~America in Congress assembled,~That, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby

authorized to grant to. any ,citizen of the United

States, t or toS any association
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-of such; itizens, sa' perm'it; wvhich shahll give. the exclusive right, -for, a period-numtexceeding two* years,- to drill' or otherwise explore, for water beneath the surface
of not exceeding two thousand five hundred and sixty acres. of unreserved,
unappropriated, inonmineral,- nontimberedpublic, lands of the United States in
the State of, Nevada, not known to be susceptible; of successful irrigation, at a.
reasonable cost from: any known, source of water supply:..Provided, however,
That not more than one such,1permit shall be issued to the same citizen. or thesame association of, citizens ;within an area, of forty. miies square: And provided'
further, That said land shall not be fenced or otherwise exclusively. used by theper.mittee except as herein pxovided-: And, provided further, That said land shall:
theretofore have .been designated by -the: eeretary pf the Interior as sbject to>disposal':under the provisions of thisr'act.
* SEO. 2._That the Secretary of the interior ishereby authorized,0on applicatfofi
or otherwise, to designate the lands subject to disposal under the provisions of
this' act: Provided, however, That where any person or 'association qualified to
receive a permit' under the provisions' of this, act shall make application for such
permit upon-land which has not been designated as subject to disposal under the
provisions of this act (provided said application is accompanied and supported
by properly corroborated affidavit'-.of, the applicant, in duplicate, showing prima
facie that the land applied for 's of thencharacter coatemplated by, this act),
such' application, together with -the -regular fees and commissions, shall be received by the register and receiver of- the land district in which said land is
located and suspended until it, shall' have been determined, by. the: Secretary of
the Interior whether said land is actuall y of that charater. That during such
suspension the land' descrihed in the. applicat-log shall not be disposed of; and if
the. land,, shall, be, designiated, under this iact, then. such application shall be
allowed; otherwise it shall he11ejected, subject to appeal.
:
SEC. 3. That any qualified applicant for a permit under section, 1 of this act
shall file with- the register or receiver of the land district in Which said land is
located the application for:such pernmit and shall make and subscribe before the
proper officer and file with said register or receiver an afflidavit that such application is- honestly. and in good- fait.h made for the purpose. of reclamation and
cultivation and not, for the, benefit of -any other person or corporation, and that
the applicant is not acting as agent for any person, corporation, or, syndicate,
making such, application, nor, in collusion, with any :person, corporation or
syndicate to give them the benefit of the land, applied for or any part thereof
: : and
that the applicant will faithfully and honestly endeavor to comply' with all
of the requirements of this act, ,and shall pay to said register and receiver a
filingg fee of 1 cent. per acre fo reach acre of land embraced in said application
and.such applicant shall then be entitled to receive such permit after the lands
embraced therein are designated as provided in section 2; of this act..
SEc. 4. That such a. permit shall be upon condition that the permittee shall
begin operations-for.the development of underground waters within six months:
from the date of tie permit and continue such operations w-itlh reasonable diligence until water,. hgs been dfscqvered in. the quantity hereinafter described, or
until the date of the, expiration of the permit. Upon the presentation at any
time of proof satisfactory to the Secreta ryof the Interior that any permitted
is not conducting such operations in good faith, and twith reasonable diligence,
or has violated aiany eof the terms of the permit, the Secretary shall forthwith
cancel such ,permit, and. such permittee. ,shall not again 'be granted a permit
under this. act.
,
a, '
Sao. 5. That on establishing at any time :within two years from the date .of
the permit to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior that underground
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waters in' sufficient quantity to6 produce at a -profit agricultural crops other than
native grasses upon not less than twenty -acres of land has been discovered
and developed and rendered availablecfor such use within the limits of. the
land embraced in 'any permit, the said permittee shall be entitled to a patent
for one-fourth of' the land embraced in the permit, such area to be selected by
'the permittee in compact form according to-the legal subdivisions of the public
land surveys' if the land be)surveyed, or to be surveyed at his expense under
rules and regulations established by the Secretary of the Interior if located on
' unsurveyed land.
Sto.O.; That the' remaining area within the limits of the land embraced in'
:any such 'permit shall thereafter be subject to entry and disposal only under
'4An act to secure homesteads to actual settlers on; the public domain," approved
Mat 20, 1862, and amendments thereto, known as the one-hundred-and-sixty-acre
i

homestead act.,

SEc. 7. That the receipts obtained from the sale of lands, under the provisions
of 'secti6n 6 hereof shall be paid into, reserved,; and appropriated as a part
of the reclamation fund created by the act of Congress approved June 17, 1902,
known as the reclamation act.
SEC. 8. That. all entries made and' patents issued under the provisions of this
act shall be subject'to'and contain a' reservation' to the United States of all
the coal and other valuable minerals .in the 'lands so entered and patented,
0together with'the'.right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same. The coal
and other valuable mineral deposits in' suck lands shall be subject to disposal
by the United, States in accordance with the provisions of the coal and mineral
land laws in force at the time of such disposal. Any person qualified to locateand enter the coal or other mineral deposits, or having the right to mine and
remove the same under the laws of the United States, shall have the right at
all times to enter upon the lands entered or patented, as provided by this act,
for the purpose of prospecting for coal or other mineral therein, provided he
shall not injure, damage, or destroy the permanent improvements of the entryman or patentee, and' shall be liable to and shall compensate the entryman or
patentee for all damages to the crops on such lands by reason of such prospecting. Any person who has acquired from the United States the coal or
other mineral deposits in' any such land. or: the right to mine or remove the
same, may reenter 'and occupy so much" of the surface thereof as may be
required for all purposes reasonably incident to the mining or removal of the
coal or other minerals first, upon securing the' written consent or waiver of
the homestead entryman or patentee.; second, upon payment of the damages
to'crops or other tangible improvements to the owner thereof, where agreement
may be had' as to the' amount thereof; or, third, in lieu of either of the foregoing provisions, upon the execution of a good and sufficient bond or undertaking'
to the United States for the use and benefit of the entryman or owner of the
land, to secure the payment of such damages to the crops or tangible improvements of the entryman or owner, as may be determined and'fixed in an action
brought upon the bond or undertaking in a court of competent jurisdiction
against the principal and sureties thereon, such bond or undertaking to be in
form and in accordance with -rules' and' regulations' prescribed by the Secretary
of the Interior and to be filedt with and approved by the register and receiver
of the local land offide of 'the district -wherein~ the land is 'situate, subject to
-appeal to the Commissioner of the General Land Office: Provided, That all
patents issued for the coal or other mineral deposits herein reserved tshall
contain appropriate notations, declaring them' to be subject to the provisions
of this act with' reference to the diposition, occppancy, 'and use of the' surface

of the land.
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SEC. 9. That the Secretary, of the Interior is authorized to prescribe 'the

necessary and proper rules and regulations and to. 0doany and all things
necessary to carry out and accomplish. the purposes of this act.
Approved, October 22, 1919 (41. Stat. 293).

[S. 29831
AN ACT To authotize the Secretary of the Interior to grant extensions of time under
permits for the development of underground waters-within the State of Nevada, and for
other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate. and House. of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior

may, if he shall find that any. permittee has been unable, with the rexercise
of diligence, to begin or continue operations for the development of underground waters within the time prescribed by sections 4 and 5 of the act of
Congress approved October 22, 1919 (Forty-first Statutes, page 295), extend the
time for the beginning, recommencement, or completion of the said operations
described in said sections for such time, nobt exceeding two years, and upon
such conditions as he shall prescriber.
Approved, September 22, 1922 (42.Stat. 1012).D

HEIRS OF JE1'THA H. BRASHER
Decided April 13, 1927
STOCIC-RAISING HoMESTEADn-CONT9ST-PREFERENsCc
DEvIsms-REsIDENCE.

RIGH-WIDOW;

HEImS;

Where the heirs of a deceased contestant have made homestead entry in the
exercise of the preference right, the requirements of the law may be fulfilled by one of the heirs for the benefit of all the heirs, notwithstanding
that he be a minor.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
::
This is an appeal by. Mamie Brasher from a decision of; the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated September 28, 1926, in
the matter of two entries under section 1 of the stock-raising homestead act, one made by her for the heirs of Jeptha H. Brasher,
deceased, and the other made in her own right.
It appears that said Jeptha H. Brasher died while he was prose-.
cuting a contest against the stock-raising homestead entry of Early
XD. Hilderbrand.
The:widow of Brasher proceeded with the contest
and secured the cancellation of the entry. On June '17, 1925, Mrs.
'Brasher made entry for the land-all of Sec. 9, T. 2 N., R. 12 W..,
N. M. M., New Mexico as the widow of 'the contestant.
On August 4, 1925, Mrs. Brasher made entry for N. 1/2 Sec. 20,
and W. 1/2 Sec. 21, said'township, in hef own right.
By decision dated April 24, 1926, the 'Commissioner of the General
Land Office held that. both entries could not stand, and Mrs. Brasher
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was required to elect which entry she would perfect. She thereuppn
filed a; petition requesting that*a son of her deceased husband be
allowed to perfect (for' the benefit of the heirs) the entry first made.
In the decision appealed from the Commissioner ~held 'that the
son referred to, then 16 years of age, was not considered a qualified
person to perfect the entry.
The second proviso to section 2 of the act of May 14, 1880 (21
Stat. 140) ,as amhendedbythle act of July 26, 1892 (27 Stat. 270),
reads as follows:
That should any such personl who has initiated a contest die before the final
terminatioh of the same, said. contest shall not- abate, by reason thereof, but his
heirs who: are c tizens:of the' Unlited States may continue the prosecution
under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe,
and said heirs shall -be entitled to the same rights under this' act that contestant
would have been' if his death had not occurred.

The first entry hade lby Mrs. Brasher as widow of the deceased
contestant should have been allowed as if made "for the heirs of
Jeptha H. Brasher, deceased," and Mrs. Brasher has requested that
the entry be so amended. The widow was interested in the entry only
to the extent of her interest in her late husband's estate. He died
intestate.

Section 1842 of the 1915 codification of the statutes of New Mexico
providesSubject to the provisions of sections 1840 and 1841 of this article, when any
person having title to any estate, not otherwise limited by marriage contract,
dies without dispos ng of the estate by will, it is succeeded to' and must be
distributed subject to the payment of his debts in -the following manner:
One-fourth thereof to the surviving husband or wife and the remainder
in equal shares to the children of decedent and fuirther, as provided by law.

The sections (1840 and 1841) referred to in the foregoing relate
to the distribution of comumnity property.
In an affidavit executed by Mrs. Brasher on July 20, 1926, the heirs
of the deceased contestant were. stated to be; herself, Jeptha H1.
Brasher, Jr., then 16 years of age, and VeTrn H., Brasher, of Waldron,
Arkansas, aged 30 years. Inasmuch as the relation of the latter to
the deceased contestant is not stated, it can not be determined whether
he is one. of the heirs under the laws of New Mexico.
Under the act of July 26, 1892, supra, th6 heirs' of a deceased contestant, qualified ,by citizenship, succeed to the same rights that' con-

testant would have had had his death not occurred, and burdened'
with the same duties and obligations as to residence and improvement, upon making entry- in exercise of the preference right as would
have rested upon contestant. See Heirs of Ro'bert 11H;iA
Averett (40
L.-D. 608) Land cases there cited.
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Having Fmade an entry in her own right the widow of contestant
is not in position to comply with the law as to residence on the:entry
made for the benefit of the, heirs, and no good reason appears for
holding that the son of the couple, now over 17 years of age, may not
reside on the land for, the benefit of, the heirs. To attempt to thus
restrict a right granted by the act of July 26, 1892, sutp is not
warranted.
The decison appealed from is therefore reversed, and both entries
will remain intact, subject to compliance with the law under which
they were made.
Reversed.
UNITED STATES V'. CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILWAY ,CMPANY
Decided April 20, 1927
RAILROAD GRANTPATENT.

MINERAL LANDS

-

MINING

CLAIM-

SURVEY -

PAYMENT

-

Where the definition of boundaries, is needed to give precision to a railroad

grant, requiring a survey to exclude mineral lands, the cost of such survey
must be paid by the grantee and the Government can withhold patent until
the costs are paid; the provisions of paragraph 108 of the mining regulations imposing the costs of survey upon the Government are inapplicable.
COURT DEcIsIoN OCITED

AND

DisTINGwSHED.

Case of Work et at. v. Central Pacific Railway Comnpany (12 Fed., 2d series,
834), cited and. distinguished.'
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
Upon review of the testimony taken in adverse proceedings against
certain tracts claimed by the Central Pacific Railway Company under
its grant, list No. 93, serial 014233, filed December 18, 1922, the
Commissioner of the General Land Office found, inter aia, that the
S. 1/2 NW. 1/4 Sec. 33, T. 28 N., R. 34 E., M. D. M., Nevada, " outside"
the Packard Nos. 4 and 5 lode mining claims, was nonmineral in
character and that the lands within these lodes were mineral in
character.
,The Commissioner proceeded to instruct the local register as
follows:
The S. 2 NW. M4said Sec. 33, outside' the Packard Nos. 4 and 5 claims are
nonmineral in character. However, before patent can issue for nonnineral
lands in the S. Y2. NW.' Y4 said Sec. 33, a segregation survey of the Packard
Nos. 4 and 5- claims must be made, the cost of which must be borne by the railway company, in accordance with Circular No. 1077 of July 9, 1926. Said instructions for such survey will be issued by this' office, provided'the railway
company furnishes location certificates of these claims, aud:is willing to deposit

the estimated cost of such survey. If the railway company is unwilling to pay
57522,-27-voL. 52'.l-6
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for the survey, the list will be canceled to the extent of the S. 1/2 NW.
Sec. 33.
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'4

said

The pertinent part of Circular No. 1077 (51 L. D. 487) readsIf the listing can be by aliquot parts of a subdivision, such as the NE. y/ of
NE. Y4 of NE. 1/4 (10 acres), or S. 1/2 of NE. '4 of NE. 4 (20 acres), a survey
to segregate the nonmineral from the mineral land would be avoided. If a
survey is necessary, the company will be required to pay for the execution
thereof.

The railway company has appealed, contending; that Circular No.,
1077 does not apply; that the survey should be made at the cost of the
United States in accordance with the provisions 'for segregation surveys in paragraph 108 of the mining regulations (49 L. D. 15, 84),
which declare that: " The work will be performed without expense
to the agricultural claimant or to the mineral claimants"; that the
contest was not decided nor the land disposed of in accordance with
the holding in Work et al. v. Central Pacific Railway Comrpainy (12
Fed., 2d- series, 834); that having previously determined that a part
of the land was nonmineral, it is contrary to law to cancel the list
for failure to tender the cost of survey or for any other cause.
The land in the S. "/2 NW. 1/4 Sec. 33, without the boundaries of
the Packard lodes Nos.|4

and 5,f having been, adjudged to be non-

mineral land, under the principle announced in Worl et ca. v. Cdntrcd
Pacifioc Raidum) Coempany, supra, passed to the railway under its
grant. What is needed is a definition of boundaries to give precision
to the grant, and that requires a survey setting apart the mineral
lands. The department is not aware of any law that requires the
Government to assume the expense of a survey in such a case to
enable the railway grantee to perfect its title. On the contrary, the
law positively imposes upon a railroad grantee the duty of paying
costs of such surveys. Section 881, Title 43, U. ;S. C., provides thatBefore any land granted to any railroad company by the United States shall
be' conveyed to such company, or any persons entitled thereto under any of the
acts incorporating or relating to said company, unless such company is
exempted by law from the payment of such cost, there shall first be paid
into the Treasury of the United States the cost of surveying, selecting, and
(July 15,
conveying the same by the said company or persons in interest.
1870, c. 292, 16 Stat. 305; July 31, 1876, c. 246, 19 Stat. 121.)

Section 833 (act of July 10, 1886, Sec. .3 24 Stat. 143), provides for
the collection of the -unpaid costs of surveying, selecting, and conveying the gfanted lands by suit against the company.' Section 887
(acts of February 27, 189'9,30 Stat. 892, of March 3, 1925, 43 Stat.
1141, i144), providesS'for0 the deposit 'of costs in advance of the
survey, iand section 909. (act of June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. 834), provides
for proceedings for forfeiture of any granted lands where the grantee
neglects or refuses to pay the costs of survey required by law.

P
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It -would"seem 'that whatever surveys are necessary in order to
identify and describe with certainty and precision the lands to which
the railway grantee is entitled are fully,'within the terms of the
sections above cited imposing the costs of the survey thereof upon
such grantee, and it is immaterial that the survey is a supplemental
one. arising out of the particular necessities of the case. Circular 'No.
1077, supla, 'is but an extension of the regulations of long standing,
based upon the statutes 'cited and others of kindred nature, and such
circular has been issued to facilitate the disposition of such fractional areas as may pass to the railway under the rule in the -case
li st` cited.; Spedial' provisions of law having been made governing
the: costs of survey in thecadministration" of railroad grants, it is
manifest that the general provisions of paragraphA108 of the mining.
reguulations'above mentioned have no application.
Work et'aI. v. Cent'ral Pacigc Ramikway onmp'any did 'nt decide
that the 'grantee company wa§ enhtitled& to the issuance of ;a patent to
any irregular tract incompletely surveyed. That case dealt with a;
certainly described aliquot portion :of a 40-acre subdivision, and it
Dvas held that the Government can not refuse to issue patent for such
portion: of it on the ground that the remaining portion. has been
found to contain mineral deposits; the question of withholding patent
to an unsurveyed tract was not in issue in that case. X
It is settled that the' Government can withhold the patent until
the costs of selecting, surveying, and conveying the- land' are- -paid.
In Deseret Salt Comnparny v. Tarpey-(142' U. S. 241, 253), the Supreme
Court, in construing section 21 of the act of; July 2, 31864 (13.
'Stat. 356), which' provides that before any'land granted by the act
shall be conveyed, to any 'company or party entitled .thereto, there.
shall first be paid into the Treasury of the 'United States, the costs of
selecting, surveying, and conveying the same, said: "The' object of
this provision -was to preserve to the Government such .control over
the,-property granted as to enable it to'enforce the payment of these'
costs, 'and for that purpose to withhold the 'patents from the; parties
entitled to them until such payment.:":
:The provision for the costs of survey, nevertheless, does not. impair.
the force of the operative'words of'transfer" in the grant, Deseret v.
Sp a. It is proper, ho vwever, _to reject the list as to the S.
Tarpeys,
1/2 :of the NW. 1/4 Sec. 33, if the railway' company neglects or refuses
within 90 days from notice to deposit ,a sum' demanded and esti-:
mated to be sufficient to meet the expense of the necessary survey.
'As modified, the decision appealed from is
Affirmed.-
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POTASH PROSPECTING PERiMIITS AND LEASES-ACT OF
*FEBRUARY 7, 1927
REGULATIONS
[Circular No. 1120]

DEPARTMENT OF THE: INTESRIOR,
GNERAL LAND OFFICE;

Washington, D.-C., April.2o,1927..
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
The act: of Congress approved February X, 1927 (44 Stat. 1057),
entitled "An Act To promote the mining of potash on the public
domain,".authorizes the Secretary of the Interior, under such rules
and regulations as he may prescribe, to issue prospecting permits,
for a period not to exceed two years, for the exploration of the land
described therein, for potassium in any- of the forms named in. said
act, and under authority thereof the following rules and regulations
will govern the issuance of such permits:

1. Qualifications of applicants.-Permitsmay be issued to (a) citizens of the United States,, (b) an association of such citizens, (c) or
a corporation organized under the laws of any State or Territory

thereof.:
2.. Area and description.-.A permit may be issued for not more
than 2,560 acres of public lands of the United States in reasonably
compact form, by legal subdivisions if surveyed;-if unsurveyed, by
metes and bounds description..
3. Rights under permit.-The permit will confer upon the recipient
the exclusive right to prospect for chlorides, sulphates, carbonates
borates, silicates, or. nitrates of potassium on the lands embraced
therein. In the exercise of fthis right the permittee shall be authorized to remove from the premises only such material as may be necessary to experimental work and the demonstration of the existence of
such deposits or any of them in commercial quantities.
4. Re'ward for discovery.-A permittee who, shows that he has
mnade a discovery of valuable. deposits of potassium within the area
of the permit and withinI the two-year period for which issued, is
entitled, under section 2 of the act, to a lease of any or all of the land
embraced in the permit containing -such deposits and chiefly valuable
therefor, the area to be taken in compact form. The lease will be
issued at such royalty and acreage rental. as may be fixed pursuant
to section 3 of the act. A discovery ofta valuable deposit of potassium shall be construed, as the discovery of a deposit which yields
commercial potassium in commericial quantities.:
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5. lease-Roya7Ity.-Underauthority of section 3 of the act, unless
otherwise specified in the permit When issued, a'permittee 'who makes
the first discovery in any district and becomes entitled to a lease,
-will,be granted a lease at the minimum royalty: of 2 per cent of the
quantity or gross value of the output of potassium compounds and
other related products, except sodium, at the point of shipment to
market, and at the minimum rental of 25 cents per acre, for 20 years
succeeding the issue of the lease.
cAplicationsi for ipermits
6. Form and contents of application.
should be filed in the proper district land office, addressed to 'the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, and. after due notation
promptly forwarded for his consideration. No specific form of application is required, but it should cover, in substance, the following
points, namely:
(a) Applicant's name and address.
(b) Proof of citizenship of -pplicant; by affidavit of such fact,
if native born; or, if naturalized, by the .certificate thereof or affidavit as to time and place when issued; if a corporation, by certified
copy of the articles thereof, and showing as to residence and citizenship of its stockholders.
(c) A statement of all holdings by the applicant of permits and
leases under this act and pending applications therefor, and interests directly or indirectly held in such' permits and leases.
(d) Description of, land for which the permit is desired, by legal
subdivisions, if surveyed, and by metes and bounds, if unsurveyed,
In which latter case, if deemed necessary, a survey' sufficient more
f.ully to identify and segregate the land may be required before the
permit is granted; also a statement whether the land is vacant and
unclaimed.
(e) Reasons why the land is believed to offer a favorable field for
prospecting.
(f) Proposed method of conducting exploratory operations,
amount of capital available for such operations, and the diligence
-with which such explorations will be prosecuted.'
(g) 'Statement of the applicant's experience in 'operations of this
nlature,; together with references as to his character, reputation, and
business standing.
T. Bonds.-Where an application includes reserved deposits in
lands theretofore entered or patented with reservation of potassium
to the United States pursuant to the act of July 17, 1914 (38' Stat.
09) 2or where the lands constitute a portion of a reclamation projects
the applicant will be required prior to issuance of the permit to
furnish a bond with qualified corporate surety in the sum of $1,000,
or such other amount as may be fixed, conditioned against damage
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to the. crops and improvements of the surface owner, or damiage to
the reclamation project or water, supply thereof.
A bond with qualified corporate surety in the sum of $1,000, or
such other: amount as may, be fixed, conditioned against failure of
the permittee to comply with the provisions of paragraph 5 of
permit, may be required either before or after the permit is issued
where the conditions are such as to warrant requiring, such bond.
8. Fornm of permit.-The form of permit issued under this act will
be in substance as follows:
.the

Serial No…
----THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DEPARTMENT

OF THE. INTEnion,

LAND OFFICE AT:-

POTASH

PROSPECTING

PERMIT

Know all inenl by these presents, that the Secretary of the Interior, under
and by virtue of the act of: Congress entitled "-An act to promote the mining of
potash: on the: public domain," approved. February 7, 1927, has: granted and
, of the exclusive-right
of
does hereby grant, a permit to
for a period of two years from date hereof to prospect the following-described
chlorides, sulphates, carbonates, 'bolands _ _
_for
rates, silicates, or nitrates of potassium, but for no other purpose; upon the
:
express 6onditions follo$ing:
1. To mark each corner of the outer boundaries and post a notice hereof in
a. conspicuous place on the land within 90 days, and to begin, prospecting for
said minerals within six months from: date hereof, and diligently prosecute
the exploratory: and experimental work during the period of the permit, in
manner and extent as follows, to wit:
:2. To remov& from said 5riemises only' sudh 'material as may be necessary
to experimental work and the demonstration of the existence of such deposits
in: commiercial

quantities.

3. To afford all facility for inspection of such exploratory work on behalf of
the Secretary of the Interior, and to report fully when required all matters
pertaining .to the character, progress, and results of such exploratory fwork,
and to that end'fto keep and mnaintain such accounts, logs, or other'records, as
the Secretary of the Interior may require.;
4. Not to assign:or transfer' the permit granted hereby without' the express
consent in writing of the Secretary of the .Interior.
5. To carry out; at the expense of the pernittee, all reasonable orders of'
the' Secretary of the Interior, or his authorized representatives (mining supervisors, U. S. Geological Survey), issued in pursuance of the operatingaregulations.; :to carry onwall operations hereunder in accordance with approved methods and practice and in conformity; with the operating regulations to the satisfaction of said representatives; to take all 'reasonable precautions toprevent
waste of or damage to mineral' deposits, injury to life, health, or property, or
economic waste; and to repair promptly, so far as' possible, any:damaget to
mineral 'deposits or mineral-bearing formations resultingSfrom his operations.
6. To furnish such bond or bonds with qualified corporate surety, as the Secretary of the Interior may at any time require, conditioned against the failure
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of the permittee to, comply with the provisions of paragraph; 5 -hereof, and
against damage to the crops and, improvements of any surface owner entitled
to such bond, or damages to any reclamation project embracing :any of the lands'
herein described.
Expressly reserving to. the Secretary of the Interior the right to permit for
joint or several use such easements :or right of way upon, through, or in the.
lands covered hereby as may be necessary or appropriate to the working of the
same or of other lands containing the deposits described in said act; and
further reserving the right and authority to cancel this instrument for failure
of the permittee to exercise due diligence in the execution of the prospecting
work in accordance with the terms hereof.
Valid existing rights acquired prior hereto on the lands described herein will
not be affected hereby.
Dated -.--------First Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

POTASH LEASES,
Section 3. of .the act authorizes the Secretary of the Interior, under
such general regulations as he may adopt, to lease, for the production
'of the potassium and other mineral deposits contained therein, public
lands known to contain potassium in commercial quantity -and character and found in. some or any of the forms described in said: act,
leases to be issued for periods of 20 years, with preferential right in
the. lessee to renew the lease for successive periods of 10 years, upon
such reasonable terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the
Secretary of the Interior, unless otherwise provided by law at the
expiration of any such period.
9. QualiZcactibns of aplieants.-Applications for leases in the
form as herein provided may be filed. in the proper district land
office, addressed to the Commissionert of the General Land. Office, by
citizens of the United States, an association of such citizens, or corporations organized under the laws of any State or Territory thereof,
the qualifications of the applicant in this respept to be fully covered
by the application.
10. Area and description.-Leases. are authorized by the terms of
the act for an area not exceeding 2,560. acres, but will be granted
only for such -area as may be shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior to contain deposits of potassium in such form
and quantities as to -constitute a, commercial; value, and will be
limited to lands reasonably compact in form and described by legal
subdivisions of the public land surveys, if surveyed, or if unsurveyed,
by the approximate description they. will bear when -surveyed; the
survey in the latter case to be made at the expense of the applicant
if the application for lease is otherwise found, satisfactory, the
descriptions of. the land in the lease when granted toa conform to th6
official survey.
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11. Royalty and rentals.-Except leases issued to' permittees under
claims of discovery, as stated in paragraph 5 hereof, the rate of
royalty will be fixed prior to the issuance of the lease, but in no case
can the royalty rate be less than 2 per centum of the quantity or
gross value of the output of the potassium compounds and other
related products, except sodium, at the point of shipment to market.
The rentals fixed by the act are to be paid annually in advance25 cents per acre or fraction of an acre for the first calendar year
or fraction thereof, 50 cents per acre for the second, third, fourth,
and fifth years, respectively, and $1 per acre for each year thereafter,
such rental for any year being credited against royalties accruing for
that year.
12. Leases for potassium and sodium,.-Under section 4 of the act,
potash leases may also provide for the development of sodium, magnesium, aluminum, or calcium deposits, associated with the potassium deposits, on terms not inconsistent with the terms of the act of
February 25, 1920. In cases of application for leases under this provision of the act, the terms of the lease, including rate of royalty,
rentals, and production requirements, will be* in accord with the
provisions of both acts.
13. Form and contents-of application.-Applications for leases
must be under oath and should be filed in the proper district land
office, addressed to the ;Commissioner of the General Land Office. No
specific form of application is required, and no- blanks will 'be furnished, but it should cover in substance the following points:
X (a) Applicant's name and address.
(b) Proof of citizenship of applicant, by affidavit of such fact, if
native born; if naturalized, by a certified copy of a certificate
thereof in the form provided for use in public-land&matters, unless
such copy is on file. If the applicant is an association, each member
thereof must show hiS qualifications as above stated; if a corporation,
a certified copy of the articles of incorporation must be filed, together
with a showing -as to the residence and citizenship of its stockholders.
(c) A statement of;all holdings by the applicant of permits and
leases under this act, pending applications therefor, and interests
directly or indirectly held in such permits and leases.
(d) Description of land for which the lease is desired, by legal
subdivisions if surveyed, and by metes and bounds if unsurveyed, in
which latter case the description should be connected to some corner
of the public land surveys where practicable, or to some permanent
landmark. If the 'land is unsurveyed, the applicant, after he has
been awarded the right' to a lease, but before the issuance thereof,
will be required to deposit with the district cadastral engineer of the
public survey/office of the State or district in which the land is located
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the estimated cost of making a survey of the lands, any balance remaining after the work is completed to be returned. This survey
will be an extension of the public land surveys over the tract applied
for,- the leased land to be conformed to legal subdivisions of such
survey when made.
(e) Evidence that the land is valuable for its potassium content,
except so much thereof as is necessary for the extraction and reduction of the leased minerals, with a statement as accurate as may be of
the character and extent and mode of occurrence of the potassium
7i.
deposits in the lands applied for.
(f) Proposed method, so far as determined, as to the process of
mining and reduction to be adopted, the diligence with which such
operations will be carried: on, and the contemplated investment in
reduction works and development, and the capital available therefor.
(g) The application shall be accompanied by a notice for publication, in duplicate, prepared for the signature of the register, in
substantially the following form:
.Seriql. No.- ----DEPARTMENT OF XTIE INTERIOR,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE AT _

~~-

-

V

, ,19_

NOTICE-OF APPLICATION FOR POTASH LEASE
Notice is hereby given that in pursuance of the act of Congress approved
…-_
, whose post-office address is
___-__- _
February 7, 1927, -_____ __, has made application for potash lease' covering the following
--- _--_-----------------------------_
described lands:…
Said applicati on will be submitted to the Commissioner of the General Landany and all persons
,
19 -and
_-,
_
Office within 30 days from
. claiming adversely any of the described lands are required to fle their claims
in this office on or before saidd date, otherwise their claims will be disregarded
in the. granting of said lease.
Other applications for lease of the described lands may be filed at any time
prior to said date, in which case all applications so filed will be considered as'
prescribed by section 15 of the potash regulations.
------- , Register.
The register will fix tlhtime

within which adverse or conflicting

claims and other potash lease applications- ray

be filed at not less

than 30 nor more than 40 days from first publication.

14. Dizsposition of applications.-(a)The application will be given
current serial number by the register, noted on his records, and the
notice for publication will be signed by the register.'

After the receipt of such application, no applications, filings, or
selections for the lands embraced therein will be permitted until so
directed, except applications for leases under' this act.
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(b) The notice shall be published at the expense of the applicant, and proof of publication furnished promptly at the expiration
thereof.
One copy of the signed notice will be delivered to the applicant,
who will cause the same to be published in a newspaper, to be designated by the register, of general Circulation and best adapted to give
the widest publicity in the county where the land is situated. If the
land is in two or more counties, notice may be published in either.
Notice must also be posted in the district land office during the period
*of publication.
(c) At the, expiration of the period fixed in the notice, the evidence
of publication and posting in said office should be promptly transmitted by the register to the Commissioner of the: General Land
Office, with at statement of the status of the land involved as to conflicts, withdrawals, protests, and any other matters that may be
necessary to determine the availability of the land or deposits therein'
for lease.
* 15. Action in General Land. Offlee.-On the receipt of the applica-.
tion or applications in the General Land Office the same will be considered, investigation made, if deemed necessary, and submitted to
the Secretary of the Interior with appropriate recommendation and
report as to the proper action to be taken thereon, giving due consideration to the proposed effectual development of the alleged potash
deposits and the amount of capital to be invested therein; the award
of priority, in case of' conflicting applications to be determined by
the respective proposed investments, date of productive developinent
proposed by the several applicants, and any equities that may exist in
one or more of the applicants resulting from improvement or development under claims made under other laws.
In the award of lease of any lands or deposits hereunder the right
is reserved to order a sale of the lease at public auction to the bidder
offering the highest cash' bonus for lease thereof on such terms as
may be prescribed for lease of the, lands, in which case any application for lease theretofore filed will give the applicant no priority or
preference in securing a lease of the lands;
16. Lease by perrnit~ee.-Thee permittee has a preference right
Iwithin the two years of his permit to lease any or all of the land
included in his permit, upon showing to the satisfaction of the Sectary of the Interior that he has discovered a valuable deposit of
potash thereon and that such land is chiefly valuable therefor. Any
lands not leased by the permittee will be subject to be leased by
others under the terms set forth in these regulations.
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*17. ForM of lease.Serial No.- ----

O THE: PUBLIC LANDS

DEPARTMENT

9,1

OF THE INTERIOR,

UNITED STATES LAND OFFIoE AT -------

POTASH LEASE,

Date.-Parties. This indenture of lease entered into in triplicate this
_- _, '19__, by. and between the United States of
day of __-__
America,; acting in this behalf by the Secretary of the Interior, party of the
party of
_ _
__
first part,. hereinafter called the lessor, and
the second part, hereinafter called the lessee, under, pursuant, and subject to the
terms and provisions of the act of Congress approved February 7, 1927 (44 Stat.
1057), entitled "Ann act to promote the mining of potash on the public domain," hereinafter referred to as the act, which is made a part hereof,
'witnesseth:
SEo. 1. Purposes.-That the lessor, in consideration of the. rents and royalties to be paid, and the covenants to be observed as herein set forth, does
hereby grant and lease to the lessee the exclusive right and privilege to mine,
remove, and dispose of all the potassium and associated minerals in, upon, or
…_-____
containing
under the following-described tracts _ ---- _
acres, more or less, together with the right to construct and maintain thereupon all works, buildings, plants, waterways, or reservoirs necessary to the
full enjoyment hereof, together also with the right to use any timber, stone, 'or
other materials on said land in connection with the operations to be conducted
hereunder, for a period of 20 years, with preferential right in the lessee to
renew the same for successive periods of 10 years under such reasonable termis
and conditions as may be'prescribed by' the Secretary of the Interior, unless
otherwise provided by law at the expiration of any such period: Provided,
That this -lease shall extend only to or include any right or interest in the
lands, or the minerals therein, reserved to the United States under any entry
that may be allowed, or patent that may issue, or may have issued, with a
reservation of minerals to the United States.
SEC. 2. In consideration of the foregoing the lessee hereby agrees:.
(a) levestment.-To invest in actual development or improvements upon the
land leased, or for the benefit thereof, thesum of: ------- dollars, of which:sum
not less than one-third shall be so expended during the first year succeeding the,
execution of this instrument and at like sum each of 'the two succeeding *years,
unless sooner expended; and submit annually, at the expiration of each year forthe said period, an itemized statement of the amount and character of said
expenditure during each year.
To furnish and maintain a bond in the sum of $5,000, conditioned upon the
expenditure of the amount specified in (a) hereof and compliance with the
terms and provisions of this lease.
(b) Rovazty-To pay for the output of potassium and all other related
_ _per cent, and fOr the output of sodium comproducts a royalty of
pounds a royalty of 12% per cent, of the gross value thereof at the point of
shipment to market. Such royalties shall be paid monthly, the royalties for
each month to be paid during the next succeeding month to the register of the
United States land district in which the land is situated, or if not in a land
district, to the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
(a) Rents-To pay the register of the district land office on all leases annually, in advance, beginning with the date of the execution of the lease, the
following rentals: Twenty-five cents per acre' for the first calendar year or
fraction thereof; 50 cents per acre for the second, third, fourth, and fifth years.

.
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respectively, and $1 per acre for each and every calendar year thereafter during
the continuance of the lease, suchl.rental for any year to be credited against
the royalties as they accrue for that calendar year.
(d), Tax es. To pay when due all taxes assessed and levied under the laws
of the State upon the improvements, output of mines, or other rights, property,
or assets of the lessee.
: (e) Monthly statements.-To furnish monthly certified statements in detail
in, such form as may be prescribed by the lessor of the amount 'and value of
output from the leasehold as a basis for determining amount of royalties. All
books and accounts of the lessee shall be open at all times for the inspection:
by any duly authorized officer of the department. Falsification of such statements shall be a basis for action for the cancellation of the lease.
(f) Piats and reports.-To furnish annually a plat in the manner and form
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior showing all prospecting and development work, on the leased lands, and other related information, with a report
as to all buildings, structures, or other works placed in or upon said leased
lands, as well as any buildings, reduction works, or equipment, situated elsewhere and owned or operated in conjunction with, or as a part of, the operations conducted hereunder, accompanied by a report, in detail, as to the stockholders, business transacted, assets and liabilities of the lessee;' together with.
a. statement of the amount of potash, and other minerals produced and secured.
by operations hereunder, and the cost of production thereof.
(g) Potassium in solution.-Where the minerals are taken from the earth in
solution, such extraction shall not be within 500 feet of the boundary line of'
leased lands without permission from the Secretary of the Interior.
(Ib) Diligence-Prevention of 'waste-Health and .safety of worlcrnen.-To
develop and produce in commercial quantities, with reasonable diligence, the
potassium and other mineral deposits susceptible of such production in the
lands covered hereby; to carry out; at the expense of the lessee, all reasonable
orders of the Secretary of the Interior, or his authorized representatives (mining supervisors, U. S. Geological Survey), issued in pursuance of the operating
regulations; to 'carry on all mining, reducing, refining, and other operations
in accordance with approved methods and practice and in conformity with the,
operating regulations to the satisfaction of said representatives; to 'take
all
reasonable precaution to prevent damage to mineral deposits, injury to life,
health, or property, or economic vwaste; to observe all State laws relative to
the health and safety of workmen and employees; and to. provide access at all
times to mining and related productive operations for examination and inspection by authorized representatives of the lessor.
(i) Forfeiture of lease.-To deliver up to the lessor in good order and condition and subject to the provisions of section 5 hereof on the termination oaf
this lease as a result of forfeiture thereof pursuant to section 31 of the act of
February 25, 1920, the lands covered thereby, including all fixtures, machinery,
improvements, and appurtenances, 'together with such personal property situateV
on fany of said lands as may be necessary or convenient for the continued
operation to the full extent and capacity of the leased premises.
((k) Reserved deposits.-To comply with all statutory requirements where
the surface of the lands embraced herein has been disposed of under laws;
reserving to the United States the mineral deposits therein.
(I) Asstigneent.-Not to assign or sublet, without the consent of the Secretary
of the Interior, the premises covered hereby.
(mn) Excess hol(dings.-To observe faithfully the provisions of section 27 of
the act of Fetruary 25, 1920,,as amended by act of April 30, 1920, in so far
as applicable hereto.

:/
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(n) Mimimum productionn.-Beginning with the fourth full calendar year of

the lease, except when operations are interrupted by strikes, the elements, -or
teasualties not attributable to the lessee, to produce each year potassium or
associated minerals from the premises covered hereby, to the gross value of not
less' than ______ dollars at the point :of shipment, or to pay royalty on said
gross value if the value of actual production be less.
scE. 3. The lessor expressly reserves::

(a) Easements and rip/its of way.-The right to permit for joint or several
usa such easements or rights of way upon, through, or iln the *lands hereby
leased, occupied, or' used as may be necessary or, appropriate, to _the working
of the same, or of other lands containing the deposits described in this act;
and the treatment and shipment of the products thereof, -by or under authority
:of the Government, its lessees or permittees, and for other public: purposes.
(b) Disposition of surface.-The right to dispose of the surface of the land

embraced herein under existing law, or laws hereafter enacted, in so far as said
surface- is not necessary for use of the lessee in extracting and removing the
deposits therein.
(c)' Monopoly. and 'fair prices.-Full

power and authority' to carry out and
enforce all: the provisions of section 30 of said act of February 25, 1920, to insure
the sale of the production, of said leased lands to the United States and to the
public at reasonable prices, to prevent monopoly, and to. safeguard the public
:welfare.
SMa. 4. 'Surrenderand termination of lease.-The lessea may, on consent of
the iSecretary of the Interior first had and obtained, surrender and terminate
this lease at any time after the first four years of the term herein provided
for, 'by giving six months' notice in writing to the lessor,: andt upon,payment
of all rents, royalties, and other debts due and payable to the lessor, and upon
payment of all wages or money due and payable to the workmen employed
by the lessee, and upon a satisfactory showing to the Secretary of the Interior
that the public interest will not bedimpaired; but in no case shall such termination be effective until the lessee shall have made provision for the preservation of any mines or productive works or permanent improvements on the lands
covered by such relinquishment.
Sma. 5. Purchase of materials, etc., on termination of iease.-That on the

termination of this lease, by surrender or, forfeiture, the lessor, his agent,
licensee, or lessee, shall have the exclusive right, at the lessor's election, to
purchase at any-time within six months, at the appraised value thereof, any
or: all buildings, machinery, equipment and tools, whether fixtures or personalty, placed by the lessee in or on the land leased hereunder, save- and
except equipment such as underground timbering, supports, shaft linings, and
well', casings, necessary for .the -preservation of the mine or other devolpment
works, 'which shall be and remain a part of the realty. without further consideration or compensation; that, the purchase price to be paid for said buildings, machinery,0 equipment, and' tools to be purchased as aforesaid shall be
fixed by appraisal of three disinterested and competent persons (one to -be
designated by' each 'party thereto and the third 'by the two so designated), the
,valuation of the three or a majority of them to be conclusive; that pending
such election to purchase within said period of six months none, of said buildings, or other property, shall be removed from their normal position; that at
any time within a period of 90 days after election by the lessor not to purchase or after expiration of said jperiod of six months without election by the
lessor, the: lessee shall have the privilege of ~removing from the premises said
:buildings 'and other, property except said underground .:equipment and' structures
as aforesaid.
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SEa. 6. Judicial procedings in;'dase of default.-If :the lessee, shall fail to
comply with the provisions of the.lact, or make default in the performance .or
observance of any 'of the terms, covenants,: and stipulations hereof, or, of
the general regulations promulgated and: in force :at. date .hereof, and such
default shall' continue for 90 days after service of written notice thereof
by the lessor, then the lessor may institute appropriate- proceedings: in a court
as
of: competent jurisdicition for the forfeiture and cancellation of. this .lease
provided in section 31 fof the act of February 25, 1920. A waiver of. any particular cause of 'forfeiture ;shall not prevent the 'cancellation: and forfeiture
of this lease for any other cause of forfeiture, or for the same cause occurring
at any dother time.
*SEc.7. H7eirs and' successors ininterest.-It is -further agreed that each
obligation hereunder shall extend to and be binding upon, and every benefit
hereof shall inure to, the heirs, executors, administrators, successors, or assigns
-of the respective parties0 hereto.i
SEc. 8. Unlawful¶tntterest.-It is. also further agreed that no Member ofo
or Delegate to Congress, or Resident Commissioner4 after his election or aplpointment, or either 'ibefore or. after he has qualified, and during his continu-:
anice in offlce, anid -that no officer, agent, or :employee of the Department of the.
Interior, shall be admitted to any share or part of this lease, or derive any
benefitthat may. arise therefrom,.and the 'provisions of section 3741 of the,
Revised Statutes of the United States, and sections 114, 115, and 116 of the,
Codification of the Penal Laws of the United States, approved March 4, 190 :
(35 Stat. 1109), relating to eolltracts, enter into and form a part of this lease
siO far: as:'the*same may be appllcable.
In witness' whereof-

Tiru UNITED STATEs or AMERICA,
Sec-retary of the Interior, Lessor.
- essee.
-------------------------- XL
Lessee.
-- - - -: _
------------

'

-

_ _,Lessee.

Witnesses:
:,---------------------------

:..

:

::

::.

: 18.'
Operat`ins.-Prospecting and mining operations under permits
and leases will be govelfeda by operating regulations,. approved by
the Secretary of the Interior. X Administration of the opelrating reg:latibns and' supervision' of operationsion Spermits and leases -will be
Before beginning opunder the dirtection of the2Geological Survey.
0 erations permittees and le'ssees, should consult with the mining supervisor of- the Geological Survey for the area in which operations area
to 'be conducted and obtainf from.him a. copy of the operating regulations.
'
"19. Linziiation oni holdinigs.--The act provides that the general
provisions of the act of February 25, 1920, shall be applicable. The
Secei4 tary of the Interior is given authority to prescribe necessary and
4IAioper r ules and: regulations, and in. view of the limitations fixed by
section: 27 of the latter act on holdings:'of permits and leases of ithe

:
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minerals enumerated therein no person, association, or corporation
will be granted,:.either directly or indirectly- or' b approval of assignments, permits or/and leases for. more than 2,560 acres or which
will when added to the area already held exceed in the aggregate
2,560 acres in the same potassium prospecting or leasing field, except in cases where, because of the character of the deposits, the capital necessary for their proper development, or other conditions, a
larger area is found necessary for economic mining operations' and
to secure the best development thereof; but.in such cases the total
shall not exceed 7,680 acres.
20.: Repealing and saving celaqse.-By section 6 of the act, the act
of October 2, 1917 (40 Stat. 297), is. repealed, with provision that
the repeal shall not affect pending applications for permits or leases
filed prior: to January 1, 1926, or, valid claims existing at the passage
of the act and' thereafter maintained in compliance 'with the law
under which initiated, which claims may be' perfected under such
law, including discovery.
Under these provisions applications 'for permits, or leases filed
prior to January.1, 1926, will be considered under the, act, of October
2, 1917, and if allowable' permits or leases will be issued under said
act unless an applicant- request permit or lease 'undeir the later act.
Pending applications filedL under fthe at o6f 'Otober 2, 1917, subsequent to January. 1, 1926, -will be allowed to. proceed to permits or
leases provided the applicants file supplemental applications agreeing to accept permits or leases under the law now in force and
pay the filing fees prescribed for applications filed under these
*regulations.
As to potash. mining claims, only those claims may be patented
which were initiated prior to and vere valid existing claims on
October 2, 1917, and have since been duly maintained as such.
21. Fees and ''commWUssions.-(a) For receiving and acting upon
:each application for prospecting permit. or lease filed in the district
land office in accordance with these regulations there shall be paid
by the applicanttaffee of. $2 for every 1660 acres or fraction thereof
in the-application, such 'fee -in no case to be less than $10, the same
to be considered as earned when paid and to be credited to the comnpensation of the~register within the limitations provided by law..
b.) Registers shall be entitled to a commiission of. 1 per cent of
all moneys received, in each register's office. Such commission will
not be collected from the applicant or lessee in addition. to the
moneys otherwise provided to be paid'..
It should be understood that the commissions herein provided for
will not 'affect the disposition' of. the' proceeds arising Xfrom opera-
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tions under the act, as provided in section 35 of the act of February:
25, 1920; also that such commissions will be credited on compensation of registers only to the extent of the limitation provided by law
for maximum compensation of such officer.
WILLIAM

SPRY,

:Comm7issZoner.
Approved:E. C. FINNEY,

Ating Secretary of the Interior.

[PuBLIC-NO.

579-44 STAT. 1057]

AN ACT To promote the mining of potash on the public domain

Be it enacted hby the Senate anrd House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congcr6ss assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior

is hereby authorized, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe,
to grant to ahy qualified applicant a prospecting permit which shall give
the exclusive right* to prospect' for chlorides, sulphates, carbonates, borates,
silicates, or nitrates* of Xpotassium .in lands belonging to the United: States for
a period of not exceeding two years: Provie'd,; That the area to be included
in such a.permit shall not exceed two thousand five hundred and sixty acres of
land in reasonably? compact form: Provided further, That the prospecting
provisions of this act shall not apply to lands and deposits in or, adjacent to
Searles Lake, California which' lands may be leased by the Secretary of the
Interior under 'the terms and provisionsSof this act.
Sac. 2. That upon showing to thesatisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior.
that valuable deposits of one of the substances enumerated in this act has been
discovered by the permittee within the area covered by his permit, and that
such land is chiefly valuable therefor, the permittee shall be entitled to a lease
for any or all of the land embraced in the prospecting permit, at a royalty of
'not less than 2 per centrtm of the quantity, or gross value of the output of
potassium compounds and other related products, except sodlium, at the point
*
'of shipment to market, such lease to be taken in compact form by legal subdivisions of the public-land surveys, or if the land be not surveyed, by surveyexecuted at the cost of the permittee in accordance with regulations prescribed
by the Secretary of the Interior.
'Sce. 3: That lands known to contain valuable deposits enumerated in this
act andtnot covered by permits or leases shall be held ~subject to lease by the
* : Secretary, of: the Interior through: advertisement, competitive bidding, or such
other methods as he may by general regulations adopt, and in such areas as
he shall fix, not exceeding two thousand five hundred and sixty acres; all
leases to be, conditioned upon the payment* by the lessee of such royalty as may
be fixed in thle lease, not- less than 2 per centum of the quantity or gross value
'of the output of potassium compounds: and other -related products, except
sodium, at the point of shipment to market, and the payment in advance of a
;rental of 25 cents per acre for the first calendar year or fraction thereof; 50
cents per acre for the second, third, fourth, and fifth years, respectively; and
such
ea perthdmlease,
annum thereafter during the continuance' of
$1 per per
rental for any year being credited against royalties accruing for tbjat year.
Leases under this act shall be for a period of twenty years, with preferential
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right. in the, lessee to, renew -for successive _periods of ten years upon such
:reasonable terms and- conditions as may be prescribed by-the.Secretary of the
Interior; unless otherwise, provided by law at the expiration of such periods.
in the discretion, of theSecretary of the Interior the area involved in apy lease
:resulting from aprospecting-permit may .be esxemptifromiany rental in. excess
' -of25 cents per acre 'for twenty years,succeedingits issue, and the prodnction
sof potassium compounds under sucha ~lease may-bexexempt from any rroyalty
:in excess of the minimum.prescribed in thisdact-for the same period. :SEC. 4. iThat prospecting permits or leases may beissued .under the provisions
;of thisaactdeposits of potassiuim in public lands, also .containing deposits bf
coal-or other minerals, on conditions-that suchpt4er~d.eposits-be reserved to the
Unitdd States for disposal unider .appropriate:S laws: -Provided, That if the
interests of the Government and of the lessee will be subserved thereby, potassium leases may include covenants providing for the development by the lessee
of' chlorides, sulphates, carbonates, borates, silicates, or nitrates of sodium,
aluminum, or calcium, associated with the -potassum deppsits
a
-na'nesium,
leased, on terms and conditions not inconsistent <with the sodium provision' of
the act of February 25, 1920 (Forty-first: Statutes at Large, page 437) Provided further, That where valuable deposits of.mineral now, subject to dis'position under the general mining laws are found in fissure; veins on :,any of
the-lands subject-to permit or lease under this act, the valuable minerals so
found shall continue. subject -to, disposition -under-the said general-minilngla~ws
-notwithstanding the presenee of potash therein.,:
Suc 5. That the general provisions of sections 1and 26 -to 38, inclusive,, of
: the act of February 25, 1920, entitled "An act to promote the mining of -coal,
phbsphate, oil, oil shale, gas,.and sodium on. the public domain," a-re made appli-cable-to-permits and leases. under this actt, the--first and ,thirty-seventh, sections
thereof being amended to include deposits, of potassium.
SE. 6. That the act jof October. 2,.-1917-;(Fortieth Statutes, at Large, -page
297), entitled "An ,act to;authqrize exploration for and. disposition of potassium," is hereby repealed, but this -repeal shall not. affect pen ding applications
for or, leases-fied prior to January 1, 1926, or- valid4clajins.existent at
:; :permits
with
date of the passage of -thig act and thereafter maintained in.-omplianeqe
-the laws under--which initiated, which claims may be-perfeted under such-iaws,
including discovery.,
Approved, February 7, M192;
: :[PunBI-N.

144

STAT. 437]

AN ACT To promote the mining of coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas, and sodium onthe:
,;
.
.
1 :_ domain
\ X
E
f - S- G

~~, ~~~~~public:

S ate and House: of- Represent tti'es of the tUovstee
Be it endated' by tbeySen
States iof 'America in Congress' assemblzed, -That 'deposits of coal, phosphate,
sodium, .oil, oil shale, or: gas, and' lands containing such deposits' owned by the
-Un'ited States, including those in national forests, but excluding;lands acquired
he act knowyn as the'Appalachianv-forest act, tapproved 'March l, 1911
tunder
(Thirty-sixth -Statues,: page- 9G1), and those -in national parks, -and-in Ilands
withdralwn or : reserved for. military or naval - uses or purposes; -except - as
provided, shall be subject to disposition in the '-form and manner
-h
bereitiafter
provided' by this act to citizens of the United States, or to, any association of
such persons, or to any 'corporations organized under the -laws of the UJnited
5722-2T
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States, or 'of any State or Territory thereof,: and liathe case of coal, oil,;oil
shale, or gas, to imuniciphlities: Prov'tded,' That the United States reserves the
right to extract 'helium from all ga's produced from Slands permitted, leased,
or otherwise granted under the provisions of this act, under such rules and
D
regulations as shall be prescribed by :the Secretary of the Interior: Provided
* u-rthier,
.
That in the extraction of helium fromf gas produced from such lands
itf shall be so extracted as to cause no substantial delay in the delivery of gas
produced' from the. well to the purchaser thereof; A 'provided farther,. That
citizens of another country the laws, customs, or regulations of which:;. deny
similar or like privileges to citizens or, corporations of this country shall 'not
by stock ownership, stock holding, or stock control' own any interest in any
lease acquired under the provisions of this act.
'(Sections 2 to 25,finclusive, relate to coal, oil, and gas, oil shale, phosphate,
and sodium.)
GEINEAL PROVISIONS APPLIOABLE TO COAL, PHOSPHATE, SODIUM,; oL, OIL sHrALE
GAS, AND POTASH LEASES

SEc. 26. That the Secretary of the Interior sha:ll reserve and inay excercise
the authority to cancel any prospecting permit upon failure by the permnittee
to exercise due diligence in the prosecution of the prospecting work in accordance with the: terms and conditions stated in the permit, and shalltinsert in
every such permit issued under the provisions' of this act appropriate provisions
for'its 'cancellation byhim..i
SEC. 27' (as amended by. act approved April 30, 1926, Forty-fourth Statutes,
-page373)'. That no person, association, or corporation, except'as herein' 'pro-vided, shail take or hold coal, phosphate, or sodium leases or permits during the
life of such leases or pdrmits'in any 'one Sta 'd exceeding in aggregate acreage

two thousand five hundred and' sixty acres for each of said mineals; no person, association,: or corohold'at
corporation: shall: take

one time oil'or gas leases

:orpemits exceeding in the- aggregate Iseven thousand' six hundred iand eighty
acres qgranted' hereunder in any one State, and' notf more than two- thousand
five hundred' and sixty4acres within the geologic structure. of the' same pro'ducinig''oil or gas 'field; and' no person, association, or corporation shall take
or hold .at one time any interest or interests as a member 'of an' association
or associations or as a stockholder of a corporation' or corporations-holding
a lease or leases, permit or permits, under the provisions ;hereof, which,:together with the area embraced in any direct holding of a lease or leases, permit
or permits, under this act, of which, 'together with' any other interest or interests as a member of an association or associations or as ;a stockholder
of a corporation or corporations holding aslease or leases, permit or' permits,
under the provisions hereof for any kind of mineral leases hereunder, 'exceeds
in the aggregate; an amount equivalent to the. maximum number of acres of
:the respective kinds of mneralsiallowed to anyone, lessee or permittee. under
this.act.. Any -interests held in violation of: this act 'shall be forfeited to the.
United States by appropriate proceedings instituted by' the Attorney General
for that purpose in the United. Statqs district court for the district in. which
the property .or some part thereof, 'is located, .except that any ownership, or
interest; forbidden .in this:.:act which niay be acquired by, descent, Wili,. judg-:
ment,.or decree may be held forvtwo years'and not longer after its acquisition:
Provided, That. nothing herein contained: shall be :construed to limit sections
1 :f8,i8a, .19, and 22 or. toprevent any number

~of
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lessees under the provisions

of this act from, combining their several interests so far as may be.necessary
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for: the purposes~7of :constructlhng and, carrying on the! .business of; a refinery,
or of establishing. and constructing as a common carrier a pipe line or lines
of railroads to. be operated aund-used by them jointly in the transportation of
oil from their- several wells, or from the wells of -other.'lessees under this act,
*or-thetransportation of:coal or- to increase the ncreage..which maybe acquired
or held under section 17i of this "act: Provpded' further, That any combination
for such purpose or' purposes shall be subject: to the approval of the; Secretary of
the Interior on application to him for permission to form the same: And pro'V6ded further, That' if' any of the lands or deposits leased under the provisions'
of -:this' actC shall', be: subleased,- trusteed, possessed, or: controlled -by any
-device permanently,' temporarily,' directly,-indirectly, tacitly, or in any
' zmanner
whatsoever,, so that they0form a part of ;or are in -any wise con:trolled by any Combination in the formt of an unlawful trust, with consent of
:lessee, or; form the subject of ; any, contract or conspiracy in restraint of
trade in the' mining or selling of coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas, orb sodium'
:entered into by the lessee, or any agreement or understanding, written, verbal,
or 'otherwise, to which such: lessee ishall be a part&,0 of which his or its output is, to be or 'become the6subject, to control' the6 price or prices thereof
or of any holding' of such lands by any individual, partnership, association,
corporation, or'control, in excess 'of the amounts of .lands provided in 'this
'act, the lease thereof shall be forfeited by appropriate court proceedings.
Sue. 25. That rights iof way through- the public lands ;including: the forest
reserves, of the United ,States- are hereby granted fdr :pipe-line' purposes for
the transportation of oil or natural gas to. any applicant possessing the qualifications provided in section 1 of this act, to the extent of the ground.occupied,
by the. said pipeline and twenty-five feet on each -side of the same under such
regulations -as: to survey, location, application, and use as. ma3: be prescribed
-by the Secretary of the Interior and upon the exiress condition that such
'pipe lines shall be construeted, Xoperated, and maintained as common:earriers:
Provided: That the Government shall in express terms reserve and shall provide in every'lease of oil lands hereunder that the'- lessee, assignee, or benefieiary, if owner, or operator or, owner of a controlling imterest' in 'any. pipe:
line or of ,any coompany operating: the same which may be':operated accessible
t& the oil derived';from lands under such lease, shall at reasonable rates and
Without diserimindtibn saccept and convey the oil of the& Government or of
any citizen or company not' the owner of any pipe line 'operating' a lease or
purchasing gast or' oil under
of this act: Providedfurther,..That
dthe-pfovi'sions
ino right' of way shall hereafter be6 granted over said lands for:the transportation of oil or' natural gas except under'and subject to, the provisions, 'limita-:
tions, and conditions of this section. Failure to comply with- the provisions
of this section or the tegulationslprescribed by the Secretary'of the'Inthrior
shall be ground' for forfeiture of the grant' by: the United States district court
for the' district 'in" whieh the 'property. or' some'part thereof, is located in an
- :appropriateproceeding; !
. . ';
'
Sac.29. That any permit, lease,'oecupation;' or used permitted under this aet
..shall reserve 'to the Seeretary of the- Interior: the- right to permit upon :such;
terms -as he ima'y determine to be just, for joint or several use, ;such.easements:
:oi rights of way, including easemeults in- turnnels, upon,'through, or
oin
the;lands
leased, occupied, or used as may be necessary or appropriate to the working: of
-the same,} or.of other 'lands containing-theb-deposits 'deseriboed
inl this actl and
:the treatment-'and:shipment `6f ]the -products' therebf by' or-'undei authority of
the:Gdvernneht;'fts'ieteeej' or permlittees, 'an'd-for 'other public purposes: Provided, That said Secretary, in his discretion, in making any'6
-lase uhder this aot
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may'reserve to the United States the right to lease, sell, or othearwise dispose:of the surface of the lands embraced within such. lease under existing law or
laws hereafter enacted, in so far as said surface is not necessary for use of the
-lessee in extracting and removing the- deposits therein: Provided further, 'That'
if 'such reservation is nmade it shall be so determinied before the offering of ,such
lease.: And provided further, That the said Secretary,, during, the life of the
4lease,is
authorized to issue: such permits for easements: herein ,provided to be
reserved.,
iSac. 30: That no lease issued under the authority of this act shall :be assigned

or sublet, except with the consent of the .Secretary 'of the Interior. The jessee
:may, in the discretion of the' Secretary lof the Interior, be. permitted at any time
to make written relinquishment' ,of- all rightb under such a lease, and upon
acceptance thereof I-be thereby relieved of all future obligations: under said
lease, and 'may with like 'consent surrender any legal subdivision of the area:
'included -within. the lease: :Each lease shall contain provisions fer the purpose
of insuriug the exercise of reasonable diligence, iskill, and care in the operation
"of said property; a provision that such rules for the safety and wvelfare of the
miners and for the prevention of undue waste as may be prescribed by said
Secretary shall be observed, incliding a restriction of the workday to not exceeding eight hours in any one day for underground workers except linl cases cof
emergency; provisions prohibiting the employment of .any boy ,under the age
of sixteen or 'the employment of any girl or woman, without regard to age, in
any mine below the surface; provisions securing thbe workmen complete freedom
o:f purchase; provision requiring theipayment ofwages at least twice . a month
.in lawful money of the EUnited States, and providing iproper rules. and regulaitions to insure the fair and-iust weighing or. measurementof ithecoal mined-by
each miner, and:,such otheite,provisions-as -he.;may' deem ,necessary:to insure the:
sale of -the
iproduction of such, leased lands to the, United States and to the .
-public at reasonable prices, for the protection of 'the interests of the 'United
-States, Sfor ;the tprevention ,of monopoly,, and for the safeguardingiof the public
welfare': Provided, That norne of such,provisions shall be in conflict with.-the
.
'laws f'the State in which the-leased property is-situated.
:: .,;S31. 'That any. lease issued. under the provisions of:this act ,ay be -foryeited 'and canceled by an 'appropriite proceeding in the United States district
0court for; the district in which the property, or some part thereof, is located
whenever the lesseeifails to comply with anyof the provisions of this act, C'!
the lease, or ;of-'the.-general .regulations promulgated..under this, aet. and in force
-at -the date -of the lease; -and the lease may provide .for ireaort, to appropriate,
-method ,for the settlement of-.disputes or ,for remedies for breachr of. specified
conditionsthereof.
: 'SEc. 32.-That the Secretary of 'the Interior is, authorized to prescribe ineces-sary and proper' rules-and. regulations andto do any ,and-all .things;,necessary to
;carry out and accomplish the purposes of this act,talso to.,fix and determinethe
boundary lines of any structure, or oil or gas field, for,tlhe ,purposes- of this
' ;act: iProvided, That nothing inuthis. act shall be,.construed or hel dto affect the':
rights-of ,the States or other local authority to exercise;any rights:whichtheylevy and collect taxes upon,improvements,
may have,. lincluding the -erights-to
:output 'of mines, or other rights,,property, or assets -of any' lessee of the United
0 00
0 u
0 X
:.
0 t0
:
-.
; .:States..D
SDc. 33. Thatall statements, representations, 'or reports required b~y the
: Secretary of the-Interior under this act shall be upon ;oath, unless ,otherwise
:-specified byhim, 'and in' such form and upon such, blanks asthe .Secretary of. the
Interiorlmay require..',
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--So. 34. 'That the provisions of thisact shall alsooapply to. all, deposits of;
phosphate,' sodium,: oil, oil shale,. 'or gasAni the lands of the United States,
c: eoal;
which lands may have been or may be disposed of under laws-.reserving to the
United'States such 'deposits; with the right to prospect for, mine,- and -remove
thei same, subject to such conditions as are or. may hereafter be provided by; such
laws reservngsuchdeposits.
SEa. 35. That' 10 per centum of all money received from sales, bonuses,
royalties, and rentals under the provisions of this act, excepting those from
Alaska, shall be paid into the Treasury of theUnited States and credited to
miscellaneous receipts; for past production 70 per centum, and for future
production' 521A per centuni 'of the amounts derived from such bonuses, royalties,
and rentals shall be paid into, reserved, and appropriated as a part of the reclamation fund created by the act of Congress, known as the reclamation act,
approved June 17, 1902, and for past proution 20 per centum, and for future
production 37l/2 per centum of the amounts derived from such bonuses, royalties,
rentals shall be paid by the Secretary of the Treasury after the expiration
: .and
'of each fiscal year to the State within the boundaries of which the leased lands
or deposits are or were located, said moneys to be used by such State or subdivisions thereof forf theconstruction and maintenance of public roads. or for
the support of public schools or other public educational institutions, as the
legislature of the State may direct:h Prvied, That all moneys which may accrue to the United' States under the provisions of this act fro= lands within the
*naval petroleum reserves' shall be deposited in the Treasury as "JMcellaneous
receipts.";
* SEC. 36. That all royalty accruing to the United States underi any oil or gas
lease or permit under this act ondelemand-of'the Secretary of the Interior shall"
be naid ini oil or gas.
Upon granting any oil ori~ gas lease under thigs'act, and from;time to time
thereafter during said lease, the Secretary of the Interior shall, except whenever
in his judgment it is* desirable to retain the same for the use of 'the ;United
States, offer for sale for' such period as hem may -determine, uponinotice and
advertisement on sealed bids- or at public auction, all royalty' oil and. gas
accruing or :reserved to the United States under such lease. :Such advertisemnent and sale shall reserve to the Secretary of the Interior the right to :reject all
bids whenever within his judgment the interest 'of the United States demands;
and in cases where no satisfactory bid is received or where the accepted bidder
ffails to complete the purchase; or where the Secretary of he Interiorishall
determine that it is unwise in the: public interest to accept the offer'of. the
highest bidder, the Secretary of 'the Interior, within his discretion, may readvertise such royalty for sale, or sell at private sale at'not less 'than the market
price for such, period, or accept the value thereof from the lessee: Provided,
That pending the making of a permanent contract for the sale of any
: : however,.
royalty oil' or gas as herein provided,' the Secretary 'of the Interior may' sell
the current product at private sale, at not less than the market p'rice: And
provided furtvher, That any royalty oil or gas may be sold at not less than the
market price*at private sale to any department.or agency of the United States.
SEC.-37. That the deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oifshale, and gas,
herein referred to; in lands valuable for'sueh 'minerals, including lands and
deposits described in the joint resolution entitled' ' Joint resolution authorizing the Secretary of the, Interior to. permit the continuation' of coal mining
'-operations on certain 'lands lin WWyoming," approved August 1, 1912 '(Thirtyts
-seventhStatutes at 'jL~arge,:. page 1346), shall be;sject to .disposition only in
the form and manner provided in: this act, except as to valid claims existent
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'at date of passage of this' act and thereafter maintained' in compliance with

;:: S

'the laws under which initiated, *which- claims may :be Sperfected: under such la.ws,:
'
including discovery.
Sso. 3'8. That, until' otherwise provided, the Secretary of-the Interior shall
be -authdri6d: to: : prescribe fees and : commissions: to be paid registers and
receivers of:United States land offices on account of business transacted under
: th'eprovisions of this act.
Approved, February 25, 1920:

EFFECT

AOF
ANEXECUTIVE WITHDRAWAL UPON TIMBER AND

STONE ENTRIES PRIOR TO SUBMISSION OF FINAL; PROOF AND
PAYMENT OF

PURCIHASEMONEYS
-:.Instructions, April 21, 1927

WITHDRAwAL-TIMBEFR AND STONE EN RY-APPLICATION-FINAL PROOF-PAY-7
MENT.
Prior to the submission'of:final proof and payment of the' purchnase money an
: 'application to makeentry' under the timber and stone law' does not operate
aof 'June -25,' 1910, as
to defeat a withdrawai made pursuant to "the'ac
'f'";
amended by the act of 'August 24, 191
0

00

AND STONE ENTRY-NAONAL
0WITHDRswAL-TIMBER

GATron:--

FoREsr-SEG

LAND IDRPARTME:NT-JURIsDICTIoN-PATENT.
.An Executive. withdrawal under the act of June 25, 1910, as amended bby the,
of August 24, 1912,:for classification and pending determination'as to
E act
the advisability of including lands in a.national forest, effectually segre-'
gates the lands,. except as to claims coming within the exceptions in those
acts, placingthem beyond, the jurisdiction'of the Land Department, and
final certificates. and patents thereafter issued are void.;

-

F:iNNEY, First"Assi§tant Secretary::*

' ;:: $' : t::In:;your'[CSonmmissioner of the GeneraliLand'Office] letter of April
adverse procedure to be taken
12, 1927, jyou set forth.icontemplated
ihcluded in the E xecutive'
tracts
described
against claimants of. certain
withdrawal of O tober 14, 1926, .,made under the act of June 25,
:1910 (36 Stat. 847), as amended by the act of August 24,' 1912 (37
Stat. 497),' for':classification -and pending determination as to the
advisability of including such lands in the Superior National For-:
est, Minnesota, the inclusion of such lands in the forest being'ecommended by the DIepartment of Agriculture. These tracts are either'
embraced in" pending 'applications or pending entries upon wwhich
final 'proof and payment tof:purchased money have been- made or are:
tracts that havey ben entered and patented all under the provisions
nal
4appear§that'
0of 'the timber and stone'law, but in 6each instance it
proof and the.:payment of the phrchase mony were not made until
after the withdrawal was made andibecame efctive.,.
: Theaction proposed is to hold for ,rejection the unperfected applications ; hold f cancellation those entries and final certificates where'
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finalr proof and payment of the purchase. price: were.-made ; and to
recommend to the Attorney*General that the suit be brought to cancel.
the patents. ingthe cases Imentioned where patents: have issued. :
You base the propriety of this course of action tupon the theory
that.no :such vested right was acquired by th:e filing of these timber
and 'stonei applications prior to the submission of the final proof 'as
would' deprive Congress of the power: to make other disposition of
the lands, attention being invited to the fact' that the withdrawal.
contains no exceptions other than is made by .the. aforementioned acts,,
which acts, other than certa.in claims under the mining laws, excepts;
only 'lands :that on, the 'date of such withdrawal, are embraced in any
lawful: homestead or desert-land entry theretofore, made or upon..which any valid 'settlementhas been 'made and is at,.said, date beni g :
maintained and perfected pursuant to law.The department has adhered to. the view that no right is vested
under a timber and stone application until final proof has been
submitted and the purchasemoney paid;-.that until .such time no
quired as against the'-Government which would. 'deprive'
right is ~
Congress of:the' power 'to dispose'of the 'land. (32 L. D. 387, 472;
33 L. D. 426; :36 L. D. 18.) Also in Unitd States v. Bradoc A (50;
Fed. 6M9, 672) it was held that the mere filing of an application to
purchase land under the timber and stone act confers upon the applicant no right as against the United States, and that until the applicant has acquired a vested right in the land, it is within the power.
of the Government to -:withdraw it from 'sale' or make any other,
dispositioh of it. See to the same effect Brovwn v. Baker (173 Pac. 89).
The holdings cited. are but recognitions of the manifest distinction '
pointed out ifi'the Yosemte 'Vcaley case. (15Wall. 77, 93):, between.
the. acquisition of a legal right against the owner,. the United States,
and the acquisitioni of, al legal right.as' against other parties to be
preferred in its purchase when the United States determines to sell.
This principle has been frequently applied. by :,the , Supreme Court.'
See cases, cited un'der administrative 'ruling 'with respect to! withdrawals under the act of 1910. (43 L. D. 293, 294), where it is held:
"

Congress having power to. withdraw lands and devote them to a public use,
notwithstanding the existence of the inchoate claims mentioned, having authorized the withdrawals and reservations by the act' cited, and withdiawal,-:
ihaving been made for public purposes, as prescribed in the act, the' Secretary'
of the Interior has no power or authority to approve or accept such. selections or
exclianges or to relieve them fiom the force and effect of an existing reservation. i
It also seems; to'be settled law, that the lands withdrawn under this.
order except as to lands afected by claims falling within the exceptions in the acts 'were effectually segregated from the public domain
and passed beyond the control and jurisdirtion:of the Land Depart-.

ment and. any action taken resulting in the issuance of final certificate
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or patent to the same had no binding_ fore6 or effect whatever but is
subject to attack whenever: bid, whereveif it should be. asserted as abasis of title. Birfe irng v. *CMhqgo,;St: Panl, Aiepols and.
Ship Caal Ry.
k
S>:321); LakeSwperor
OM'dhra:CRy(;16C. (163
v.Car (J25
Doolanm
5..
354)-;
lT.
(
155
Cmivham
ani ron Co. =v."
mcAndreows
v.
gKi:g
498);
Pet.
U. S. 618):; Wilco'v. Jde on b,(13T
vGigalsky (333 So. 451).
(11 Fed. 880); Florida Town .Imp C. V.
If th6 Land Departient iisses apatent for lindd which has already
been; reserved or granted to another personj the act is not voidable,
but void. Smelting Co.v. Kemp (104 U. S 636, 646); Noble v. Union
River ~Lg'iing Co. (147 U. S. 165)., and cases; tere cited; Scott v.
CaMeiw (196 U. ,S 100; 109).
- The situation as d'isclosed :appears to. render the action proposed

by you both necessary and proper and .mu~st receive the concurrence
;
of the department.
PURCHASE OF FIVE-ACRE' TRACTS FOR OIESTEAfl OR HEA.QUAM TERS P! ALASKA-ACT OF 1ARCH 3' 1927
-

INSTREtTONS
[Circular No. 1121]-

D-EPATMENT OF THE NTTEIOR;

;

fic
GEhNiRAL LAND OFFICEr,
Washington, D' .. , A pril , 1927.
RE*GISnTE

AND DIVISoN INNSP:COR,
ANCHoRiGE, ALASKEA;

REGISTER AND RECEIV
:FAIRANKS AN]

:-

:

, ALASKA:
NOME6

-

Your attention is called to the actf of March 3,- 127 (44 Stat. 136:4),
entitledAn act to amend section 10 of the. act entitled "An act extending the homestead laws and provtding for right of way for, railroads in the Disitict of'
Alaska, and for other putposes," approved Mdy 14, 1898 (Thirtieth Statutesf 0
* at Large, page 409),

vwhich 'providesvThat section 10 of the act entitled "AM act extending; the, homestead-laws
: and providing for right of way for railroads in the District, of Alaska,; and for.
-.other purposes," .tapproved May 14,. 1898 (Thirtieth Statutes.:atfLarge, page.
409), be, and the same is hereby, amended by* adding thereto the following
: ,fter the word "otherwise" in line 14 of the section:
*: : 0"Provded, That fany citizent of the United States 'twenty-one -years of' age'
e'mployed by citizens of the United .States, 'associations- of such citizens, or by
corporationis organized under the lawss of the United States, or.: of. any State
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*or Territory, whose employer is engaged in trade, manufacture, or. other productive industry, and any citizen of the. United States twenty-one years of age
is- himself engaged in trade, manufacture, or other produch've industry
: gwho
may purchase one claim, not:exceeding five acres, oqfumreserved public lands,
such tract of land not to include mineral, coal, oil, or gas lands, in Alaska as
a homestead or headquarters, under rules and regulations to be prescribed by'
:the Secretary of the Interior, upon payment of $2.50 per acre..

*

*

: -.The purpose of this' statute is to enable fishermen, trappers, traders,
manufacturers, or others engaged in productive industry to purchase
small tracts of unreserved land in Alaska, not ,exceeding acres, as
homesteads or headquarters.
* The use of lands authorized to'be so purchased for-'unlawful purposes is, therefore, inconsistent with the intent and purpose of the
act; and care will be taken in all cases before patent issues, to see that
such intent and purposeare'madeef ective.'
Applications under said act must be filed in aduplicate in the district
land office within which -the land 'is ~situated.

Applications may bel

for surveyed or unsurveyed land but not to exceed 5 acres. The
. register will 'give each applica-tion a current serial number, and if in
proper forn, will forward the original to this office as in trade and
imanufacturing' cases andthe duplicate to the division inspector for
the usual report and recommendations, including the mineral, coal,
oil, or gas character of 'the land. The division inspector'will submit
his report direct to this''office.
The procedure as to the survey, execijtiPn of affidavits, and posting
*and publication of notice w.ill be in.accordance with the cturrent regugoverning trade and,manufacturing s itesi cept that .ppli: ; latioins
by two
eitnesses,
* cant will be -requiredto firn,.issh proof, 'corobo
under said
required
proof
the
of
instead
facts
following
the
showing
regulations:
site
manufacturing
tri'deand
:
First: The age and citizens§ip, of aplicant.
aich
The -actual use and ccupancy of the land for w
'.:Seon
:made for a homestead or headquarters.
Tkird: The date when the land was first occupied as a homestead or headquarters.
Foul.rt: The nature of ,the trade, business, or productive industry in which

applicant or his employer, whether a citizen, an; assoiation of citizens, or a

corporation is, engaged..

Fifth: The locatiopni of the, tract applied for, with respect to the place of
business; and other facts demonstrating its adaptability to the purpose of a
homestead or headquarters.
's; iwt': That the tract applied for does not include mineral, coal, oil, or gas
lands, and is essentially nonmineral in character.
Seven-ti: That no portion of the tract applied for is occupied or reserved
for any purpose by the United States, or occupied or claimed by any -atiyves of
Alaska, or occupied as a town site or missionary station or ieserved from sale,
and that the tract does not include improvements made by ar in possession of
another person, association,-'or corporatio.;'
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:Eighth:-Whether or not the land'abuts on any navigable' stre4m, inlet,' gulf,
bay, uorseashore; and if so that it is not within' 8JOrods of any other tract sold,`
*efteted, or claimned under said act of May '14, 1898, as modified byv the act of
March 3, 1903 (32S tat. 1028),.as to reserved spaces.

!You will make proper notations of this act on your records and
acknowledge receipt hereof.
WILLIAM SPRY,

;Commssioner.
:Approved:
E. C. FINNEY;

First Aesistant Secretary..
'LAWS AND REGULATIONS RELATING TO TOWN SITES, PARKS,
CEMETERIES, AND RECREATIONAL SITES
[Circular No. 1132]
DEPARTMENT, OF THE INTERIOR,.

GENERALLAND

OFFICE,.

T:: sivinton, D. C., Apri11 27, >19207.
TOWN SITES
TOWN SITES RESERVED BY;.THE PRESIDENT
(United States Revised -Statutes)

-SEc. 2380. The President is authorized to reserve from 'the public lands,
whether surveyed .or unsurveyed, town sites' on the shores of harbors, at the.
junction of rivers, important portages, or any:natural or prospective centers of
population.
Sue. 2381. When,0 in the opinion of, the President, the public interests require

it, it shall be the duty of the Secretary of thecInterior to cause any of such
reservations, or part thereof, to be surveyed into urban 'or suburban. lots of
suitable size, and tb fix by appraisement of disinterested persons their cash
value, and to offer the same for sale at public outcry to the highest bidder,
and 'thence afterwards'to 'be held subject to sale at private entry according to
such regulations 'as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe; but no lot
shall be disposed of at public. sale or private entry for, less than the appraised
value thereof. And all such sales shall be conducted by:' the register' and

receiver of the land office in the- district in which the reservations may :be
situated, in accordance with the instructions of the Commissioner of the General
Land Office.

I.: Reservation of alnd-Under: section. 2380, United, States Revised Statutes, public land may be 'reserved by the President. for
town-site purposes on his own motion, or petitions may be addressed
:to 'him:theefor, setting 'forth facts warrantingEhis action under said
section, dduly, verified by the affidavit of one or more persons,-such
'For prior regulations see 5 L. D. 265, 32 L. D. 156, and 38 L. D. 92.
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petitions to befiled with the President, the.department, the General?
:Land Offic'e, or with the district land office-for transmission to the
General Land Office:
2. Sur'vey and appraisal.-Town sites reserved under section 2380,'
'or under any other law directing theii'-disposition under sectioni 2381,
*will be surveyed, when ordered by the 'departmnent, under the super-'
visijoh 'of the General Land Office, into 'urb an, or'urban and subuirban,
lots and'blocks anid thereafter the lots and blocks will be appraised
0by $f;
such disinterested person or persons 'as may be appointed by the
Sedretar~y of -the Interior. 0Each appraiser 'must take his .oathi of0
foffice and transmit the same to the General 'Land Offce before proceeding with his work.: Said office must be notified by wire of the
time when such 'appraiser or 'appraisers enter 'on duty. They will
examine each lot to be'appraised and determine the fair and just cash
valuethereof. Improvements' on such lots, if 'any, must not'"be
considered in k'fiing such value. Lots reserved fr: public purlposes'
'will not be appraised."'
3.Scheduqe of aeppau.-The schedule of appraisement must:
be prep ared in triplicate on forms furnished by the General Land
;Ofice, and the'` certificates at&the' 'end thereof must;bei signed by' eachi
appraiserand on-being so'completed they 'must be immediately
transmitted to said office, and when approved by the Secretary of the
Interior one' copy will be 's'ent to the ' district' land office. . In the case
of reclamation town sites, one copy o'f the schedule' will be sent to the
Commissioner of Reclamation.
- 4. Notice of saZe..Each sale will be given such publicity as may be
: deemed proper in the particular case.' Appropriate instructions in
this connection will be'given in the order 'bfr sale.'I
'
5 . Twh, pace, '6id ters
of satLe.-Special iegulations will Ibe
issued in each case prescribing the time when, -the place where, and
; the terms uinder which the lots willtbe offered.
6. Qucifications and restrietionq
No restriction is made as to
the number of lots' one person may-purchase. "Bids and payments
may Jbe made through agents, but not by maIl or at any time or place
other than. that fixed in the notice of sale.
7. Combinations:in restraint of the eale. -ll persons are warned
against forming any' combination or agreement which will prevent
any lot from selling advantageously, or which will in any way hinder
;or embarrass the sale, and all-persons so offending will'be prosecuted'
under section, 59 of, theoCriminal Code of"the United States, which
reads as follows:"
Whoever, before or' atthe time of the public: sale 'of any iof the 'ands of. the
United iStates, shall'bargain, contract, 'or:agree, or aittempt to bargain, contraet,
,oragree with any other 'person'-that the last-named' person shall no tbidoupon
; . purchase
4: or
the yland so 'offered for Xsale, or any pareel thereof; ;orwhoever by
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'intimidation, combination, or-unfair management shall hinder, or: prevent,;
attempt to hinder or prevent, any person from bidding upon or purchasbig any
tract of land so offered for sale, shall be :fined lnot more than one thousand
dollars, or imprisoned not more thantwo years, or both.:

ertiflcates.-A1l lots purchased at the same time, for cash in the
same town site, and by the same .person should .be included in one
certificate, in order to' prevent umnecessar~y multiplicity of 'patents..
Where cash certificates can not immediately issue, because. lpayent
for the lots has not been made, in full,. and where the regulations. aiuthorize the issuance of nontransferable0memorandum certificates,
more than one lot should not be included in the same certificate.
rPivate eAnry.-In the; absence of
:9. Reaffering: at pu~b~ic s
special instructions in a 'particular' case, an oering at public sal'
may be adjourned or closed, in the discretion of''the ,offijer ondiuct-:
ing Ithe sale.'. If adjourned,' the unsold lots will be held 'for future
*disposition 'at public! sale. If 'closed, the unsold lots will')become:
private entry at the appraised price.
sub
: ject'to
Lots sold at public sale and forfeited because of 'nonpayment of
the purchase price,' or for any 'other reason, will be held.for fuh
offeringo at public' sale,'. tinless :reentry of'. the' lots at private dale, at
a . designated price, 1is authorized by the regulations' under which
the lots are sold.
Lots sold at private sale should be accompanied by an application
therefor, slgned by the applicant.
:8.

TOWN: SITES PLATTED BY OR' FORE

OCCUPANTS

(united States Revlsed Statutes)

"SEC. 2382. In any case in which parties have. already founded, or 'may hereafter desire to found, a city or town on the public lands, it may be lawful for
them to cause to' be filed with the recorder the the county in which the same is
a plat'thereof for not exceeding six hundred and forty acres, describsituated,'
*
ing its. exterior 'boundaries,-according toe the lines, of the public surveys, where
such surveys have been executed; also giving the name of such city'o6r town, and'
exhibiting the, streets, squares, blocks, lots,, and alleys, the size of the same, with
measurements and area of each municipal subdivision, the lots in which shall
each not exceed four thousand two hundred square feet, with a statement of the
extent and general character of the improvements'; such map and statement to
be verified underi oath by the' party acting' for and in behalf of the persons
proposing to establish,;such city or town ;. and within one monthi after such filing
there shall be transmitted to: the General Land Office a verified transcript of
such, map and statement, -accompanied by the, testimony of two witnesses that
such.city or' towinhas been established, in good faith, and when, the premises: are
within the limits of an organized land district, a similar map and statement
shall 'be filed with',the register and receiver, and. at any time' after the 'filing
of such map, statement, and testimony in the General Land Office it may be
lawful for the President to cause the lots. embraced, within the limits of such.
city or town to be offered at public sale to thehighest. bidder,,:subject to a
minimum. of ten dollars for each lot, and suchjlots ,as may not be disposed'of at
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:public sale.shall -thereafter 'bel liable 't private, entry at such 'minimum, or: at
reasonable increase or diminuation-thereafter as. the Secretary of the
Interior
'may order from. time to time, after at least three months notice, in view
of :the
increase or decrease in the value of the municipal property. But any actual
settler upon any one lot, as above provided, and upon any additional
lot in
which he may have substantial improvements shall -be entitled to prove up
and
purchase the same as a preemption; at such minimum, at any time before the
day, fixed for the public sale.
SEC. 2383. When such cities or towns are established upon unsurveyed
lands it may be lawful, after, the extension thereto of'the public surveys, to
adjust the extefsion hints .f the premises according 'to those lines, where
it
can be donewithotit inteiiference with rights which::may be vested' by sale; and
:patents for all lots so disposed. of at public :or private0sale shall issue;
as in
ordinary cases.

* SEC. 2384. If within twelve months from the establishment of a city or town
on the public domain the parties interested refuse or* fail to file 'in the General
Land Office a transcript map, with thestatement and testimony called for -by
the provisions ofsection twenty-tfiree hundredand eighty-two, it may~ be lawful
for the Secretary of.the Interior to cause a survey andplat to be: made :of:such
*city or town, andthereafter the lots in.the same shall bedisposed of as required
by such provisions, with this exception, tihat they shall each be at an increase of
fifty per centum on the minimum of ten dollars per lot.
SEc. 2385. In the''case of any city or town in whichthe lots may be variant
as to size from thelimitation:
'fixed in
section twenty-three hundred and eightyftwo, and in which the lots'and buildings;
ias
municipal improvements, cover
an area greater than six hundred and forty ares,r
such variance as to size of
lots or 'excess in area shall prove no bar to such city or town claim under the
provisions 'of that section;
but the' minimum price of each lotin
such city or
town whichm ay contain a greater number ofsquare'feet'
than the maximum
named in that seetion, shall be increased
: to
ssuch reasonable amount as the
Secretary 'of the 'Interior may by rule establish.
:,SEc.i2386.i
VWhere mineral veinsare possessed Which'possession is recognized
by locale authority, and to the. .extent so 'possessed
and recognized, the title to
town lots to be acquired shall be subject to such recognized possession and the
necessary usether ;4
of but nothing containedin
this setion
shallbe
so
construed as to recognize any color of title in possessors
for#-mining$;purposes as
against, the. JUnitedi States. .':

Ina town site platted and
disposed of un dersection2 s 2382 to''2386,
inclusive; United States Revised Statutes, the procedurea is s follows:
1. Survey andplat.-The occupants,
t't their own expense, must
:cause a sufvey- of :the'land into lots,'lblocks, streets and' alleys to be
made, andthepla't aiind neld notes there of
to be fie with
d th;he-recorder
of the u
i
h "
a is
d The' plat must shoiw (1)
' h:attethat
heland 'does hdt incide an area in'
ce cess' of640 'acres" unless
the lots, buildings, and improv'ementsI cov-ei a greater area, and then
only to' the eitentsoocupied andLi improved; (2) that `theboundaries
f thehland a're-'6orectly 'shown and described hereon accordingnt
to h
' hsurveys,
of thP pioblic
.
'or if not 'so- surv-eyed, then 'that"the
exterio lin
r es of.the town-site suuveV' are tiedt a designated,ied permnanent and hbroh hly'identifiedd 'monument ;' (3) that the streets,
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'squares, blocks, lots, and alleyss, the dimensions of the same,. with
measurements, c urse, and areawbf each municipal subdivision, and
,the name of the town are correctly. delineated thereon';' and '(4)'
the exterior lines of all e'isting railroad rights; of ":way and statioin
:grounds. .The* lots should not exceed 4,200 square feet, except in
ccases where thedconfiguration necessitates a different area.. The:
above-required facts should be verified by the oath of the6 surveyort
entered upon the margin of the 'plat.
* A statement .of the extent and general .character of the improvements, ionthe land must be filed with the plat and field: notes. and
:such plat and statement must be verified by, the oath of the party
acting for and in behalf of the occupants of the land.
2. Transcrpt of plait and statement.-Within. one month after
filing such: plat,' field notes, and statement,' a transcript thereof in
duplicate,:each duly verified by ,the certificate of the county recorder,
: .. :.Dand:
accompanied by the: testimony of two:. witnesses that; such town'
has been established in, good faith, and showing thelnumber of inhabitants thereof, and when it was'so established, shall be'Afiled with
the register of the land district iil which the town' site is. located, vho
:will immediately transmit the same .to theGeneral Land Offce forf
:consideration, and. upon 'the approval thereof one of ;said duplicate'
'plats and statements 'will be returned to the rkegister for his file's:
3. Notice^ of fll7ihg plat.-On'filing such plat 'and statement the
,register'will prepare and conspicuously post in his, office a notice
.-to the effect that the. official plat of such town site has been filed and
that-he is ready to receive, applications byhlot occupants, to make
'prooffor and purchase the.lots occupiedliby' them, respectively. 'The
"neWspapers in the vicinity 'should be':given copies of the notice' as in
itema
$
0
of
' news,' ansuch other publicity should be given it as can be
.done without expense.
4. Adjustment to lines of public sv
Wey.
henlthe town site.:is
: upon land over which the township surveys, have not been extended,
- the district. cadastal. engineer will be notified of -the town-site. survey and be furnished .by..the General Land Office with an. outline
: .:.plat:showing.:the 'exterior'lines thereof, with courses and, distances,
: the . date: of :4the survey and: the approval' thereof, and thereafter
-when the township 'surveysehave beeznext~nded. overthe landh.th's
exterior,. lines of the towni site.may, be adjusted thereto where it ,can
be-done withoutjimpairingr vested rights..,
: :5:.- 5.Departm7lent may nsaee towunr-s'te ,survey.-Refusjal.or failure
to file such transcript, plat, field totes, and statement, with the testi: .mony,'as abovef required, within twelve.'months, from the establishment of a town on the' public domain, ,will authorize the. Secretary
of . the ,Interior to cause a survey and, plat
bemade
Mto thereof, the
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lots in which shall be disposed of at an increase of fifty, per centum
:on theminimum-price.:
6. ~ice of io'ts.The miynimum price for all lots, of 4,200 square
feet or less is $104per lot, except in cases where the Secretary.of the
Interior, causes the survey into: lots and blocks to be made by the
Government, in which: case the minimum price is '$15per lot' for
such, lots. The, minimum price for all lots in excess of 4,200 square
feet will be, computed by adding to said minimum price of $10 or
$15, as the case may be, the sum of $4 'for each tadditional 1,000 square
feet or fractional part thereof .in; excess of 4,200 feet in the absence
*of special provisions in a particular case.;
f- tiPreemnption claims.-LA preemption right of purchase at the
minimum price, at any time before the day fixed for the public sale,
of not exceeding two lots, is accordedz an actual resident, to secure
which. he must file, in the district office his application theref or, an'd
l.date' of settlement, the value and character of lhis
therein Istate the
that. he is 21 years of age or over or the head
thereon,
:improrements
is a: citizen, bof the United States or has dehe
that
;of -a famrily, and!
clared .his intention to become such. The notice of intention to make
proof must.be filed and the notice for piublication must be issued, published, and posted at the applicant's expense as in ordinary cases ,and
:in manner and form and. for the time as provided in. the act of
March 3, '1879 :(20 Stat. :472). See :38 L.' D. 131P; 40 L D.' 459 ; and

43 'L. D. 216.
.a ;husband and -wife are joint settlers, and' the husband
Where'
purchases two lots, as stated, 'the wife- may also' purchase an ".additional lot" upon which she 'has. placed substantial 'improvements.
'
I(39.L. D.516.) :
8. 1Preemption'proof'.-Preemption proof may be made before, the
register, or any officer duly authorized by 'law, and. must :show by.'record or documentary -evidence where such evidence is. usually re-,
quired, and where not'so required by the testimony .of witnesses, (1)
due publication of the register's: notice;.. (2): the claimant's' age;. (3)
his citizenship;, and. (4) -his actual'residence upon 'one lot and sub'stantial 'improvements on the second lot; if two lots be included in the
application.. The proof jmust embrace the testimony of .the applicant'
and of at least two of: his' 'advertised' -witnesses. :The purchase price''
for the lot or lots must' be 'paid :when the proof is made. , Entry of.
public 'lands under other laws,; or in~ other' town 'sites, or ownership'.
of more than 320 acres, will not disqualify 'an applicant: from making
such entry.: No entry' can be made of an improved lot:on which the
claimant 4does not ireside unless hisi residence: lot .is included in the
same or a previous entry.
Hearhngs.-Hearingswill, be ordered and conductedAin accord: t9.
ance with the Rules of Practice where two or more adverse applicai;

-
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tions are filed for the; 'same; lot, or where :a sufficient contest affidavit
is filed against an application, on or before the day fixed for making
proof,bu no: purchase money. will be Xcollected from the applicants
until the final'determination of the case, whereupon 'the successful
ap6plicant will be required to 'pay the purchase price within 30 days
from'notiee thereof. :
:: -10.
C n(lotn~g merac cZai7ns.-Mineral surveys, locations, applications, and. entries3covering lots in such town. sites will not prevent the entriy of such' lots: hereunder and the issuance. of patent
thereon, but such mineral; claims, if held iunder prior and valid
mineral rights, are amply protected .by the law from prejudice by.the
allowance of such town-lot entries and patents, and paramount pat'ents may be issued' thereafter to :such mineral claimants.
11. Mineral patents.-Lots wholly covered by outstanding mineral
patents are not'subject to entry under-the town-site law, and applications theref or will be 'rejected. Lots partly covered by mineral
patents nmay be entered 'at the price fixed for the whole lot, but, the
-certificate and receipt must .contain at the end -of the, description an
exception tclause as follows':'" Excepting and excluding the portion
of'saidIlot (or lots) embraced in mineral. patent (or patents) heretofoir' issued."
' 12. -MilZ 8tes.-The continued use and occupation within a town
:site of 'a duly loeated mill-site claim' under section 2337, 'United'States
Revised Statutes, from a time prior to a settlement and occupation
there6ie for town-site purposes, will defeat the rights of the claimant:
'uhdef the town-site laws to any part of the land within such mill site.
1i3'. Railroadi! rigAts of wuy.-Railroad rights -of way 'and station
grounds, when approved iby the department, are subject to all':valid
rights existing at the 'date of filing the application for such rights of
'way or station:-grounds.'
: : :;:f:X-14.:'Forfeitur~e-of' .preen3mption

.- All'rit:ghto

preempt and

purchase occujpied and improved lots for which- no .6ntfy has .been
allowed, prior to 6r on .thb date fixed 'for 'the public sale iwill be forfeited utnless a'contest be. pending thereoiV as. hereinbefore .provided,
::and.such. 'lots will-be :offered. f'ori-sale&together with the unoccupied
lots. - Wihen notified of the-.date fixed for. the public sale, the register
will refuse 'to receive or consider any' such. application fon: entry
'where due publication -could knot be had and 'proof made thereon prior
.
to6'the dateso fixed for. he ppublic sale..
153. .Pulibsale.-The pub'iicfsale'wil'l be: onducted in the form. and
:i
:manner 'hereinipnovided ifor the sale of town lots und'e section 2381,
'United' 'States Revised Statutes, 'exdept that ,iao lots 'shalllbe. soid<'foirless than the minimum price herein fixed therefor, andl such lots as
-may not :be so disposed of shall thereafter be liable to. private entry

§ -::
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at such minimum, or at such- reasonable increase or diminution as
tthe Secretary of the Interior may order from time to tlme after at
least three months' notice.
TOWN SITES ENTERED BY TRUSTEES,

(United States* 'Revised Statutes)
SEaC. 2387. Whenever any portion of the public lands., have', been or may be
settled upon and occupied as a.town site, not subject to entry under the agricultural preemption laws, it is liwful, in case, such town be incorporated, for
: the corporate6 authbrities thereof, and, if not incorporated, for the judge of the
county court, for the county in which. such town -is situated, to enter at the
proper land office, and at the minimum price, the land so settled and occupied
inDtrust for the several use and benefit of the occupants thereof, according to
their respectiinterests; the execution of which trust, as to the disposal of
lots in such town, and the proceeds of the sales thereof, to be. conducted under
.such
as maybe
bregulations
prescribed by the legislative authority: of the
State or Territory in which the: same may be situated.
SEC. 2388. The entry of the land provided for in the preceding section shall
hbe , made"o'r, a declaratobrI statement off'the purpose of: the- inhabitants: to enter'
-it as a town. site shall'be filed with the register of the proper land office, prior
to the commencement of the public sale, of the body of land in which it is included, and the entry or declaratory 'staement shall include only such land as
is actually accupied by thetown; 'and The titleto wh isin theUnited 'States;
but in any Territory In which a land office may not have 'besn established, such
'd'ecl'aratory -statements may be filed -with the. suveyor-general, of the ssurveying
district in whichithe lands are situated, who shall transmit the same to the
G ral,.ene
Land Office.
,
Slc 389. fitnpoii surveyed lands, the,entry shall in its exterior limit be made
: X
-in''conrfor'ity'to
'the legal 'tubditirions'of -teimpublic lands authorizdd by law;- and where the inbabitdfts; are in
nhumber one lhundred, -and less than two hundred, shall embrace not exceeding-three hunadred and twenty acres; and in cases:
where the inhabitants of such town are-more:than twot.hundred,, and less than
one thousand shall ,
not exceeding six hundred and forty acres,; and
wh'ere the nunb'er of inhabitants is one thousand and over one thousand, shall
&inbrace ndt 'ekceediiig'twelve huidred-and: 'ightyacres; but for each additional one thotisand irhabifatits,
bkdebding :five 'thousand'-inall, a 'further
.grant of ,three'htudrede and twet acres abdil be allowed.--',
:Sc."'29i. 'Anyf

act of the 'titrustees not mamde in conformity to. thej regulations
huindred and eighty-seven shall be void
.

;kalifded to'"inf sectibn -tweityTbree6
*

*

*

*
wr<k

-

;

5

'

-

*

0

Sc.S,2394. The inhabitants of any, town located onthe'-public -lands-mnay avail
themsetves, if the town authorities choose to do so, of the provisions of-sections
twenty-three hundred''and eighty-seven, twenty-three huhdied and eighty-eight,
i and twenty-three6haundred and 'eighty-nine; and, in addition 'to' th minimum
price of the lands embracingiany' town site so entered, there 'shall bei paid by
the'parties availing themselves of -such provisions all costs of surveying add
,platting any such town site,.and expenses incident thereto incurred by the United
57522-27-vOn. 52-8
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States, before any patent issues therefor ; but nothing contained in the sections
herein cited shall prevent the issuance of patents to persons who have made or
may hereafter mdke: entries, and elect to proceed under other laws relative to
town sites in this chapter set forth.
-:

: ADDITIONAL
XD
ENTRIES

AN ACT Respecting the limits of reservations for town sites upon the public domain
:: *

i

* :1e

:

- *

(:

.

X *

,

*,:

*

*

SEC. 4. It shall be lawful for any. town which has made, or may hereafter
make entry of 'less than the maximum quantity of land named in section twenty.three hundred and eighty-nine; of the Revised Statutes to make such additional entry, or entries,;of contiguous tracts,' which may be occupied for townw
purposes as when added to! the entry or entries theretofore made will not
,,exceed twenty-five hundred and sixty :acres:: Provided, That such additiional
entry shall not together with all prior entries be in excess of the area to which
the town may be entitled at date of the additional entry by virtue of its population as prescribed in said section twenty-three hundred and eighty-nine.
,Approved, March 3, 1877 (19:Stat. 392).

1.0Segregation of town-site settlement.-Public lands settled upon
and dccupied as a town site are thereby segregated from entry 'under
:the'agricultural land :laws, and may be 'entered under sections'2387:
to '2389,. subject to the restrictions contained. in .sections 2386' and
:2391 to.2393 inclusive, United States Revised$Statutes.
2. By whom; entry may 'be mrade.-If the town is incorporated the
entry mustbe::made by the corporate authorities or by the:mayor or.
other principal officer authorized so to do6by resolution or ordinance
of the town board or city council. If the town is not incorporated,
the entry. must be made by the judge of the county court: upon peti.. :tion addressed to him therefor, signed by such'.number of actual
occupants of lots therein as' may be required by the laws of the State
*(or Territory in which the town is situated. Private individuals,
'orga:nizations, or corporations'are not authorized to make such entries.
* 3. Trust.-The entry must be*made in trust (1) as to the occupied
lots, for the several use and benefit of the occupants thereof according to their respective interests, 'and (2) as to the: unoccupied lots,'*
for the use and benefit of the municipality, thea public, orthe occupants collectively as a community. Such entries can not be made for,
the dbenefit:of one individual, or organization, or corporation,. but
::
only for the benefit of the actual inhabitants and occupants of:an
established town. Prospective town snot
sites can
be so6'entered.;;
4. Ezecutionof trwt.- The execution of the trust:as to the disposal
of the lots and the proceeds of sales is to.be conducted under regulations
prescribed by the State or Territorial laws. Acts of trustees
not in accordance with sudh regulations are: void.
5. Area that may' be :en'tered.-The amount of land that may 'be
:entered under this act is proportionate to the number of inhabitants.
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One hundred and less than 200 inhabitants may enter not to exceed
320 acres;. 200 and less than I1,000 inhabitants may enter not to
'exceed 640 acres; and where the] inhabitants number 1,000. and over
:*an amounlt not to exceed 1,280acres. may be entered; and for each
additional 1,000 inhabitants, not to exceed .5,000 in, all, a further
amount of 320 acres -may be allowed. When: the number of inhabitants of a town is less. than 100 the town site shall be restricted
to the land. actually occupied for town purposes, by legal subdivisions.
: 6. Entry of unsurveyje~d land.t-Unsurveyed public land upon which
a town :has been: established .may be entered hereunder. In such
. case a special.'survey should be procured by application to the district
cadastral engineer therefor, the cost of which survey will be paid out
of the general appropriations for public surveys. When the plat
of such survey is filed in the district office; application may be made
to enter the land described therein..
7. Declcratoy sttments.-Delaratory statements may be filed as
the initiatory. steop for, the entry of the land in' all dases where tlie
occupants are not ready to. apply for entry, and should be so filed
in order to protect their ri'ghts.'- The:statement should be signed
and filed by . the officer entitled to .mak6 entry under the 'law, and
should. :show the number of inhabitants,; that the land. is occupied
:for trade, business, and other townAsite purposes, and the date when
first. so occupied, and- 'declare the purpose of the occupants to enter
it under the town-site laws,.
It should include only such lands as
the town is entitled to" enter 'by Government subdivisions where
::surveyed, and if not surveyed the land should be described so it may
,be 'easily identified.
"
8.*Pr:oof./-The notice of intention to make proof must be filed and
: .the notice for publication must be issued; published, and posted at': the
applicant's expense as in ordinary :cases, and in' manner and form
and for the time-provided in ithe act of March 3, 1879 (20' Stat. 472).
(See 38 L. D. 131; 40L.;1D.459; and 43. L. D. 2L6.:) ' The proof may
be made before the register Ior any officer duly authorized by law,
.and must show, by record' or 'documentary evidence,' where such evidence is. usually requiredj and' where not -so required, by the testimony
of at least two of the advdrtised witnesses, (1) due.publication ofithe
register's notice;J(2). if an'incorporatedjtown, proof of incorporation, Iwhich should be a certified. copy of' the' orde. of incorporation,
or if by legislative'-enactment, a' citation'to such 'act; (3) certified'
record evidence of the election, qualification', and ithe authority of
the officer making entry ;0(4) Ithe number of town-site occupants and
' claimants oon.each occupied' Government tiibdivision; (5) the
mr
of inhabitants Jinthe town- site; (6) the character, 'extent, and value
of town-site improvements -located on -each Government subdivision";
and ;(7), thedatewhen.the 'land wasX first useddfor't'own-site purposes.
.
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.9. Area erderable.-Entry canirnot be made hereunder of a greater
tquantity of landtlhan 2,560-acres, unless the excess in ar'ea is actually
settled upon, inhbabited, impioved, and used for.business and municipal purposes.
.10.' Conflicting ercd olfains.-IUnderssaid..sections 2386, 2392,
and section 16 of the act of March 3, 1891' (26 Stat' 1101), the title
to lands acquired hereunder. will be 'subject to 'all valid' prior rights
to unpatented mining claims or possessions held under existihg law,
;and paramount ipatents may be issued thereafter to such mineral
claima tsnotwithstanding the-prior town-site patent..:
All lands covered by patented mineral claims must 'be omitted
from town-site entries hereunder. Government subdivisions .of land,
made fractional ;by the omission of such patented claims, will be
designated by lot iiumbers on segregation diagram, prepared by the
district cadastral engineer.
11. Public reservations.-Reservations for the use of 'the United
States Government are not subject to entry hereunder.
1-2. Mill ;ites.-The continued use :and occupation within a town
site of a' duly located mill-site claim under section 2337, United. States
Revised StatutesjfromR .a timeLprior 'to a 'settlement 'and occupation
thereof for town-site purposes, will defeat the, rights of the claimant
under the tow'n-site laws to any part of the.land within such mill site.
13. Railroad ricqts of way.-Railroad rights of way:and station
grQounds, when approved by the department, are- subject ito all valid
'rights existing at the d ate of filing the application for such rights
-.of way. or station grounds.:;
14. Change in method of entry.-here proceedings' have been
had. for the 'entry .of lots under sections 2382. to,'2386; inclusive,
United .States Revised Statutes, but no patent has issued' thereunder,
:the occupants may avail themselves,'if the: town 'authorities.choose
to do so, of the provisions of said :sections 2387 to 2389 Land; make
,proof and entry thereunder; provided, however, that in addition to
the minimum price for the land.applied for there .'shall be paid,
before patent issues therefor, by the parties applying for'such change
of entry, all costs of surveying and' platting such town site and ex-_
,penses incident thereto :incurred by the :Government under the 'pro:visions of said sections 2382 to 2386. On application to this office
the applicants will be informed of 'the amount of said exp"ense: to
be paid in excess' of the -purchase .price 'of . the 'land i3n order to
:
effectuate such changeaof entry. :
15. Additional entries.=Where town-site entry has been or may
hereafter be made, under the' provisions of said sections 2387 to'2393,
additional entries may be made, under the provisions of section 4 of

the act approved March 3, 1877 1(9 Stat. 392), 'of' such -contiguous
:tracts as may be: occupied: for town-site purposes, but such' additional
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entry shall not, together with all prior entries made for ;such town.:
site, be in excess of the 'area: to which the town may be' entitled at
date' of 'the additional entry by virtue of its population'-as prescribed:
in said section 2389; provided, however, that such area shall not
exceed 2,560 acres. Such additional entries will be made in the same
himanner and 'under 'the same regulations, as are herein provided- for
entries under said sections 238T to 2393, inclusive.
16. Entry and payment.-When town-site proof has been submitted hereunder the register will, if he approves the. samed forward
it to the. General Land Office with his recommendation thereon
without collecting the purchase money and without issuing the final
papers. 'If the -proof so submitted is found satisfactor, the register
will be notified thereof,-dand if no objections exist'in his office he will
notify. th6 applicant thereof, and on payment of the 'minimruin price
fixed by the law for the purchase of thejland he, will issue the final
papers.TOWN SITES IN RECLAMATION PROJECTS
AN ACT Providing for the withdrawal from public entry of lands needed for town-site
purposes in connection with -irrigation projects under the reclamation act. of June
seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and for other' purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate: and House of Representatves of the United'
Conygess' assembled, That- the Secretary' of-the Interior
may withdraw from public entry'"any lands needed for town-site purposes in
connection with irrigation projects under the reclamation act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred 'and two, not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres
in 'each' case; and survey' and 'subdivide the same into town lots, with-appro-

states of Amiericw f

priate reservations for public purposes.,

Sac. 2. That the lots so surveyed shall be appraised under the direction of the
Secretary of the Interior and sold under his' direction at not less than their
appraised value at public auction to the highest bidders, from time to time, for
cash, and the lots offered for sale and not disposed of may afterwards be sold
at not less than the appraised value under such' regulations as the Secretary
of the Interior may prescribe.- Reclamation funds may be used to defray the
necessary expenses of appraisement. and sale, and the proceeds of such sales
shall be covered into the reclamation fund.
Skac3. That the public reservations in such town sites shall be improved and&
maintained by the town authorities at the expense of 'the town; and upon the
organization thereof as municipal corporations the said reservations shall be
conveyed to such corporations by the Secretary of 'the Interior, subject to the
condition'that they shall' be used forever for public purposes.
SEc. 4. That the Secretary of the Interior shall, in accordance with the jprovisions of the reclamation' act, provide for water rights in amount he may deem'
ncessary for the towns established as herein provided, and nay enter into contract with the proper authorities of such towns, and other towns or cities on
'or in the' 'immediate vicinity of irrigation projects, which shall have a water
right from the same source as that, of said piroject for the delivery of such
water supply to some convenient point, and for the payment into the reclamatioii
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fund of charges for the: samen to be paid by psuch towns or cities, which charges.:
shall not. be less nor upon terms more favorable, than those fixed by the Secretary of the Interior for the irrigation project from which the water is taken.
0

:

*

\

*

-

:

:*

Approved, April 16, 1906

*:
i

f

* '

E
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'
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(34 Stat. -116).

AN ACT Providing for the subdivision of lands entered under the reclamation act, and,
for other purposes

TSac. 83. Thiat any town sitehedretdfore §etfapart or established by proclamation
of the President, under the provisions of sections twenty-three hundred and
eighty and twenty-three hundred: and eighty--one of the Revised'Statutes of the
United States,: within or in the vicinity.of any reclamation project, may, be
appraised and disposed of in accordance with the provisions of the act of. Congress approved April sixteenth, nineteen hundred and six, entitled "An act providing for the withdrawal from public entry of lands needed for :town-site
purposes in connection with' irrigation projects under the reclamation act of
June sevehteenth, nineteen hundred. and two, and for other purposes"j; and all
necessary expenses incurred in the appraisal and sale of lands embraced within
any such town site shall be paid from the reclamation fund, and the prQceeds
of the sales of such lands shall be covered into the reclamation fund.
SEac. 4 **
Providing that the limitation, on the size of town sites:
contained in the tact of April sixteenth, nineteen hundred and six, entitled "An
act providing for the withdrawal: from. public: entry of lands needed for townsite purposes in connection with irrigation projects under the reclamation act
of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and for other purposes," shall
not apply to the town sites named in this section-; and whenever, in the opinion
of the Seeretary of the Interior, it shall be advisable for. the public. interest,
he may. withdraw and dispose of town sites in excess of:one hundred andsixty
.:acres under the~ provisions of the,.aforesaid act, approved. April sixteenth, nineteen hundred and six, and reclamation funds shall be available for the payment
:of all expenses incurred in executing the provisions of this act; and :the aforesaid act of April sixteenth, nineteen hundred and six, and the proceeds of all
sales of town sites shall be covered into the reclamation fund.
Approved, June 27, 1906 (34 Stat. 519).'
AN ACT providing for the reappraisement of unsold lots, in town sites on reclamation
projects, and.for other purposes

Be it enacted by the ISeiatenand Hfouse .of Represnentaties of tive,. United
:States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior
is herebyauthorized, whenever, he may deem it necessary, to reappraise all
unsold lots within town sites on projects under the reclamation act heretofore
or hereafter appraised under the.provisions of the act approved April sixteenth;
nineteen hundred and six, entitled "An actwproviding for the withdrawal from
public entry of lands needed for tbwn-site purposes in connection.with irrigation projects under the reclamation act of June sevente
nineteen hundred
and two, and for other purposes," and the act approved June twenty-seventh,
nineteen hundred and six, entitled "An act providing for the subdivision of
lands entered under the reclamation act, and for other purposes"; and thereafter to proceed with. the sale of such town lots in accordance with said, acts.
SEa. 2; That in the sale of town lots under the provisions of the said actsof
April sixteenth and June twenty-seventh, nineteen hundred and six, the Secre-

:
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tary of the Interior
cmay, in his 'discretion, require payment for such town lots
in full at time of sale or in annual installments, not exceeding, five, with :interest at the rate of six per centum per annum on deferred payments.
. ;;
:f:..
Approved, June :11, 1910 (36 $Stat. :f465). :

1. Withdraw&8-8urveys.-The Commissioner of fReclamation
shall from time toitiime recommenddto the Secretary of the Interior,

through the Commissioner! jof the General Land Office, the 'with-,
:drawal,
::
and'.reservatio~n o~f such lands for town-site purposes, under:
the acts of April 16 .aigd 'June 27, 1906 (34 Stat, 116. and 519), as
he may deem advisable. lHe shall, when; in his judgment the public
interests, require. it,: from time tojtime, cause not less.than .a legal
subdivision, according to the official township surveys, of the. lands
so reserved to be surveyed into townlots, with appropriate,. reservations for public purposes.., The plats and.field notes of such surveys

shall be. prepared in triplicate for each town' site, and ;shall be sub'imitted for: the approval; of the Commissioner of the General' Land
Office, who, after such approval, shall submit the original. plat for
the approval of the Secretary of the Interior.
2. Yime and' pldea of saic., a¢praiernent8 etc.wr- The Commissioner
of:Reclamation shall from time to time recommend to the Secrietary
of the Interior the sale, the time and place of, sale, the -appraisement,
the appraisers to be appbinted, the officer to superintend.the sale, and
the compensation .of the appraisers and superintendent, and: the
newspapers for the publication of the notice. of sale,.of such.portions
of the surveyed lots as in his judgment the:public interest may then
require
to be. appraised and sod. The' recoinmendations in: this
reglation above required shall be submitted tough theCommissioner of the General Land, Office for..his concurrence: or dissent.'
The Commissioner of the GeneralLand Office shaLl preparep
and submit. to the Secretary' of the Interior the. details and appointments of:
the: appraiers a
the superintendent of sale in accordance with
theMapproved recommendation8, and -when detailed or appointed he
shall give them all -necessary. instructions; -nd he ;shall also prepare
and transmit the notice of sale for publication. The report of the
appraisers shall' be transmitted to the .Secretary of the Interior,
t hrough the Commissioner of the iGeneral Land Office.
1The
sale will
be. conducted in accordance with the general regulations under 'section 2381, United States Revised Statutes, and subject to the special

-':

regulations herein prescribed.
,
':
0 ;0
'inxtcd
: t- t:3.al'
-p'
ts.-Whenever

'

the Secretary of:the interior, in the exercise of ithediscretion conferred:upon him by section
2 of 'the act of June 11,1910' (36 Stat. 465),J shall order' the paynnt
: :.thie 'purchase price of lots,' soldmin ton'sites' created under the laws
of
,m:::
in said act mentionted, to ,be made in, annual installments, the_ same
'will be done.under such regulations as may be issued in each particular instance.
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4. Reappraisements.-In all cases,. where the Secretary of. the InT
terior shall direct the reappraisement: of unsold lots under' the first
section of the said act of June'11, 1910, the reappraisement will be
conducted under the regulations :provided for under the original
appraisement of lots: in town sites- created' under -the 'laws in' saidact mentioned.' The lots to be reappraised will 'not, from the date
of the order there[or;. be subject to disposal until offered at public
sale at the reappraised value, which offering'will be conducted under
the regulations providing` for the :public sale: :of lots inl ;such town
sites.

'

9

5:.Additional town siteg.-The Commissioner of Recliamation' from
time to;'time in like manner may cause one or more additional legal
subdivisions of the l-ands so reserved for town-site purposes to-be so
surveyed into town lots, with appropriate reservations for'-public
purposes ;- and he: shall 's'ubniit "such 'further recommendations for
appraisal and sale, 'in accordance with 'these regulations, .as he: may
deem necessary or "advisable; and he' may in. like manner submit:recommendations for the reappraisal and s'ale of lots previously offered
for sale and remaining unsold, as -authorized by act of June 11,1910
(36 Stat." 465).
6. Piblic rese'rves.-The public reservations. in each town shall be
improved and maintained by the town' 'authorities at the'expense of
the town; and upon'ithe organization thereof as a' municipal corporation, said reservations shall 'be'conveyed to 'such corporation in its
corporate name, subject to the condition that they shall be used forever for public purposes. To secure such conveyances the municipality shall'apply through its proper officer for a patent to such reservations,' and furnish proof in manner, form, and substance as required
'under the regulations in' this circular for; patentsto public reserves
in Oklahoma town sites under section 22 of the'act approved May
2,1890 (26 Stat.t91)..:
GRANT

OF LANDS IN aRECLAXATION

TOWN SITES FOR SCHIOOL

PURPOSES

AN ACT Granting lands for school purposes in Government town sites on reclamation
projects

dPiq~ .t enacted bly the Seiaate a'd Hyouse of kepresentdtives of the UnitWd

States of Amnerica ina Congress -assembled, That

the Secretary of the Interior
be, and he is hereby authorized, upon application by the proper officers of a
school district located wholly or in part 'within the 'boundaries of,'.a .project of
the United States Reclamaitien. Service, to issue patent convyeying, to such district-such unappropriated undisposed of lands,,not exceeding six 'acres in area,
within any Government reclamation town site situated within such school district as, in the opinion of the 'Secretary of 'the Interior, are necessary for use
by saididistrict for school buildingszand grounds: Provided, That if any land
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so conveyed. :cease, entirely;to be used for school purposes title: :thereto shall
revertto and revest in' the United States.
: SReceived by the President, October 20, 1919.4 Referred to, as act of October
31, 1919 (41 Stat. 326).
OFr E.----Tli8Jforegoing act having. b'een::presented; to the16
[NoTh BYerru DuPARTI3NT Or
President of the United States for his approval, and not having been returned by him
to the Rouse of Congress in which it originated within the time prescribed by the Constitution of the United States,,has become a law without his approval]

At any time after the approval of the survey of any Government
reclamation Atowvn site, and the subdivision thereof into town lots,
with appropriate reservations for public purposes,. a- schhol district,
in order to obtain, title under' the; act of October 3,- 1919, should,
file- through. its- proper: officers, its application for patent to the:
unreserved, unappropriated,, undi potedof lands it may desire, not'
e :same by
exceeding 6 acres in area, therein specifically 'describingthl
lot and block 'numbers, as delineated and designated, on. the approved
:town-site plat:; submit sufficient and satisfactory, reasons showing
that the area, applied for is needed for- its. use%;: that the- land is unap-propriated' 'and' suabject 'to' disposition' under the' act, 'ni or'der that:
this department may" be fully' advised that there is no' adverse claim
for the land applied for and therewith furnish the 'ertificate of
the superintendent of public instruction,. or other officer perf orming
such funicion, hlaving; jutisdiction over the county i'n which the town'
site ist situ'ate, 'showing: that the district ifs at duly` orga-nized district"
1bunder the laws of 'the" State- and '-entitled to- hold&reiadl estate ift itsX
corporate name.,
The-applicant must also procure.'and file with thlee application,
at: the time of the filing; of the same. or as early as. practicable
:after the filing of such application, a' stateinent by the project man-'
ager of the-'Reclamation Service having chargei of the project 'in
which theland is located, showilng that the disposal of the' land
applied for will not in any: manner interfere dwith said 'project, such'
statement having, been previously approved by the Commissioner of
Reclamation.
There is no limit to the number of applications which may 'be
filed by a-. qualified, school district, the only. limitation' beingN that the
total acreage which' may be patented. to such a' district. shall not.
: exceed 6' a~rer in ara withi anwy- GOverin'entrreclam.ation 'town siteo,
sitiated within such' schliol district. Whinover, therefore, fore than:
one application, is filed by the same applicant,:such applicant should
refer by serial, number to all previous applications filed by it.
0:00The application and proof must be-flied in' the district land office,
whereini the land a pplied for is situate, and' if the register thereof

finds the same siufficIent u'adr" these regulations, and if Cthe Reclamation Service makes favorable report upon the said applieation, the
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register will issue certiicate entry, the same to provide- that if,
any land so conveyed: cease entirely to be used for school purposesL0
tifle theret6: shall revert to and revest in the United States.
TOWN SITES IN FORMER INDIAN RESERVATIONS IN OKLAHAOMA
AN ACT To provide a temporary gdvernient for the Territory of Oklahoma, to enlarge
the jurisdiction of the United States Court in the; Indian Territory, and for other
purposes. ,
0:~.

1

*
94,'

*:

:

S.-

*.
f',ff*
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Ss'a 22. Tlht 'the provisions of' title thirty-two, chapter eight of the Revised',
- ; . Stdtulltes of the United 4States1 relating to "reservation and'sale of town-sites
qon the ,public lands" shall apply to the lands open, or to be opened to 6settle-.
ment. in the Territory ,of Oklahoma, except those opened to settlement by the
; 0:fproclamiationi of the; President on the twenty'-second day of Xpril, eighteen
hundred and eighty-nine: Provided, That hereafter all' surveys for town sites
ini said:Territory shall contain reservations for parks (of substantially'equal
f:rea if rmore than one park) :and for schools and other public purposes,6enbracing in the: aggregate not less thdni ten nor more: than twenty gacres; and
patents for such reservations, to, be maintained for such purposes,, shall be
* : ;: issued to' the towns, respectively, when organized as tnunicipalities: Provided
0furthier, That in case any lands in said Territory of Oklahoma, which may be
oceupied and filed .uponi as a homestead, under the provisions of law'applicable:
to said Territory, by a person who is entitled to perfect his title thereto underj:
* .- z
j Dsuch laws, are required for' town-site purposes, it shall be lawful for such'
:person to apply to the Seeretary of the Interior to purchase the lands embraced in said homestead or any' part thereof for town-site purposes.,. lIe shall.
file with the application a plat of such proposed town site, and if :such plat
:* Q. shall be approved by ,the Secretary of the Interior, he shall issue a patent to
such person for land' embraced in'said townh site, upon the payment of'the sum
*E:: ' ;of,'ten diollars per acre for all the lands zembraced in such' town site,: except the'
lands to be donated and maintained for public purposes as provided in this
section. 'And the sums so received, by. the Secretaryi of the Interior shall :be:
paid over to' the proper authorities of the municipalities when organized, to be
:used by them for school purposes only.
' '
'
.
"ApprOved May 02, 1890 (26" Stat. 18,913.
AN ACT To provide for the disposal: of public reservations in vacated town sites, or
additions to town sites in the Territory of Oklahoma'
,t

enaete. :

ev r S

d,-:.

Be ityenacted by the Senate and Homse of Representatives :of the United'
States ofA-mnerica ini Congrress assembled4,That in all cases where a town site, or
an additioni to a town site; entered under the. provisions of section tweaty-two
of an act entitled "Ank act to provide a temporary government for the Territory
of Oklahoma, to enlarge the jurisdiction of the United: States court in the
Indian Territory,' and for other .ipurposes," approved May second, eighteen hundred and ninety, shall be vacated 'in accordance with the' laws':of the Territory
of Oklahoma, and patents for the public reservations in such vacated town site,
or addition, thereto, have not been issued,. it shall be. lawful for 'the Commissioner of the, General Land. Office,, upon an official showing that such town
'1 Secs. 2380 to 2894, inclusive.

,l

.:. ,
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site, or addition thereto, has been vacated, and upon 'payme t'of thehomestead
. price for such reservations, 'toissue.a patent for such reservations to the original
eutryman.
If the original entryman shall fail or neglect to make appiication for the
reservations within six months from the vacation of such town site; or from
the: passage of this act, the reservations shall be subject to disposal under the
provisions of section twenty-four hundred and fifty-five of the Revised: Statutes,
of the United States, as amended by the ,act approved February twenty-sixth,,
eighteen hundred and ninety-five.
SEC. 2. That if a patent has already issued, or shall hereafter issue, for any
such reservation, to any town or munidipality, such town. or municipality, upon
the vacation of the town site or addition thereto, as aforesaid, may sell, the
s'ame; at public. or private sale. to the highest bidder aftet thirty days' public"
notice of such, sale, 4and eonvey said.,lands 'to the purchaser..by..proper deed
Of eonveyance, and 'cover the proceeds of such sale into the school fund of
such town or municipality: Prov
"ed,
That where, by reason of the vacatidn
of 'anh entire town site and all its additions, the municipal organization has
ceased 'to exist;' the reservations in such vacated towni site which may have
been patented to the town inay be disposed of. as isolated tracts under the
:provisions of:section twenty-four hundred and fifty-five of the Revised Statutesof the United States, as amended by ,the act approved February twenty-sixthi
eighteen' hundred and ninety-five.:
SEac. 3. That all laws and parts of laws, in so far as they conflict with this
act, are hereby repealed.

Approved, May 11, 1896 (29, Stat. 116)
AN ACT Providing for the commutation for 'town-site purposes of homestead entries
in certain Portions

of Oklahoma

Beit enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the TUnited States
nof America, in Congress assemn-bled, That that portion of section twenty-two of

the act approved May second; eighteen hundred and ninety, entitled "An act to
provide a temporary government for the Territory of Oklahoma, to enlarge the
jurisdiction of the United States court: in the Indian Territory, and for other
purposes," providing for, the commutation for town-site purposes of homestead
entries:in certain instances, be, and the same is hereby, made applicable to
the lands in the Territory of 'Oklahoma ceded to the United States by the
Wichita and affiliated bands of Indians and the Comanche, Kiowa,' and Apache
tribes of Indians, nunder agreements, respectively, ratified by the acts of Congress of March: second, 'eighteen hundred and ninety-five, .and June .sixth,
nineteen hundred.
Approved, March: 11, 1902 (32 Stat. 63).

1. Tow-site enities.The entry of lands in former Indian reservations in Oklahoma for town-site purposes is governed by section 22
of the act of May 2; 1890 (26 Stat. 81, 91), and the act of March 11,
1902, (32 Stat.63).
Town-site entries made under section 22 of the act of May 2, 1890,
must conform to-the applicable' regulations herein 'provided;for
entries. under sections 2380 to 2394, inclusive United States Revised
Statutes, but in addition proof of the requirements made in the said

I;.
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sectioni22 and in the special regulations issued thereunder approved
7, '1909 (38 L. D. 92, 115), must be furnished. The regula0: : August
tions, are not reprinted here because. there is but'little present' need'
for reference-thereto.
2. Entry of public 'reserves in existing Oklacdhomai town. sites.:Applications, for patents to the tracts' reserved for public purposes,,
in 'all towns in Oklahoma created under said section 22 or under any
other act where tracts have been reserved for such purposes under
said section 22, may be filed on. behalf' of the muniipalities whose
corporate limits cover the land in which such reservations are situated. Th e'application should~be made' by the4. mayor. or :other:
proper municipal officer and describe the reservations to be: patented
according 'to the approved- plats'of :said town site, and'the 'same;
should be accompanied with the proof of the municipal organization
of the town similar to-that above provided for the disposition of'the
of homestead entries for
1fromthe
commutation
proceeds derived'
town-site' purposes under said section.22, andd proof must also be filed
therewith of the authority of the officer filing the application' to make
the same with the proper record evidence of his election andqualification as such oficer. The application' and proof must be filed in
:the district land office; and -if the register thereof find' the.;same
sufficient under, these regulations, he will issue the certificate of entry
:inthe form provided therefor.
vvacated :Oklahoma town sites.3. Etntry of public reserves in
:0Undler thie jact approved May 11, 1896 (29. Stat. 116), where a town
site or an addition. to a town site in a homestead commnuted to. a
town-site entry under thet second' iproviso' of 'section. 22 .:of the :act
appr6ved May 2, 1890 '(26 Stat. 91), has been vaeated:under the laws
of Oklahoma' aand patents for the public reservations therein have not
been 'issued such reservations will .be -disposed 'of in the following
manner::
(1) Application and proof by the original entryman.pplica
tion foria patent to such reservations 'may be filed by the original.
entryman within six months from the vacation Vof the town "site, and
proof must be filed by him, with the register, of the; due vacation
of such town site in accordance 'with the requirements' of the laws
of Oklahoma, which proof must consist of a copy of the;record evidence of such vacation dulyX certified.". 'Such proof must aIso be a~ccompanied with evidence that the corporate authorities of the niunicipality, if one'be organized, in whichi the res&Wations were situated
to such vacation,' have been, personally served 30 .days prior
prior
to makinng such proof wifth notice' of the application and of the date
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be mwill
ade. If Atheproof be found sufficient the entry
:theproof
will be allowed.:f'r th reservations'4as -described in -the' town-site -plat
upon receipt of the, payiment of the homestead price. If the municipality-is represented. at the time of making proof, it may be heard in
opposition tomthe-applicationqand-decision-be-rendered thereon subject
toappeal-as -in'other cases.
to(2) Reservations diposed of as isolated t4acts.-In' case of the
failure -of:th ,original entryman to apply' for patent to sueh reservaf~tions wi~thin six monts fsgo. the vacation of such town site, or in case
such reserves-1have been.patented-to the Imunicipality -a-nd it hasceeased
to' exisAt'by reason of*such vacation, -the -reservations will be disposed
Xof;. s fisolated::tracts under the provisions of section 2455, Jjnited
States -Revised Statutes, -and the acts amendatory ,thereof. :and the 0
regulations-issued thereunder.
4. Sale of
b Patented public -reserves -in -vacated ,Oklahomna-,to-urn
sites.-Reservations :may' be -sold-by -an -eiisting -mu-nieipal corporation, uponthe vacatiohofthe tow n ite, where ptent -has leen issued
to sch hmunicipality,.therefor, the proceeds of such4.sale to. be covered
into' the school fund of. such. corpoition. :See Citjy of Enid .(30
-

L.- D. 352):.

-.
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TOWN SITES' IN FORMEBR 'ITNDIA-N -R-ES-FVA'TIONS I-N -MINNESOTA
AN ACT To extend the- provisions -of chapter eight, -title thirty-two, of the Revised
Statutes of the United States, entitled "Reservation and sale of town sites on the
public lands," :to the ceded Indian lands -in the-State of -Minnesota

-Be -tU enacted by the:Senate and House of .Representcst-ives of t7ze uwnted
States of America im Congress assembled, That chapter eight, title thirtyiwo,
of the Revised Statutes of the United States,' entitled "Reservation and sale
.of town sites on the-public lands;" !be;'and is hereby,-extended to and declared
to be applicable to ceded Jndian lands, within the -State of Minnesota. This
act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage.
Approved, -February9, '1903 (32 Stat. 820).
NosNo.-Town sites on ceded Indian lands in-Minnesota will be.disposed of in accordance with regulations herein prescribed for town 'sites created or -disposed- of under sections:2380.to '2394, inclusive,-'United S.tates' Revised.Statutes. :
-

TOWN SITES IN YFOR-ER INDIAN RESERVATIONS IN 'STATES
THAN OKLAHOMA AND MINNESQTA;
OTHER1

Authority for the: survey - and disposal of town sitesiin former
: indian reservations, 'in States other -thani Oklahoma -and Minnesota,
is' contained -in the acts 6f QCongress ',authorizing the survey-and
n'
disposal of land, .in such res arions.
-

I

Sees. 2380 to 2394, inclusive.
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Below is noted a list of reservations and the acts of Congress
authorizing the establishment of 'town sites therein:
RESERVATION

ACT OF CONGRESS

Blackfeet, Mont
Mar. 1,1907 (34 .Stat. 1015, 1039).
M____
29, 1908 (35 Stat. 461,1463).
------ :Iay
:Cli3yenne River, S. Dak
_ June 21, 1906 (34 Stat. 325, 337).
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho______ _
.Colorado River, Ariz. and Calif-_-_-_Apr. 30, 1908 (35 Stat. 70, T77).
'
Colville, Wash-M __
Mar. 22, 1906 (34 Stat. 80, 82).
Crow, MontA _
--pr.-27, 1904 (33 Stat. 360, 361)';.
June 21, 1906 (34 Stat. 325, 354);.
*Flathead, Mont…
Fort Belknap, Mont-Mar..3,
1921 (41 Stat. 1355, 1356).
PFort Berthold, N. Dak
_
_ June 1, 1910 (36 Stat. 456, 457).
May 31, 1918 (40 Stat. 592).
Fort H3all, Mont- -_-_-.
May 30, 1908 (35 Stat. 561, 563).;
---Fort Peck, Mont _---': : Ridge, .; flak-__
Pine
__. May 27, 1910 (36 Stat. 440, 441).
2, 1907 (34 Stat. 1230, 1231)..
- _
_Mar.
Rosebud, S. Dak
Rosebud, S. .Dak_
-_
- May 30,J1910 (36; Stat. 448, 449).:
Shoshone, Wyo…Mar. 3, 1905 (33 Stat. 1020, 1021).
May. 29, 1908 (35 Stat. 458, 459).
-.
Spokane, Wash--Standing Rock, N. flak. and S. fDak-_
May 29, 19OS (35 Stat. 461,463).
Standing Rock, NfDak_ _-Feb.
14, 1913 (37 Stat. 675, 676).
Uintah, Utah-_-Mar.
3, 1905 (33' Stat. 1048, 1069).
__
------May 27, 1902 (32 Stat.245, 261).'
Walker River, Nev
Wind&River, Wyo

ofYuma, Ariz

.

___

- ------

~TOWN.,SITES

Mar. 3, 1905 (33 Stat 1020, 1021).

Apr. 30, 1908 (35 Stat_70, 77).

ON MINERAL LANDS1

1 (United States Revised Statutes)

SEO. 2392. No title shall be acquired, under the foregoing provisions of this
chapter, to any mine of gold,' silver, cinnabar, Or c6pper, or to any valid mining
'
.
'
claim or 'possession'held nuder 'existingi laws;
AN ACT To repeal: timber-cultnre laws and for other puropses:
.

**.*

*

.

,
*

'

.

*

SEO. 16. That town-site entries imay Obemade by- uncotporated, towns: and
on the mineral lands of the United States, but no title shall be acquired
by such towns or' cities. to any vein of gold, silver cinnabar, copper, or lead,
or to any valid mining: claim or possession 'held under 'existing law. When
mineral veins are possessed within the limits of an incorporated town or city,
and such possession is recognized by local authority or. byS.th -laws 'of:the
United States, the title to town lots shall be subject to 'such treognized posses-'
sion and the necessary use thereof and when entry has been made or patent
issuedi for such town'sites to such incorporated town or city,. the possessor of
such mineral vein. 'may. epter. and ireceive patent for isuch mineral vein, and the
surface ground 'appertainingthereto: .rovided, That no entry shall, be made
by such mineral-vein:'claimant for surface ground where the owner or occupier
iof-the surface ground-:shall'have had polssesion of'the same before the inaeption of the title of the mineral-veln applicant.
..
'
;cities

f-

*

.*

|

*

*
a.f:,f

Approved, March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 10951101).
;Also 'see sec. 2386, United States Revised Statutes.

|

a.

:

C.

*'
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.The general town-site laws, comprisedc in sections: 2380 to 2394,
U:-Jnited .States Revi~sedStatutes, -authorize the. eitry of j town sites;
or the:sale of lots' therein,' upon public lands lwhich ma'y -include
unpatented mineral claims, but the rights of mineral claimants upon
:,.any land eentered ~or sold:under. said town-site laws are expressly
protected by sections 2386 rand '2392. These' two sections recognize
the superior rights, as against any town-site clalinafit-whether-corporate, community, or individual-of all claimants for mineral veins
:possessed agreeablyltoIlocal custom, or for any vaild mining claim
or possession: held under existing 'law. The precedenced and supe-_
rionrity so' accorded' to mineral claims, however, depend in final analysis.-upon the question of fact whether, at date of town-site entry :~or
-lot sale,. the lands 'claimed ,undek: the. mining, laws ;were ' known to
Contain; minerals of such extent and value as to justify expenditures
for the purpose of extracting them "- (39-L. D., 3.56). Where: an
affirmative showing in, such behalf is' made in due course by. the
-mineral claimant, his right, to a patent for' the land '(subject to
the distinctions hereinafter Inoted: 'as .to :incorporated towns): 'will not
be prejudiced by anyi'previous town-siteentry, deed, or patent. coveringo the same land (26 L.:'D. 144 29 L. D. 426;' 32 L. D. 211; .34 L. D.
276' and 596).
'Under said general town-site laws, as construed' by the 'department
and', the courts, 'an entry including. unpatented minera- l ands 'may:be:
m:ade for; an incorporavted'Itown' as; well -as for an unincorporated'
town, the law re-quiring.: that in' the former. case the entry shall be
made by the corporate auth riti6s,' and in the latter' by the county
judge (34 L.rD. 24).Whike suqch general right:of entry by; or 'for
incorporated .towns and cities is therefore independent of anytbing
contained 'in section 16 of the'act of March 3;' 1891 (26 Stat. 1095), it
will be seen that that. section-in terms.announces the right to enter
mineral lands. The. protection afforded -to mineral plaims by the.
:body of section 16 is. similar to ithat given generally in said sections
2386 and 2392,t Revised.- Statutes, but. the proviso to section 16 is-

as follows.:e

:: :-

Providoe, That:' :no: .entry., shall be made by such 'migeral-vein claimant ..for
, urface ground where the owner or occupier of the surface ground shall have
.had possession. of the ,samebefore the inception of the title. of the mineral-vein
,
,
'
applicanht.
,

The department has ne'ver' viewed said proviso as' warranting,
under any circumstances, the' alowance., of entry'for a 'mineral vein
independently of " thei surface' ground 'appertaining thereto,"'nor is
ut said
such an entry provided 'for in the general mining. aws.:
proviso creates one distinction between unincorporated and incorporated towns as regards the relative rights of~town-site, occupants.'

:

Rt
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and mineral claimants, which is, that whereas thIe town-§ite patent

will, in either caseZcarry absolute title:,to any-mineral not:klnown to
exist at the date, of town-site6entry,.tA46. adverse rights of mineral and
town-lot claimants -withinincorporated rtowns ,are .hinged upon priority of initiation. That is 'to :say, that' after. entry is ^made for such
town, no entry by :a mineral-vein applicant .will be allowed 'for. .any
land owned and occupied under the ftown-site law by' a. party whose
possession antedated 'the'-inception-of the. miineral applicant's claim,
,even though. such land was known, -at :date. of the .town-site.entry, to0
-contain valuable 'minerals.
Subject 'to the .'distinction; above noted,' .the 'foregoing: principles
'apply.to.all mineral claims within'_town. sites entered or disposed of
under any of the 'laws. above' mentioned, and also',to mineral ,claimsm
within .town sites' disposable under special acts containing no reference to the rigihts of mining claimants.
The law, does 'not -require that town-site entries shall exclude any
mineral 'claim,.or possession except such' as -may have .been patented
.(29.L. D). .21). 'M-ineral claims which h'ove not been rpatenlted.mayaa-g
-be excluded from a Atownsite entry at the option of the-,town-site
:satisfactory, proeof that
applicant, who must, in.that event, furnish

the exclusion covers a "valid mining claim or possession hela.under
.existing law"' (33 L. .D. .5,42)... 'The' exclusion.:of a mill-site,claim
f!rom a town-site entry.is necessary zonly..in cases where_-the mill-site
.cnlaimant 'sfhall have ibeen:in oc~cupationof Zth~e ground, under yegular
'location, from a tilne antedating, its occupation .for 'town-sites p-urposes. The issue of prioritydinsuch caes, may'be'raised ;by the townsite applicatntheo mill-site 'laimant, or the 'Government.
COpUTY-SE-EAT
.

?

00

0: tf(United

TOPWI

SITES

States Rzevised Statates) ::.;;iV:u;

SEC. 2286. -There shali- be 'granted 'to the: several counties or parishes of 'each
*State'and-Territory, where there are-publie lands, :at the minimum price for
'-which public lands of the;United States&are :sold, the, right of preemption to one
quarter section of land, in each of the counties or parishes, in trust for such
counties or parishes, respectively, for the establishement of seats of justice
therein, but the proceeds of the sale of each of 'sueh quarter seetions shall be
appropriated for the: purpose 'of erecting' public" buildings in the councy or
parish for which it'is licated, after dediictgher6from the amount originally
paid for the same. And the seat of justice for Isuch counties or parishes, respetively, shall-,be ~A:xed-.previously to a sale of the adjoining lands withbn the
county or parish for which the siame is located.
-0(38"L7.f. .92,1,07),
-7,,1909
instructions contained in circular of Aug.
-.
No ZThe

-will be followed in connection with applications for county-seat town sites. The regulations are not reprinted -here because there is but little preseht need -for' reference:
.,
'
'
. '
theretg.
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FOR TOWN SITES1.:

limits of reservatioqn for townv sites upon the public domain

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representativeo of the United
States of America in Congress assenvbled, Thatthe existence or incorporation of

any town upon the public lands of the United States shall not be held to exclude from preemption or homestead entry a greater quantity than twenty-five
hundred and sixty acres of land, or Dthe maximum area which may be entered
as a town site under existing laws, unless the entire tract claimed, or ineorporateddas such town site shall, including and in excess of the area above specified,
be actually settled upon, inhabited, improved, and used for business and municipal purposes.

SEC. 2.;That where entries have been heretofore allowed upon lands afterwardslascertained to have been embraced in the coporate limits of any town,
but which entries aire or. shall be shown, to the satisfaction of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office to include only vacant unoccupied lands of the United
States, not settled ppon or .used. for ;municipal purposes, nor devoted to .any
public use of such town, said entries, if regular in all respects are hereby confirmed and may be carried into patent: Provided, That this confirmation shall
not operate to restrict'the entry of any town site to a smaller area than the maximum quantity of land which .by reason of present population it may be entitled
to enter under said section twenty-three hundred and eighty-nine of the Revised
Statutes.

SE. 3. That whenever the corporate limits of any towvn upon the public.
domain are shown or alleged to include lands in excess of the maximum' area
speeified in section one of this act the Commissioner of the General Land Office
may require the authorities of such town, and it shall be lawful for them,
to elect what-portion of said lands,' in compact form and embracing the actual
site of the municipal occupation and improvement, shall be withheld -from
preemption and homestead entry; and thereafter the residue of such lands shall
be open to disposal, underjthe homestead and. preemption laws. And upon
default of said town authorities to make such selection within sixty days after

notification by, the comnmissioner, he may direct testimony respecting the 'actual
location and extent of said improvements to be taken by the regster ,and

receiver of the district in which such town may be situated; and, upon' receipt
of the same, he may determined and set' off the proper site according to section
one of this act, and declare the remaining lands open to settlement and entry
under the homestead and preemption laws; and it shall be the duty of the
secretary of each of the Territories of the United States to furnish the surveyor
general of the Territory for the use of the United States a copy duly certified
of every act of the legislature of the Territory incorporating any city or town,
the same to be forwarded by such secretary to the surveyor general 'within
onemonth fom date of its approval.
*

:

*

:

*

:*

,

*

.*

.

Approved, March .3, 1877 (19 Stat. 392).
LANDS NOT SUBJECT TO TOWN-SITE RESERVATION OR ENTRY

(United States Revised Statutes)';
SEa. 2393. The provisions, of this chapter shall not apply to military or
other reservations heretofore made by the United States, nor to reservations
57522-27-vonl 52-.9
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for lighthouses, customhouses, mints, or such' other public purposes as the:
interests of the United States may require, whether held under reservations
through the land office by.title derived from the Citwn of Spain, or otherwise.
RIGHTS OF TRANSFEREES OF TOWN LOTS
AN ACT Providing for. the issuance of patents to transferees of town flots purchased
from the United States at public sale in certain cases:

Be it enacted biy the Senate and HFossse of Representatives of :the United
States of America it Con1gress assembled, That in all cases where town lots
were sold by the 0United States at public sale,. and the purchaser at such tsale
had transferred his interests in any such lot prior to the eleventh day of
October, nineteen hundred and eleven, and patent has not been issued in the
name, of -the original purchaser, the Commissioner of the General Land Office
may issue a patent in the'name of the transferee* where full payment of the
purchase: price has been made and satisfactory evidence of the transfer has:
been furnished: Provided, That it be shown that the original purchaser is
dead, or that after du& inquiry his whereabouts can not be ascertained, and
the instrument of transfer given by the original purchaser has been lost or
destroyed.
Approved, July 9, 1914 (38 Stat. 454).
The purchaser of a town lot, which is-sold on the installment plan,
may transfer his' equitable interest in the lot, prior to the payment

of the last installment of the purchase price, but the Government
will not recognize anyone but the original purchaser and will issue
By.such
all necessary papers and also the patent in his name.
course,.the Government is relieved of all, unnecessary responsibility,
and the patent when issued inures: to the benefit of the transferee.
Formerly patents were issued to transferees, but based on departmental instructions of October' 11, 1911, patents are now issued only
in the names of the original purchasers; except where their issuance
.to( transferees is authorized by the act of July 9, 1914. (38 Stat.
454), and instructions thereunder approved August 5, 1914 (43
L. D.361)j.
TOWN SITES, IN ALASKA

Information relativeto: the special town-site laws which have been
enacted relating to the disposition of lands as town sites .in the Territory of Alaska is contained in Circular No. 491 (50 L. ID. 27,45).
TOWN-SITE PLATS

Photolithographic copies of town-site plats will be furnished, when
available, at the rate of 501 cents -each.:

* .
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ACQUISITION OR HOLDING OF TOWN LOTS. IN THE TERRITORIES
D:BY ALIENS
AN ACT To better define and regulate the rights of Valiens to hold aIn
in the Territories
'

*0

*

t

:

*:

*3

|

*

'

*

own real estate

:

:

:

*I

SEC. 2.
* *
This act shall not be construed to prevent any persons not
citizens of the United States from acquiring or holding lots or parcels of lands
in any incorporated or platted city, town, or ivillage, or in any mine, or mining
claim, in any of the Territories of the United States.
:

n:

~

*

S:

**
C

:

;

C'

:

*:

*:

,;

:

Approved, March 2, 1897 (29 Stat. 618).

PARKS AND CEDETERIES
SALE OF PUBLIC LANDS TO CITIES AND TOWNS FOR PARKS AND
CMEJETERIES:
AN ACT To authorize entry of the public lands by incorporated cities and towns for
cemetery and park purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate;.and House3 of Representatives of the Uited
States of America in Congress assembled, That incorporated cities and towns
shall have the right, under rules and reguplations prescribed by the Secretary
-of the Interior, to purchase for cemetery and park purposes not exceeding
one quarter section of public lands not reserved for public use, such lands to be
within three miles of 'such cities or towns: -Provided,That when such city
or town is: situated within Ha mining district, the land proposed to be taken
under this act shall be considered as mineral lands, and patent to such; lands .
shall not authorize such city or town -to extract mineral therefrom, but. all
such mineral shall be reserved to the United States, and such reservation shall
be entered in such patent.
.
Approved, September 30, 1890 (26 Stat. 502).

1. Entry o/ surveged land.--The right of entry under the act approved September 30, 1890 (20 Stat.; 502), is restricted to incorporated cities and towns, and each of such cities and towns shall be
allowed to make entries of tracts 'of unreserved and unappropriated
including land in Alaska, by Government- subdivisions,:
not exceeding, in all. entries hereunder by such city or town, a:
quarter section in area, 'all of whichEImust lie within 3 miles of
the dorporate limits of the city or town for which the: -entries are
made.
:
:
- 2. Entry of unsurveyed land.-If the public surveys have not been
extended over the land sought by any city or' town under the pro visions of said act, it- shall first be necessary for the proper corporate
authoritvy to apply to the district cadastral engineer:of the district
in' which the tract -in question is located for a special survey of the
outboundaries of such tract. The application should describe' the

-publicjland,

-

-
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character of the land sought to be surveyed and, as accurately as
possible, its area and geographical location. Tracts covered by such
Aspecial surveys must be as. nearly as practicable in square form, and
entries of the same will not be allowed until after the surveys shall
have been approved by the district cadastral engineer, and accepted
bv the Coommissioner :of the General: Land Office. : The current appropriation for "surveying the :public lands" being applicable to
the-'survey of lines of reservations, as well as to the extension of the
ordinary lines of l the system of public-land surveys, the cost of the
surveys of all unsurv yed lands selected under the provisions of
said act of Septermber 30, 1890, will be paid for out of said appropriation, the same as the special surveys of the outboundaries of town
sites and for like reasons (see case of Fort Pierre, 18 C. L. 0. 117),
$
and the surveyors 'who' execute such special surveys will report
Iwhether the land is either mineral in character or within an organized
mining district.
3. Appzcation ancZ pr-oof.-An application for the purposes indiX
cated herein can only be made by the1municipal authorities of an
incorporated city or town; and in all cases the entries will be made
and patents issued to the municipality in its corporate name, for the
specific purpose or purposes mentioned in said act.
The land must be paid; for at the Government price per acre, after
proof has been furnished satisfactorily showing(1) Thirty days' publication of notice of intention to make entry,
in the same manner as in'homestead and other cases. (38 1L. D. 131;
40 L. D. 459; and-43: L. D. 216.)
(2) The official character and authority of the officer or officers
making the entry.
(3) A certificate of the officer having custody of the record of
incorporation, setting forth the fact and date of incorporation of the
city or town by which entry is to be made, and the extent and location of its corporate limits.
(4) ,The testimony of the applicant and two published witnesses
I othe effect that the land applied for is vacant and unappropriated
by any other party, and, as to whether the same is either mineral in
character or located within an organized mining district or within
a inining.,region.

(5 :jIn casethe land applied for is described by metes and bounds,
(t)
as established by a special survey of the same, that the applicant and
two of the. published witnesses have testified from personal knowledge obtained by observation and measurements that the land to be
entered 'is wholly within .3.miles of the corporate limits of the city
or town for which entry is to be made.
,
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4. Certiflcates.-W~here the proof shows that the-hind is mineral
in character, located in a mining district, or is within a region kinowin
as mineral lands, the certificate of entry shall contain'the; following
proviso:
Provided, That no title shall be hereby acquired to any mineral1 depositswthin the limits of the above-described tract of ladd 'all such' deposits therein
being reserved as the property of the United States.
SALE OF PUBLIC LANDS TO ASSOCIATIONS AND CORPORATIONS
FOR CEMETERIES
AN ACT To authorize the -sale of public lands, for' cemetery purposes

Be it enactedl by the senate and House of Reprlesentdtiives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and
he is hereby, authorized to sell and convey to any religious or fraternal association, or private corporation,a empowered by the, laws under which. such
corporation or association is organized or incorporated to hold real estate for
cemetery purposes, not to exceed eighty acres of any unappropriated nonmineral
public lands of the 'United States for cemetery purposes, upon' the payment
therefor by such corporation or association of the sum of not lesa than one
dollar and twentVy-five cents per acre: Provided, That title to any land disposed
of under the provisions:of this act shall revert to the United, States should the
land or any part thereof be sold or cease to be used for' the purpose herein
provided.
,
:
Approved, March 1, 1907 '(34 Stat. 1052).

1. Ent4' of surveyed land.-Under the get approved March'l 1,907
(34 Stat. 1052), the 'right to purchase public land for cemetery pu'rposes is limited to religious, fraternal, and private corporations or
associations, empowered to hold real estateefor cem rtr purposes
by the laws under which they are organized. Such cdrporation or
association shall be allowed to make but one ehtry of not more than
80 acres of contiguous tracts by Government subdivisions o'f nonmineral, unreserved, and iunappropriated public land, including
public land in Alaska.
2. Entry of unsurveyed land.-If the public surveys have not been
extended over the faid so sought to be entered, the corporation or
association should first apply to the proper district cadastral ehgineer for a special survey of the exterior lines f' the tract desired,
describing the topographical character of the land and its area and
geographical location ias accurately as possible. Such -tracts must
be as nearly as practicable in a rectangular form, and after the survey
and plat thereof has been made, approved by the'district cadastral
engineer, accepted by the General Land Office, and filed in the district office, application may then be made for the entry of the land
under said act. The cost of such surveys will be paid out of the
current appropriation for "surveying the public'lands," and the
'

:' 131-
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* deputies employed. will report whether the land is mineral in
: character..
3. Proof.-The' proof must satisfactorily show(1) The filing of a notice of intention to make proof, the issuance,
in manner andi form so far as possible as in other cases provided,
of the publication notice, to be published' and' posted for the time
and in the manner provided by the act of March 3, 1879 (20 Stat.
'472), and the regulations thereunder (38 L. D. 131; 40 L. D. 459;
43 L. D. 216).
(2) The official character: of the officer or officers applying on
behalf .of the association or corporation to make the entry, and his
or their express:.authority to do so conferred by action of the;
association.
:.(3) A: copy of the record, certified: by the 'officer having, charge
thereof, showing the due incorporation and organization and date.
thereof of the association orb corporation and its location and address.
The law, under. which, it is organized and by wlhich it derives tts
authority to hold real estate for cemetery purposes must also be
cited.
(4) 'That the' land applied for is nonmineral, vacant, and unappropriated public land, and'the extent to wlich : it is used 'for
cemetery'purposes, and'when first so used, if it is so used, Which must
be sh wn by the testimony of the applicant and two of the' advertised witnesses.
4. Price.-The'land must be paid for, at such price per acre as shall
be determined by'the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
:provided that in no case shall the' price be less than $1.25 per acre..
or b. Pro-cedure.-Entries under this(act must issue to the association
or corporation in its corporate name, and 'the granting clause; in the
certificate should state that the patent to be issued for the tract described is "for cemetery purposes, subject to reversion 'to the United
States should the land or any part thereof be sold or cease to be used
for the purpose' in said act provided." Inasmuch, how7ever, as the
Commissioner of the 'General Land Office determines the amount 'of
the purchase price under 'the existing conditions in each particular
case, the register will, when proof is made to his satisfaction,' immediately forw.ard such proof to the General Land Office with his 'recommendation thereon 'without collecting any money as the purchase price
and without issuing Ithe final papers. If said ofAice finds the proof
satisfactory the Commissioner will fix 'the:purchase price, 'and the
register will, on being notified' thereof and no objection appearing
thereto in his office, notify the applicant of the amount required and
allow him 30 days from service of such notice to pay such purchase
price, and on receipt thereof cash certificate will be issued.
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RECREATIONAL SITES.
ACQUISITIOXT OR USE OF PUB1LIC LANDS BY STATES, COUNTIES,
ORI MUNICIPALITIES FOR RECREATIONAL PURPOSES
AN ACT To autborize. acquisition or use of public lands. by States, counties. or municipalities for recreational purposes.-

Be it enacted by&the Senate and,House of Representatives of the United States
of American in Conwgress assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and
hereby is, authorized, in his' discretion, to withhold from all forms of. appropriation unreservedc nonmineral public lands, which have been classified by
t him,as: chiefly :;valuable i for' recreational purposes' and are nof desired for
Federal administration, but only after a t petition' requesting, such withdraxval
[has been signed and filed, by the duly constituted authorities of the States or
of the county or counties within which the lands,.are located, and to accept
title on behalf of the United States from any States In and to lands granted
by Congress to such State, and in exchange therefor to patent to such State
-an equal quantity or value. of surveyed land so' withheld and c lassified, any
patent so issued to contain a' reservation to the Unitedd States:of all mineral
deposits in the land conveyed and of the right to mine and remipoVe same, underregulations to be,.established by the Secretary, and a provision for reversion:
of- title to the: United States uponf a finding by the Secretary 'of the Interior
that for a period of five consecutive years such' land has not been used by
'the .State for park or recreational purposes,': or' that such land 'or any part
thereof is being' devoted to other use: Provided, That lands so withheld and"EX
classified may,' in the 'discretion of'the Secretary of the Interior, be also held
subject to purchahe and may be: purchased by the State or county in which
the lands are situated, oraby an adjacent municipality in the same Kate, at a
price to be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior, through appraisal or'other-wise, subject to the same reservation of mineral deposits and the: same wprovision for reversion of- title as are prescribed for conveyances to. the States' iin con:summation of exchanges hereby authorized, or be held subject to lease and
'mayfbe leased to such States, counties, or municipalities for recreationaltuse
at a' reasonable annuai rental for a period of twenty years, with- privilege of
renewal for a like period. And the Secretary, of the Interior is hereby author'ized: to make all necessary rules and regulations for the purpose of carrying
:theprovisions of .this act into 'effect :'. Provided further, That the Secretary of
the Interior shall for each year make report to Congress, giving in detail a list
of 'lands exchanged under the provisions of this act.
.
Approved, June 14, 1926 (44 Stat. 741).',
: 1. Lands subject to: withdrqava tnremerved nomnineral public
:lands not desired' for,, Federal administration, surveyed; or unsur-.
-veyed,:exclusive of thosee situated in the Territory of Alaska, 'may
:be withheld from appropriation in aid of the, 'classifidation and, disposition or' use authorized by the act of June 14,1926(44 Stat. 741),
upon a proper petitio' therefor.: An y
ithdrawal for, fsuch purpose
will, however, ybe subject 'to valid existing appropriations: under the:
-public land 'laws 2legally maintained. 'The' land :must be surveyed
before: title 'may, be acquired. The duration 6of 'these withdrawals
:will depehd 'upon the good faith shown by the petitioners in prose-:

0
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cuting the necessary preliminary work in connection with the recre-0
atibnal project involved.
2. Fetitioms.-Pe'titions. for such withdrawal should .be addressed
to the Secretary of the Interior and filed in duplicate in the proper
clistrict land office,' shouldcdescribe the land desired withdrawn 'by
legal subdivisions, if surveyed, or by metes and bounds in conform- ity with the' regulations' approved November 't, 1909 '(38 L. ID. 287),
if unstirvieyed,'and containi a' statement' that the area is unoccupied
- and nonmineral':and chieflyvvaluablelfor recreational purposes.. Such
petitions' should set ,forth the plan of recreational development pro*posed, giving details.asAto any cohtemplated improvements, state
1,
whether acquisition is 'ought :through' exchange-or purchase, or
whether a lease is desired, and should contain prof or a citation of
t he authorit4 of the 'official, or officials 'signing the petition to act Ifor'
* the State or county or counties when a State or county recreationali
project: is involved, or of the authority of either State or county
-

*;0

'-

000officials to submit the petition in behalf of 'a municipality when a mu'nicipal project is concerned.' In event that acquisition, is sought.
through exchange, the. petition of the State seeking the exchange
should contain a description of the State land proffered as
basis
therefor. The registers of the district. land offices..will not assign
'erial- numbers- to these petitions and will' upon 'receipt'forward them
by special letter to the C0onmissibner of the General Land Office for

action.'l:

i

:;Xf-;,0S,

:

,33,,

j,~,02;

3. Acion. by division inmpectors.-In event of favorable action
'uponesuch a petition, the proper division inspector will, if Vnecessary,
-be instructed Ito cause an' examination to be: made to- determine
*hether the withdrawn land is'nomnineral an chiefly
l
valuable for
recreation purposes and will thereafter submit report to the Coin- imssioner of the General Land Office. The report ' submitted will
'also contain information, as to' the comparative values of the public
and State lands involved 'when an exchange is proposed. In order
ihatt; t~he department may determine a proper charge in case purchase or lease is desired, the division inspector will ascertain and
report -what is. a fair and reasonable pricek&per acre or annual rental,
for the area, taking into6 consiideration the purpose for which it is to
be used. The Commissioner of the General Liand' Office will forward
such ,reports to :the Secretary of thelnterior with recommnendation.
4. Ap 'oatioionzs.-The -Commissioner :of the' General Land Office
will notifyi the register, of the district land offi ce in which.'the, land
is situated of the findings of the 'department and the register, will
then advise the State, county,'or municipality which has requested.
the withdrawal Ith'ereof.:0;Thereafter, in .event the land has been
found subject to use or'acqquisition under thedlaw, such State, county,
or municipality may file formal application, for. the land in the dis-
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trict land office, and all such applications will be given current serial
numbers, noted uponwthe records and transmitted with the returns
from that office. No fixed forms of applications have been prepared,
but these instructions should,;be followed as nearly as possible.
The application of a State for an exchange should follow in so, far
as applicable the form used by the State in making application for
indemnity for losses in its school grant where the land tendered as a
basis has been granted to the State by thee United States for school
or other purposes and has thereafter remained the property of the
State.. A deed of relinquishment of the base land must be executed
by the proper State officer or officers and duly recorded. .Such deed
must be accompanied by a certificate of the officer, or officers, of the
XState charged with the care and disposal of the land reconveyed
showing that same has not been alienated or contracted to be alienated,
in any way by the State, that the said land is not in the possession
of, or subject to the claim of any third party under any law or permission of the State, and that except for such conveyance the title
of the State is unimpaired, together with a certificate of the recorder
of deeds or official custodian of the records of transfers of real estate
in the proper county, or a duly authenticated abstract of title, showing that at the time the' reconveyance was recorded the title was in
the State making the conveyance and that the land was free from
encumbrances of any kind.
There should be tendered with the application of a State, county,
or municipality to purchase or lease lands withdrawn under this law
the amount fixed as the purchase price or. as annual rental therefor.
Such application should contain proof or a citation of the authority
of the official or officials signing the application to represent the
State, county, or municipality in the transaction. In so far as'applicable the general regulations of the department governing the execution of contracts will be followed in the preparation of leases issued.
The proceeds from sales or leases will be credited to " Sales of public
lands " except, in those instances in which other provision has been
made in the laws authorizing disposition of the land.
Applications presented under these regulations not in substantial
conformity with the requirements herein made and not accompanied
by the prescribed proof will be rejected subject to appeal 'or curing
the defect where possible.
5. Reservations and conditions.-Any patent or lease issued to a
State, county, or 'municipality will contain 'the' mineral reservation
and forfeiture' provision prescribed by* the law. No provisionnis
made at this time for development of the reserved mineral deposits
in lands to be conveyed or leased under the terms of this law, and,
until such regulations'shall have issued the reserved deposits will not
be subject to' disposition.
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RESERVATION 'lOF PUBLIC LANDS: IN RECLAMATION. "PROJECTSA
AND COMFOR' COUNTRY PARKS, PUBLIC :PLAYGROUNDS,
MUNITY CENTERS,
AN ACT To authorize:the reservation of pubhlic lands for.country parks and community
t
centers' within reclamation projects, and for: other purposes.,,,

.eit; enacted by the Senate and House of Representativek of the (TeUted
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior,
be, and he is hereby, authorized to.withdraw 'from other disposition and.reserve
for country parks, public playgrounds, and community centers for the use of
the residents upon the lands such tracts as he may deem advisable not exceeding twentylacres in any one township in each reclamation project or the severalt
units of such reclamation projects undertakeni under the act of June seventeenth,.
nineteen hundred and twojknown as the reclamation act.
SEC. 2. That subject to the provisions hereinafter contained every such tract i
of land so set apart shall be supplied with water from the Government irrigation system, the cost thereof to be. charged' to the" remainitg lands of the
project 'as a part of the construction charge of' such project,:'and&'shall be6'
maintained and used in perpetuity by the people upon said reclaimed lands for
a pleasure park,; public playground, and community center.
SaC. 3. Thatlfor the purpose of carrying out and effecting the objects of this
act the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to enter into a contract wit.h the,
organization: formed by the owners of' the lands irrigated within said project
or project unit pursuant to section six of the act of June seventeenth, nineteen
hundred and two, stipuiating and providing that the organization will maintain;
and use such of the lands so reserved for. the purposes prescribed in thi's act
as such organization may desire, and that upon failure to so maintain and use
such lands, or in the event that 'same shall be permitted to be used or occupied
for other purposes than those' stipulated in- this act, the control of the lands
shall revert to the United States.
SEc. 4. That any of such lands not contracted for in accordance with the
provisions of section three of this act within ten years from the time water is-'
available for the same, or sooner, if the Secretary of the Interior. may deem it,
,desirable, .shall be disposed of in accordance with the public-land laws applicable
thereto, and the proceeds from the disposition of lands reverting to the: United
States under thef provisions of this act, and from' sales of water rights, shall
be covered' itto the reclamation fund and placed to the credit of the-'project
wherein the lands are situate.
Approved,
October 5, 1914 (38 Stat. 727).
X:
ovd
0
: :p
LEASING OF PUBLIC LANDS NEAR SPRINGS, FOR ERECTION
BATH HOUSES, 3HOTELS, ORbOTHER IMPROVEMENTST

OF

AN ACT To authorize the Secretary ofjthe Interior, to lease certain lands,
Be it enacted by the Ocnaete, and House of Representat lives of the United
States of. America in Congress 'assenbled, That the Secretary of the Interior,
upon such terms and undersuch regulations as he may deem proper, may permit responsible persons or associations to use and occupy, for the erdotion of
bath houses, hotels, or other improvements for the accommodation of the 'public,
suitable 'spaces or tracts' of land near or adjacent to mineral, medicinal, or other
springs which are'located upor Junreserved public lands or public lands which
have, been withdrawn for, the, protectionr of. such'springs: Provided, That permits or leases hereunder shall be for a period not etceeding tweub' years,'
Approved, March 3, 1925 (43 Stat. 11833).'
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The filing of applications under the act of March 3, 1925 (43 Stat.
1133) and action on such applications, will b governed by the fol
lowing regulations:
1. Lessees.-Leases may issue under the0actto anyIresponble
persons or associations, which words are construed to, include private
corporations and municipalities.
2. Lands to which: applicable.-Leases may issue for surveyed or
iusurveyed unreserved public lands in the several States, and in
Alaska, situated near or adjacent Wto mineral, medicinal, or other
springs, which are located upon unreserved public lands and for
public lands which have been withdrawn for: the protection of such
springs.
3. Application for lease.-An application for lease should be made
in duplicate, should be under oath, and should cover or include the
following:
(a) Applicant's name and address.
(b) If applicant is a private corporation, a certified copy of the
articles of incorporation.
(c) If applicant is ai municipality, the law- or charter and procedure taken by which the municipality has become a; legal body
corporate.
An application by a private corporation or. municipality should
show that it is legally qualified to take the lease requested and that,
the taking: of such lease has been duly authorized by its governing
body.:
(d) An: accurate description of the land desired., If the land is
surveyed, it should be described with reference to the public-land.
surveys.: A lease may be granted for part.of a legal subdivision or
for more than one legal subdivision, in the discretion of the Secretary
of the Interior. IIf the land is unsurveyed, the: description thereof
should conform to requirements set forth in circular.of November 3,
1909 (38 L. D! 287).
,(e) The names and addresses of thlree persons to whom reference
may be niadd as to applicant's reputation and business standing.and
as to his ability, both from Ia financial standpoint and otherwise, to,
carry out the contemplated project.
(f) The period of time for which the lease is desired, not to exceed
20: years, and the purpose for which the lea se is sought, whether for
the erection of a bathhouse, hotel, or other improvement for the:
accommodation of the public. It is important, that the application
should specify all purposes for which it is intended or desired to use,
the land, as a lease, if issued, will authorize the use of the land only
for the purposes specified in the applicIation, and its use for any other
purpose will not be permitted. Thus, if an'applicant for a hotel, in
addition to using the land for ordinary hoteltpurposes, wishes: to
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operate a billiard hall or moving-picture theater, etc., on the land,
that fact should' bbe disclosed in. the application.
(g) Details as to the proposed improvements, including the estimated cost of construction and of subsequent maintenance; also the
time when construction work will begin and when it will be con 0
pleted, if the proposed lease is granted.
4. Fixing of 'rate-All leases issued'hereunder will contain stipui 0;lations authorizing the. Secretary of the Interior to fix the rates and
prices for aceommnodations' and services whenever this is deemed
necessary. 'The charges which may 'be made may or may not be
regulated by the Secretary of the Interior, as may be deemed proper
in the particular case.
5. Filing of application.-An application for lease should be filed
in duplicate in the' district land office, should be given a current serial
number, and should be dldy noted on the district land office recordtl.
If it appears that the land applied for is note subject to lease, the
application should be rejected subject to the usual right of appeal.
Otherwise, after notation, the register should attach to each colpy of
the application a statement as to the status of the land as shown by
the district land Iffice records and should transmit the original copy
of the application to the Commissioner of the General Land Office
by special letter for notation on the General Land Office records and
the duplicate copy to the division inspector for report.
'6. Action by' division
tinspectom-'Upon receipt of an application
the division inspector will cause a field examination to be made, if
necessary, and thereafter he will submit report to the Comnmisisoner
of the General Land Office. The report should include the following
information. if it will be of' service in the consideration of the case,
together with any other information which may be deemed essential:
(a) A topographic map of the areas adjacent to the spring or of
the area applied for. If in the opinion of the division inspector the
area should be divided to enable the issuance of more than'one lease,
a proposed -division should be shown.
(b) A determination of the quantity of water available from 'the
spring and a plan of' the work that should be done to develop' and
increase the flow, as well as to protect the spring from pollution or
silting, with an estimate as' to the cost.
(c) An analysis of the water, which may be procured from the
Bureau of Chemistry.
(d) Whether the contemplated use of the land is the highest or
best use to' which theland may be put, under the act of March.3. 1925.:
(e) A statement as to the distance of the land from centers of
population and as to' its accessibility.
(f) A statement as to whether the contemplated project will require closer supervision' than can be given by the division inspector.
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The report should show whether in .the opinion of the, division
inspector, all things considered, the application should be allowed
or rejected. It should also show the amount of the annual rental
which in the opinion Qf the division inspector should be charged, if
the lease is granted. ' In order to ascertain a proper charge, the
division inspector should determine what is a fair and reasonable
rental of the area, taking into consideration the purpose' for which
it is to be used and the probable' value of the lease to the applicant..
The report should also state any conditions or restrictions which in
'the opinion of the division inspector should be incorporated in a
lease, if issued. In so. far as applicable, the general regulations of
the department governing the execution of contracts will be followed
in the preparation of leases issued hereunder.
7. Con flictingp applcations.-Froin
p
and after the filing in the
district land office of an application for lease, the lands applied for
will not be subject to other appropriation under the -public land
laws. However, applications under other laws may be received and
such application will be suspended pending final action on the application for lease, unless a prior right to the land is claimed by settlement or otherwise, in which case the subsequent applications should
be. 'transmitted to the General Land Office for consideration. If
the application for lease is subsequently approved, the conflicting
suspended applications will be rejected. On the other hand, if the
application for lease is rejected, the conflicting suspended applications
will be relieved from the suspension and will be disposed of as though
the application for lease had not been filed.
8. Furtheraction on appZicationfor lease.-When a report has been
received from the division inspector, the Commissioner of the General Land Office will make report to the Secretary of the Interior
either recommending the allowance or the rejection of the application for lease. If the allowance of the application is recommended,
the Commissioner will submit a form of a proposed lease for consideration. 0 Thereafter, the department will take such further action
and will give such further directions as are considered proper.
9:. Discretionary authority of the Secretary of the Interior.-The;
granting of an application' for lease is'discretionary with the Secretary of the Interior, and any application'may be granted or denied
in part or in its entirety as may:appear to be warranted in the
particular case.
WILLIAM SPRY,

CoMMndssione'r.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

APPENDIX

FORXS~
SCHEDULE OF APPRAISEMENTValuation of lots and blocks in the town site of

,

State of

appraised under-

Valuation
Block

L6t

Area

land of

______________Character

Dollars

Reak
Remarks

Cents

,19-.
We, the undersigned, constituting the Board of Appraisers appointed under
to examine and appraise the surveyed and platted lots
described in the foregoing list and designated on the approved plat of the town
day (or days) of
, do hereby certify that on the site of
19-', we visited and examined each of said town lots; and: that the valuation
placed upon each lot as designated in the foregoing list is the fair, just, Tand full
cash value thereof according to the best of our judgment.
Board

of Appraisers.
Serial No.

APPPLICATION:UNDER

*; ;-. ::.

SECTION 2387, U. S. REV. STATS.
DEPARTMENT 0OFTHE INTEREOR,
LANDI OFFICE AT:
:
19-.

,. do
County, State of
of
as.
hereby apply to purchase, under sections 2387 to 2393, inclusive, U. S. Rev.
Principal Meridian,
of .
T.
, R. , Sec.
Stats.,
fot the town site of
acres, at the sum of $
containing
My post-office address is

,

I hereby certify that the land above described contains
that the purchase price therefor is $

-

acres, and..
Register.
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Serial No.
APPLICATION TO PURCHASE TOWN LOTS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
LAND OFE'ICE AT

ofi
purchase, under

County, State of
,

as delineated

,

Lot

-,

do hereby apply to

Block No.

and' designated

in

:

,

in

the town site of

the approved plat thereof, containing

at the sum of$
Mey post-office

address is

hIereby certify that the land abovedescribed contains
the purchase prlce therefor is $

=

,

and that

Register.
Seriai No.'

APPLICATION: TO PREEMPT TOWN LOTS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
LAND OFICE AT
V

t:

:D,:.
; -::

f
I,

f chase, under

u

d~z 4

of

,

,

.

t-,

Lot No. --

as delineated and

S

'

:f.

County, State of
, in

designated

Block No.
in

E iN
-2,
19-.iE~
do hereby'apply to pur-

0
.

, in

the town site of

-

-,

the approved plat thereof, containing.

at the sum of $
That I am
a

-

, basing said 'application on the following facts:
years of age (and, if under 21 years of age, add,, and the head of.

family)-, that I

am a native-born'citizen

elared my intention to become a

office address is
the

I

value

and

and that

,

character

citizen

of

(or have de-.
that my

post-

my settlement, the date thereof, and

my improvements

hereby certify that the lot

purchase price thereof is'$

of the United States

of the :United States);

above described

on

said lot

contain-

are

as ' follows:.

,

and that the

-.
Regmslter.

NOTICE OF INTENTION TO MAKE

-PROO:

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
LAND O FICE AT

as
.. , having applied to purchase, under
the
hereby give notice of '
h
intention to make proof,
to establish
- right under said law to enter the land above described
before the
_
,' a t-,
'
o'
._'
-,
19-,.by two of;the
folliowig: witnesses:
,of
of'

-

~,of

,

* :E

;

.

.

;iq

,Of
0
Notice
of the above application will be published in the -,
'
printed
' d~at-. !
;, -which I hereby designate6 asithe newspaper published' nearest'

the land described.
Register.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

OF MAKING PROOF.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
,
LAND OFFICE AT,, has filed notice
, as
Notice is hereby given that
the
of his intention to make proof of his right to enter, under
at
and that said proof will be made before 19-, and he names as his witnesses in making such
-,
on
proof*,of

,of
,Of,
6f
Register.

EU1MSTEAD v. HEIRS :AND MORTGAGEES OF FRANKLIN
Decided May 3, 1927
PREFPERENCE RIGHT-.ASSIGNMENT-CONTEST-CONTESTANT-HOMESTEAD
MORTGAGEI-MORTGAGEE-AVi-AIVER.

:
-

The preference right accorded a successful contestant is personal and nonill not constitute such a valuable con-'
assignable, and a waiver thereof,
sideration for a mortgage as to confer upon the mortgagee. any rights in the.
land which will receive recognition by the department.

ENTRY-FINAL
CONTEST-CONTESTANT-E-IOMESTFAD
:
ENCE RIGHT-LAND DEPARTMENT
*

*

ENTRY-

PROOF-EVIDENcE--PREFER-

The Land Department is chargeable with knowledge as to what homestead
final proof:discloses, and one who is permitted to prosecute a contest, after
proof has been submitted, with the understanding that should his allegations be provenl. cancellation. of the entry wsould be )warranted, will not be.
denied. the rights of a successful contestant because the charges did not
allege any material fact not previously shown by the final proof.

:FINNEY, First AssistantSecretary:

.

-

:This caseis before the department on appeals by, Dale Bumstead.
the contestant and E~dith R. C. I-ickeyone of the defendants therein;
from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
dated .November 20, :1926, having, reference to original homestead
the NW. 1/4 Sec.
entry 039619, of Herbert TFranklin, deceased,
Phoenix, Arizona, land district.
V;M,
10, T. 2 N., R. 1 W., G. & S.
Pdecision denied
Bumstead has appealed because the Commissioner's
the stat-us of a successful: contestant; although:it held the :conf:: him
tested :entfy for cancellation, while Miss T1ickey has appealed from
the cancellation of the entry. :
It appears from the record that the land in question was entered
that. his entry was canceled
to May 1, 1918, kyE. . fi~ Stone, dand
prior
:0
:on that day- as the result .of a contest against the, same by James A.
.for.
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Francois, who was represented in the contest proceeding by Edith
R. C. Hickey. an agent authorized to practice before the Phoenix,
Arizona district land office. On May 7, 1918, a preference right of
entry was awarded to Francois. On May 18, 1918, a waiver of his
preference right was filed in.the district land office by Francois. On
the same day-Herbert Franklin, a yoLnug colored man, filed a'pplication 039619 .to make homestead entry for the land, and this application was allowed forthwith. On- the same day Miss Hickey entered
:her appearance as the attorney for Franklin.
On May 25,' 1918, Francois ;ffled a notice of mortgage in, the district
land office, to the effect that on the 18th day of May, 1918, F ranklin
had executec a mortgage for $1,000 in his favor, covering the land
embraced in Franklin's entry..:
Herbert Franklin died of tuberculosis on November: 5, 1918, within
six months after the date of his entry, in destitute circumstances.': He
had never est.ablished residence upon the land- or done any act toward
imiproving or cultivating the same. There are-many references in
.'the record to an uncdated paper writing, said to have been written
and signed by Franklin shortlylbefore his death, and while he was
an inmate of a hospital, in which he expressed a desire that all of his
belongings should be given to his brother,'Wesley Franklin, of Fitz::hughl, Arkanisas. kA copy of this paper was filed as a part of the
contest affidavit in this case.: The paper. was said to- be entirely in
Herbert Franklin's handwriting, and to be good as a holographic will
tunder the laws of Arizona. At the time of the hearing in this case
the paper had never been probated as a will. Both sides proceededapparently upon the theory that this paper gave WesleymFranklin a
status before the Land Department as .the devisee of' the, deceased
entryman. Such, however, ~was'*not the case, as the Land Department can take' no cognizance of the paper until. it is established as a
will in accordancewvithithll laws ofArizona. For the 'purposes of.
this case the entryman must be considered as having died intestate.
As final proof -was not: sllbmitted wvithliinltherequired time, the local
office sent -a noticed o :Wesley:Fr anklin, under cdate' of De ember 24,
.1923, allowlg'him 30 days within which to show cause why the entry'
'
.
should notfbe cariceled.
'On February 28,-21924, Miss Hickey gave notice of intention to
submllit three-year final proof on .the entry, stating, that she -was the
mortagee of the deceased entryman, Herbert Franklin. : Proof was
submitted by, her before the Phoenix, Arizona," district land office on
April 17, 1924. In her. .testiniony Miss Hickey stated that she was
the assignee 'of James A.; Francois,:the mortgagee of' the 'deceased
entryman; that in 191.9, 10 acres of the entry haddbeen cleared, broken,
57522-27-VoL..52.'

.10, '

'
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* and seeded to barley that in 1920, 10 additional acres. had been
cleared and broken, and the entire 20 acres planted with barley; that
in 1921, 20 aeres had been planted with barley; that there had been'
;nocrop in 2an, year, as it wat too dryl; and that all of the cultivation
had been' done by herself. She also- stated that there was:a frame
ihouse upon the' entry, which was. habitable at all times, and that the
-total va uli of the improvements amounted to $500. The proof was.
protested by theIchief of field division.
On June ,1924, Dale Bumstead filed contest against the entry, aid
;on Juie 16, 1924; he filed a supplemental contest enlarging the charges
poriginally ,iacl. The papers were transmitted to the General Land
-Offic by the register and receiver with a request -for instructions.
In a decision dated August. 22, 1924, the Com1iissioner: stated that
if the charges preferred against the entry were true, the heirs of the
deceased entrynian had not complied with the requirements of the
-homestead lawv, and that the fact that a, mortgagee had attempted to
:submit final ~proof would not deprive the contestant of the right to
-,proceed with this contest. The Comnmis'sioner directedhe register

-and receiver

0to

alloxf the contest ancl o fissue- Ilotice accordingly.'X,

Miss Hickey, on behalf of herself. and the original mortgagee,
James A. Francois, appealed to the Departmerat from the Commis- -sioners,
decision. The appeal was disposed of in a decision. datled
'.January .24, 1925, wherein it was said that if 'the facts alleged in the
:affidavi'tof contest were proven, they would warrant cancellation of
thes entry, and that the Commissioner properly had directed that
-notices of contest should be issued and served.
;
On April 11, 1925, Bumstead filed an amended contest against the
:entry, wherein 'he stated that after diligent search he .had been00alble

-to learn of but two heirs of the entryman, a brother and a sister,
whose names and addresses were fgiven.. Thie charges in the amended
contest
'affidavit were a repetition andenlargement of the charges
contained in the affidavit of contest: which had been found to be
.sufficient in the concurring decisions of the Commissioner. and of the
department. In substance they alleged that the mortgage to-Francois
-was not based upon a valuable consideration and represented a speculation in a preeference right;- that the entry had been abandoned by
-theientryi-an, his heirs, the alleged mortgagee, and the assignee. of
-the mortgagee, without pretense of any compliance with the require-ments of 'the homestead law; that Edith R. C. Hickey had no interest
-in the land, and -that her attempt to submit final proof was a subterfuge resorted to without legal right; that about the time Iof - final
proof Miss Hickey had placed :a dilapidated shack upon the land in
-an attempt to foa'tify her showing on final proof; and: that-shortly
safter final proof the shack was removed from the land.
.
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Notice' of contest was igiven by publication to Wesley 'Franklini
and Hattie Williams, the brother and sister of theeentryman; to:
;K3ing Williams, the-husband of Hattie Williams; to James A.
Francois and Edith R. '. Hickey, as the mortgage6 of the; entrymain
and assignee of a portion of the mortgage, respectively; and to the
:,other heirs of Herbert' Franklin, if any.'
Thereafter an answer was filed on behalf of Wesley Franklin,
,-James fA. Francois and Edith R. C. Hickey.

The registered lettters

:addressed to King Williams, to "Hattie Williams and to the unknown
'heirs of the entryinan, were returned 'unclaimed. The record discloses the existence of no heirs other than those named.
The case was~ heard before-'the register of :the district Iland office
:zon October 3, 1925. Bumstead was represented by an attorney,
while Mis Hickey' appeared in her own behalf and as the agent' of
Wesley' Franklin and James A.' Francois. The hearingo was .not
adjourn:completed until December 10, 1925, as there w -erenumerous
ments. The transcript of the testimony covers' 479 pagesi:.
In spite of 'the 'volume of the record the: facts it' disclosest are:
'simple. :It appears, in addition' to the 'facts already stated, that, after
-the: death of Herbert Franklin, Miss Hickey had' coiisiderable corre-spondence with' his brother, Wesley Franklin;- with 'respect to per-:
fecting the entry. Wesley Franklin advanced between' $75 and $100
'for that purpose, which Miss Hickey testified was applied toward;
'the cultivation of the land. As Wesley Franklin was unable or unwilling to supply additional money, Miss Iickey: proceeded to: expend.
'between $200 and $300 of her own money for the same purpose.
'The testimony establishes to the satisfaction'of the department that
'.she had the land cleared and cultivated to thei extent and 'at the
'times stated in her proof. 'With respect to the. house mentioned in
'the proof it appears that it had been a part of a garage located on an
- belonging to Miss Hickey, and that-:about a 'week prior to the'
;;entry
'submission of proof she had it transported to and placed upon the'l;iand in question. It remained upon the land until November fol:lowing the pioof, when Miss Hickey remoIved' it to-the homestead:
: of an acquaintande about 3/2- miles distant. 'The testimony 'shows
'-that the house was a shack 6 by 9 feet in dimrension, and 7 or 8 feet
'high, built of lumber and sheet iron,: and that it was:S'not "' a habitable'
:house":as that term' is commonly understood.. It is not shown that
"the heirs of theentrymnan had any lnowledge' that the: house was
-placed upon the .land, and the testimony with respect' to it is insufficient to establish 2a:transfer of title from Miss. Hickey. to the'heirs.
::There was also much testimony with, respect to 'use lof the' land for'
:grazing purposes' pursuant to permission from Miss Hileky..:
It was shown that Wesley Frankldin would not consent to submit'
'final proof, or even 'to execute the preliminary papers necessary to
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tBhat end, unless Miss Hickey advanced him money to reimburse hiM
for the amount: he had already expended in cultivating the land, andi
for the expenses of his brother's funeral- which had been borne by
him. 0 Miss Hickey declined to comply with Franklin's demand.
*Francois,. the mortgagor, also refused to submit final proof, but made
an arrangement with Miss: Hickey through his brother that she
-should submit proof at her own expense. On April 24, 1924, seven
days after the submission of proof by Miss Hickey, Francois executed an assignment to her of a, five-eighths interest in the $1,000'
mortgage given to him by the deceased entryman. This assignment
also constituted Miss Hickey the attorney for Francois to recover
t:;he money and: interest secured by the mortgage, but provided that
this should be, done at her own expense. The assignment was said
to have been executed in pursuance of a precedent agreement between
the parties thereto.
After'reviewing the testimony in the case the Commissioner held
that the;: contestant had not proved by the preponderance of the
evidence .any material: fact charged by him which had not been
shown by the final proof previously submitted. He also held that
a mortgagee should, not be permitted to submit: final proof in the
absence. of a elear refusal by the devisee or heir to do so,-and that an
assignee of: a nmortgagee should not be permitted to submits final
proof unless the mortgagee in turn also refused to do so. The, Commissioner stated that the testimony did not show that Wesley Frankllin had refused outright to submit proof. -With respect to the mort: gage given by the entryman to Francois the CGommissioner held that
the waiver of the Preference 'right accorded to Francois was not a
sufficient consideration to support the mortgage. In. conclusion the
.Commissioner held 'that the: contest should be dismissed. that the final
proof. should be rejected, and that the entry should be canceled for
failure to. submit satisfactory proof within the statutory period.
The department finds that the Commissioner's action canceling the
entry was correct. Franklin's heirs never perfected their right to the
.land after his'death, they submitted no proof themselves, and the
'evidence satisfies the departm ent that one of them, Wesley FrankElin, in effect directly refused to submit final proof.:
As regards the proof submitted by, Miss:iHickey Sit 'appears that
).the mortgage given by the entryman to her' assignor, Francois, was
based uupon no other consideration than the waiver of his preference
*right of entry by Francois. The department in; its, administration
Xof the public domain can. not recognize the validity of. a mortgage
'executed-by
ba homestead entryman which is based upon such a contsideration. When a: Icontestant has been successful in securing the
cancellation of a homestead;:entry the law :rewards 'his efforts by
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holding the land subject to his exclusive right of entry for 30 days.
This preference right, however, is personal to the contestant and is
'not assignable,-?and it can not be indirectly assigned through the
*device of a mortgage given by a, succeeding entryman. in consideralion of the waiver of the preference right. When a successful contestant formally waives his preference right he terminates his interlest in the land, which' then becomes open to entry by any qualified
person, and a mortgage given under such conditions by a succeeding
entrymnan because the prior successful contestant waived his prefer*enceright is founded upon no valuable consideration, or at all events
upon no consideration which the Land Department will protect.
'The succeeding entryman acquires a full and untrammeled right to
the land by virtue of the public-land laws of the United States, andc
any agreement on his part to limit or. encumber that right in favor,
:of a prioir successful contestant who failed to make entry for the land
himself is a mere nudum pactwm.

From Yu-hat has just been said it is apparent that Francois ac-quired no interest in Franklin's entry by virtue of his mortgaged
which authorized him to submit final proof upon the entry. Such
being the case it is plain that Miss Hickey stood in no better posi'ion in that respect than Francois himself, and that the proof submnitted by her -was a nullity.
The department, however, is not in accord with the Commissioner's
.action dismissing Bumstead's contest, and in that wtaJT denyin'.)- him
-a preference right of entry.: When the decisions of the Commis.sioner and the department referred -to above, dated August 22,
1924, and Januarv 24, 1925, respectively, were rendered, final proof
had been submitted by Miss Hickey and the Land Departmnint was,.
-or should have been, fully a'dvised as to what that proof disclosed.
The department stated in its decision that if the facts alleged in
Bumstead's affidavit of contest were . proven they would warrant
the cancellation of Franklin's entry. That -statement became. the law
-of the case, and it awas. upon its faith that Bumstead undertook a
long and expensive hearing. It is now. too late. to say that because
he proived ino material fact of his charges' vhieh was not already
shown by the final proo-f, his contest should be dismissed, Further
-than that the department is by no means convinced of the accuraev
,of the Commissioner's finding with respect to the scope of the testimuony submitted by Bumstead. It is unnecessary, howsever, to
.

prolong this 'decision bv a discussion of details. The' department holds
that the entry should be canceled pursuant to Bumstead's contest.;
The de' artment can not bring this case to a close without cominenting upon the manner in w4hich it was 'presented before the
district land office. While the register before whom it: was tried
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show7ed great pfatiende and forbearance, and exhibited. a commendable
desire:to have the issues fully presented,:he shquld have asserted his
authority and restrained the contending parties fIrom Vencumberina
the record with, page after page of utterly, irrelevant. matter. and,
hle' ,should. have instructed the reporter .not .to take down, or at all.
events not .to transcribe the long and frequent; conversations andt
Varagu~ents ;which helped :to extend the record bey~ohd all reason..
It would be hard to imagine ,how any case could be presented in aworse mnanner than was the one at hand.
In accordance with the foregoing the Commissioner's-decision; isaffirmed in so far as it holds Franklin's entry for cancellation, but
is reversed in so far as it dismisses Bumstead's contest, and the
Commissioner is directed to grant Bumstead the status of a success-ful contestant: and to award him a preference right of entry.

A ffired in. part and reversed in part..
BIUMSTEAD v. HEIRS AND MIORTGAGEES OF FUANKLIN'
Motion for rehearing'of departmental 'decision of May S3.1927
(52 L. D. 144), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney,. June 14,,

01927.

;

00:

:

0:

: -.;

; -

STATE LEGISLATION RELATING TO DISPOSITION OF'
ANTIQUITIES ON PUBLIC LANDS
Opinion, May 6, 1927

NATIONAL 1MONUMENTS - PUBLIc LANDS-RTSERVATIONS-JuRIsDIcTIoN.
By virtue of the power conferred upon Congress by section 3, article 4 of'
the Constitution respecting the territory or the property of the United
States, Congress may make reservations of the public domain for the
preservation of antiquities and authorize executive officers to make rules
and regulations for their preservation and protection.
NATIoNAL MONUMENTS-PUBLIc LANDs-ARIZON%-JuRI5DICTION.
Under the act of June 8,. 1906, Congress has authorized: the Executive to
:prescribe regulations relating to excavation and exploration for antiquities
upon lands owned and controlldd by the United States, and for the disposi-tion of articles, implements, and material discovered thereon, and a Statelegislature has no power to restrict in any wise the methods thus prescribed..
PATTERSON, Solicitor:

:
In accordance with the request of thef Assistant Secretary, I have'
considered the question presented by the Chief of the Bureau of
American Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution, regarding the authority of the Legislature of the State of Arizona- to enact certain.
proposed Iegislation embodied in a bill under, the title of "An act to
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prevent further despoilation of the prehistoric sections of Arizona,providing regulations. under whicfr exploration and: recovery of
prehistoric material nay be prosecuted;:-and providing a penalty for
any violation of the provisions .of this act." Section, 1 of. th& bill
reads as follows
Any person, persons, corporation,

or institution making investigations, ;ex

ploration,. or: excavations in or on the prehistoric ruins of Arizona, either on'
Federal, State, or private 'lands, shall donate to the State fifty per cent (50%)
of all articles, implements, and material found or discovered by such investigation, exploration, or excavation, which shall be deposited with the Arizona StateMuse um at Tucson, Arizona, to become the property of the State of Arizona for'
the uses, benefits, and purposes of the people of the State, to be forever open ito
the public free of charge for study and investigation.

Section 2 provides, as a penalty for violation of the above section,.
the forfeiture' of all articles a.nd materials discovered,,toether with
fine and imprisonment.
.
The specific question submitted is "Whether the State has authority7

to annul permits granted to any department of the Gove'rnment to'
excavate and deposit. specimens in the National Museum."

By the act approved June 8, 1906 (34'Stat. 225), entitled "An actfor the preservation of American antiquities," Congress enacted legis-'
lation concerning historic or prehistoric ruins, or objects of. antiquity_
situated on lands owned or controlle dby the Governmeht of the
United States. .The law authbrizes th'e President to declare by' pub-'lio prod amation-such: obj cts situated on lands o6wned or controlledby the United States to be national monuniments and to r'eserve parcels
of land for their protection and management. The act provides for'
the: granting of permits by the Secretaries of Interior,' Agriculture,..
and War, under appropriate rules and regulatiohs, to qualified institutions for exploration and gathering of objects. on lands under their'
respective jurisdictions. A penalty is -provided for unauthorizedoperations.: In accordance with the authority granted uniform rules'
and regulations were prescribed by the 'three Secretaries under date'
of December 28, 1906,' jurisdiction thereunder to be exercised by. the'
Secretary of Agriculture over lands within the exterior limits of'
forest reserves, by the Secretary of, War over lands 'within the:
exterior limits of military reservations, by the Secretary of the'
Interior over all other lands owned or controlled by the Government'
of tl United States, and provided for cooperative action in appropriate cases.
It is noted that the proposed State legislation is designed to apply
to .investigations, explorations, or excavations, either 'on Federal,
State, or~.p'rivate lands. Inasmuch as the act of June 8, i906, supra,'
and the regulations thereunder, provide for .the grantinlg .of permits
on lands owned or controlled0by ithe' '0Giovernment of the 'United
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States, the question submitted is understood as applying to permits
granted in accordance with the provisions of that act.
Section 3,. article 4,- of the Constitution, provides that "Congress
shall have power to. dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations: respecting the territory or the property belonging to the
iUnited States." The full scope of this paragraph has never definitely been settled. It has been held that primarily, at least, it is a
grant of power to the United States of control over its property.
Light v. United States (220 U. S.d 523); Kansas v. Coloradoa (206
U. S. 46).It hast also been held that Congress in the exercise of its control
of the property of the United States could constitutionally enact'
the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1095, 1103), under which public
forest reservations may be established on the public domain without
the consent of the State where the~land lies; and that Congress may
.authorize jan executive officer to make rules and regulations as to the
-use, occupancy, and preservation of forests, and that sildh authority
; so granted iss not unconstitutional as a delegation of legislative
power. United States v. Grimnaud (220 U. S. 506); Light v. United
,States,supra.
Clearly Congress, within the authority of the foregoing article
of the Cbnstitiution, could make like reservations of. the public
domain for' the preservation of antiquities and authorize executive
officers0 to make rules and regulations for their preservation and protection. With respect to lands within the limits of national monuaments ereated by Executive procamation it seems clear that Congress
has exclusive jurisdiction in the matter.
Lands owned or controlled by the United States would also include
unreserved public lands.J With respect to these the Government. has
the right of an ordinary proprietor to maintain its possession when
situated within a State and to prosecute trespassers. It has a power
over its own property analogous to the police powers of the several
States, and the extent to which it may go in, the exercise of such
power is measured' by the exigencies of the particular case when
directed to its own protection. United: States v. Ca.vneld (167:0
U. S. 518).
The question submitted is "whether the State has any authority
to annul permits granted to any department of the'Governiment to
excavate and deposit specimens in the National Museum." There is
nothing in the proposed legislation providing for the annulment of
permits. It requires that any of the patties named making investigations, exploration, or excavations shall donate to the State'fifty
per cent of all articles, implements, and material found, which shall
be deposited with the Arizona State Museum, to become the property
of the State.

1
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It seems clear from the authorities: cited that jurisdiction over
the sulbject matter of the proposed legislation, in so* far. as lands
owned or controlled by the Government of the United States areconcerned, :rests exclusively with Congress. I am, therefore, of theopinion that the legislation woul&T be null and void as to said prop'erty, and that suchl dispositibn may be made of Fall articles, imple;ments, and material found.thereon as'is authorized under the terms'
of permits granted by proper officers under the 'provisions of the; act,
of June 8, 1906, supra.
Approved:
JoHN

: 0X

;

H.

f:

EDWARDS,

;X

:

Assistant Secret~ar.

;:

f

ASSIGNMENT (OF UNDIVIDED INTERESTS IN; SOLDIERS'
ADDITIONAL RIGHTS
Instructions-, May 13, 1927
SOLDIERS' ADDITIO±AL-VIDOW; EBSms;. DEVISEw-DkscErsT AND DisTrIBUTIoNASSIGNMENT.

A soldiers' additional right, not exercised or as-signed by the soldier, nor
by his widow during widdowhood in the absence of minor children, descends to those who are his heirs under the laws of the State of his domrilfile at the time of his death.
DEVIsSE-U NDIVIDED INITEEESTs-AssIGNr

SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAI-WIDOWw; -Eas;:
MENT.

,

Each of the heirs entitledd to the lexerci~e of a soldiers' additional right mady'
separately locate or :assign his share of the right.
PrioR

DEPARTMENTALlDECIsIoON

Case of Edag

OVERRUR

so FAR

AS

IN

CNFLICT.

A. Coeub (33 L. D. 2i45) overtuled so far as in conflict.

sa:
FIN-rrEY, FFirst Assistant Secr
'The department has &onsidcredc your [donmnissiner&of the General ILand Office] lettei of the 9th instAtrequ6eting instructions as
to whether or not an assignment executed by. one or more, but less
than all, of 'the surviving heirs of a soldier, who have succeeded to
his soldiers' additional right, should be recognized as conveying the
proportionate share or shares of the heir or heirs who executed
such assignment: or assignments.
It being well settled-that-a soldiers' addition'al homestead right, if
not exercised or transferred by the dohee,. passes to his estate as other
property, suhbject- only to the exircise of the rights, given by section.
2307, Revised Statutes, to the widow' and minot orphan 'children
(Anderson v. Clune. 269 UT. S. 140), it only remnains to be determined
whether there is any administrative objection to allowing each of
the heirs, if there be more .:than one, to separately locate or assign lisi
share of the right.
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; :Inthe case of EEdgmr A.: Cofi (33 L. D. 245) it was held that " the
Land Department does not and can not deal with or recognize undivided ihterests.
'
* Thecdepartment is now of the opinion that:no good- reason exists
for further adhering to the ruling' above-quoted.
: Accordingly, if one claiming a portion of a soldiers' :additionial
right. as the heir of a soldier; furnishes convincing proof of his heir:ship; the names of the other heirs, and Sthat there are no d0ebtsf due
by the estate of the soldier,, his appli'ation to locate his portion of
thelright, or an assignment thereof, willtbe recognized.
In this connection it should be observed that a soldiers' additional
right not exercised (or as'signd). by* the soldier, nor by his widow;:
during widowhood, in the :absence of minor children, descends to
those.who :are his heirs under the laws of the State'of his domicile
at the time of his death, and, in makingzproof of the undivided interest to be located or assigned,4the applicant should be required to
furnish evidence showing the succession in the same manner as in
the case of estates generally.

DAVIDSON v. TAYLOR
Decided Ma'y 81, 1927
oONTEPS-HOmESrEAD EN~Y-Novrcr--SNMrswoMliISIOME-PRACvICE.

Omission of a contestee's middle name: in the application to contest his
homestead entry and in the notice subsequently issued thereupon does not
constitute a misnomer .or variance within the;purview of .the Rules :of
Practice, and is not such a defect:.as to warrant dismissal of the contest.
NINNEY First Assistant Secretary::
:
* Hattie Davidson has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated January 12, 1927, dismissing.
her contest against the original. stock-raising homestead :entry,
026844, of, Claude Ien7Fv Taylor, for 640 acres in Secs. 17 and. 20,
T. 1 S., R. 14 E.,' N. M. P. M., Las .Cruces, New Mexico, land
district.
.
.The entrytwas allowed on November 17, 1920, as Roswell 048395.
:Hattie Davidson filed contest against the same on .September I13.,
1926, 'alleging lack of residence- and 'abandonment. Notice of the
contest was served by publication.. The' register' of the district land
:office, under date of. December 1, 1926, recommended the cancellation
of the entry because of the contestee's failure to file an answer.
In his .decision of-January 12, 1927, the, Commissioner stated that
it was found uponf examination of the papers'. in the case' that the
contest proceedings'were fatally defective.:b yreason of the. fact that
the application to contest, and all other papers with reference to the
*

:
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.contest, gave the name of the contestee as Claude' Taylor, whereas
the entry' had been made by Claude Henry Taylor. The Comnis.sioner, accordingly, dismissed Mrs. Davidson's contest.
The department does not conicur iii the action. taken by-the Comnmissioner. Rule 2 (a) of the R Lules of Practice requires that an.
application to contest shall contain the name:and, residence of 'each
party adversely interested.
ule 9 also requires that' published notice
o'f contestf must give; the names of the parties thereto., It must be
-assumed that the .departmnet in preparing these ri6es had in mind
the established principle of law with reference. to what constitutes
-.
:an individual's nane'

The commoni law recognized but two names,; the surname' or family
-name, and the firstl or, Christi-an name. This principlo has- been
'-adhered to by all of lthe Federal and State courts so far as is kncvwn,
including the Supreme6 Court of the IUnited States, .and has beend:
'applied in both: civil and criminal cases. *Even in such 'a' techniical
pleading as an indictment, the omission'iof the accused partv's middlet
name' does not constitute a misnomer or a variance. Th6 priucipi
zalso has been applied in cases. inolvintg notice by publication, wvith
respect to the defendant's name.
There is no reason -why' the Land Department sshould be more,
exacting than the' dourts. In the instance at hand, the entrvyan's'03
name- was, Claude Taylor. The contest against his entry, in which
he was designated as the party defendant byd that name 'alone, was
'mot defective because it' omitted his middle name, H'enry.. See IKeene
v. Heade. (3 Pet. 1); Games v. Stiles (14 Pet. 322):; Comrigan v.
Schmidt (126 Mo. 304; 28 5. W. 874); Johnson v. Day (2: N. D. 295;
ZO. N. W.701).
The decision appealed from is
Reversed.
0STATE

IRRIGATION DISTRICTS IN THEIR' RELATION To THE
PUBLIC LANDS OF THE UNITED STATES
REGULATIO

5 S

CLircular No. 592 1]f
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington', D. 'C.,

JWne

3, 1927.

-REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

1. The act of August 11, 1916, chapter 319 (39 Stat. '506), entitled
"Ani act to promote the reclamation of arid lands," reads as follows-:
I Revision of the regulations
Aug. 16, 1920, unpublished. :
0

of M1ar.: 6, 19918, Circular NO. :92, and'.of reprint of
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Be it :enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
VStates of America ini Congress assembledl, That when in any, State of the United

States under the irrigation district laws of said State there has heretofore been
organized and created or shall hereafter be organized and created any irrigation district, for the purpose of irrigating the lands situated within said irrigation district, and iN vwich irrigation district so created or to 'be created there
shall be included any: of the public lands of the United States, such public landsso situated in said irrigation district, when subject to, entry, and entered lands.
within said irrigation district, for which no final certificates have been issued,.
which may be designated by the Secretary of the Interior in the approval by him.
of the map and plat of an irrigation district as provided in section 3, are hereby'
made and declared to be subject to all the provisions of the laws of the State
in which such lands shall be situated relating to the organization, government,
:and regulation of irrigation districts for the reclamation' and irrigation of
arid' lands for agricultural purposes, to the same extent and in the same:
manner: in which the landsS of a like character held under private ownership
are or may be subject to said laws: Provided, That the: United 'States and ails
persons legally holding unpatented lands under entry made under':the public
* land laws of the United States are accorded all the rights, privileges, benefits,and exemptions given by said State laws to persons holding lands of a like:
* character: under private ownership, except as hereinafter: otherwise' provided:
-Provided further, That this act shall not apply to any 'irrigation district commprising a majority acreage of unentered land.
D SEc. 2. That the cost of constructing, acquiring; purchasing, or maintaining
the canals, ditches, reservoirs, reservoir sites,.vwater, water right, rights of way,.
:or other property incurred' in connection with any irrigation project under said
irrigation district laws shall be equitably apportioned'among lands held under'
private ownership, lands legally covered by unpatentedentries, and unentered':
public lands included in said irrigation district. Officially certified lists 'of the:
amounts of charges assessed against the smallest legal subdivision of smid lands'
shall be furnished to the register and receiver of the land district within which!
the lands affected are located as soon as such charges are assessed; but nothing'
*in this act shall be construed as creating any obligation against the Unitedl
States to pay any of said charges, assessments, or debts incurred.
That all charges legally assessed shall be a lien upon unentered lands and:
upon lands covered by unpatented entries included in said irrigation district;and said lien upon said land covered by unpatented entries may be enforced:
upon said unpatented: lands by the sale thereof in the same 'manner and under

the same proceeding \vhereby said assessments are enforced against lands held;
under private ownership: Provided, That in the case of entered unpatented&
lands the title or interest which such irrigation district may convey by tars
sale, tax deed,; or as a result of any tax proceeding, shall be subject to the
following conditions and limitations: If such unpatented land be withdrawn
under the act of Congress of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second Statutes, page 388),.
known as the reclamation act, or subject to the provisions of said act, then
the interest which the district may convey by such tax- proceedings or tax deed
shall be subject to a prior lien reserved to the United States for all the unpaid
charges authorized by the said act of June 17, 1902; but the holder of such
tax deed or tax title resulting from such district tax shall be entitled to all
the rights and privileges in the land included in such tax title or tax deed of
an assignee under the provisions of the act of Congress of June 23, 1910 (Thirtysixth Statutes, page 592), and upon submission to the United States land office
of the district in which the land is located of satisfactory proof of such* tax
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title, the name. of the holder thereof shall be indorsed upon the records Xof
such land office as entitled to the rights of one holding a, complete and valid
:assignment under the said act of June 23, :1910, and such. person may,at any
time thereafter receive patent upon submitting satisfactory proof of the:reclamation and irrigation required by the said act of Congress of June 17, 1902,
and acts amendatory:thereto, and making the payments required by said acts.
SEC. 3. That no unentered lands and no entered lands for which no final
,certificates have been issued shall be subject to the lien or liens herein contemplated until there shall have been submitted by said irrigation district to the
Secretary of the Interior, and approved by him, a map or plat of said district
and sufficient detailed engineering data to demonstrate to: the satisfaction of'
the Secretary of the Interior the sufficiency of the water supply and the
-feasibility of the project, and which shall explain the plan: or mode of irrigation in those irrigation districts where the irrigation works have not been
constructed,: and which, plan shall be sufficient to thoroughly irrigate and
reclaim said land, and* prepare it to raise ordinary agricultural crops, and
which shall, also show the source .of water to be used for irrigationi of land
included in said district: Provided, That the Secretary of the Interior may,
upon the expiration of ten years from the date of his approval of said map-.
and plan of any irrigation district, release from the' lien authorized by this
act any unentered land or lands upon which final certificate has not issued,
for which irrigation works have not been constructed' and water of such dis-trict-made available for the land: Provided further. That in those irrigation
.districts already organized, and whose irrigation works have been constructed
and are in operation, as soon as a satisfactory map, plat, and plan shall have
been approved by the Secretary of the Interior, ias. in this act. provided, such
entered and unentered lands shall be subject to all district taxes and assessments theretofore actually levied: against the lands in said district, and in 'the
same manner in which lands of a like character held under private ownership
-are subject to liens and assessments.
SEaC. 4. That upon the approval of the district map or plat as hereinbefore
provided by the Secretary of the Interior, the register and' receiver will note
-said approval upon their records where any unentered or entered and unpatented lands are affected.

SEC. 5. That no public lands which were unentered at the time any tax or
assessment was levied against same by such irrigation district shall be sold
for such taxes or assessments, but such tax or assessment shall be and continue
a lien upon such lands, and not more.than one hundred and sixty acres of such
land shall be entered by any one person; and when such lands shall be applied
for, after said approval by the Secretary of the Interior, under the homestead
or desert land laws of the United States, the application shall be suspended for
a period of thirty days to enable the applicant to present certificate from the
proper district or county officer showing that no unpaid district- charges are
due and delinquent against said land.
SEC. 6. That any entered but unpatented lands not subject to the reclamation
act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second Statutes, page 388), sold in the manner and
for the purposes mentioned in this: act may be patented to the purchaser
thereof or his assignee at any time after the expiration of the period of
redemption allowed by law under which it may have been sold (no redemption
having been made) upon the- payment to the receiver of the local land office
of the minimum price of $1.25 per acre, or such other price as may be fixed by
law for such lands;' together with the usual fees and commissions charged in
entries of like lands under the homestead laws, and upon a satisfactory showing
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that the irrigation works* have been constructed and that water of .the district
shall, at the time,
is available for such land;6 but the purchaser or his assignee
of application for patent, 4 have the qualification. of a homestead entryman
or' desert-land entryman, and not more than one hundred and sixty acres of'
said land shall be patented to any one purchaser under the provisions of thisact.
These limitationsshall not apply to sales to irrigation districts, but shall apply
to purchasers from such irrigation districts of such land bid in by said district..
That unless the purchaser or his assignee of such lands shall,within ninety
days after the time for redemption has expired, pay to the proper receiver all
fees; and commissions and the purchase price to which the United States shall
be entitled as provided for in this act, any person having the qualification of a
homestead entryman or a desert-land entryman may payto the proper receiver.
for not more than .one hundred and sixty acres of said lands, for which payment
has not been made, the unpaid purchase price, fees, and commissions to which
-be entitled, and upon satisfactory proof that he has~;
the United States may
paid to the purchaser at the tax sale, or his. assignee, or to the proper officer
of 'the district for such purchaser or. for the district, as the case may be, the
sum for which. the land was: sold at sale for irrigation district charges or bid
:'such sale, and in addition thereto the interest and
in by the district at
penalties on the amount bid at the rate allowed by law, shall be subrogated
:
to the rights of such purchaser to receive patent for said land.
case where any tract of entered land lying within such approved
: In.any
irrigation district shall become vacant by relinquishment or cancellation for
any cause, any subsequent applicant therefor shall be required, in addition to
the qualifications and requirements otherwise provided, to furnish satisfactory
proof by certificate from the proper district or county officer that he has paid
all charges then due to the district upon said land and also has paid to the
proper district or county officer for the holder or holders of any tax certificates,
delinquency certificates, or other proper evidence of purchase at tax sale the
amount for which the said land was sold at tax sale,.together with the interest
and penalties thereon provided by law.
Sac. 7. That all notices required by the irrigation district laws mentioned in
this act shall, as soon as such. notices are issued, be delivered to the register
and receiver of the proper land office in cases where inipatented lands: are
affected thereby, and to the entryman whose unpatented lands are included
therein, and the United States and such entriyman shall be given the same
rights to, be heard by petition, answer,. remonstrance, appeal, or otherwise as
are given to persons holding lands in private ownership, and all entrymen shall
be given the same rights of redemption as are given to the owners of lands
held in private ownership.
SEc. 8. That: all moneys derived by the United States from the sale of public
lands herein referred to shall be paid into such funds and applied,.as provided
by law for the disposal of the proceeds from the sale of public lands.
PURPOSE AND EFFECT OF STATUTE

2. The purpose and effect of this statute is to empower the Secrez
tary of the Interior, following the presentation of proper applications, to i'nvestigate the plans and finafcial and physical resources
of irrigation districtsf heretofore or hereafter organized pursuant to
the law of:any State, and if he shall find and conclude that any -such
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applicant has planned and is executing an altogether meritorious and
feasible irrigation undertaking, to grant his approval of its plan aiid
un1dertaking, provided- a majority acreage thereof is not unentered
land, tothe end that upon. such approval, and upon compliane by:
such districts with the conditions in said' act specifically set forth,
all unentered public land and land which.has been entered, but, upon
which final' certificate has not issued, shall be subject to all' the provisions of the laws of the State in which such lands shall be situated
relating to the organization, government, and regulation of. irrigation districts for the reclamation and irrigation of arid lands for
agricultural purposes to the same extent upon like terms; as are
privately owned lands within the district. This includes the right,
of the district to levy and collect taxes' on unpatented land foor the
purpose of raising funds with a view to the construction, operation, and maintenance of the irrigation system, but does not grant.
the right to tax generally or for any purpose not definitely connected
with the construction and maintenance of the irrigation works.
The right of the district to sell lands which were entered at the dateof the levy of any such lawful tax or assessment remaining unpaid
is also provided for, together with the right of ,individuals to make
entry of -such land after the 'period of redemption from tax sales has

expired.:
REGULATIONS

'3. Applidation.-Any irrigation district desiring to obtain the
benefits of this act should file in the .local United States land office
within which the lands are situated an application, in duplicate, conXsisting of: the following:
(a) A statement setting forth concisely, the legal address' of the
district; 'the. date wheni, by court decree or otherwise, it was finally
declared to be fully organized; the name and title of all; officers of
the district, qualified 'at the date of the filing of the application; 'the
gross amount of land embraced in the district; the amount of irrigable land within the district; the amount. of. privately' owned land
Within the district; the amount of entered land 'for' which fifial certificate has.:not:issued-;: the amount of -Luentered public land; the
amount of land embraced within a-withdrawal 'for a Uited States
reclamation project; the amount of land otherwise wwithdrawn
(within Indian, forest power site, or other withdrawal):; how miuch
(per cent) of the .project has 'been completed; what bond' issue; if
any, has been finally consummated,' and. the present bonded 'debt;
whether contract has been imade withl the United States under -the
reclamnation act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388), or is pending, and if
any sch, the date. thereof; antd any other, facts for eircumstances
-
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which -wwouldthroww light on, or be pertinent tAO,
a full understanding
Aof the pr~esent condition or future prospects of the district.
(b) Proof of organization.
; ;(c)
Evidence of water right and sufficiency of available water
:1supply.

(d) Maps showing the project.
(e) Plans and specifications.

(f)

Such data as may be necessary to a full understanding of the

:situation.
DETAILS OF APPLICATION

4. Proof of 0 ga.zation (see- par. 3b) .- A properly authenticated
::copy in duplicate of the- proceedings through which the district
.claims corporate existence should be filed. The character. of this
proof will, of course, depend upon the State, statute under which the
.organization was effected.
* 5. lEvidence of Water Rght (see par. 3a).-If the lands to be
'reclaimed are wholly withdrawn lands within a United States reclaimation project, and the right to the use of the water depends solely
upon an appropriation by the Government,. no evidence of water
: right will beo required, but if dependence- is placed, upon any
water appropriation other than one claimed by the Government,
.either for. the reclamation of the whole or a portion of the lands
-sought to be made subject to this act, certified copies of such instruments as will show title to the. water rights claimed fshould be filed
:with the application. . A statement as to Whether the stream or other
body of water from which the water supply is to be secured has been
-adjudicated, and: if so, the court in which the decree was ogranted and
:the date thereof;should be given. If water measurements have not
been taken, ia detailed report showing..the foundation for the belief
-that sufficient water exists should be filed.
;6.: M:aps.-TJhere should also be filed in duplicate with the applica-tion tracings. showing by smallest legal subdivision, in accordance
with the latest official survey, all of the lands embraced within the
:confines: of the district; the status of the various tracts should be
-differentiated, by markings on each legal subdivisionm in black india
ink, letters:corresponding to the status of the land, as follows:
: (ai) Privately owned land.
(b) Lands which have been entered but for which final certificate
:ias not been issued.
(c) Lands withdrawn under the reclamation act.
(d) Lands otherwise withdrawn.
:(e) Unentered public lands.
NoTE.-If a tract of land appears to 0come within two of the designations,

.both letters. should be used.
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;UIRnleds' one-eighth of ahy smallest legal subdiyision (of 40 facres or
less) is,:susceptible-. of-reclamatioix from the irrigation systenias;
planned .or-constructed, the district should; not request- its ~desig'nation,':
except where it is shown that such irrigablp area, where .less than
one-eighth of the subdivision, will when: reclaimed be more valulable :
than the entiresubdivkion in its native state.
These tracings. should, be made on tracing linen withindiaink.
Three scales:.are p6riisible-l 2,000-feet to. the' iiich,. 1,000.feet to thetb
inch ,.or, 00 .feet to; the inch.'.'No other scales should. beused, ..ana' the
scale most.adaptrable fto a clear showing of the. matters and things set
forth thereon should be used, but in no case should any one. tracing be.

over 36.inches in width. -

.

.

,

.

-

The tracings should also showv the' outlines, properly tied, of y'
*reservoirs, -canals, ditches,' power plants- transmission liaes,.:or othere
aids.to reclamation which. are included in the system,' as well as cross t
:sections,' properly drawn to scale,.of dams and canals..;
If the -irrigation system relied upon for the reclamation of the
lands within the district is entirely a United States reclamation
project, it wi l l be unnecessary to furnish a map. See section 3 of the
act of May 15, 1922 (42 Stat. 541), hereinafter quoted. If, however,' public. lands are to' be reclaimed. in whole or in 'part, by 'means
other than under a United States reclamatipn project, suchfiystem
or the portion ihereof not conmectedlwith the'United States reclamati6n project should be shown by map..
7. P anss and sp~iflqcation (see' par.. 3e) .- If the district irriga-tion works: 'have been fconstructed, either. fully or partially, pians
'::
and specifications of the principal structures, sufficient to show the
desig and methods of coinstruction, prepared by 'a competent engineer, should be filed,togeth er with an authenticated statement of the'
amount actually expended upon the. construetion and the estimated
amount necessary -to comuplete 'the ~system.
ihasbenundertaken,preliminaryplans shoing
If n'o constriuti
the estimated cost of the 'project and'the salient feature's thereof
the projet'will be
in sufficient detail' to establish the easibility
sufficient.
8. Other data (see pr. 3f) .- As .each project mustinecessarily
stand or fall upon its.own .merits, it wlll be impossible to specify
:minutely: a of the data- that may -b-e 'required. -In every instance,
how'erver, 'the' data 'should be so' full and complete a's .t6 place b 6re
the Secretary of the, Interior all of the information necessary to an
inntelligent' consideration of the feasibility of the'project ds a whole.
Additional informnatioqn'.-nay be. requiredb ythe department if the
data stated upon the' oriAial applicationi prove ,insufficient

0
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Affid~vits and cetiflcedtes.-Each of the maps filed with the
application for recognition shouldbear thecertificat of the president
or other presiding ori chief officer of the district,.countersigned by
the secretary,' clerk, or, other recording:obfficer and attested. by the'
eal o'f 'the district, in' accordance. with FormNo.: 1 attached hereto.
They should 'also bear thee affidavit: of the ditrictS' chief engineer,
inaccordance with Form No. 2Qattached hereto.,; Thiscertificate and
affid'avit shduld'be';inscribed uponithe m.iaps in' india:ink.
4: -0.,Rhtsof wa.-f
'anylunpatented publijland '; any 'reser-'
vation of the United States-is affected, by any of the propos6d works'
of the' irrigation; district; application foir right of :way therefor must
be filed by the district under the appropriate, act before the application for recognition will be finally approved:'
0: i U7nsuveyed.
00;:'0 ;:-11.' tmdgWher~ett aniy; proposeil; district includes
within 'its confines iunsurveyed lands the lines of survey nearest such
unsurveyed lands will ber'protracted.
PRO9CEDURE

12. Lands in nore tlani
-ne dM'trict.-Where the lands within the
Confines 'of the proposed irrigation district li'e'within more'than'one,
local land disict it will only be necessary 'to fild thebdata in duplicate hereinbefore 'adverted to in one of the land districtsg; a blueprint.copy'of the map and one copy of the stateiment,;however, should
be filed in the other districts, together with4a notice'to the register,
that' the applicatfion, in duplicate, has been filed in the other district
(i900:0''S::
(n'aming
h
it).
'
:
3' 5-;
o t
fiing'
13. Duty of tegiter.
p
the filing of such 'an application in
the local office the register will assign a serial number to'same and
.note upon -the maps filed with' the, application the name of the land'
office and the, date of filing. over'rhis written sig-nature.: X
After testing
by his records the accuracy of the notations on said;map, as required
by paragraph 6-of 'these regulations,.he will note upon hiis records'
opposite all unpatented' lands shown' upon the map the fa'ct and
daate 'of such "filing, after which he"'will at' once transmit the entire
record to the General.Land Office.
14. Consideraation of appoation
'on receipt of the record ili
the General' Land Office, it will be' considered Xwith, reference to its
regularity: and 'compliance with the terms of these regilations and
disposed of as follows:
: :::(a)
If all the unpatenfed lands are within aiUnited States recla-'
;n'ation project, deendinig solely uEpon Government water appropriation, and the record is;regular, it will be referred to the.: Bureau, of
: :; Reclamation'for cosideratio as'oto feasi lity, which',bureau will
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mlake
0: .0eits
0 'rdcomnend'ation' in 't~he PSecretary
premises tothe
of the: Interior through th'eneral Land Office.
(-b) If the landsi within the distfrict' are'partially within a Unite :
'-tates`-reclamation iprojecti and partially unpatented pblic lands,
d epend'ing for water: upon other Bthaan Goveirnment appropriations,
the case will be referred to"th'Buieau"-of Reclam'ation- for such:'
ieport as it may deem proper, after Which and' after field investigation the Coblmisioner of.-tle (eneral L1and Office will considert the
record -with' respect primarily to the lands hot affected by, the' United
States t ireclamation project, and 'trahsnit the record with proper
recommendatioi to'the: Secretartr of the Interio'r for appropriate

(c) 'If 4the'unpatented lands 'within the 'distribt are all publicand
0': maffected
by United iStatesreclamation withdrawal, the C6( inissioner'of the General La'nd Office will, after investigation in the field,
consider and .'ransmit the*''ecord to' the Secretary 'of 'the Interior
withxrecommendation.

:

." ':

:o15.U
n the approval of an appli6ation by t

'S'ecretary of the

Interior the Commiss'iner of thl 'General Land Office will cause to
be noted upon the' tract bgks -of his office the fact and date of such I
approval, and will transmit to the local land office or off ces wherein
the . lands affected are. situated' one' copy: of 'the map. Upon receipt
ofsicnh ' copy, the register will at once note' on his records opposite
each traet of unentered. or entered and unpjatented land designatel,

the fact and date of such approval and notify the irrigation district

:

thereof.
0:ACT OFAY15,

922 (42. STA'T. 541)

16. Section 3 of ithe: act oA
f0May 1'5, 1922 (42 $Stat.'541), provides'.
:A follows':
That upon the execution of any contract between the United States and any
irrigation district, pursuant to 'thisact;I the public lands included within such
irrigation district when subject 'to6entry, and- entered lands within such irrigation district,- for which. n final certiicates :shall have been issUld and which
mfiay be designated by theSecretary of :the Interior in said contract, shall be
subject to all: the provisions of the act entitled "An act to proqnote-,the reclama:tion of arid lands," approved&August 11, 1916:7 Provided, That'no map or plan
as required Eby::section,:3 oof the said act need be filed by the irrigationidistrict
':.
for approval bythe: Secretaryrof the Interio.

'This section is construeddas an amendrneiit of the act of August.
1 1Q'tl~916
0(3 ': Stat. 5Q6:);,:-in that it makes: unnecessary the.filing of a
map or plan-of the district for the approval of the Secretary of; th
Interior in those cases where the lands within'a district areto be:
reclaimed by. the, Bureau of Reclamation under a contract bktiveeii
:;f :fthe
Se~retary of the Interior and the irrigatioi district entered ito:

.

.
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underlthe actof June 1es,902, (32 Stat.he388),. ,pd a~ts amendtory
thereof, and in lieu thereof provdes for. the designation bby.theeterms

contract of the public, laandsincluded.in such a district where
0 of
such
:: 0-

sutbject to'epntryanid-entered lands .on,.-which no final 'certificates shall
have beeii issue,d, su~chdesignation, to make the land subjectto all the:
provisionso;f the act ofA lugust 11, 1916, stp?.:
Accordinglytit.willnot be necessaryfor a district, under ,such
Circumstances, to file' formal application 0for the designation of the
aet:.:of
cthe August 11,. 1916,. Mup'ir, but in
land, as provided fo in
connection iwithSits negotiations. with, the. Secretary of the Interior
for, the construction , f the irrigation .,system or for repayment of
cost if already constructed, it should make request for the':doeign
,a filing a
tion of the lands under the act of, August '11, 191,6,,,
g a
list.thereof. - .
ITterior
the.
of
Secretary
the
between
the.,contract
case
a'
In such
and, the irrigation 'district must contain a description according, to
the approved plats of survey of the lands within. such district, properly subject to* designation under said act :of. August 11, 1916, and:
the approval pf such a contract by the Secretary, unless otherwise
stipulated, will 'have the effect of designag the lands as, provided
for in. said act and making them. subject to. all the provisions thereof.
In practice the Bureau of .Reclamation will require, the district to
present a list of the land which:it desires to have designated under
P191.(39 Stat. 506.) From this list the
the act of August 1,
eliimainate tracts which for any reason
will
11Bureau of -,Reclamation,
will not be irrigated (at least to: such an extent as to make the
irrigable. portion more valuable than the whole tract when unreclaimed) by the 'system as constructed or to be. constructed.
These, lists should then be, referred, by the :Bureau of Reclamation
,to the General Land Office with. a view to the elimination. of aI~y
lands not subject, to entry (i. e., withdrawn or reserved) whereupon
the remaining tracts will be include'd in the contract between the
district and the:Secretary of the Interior.
The Commissioner of the: Bureau of Reclamation will furnish the
Commissioner of the General Land Office :with two. copies 'of all such
00 t ,-:: contracts"together:with two blue-print maps of the district.
'iFrom these the Com'missioner of the General Landl Office will
1;cause proper notations to be made on. the' records of ,his' .office, and
will also issue the necessary'instructions. to the local office with' a
view to the proper. notation of 'the reqords' a ind the enhorceient of
to the lands
the provisi ns of the act of August 11, 1916, &0,,as
.

designated.

:'

and ;assessmen s.-(a) Where an irrigation district has
imust,
.been approved- by the:Secrtar'yof the'Interior the' district
offied
land
l'cal'
the
of
register
the
with
.afterieach' assessmnent,'file
|w17.'Taxes

f.a2}

*

*
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within twhich the -lands of th6 district are situated an offieiallya
Scertified -list showing the a'mount assessed-against each smallest legal
subdivision of unentered' or entered and unpatented public land
within the district,. which list shall contain a -statement that such
assessment was maide in due form, in compliance with the provisions
of the State law and) of this act. Any assessment or sale, b'or attempted-sale, of-such landsr prio'r toL the-approval of the district is
without authority of law and void.
(b) Where contracts ;heretofore or hereafter 'made between the
United States and irrigation districts involving public lands of the
United States iinhibit the assessment of unentered public land while
in that status, the provisions of such contracts must, of course, ibe
complied with by the district.
-ENTRIES GENERALLY

18. For the-purpo'se of entry the act of August 11, 1916 (39 Stat.
506), may be considered as dividing the'uunpatented lands within a
State irrigation district into two general classes, namely,-lands withdrawn under the act of June6'17, 1902 (32-Stat. 388), and lands not
so withdrawn.
For the purpose of' administration the lands within such a' district
-may be considered as divided into the following subordinate classes:
(
Unpatented public lands when subject to entry.
(2) Entered unpatented lands.(3) Entered' landst which shall become vacant by relinquishment
'r cancellation for~any 'cause.a
Th6e 'approval of a legally 'organized irrigation district 'by -the
fSecre~tary of£ 'ithe Interio'iunder said
unless
lats, otherwise proVided
1by contract between the district and the United States, makes the
public lands within sudh' AAstrict, 'whn subject to entry, and the
entered lands oin which no final certificates have issued, subject to
a lien 1for .all taxes and assessments thereafter. lawfully levied by the
district to the same extent anpd in the same manner as lands of a like
character held under private ownership.
The following instructions will govern in the case of entries for
lands within irrigation; districts approved by the Secretary of the
Interior either in the manner provided by the act of August 11, 1916
(39 Stat. 506), orisection 3 of the act'of May 15, 1922 (42 Stat. 541).
:,

*i ;

::'ENTRIES UNDER RECLAMATION ACT

-19.: Lands within an rapproved district withdrawn under the act
of'June 17, 1902 '(32-Stat, 388);:jshall duringthe continuance of 'such
withdrawal'be 'subject toentry only in the mannen prvided' by said
act; and,'amendments thereto and the regulations' iereunder.
.
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.: -0Wh~eti
la~nds :.indlu:ded .in, entriesi made under the :act of June, 17,
1902, supra, are sold for nonpayment of distric~tta-xes.or assessment
the purchaser on' the. presentation.ofproper evidence of his tax title
shall be considered as: oneholding. aacomp.lete' and valid; assignment
under the act of June 23,' 1910 (36 Stat. 592),.and. shall perfebt thep
entry innamanner
the6
required
esameoof an .assignee under said act.,
The evidence of such tax titles'hall be'the same as' hereinafter
provided in the caseof an applicant under tax title for. land not subject to 'the reclamation 'act.
The following paragraphs jhave, noapplication

withdrawn.
wtlands

under, reclamation laws:
ENTRIES UNDER SECTION 5

20. Public lands within an approved disfrict which were unentered
at the time any tax 4or, assessment. was levied against same shall not
be sold for such tax or assessment, ;biuit' same shall be and continue a
lien upon such land, and not move-than 160 ,acres':of such land shall
be entered by any one person, and'-when' such .land shall be applied
for after the approval of the district by the Secretary of the lnterior,
under the homestead., or.desert-land' laws, the, applicant shall be 'required, to. present., a certificate from the proper. district or county
officer showing that no unpaid district charges are due,' or delinquent,

against said land.

'.

Any: such.application for lands: of this character,if unaccompanied
by 'the, required certificate, will be suspended by. you for 30 days to
enable the applicant to'pmsent such..certificate, and if not furnished,
the application will be rejected, subect'to the right o appeal.I
TA.X TITLES; GEERALLY

201. No application to enter, or purchase land within an4approved
irrigation district under tax-sale' titiwill-be allowed if the sal.e-was
for'taxes or assessments levied prior to :the approval of the- district
by the Secretary of, the Interior.;'
'
ENTRY OF LAND RELINQUISHED j(SEC

. O'EACT)'

22. in:case where any tract of entered land within an'approved
district shall become''vacant by relinquishment or cancellation' for:
'any cause, any subsequent applicant therefor 'shall' in addition to the
qualifications and requirements' otherwise provided, :be required to
furnish sa'tisfaetorj proof by ceitificate from the proper district-or
county officer showingg'that he has paid all charges due to thesdistrict
upon said land,0andalso that he has paid tojthe propertdistrict'or
county.officer for the holder, "or holders, of any tax certifice, delin-
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quency certificate, .orF other proper evidence of tax, sale, the amount
.for whichsaid land:'was sold at tax sale, together: with the. interest:.
and p'enaltiespthereon provided' bylaw>
Entries' for such land will 'be limited'to 160 acres, as such lands
lands.'.'
tof
" nbenred'description
c me' within the gral
It will 'be:observed that :as to such land the requirement as to
ipayment of taxes,assessmeInts interest,- and' pena ties applies'tb any
subsequent applihant therefor 'and nBtseyto' applicants"under
the homestead'"and'ldesert land law as in the first instance.:' (Sec. 5
::
;0:;0 ''
D ;i : ;'; ' ,'
''X'-- 'tx':t;7"':
-00of vact.0):If the applIcation is not accomeanied by 'this evidene you,will
suspend same for 30 days, andif' thie necessary proof of t½he, required
payments is not made withini such ti e you wilr rejebt the application,
' ''
j','
' ';
su bect to the6right of appeal.:
CASH ENTRIES (SEC.66' OF ACT)

;.'

23. In case of entered lands within an approvedirrigation district
ii'ot 'subject to the ireclamation act of June iT, 1992 (32 Stat. 388),
the purchaser thereof at tax,, sale,.or his asSignee (no redemtion
having been made),. miay receive6patent to th~eland uponthe-payment
to the register of the local land, office of the minim;um price of. $1.25
per acre or such ot herprice as maybe fixed bylaw forsuchland,
toge ther ith 'the usual fees and commissions, chargedin entries of
showing
tlikre land under the homestead laws, a-ndupon satisy
that thieirrigation. works have been qonstructe,<,and-ethat
rwatei
of
'the disit is available for' suchland.'
However, such purchaser or his assig:ee.shall'at thetimeof appli-:
cation for patent,, have the qualifications of either .a, homestead or
dieseiland entryman, and not more than 160 acres o;f such, land,'shali:j
:,,be patented'toany one purchaser.
::,If ,thie purchaser at tax sale, or his assignee, shall not witin 90
days after the time for redemption has. expired pay to th9 proper
register, all if ees andi commissions. andthe. purcjhase price to wich the
Uni00;0:ted States shall be entitled, as provided in this act, any, person
:Iaihavig 'the qualifications mentioned may pay to the proper register.
,',res of such land the ~unpaid purchase price,
for notmore than 160
;ofees, and commissions to. which the United States may be entitled,
and upon satisfat ory proof that he has paid to.the piurchaser at tax
sale, orto his assignee, or to the proper officerof the district foik such
0: ' purchaser, or for the district, as the case niayobe, the snum for which
'the land was sold at.,sale for 'irrigation-district 'charges, or bid in"by
the district atsuch sale, andin addition' thereto the interest and 'penalties onthe, 'amount bid, at.the, rate allowedby law., shadll'be.subro.0;gated to the rights of such purchaser to'receive patent for said land.
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FORM OF APPLICATION TO PURCHASE

24., An application to purchase under this'act. shall, be under~ oath
and such.;applicatioiv and~ all other proofs, affidavits, and' oaths of
any kind w~,hatso~ever .required shall b~e execute6d before a proper office-'d
as amended. (See
.as provided., in sectibn' 2294, Revised States
Circular No. 884, 49, L. D. 497.-)
The application, shall contain a description according to the approved plats of' survey of the land sought to- be. pnrche~sed. ad shall'
give the serial number or numbers of the' entry' or entries in: which
the land 'is, thenjincluded. The applicant. 'shalL also: show by like
evidence required, in siueh cases, that, he has
quali. cations, of -a
homestead.- or~ esert-land entrman. frishn
th aroof hthere6of,
o 06 '(1'l. D.45)
toget~hei~vwith ~evidence requiredby Ci'cl
He must show whether he is applying as purbas attadx sale, as
assignee of such purchaser, or. is seeking to ibe subrogated to the
right,'of such purchaser or assignee.,
Te, app]cation shall not emi~iace' lSs t 'han~
a legal subvision -or
more than:160 acres, and sha~llnot iiclude lan in more thani• one 'lid
district, aid salbe
accompaniied ~ the uisual fees and com 1~
Fsions provided in
Aentr1i4'6 'o like land i~idr the
Ioed
as
toge~~
wih th ,pu'cha~ prie Af
the: ladnot less thair, 1.25 per
:acre, or such o'ther' pi~`ice its' may be fixedl by law for suich land~.
h slof
lands fTor tax'es are not the sampe
A~the lIs~vrn
in tesevral Sta'te affected by th~is act,'ian-d as in' s'ome nicit~es
more t hanone
odmethod
of conducting sal'es is permitted andI as th6
period in which redemption may be' made> varies, it is not .'thought1
ro
oftax t"Its
advisbl tburmulate specifi ue gvehh
.tAhe-

howevedr, th~e follwing general rules' must be*obse'rv'ed:
If the 'tax 'itite is based on court proceedings, a cp
ftedc~
or order of 'the c6ourt under the seal of the letwrk ~of the~ court ut
.furhish~d. The certj~icate of the clrk of cor sho'uld make specific,
referenice'to the laws governing such sale and' show' that the period'o
*redempIon hds expired 'wvithout redempto'haigbeemade;

~citfing thestatute.,
If 'the sale; wasma-de 'by the distki4t or und~er other' than court
proceedings, 'he certific:ate of the officer conducting such sale,' under
the se'al of his office, must be furnished "This certificate'shouild' show"
that all steps necessar ;to legalize 'suih salel wer 6taken;' citing 't'hq
statutes, anid:shouild h6w'that the period of rdemptioni'hs expired
witho'ut redemnption bein~'made.
fo*
No application to purchase udr: tisctwl'bacped
lands incluided-in' miore than one 'pending" entry unless 'neces'sary in
order to make the 160~acres maximum; 'area to which the applicant
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Imust, if pracmay be entitled, but, in s~uch event the land: applied for
soa as' the
nearly'
as
contiguous,
not
.ticable, be contiguous, and, if
permit..'
will
circumstances
On: receipt of an application to 'purchase under this act you will
serialize and note same on your records.
*: ' 0You will then: examine the application as to its compliance with'
these provisions, especia.ly as'to the title.:of the applicant udthe
tax-sale provisions of the State law. If the application is notcplete in substance, or. based .on an unredeemable' tax title, you 'will
:hold same for rejection, subject. to the usual right of appeal. If
:the application is found sati'sfactbry and- complete indall respects,
and
of the land aft edentrymen,
'you will notify the' entryman or

alleged, to have been sold at tax.sale, of the filing of theapplication

* to purchase such land, and that because thereofthe entky,' or entries,
are held for cancellation (to the extent affected by such salet), ect
*w:
.to the'usual right of appeal.

If appeal is filed you will transmit the, entire record to theGeneralLand Office, and if no appeal is filed you will transmit the ap'plication, together with a -copy of the notice served on the .entrymian
or entrymen, of record, together with, proof of service of such
notice.

: . ' If the application, is without objection and contains the evidence
herein required and water has- been .made 'available for the land,
appropriate instructions looking -to the issuance of cash certificate
:will be issued by the General Land Office. If appeal, is filed, the
same' will be considered and disposed of in the:usual 'manner.
Pending the authorization of cash certificate, the purchase- price
:
of the land will be deposited to the`'credit .of " unearned monefys."
If' all be -found regular andi sufficient .except .that the irrigation
works have not: been constructed and water has not been made available, 'the cash' certificate will be withheld' pending proof of constructio'n and of the availability 6fwater.'
When tie application to, purchase ' is approved by 'the General
Land Office and, ,withouV regard to whether or not. such^purchaser
shall then be entitled to certificate and patent (which will dependE
upon the cuestion of construction of irrigation works:and' the availability of water), the conflicting entry, or entries, as the case may
be, to the extent to which the: land was sold lfor' delinquent taxes-o r
0 fassessments, no ap~peal having been.filed, :will be cance'led of-record.
Commissioner.
_Approved':
E. C. VFINNEYP:-

Flirst Assistant Secretary.
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F;ORMSD PRESCRIBED IN PARAGRAPH 93

FORM1
' I,-___________'-_, the duly elected,: qualified, and acting ---------------(designation ofoflce) of the
irrigation district,; duly orgarnized under the laws of the State of---as found at page.
…o '' do hereby cei'tify that:the pianof irrigation and
survey' herewithis submitted under authority' of the saiddistrict' granted by
resolhtion- of the board of directors (or trustees) of said district, adopted 'on
:XlD :::'_ \ :: the-\:i_
__
day of; -_- _'__
j_
, 19__, a copy of which
said resolution, dulyverified :by the secretary of said district, is submitted
with,, and by this, referencenmade. a part of,. this certificate; and application, isi0
hereby made 'for the designation, under the act of August 11, 1916 (89 Stat.
:506)if thetotracts mk
he
"'
hat the said tracts are each.
1:and
'every one of such Lcharacter asto be' subject to the provisions of the homestead.'or desert land laws 'of the. United States and that lthe majorit yacreage in
'the said 0irrigation district is' not' unentered land.

Of

Attest:
EsAJ

""7;S

::_ -te _-__Irrtio
':.

"?

t

Dst
ion iot.

.:?.:,!xZ,

Secretary (oi other title of recording officer)0.:

FORM'2

STATE

OF.-------

---

county of-as:
,.;;being
duly sworn, says that he is the chief engineer
of the'
…
------- 'irr ijgation' district; that' the tracts shown hereon'
to bei designated undert the act of August' 11,. 1916 (39 Stat.' 506), are 'each.
and every one of such character as to be subject to: the provisions of the6homie-:'
stead..or desert land laws of the United States;2 that he, has personally examined theosame; that there is not to his knowledge within the limits thereof
any vein or lode of quartz or other' rock in place bearing gold,, silver, cinnabar,
lead, tin, or copper,:nor, within such limits, any placer, not cement, gravel, salt
spring, or deposit of salt, nor any other valuable mineral deposit (if 'necessaryinsert: ;except mineral deposits within the purview of the acts of March 8,'
1909 (35 Stat. 844), 'and8June 22, 1910 (86. Stat. 583), or of the act of July 17,
k1914(88Stat. 509), as the facts may warrant) ;.that no portion of said land
is claimed for mining purposes under the local customs or rules of miners, or
otherwise; that no portion of said land is worked for mineral during any part
of the. year. by any- person or persons; that said land is'essentially nonmineral
land (exception as above if necessary) ; that none of the nunenter'ed lands con'
tain springs' or water holes, (see 'withdrawal of April 17, 1926, also Circular
No. 1066, approved May 25, 1926, 51 L. D. 457) ; that the plan of irrigation here1

2

Give citation to act or acts under which the district is organized.
If the chief engineer has not made a personal examination, of the: land sufficientlY in

, tetail to enable him to make that part of the affidavit bracketed, it should 'e omitted.
herefrom and a separate affidavit should be made on the map as to such facts by some
person who 'has made such examination,
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'

withnascer-,

tained facts; that the ystem proposed is sufficient to thorogly irrigate and
reclaim said land and prepare it. to ,raise ordinary agricultural crops, as iS
9shown
0 ;:! 0:
in the accompanying repoi t;.that at least one-eighth of each smallest
'legal subdivision for which designation is sought is susceptible of reclamation
from'the irrigation system or (where less than one-eigth the irrigable portion
of such tract)j will 'be of more value when"reclaimed than the 'entire tract'in
:'its
state; that the survey of said system of irrigation is accurately repi : native
resented upon this map and the 'acconpanying field notes; and that the limits
of said, irrigation district are correctly shown hereon.'
Subscribed. and, sworn to before me this

Of

,day

0000f
......
ttf.
0|;f.
i0:-:~:
......
:t
:0,,
.......
if
:Notary' Pucblic. -:
My commission expires

A.. NA M,: DERDEN
Decided Juiie 6,; 1927
Oiln AND GAS LuxoS - PROSPECTING PERMIT- -AsSIGNMENT - AssIGNEE- DIn-L
GEicE-EXTENsIoN OF:
TIME.
An
assignment pof an oil; and gas prospedting permit, '6therwise regular, will
be approved if the. permit be in good standing. when thei application for 'the
proval of
' the assignment is 1filed,'and theassignee may make such show-s
ings of diligence as will warrant an extensionaof time.
OIL AND Gs LANDs -PROSPEcTING

PERMIT -LASSIGNMENT

-

ASSIGNER

-

Dim-

GENcE-EXTENSiON oF TIME.
In the matter of eetensions of time, the approval of, an assignment of an oil
and gas prospecting permit relates back to the date of application for

approval, and the diligence shown must: ordinarily be that of the permittee,
if, a default occurs prior to approval of the"assignment,e but-dilgence by
the .assignee may be given consideration where bna., fide efforts to secure'
:: - dev,:elopment have been made by him in, an effort to protect his investment.
GAS LANDS-PROsPEcTING PERMIT--ASSIGNMENT-DTEAULT--RcORDs.EXTENSION OF TIME.

OIL AND

The approval of the assignment of an oil and Sgas prospecting permit will be
denied where defaults stand uncured 'of record at 'the time approval oif
such assignment is sought, unless :and until the permnittee secures ian extension of time'for compliance with the terms of the permit.
FINNEY, FiAst 4seistant Secretary:.:

On 'Septeniber. 28, 1926, there was issued. to Sylvester Hall of Salt
tLake
Utyttah, a permit&pursuant to 'sectlon, 13 of the act of Febru,ary. 25, 1LP20' (41 Stat. 437), tOo, speQt for oil,and, gas, upon unsurveyed lan'ds whichl when sutrve~yed probably 'will be sectionss 27, 28,
338 and 34, T. 33 S., 1.R 14 E., S. L. M.,Salt Lake .Citylanddistrict,
Utah. :The permittee, on December 21, 1926, assigne4Tan undivided
':one-half interest in this permit to Anna BE. IDerden, who, on January

f
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14' 1092t filed -anapplicationfor'the approval of said assignment in
the Salt Lak6e ityland office.
Utpbn conisidefation Qf the. application of the assignee, Anna E.
erden, the Commissioner of the
nral. Land' Officd, by decision*
: ofFebruary 15, 192T,.found that the said assignee :had shown herself
: qualified to receive6'an interest in, the perini but also ruledBut as the time.jfor compliance with paragraph 2 .of the permit is about to
expire, before an assignment may be recommended for approval, it is incumbent
upon the parties within fifteen days from notice hereof, to furnish a showing
that the terms of the permit have been complied with, or file an .allowable
application for exten~siofiof time in accordance with!'Circulars Nos. 946 and
1041, inclosed, or to appeal herefrom.

Notice of Athe Commissioner's decision duly mailed to' the. address
of record of the -permittee,; Hall, was returned unclaimed in due
course.
An appeal has been filed by the 'assignee ind which it is urged, ,in
effect, that the application for approval of the, assignment of an
interest: in this permit should have been adjudicated by the Commissioner, upon the.facts existing"on '*January 14, 1927,. when said
application for approval was filed. On. that date, itqis. pointed out,
the permittee had more than sufficient time' yet remaining within
which to comply with the requirements of his permi.
It is not alleged thaftactuallcompliance'vith;the
requirements of
said permit hat been made by the permittee, and it sdeims probable,
from the facts of record,::that -said permittee hass abandoned' the
permit.0
Before doingsd he apparently secured some consideration',
the, amount of which is. not disclosed, in' return 3for the assignment
to this appell'ant, and th4'real question at issue is whether appellant
is entitled to recognition as an assignee of. an interest -in said permit,
despite the -apparent default of the. permittee..
It has been the settled-practice of the' department, in cases where:
a permittee was in default at the time of attempted assignment, to
require that defect to be cured by the: procurement of an extension.
of time, as a condition precedent to approval 6f'the'assignment'of'
any interest in isuch permit. In this' case the permittee had not
defaultedwhen approval of1the assignment was sought.
The issuance.of a pernit under tMe act of February. 25, 1920, 'is;.
discretionary with the Secretary of the Interior (MartinWolfe, 48
L.
LD.
.625), yet the rule that conditions existing at the date of initiation of a claim under 'tbe public-land laws will govern 'action upon
said claims,-'hias been recognized as applicable 'to applications for:
oil and 'gas prospecting permnits (Instructions of April 23, 1921, 48 L.
:D. 98; A. TV. Ma'8so4',48 L. D. p13), subject, however,-to exceptions in
certain 'instances. Charles
RH'uhpt (48 L. ID. 355), and C
es
:::0::.West A(50L.ID. 534)-.-:400~ ;::00\-f
2
.
fff2;:S0;

z
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rhe:- iassighment .of' .a.' prospecting. 'permit. does not 'create ; a new
'interest or riglht fas against theUni'ted States* (MA&Irice M.LATMn-:
:,48 Ii: D. -445, and'BrancA v. Bttcv; et'a.,
a510),
50 L. D:
: nevertheless, the, 'apxo'val: of an assignment of a jpermit or of an
finterest therein is in many respects analogous to .the issuanceof -a
new prospecting permit, land the -same rules should apply
apliato
'cations for approvals of assignments as apply to applications for
permits.
Specifically applying, thi s principle, It iS
-held
that
aif
apermit
::is in Egood standin -- hen qft application;for'thet approval of an
assignment is filed, such assignment, if otherwise ,regular,, may, be
:approved ;and the assignee may. makel such ishowings of diligence as
'will warrant an extension of time. ''-Thbe diligence&shown ordinarily
1imust be that of thel permittee, if a dedfault 6ccurs 'rior to approval
- of the aassignmnent, although diligence by an applicant forE'the approval of 'an assignment may be presented for consideration where
:,bona flde: efforts to sec'ure development have been made by such applicant in, an effort to 'protect'his inv'estmen' In' such'cases approval
of the assignment will be regarded 'as relating 'back 'to the date of
application for approval of such assignment.j.
The. department has'zdeclined to approve assignments -of permits
* where defaults stand uncured -of record at' the time approval of such
assignments is, sought. unless. and until the permittee secures an
extension of' time for compliance 'w'ith 'the te rms"of' 'the permit.
.

Nothing contained in this dedision is Eintendedcto' alter this practice,

-which is expressly confirmed. :

It is held 'that the assignment' to. AnnaiE. Derden may be ap-

0 tproved
f
in the absence of objections not disclosed by' the decision of

the Commissioner,- which isaccordingly.'
Reversed.
C:UI;T0N W. 'McCOY (ON RECONSIDERATION)'
: : 0:i;

:

0tift$0 i: ' ; cidvegl J-usi''-w , 1927::'''0

'0

0t

:;

STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD-OnIT AAND GAS- LANDS-=WITHE1DAWAL-WORDS AND
PHRASES.
The clause "designated as vabile for oil origas." as used in the instructions
of Miarch 12,' i925, 'Circullar No 983 (51 L. D. 65), refers oniy to areas which
have been designated ias within the limits of producing oil or gas fieids, and
:has no application, to. lands 'which have%been merely classified as mineral,
valuable. as a source of petroleum and nitrogen.

First Assistant 9Se'reta9y:
:
By decision of June 8;'1926, the department affirmed a decision of
the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated October 21, 1925,,
FINNEY,

00 017400
0
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holdingjfor cancellation the entry -made on, July. 13, 1925, by Clifton
W. Mceoy;.under section 1of tlhe stock-raising hofestead act for
SE. /4 SLl4.'/S~ec. 34, W.-l½'VW. ½',E. 1/2VE
SW.1/4 Secd '-3S, T. 13 ,S., .
22E.,.S. L.M.,lots1and 28 .1A/2NE.14,N.½/2 SEM4 ,':SW. 1/4 SE.J/4,:
1/22E.SW. 1/ Sec. 3,
:14 S.,;R. 22 E., S.. L. M., Utah; (636.93 acres).
The decisi~o,n was declared -final on July 28, 1926, and the ,entry was.

'canceled, Augtst 14, 1926.

,

-

The Commissioner held that the entry had been erroneouslyall owed, inasmuch as,"the, tracts emniraced; therein had been. classified
by the Qeplogical ESureyl
on, February 12, 1917, as mineral land§,
valuable for petroleum

and
a

nitrogejn.

The attention of
department,
rtme
has been directed to the matter,
and theerecord has beenreconsidered.;
; In the inistructions, (Circular No. 983) approved by the department
!on
March12,
12 N2 (51 L. D. 65),, un.desection 12. of the act of
yFbruary
7, 1925, (43 Stat. 809) validating existing entries allowed
prior to April 1, 1924, under the stock-raising -homestead, act foir. land
withdrawn.as, valuable, for oil or gas, but not fqtherwise reserved or
withdrawn, o9ccurs, the foll6owing*:
;*: *:
C*:are should be, exercised inf future not to allow' anY '-stock-raisingz
ho:;mestead. entries, witkin tbhea linmits of lands withdrawn or designated- as valuable for oil or gas, and, applications: for such Tlanids should be Frejected when,,
presented.
;

* The clause "designated as valuable for oil or gas" as used in the
instructions iquoted refers; onrly to areas -which ,have been designated&
as within the limits of producing oil :or ,gasfields, and has no. applica-'
tion to lands which, have been merely classified. asmsineral, valuable
as a msource.of petroleumi andnitrogen.,

Therefore, the departmental decisionlof June 8, 1926, is recalled,
and vacdated, and the decision appealed from is reversed.

Accor ding to the records of the. General Land' Office,.all, ithe subdivisions entered byMcCoy
I
are vacant except the NW. 1/4 NW. 1/4
.Sec. 35, -\13 ;S.,
22 E.,:S. L.
is embraced in a schoolland indenmiity selection (Vernal 010374)X filed onl September 2, 1926.
Before calling, on the State to show :cause why the selection should
not be rejeted, the Commissioner 6'f the 'General Land Officeewill
notify Mc(oy that his entry will be reinstated in its entirety if he.so:
; ; 'desires,
tbut that he
yay quiaesce in the :ca'nellation of ,heentry and
-apply for
-epayment
of the fee and commissions ($34). paid in ,conj
nection therewith, or m.:ay elect to allow'the.indemnity selection to
stand and. accept the-reinstatement'of the entry asito the remainder
of tlhe land.,

0M.,which

:Reversed.
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REDUCTIONilOF GOVERNITENT ROYALTY '~IN fOIL.,AND; GAS LEASESi~

j Circular N.
*

11I

DEPAMrTMENT:6OF THE INTEROR,'~;
GiENERAL LAND, OFIcE,

Wd~~shington~ D. C., June '28,~ 17.'72
]REGISTER, UNrn
STATS LANbY OFFICES;
SUPERISORSOF OIL AND GA
PRAIN, GEOLOGICAL SURVEY-;:

Tnaccordanc wihatoiycnered
Interior by section 17 of thiei'act ofi
which .provid es that--.,.

up 6J~
the' Secretary of the
a~,5 1920 (41, Stat)437)

Whenever
the average daily production of any oi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
well shall
al nt~
not exceed
xce
tenl
barrels, per day, the Secreptaryi-of th
nei
i
uhrzd
tordu~ce-the
royalty on future productio whe ihsjdmn
h
el
a
o esuccessfully operated upon the royalty fixed in th~lae
'the
poiin
ti
paragraph shall appliy to all oil anid ghs leases madden under this act.,

reductonof royaltydin oil and gas leases where the
daiy podutin pr wllper dayis ten ~barrelsor less 'averaged over
the leasehol d as- whole ifor' a contin'uous !period:o'f'-at 'eas throee
months" niexit pr~eceding the :date of application for reductfiona WIl
be handled' in the .followinhg mann :
1.Apications for reduction. of royalty shall be' filed, in, duplicate
ini the' United States landr office* of the district 'in which the land is
situated. Th'e'rie~iste'rwill' immediately transmit the. original thereofto the Commissioner of, the General Land Office by, special' letter, and.
the, duplicate to the supervisor of olad'gs.<operations o fth
Geological Survey hav~n juidcion in the 'distit
'2. Applicationas for 'reduction of 'royalty. wil bercevdfor' an
entire leasehold or on any part of the area." teofsreaed:
fo'r
computation of, royalties 'ythe. terms ~of the leas, byavrieet
bidding, and award, though in'clided in the same lease ~with te
lands, or by approved assignment. All, holders-~of record o h
tract~must .join in the;application for ~reduction of royaltyanth
supporting showing must be complete for the entire tract involed
3.IPon 'receipt of' he; duplicate cop-i 'te uervisor of Oilan
gas bperations, G~olkgial Survey, will- make' investigations of "h
matters set forth by. the, applicant 'and. will make. prompti..repor
ofQhs~fndings to the, Director of the Geological Survey. 'Terpr
oftespervisor shal oe particularly 'the productivity of the
well onthe area' invo'Wed' anhd the extent' of 'the efforts beino hmade
by thejlessee towa~rd,'eonomical and efficient operat~ion; the ability of,
the
lsseeto o'perate, the~
wells at ia' profit 'iafter pyn.reasonable
applicatiolis. for

1760
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:ifting 'costs, a, reasdnable interest on capital honestly and wisely
invested, and.the Government royalty; and'shall 'include recom: 'mendations as to 'action .to be taken 'in the public interest.
4. Tlhe application for reduction: of roy'alty must contain the following information:
(a) Serial humbereof lease aandlnd 'district.
(7) Name; and address .of each holder of the record or legal title.

*

0 0;

0

0; Q : .
address of ,operators or' subiessees,: if any.:: 0 : 0.: ,
(a)i
0 0 : Name;and.
:(l) Description by legal subdivision of land for which application is filed.
(e) Plat showing location, fieldh'nsumbet, and status: of each well that has
been drilled.,
': ) Ajtabulated statempnt,showingjfor each,.month of a periodof not less
than six months next prior to the date of filing of application:
(1) The aggregate amount'of oil subject to royalty in conformity with the
provisions of section 3 of the operating regulations.;
(2) The number of wells counted, as producing in accordance with said section
of them operating- regulations; and
(3) The average production per well per day as determined from oil subject
to royalty and count of producing wells.
(g) A detailed statement of expenses and costs of operating the wells and all
facts tending to show whether the wells can be successfully operated upon the
royalty fixed- in the lease and whether the operator is in good faith 'doing 'every- ;
thing that -may be reasonably expected in economic operation. NThis statement
should include full informatioppjas-'toivwhether, and if so what, royalties are paid
to others than the United States, efforts made tooreduce them, and agre ment of
the holders of the lease and; of royalty holders to a permanent reduction of all
other royalties from the leasehold to an aggregate:not in excess of one-half the
Government royalty.

WLLIAM: SPRY,

.ommissioner.
I concur::
GEO. Ouas, SMITHi,
Director, Geological Survey.
Apprr~ved:
R C; FINNxEY

000;;.0
;0 -:.0:'F-Pirst

Assistant':Secearyh.R-0

;~i$0tXt

X;f
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AUFDENGARTEN v.BAY
Docided June 29, 1927
:Pn<cnon-CGONTES-DMURM-vID

-.

EOFFICETRs

i:Rule 40 of Practice, which prescribes the procedure for the conduct of trials
in contest cases 'in which demurrers to the sufficiency :of evidence' are
entered, relates to proceedings before 'the local ,officersi and -is. without
Office
applicability to the consideration oof appeals in the: General .Land
and the department.

~~DEOISI0 N.G;
S,"iEElATIN
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:A

A contestee who siibmits testimony before.any officer other than the register;
after having .demurred to the. contestant'sevidence, is deemed to 'have
elected in advance not to stand upon his demurrer should it be .oerruled4
:by the register.
PRBAuIICT-cONTE5¶LsT--DEMUInRP

-EVIDvNCED,-PRES3MPTITON.

Where fno direct reference. is made in the decision of the register to a demurrer of the contestee as to the contestant's evidence ,the presumption
will prevail-that due consideration was given to the demurrer before a
decision on- 'the 'minerits; was rendered.
STOn-RAI'vrno HOMaESrE'"o
MENT-PiFmmNqE RiGHT .

ST-

ON

NT-LTDEf-LAND

DEPART-

!.

"The Land Department' does not' have the power to cancel an entry upon
evidence' presented' in conhtest prioe'edings against the entry 'and at the.
same time,.to deny to the icontestant the preference right- accorded himbliy
the act of May14, 1880.
FiNNrr, First Assistant Sefretary:

:This, case, which involves 'a .contest by George B. AuLfdengart nt
against- the original: stock-raising hoinestead entry, 028619; of Mamie
E. 1Bay for. 520 acres in' Secs. 14, 22, and 23, T. 29 N.,' R. 65 W., 6th
P. M., in the Cheyenne, Wyom , land district, is before the'depart:;
ment
m
on cross appeals by the contestant and the contestee from the
Tdecision of 'the 'Commissionerf of the General Land Office,' dated
' J~anuary .20,-1927'.'
'--:
t
;
;The entry was allowed on April 4, 1921. Final proof was submitted on October 23,1925, but.final certificate was withheld pursuant
*to. a .protest by the division inspector. On June 9, 1926, 'Gorge- B.
AiMfdengartei'i filed a contest against the entry, and on June 14, 1926,.
he 'filed a supplemental contest in which he charged that 'the entrywoman: had not lived upon the land more than 30 days each year
and hadS placed'less than $60 worth of improvements on the land
prior to the time she made final- proof. After answer'by the entrywoman, testimony with respect to the charge was taken before 'a
United-' Statesv commissioner 'at Guernsey, Wyoming, on August 6,
1926. Bothiparties appeared and submitted testimony.
At the hearing the contestant produced five witnesses, including
'himself, for the purpose of showing insuflicient residence and im-'
provements on: the part of the entrywoman. When thes6 witnresses
had testified',the contestant announced that he rested his case. Thereupon the attorney for the contestee moved for a dismissal of The
contest "upon the ground that contestant has already failed to
prove .and establish the .allegations set out in the supplemiental application-.of contest by any positive evidence -whatsoever." After this
demurrer to the evidence was noted, the contestee proceeded to sub.

57512or
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the'.

second paragraph of frulle 41):of- the Rules of. Practice.
When; the case was submitted to the register of the district land
':: 3hon -final 'hearing, h 'rendered- a decision in nthe contestant's'
office
favor, dated September 220;D
1926, in which he0found 'ht the allegations of the affidavit of contest, had
b
been ' fully sustaii'ed, that the
::A fentry
should be canceled, and that aprefer'encerihtof etry' should I&
be awarded to th cintestant. This decision made no reference i.th
contestee's motion:to dismiiss. Theentrywoman
rfeec
tot
In his de'cision of January 20, 1927, the Commissioner found that
the admissions made' by the entrywoman, in her own testimony taken:
at the hearing. befored the United iStates commissioner, warranted a
:rejection of..he final proof and the.cancellation of.the entry because
they ' established a failure to comply with the law as:to reindence
J
The C ommissionerfound further, however, that the contestiint had
failed to make prnaafacie proof of the entrywoman's defaultwbefore-:
he rested his case, and before the entrywom~an.imade her motion
to dismiss the contest on that ground. The' Commissioner. stated that
the contestee's. motion should have been. sustained, and:forI that reason he dismissed the contest, and by so doing denied 'the contestant
:apreference right of entry.
Aufdengarten ,has

a~ppealed from so muh

of the Commissioner'

S

action as dismissed his contest. and thus idenied hirm' a preference
right of entry.:0Miss Bav has appealed from. the Commissioner's
action rejecting her proof and, holding. her 'entry 'for cancellation.

The entrywoman's appeal rmay;be ;disposed of by saving that, the
.:DQ 0testimony; ampy sustains the Commissioners ;adtio 'holding. _'the
entry ;for Sca~ncella~tion,; as it showfs that her so-called residence onsistedio'fnothing more than .visits to the land.
'
The department. however, is not in: accord with the: ommis-_
sioner,' s action ..dismissing Aufdengarten's contest... While: the ', Commissioner does not.state upon. what.theorv his-action wvith .respect
to Aufdengarten was based, it seems probable that'his dclision was
made in accordance with his construction of Rule, 40.,of thie Rule6s
of Practice.
(51 L. D..54, 554.j):That rule reads ilpaqrt as follows
.

'If adefendant demurs.to 'the sulffciency'of the evidence, the register willi
forthwith rule thereon. If such demurreris overruled,,.-andlthe defendant
elects Sto introduce no evidence, no furtheruopportunity will be afforded him, to

submit prooft.
;'When testimony is'taken before'an offlcer other thtan the register, demurr'er
to the; evidence: vill hbe received' and noted, but n6 :ruling inade thereon, and the
:taking of vidence, on behalf .of the.defendant:wil lbe proceeded with, the
register will rule upon such demurrer when the record is submitted for his
consideration. , .

,

:., ,

;

'

'

.

'

.

If said demurrer 'is sustained, the register will not be required ',to, examine
the defendant's testimony. If, however, the demurrer.be' overruled, all the
evidence will be, considered and decision rendered thereon.:

.

02]
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The Smeaning of .this rule is pLaiw lft ::'is a method of procedure
prescribed foMr thoe cdnduct of trials ~before the local officers and Sis
without applicability' to the consideration of appeals in' the 'General
Land, Office andl the department,' whbeithe entire record&must be
reviewed. - Paragraph-1 is merely a statementi
thd established
practice -which prevails in the.trial of: cases at 'law, and which' is
aidopted by.theiLand'Department forthe trial of contest cases before
district land,: offlces; 'It announces .the familiar rule-' that when a
defendant demurs to. the sufficiency .of-the plaintiff's evidence. the
:trial
*:
officer must'pass .upon lthel mbtion forthwith, thatjif the demurrer is. overruled the defendant'niay, if -he -so elects, stand' upon
his demnurrer; butlthat!'if he does'so, the case will be determined upon
the*1record then Imade, -and the. defendant will:be given: no further
: opportunity to*submit testiimony in.defense:.'
.zParagraphl.2
evidently was intended to:*remove any-disadvantage
which might attach to- contestees. in cases where testimohy was taken'
before officers other than the registetiof the district, and office growinug out of the f act that such officers 'have no power to pass upon a
demnurrer to evidence. , The rule 'provides, in effect, that where under
such eonditions the' contestee demurs to the. contestant's'evidence, it
is not necessary, to stop the hearing and h'ave the"dezurrer passed
'upon by the register before the cohtestee, Without, prejudice to hinself, can take: his own' testimony, but that' after noting the demurrer
the. contestee may, proceed with his testimony if' he desires to do sQ.
As stated in the next paragraph of'the rule,)'the testimony so taken
is not open to: consideration, nor can. it be made the basis for adverse
action until after the record has been- submitted to .the register and
he has ruled uponthe demurrer.- In this 'way all conhtestees are placed
upon a footing of' equality, no matter where 'the testimony in a case
nmay'-have been taken. .:They. may all elect to: stand upon a demurrer ,
to the contestant's. testimony' incase' of. an adverse ruling thereon by''
the register, or they" may abandon the demurrer and 'proceed to
submit- testimony in defense. "In the one Case the. contestee proceeds
to take testimony in defense' -before the register personally, while in
the other case the contestee presents to the register testimony already
taken, but previously withheld frpm'his" consideration.::,
Paragraph. :3 provides 'that: if. a'$ demurrer is., -sustained, by, the
register he will not be required:to examine the defendant's:testimbny.
This provision, merely is' a logical development of; the, preceding
paragraph.:. Needless to say,' where testimony is taken before the register and he sutstains' the contestee's; demurrer to the evidence;'th, ere
is no testimony in dfense to be e'xamined. If, on the other hand, ithe
testimony wastakenbefore. anothert officer,. the register'sation' sustaining the demnurrer terminates the final hearing befoe the defend'
~,por .. ~ : ~~~~V:E iedeed:: fi0:~S':;
.00.ant's side ofthe case.is reached.': S ~ if8:'"

.000 .;
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Paragraph 30. provides furtherv that. if the demrurrerr is, overruled
all 'the evidence' will be considered 'and a 'decisionT.rendered thereon.
T his,-provision also. is Inerely a logical development of the preceding
paragraph. A contestee.'who!submits testimony before an officer
other than the register, after having, demurred to the contestant's
evidence, is. deemed to have elected in advance 'n6t 'to stand upon his
demurrer in the event that it.is overruled by the register. Accordingly, if the. demurrerjis overruled,' the testimony contained in the
f :' contestee's
depdsitions is as properly open to'the consideration of the.
register as.sthough the witnesses had testified in his-presence.
The' vice in the Commissioner's. decision lies in the fact' that' in
determining the case on appeal he considered :a question 'which
already had been finally and- conclusively disposed of by the' register.
While in the instant: case. the 'register. made:no direct. reference in
his decision., to, the, contestee's .demurrer ::to the' contestant's .evidence,
the'.presumption' is that as' a public official he. properly discharged
the duties ,of his office. Paragraph 2 of 'Rule 40 requires the register
to rule upon a. demurrer to ~evidence when the record of testimony,
. ,takenelsewhere than'before'himself is presented for his consideration, and the.'-presumption, therefore, is that the register gave due
consideration t' Miss :Bay's demurrer bef6re he rendered a: decision
against her 'on the merits. :This: being the case, the' question raised
by the demurrer to the evidence is no longer. open to consideration.
Had the testimony .been taken before the register, no one conversant
w -ith legal, procedure, would contend that the question. raised.by the
contestee's' demurrer to the evidence, and; adversely disposed of by
the register, would be open to consideration on appeal after the
'cntestee had proceeded with her own testimony. 'As already pointed
out, the rule is not different -where the testimony wasgtaken elsewhere'than before the register' as in such case the contestee's action
in
11 taking- testimony after .noting: a demurrer to the" contestant's
evidence, gives implied' permission to~the register to consider such
testimony 'in the event he overrules the 'demurrer :and constitutes an
election not to stand' u-pon the demurrer int' the face of an adverse
ruling'. '
:
In the instant case' the question whether the iegister disposed of
Miss: Bay's demurrer to the evidence 'properly orroperoperly is of
.no importance, :as 'the demurrer to the evidence passed out of theo
case asi soon as her testimony on the' merits was reached;for
consideration in accordance with the third paragraph of Rule 40.
In adopting Rule 40, the Land' Department'"did nothing more thai
bring itself into line ~with the' established pradice-of the courts respectingo demurrers to evidence. ",While the principles which govern
in such cakes are too' welltunderstood to admit of doubt, the language
of Mr. Justice Brown, of the Supreme'i'Court of~the''United States,
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in the ease of-Bogk v. 0sset (149 U "S. 17) maybe appropriately
:Treferredtb -becauseitb statesthose-prihciples so clearly.Aside from all questions of trial practice, however, it must be remembered that Aufdengarten's claim, to a preference right of. entry.
i.I based uponv a statute which is controlling upon the Land. Department. The act of Congress. of May, 14, 1880 1(21 Stat.:140), provides
that din' : cases vwhere: any person, has- contested, paid: the land office
fees, and procured the, eancellation* of any homestead entry, he shall
be allowed 30 days from the. date of notice of the cancellation' of the
-entry in which to enter the land.
dHere the Crommissioner proposes
to cancel the entry because: of facts made apparent by Aufdengarten's.
contest,- and *yet to deny him his preference right of entry. This canl
not be done..
The department finds, accordingly, that Aufdengarten's contest
should: be sustained, and that Aufdengarten should beO*granted a
preference'right'of entry.'
As thus-modified, the dec'ision appealed:from is

ROBERT E. L. MORRIS':
Decided June 30, 1927
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-CO;NFIR;MATION--CHANGE.jA OF ENTRY-ASSIGNMENT-STATUTORY CowSTRxCTION.-..

The primaryi and Tundamental purposie of the remedial act of January 27,
1922 wa to quiet title in the subsequfient entryman' who was permitted to
'enter land in a confirmed entry, erroneously canceled, by extending did
* exchange of' 'try provision of that act to the original entry~man or his
assignee,-but' itf wasinot intended&that its benefit's 'should' inure to such
originaf-etrynan or "his 'assignee who had acquired the legal title to the
same land under som otr' public land law.
.
DEPARTMENTAI, ,DEcIsIosi

S.CITED AND APPLIED.

Cases- of Emanet iwallin7-(49

L., D.-544),

and Larsm B. Haralside (51 L. D.

245), cited and applied.

A istant 9Secretary:.
A~s
The application' of Robert E. L. Morris filed March. 7, 1927, for a
'change of e'ntyunder provisions of the act of January 27, 1922,(42
FI:NFY,

Stat. 859), has Ibeen submitted by the C0ommissioner 'of the' General
Land Office for consideration:and appropriate action by the Secretary:
of the Interior. - Said'act: was' repealed by' the act of May. 21, 1926
:: ;,Stat.~
(44 '5i3915, savihLg, h.owever, any claim, notice of which 'shall
have been filed within 60'days, and application for relief presented
within one 'year 'ffdn date of thee approval of the repealing act.'(
'See decision on motion for rehearing, p. 184.
.k
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Notice of Morris's claimuw-asg appro'riately given: and-application
1fthereon. duly filed as-providedixiisaid act, hence his claim is entitled:
n made under theact of- January.27, 1922,
to tconsiderationas of ~one
On the merits it appears that one William J. Kirkland'made final:':
commutation homestead entry foi. 160 acres of -landin Oregon upon
whichJ.the receiver's .'receipt issued JTanuary :14,, 1i903, the land beinig
NE; :/'.4 Sec. 24, .T. 6 S., R. 21 E.,: W. M.'
*0 00: 04; the E. 1/2 NW. 1/4 and- N. ½1/2
Oregon. :This entry ,wvas canceled March 25,' 1911, upon proceedings
* initiated, December 30, 1908, being more. than two years after, the
issuance' of, said receipt. The entryinan -wnas, th-erefore, entitled! to
The fidl equitadble title had .vested
a'patebit for the, land describe..
proceedingu were begun and there remained .only the
; :: ;:; 00;:0X~before,'these
of.issuing apatent; See Lane v. HogZuncZ (244
duty
ministerial
: :U.
DS. D1E74),. construing 'se'dtion 7 of the: .act -of March' 3, 1891 (26
Stat. 1095 1098). By mesne conveyances and mortgagenforeclosure
LMorris succeeded to that -:title to
proceedingsf the said Robert E. L.
said land March 26,. 1910. Thereafter the'Commisioner of tIeD
General Land Office ordered this :land in the market as an isolated
' tract ;under section 2445-5, Revised Statutes, as amended by the act
of March 28, 1912 0(37Stat. 77),' 'and on Decenmlber 4,' 1914, he pur* chased the same at public sale and purs'uant thereto patent issued to
him March'29, 1915.:
The act oftJanuaiy 27, 1922, suprad, provides that: '^
: :In all cases. where ta final entry of piublic-lands has been or. may be hereafter

canceled, and such entry.is. held by the Land Department,.or by a court of
tod section 7 of
.theproviso
c mpetent jurisdiction to-have been confirmed'under
t;
act
the jof March 3, '1891 (Twenty-sixth Statutes,' page 1099), if the land has
been disposed of -to_ or appropriated by a claimant under the homestead or
desert land laws, or patented to a claimant under other public'land.:laws, the
Secretary of the Interior isauthorized, in his discretion, and underdrules to be,
:prescribed by him, to 'change the entry and transfer the payment to any other
:' tract:'of surveyed public 'land, :nonmineral in character, free from lawful claim,
and -otherwise subject' to general disposition: Provideda, That -the entryman,
his heirs, or assigns shall file' a relinquishment of all right,, title, and'interest
in and to the land originally .entered: Provided fukrthIer, That no right or claim
under the provisions of this paragraph shall' be assignable, or transferable.

The' case of Morris can not' by any sound reasoning be brought.
within.:the four cornlers of 'thisact. Admittdlythis is a remedial
;0;
statu e and must be so construed as to afford all the relief within
the ,,will of Congress. But the most rational method to interpret the
will '6o the legislature is to, excplore its inteltinons'as evinced' by; the
words emniployed, the context,the; subject matter, the'-efFet and con;s'equences, C~and: the spirit and-reason. B'lackstoe's Commentaries,
; - in italics substituted inV accordance withidecision on motion: for 'rehearing,
words
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- olumeli book 1,:pages 59 to,62. - One who invokes the beefits of
'thei atmust !show
himself to .be not only a person within; its .'de
scriptive tetrmsb;but one exposed to the mischief that the legislation
was desiggned 'to correct.

'

Not until then is he entitled to 'liberality

of -construction in application of the remedy., In this 'case a final
entryilof the land Iabove described, has been canceled, but 'it was and
is, confirmed under the proviso to'sectibxi 7 of the"act "of Marchp'3i
;t
1891, 0upa.' iThe. landlhas 'also been pateeed .under':other 'public
land--laws.:: Literally in -such a case the act authorized 'the, Secretary
of the. Interior: ~"in his discretion " and "';iinder rules to be prescribed
by, him."
:
to change the original entry and. transfer the :payment. to
any .other tract of, public land 'subject
to general disposition.:But
this was only on the express condition-"'that the,'entryma , his heirs,

or assigns 'shall filka relinquishment of'aill right, title,. and interest in
and to the land originally'~entered.":,
Mainifestly,"the primary and fundamental scheme of this legislation
was:'to' permit the' eguitdbWe' titlk'holder:under the original entry
to relinquish all' his right, title, and claim to' the land to the end- that
a.-subs'equnt 'entryman' or patentee' would' be left secure in ;:his
holdings.. :'So, while the right .to have the first entry transferred to'
another trat' otf l'and was a privilege ac'ord1ed the 'original' entryran
the act
a~wwas> essentially. and :exclusiv

for the benefit of; 'Iand) to;'

proect the second entryian.- See addministiative ruling bf Deceinber '3"<1'924: (0 L. -684).
D.
The original entryman needed no protection.l
is title 'was confirmed, fixed, and vested in'him and in his
heirs' or assigns- in this' case the~ assignee,;h0esaid Morris, who is
the' applicanti here. Het is vested with equitableI title under 'the
original entry and there' could be; no purpose in allowing1him' to
transfer that entry unless to give him.. a right of. exchange by virtue
of his purchase of the:.same land.as an. isolated tract., He bought
; nothing on the isolated tract. sale 'that could disturb5 him in Nthe
possession of the land. His title is not 'disputed. He needssnoprotection. The' act gives hin none. It confers n right or privilege on
him in the capacity of Ioriginal laimant. See Enanuel Wallaflin.
(49 L. D. 544) ;Lars B. Haralsid6 (51 L.D. 246).
"::This:
... aplplicant, twould not in any event be e~ntitled to such an exchange on thisrecord.' He does, not. propose to, relinquish any title
;that he may hayve by reason of the purchasesunaer the isolated. tract
law. In terms his ,relinquishment purports to
only ich:
lonvey
title
as'hjecould'hold as assignee of the, original ltry, and specifically
disclaims 'the relinquishment of any ttle to' ths, land: other. than
' .thrdughthat entry. 'W
Yhile this emphasizes applicant's purpose it
ofths proceedins
eto
ohn
.,: amo
, . ilusraes
:.
I: hefutliy
:t.
,
;
' -Word:i'
.p. :154.g;0

italics substituted in aceo fdance "with" ecisi6ion motion fr rehearing,:
0-000.0
;
;090:t.0i;
,
00

;

.;
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through his purchase under the isolated tract law. The title to this
land, asl-hasbeen..seen, was already confirmed'in the original entry-;
mant and; his assignees. i'The United States did: not own the land, Itz'
had nothing to'sell and its!patent -to Morris in, attempted:confirmaR tion
of that sale was without. 'validity to that end.
that. patent was 'not. void: as: to all persons and .for: all
> 0 D eHowever,
purposes. Notably the original entryman, -his, heirs or. assignee,
'than the purchase-r'at'the isolated tract sale could have, success0 ; other
fully prosecuted a suit to declare a trust under the.patent for his
benefit. zBut thefactremains that the United States 'tookl inneyvi
from Morris without giving consideration therefor.' The land was'
conveyed to him. "erroneously," and "such. sale can not be, conh
firmed." This being true, it would seem a. measure of relief may be
extended outside. of the act invoked. I he will -file -an- application
for repayment under section 2362, Revised Statutes,; or other appropriate law,: it will be, considered with. a: view to.:' allowance. 'See
John Cr. HoZliter (28 L. D. 133).. Such. application'.:should be'
accompanied. by- relinquishment of all. his right, title,; interest, and
claim inlthe cash certificate which issued on; his purchase under:.the
isolated tract law.

Thereuppnr in the I absence, of controlling objec-

tion not herein' considered, patenrt will issue on- theoriginal0 entry
and:~reas directed by section 7 of. the act of March 3, 1891, sura,:
payment will be allowedbon the second entry..
;

.A.pticcst'iondeied^.
0: 0 7:: 00 -;;; -:;

;;

0;

ROBERT . L. LORRIS -(ON REHEARING)
Decided A4gust 10, 1927,
FINNEY5 First Assistant Secretary:

This is a motion. filed 'on behalf of Robert E. L. Morris 'for rehearing in the 'abo&ve-styled cause wherein by departmental decision: of
181), his -application w'as denied lfor change
June 30, 1927 (52 L.

of entry under provisions of the act of January 27,' 1922 (42' Stat.
359);

:

:f

i:

5

0

;0 C

The motion raises no question either of law or' fact not carefully
considered in the 'decision complained: of and nothing by way of
argument which entitles him to further consideration on the merits
of the case. It is accordingly denied. '
'It is noted, however, aliuvde that' on page 2, line. 10, of said decision as promulgated, 'it was 'stated that " the legal title had Vested,"
whereas it was intended to ':state in that sanme place that 'the full
equitable title' had vested';so "at page 4, line: 17, of sad depision,reference was made to the "'"legal title holder uinderi the origin al
tAitle holder
entry," whereas it was intended to say 0the equitabe,
:t

: y

.
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:

0
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under the original entry also at page:5, line.7,'of saiddecision,
further reference was made to the legal title" under> the, original
entry, whereas it wasintended to refer to the equitable title.
The issues considered tle: aforesaid recitals' which..were made in
said decision only. by 'way.of statement of the case were unnecessary,
had1 no controlling pertinency, and did not influence .the decision on
the: merits. They were, howeer, not only. unnecessary .and inadvertent, but technically erroneous and in"the interest of orderly administration- all words and phrases appearing in s.aid decision which
would seem to comit.this department todan expression of opinion
Jpublic
land has or may pass solely
that ithe legal title to a tract of
by reason:.of the confirmatory provision of section 7 of the act of
'March 3, 1891 (26' Stat. .1095, 1098), as construed in- Loine. tv. Hogh; d t:(244 1U. S. 174),I are hereby modified to read "full pquitable
: title" and""0equitable title,'" as mat appear appropria te.' See Payne,
.Seeretary of thee Interoretq a.:v. United, States ex reL. Newton (255
U. S. 438, 444).
Motion denied.
WHITE 'v. MARTIN
Decided J ly6, 1927'7
CONTEsa-,HoMESTEAD

E15NTRRYRESIDENcE.;

Under section 2297, Revised Statutes, as amended by the act of JuSne 6, 1912,
an entry'is subject to contest' on 'the first day ollowing the.,expiration of
the six monthsisperiod, wherelthe entryman fails to establish residence.
within six months after the date of the entry.

CONTESx-HOMESTeAn ElaNTy-REsIDENOE-ABANDoNMsENT.,>
Where an. entryman; after.having timely established .residence, abandons his
entry for more than six0 months,, his default commences, from the date of.
:abandonment, and a'contest may be initiated under:section 2297,: Revised
Statutes, 'as amended by the' 'act of June 6,1 912, immediately after the
expiration of six months and one day from the'date of the6abandonment.

DEcisioNs Di
: -DEiPATRMENPAL
Cases of Bolto v. In.zai
distinguished.

srTINwrsHED.
(46: L.

.: 34)'and

Sujtte v. .Hifl

(4'7 L. D. 108),

.
Assistant Secretary:
This isana appeal by, Harry Fran6is' White from a decisioh of the
Commissioner. of the General Land 'Office dated February 12., 1927
FINNMIEY Frst

directing the register of thle local office to dismiss his contest against
-the- entrit

under the enlarged homestead. act made by" William'

Martin; on March 23' 1926, for

S.'%'Sec.

'29 T. 6 N.,:R. 16W.,

a

.

&

S. R. M.,Arizona.'
'Phraseology of decision of June 30, 1927, changed to comply 'with the modifications
herein. See italicized words, 52 L. D., p. 182, line 11; p. 183, lines 17 and 27.-En.
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The application to conitest was filied January15,1927, andi charged

that entrymanhas abandoned' the land' and has not lived on the'above-describdd land :during
thesix months priorto the filing of'this' cottest.; '

It appears that hbtice 'of'the 'contest was served. on entryman on
January 27,,i927,' and proof of service was filed February 1, 1927.
According to a'report by, the; register, no answer was filed by

entryman.

-

In the decision appealed from the Commissioner held that' as
'entryman was allowed six Mo nths within which to tstablish residence
on the lind, -he could not .'propWrly''be charged With tabandonment
until at 'i6ast' six- months 'and one day subsequent to the last, date on
which the establishment of residene was due, citing Bolton v. Inan

0(46 L.D. 24)'and: 'Settevie7.!Hill"(47 L. P.08).
The department can not affirm the .Commis'sioner's decision.
Section 2297,'Revised Statutes, as amended by the act of June 6,.
191912 (37 Stat. 123),'reads assfollows:.
* If; at any 'time after the filing of the affidavit as required in, section twenty
: two hundred and ninetyand before the expiration: of the three years mentioned
in section twenty two hundred; and ninety one, it is proved. after due 'notice
to the settler, to the satisfaction of the register of the :lnd office that the person
having filed such affidavit has failedto.establish residence within six months
after the 'date of :entry, or abandoned the land for more than' six: months at
any time, then and* in that event; the "land- so: entered shall revert: 'to: the
Government. ** * . *

: It will b6 observed' that under this section of the homestead law
'an entrymanhmay incur forfeiture in one of two ways!: ,leimay fail
to establish residence uponjthe land within six months after the date
' :of entry, in which' event'the entry is subject to: dontest on the 'first
:day, follbwing'th 'expirationi ofthe six: mdAnths' period; :or he may
establish his residence. on the land, and at' some time thereafter during the period' when residence' is required, abandon the' 'same by
absenting himself therefrom for more than six months.. If he
establishes his residence 'within six months .after entry, and then
abandons the land, his default commences from the date -of ithe
the expiration of 'ix months after 'the
abandonment and not fm
entry, and' one who wishes to contest the 'entry is not fored4 to wait
tuntil: the expiratior of' 12 months after the dateof :the entry .b efore
eth eexpirahe can file a contest,, bult he may do so immediately
The
ftion of six months and one day from the date 'of abandonmehnt.d.
rule laidi down byithe'Commissioner, would protect every homestead':
entry for one year after its~date from contest on a charge of abandonment, even though the entryman' established residence on the date
'
of the entry and abandoned, the land directly thereafterf

'4

;

rS~~~~~D
:18
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The departmental decisions's cited by Ahee Coiommissioner do not
support-. his conclusions.:' The decision in Bolton 'v. Inman, supra,
kcleclares that a homestead entry is not subjecPt to contest upon a chargeb
f;of abandqnment until'after the lapse of six months and one day from
.the 0idate, of the. alleged abandonmept. .It. does not hold, howeyer,
that'such abandonment may not occur. during, six months and one

day after, entry. .
.
decision
':The in Slette v. Hill, suprc, relates only to the. sufficeinc
.of the testimony adduced at the heaing of a contest to support a.
charge of abandonment, and has nothing to do with the sufficiency of
the' charge pursuant to which the hearing -Was,had.
Where a homestead: entryman has estalished residence, on the
-land and gives notice, pursuant to the- first: proviso to section 2291.
upra, of
Revised 'Statutes, as amended by the 6ofJune. 6, 1912,,
for five
nths: or* less,. and fails to return
his intention to be* absentP
on .the date due, he can not, be charged with abandonmentuntil the ::
expiration of six months and one day after such date. But that
question is not present in 'this case, -no notice having been filedby
:: ::;
::;;
, :V;
:f- 0;;;
:-Mar~tin. : :: , \
Inthis:case the contestant' charged that the entryman had abandoned the land and. had'not lived' upon the same for .;six mouths
*prior to the: filing of the 6ontest. The ,alleged 'defaulmust' have
'resulted from failure- to establishresidence. on the land or because,
having established iresidenee, he had abandoned'* the 'same. -The
contestant's charge is broad enough to 'cover either case, and therefore
is sufficlent.
The decision appealed from0 is reversed and the case
q
'rt'nded
wI
with directions 'that:the 'entry be canceled.
Reversedras a reqnanded
0.ELBEOI
AND DEVELOPMENT COMPANYt,
Deci eiid july '8, 1927
Oi

AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTIN& 'PERMI-LEAsD--LImHATIONS-ROYTY-

The act of April 30, 1926, which amended'section 27 of the act of February
25,' 1920, removed the limitations of one permit or lease on a geologicestructure,,as well as three.in a State, but itdid. not enlarge the reward for
discovery or the area of the minimum royalty lease.
.-:e:SSLESaNTr-A
OIL AND GAs LANDs-PiosPECTINGI PERMIa4ASSI
:
LI1MITATIONs-DIscovEaY--ROYALT.
Where assignments of more than, one oil and gas prospecting perimit ,on the
same geologic structure are madefto a single assignee,. the permits Wi pe
land
th&limitation pertaining, to: the area;`
treated as 'a consolidated;'permit
of the minimum royalty` lease as a reward for discovery will 'govern.4

:
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FirstAssistartSec~eaY::"
The Commissioner of the Genekal'Land Office has submiltted to the
department for approval the, assignments- of four oil and gas- pros-m
pecting permits covering lands minT. 28 S.,' R. 29 E.,'M P. M.,
California, 'to the' Elbe 'Oil.Land Development Company, a California
corporation, as follows:
Visalia 010673, granted on-February 12, 1925, to A. J. Mathews,'for.
the N. 1/2 and SE.l/14' Sec. '20 andall of Sec. 28. Extension of time to
May'12, 1927, for complying' ith- paragraph 2 of the permit was
granted on July 15, 1926. 1,Prior to February 1, 1927, the drilling-of
an oil well was commenced' on the land, and this well had reached a
0 '0 hdept
of nore than'2,000feet on'June 1,'1927.
"Permit 010682, granted'on October 30, 1924, to B. 'M. Tibbet, for
the NE.10.1 'Sec. 18. '
Permit 010683, granted on October 27, 1924, to Harriet E. Douglas,
4'or the, NWV.1j4- Sec. 18.'
'Permit 010685, granted on October 30, 1924, to Olive M. Lowry
f ortheSRE. 1/4 Sec. 18.
In connection with each of the last three permits the permiittee
executed a $5000 'drilling bond on April 27, 1927, and in connection
with each permit it .wgas alleged that actual drilling operations were
FINNEY,

commen'cedand a well was actually spudded in on the

premises prior

to.April 27,1927.
On April 19, 1927, there was filed an application for extension^ of
time in' each of said three cases, and in each case the permittee; alleged
that a drilling contractor had agreed "to 'begin drilling, on' 'some portion of said section 18 within 120 days from, notice of' extension."
The Commissioner states 'that the.a'issignee company has not urnished additional drilling. bonds, '"nor does the record disclose
whether or not the drilling -plans heretofore approved by the supervisor of oil and'gas
It

operations' are to
'be

followed'."

;-";.

further appears that, another similar permit. (Visalia 010684),

covering the SW. 1/4, said Sec. 18, has been assigned to the company
in. question. The fiftht assignm ent' has. not yet 'been submitted for
approval, on account of a protest' alleging an; earlier drilling
: ;xagreement.

0

;

-ff ' ; ' ;

All the lands involved are- undoubtedly on the same geologic
structure. Unqualified approval of the assignments as recommended
by the Commissioner would"make it possible for the'assignee compan~y, in.the event of discovery'of oil or gas, to demand an- aggiregate of 760 acres at a royalty rate of fivel'per cent, out of; a totW area
Iof 1,600 acres. And assuming that the fifth assignment-shall be sub"'mitted for.approval thef possible fivelper cent area'will be increased
to 920 acres-out of a total of '1,760 acres. It would also make possible

DEcIIOsIS
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the claim of. one person, association, or corporation toi.a total of .2,5Qf0
areas. on the same; geologic. structure, as
arres .of five per cent,ase
:
00rewe~ard for discovery
The department is of the opinion: that no such possibilities, no such
resultsi were intended-by. Congress in the enactment of thp leasing act,
of Februaryf 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437.), and i the amendment of section
27 thereof by the act of April,30, 1926 (44 Stat.. 373).'
: Seetion 13 :f. thelJeasing act authorizes the Secretary of the.Interior "to grant to any applicant-.qualified * * * aa. prorspectkg
0 pmit; t* :0V* :*': uto 0prospect :foi) oil or gas upon not to exceed
c five&hundred and: sixty`'acres of land."' FItalics sup-,
two thousand
Plied.] Section 14 provides that upon satisfactory showing of discovery "the permittee shall* be entitled to a lease for one-fourth of.
the land embraced' in the prospecting permit: Provided, That the
permittee 'shall be granted a lease for as much as one hundred and
sixty acres of said laniids, if. there be thatt number of acres within the
permit..0 *: 'A. Such7leases shall be * *. * upon axroyalty of
5 per 'centumi.m amount ori value of the production." Section 17
provides that unappropriated lands within."a producing. o-il or gas`
field may be leased in areas not exceeding six hundred and forty acres.
Sections 19 and !20 provide 'that the liiAitations -of Vsection 14 as to
reward for 'discovery shall there be applicable,.
£the leasing act originally read in part, "no person,
Section 27 of
association, or corporation shall take or 'hold,- at one time, * : *
more 'than' one lease within'hei geologic structure of the same producing oil or gas'ield." The department -has construed this to mean
permit, also. 'Section 27'as amended, supra~provides that "no person,
association, or corporation.shall take or hold at one time oil: or gas
two thousand
*
leases or 'permits exceeding in the' aggregate; *
of the;
structure
geologic
five hundred, and sixty acres within: the
field."
gas
or
oil
same producing'
'It is clear that Congress amended said section 27 in order to remove the limitation of one permit or lease on a structure, as well as
three 'in a State,"but it is also clear when the amendment is onsidered in connection with'the other: sections of the act that Congress
did 'not intend to enlarge the reward for: discovery or the area of the.

minimum royalty leases.

'

'

Section' 32 of the leasing act' authorizes the Secretary of, the In- .
terior " to prescribe :necessar'y and proper rules and regulations and
to do any: and all'things necessary to carry out and accomplish the
'f:purposes of this act."
The case is remanded. with instructions that. the 1Dirlector of the
Geological Survey be called upon to report as to the lands involved
with relation to structure. If all the lands are on the same structure'
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the assignee company will be' calledI upon to; show cause ivhy it
'in case ofA.-a
should not accept a. .consolidated permit;
:f$
consolidated permit 'there6 will be only the requirement for one ier!nit
'Naturally,

area.

d

'

The Commissioner is also direced to: prepare and submit for
consideration :and 'approval by the departe
regulatiqns in conformity with the' Vi6shereinexpressed)
Remandwed' w'it nriAti~
.MINI3NG CLAIMS-DATA FOR :FIELDI

INVESTIGATIONS.

INSTRIJOTIONS
[Circular No. 1128]

:::

D.EFPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,. ..........
C., Jul 14~,
;..$g~tom,.
19927.
0
f
j 0 t00 f f 00ff
Wasi ;ti;. 4it 1).......
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND O'ICEs; _ .

f

INSPECTORS:

'DISTRICT: CADASTRAL ENGINEERS,; AND DIVSION1

'In order to .facilitate exanmination in 'the fieldV
byinspectorsof this
department of miningkclaims' for which applications for'cpatents .are.
filed, registers, where lode claims are sought to be patented, will require the applicants to' furnish in.'duplicate the statement required
by paragraph 41"of the miningregulations' (49,L. D. 15), relative to
the kind' and' character of .the vein or lode;':whether ore has been
extracted' therefrom; and
if' so,
amount.
and
'value
and the
so in "what
,
a
n
a
-adth
i.
precise place within the limits of each claim,.sought to be patented,
where the vein or lode has been exposed or. discovered and the width'
thereof. The duplicate copy is"to be 'sent to the division inspector.
The procedure in this regard, in the case of placer claims sought.
to be patented,' is.contained in the' instructions 'of November 4, 1925
(51 L. D. 265) ,to, the register. of the Glenwood Springs land office,
which instructions are hereby extended to all: district land. offices.:.,
District cadastral engineers will cause to be made a 'copy of the'
description of the improvements on mining' claims as .contained in

the: field notes of survey and transmit this copy: to .the division
inspector. ;t.

:

Tros. C. HAVELL,
.A~ctngColum.insionrer.,
Approved:

E:C. FINNMY,
First Assisant SecretdT-y.

0
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VICSEbURG, SHREVEPORT, AND PACIFICO RAlROAD COMPANY,
4;QUAiAW LANDIJ COMPANY, TRANSFEREE
0

$;

00

;

: AILROAD

0 .;

GNT-

00 0 000Deride
INDEMNITY

iJuIg18, 1927

:

.SELECTION -EQUTLE

CLAIM-

PREFERENOE

A grant to a railroad company, to t ,ake. indeimnity lands, in. ieliu of ,lands,
lost in place, constitutes such an equitable claim, where it is ascertained
'tosatisfothe lesses,
that'ithe6'lands' available for selection are insu
as to entitle the selector to be-incIuded within the preferred classes'mentioned in'the act ofJanuary 21', 1922.
:i;

EQUiTABLjE
C
M-RESTORATIONS-STJEv--Pl.AT--ct

or JANURY 21,' 1922.

0An equitable claim, subject to allowance and confimation, 'coveredlby

the
act of January 21,: 1922, should be presented within the 20'day' period preceding, the ifilag df the 'plat of the township within which the lands to be
restored are situated,, as specified bkthe regulations of May 1,1922.,

COURTA
DECSCIgI

:

CITEDsAND APPLIED.

Case of United States *v. Norther'n Pacific RaiTway Company (256 U. -S. 51),

a
applied.i
cited and
Fn'rN

Y, First

;::

Assistant Seeretatry:

'lThis'isi an appeal by' the. Quapaw;0 Land Company, suceessor ininterest of 'the3 Vcksurg, Shreveport' and Pacific Railroad Company,
from 'a decision f the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
oindem'ity selections on the
dated June 6, 1927, rejecting its listf

ground'that the'-sele6tions 'were prematurely' filed. Cou'nsel for-'the
company has been heard orally in the matter.
The selections in question embrace lotsI and 2, Sec. 13, lots'l and 2,
Sec. 17, and. lot 5, Sec. 2i, T. f8 N., R. 15 W., Louisiana, c6ntaining
94.37 acres,' and were made in lieu of lands lost within the primary
limits, of the grant. The list was presented under the provisions of
the act of June 3, 1856 (11 Stat. 14). The'estimated area'^of ithe
: gr
rant to aid in' the con'sttuctci of the' road' accordin g 'to available
data, was 699,220.90 acres, and it appears there is a deficiency in the
grant, a statement compiled from the records of the 'General Land
Office' and published with 'the approval of the'Secretary b6f'the In-'
'terior in 1907 giving this deficiency as upward of 200,000 acres. For
many years the grant has been considered as practically adjusted
because. there were no' remaining laiads subject to selection within
the linmits prescribed by the act of 1856,I8upr.
The plat of 'fractional T. 18 N., R. 15 W., shbwing the land between the old and erroneous meander of Cross Lake, was filed in
the local'land office June 16, 1926. The tracts selected 'are shown
upon that pl at. They -were opened 'to entry, subject to. the preference
rights accorded to discharged soldiers and sailors for the,'period of
D0 days by the act of Januaryi, 1922 (42 Stat.;358). The law
::

-: f

i.

:

2:

:

0

C

?

V 8'-

:

::

f

:

f
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provides that the' rights soconferred' shall be 'sub ject'Tto. valid. settlement rights, 'and pr'ference- rights: under: existiiig -aws' or equitable
claims subject to allowance and confirmation. The regulations theremi'nder of May 1, 1922 (49 L. D. 1), and the notice with respect to the
filing of the plat 'above referred to' provide that soldiers; and other
qualified applicants for the land, coming within the prescribed
classes, might file' their applications during the period of 20 days
prior, to the date of the filing of the township plat. The 'uapaw
Land Company, deeming :itself a. preference-right claimant, or as
. having an equitable claim subject to allowance and confirmation, 'filed
its selection June 2, 1926, within the 20-day period prior to the filing
*of the plat, accorded by the regulations to the classes therein specified.
.In rejecting said application as prematurely filed, the Commissioner
elid in effecti that the Quapaw Land Company was notithin any.
of the preferred classes-and coild not apply for the; lands prior
to the period fixed for the presentation of applications by, the general
public.
It appears that the company has earned the right. to receive the
lands comprehended in. the grant. . The provision relating to indemnity lands was as much a part of the grant, and contract as' that
relating to, lands in place. "It:was the: purposeof Congress in
making the grant to -conferfa, substantial: riglt to land within the
indemnity limits in lieu of lanlds lost':within the .place limits." United
States v. Northern Pacific Ry. Co. (256 U. S. 51). .Nothing remained
to be done by the grantee. or its successor. in, interest to fullfill the.
c bonditions of the grant, and it manj estly had earned the, right to
select the' land in controversy and to receive it, in the absence of an
adverse claim based upon, a right initiated prior to the, filipng of its
selection.. . It: was the purpose of. the regulations. of: May 1, 1922,
suprc, and of the notice with respect to the filing: of the plat oQf survey, that all those asserting preferenee rights and equitable claims
should present the same, for the consideration of* the Land Department within the 20 days prior to such filing, and the decision of the
Commissioner of the' General Land Office. that the selection of 'the:
company was. prematurely filed, ws0'manifest error. :'A selection so
tendered, predicated upon an, earned:right, certainly, constituted an
equitable claim', subject to, aliowance and confirmation, if not a preference right-; and: whether viewed as an equitable claim or.preference
tight, tit was superior to the preference right conferred by the ac
of January'21, i'9,22, sptra, or any other rightl'-or claim not initiated
prior to the filing of the selection.' 'In the- circumstaices here, disclosed the postponement of.the company's claim, or its subordination
to the prefetence right given to ex-sdrvice men, practically amounts
to a denial of the right. The "substantial right" conferred by the.
granting act can not thus be cut clown or extinguished.
.
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In the judgment of the department the compan-y ;in .whose behalf
this :claim was asserted should be recognized as coming within the
preferred classes mentioned in the act of January] 21, 1922, supra,
and jentitled to exercise, the privilege of .presenting. its application
within the 20-day period preceding the. filing of the plat of surveyi
The decision of the Cbiommissioner is. accordingly
Reversed.
EXCHANGE OF LANDS ON F0EDERAL RECLAMATION PROJECTS-:
REGULATIONS .OF AUGUST 20, 1926 (51 L. D. 525)', MODIFIED
INSTRUCTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION,

.TaishnMgton

C.,
UD.
Juvy 19,1927.

To AiLL, FIEILD OFFICERS:
The last paragraph on page 6 (51 L.'iD. 525, 531), of the.interpre'.
tations affecting sections 41 to 45 of the act. of, May. 25, 1926; (44
Stat. 636) announce& a certain regulation quoted below, intended to
equalize the conditions applicable to. private landowners and. to
entrymen when claiming the benefits of section 44 of the act relating
to the exchange of entries and private and. The 'regulation is as
follows with certain portions italicized so as to more readily develop
the purpose .of this letter :..
* *0 * If the whole of suc& privately owrned tract 'is so eliminated, the
owner thereof. may select an equal: irrigable area of vacant public land within
the limits of anq other Federal reclamation project. If onlv a portion of such
privately owned tract is so eliminated, the owner thereof may select an equal
irrigable area of vacant public land within the limits of the same project, but
such equal irrigable area so selected must be in the vicinity of the retained land
of such owner, so that in the opinion of the Secretary theD new and retained
areas may be worked advantageously as one farm. .

Both the law and the regulations with respect' to unpatented holdiings authorize an exchange to any project when the original entry is
either entirely eliminated from the project or is so reduced that the
remaining area is insufficient to support a' family, and with certain
limitations it would appear to be equitable'`to give' substantially the
same consideration to the-owners of 'private. lands, since the act' itself
does not:lIimit'th'e'selctionr to the 'sam'eproject'in the 'case o Ilands
in private ownership. 'Also, 'if permissible iunder: the' act, the same
privilege 'given'to entrymen should be allowed 'in relation to private
land under the conditions hereafter noted. Thfe'regulations above:
quoted were drafted 'to -prevent the filing of applications for recon; 57522-27-:v70L 62- j
'----:-'13u

-
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veyance of private land when a small portion only is given up and
the remainder is sufficient to support a family. It now develops from
applications made that in many cases it would be advantageous alike
to the projects and the landowners involved, to have entire holdings
of private land -on one project surrendered and public land on
another project taken in. ieu.where the conditions are suitable.'
It so happens that on projects which contain large areas of permanently unproductive lands patents as a rule are of recent issuance,
and in most cases title is still in the patentee and- the holding is intact
as: to, legal subdivisions. The land: classifications were,> of course,
made without regard to land descriptions and more often .than not
the result is that on an 80-acre tract 60 acres in irregular and undefined areas will be classed as temporarily or permanently unproductive. The .situation 'which this'creates is that the area of productive land is not sufficient t,' support a family, and the expense of
surveys to dene the productive portion will be large and ought to
be avoided if possible. The lines of demarcation between the unproductive and productive lands were iot established by instrument
survey when the' classification was made, 'and neither the owner nor
'the Government is in.a position to identify- and describe the respective
'classes with any degree of exactness.
Several cases similar to the example given above have been presented to the office, and in each case the owner has" submitted a
warranty deed reconveying- his entire original holding to the United
States. Such tracts as a whole are insufficient to support a family,
the majority of the acreage involved being classed as unproductive
and the productive area being negligible; but if the.law is to be
strictly construed, the answer might be that the Government is authorized to accept title only to the exact acreage of the 'unproductive
land, and to accomplish this 'an expensive resurvey must be under-

.taken.
When the owner of a tract such as described applies for new land,
lie must, under the existing regulations, convey the unproductive land
to the United States,. and his selected land must not exceed the area
so conveyed. Since he acquired and is holding his present tract by
legal subdivision, and since all public land is available only by legal
subdivision, a resurvey would be necessary as to both the old and
new tracts. Even if this be accomplished at considerable expense,
funds for which- are not 'always available to the Government, it would
result in a disruption of the present farm unit system. and: occasion
a very undesirable ownership by the Government of numerous and
useless isolated tracts.'I do not believe it was the intention. of Congress to require this
procedure which would be prejudicial both to the water users and
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to the Government. One of the moving considerations of the adjustment act, as I understand it, was directed towards getting the settlers from unsuitable lands to lands sufficient to support a family,: and
this Will be largely defeated as.$to" the, Sprivately owned land unless
such cases are given; the same consideration specifically provided for
in the law as to the unpatented entries.
l
Section 44 of the act, after providing that settlers on unpatented
entries.which have been eliminated from the project or whose. entries
under water rights have:Jbeen so reduced that the remaining area is
insufficient to support a; family shall be entitled to select other 'public
lands,, fsets forth 'the` following with reference to the unpatented
tracts:
* Owners of private lands :.so eininhted from the project may, subject
to the approval of, the ISecretary of the Interior, and free from all encumbrances, relinquish and convey to the United States lands so owned and held by
them, not- exceeding an area of one hundred and sixty acres, and select an equal
area of vacant public land within the irrigable area :of the same or any other
federal reclamation project * * *. [Italics supplied.j

I believe that the words "so eliminated" may be fairly said to
relate back to the provisions governing the unpatented entries where
the right of exchange is conferred both when the entry as a whole
is eliminated and when it is so reduced as to destroy its sufficiency.
,In other words, that a right of exchange is given the owner of patented land entirely eliminated or where so reduced that the remaining
area is insufficient to support a family. In cases of this character, if
the owner reconveys his entire tract, the transfer of title to the United
States would in itself result in an elimination of the tract from the
project, since it is the understanding of, the office that the Secretary
would not be authorized to again open to entry a tract found to be
insufficient to suppor~t a family. This interpretation would permit
the administration of the act in harmony. with the existing farm
unit system and would enable us to place the owner of a patented
tract with unsuitable land upon a. farm unit sufficient to support
a family. Unless some such construction is given to this particular
provision of the law, it will not be practicable nor even workable to
givesthe desired relief to patentees if each acre of their holding is not
classified as unproductive and it, therefore, will not be possible as to
this feature to carry out the purpose of the act which, as stated in
section 48 thereof, is " the rehabilitation of the. several reclamation
projects and the insuiring .of their future success by placing them
upon a sound operative and business basis, 'and the Secretary of the
Interior is directed to administer this act to those ends."
'I recommend that the regulations be amended so as to authorize the
bureau in case of patented holdings insufficient to support a family by
reason of the small productive area ito accept a reconveyance of 'the
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entire tract and to permit the selection of -a new unit sufficient to
support a family. Each individual case will be considered upon its
merits and the rule recommended will :not be invoked unless the tract
as patented Ihas remained intact as to legal subdivision. If the
amendment recommended, is approved, the regulation would read as
follows, the italicized portions being themnew matter:
If the whole of such privately owned tract is so eliminated, 'the owner thereof
may select an equal irrigable area of vacant public land within the limits of
*any Federal reclamation project. If such privately owned 'tract is so reduced;
by elimination that the remainin. area is insufficient to support a family and

title to the unit as originally established and, ftledc upon the farm unit plats is
held in single ownership, the owner thereof may convey the entire holding to
the United States and; select a new farm unit within the limits of any Federal
reclamation project. If only a,-portion, of such privately owned tract is so
eliminated and the remaining.portionis sufficient to support a family the owner
thereof may select an equal irrigable. area of vacant public land within the
limits of the same project-but such equal irrigable area so selected must be in
the vicinity of the retained landuof such owner, so that in the opinion of the
Secretary the new and retained areas may be worked advantageously as one
farm.

ELWOOD MEAD,
CommXissioner.

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

First Assistant SecretarV.

IIMITATIONS OF HOLDINGS UNDER SECTION 27 OF THE LEASING
ACT AS AMENDED-CIRCULAR NO. 1073 (51 L D. 475),
AMENDED:
INSTRUCTIONS

[Circular No. 1129]
DEPARTMENT OF

'THE

INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

-Warhingtor&,D. C., August 1, 192-7.
REGISTERS UINITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

Circular No. 1073 (51 L. D. 475), approved June 18, 1926, conIcerning limitations of holdings under section 27-of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), as amended by the act of April 30, 192 6
: (44 Stat.-373), is hereby amended by adding thereto the following
paragraph: --- .
While under section 27, as so amended, the limitations as to holdings under
-the act are governed by the jnumber of acres and not by the number of permits
-which may be held by the same person, association or. corporation, provided
the combined area-:does not exceed the limitations fixed, there appears to have
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been no purpose to change the area which may be acquired under lease at a
royalty of five per cent in case of discovery. Accordingly, oil and gas permits
will not be issued nor assignments of -such permits approved to the same applicant where the result would be to enable such applicant to acquire under
section 14 of the act a right to lease at five per cent royalty a larger area than
he would be entitled to lease at such royalty had the areas of all the permits
been embraced in a single permit and discovery made thereon.

THOS C. HAVEELL,
Acting Commissioner.
Approved:

E. C. FIXiNEY
First Assistant Secretary.

JAMES W. BELL
Deoided August 8, 1927

*.

MININOG CLM-MINERAL LANDs-OIL SHALE-HoMESTEAD ENTRY-VESTED
RIGHTS-POSSEssION-PATENThSTATATTEs.
Fulrther than to protect certain classes of claimants from its harsh application,
the act of July 17, 191.4, did not change the long established rule that a
location, otherwise lawful, of mineral land embraced in a subsisting, but
*
:uncompleted entry, constitutes a property right, good as against everyone,
G including the entryman and the Government, notwithstanding that the
locator is not entitled to a patent or to maintain possession in the courts
until such entry is canceled.
CLAIM-MINERAL LANDS-OIL SHAL4-HOMESTEAD
MINING
RIGHiTs-SunFAcE RIGHTs-FORFMTTJRE-PATENT.

ENTRY-VESTED

Issuance by the Government of a surface patent pursuant to the act of July
17, 1914, can not effect a forfeiture of the property right of a locator to
the minerals in the land, where his location, otherwise lawful, was made
subsequent'to the date of that act and while the land was at the time of
location within a subsisting unrestricted, but unperfected homestead entry.
MINING CLAIM-MINTEAL LANDS-On, SHAIm-HoMEsrEsA

ENTRY-PATICT.,

A: locator of mineral land embraced in a subsisting unrestricted but uncom-i
pleted homestead entry, subsequently patented pursuant to the act of July
17, 1914, who has acquired the title of the surface entryman, may, everything being otherwise regular, execute a deed of reconveyance and, upon
cancellation of the surface patent, receive a mineral patent.

FINNEY, IFirst Assistant Secretary:
James W. Bell has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of the General tLand Office, dated-March 26, 1927, holding
for cancellation his mineral entry 026431, Glenwood Springs, Coaldrado, land office, embracing SE. 1/4 Sec. 10, T. '6 S., R. 96 W., 6th
P. M., upon the following facts:
On January 10, 1916, one Helm made enlarged homestead entry
for said tract, which was, on June 29, 1916, classified as mineral
valuable as a source of petroleum and nitrogen.;
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On May 18,1918, Helm,.who had, on April 1, 1918, consented that
his entry be subject to the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509), submitted final proof upon which patent issued on January 8, 1920, with
a reservation of oil and gas.;
On November 14, 1925, Bell filed mineral application for said land,
alleging the location thereof on August 15, 1917, as Glenwood
Placer No. 4, the discovery of a valuable deposit of oil shale and
continued possession and maintenance. With the application was
an abstract of title showing the acquisition of the interests, of other
locators and of Helm's title under his restricted patent. In addition
he tendered a warranty deed to the United States, conveyig the
title acquired by Helm, with request for the issuance to himself of
mineral patent.
In the Dobbs Placer Mine (1 L. D. 565), decided on May 10, 1883,
the department held (syllabus) that " a mineral entry is not invalid
because at the time it. was made the land:was covered by a homestead entry."
In the Manners Construction Co. v. Rees (31 L. D. 408, 410), it
was .held that "the fact that when the alleged mining claim -ras
located the homestead entry of Currence was still of record and uncanceled, did not, of itself, affect the validity of the location. No
vested right to the land had attached under the entry, and until
such right should attach the lands belong to the United. States and,
if mineral in character, are subject to location and purchase under
the mining laws."
In Admns et al. v. Polgla7se et al., on review (33 L. D. 30), the
Dobbs Placer Mine, supra, was cited with approval, together with
several departmental decisions to the same effect. In this case the
distinction between a mineral entry, voidable when made because
the, land was covered by a subsisting entry, and one void because
made of reserved land or land otherwise beyond the jurisdiction of
the department, was clearly pointed out.
In its unreported decision of October 20, 1919, in Pollock v. Blackledge et al., the department: reversed the Commissioner of the General Land Office, who had held that because of a subsisting homestead entry certain mining claims were wholly void. In He"uy W.
Pollock (48 L. D. 5), reiterating its position in Pollock v. Blackledge
et al., supra, the department, held that the placer location made. .for
lland embraced in Blackledge's subsisting homestead entry " was a
good and subsisting mining claim " (the homestead entry having
been canceled at the time of the decision) and vested in the locators
"a substantial property right."
These cases, uniformly followed, so far as the department is
aware, covering a period of more than forty years, constitute a rule
of property, and,, though the facts vary, are decisive of the principle
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that a location, otherwise lawful, of mineral land embraced in a subsisting but uncompleted entry, constitutes a property right in the
highest sense of that term, is good -as against the world, 'including
the entryman and the Government, notwithstanding the locator is not
entitled to a patent or to maintain possession in the courts until such
entry be canceled. Such a right should not be, if it could be, held
forfeited except for cogent reasons, after due notice, in a proceeding
directed to that end.' The act of July 17, 1914' (38 Stat.' 09), was not
intended to and did not change the principle announced further than
to protect certain classes of claimants froftm its harsh'aapplication.
Here ithe locator had notice, merely constructive, that Helm 'had
applied for a patent for the surface of the land; not that a proceeding was pending that would destroy hisl property'rights- Had he
actual notice he might have concluded that he did not object to the'
issuance of a*surface patent that would, reserve to' the-Governme'nt
and its grantees the minerals and so much of the surface as might. be
necessary to extract the same. While under the law: the department
is without authority to issue to him a patent for the minerals alone,
it does not necessarily follow that his right to them was forfeited by
the issuance of a patent for the surface; or; in other Words, that a lack
of jurisdiction to do one thing does not necessarily confer; authority
upon the department to do something wholly different, namely, to
declare forfeited a right lawfully acquired.
Under the circumstances, therefore, the department is of opinion
that if the entry is otherwise regular, the deed of reconveyance should
be accepted, the outstanding surface patent canceled, and a mineral
patent issued in due course.
Reversed.,
.

WALTER R. FREITAG
Decided August 12, 1927
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-SECOND ENTRY-OIL AND GAS LANDS-PIOSPEOTING PERMIT-

APPLICATION-RnrINcnQISHMENT.
One who relinquishes a homestead entry, then covered by an application for
an oil and gas prospecting permit, and applies to maked a second entry for
the same land under the act of September 5, 1914, has merely the status of
a homestead applicant for land covered by a prior permit application, notwithstanding that the relinquishment and the second entry applcation were
fled simultaneously.

FINNEY, First Assistant Seeretawy:
Walter R. Freitag has, appealed from the 'decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated' February 12, 1927, requiring
him, as a condition precedent to the allowance of his appl ion, Salt
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Lake City 043306, to make second homestead entry for the S. ½
SE. 1/4 See. 24, and the NE. 1/4, E. 1/2 N5W. 1/4 Sec. 25, T. 35 S., R.
24 E., S. L. M., Utah, to consent to take the land subject to the provisions and reservations of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509),
and also to file a waiver of right to compensation for the use of the
land in accordance with the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437) .
It appears that Freitag first made homestead entry, 030114, for the
land in question on February 11, 1922. On May 6, 1926, J. A. Young,
jr., filed oil and gas application 041050, for a prospecting permit
covering all of the land embraced in Freitag's entry. On November
8, 1926, Freitag relinquished his entry because of his inability to
submit satisfactory final proof, and simultaneously therewith filed
application 043306 to make a second homestead entry for the same
land.
The Commissioner in his decision of February 12, 1927, found that
the showing made with respect to the second entry was sufficient to
satisfy the provisions of the act of September 5, 1914 (38 Stat. 712),
but imposed the requirements which have just been stated as a condition to its allowance.
Freitag in his appeal to the department contends in substance that
as his entry 030114 was outstanding at the time Young filed his application for the prospecting permit their respective rights should now
be determined with reference to the conditions which existed at the
date Young's application was filed. He also makes other objections
to the Commissioner's ruling which need not be specifically noted
* although they have been given due consideration.
The department finds that the Commissioner's requirements were
proper. Under the act of September 5, 1914, suprc, an applicant
who makes a second entry does so just as though his former entry had
never been made. Freitag, therefore, now. has the status of a homestead applicant for land already covered by a prior application for
an oil and gas permit.
The decision appealed from is
AffXrmed.
UNION OILE COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
Decided August 24, 1927
Om A1D GAS LANDs-PRosPEcTixG PaMrIT-EXECUTIVE ORDEP INDIAN RESERVATION-EXPINDITuJES.

One who is granted a permit under the remedial act of March 3, 1927, to
prospect for oil and gas in lands embraced within an Executive order Indian
reservation is entitled to credit for work in connection with drilling per.
formed by him on the same land under a former permit prior to the pas-,
sage of that act.
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FINEY, First Assistant Secretary:.
On July 31, 1923, an oil and gas permit, under section 13 of the
act of February 25, 1920- (41 Stat. 437) , was issued to Mary Agnes
Leonard, for lands in an,Executive order Indian reservation in Utah.
This permit was assigned to Union' Oil Company- of California and
was surrendered by it in connection with its application under the
act of March 3, 1927 (44'Stat. 1347), upon which a'new permit was
issued on June 29 1927,'for the same land'.s
It appears from your [Messrs. Haggard, O'Mahone, and. Rattigan], letter of. the 23d instant that, prior to. July 23, 1924. the company 'had expended $9,891.34' under its original permit, of which
$4,677.46 was used in drilling a well to the depth of 560 feet; and
you inquire if work so done will satisfy the requirements of paragraphs 2 and 3 of the subsisting permit.
Under a rule of the mining law a party in possession' of a' mining
claim embraced in a reservation, with the requisite marking, notice,
and discovery, may, upon the termination of such reservation, relocate the claim and become entitled to adopt what had been done;.
Noonan v. Caledonia Gold Mining Company (121 U. S. 393); Ken'
dall v. San Juan Silver ining Company (144 U. S. 658). Applying this principle to the remedial act of March 3', 1927, supra, it is.
held that credit for the work already performed by the Union Oil
Company may be applied under its present permit to the same extent
as if done since June 29, 1927.
FREEMAN v. SUMMERS, UNITED STATES, INTERVENER (ON
REHEARING),
STANDARD SHALES PRODUCTS COMPANY v. SUMMERS, UNITED
STATES, INTERVENER; (ON REHEARING)
Decided. September 30, 1927

MININGj
CLAIM-MINM&L LANDSI-S}ISALu LANDs-DiscovEmY.
The discovery of an isolated bit of mineral, not connected with or leading to
substantial prospective values, is- not a sufficient- discovery to validate a
location under the mining laws, but it is sufficient if mineral is found in. a
mass so located that the vein or mineral-bearing body can be followed with
reasonable hope and assurance that a paying mine can be ultimately
developed.
MINING CLAM-MINERAL LANDS-OIL-SiALE LAINDs-DiscovERY-EvIDmwu.

Where there has been an actual discovery of mineral either on the surface or
in shallow workings within the limits of 'an asserted mining location, and
the deposits of the region' have been the subject: of exploration and study
for a number of years, evidence bearing upon the mineral.value, and the
Egeological formation of'the adjacent'lands may be considered in determining
whether the located lands are chiefly valuable for their mineral contents.
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MINING CLAiM-MNERAL LANDS-OIL-SHALE LAANDs-DiscovERY-PATST.'

-{

It is not necessary, in order: to constitute a valid discovery under. the general
mining laws sufficient to support an application for patent, that the mineral

in its present situation can be immediately disposed of at a profit.
OML-SAxn; LANDS-MINING CL£AM-MINERAL LANDS-DiscovERY-GnOLoGICAL
SuxvEv-EvrnsxoE.
The rule as to the thickness and oil content adopted by the Geological Survey
in its regulations of April 3, 1916, for the classification of lands with respect
to their oil-shale character, was not intended to be applied by the depart-

ament as a yardstick in determining whether the physical exposure of an
oil-shale deposit within the limits of an asserted oil shale placer mining
location is sufficient to constitute an adequate discovery of mineral under
the mining laws, but each case presented must be determined upon the facts
there disclosed.

WORK, Secret
:
.:ry
On May 10, 1920, George L. Summers made application 018825
for enlarged homestead entry covering S. 1/2 NW. 1/4, N. 1/2 SW. 1/4
Sec. 1, and S. 1/2 NE. 1/4, N. ½2 SE. 1/4 Sec. 2, T. 5 S., R. 97 W., Glenwood Springs land district. On the same day he made application
018827 for additional stock-raising entry covering lots 3, 4, S.
NW. 1/4 Sec. 2, and lots 1, 2, 3, SE. 1/4 NE. 1/4 Sec. 3, in the same
township and range. Application 018825 was allowed May 17, 1920,
with mineral reservation, and application 018827 on January 28,
1921. Combined final proof was submitted May 22, 1923. A protest
against the enlarged entry was filed by the Standard Shales Products
Company alleging a superior right to the tracts in Sec. 1 by virtue of
the ownership and possession of the Triumph No. 22 and Triumph
No. 23 placer mining claims initiated by location April 5, 1918. A
like protest was filed against the entry of the remaining lands by
J. D. Freeman based upon alleged ownership iand possession of the
F. D. No. 7 and J. ID.Nos 1, .2, 3, and 5 placer mining claims initiated
by location April 1, 1918, and covering the remaining tracts in Summer's entries. By decisions of: December 20, 1924, these protests
were dismissed and the mining claims held to be null upon the
grounds that on February25,
51920, the date.of the approval of the
leasing law, no discovery of a valuable deposit of oil shale had been
made upon any- of these claims as alleged, nor was there at that date
diligent prosecution of: work leading'to discovery. These decisions
were affirmed on motion for rehearing and retrial May 23, 1925.
The contestants thereafter filed a petition for the exercise of supervisory authority.
By decisions of July 29,19925,'the department favorably entertained
the petitions and authorized further hearing at. the local land office
between the parties, the Government, represented by inspectors, being
allowed to intervene. The record made at said hearing, with briefs
and 'arguments 'of the parties; has been given extended consideration.
l/a
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The contestants advance the proposition that the' Green River
formation, at least an area thereof bounded by Green River on the
east, the Colorado River on the south,, Brush Creek on the west, and
Piceance Creek or White River Divide on the north, and within
which boundaries these claims are located, is one massive homogeneous deposit of like mineral, easily identifiable by fossil insects; that
it is one stratum, one bed, from its base to its topmost reaches, a
vertical distance of from 2,700 to 2,800 feet; that all sections of a
stratigraphic column of this formation contain either shale, sandy
shale, shale sand, or sand that will yield oil upon destructive distallation; that in the light of latest information and engineering research
and opinion the feasible method of mining will involve and dictate
the mining of all the shale from the base of a rich bed, known as
mahogany bed, to the exposures of shale upon the land; that the
various deposits of sandstone upon the land in question are but thin
partings, which have some oil content; that the whole body, therefore,
will be commercially developed and is all valuable, and discovery of
any oil shale upon the land, being a part of the integral mass that
lies below it, is a sufficient discovery to satisfy the requirements of
law.

Before proceeding with further discussion of the matter, reference
is made to certain regulations of the? Geological Survey relating to
the classification of oil-shale land quoted in previous decisions of this
department, to the effect that where shale beds are too deep to be
mined by open-cut methods, such lands must contain shale capable of
yielding 1,500 barrels of oil per acre in beds not less than k foot
thick, yielding 15 gallons per ton, and within a reasonable depth
below the surface. Second, that where the shale beds are sufficiently
near the surface to be mined by open-cut methods, the; lands must
contain shale sufficient to yield 750 barrels of oil per acre in beds not
less than 6 inches thick, and yield not less than 15 gallons per ton.
The impression appears to have become general that these regulations were to be used as a yardstick; with which the department
would determine in all cases whether sufficient discovery to warrant
the issuance of patent therefor under the mining laws had been made.
An endeavor to correct this impression. was made in at subsequent
communication relative to the rehearing in this case, and later by a
letter signed by the Secretary of the Interior, explaining that such
was not the purpose of the. department, and that each case presented
must be determined upon the facts there disclosed.
Section 2320 of the United States Revised Statutes provides thatNo location of- a mining claim shall be made until the discovery of a vein
For lode within the limits of the claim located.
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Section 2329, with reference to placer claims, in which. category oilshale beds fall, provides that placer claims shall be subject to entry
and patentunder like circumstances and conditions or upon similar proceedings as are
provided for vein or lode clains..

It is a statutory requirement, therefore, that no location of a placer
mining claim shall be made until the, discovery of mineral within the
;
limits of the claimi located.
The general rule of the department as to what constitutes a sufficient
discovery within the limits of a: lode mining. claim was laid down in
the case of Castle v. Worble (19 L. D. 455, 457), and has since been
followed.
* * :t* It is my opinion that where minerals haveIbeen found and the
evidence is of such character that a person of ordinary'prudence would be
justified in the further. xpendittire of his labor:and means, with a reasonable
prospect of success *in developing a valuable mine, the requirements of the
statute have been met. .

:In Kern Oil Copanej v. Clotfelter (30 L. D. 583, 587): the department held:
* * fl The evidence bearing upon; the mineral character of the land
selected should not be restricted to mineral discoveries or developments upon
these lands and to their geological formation, but may extend to the discovery
and development of mineral on adjacent lands and to their geological formation.

See, also, in this connection Jefferso'n-Montana Copper Mines
Company (41 L. D. 320).
In the Oregon Basin Oil and Gas Company case (50 L. D. 244;
258) the department denied an application for placer patent for
lands alleged to contain valuable deposits of oil and gas, on the
ground of failure to show sufficient discovery. Slight discoveries
of gas or oil had been made in shallow wells in shale or sand
near the surface, and it was contended that this warranted a prudent
man in going further with a reasonable expectation of finding
valuable oil deposits at depth. 'The department concluded in that
case that the showing presented (p. 252)fails to satisfactorily establish that in either of the wells drilled on the claim
there was encountered any formation carrying oil or. other mineral in sufficient
quantity to impress the land with any value on account thereof,. while, on the
other hand it is conclusively made to appear that the formations from which
oil values are expected to be developed within the limits, of the claim exist
many hundred feet below, and are wholly unconnected with, the formations
penetrated in said wells.

From the foregoing it follows that the law requires as a prerequisite to a valid location that mineral be: discovered within the limits
of the claim located; that the mineral indications shall be such as to
warrant a prudent man in the further expenditure of time and money,
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-with a reasonable prospect of success. In order to warrant that
proceeding, he must-have discovered mineral in 'such. situation and
such formation that he 'can follow the vein or the deposit to depth,
with a reasonable assurance that paying minerals will be found. In
other words, the discovery of an isolated bit of mineral, not con0nected with or leadig to substantial prospective values, is not a
sufficient discovery;, Dbut a mining locator is not 'expected to find -at
the surface or in a shallow working a body of mineral which can
be immediately miled and reduced at a profit. 'It-is sufficient, as
Ialready stated if he finds mineral in a mass so located'that he can
follow the vein or the mineral-bearing body, with reasonable hope
and assurance that he will ultimately develop a paying mine.
: this
In case it appears from the evidence submitted' at the original
hearing and rehearing that actual discoveries of mineral were made
either on the surface or in shallow workings. The existence of foil
shales in northwestern Colorado is a matter of, common knowledge,
and the deposits have been the subject of exploration and study for
a number of years.
In 1923 the Geological Survey of this department published BuT
letin No. 729, relative to the oil shales of the Rocky Mountain
region. 0It was stated on page 21 of this bulletin.

*By far the most extensive and rich oil shales. of the United States, and perihaps of the world belong to the Green River formation of Colorado, Utah, and
Wyoming.

On page 36 it is stated-The youngest sedimentary rock in the Piceance Basin belongs to the Green

River formation, which also carries most of the oil shales. *.*
* The Green
River formation is: the: surface rock, over the entire interior part of the
Piceance Creek Basin. * * * Interbedded, with the- rich oil shale are beds
of leak and almost barren shale and sandstone of varying thickness.
On the same page it is stated---- The presence or absence of rich oil yielding shales permits a division of the
Green River formation into three members *
*
The upper member is
composed largely of soft shales with some sandstone, and includes but few

beds of rich oil yielding shales. The middle member almost everywhere along
its outcrop includes beds of rich oil shales which in some places have a great
aggregate thickness, and which are everywhere extremely resistant and stand
out in; relief.
There have been filed with the department photographs and other
exhibits, descriptive of this Green River formation,
port the allegations
diate area in

and which sup-

of contestants as to its presence in

the imme-

which these*particular claims are located.

'The- oil-shaie deposits 'of . the United

States have, as heretofore

stated, been well known' for-'a number of years, and have been the
subject of' much exploration, -study, and investigation.

They have
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been recognized by the department and by, Congress as a very valu.able natural mineral resource. They have been the subject of treatment in a large number of experimetal reduction plants, one of
which was provided for by Congress and is now in operation.
While at the present time there has been no .considerable production of oil from shales, due to the fact. that. abundant quantities of
oil have been produced more cheaply from wells, there is no possible
doubt of its value and of the fact that it constitutes an enormously
valuable resource for future use by the American people.
It is not necessary, in order to constitute a valid discovery under
Dthe general mining laws sufficient to support an application for
patent, that the mineral in its present situation can be immediately
disposed of at a profit. As stated by the department in the case of
Narver v. Eacttman (34 L. D. 123, 125)from*: the*It does not follow -that because there is n clear prodftt arising
from the sale of an article that has been manufactured or produced that it
therefore has no commercial value. Take for example .the farmer. In the
course of husbandry it frequently happens that different crops raised by the
farmer when put in market do not sell for enough to pay the costs of their
production and transportation, but can it be truly said that said crops have
no commercial value simply because after the same have been sold and all
expenses incident to their production and shipment deducted, there is no clear
gain to the farmer, and therefore, as a corollary, that the lands are not valuable for agricultural purposes?* And the same may be said as to the entry
under this act of land valuable "chiefly for stone." Could not the land be
valuable chiefly for stone even though, because of*its remoteness from' market
or other causes, the stone could not then be sold for a remunerative price?

. The evidence in this case shows that in this particular area of
Colorado the lands contain the Green River formation, and that this
formation carries oil shales in large and valuable quantities; that
while the beds vary in the, richness of their content, the formation
is one upon which the miner may rely as carrying oil shale which,
while yielding at places comparatively small quantities of oil, in
other places yields larger and richer quantities of this valuable
mineral.
In other words, having made his initial discovery at or near the
surface, he may with assurance follow the formation through the
lean to the richer beds;
There can be no question whatever as to the greater value of the
Ilands for their oil-shale deposits than for other purposes. Their
agricultural value is negligible; their value for grazing purposes is
:nominal, and the real and principal value is the mineral deposit.
After careful consideration of the entire record the department
has reached the conclusion that the locations are valid and, if otherwise regular, are entitled to pass to patent under the general mining
laws. Prior departmental decisions in this case are accordingly
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recalled and. vacated, the decision of the Commissioner of the GenF
eral Land Office affirmed, and the homestead entries .01882k and
018827 of George L. Summers held for cancellation, because. made:
upoI lands covered by prior valid mineral.locations.
Motion sustained.

ROBERT LEE LOFTIN Instruotions, September 29,-1927
BOARD OF EQUITABLE

.

ADJUDICATIOWlJ8, nWIDICrOr-}OMESTEA.

ENruY-FU3TAL

PzOOE-NOTICELD

Where the law has been otherwise complied with, failure to submit final proof
within ten days following the advertised date for the taking of proof, as
authorized by the act of March 2, 1889, will not prevent, in the absence of
an adverse claim, submission of, a meritorious. case to the Board of
Equitable Adjudication, and republication will not be required._:

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary::

You [Commissioner of the General Land Office] have informally
requested to be advised whether the final proof on the homestead
entry serialized as Las Cruces 022062 can be accepted and submitted
to the Board of Equitable Adjudication'.
,The entry was made on January 13 21921, by Robert.Lee Loftin
for SE. '1/4 Sec. 10, T. 3 S., R. 20 W., N. M. M. On August 27, 1925,
the widow of entryman filed notice of intention to submit final proof
before a United States Commissioner, at Reserve, New Mexico," on
October 14, 1925. Proof: of publication was filed, and the notice was
duly posted in the local office. The final proof was not submitted
until October 28, 1925, and final certificate was! withheld at the
request of the division inspector, who, on August 30, '1927, approved
a field report to the effect that the law had been fully complied with
and recommending that the final proof be accepted.'The only objection to the acceptance of the final proof is the fact
that it., was not submitted on October 14, 1925, nor within ten- days
thereafter.
In an affidavit, corroborated by a; physician's certificate, the
widow of entryman states that the delay in the submission of the
final proof was due to the fact that she was confined to her bed by
illness, and that it was impossible for her to make the trip to Reserve'
at that time.
Rule 2 of :" Rules to be observed in passing on final proof papers
in preemption and commuted homestead cases," approved' February
21,1887'(5 L. 'D.'426),.provided:
Where final proof or any part thereof. is taken after the &ay advertised, require new advertisement and new proof, in whole or in part, as above provided,
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unless on day t advertised 'due notice had been given of postponement to a
day certain byt the officer taking the proof, and the proof be taken in accordance with said postponement.;

After sectioh 7 of 'the act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat. 854), author-

ized thd submission of final proofs within ten days following the
day advertised, new rules were adopted on July 17, 1889 '(9 L. D.
123), Rule 2 providing that - Where final proof or any part thereof has not been taken on the day advertised,
or within ten days thereafter under the exception and as required by Rule
1, you will direct new advertisement to be made; and if no protest or objection
is then filed, the proof theretofore submitted, if in compliance with the: law
In other respects, may be accepted.
-

'

The Rule 2 adpp~ted on' July 17, 1889, was continued in force in
the rules adopted May 9, 1906 (34 L. :D. 601).
The jurisdiction of the Board .of Equitable -Adjudication: was
defined on October 17, 1922 (49 L. I). 323), as covering the
following:
All classes of entries in connection with which the law has been substantially complied with'and legal notice given, but the necessary citizenship status
not acquired, sufficient proof not submitted, or full compliance with law not
effected within the'period authorized by law, or where the final proof testimony,
or affidavits of the entryman or claimant were executed before an officer
duly 'authorized to administer :oaths but outside the county or land district
in which the land is situated, and special cases deemed proper by the, Commissioner of the General Land Office for submission to the Board, where the
error or informality is satisfactorily explained as being the result of ignorance,
mistake, or some obstacle over which the party had no control, or any other:
sufficient reason not- indicating-bad faith, there being no lawful adverse claim.

,It is the opinion of the department that the ,act of March 2, 1889,
supra, does nqot, forbid the submission to the Board of Equitable

Adjudication -of'meritorious cases such as the one under consrideration. That the law has been fully complied with has been clearly
established, and to require the widow of the entryman to go to the
expense of, publishing a new notice would serve no good purpose.
You will therefore *direct the issuance of final certificate and ,upon its receipt the entry should be submitted to the board as a
,special case..
EZRA LYTLE
Decided September 30, 1927
HOMsEsrnA_ ENTrY-NfnO

L FESTS-SuRavEY-SELEoTIoN.

National forest lands listed and opened to entry in units are enterable only
according to the established units except as such units may be thereafter,
modified by admtinistrative authority..
DEPATMrENtAL OnoarsoN CITED AND DisriNGeUrsEs.
Case of John W. Hiclccox (42 L. D. 573), cited and distinguished.
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FirstAqssstan-dse.retarr
H
Ezra Lytle appealed from the action of, the G.eneril Land Office
requiring him to amend his forest homestead entry (Salt Lake City

PINEr,

042198): to embrace all of SE.

¼/4 Sec.

0, T. 38 5. B.' 16 W., S. L.- M.,

Utah, jn, harmony with list 4-2294 by' which lthe said tract was restored to entry in its entirety as one unit under the forest homestead
act of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat. 233). The said entry' asl made includes
only the NW. 1/4 SE. 1/4 and S.. 1/2 SE. 1/4, said Sec. 10.
Owing to the limited areas or irregular shape of. lands susceptiblk
of cultivation in some portions of the' national forests it has been
found desirable in many instances to segregate' the agricultural
lands in. units suitable for homes and to. permit entry thereof only
ini conformity with such units. That method was found advisable

by the Forest Service for administrative reasons and was irecdognized
by this department. It. was first applied only in respect to tracts
described by metes and bounds from surveys made by employees of
the Forest Service. In letter of. February 20 1914, to the Secretary
of Agriculture thisidepartment stated:
* *;
8 hereafter persons desiring to enter portions of metes and bounds
*
tracts restored under the- act of 1906 must first apply to the District Forester
for a survey of the portion desired. It is realized that to do otherwise an
entryman may so shape his claim: as to take the valuable portion of two tracts,
thereby rendering undesirable for entry the remainder thereof.

It was further, stated in said letter that such cases would'not be
governed by the prior decision of this department in the case of John
TV. Hickeox (42 L. D. 573j, which involved a survey made under the
former law and regulations, prior to the passage of the act of March
4, 1913 (37 Stat. 828,'842).
The subject of listing lands for entry by units was again considered
by this department' in its letter of February 7, 1917, to the Secretary
of Agriculture which, in part, reads as follows:
While it has not heretofore been the practice to establish units of entry in the
listing and restoration of lands under the said act of 1906 except those tracts
which are described by metes and bounds it is believed that the expression " in
tracts" referred to above is sufficient authority to restore lands under the
said act in units where, such method is desired and requested by your department.
It is the present practice of the General Land Office, based upon authority
contained in departmental letter of February 20, 1914, addressed to your
department to refuse to allow homestead entries for a portion only of a tract
restored by metes and bounds unless the sanction therefor and survey by the
Forest Service be first procured.
It is understood through informal conference that the practice of listing
lands to be restored and entered in their entirety as units will be limited to
those areas which canrnot be 'divided without prejudicing the interests and
57522-527--Evo
X52-14
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the rights of the Government and of other intending settlers and entrymen;
and that such action is based upon administrative reasons as well as upon the
wording of said act of 1906, quoted above.

It will be observed from the above that the action taken in the
instant case was in harmony with the established practice as applied
to lands having the status of the area here involved at the time of
the decision complained of. However, the entryman in. his appeal
alieged that the NE. 3/4 SE. 4 of the section is rough, rocky, ridge
land entirely unfit 'for any agricultural use other than grazing, and
that he had applied to the Forest Service for reclassification with a
view to adding to his entry certain adjacent tracts in sections 11
and 14.
In view of the application for reclassification of the lands, this
department called upon the Department of Agriculture for report
as to any contemplated action on the application of Mr. Lytle, and
under date of September 19, 1927, that department advised that the
said list had been amended and that in lieu of the former description the following-described tracts should be substituted, viz, W. '/2
W. '/2 NE. 'l/4 SE. 1/4, W. 1/2 SE. '14, SE.;'1/4 SE. '/4 SeC. 10, and SW.
j/4 SW. 1/4 SW. 1/4 Sec. 11 of said township, aggregating 140 acres,
more or less. It was further stated 'that 'said department had no
objection to allowance of the entryman's application to amend his
entry to include also the N. ½/2 NW. 1/4 NiW. 1/4 Sec. 14, which has
been heretofore restored to entry.,
In view of the reclassification of the lands, thee decision appealed
from is vacated and the record is returned:for further, appropriate
action in harmony with present conditions.
VTacated andremanded.
NATIONAL CEMETERIES WITHIN INDIAN RESERVATIONS
Opinion, September 30. 1927
NATIONAL CEMETERIES-INDIAN
LANDs-ALLOTMENT-PATENT-WiTH:DRAWALSECRARY OF.WAR-JuRISDICTION.D

Under authority of section 4870, Revised Statutes,' the Secretary of War has

the power to appropriate lands, allotted or unallotted, within an Indian
reservation for national cemetery purposes, and any patent subsequently
issued 'for lands thus appropriated is void.
PATTERSON, Solictor:

';

You [Secretary of 'the Interiori have requested my opinion as to
the title to certain lands in the Crow Indian Reservation in Montana,
underr circumstances, arising as follows.:
The reservation for these Indians.was. established originally by
treaty with the Crow Tribe dated May 7, 1868. (1.5. Stat. 649).
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" Custer's Last Stand" (June, 1876) and tlie resultant massacre are
matters of history needing no. reiteration here. By Executive order
dated December 7, 1886, based on a recommendation of the Secretary
of War, concurred in by this department, the President withdrew the
following-described lands within the Crow Reservation as . a
"National Cemetery-of Custer's Battlefield," hereinafter referred to
as the Cemeter yReserve:
Commencing at a point 1,200 feet north, 350 west of Custer s monument, and
running thence north 350 east 1,200 feet;. thence south 35° east 1 mile; thence
south 550 west to the right bank of the Little Big Horn River; thence along
said right bank to the prolongation of the western boundary; thence along
said prolongation to the place of beginning. Area, 1 square mile.

Doubtless such action was had under section 4870, Revised Statutes,
which reads:
SEaC. 4870. The Secretary of War shall purchase from the owners thereof,
at such price as may be mutually agreed upon between the Secretary and such
owners, such real estate as in his judgment is suitable and necessary for the
purpose of carrying into effect the provisions for national cemeteries, and obtain
from such owners the title in fee simple for the same.: And in case the Secretary of War is not able to agree with any owner upon the price to be paid
for any real estate needed for such purpose, or, to obtain from such owner
title in fee simple for the same, the Secretary is hereby authorized to enter
upon and appropriate any real estate which, in his judgment, is suitable and
necessary for such purposes.

Thereafter allotments in severalty were made to the Indians of
the Crow Tribe and among such allotments we'find in part:
No. 423, White Goose, SEl, '/4 Sec. 18, T. 3 S., R. 35 E., 40 acres.
No. 874, Plenty WVing, W. 1/2 NE. 4 Sec. 19, T. 3 S., R. 35 E., 80 acres.
No. 875, Plain Shield, SE. 1/4 NE. Y4 Sec. 19, T. 3 S., R. 35 E., 40 acres.

In this vicinity the Little Big Horn River is a, very small but
tortuous stream, traversing in a general southeasterly-northwesterly

direction the E. 1/2 of Sec. 19 and the S. 1/2 of Sec. 18, T. 3 S., of R.
35 E., and-from thence on to the Big Horn River. For the allotment
first above mentioned our usual 25-year " trust patent" issued under
date of May 23, 190%, and for the latter two allotments similar patents
were issued November 9, 1907. White Goose, allottee No. 423, having died, subsequently the lands! embraced in this' allotment were
sold and: patent in fee simple therefor issued to the purchaser, S., G.
Reynolds, under date of August' 26, 1912. ' These allotments were
made and, said patents therefor (both trust andfee) were issued
' plat of
based on; a survey of these lands made in 1883, the official
such survey having been approved January 6,1884. This being somffe
two years prior to creation of the (Cemetary Reserve, such plat of
survey, of, course, doe? not show the reserve, nor, presumably due
to its small size, the Little Big Horn River does not appear thereon
as meandered.
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The act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 751)', authorized additional 'allotments and"a pro rata division, with 'certain' exceptions not here material, of the remaining tribal lands in the Crow Indian Reservation
'amobg the fimern}bers of that tribe 'whose names appear on a final roll
prepared 'in Kaccordance with- the tertus of that act (48 L.I D. 479).
Certain' available lands in the subdivisiinst aboveT'eferred to abutting
the Cemetery Reserve and adjacent to the Little' Big- Horni River
were included in such subsequent allotments. Accordingly a supplemental plat of these subdivisions' was: prepared and approved here on
'July 7,1926. On such supplemental plaf'both the Cemetery Reserve
and the Little .Big Horn River were meandered and :the abutting
tracts of land given appropriate lot numbers. Presumably this was
done for the purpose of a'voiding any conflict between the lands
allotted to the Indians under the act of June 4, 1920, and those
embraced in the Cemetery Reserve, it being here observed that the
right bank of the Little Bi~g Horn River forms the southwest boundary of. such reserve. In so far as these new or additional. allotments
to the Indians are concerned there is no conflict, but it now develops
that the three earlier allotments above described overlap or conflict
with the Cemetery Reserve to the extent of 34.39 acres, beinii 6 58
acres in, the allotment to White Goose, 20.58 acres in the allotment
to Plenty Wing, and 7.23 acres in the allotment to Plain Shield. As
to the area so in conflict the question now here is whether the allotments to these Indians are superior to the Cemetery Reserve or
whether the Cemetery withdrawal havinggfirst been made the allottees
are now without.' title to the areas so in conflict.
The withdrawal for cemetery purposes, under appropriate statutory authority, being prior to the allotment of these,.lands in sev'eralty to the Indians, such withdrawal, of cou-se, takes precedence
over the allotments. That is to say, as to the areas'here in conflict
the Indian' allottees received no title and hence, to that extent, ::the
'patents heretofore issued for these lands are void. 'Xecessarily 'this
must be so, on the theory that whenever a tract of landd'has once
lawfully been appropriated it is not .thereafter subject to disposition by administrative officers. of the Government. Wilcox v. Jackson (13 Pet. '498); United States v. Morrison .(240 U. S. 193, 212).
In fact, even if the allotments referred' to had preceded the withdrawal for cemetery purposes, yet, under the section of the Revised
Statutes reproduced above it would have been well within the power
of the Secretary of War to appropriate such lands for the purpose
stated.
In connection with this situation it may well be suggested that
the subsequent action 6f this department in allotting''and patenting
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a small part of these reserved lands to members of the Crow Tribe
-was due wholly to inadvertence, as certainly this department would
not knowingly have thus invaded the Cemetery Reserve. Further,
it appears from the records now at hand that the lands in the Ceinetery Reserve east of the Little Big Horn River rise rather abruptly,
or "in bluff formation," and that only the high land has been used
or caredo r r as a cemetery In reporting on this matter under date
,of April 7,11927, the superintendent of the Crow Indian Reservation
advised the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in part:
There is very little at issue and I do not think it is a subject that would
cause any particular controversy. There are some little flats on that side
of the river where there is timber and;'the question of cutting some posts or
poles on that side for use on the land has come up.
a::

E
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*

E

:

*i

.

8a

i

Allowing these little corners as a part of-the allotments would not affect
the reserve in any material way as they. are little bends in the river and coraers down off the bluff and entirely away from the National Cemetery and
the main; part of the Battle-field.

On presenting this feature of the, situation to the Secretary of
War possibly that official would join in an appropriate recommendation to the President-to so modify the original boundaries of the
Cemetery Reserve as to remove the conflict with the lands allotted
and patented to these Indians, forty acres of which, as previously
observed, have since passed by fee simple patent into the hands of
white owners.
It appears from the record now at hand that the Indians of the
Crow Tribe have never been compensated for the lands within their
reservation so appropriated for cemetery purposes, although in a
letter from the Indian Bureau under date of April 20, 1912, addressed
to the chief clerk of the General Land Office, it was stated that legislation was then pending looking to the appraisement of the lands
within the Custer Battlefield and payment to the Indians therefor.
'Undoubtedly, section 4870, et. seg., of the Revised Statutes, contemplate that the owners of lands appropriated for- cemetery purposes,
will be compensated for any lands so taken, hence it is suggested that
this feature of the matter be given further appropriate attention.
Approved:
JOHN H. EDWARDS,

A&esitant Secretary.
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ROY E. SCRIVIER
Decided September '0, 1927
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-FINAL PROOF-RESIDENCE-MILITARY SERVICE-STATUTES.
Section 2305, Revised Statutes, as extended by the act of February 25, 1919,
grants credit, in lieu of residence, to a homestead entryman upon his submission of final proof, where he had been discharged from military service
on account of wounds received or disability incurred in line of duty, to the
extent of the term of his enlistment, without reference to the length of
time he may have served.
DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUcTIONS MODIFIED.

Paragraph 6 of instructions of May 26, 1922, Circular No. 302 (49 L. D. 118),
modified.
FINNxY, First Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal by Roy E. Scrivner from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated April 30, 1927, rejecting
the final proof on his homestead entry embracing lots 1 and 2 (80.20
acres), See. 17, T. 16 S., R. 30 E., T. M., Florida.
The entry was alloweid May 10, 1926. Final proof was submitted
February 24, 1927, showing that entryman resided on the land from
June, 1926, to date of final proof. He served in the United States
Army from February 23, 1918, until March 29, 1918, when. he was
discharged by reason of physical disability. He is now drawing
compensation under a classification by the Veterans' Bureau of " permanent total disability."
The register of the local office rejected the final proof on the ground
that entryman could not be granted any credit for his military service,
be having served less than 90 days. The decision appealed from
affirmed the action of the register.
The concurring decisions below were based on paragraph 6 of the
instructions (Circular No. 302) of May 26, 1922 (49 L. D. 118),
which reads as follows:
A person who served for less than 90 days in the Army or Navy of the. United
States during said wars is not entitled to have credit for military service on
the required period of residence upon his homestead, although he may have been

discharged for disability incurred in line of duty.:
The foregoing followed the rule announced in the unreported departmental decision of September 21, 1909, in the case of Jay U.
Craft, where it was held:
As it appears from the record that claimant served less than 90 days during
the Philippine insurrection, he is not entitled to have credit for military service
upon the required period of residence upon his homestead, under the provisions
of sections 2304 and 2305, Revised Statutes, which is the only question presented
upon this appeal. The reason for his discharge from the service, which i.s
stated in the report of the Navy Department as physical disability, is not im-
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portant, as he had not been in the service for the required time. See cases of
George C.'HEazelet (32 L. D. 500) and Herrnw Logan (38 L. D. 148).

The case of Georage C. Hazdeet, supra, involved an application te
make a soldiers' additional entry under sections 2304 and 2306, Revised Statutes, and it Xwas there held that to entitle a soldier to the
benefit of those sections it is necessary that he should have served in
the Army of the United States for at least 90 days from the date of
his muster into the service.
In the case of Hermam Logan, supra, the soldier had served three
years, and the department held that he was entitled to credit under
section 2305, Revised Statutes, for the full period of his service,
although the Philippine insurrection closed less than five months
after the date of his enlistment.
Neither of the cases cited in the Craft cage supports the conclusion
reached therein.
Section 2304, Revised Statutes, allows certain privileges to exservice men who served 90 days during the wars mentioned therein
and who-were honorably discharged.
The act of February 25, 1919 (40 Stat. 1161), provides that the
provisions of sections 2304 and 2305, Revised Statutes, shall be applicable in all cases of military and naval service rendered in connection
with the Mexican border operations or during the war with Germany
and its allies.
Section 2305, Revised Statutes, provides:
The time which the homestead settler has served in the Army, Navy. or
Marine Corps shall be deducted from the time heretofore required to perfect
title, or if discharged on account of wounds received or disability incurred in
the line6 of duty, then the term of enlistment shall be deducted from the time
heretofore required to perfect title, without reference to the length of time
he may have served; but no patent. shall issue to any homestead settler who has
not resided upon, improved, and cultivated his homestead for a period of at
least one year after he shall have commenced his improvements. '1*
*

Upon reconsideration of the provisions of said section 2305 the department is unwilling to adhere to the interpretation thereof as set
forth in the Craft case. Such interpretation ignores not, only the
clause, "without reference to the length of time: he may have served,"
but the fact that the section is remedial and entitled to a liberal interpretation. It will therefore be assumed that Congress intended by
the first sentence of section 2305 above quoted as extended by the act
of February 25, 1919, supra, that the time which the homestead
entryman has served in the Army, Navy, or Marine
during
the war between the States, the war with Spain, the Philippine insurrection, the Mexican border trouble, or the war with Germany
and her allies, shall be deducted from the time required to perfect
title, provided he served at least 90 days and was honorably dis.Corps
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charged, but if discharged on account of wounds received or disability incurred in line of duty the term of enlistment shall be deducted
from the time, -without reference to the length of time he may have
served.
The instructions of May 26, 1922, will be revised to conform to the
views herein expressed.
The decision appealed from is reversed, and final certificate and
patent will issue in the absence of objection not herein considered.al
Revsed.
PAYMENT FOR COAL MINED PENDING APPLICATIONS FOR
LEASE OR PERMIT-CIRCULAR NO.: 953, SUPPLEMENTED
INSTRUCTIOND{S

[Circular No. 1135]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIORI
GGENRAL LAND

OFFICE,

Warskington, D. C., Ootobev 1, 1C9B7.
DIVISION INTSPECTORS AND REGISTERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

Section 3 of Circular No. 953 " Instructions as to coal mined under
pending applications for lease or permit," approved July 19, 1924,1
provides as follows:
3. Where the applicant has no equities gained prior to the passage of the
leasing act, but is awarded a lease as the successful bidder at the auction, coal
mined by him from the date of filing of his application to the date of awarding
of the lease at the auction must be settled for as a trespass, but at the rate of
royalty fixed in the lease.

The division inspector is expected to procure settlement for any
coal mined in trespass prior to the award of the lease. Payments:
for coal mined subsequent to the award should be collected by the
register and applied as royalty.
The register will, upon award of the lease at the auction, at once
notify the proper division inspector and also the district mining
supervisor of the Geological Survey, of such award, in order that the
division inspector may take prompt action looking toward collecting
settlement for, and closing out, any trespass which may have been
committed prior to the award and the district mining supervisor may
take steps with a view to ascertaining the condition of the mine, if
mining operations are being conducted and submitting production
reports of any coal mined subsequent to the award.
XSee

instructions of May 23, 1924 (50 L. D. 501).-Ed.
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If upon receipt of fr lease for delivery the register has information
that coal has been mined subsequent to the date of award and payment has not been made therefor he will take immediate steps to
collect the amount due.
The register is further directed to see that all notices to permittees
or lessees of the concellation of a permit or lease contain the following
statement
AMining of coal from the land involved subsequent to receipt of this notice
of cancellation is unauthorized and in violation of law. Such mining doperations will render you liable to the penalties provided for. willful trespass
upon Government lands.

The division inspector will upon receipt. of notice of cancellation
of a lease or Dermit take such steps as may be necessary to ascertain
whether mining operations thereunder ceased iupon receipt by permittee or lessee of the notice of cancellation. If not, he will collect
payment for all coal so mined on the basis of a willful trespass and
take such further action as may be necessary to prevent continuation of the mining operations.
WILLIAM SPRY,
Commissioner.

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

INTER-MOUNTAIN WATER AND POWER COMPANY
Decided October 24, 1927
OIL AND GAS LANDS-LEASE--WATER
JURISDICTION.

RIGHT-COURTS-LAND

DEPARTMENT-

i The right of a lessee under an oil and gas lease to engage in the business
of transporting and selling water is a question for' the courts, not for the
department, to decide.

OIL AND GAS LANDS-LEAS
In

SB-WATER
RIGeT.
the absence of proof that anyone is deprived of a water supply the
department will not interfere with an oil and gas -lessee who uses, water
from a well on public land within the leasehold elsewhere than on such
leased premises.

FINwEY, First Assistant Secretaryif
The Inter-Mountain Water and Power Company has appealed
from a decision of April 5, 1927, dismissing its protest against use by.
t he Midwest Refining Company of water from a well, drilled on land
embraced in oil and gas lease Cheyenne 03 6907 (c) upon other leased
lands operated by the latter company.
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The facts in the case may,'in the words, of counsel for the appellant,
briefly be stated as follows:
Appellant is a Wyoming corporation and the owner of a water well on patented land in Sec. 16, T. 41 N., R. 81 W., 6th P. hI., Wyoming, known as the
Tisdale Well, which is about 16 miles northwest of the Salt Creek- Oil Field.
It is a public service company. authorized to deliver water as a common carrier
by pipe line from said well to the said Salt Creek Field, the Teapot Dome Oil
Field, and to the towns and communities nearby said fields having a population
of, approxima ely 10,000 people, said line having, been constructed at a cost of
approximately $850,000 by virtue, of certain oral- and written contracts secured
from practically jall. of the oil operators, lesseesr, permittees, and the public
generally, in and about the said Salt Creek Field. The principal inducement
to appellant to build said pipe line, ranging from 20 inches down to four inches
in diameter, for 'a total pipe-line' distance of '35 miles, was the contract and
inducements given it by'the Midwest Refining Company assuring the purchase
-bjit
of a minimum of 5,000 barrels or 'a maximum of 40,000 barrels of water
per -day.
,The total minimum commercial capacity of said Tisdale Well is 90,000 barrels
per day, and the minimum estimated requirement of the entire Salt Creek Field;
and the 10,000 inhabitants in the vicinity (without considering Teapot Dome,
or possible larger future requirements) is approximately 27,000 barrels per day,
a part of which is now obtained from the Platte River and Shannon Lake, said
last two sources of supply being, however, more or less uncertain. From water
well sources the minimum requirement is not less than 17,000 barrels per day,
exclusive of Teapot Dome. Water from the Tisdale Well is pure and suitable
for domestic purposes and its use is particularly important to the health of the
oil field employees, their families and others in the community, without which
oil operations would be severely handicapped.
Adequate, pure, dependable and permanent water supply for successful and
economic operations has at all times been one of the most serious problems
confronted by the oil industry in the State of Wyoming, and particularly in
Salt Creek and Teapot Dome Fields.
Subsequent to the completion of said pipe line by the appellant by virtue of
the aforesaid contracts, the Midwest Refining Company, appellee herein, while
drilling for oil in the NE. 1/4 SW. 14, Sec. 25, T. 40 N., R. 79 W., brought in a
water well from the Tensleep formation, hereinafter called the Tensleep Well.This well is located on a tract covered by oil and gas lease Cheyenne 036907(c),
issued to the Wyoming Oil Fields Company Iwhich lease was and is being
operated by the appellee, Midwest Refining Company. The capacity of this well
under pressure is approximately 10,000 barrels daily,' or 17,000 barrels less
than the requirements, exciusive of 'Teapot Dome.
'
Upon discovering this' Tensleep' Well the appellee reduced its purchases from
the appellant to the minimum permitted under the contract and began selling
water to other leases in the field, which it also operated under contract. Said
Midwest Refining Company now operates or controls 12,000 acres out of the
20,000 acres contained in the Salt Creek Field.
It is apparent that appellee will entirely discontinue its purchase from -the
appellant upon the termination'of its contract on January 1, 1928, and rely on
supplying the deficiency from the Platte River and Shannon Lake, which
available supply it is conceded is not only undependable but insufficient even
for Salt Creek, not to mention Teapot Dome.
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On -the other hand, allegations have been made on behalf of :the
appellee that more than sufficient water to supply the needs of all.
parties is available in the field without any from the Tisdale Well.
In the institution of this proceeding the appellant not only asked
the department to take such steps as might be necessary or proper
to prevent any use of water from the Tensleep Welltelsewhere than
on the tract where said well was located, but also applied " for the
right and privilege of taking and using this water for the purpose
of distributing same through its system as a part of its business.i
Counsel for appellant contend that " the decision fof the Commissioner of the General Land Office is in conflict with certain well
established le-al principles and policies as follows ":
1. Waters underlying the owner's land are subject to ownership only upon
being brought to the surface and reducedt-to possession; likewise, one entitled
to enter public lands to drill for oil secures the ownership of only. such water
produced from the premises:and reduced to his posession as may reasonably
be necessary to conduct his operations for oil on said premises; but, in the
absence of -specific -authority or license, the taking of more water than is
necessary for such purpose places him in the same position as a mere trespasser, and such additional water so produced is not legally subject to his
possession or ownership.

2. An oil and gas lease from the Government includes the right to use a
reasonable amount of water that may be produced from the premises, but does
not include the right to pipe the water off the premises for use in other operations,' even though the lessee may be interested therein, particularly if the
effect of such use is equivalent to a sale of the water.
3. A permittee or lessee for oil and gas may make reasonably free use of
the natutal resources contained within the leased lands, but such resources
including water, can not be so appropriated and used by the lessee for his own
benefit for the development of adjacent Government property where such use
might tend to give an undue advantage to the lessee, to the detriment of other
lessees within the same oil field, or to the detriment of the Government, and
particularly where; such advantage would result in a virtual monoply of the
field.
4. The mere fact that an oil lease was granted by the Government covering
public lands does not give the lessee any greater right to the use of the other
natural resources underlying the premises than would be secured by virtue
of a similar lease covering private property.

Counsel for the appellants have presented arguments and citations
of some court decisions and some decisions of this department in
support of their so-called well-established legal.principles and policies, but the decisions are, for the most part, not 'apposite and the
argument is far from convincing.
In each oil and -gas lease there is granted to the lessee "the right
to construct and maintain thereupon (the land leased) all works,
buildings, plants, waterways, roads, telegraph' or telephone lines,
pipe lines, reservoirs, tanks, pumping stations, or other structures
H
necessary to the full enjoyment hereof."
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In the case of the application of the Producers and Refiners Corporation (unpublished), pursuant to the provisions of the act of
February 15, 1901 (31 Stat. 790), for permission to use the right
of way for a pipe line. for conveying: water across public lands
(Cheyenne 041204), the facts were stated as follows:
Some time ago Producers and Refiners Corporation drilled a well on Sec. 17,
T. 26 N., M.89 W., 0th P. M;, which failed to produce oil, but which did produce
a good quality and a large quantity of water. Sec. 17, T. 26 N., R. 89 W., is
public land, under the control of the Government. Producers and Refiners
Corporation drilled this well under an operating agreement with the original
permittee.
Sec. 17, T. 26 N., R. 89 W., is contiguous to what is known as the Wertz Field
in Carbon County, Wyoming. There is little or no water in this field for drilling
or other purposes. Therefore, a good water well in this particular locality is
almost as valuable for the development of the public lands as an oil well would
be. Producers and Refiners Corporation is now using the water from this well
for drilling operations and other development purposes in the Wertz Field.
The original permittee and owner and holder of the oil and gas rights upon
Sec. 17, T. 26 N., R. 89 W., has no objection to the use of water as aforesaid
by our Company.
Under date of June 19, 1925, the Company submitted an application to the
State Engineer for an appropriation of water from said well on Sec. 17, but
after a careful consideration of the application the State Engineer has come to
the conclusion that it is necessary to reject the same by reason of the fact
that the water from a driven well does not come under the jurisdiction of the
State Engineer.
Our State Engineer is of the opinion that water from a driven well would
be a property right resting in the land upon which the well is located, and if
big conclusion is correct the water in this instance belongs to the Government.
Producers and Refiners Corporation does not wish to be considered a trespasser in the use of this water. We have filed with the Government an
application for a water right pipe. line right of way, leading from the water
well to the locations of our other operations

Upon these facts the Comhmissioner of the General Land Office, in
a letter of September 15, 1925, offered advice as follows:
In:the case of Kansas v. Colorado (206 U. S. 46), one of the principal points
decided was that the control of-.waters, except for navigation, is not subject to
congressional action and that such legislation can not override the laws of the
States on. the subject. Concededly, then, the State has control of its waters
for all purposes except navigation and can grant exclusive rights thereto so long
as such waters are of a: character to permit of appropriation under the State
laws. This, I take it,: applies alike to waters :of all streams a-d other sources
whether flowing above or under the ground.
Generally speaking, it is thought that a subsequent disposition of the land
would not defeat a prior appropriation of water thereon.
Sec. 17, T. 26 N., R. 89 W., 6th P.. M., is among the lands withdrawn by
Executive order of September 5, 1916,< as Petroleum Reserve No. 50, Wyoming
No. 19. * * * Action by the Department granting right of way is, in effect,
an expression of departmental consent to the taking and use of the water to
be conveyed.thereby even though the point of diversion be on withdrawn land.
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Upon .this record, as above set forth, the department approved the
right-of-way map and application on November 20,. 1925..
It is not apparent how the department could properly proceed to
prevent the appellee from using the water from the well it has
drilled.
Clearly,,the department can not give any recognition to the appellant other than as an informer in the public interest. But it is
equally clear that the reason for the protest was to have the department assist the appellant somehow to escape the results of an im:provident contract and improvident business, procedure.
The appellant has much to say about monopoly of water supply,
but the difficulty here seems to be that too much water is available.
No consumer of water has complained against the appellee, and the
appellant's complaints are no more than ratherAindefinite surmises
as to what may happen in the future if the: appellant shall not be
assisted to obtain a virtual monopoly of water supply.
Granting for the sake of argument that the water: from the Telsleep;Well belongs to the Government as the owner of theland, following the holding in Hunt v. City of Laramie (18± IPac. 137), cited
and relied upon by the appellant, does that necessarily mean that
the water can not properly and lawfully be used elsewhere than on the
tract where the well is found? There, is no act of Congress which
provides for the sale or lease of such.waters, and it will not do to
make 'any attempt to deal with percolating and underground waters
* in the same way as coal, oil and gas, timber, and the6 like-natural
-resources as to the disposition of which there is-specific Federa]
legislation.,
It has been shown that the Government, through fits officers of
this department, has recommended the use of water from the Tensleep
Well by the appellee. There has been no question whatever of exhaustion of water supply from either the appellee's or the appellant's
well, which wells apparently reach the same water sands. If the
,appellant: has the right to sell practically unlimited quantities of
water many miles from. its well on a privately owned tract of land,
why should the 'Government refuse to allow the, appellee to use a
limited quantity of water on lands near the tract- of its well? The
appellant concedes that the appellee has the right to take water from
the Tensleep Well for use on the tract where the well is found.
The appellant alleges that the- appellee sells water, which is denied
by the latter. The 'department is of the opinion! that questions of
sale of waterhby the appellee and its right to engage'in such business
are properly for the local courts and not for this department.
After mature consideration of the questions: involved the de 'artment has'come to the conclusion that no ground for interference 'in
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The decision 'appealed from is
Aff'imed.

THOMAS- S. CADY

-

:Decided November 4, :1927
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-RECLAMATION-IERIGATTON

PROJEOT-WITTDRAWAI-AMEND.

MENT.

One is not entitled to make entry for land in a Federal irrigation project intil
his qualifications have been passed upon and approved by an' examining
board, and it is too late to cure:the defect in that respect after the land has
been withdrawn.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-REc.LAMAATION-IRRIGATION PROJECRELINQUISHMENT-ExCHANGE OF ENTRY.
Lands within a Federal irrigation project will not betallowed to remain
/
subject to entry where they are found insufficient to support a family or,
after relinquishment by a former entryman, while the latter's application
for an exchange of entry under subsection M of the act of December 5, 1924,
is being considered.
HOMESTEAD EXSTREOLAMATION--IRRIGATION

PROJEcT-RELTNQ1JISIHMENT-EX. '

CHANGE OF ENTRY-APPLICATx.
A:c
Where an applicant for exchange of entry of lands within a Federal irrigation project has filed relinquishment prior to the determination of his application, another will-not be permitted to enter the relinquished lands until his
qualifications have been established by an examining board, and until he has
filed a written statement that he has knowledge that the lands are classed
as unproductive and insufficient to support a family after payment of water
charges, a waiver of right to relief under the adjustment act of December 5,
1924, and consent to pay construction charges should the lands be subsequently erabraced within a productive class.
FINNEIS FirstAssistant Secretary:

Thomas S. Cady has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated May 14, 1927, rejecting his
application, Alliance 020846, to make homestead entry for faI'rm
unit "A" containing 160 acres of land within the North Platte irrigation project, being the E. 1/2 NE. 1/4 and E. ½/2 SE. 1/4 Sec. 29,
T. 24 N., B. 55 W., 6th P. M., Nebraska.
The land in question originally was withdrawn in connection with
the North-Platte irrigation project, under authority of the reclamation act of June'17, 1i902 (32 Stat. 388). Farm unit "A" was made
subject to entry by a departmental order of July 21; 1921. Later
Fred Loibl made homestead entry 020110 for the same. On 'March 9,
1927, Loibl telinquishcd his"entry, incident to an application for an
exchange of entries under the provisions of subsection "M,"'of the
act of December' 5,' 1924 (43 Stat. 672, 703), and 'on the .same day
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Cady filed: application:( 020846 to enter the land. 0 Cady's application
was transmitted-to the;General Land Office for action.
C Cady did not accompany his application to enter with a certificate
of the project manager showing that a water-right application had
been filed and that the proper water-right charges had been deposited
by him, as was required ,by paragraph 5 of the' general reclamation
circular (45 L. ID. 385), nor did he ;show compliance with the provisions of paragraph '2 of the regulations;:6f Septeinher 12, 1925
:(51 L. D. 204), with respect to subsection " iC." of th6 'act of I)ecem-

ber 5, 1924 (43 Stat.! 672, 702), which required that an applicant
tseeking to~ make entry-' for public land Within a :Federal.'irrigation
:project should first establish his 'qualifications as; an eintryman to the
satisfaction of the examining board.

*.Because' of Cady's omissions 'in the respects stated, the Commissioner, in his decision' of May 14, 1927, held that his application to
make homestead entry was not in proper form and rejected the same
*forthat reason, although he stated that the land was subject to 'entry.
The Commissioner's statement as to the status of the land was, however, erroneous, as farm unit "A" 'had been. canceled by a departmental order of April 14, 1927, the land' therein -remaining -subject
to the original withdrawal from entry. Cady's application no doubt
'would have been rejected by the Commissioner .upon that ground'
also, except for the fact that a notation of the cancellation of farm
unit "A" was not made upon the plat until after the Commissioner's
decision was rendered.
-In his appeal to the department' Cady 'excuses his failure to
accompany his application to enter with a certificate from the project superintendent by stating that the superintendent advised him
'that the land in question had been withdrawn and was then included
in the Pathfinder irrigation district and that he therefore was unable
to issue a water-right certificate with respect to the same. With
reference to his failure to show his qualifications as an entryman,
Cady. states that the examining board advised him that it could
not issue a report with regard to the landin -question at the time
of his application, He contends that, as he did all in his power to
procure the. certificates necessary to complete his application, he is
entitled to have the same allowed.
The papers now before the department do not enable it to determine whether or not a certificate should.have been furnished by the
project superintendent, but granting for argument's sake that the
'facts are such that-this certificate may be.dispensed with, the applicant's default in establishing his qualifications as an' entryman- still
remains. Until his' qualifications in that respect have been passed
.upon and: approved by' an examining board' he is not entitled to
'make entry for land in a. Federal irrigation 'project ,and, therefore,
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the Commissioner's action in rejectingzhis application 020846 clearly
was right. As the land 'in question is now withdrawn from entry,
it His too late to cure the defects in the appellant's application to
enter.
Whathas been said above disposes of the appeal., The record, however, presents a state of facts which requires additional co ment.
-It.appears that although the entryman Loibl -relinquished his entry
on March 9,. 1927, as already stated, his application for an exchange
of entries under the provisions of. subsection ;"M" of the act -of
December .5, 1924, 8upra, was not disposed, of until April. 30,V 1927,
*The resultwas, that the land he relinquished. was;,thrown openjto
entry on March 9,. 1927, although the question.whether or not farm:
unit "A" was, sufficient to support a' family and pay water charges
was then pending before the department. Had Cady's application
been complete when filed he undoubtedly would have been permitted
to make entry for'the land.
Lands found to be insufficient .to support a family clearly should
not remain open to entry, nor should they be subject to entry while
a former entryman's application for an exchange. of entries under
subsection :" M 'of 0the act of December 5, .1924, 8upra, is being
considered. In framing. its regulations the department had contem-plated that an entryman making an application for an exchange
of entries would not file a relinquishment of his existing entry until
.his application for an exchange had been allowed, and its plan was to
remove the relinquished tract from entry as soon as the application
for, exchange had been granted. There is, however, nothing in the
law or regulations as they now stand to prevent such an entryman
from filing a relinquishment of his existing entry whenever he
wishes to do so, and if he does so prior to action upon his application
for an exchange of entries there also is nothing to prevent a qualified
applicant from immediately making entry for the relinquished land.
It is understood that there are a number of other cases similar
-to the one at hand in which applicants for an exchange of entries
have filed relinquishments prior to the determination of their applications, and where applications to:enter have been filed& 'by persons
who seek to acquire the same lands. In .such a' case no entry for
the relinquished land should be permitted except by an. applicant
whose qualifications have been established by an examining board,:
and, then only where the applicant files a written statement setting
forth that he has knowledge of the fact that' the land involved in
his application to enter has been classed as :temporarily unproduc,Itive, and has. been found to be insufficient to support a. fa mily and
Tpay water charges; that Jin.th6 event his application to enter is
fallowed he agrees to file no application for, relief by reason of the
provisions:of the adjustment act of December 6,.1924, 8upra, which
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otherwise might be. applicable; and that he understands that payment of construction charges will be required in the event he is
successful in bringing the land embraced in his entry into a productive class. Applications to enter of the character just described
which are pending in the General Land Office, where the qualifications of the applicants have not been established, should be returned
to the proper district land offices with directions that the applicants
present themselves* before the examining boards for investigation as'
to their respective qualifications.
The decision appealed from is'
0::

:X

-R -

:

i?

:- ~~~A~ftIed.

FRANK E. TURNER, ASSIGNEE OF HORACE W. STEELE
Decided November 5, 1927
DESmER, LAND-APPLICATICN-PAYMENT-ASSIGN MENT-REGOLAMATION. PROJEOTr
WITHDRAWAL.
Recognition of an assignment by a qualified entryman who filed, a desertland application for lands then subject thereto and imade the initial payment required by law is not precluded by a suspension of the application
pending determination as to whether the lands should be in'cluded xvithin
a reclamation. project.
FINNEY;,First Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal by Frank E. Turner from decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated June 20, 1927, refusing
recognition of an assignment to him by Horace W. Steele of 'desertland application embracing'S. 1½2 NW. 1/4, N. 1/2 SW. 1/4 Sec. 12, T.
5 S., R. 8 E., G. and S. R. M., Arizona..
The assignment was' by quitclaim deed dated January 12, 1926.
The action of the Coommissioner was based upon the ground that
Steele's aapplication for the land. had not been allowed or accepted,
but had been suspended because the lands are within the possible
limits of the San Carlos project, and that he had no immediate right
or authority to take possession of and reclaim the tracts and could
convey no such right or authority to his assignee.
It appears that Steele duly applied for the tracts December 5,
1923, and made the initial payment of 25 cents per. acre required by
law. An inspector examined the land and recomimended allowance
of the application. In the meantime, by order of Jtme 18, 1924, the
department suspended all desert-land and homestead entries within
the exterior limits of the San' Carlos project, as contemplated, and
the lands were also included in Executive withdrawal of June 24,
1924, comprising upward of 100,000 acres, in connection with said
project.
57522-27-voL 52
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Supplementing the order of suspension above referred to, the
department, under date of August 23, 1925, advised the Commissioner
as follows:'
The effect of the suspension and withdrawal is to hold in state quo all
homestead and desert-land entries already existing in such tract pending de-

termination as to whether the lands covered thereby can and will be reclaimed
under the San Carlos project. Such suspension includes applications to make
desert-land entry, even though they were filed prior to the suspension and
withdrawal.

In the judgment of the department the fact that Steele's application has not been allowed does not preclude recognition of the assignment. He appears to be a qualified entryman, and by filing a desertland application for lands then subject thereto and making the initial payment of 25 cents per acre required by law, he acquired an
assignable interest or claim. By taking an assignment the assignee
merely takes such right or interest as his assignor held. The allowance or acceptance of the application is subject to future contingencies, but if allowed the entry will inure to Turner's benefit,
and he will be obliged to comply with the requirements of law within
the statutory period as fixed by the date of the entry, not by the date
of the assignment.
For the reasons stated the decision appealed from is
:Reversed.
ERIC LYDERS (ON REHEARING)
Decided November 10, 1927
PUBLIc LANDs-JumsorcTior\-CoNGREsss.-LAND DEPARTMENT.
The power to dispose of the public domain is vested exclusively in Congress,
and when it directs that a tract of public land shall be disposed of in a
certain manner, its direetion is in effect a repeal of all preexisting law
with respect to its disposition and the Land Department is powerless to
convey title except as thus specified.

FiNNiy, First Assistant Secretary::

Eric Lyders has filed a motion for rehearing with respect to his
application, Sacramento 011260, to locate Valentine scrip on an unsurveyed island, known as Whaler Island, situated in Crescent City
Bay, Del Norte County, California. The application was rejected
by the department in a decision dated October 3, 1927.
The application in question was filed in the district land office at
Sacramento, California, on January 6, 1927. Notice of the selection
was duly published, the date of the first publication being January
1.1, 1927. Within 30 days from that date the chairman of the Del
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Norte County Harbor Commission, on behalf of the commission and
the. people of the county of Del Norte, filed a protest against the
allowance of the selection. While this protest was pending the island was withdrawn from all forms of disposal, subject to any valid
existing rights in or to the same, by Executive orders Nos. 4573 and
4582, dated January 28 and February 12, 1927, respectively. On
March 4, 1927, Congress passed the following act (44 Stat. 1845),
with respect to the island:
That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to issue patent to the
County of Del Norte, State of California, to Whaler Island, containing about
three acres, in Crescent.City Bay, Del Norte County, California, for purposes
of a public wharf.
SEc. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby directed to take such
action as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act.

Thereafter Lyders's application 017260 was rejected by both the
Commissioner and the department. The department said, in its
decision of October 3, 1927, that the act authorizing the issue of a
patent to the county of Del Norte is mandatory and imperative, and
does not vest any discretionary power in the Secretary of the Interior
as to whether patent should or should not issue, or as to whether
Lyders's location should or should not be allowed.
The motion for rehearing is based upon three contentions, which
are in substance as follows:
First, that it is the duty of the Secretary to pass upon the validity
of Lyders's selection; second, that in so doing nothing that happened
subsequent to the date of his selection. should be' considered; and
third, ithat the act of March 4, 1927, suprai, does not grant Whaler
Island to the county of Del Norte, and does not deprive the Secretary
of his power nor relieve him of his duty to see that the island is disposed of in conformity with the proper public land laws, but merely
confers upon him additional authority to dispose of the land in a
manner not theretofore authorized by law.
While the petitioner's brief has been read with attention, and all
the cases cited therein have been examined, it would serve no purpose
to follow his argument- in detail, by'reason of the plain fact that
the Department of the Interior now has no' jurisdiction, power, or
authority to allow his application to acquire title to Whaler Island.
The public domain is the property of 'the United States, and it
can be disposed of only in accordance with the laws of Congress.
The Department of the Interior, which was itself created by, Congress,
has no inherent powers with respect to public lands. It has authority
to dispose of those lands only because Congress has vested such
authority in it, and in diposing of them it must act in the manner
and for the purpose specified by statute.
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In the instant case Congress, by the act of March 4, 1927, supra,
has given a mandatory direction to the Secretary of the Interior to
take such action as may be necessary to insure the issuance of a
patent to the county of Del Norte. California, to Whaler Island; for
the purposes of a public wharf.. Therefore, as the matter now stands,
the land department has no power to dispose of Whaler Island in
any other way.
The act of March 4, 1927, eupra, was, with respect to Whaler Island,
equivalent to a repeal of all of the then existing public land laws
which otherwise might have controlled the disposition of the land it
embraces, with the result that there is now no public land- law under
which Lyders can acquire title to that land.
These considerations are conclusive upon the Department of the
Interior. The motion for rehearing accdrdingly is denied.
Motion.denied.
RUST-OWEN LUMBER COMPANY
Decided Yo ember 19 1927

RAILROAD GEANT-SUiVEY-PLAT-AMENDMENT.
Where at the date of adjustment of a railroad grant pursuant to the act of
March 3, 1887, sections within the primary limits of the grant were shown
upon the plat of survey as fractional due to natural causes, the areas of
the sections as then shown constitute the full. measure of the grant, and a
successor in interest to the rights of the railroad company has no basis for
a claim to tracts subsequently surveyed which would have comprised the
balance of those sections if originally surveyed.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED AND APPLIED.
Case of McKittricl

Oil Company v. So

lthern Pacific Railroad Companyi (37

L. D. 243), cited and applied.

FiNNy, First Assistant Secretary:.
The Rust-Owen Lumber Company has appealed from a decision
of the Commission-et of the General Land Office dated September
27, 1927, denying its request for a patent for lots 8, 9, and 10 of
Sec. 11, lots 8, 9, and 10 of See. 13, lots 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16
of Sec. 15, T. 44 N., R.I7 W., 4th P., M., Wisconsin.
The said tracts, are desocibed' in accordance -with a supplemental
plat of survey accepted Febrluary 28,.1927, and filed on July 1, 1927.
The plat is based on a reestablishment of the lines defining the land
in a portion of the township as shbwn upon the official plat approved
January 11, 1859, and an extension survey including lands not shown
upon sai.d plat.
The Rust-Owen Lumber Company states in the application under
consideration that it is now owner of said lots by virtue of being the
owner by mesne conveyances of the land in said Secs. 11, 13, and
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15 according to the plat'of .1859. The company requested that, if
its claim on this ground be disallowed, the application be considered.
as one to purchase the land- under the provision of the act of March.
3, 1887 (24 Stat. 556)..
No evidence of the ownership of the lands in said sections shown
on the plat of 1859 has been filed by the company.
On the plat of 1859 the lots shown on the supplemental plat of
1927 were indicated as a part of Lake Owen-I
Said sections 11, 13, and 15 were certified by the Secretary of the
Interior on July 6, 1863, to the State of Wisconsin under the act of
June 3, 1856 (11 Stat. 20), as being within the primary limits of the
grant to the State for aid in the construction of a railroad, the beneficiary being the Bayfield branch of the St. Croix and Lake Superior,
Railroad Company, whose successor in interest now is the Chicago,,
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company. In the clear
list which was approved, as stated, on July 6, 1863, the land was
described as the " whole of the sections, the area of Sec. 11 being
stated as 537.67 acres; of Sec. 13, 491.52 acres, and of Sec. i5, 401.24
acres. These were the areas shown on the plat of 1859.
The certification of' the "whole " of said sections 11, 13, and 15
to the State of Wisconsin must be read in connection with the plat
of survey on file on July 6, 1863. Mcqkittick; Oil Company v.
Southern Pacifte R. R. Co. (37 L. D. 243). Thus read, it is at once
apparent that only 537.67 of section 11, 491.52 acres of section 13, and
401.24 acres of section 15 were clear-listed, and the certification had
no relation to the additional 'area shown on the supplemental plat
of 1927.
'Even were it held that the land shown on the supplemental 'plat
of 1927 was affected by the grant of June 3, 1856, supra,.the department would not be warranted in issuing a patent to the Rust-Owen
Lumber Company on the basis of the pending application. To do
so it would be necessary to determine questions not within the jurisdiction of the department, and to proceed contrary to the provisions
of the' granting iact, under which all lands affected thereby are certified to the State for: the benefit 'ofthe railroad company, 'which
'
alone can thereafter convey' the land.
Section 1 of the act of March 3, 1887, supra, providesThat the Secretary of the Interior be, and is hereby authorized and directed
to. immediately adjust, in accordance with the decisions of the Supreme Court,
each of the railroad land grants made by Congress to aid in the construction
of railroads and heretofore unadjusted.

Pursuant to the foregoing the grain made by the act' of 'June 3,
1856, supra, has been adjusted and closed. See 17 L. D. 437 and cases
there cited. Therefore, although' said sections 11, 13, and 15 are
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within the primary limits of the Bhyfield branch of the St. Croix
and Lake Superior Railroad Company, the successor to said railroad
company can assert, in this department, no claim to the tracts shown
on the supplemental plat of 1927.
The department is unabje to find in the act of March 3, 1887, Supra,
any provision under which the Rust-Owen Lumber Company could
properly be granted the right to purchase the lands shown on the
supplemental plat of 1927:
The decision appealed from is
_

0

47zAffrmed.

SUSPENSION OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES
Opimion, Decembor 10, 1927

OrOFFICERS-SUSPENSION OF EMPLOYEES-APPOINTMENT-JTURISDICTION.
The power to suspend is incidental to the power to appoint, and may be legally
exercised only by the official in whom that power is lodged.
OFFICERS-SUSPrNSION OF EMrPLOXMiS-JURISDICTIOIN.
A subordinate officer who does not have full appointing power does not
have the authority to suspend, and any suspension made by him is merely
tentative and without validity unless subsequently approved by the one
holding the appointing power.
OFFICERS-SuSPENSION OF EMPrLOYEvS-JURISDICTON.'

An employee is entitled to pay during the period of his suspension where
he is suspended by a subordinate officer without authority and that
action is not subsequently affirmed by the officer holding the appointing
power, but he is not entitled to pay during such period if the suspension
be confirmed or the charges sustained by the appointing authority.
OFFICERS-SECrETARY OF THE INTEuBoit-ASSISTANT SEoBuTARY-FiRST ASSISTANT
SECRETARY.

The authority of the Secretary under section 439, Revised Statutes, to
prescribe the duties of the Assistant Secretary has like application with
respect to the First Assistant Secretary.
OFFICERS-SECRETARY OF THE INTERIox-ASSISTANT SEcRETARY-FIRST AssIsTANT
SECRETARY-JURISDICTION.

Where the statute authorizes an Assistant Secretary of an executive department to perform such duties as may be assigned to him by the Secretary,
he acts with full power equal to that of the Secretary within the scope of
his assignment, but has no power beyond that prescribed; when acting
as Secretary he is authorized to perform the duties of the head of the
department.
PATTERSON, .Solz0oitf:'

My opinion on the general subject of suspension of employees from
duty and pay, and particularly in regard to the following specific
questions, has been requested, viz:
1. Who has authority to suspend an employee, either Washington or field?
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2. If employee is suspended by a bureau or field officer, must it be confirmed
by the Secretary?
3. When answer to' charges is made by the employee and action on the
answer is taken by the Secretary, does that have the effect of confirming the
suspension if the employee is dismissed?
4. If the employee is not dismissed but restored to duty by the Secretary
on his answer to charges, does this action restore the pay of the suspended
employee?
5. Does an Assistant Secretary have authority to suspend?

A basic rule on this subject was' clearly stated by the Supreme Court
im the case of Burnap V. United' States (252 U. S. 512), and was
formulated in the syllabi as follows:
The power to remove from public office or employment is, in the absence of
any statutory provision to the contrary,. an incident of the power to appoint,
and the power to: suspend is, an incident of the power of removal.
Therefore, in order to determine the source of the power to suspend it is necessary to consider the authority to appoint, for the one
is determinative of the other.
Section 169 of the Revised Statutes (see unwarranted modification
in' section 43, Title 5, U. S. Code) provides:
Each head of a Department is authorized to employ in
number of clerks of the several classes recognized by law,
assistant messengers, copyists, watchmen, laborers, and
at such rates of compensation, respectively, as may be
Congress from year to year.

his Department such
and such messengers,
other employes, and
appropriated for by

Quoting again from Bwrnap v. United States, supra, the following language is pertinent to this inquiry:
The term head of a Department means, in this connection, the Secretary in
eharge of a great division of the executive branch of the Government, like the
State, Treasuryi and War, who is a member of the Cabinet. It does not include
heads of bureaus or lesser divisions. United States v. Germadne, 99 U. S. 508,
510. Persons employed in a bureau or division of a department are as much
employees in the department within the meaning of Par. 169 of the Revised
Statutes as clerks or messengers rendering service under the immediate supervision of the Secretary.

It has been held that the power of appointment lodged in the head
of a department must be exercised by him or some one authorized
to perform his function in this regard and can not be delegated to
subordinates except by specific statutory authority (21 Op. Atty.
Gen. 355; 26 Comp. Dec. 444; 27 Comp. Dec. 656; 4,Comp. Gen. 675).
Congress has in numerous instances authorized officials below the
grade of members of the Cabinet to appoint employees, and the
courts have recognized no constitutional objection to such legislationi. United States v. Germnaine (99 U. S. 508); Burnap v. United
States. (252 U. S. 512; 10 Comp. Dec. 577); Auffmordt v. Hedden

(137 U. S. 310).
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Generally speaking, the appointing power in respect to positions
in this department, exclusive of the presidential class, is lodged in
the Secretary. In. a few instances subordinate officers. have been
authorized to make appointments to certain positions under the jurisdiction of this department, subject to the approval of the Secretary.
See section 471, Revised Statutes, and 23 Stat. 212, and the recent
act of May 22, 1926 (44 Stat. 620), which provides--That the Secretary of the Interior may by appropriate regulation delegate
to supervisory officers the power vested in him under section 169 of the Revised Statutes of the United States to make temporary or emergency appointments of persons for duty in the field, subject, however, to later confirmation
thereof by the Secretary of the. Interior.

Such appointnent is not complete until approved by the Secretary.
If subsequently approved it has validity from the date of the tentative appointment. The employee may be placed on duty but should
not be paid until the appointment shall have become absolute by
approval.
In the case of United States v. Wickershaam (201 U. S. 390), the
claimant was a clerk in the office of the United States Surveyor
General in Boise, Idaho. He was suspended by the Surveyor General, and the court held that the suspension was without authority of
law and that he was entitled to pay covering the period of his suspension. At page 399 the court said:
Where an officer is wrongfully suspended by one having no authority to make
such an order, he ought to be, and is, entitled to the compensation provided by
law during such suspension. Throop on Public Offlcers, Par. 4017; Emnitt v.
Mayor do. of New York, 128 N. Y. 117. This was the view entertained by the
Court of Claims in deciding Lellmasm's case, 37 C. Cl. 128, on the authority. of
which the case at bar was decided by that court. We think the ruling was
correct.

The case reported in 26 Comp. Dec. 444 also involved an employee
of this department. He was superintendent of an'Indian school;
who was suspended by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.' He was
later restored, and the question was whether he was entitled to pay
covering the period of suspension. The following is quoted from that
decision:
I am not aware of any existing law vesting authority in the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs to suspend an employee or officer of the Indian Service. As
a general rule, when it is sought to exercise any official power or function
explicit authority must be found in the law. 25 Op. Atty. Gen., 98. The power
to appoint and remove being discretionary in 'character by the head of a department, they can not be delegated. 21 id., 356.
Applying the same rule to the present case I .do not think it was within the
power of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to suspend the superintendent in
question to the extent of depriving him of compensation awarded him by
virtue of his appointment to such position by the Secretary'ofi the Interior.
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In this connection it is noted that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs virtually
directed the claimant a few days after his suspension to remain at his post
of duty. In view of the foregoing and it appearing that the suspension of
this employee from pay was never 'approved by the head of the department
concerned, it is held that his status during the period pay was withheld was
that of an employee on duty and that therefore he is entitled to pay as fixed
in his appointment and increase of compensation as provided by law. The
effect of revoking a suspension is to restore the incumbent to his former
condition. 13 Op. Atty. Gen. 221.
A succinct statement of the law bearing upon these questions is

contained in a recent decision by the Comptroller General (6 Comp.
Gen. 534), wherein he said:
It is well settled that where the head of an executive department or independent office of the Government, as an incident to the power of appointment
and removal, suspends an employee from duty pending the investigation of
charges of official inefficiency or misconduct, there is no authority to make
payment of salary for the period of suspension during which no service is
rendered, unless the order of suspension specifically provides otherwise. 20
Comp. Dec. 505; 21 id. 478, 25 id. 0996; 27 id. 657; Burnap v. United States,
252 U. S. 512.
The right: of the employee to pay depends on his being in a duty status, that
is, in actual performance of service or on authorized leave of absence with
pay. He is in a nonpay status for the period of suspension where the order
of suspension specifically states that it shall be without pay or is merely silent
upon the question. 11 Coomp. Dec. 661; 25 td. 996; 4 Comp. Gen. 849. If the
suspension is made by a subordinate officer, and not confirmed by the head of
the department or office, the suspension is illegal and would not cause a
forfeiture of salary, 12 Comp. Dec. 653; 26 id. 444; 27 id. 656; 21 Op. Atty.
Gen. 356; United States v. Wickcershams, 201 U. S. 390, 399; Burnap v. United
States, 252 U. S. 512. But in the present case the subordinate officer, viz, the
medical officer of the hospital at Fort Bayard, did nothing more than recommend
action and act, upon authority of the Director of the Veterans' Bureau. The
actual suspension or relief from duty in this case was by the Director of the
Veterans' Bureau. 1 Comp. Gen. 42 and cases therein cited.. The fact that
the charges were disproved and the employee restored to duty does not authorize payment of salary during the period of suspension lawfully made. 20
Comp. Dec. 505; 21 it. 478.

in 12 Comp. Dec. 653, it was held (syllabus)
Where a quartermaster of the Army suspends a civilian employee from duty
without pay and prefers charges against him, and the Secretary of War subsequently sustains the charges and determines that the suspension was justified,
such employee is not entitled to pay during the period of his suspension.
*Where a quartermaster of the Army suspends a civilian employee from duty
without pay when he is able and willing to perform his duties and prefers
charges against him, and the Secretary of War subsequently declines to sustain
the charges and decides that his suspension was not justified, such employee
is entitled to pay during the period of his suspension.

Applying the rules announced in these adjudications, the answers
to questions .1 to 4, inclusive, may be, summarized as follows:
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The power to suspend is incidental to the power to appoint, and
may be legally exercised only by the official in whom that power is
lodged.
If the subordinate officer has not full appointing power he has not
the authority to suspend, and any suspension made by him is only
tentative and has no validity unless it be subsequently approved by
the one holding the appointing power.
If such suspension be made by the subordinate officer without
authority and that action be not approved or confirmed by the officer
holding the appointing power, the employee is entitled to pay during
the period of his suspension, but if the suspension be subsequently
confirmed, or the charges sustained by the appointing authority the
employee is not entitled to pay during the period of suspension.
There remains for consideration question 5. It is assumed that
this inquiry contemplates the office of First Assistant Secretary as
well as that, of Assistant Secretary. In so far as' the power of suspension is concerned they would appear to occupy the same status.
Their powers are not defined by statute. It is noted that section 483,
Title 5, U. S. Code, contains an error wherein it ascribes to the
Assistant Secretary the power authorized to be conferred by the Secretary under the act of March 28, 1918 (40 Stat. 499), which had
reference to a different officer, namely, "Assistant to the Secretary
of' the Interior."
Section 439, Revised Statutes, provides:
The Assistant Secretary of the Interior shall; perform such duties in the
Department of the Interior as shall be prescribed by the Secretary, or may be
required by law.

The act of March 3, 1885 (23 Stat. 478, 497)., provided for "an 1
additional Assistant Secretary of the Interior who shall be known
-and designated as First Assistant Secretary of the Interior."
There
would appear to be no reason to doubt that the authority of the Secretary under section 439, Revised Statutes, to prescribe the duties of
the Assistant Secretary has like application in respect to the First
Assistant Secretary. This authority was exercised by the Secretary
August 1, 1925, by his order No. 65. The activities of various bureaus
and offices were thereby assigned to the First Assistant Secretary
and the Assistant' Secretary as designated therein. The division of
appointments was retained for administration by the Secretary.
According to that assignment of duties it does not appear that the
appointing power has been delegated. 'Such being the case, neither
the First Assistant Secretary nor the Assistant Secretary, as such,
has authority to appoint or suspend an employee. They act within
the scope of their respective assignments with full ahuthority equal to
that of the Secretary, but have none'.b6yond that prescribed. When

:
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either of them is Acting Secretary he is authorized to perform the
duties of the head of the department. Section 177, Revised Statutes.
Whether the power of appointment and suspension could be included within the assignment of duties of First Assistant or Assistant Secretary is a closer question, but I am of the, opinion that such
delegation would be authorized under section 439, Revised'Statutes,
which "empowers the Secretary to make the Assistant, as it were,
his deputy in all things." (18 Op. Atty. Gen. 432.) See also 29i
Op. Atty. Gen. 273, holding that an appointment made by the chiefs
clerk of this department, under the legislation and the circumstances
therein considered, was legal.
Approved:
HUBeRT
eWORK,

Secretary.
CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILWAY COMIPANY (ON PETITION)
Decided December 1i,
SURVEY-RAnnOAD

1927

GERANT-MINING COAIM-PAYMENT.X

Where a segregation survey of a mining claim is necessary to, determine the
quantity of land that must be excludea from a section granted to a railroad company in conflict therewith an equal division of the cost of the
survey between the Government and the railroad company should constitute the rule to be applied.
COUT DECsIoIN CrITED AND APPLIEM-DEPARTMENTAL

ISTRUCrcONS -MODIFIEDn
Case of Sante Fe Pacifia Rajroad Company v. Lane (244 U. S. 492), cited
and applied; departmental decision of April 20, 1927, in case of
United States v. Central Paet/ic Railway Compawy (52 L. D. 811), and instructions of July 9, 1926, Circular No. 1077 (51 L. D. 487), modified.

FINNEY,

First Assistoant Secretary:.

Pursuant to instructions in departmental decision of April 20,

.1927 (52 L. D. 81), requiring that a demand be made upon the
Central Pacific Railway Company to deposit a sum sufficient to meet
the costs of segregating such portions of the Packard Nos. 4 and 5,
lode mining claims, as intrude within the S. 1/2 NW. 3/4 Sec. 33, T.

28 N., R. 34 E., M. D. M., Nevada, the department, by letter of Sep-'
tember 15, -1927,made demand upon the company for $300, being
the sum estimated by the local cadastral engineer to meet the expense
of such survey.
* The company has now filed a petition requesting the Secretary to
exercise his supervisory power and modify the demand requiring the
company to pay the entire cost of a survey segregating the claims in
their entirety. The company contends that to do- so is to require it
to pay for the segregation of lands outside of its grant, and that as
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only a portion of the claims intrude upon the odd-numbered section
claimed under its grant, the company should pay only a proportionate
part of the cost of survey.
The petition states, among. other things: "It is necessary to commence the survey only from the exterior boundary of the odd-numbered subdivision which would otherwise have passed to the company
as above, and to continue the survey along the exterior boundaries of
the mineral locations so intruding upon the odd-numbered subdivisions, and stopping the running of the lines of the mineral locations where the same again intersect the exterior boundaries of the
subdivision in question. To compel the segregation survey of the
mineral locations would seem to be obviously duplication of effort,
since the mineral claimant, when he seeks patent, must file' a mineral

survey,

*

*

*.'

In so far as the demand made by the Commissioner is attacked in
the motion upon the ground that it is excessive, in that it contemplates surveying that is unnecessary in order to determine theboundary between the land of the railroad grantee and the public
mineral land, the attack is based upon a mere opinion, as set forth
above, that an accurate demarcation of such boundary can be determined by a piecemeal survey of the claim confined to the borders
of the overlap. The sufficiency of such a survey is not apparent to
the department from the data before it 'in this case, and it is not
believed in segregations of 'this character that the boundaries between the railroad and the public land can be defined in the manner
suggested in the motion. It is true that the sole object of this survey is to establish the. border lines between the granted and the ungranted land, and the cost of establishing such line is the only cost
that the railroad company can under the statutes be required to pay.
But in establishing such lines it may be absolutely essential to identify
monuments and markings that govern or affect the true location of
the mining claims to be segregated, which monuments and markings
may be situated elsewhere than 'along the boundary of the mining
claims bordering the railroad land. Whatever survey work is necessfary. to accomplish that end can not be regarded as superfluous or
otherwise than as' essential work to determine such boundary. In
the absence of a showing to the contrary it will be presumed that the
estimate of the cadastral engineer does not include any) expense for
work not necessary to accomplish the purpose of the survey. If the
estimate contemplates a survey of all the exterior boundaries of the
'Packard claims Nos. 4 and {5,-it will be presumed that such survey is
necessary to fix the boundary of the lands of the railroad company.
There is no basis, therefore, for holding that the sum demanded exceeds what will be required to' execute the necessary survey..
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Substantial support, however, is found for the contention that the
railroad company should be required to pay only a proportionate
cost of the survey. It has been a practice of long standing in the
department, based upon its construction of the act of July 31., 1876
(19 Stat. 102, 121), to divide the cost on an acreage basis of surveys
between the granted and ungranted lands where townships within.
the primary limits of a railroad grant were surveyed and sectionized. This practice the Supreme Court in the case of Santa Fe
Pacit Railroad Co. v. Lane (244 U. S. 492) held reasonable and
equitable and to have received congressional sanction in the act of
June 25, :1910 (36 Stat. 834), which act, the court stated, had the
effect of incorporating the practice in that statute..
The,method, however, of dividing the costs according to an acreage
basis is not considered' applicable in making surveys of the character
herein contemplated, as it might, if applied, result in an inequitable
apportionment of the cost to the advantage of the Government in
some cases and in others to Lthe advantage, of the railroad. Itf.is
further open to the objection that there would be no reliable datafor computing the acreage as a basis of estimate before the surveys
are made. The only equitable and practicable rule, and one in keeping with the spirit of the law as. construed by the court, appears to
.be to require the railroad company grantee to pay one-half of the
cost of whatever surveys are necessary to establish the boundary
between the mineral land and the land belonging to the railroad:
within ,the tracts claimed by the railroad under its grant. The
demand. should be made accordingly.
Circular No. 1077 of July 9, 1926 (51 L. D. 487), the department's
decision above mentioned. of A-pril 20, 1927, and the decision appealed
from are hereby modified to the extent that they prescribe or require
that the railroad grantee pay the entire cost of the survey. The case
is remanded with instructions that demand be made upon the company, for one-half of the estimated cost of the survey.
Motion denied.
EX PARTE E. P. WEAVER,
Decided December 16, 1927
WITHDRAWAL-SCHOOL LAND-MINERAL LANDS-COAL LAND-CONTEST-O11, AND
GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-PUBIio LAND.
A withdrawal under the act of June 25,,1910, for the purpose of examination
and classification asto coal values which embraces surveyed school sections
is in effect a contest or Government proceeding against the State in aid of
administration to ascertain whether the land was of the character which
p assed under the school gant, and, where it was determined that the land
was not valuable for its:-coal contents, an intervening withdrawal for a
different purpose will be ineffective to defeat the grant. .
:. i
I
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FINNEY, FirstAssistant Secretary:
This is the appeal of E. P. Weaver from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office January 26, 1926, denying his
application presented April 9, 1925, for a permit pursuant to section
13 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), to prospect for oil
and gas upon Sec. 32, T. 30 N., R. 8 W., N. M. P. M., New Mexico,
for the stated reason that the land involved was pronm facie granted
to the State of New Mexico in aid of common schools, by the act of
June 20, 1910 (36 Stat. 557)'
*Under the facts stated and the issues arising upon this record, the
one controlling question is whether the land above described is or
was at the date of Weaver's application "owned by the United,
States" within the meaning of said act of February 25, 1920. See
sections i and 113 of that act.
To a conclusion on this question it is necessary to set out at some
length the history of the grants to the Territory and future State of
New Mexico of sections 16, 36, 2, and 32 found therein, as 'also certain governmental orderIs and the administrative procedure had with
reference to the section 32 above described.'
:The act of June 20, 1910, entitled 'in part::"An Act to enable the
people of New Mexico to form a constitution and State Government
and be admitted into the Union" provided in section 6 "that in
addition to sections sixteen arid thirty-six, heretofore granted to the
Territory of New Mexico, sections two and thirty-two in every township *in said proposed State not otherwise appropriated at the
date of the passage of this Act are hereby granted to the said State
ffor the support of common schools". It was further provided 'in
that same section that " where sections two, sixteen, thirty-two, and
thirty-six, or any parts thereof are mineral or have been sold, reserved;
or otherwise appropriated or reserved by or under the authority of
any Act of Congress," other'lands might be selected in lieu of the
lands so lost in place, specifically'extending thereto in this behalf,
sections 2275 and 2276 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 10 of the same act declares "that all lands hereby granted,
including those which. have been heretofore granted to the said Territory are hereby expressly transferred and confirmed to the said
State." New Mexico was admitted into the Union pursuant to this
act by Executive proclamation of January 6, 1912 (37 Stat. 1723).
Prior to this date, however, by] Executive order of April 7, :1911, all
of said township 30 was included in coal-land withdrawal, New
-Mexico No. 4. Thereafter, departmental order. of December 14,
1915, purported and assumed to withdraw for "irrigation works"
the section 32 here involved, pursuant to the act of June 17, 1902 (32
Stat. 388), in connection with the Turkey Reservoir of the Colorado
River Storage project.
.
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Administrative proceedings following the coal-land. withdrawal
of April 7,1911, were in the nature of a governmental inquiry. The
proclamation itself stated the purpose of the withdrawal and limited
the inquiry to " examination and classification with respect to the
coal values," at the same time forbidding " settlement " thereon and
the ",location, sale or entry thereof." In the course of the inquiry by
general order of May 26, 1926, all pending proceedings against the
State, where the question of mineral character of the land was involved, were. suspended, and by instructions of June 16, 1926, a committee designated by the Secretary of the Interior gave consideration
to " contests." of the character then before the department.
July 20, 1926, the Committee, after examination of all the evidence
available, reported that said Sec. 32, T. 30 N., R. 8 W., lies within
an interior zone of the San Juan Basin, a geologic structure in which
the existence of coal was even now a matter of inference and conjecture, and that this section is not known to contain valuable coal
deposits. August 28, 1926, the Secretary adopted the committee's
findings and dismissed the contest with reference thereto.
The intent of Congress to further enlarge the grant made by the
act of June 21, 1898 (30 Stat. 484), of sections 16 and 36, upon the
admission of the State into the Union is expressly stated in section
7 .of that act. By the act of June 20, 1910, supmr, providing for such
admission, Congress determined the amount of additional land-to be
granted for school purposes and specifically designated this as sections 2 and 32, the land being at the time surveyed, and-title thereto
was confirmed in the future State by words of present grant. Without deciding that this was a dedication by way of reservation of
these sections to the school grant which operated to then remove them
from the category of public land, it is clear the language of the
statute should not be strained to defeat the attachment of the grant
on the admission of the State, and no greater effect should be given
to a withdrawal made prior to such admission than can fairly be
construed as within the terms of the withdrawal. A reservation for
classification in aid of adjustment and not to defeat it if made in
good legal faith is a temporary fleeting determinate thing. Assuming without conceding that at any time between, the date of the
grant and the President's proclamation admitting the State, it might
have been withdrawn for authorized uses of the Government, it
remains to ascertain the purpose and legal eflect of the withdrawal
order of April 7, 1911, which was within such intervening time.
The general situation shows that vast areas of land in New Mexico
were thought to contain valuable deposits of coal. To preserve these
values from improper or inadvertent appropriation under agricultural land laws, they were withdrawn, not in detail, but by blanket
orders for examination as to coal values. The section here in con-
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troversy being a surveyed section, the withdrawal constituted as to it
a contest or Government. proceeding against the State; it being of the
numbered sections prescribed in its grant and therefore prma. facie
its property. George C. Fradndsen (50 L. D. 516). That contest was
not an adversary one in the. legal sense. It was an inquiry to determine.whether such mineral values existed in the land as took it
out of the State's grant and the State was assisting in that inquiry
rather than defending its title. The State did not claim the land
unless it was nomnineral iand both parties to the inquiry were
interested in a determnination of that fact 'only.
There was no purpose, therefore, on the part of the Government
to withdraw these lands except as an aid to administration, and as
to the tract in question to ascertain whether it was of the character
granted to the State. Under these circumstances to say that there
was another or ulterior purpose to reserve it for the use, of the
Government would be the equivalent of saying that a grant which
would otherwise have attached at the date of the State's admission
into the Union may legally be defeated by administrative steps taken
to ascertain whether or not it did attach, and further, that while
such inquiry is presumably being had, and before the ascertainment
of the fact for which it was instituted, a valid withdrawal of the
land may be made in behalf of the reclamation service for purposes
wholly unrelated to the inquiry and in violation of the compact
between the State and the United States binding the p ublic faith
"and dependent for execution upon the 'political authorities."
Cooper v. Roberts (18 How. 173). This, too, in the face of the plain
provision of section 3 of said act of June 17, 1902, that the Secretary
of the Interior may withdraw lands required for irrigation works
from public entry only. Whatever else may be true, these lands
were, already withdrawn from entry.
The. withdrawal of April 7, 1911, was authorized by the act of
June 25, 191(0 (36 Stat. 847), and -purports. to have been made' under
that act. The authorization was to " temporarily"` withdraw any of
the public lands of the United States from settlement, location; sale,
or entry, and reserve the same 'for public purposes' to be 'specified
in the order of withdrawal, and the public purpose here specified
was, as has been' seen " examination and classification " as to coal
values. There is then no uncertainty of purpose. The facts. considbred, that purpose may be shortly stated as an intention to prevent
the unauthorized appropriation of public lands of the United States.
valuable for coal, and to ascertain whether the section here involved
was of the character granted to the State of New Mexico. This
being so, there was not and could not have been- a purpose to defeat
a grant expressly provided for if the lands were not of the character

which defeated its attachment.

'

"
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In this view it will not be necessary to notice at length certain
questions raised on this record, aliwnde, particularly as to the right
of the State to select indemnity for this tract, under the provisions
of the act of February 28, 1891 (26 Stat. 796), amending said sections
2275 and 22T6, Revised Statutes. This is an adventitious suggestion
of no value on the merits of this case. It will be enough to say of
it that at best the State never had more than an option to take indemnity or to await the extinguishment of the 'withdrawal of 1911
and come into the full enjoyment of the land in place. 'See United
States v. Thomas (151 U. S. 577, 583-584), and Territory of New
Mexico (29 L. D. 364; 34 L. D. 599).. It has not at any time been
requested nor has it shown any disposition to resort to its lieu land
right, if it had one.' Now the land has been determined to have been
of the character granted, and the suspension has been removed, so
that even if it desired to select indemnity therefor it could not be
permitted to do so under any law. ,JosepvA C. Bninghwkst (50 L. D.
628). The title of the United States to the land involved at the
time of the purported withdrawal for reclamation purposes was not
such' as will support that withdrawal.
The decision appealed from is
.

-Affrnmed.
PROCEDURE UPON NONMINERAL APPLICATIONS FILED SUBSEQUENT TO APPLICATIONS FGR PROSPECTING PERMITS AND
LEASES-CIRCULAR NO. 1021 (51 L. D. 167), MODIFIED
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1136]

DEPARTMENT OF IHE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington,D. C., December 20, 1927.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
Paragraph 5 of instructions of July 21, 1925, Circular No. 1021
(51 L. D. 167), which.reads as follows:
Iminmediately upon the expiration of the time allowed you will forward all
papers to this office with evidence of service on each of the persons involved
with your report. You will not allow any such nonminieral application until
instructed by this} officeE

is hereby modified asto the desert-land applications in conflict with
applications for prospecting permits or permits granted. In the case
of such applications, you will proceed in accordance with the instructions preceding paragraph 5 of said Circular No. 1021, and if
all requirements shall have been satisfactorily complied with, you
57522-27-voL 52-16
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will refer the applications to. the' division inspector as directed by
section 13 of the desert-land regulations, Circular No. 474 (50 L. D.
443, 450).
Paragraph 6 of said Circular No. 1021 is hereby amended to read
as follows:
(a) Homestead applications in which priority is claimed by reason of prior
settlement and desert-land applications where preference rights are claimed
under the act of March 28, 1908 (35 Stat. ,52) over mineral claimants having
prior applications for the land, and
(b) Homestead applications (except stock-raising applications) and desertland applications, which conflict in part only with prior applications for oil and
gas prospecting permits, or permits granted.

WILLIAM. SPRY,
Commissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

JEAN ALLING
Decided December 27, 1927
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-CITIMzzSHIP-MINORS.
Persons under 21 years of age are not qualified to take oil and gas prospecting permits under the act of February 25, 1920, notwithstanding that they
- are native-born citizens of the United States.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:.
This is an appeal by Jean Alling from a decision by the Cornmissioner of the General Land Office, dated August 27, 1927, rejecting her oil and gas prospecting permit application for certain land
in the State of California for the reason that she was only 17 years
and 10 months of age at the time of filing and was therefore held
not to be a qualified applicant.
The appellant's attorney says:
The Congress of the United States has by its legislative enactments long
recognized the rights of minors to initiate claims and acquire title to public
lands, and the right to develop and hold lands known or believed to be more
valuable for the, minerals therein contained than for. other purposes. In the
laws passed by that body for the disposition of the public lands it has been
specific in fixing the minimum age limit of applicants when believed to be necessary, has in certain cases modified such requirement in the interest of justice,
and has recognized the right of minors to develop and acquire mineral lands.

The attorney cites a decision by the Supreme Court of the State
of California to the effect that minors are qualified to locate mining
claims and states that the general leasing act of February 25, 1920,
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.is, and was intended to be, the legitimate successor of the placer mining law as to some minerals, including oil and gas.
By the fourteenth'amendment to the Constitution of the United

States- X a
:All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein
they reside.

In the first section of the leasing act provision is made that certain
deposits shall be subject to disposition in the form and manner provided by said act " to citizens- of the United States." Does
that mean that permits and leases must be granted to native-born
,citizens of the United States regardless of age?
The act of March 3, 1877 (19 Stat. 377), provides "that it shall be
lawful for any citizen of the United States, or any person of requisite
age ' who may be entitled-to become a citizen. and who had filed his
declaration to become such
to make a desert-land entry. This is
not affected by any supplemental or amendatory legislation.
In a decision (unreported) of March 31, 1905, in the, case of Lena
M. Lewis the Commissioner of the General Land Office held that a
-native-born citizen under 21 years of age was not qualified to make a
desert-land entry.. That decision became final.
In its regulations of November 30, 1908 (37 L. D. 312), under the
,desert-landi laws this department prescribed thatVmineral

Any citizen of the United States, twenty-one years of age, or anyperson
of that age who has declared his intention of becoming a citizen of: the United

States,

*

*

*, can make a desert-land entry.

This has remained unchanged. (Circular No. 474; 45 L. D.345,
346; 50 L. D. 443, 444..)
o
17
0
Stat. 89),
* The timber and stone act of June 3, 1818 (20 Stat.: 893, provides
that certain, public lands, valuable chiefly for timber,,," may be sold
to; citizens of. the United States, or persons who have declared their
intention to become such."
On January 12, 1883, the Commissioner of the General Land Office
instructed the register and receiver at Olympia, Washington, to
reject all timber and stone applications by minors. Luther. Mann
(2 L. D. 332)..
The following is found in the timber and. stone regulations of
November 30, 1908 (37 L. D. 289)
* One timber and stone entry may be made for not more than 160 acres by any
person who is a citizen of the United States, or who has declared his intention
to become such citizen, if he is not under 21 years of age, * *

See also Circular No. 851 (49 L. D. 288; 51 L. D. 365).
The department is of the opinion that an oil and gas-prospecting
permit may properly be considered a contract between the Govern-
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ment and the permittee. However that may be, it is clear that an
oil and gas lease is a contract between the Government and the lessee.
And permits are merely preliminary to leases.
Under section 25 of the Civil Code of California " minors are: I.
Males under twenty-one years of age; 2. Females under eighteen years
Xof age." This has been amended, effective July 29, 1927, so that
*"minors are all persons under twenty-one years of age."' Statutes
and Amendments to the Codes, California, 1927. Ch. 661, p. 1119.
Section 33 of the Civil Code of California reads as follows:
'A minor cannot give a delegation. of power, nor, under the age of eighteen,;
make a contract relating to real property, or any interest therein, or relating to
any personal property not in his immediate possession or control. Civil Code
of California, Deering, 1915.
In short the modern doctrine is to the effect that, except as to a narrowly,
limited class of contracts which are valid and binding upon him, an infant's
contracts are voidable, but not void. * * * In accordance with the general
principle just stated, a deed of land executed by an infant grantor is voidable
only, and operates to transfer title which continues in the grantee or those who
take title under him until divested by' some act of the grantor.. 14 R. C.; L.
223, 225.

The department is of the opinion that native-born citizens of the
United States under 21 years of age are not qualified to take oil and
gas prospecting permits, for the reason that they are not capable of
entering into binding contracts generally, and for the further reason
that some qualification as to age is necessary. It would be absurd to
believe that it was the intention of Congress that permits and leases
should be issued to children of tender years. The constructions given
to the desert-land and timber and stone acts by this department have
remained unchallenged for many years and it must be' assumed that
Congress, was well aware thereof when the general leasing act was
passed.
It is true that a contrary construction has been given to the mining
law. In section 2319, Revised Statutes, it is provided that " all valuable mineral deposits in lands belonging to the United States * * *
are hereby declared to be free and open to exploration and purchase
*:
* * by citizens of the United States and those who have declared their intention to become such."
In an early California case, Thomopson v. Spra.y (72 Cal. 531, 14
Pac. 182 ), which has been cited by the appellant's attorney, it was held
that minors who were citizens of the United States -could make mining locations. On this subject Lindley says:
Minors born in the United States are citizens, and may locate mining claims.
There is no requirement in the general mining laws that the citizen shall be
of any particular age. To say that minors are not qualified is to say that
they are not citizens. The conclusion is strengthened by the circumstance that
in some instances the statutes expressly require that the citizen shall be of a.
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particular age, before he may acquire certain classes of public lands. Thus, in
reference to coal lands, the provision is, that every person above the age of
twenty-one years who is a citizen of the United States may enter such lands.
A similar provision exists as to homesteads under the federal laws. The expression of a requirement as to age in some instances, and the omission of it
in others, is significant. It is quite true that minors may not transmit title
during infancy with the same freedom as adults. During this minority they
are incapacitated from entering into binding contracts, except for necessaries,
and, generally speaking, may act only through guardians, under the supervision of the courts. But this circunistance does not prevent themn from acquiring property. Lindley on Mines, third ed., sec. 225.

But there is a wide difference between the mining laws on one hand
and the desert-land, timber and stone, and general leasing laws on
the other. Under the mining laws a person is not limited as to the
number of claims he may locate, and he can make locations in the
names of his minor children. In the California case cited a father
had made some of his minor children colocators with himself. But
under the desert-land act and the timber and stone act a person is
limited to one entry. And under the leasing law there is a definite
limitation as to the total area which may be held by one person under
permits and leases. If minors should be considered qualified to take
permits or leases they would probably in most cases appear through
their parents as guardians. In the present case, the; appellant has
had her father appointed guardian of her person and estate. It was
a. case of a drawing under Circular No. 929. (50 L. D. 387) and the
indications are that the appellant's father and mother were also
applicants for the land involved.
The decision appealed from is
_.:___

-_

|

Abff

ed.

LEASING OF LANDS IN ALASKA FOR GRAZING LIVESTOCK
REGULATIONS

[Circular No. 1138]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., January 7, 1928.
REGISTER AND DrnSION.INSPECTOR, ANCHORAGE, ALASKA;
REGISTERS AND RECEIvERS, NOME AND FAIRBANKS, ALASKA;
DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS, BUREAU OF EDUCATION:

The following instructions are issued under the act of Congress
approved March 4, 1927 (44: Stat. 1452), entitled "An Act to provide
for the protection, development, and utilization of the public lands
in Alaska by, establishing an adequate system for grazing livestock
thereon.
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1. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized, on application or
otherwise, to create grazing districts upon any public lands in Alaska,
surveyed or unsurveyed, outside of the Aleutian Islands Reservation,
national forests, and other reservations administered by the Secretary
of Agriculture and outside of national parks and monuments, and to)
lease the grazing privileges therein.
(a) Leases will not be granted for areas which embrace the natural
grazing grounds or routes of migration of wild animals, such as caribou and moose, it being the policy to retain such areas intact for the
benefit of wild life and for the natives to subsist thereon, and to
prevent the interbreeding of reindeer with wild animals.
(b) Any grazing district may be enlarged or diminished, for any
sufficient reason, subject to existing rights of any lessee.
2. Notice of intention to establish a grazing district will be published once a week for six consecutive weeks in a newspaper of general
circulation in the judicial division in which the proposed district is
to be established. The notice will describe the boundaries of the proposed district and give the date on which the district will be established. On or prior to the date announced in the published notice.
any person may file objections to the-proposed action.
3. After the establishment of a grazing district, applications for
leasing the same may be filed, in triplicate, in the proper district
land office.
(a) Applications: for leases for reindeer grazing areas by natives
or associations of natives may be filed through a district superintendent of schools, a supervisor of reindeer, or other responsible
official of the Bureau of Education.
(b) After a serial number has been assigned by the register to an
application for lease, one copy will be forwarded to the: Commissioner of the General Land Office and one to the division inspector at
Anchorage, Alaska, each copy to be accompanied by a status report.
If the application is for reindeer grazing, a copy should be filed in
the office of the district superintendent.
(c) Applications for leases must conform substantially to the
appended form (4-469).1
4. When a copy of an application for lease is received by the
division inspector, he will cause an investigation to be made, except
where such investigation has already been made by a representative
of the Bureau of Education, and report to the Commissioner of the
General Land Office as to the livestock to be grazed on the land; as to
the improvements, if any, existing thereon; as to their use and occupancy; and as to the feasibility of granting a lease.
(a) Every application for the leasing of a-reindeer grazing area,
when transmitted by the register of the district land office to the
Form (4-469) omitted.
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division inspector, will be accompanied by a report or concurrence in
a prior report, in duplicate, by an official of the Bureau of Education
designated by the Commissioner of Education.
5. The Secretary of the Interior may temporarily close portions of
a leased area to grazing whenever, because of incorrect handling of
the stock, over grazing, fire, or other cause such action is necessary to
restore the range to its normal condition. This temporary closing
will not operate to exclude such lands from the boundaries of a lease.
6. The Secretary may prescribe the maximum number of stock
which may be grazed on a particular area, this maximum number to
be fixed on the condition of the range and its accessibility to summer
and winter feeding, with the right to reduce the maximum number
of stock grazed whenever permanent damage to the range is liable to
result, and to increase the number whenever it is possible to do so
without injury to the range.
7. The Secretary may reduce the leased area if it is excessive for
the number of stock owned by the lessee.
8. The Secretary may exclude stock from a specified area whenever
it is determined that such area is required for the protection of camping places, sources furnishing drinking water to communities, roads
and trails, town sites, mining claims, and for feeding grounds near
villages for the use of draft animals or near the slaughtering or shipping points for use of stock to be marketed, and for reasonable native
berrying grounds.
9. "Natives " as mentioned in section 6 of the act is defined as
meaning members of the aboriginal races inhabiting Alaska, of whole
or mixed blood.
(a) "Other occupants of the range " is defined as meaning persons
occupying the range on March 4, 192T, and the area regarded as occupied by this class will be limited in the case of homesteaders or
other claimants under public land laws to the area actually used or
occupied on that date.
(b) " Settlers " will be regarded as those persons who have established and maintained a bona fide residence within orE adjacent to a
grazing district either before or after March 4, 192T.
10. Preference will not be granted according to the classes listed
under section 6 of the act where to do so would oust others who have
been grazing the land applied for, if it is determined that such other
persons should be protected.
11. Any person claiming a preference right to a lease must fully
state the facts, by affidavit duly corroborated, on :which such claim
is. made.
*12. If an application for a lease is filed in the name of a corporation, the applicant must be prepared to furnish such evidence of the
creation of the corporation as the Secretary may require.
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13. If the land for which a lease is desired is surveyed, it must be
described by legal subdivision. If the land is unsurveyed, it may
be shown by a map drawn to appropriate scale, showing the land
in relation to rivers, creeks, mountains, mountain peaks, towns, islands, or other prominent topographic features or natural objects,
with the approximate latitude and longitude of at least one point
on the boundary.
14. Leases will be granted for grazing on a definite area, except
'where local conditions or the administration of the grazing privileges
makes more practicable a lease based on the number of stock to-be
grazed.
15. Unless otherwise provided, each lessee shall pay to the proper
district land office such annual. rental, per head or per acre, as may
be determined is a 'fair compensation to be charged for the grazing
of livestock on the leased land, the compensation to be fixed with
due regard to the general economic value of the grazing privilege.
The date for making the annual payment will be specified in the lease.
(a) If the rental is to be paid according to the number of animals
grazed, no charge will be made for animals under one year of age
at the time of entering on the leased area, provided they are the
natural increase of the stock upon which fees are paid.
16. Proposed assignments, in whole or in part, of a lease must be
submitted to the Secretary for approval, and must be accompanied
by the same showing as is required of applicants for a lease.
17. When it appears necessary for stock to regularly cross any
portion of an established grazing district, and undue injury to
other interests will not result, suitable driveways may be established.
Such driveways will be as short and as easy of passage and access
as the character of the country and the protection of other interests
will permit. They. will be established with care for the interests of
lessees using adjoining ranges. Where driveways are reserved along
well-defined routes which must be traveled, all grazing on these
areas will be prohibited except by stock in transit.
(a) It is absolutely essential that persons driving or transporting
-stock from one point to; another comply with the quarantine regulations prescribed by the territorial or other proper authorities, and
unless they do so the privilege may be denied them. The condition
of the stock as to contagious or infectious 'diseases will be determined
by the proper Federal or territorial authorities.
18. Crossing permits will ordinarily not- be required when the
period for crossing; is short, when the stock will be driven along a.
public highway and.will not be grazed upon the leased land, or when
such crossing will not interfere with the grazing district administration or other related interests.:,
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(a) Free crossing permits will be issued by the division inspector
Xwhen good grazing administration or the protection of other related interests -do not make the issuance of such permits objectionable. Applicants for crossing privileges must make their applications to the division inspector, or such other officer as he may designate; sufficiently in advance of the date when such privilege is to
begin., to enable the proper officer to handle the details of the business and to give such sufficient notice of the proposed drive to the
lessee that he will be able to remove his animals from the line of
the drive if he so desires. The application must show the number
of stock to' be driven, the date of starting, and the approximate
period required for crossing.
(b) Applications for crossing permits may, be made either in
person or by letter, and permits may be issued to either the owner
or persons in charge of the stock.
(c) If the land to be crossed is uninclosed and the lessee does
not desire to waive the right to its exclusive use, the stock must be
so handled that the animals will not intrude upon the adjoining
grazing areas.
(d) If a shipping point within a grazing district is the only one
reasonably accessible to persons grazing stock outside that grazing
district, crossing privileges may be allowed under such restrictions
as are necessary to protect the interests of the lessee.
19. Any person, including prospectors and miners, may graze,
free of charge, not more than 10 animals upon any land included
within any grazing district upon applying to the division inspector,
in person or by letter, stating the number and kind of stock to be
thus grazed and the approximate time such grazing will be
continued.
20. 'Any Eskimo or other native or half-breed, or association
thereof, may apply for a grazing allotment on 'unallotted public
lands, and the same lease shall be issued to him or them as to other
persons, except that no annual rental will be charged for such lease.
Such applicant must show by a-corroborated statement that the applicant is an Eskimo or other native or half-breed, or an association
thereof, and entitled to. such lease without charge.
21. When such Eskimo, native, or half-breed grazes his livestock,
through cooperative agreement, on an allotment held by other lessees
or permittees, any grazing fee 'charged for said land on the basis' of
acreage will be reduced in proportion to the relative number of such
native-owned livestock to the total number on said allotment.
* 22. Whenever any livestock association, whose membership includes a majority 6f the lessees or, permittees owning any class of
livestock using a range district unit. or allotment, shall select a committee, an agreement on the part of wbich shall be binding on the
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association,, such committee, upon application to the Secretary, may
be recognized as an advisory board for the association. Such advisory board shall- then be entitled to receive notice of proposed
action and have an opportunity to be heard by the local representative of the Secretary in reference to increase or decrease in the number of stock to be allowed for any year, the division of the range
between owners, or the adoption of rules to meet local conditions.
(a) When an association represents only a minority of the lessees
or permittees owning any class of livestock, but its members own 75
per cent of that class of livestock using the range, its advisory board
may be recognized upon petition of a sufficient number of other
owners to constitute a majority of all the grazing lessees or permittees. affected.
X(b) Upon request form, and with the approval of, an officially
recognized advisory board, the Secretary may adopt special rules to
regulate the use and occupancy of the range and to prevent damage
to the range areas, under rules to be binding upon and observed by
all lessees or permittees grazing stock within the range involved.
Such conditions as may be necessary may be imposed upon the handling .of permitted stock, the employment of herders to confine the
stock to the allotted ranges, the distribution of salt, the enforcement
of territorial livestock laws, and the construction of permanent iraprovements to protect the range or facilitate the handling of stock.
23. All conditions contained in the prescribed form (4-470)1 of
lease, but not otherwise mentioned in these regulations, will be considered as a part hereof.
Tiios. C. HAVELL,
Acting Commissioner.
I concur:
JNo. J. TIGERT,
Com0?missioner of Education.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
An Act To provide for the protection, development, and utilization of the
public lands in Alaska by establishing an adequate system for grazing livestock
thereon.

Be it enaoted-by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of Americain CColngress assembled,I
DECLARATION OF POLICY

SEcTioNm 1. It is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress )in promoting
the conservation of the natural resources of Alaska to provide for the protection
and development of forage plants and for the beneficial utilization thereof for
Formn (£4470) omitted.
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grazing by livestock under such regulations as may be considered necessary
and consistent with the purposes and provisions of this Act. In effectuating
this policy the use of these lands for grazing shall be subordinated (a) to the
development of their mineral resources, (b) to the protection, development, and
-utilization of their forests, (c) to the protection, development, and utilization
of their water resources, (d) to their use for agriculture, and (e) to the protection, development, and utilization of such other resources as may be of
greater benefit to the public.
DEFINITIONS

SEa. 2. iAs used in this Act-

(1) The term- " person

". means

individual, partnership, corporation, or asso-

ciation.

(2) The term "district" means any grazing district established under the
provisions of this Act.

(3) The term "Secretary means the Secretary of the Interior.
(4) The term "lessee" means the holder of any lease.
GRAZING DISTRICTS

SEC. 3. (a) The Secretary may establish grazing districts upon any public
lands outside of the Aleutian Islands Reservation, national forests, and other

reservations administered by the Secretary of Agriculture and outside of
national parks and monuments which, in his opinion, are valuable for the:grazing of livestock. Such districts may include such areas of surveyed and unsurveyed lands as he determines may be conveniently administered as a unit, even
if such areas are neither contiguous nor adjacent.
(b) The Secretary, after the establishment of a district, is authorized to lease
the grazing privileges therein in accordance with the provisions of this title.
ALTERATION OF GRAZING DISTRICTS

Sea. 4. After any district is established the area embraced therein may be
altered in any of the following ways:
(1) The Secretary may add to such distrIcts any public lands which, in his
opinion, should be made a part of the district.
(2) The Secretary, subject to existing rights of any lessee, may exclude from
such district any lands which he determines are no longer valuable for grazing
purposes or are more valuable for other purposes.
(3) The Secretary may enter into cooperative agreement with any person,
in respect of the administration, as a part of a district, of lands owned by
such person which are contiguous or adjacent to such district or any part

thereof.
NOTICE OF ESTABLISH MENT OF GRAZING DsIrSIcT

Sue. 5. Before establishing a district the Secretary shall publish once a
week for a period of six consecutive weeks in a newspaper of general eirculation in each judicial division in which the proposed district is to be estab-;
lished, a notice describing; the boundaries of the proposed district, and announcing the date on which he proposes to establish the district.
PREF1FMENCE8

SEC. 6. In considering applications to lease grazing privileges the Secretary
shall, as far as is consistent with the efficient administration: of the. grazing
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district, prefer (1) natives, (2) other occupants of the range,. and (3) settlers over all other applicants.
TEaMS AND CONDITIONS OF LBASESE
SEc. 7. (a) All leases shall be made by the Secretary for a term of 20 years
except where the Secretary determines the land may be required for other
than grazing purposes within the period of 10 years; or where the applicant
desires a shorter term, and in such cases leases may be made for a shorter
term.

(b) Leases shall be made for grazing on a definite area except where local
conditions or the administration of grazing privileges makes more practicable
a lease based on the number of stock to be grazed.
(c) Each lease shall provide that the lessee may surrender his lease, and,
if he has complied with the terms and conditions for the lease to the time of
surrender, may avoid further liability for fees thereunder by giving written
notice to the Secretary of such surrender. The lease shall specify the length
of time of notice, which shall not exceed one year.
GRAZING FEES

:

SEc. S. (a) The Secretary shall determine for each lease the grazing fee
to be paid. Such fee shall(1) Be fixed on the basis of the area leased or on the basis of the number
and kind of stock permitted to be grazed;
(2) Be fixed, for the period of the lease, as a seasonal or annual fee, payable annually or semiannually on the dates specified in the lease;
(3) Be fixed with due regard to the general economic value of the grazing
privileges, and in no case shall exceed such value; and
(4) Be moderate.
(b) If the Secretary determines such action to be for the public interest
by reason of (1) depletion or destruction of the range by any cause beyond
the control of the lessee, or (2) calamity or disease causing wholesale destruction of or injury to livestock, he may grant an extension of time for
making payment of any grazing fee under any lease, reduce'-the amount of
any such payment, or release or discharge the lessee from making such payment.
DISPOSITIONS OF RECEIPTS
SEC. 9. All moneys received during any fiscal year on account of such fees
in excess of the actual cost of administration of this Act shall be paid at the
end thereof by the Secretary of the Treasury to the Territory of Alaska, to
be expended in such manner as the Legislature of the Territory may direct for
the benefit of public education and roads.
ASSIGNMENT OF LEASES
SEC. 10. The lessee may, with the approval of the Secretary, assign in whole
or in part any lease, and to the extent of such assignment be relieved from
any liability in respect of such lease, accruing subsequent to the effective date
of such assignment.

IMPROVEMENTS
SEc. 11. (a) The Secretary may authorize a lessee to construct and/or maintain and utilize upon any area included within the provisions of his lease any
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fence, building, corral, reservoir,, well, or other improvements needed for the
exercise of the grazing privileges of the lessee within such area; but any such
fence shall be constructed as ta permit the ingress and egress of miners, pros'pectors for minerals, and other persons entitled to enter such area for lawful
purposes.
(b) The lessee shall be given ninety days from the date of termination of
his lease for any cause to remove from the area included within the provisions
of his lease any fence, building, corral, or otherjrenioVable range improvement
owned or controlled by him.
(c) If such lessee notifies the Secretary on or'before the termination of his
lease of his determination to leave on the land any improvements the construction or maintenance of which has been authorized by the Secretary, no other
person shall use or occupy under any grazing lease, or entry under any public
land law, the land on which any such improvements are located until there
has been paid to the person entitled thereto the value of such improvements as
determined by the Secretary.
BENALTIEs

:i

SEc. 12. Within one year from the date of the establishment of any district
the Secretary shall give notice by publication in one or more newspapers of
general circulation in each judicial division, in which such district or any
part thereof is located that after the date specified in such notice it shall be
unlawful for, any person to graze any class of livestock on lands in such district except under authority of a lease made or permission granted by the Secretary; and any person who willfuly grazes livestock on such lands after such
date and without such authority shall, upon conviction, be punished by a; fine
of not more than $500.
STOCK DRIVEWAYS AND FREE GRAZING

-SEc. 13. (a) The Secretary may establish and maintain, and regulate the
use 'of, stock driveways in districts and may charge a fee for or permit the
free use of such driveways.
(b) The Secretary may permit any person, including prospectors and miners,
to graze free of charge a small number of livestock upon any land included
within any grazing district.
(c) The Secretary may in his discretion'grant a permit or lease for a grazing
allotment without charge on unallotted public lands to any Eskimo or other
native or half-breed. Whenever such 'native or half-breed grazes his livestock
through cooperative agreement on allotment held by other lessee or permittee,
any 'grazing fees charged for said allotment shall be reduced in proportion
to the relative number ofisuch native owned livestock to the total number on
said allotment.
HEARING AND APPEALS

SEc. 14. Any lessee of or applicant for grazing privileges, including any person
described in subdivision (c) of section 13, may' procure a review of any action
or decision of any officer or employee of the Interior Department in respect of
such privileges by filing with the register of the local land office an application
for a hearing, stating the nature of the action or decision complained of and
the grounds of complaint. Upon the filing of any such' application the register
tof such land office shall proceed to review such action or decision as nearly as
may be in accordance with the rules of practice- then applicable to applications
to contest entries under the public land law. Subject to such rules. of practice,
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sppeals may be taken by any party in interest from the decision of the register
to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and from the decision of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office to the Secretary.
ADMIINISTRATION

Szc. 15. (a) The Secretary shall promulgate all rules and regulations necessary to the administration of this title, shall execute its provisions, and may
(1) in accordance with the civil service laws appoint such employees and in
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923 fix their compensation, and (2)
make such expenditures (including expenditures for personal service and rent
at the seat of government and elsewhere, for law books, books of reference,
periodicals, and for printing and binding) as may be necessary efficiently to
execute the provisions of this title.
(b) The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to continue investigations,
experiments, and demonstrations for the welfare, improvement, and increase
of the reindeer industry in Alaska, and upon the request of the Secretary of
the Interior to cooperate in matters pertaining to the care of plant and animal
life, including reindeer.
LAWS APPLICABLE

SEc. 16. Laws now applicable to lands or resources in the Territory of
Alaska shall continue in force and effect to the same extent and in the same
manner after the enactment of this Act as before, and nothing in this Act.
shall preclude or prevent ingress or egress upon the lands in districts for :any
purpose authorized by any such law, including prospecting for and extraction
of minerals.
Approved, March 4, 1927 (44 Stat. 1452).

RIGHT OF LAND-GRANT RAILROAD COMPANIES TO LIST LESS
THAN A LEGAL, SUBDIVISION-CIRCULAR NO. 1077 (51 LBD.
487), SUPPLEMENTED
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1139']
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

TCwcshington, D. C., January9, 1908.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES;
Divisiow INSPECTORS, INTERIOR DEPARTMENT:

As supplemental to Circular No., 1077 of July 9, 1926 (51 L. D.
487), the following instructions will be followed, in making examination in the field and in connection with hearings as to railroad lands,
within primary limits:
In examining in the field, the smallest subdivision or unit that
should be recognized is that aliquot part of a quarter-quarter (40-acre
subdivision) having an Iarea of 10 acres, or multiple thereof. A
quarter-quarter, say NE. 1/4 NE. 1/4 should be divided as follows:
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NE. 1/4 NE. 1/4 NE. 1/4, NW. 1/4 NE. I/4 NE. 1/4, SE. 1/4 NE. 14 NE. 1/4,
SW. 1/' NE,. 1/4 NE. 1/4, or any combination of such minor subdivisions, for instance N. 1/2 NE. 1/4 NE. 1/4, but not of parts thereof,
this because of the amount of survey work that will be required of
the inspector to secure the identification of the lands involved as a
prerequisite to their classification. This same method should govern
the register or other official when ordering a hearing to determine the.
character of land listed b3y the railroad. In serving notice of mineral
charges the company should be advised in the manner, heretofore
followed and, in addition, should be informed that it may deny or
admit the character of the entire unit (quarter-quarter-quarter) or
multiples, or that in the event it should desire to deny or admit the
charge as to a part only of such a unit, such fact should be set out
in its answer, accompanied by a request for a survey of-the area in
dispute, one-half of the cost of such survey to be borne by the company (departmental decision of December 13, 1927, Central Paciic
Railway Company, 52 L. D. 235. In case of a denial in. part, this
office should be advised and action should then be suspended awaiting
su~h survey and further instructions as to proceeding with the case.
If the denial goes to the whole unit, the case may be proceeded with
in the manner heretofore followed.
The same rule will apply when a division of a lot or fractional subdivision is involved, i. e., the rectangular system of public land surveys may be extended £ step further into such lot or fractional sub-

division, so as to break it up into its component parts, under such
system of survey; but if the area, the character of which is denied
by the company, is of a form other than that consequent upon the
usual subdivision by platting into quarter-quarter-quarter sections,
or corresponding fractional units, then a survey by metes and bounds
will be necessary, the same to be paid for in accordance with departmental decision of December 13, 1927, heretofore referred to.
In making investigations, the inspector should bear in mind the
possibility of a segregation survey being requested and in reporting
give detailed information as to the location or place where the mineral is, etc., as far as practicable without extra trouble or expense.
As to indemnity lands, there is no occasion to modify Circular No.
1077 of July 9, 1926 (51 L. D. 487).
These instructions are issued with. a view to 'determining the
mineral character of the lands with a minimum of trouble and
expense to all parties.
DTnos.

C. HAVXELL,

Acting Co'nmissioner.

Approved:
E. 0. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
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RULE FOR MONUMENTING CORNERS OF TRACTS INCLUDED
WITHIN OIL AND GAS PROSPECTING PERMITS
:- Op

o,

January 18, 1928

OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-STTrvEY-BOuJNDARIES.
Survey monuments that are plainly visible on the ground may be adopted by
an oil and gas prospecting permittee as the "substantial monuments" at
the corners of his permitted lands in fulfillment of the requirement in seetion 13 of the leasing act, but if any survey monument be missing or if
* his corner or corners shall be at points which are not corners, for survey
monuments, he must place a substantial monument at each corner where no
survey monument is found.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PEaarx-BOUNDARIEs-NoTICE.
and gas prospecting permit is for incontiguous tracts, each
Where an .oil
corner of each tract must be monumented, and in addition a notice as
required by section 13 of the leasing act must be posted on each incontiguous tract.
OQ AND GAS LANDIS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-BOUNDARIES-NOTICE.
Section 13 of the leasing act does not specifically provide that the monuments
to be placed at the corners of permitted lands shall bear any inscription or
mark of identification which could lead to other monuments, or to the posted
notice, and the department. has not by rules or regulations prescribed what
shall be considered " substantial monuments."

First Assistant $ecretary:
I have your [Messrs. Consaul and Heltman] letter of January 11,
1028, in which you ask
FINNEY,

- *; t * Whether under the practice of the Interior Department, a reasonable construction of Section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437),
and paragraph '1 of the prospecting permits issued under: said section, require
that a permittee stake or monument the corners of lands covered, by his permit
whlen such lands are surveyed lands included in the public subdivisional surveys.

You refer to two opinions of the department, hereinafter cited and
construed, regarding the monumenting of and posting notices upon
incontiguous tracts embraced in;permits and permit applications,
and suggest that "-where an- oil or gas permit describes.the land
embraced therein by legal subdivisions of the public survey and one
*or more of the 'survey monuments are ' plainly visible on the ground'
no further marking is necessary within the reasonable meaning of
the statute."
fit is provided in section 13 of the leasing act*:

The applicant shall, within 90 days after receiving a permit, mark each of
the corners of the tract described in the permit upon the ground with substantial monuments, so that the boundaries can be readily traced on the ground,
and shall post in a conspicuous place upon the lands a notice that such permit
has been granted and a description of the lands covered thereby..
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Thlisi Drequirement Sisf applicable to every' permit, so t~liat it fdoes-0.'i
0.
not make any distinction between permits for surveyed lands and'
those for unsurveyed lands.
In an unpublished letter ;opinion dated August 19, 1024 (M. 13441),
the department said-: I note your inquiry whether a permittee whose permit covers ten incontiguous tracts is required to mark the corners of each tract oi may by erecting

monuments at the four corners which constitute the most remote points 'of
the group of tracts, meet'the requirement of section 1 of the perinit:
The requirement that a permittee mark the' boundaries 'of' his permit and'
post notice that a' permit has been granted for sueh'an area is made in section
13 of the leasing act, and its evident object is to insure that persons seeking
.areas suitable for prospecting may be notified- of the appropriation of theb.
land. The department has construed the act as authorizing the issuance of
permits for incontiguous tracts within a Vgeneral area of six miles; square.
It is clear that four monuments placed at the outermost cbrners -of a group
of tracts scattered over Isuch an enlarged area' or; one much smaller, would be
wholly inadequate to serve as notice to all persons viewing the lands of their,
prior disposal. The: act and the permits are worded to deal with single tracts,
but the department must require suth monuieiting and marking of'bdundaries
of incontiguous tracts as will accomplish the'plain 'purpose of' the act in lthat'
respect. In cases where the lands are surveyed and survey monuments are`plainly visible on the ground, the erection-of notices upon each tract,, with'a
description of the land, will meet the requirements of the act and the permit.
In other cases notices must be posted and the corners of each tract must be'
marked.

In the case of

ikilcote and Snith (50 tL. ID. 690) theadepartmenlt

held (syllabus)
Where a single application for an oil and gas prospecting permit is'for incontiguous tracts, the erection of a notice upon each tract with a description of the

land is required to fulfill the provision of section 13 of the iact' of' February 25,;
1920, if the lands be surveyed, but, if unsurveyed, the eorners of each tract must
be monumented.'

This syllabus is not an accurate statement of the rule' laid dwn' in
said case.

What the department held was, in substan e this

Where

a single application for an oil and gas prospctifg permit is for incontiguous racts, the erection of a notice upon each tract, with a description of the land,-is required to fulfill the. provision of section 13 of :
the act of F ebruary 25, 1920, if thealand be surveyeddand '"ey' mon"u9nents are plainly visible on the' groun', but, if unsurveyed, the corners of each tract' must be monulmenlted, in additionl to thenotice
reqwrecd 'by sdidJ section 13 to' be' erected upon each tract.
It is probable that the requirement in' question was taken fromtthe :
mining laws. Section 2324 of the Revised Statutes provides that
a lode mining claim "must be 'distinctly marked on the..ground so
that its boundaries can be, readily trace]d."7
Section 2329,j Revised
Statutes, provides4thatplacer claims:57522-27-vo
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shall be subiect to entry anid patent, under like eircumstances and conditions,
and upon similar proceedings, as, are provided for vein or lode claims; 'but
where the lands have been previously surveyed by the United States, the entry
in its exterior limits shall conform to the legal subdivisions of*the public lands.

InCthe case' of Reims v. Murray (22 L. D. 40D, 411), the department
expressed itself as follows:
The "likeecircumstances and conditions" referred to in this section (2329,
t" pra) clearly apply only to discovery, location, and, where the location is made
on unsurveyed lands, marking the boundaries of the same as of a lode claim,
and for the'same'purpose, as defined above. It does not, in my judgment, mean
that when the placer is located on surveyed lands, it is necessary to mark the
boundaries.Q There .is:no purpose that can. be subserved by~so doing. The
public surveys are as permanent and fixed as anything can be in that line, and.
any fractional part of, a section can be readily found and its-boundaries ascertained by that method for all time to come, and is necessarily more stable and
enduring than marking it by perishable or .destructible stakes or monuments.
By section 2330 "legal subdivisions of forty acres may be subdivided into
ten acre tracts," and section 2331 provides that, where the placer claims. "conform to'legal subdivisions, no further survey or plat shall be required." It
seems to me, therefore, that it is clearly the intention of the statute that the
location of placer claims; by legal subdivisions makes the marking of the
.:
an idle ceremony that is* not contemplated by the law. :
t;t000'00"boundaries
;

'It must be assumed that Congress was fully aware of this opinion
by the department, as well as of the fact that most of the public lands
in the different States have been surveyed. 'Nevertheless, as we have
noted, the statutory requirement under discussion can not be construed as being applicable only to unsUrveyed lands.
It will be noted that it is not specifically provided in section 13 of
the leasing act, or elsewhere, that the monuments to be placedtat the
opermitted :lands shall beat any inscription or mark of
cornersbf
identification which could. lead to other monuments, or thet posted
Iwoul
contain' full information in itself. . And the
notice, or which
department has not, by regulation or ruling, prescribed what shall
be. considered,"substantial monuments."
thider these conditions a person on the ground seeking areas suitable. for prospecting. does not obtain more definite: information from
finding a. permittee's stake or monument: than from finding a Government survey monum ent. He can not determine from the monument
what land is permitted, nor where to look for'other monuments or
any piosted:' notice. He needs-to know from the posted notice, or.
notices, or from the records of the land:,offiee, what lands are. permitted, and then he: should be able toltrace the.boundaries of the
permitted lands by means of "the monuments found at the corners
:thereof.... In .thisvilew a survey monunent is a notice as effective and'
sufficient as'a permittee's monument.
':The dcpartment is of the opinion that. a permittee may adopt
survey monuments plainly visible on the ground as the " substantial
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monuments" required at the corners of his permitted Lands. But
he must have a monument at each corner. If there are incontiguous
tracts in a permit, each corner of each tract must be mnonumented,
and in addition a notice as required must be posted on each incontiguous tract.
Survey monuments are placed at the corners of sections, ants at
the quarter corners on the outer lines thereof. It may thus happen
that a permittee will merely be required to ascertain that survey
monuments are on the ground, without necessity of placing any
monument of his own. But if any survey monument shall be missing or if his corner or corners shall be at points which are not corners for survey monuments, he will be required to place a substantial
monument at each corner where no survey monument is found.
To illustrate: A permit is granted for the S. 1/2 Sec. 1, S. ½/2 See.
2, all of Secs. 11 and 12, N. ½/2 Sec. 13, and N. /2 Sec. 14, in a surveyed township. If all the survey monuments are on the ground, as
set by the surveyors, at the corners of the tract described, the permittee will not be under obligation to place a monument at -any corner. Another permit is granted for the SW. 1/4 Sec. 3, S.. 1/2 Sec. 4,
SE. 1/4 Sec. 5, E. 1/2 Sec. 8, all of Sec. 9, W. ½/2 Sec. 10; NW. 1/4 See.
1 , .N. 1/2 Sec. 16, NE. 1/4 Sec. 17 of the same township. Although
every survey monument is found where it belongs within and surrounding this tract, no corner is one of a survey monument, and the
permittee will be required to place a monument at each corner of
his permit area.
[ATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED BY THE EX-OFFICIO COX ISSIONER
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR IN ALASKA
0 0: 0 0i0 :

XX0INSTRUcWtONS;V

[Circular No. 1140]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., January 20, 1928.

TO ALL OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE
INTERIOR IN ALASKA:

Pursuant to authority conferred by the act of February 10, 1927
(44 Stat., part 2, 1068),lHon. George A. Parks, Governor of Alaska,

has been designated as the ex-officio Commissioner for this department in Alaska and in connection with his appointment the'following recommendations have been approved:

1. That the ex-officio Commissioner for, the Interior Department
in Alaska shall have presented to him for consideration and ap-
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proval all budgetary matters and the proposed scope and allocation
of all work to be done in the Territory by the General Land Office,
before being approved by the Commissioner.
2. That the ex-officio Commissioner for the Interior Department
in Alaska shall have authority to coordinate and supervise all work
involving adjudication of claims in that Territory for the General
Land Office, preserving to claimants the right of appeal first to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office and then to the Secretary
of the Interior. The district land offices, after preliminary action
u-pon claims and contests, shall transmit all papers directly to a
designated and adjudicating officer in Alaska for review and appropriate action.
3. That the official plats of Alaskan mineral surveys and such
other Alaskan surveys as may be deemed advisable shall be inmediately released upon their approval by the Supervisor of Surveys
in Alaska under such regulations as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of the General.Land:Office and the ex-offlcio Commissioner.
In order that. the foregoing recommendations may be carried into:
effect the following instructions are issued:
1. The ex-officio Commissioner will have authority to coordinate
and. supervise the work of the several activities of the General Land
Office in Alaska.
2. All officers and employees of the General Land Office in, Alaska
having for consideration any budgetary matter or matter involving
the proposed scope and allocation of work to be done in Alaska
should take the same up with the said ex-officio Commissioner, who
will transmit the same with appropriate recommendation to this*
office.
3. All applications, petitions, etc., involving claims in Alaska arising under the public land laws will be presented to and acted upon
by the proper register and receiver in Alaska in the future in like;
manner as heretofore. The register and receiver, however, instead
of transmitting the returns of such applications, petitions, etc., semimonthly to the General Land Office, will forward the returns semimonthly to the ex-officio Commissioner, or some one dutly authorized
to represent him in Alaska, who will examine the papers in each.
case as soon as possible for possible defects in form, execution, or
otherwise, and for possible errors by the register and receiver in their
actions 'or. decisions.
If anv defect or error is found in any particular case or, cases ineluded in the semimonthly returns and such defects or errors may be
cured either by the applicant or the register and receiver, such cases
shall be taken from the semimonthly returns and. forwarded to the
register and receiver with whatever suggestions *ori- instructions the
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ex-offieio Commlissioner or his representative deems proper. A note
opposite the serial number or-numbers of the cases so forwarded
should be made on the schedule of returns and it, with the balance
of the cases, to which no objection is found, should be forwarded immediately by the ex-officio. Commissioner or his representative to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office.
Should there be any case or cases in which the defect or error can
not be cured or corrected, the ex-officio Commissioner or his representative will make such recommendation as he may deem advisable
and transmit the same with the semimonthly returns in which they
are listed, to the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
4; Hereafter plats of Alaskan mineral surveys will be released
fmmediately upon their approval by the cadastral engineer in charge
of the public survey office at Juneau, Alaska, and, in order to enable
the claimants: to proceed with their; applications for patents without
delay, two copies of each plat will be reproduced in the public survey:
office, by photostat, blue print, or in such other manner as may be
made available and furnished to the claimant or to his agent or attorney, for immediate use, one for posting on the land and one for
filing with the application.
The original copy of the field notes will be kept by and filed in the
public survey office; the duplicate copy will be sent to the claimant
or to his agent or attorney for filing with the application.
The original copy of the plat will be transmitted to the General
Land Office for' photolithographing, and that copy and the photolithographic copies will be disposed of as follows:
(a) The original copy will be returned to the public survey office
for filing.
(b) One copy on drawing paper will be kept by and filed in the
General Land Office.
* (c) One copy on drawing paper will be transmitted to the proper
district land office for use in that office.
(d) One copy will be furnished to the division inspector for
Alaska for use in his office.
(e) Such copies as may be deemed necessary will be made for the
purpose of sale at the rate of 50 cents each.
THos. C. HAVELL,
Acting Co'nnniseioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
FirstAssistant Secretary.
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FUR FARMING IN ALASKA-CIRCULAR NO. 1108 (52 L. D. 27),
AMEN DED
INSTRUCTIONS
DEKiaTMENT OF TIlE INTERIR,

GENERAL LAND
v.

-Washington,

:

OFFICE,

a., January 30, 1928.

REGISTER AND DIVISION INSPECTOR, ANCHORAGE, ALASKA;.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS, FAIRBANKS AND NONE, ALASkA:

-

Circular No. 1108 (52 L. D. 27), approved January 22, 1927,
is hereby amended by inserting after "The following rules and regulations will govern the issuance of leases under said act" the following:
Leases under this act may cover an entire island where such island
contains an area of not more than 30 square miles, if the inspector
reports that such island is subject to lease for fur farming and that
the entire area is needed and can be properly used therefor.
Any islands subject to lease under this act having an area of more
than 30 square miles will be treated as mainland, and leases for lands
within same shall not be awarded for an area in excess of 640 acres.
Where islands are so close together that animals can cross from one
to the other, and the combined area does not exceed 30 square miles,
more than one island mgy be included in a single lease.
Tnos. C. IIAVELJ,
Acting ('Comnnissioner.
Approved:
E. C. Fi:m NEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

AMOS D. RUHL (ON REHEARING)
Decided Jaary
PATENT--HOMFSTEAD

30, 1928

ENTRY-SWAMP LANDS -

OFFIkERS - JURISDICTION
-PRE-

SUMPTION.

A patent for public lands carries with it an implied affirmation or finding of
every fact made a prerequisite to its issue, and no executive officer of the
Government is authorized to reconsider the facts on which it was issued
or to recall or rescind it.
SWAMP LANDS-PAIrNT-ARKANSASA-RESTORATIONS.
The so-called compromise act of April 29, 1898, did not restore to the public
domain any lands which-prior thereto had been patented to the State of
Arkansas under the swamp-land grants.
FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary:
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By decision dated September 20, 1927, the department affirmed
the action of the Commissioner of the: General' Land' Office,; rejecting the homestead application of Am6s D. Ruhblfor NE. ¼ Sec. 26,
T. 12 N., iR. 7 E., 5th.P?. M., Arkansas, because the lands- were pat::ented to thle State September 27, 1858, under the swamp grant of
September 28, 1850 (9 Stat. 519).
* Motion for rehearing~ has been filed contending, in substance that
the land is subject toihomestead entry and that Ruhl's application
'*:
should be allowed (1) because the patent to the State.was Serrone-.
ously issued, the lands not being of the character contemplated by
the act of September 28, 1850, suwpra, and (2) because the title: to lands
'D::
patented to the State under the, swamp-land grant revested'in the
United States by the' compromise and settlement of 1895:, approved'
*u ' fby the State' legislature inf 1897 and: by, Congress in 1898 (80 Stat.
367).
C01ounsel representing Ruhl and numerous other home'stead appli-

cants, similarly situated, have been heard -orally in the m'atter, and'
while it is clear, as: held in the prior. decisions in these cases, that
entries; can not be allowed ufider anv of these applicatlions, it is
deemed appropriate,:in view, of the earnestness.. itli which the claims
apfplicants are;being asserted, to elaborate the views heretooi 0 Sof0the
fore'expressed.
The fact is indisputable that the land is included in a patent issued,
; in 1858, which, as shown by the records of the Land Department, is
* regular in. every respect.' It contains ample recitals and iss,primd
*faie valid. I tmust be taken as containing a finding that the' land
-was of the character contemplated by. theswamnp grant.

This. is so

*f:: i' .because every patent for public lands carries' with it an implied
affirmation or finding of every fact made a' pre'equisite 'to its issue.
* Polk's lessee v. Wendell (9 Cranch 87); StheeZ v. elting C:o. (O106
- U. S. 447). *Noexecutive officer of the Government is authorized to_
reconsider the facts on which's it was issued, and to recall or rescind it,
or to issue one to another party. 'for the same tract. Moore 'v.-Rol-_:
bins (6 Otto, :96 U. S. 530). Conceding, fori the sak'e of the, argument, that the patent erroneously issued for lands not in fact. of the,
character contemplated by the-grant, the title. is, nevertheless, after
the lapse of so many years, clothed with the highest sanction and,
confirmed against any claim on the part of the' United States.
S.
(165
fJ.
United States v. Winona aand St. Peter Rali oad Co'
Co2Vpwnqj
\e463); U'ited States v. Chandler-Dunbar, Water Pouter
(209 U. S. 447) .
In view of these settled:princijles Ruhl's assertion thatthe patent
eect :is clearly untenable.
without
e
was.tat
issued to the S
'The proposition that; title to the land must be considered as being
in the United States' because of the compromise act. of April 29, 1898,
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supra;.is§ on the face of the act, devoid of. merit. By the agreement
and compromise settlement entered into between the United States
and the State of Arkansas- (oiouse Report No. 1634, 54th Congress,
First' Session), it was ,agreed between the parties, with? certain exceptions not here material, "that the land now patented, approved,
or confirmed to the State of Arkansas under the acts of September
28, :1850; March 2, 1855, and March 3, 18!57, shall constitute the full
measure. due the State under the said swamp-land acts."

In addition to the above, the third section of the act approving the
agreement provided-L+
rThat the title of all persons who have purchased from the State of Arkansas'
any unconfirmed swamp land and hold deeds for the same, be, and the same is
hereby, confirmed and made valid as against any claim of right of the United
by said ppayment
ersons,' their heirs or assigns, of ,any
.States, and without the
sum whatever to the United States or to the State of Arkansas.

In the fourth section of the act the title to all lands pateutted to the
State and which the United States afterwards sold or allowed to be
entered, comprising some 105,000 acres, was perfected in the poatentees, or .entrymen, under the public-land la-ws, when entitled to a
patent, through the release, quitclaimn or relinquishment to the United
States by the, State of all her right, title, and interestjin and to- such
lands.
From this it will be seen that the title to the lands here involved
was not disturbed by the terms of the compromise ;act of April 29,
1898, 'spra. The only 'confirmed, certified, or patented land which
the State relinquished was land of that status or'class which had
been tered or purchased by individuals under the public-land laws,
or:which had theretofore been'granted, certified, or patented by the
:;t jUnited;
States under other acts, in wbich case the title was confirmed
in such grantees, their heirs, successors, or assigns.
It was stated in the oral argument, and in the brief, filed, that all
lands within the so-called sunk-land .area, and other areas erroneously returned as "lake " by the original surveys, were ceclared by
the d'epartment andX the courts to be public lanLds of the United States,
and that the lands here applied for fall in that category. As authority for. this, claim counsel cites volume 37, Liand Decisions, pages 345
and 462; volume 44, LandIDecisions, page 207; litte v. Willins (231
U. S. 335) ;: CI&pmnao and Dewey Luminber Co. v. St. Francis,Levee
District (232 U. S. 186); Lee ViZson and Co. v.. United States (245
.

'U. S.24).

It fis-, apparent, however, that counsel. misapprehends the tenor
of the decisions referred to. The situation with respect to these:
lands was succinctly stated in departmental circular of June 16, 1914
(43 L. D. 275), from which the following excerpt is taken:

*i];0
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It is not to be. implied from the foregoing description that the whole of each:
of the above-enumerated townships; was declared to be Government land. On
the contrary, only those portions of the several townships which were left
unsurveyed at the dates of the original surveys thereof were involved in the
above-mentioned decisions. The lands which were originally surveyed were
patented years ago to the State of Arkansas iunder the provisions.of the swampland grant of September 28, 1850 (9 Stat. 519), and the State has in turn con6
veyed her interests therein, so that the: title: is now-.within private. ownership.
The areas which were originally left unsurveyed and which the Government
now claims have, however, also been claimed or are now being claimed by; pri.:
vate interests, which allege title through purchase from the State. or from the
St.-Francis levee board or from riparian owners.
The above referred to court decisions do not' in any wise disturbvthe title
to any lands which were surveyed at the dates of the original surveys of the
townships within which they are situated and which were patented to the State
of Arkansas, and the Government is not laying any claim to*the. same.
:

As stated in the decisions cited there were mistakes in the'original
surveys. In a number of townships, embracing lands in the basin
of 'the St. Francis River, the surveys made between 1845 and 1849
were found to be grossly inaccurate or misleading. 0 Large areas.
were returned; as covered by water when in fact much of. the land
was not so covered, in some instances the banks of the so-called lakes
being a mile or more from the surveyed meander line. The plats of
those :townships, based' upon the*original surveys,0 show, them to befractional, varying in amouiit ofland returned thereunder from a
little less than one-third of a 'normal township to' nearly' a full or
complete township, as usually.surveyed. The lands, within' the sur-i
.veyed lines of fthese :town~ships were practically all swamp in character, and were selected at an early date by the governor of the State
under the swamp-land grant of September 28, 1850, supra. The department held in the decisions referred to that.the Government was
not bound by these incorrect surveys; that the 'patents to 'the State
conveyedanothing beyond the exterior lines as: shown upon 'those plats; that the title to the omitted ;areas was in the,"United States,
and that the Government had the right'to correct the surveys and&
dispose of said omitted areas as other public lands of thetUited
States. The position thus taken by the departmeit'was sustained by
the courts.. tIn Little v.; VWilliams '(113: . W. 34),the Supreme
Court of the State of Arkansas stated:
A conveyance of the township 'according to plat of surveys " does, not inelude
lands which do not appear on the plat of the surVeys. We do not'mean to hold
that unsurveyed lands could not have been 'selected as swamp lands and' patented
to the: State by the use of proper descriptive terms in the patent,-but, this, was:
not accomplished by reference to township sections or parts thereof according
to the plat of the surveys when the unsurveyed land did not' 'appear on the
plats at all. The plats showed it-to be water and not land.,

.
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The right of the Government to survey the omitted areas in question was likewise upheld in the case of Lee Wilson and Co. v. Unted
:States,supra,where thecourt said (syllabus)
If, in the making of a survey of public lands, an area is through fraud or
mistake meandered as a body of water or lake where no such body of water
exists,:riparian rights do not accrue to the surrounding lands, and, the land
department, upon discovering the: error, has. power to deal with the meandered
:area,:to cause 'it to be surveyed and lawfully to dispose of it.

The lands here involved are'shown on plats: of survey made before
the swamp-land act was passed, and do not come within the same
category as the areas referred. to in the decisions above mentioned.
Froni this if will, be seen, and the fact :recognized, that said lands do
not belolng to the Government and are not. subject to disposal under
the public-land laws:
The mrntion is accordingly denied.
Motion denied.

MIANGAN AND SIMPSON v. STATE OF ARIZONA
Decided Janeary 81, 1928

S: ooo

::A

LA:ND-MINE7rAL

.;::ST rUTES.

LA7TNDS-MINING

: ::

CLAlr-SurvfY-NEW

:0: Q:

:

MUxico;

:

Title to lands within a numbered :school section that were mineral and known
to:be such at the date of the acceptance of the survey, April 1, 1919, did not
vest in the 1State of New Mexico under Jits original school-land grant,: and
a valid-mining claim located upon such lands prior to the act of January
25, 1927, which extended the grant to include mineral lands, excepts them
'from the operation of that act,. unless or until such claim is relinquished
or canceled.
Sonoor, LAND-MINING CnLAnr-SUvEvY.
location :of a mining claim prior to the passage of the act of January 25,
. The
1927, upon lands within a numbered school, section doestnot defeat the
title of:. aState to the lands under its original grant, if the lands were
not known to be mineral at the-time :they were identified by the survey, or
at thei date of the grant where the survey preceded it.
;
FINN Y, First Assstaint Secretar:

This is an appeal on behalf of John, Manga'n and W. A. Simpson
from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated
September 29, 1927, rejecting their application to contest';the claim
of the State of. Arizona to Sec. 2, T. 2 N., R. 18 W., G. & S. R. M.
The application' to contest, filed September 7, 1927, alleged thatsaid land' isnmineral in character; i that afflants had made a valid location of
: miiug claims., on said land prior to January 25, 1927; that: afants were;in
possessionl'ofla .portion of said section prior to January 25,: i927;-and that
all' of said section contains valuable deposits of lead and gold.:'

By, section 24 of the enabling act approved June 20, 11910 (36 Stat..
557, 572),; sections 2, 16,32, and 36 in every township in the proposed.
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State, if not otherwise appropriated, were granted to the State for
the support of common schools. Provision was made for indemnity
selections where the said sections, or any parts thereof, are mineral
or had been sold, reserved, or otherwise appropriated or' reserved by
or under the authority of any act of Congress, or are wanting or
fractional in quantity, or where settlement thereon with a view to preemption or homestead, or improvement thereof with a view to desert
land entry had been made prior to the survey thereof in the field.
The first paragraph of section 1 of the act approved January 25,
1927 (44 Stat. 1026), reads as follows:
That, subject to the provisions of subsections (a), (b), and (c) of this
section, the several grants to the States of numbered sections in place for the
support or in aid of common or public schools be, and they are hereby, extended
to embrace numbered school sections mineral in character, unless land has been
granted to and/or selected by and certified or approved, to any such State or
States as indemnity or in lieu of any. land so granted. by numbered,:sections.

Subsection (c) of said section 1 providesThat any lands included within the limits of existing reservations of or by
the United States, or specifically reserved for water-power purposes, or included
in any pending suit or proceedings in the courts of the United States, or subject
to or included in any valid application, claim, or right initiated or held under
any of the existing laws of the United States, unless or until such application,
claim, or right is relinquished or canceled, and all lands in the Territory of
Alaska, are excluded from the provisions'of this Act.

No withdrawals affect said section 2. The plat of survey of the
township was accepted by the General Land Office on April 1, 1919.
No applications or claims affecting the section are pending.
Based on the report of an inspector, the Commissioner of the
General Land Office on March 3, 1926, classified the S. 1/2 and S. '/2
N. l/2 said Sec. 2, as nonmineral. On the same date, the Commissioner
instituted proceedings as to the N. ½/_ N. 1/2 said Sec. 2 on the charge
that the land contains valuable deposits of gold, copper, and tungsten, and that the occurrence thereof was known prior to the date
the rights of" the State would have attached. After due notice,
the State failed to deny the charges and apply for a hearing. The
record was considered by a departmental committee appointed by the
Secretary of the Interior to pass upon the question of the inineral
and nonmineral character of school sections. In a report submitted
to the Secretary of the Interior on November 5, 1926, the committee
reported that in its opinion the proceedings were warranted, and,
in view of the default of the State, it was recommended that the
land be classified as mineral and was so known at the date of the
acceptance of the survey. The recommendation of the committee
was approved by the Secretary on November 10, 1926.
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By decision dated May 28, 1927, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, considering the effect of the act of January 25, 1927,
8uprct, held:
The state having failed to take action after clue notice of the charges as to
the mineral character of the above school section, this would be taken as an
admission of the truth of the, charges. However, if the title to the State
did not vest under its original grant, title to the section is now vested in the
State by virtue of the additional grant made by the act of January 25, 1927,
supra, there being no reservations within the meaning of the act, and no pending application, claim, or right under any of the' existing laws of the United
States. The States title vested under the act of January .25, 1927, is restricted
by certain conditions, but the land is no longer public land of the United
States, subject to the jurisdiction of the Interior Department. Compliance
with the conditions of said act is left to the judgment and good faith of the
proper State ocicials, subject to forfeiture proceedings to be instituted by the
Attorney General of the United States if those conditions are violated.
The quoted holding is not correct in all respects.
It having been found and held, as the result of proceedings conducted in accordance with existing regulations, that the N. ½/2 N. l/2
said See. 2 was mineral and. was so known at the date of the acceptance of the survey, the title of the State did not vest under its
original grant, and if any portion of the N. ½/3 N. l/2 is embraced
in a valid mining claim located prior to January 25, 1927, that portion was excepted from the grant made by the act approved on the
latter date, unless or until such claim is relinquished or canceled.
' Tle location of the claim of Mangan and Simpson is not disclosed,
aside from its being somewhere within the limits of said Sec. 2. If
the claim is within the limits of the N. 1/2 N. ½i2, is valid, and was
located prior to January 25, 1927, the area: of the claim is excepted
from the force and effect of the grant of the latter date, and the
area is still public land of the United States, subject to an application for mineral entry. If the mining claim is not within the limits'
of the N. i/2 N. /_, then the mere fact that it was located prior to
January 25, 1927, would not defeat the State's title, it being well
settled that the States acquire a vested right in all school sections
in place which are not otherwise appropriated, and not known to
be mineral, at the time they, are identified by the survey-or at the
date of the grant where the survey precedes it-regardless of when
the matter becomes a subject of inquiry and decision, and that this
right is not defeated or effected by a subsequent mineral discovery.
Californiav. Poley (4 C. L. 0. 18), Abraham L. Miner (9 L. D. 408),
Rice v. California (24 L. D. 14) , United States v. Morrison (240 U. S.
192, 207), United States v. Sweet (245 U. S. 563, 572).
If the mining claim is within the S. ½/2 or S. 1½'2 N. 1/2 said Sec. 2;
the contest affidavit does not state a cause of action, it not being
alleged that the location was made prior to the acceptance of the

-:
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plat of survey, nor that the land was known to be mineral on that

date.
Under the provisions of subsection (c), heretofore quoted, if Mangan and Simpson had located one or, more valid mining claims -on
the N. 1/2 N. 1/2 said Sec. 2 prior to January 25, 1927, the same can
be held and perfected in accordance with the mining laws. If and
when an application to make mineral entry is filed the State will
have an! opportunity to proceed against the entry if of opinion that
the claim is not based on a valid, discovery made prior to January
25, 1927; or if the mineral claimants continue in possession of the
claim or claims, the State may institute proceedings to declare the
claims invalid; but a contest against the State by the mineral claimants at this time is unnecessary, and will not be entertained.
For the reason aforesaid, the rejection of the application to contest is
Af;..wed.
ARCHZEOLOGEAI RUINS
Opinion, Februarv 1, 1928
AnCHiaOLoGIck, RUINS-HOMESTEAD
PERMIT-LICENSE.

ENTRY-VESTED

RIGHTS-JURISDICTION-

Archaeological ruins and other objects within the purview of the act of
June 8, 1906, which may be located ore lands occupied by a homesteader
continue to be property of the United States until the vesting of equitable
title in the entryman, and until then the Government has authority under
that act to issue permits or licenses for the examination, excavation, -and
recovery thereof.
ArcnmoLoGicAL RUINS-PATENT-RESERVATION-STATUTES.
The act of June 8, 1906, did not authorize any reservation or exception in
patents for lands embracing ruins or archaeological sites, and upon the
issuance of a patent for lands containing such ruins governmental authority
thereover ceases.
AnCHmEoLoGICAL RuiNS-PERmIT-LICEvNSE--OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING
PERMIT-STATUTES.
Permits and licenses for the examination, excavation, and recovery or
archeological ruins may be issued pursuant to the act of June 8, 1906,
embracing lands for -which oil and gas prospectingkpermits have been
issued under the act: of February 25, 1920.

-PATTERSON, Solicitor.-

Certain questions discussed in a letter dated January 14, 1928,
from Jesse L. Nusbaum, department archeologist, concerning jurisdiction of this department over ruins, archEalogical sites, and
objects covered by the act of June 8, 1906 (34 Stat. 225), have been
referred to me for consideration.
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Mr. Nusbaum states that an expedition in charge of Mr. Paul
Martin, State archeologist, is to be sent out this coming summer by
the State Historical Society of Colorado, to make explorations and
gather such. objects of antiquity as may be located on Sec. 2, T. 38 N.,
R. 19 W., and Sec. 35, T. 39 N., R. 19 W., in the Ruin( Canyon country near Spargo, Colorado, and in that connection the-following
questions are propounded:

1. The particular ground on which Mr. Martin desires to begin
work has quite recently been filed on, so he understands, by a homesteader and he wishes to know if, under the law, this filing is
subject to the reserved ilights of the department to issue arch.eological permits thereon, or if they deal both with the Government
and the homesteader, or the homesteader alone.
2. Does "under the jurisdiction of the departments (Interior,
Agriculture, and War)" of section 3 of the act for the preservation
of American antiquities imply that the Secretaries of the three departments can issue archveological permits covering examinations
and investigations on unperfected entries orion lands patented since
the act was passed in 1906?

3. Would it be possible under the law to retain within the various
departments, percnaeWt juriediction over the archwological remains
included in present unperfected claims and future entries?
4. If a permit to prospect for' oil and gas is outstaniding on these
designated sections, will that in any way prevent the issuance of an
archceological permit thereon, or in any way hamper the work that
the State Historical Society hopes to undertake on these sites ?
The act of June 8, 1906, supra, entitled "An Act for the preservation of American antiquities" authorizes the President to declare by
public proclamation such objects situated on lands owned or controlled by the Government to be national monuments.( and to reserve
parcels of land for their protection and management. The act provides in its first section that it shall be a criminal offense to appropriate, excavate, injure, or destroy any historic or prehistoric ruin or
monument situated on lands owned or controlled by the United States
"without the permission of the Secretary of the department of the
Government having jurisdiction over the lands on which said
antiquities are situated."
Section 3 provides for the issuing of permits for the examination
of ruins, the excavation of archmeological sites, et cetera, by the
Secretaries of the Interior, Agriculture, and War " upon the lands
under their respecti've jurisdiction." Section 4 authorizes the Secretaries of the respective departments to make uniform rules and regaulations for carrying out the provisions of the act. In accordance
with the authority granted, uniform rules and regulations were pre-
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scribed by the .three Secretaries under: date of December 28, 1906,:,
jurisdiction thereunder to be exercised by the Seeretary of.-Agriculture over -lands within, the exterior limits of; national forests, by. the
Secretary of War over lands within 'the exterior limits of military
reservations, by the Secretary of the Interior over all other lands.
owned or controlled by the Government of the.:United States, and.
provided for cooperative action in appropriate cases.
The statute applies to lands owmed or
sontrolled by the United
States., Obviously, the phrase."lands owned or controlled by the
:United States includes lands.,the title to .which is in process of,
acquisition by entrymen. The jurisdiction of the land department
over public lands continues so long as the legal title remains inthe.
Ujnited States. . A *homestead entry,. although it gives the party
entering certain rights, of occupation, does not so convey title or
: C:; divest the United States of property in it as to change its character
as:~la~nds of the United States. From the.time of the entry .the:
homesteader has .the right of possession as. against trespassers, and
all others except the United States.. He may treat the lands as. his
own, so far, and so far onlyas is necessary to carry out the.purposes
of the act. He has an inchoate title,, subject to be, defeated only by:
failure on his part to complyvwith, the requirements. of the homestead
law. As: between the: United Statestand the settler the land is to0
be deemed, the property of the, formner, so far, as it is necessary to
protect it from. waste. The law contemplates, the possibilityof .his :
abandoning it, and he may not in. the meantime despoil it,,or per-.
form .any act upon, it which impairs its value. Unitedc
S.tatek v.
- :00Williain stet a7l. 0(18Te(fX:;Z~ie
tae
.;Aaf7rX3 Fdw484):; t
;:l etty v. Desmond: (129,
qhEied.e)V. r7C~td:tve
f1. UiS
491); United States v. Buchanan (232 U. S. '72)U; nion'Naval Stores
Company v. iUn
ted States (240U. 5. 284).
Cleaily, therefore, nder the law, ruins and other objects -within
the purview of the act of 19OK, tupra, which may: be located on lands
occupied by a homesteader belong to the United:- States-the owner '
of the Tee-at least until .the entrymnan has earned the equitable.
title to the land, and are subject to the right of the G£overnment to
:issue permits or licenses for the examination, excavation,- andi recov-:
cry thereof, as contemplated .by the act, of 1906, supra. By the legislation referred to Congress reserved the right to say who shall go.
upon its. lands to search for such objects, and to. impose conditions
on their disposition, and, in my opinion, the duly auth6rizeidagents
of the Government can go. upon lands included in the unperfetede
claim of a homesteader for the purpose of exploring and excavatingv!
the lands, without violation or infraction of the homesteader's right
of possession, which islheld subject to- the will of Congress. Congress, if it saw fit, could dispose of the lands to other parties, and if
.
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Congress has the power of disposition, it must follow that it could
authorize 'others to go upon the land for the purpose of making investigations, explorations, and the gathering of objects of scientific
interest.
*-t;;
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*
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unperfected entries.
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This sufficiently answers the. first question and that part of the

Vsecond question pertaining fto texaminations and investigations; on

s;Permits may not be issued, however, for excavations and investigations on'patented lands. As stated above, the statute applies to
lands owned or contro~led by the United States. It is fundamental
:that thle- jurisdiction of the land department terminates with the
patent. The act of June' 8, 1906, wspra,: authorized no
reservation or texception 'in ;patents for lands embracing ruins or
archeological sites. 'Only 'such exceptions can' be included in patents
t o public lands as are specifically prescribed by existing law, and the
inclusion of
others therein would 'be 'wholly without effect.

fVissuance'"of

'any

: Burke v. Southern Paciftc BRalroad Conp'any (234 :U. S. 669). It
follows that an entryman of public, lands embracingi ruins :and
arch~eological sites, upon showing compliance with statutory conditions, 'is entitled to an unrestricted patent;

This answers that branch of question 2 concerning jurisdiction over
patented entries, and also covers ques'tion3.
In my opinion, thefact that lands desired'to be'explored are embraced man out-standing oil and gas prospecting permit under the act
of February-25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), would not prevent the granting
of a permit for examinations and explorations under the act of June
8, 1906,; ep a. The holder of a permit under section 13 of the act
aforesaid has merely an exclusive right to 'prospect for oil and gas
Within the area covered by his permit, and to use and occupy so muchb
of -the surface as may be necessary to his operations. The departnment
has determined that it has authority to grant permits for concurrent
operations for different mineral 'deposits :or materials which may
occur on or in the lands.; See paragraph 3, Oil and Gas Regulations0
of March 11, 1920 (4T L.ID. 437; 50-L. D. 276; Ibid. 640; 51 L. I3.
180; Ibid. 0622).
'There would seem to be no reason, therefore, why the Government
should not have permittees under the acts of 1906 and 1920 'on the
same land at the same time.
I believe the, foregoing fully covers the questions submitted by
'Mr. Nusbaum.
Approved:
'

JOHN
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CONSTRUCTION OF TEE ACT ,OF JANUARY 25, 1927, WITH RESPECT TO ASSIGNMENT OF MINERAL SCHOOL SECTION LANDS
AS BASE FOR INDEMNITY SELECTIONS
Instructions, February 1, 1928
SCHOOL LAND-MINERAL LANDS-STATUTES.

*The act of January 25, 1927, was a supplemental grant of numbered school
sections, mineral in character, the purpose of which was to simplify
:
administration of the State's school grant and to effect a final adjustment
and settlement of questions of title arising thereunder.
Saconoo LAND-MINERAL LANDS-SELECTION---INDEMNITY-STATUTES.:
*
The grant of January 25, 1927, was a grant in praesenti which operated to
vest title in the States to all unappropriated, unreserved mineral school
sections in place, for which indemnity thad not been taken, and such lands
can not thereafter be assigned as base for indemnity selections by reason
only of their mineral character.
Sooo. LAND-MINERAL LANDS-INDEMNITY-STATUTES.

One purpose of the act of February 28, 1891, was to provide means whereby
the United States could reacquire title to lands which, although acquired
by the States, were of such character or of such status as the grants contemplated should be withheld from the States.
SCEOOL LAND-MINERAL LANDS-INDEMNITY-STATUTES.
Section 2 of the act of January 25, 1927, specifically provides that mineral
lands shall not be taken as indemnity or in lieu of school lands surrendered
or lost in place, and continues in full force and effect; only laws governing
lieu selections and exchanges to-satisfy losses.
SOnIooLn LA6ND-MINEALI LANDS-SELECTION-INDEMNITY-STATTUTES.
The provision in section 2 of the act of: January 25, 1927, "that all existing
laws governing lieu selections and exchanges are hereby continued in full
force and effect," neither added to nor took away from the States any
rights that they had under the act of February 28, 1891.

SCHOOL LAND-SELEOTION-INDEMNITY.-STATUTES:.
iSection 2 of the act of January 25; 1927, saved to a State the right to have
indemnity selections perfected where the offer to make the exchange was
prior to the date of that act, but, as to offers proffered after that date,
indemnity is authorized only for numbered school sections lost to the
State.
LAND-SELECTION-INDEMNITY--LAND DEPARTMENT-STATUtTES.
Surrender by a State of a school section of a class contemplated by the act
of February 28, 1891;,followed by a formally correct lieu selection, is an
exercise of an option given the State by Cofigress, recognition of which is
mandatory as to the Land Department.

i.SCHiOOL

FINNMy, First'Assistant Secretary::
On May 1I2, 1927, you [Commissioner of the General Land
requested instructions (a) as to whether since the approval
act of January 25, 1927 (44 Stat. 1026), a State may " assign
section lands Ias base for indemnity selections by reason only
57522-27-vo
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mineral character of, such school section lands," and (b) whether the
provisions of the act of January 25, 1927, "supersede the. provision
of the act of February 28, 1891 (26 Stat. 796), authorizing the' selection of lands 'in lieu of school section lands mineral in character, so
as to inhibit selection by and conveyance to the States of lands in
lieu of school section lands granted by the later act."
The act of January'25,i'1927, provided that; subject to. certain
* exceptions "the several grants to the States, of numbered sections in
place for the support or in. aid of public schools be, and the same are
hereby extended to embrace numbered school sections, 'mineral in
character * * *.
Mineral lands of this character, for twhichiS
* indemnity had been' sought or received by the6several States were
excepted from the provisions of saidc act as* were lands withdrawn
or otherwise appropriated.
A
:By subsection (b) of section 1 of the. act of January 25, 1927, a
specific method to be used in disposing 'of mineral lands granted
thereunder was imposed as a condition subsequent to the grant, witha : a::provision for forfeiture proceedings in cases of breach of this
condition.
SSection 2 of the-act of January 25, 1927, is as follows:
That nothing herein contained is intended, or shall be held or construed to
increase, diminish, or affect the rights of States under grants other than for
the support of common or public schools by numbered school sections in place,.
and this Act shall not apply to indemnity or lieu selections or exchanges or the
right hereafter to select indemnity for numbered school sections in: place lost, to:
the State under the provisions of this or other Acts, and all existing laws
governing suchlgrants and indemnity or lieu selections and exchanges are hereby

continued in full force and effect.
The grant made :by the act of January 25, 1927, was a grant in
* praese
and, ssince section 1 of thisiact vested title in the State to
ant
all unappropriated, unreserved mineral school sections 'in place, for
which0 a State had not been indemnified, and since the States were
limited, under section 2 of said acts to indemnity for mineral lands
:
o1nly
where "lost to the State under this or other acts " it seems clear'
that a State may not, since the date of said-act, assign school section
lands as base for indemnity selections "by reason only of the 'mineral
character of such school section lands. They acquired title by virtue
of the grant of January: 25, 1927 and have no loss for which they
may be indemnified. This disposes of your first inquiry.
The act of: February 28, 1891,. .suopra, extended to the States a
right (which they were at liberty to exercise or forego) to surrender
lands to which they had acquired title, where sections in.place-"are
mineral lands or are included within any Indian, military, or other:
reservation, or are..otherwise disposed. of by th4 IUnited States." The
States making such surrenders were entitled ,to select andl .receive
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title to other lands of equal acreage in lieu thereof, each lieu selection
to be a waiver of right to the base lands.
Examination of the school-land grants made prior to February 28.
1891, and thereafter, disclose that exceptions from those grants were
made wherever sections in place, were " mineral land " or were " ineluded within any Indian, military, or other reservation," or were
":otherwise disposed of by the United States." It is apparent, therefore, that the purpose of the act of February 28, 1891 was to provide
means. whereby the United States could eaucquire title to lands which,
although acquired by the States, were of such kind or of such status
as the grants contemplated should be withheld from said States.
It is provided in section 2 of the act of January 25, 1927, that
"this act shall not apply to indemnity or lieu selections, or exchanges." This-means that mineral lands may not be taken as
indemnity or in lieui of surrendered or lost place lands.: Said section
further provides that "all existing laws governing lieu selections
and exchanges are hereby continued in full force andSefect."0
The obvious purpose of this last provision is that the States shall
not be deprived of any rights which they had under the preceding
acts. It is equally clear that no added rights were intended to be
conferred. It is also clear that the broad purpose of the act of
January 25, 1927, when ascertained from all its provisions, was to
vest in the several States, finally and irrevocably, full title to school
sections in place wherever rnineral values, known or potential, constituted the onlv bars to the operations of the previous grants made
to said States. The reports, debates, and legislative history of said
act support this view.
Prior to the act -of January 25, 1927, a State could exchange
mineral lands in school sections in place for. other lands pursuant to
the act of 1891, only- in the comparatively small number, of cases
where mineral values became known after the effective date of the
school land grants. Lands in place known to be mineral prior to
States
Unitedd
such dates never became the properties of the States, U
v. Morrson (240 U. S. 192); United States v. Sweet (245: U. S.
563), and hence formed no bases for exchanges. On the other hand,
the courts have held that a surrender by a State of a school section
of a class contemplated by 'the act of February 28, 1891, followed
by a formally correct lieu selection, was an exercise of an option
given the State by the Congress, recognition of which was mandatory
as to the land department. Califo'nia v. Deseret Water, etc. CO.

(243 U. S. 415); Payne v. New Mexico (255 U. S..367); Wyo'niing
v. United States (255 U. S. 489).

It will readily be seen that, if every section of mineral land to
which a State acquired title, by virtue of the act of January 25,
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1927, may be used as base for an exchange under the act of 1891,
that the latter' act has vastly enlarged the scope of the former, and
that a State may elect to retain title to such mineral sections as it
sees
I
fit, and as to the remainder, may make exchanges which this
department must accept upon formally correct selection.'
Under this view, a State could seek exchanges for every acre
acquired under the act of 1927, and instead of a simplification of the
States' grants, and a speedy' and final settlement of the question. of
*States' titles to school sections in place, intended to be secured by
the act of January 25, 1927, the adjudication of States' rights would
be further projected into the future, and this purpose completely
evaded.
* The view that a State may exchange, under the act of 1891, mM* f: eral lands acquired under the act of 1927 is so plainly contrary to the
intent and purposes of both acts as to be untenable, and in answer to
your second inquiry I have to inform you that: A State may not
make such: a lieu selection, where mineral lands acquired by virtue
of the act of January 25, 1927, are offered as the basis for the
exchange.
It remains to consider the purpose and legal effect of the-provision
in section 2, of the act of January 25, 1927. "That existing laws
governing lieu selections and exchanges are hereby continued in full
force and effect" with relation to the prior rights of the State to
nmakie selections in'lieu of numbered sections prescribed in the grant
found in place which, since the date of attachment of the grant, have
been found to be mineral in character but which were not known to
be mineral at that date. As to such sections the State's title attached
as of agricultural lands, but the first proviso to section 2275, Revised
Statutes, as amended in 1891, authorized the State to waive its right
to such sections and to select other lands in lieu thereof. See Cadifornia V. Deseret-Water Company, supra. But while this right of
selection was accorded it was in the nature of an optional privilege in
so far as the State was concerned and additional to anything found
in the granting act. However phrased it was in the interest of the
United States and to the end that a reinvestment of title might be
effected with respect to lands' which were not of the character intended to be granted. The land department had no authority to
rule the State to an exercise of the option but was bound to honor
it if an exchange 'otherwise regular was proffered by the State.'Hence, it follows that, in all 'cases where the State had made such
proffer, the' act of'January 25, 1927, saves to it the right to have its
selection completed. However, as to such selections as may have been'
proffered since the passage of said act, or which 'may hereafter be
proffered, the case is different. No vested;rights' attach under a.
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conditional privilege until such time as it is exercised, and until that
time it may be taken away by competent authority. Hence, the
question recurs as to the bearing and effect of the act of January 25,1927, on this question. As has been already seen, the primary purpose of said act was to simplify administration of the State's school
grant and to effect a final adjustment and settlement of questions of
title arising thereunder. To this end a supplemental grant was made
of mineral lands. Except by way of confirmation and further assurance of title, that act had no relation to and did not include mineral
land so situated for the conclusive reason that these sections did not
belong to the United States. The State's title thereto had attached
under prior laws. On the other hand, and in view of the policy
of the act, the United States had no further interest in mineral lands
that already belonged to the State. Congress so enlarged the grant
as to include all mineral lands, and to now hold that the State may
continue to release mineral lands belonging to it under a prior grant
as bases for further selection imputes to the act of Congress an utterly
absurd result. Further, as a matter of statutory construction based
on the language employed in said section 2 of the act, it is noted that
while it "shall not apply to indemnity lieu selections or exchanges"
yet the only right of indemnity saved to the State is limited to " the
right hereafter to select indemnity," for numbered school sections.
" lost to the State," and it follows that the further provision under
consideration in that same section continues in full force and effect
only laws governing lieu selections and exchanges " to satisfy
Zosses.
It should be remembered that lands subject to or included in any
valid application, claim, or right, initiated or held under any of the
existing laws of the United States are excluded from the provisions
of said act of 1927 and the State may in proper cases have indemnity
therefor. Of such would be a validnmineral location on lands of
the sections originally granted known to be mineral at the date the
grant would have otherwise attached. This because to that extent
the location represents a loss to the State for which it is entitled to
indemnity. But mineral lands, the title to which passed to the State
under any law, are not lost and no indemnity or lieu-land right
* remains to be satisfied. A contrary holding would permit the State
to make selections in lieu of mineral lands granted to it by the act
of 1927, which would reopen the whole question of the known Mineral
character of lands at date of that act and the attachment of rights
thereunder.
*"
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ELIZABETH CLARK,
Decided February 2, 1928
01L ANID GAS LPFaMI-ArrnrcAvIo-VIINuAL
LANDSSuVEuY-SenooL L'A
ANDS-STATUTEHS.
A pending oil and gas prospecting permit application for land known to be
of mineral character at the date of the acceptance of the survey is such
a valid application within the purview of subsection (c) of section 1 of
the act of January 25, 1927, as to prevent the operation of that act in
making a grant of certain mineral school sections to the States.
: INNEr, First::AssistatntSearetary:

:

By decision of May 14, 1927, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office rejected the oil and gas prospecting permit application of
Elizabeth Clark, which was filed on December 6, 1926, for all of
Sec. 16, T. 24 N., R. 13 W., N. M. P. M., New Mexico, for the stated
reason:
This land is also included in coal land withdrawal New Mexico No. 1, Execn
tive order of July 9, 1910.
The plat of township 24 N., R. 13 W., N. M. P. M., was approved July 19.
1915, and the title to said section presumably vested in the State of New Mexico,
under its school land grant. It is therefore not subject to appropriation
under the leasing act unless it be shown that the land was known mineral in

character at date of acceptance of the survey.
The applicant appealed, stating that the State of New Mexico
"had relinquished its claim." She further stated that it was incomprehensible how the section could be public land as far as the State
was concerned but State land in the view of the Government.
In response to the appeal, the State of New Mexico, by its CominisCioner of Public Lands, has filed a protest against allowance of the
appellant's application, contending that if title to the land did not
vest in the State by virtue of the acts of June 21, 1898 (30 Stat. 484),
and June 20, 1910 (36 Stat. 557), such title did become vested in the
State under the act of January 25, 1927 (44 Stat. 1026).
In a decision dated August 28, 1926, the Secretary of the Interior
held that the section involved was known coal 'land at the time of
acceptance of survey. Title to the land had therefore not passed to
the State of New Mexico.
When the appellant filed her application this section was pullic
land subject to such filing. In subsection (c) of section I of theDact
of January 25, 1927, supre , making a grant of certain mineral school
sections to the States, it is providedThat any lands * *
subject to or included in any valid application
claim, or right initiated or held under any of the existing laws of the United
States, unless or until such application claim, or right is relinquished or canceled, *
'
are excluded from the provisions of this Act.

S!523
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It is clear that on account of the pendency of the appellant's application the act of January 25,0 1927, did not affect the section
involved.

The decision appealed from is reversed. If this decision becomes
final a prospecting permit will be granted to the appellant.
Reversed.
EVELYN C. MULLER
Decided Febraery 2, 1928
AMENDMENT-STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD-PATENT-TRANSFnREE.
While the location of a patented entry may be changed through amendment,
its extent can not be enlarged because of the entryman's mistaken understanding with respect to its location; and those who claim through. the
entryman are in no better position than the entryman himself.
AMENDMnTr-STocx-RAIsINaG

loiMEsTEA-STATUTrS..

Section 2372, Revised Statutes, as reenacted by the act of February 24, 1909,
is applicable to the amendment Iof an entry made under mistaken understanding with respect to its location on the ground.
DnEPAxTmrNTAL DEcisioN CIT

AND APPLIED.

Case of Harris Millerl(51 L. D. 281), cited and applied.

:
FINNEY, First Assistamnt Secretary:
Evelyn C. Muller, .on February 5, 1927, filed application 026744, to
make original stock-raising homestead entry for 640 acres, embracing
the NW. 'A SE. 1,4 Sec. 20, as well as other lands in that section and
in Secs. 21, 28, and 30, T. 58 N., R. 82 W., 6th P. M., within the
Buffalo, Wyoming, land district.
On June 1, 1927, Walter T. Evans and Joseph J. Evans filed, a
protest with the Commissioner of the General Land Office against
the allowance of Miss Muller's application to the extent that it embraced the said NW. '4 SE. '/4 Sec. 20. The protestants stated that
.prior to August 8, 1907, their mother, Mary Evans, made desert-land
entry for certain lands which included the S. 1½2 SE. 1'4 of the said
Sec. 20, and that the entry was patented to her; that thereafter the
protestants acquired the patented land from their mother and that
they were its legal owners and were in possession of the same; that at
or about the time of the issuance of the patent to Mrs. Evans, and
- prior thereto, she placed improvements of various kinds, having a
total value of about $2,750, on what she then believed to be land
embraced within her entry andjthat the protestants afterwards added
a rock garage valued at $600; that a survey made at the time Miss
Muller filed her stock-raising application showed, however, that the
improvements in question were not upon the entry of Mrs. Evans
-
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but were located north- of her north line and were within the said
NW. 1/4 SE. 1/4 of Sec. 20; and that these improvements were inclosed
in and fenced with other lands belonging to the protestants, and that
Miss Muller had personal knowledge of that fact. The protestants
stated further that they werein a position to make homestead entry
for the tract in question, and they asked that Miss Muller be required
to show cause why the said tract should not be excluded from her
application, to the end that one of the protestants might be enabled
to make; homestead entry for the same.
The protest was corroborated by the joint affidavit of 'Caleb A.
Evans and MAary Evans, the father and mother of the protestants.
In a decision dated August 19, 192/7, the Commissioner, after reviewing the facts in the case as disclosed by the Evans brothers'
* protest, held Miss Muller's application 026744 for rejection as to the
said NW. 1/4 SE. 1/4 Sec. 20, subject to her right to appeal or to show
cause why her application should not be rejected as to that tract.
ESo far as the record, discloses, Miss Muller had no notice of the protest
prior to the Commissioner's decision.
Thereafter, within the time limited, Miss Muller filed a lengthy
answer to the protest, in which she made statements tending to show
that while the improvements mentioned therein actually were upon
,the tract in dispute, they had deteriorated to such an extent as to be
worthless. She also stated, in effect, that the protestants had abandoned any right which they may have had to the improvements
for more than nine years, and in support of that statement she re*ferred to the original stock-raising homestead enry, Buffalo 010526,.
erroneously described as 010527, of Samuel Evans, a kinsman of the
protestants, which embraced the tract in question, together with other
lands, and which was allowed, according to the respondent's statement, in* June, 1917, and which remained intact with the full
knowledge of the protestants until October, 1926.
Miss Muller's answer, 'together with the original papers relating to
the entry, Buffalo 010526, of Samuel Evans, have been forwarded for
the consideration of the department.
The department finds that the respondent's answer does not meet
the case made by the protest. The fact that Mrs. Evans placed
numerous and substantial improvements upon the land lying just
north of her desert-land entry establishes to the satisfaction of the
department that she did so in the belief that -the land upon which
the improvements were placed was within the limits of her entry,
and that it was not a part of the NW. 14 SE. 1/4 of the said Sec. 20.
Under such conditions the fact that the, entry of Samuel Evans,
which included the NW. 1/4 SE. 1/4 Sec. 20, was permitted to stand unchallenged by Mrs. Evans and her successors in interest raises no pre-
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-sumption against her or them,- especially as there is no allegation
that Samuel Evans ever laid claim to the improvements:
Miss Muller makes no denial of the allegations that the improvements were inclosed and fenced with lands belonging to the protestants, and that the fact that they were not located upon the patented land of Mrs. Evans was first disclosed by a survey made at the
time she, Miss; Muller, filed her application to enter. As already
stated, she bases her defense upon the protestants' apparent abandonment of right, as evidenced by the deteriorated and worthless condition of the improvements themselves, and by the protestants' silence
during the intervening years when the'N". 1/4 SE. 1/4 of Sec. 20
was covered by the entry of Samuel Evans.
The point with respect to Samuel Evans's entry has been answered
already. With respect to abandonment, it is only necessary to say
that abandonment is not an issue in the case. If Mrs. Evan§ and
her sons believed that the improvements were on her land, the fact
that they were permitted to fall into decay and ruin is immaterial,
as the owner of land is not bound to maintain improvements upon it
Vunless he wishes to do: so.
While the department is convinced that the protest is well founded,
it still is of the opinion .that- it should not be sustained unconditionally.
Here the protestants base their protest upon rights acquired from
their mother. The case is not one where a claim of superior right to
a part of the public domain is asserted by reason of settlement and
improvement thereon, although that seems to be the theory of the
protestants, but the claim rests upon an alleged mistake as to the
boundaries of patented land. It appears that Mrs. Evans's patented
entry Rembraced 320 acres, but that it did not include the NW. 1/4
SE. 1/4 Sec. 20, although she believed that the land within that subdivision was part of her entry, and placed improvements upon it in
that belief. While the location of a patented entry may be changed
through amendment, its extent 'can not be enlarged because of the
entryman's mistaken, understanding with respect to its location.
Mrs. Evans could not acquire a legal title by patent to the 320 acres
described in her entry, and at the same time acquire an equitable
title to 40 acres additional because she was miistakeni as to the location
of her boundary and placed improvements upon the 40 acres in question instead 'of on the described land, and in this respect those who
claim under her are in no better position than herself.
The proper procedure to be ta'ken in this case is outlined in the
circular of April 22, 1909 (37 L. D. 655), having reference to amendments under section 2372 of the Revised Statutes, as reenacted by the
act of February 24, 1909 (35 Stat. 645). See also the departmental
decision in the case of Hammri.s iller (51 L. D. 281).
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The case accordingly is remanded with directions to defer final
action upon the application of Miss Muller with. respect to the said
NW. 1/4 SE. 1/4 See. 20 for 30 days. from notice to the protestants of:.
this decision, in order that they may be enabled, if they so desire, to
file an application for the amendment of their mother's patented
desert-land entry in accordance with the provisions of the said circular of April 22, 1909, and to comply with the various requirements
of that circular. Should noa action to that end be taken by the
protestants within the time limited, their protest should be dismissed
and VMiss Muller's application should be allowed for the tract in
controversy in default of other objections.,
Remanded.
EMIL L. KRUSHNIC'
Dei:ded October 3S 1927
MINING

CLAIM-OIL-SHALE

LANDs-ITfPxovsNnTs-AssEsSMENT

Woax-Foln-

PETURE.

*Avalid mining location, unperfected at the date of the leasing act of Febru-

ary 25, 1920, by a certificate of entry, is forfeited upon failure to' fulfill the
statutory requirement as to. annual labor and improvements, and 'the land
therein becomes subject to disposition only) under that act.
OIL-SH:ALM LANDS-MINERAL LANDS-MINING

CLAIM-WITHDRAWAL-STATUTES.

* Section 37 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920, was in effect a withdrawal
of lands containing the minerals specified therein from location and entry
under the general mining laws, and was for a public purpose.
OIL-SIALE LANDS-MINEkAL LANDS-MINING CAIRM-NoTICE-STATUTES.

Section 37 of the act of February 25; 1920, affords notice to all persons interested in mineral locations containing minerals mentioned therein of the
conditions under which they may maintain. their claims, and protect the
deposits claimed from the operation of the act.:
MINING CLAIM-OIL-SHALE LANDS-WITHDRAWAI-REhLOCAT.TON-RESUTMPTION

ASSESSMENT WORK-STATUTES.

.

OF

K

The provision in section 2324, Revised'Statutes, relating to: the resumption of
work is a restriction imposed upon the right of relocation, and it has no
application to lands no longer subject to relocation, or to the operation of
the general mining laws, but withdrawn from such operation and subject
to other disposition for a public purpose.
MINING CLAIM-OIL-SHALE LANDS-PATENT-LAND DEPARTTMENT-JUaIsDICTION.

The Land, Department has jurisdiction to determine whether. mining claims,
for which no patent has been sought are valid or invalid, Land so declare.
MINING CLAIM-OIL-SHALE ILANDS-IMPROvEMiNTs-AsSEsSMENT WORE.-GROUP
DEVELOPMENT-EVIDENOE-BURDEN

OF PROOF.

charge that the annual assessment
Where a mining locator', in defense of a6L
work and improvement ptescribed by section 2324, Revised Statutes, had not
;been performed upon the claim under attack, relies upon the labor and
;

See decision on

motion for'-rehearing,ipage 2;5.
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improvements made upon certain claims comprising part of the group, asV
intended to aid in the development of the others, the burden is upon him to
establish that the work done, or improvements made, tend to the development of the property as a whole, and that such work is a part of a
general scheme of improvement.
MINING CLAIM-OID-SHALE LANDs-GRouP DEvaLoPMEN1H-IMrnovEMBNTs-AsSESSMENT WORK.

Work, regardless of its value otherwise, can not be said to. be done in the
development of a group of mining claims, if it does not constitute a part of
a general plan having in view the development of the group, so that the
ore may be more readily extracted, and has- no reasonable adaptation to
that end.

MINING

CLAIM-OIL-SHALE

LArNDS-IMapovEMnnrs-AssESSMENT

WoaK-Ex-

rPEzaInTiRES.

The value of shafts upon a placer claim, apparently not sunk to actually
extract mineral but to secure data upon which to base later development
work, .and of a drill hole placed upon a claim for the purpose of prospecting
it, is properly creditable in meeting the expenditures required as a condition
precedent to entry and patent under section 2325, Revised Statutes.
MINING CLAIM-OIL-SHALE LANDS-IMPnOVEMErNTS-WORDS AND PHRASESSTATUTES.
The definition of the word "improvement" as used in section 2324, Revised
Statutes, is " such an artificial change of -the physical conditions of the
earth in, upon, or so reasonably near a mining claim as to evidence a design
to discover mineral therein or to facilitate its extr'action, and in all cases
the alteration must be reasonably permanent in character."i:
MINING
CLAIM-OIL-SHALE
LANDS-IMPROVExMEsNTs-AssESSAINT
WOmEEVIDENCE.

Work or improvement sought to be credited under section 2324, Revised
Statutes, must have a direct relation to the claim, or be in reasonable
proximity to it, and it must be shown that it was intended at the time
as annual assessment work for that particular claim.
MINING CLAIM-OIL-SHALE LANDs-GRoUP DEvELoPMENT-IMPROVEIMENTS--AsSESSMENT WORB-EvIDENIcE.
The fact that an assessment hole might be utilized- as a portal for a tunnel
or in the construction of an air shaft under some later plan of development
is insufficient to credit its value as a group improvement.
MINING CLAIM-OIL-SHALE LANDs-RuLE OF PROPERTY-EvIDENOE--COUTRTS-JUIsDICTIoN.

The rule to the effect that it is not within the province of the courts to
question the judgment of a property owner in the legitimate use of his
-property, or to determine whether one mode of use would be more beneficial than another, wvill not be applied for the benefit of a mining claimant
-if the plan pursued can have no reasonable adaptation to its alleged
purpose, the mere assertion that it u-as pursued for that purpose being
insufficient, even though good faith in its pursuit be conceded.
FINNEY, First Assistant

Secretary:

This is an appeal by Emil L. Krushnic from- a decision of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office of October 5, 1926, ad-
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judging the Spad No. 3 oil shale placer claim, covering the N. 1/e
N. ½i2 Sec. 12, T. 5 S., R. 96 W., 6th P. M., GlenwoodSprings land
district, Colorado, null and void, and holding his application 022364
for patent to the same for rejection. On December 15, 1923, adverse proceedings were directed against the location upon three
charges. Charges 1 and 2, in effect, allege that the location, was
fraudulent and made in bad faith, in that Krushnic and Chris C.
Dere made the location for their sole benefit by resorting to the.
device of using the names of six persons in the location of the claim.
who were without interest therein for the purpose of obtaining more
land than could be embraced in a location made by two locators.
Charge 3. alleged that the claimants were not, on February 25, 1920,
in -diligent prosecution of work looking to discovery of mineral.
It appears from the record that subsequently the attention of the
Commissioner was invited to the first report made upon the claim
by a field inspector containing a recommendation that a charge be
preferred that no annual assessment work for 1920 had been performed upon the claim, whereupon, on February 6, 192S, the charges
were amended to include charge 4, which reads: " That for the year
1920, as extended by the act of December 31, 1920 (41 Stat. 1084),
to July 1, 1921, neither the applicant nor his predecessors in interest
performed any assessment work to the value of at least $100, tending
Dto develop the claims."
*
The applicant denied the charges and upon issues joined a hearing
was duly had between the parties, resulting in a record of proceedings of some 900 pages.
This record appears to require the comment that it is unduly
* burdened with unnecessary arguments upon the materiality of testimony, and with other discussions, and with much testimony so inconsequential or so remotely relating to the issues that it could
properly have been suppressed by the register under Rule 38 of
Practice as obviously irrelevant.
At the close of the Government's case the register sustained the
demurrers of the defendants to the sufficiency of the evidence to sustain charges 1, 2, and 3, and 6v'erruled his demurrer to charge 4.
Charges 1 and 2 were not only riot proven but refuted-by the testimony of the locators of the claims. Charge 3 in the absence of an
averment of lack of discovery of mineral and made where discovery
was not questioned, was clearly inapplicable and invalid. Furthermore, no evidence was offered to support it. The Government discharged the initial burden upon it by establishing pBiend face that
no annual assessment work was performed upon the claim for 1920
within the period*required and went further in anticipation of the
defense and offered evidence, tending to show that the work outside
the claim declared to have been done for its benefit as one of a group,
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-was not done for that purpose or had a tendency to benefit the claim
as one of a group. The action upon the demurrers was correct.
The defendant assails the sufficiency of charge 4 as a valid charge
in his brief and oral argument before the department, and contends
that the Government is not by the leasing act (act of February 25,
1920) invested with the character of an adverse claimant; that no
annual assessment work has been required to maintain claims theretofore initiated and existent at the date of the passage of said, act;
that the claim does not become ipso faoto void upon default in the
performance of assessment work, but it would be necessary, to effect
such a forfeiture, to assert and establish the same in an independent
tribunal. The defendant points to the familiar provision of the
mining law that as to land subject to relocation by another upon
default of the prior locator in the performance of annual assessment
work the forfeiture is not consummated until some one else enters
with the intent to appropriate the property under the mining laws.X
From this it is argued that it is the entry by another that gives
notice to a defaulting claimant that he will have to defend against
forfeiture, and from this it is contended, in effect, that some physical
reentry or affirmative action against the claim must be taken by the
Government to terminate a defaulting claimant's rights, and if prior
thereto, he resumes his work on the claim, he cures the default. The
argument proceeds to state:
even if the effect of the leasing act could be said to be to invest with the
character of public land withdrawn from entry any claims existing at the time
of the passage of the act and thereafter abandoned, surely it can not be claimed
that the effect of the act is such as to work the forfeiture ipso facto of a claim
for which assessment work has been done in any year after the passage of
the leasing act which assessment work might in the opinion of some field
inspector of the Government be insufficient to meet the $100 requirement of
the, statute and, 'pso facto, without any overt act on its partX whatsoever,
to constitute a fictional entry upon the claim by the Government. If such
could be the case, the original claimant, never having intended to abandon,
would have no notice that there had been a claimed forfeiture as he would in
the case of the required actual entry upon the claim by any true adverse
claimant. He might continue to do his assessment work in good faith year
after year and expend hundreds of dollars upon his claim, as was done in
this case. The moment when he would first be apprised that there had been
a claimed forfeiture in a prior year based upon the alleged insufficiency of the
assessment work done in that year would be at the time of his application for
patent.

The contention is not supported by any authority in point nor
can the reasoning-be accepted as sound.
Charge 4 is founded upon the doctrine that in view of the provisions of section 2324, Revised Statutes, requiring the performance
of annual' assessment work, and the excepting clause in section 37 of
the leasing act, a valid mining location made for any of the minerals
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specifiedin said act,-and unperfected at the date thereof by a. certificate of entry can not be perfected, but is forfeited upon failure to
fulfill the statutory requirement as to annual labor and improvements, and the land therein becomes subject to disposition under the
leasing act. Cronierg v. Haelett (51 L. D. 101) ; Intentate Oil
Corporaton alld Frank 0. Chittenden (50 L. D. 262). Section 37
of the leasing act was in effect a withdrawal of lands containing
oil shale and the other minerals specified therein from location and
entry under the general mining laws, and for a public purpose. It
forbids the perfection of any such location or entry except valid
claims existent at the date of its passage and thereafter maintained
in compliance with the laws under which initiated, and prescribes
that the deposits named therein shall be disposed of only in the
manner provided in the act, except claims existing and maintained
* as above stated. The act had for one of its objects the raising of
additional public revenue, evidenced by changing the method of
disposition of such deposits from a free grant thereof under valid
possessory rights or by the conveyance for a nominal sum of absolute
title to the ground claimed, a system' of leasing in which rents and
rovalties' are exacted from the lessee. In a recent decision (UnitedStates v. Lew'is G. Norkon1), decided by the Court of Appeals for
the fifth circuit, June 9, 1927, the court said of a withdrawal of a
tract under section 2380 for the purpose of survey and sale as town
lots: " It is quite apparent that a statute providing for so changing
the existing methods of disposing of public lands as to effect an
increase of the Government's revenue is one for a public purpose, and
the public land reserved pursuant to such a statute is reserved for a
public purpose."'
Section 37 of the leasing act affords notice to all persons interested
in mineral locations containing the minerals mentioned therein of
the conditions under which they may maintain their claims and protect the deposits claimed from its operation. There is no warrant
for reading into its saving clauses the statutory provision as to resumption of work of the original locator before hostile entry by
another. This seems clear when such provision is considered in connection with its context. Section 2324, Revised Statutes, after prescribing the requirement' of annual assesment work, provides:
* * * and upon a failure to comply with these conditions the claim ory
mine upon which such failure occurred shall be open to' relocation in the same
manner as if no location of the same had ever been made, provided that the
original locators, their heirs, assigns, lor legal representatives, have not. resumed work upon the claim*after failure and before such location.

It is plain that the provision relating to the resumption of work is
a restriction' -imposed upon the right of relocation. It applies only to1See 19 Fed. (2nd) 836.
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claims that could be relocated but for the resumption of work.. It' has
no application to lands no longer subject to relocation, or to the
operation of the general mining laws, but withdrawn from such operation and subject to other disposition for a public purpose. The defaulting claimant can not restore -a lost estate in such lands by resuming annual labor and improvements at a later time.,
* There is no question as to the jurisdiction of the department to
determine whether mining claims for which no patent has been
sought are valid or invalid, and so declare. That has been so held
in a number of decisions by the department, which have received the
sanction of the Supreme Court. (C~ipper Mining Co v.
ing Co., 194 U. S. 220, 223, 234; Cameron v. United States, 252 U. S.
450, 463.)
It follows from. what has been said that if the mineral claimants
of this Iodation failed to perform the annual work and improvement
prescribed by section 2324, upon the claim, their rights under the'
location upon such failure terminated.
The Government's evidence that no work was done or improvements made for the year 1920 within the boundaries of the Spad.
No. 3 is not controverted by the defendant, but he' relies upon the
;labor and improvements made in that year upon Spad claims 4, 5,
and 6, composing part of a group of six contiguous claims named
Spads 1 to 6, as expenditure intended to aid in the development, and
redounding to the benefit of Spad: 3 claim and others of the group.
In this situation, the Government is discharged from its original
burden of -proving the default, and it becomes incumbent upon the
defendant to establish that the work done, or improvements made,
do, as a matter of fact, tend to the development of the property as
a whole, and that such work "is a part of a general scheme of improvement. Dolles v. Hamberg Comsolidated Mines Co. (23 L. D.
* 267, 274); CopGper anee Lode (29 L. D. 542, 549); Hall v. Kearney
S'melting Co.
fand
(Colo.) (33 Pac. 373); CopperMountain Mining
* v. Butte and Clorbin Consolidated Copper and Silver Mining Co.
(Mont.) (104 Pac. 540, 542); Lindley on Mines (Sec. 631).
The record shows that Chris C. Dere located for himself and
.associates the Spad' Group 1 to, 6 in 1919. These claims constitute
one contiguous group in the form of a rectangle, covering 'ajl of
Sec. 12 and the S. ½12 of Sec. 1, each claim a quarter mile wide 'and
a mile long, running in their numerical order from north to south
on the slope of a-mountain.
- < 80Spad 6 is the lowest stratigraphically and topographically, and
upon its eastern- portion, in a IV-shaped* escarpment with its apex
pointing northwesterly, the Mahogany series of oil shales, considered
the thickest andirichest of the Green River formation, outcrop ex-
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tensively and are believed by geologists to underlie the other claims,
of the group. Davis Gulch, a tributary of Parachute Creek, traverses the claims in a southeasterly clirection. The dip of the- shale
beds, variously stated to be from 2 to 4 degrees, is in the direction
of the drainage. In the fall of 1920 three cuts were made, the first
in the Mahogany oil shale 'in the escarpment facing southerly about
200 feet west of the east boundary of, and upon Spad 6, and about
2,900 feet from the south line of Spad 3 claim; the second in a fair
grade of oil shale west of the center and near the north boundary of
Spad 5, and on the west side of Davis Gulch, about 1,500 feet from
Spad 3; and the third, .a hole in broken. sandstone, about 750 feet
from Spad 3, and on east side of Davis Gulch, and the easterly portion of Spad 4, which defendant's witnesses state exposes in the lefthand corner of the hole a bed of oil s;hfale a few, inches in thickness.
It appears that Spad 5 covers identically the same ground as Hoffman
3 placer, and Spad 6 is similarly covered by Hoffman 2 placer that
the Hoffmnans are, the earlier locations; and the.Spads 5 and 6 were
located in ignorance of such prior locations; and that thereafter
the Columbia Oil Shale and Refining Company, which is a party in
interest in the cla~im here in controversy, acquired title to the said
Hoffman claims and obtained patent to both on the earlier title,
without claiming credit for the improvements here in question. The
issues presented by the testimony are, first, whether these three cuts
outside the Spad 3 were made for, and tend to: develop, that claim
and others of this group, and, second, if the first question is resolved
in the affirmative, whether the reasonable value of such cuts collectively is sufficient when prorated among the six claims of, the
group to satisfy the requirement of $100 worth of work for the Spad
3 claim. If the work is not a partof a general plan having in view
the general development of the gr6up, so that the ore may be more
readily extracted, and the: work has no reasonable adaptation to
that end, then no matter what the value of it is, it can not be said
to be done in the development of the group.; Copper Mountain
Mining and Smnelting Co. v. Butte and Corbin Consolidated Copper
and Silver Ming Co. supra.
The cut in the MahogaDy ledge Noi Spad 6 is described as an ire
regular, wedge-shaped hole, admittedly difficult to measure and
ascertain the size, having but three faces and made1by blasting the
face of the cliff. Inspector Kintz, who measured it, estimiated the
cubic yardage of rock removed as between 30 and&60, and Mr. Good-.
ale, engineer for the claimants, who likewise measured it, placed it
at 88 cubic yards. Inspectors Berry and Stull, witnesses for the
Government, from observing it, estimated it at 45 and 50 cubic
yards, respectively. The hole is placed at the sandstone marker at
.
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the top of the Mahogany !hales, and Kintz, who is the only witness
who testified as to this mater, stated it was about 200 feet to a safe
landing place below. The men who. dug this cut both testified, Dere
for the defendant and C. E. Pratt for the Government. Their tes~
timony can not be reconciled, and the testimony of both betrays many
inconsistencies and inaccuracies developed on cross-examination,' but
they agree that they took advantage of a crack
ein
the- rock parallel
with the cliff to place a charge of powder, Pratt saying that it took
11/2 cans and Dere 6 cans of black powder, and the hole was blown
out with a single blast. According to Dere, further work followed,
squaring up the hole and mucking, consuming in all, according to
Pratt, 5 to 8 days, and, according to Dere, 10tdays. As to the purpose of this hole, Dere testified: "Well, I figured that I was doing
the work generally as has been done in that country, making open
cuts and tunnels to benefit these claims to develop them at a later
date "; that Mr. Pratt and he started opening up a tunnel on Spad 6;
that the work consisted "of an open cut and "getting ready for a
tunnel for the benefit of the SSpad claims-the group." X * *
"I
wanted to open up this rich Mahogany with a tunnel, and I figured
the next year, that I would keep working for the benefit of these
claims, tunnelling it, because it was about on the face of Spad 6
claim, and it -was a good place to dump the shale for retorting and
operating." He was asked, "What did you know about tunnels?"
He answered, " Well, in 1910, I seen some tunnels built up at the
head of east Middle Creek made by Joe Bellis." Question: Had
those been built for groups of claims up there? Answer. Yes, sir.
On cross-examination Dere stated that he is not an engineer, and
in reply to further question as to his intent, stated: "Well, I was
figuring on driving the tunnel on Spad 6 for the development of all
of them, because it was the most practical claim to work from, and
it was down below the cliff, and I didn't have to move the retort up
on top of the hill to work those other claims." He further stated
that he had dug over 500 assessment holes, any one of which could
have been turned into tunnels by open cut, but he did not think that
'there were any (turned into tunnels).V
Goodale, the engineer in charge of the' assessment work from 1921
on, testified that he first knew of the hole on Spad 6 in 1922; that
Dere had talked with him about tunnels, but he had no recollection
of iDere mentioning this hole as intended'-for a tunnel until "lately";
that Dere mentioned'the hole to him as one' made for the Spad group,
but it did not interest him, and he did not go to look at it at the time,
because it was a difficuilt place to get to and his company had title then
to"-the Hoffman location; that it was not represented' as an improvement 'in the application' for patent to the Hoffman 2 laim." Pratt's
5T522-27-voL 52-19
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testimony is silent as to whether such was the intent in excavating
this hole.
As to the hole on Spad 5, it appears there is a cabin on that claim.
Fred Dere's testimony is to the effect that he was told by his brotheri
Chris to go up and dig a certain sized hole 500 feet from this cabin
and to stay up there a; couple of weeks; that he dug a hole in black
shale about 500 feet from the cabin, 10 by 12 by 18 feet, but did not
know in what direction it was from the cabin. He identified a check
for $320 issued October 11, 1920, by Chris Dere to their father, as
one covering full payment for his labor for 14 days at the rate of
$6.00 a day, not including board and lodging. It' appears from the
testimony of Chris Dere that he did not know where this hole, was
located, and inquired for the information from his brother Fred in
the following year, in order to point it out to Mr. Goodale. Two
engineers for the defendant and one inspector for the Government
agree that the size of the hole is 38 cubic yards.
As to the hole on Spad 4, Pratt insists that'he spotted the place for
this hole and dug it. alone. Dere states it was dug by them jointly
and under his direction; that all the holes were dug for the benefit of
' the group; that snow was on the ground when he dug this hole, and
he could not see when he got, into it, but that he thought he was
getting into good shale, but it appeared to be a sandstone formation.
Pratt stated he worked 8 or 9 clays on this hole. Dere states that it
took them about 10 days to complete it. Inspectors Kintz and Stull,
who measured this hole, state the cubic yardage is 43 and 49.4, respectively. Engineers Savage and Goodale, who also measured it, got
results of 53 and 56 cubic yards, respectively.
There is a large volume of opinion evidence in the record upon both
sides relative to probable mnethods of mining shale from these claims,
and whether these cuts could or would be used in any general system
adopted for mining the shale as a group, and also whether they
actually serve any purpose, in prospecting or developing the Spad 3
claim. These opinions can not be reconciled. There appears to be
a prevailing opinion, however, among those who testified that there is
no agreement among engineers as to what mining method will be
adopted. Several of the engineers who testified for defendant were
of the opinion that the qut on Spad 6 in the mahogany shale might be
used as the portal of a tunnel, and the cut on 4 in the sinking of an
air shaft to intersect the tunnel,, and the cut on 5 as. an air shaft to
intersect a crosscut or drift from the tunnel, or that each cut might
or could be used- as the portal of a tunnel to mine the shales above it.
Engineer Hurlburt, who so testified, admitted that he. woulcd not
onrider an open eut as a tunnel, and would not lay out an airshaftbefore he started his tunnel ,but would wait until the necessity for the
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same arose, and would want the tunnel to be some distance in; that he
would not consider the cut on Spad 4 for an air shaft at the present
time; that he meant " at this stage of the oil shale game he would not
formulate any plan to operate oil shale mines"; that the cuts on 4
*and 5 would supply information as to same strata of shale for. a considerable distance on adjoining ground. Engineer Savage,. who testified to the same. effect, on cross-examination, stated that he did not
.know whether he would give any consideration to a 1920 cut as an air
shaft until after his tunnel construction was under way. When
asked whether he would tunnel northerly from a point close to the
east line of the Hoffman 2, replied that one system of laying out a
mining proposition is probably just as good as another; that it is
entirely a matter of opinion; that he would not consider the location
of an air shaft before he started to drive a tunnel, and if he were
doing it himself, he would probably do it quite differently.
Engineer Carroll was of the opinion that the cuts could be used
as level spaces for core drilling which he thought necessary in development; that he did not know whether the cuts. would fit in with
a scheme of mining that he would design; that the hole on Spad 6
might be the logical place for a tunnel, and it might not be, but he
would not consider the use of this work unsound engineering from
"information we have at this time "; that the scheme of development
that he had recommended would involve a cost of $27,000 per acre,
and the small value of a particular open cut would not have any effect
on the utilization of it in such an expenditure. Goodale's testimony
was to the effect that it was possible, and not impracticable, to use
the cut on Spad G as a tunnel, and the other cuts as air shafts, but
stated that it would be necessary to go down on it to widen it for
a portal; that considerations of haulage "and drainage and space for
dumping and retorting purposes favored the location of a tunnel at
this point; that the cuts were valuable in group development work
for the.reason that that afforded information as to the stratum in
which they were dug away from the weathering; that the sandstone
cut with the thin seam of shale in one corner, which from tracing
thel outcrop satisfied him was a solid body, furnished "negative information"; that 15 feet above the cut on Spad 5 there is a bluish shale
3 to 6 inches wide which he traced to Spad 1 and sampled and retorted, obtaining in a 14-inch cut 29 gallons of oil per ton, and that
this cut could be used as a portal of a tunnel to drive tinder shale
strata lying above it, which may be mined, though "-I am not saying
that if will be mined, but it may be by that method
that he did not
think Dere had ever discussed with him. any plan for using the cuts.
as an air shaft. 'It was his opinion that it is always possible to use
any open cut as the portal of a tunnel, if placed in such a position
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as to develop the' ground above it, and would benefit the property in
which it is put, and he had that intent with every cut lhe put in,
except one on top where it would have to be a shaft.The inspectors who testified for the Government admit that it is
possible to drive a tunnel from*the cut on Spad 6 in 'such a direction as to intersect shafts driven from the other two cuts, but were
of the opinion that it is impracticable. Among the criticisms they
made to such a scheme of mining were that a tunnel following a,
northerly course with Davis Gulch would leave no room for chambers
on the west side of it; that the floor of the cut is 14 feet above
the bottom of the mahogany shale, and if run to conform to dip of
the strata and provide for drainage, would run out and above;the
mahogany shale; that if air shafts were needed they could be placed
at lower elevation than at the sites of the other cuts so as to eliminate
150 feet of. shafting; that 'the sandstone cut on Spad 4 furnishes
no additional information as to the same strata on Spad 3, as it is
naturally exposeed for about 200 feet closer to--Spad 8; that the same
is true of the cuts in shale on Spads 5 and 6, as shale is naturally
exposed by erosion on those claims.
"Under the decisions of the courts and the Land Department labor
or improvements to be so credited must actually promote or directly
tend to promote the extraction of mineral from the land or forward
or facilitate the development of the claim as a mine or mining claim,
or be necessary for its care or the protection of the mining works
thereon, or-pertaining thereto." Higildad HMarie' and Manilla Lode
Mininfg Claims, and cases there cited (31 L. 'D. 37, 38). Under this
rule, the department has held that the value of the shafts upon a
placer claim, apparently not sunk to actually extract mineral but to
secure data upon which to base later development work, which in
that case consisted of a long tunnel finally reaching pay gravel
(Kirk et al. v. Clark et al., 17 L.. D. 190), and a drill hole placed
upon a claim for the purpose of prospecting it, and to secure data
as a basis for further development (C.: K. McCornick et ali, 40 L. D.
498, 500), were properly creditable in meeting the expenditure required of $500, as a condition precedent to entry and patent under
section 2325, Revised Statutes. And whatever may be credited as
labor and improvements to satisfy the requirements as to annual labor
under section 2324 may also be credited under sectio'n 2325, and the
decisions of the ;courts construing or interpreting such provisions
under section: 2324, may be resorted to in determining 'what expenditure in labor and improvements may be credited under section 2325,
or vice versa. Zephyr and Other LodeMining Claims (30 L. D. 510.
M13).
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'And such labor and improvements may be in fact outside the
claims, or claims in common, or on only one of the several claims in
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common, provided the claims for which the credit is sought are contiguous, and held in common and intended to aid in the development
of the claim, or claims in common, as the case may be, and the improvements are of such a character as to redound to the benefit of
all. Copper Glance Lode (29 L. D. 549), and cases there cited. But
the fact that such work has been done, and its relation to the claim
for which patent is sought, must be' clearly shown (Clark's Pocket
Quartz Mine, 27 L. D. 351). The claimants of such improvement
must show that such work was intended at the time as annual assessment work for the particular claims (Duncdn v.. Eagle Rock Gold
Mining and Reduction Co., 48 Colo. 569; 111 Pac. 585). The labor
or improvement so sought to be credited must have a direct relation
to the claim, or be in reasonable proximity to it (MeGarrity v. Byington, 12 Cal. 426).
In Fredricks v. Klauser (96 Pac. 679, 680) the Supreme Court of
Oregon defined the word' improvement as used in section 2324 as
"such an artificial change of the physical conditions of the earth in,
upon, or so reasonably near a mining claim as to evidence a design
to discover mineral therein or to facilitate its extraction, and in all
cases the alteration must be reasonably permanent in character."
(Italics supplied.) Applying these rules to the facts as disclosed
in the record, the department is unable to find that these three cuts
were part of one general scheme of development for the benefit of
' the six Spad claims or any number of them or -that they are of such
a character as to redound to the benefit of all. These facts stand out
clearly; there is no tunnel, or portal of a tunnel, and no air shafts;
there is nothing in the character of these cuts, as described by any
of the witnesses, that evidences that they were designed for such
purposes ; there is no evidence even upon the part of Dere that the
cuts on Spad 4 and 5 werejintended by him as the beginnings of
air shafts for his tunnel. Indeed, his testimony leads to the opposite inference, inasmuch as he stated that he started the cut on Spad
4 with the thought that he was getting into good shale, and found
he was in sandstone, and the locus of the cut on Spad 5 was selected
by a 17-year'.old boy who was instructed to dig a cut of certain
dimensions 500 feet from a cabin. It would seem unnecessary to
observe that air shafts for such a vast and expensive improvement
are not planned in that haphazard way. There is only the evidence
of the mining engineers whotestified for the defendant to the effect
that the cuts on Spad 4. and 5 might fit into a practicable scheme of
attack upon the oil. shale by tunneling from the cut on Spad 6, if
upon further studv of the ground and a determination of the best
methods of mining the deposit, such a method were adopted. Although it may be true that a shallow assessment hole in a stratum
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of shale may furnish some information as to the character and value
of the stratum disclosed and does furnish definite information:as to
the nature and condition of the stratum away from the effects of
weather, and information as to local dips, there is nonspecific evidence. in this record pointing out how the cut, practically in barren
sandstone on Spad 4, and the cuts on Spad 5 and 6 where the oil
shale strata were exposed by erosion, would be of service as, information as a basis for future development of Spad 3 or any other -claim
of the group other than the claim upon which the cut Novas made.
The fact that such an assessment hole might be utilized as a portal
for a tunnel or in the construction of an air shaft under some later
plan of development is insufficient to credit its value as a group
improvement. The fact that claims cover a continuous deposit covering one ore mass does not relieve the claimants of the improvements
thereon from the requirement of showing that they will aid in the
extraction of the mineral or will tend to promote the development
.of such claims. Lawson Butte Consolidated Copper Mine (34 L. D.
655). The cut on Spad 6 does not reveal or suggest in itself any
design to drive a tunnel from that point. The only testimony is
the naked, uncorroborated assertion of Dere that such was his
purpose in digging it, which the appellant' contends is sufficient.
Even if this statement were accepted as sufficient, and allowing the
utmost credit claimed by the defendant as the value thereof, to wit,
$287.75, based upon the data as to costs supplied by this witness, the
amount is insufficient when distributed pro rata among the six claims
that it is alleged it was intended to benefit, to satisfy the requirement
as to assessment labor on Spad 3.'
Counsel for the defendant relies upon the rule that " it is not within the province of the courts to question the judgment of a property
owner. in the legitimate use of his property, or to determine whether
one mode of use would be more beneficial than another." (Lindley
on Mines, Vol. 2, Third Ed., section .631.) This rule has been followed by the department in controversies as to whether a certain,
improvement that had been inade would aid in the development of
a group of claims (Hughes et al. v. Odhsner et al., 27 L. D. 396)',
or where it is a question of whether some better method could have
been pursued than that actually pursued (C. K. MoCornick et al., 40
L. D. 498). The answer of the court in Coppew Mountain Mining
and Smelting Co. v. Butte and Corbin Consolidated Copper' and
ilvee AMining Co., supra, to the same contention made in that case,
seems apposite here. The court said, in deciding that a certain
tunnel did not tend to benefit the claims in question;
Counsel for plaintiff contends that it appears that the work was done by
the plaintiff on the M. L. in good faith for the purpose of developing the group
of claims, and that the court should not be permitted to substitute its own
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judgment as to the wisdom or expediency of the method employed by the
owner in adopting the plan pursued. As an abstract proposition we -think
counsel states the correct rule. Mann v. Budlong, 129 Cal. 577, 62 Pac. 120;
Gear v. Ford, 4 Cal. App. 556, 88 Pac. 600. Nevertheless, the purpose for
which the work is alleged to have been done must always be manifested by
the relation which it bears to the claim itself. If the plan pursued can have
no reasonable adaptation to its alleged purpose, the mere assertion that it. was
pursued for that purpose does not suffice, even though good faith in its
pursuit be conceded.

See also. Dolles v. Hamzberg Consolidated Mines Co. (23 L. D.
267, 274).
The conclusions of the department are that the three open cuts,
or any one of them, have not been shown as having a tendency in
anywise to develop the claims as a group; nor has it been shown that
they were made in furtherance, or are a part, of a general scheme to
develop the claims as a group. For these reasons the Commissioner's
decision is
AgFirmed.

EMIL L. KRUSHIIC (ON REHEARING)
Decided February 8, 1928
OniSHALE LANDS--MINING CrLAi-GRonP DEVELOPMENT-EVIDENCE.
Mere statements of intent that certain work was intended as group development work without regard to evidence as to the character of the work
and its relation to the claim as having a tendency to benefit it is insufficient to establish that the work is of such character.
Oft-SHIALE LANDS-MUINING CLAIM-Gitoup DEvELoPMENT-JMPEovEMENTsAsSESSMENT WORu-CUSTOM-EVIDENCE.
The question of the applicability of work alleged as common improvement
must be determined from the particular facts and circumstances of each
case, and the fact that a custom existed in the shale regions to perform
work on oil-shale claims according to a certain method will not suffice
.where the rules of law relating to group assessment work are not
fulfilled.
OirrSiiALE LANDS-MIINING CLAIa-ASSESsMVrFNT WOai-PATrNT.
Fulfillment of the annual assessment work requirement of section 2324,
Revised Statutes, is a prerequisite to continuing ownership as against
the Government until patent issues.
OIL-Sm.ALE LANDS-MINING: CrAim-AssusssENT WORx-ForFEiTur----REaoCATION.
As between the Government and a mining claimant the test of the validity.
of the latter's oil-shale claim is found in the provisions of section 37 of
the ieasing act, and not in. that part of section 2324, Revised Statutes,
which defines his rights with respect to some stranger who seeks torelocate the claim.
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OIL-SHALE LANDS-MINING. CI.rAI-AssEss:arzE:T WOiK-FORFEITURE-TRESPASS.
Where, subsequent to the passage of theleasing aet, a claimant of; an oilshale location fails to perform the annual assessment work within the
period prescribed by law, all his rights against the Government in and to
the location are extinguished, and entry and* performance' thereafter by
him or his successors of work on the claim constitute a trespass and
neither revive nor initiate any rights.
OIL-SHAtE LANDs-MINING CLAIM-DiscovER;--SkATuTnS.
The concluding words of section 37 of the leasing act, " which claims may be
perfected under- such laws, including discovery," do not indicate that
mining claims having imperfections other than lack of discovery are
excepted from the operation of the act.
OIL- SHALE LADS-WvITIDRAIwAT-FORFEITURr--JURISDICTION-STmTruTES.
The leasing act repealed as to oil-shale deposits the general provisions of the
mining law and withdrew them from location and disposition thereunder,
and was a legislative assertion of control and ownership thereof by the
United States, except as specifically provided in section 37 of the act; no
affirmative action, such as physical reentry or the institution of proceedings,
is necessary in order to terminate the rights of a defaulting mining claimant.
OIL-SHALE LANDS-MINImNiG CLAIi-FourmEniTT3--REs-irPTION oF ASSESSMENT
.
WOxK-ESTOPPEr
Mineral deposits that are within the purview of the leasing act, in lands
covered by mining locations, become, upon default in maintenance of such
claims, subject to disposition under that act, and subsequent resumption
of work thereon does not serve to divest the Government of its proprietary
title, nor does the fact that work is resumed prior to the initiation of
adverse proceedings to determine the validity of a claim operate as an
estoppel against the Government.
OIL-SHALE

LANDS - MINING.

CLAIM -

POSSSSION -

ADVERSE

CLAIM -WITr-

DEAWAI-CouxTs-LAND DFPARTMxENT-JURISDICTION.
Questions concerning the respective rights of adverse claimants to possession of mineral lands, under locations thereof, are to be determined by the
courts, but for administrative purposes the Land Department has jurisdiction to determine whether at the date of a withdrawal a valid right
had attached to any tract within the limits of the withdrawal.

WORE:, Seeretary:

Emil L. Kruishnic has filed a motion for rehearing in the matter
of his application, Glenwood Springs 022364, for patent to the Spad
No. 3 oil shale placer claim covering the N ½ N. 1/2 Sec. 12, T. 5 S.,
1R. 96 W., 6th P. M., Colorado. By decision dated October 3, 1927
(52 L. D. 282), the department affirmed the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office rejecting the application and held
:the claim to be null and void. The grounds for the department's
decision were, that under the provisions of section 37 of the act of
February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), known as the "Leasing Act," the
shale deposits within this claim were subject; only to disposition in
- the form and manner provided by that act and that the claim was not
within the saving clause of section 37 which excepts from the opera-
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tion of the act, "valid claims existent at the date of the passage of
this Act and thereafter maintained in compliance with the laws
under which initiated, which claims may be perfected under such
laws, including discovery"; that to maintain a claim in compliance
with the laws under which initiated Imeans, among other things, the
performance of $100 worth of annual labor and improvement prescribed by section 2324, Revised Statutes, and failure to fulfill this
statutory requirement as to a claim unperfected by a certificate of
entry, terminates by the force and effect of section 37 all rights of
the claimant under the general mining laws; and the shale deposits
thereon became subject to disposition only under the leasing act.
The Spad No. 3 claim is one of a group of six claims located in
1919. The sufficiency of the exposures of oil shale on the claim to
constitute a valid discovery is not questioned. The claim appears to
have been a valid claim existent on February 25, 1920. the date upon
which the act became effective, but it is admitted by claimant that no
Iork or improvement as required by section 2324 wash performed on
the claim on or before July 1, 1921, to which date Congress by the
act of December 31, 1920 (41' Stat. 1084), extended' the time for
doing the annual assessment work for the calendar year 1920. Subsequently the present claimant acquired the title of the other locators
of this claim and annual assessment work was performed for 1921,
1922, and to the time of the institution of this inquiry, which work
exceeds in value the sum of $500 required by law to be donTe as a preIrequisite to the grant of a patent. The claimant sought to have
accredited as assessment work for 1920 the aggregate value of three
holes made in 1920 on other claims of the Spad group as common
improvement for the benefit of the claims as a group, 'which work
after due notice and hearing was held not to have any tendency to in
anywise develop the claims as a group, nor was it shown that they
were made in furtherance or a part of a general scheme to develop
the claims as a group.
The motion challenges the correctness of the application of the
rules as to group development to the three holes made in 1920, and
in addition it is contended that, irrespective of whether or not the
work was performed in the year 1920, the department,' under rules
established in a number of its decisions and decisions of the courts,
has no concern with the performance of annual assessment work on
oil-shale, placer claims; 'that whether it can enter upon this inquiry
or not, by the resumption of work upon the claim prior to any acts
of physical reentry or the institution of proceedings of ouster or to
determine, the validity of the claim, a forfeiture was prevented and
the location is therefore a "valid claim" within the meaning of
section 37 of the leasing act, and to hold otherwise is an attempt to
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destroy advested right; that even upon the assumptioii that the lan,guage in section 3'7 declares unequivocally that upon failure to do
the assessment work the'possessory title to an. oil-shale claim would
be forfeited to the United States, the United States in its: proprietary
capacity is now equitably estopped from claiming a forfeiture; that
the- rule of property prevents an automatic forfeiture.
Able and elaborate arguments in connection with the rehearing
have been presented orally before the Secretary and in briefs filed
by claimant's counsel and counsel for other oil-shale claimants who
were allowed to appear as anicus curice.' The department fully appreciates the importance of the question in its effect upon the validity
of a large number of oil shale and other locations made for minerals
subject to disposition under the leasing act. It also has lively appre:hension of the far-reaching results if the decision assailed is overturned upon the public interest in abridging the operation, or greatly
diminishing the possibilities of the operation of the leasing act,
which secures to the Government some measure of control over the
development and production of such mineral resources named therein
for which there is present demand, and which reserves the title in
the United :States to other minerals for which there is no immediate
economic need, and which provides in cases of both present and
future utilization a substantial source of public revenue in rents and
royalties. In efforts to minimize the effect of sustaining the contention of claimants in this 6ase, it is stated in the brief that but ten
per cent of oil-shale land was covered by oil-shale locations made
prior to the leasing act. The department has no certain and complete data available, but is in receipt of official information to the
effect that of the approximately 1,000,000 acres of oil-shale lands in
the Green River formation, Colorado, from 600,000 to 750,000 acres
are blanketed with oil-shale location notices of record antedating the
leasing act and that those cover what is considered the richest and
most commercially valuable shale.
With respect to the contention renewed on rehearing that mere
statements of iintent that certain work was intended as group development work without regard to evidence as to the character of
the work and its relation to the claim as having a tendency to
benefit it suffices,:it is needful only to say that this contention was
given full consideration when the decision was rendered, and it is
not considered to be law nor in harmony with the decisions of the
department: or the courts. The department found that these cuts
were not made with any intent that they were to be a part of a
general scheme of development of the claims as a group, anrd sees no
reason to disturb that finding. The question of the applicability
of the work as common improvement must be. determined from the
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facts and circumstances in each case. The supplemental
affidavit filed on rehearing, to the general effect that a custom existed
in the shale regions to perform such work by putting in open cuts
on one or more of the claims- of a group at an expense equal to
$100 for each claim when prorated, is immaterial. No such custom,
should it exist, will be permitted to override the requirements of law.
Putting this so-called group work out of view as of no avail, attention will be given to the larger questions raised in the brief.
As stated in the previous decision and admitted in one or more
briefs filed, the leasing act is in effect a withdrawal of the mineral
lands therein described. It is likewise a repeal of the mining laws
in so far as they relate to such lands, except those lands embraced
in claims that are excepted from the operation of the leasing act, by
section 37 thereof. The claimant is seeking title under the general
mining laws to lands containing oil shale. It is incumbent for him
to show that his claim falls within the exception mentioned in section 37, and it is the duty of the department as guardian of the
public domain charged with the adniinistration and disposal of
public lands to inquire whether his claim meets the requirements of
that section. The excepting clause in that section declares in plain
and specific language that the claim must be maintained after the
passage of the act in compliance with the laws uLnder which initiated,
Section 2324, Revised Statutes, being one of the laws under which
the claim was initiated, declares " that on each claim located after
the tenth day of March, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, and until
patent has issued therefor, not less than one hundred dollars' worth
of labor shall be performed, or improvements made by the tenth of
June, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, and each year thereafter."
There follows in the same section a provision that " upon failure to
* comply with these conditions the claim or mine upon which such
failure occurred shall be open to location in the same manner as if no
location of the same had ever been made, provided that the original
locators, their heirs, assigns or legal representatives have not resumed
work upon the claim after failure and before such location."
The provision for the performance of $100 worth of labor or improvemnent is mandatory. The well-settled construction of these provisions of the section is that the necessity of doing the work is imperative in order to maintain the claim (Chambers v. Iarrington,
111 U. S. 350, 353, and other cases cited in note 231, section 30,
U. S. C. A.). It has been repeatedly held that development work is
the condition of the miner's continued possession (O'Reilly v. Caxmpbell, 116 U. S. 418, 423; Jennfifon v. Kirk, 98 U. S. 453; Jaokson v.
Roby, 109 U. 5. 440), which can only be maintained by annual expenditure thereon of the work required by law. As stated in El
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Paso Brick Co. v. MeKnight (233 U. S. 250, 256), Locaters of mining claims have the, exclusive right of possession of the surface included within the- exterior limits of their claims so long as they
make the improvements or do the annual assessment work required by the Revised Statutes, section 2324." (Italics supplied.)
Development by working is a condition to continued ownership
until patent issues (Erhcrdtv. Boaro, 113 U. S. 527, 535). To
keep up and maintain a valid location one hundred dollars' worth of
work and labor must be done or improvements made during each
year until patent issues therefor (Gwillirn v. Donnellan, 115 U. . 45).
Every person -who continued in possession of such property without
performing annually the labor that has been specified, violates the
conditions of the grant from the Government (Hontaler v. Martin,
11 Mont. 91; 27 Pac. 397, 398). In view of these well-settled constructions of the mining laws, which Congress may be 'presumed to have
known when the leasing act was passed, there would seem to be no
doubt that to maintain a claim in compliance with the laws under
which initiated necessarily meant the performance of the requirements of annual labor, and that there was no other intent or purpose.
in the use of such words than to protect and preserve only claims
where the possessory rights had been maintained. As between the
Government and the claimant the test of the validity of the latter's
claim is found in the provisions of section 37, and not that part of
section 2324, Revised Statutes, which defines his rights with respect
to some stranger who seeks to relocate the claim. The language of
the court in The Yosemite Valley Case (15 Wall. 77,93), with certain
interpolation of words to agree with the facts here, sharply brings
into view what is believed to be the fallacy in the argument as to the
right of resumption of work. The court saide *
>' The whole difficulty in the argument of the defendant's counsel
arises from his confounding the distinction made in all the cases, whenever

necessary for their decision, between the acquisition (retention) bv- the settler
(mining claimant) of a legal right to the laos occupied by him as against the
owner, the United States; and the acquisition (retention) by him of a legal
right as against other parties to be preferread a it s purchase, when the United
States have determined, to sell.

When the original locators failed to maintain the claim by doing
the annual assessment work.within the period prescribed by law, all
their rights against the Government in and to this location upon oil
shale lands were extinguished and this claimant who acquired the
outstanding interest of the other locators and proceeded thereafter
to reenter and perform work on the land tha.t was no longer subject
to the general mining laws was no more than a trespasser and could
neither revive nor initiate any rights to the land thereby. The foregoing view finds strong support in a recent decision of the Circuit
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Court of Appeals for the 8th Circuit in the case of Hodgson Y. Mid'west Oil Company :(17 Fed. (2d) 71), where it was held that the
failure to do the assessment work for 1921 upon an oil placer claim
located in 1887 on lands included in a petroleum withdrawal- made
in 1909, terminated all possessory rights thereto. The court said
(page 77)Ordinarily, and in the absence of any withdrawal, the locator would have the
right to relocate, equally only, however, to any other person qualified to locate.

Nothing is perceived in the language employed by Belk v. Mecagher
(104 U. S. 279), and the many decisions of the courts and department, relied upon by claimant and omicus ounce applying the doctrine of that case, which dealt with the possessory rights of rival
mining claimants based upon the construction solely of the general
mining laws, that conflict with this conclusion. Much emphasis is.
placed on this passage in the opinion in the Belk v. Ateagher case
(p. 282)For alln the purposes of this case the law stands as it would have stood had
the original act of 1872 provided that the first annual expenditure on claims
then in existence might be made at any time before Jan. 1, 1875, and annually
thereafter until a patent issued. If it was not made by that time the claim
would be open to relocation, provided work was not resumed upon it by the
original locators or those claiming under them, before a new location was made.
Such being the law, it seems to us clear that if work is renewed on a claim
after it has once been open to relocation, but before a relocation is actually
made, the rights of the original owners stand as they would if there had been
no failure to comply with this condition of the act. The argument, on the part
of the plaintiff in error is that, if no work is done before January, 1875, all
rights under the original claim are gone; but that is not, in our opinion, the
fair meaning of the language which Congress has employed to express its
will. As we think, the exclusive possessory rights of the original locator and
his assigns were continued, without any work at all, until Jan. 1, 1875, and
afterwards if, before another entered on (his possession and relocated the claim;
he resumed work to the extent required by the law. His rights after resumption were precisely what they would have been if no default had occurred. The
act of 1874 is in form an amendment of that of 1872, and all the provisions
of the old law remain in full force, except so far as they are modified by the new.
[Italics supplied.]

There is no doubt that the doctrine above quoted continues to be
the law as to mineral lands that continue to be subject to location
and purchase under the geheral inining laws but it is not the law as.
to mineral lands.affected by the leasing act. Section 37 thereof at.
one blow destroyed the right of relocation of such minerals and with
it fell the right of resumption. It is contrary to the declared purpose
and object of the act to assume that in doing away with the system
of a free grant of the minerals and the grant of a fee title it was
intended to preserve all the rights of a mining locator and at the same
time relieve him of his duties, for that is the consequence if neither
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the Government nor an individual can now take advantage of his
default. The fair and obvious meaning of section 37 is that, if the
annual work is not done, all the rights of the claimant are gone.
When the law on a particular subject is' radically changed by statute,
decisions under the old law become of little value as authority (lembp
v. Hrasttings., 4 Greene (Ia.), 44-8). The courts may properly refuse
to follow precedents where the reasons upon which such precedents
are based no longer exist (Jennings v. State, 13 Kan. 80;; Bremnean v.
New, Yorle, 1 Hun. 315, 47 How. Prac. 178).
In the interpretation of the text of the excepting clause in section
37, it is contended in some of the briefs that it was recognized that
a claim might be valid though imperfect. Emphasis. is placed upon
the concluding words " which claims may be perfected under such
laws, including discovery." It is argued that by providing that a
discovery miight be included i n the process of perfecting a claim,
Congress necessarily indicated that claims having other imperfections are within its meaning. As persuasive of this view, attention
is invited to the discussion of this section (then 36 of the Senate
bill) in the Senate, reported in Vol. 58, Part 5, pages 457TA585
of the Congressional Record, which resulted in, the addition of the
words "including discovery."D
In view of the plain requirements of the statute that the claim
must be maintained in accordance with the mining laws under which
initiated, it is not considered that resort to extrinsic sources is necest
sary to ascertain its meaning with respect to the requirement of
maintenance. Nevertheless, after careful reading of the discussion
to which attention is: invited, the conclusion is believed unescap-7
able that the addition of the words "including discovery" was to
place claims upon which there were lbona fide claimants fat the date
of the passage of the act diligently engaged in prosecution of work
looking to discovery, and who continued in such work to discovery,
upon the same footing as those mining claimants similarly engaged
on oil and gas-bearing lands within their claims whose rights were
preserved from the operation of withdrawals under the Pickett Act
(act of June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. 847). Long before the passage. of
the leasing act the courts in their decisions had recognized that 'a
locator in actual possession, of his claim and diligently and in good
faith engaged in the prosecution of work to discover mineral thereon
by license if not by invitation of the Government and who had made
large expenditures thereon, had a substantial interest in the claim,
and that his possession was entitled to protection against those who
had no better right. The Pickett Act and the leasing act recognized

such' rights as worthy of protection from withdclrawals. There is no
warrant for the inference that the leasing act intended to. protect
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the negligent or those who had not ihanifested their good faith
by doing the annual labor and had done nothing with the intent
of actual development. There is nothing in the terms of section 37
that warrants the construction that if one particular specified imperfection is excused, another imperfection or any number of imperfections may likewise be overlooked.' Such a construction -is repugnant to the spirit and purpose of the act and would render it
by a
practically ineffective and nugatory, as to any lands
location which some one claimed.
The decision assailed did not question, and no other case has questioned, the rule laid down in nu merous departmental decisions that
controversies between rival claimants or adverse claims to the same
mining location belonged in, and should be settled in, the courts.
Such controversies involve disputes between citizens to the possessory
rights to a given tract of mineral land. The question of assessment
work in those cases, as has been frequently announced, goes to the
right of possession between contending parties. The Federal. Government is interested only in having a particular tract developed and
disposing of it in accordance with law. It is immaterial in such
cases whether A or B has the better claim, or whether one or the
other performs the assessment work and secures patent assuming
both qualified. The situation here is entirely different.. The leasing
act 'as stated, repealed as to shale deposits the general provisions of
the mining 'law and withdrew them from location and disposition
thereunder and was a: legislative assertion of control and ownership
thereof by the United States, except as specifically provided in section 37 of the. act. It is the duty of the department to scrutinize
claims' that are asserted' to be within the exceptions and ascertain
whether the:Government or the individual has the better right. The
question is one of validity, and under secti on 37 maintenance is an
essential element of. validity. Only controversies between adverse
claimants under conflicting mining locations of the same land, and
which relate Ssolely to the right of possession are committed exclusively to the courts (Bunker' Hil, etc., Co. v. Shoshone Man. Co., 33
L. D. 142, 147).'' The opinions relied upon in the. briefs in cases of
Yosemite National Park (25 L. D. 48) and, N&vaioa Indian Rese'rvation
(30 L. D. 515), where under the particular wording of those reservations 'mining-eclaims. were excluded and remained excluded irrespective of compliance with the mining laws,' do not conflict with the
views here expressed. The claimants here seek'to invoke a rule to
a situation-where the reason for the rule does not exist.
XThe contention that the Federal Government must act the 'part of
an adverse claimant in this and similar cases and beu alert and vigilant and take some affirmative action -to: terminate the rights of a
defaulting claimant before he resumes work, such as by' physical
.covered

'
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reentry, or institution of adverse proceedings in the department or
by bringing an ouster suit in the courts, is untenable. Prior to
default in assessment work, the claimants had neither. the legal nor
full equitable title. All they had was a possessory title, i. e., a-mere
right of possession and enjoyment of the profits without purchase
and upon condition which may be defeated at any time by the
failure of the party to comply with the condition, viz, to perform
or make the annual improvement required by the statute (Benson
Mining Co. v. Alta Mining Co., 145 U. S. 428, 430). The fee was
and now is in the United States.
There is no attempt herein to gainsay the doctrine that so long
as claimants complied with the condition, by doing the annual work,
they had a vested property right protected 'by constitutional guarantee, but it is a-far and unwarranted step to contend from that doctrine that by virtue of the provisions of section 2324 as to resumption
of labor, after breach of condition, all rights of the claimant as;
against the Government were as before, and the estate was preserved,
in the faee of the provisions of the leasing act withdrawing the
lands and providing for a radically different mode of disposition of
the minerals. In Donmnelly v. United States (228 U. S.- 243), where
the defendant sought to establish a want of Federal jurisdiction over
a crime by showing that the crime was committed on a mining claim
within the limits of the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation, the court
said: " The prime requisites for the validity of a mining claim are
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, an actual taking possession
thereof, and the performance of the requisite amount of development work; where the record does not disclose facts showing the
existence of these elements a finding can not be supported that {valid
rights against the, Gover nent existed." (Italics supplied.)
No plausible ground is made out for applying the doctrine of estoppel against the Government based, upon the fact that work was performed on the claim before adverse action was taken by the Land Department. It is manifest the assumed parity or analogy between the
status of a mining claim after default in maintenance, and a vested
estate in fee under a railroad or other grant which is subject to
forfeiture for breach of condition subsequent, does not exist. The
rule is- well settled that a legislative act, directing the possession and
appropriation of lands, is equivalent to office found; that any public
assertion by legislative act of the ownership of the State, after iefault of the grantee-such' as an act resuming the control of them
and app ropci ating them to; particular uses-will be equally effective
and operative (United States v. Repentignaf's Heirs, 5 Wall. 211;
v. iesota and
SOAtlentberg v. Harrilman, 21 Wall. 44; Fcansvxirt
United States
v.,
Padci Railroad Company, 92 U. S. 49; MoMicAcen
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9T U. S. 204, 21T, 218). The land within the claim having become
subject to the full force and effect of the withdrawal, :as between the
Government and, the claimant, all subsequent efforts by them could
not serve to divest the Government of its proprietary title therein
(United States v. McUitahen, 234 Fed. 702, 711). Irrespective .of.
the true intent and meaning of the statute, the doctrine of the rule of
property presents no substantial defense in this case. The cases
cited in the briefs on this point did not involve a construction of the
law here in question, nor any statute or withdrawal order of like
import, nor do they sustain the proposition that the department has
disclaimed jurisdiction or declared it to be its, policy not to inquire
into the doing of annual assessment work and labor, where there is
a question whether a mining claim was excepted from a withdrawal
for a public purpose. As heretofore shown, those cases'between rival
and conflicting claimants to a particular tract are inapposite. Likewise the decisions in South Dokota v. Thomvs: (35 L. D. 171), Wilson
V. State of Ne'w Mexico (45 L. D. 582), Lizzjie Trash (39 L. D. 279),
Jaimes,Morris (47 L. D. 326), and others of similar nature holding,
in effect, :that the rights of a, bona fde settler' on public land, who
was overtaken by a withdrawal which saved from its operation only
those who had complied with the law under which the settlement
was made, were not affected by the statutory requirement that entry
should be made in the local'office within three months, "otherwise his
claim shall be forfeited," do not clash with, these views. Those
cases simply followed the construction of the act in Johnson v.
To'wosleey. (13 Wall. 72), to the effect that the filing requirement was
a rule to be applied solely between conflicting settlers on the same
land.
Contrary to the contentions made in the briefs, there are a number
of decisions by the'department that declare its right to determine
whether valid rights exist in mining claims within the scope and,
limits of the terms of a withdrawal and make clear the distinction in
such cases and cases between Drival claimants. 'In Nawcsdo Indar
ResegrVation, supra,it was said (p. 517).

Questions concerning the respective rights of adverse! claimants to possession
of mineral lands, under locations thereof, are to be determined by the courts
,(Barklage v. Russell, 29 L. D. 401), but for administrative purposes it is proper
and necessary, in a case like the one here presented, for this Department to
determine whether, at the date of said executive order, a valid right had
attached to any tract within the limits described in said order.:

The; opinion rendered in that case, as stated in E. IC. Kinney (44
L. D. 580), that the withdrawal did not attach upon the. default ofthe mineral claimant, was- predicated upon the particular language
employed in. making the reservation. It was plainly indicated that
57522-27-voL 52-20
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the reservation might have been worded' in such a-: way that the withdrawal would have attached upon default' of an existing claim so as
to prevent relocation. Other reservations were referred to which
were made in such form as to save existing claims' so long as the
requirements of the law were complied with but which caused the
withdrawal to attach and reserve the lands and prevent their disposal in case' of default of the claimants who held the land at the
time of the reservation.,
The effect of a withdrawal under the reclamation act for irrigation
works was considered in 32 L. D. 387, and it was there stated that an
unperfected' mining claim is merely a possessory right which is liable
to be divested for failure to perform the'necessary yearly labor.
Also, that the department has jurisdiction to determine whether such
right was divested' so: as to restore the land to the control of the
Government.' Following the above-stated views, it was held in the
Kinney case that "A mining claim'as to which the claimant was in
default in'the performance of annual assessment work at the date
of a withdrawal for the construction of irrigation works: under the
reclamation act does not except the land from the force and effect of
the withdrawal." The conclusions in, Interstate Oil Corporation
and :Frank 0. Ckitteinden (50 L. D. -262) and Cronber, eat al. vl
Hdazlett :(51 IL. D. 101) are in harmony with the Kinney' ease and
previous decisions there cited; the casef of Cronbrg ett al. v. Hawlett
being the first involving the construction of section 37 in its bearing
on defaults in the performance of assessment work upon mining
claims located upon mineral lands withinthe purview of the leasing
act.
The above review of the authorities sufficiently demonstrates that
there has been no change or shift in departmental policy or in its
rules of construction and that there was no. decision upon the faith
of which the' claimnant could be justified in assuming that his rights
under the provisions of the leasing act would be preserved by the
performance of annual labor after default. And no rights could arise
by virtue of such acts done in defiance or disregard of the provisions
of the act, or even done in moral good faith based on a construction
placed upon it. by reputable legal advisers. The decision assailed
follows and applies the construction of the acttin the Cronlerg case.
The fact that there were adverse' claimants under the 'leasing 'act
in''that case and the Chittenden case is immaterial. The fallacy of
this attempted distinction is immediately apparent, because if the
land had not revested in the United States by the force of the act, no
trights could arise or claim be recognized under it.
Finally, some observations will be 'made upon the 'results, if the con-:
tentions of the claimant and 'arnew cus
ounedin this case were adopted.
They would lead to the absurd and unwarranted situation that 'claim-
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ants could for years maintain a paper possession of portions of the
public domain, not performing a stroke 'of work or spending a dollar
in money. Inaction and failure: to comply with the law would be
rewarded and such claimant would be protected to the same extent
and in the same manner as another claimant' who had in every respect complied with the provisions of the general mining laws and
with section 37 of the leasing act. Not only shale lands in the public
domain would be subject to these paper claims, but lands specifically.
withdrawn for governmental use, as naval reserves or otherwise,
would be subject to the assertion of these paper claims at any time
in the future years, unless and until the Government ran down each'
paper location recorded in the ivarious. county offices in the western
States, and instituted a, formal proceeding to cancel something which.
had lapsed and.been abandoned through the failure of the claimants
to carry out the specific requirements of the law.
When the decision iin this case was prepared, the department was
fully impressed- with its importance on account of its involving principles which will become precedents in cases of similar nature now
pending or later arising. It was therefore given a most- careful
examination, and this petition has had the same attentive consideration. The result is that the department sees no reason to depart from
its ptrevious conclusi6ns.. The motion is therefore denied.

Motion denied.
STATE OF MISSOURI EX REL. HEMPHILLr LUMBER COMPANY
(ON REHEARING)
Decided, February 8, 1928
LINE-PLAT-RIPAXIAN
WATERS-NONAVIGABLE WATERS.

SEVEY-MEANDEWt

RIGHeTS-JURnSDICTION-NAVIGABnr

Where in a Government survey a body of water, navigable or nonnavigable,
was meandered with-a fair degree of accuracy and the abutting lands sub.
X sequently disposed of according to the plat, title to lands that thereafter
appear beyond the meander line is dependent upon the laws of the State
within which they are situated.
SWAMP LAND-Suxvny-

NDE-M
LiNaunP
PL

PATENMnRIPARIAN RIGHTS.

Where swamp lands abutting upon a meander line are patented to a State in
accordance with the pint of survey, the State does not acquire, title under
the swamp land grant to lands beyond the meander line, subsequently uncovered by the recession of the waters but it takes such riparian rights by
ct virtue of its patent as are recognized by local law. f-COURT DnEcsrow GiTh AND MrnzPPLIN
...
0Case of Lee Wilsonq and Company v. lnited States (245 U.

applied.

i

S. 24), cited and
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FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

By. decision of January 9, 1928, the department affirmed the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated September 13, 1927, rejecting the application of the Hemphill Lumber
Company for the. survey of certain areas embraced in the application
of the State of Missouri for selection under its swamp. grant and
alleged to have been omitted from the original Government survey
of public lands in T. 17 N., R. 7 E., 5th P. MP., Missouri.
A communication from the attorney for the applicant has been
received in the nature of a motion for rehearing or for revision of
the former*decision to include a, more detailed description of the
lands affected thereby and more particular statement of the facts
bearing -upon the status of the lands. It is explained' that such
revised decision is needed for. authoritative reference in connection
with pending litigation in the local courts.
X
The application to select was transmitted by the. Secretary of
State of the State of Missouri by letter of February 19, 1925, and
,the application forsurvey pursuant thereto wasimade by the Hemphill Lumber Company as claimant through the State of Missouri.
The identity of the lands is given in the selection as foljows:
The unsurveyed portion of section 12, Township 17 North, Range 7 East, lying
between the meander line as established on the east side of the St.' Francis
River and the water's edge of the St. Francis River, containing 103 acres.
The unsurveyed portion of section 13, lying between the meander line and
Gum Island in section 13, containing 96.60 acres. The unsurveyed land, lying
between the meander line and Gum Island in section 14, containing 182.15
acres. The unsurveyed part of section .23, lying between the meander line
and Gum Island, containing 72.81 acres. The unsurveyed part of section 15,
lying adjacent to Gum Island in the southeast corner of the section, approximat'ng 5 acres. The unsurveyed part of section 22, lying between Gum Island
and the meander line in the southeast part of the section, containing 195 acres.
The unsurveyed part of section 21, lying between the St. Francis River, Gum
Island and Indian Hill Island, containing 41.2 acres. . The unsurveyed part of
sections 27 and 28, lying between the meander line and Indian Hill: Island
contain ng 300.95 acres. 'The unsurveyed part of section 33, lying between the
meander line and the water's edge of the St. Francis River, containing 47.75
acres.

Prior to decision in'the case the department caused examination of
the area involved to be made by experts especially qualified 'forinvestigations of'that character. Rejection of the application was
predicated on the findings of facts reported as a result of the field
examination. The said examination was made by, Earl G. Harrington, United States cadastral engineer, assisted Dby Willis W. Bandy,
United States surveyor, from October 25 to November 12., 1926, inclusive. The report was made by Harrington and is in part as
follows:
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The examination was directed to an ascertainment of whether there were
any considerable tracts of land, which were in existence and above the or0dinary high water elevation of the St. Francis River in the year 1821, when
Missouri was admitted into the Union, and in 1848, when the township was
surveyed, which were not included in the original survey of the township.
The alleged unsurveyed area included in this examination is that area lying
between and to the east of Indian Hill and Gum Slough Islands and the
alleged left bank of the St. Francis River, according to the plat approved
February 19, 1849.
An elaborate drainage system has been built through southeastern Missouri
and it is a very difficult problem to determine the actual conditions as they
existed at the date of the original survey.
A levee and levee ditch has been built very close to the position for the
record left bank of the St. Francis River. The area below or to the west of
the levee is lower than the land east of the levee. The levee follows very
close to the dividing line between high and low land. Gum Slough and Indian
Hill Islands can be identified and occupy the positions as shown upon the pslat
of the original survey. Corners of the original survey and numerous recognized
corner positions were identified.
During the examination the position for the record left bank of the St.
Francis River was traversed. The channels shown upon the diagram as the
St Francis, Indian Hill and Gum Slough were actually determined on the
ground.
THE ST. FrANWrS

RVsER

On the diagram the present boat channel is shown. There are numerous
channels or cut-offs. Generally the area lying between the cut-offs and the
main boat channel is low and flat covered with willow of rather a young growth.
In other places the areas between the channels are covered with large gum and
cypress timber. The areas below the position for the record meander line are
practically at the level of the river and a very slight change in the water level
will cause the entire area to be flooded. A rise of approximately 36 inches
occurred while I was mSaking this examination and practically the entire area,
lying below the positions for the record meander lines was covered with water.
In most cases the present boat channel follows fairly close to the position for the
record meander line. Some of the' cut-offs along- the river are as large or
larger than the present boat channel. It was necessary to employ a man who
knew the channel in order to follow it' There are numerous large gum and
cypress trees growing in the main boat channel and in the cut-offs. I also
found stumps of high land timber thus showing that the present channel of the
St. Francis was formed during the "Sunk Land Period " in 1812. The average
width of the main boat channel is approximately 3.00 chains. In some places
the channel is considerably wider while in other places it (is) not over a chain
in width. The river should be classed as a navigable stream. Generally the
banks of the channel are very low and not well defined.
GUM SLOUGH CHANNETi:L.
Gum Slough Channel is not well defined at the present time. There is no
definite escarpment nor cut bank designating the limits of the channel. Parts
of theechannel at the present time are no more than openings, now covered
with a younger growth of timber, through the larger and older timber. In
many places the center of the channel is still open and can be: easily identified.
From the timber growth I am convinced that at the time of the original survey
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in 1848 that there was a fairly well defined open channel between Gum Island
and the record left bank of the St. Francis River. I find numerous large areas
now covered with willow timber which appear to have been part of the open
channel in 1848. The same conditions exist in this channel as in the main boat
channel of the St. Francis River. That is, I find some large gum and cypress
trees and stumps of high land timber in the channel. Cut-offs and bayous also
extended from the channel. This is apparent from the young growth of timber
that can be found in many places. At the present time Gum Slough Channel
goes completely dry. Was told by certain old settlers that prior to building the
levees that they could only remember of one time when Gum Slough Channel
went completely dry and at that time the St. Francis River was practically dry.
At the present time the large ditch along the levee carries water that formerly
went down the St. Francis and Gum Slough Channel. I am also firmly convineed that the area known as Gum Slough is gradually filling up. This is
apparent for the reason that when this channel goes dry, as it does now, sediment is deposited. The growth of willow and vegetation growing in the channel
tends to stop the water and hold the sediment. Based upon the timber growth
it appears that the open channel in certain places was at least 5.00 chains wide.
In other places it was very narrow and not over a chain or two in width. From
the testimony of old settlers it is apparent that boats used to be used along
this channeL At the present time where Gum Slough Channel and the main
boat channel of the St. Francis separate, just north of Gum Island, the
channel down- the slough is better defined and even wider than the main boat
channel of the St. Francis. From the evidence on the ground and from the
testimony of old settlers it appears that an open channel existed at the date
of the original survey. Although this channel does not now nor did not at the
date of the original suryey cover the entire area shown as the east branch of
the St. Francis River on the plat of the original survey, riparian rights of the
owners of the lots abutting on the area should be recognized and the Government
should not at this tinie claim the long narrow strips of land lying on either
side of the channel. The area is low and fiat, covered with gum, willow, and
cypress timber.
i
INDIAN HILL CHANNEL

Indian Hill Channel andl the areas adjacent to it are similar in many respects
to Gum Slough Channel. Indian Hill Channel is better defined than Gum Slough
Channel and at the time this4examination was made there appeared to be nearly
as much water in the channel as there was in the main channel of the St.
Francis River. A person not familiar with river can see no difference between
the channels at the points where`Indian Hill Channel leaves the St. Francis and
where it enters the mnain boat channel below the island. The channel is. from
two to three chains wide. Boats can go up and down this channel at the
present time and from information obtained from old settlers it appears that
boats always have been able to go up and down the channel. The area adjacent
to the channel is low and flat, covered With a dense growth of timber consisting
of gum, cypress, and willow. Some of the timber in this area and in that area
adjacent to Gum Slough Channel is very old and was in place in 1821 when
Missouri was admitted into the Union and in 1848 when the original survey
was made. The age of the timber was deterinied by counting the annual rings
of growth on some of the large stumps.
.
'

The :examiners reached the conclusion that the meander lines were
fairly consistent with the general course of these channels and that
the original 'survey was well executed and represented with a fair
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degree of accuracy the actual conditions* on the ground. at that date,
and that no extension survey should be made.
According to the original survey of this township made'in 1848,
the plat of which was approved February 19, 1849, the area in question was shown as water, being a part of St. Francis' River.'; From
the evidence in the case, the department is convinced that there was
no material error in the original survey and' that the said area was
properly omitted from 'the survey because it was below mean high
water. The department has considered in this connection the decision
of the Supreme. Court, of the State of Missouri in Hemphill Lumber
Company v. Parker (254: S. W. 698),. which involved a part of the
area here in question.
It appears that the whole of the said fractional township as surveyed was patented to the State as swamp land. In holding that
only the surveyed land passed under the patent, the court appears
to have' relied upon the cited decisions in the cases of Chapman and
Dewvey Lumber Comzpan v. St. Franc-is Levee Distrist (232 U. S.
186), and Little v. Willialns, (231 U. S. 335), but those cases are not
deemed applicable to the situation here presented because in the
cases mentioned it was found that there was error in the original
surveys wherein the areas shown as water were, in fact, not bodies of
water but swamp lands at the time of survey. Those cases would be
authority in this if the survey involved here had been found materially in error, but as it meandered with approximate exactness the
shore of an apparently permanent body of water, 'no supplemental
survey is warranted.
In applications of this character the department is governed by the
facts'showni in respect to each particular case. The distinction to
be observed is indicated by the rules of law so clearly and concisely
stated by Chief Justice White in the case of Lee Wilson. & Comnpany
:v. United States (245 U. S. 24), as follows:
As a means of putting out of view questions whicb are not debatable we.
at once state two legal propositions which are indisputable because conclusively settled by previous decisions.
First. Where in a survey of the public domain a body of water or lake is
found to exist and is meandered, the result of such meander is to exclude the

area from the survey and to cause it as thus separated to become subject to
the riparian rights of the respective owners abutting on the meander line in
accordance with the laws of the several States. Hardin v. Jordan, 140 U. S.
371; Kean v. Calumet Canal Co., 190 U. S. 452, 459; Hardinv. Shedd, 190 U. S.

508, 519.
Second. But where upon the assumption of the existence of a body of water
or lake a meander line is through fraud or error mistakenly run because there

is no such Dbody of water,: riparian rights do 'not attach because in the nature
of things the condition upon which they depend does not exist and upon the
discovery of the mistake it is within the power of the Land Department of the
United States to deal with the area which was excluded from the survey, to

l
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cause it to be surveyed and to lawfully dispose of it. Niles v.'Cedar Point Club,
175 U. S. 300; FrencU-Glenn Live Stock Co. v. ,Springer, 185 U. S. 47; Security
Land & Emploration Co. v. Burns, 193 U. S.: 167; Chapman and Dewey Lumber
.Co. v. St. FrancisLevee District, 232 U. S. 186.

Upon careful consideration of the reported facts in the instant
case, the department is. of opinion that it is governed by rule one
rather than rule two as stated in the decision next above referred
to. The State of Missouri did not acquire title to this area as unsurveyed land under the swamp grant, but, by virtue of its patent
to the surveyed tracts, it obtained such riparian rights as are recognized by local law in individual proprietors in like case.; If, as
indicated by the report, this area was covered by the waters of a
navigable stream, the General Government did not own it even before
patent, as it inured to the State under its sovereign. rights upon admission to the Union. But whatever the fact may have been as to
its navigability, the United States had no further claim after issuance
of patent for the surveyed tracts.
X
.i0 X
In the case of Hlemphzil Llwmler Company v. Parker, supra, the
court recited that in the year 1906 the county court of
County ordered the land in Indian Hill and Gum Sloughs to be
surveyed; that a survey was accordingly made and approved by
the court as showing "an area of land in. excess of that shown on
the Government plat book heretofore used in the office of the clerk
of this court, which excess has been formed by the recession and
abandoment of the waters of what is known as Indian Hill and Gum
Sloughs"; that thereafter the county court ordered this area to be
sold as swamp lands; that this was accordingly done, and the deed
was made by the county of Dunklin to the Hemphill Lumber *Company, who had paid taxes on the land for ten years before the said
suit was commenced in 1919. The court held that the said area did
not vest in the State of Missouri under the swamp. grant, it not
having been listed and selected as swamp land; that the patent from
the State to Dunklin County conveyed only the surveyed areas,
as shown by the official survey and plat.
The purport of that holding is that the United States still retains
title to the said area. Under the facts as now more particularly developed and in the light of the authorities above cited, the department
is unable to find that the United States has title to the area in dispute. Whether the title is in the riparian owners of the surveyed
tracts or in the purchaser of the area from the county, under coloi
*of title and adverse possession or otherwise, involves questions of
local law not within the province of this department to decide.
Rejection of the application for survey and selection is accordingly
adhered to.
Motion denied.
.Dunklin
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UNITED STATES V. RUDDOCK

METSON v. O'CONNELL ET AL., UNITED STATES,IINTERVENER
Decided April 18, 1927
MINING CLAiM-ADVERSE CLAIM-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-PEOSPECTING PERMITEVIDENCE-BURDEN OF PROOF.
Where adverse charges are preferred by the Government against a mining
location conflicting with certain homestead entries or oil and gas permit
applications and the opposing claimants, upon due notice, fall to assert their
rights, the burden of proof to establish the charges is upon the Government.
MINING CLAIM-ADVERSE CLAIM-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-EVIDENcE--BURDEN OF
PROOF.
Where a mining claimant protests against surface entries made before the
filing of his patent application, alleging superior right by virtue of prior
placer locations, the burden of proof rests upon the protestant.
MINING CLAIM-OIL AND GAS LANDS-WITHDRAIWAL-DEVELOpMENT WoxKDiscovEay-DILIGENCE.
Under the act of June 25, 1910, an occupant or claimant of oil and gas lands
under the placer mining laws is entitled to protection, if, at the time of
the withdrawal of the lands, lie was making reasonable effort, indicating a
bona flde intention to discover oil and gas on the claim with all practical
expedition, as by the doing of physical acts tending to facilitate the exploration for, and discovery of, oil or gas thereon, and it is not necessary
that actual drilling was being prosecuted at that date.
MINING CLAIM-OIL AND GAS'LANDS-DISCOVEEY-ABANDONMENT-HOMESTEAD
ENTRY-EVIDENCE.
The fact that a mining claimant, after diligent prosecution of work looking
to discovery of oil and gas on his claim, discovers small quantities of oil,
and thereafter abandons further development, permits the improvements
to go to ruin or be sold and the property to lie idle, and possession to be
taken under the agricultural land laws, is very persuasive that he did not
regard the showings of oil sufficient to warrant further expenditure and
development.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-ENTRY-MINING CLAIM-STATUTES.
The act of February 11, 1897,0 which authorizes entry under the mining laws
of lands "chiefly valuable " for petroleum or other mineral oils, differs
from section 2319, Revised Statutes, in that under the former the value of
the land is the criterion, while under the latter it is the value of the
deposits."
MINING CLAIM-DEvELoPMENTr WORK-IMPROVEMENT-COURTS.
The principle that the courts will not substitute their judgments as to the
wisdom or expediency of the methods employed in the development of mining claims does not apply to improvements that have no direct relation
to mining operations.
MINING CLAIM-OIL AND GAS LANDS-DEVELOPMENT WORK-ExPENDITURESABANDONMENT.

Ex.enclitures on an oil and, gas placer mining claim for the services of a
watchman merely to look after the property after all operations had been
abandoned and the equipment removed, anldl with no evidence of a con-
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templated resumption of mining operations, can not be accepted as satisfying the requirements of section 2324, Revised Statutes, pertaining to
annual expenditures.
WITHDRAWAVL-TIINING CLAIM-ABANDON MENT-PATENt--HOMESTEAD ENTrY.
A withdrawal under the act of June 25, 1910, is a continuing withdrawal,
although not effective as to land so long as it remains in a valid claim, and
where upon a mining claim, at one time valid, operations had been abandoned and no effort made to maintain the claim as required by the mining
laws, or to seek patent until almost ten years after operations had ceased,
the land lapsed into the withdrawvial and became subject to disposition
under applicable public land laws.
FINNEY,

FirstAssistant Secretary:

August 25, 1920, George T. Ruddock filed application, Los Angeles 033397, for patent to the Medusa oil' placer location, covering
W. '/2 SE. '/4 Sec. 23, T. 11 N., R. 23 E., S. B. M., alleged to have
been made February 16, 1909. This application conflicts with a prior
application made by William B. Rader, February 24, 1920,- and with
oil and gas prospecting permit application 032743, made March 4,
1920, by the Seaboard Petroleum Company.
-William HI. Metson, on August 25, 1920, filed like patent application 033397 for all of section 24 of the same township and range
covering the Atlas (NE. 1/4), Argus (NW. '/4), Cadmus (SE. 1/4),
Boreas (SW. 1/4) oil placer locations alleged to have been made February 16, 1909. On the same day Metson filed a protest against the
following-named existing homestead entries made with mineral reservations, together covering Sec. 24, to wit, 028653, Martin B. O'Connell
(S. 1/22), made November 10, 1916; 030121, Robert T. Connell (NE. 1/4,
E. 1/2 NW.' 1/4), made May 25, 1917 ;'032269, Stewart T. Irwin (AV.'/2
NW. 1/4), made March 10, 1920, alleging a superior right by virtue
of the prior aforementioned placer locations. All the lands are included in petroleum withdrawal by Executive order of September
27, 1909, and were placed in petroleum reserve No. 2, July 2, 1910.
A consolidated hearing was ordered 'March 29, 1923, involving the
lands in Sec. 24, between all parties concerned and the Government
as intervener, and, on September 4, 1923, adverse proceedings were
ordered against the application of Ruddock. Hearings ensued and
therein by stipulation testimony offered in one case was made to
apply ini the other. Under the charges, Metson was required to establish, as to each claim in Sec. 24, a valid discovery of oil prior to
the withdrawal aforesaid, or that on that date the mineral claimants
were in diligent prosecution of work on each of the claims, which
work was pursued continuously to discovery and thereafter the an-'
nual assessment work required by law has been performed. In the
proceedings against the claim of Ruddock the Government had the
burden of establishing the negative of the above charges, and, in addition, charges to the effect that the Medusa location was made by
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Ruddock with fraudulent intent for his sole use and benefit and in
evasion of the mining laws by employing the convenient device of
making~use of dummies as locators in acquiring titleto more mineral
land than the law would give him under one location.
I The register held in favor of the mineral claimants upon the issues
of sufficient discovery, diligent prosecution of work at the date of
withdrawal, and the continued maintenance of the claims by the
performance of annual labor. With regard to the charges of fraud
in connection with the location of the Medusa claim, he held in effect
that the names of four locators were used for the benefit of Ruddock,
but that there was no evidence of want of bona:fides as to the other
four, and as the claim embraced only 80 acres it could stand as to the
interest of those four.
The Commissioner reviewed the evidence at length; concurred in
the register's conclusion that the Government had failed to establish
that the Medusa claim was not bona fide as to four of the locators
thereof, and presumably agreed with the register that the mineral
claimants were in diligent prosecution of work at the date of with.
drawal as the decision is. silent on that issue, but nevertheless held
the mineral applications for rejection and all of the mining locations
to: be null and void. The Commissioner stated:
The mineral claimants have failed to show that a sufficient discovery has
been made within the limits of any of the claims involved to validate the
claims under the mining lawvs. The alleged discoveries were nothing more
than indications that some of the sands penetrated were oil stained or Coln-I
tained such small quantities of oil that commercial production was out :of the
question. No sands containing sufficient oil deposits to render them valuable
were shown to be encountered.

He held that the claims had not been maintained by the doing of
the annual assessment work required by law.
From this action the mineral claimants have appealed. No appeals were filed by the agricultural claimants from the register's
decision, thus leaving the matters in issue solely between the mineral
claimants and the Government.
consideration of the merits,
mention will be made of certain minor issues.< The mineral claimants contend that the allegations in the patent application prbima
facie establish the facts therein alleged, and the burden of proof in
both cases is upon the Government. This is true as to the Medusa
claim. Opposing claimants whose filings were prior to the patent
application failed to appear and sustain their answers at the hearMug. The burden is therefore upon the Government to sustain its
charges. As to the protest filed by Metson the case is different. It
is an attack upon prior existing entries. It is well settled by numerous departmental decisions that the burden rests with the party attacking an entry. The cases cited in the mineral claimants' original.i
*Before
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brief, Hatmnmer v. Garfield Mining Company (130D U. S. 291, 300),.
Walton v. Wild Goose etc. Co. (123 Fed. 209, 218), present a different situation and are inapposite.
The mineral claimants adduced certain expert opinions from W. S.
Ochsner, a geologist, wherein he correlated certain oil-producing
sands on near-by lands with those encountered in the wells on the
land in question; opinions being based in part upon comparison of
information he alleged had been furnished him as to the logs of the
wells without the claims with the logs and testimony as to fhe wells
within the claims. The Government objected because the logs were
not produced and moved for further continuance of the hearing, to
enable Mr. Ochsner to produce the data upon which his opinion was
based. The register refused the motion. The mineral claimantsA
have now supplied certain purported logs of certain of the surrounding wells mentioned by Mr. Ochsner, ex pafte, containing statements
as to results of drilling, character of oil sands encountered, and estimates of yield and like matters, and ask that these logs be considered. This data should have been submitted for scrutiny and
cross-examination at the hearing It is entirely hearsay and incompetent and must be disregarded, and opinions based thereon, on
facts obtained from others and not in evidence, are incompetent.
Lee v. Kansas City Southern Railway Co. (206 Fed 765), Delaware
etc. Railiway Co. v. Roalefs (70 Fed. 21), United States v. Faulkner
(35 Fed. 730). No fraudulent purpose or agreement was shown on
the part of four locators of the Medusa claim, nor anything to show
that they w ere other than bona fde locators. The validity of the
Medusa claim of 80 acres, therefore, is not affected by the unlawful
acts of the remaining locators. MoKittrick Oil Company (44 L. D.
340), Centerville Mine and Milling Company (49 L. D. 508).
The abstract of title shows that Ruddock acquired the interests of
seven of the locators of the Medusa claim on May 26, 1910, and the
remaining locators' interest on August 17, 1920, and that he likewise
acquired the interests of all the locators Qf the claims in Sec. 24 on
October 29, 1912, and transferred them to Metson-on March 29, 1920.
The evidence as to explorations and development of the blaims for.
oil offered by the mineral claimants and practically uncontradicted
is as follows:
Ruddock negotiated an agreement with Metson shortly after the
locations were made to advance the money to develop the claims,
and Ruddock was employed as superintendent, continuing in that
capacity until the middle of January, 1910.
Beginning in February, 1909, lumber for houses and derricks, tools,
machinery, and other equipment for drilling, fuel and water tanks
were ordered, and cabins -were constructed upon each claim for the
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accommodation of workmen. The lumber came right away and
the cabins and a central camp' on Sec. 24 were constructed,
cellars for wells, sump holes to receive the rejects from the wells,
emplacements for derricks were built on each claim and a force
of 12 or 15 men employed. The drilling equipment ordered at the
beginning was delayed in delivery but arrived somie two months later
'and was entirely set up and equipped by August,1909.
It appears
that prior to September 27, 1909, roads from the claim were built
to the roads to Maricopa, Bakersfield, and 21/2' miles to a spring,
to facilitate transportation. Water was first hauled in tank wagons,
then a dam to impound run-oil water in Santiago Creek was constructed on Sec. 24. Water pipe lines were laid from the, water
tank to the various claim's, and later connected with the Western
Mineral Company's supply a short distance to the south. Drilling
commenced first on the SW. 1/4 Sec. 24, with a standard rig in September, 1909. A portable, secondhand rig was purchased, put in
order, and installed on the SE. '/ some months or weeks " prior to
the opening work." On the NE. 1/4 men were at work and a cellar
dug, emplacement for derrick and fills at the tanks made, and water
and fuel tanks installed. Contemporaneous work went on upon
the NW. /4. The cookhouse, men's housing, stable, and storehouse
were placed on that quarter and excavations for a well on the NE. 1/4.A
Three standard rigs had been purchased and one each installed on
the NW. 1/4, NE. 1/4, SW. 1/, and a portable rig on the SE. 1/4, The
testimony is somewhat meager as to what was done prior to the withdrawal upon the W. 1/2 SE. 1/4 Sec. 23, but it appears that a cabin
had been erected. COne well was drilled, however, upon each claim,
the last being on W. ½/2 SE. 1/4 Sec. 23, and spudded in March 15,
1910. Ellis succeeded Ruddock as superintendent, and Rapp as
driller, in January, 1910, and continued drilling ensued upon all
the claims in Sec. 24 until it ceased in 1910, some work being done
after he left on the well in Sec. 23.
The log-of the well drilled on SW. 1/4 Sec. 24 shows entries from
September 19 to October 19, 1909, and that the well was drilled to
the depth of 510 feet. The following entries appear among others:
Sept. 27, 27 feet, total 312, "struck water at 275 feet, water rises 25 feet
in the well smells very strong like sulper."
Sept. 30, 24, total 360, "got good show of oil at 360 and change of rock."
Oct. 5, 18 ft., total 396, "got moor oil at 390 feet in sand rock.",
Oct. 6, 27 feet, total 423, "Moor oil between 410 and 420 I think we have a
1000 barrel well on other 400 feet."'
Oct. 11, 23 feet, total 493 feet, " moor oil 486 feet"
Oct.: 12, 17 feet, total 510 feet, "well caving very much-cavet in 25 feet
will have to put 12 inch casing in the hole."
Oct. 13, "getting ready to put 12 inch casing in well. Got plenty good show
of oil in the hole."
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OctL 14, got orders from, head office to stop drilling and wait for further
orders-all the men doing road work. The remaining entries refer to water
coming is, on Oct. 16 "water came in 40 feet in one. hour," and on Oct. 17,
well filled with water " 53 feet in 2 hours."

Ruddock testified in substance that between September 20 and 31,
during the progress of the work, he measured the .oil in the 'sump'
that was bailed for about a week with a gallon can, putting some
of it in the fuel tank, and recovered 35 barrels or an average. of 5
barrels a day, and that it was about 18 or 19 degrees gravity; that
this oil was skimmed off the water in the sump:; that because they
had to pay as much as 10 and later 5 cents a gallon for water, the
well was converted into a water well and used to prosecute drilling
on the other claims.: Metson testified that this well penetrated 3
oil sands, and estimated production. at -from 5 to 15 barrels a day.
Brower, a workman, testified he knew that oil was found there and
"they figured they had struck five barrels a day."
The log of the well on the SE. 1/4 shows drilling from December
18, 1909, to February 1, 1910, to the depth of 460 feet; that water
was struck at 256 feet and oil sand and shale between 430 and 460
feet. Ellis, who did the drilling and kept the log, testified that on
January 12, 1910, he found an 80-foot well there, continued the
drilling from 70 feet, and discovered oil at 430 feet; that he bailed
out probably 10 to 20 barrels of oil all told,: but took no measurements; that it was a lighter oil than the rest of them. Ruddock
testified that he saw oil removed from the bailer at this well; that
there was quite a quantity of water in the bailer; that there were
colors of oil or scum of oil on the bailer and on the tools and cables.
Witnesses Metson and Bernard testified that oil was found in the
well.
The log of the well on the W. 1/2 SE. 1/4 Sec. 23 shows, drilling in
progress between.March 15 and April .9, 1910, to the depth of 425
feet; that oil-bearing shale was encountered between 255 andc 278 feet,
and oil sand between 320 and 328 feet. Ellis! testified that the well
was continued to 500 feet but there was no oil sand between 425 and
500 feet; that the amount of oil taken'out of the two sands was probably 10 to 5a barrels and the time expended in extracting it was probably 2 to 4 hours; that the discoveries were on April 4 and 6, 1910;
that after reaching 500 feet, he stopped and left the irigo there; that
no water was encountered in this well.
Ruddock testified' that he saw oil taken from this well: and it was
X
afterwards continued to a final depth of 1,000 feet. 'Bernard and
Metson corroborate these witnesses that 'oil was taken from the well.
Th'e log of the well on the NE. 1/4 shows drilling to the depth of
895 feet between February 12 and May 4, 1910. The sole showing
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of oil mentioned is on the latter date. The entry is. " 10'-885 to 895
struckd oil sand ar .89ayoil. , Pulled 8'! Casg up into 10"."
:
Ellis testified that he extracted probably 5 to 10 barrels of oil from
thattwell in a'biailer'in several hours; that he would let it.rest for an
h6ur .or two and bail again.-. Ruddock, Metson, and Bernard testified
to having seen oil taken out of bailer from this well.
* The log. of the. well on the NW. 1/4 shows drilling to the depth of
1,000 feet between April 27 and June 8, 1910, and' oil sand encountered from 800 to 802 feet. Ellis testified that he found oil at the
'depth' mentioned and took 5 or 6 barrels of oil out of that well.Bernard stated "I pumped oil from the. well on the NW. 1/4 with
a pump "; that "we: had nothing to do one day so we started the
bailer going and got a stream coining: out." . Metson stated he saw
oil on the bailer. Ellis testified upon cross-examination that to bring
in a well it is necessary to shut off the water before finishing; that:
there was nothing but formation shut-offs at these wells; that "you
can't tell much. about formation till you shut off the water; that he
did not think anybody would drill for those sized wells but they are
*evidence that good producing well are apt to 'be. found in lower
sands; that he did not think that the sands found would be payable
except the well on SE. 1/4 which had a'good showing and lighter oil
than the rest in 30 feet of sand; that if he had found payable sand
he would have shut off the: work and put it on production. As -to his
estimates as to quantity production, he previously stated, "Well,
I don't know, pretty hard to tell on any of them. I made a discovery
which IT thought was;.sufficient: to constitute a discovery, enough to
warrant a person to go on and 'look for deeper sands; in other words,
none of these wells a person would not drill for -the amount.f oil
you get out of them; five, ten or 15 barrel wells."
There was no, attempt to pump oil from any of the wells for
commnercial production. The Government; adduced expert opinion
from witness Palmer, a mineral inspector, illustrated by graphs he
had prepared in support of a conclusion that the wells drilled upon:
the claims did not reach productive oil-sands. The conclusions were
not based upon personalt'study of structural conditions in the immediate field, nor upon complete data as to the. results in drilling
wells on surrounding lands, but upon data contained in professional
papers 116 of the UnitedStates Geological Survey admitted to have.
been prepared in 1914-entitled "Sunset and-Midway Oil Fields, California," and' upon assumptions that .the location of the ioil-bearing
horizons in the undeveloped portion of the field, which locations are
stated in the bulletin to be merely tentative, would probably occur at
the tstratigraphic -positions depicted on' witness's graph' and below
formations. penetrated by. the wells under consideration. The opinions of Ochsner were -to the' contrary,'and the latter supplied photo-
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graps supporting his testimony tending to show evidences of oil
saturation of the material about the. wells drilled. The conclusions
of both witnesses are largely conjectural as to correlation of the prodlictive sands of the field with those reached by the drills on the
lands in question and are of practically no aid in determining the
issue as to a valid discovery.
Development activities appear to have ceased in 1910. Bernard
and two men were left in charge of the property in 1911, repairing
bridges, cabins, and derricks damaged by windstorms, but after
bridges went out " there was no more attempt to fool with them."
Bernard was succeeded by O'Connell as watchman in January or
February, 1912. The latter testified that he received $100 per month
the first year, $150 the second, and $6 a day thereafter, remaining
until 1921. A storm demolished the derricks, cabins, and other structures in 1915, except the house O'Connell lived in, which was stayed
by guy ropes; and a grass fire in 1916 completed the destruction of
the buildings. Engines and pumps and other equipment were sold
for junk in 1917. Metson testified to expenditure of about $50,000
while drilling operations were in. progress, and about $25,000 thereafter in the development of the claims, and to paying out, after activities ceased, sums for assessment work considerably more than is
required under the law to be expended for such purpose on or for the
benefit of the claims; and there is some testimony, vague, fragmentary, and disconnected in character, relative to the reconstruction
of a bridge or bridges that were washed out over shallow draws on
the land and work on roads, performed by O'Connell, leading from
the property and in the care of buildings on the land, and credit is
*sought' for the salary paid him during the period of his occupation.
Aside from the testimony relative to work and improvements before
the destruction and sale of the mining works, and $750 worth of road
grading done by Metson in 1923 on Sec. 24, it is manifest from the
testimony of homesteaders and near-by. residents, adduced by the
Governmeont, and O'Connell's testimony as well, that improvements
Iand' repairs to roads, buildings, bridges, pipe lines, made after the
facilities were gone, were none other than for O'Connell's personal
accommodation and convenience as a homesteader while living upon
theland.
It appears that the Nevada Pacific .Company, the name of the
organization that prosecuted the oil operations, were' notified by
O'Connell that he had made homestead' entry, and he was told' to go
aheadc 'but it wouI'd do hinm no good. ' Irwin, another entryman,] was
;notified,' upon taking possession,- to vacate by 'O'Connell, but he and
-other homestead entrymvn appear to have been allowed, to maintain
-possession, make the required residence, improvements, and cultivationf without interference on the part of the mineral claimaiits.i
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Section 2 of theactA bf Junia 25, 1910 (S3) Stat. 847),p1ovickdesthat-i.
i a
The rights of any person, who, at the date of the withdrawal *..;A
bona fide occupant or -claimant of oil or gas bearing lands,- and -whio3at s-uc
date, is in diligent prosecution of work leading to discovery, of o.ilrga, shall

not be affeeted or impaired by such order,. so long as such ocupant or'claimant'
shall continue in dligent prosecution of said work.

'4 :f0.The
spurpose of- the act was to prtect bon~a-.fdea occupants of
public oil and gas lands who inS good faith were at thQe date of 'the'
00 withadrawal engaged in work leading to discovery, by -giving them
the right to continue their work to discovery and thereafXer-.o- ox-7
oil nto
acquire- title ntijthstan~ing th
t
tract and m
(257,Fe4. 33,333>
v.
Rock
Oil<a.
United
States
withdrawal.
Whether an occupant or-claimant of oil or gas bearing lands, at
the date of the withdrawal order;was at the time engage4 in_diigent
prosecgtion of'work leadinig to discovery is a, question of' fact,n a& np

,

-

-

-

applicable to all cases can be .laid down by which
hard and fast rule
1

-

it can 'be determind,' as each case must depend upo- its own facts
,and circumstances.. It may bea stated generally,. howev, that the
: occupant or claimaqt is ehtitled to protection 4, iatthe timeIof the
withdrawal
'
ttordere, he wasmaking ieasonable'effort, indicatng a b 7 'n:
I
ide intention to discover oil and jas'on the claini with alpr.actical
expedition (United States v Thirty Tiwo Oil Cdo.,.242Fed. 730, 735;
* United&States v. Standard Oi Co., 265 Fed..- 751; United State~sv.
-

-

-

Dominion Oil Co., 264 Fed. 955; UnieS4ta6tes v..`e
No'jk A
Oil Co., (o., 242 Fed. 723, affrmed, 264 Fed. 336; Unted Stes -v
234 F~e-d. :S:702),' as by doing of physical actswhi-ch had
'Mo
-

XGCutchien,

-

-

:-

a
tendncy to facilitate the exploration for, and discovery of,
t: direct
oil or gas thereon.' (United States 'v.'orthAmerican Oil Co., supra)
If he were making such effort, it is, not neessary that l was enigage
6(,Unifrd States.'
in actuala drilling for oil or, gas on' that date.

Creek Oil etc., 236Fed.: 481;' nited Stateqv. Standard Oil Co.,
X :: Grass
supra; United States v. NortAh Amnerica Oil 9c-. supra Ho
-.
Consolidatld Oil Ooin -, 48 L.. D. 9O3, 308,) :- .
-

-

--

rninerah
PtatSsufficiently
:
The
uinhontradicted evidence shows
claimants. had prior to the 4ate of the with1rawal ictivgy begn' od
devTyP
explorations upon the claims in question, with the itenteto4g.
them asToue un They had assembled material, mley4drll
r
adynjcps , carr on
in'stalled oil drilling uts, and te nthcessa,
.
-the, with
the work, up-on one or more-of the claims.
drawal th ywere, actualy,6 , g'ag4 Ilthedrilling, onthe.S.W
anad hafd
ne6 essaryt faiItiesof on6e-character o h.othAerl t
in
pursue the exploratins theeafte, r following -' eachgAtbiw. 51
Yolved. They are entitled to the ,fnding.that they werlein. diligent
-
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--

-

-st9ialled

-
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4work upon, the date of the withdrawal as to each:of

:_The next question' iswhether the explorations: were continued to
: discovery' f oilf uponl:esch of the ciaims.
"that oil in
'mineral'claimantas
the'
If. isfstrentiously'contended by
more. was
and
barrels
20
to
:5
from
measured quantities :ranging
welis-tome'of
five
the
of
eac
rom
actually discovered and take,
which was 'used in prosecutingi drilling operations." The evidence
does not justify this'stadt'ment asa finding of fact"; hExcept' as to the
on th6 SW. 1,4 where the oil was skimmed frdin' the water in the
J .w'e1l
and measuredthe evidence-.as to quantity of oil produced from
:
sump:.

:-othePWells'are estinlates, a~n'dthe"witness whobmade then stated that
theoil as not measured and further admitted, that the production.
2
was pretty hLrd to tell on any of them, and as to those wells show
ing nixture of water and oil'thatyou can not telkimuch about pro,
tdhdion till you sI oRff the water. This witness regarded the showings as dnly inducenmes to seek' deeper s'ands and that the oil. sands
encounhtere ere not of the6selves suffciently valuable to warrant
the drilling of wells to reach them.in -Certainly the subsequent acts of
the' mneral claimants, in' abandoning all further.,developuient, perlttil0g, t '9, improvyement to go to' ruin or to be sold,; the property to
lie idle;' the -ossession to'betaken under the agricultural land laws,
nd. in' never 'resuming development work, are very petsuasive that
&ha
they enterrt'ained -the :s ame view'as their superintendent 'as to the in-:
advisability of attempting to produce oil from the strata ef oil sands.
in: a-ny df 4the wells. The department is cognizant of the
; ;tf .0::re'ached'
fact that' valuable mining properties, because of economict conditions
ad6quate cause, sometinies lie idle for, a long time,: but .in this
. other'
;
cae 'there, is' no explanation' of the neglect of the claimants to profit,
*00
;::0 t:
fther labors, if they indeed found valuable deposits of. oil on the
: :'by
kgh
ffX,
uiid. va ,;0;uable q.-ep
f;:-;0.' .
f
th.f r la:'
0UY
;0f
':g t050t;

'Mineral claimants cite and rely upon, Rven, Oil and Refinig Co.
(50 L D.' 86), and 'the unr6Dported case, Uhtedi States v. DudlIe Oil,

C. ',Vigalia 02258 decided ,Octob'er 3, 1918, and affirmed on rehearing
3niPb, wherein the question of the sufficiency of oil discoveries'
::' 'March'.
held a yield of 57 barrelse
Fwas'consierted. In the first 'the depart
'nonproductive', drilled
being'
bila'1of a&yfm threewells, the fourth
leasing act, ati depths
the
of
13
section
under
granted
.: nder a' pe'rmiit
discovery to. warrant
a
sufficient
was
feet,
ranging frni'577 to 600
oil angas lease. The'facts in that case involved no question of.
:; an
dubious estlmates, 'had refTrence to daily capacity, and had no histdry
of perations 'such asexist in 'the ease at bar.
o:f'aband6ninent
o. ecese presented actual:showings of
It.ls 'trite th'6'Dudle Oil Co;
the case at bar and analogous.
;than
:better
no
production~
quantity'
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conditions of til on top of the water, but, as will be seen from the
analysis of this case in Ore6go Basin Oil wad Gas Oompaw (50 L. D.
244, 251) ,;that the determination that the discovery was sufficient did
not pivot upon the actual quantity of. oil found in the well. Unlike
the cases at barit there appeared that an oil-bearing sand shown in
a near-by well to be about 30 feet in 'thickness had: been penetrated
by th6 well on the land in question; that oil from such sand had been
shown by actual demonstration to have been extracted in- quantities
expressed inv barrel lots; that oil taken apparently from the same
deposits or geologic horizon had actually been sold at a well in the
immediate vicinity of the land for a dollar a barrel; and from others
of such wells in the same vicinity from 5 to 8 barrels of oil per day
had been produced, while the well on'the land there in question
was estimated to be one capable of producing 15 barrels per day.
Section 2319 of the Revised Statutes provides that " all valuable
mineral deposits" are open to exploration and purchase. The act
of February 11, 1897 (29 Stat. 526)', authorizes entry under the miming laws of lands "chiefly valuable" for petroleum or other mineral
oils. In United&States v. XeCM tchlen (238 Fed. 575, 583) it is stated
that this difference in language was not without significance. Elabo;rating this view the court said:
In other words, as I sense, the difference between the two statutes, as to
lodes and placers the right is given to explore and purchase " valuable mineral
deposits"; and: " the lands in which they are found"; but with respect to
petroleum the right is given ,only to enter and obtain patent to lands which
not only contain petroleum, but which are "chiefly valuable therefor." In
a word, in one case the value of the " deposits " is the criterion, and in the
other it is the value of the land. I believe this should not be lost sight of
in: defining what will suffice for a " discovery " under the oil statute,

The showings of oil in the cases at bar certainly did not supply an
inducement for further progress in the work; they furnish but a
dubious basis for holding them to be valuable for their' oil and gas
deposits. The question, however, as to discovery is not controlling
under the' facts in this case. Even if the showing as to discovery
could be de6med sufficient upon one or more of the claims, it is clear
that the claims were not maintained by the performance of annual
work and labor as required by section 2324, Revised Statutes. As
stated by the Commissioner, the record 'does not show that any,
affidavits of annual work and labor were filed, and it is shown that
for a number 'of years before this controversy arose, such expendii
tures as were made were not for improvements that would meet
the requirements of the statute as construed by the courts and the
department. The correctness of the principle expressed in numner-
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ous citations in the brief of the mineral claimants to. the effect that
the court will not substitute its judgment as to the wisdom or expediency of the method employed in adopting the plan pursued is not
questioned, but this principle does not apply to improvements that
have, no direct relation to mining operations. Chapion,Copper
Co v.; Peyer (228 'Pac. 606); Jackson V. Roby (109 U. S. 440);
Stork etc. Placer (7 L. D. 359). The expenditures claimed in this
*case forbridge and road work, for the upkeep of horses or automobiles at the service of the watchman, after all operations had been
abandoned and the equipment removed, and with no evidence of a
contemplated resiumption of drilling operations, can not be accepted
as tending to benefit the claims. It is true, the department held as
acceptable expenditures compensations paid one who guards and
cares for mining works, machinery and buildings, while operations
are temporarily suspended. Tripp et al. v. Dunphy .(28 L. D. 14).
And such is the view of the courts; *but such service will not be
regarded where there is no machinery or plant on the premises, or
where there has been more than a temporary suspension of mining
operations and the watchman is employed merely to look after the
property. (See cases cited, Mines and Minerals, 40 C. J., section
269, page 830.) Certainly this doctrine applies where in this case
the improvements and expenditures on the claim appear to have
served no other purpose than to meet the necessities of O'Connell as
both watchman and homestead entryman during has occupation of
the land.
The operations being abandoned and no effort being made to maintain the claims as the mining laws require, or to seek patent until
almost 10 years after operations ceased, the claims, if at one time
valid, lapsed into the withdrawal and the lands'became subject to
disposition under applicable public land laws. E. C. Kinney (44
L. D. 580); Interstate Oil Corporation and Frank 0. C'httenden
(50 L. 1D. 262). In the last-cited case, the department had occasion
to consider an application for patent for an oil placer claim in section 2 in- the same township and range as these lands and embraced
within the same petroleum withdrawal. A discovery of petroleum
had been made long prior to a withdrawal, four wells were drilled
and pumped for four years; subsequently, operations were abandoned and the annual assessment work was neglected. It was held
that the withdrawal was of a continuing nature and attached imm'ediately upon default of any person having at the time of its inception a then subsisting and valid claim. The rule announced fih that
case governs here; the Commissioner's decision is therefore
A fmead..
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UNITED STATES v. RUDDOCK
METSON v. O'CONNELL ET AL., UNITED STATES, INTERVE.ER
: Motion for rehearing of-departmental decision of April 18, 1927
(52 L. D. 313), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney, February 16, 1928.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE ACT OF FEBRUARY 26, 1927,0RELATING
TO CANCELLATION OF ERRONEOUSLY ISSUED INDIAN FEE
PATENTS
Opinion, February 24, 1928
PATENT-MORTGAGE--LIENS-INDIAN

LANDS.

A mortgagor who makes use of a title to secure a benefit, such as a loan,
is presumed to consent to the issuance and acceptance of the fee simple
patent, and his interest in the land becomes subject to any liens created
by way of judgments or levy of Itaxes which can not be defeated by an
attempted concellation .of the patent by the Secretary of the Interior.
PATENT-INDIAN LANDS-SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR-JUtRISDICTfON-STATUTES.

The act of February 26, 1927, confers no authority upon the Secretary of
the Interior to cancel an unapplied for patent in fee issued to an Indian
during the trust period if the patentee consented to its acceptance, and
such consent need not have preceded the actual issuance of the patent or
have been simultaneous with it.
PATENT-INDIAN LANDS-MORTGAGE-SECRETARY
JURISDICTION-STATUTES.

OF THE

INTERIOR7-OOUmTS-

The limitation in the act of February 26, 1927, withholding the power of the
Secretary of the Interior to cancel an unapplied for patent in fee issued
to an Indian during the trust period where the patentee has "mortgaged
or sold any part of the land," left the jurisdiction in such cases to the
courts, and that jurisdiction is not lost by a subsequent revesting of the
unencumbered title in the patentee or his heirs.
PATTERSON, Solicitor:

At the request of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, my opinion
is asked on a question arising under the act of February 26, 1927
(44 Stat. 1247, part 2), which providesThat the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized in his discretion,
to cancel any patent in fee simple issued to an Indian allottee or to his heirs
before the. end of the period of trust described in the original or trust patent
issued to such allottee, or before the expiration of any extension of such period
of trust by the President, where such patent in fee simple was issued without
the consent or an application therefor by the allottee or by his heirs: Provided,
That the patentee has not mortgaged or sold any part of the land described in
such patent: Provided also, That upon cancellation of such patent in fee
simple'the land shall have the same status as though such fee patent had
never been issued.
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The specific question submitted for opinion reads as follows:
Wherie an Indian has mortgaged land covered by an unapplied for patent
in fee issued during the trust period, aind such mortgage has been paid and
satisfaction recorded and no part of the land sold, may the Secretary .of the
Interior cancel such patent under: authority of the Act of February 26, 1927
(44 Stat. 1247), which authorizes cancellation
"Provided that the patentee has not mortgaged or sold any part of the land
described in such patent."

Withlthe request is transmitted a concrete case of an Indian allottee
to whom a fee simple patent was issued, without application made
therefor' which patent is dated April 13, 1918, and was filed for
record in the office where such instruments are recorded; July 15,
1918. The patent was transmitted-to the Commissioner of -Indian
Affairs, with recommendation of the Indian superintendent dated
April 18, 1927, that it be canceled. It is assumed this is in accord'
with the request of the patentee. There also accompanies the ieport
a notation of the register of deeds of the county where the land is
located; and patent recorded, as follows:
There is nothing on record against this land.

The mortgage which was of

record was satisfied.;

I am off opinion that upon the record furnished with the concrete
ease you would not be w'arranted in attempting to cancel this' particular patent. The patent has been outstanding for nearly ten
years and has been of record in. the coLnty where.theiland lies for
nearly as long. It does not appear when the mortgage was. given
nor the length of time the debt secured remained unpaid. The
information furnished by the register of deeds relates only to liens
filed and, appearing of record in that office. Judgment liens are not
there recorded. - The lien of unpaid taxes would not be disclosed by
any of the records there. Certainly the giving of a-mortgage on the
land was an acceptance of the fee title essential to its validity and
to give it effect as security, and was an acceptance of the patent,
from that time at least. Acceptance depends upon consent and a
mortgagor who makes use of a title to secure a benefit such as a loan,
will not be heard to deny the giving of the consent upon which the
validity of the mortgage given to secure the loan depends. It
follows that from the time of the giving of the mortgage the presumption of consent to the issuance and acceptance of the fee simple
patent is conclusive. The title in the patentee becoming then: unrestricted, his interest in the'land would, in my opinion, be subject
to any liens- created by way of judgments or levy of taxes; and such
liens could' not be defeated by an attempted cancellation of the patent.
The object of the cancellation of the patent is to restore the land to
"the same status as though such fee patent had never been issued."
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Obviously':this end' c~lan:not beattaed if valid liens; have attahed
which remain unsatisfied,-and until the record before him 'is sufficient
-to show-.that the title is'free of'adll liens the.Socretary of'_th Interior
( in attempting to canceel; patet irLthe
. would -not be warranted:
':.'
case presented as a concrete one.
fee
: Priorto the passage of-the act!:of February,26, 1927, ',
simple patents' had, *been issued to. Idians, without; an. application'
Made therefor by the' patentee and without his' coielut; InI'som'.
cases the Indianh:Iad refused to accept delivery of-:the patnt"'and'di
others td~elivery, had, been' 'acceped under c'onditions-shoXwing that
iad courIts
consent to its issuance had' not in fact: been givenj and&th'
;;held that unless the patenthad been Issued at'the jrequcht oftheIndian
or, if issued-without 'stich request, coinsent to the action': had'beeii
given,; it:was of no effect, so fa as- cha:ing'the status ofS'the'land
'
itetims
was concerned-aand the3 Indian owner~still held it 1in'der' t&:
v.'States'
United
patent.',
trust;
his
by
and. conditious -guaranteed'
But such' unhaithorii'd. 'fee ta
Fed.
(Q90
(
Benew'kdh o'tyi628).
and amotedtoa 6title,
ents evidenced" the passing, of the, full legal
cloud which, under the circuimstances, it was proper to have remo'ved
for the protection' of the interestt, of tthe -I4dian', and' as 'well as thoa..
; who might: rely upon the 'validity 'of the 'aipparent title': It was' th
purpose of the act to conforii thbe 'apparent to the aetual status of
such lands by amuthorizing cancellation of the unauthorized fee, paten
.'
The language bof thhat part of Athe act authri ing'cancellataion -'read
. '
" '
follows: ' ' '
''When such pent was issued Withoutthle cbosent orf appicatI' t
"
:
the allottee or by his heirs.

as

P

by'.
Ierefdr

The act confers no authority to cancel any patents not so issued.
Whether the allottee made requchtor formal application. for fee' pat-:
ent is not material if hi contented to its issuance. And' tis co nsentln
need not 'have'preceded'thei actquti issuan6e of the patent or' hiavebee'n
simultaneous with it. .'If after it was issued witho'ut'adn'appication
by him he gave consent thereio, the p,atent thereupont became a's valid
as one issued' on his formal application, andthe' Secretary of the
ague o the statute to
Interior has no moore authority 'under he
one issued on applito'
cancel
have
would
'he
than
patent
such
cancel
for issuance of' th6
made
application'was
no
though
:Even
cation.
'patent, consenttgiven thereto isa. waiver of theirregularityand 'its

effect is to'give it validity and vest:in the patentee an' unrestricted
fee. simple title. .AftAr suchtitle hasg vested the Secirtary of' th
Interior is without authority to cancel it.

c,b'
The act places a limitation on the authority given 'by'thel'd
withholding the power conferred in all cases where the' poatentee has,
part
;ay'of the land." W'ile his' limitation
"mortgaged or sold
:~~
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.isiot intend~d to give validity to pate ,nts not legally issued, it does
prev.vent any, consideration of such question by the Secretary, of the

:;terior and', very ,properly leaves j.urisdictio: jin such cases in the

courts. Manifestly no. other, course:could: have been taken; where a*
fpurchaser
-:or Emortgagee of the land. was;,a party in interest, unless
: ?the
S~ecietary- >of the: Interi.or was` vested' 'with the authority of a
c 0ourt t. ; adjudicate their claims., Such, persons .are; indispensable
parties to any proceeding looking to the c6ancellation iof the source- of
the title:,upon which. their. interestpsdepend.' An attempted eancellatiori of the patent without an opportunity to pairticipateX in; the pro-'
.

c.'eedings ;~would accomplish nothing so far as they ware concerned,
and, Congress.by
4the.
plain language used has withheld. from the
Secretary of the Interior the, right: to bring them into any proceeding
, ,w' h ere, itheir rights are associated with the fee sim ple patent, however,
erroneous may~have been the act of issuing it. The limitation upon*
the ,,power of the Secretary o '£the
jInterior to6 take any; action that
: 0would .deprive.parties in interest of any rights of property is imposed
by the guaranty of the fifth amendment to the Constitution, and the
limiiti ,nglpr'ovisno of the act is but a, recognition. by Congress
the
principle! and a declaration; that in the, administration of the act no
prqceedings should be taken which would' have the appearance of an'*
:X.:0'tinyvasion of ,the cons~titutional guaranty against the deprivation of
property wvithout due process. of law. While the 'proviso extends
only to-.cases where, there has been a sale of all or a part or a mortgage of the land, the effect of the constitutional guaranty is to protect0
all- other valid ;property rights, such -as judgments or other liens,.
:V:,: an
t:and
attempted cancellation, of the patent would: not ipsos.faoto.
destroy' these, as the right to still assert, them in the courts would be
undisturbed unless Congress by the act of
26, 1February
927, 8upra',
intended to invest the Secretary of the Interior with 'udicial power
:: to: decide the'rights of the holders of outstanding liens, and only then
where by"due 'process they are birought into the proceedingarnd given:
,their day in court. In my opinion Congress did:not intend to confer
such' authority, and uniess an intention to do so is clearly expressed
the Selcretary should hesitate to assume it. "Such matters are: more
properly for, the courts, and in all cases where applications are made
by the holr ofthe tee si. ple patent for can'celation of it th6
applicantsthould firs
.apiant,
should.f
be required to show tha~t the title, real or ap-,
parent,' was free- ofall liens attaching subsequent to its'issuance, and,
whSere suc'h, .liens appear, action looking, to cancellation should at
least be deferred until some court of competent jurisdiction has
tadjudged the invalid. ,Where the showing made to the Secretary
is' sufficient to convince him that the record liens are void or voidable,
'he-would'd bewarranted in causing proper action to be taken, in the
:name of the United States as. guardian of the Indian, to have them
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removed.

If.in such sUits the invelidity, Of the.liens is,-established ".
and the queion of WheAhfer the e ,simpLe Pate, nsht
to ,becan-'
celed on Sthe .appliction made t,othe secretary, pf the..Interiprws
.or was 'noti regula'rl'y issiied 1s not one of the issuep i4ore'd
:
decided, the application could then, be, by hiij
,prope
c:iinidere
arand disposed of under the at
question.'
,i
If in such'sii, j'he al'dity Qf the 'paten't becomes an:. 'issue~and t
dhe
isi
against its valIdity4b§caue
issued ' without the.consento an apIli, U
ca~tion
theirefo~r?'by the patentee, the cancellationof such,;p~a~teritill
,foilow as a mnatter of course.
The,question 'remains as to the ,authority of ,thei Secrearyf the
Interior to, ,cancel such patents ,in tiose' cases wh~e"'
after receipt of the patent has soid or mortgaged
iunencumbered title .has subsequently revesto ged
theladanth
his heirs..

.

..

'

-

In my opinion the revest'ing:oftitle to land conveyed or6tie rele e
'of a mortfgage given .thereon-by the ;patentee inm no,
,earages
the jurisdiction of th' Seretary 'under. the' statute. While it may
ie possiblethat case 'this kind will ariseh
w ere t evidencefered :
-tends toi establish 'that the: 'pate't
'was'
I
`*
w" i0
ou
f
: ^applicatin
'Nthierenoand~h~atn
ovalid consent to its-:'issuance
later glv'en-; the proceedings looking toits
j
cancella t`ijnshou1d
e
confined to the courts,. and the evidence; presented to you used as
,:thed basis of 'a recommendation tb itlie IAttorney Geieral to ikl;ue
a; suit :looin to a judicial declar'ation th t~hi
.t patent was
It follows the question submitted must be answered in the negative'
'

Approved:

'
JOHN 11. EDWARDS,

' '

'

.

'

'

'

ASSie0ta4nt Secret y.

SMLALIJIORYN OIL SHALE REFINING COMPAN1r AND FRED
'J.

ERICK

CRAMP~TOIX

Decided, March 2, 1,928
'OI-SHALE LAENDS-OIL A ID GAS LANDSS-PATEN-RE5EPVATIOiqS7WORDS 'ANID,
PHEBASES-STATUTES.

The word "pii as used in the act of July 17, 1914, in'cudes 6ol shale-fthud
a recital in a patent issued pursuant to'l that act, reservingjtto' the .lnite'te
.States Iall the oil and gas in, the lands,. patented, is sufficient to rserse the
oil shale deposits.
.
OIL AltO GAS LANDS-OIL-SHALUE LANDS-PROSPEOTING
IE4O3ESTEAD:
ENTRY-SURFACE RIGRIGTSLRCE iG~lT-STATES.
Section' 20 of the act of. February 25, 1920, which grants a prefereince' right
to 'a -surface entrymian in: the -award of' a permit tb' prospect 'fori 'oil -and
gas in the entered lands relates to oil and gas: deposits to be obtained by
means
:
of drilling wells and' it has no application to oil shale, deposits.

.
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Thi Co
issioner bif th Gienertal Landj'Ofie has submitted to the
department for instructions a case in which the 'facts and legal ques-.
tions ar. briefly as follows:
'On O'ber: 1'9; 1920, Frederick J. Crampton made homestead entry, under section 2289, Revised Statutes, for the SW. ,14 NW. 1,4 Sec.
14; '4 2 NIE. 4 5 15, 'T. 9 S., R.' 9 W., M. M., Montana. It was
'showh that he established residence on the land i October, 1917.
On Aptil 17, 1922, the' Smallhorn' Oil Shale Refiningo Company
filed application for an oil shale lease, underisedtion 21 of'the act of
;Fbruaryt5,
~-1920 (41 Stat. 437), for 2,5606 acres in said T. 9 8.,
B '., 90 W.t,- tin~clu'ding the
'4 NW. 1/4 Sec.6SW.
14. On September 8,
1926, thelPirector of the Geological Survey reported "totheCGommis'':sioner- that the land) embraced iin Crampton's honesteadi entry ap-'
peared to be without value for coal or other minerals, "with'the possible exception of pihosphatic oil shale," which was known to occur.;
in tht" inimbdiate vicinity. By decision of September 18, 1926, the
Comnuissioner called upon the homestead claimant "ctofile his consent
that his.said' entry': be made in accordance, with'iaind subject .to the
provision4'and reservations of the act of Jul§ t 1914 (38 Stat. 509),
;:0'whichctres~etves the' oil.and gas.content of the lad to the United
States."
wasIt
w'further stated:
f '0 ,; ; the'
0, .Sho~uld
entynan file 'the consent to the reservation required, it appears
he would then be eentitled to an oil and gas prospecting permit on the land
undersection 20 of the leasing act.

Crampton made final proof on Ohit homestead entry on October 2,
:1924,which was suspended for field investigation. On October 4,
1926, he filed consent to the amendment of his entry 5'so as to reserve
to the United States all the phosphate, tnitrate, potash, oil gas, or'
asphaltic nmineral deposits in the land embraced in. said. :application:
i(e ,ntry), .'pursuant to the :provisions, conditions, reservations, and
lmitations of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 0Stat. 509)." On October
9, 1926, he filed application for an oil shale lease for 680:acres in.
said T. 9S., 'R. 9 W., includingg tihe land embraced in his homestead
entry. lie a lleged that the. land was valuable' for its oil shale contents.
IThe Geological Surveyvrecommended on November 28, 1927,
that the land thus applied for be:segregated as an oil shale leasing
:unit and offered for lease subject to specified terms and conditions.
Firial'certiicate was issu
'oe Craimipton't entry on' Novehr: 26,.
'1926
areservation
,with
of oil and gas. Patent was issued on Janury 21', 927, 'with a reservation as followt:
E:: ::xcepting
and reserving. also to:'the United States all the oil and gas 'in
t1: thland~s
:so patented, andtit, or persons authorized by it, the right to
. .,
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prospect for, mine, and remove such deposits from the same upon compliance
with the conditions and subject to the provisions and limitations of the Act
of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509).

Under these circumstances the- Commissioner asks whether the
reservation in Crampton's patent is such that the Government has
retained title to the oil shale in the land, and if so, whether Cramptoll
is entitled to preference right to aan oil-shale lease under section 20
of the leasing act..Oil shale has been defined by one writer as-t
* * * a compact laminated rock of sedimentary origin, yielding over 33
per cent of ash and containing organic matter that yields oil when distilled but
not appreciably when extracted with the ordinary solvents for petroleum.
kOil Shale, by Martin J. Gavin, Bulletin 210, Bureau of Mines, 1924.)

In regard to the oil shales of Montana the same writer says that
they* f-*

* lie at two: distinct geologic horizons, one in the Phosphoria forma-

tion, probably of, Permian age, and the other in Tertiary beds. The Phospnoria
shales of western Montana are characterized by a rather high percentage of
phosphates.
Near Dillon there' are beds three feet or more thick that will probably yield
up to 30 gallons df oil to the ton. The phosphate beds, associated with the
shales, are possibly of future importance as a commercial source off phosphates.
The Phosphoria shales of this region are dark brown or black or give a
brownish streak, and the richer portions are frequently oolitic (in rounded form
or pebbles) . On weathered surfaces the shales exhibit a great variety of
colors, a bluish-white usually predominating. On fractured surfaces, the shales
are often slickensided. When freshly broken . or rubbed they give off an odor
of petroleum and. will burn rather freely when placed in a fire. They carry a
little pyrite disseminated in very small grains.
The richest of the shales in this locality will probably not yield more than 30
gallons of oil to the ton, and apparently no beds of workable thickness are as
rich as this. However, seams of workable thickness will yield up to 20
gallons and contain as high as 0.77 per cent nitrogen (equivalent to 71 pounds
of ammonium' sulphate per ton) and about 2.0 -per cent of phosphorus calculated phosphoric pentoxide (P2 05 ). Beds associated with the oil shale contain as high as 24 per cent. of P2 05 . There is no known method of treating
the shales for both their oil and phosphate content at the same time.

The act of July. 17, 1914, supra, affects public lands which are
withdrawn, classified, or reported as being valuable for " phosphate,
nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or asphaltic minerals." It will be noted that
the words " oil shale " are not found in said act. But the department has long held that lands classified as valuable for oil shale
as a source of petroleum and nitrogen were prior to the passage of
the leasing act open to mineral entry under the mining laws of the
United States and are open "to nonmineral entry in accordance with
the provisions of the act of July 17, 1914." Instructions of May 10,
1920 (47 L. D. 548).
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On February 2, 1918, the Commissioner of the General Land Office
'issued an order to the chiefs' of divisions of this office as follows:
You are instructed that mineral reservations under the Act of July 17, 1914
(38 Stat. 509), for lands classified as mineral lands 'valuable as a source of
petroleum and nitrogen should read:
"Excepting and reserving, however, to the United States all oil and gas
and all shale or other rock valuable as a source of petroleum and nitrogen in
the lands so patented, and to it, or persons authorized by it, the right to prospect for, mine, and remove such deposits from the same upon compliance with
the conditions and subject to the provisions and limitations of the Act of
July IT, 1914 (38 Stat. 509)."

In all probability Congress did not, at.the time of the passage of
the act of July IT, 1914, have its attention called to the value of oil
shale as a source of petroleum, and nitrogen, and phosphate. Presumably the question whether lands 'containing oil shale could 'be
located and patented under the mining laws had not then been
raised.. At any rate, oil shale as such was not included in the list of
minerals in said act. But, as we have seen, the Land Department
has construed the act to include oil shale, and tinder such construction
surface entries df oil shale lands have been allowed and patented.'
The authority for reservation; of oil shale in entries and patents
must be found in the act of July 17, 1914. Officers of the Land Department have no authority to insert in patents reservations not contemplated by law. In this connection see B krke v. Southern Pacifc
R. B. Co. (234 U. S. 669).
It has' been noted that the main product of oil shale is oil. The
department is of the opinion that the word "oil" as used in the act
of July 17, 1914, may properly be construed to include oil shale, and
under such construction the reservation in Cramptoh's patent is sufficient to xeserve to the United States the oil shale deposits in the
patented land.
The department is not unmindful of its opinion of November 12,
1927 (52 L. D. 333), wherein the phrase " oil lands " Occurring in the
act of February 12, 1903 (32 Stat. 825), was construed not to apply
to oil shale. But it was there necessary to construe a particular
statute which had been given a restrictive construction by the. Supreme Court of the United States. See Union Oil Company of
Californiav. Smith (249 U. S. 33T), in which the committee report
upon the bill which became the act of February 12, 1903, supra, was
quoted as showing that Congress had in mind oil lands as to which
the boring of wells for the discovery of oil was necessary.
Although 'Crampton initiated his claim 'to the land' in question.
prior to the passage of the leasing act and thereafter waived his right
to oil shale, he has no preference right to an oil shale lease against
the prior application of the Smallhorn Oil Shale Refining Company
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for such lease.;- In the act of February 25, 1920, supra, distinct provisions are made regarding oil-shale deposits, and these are separated
from those made for oil and gas deposits to be obtained by means of
drilling wells. Section 20 of that act has no application to oil shale.
The records are returned to the General Land Office for appropriate action in accordance with the views herein expressed.

ASSESSMENT WORK ON OIL-SHALE CLAIMS I
Instructions, November 12, 1927
:mi-S.IHALE LANDS-MINING CLA n-DIscovESY-ASSESS6MENT WoaK-STATUTES.
The rules of the general mining laws as to discovery and assessment work
are applicable to oil-shale claims unaffected by the act of February 12, 1903.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-OIG-SHALE LANDS-WORDS AND PHRASES.

The term "oil lands" in the act of February 12, 1903, does not comprehend
oil-shale lands.
PRror. DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTION S. MODIFIED.
Instructions of May 10, 1920 (47 L. D. 548), modified.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary.:

l
Since your [Division Inspector J. Arthur Moore, Salt Lake City,
Utah] informal inquiry in the matter, I have given careful consideration to the question whether the so-called five claims act, i. e., the
act of February 12, 1903 (32 Stat. 825), applies to placer locations
made on account of, and upon, lands valuable for oil shale deposits.
Taking into account the object and purpose of the act, the circumstances that led up to its enactment, the preexisting rules as to
placer locations under the general mining laws, and the act of February 11, 1897 (29 Stat. 526), relating to the location under the
placer mining laws of lands valuable for petroleum and other mineral oils, the character, form, and mode of odcurrence of oil shale,
the proposed methods of developing and mining oil shale, and extracting shale oil therefrom, and contrasting oil shale in these respects
with fluid oil occurring as such in its natural state and the methods
of discovering and developing it, I am of the opinion that Congress

did not intend the act to apply to oil shale, and that oil shale is
not comprehended in the phrase " oil lands " occurring in the act.
My view is that the act of 1903 was intended to relate to oil
placer claims where discovery and development were through wells
of greater or less depth, drilled to reach oil and gas bearing sands.
Oil shales are not found in this way, and are more in the nature
of blanket ore deposits' or perhaps more nearly ike certain forms
of mineral taken under the general placer mining laws. ConseSee instructions of March 10, 1928, page 334.
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qiently it is my view. that the rules of the general mining laws as
to discovery and assessment work are applicable to oil shale claims
unaffected by the act of 1903. In so ;:far then as the penultimate
paragraph of the instructions of.May 10, 1920 (47 L. DJ)548, 551),
is not in. harmony with the views here expressed, it is overruled.

ASSESSMENT WORK ON OIL-SHALE CLAIMS
Instructions, March 10, 19.28
OIL-SHALE LANDS-MINING CLAIM-ASSESSMENT WORK-STATUTES.
The applicability of assessment work .on oil-shale claimsis to be adjudicated
under the rules of the general mining laws unaffected by the act of
February 12, 1903.

OIL-SnAuE LANDS-MITNING CLAIM-GRoup DESTELoPmENT-ASSESSMENT WORKSTATUTES.
Oil-shale claimants who performed assessment wrork upon the theory that
the act of February 12, 1903, applied to such claims, are not prejudiced
thereby, inasmuch as under the liberal construction heretofore expressed
in numerous departmental decisions, any group assessment work that will
meet the requirements of that act will satisfy the requirements of section
2324, Revised Statutes.
OIL-SHALE LANDS-MINING CLAIM- GRoup DEVELOPMENT- EXPENDITURES PATENT-ASSESSMENT WORE-EVIDENCE--BURDEN OF PROOF.
.Work of strictly an exploratory nature, performed on a group of oil-shale
claims such as work that is shown to have value in determining the oilbearing character of the shale on a contiguous group of claims, is acceptable as expenditure required as a basis for patent, other essentials
of the rules of group development being established; and work of similar
character may also be credited as annual assessment work where an
antecedent discovery is shown; but the burden of proof is upon the claimant both under the act of February 12, 1903, and under section 2324,
Revised Statutes.
PRIoR DEPARTMENTAL INStRUCTIONs AMPLIED..
Instructions of November 12, 1927 (52 L. D. 333), amplified.

First Assistaobt Secretary:
I have considered your LCommissioner of the General Land Office]
letter of March 3, 1928; requesting instructions with respect to the
inquiries in the accompanying letter of Division Inspector Ralph S.
Kelley, who desires to be further advised as to the rules applicable to
group assessment work on oil-shale claims to aid him in the prosecutiofn of future field investigations of such claims.
It is believed that the letter of November 12, 1927, to Division Inspector Moore (52: L. D. 333), to which reference, is made in Mr.
Kelley's: letter, is sufficiently explicit in stating the, department's
view that: such work is to be adjudicated under the rules of the general mining laws unaffected by the act of February 12, 1903. (32 Stat.
FINNEY,
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The letter to Mr. Moore 'did snot4iAange, the ruila f law; it
;
simply declar4d the ,department'sview of what the law is an@ a
has been and -overruled .tlhe. insttlrptions jof May 10,., 1920 '(47 t.I D'.
'
ence, nodifferent
548), so far as not in harrmjony with.sh view.
law is to be applied as to group assessme ntwork pn such cl'aim ne"'
before the,promulgataton of tihe letter of November 12 1927-.
:
Mr. Kelley's lettpr. states'that .certain, oqwners of oil-shale. claimis
have expressed considerable: concern because,- of the letter, to Mr.
Moore,:asserting that'; in the doing of assessment ,nd patent work
o, maid di,
they had reliedtpon, the~ instructions of Ma 1
their work to meet the requirements of: the act of 1903;, that such
y
* instructions created: ' rule of property,, the benefits)o f wh.ic
can not now be deprived by applying the ruies establshed'under
the requirements of section 2324,1Revised Statutes;
The department's answer to this contention is, that any group
assessment work that will meet the requirements of the act of 1903
will, under the depattment's liberal construction heretofore expressed
in numerous departmental decisions, meet the requirements. of section 2324, sUprG. ,The act of 1903: did not dispense with itherequiret.r
ment under the general mining'laws that the work claimed as group
development work must. be 'shownX to be ' of :general'; benefit 1to the
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"The department 'experienc-S the same difficulty- in pereelving any

adclditionai ,beefits a mining claimant acquires by reliance .upon the
act of 1903.
RALPH; T. RICHARDS
Decided March 10, 128S
WITDRAWAt-MINERAiL

0::;;X0
0;;00::f

ANDS-CO'AL LA \Ds-AsPiALTTM-MININ

OLAMS-

'e.STATUTEDS. ...
0
; i
: :'
:
;
t
The, Aet of June 25, 1910, permitted mining locations upon land withdrawn
thereunder containing minerals "-other than.-. coal, oil, gas or phosphate,"
and locations upon lands withdrawn pursuant to that act were not restricted
solely to metalliferous minerals prior to the passage of the amendatory
'act of August 24, 1912.
A5PIALTUM--IL ANWD
C;GAS LANDSODS AND PEEnASES-STATUTES-WITH!DRAWAL.
A' deposiof sand asphalt on sandstone heavily saturated with asphaltic

mibnierals in hard solid Aformation is not "'oil" within the :meaning of the
act ofuJwne 25,; 1910i.
COir, LAN41s-'-WIT1HDRAWAL.
: ::coal-land
:,A
withdrawal continues to. be. effective so long as it remains, unrevoked, notwithstanding, that the withdrawn lands had been classified as
noncoaL prior' to the withdrawal.'
- STATUTORY
C
rtdrcoNiEvmnucr-paEsUMpnIoN.

ttnder the geneial rule of law a statute is in force and operation during.,
-theentire:day :f

its approval, subject to the privilege of any person having

a §ubstantial right' that may be affected thereyk to prove 'that a claim'
fled,.on that dayjwas actually initiated before the'exact time of the a.-:
.,proval of the act.
FINNEY

First A00009?Jr
Sarss7tantSecretary:d

d:

.ision

; th

'Ralph T. Richards has' appealed from
decision bf the6aCommissioner of the General' Land Office, holding for dancellation his applications, Salt Lake .City' 040083, 040084, 040085, for 'patenht to' certain'
placer mining claims located on: account of deposits of asphalt, upon
which final certificatesissued
l, 1926.
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0 0Application 0400083 is basedon :the' Sunnssidlcatiois, nuibers
4 to 7 inchmive, located'in 1911, and which'tgether cover SW. 'A
Sec. 3 NW. 1/4 andE. /2' Sec. 10,T. 14' S., R. 14 EM, S. L. M.
Applicationr 040084 covers the follow'ing namld and described lo.
cations in T. 13 S.;-R. 13 E.> S. L. M.:.

Asphalt No. 6,. S.

V

SEz.

/4,

SE.

1/4

SW. M/ Sec. 13 located September 20,.

1912.

Asphalt No. 4, E. 1/
2 2 See. 24, located AUg t27, 1912.
Mabel No.L3, E. 12 NW.1/-M Sec. 24, located August. 16, 1913.
Ridge No. 3, SW. 1/4 SW. Y4 Sec. 13, SE. '41.9 SE. * Sec. 24, located August 24, 1912.

*

Ridge Nh. 1, W.

'/2

E.

1/2

:

Sec. 14, lot 1, See. 23, lot 1.

See. 24, located July 6, 1912.

Application 040085, is based. upon. the Asphalt No. 1, located
Marchb17, 1912, and covers S. 1/2 NE. 1/4, SE. 1/4 NW. 1/4, NE 1/4
SW. 1/4 Sec. 30, T. 13 S., R. 14 E., S. L. M.
The tracts above described in T. 14 S.- R. -14 E., were included in
coal withdrawal, Utah No. 1, made July 7, 1910, and. the other
tracts above described were included in coal withdrawal Utah No. 9,
made May 11, 1911. Subsequently Sec. 3, T, 14 ;S., R. 14 E., was.
classified as coal land at $20 per acre and; restored to. entry by
Executive order of June 15, 1914. Later See. 10 was-classified as;
coal land, no price being set, and similarly restored August 15,.
1921. Sec. 30, T. 13 S., WR.
14 E.,. was classified as coal land June 27,v
1914, and restored August 15, 1921. Lot 1, Sec. 23,1T. 13 S., R. 13 E,
is part of the township classified as coal land July 3, 1907; the remaining lands applied for in 040084 were classified on the lastmentioned date as noncoal. L
Lot 1, Spec. 24, Covered by Ridge 3, and
the; ISW. .'/ 4. SE. 1/4 Sec. 24, covered by Ridge. 1, were. selected by,
the State May 1, 1905, and the selection approved October .10, 1927.
The purchaser from the State of these tracts, amnong others, conveyed
* the asphaltic and certain other minerals to the United States by deed,
* dated July16, 1915.
:The grounds for the Commissioner's. action was that under the act
of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 847), as: amended by the act. of August 24X.
1912 (37 Stat. 497), mining locations, other than for metalliferous
minerals, are prohibited on land withdrawn pursuant to . those adts,
and lands classified and valuable for coal are not subject to location
under the .general mining laws. These propositions are sound, but
do not admit of such sweeping application when applied to the facts
in this case. It will be observed that the locations embraced in appli-.
cations 040083, 040085,. and the Ridge No. 1 location in 040084, were
made prior to the act of August 24, 1912, which restricted the right to.
locate mining claims. on withdrawn lands solely to metalliferous.
minerals. The act of 1910 permitted mining locations upon land:
.
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withdrawn thereunder: containing minerals " other than coal, oil, gas
or phosphate.". It appepxs. from the report of a mineral 'inspector.
that the deposits for 'which these locations are miade consist of sand
asphalt on sandstone heavily- saturated with asphaltic -minerals in
hard solid formation. The deposit can not be considered within the
category of " oil " within the meaning of the act of 1910. The withdrawal, therefore, was no bar to'the location, acquisition and purchase of lands based upon locations made prior to the. act of 1912.;
With respect'. to application 040084, Asphalt Nods. 4 and 6, 'and
Mabel 3, located subsequeht' to the act of 1912, they are of no effect.
The fact that the land had been classified as 'noncoal prior to such
withdrawal is immaterial The lands were, and still continue, under
'the spell of the withdrawal when located and so long as it remained
'unrevoked, the land was reserved from disposition under any form
of location not specifically authorized by the act, subject to the provisions under which:such withdrawals are made.' Williaom E. Moses
(44 L. D. 483); GeorgeB. Pratt et al. (38 L. 1D. 146);'instructions
(40 L. D. 415) ; Jackson Hole Irrigatqo.Co.'(48 L. D. 278); instructions (41 L. D'. 345). The Ridge No. 3 was' located on the date of the
approval of the amended jact, which became effective on that date.
Under the general rule applicable to such a case, the act was in force
Iand operation during the entire day, subject to the privilege of any
person having a substantial right that may'be affected by the general
rule to prove 'if he can that his location was -made before the exact
'time the act was approved on that day. United States v. Stoddcad
oet al. (89 Fed. 699); regulations' (47 .L. D. 437, 472). But even if
appellant furnishes such proof, the cancellation' of lot 1, Sec. 23, must
be affirmed because the land at the time of location was classified,
and so far as anything to the contrary appears, is valuable for coal,
and the cancellation of lot '1, Sec. 24, and SW. /4 SE. /4 must be also
0 uffirmed, as title thereto was' in the State at the time of location 'and'
the surface title, if not the full legal title, still resides in- the 'State.
'-The appellant's. offer to* take patent subject to the' ievation: o6
the coal canwnot 'be entertained.. :No authority exists 'for the insertion of isuch a; reservation in a patent 'for a placer mining claim.
Joseph W'E.
MClory ('50 Li. D. 623) -iMa' Pe ton (51 . T. 336)d;
'' mpire' Gas ' mFquel :-Cotpany (61 fL.- D. 424). Applying the
above-stated frulesthe-deeision is affirmed as to Asphalt "Nos. 4 and
6,'and Mabel 3, Ridge I 'as to SW. ,:/4 SE. 1/4 Sec.'24, 'Ridge No'. 3 as
to lot 1, Sec. 23; and lot 1, Sec. 24, and as to the, whole of Ridge 3,
subject to the right of-appellant to' show satisfactorily that the acts
of location thereof took'pl'ace'before'thle act of' August' 24, 1912,' was
signed by tthe President, and the 'decision is reversed as to' applica-,
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tions 040083, 040085,5 and Ridge 1 as to W W.., NE. Y-,NW. 1'/, SE. Y4/
Sec. 24, and the case remanded :for appropriate action in accordance
with these views.
.
:Affnied in pt

'.BENIGNO

and reversed in part and remnl

ded.

lURILLO0.

Decided April 4, '1928
CTJLTIVATION-ENLARGEI HoMEsTErD-STocR-RAsIIe:; HomESTEAD-RuEFS AND
*REGeULTIONS.:
-:
* .A departmental. ruling abrogating the privilege under the enlarged homestead act of reducing the area of cultivation, based on the physical condition of the land, if, at the date of the application to enter, the land was
designated and subject to entry under' the stock-raising homestead act,
will not be applied retroactively to affect adversely the rights of a homesteader who made entry prior thereto.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsION ON
ER.RuLF-DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS CONSTiUzED.
Case of Delia May Sprufl (50 L. D. 549),. overruled; instructions of February 1, 1924 (50 L. D. 260), construed.

FINNEY First Assistant: Secretary:.

*This is an appeal by Benigno Murillo from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated January 23, :1928, rejecting the final proof submitted September 27, 1927, on his entry under
the enlarged homestead act, made October 9, 1922, for W- i2 Sec. 14,
T.5N.,R.23E.,:N.'M.;M., New Mexico; and holding the entry for
cancellation.
According to the final-proof testimony, entryman and,.his family
had resided continuously on the land for almost five years. The im-.:
provements were valued at about $500, including a house valued at
$375. Two horses and 20 head of cattle had been grazed on the land,
none of which had.been cultivated.
With the final. proof was filed an application for the reduction
of the required area of cultivation, in which it was' alleged that the
soil is'gravelly and the surface rolling, with only.a few acres of level
land; that the average annual rainfall is less than 12 inches; . that
the land is valuable only for grazing, and that to attempt to cultivate
it would only ruin the grazing.
In the decision appealed from the' application .-for reduction of
cultivation was denied on the ground that the land had been: designated under the stock-raising homestead act prior tt the date 'of the
application to make the entry in-question.- The entryman was accorded the privilege'of changing the entry to' one under section, 1
of the stock-raising homestead act and later showing that the
required improvements had been made.:

'
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942). of February 1,1924 (50 I D.: 260),p
By order (Circular
paragraph 27(b)6of, Circular. No.`541 (48;L.D. 389,-398), was
amended by adding:
Nor will a reduction in the area of cultivation, based on the physical condition of the land, be permitted if, at the date of the application to enter, the
land was designated and subject to entry under the stock-raising act. *

In denying Murillo's application, the Commissioner cited the case
of Lelia Maly Sprruill (50 L. D. 549), in which the entry was made
October 15, 1920, and in which it was contended that the entrywoman
had relied on the practice- in vogue prior to. the date of the: order of
February 1, 1924, aspra, of accepting grazing in lieu of cultivation
where it was shown that the land was chiefly valuable for such use.
The department denied the appellant's plea of stare decis.
'After mature consideration the department is of opinion that
those persons who made homestead entries prior to February 1, 19243,
were warranted in relying on prior rulings that grazing of the land.
would be accepted in lieu of cultivation if it was made to appear that
the' land was chiefly valuable for grazing. Accordingly,0the order
of February 1, 1924, will not be held applicable to entries which
were applied for prior to that date, the decision in the Spruill case
-being overruled.
The decision appealed from is accordingly
Reversed
OFFERINGS AT PUBLIC SALE-SECTION 2455, REVISED STATUTES,
AS AMENDED'
REGULATIONS
[Circular No. 684]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GE:- :L LAND OFFICE,
.DC., April 7. 1928.

-fwashington,

REGIsTEs, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICEs:
The sale of isolated tracts of unreserved publi& land and tracts
not isolated, but which are mountainous or too rough for cultivation,.
is authorized by section 2455 of the Revised Statutes '(section 1171,
title 43, United States Code), as amended by the acts of June 27,
1906 (34 Stat. 517), March.28, 1912 (37 Stat. 77), and March 9,
1928 (45 Stat. 253). Special provisions as to Iands 1inwestern
Nebraska are found in the act of March 2, 1907 (34 Stat. 1224).
The present' instr'Uictions constitute a revision of those of February
25, 1926 (51 L. D. 357).
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GENERAL REGULATIONS

1. Applicatiofs to have isolated tracts ordered into market must
Ibe filed with the register of the local land office: for the district
wherein the lands are situated except in the States of Alabama',
_Mansas, Louisiana, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Mississippi,
Missouri, Ohio, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin. These6'States have no
adistrict land office, and applications for land therein should 'be forwarded to the Commissioner of the General Landl Office, Wasington,
no C',
2. Applicants must show by their affidavits, corroborated by at
least two Witnesses, that the land contains no salines, coal, or other
minerals; the amount, kind, and value of timber or Xstone thereon,
if any; whether the land is occupied, and if so, the nature of the
occupancy; for what purpose the land is 'chiefly valuable; why' it
is desired that same~ be sold; that applicant desires to ppurchase the
land f6r his own individual use and actual occupation and not for
speculative purposes, and that he has not heretofore purchased under
-Section 2455, Revised' Statutes, or the amendments thereto, isolated
tracts, the area of which when added to the area applied fort will
exceed approximately 320 acres; and that he is a citizen of the
United States or has declared his intention to become such. Also
a duly corroborated affidavit showing that no spring or water hole
-exists, if it be a fact, upon any legal subdivision of the land applied
for; or if there be any spring or water hole, the afdavit should
state the exact location and size thereof, togther with an estimate
*of the quantity of water in gallons which it is capable of producing
daily. If applicant has heretofore purchased lands under the pro-visions of the acts relating to isolated tracts, same must be described
in the application by subdivision, section, township, 'and range.
These provisions are modified, however, in Xthe class of cases
teferred to in paragraph 5 (b).
3. The'affidavits of applicants to have isolated tracts ordered into
market and of their corroborating witnesses may be executed before
any officer having a seal and authorized to administer oaths in the
eounty For land district in which the tracts described in the applications are situated. -Affidavits relating to lands in those States having
no local office may! be executed anywhere within the State.
4. The officer before whom such affidavits -are executed will cause
(each applicant andlhis witnesses to fully answer the questions contained upon the accompanying form and, after the answers to the.
questions therein contained have been reduced to writing, to sign and
swear to same before him.
5. (a) No sale will be authorized upon the application of a person
who has purchased under section 2455, Revised Statutes, or the
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amendments thereto, any linds the area of which, when added to the
area applied for, shall exceed approximately 320 a cres.
(b) Where one or more tracts, each not exceeding 120 acres in area,
are entirely surrounded by land owned by the applicant and have
been isolated for five or more years, an offering may be allowed without, regard to the limitations as to extent of purchases by the applicant, set forth in paragraphs 2 and 5 (a), provided the lands sought
are not valuable for farming but are chiefly valuable for grazing or
for special use in connection with the adjoining lands. Applicants
under this subparagraph must furnish proof of ownership of the land.
surrounding that applied for; also detailed evidence as to the character of the land applied for, particularly with respect to its comparative values for farming, grazing, and special use in connection with
the adjoining lands, which evidence must consist of an affidavit by
the applicant corroborated by the affidavits of not less than two disinterested persons having actual knowledge of the facts. In other
respects these cases are governed by the general regulations.
6. No tract exceeding approximately 320 acres in area will be
ordered into the market. An application may include several incontiguous tracts provided their aggregate area does; not exceed 320
acres. Each tract will be offered separately and certificates will be
issued under different numbers unless they are bought by the same
person.
7. No tract of land will be deemed isolated and ordered into the
market unless, at the time application is filed, the said tract has been
subject to homestead entry for at least two years after the surrounding lands have been entered, except in cases where some extraordinary
reason is advanced which may be found sufficient to warrant waiving
this restriction.
8. The register will, on receipt of applications, note saihe upon the
tract books of his office, and if the applications are not properly
executed or not corroborated he will reject the same, subject to the
right of appeal. Applications found to be properly executed and
corroborated will be disposed of as follows:
(a) If the applicant does not show himself qualified, or if the tract:
appears not to be subject to disposition under the- provisions of paragraph 7, or if all the land is appropriated, the register will reject the
application subject to the usual right of appeal; if part of the tract.
is appropriated, he will reject the application as to. that part, and, in
the absence of an-appeal after the usual notice he will eliminate the
description thereof from the application and take further action as
though it had never been included therein. Where an appeal is filed,
the Commissioner of the General Land Office, -if he decides to order
into market a part, or all, of the lands, will call upon the register and
the division inspector for the reports as next provided for, concerning
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the value of theland.- Adverse action bv the Gomuissioner will bes
subjectto appeal to the Secretary of the Interior.'

(b) If all 'the land applied for is vacant andl not withdrawn or

otherwise reserved romh such- disposition and the status of the' sur'rounding lands0is such 'that a sale' might properly be ordered uiider
paragraph 7, the register, after noting the application on',his records,:
will promptly forward then same to the division inspector for report
as to the value of -the land and any objection he' may wish to interpose to the' sale, and the'register will make proper notations on his
schedule or-serial numbers in the event the application is not returned
in time to be' forwarded with the current returns.: Upon receipt of'
the application from the division inspector with his report thereon,
the register will attach his report as to the status of the land and
that surrounding, the value of, the land applied for, if he has any
knowledge concerning the same, and any objection to the sale known
to him, and forward the papers to the General Land Office with the
current returns.
9. An application for sale will not segregate the land from entry
O
or other disposal for such lands may be entered at any time before
the receipt in the local land office. of the letter authorizing the sale,
and its notation of record or, as to land in those States having no~
local officer, before the date of the order of sale. If any or all of the
land applied for be entered or filed upon while the application for,
sale is in the hands of the division inspector, the register will sol
advise him; if all 'the land be thus entered or filed' upon he will
request the return of the application for forwarding to the General
Land Office.
If all of the land applied for be entered or filed upon at any time
prior to receipt of a. letter 'from the General Land Office authorizing:
an offering, the register will at once close the case on his records;
notify the applicant of the action, and promptly report the facts'to
said office, where the matter will be closed on its records without
letter; similarly, a caseewill be closed in part and like notice ancl
report will be sent if an entry or filing be made for part of the landinvolved.
10. Upon''recei6pt of letter authorizing the sale the register will at.
once examine the'records to see whether the tract, or any part thereof,.
has been entered. If the examination of the record shows that 'allof the tract has been entered or filed upon, the register will not pro-mulgate the 'etter authorizing the sale, but will report the facts to'
'the General Land Office, whereupon the letter authorizing the salewill be revoked. If 'a, part of the land has been entered, he will soi
report and note on the tract book, opp'osite such portion of-the tract
as is found to be clear, that sale' has been authotized, giving the date

:34.
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Thereupon the land will be considered segregated for

.the purpose of sale., The minijmum. priceset by.theorer,4

for

sale

.should also be noted on the records..i In the event no sale, is had the
price, so noted ,wll be effectie as to any subsequent application for
.o~ffe~i~ng,, filed4 within three years after the datje of the report of the
4division inspector.
,The register will prepare a notice for, publication on the form hereJinafter given, descri1 ing the land found to be uneptered", and fixing a
*datejfor the sak1,.which date must be far enoughi in advance to. afford
ample time for publication of the notice, and for, the affidavit of.the
publisher to be filed .in the local land office prior to thedate of the
sale., The register will also designate a newspaper, as publishe~d near'est. to the, land .described in the notice. The notice will be: sent to
the applicant -withinstructions that he must publish. the same at his
,expense, in the newspaper 4esgnated by. the register. RPayment for
,publication must be .made ,by: app1lcant directly to tjhe publisher,. and
in case the money for publication is transmitted to the register he
must issue receipt therefor and immnediately return the .money to the
.applicant by his offici.al ,heck, with instructions .toarrunge for the
.publication; of the noticef as ;hereinbefore provided.
If evidenee of publicationis jot filed at or before the tiiieset.0for
:the ,offering, the registerjwill close the case
a
n his re s, and will
report, the defaultt the Genetral, Land Ofice, whicOh wi-ll.without
:letter, close the case on its records..
11. Noti~ce:must be, published. for 30 days precediing the date .set
'for the, sale, and a sufficient time should elapse between the date, of
last publication and the date of sale to enable the affidavit of the
publisher to. be filed in ,the local office. The notice must be, pubIished in the paper designated by the register as, nearest. the. land
4described in the application. Ifithis be a daily paper,,the publication
.must.be inserted in 30 consecutive issues; if daily except Sunday, in
..26; if weekly, in. 5; and if semiweekly, in 9.consecutive issues. The
register will 'cause a .siimilar notice to be posted, in :hais office, such
:notice to remain posted during the entire period of publication.. The
:applicant must file in the local office, prior to the date.fixed for the
0sale, evidence that publication has been had for the required period,
'which evidence may consist of the affidavit of the publisher,' accompanied by a copy of the notice published.
12. At the time and, place fixed for the sale the, register will read
the notice of sale, and. allow' all qualified persons an opportunity to
,bid. Bids may be made through an. agent personally present at the,
sale, as well asby the bidder in person. The register conducting
the sale will keep_ a record showing the names of the bidders and
the amount bid by each. -Such record will be; transmitted to this
~office with the other papers in the case.
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When all. persons present shall have. ceased bidding, .the register
will, in the usual manner, declare the4sale closed, announcing the
name of the highest bidder; the; highest bid will be accepted ands the
offerer thereof (or his principal) will be6declared the purchaser, provided he immediately pay to the register.C the amount of the bid; iin
' the absence of such payment the register will at. once proceed with
the sale, excluding bids by him, and starting with the highest bid not
withdrawn. The accepted 'bidder must, within 10'days after the
sale, furnish evidence that he is a citizen of the United States or has
* :;; declared his intention to: become such; also, a noninineral affidavit
*
or (in the States where- that is sufficient) a nonsaline affidavit.
Upon the filing of these papers the register will issue final cash
'
ii*
certificate.- 0 . : '::
:'
'
: '
'i13. No lands will be sold at less than the price fixed by law, nor at.
less than $1.25 per acre; but a minimum -price will be set by the,
letter ordering the sale, based upon the report of the division inspector. Should any of the lands offered be not sold, the same will not.
be regarded as subject to private entry unless'located in the State of'
Missouri (act of March 2, 1889, 25 Stat. 854), but may again be
offered-for sale in the manner hereinprovided.:
14. After each offering where the lands'offered are not sold, the
register will close the case on his records and report by letter to theGeneral Land Office. 'No, report by letter. will be made when the
offering results in a sale; but the register will issue 'cash papers as int
ordinary cash entries, noting thereon the date of the* letter authorizing the offering, and report the same in' his current returns. DWith
the papers must also beforwarded the affidavit of publisher showing
f duepublication and the register's certificate of Lposting. In all cases
. 00
where no sale is had the land will, in the absence of other objections,
become subject to entry or filing at once without action by this office.
ACT OF. 1ARCH 9, .1928, 45 STAT. .253

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Uniteii
of AStates
America, in Congress assensbled, That section 2455 of the Revised.
Statutes of the United States (section 1171, title 43, United States Code), as.
','amended, be, and is hereby, amended to read as follows:
"SE. 2455 (section 1171, title 43, United States Code). It shall be lawful
for the Secretary of the Interior to order into market and sell at: public auctioD,
at the land office of the district in which the land is situated, for not less than
$1.25 an acre, any isolated or disconnected tract or parcel of the public domain
not exceeding three hundred and twenty acres which; in his judgment, it would
be proper to expose for sale after at least thirty:days' notice by the land office
of the district in which such land, may be situated: Provided;, That any legal
subdivisions of the public land, not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres, the

greater part of which is mountainous or too rough for cultivation, may, in thediscretion of the said Secretary, be ordered into the market and sold pursuant
to this section upon the application of any person who owns land or holds a

'
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valid entry df lands adjoining such' tract, regardless of the fact that such tract
not be iisolated. or disconnected within the meaning of this section :-Pro-

: may

ioiledj further, That. this, section shall not defeat any valid right which has
:already attached under any pending entry.; or location.",
?I&EGULATIONS UNMDER' `FIRST PROVISO TO ACT OF MARCH 9, 1928

15. The first prolsQo to the act copied above authorizes the sale
'of legal. subdivisions: uot exceeding one-quarter section, thelgreater
ipart of: which, is; mountainous or too rough for cultivation, upon the
,,':a
,0pplication of: any person who. owns or, holds: a valid entry of lands
:adjoining :such tract and regardless of the.fact-that such tract may.
not be actually isolated by, the entry or other disposition of .sur'rounding lands. Applications will be disposed of by you in accord;ance with the "Qeneral Regulations," . except. paragraph 7, -which
is not applicable.'c
Applications may be made, upon the. form, provided&(-0Q8b) and printed herein, properly modified as necessitated
lbyv the terms of the' proviso.. In addition the, applicant or, applitants, must :furnish. proof:;of his or their ownership of the whole
;title to adjoining land, or that. he holds awvalid entry. embracing
,adjoining land, in connection. with 'which entry he has met 1th1e
requirements of the',.law ;, also detailed -evidence as- to the character
,of the land applied-for, the !,xtcent to which it -is cultivable, and the
conditions which render the greater portion Iunfit for cultivation;-also
: description .of any and, all lands theretofore ,applied for under the:;
-proviso or purchased under section 2455 or the amnendmentsthereto.
'This evidence must co~nsist, of. an affidavit by the claimant, corrobo.rated by the affidavits of not, less thau two 'disinterested persons
laving actual knowledgeotf the facts. :
No person, will be allowed -more than one application under this
prcrviso, except that two :or more; applications .may :be allowed to the
.same person if all the lands soight adjoin the same body of land
owned by the applicant orjincluded'in his pending entry. An appli,cation under the first proviso 'will be rejected in all cases where the
applicant has purchased uLnder .section 2455,: or the amendments
thereto, an area which, when added to the area applied for, shall
,exceed approximately 160 acres.
In acting on; applications for' offering under the proviso, regard
'will be had to the' charactet.6of ,each subdivision applied for, as reported by the division inspector, and offeringd:of. an entire( tract 'vill
not be had upon the ground that the greater: part is of the character
contemplated thereby,.if taken as'a whole.
16. In the notices for publication 'aM' posting, where sale is' authorized under the proviso, you will add after the description of the
land, "This tract 'is ord ered into the market. on'a showing that .the
greater portion thereof isjmountainous or too rough for cultivation."
.
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ISOLATED TRACTS OF COAL LAND

117. 'The abt of Congress approved April 30, 1912 (37 'Stat. 105),
provides:
That * 8 * unreserved publie lands of the United States, exclusive of
Alaska, which have been withdrawn or classified as coal lands, or are valuable
if or coal, shall

*

*

*

be subject

*

*

*

to disposition

*

*

*

under

the laws providing for the sale of isolated or disconnected tracts of public
lands, but there shall be a reservation to the United States of the coal in all

such lands so * * * sold,;and of the right to prospect for, mine, and remove
the same in accordance with the provisions of the act of June 22, 1910, and
such lands shall be subject to all the conditions and limitations of said act.

An application to have coal land ofVer4 at public sale must bear
on its facethe notation:
Application made in accordance with and subject to the provisions and reservations of the act of June 22,:1910 (36 Stat. 583).

Where such an application does not bear ilhis notation, you will
afford applicant an opportunity to consent thereto and will reject the
application if this requirement be not complied with.
In the printed and posted notice of sale will. appear the statement:
: 'This land will be sold in accordance with, and subject to, the provisions and

reservations of the act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat. 583).

The purchaser's consent to the reservation of the coal in the land
to the United States will not be required, but the cash certificate and
patent will contain respectively the provisions specified in paragraph
7 (b) of the cirdular of September 8, 1910.
TRACTS CONTAINING PHOSPHATE, ETC.

18. The act of Congress approved July IT7 1914 (38 Stat. 509),
provides:
That

*

*-

lands ,

*

*.;

withdrawn or classified ask*

* * phos-

phate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or asphaltic minerals, or which are valuable for
those deposits, shall be subject to t . *
purchase, if otherwise available,
under the nonmineral land laws of, the United States, whenever such * * *
purchase shall be made with a view to obtaining or passing title with a reservation to the United States of the deposits on account of which the: lands were

withdrawn or classified or reported as valuable,, together with the right to
prospect for, mine, and remove the same.

'An application for offering of the. lands referred to in said act
must bear on its face the notation:
Application made in accordance with and subject to the provisions and reser-

vations of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509).

If an application: for such mineral land does not bear that notation,
you will afford the applicant opportunity to consent thereto, and if
lhe fails to do so, you will reject the application.
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In the printed and posted.notice of sale will appear the statement:
This land will be sold in accordance with and subject to the provisions and
reservations of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509).

The purchaser's consent to the reservation of the minerals in the
land to the United States will.not be required, but the cash certificate
and patent will contain, respectively, the provisions specified in paragraph 6 of the circular of March 20, 1915 (44 L. D. 32, 34).
19. All applications for the sale of public lands under these regulations must be rejected, where it appears'that the land applied for is
within the limits of a producing oil or gas field: or is embraced in-an
existing oil or gas prospecting permit or lease under act of February
25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), or an application for such permit or lease,
and an application for such permit or lease filed before the land
becomes segregated in the manner indicated in paragraph 9 hereof
will defeat the application hereunder.
Taos. C. HAVELL,
Acting Coranissioner.

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant SecretryJ.
(Form 4-008b)

APPLICATION FOR SALE or IsOLATED OF DiscoNNmcTED TRAcTs
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFIcE,
To the CoMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFIc3:
…------,
whose post-office address is ----------- , respectfully requests
that the -_--=-__of section …-, township
…,
range---, be ordered
into market and sold under sec. 2455, Revised Statutes, at public auction, the
same having been subject to homestead entry for at least two years after the
surrounding lands were entered, filed upon, or sold by the Government.
Applicant states that he is a
…- (here state whether native-born or
naturalized citizen of the United States, or has declared his intention to become
a citizen, as the ease may be) ; that this land contains no salines, coat, or other
minerals, and no stone except _; that there is no timber thereon
except --_.trees of the --- _ species, ranging from inches to -----feet in diameter, and aggregating about -__
feet stumpage measure, :of the
estimated value of $--;
that the land is not occupied except by __
_-__

of -_--_--post office, who occupies and uses it for the purpose of -__-__-_
but does not claim the right of occupancy under any of the public-land laws;
that the land is chiefly valuable for -----

,

and that applicant desires to

purchase same for his own individual use and actual occupation for the purpose
of _, and not for speculative purposes; that he has not heretofore pur-
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chased public lands sold as isolated tracts, the area of which when added to the
area herein applied for will exceed approximately- 320 acres. The lands heretofore purchased by him under said act are described as follows: ___-_-_-_
If this request is granted,; applicant agrees to have notice published at his
expense in the newspapers designated by the register.
(Applicant will answer fully the following questions:)
Question 1. Are you the owner of land adjoining the tract above described?
If so, describe the land by section, township, and range.,
Answer. ------------------.

Question 2. To what use do you intend to put ,the isolated tract above
described should you purchase same?
Answer.
___-------.
Question 3. If you are not the owner of adjoining land, do you intend to
reside upon or cultivate the isolated tract?
Answer. _ _
__---------Question 4. Have you been requested by anyone to apply for. the ordering of
the tract into market? Is so, by whom?
Answer.. ______----__--_
Question 5. Are you acting as agent for any person or persons or directly
or indirectly, for or in behalf of any person other than yourself in making said
application?
Answer.-

X

-- _-- -- - -- -

Question 6. Do you intend to appear at the sale of said tract if ordered ant..
bid for same?

Answer. ___---------------Question 7. Have you any agreement or understanding, expressed or implied,
with any other person or persons that you are to bid upon or purchase the land
for them or in their behalf, or have you agreed to absent yourself from the sale
or refrain from bidding so that they may acquire title to the land?
Answer._ __-(Sign here with full Christian name)

We are personally acquainted with the above-named applicant and the land
described by him, and the statements hereinbefore made are true to the best
of our knowledge and belief.
(-ign

h

w

f

C

name)

(Sign here with full Christian name)
\0 |

:

-

0

~~~(Sign

here with full Christian''name)

I certify that the foregoing application "and corroborative staternent were

read to or by the above-named applicant and witnesses in my presence before
affliants affixed their signatures thereto; that I verily believe affiants to be
credible persons and the identical persons hereinbefore described; that said
affidavits were duly subscribed and sworn- to before me- at my office, at
_this

day of

,

19-.

(Official designation of 'officer)

:(
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(Form 4-848).

ISOLATED TnasT-PuaBLio LAND SALE
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE,

Notice is hereby given that, as directed by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, under the provisions of sec. 2455, Revised Statutes, pursuant
to the application of _ ------…
, Serial No., I will offer at public
sale to the highest bidder, but at- not less than $ … per acre, at
…-__.
o'clock
m., on the -day of next, at this office, the following
tract of land :
__-- …
__- ___-_-.*
The sale will not be kept open, but will be declared closed when those present
at the hour named have ceased bidding. the person making the highest bid
will be required to immediately pay to the register the amount thereof.
i Any persons claiming adversely the above-described land are advised to file
their claims or objections on or before the time designated for sale.
: ;V:; i
'Register.

':

::

EXTENSION OF RELIEF TO INDIANS ON RAILROAD GRANT LANDS
IN ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA, AND NEW MEXICO-ACT OF MARCIE
10, 1928-CIRCULAR NO. 987 (51 L. D. 79), REVOKED
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1144]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., Apil 12,1928.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES,

ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA, AND NEW MEXICO:

'The act of Congress approved March 4, 1913 (37 Stat. 1007), providesThat the Secretary of the, Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized in his.
discretion to request of the present claimant under any railroad land grant a
relinquishment or reconveyance of any lands situated within the States of

Arizona, New Mexico, or California, passing under, the grant which are shown.
to have been occupied for five years or more by an Indian entitled to receive
the tract in allotment under existing law but for the grant to the railroad
company, and upon the execution and filing of such relinquishment or reconveyance the lands shall thereupon become available for allotment, and the company relinquishing or reconveying shall be entitled to select within a period of
three years after the approval of this Act, and have patented to it other vacant
nonmineral, nontimbered, surveyed public lands of equal area and value situated in the same State, as may be agreed upon by the Secretary of the Interior,.
provided that the total area of land that may be exchanged under the provisions

RELATING 7TO, THE PUBLIC LANDS
DECISIONS R
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of this Act shall notexceed three, thousand acres inxArizona, .sixteen thousandi
acres in New Mexico, and five thousand-acres inCalifornia.

* The act of April. 11, 1916 (3.9' Stat. 48), extended the provisions of'
the act of March 4, 1913, for a period of two years from and after*March 4, 1916, and provided that the'total area which might be ex-changed thereunder: should not, exceed '10,000 acres in Arizona, and.
-25,000 acres in 'New Mexico.
The act of June.30, 1919 (41 Stat.: 3, 9), further extended the pro-..
visions of the basic act for a.period of one year from and afterMarch 4, 1919.
September 21, 1922 (42 Stat. 994)j, Congress again extended. theperiod to March 4, 1923..
Janiuary 29, 1925 (43 Stat. 795), Congress again extended .theperiod to March 4, 192'7..
* March 10, 1928, an act of Congress was approved (45 Stat. 299),
which reads' as follows: .

*4: S

That all of the.,provisions of an Act entitled. "An Act for the relief. of

occupying railroad lands in Arizona, New Mexico, or California," apl
lndians
proved March, 4, -1913, and amended by the Act of. AprilS 1:1, 1916, and i the,
Aet. of June 30, 1919, be, and, the same are hereby, extended .to. March 4
1931: Proviqded, That the provisions of this Act shall apply only in cases where
it is ,shown that.the lands were actually occupied in good faith qby Indians.
prior to March 4, 1913, and the applicants are otherwise entitled to receive:
such tracts in allotment under existing law but for the grant. to the railroad
company.

You will give to this matter, without expense to the Government,.
the widest possible.range of publicity..

Piromptly:transmitto'this office all Indian allotment applicationg
When theyare received here the' procedure outlined by Circular No. 533, dated.
March 12, 1917 (46. L. D. 44), will be followed. These instructionswill supersede those contained in Circular No. 987 of March 26,, 1925L. fD.; 79), said Circular No. 98T7 being hereby revoked and ie-t- (:51'
filed under ,the act o4 March 4, 1913, as now extended..

called.
WILLIAM; SPRY,

Commissioner..

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.
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O'F PAYMENTVEXTENDEDD
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TLANDS-TIME

INSTRUCTIO 4 S
0[Chcular No.

1146]-

DEPARTMENT OF THEE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE;
W-ash gton, D. C., April.23,31928.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES,
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA, and BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA :
The act of March' 31, 1928 (45 Stat. 400), provides-.
That any homestead entryman or purchaser of Gov6rlnment lands within the
-former Cheyenne River and Standing Rock Indian Reservations in North Dakota
-and South Dakota who is unable to make payment of purchase-money due under
his entry or contract of purchase as required by existing law or regulations, on
.application duly verified showing that he is unable to - make payment as
required, shall be granted an extension of time for payment of one-fourth the
Camount, including principal and interest, due and unpaid on 'his 'entry or purchase- until the 1st day of December, 1928; the -remainder to be paid in three
- -equal
annual-installments falling due on December 1, A1929, December 1, 1930,
-and December 1, 1931; all such amounts to bear interest at the rate of 5- per
centum per annumI until'the payment dates: Provided0,That upon failure to,
make -complete payment of any installment the entry shall be canceled and- the
-1 money paid forfeited.
'

1. The act is construed to require the payment of interest on the
principal which was due and unpaid on March 31, 1928, at the .rate
,of five per cent per annum from the maturity of -the unpaid amounts
.and for -the period of extension and to require the paymflent of
interest on- the interest which was due and unpaid on said date at
the same rate from the date of the passage of the act and for- the
period of the extension..
2. Ainy entryman who is unable to make the p-ayment as required
by -previous laws and who files a satisfactory corr6borated affidavit.
;setting: out such inability' and the reasons therefob may pay onefourth of the principal which was due and unpaid -on- March: 31-,
1928, on' or before December 1, 1928, and have the balance divided,
into three annual installments falling due on December 1, 1929, De- '
:cember 1, 1930, and December 1, 1931, with interest on eapch installment as indicated in paragraph 1, hereof.
3. Notices showing the total amount of principal and interest heretofore paid under each entry, together with the amount of principal
which was due and unpaid on March 31, 1928, and the amount of
interest required will be prepared in this office and- sent to you for
service by registered letter. A copy of a notice together with a cofy
of this letter should first be sent to the entryman at his record address
and if service is not obtained at that address a further notice should
be directed to him at the post office nearest the land. This office will
-

-

-
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use the utmost care in preparing these notices in order that they may
clearly show the amounts due but before final certificate is issued you
*will check the amounts shown in the notice with your records in order.
to verify the figures given.
'4. The provision in the act that upon the failure of an entryman
to complete his payments as required the entry shall be canceled and
the money paid forfeited will be strictly observed and entries "for
* which payments are not made as required Will 'be canceled without
notice to. the entrymen other than the notice advising them of the
amounts due.
'5. Upon payment being made you will report to this office and if
payment is not made you will report'as soon as possible after December 1, 1928. You will make similar reports immediately after December L, 1929, December 1, 1930, and December 1, 1931.
6. Where payments are made as required and where satisfactory
proof of residence, cultivation, and improvements has been submitted
and in the absence of objections shown by your records you will issue
final certificate without special instructions from this office.
7. The act is supplemental to the acts of April 13, 1912 (37 Stat.
84), May 28, 1914 (M8 Stat. 383, 384), March 4, 1921 (41 Stat. 1446),
April 25, 1922 (42 Stat. 499), and March. 3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1184).
Payments maturing after March 31, 1928,. must be paid as indicated
in Circulars Nos. '106 and 751 (41 L. D. 12; 48 IL. D. 80).
8. Any entryman may if he so desires file a relinquishment of a
portion of his entry and apply to have the money heretofore paid
applied on-the part retained (46 L. D. 282).
WILLIAM SPRY,

i , 0,

0 ;; tS

,

,

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
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PROCEDURE FOR ABANDONMENT OF. WELLS ON OIL AND GAS
PROSPECTING PERMITS-OPERATING REGULATIONS OF JULY 1,
1926 (52 L. D. 1), SUPPLEMENTED
INSTRUCTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

Was'in.gton, D. C., Ap iZ23, 1928.
TnE DIRECTOR OF THE GEOLOGICAL, SURVEY,
THE CoMMIssIONER OF THlE GENERAL LAND OFFICE:

The following procedure for abandonment of wells on oil and gas
prospecting permits is approved and you will govern yourselves
accordingly.
5 7 5 2 2
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1: Whenever, in the opinion of the; supervisor of oil and gas operations, any well on a prospecting permit should be, plugged and
abandoned, he shall call upon the permittee to perform the necessary
work. (See Operating Regulations, section 1(a) .and'(e), 52 L. D).
1.) If steps' to perform' the required work are not taken with
reasonable promptness, the supervisor shall report to the Geological
Surivey stating the conditions that exist, the efforts made by him
to have them, corrected and the results thereof and the approximate
cost of abandoning properly each well involved, *and shall make
specific recommendation as to the action to be required of the
permittee.X
2. The Geological Survey will promptly notify the General Land
Office, specifying the abandonment work necessary by the permittee.
V3. The General Land Office will. immediately serve notice by registered' mail on- the permittee at his record address, through the
register of the local land office, allowing fifteen days from receipt
of notice within which to initiate proceedings looking to the abandonment in accordance with the'operating regulations.
4. The General Land Office will transmit by registered mail to
the home' office of 'the surety company, bonding the permittee a
copyX of *such notice,- advising the surety' comipany that unless its
principal takes steps to comply' with the order within the time
allowed the Government will protect its interest'through appropriate proceedings and will thereafter look to the surety company for
reimbursement under the bond.
5. The General Land Office will send two copies of such notices
.to the Geological Survey, one copy of each notice to be forwarded to
'the appropriate supervisor of oil and gas operations, Geological
Survey.
:6. At the expiration of the time allowed the register will report
to the General Land Office with evidence of service, at the same
time sending a copy of his report to the supervisor of oil and gas
operations.
7. Upon receipt of such information from the local land office
the supervisor will, if the facts then before his office warrant, confirm the register's report by a report to the Geological Survey.
8. Upon receipt of such report from the supervisor the Geological
Survey will immediately notify the General Land Office, reporting all
facts in detail, including the estimated cost of abandoning- each well
involved.
9. Upon receipt of such reports from the register- and from the
Geological Survey the General Land Office will call on the home
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office of the surety company, ifurnishing an estimate of the cost of
the necessary, work and allowing the company fifteen days to elect
to make the abandonment of its own motion under the supervision of
the oil and gas supervisor, Geological Survey, or to indicate what
action, if any, it desires to take if and when the work is undertaken
by the Government.
10. The General Land Office will notify the Geological Survey of
the action taken by the surety company.
11. The Geological Survey will notify the supervisor and if the
surety company does not elect to perform the work on its own motion
will, pursuant to the fiscal regulations of that office, authlorize the
supervisor to proceed with the necessary work of abandonment.
12. On receipt of such authorization from the Geological Survey
as may be necessary in a particular case, the supervisor will proceed
with the work, keeping a detailed account by well and job of all expenditures. Vouchers submitted by the supervisor for payment
should be separated from other expenditures and should be marked
to indicate the job to which they relate by serial number of the case
record, the name of the permittee, and name of the surety company.
13. The supervisor will upon completion of the work submit to the
Geological Survey an itemized detailed account with appropriate
references to vouchers, contracts, etc.; this account will be made the
basis for procedure to6obtain reimbursement. 14. The Geological Survey will submit to the General Land Office
a complete report, in duplicate,, of the cost incurred in the work of
abandonment.
15. The General Land Office will call on the home office of the
surety company to make settlement for the amount due, submitting
to the company an itemized statement and all related facts, and giving
notice that unless the surety company makes settlement within thirty
days from notice the entire matter will then be referred to the Department of Justice with recommendation that suit be instituted to recover
the amount of expenditure made plus costs.
16. When the expenditure made in the matter of the-abandonment
is in excess of the bond obligation the supervisor of oil and gas operations will report specifically to the Geological Survey as to the: advisability of bringing suit against the permittee to obtain judgment
and execution for the full amount expended.
17. The procedure above outlined shall apply where applicable
to other defaults by permittees or lessees.
E. C. FINNEY,
FirstAssistant Secretary-
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-CRATERLAKE NATIONAI PARK COMPANY
Opinion, April 24, 1928
NATIoNSr. PARKs-LEAsE-BONDS-S-CRSTARY OF THE INTFRIOR-JURISDICTIONSTATUTES.

The amendment in the appropriation act of March 7, 1928, to section 3

of

the act of August 25, 1916, governs contracts made prior thereto as well as'
those made thereafter, and an operator in a national, park wishing to issue
bonds or increase his capitalization and sell additional stock must submit
his proposal to the Seeretary of the Interior for approval, notwithstanding
that the contract makes no mention of such requirement.
PATrERSON, Solicitor:

The Acting Director of the National Park Service has submitted
the question as to whether the Crater Lake National Park Company,
or Kiser's Inc., operators in grater Lake National Park under contract with the department, need prior authority from the Secretary
of the Interior in order to issue bonds and also whether they need
such authority in order to increase their capitalization and sell additional stock whether common or preferred. The matter has been
referred to me by the Assistant Secretary for consideration and
opinion.
Section 3 of the act of August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535); among other
things, provides that the Secretary of the Interior " may also grant
privileges, leases and permits for the use of %and for the accommo,
dation of visitors in the various parks, monhments, or other reservations herein provided for, but for periods not exceeding 20 years."
Said section 3 was amended by a provision carried in the appropriation act of March 7, 1928 (45 Stat. 200, 235), which, among other
things, contained the following:
Alzh pro'vd'ed flbrther, That the Secretary may, in his discretion, authorize
such grantees, permitees, or licensees to execute mortgages and issue bonds,
shares of stock, and other evidences of interest in or indebtedness upon their
rights,;properties, and franchises, for the purposes of installing, enlarging, or
improving plant and equipment and extending facilities for the accommodation
of the public within such national parks and monuments.

The contract with the Crater Lake National Park Company was
made December 7, 1922, and the contract with Kaiser's Inc., July
22, 1920.
As stated in the memorandum submitted, there appears to be some
doubt as to the interpretation of this amendatory law with respect
to prior existing contracts. No limitations or conditions respecting
this matter were incorporated in the contracts, and information is
desired as to' what requirements, if any, are imposed upon these

operators respecting bond issues or increase of capitalization and sale
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odf additional stock by reasona:of the provisions carried .in the act of
March. 7, 1928, supra.
In an opinion of this office dated October 19, 1927 (unpublished).
the view was expressed that under the broad powers conferred by
the act of August 25; .1916 supra, the Secretary' had authority to
authorize a contractor providing acconodations for visitors in a
national park to mortgage its property' and franchise for the purpose
of. securing a bond issue designed to finance the project. The matter
was held to be discretionary with the Secretary and subject to
X
regulation.
This view was upheld substantially by the Attorney.General in
an opinion dated December 21, 1927 (35 Ops. A. G. 373), wherein,
among other things, it was said:
We find nothing in these statutes, or in any other provision 'of the law, which
forbids the Secretary of the Interior from consenting to a transfer or assignment of the property and interest. of a lessee, and there seems to be no
restriction on the power 'of the Secretary to consent to an;encumbrance which
may ultimately result in such a transfer. My attention has not been called to
any general regulation adopted by the Secretary of the Interior forbidding
such transfers or wh'ch would have to be modified in order to permit the giving
of the consent in this particular case. Unless otherwise lihited, the giving of
general consent to the execution of encumbrances allows the transfer of the
property and interest of the lessee to pass to any' person who may become
the purchaser by foreclosure sale; but if there is any reason to restrict this
it is a matter which. may be provided for by the Secretary of the Interior.
The fact that Congress has expressly granted such permission in the legislation relating to the Yellowstone National Park and the Yosemite National
Park does not raise an inference that it intended to forbid such encumbrances
with respect to lessees in the. Mt. 'Rainier National Park. That legislation
indicates that Congress has no object on on principle to the; mortgaging of
such property and franchises, .and that, although it dealt with the matter
specifically in ,hese two instances, it has left the matter to the discretion of
the Secretary of the Interior as far as Mt. Rainier National Park is concerned.
It is proper for the Secretary of the Interior, in the exercise of his control over th's -park, to preslcibe& the conditions ufnder which encumbrances by
lessees will be 'permitted,' and it is desirable both from the standpoint of the
United States and that of the lessee to have this consent and its limitation
incorporated .in the lease or contract under which the property and franchise
are ,acquired.

The following comment appears in 'the memorandum] of the

National Park Service:
Under the provisions of the, existing contracts there appears 'to be' no
doubt as to the propriety of reading the above mentioned provisions of law
into the contracts. However, there appears to be some doubt, :as, to the interpretation of his amendatory law with respect to such existing conlracts. In
the event the last proviso of the amendment is merely declaratory of the
authority of the Secretary of the Interior in these matters, it would appear
that no obligation is thereby imposed on operators uLnder existing 'contracts
unless specific restrictions with reference to these 'matters have been incor;
porated in their contracts.
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In the light of the views expressed in fhe opinions above referred
to, it appears that even though the contracts referred to are silent
on the: subject, theSecretary, upon. proper showing, and under such
restrictions as; deemed necessary, may authorize an encumbrance of
:the properties by supplemental contract or otherwise.
It appears that these contractors 'have not- heretofore obtained
such authorization, and even though the proviso in the act of 1928
should be regarded as declaratory of:*the authority of the Secretary
of the Interior under the preexisting law, it does not appear that the
-contractors would thereby be relieved from the necessity of submitting such proposals for the consideration of the department under
its regulatory powers. Clearly, the application of the amendatory
legislation would not be derogatory to any rights which the contractors theretofore possessed.
The issuance of bonds or increase of capital stock by a contractor
are of interest to the United States in so far as they involve an encumbrance of the property and franchise of the contractor within
the park, or affect its ability to furnish adequate accommodations. for
the pubic, which is the primary purpose of the contract, and are
clearly within the regulatory power of the Secretary of the Interior.
Black on Interpretation of Laws at page 613 saysIt is said that while it is not within the competency of the legislative power
to deprive a person of a vested right by means of a declaratory act, yet where
no right has been secured under the former act or its judicial interpretation,

the legislatur~e may declare its meaning by a subsequent law, and this; will
,have the effect of -giving to the oiormer act the same fieaning andreffect as if
the declaratory statute Shad- been embodied in the original act atV the time of
enactment.
&it5

Regardless, therefore, of the fact that the contracts were made
prior to the amendatory legislation ,in the event the contractors propose to issue bonds or increase their capitalization and sell additional
stock, such proposals should be presented for the consideration of the
department, after which such further steps may be authorized as the
public interest may require.
It is also to be noted, as pointed out in the memorandum, that the
contracts contain a provision which expressly subjects the operations
thereunder to all laws of Congress governing the park and the rules
-and..regulations promulgated thereunder whether then -in force or
.
thereafter enacted or provided.
In answer to the, question submitted it is, therefore, my opinion
that any proposal to increase capital stock or issue bonds should be:
regarded as within the amendatory proviso regardless of the time
the contract for the furnishing of accommodations was made.
Approved:
JOHN

IH. EDWARDS,
Assistant Secretary.
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CONSTRUCTION OF SECTION- 27 OF THE LEASING TACT, AS
AMENDED, WITH RESPECT TO OPERATING AGREEMENTS
Opinion, April 25, 1928PPERMT-LEASE-OPERATING
AND GAS LANDS-PioSPECTING
LIMITATION AS TO -ACREAGEr-DISCOVEDRYSTATUTES.

,OI

AGREEMENT--

Section 27 of the leasing act,,as ainenided by the.,act of April 30, 1926, does,
not prohibit a contractor from contracting with any number of permittees,
regardless of the acreaga involved, but, when discoveries are made and
leases are sought, hef will be limited in holdings to interests which will
not exceed 2,560 acres on a structure, or 7,680 acres in a State.,
Om

AND

GAS

LANDS-PROSPECTING

PERMIT-AsSIGNMENT-OPERATING

AGuEE-

MENT-DIscovEaY.'E

An operating agreement, notwithstanding that it may amount to an assignment of an oil and gas prospecting permit, need not be submitted to the
department for approval prior to discovery.
OIL

AND

GAS

LANDS-PROsPEGTING

PEaMIT N OPERATING

AGREdMENT-DIscov-

ERY-LIMITATION AS TO ACREAGE.
Operating contracts in excess of 2,560 acres on a structure, or 7,680 acres in
a State, may be disposed of prior to discovery.
OIn

AND GAS

LANDS-PROSPECTING

LIMITATION AS

To

PERMIT-LEASE-OPERATING

AGBEEMErNT

AOREAGE-CoNsPIRAcy-STATITES.

The restriction in the third proviso to the act of April 30, 1926, which
amended section 27 of the leasing act, against combinations in restraint of
trade, has reference only to leases; and an operating contract, even though
it may include more than 2j560 acres on a structure, or 7,680 acres in a
State, is not in violation of the laws of the United States.

FiNNEY, First Assistant Secretary:D
I have before me your [Long, Chamberlain, and Nyce3 letter of
April 2, asking how sectio'n 27 of the leasing act 'o February 25, 1920
(41 Stat. 437), as amended by the, act of April 30, 1926 (44 Stat.
373), is to be construed in certain particulars. You inclose a form:
of an operating agreement and request that a construction be placed
on said agreement in the following respects:
(a) Does the form of operating agreement inclosed amount to an assignment
of permit so as to require approval of the Department of the Interior' prior to
discovery?
(b) Can one person hold 2,560 acres or 'less on the same structure and 7,680
acres or less in any one State under an operating agreement, such as the form
inclosed, without submitting such contract or contracts for approval?
(c) Can one person hold acreage under an operating agreement on a form
such as the one inclosed, in excess of 2,560 acres on the same structure and in
on0iStateX?
excess of -7,650asany
with
wintd a nfimber
(d) I f operating contracts of this character are entered
of permittees, granting to such operators acreage in excess of 2,560 acres on one
structure or 7,680 acres in one State, when discovery is made, or any time prior
thereto or thereafter, can such operator' divest himself of the excess acreage
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either by release or sale and secure a maximum holding of 2,560 acres on one
structure or 7,680 acres in any one State?
(e) Assuming that operating agreements substantially in the form of the one
inclosed amount to equitable assignments of permits or leases, or interests
'therein, if there be! a limit as to the amount of acreage which can be held there:under, will the holding of excess acreage under such operating agreements
amount to a conspiracy to defraud the Unite'd Stat-s'of its public lands within
the provisions of tile Criminal Statutes of the United States?

From the beginning the departmenti has recognized that a drilling
or operating agreement with a permit holder may in effect be an
assignment of the permit, or of an interest therein. In its regulations of March 11, 1920, under the leasing act (Circular No. 672, 41
L. D. 437, 471), it is stated:
*A. drilling contract carrying with it a right in the proceeds, or in the land
Itself, will be considered an interest in the lease, and when it comes time 'to
grant a lease such drilling contractor will have to show himself qualified to
take a lease.: In all cases where the drilling is performed Lunder contract 'the
nature and terms of the contract must be disclosed before lease is granted.

*

In this connection see also the opinions of, October 21, 1925 (51 L.
(51 L. D. 308).
Under the form of operating agreement submitted the operator is
given full control of the permnit and there is merely a reservation
of an unspecified royalty interest to the permittee. If such an agreement were submitted to- the department for approval it -would in all
'probability be considered an assignment of the permit involved. But
even though a drilling agreement may be such as to amount to an
assignment of the permit, that doesnot mean that the opierator mus t
be charged with the acreage of the-perInit. I:n the regulations referred to (47tL ID. 437, 471); it is further stated:

r. 241), and December 15, 1925

i If a contractor desires to be reeognized by the: department in connection with
a 'permit, it will be necessat for him to file his' contract for apprdvbi; but if he

so desires he may explore the land under contract with the permittee and bring
his contract to the attention of the department only when and if he wishes to De
recognizedas being interested in such lease as may be applied for.

K;

Almost similar language is used in Circular No. 1073 (51 L. ID.

475, 477), cited by you.
In an unreported opinion dated October 14, 1924, referred to in
'the opinion of December 15, 1925, tbe department said:
Where one.contracts with respect to a prospecting permit,, the department does
not .take cognizance ofjthe agreement or regard the contractor as having-any
interest in the pejwi.mit A. contractor may, therefore, coatract with any number
-of permittees, regardless of the acreage involved; but, when discoveries are
: .made
and leases are sought, will only be entitled to one lease in its own- name
upon -a geologic structure, and will only be allowed indirect Interests, i- e. as
joint lessees, or the holders of royalty interests, innnot to exceed 2,560 acres on
a structure, or 7,680 acres in a State.
.
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It was further stated in said opinion that the company~ in whose
behalf the opinion was sought might contract with 'any number of
permittees for lands on the same structure but would be-limited'in
holdings on the structure when a lease should be applied for to interests which, together with its direct interests, in terms of acres, did
not exceed 2,560 acres.
Taking into consideration the amendment of said section 27 so that
permits and leases are now granted upon the basis of acreage rather
than upon any number of permits or leases, the foregoing represents
the views of the department at the present time.
And there is good, sound reason for these views and for the distinction which is made between approved and unapproved contracts.
When a permit is granted or an assignment of -a permit approved',
the permittee or assignee becomes entitled, in the event of discovery
of oil or gas, to a lease. Under the original section 27 of the leasing
act, as it was construed by the department, and under said section 27
as amended, the right to hold oil and gas leases is coextensive with
the right to hold oil and gas prospecting permits.
The questions submitted by you are specifically answered as
follows:
(a) Even though the form of operating agreement under discussion may amount to an assignment of permit it is not necessary to
submit such agreement to the' department for approval' prior to;
discovery.
(b) Yes.
(e) Yes.
(d) The operator may undoubtedly dispose of operating contracts
in excess of 2,560 acres on one structure and,7,680(acres in any one,
State prior to discovery, but the department does not wish to be
understood as expressing the opinion that operating contracts may
be held and may be 'sold when opportunity offers at any time after
discovery.

(e) In view of the stand which the department has taken with
regard to operating contracts it must be clear that it is of the opinion
that such contracts, even though they may include more than 2,560
acres on one structure or 7,680 acres in one State, are not in violation
of the laws of the United States. It will be' noted that the third
proviso to amended section 27 has reference only to leases, because
it was clearly intended to prevent monopoly, of any of tAhe mineral
resources governied by the leasing, act. The department has more:
direct control over permits and has authority to cancel them. Prior
to discovery of,, the mineraf for the prospecting Sfor which, it, is
granted the permit has merely a, value for theAprospective discovery
and, production of mineral.
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EXTENSIONS OF TIME FOR DRILLING UNDER OIL AND GAS PERXVMITS-ACTS OF JANUARY 11, 1922,,APRIL 5, 1926, AND MARCH
9, 1928-CIRCULARS NOS. 801, 946, 1041, AND: 1063, SUPERSEDED
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular. No. 1147]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

:Washington, D. Ct., May 2, 1928.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES::

The act of Congress :approved January 11, 1922 (42 Stat. 356),
provides that the Secretary of the Interior mayif he shall find that any oil or gas permittee has been unable, with the exercise
of diligence, to begin drilling operations or to' drill wells of the depth and within
the time prescribed by section 13 of the Act of Congress approved February 25,
1920 (Forty-first Statutes, page 437, iextend Ethe time1 for beginning such drilling.
or completing it to the amount specified in the act for such time not exceeding
three years and upon such conditions as he shall prescribe.

The act of April , 1926 (44 Stat., part 2, 236), authorizes the
Secretary of the Interior to grant extensions for an additional period
of two yearsif he: shall find that the permittee has been unable, with the exercise
able diligence, to begin drilling operations or to drill wells of the
within the time required by existing law or has drilled wells of the
within the time required by existing law and has failed to discover

of reasondepth and
depth and
oil or gas,

and desires to. prosecute further exploration.

By act approved March 9, 1928 (45 Stat. 252), the Secretary' is
given authority to extend for an additional period of two years any
oil or gas prospecting permit issued under the act of February 2,5,
1920, or extended- und'r' the' act of January 11, 1-922, or as further
extended under the act of Apl '5, 1926- '
if he shall find that the permittee has been~unable, with the exercise of reasonable diligence, to begin drilling operations or to drill wells of the depth and

Within the time required by existing law, or has drilled 'wells of the depth' and
within the time required'by existing law, and has failed to discover oil or gas,:
and desires to prosecute further exploration
I SEc. 2. Upon application to the Secretary of the Interior, and subject to valid
intervening rights and to the, provisions of section 1 of this Act, any permit
S:; : has' already expired because of lack of authority under existing law to
which'
make further extensions, may be ettended'for a period of two years from the
date' of the passage of this Act.

Accordingly, the owner 'of an oil and"gas prospecting permit maV
secure an extension of tine thereon for beginning or completing drilling operations',"by filing an'application therefor showing'that he is
entitled to' such extension under the provisions of one of said acts.
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The application may be filed in the district land office having jurisdiction over the, land involved or in the General Land Office, and
must be under oath or accompanied by the affidavit of the permittee,
or his attorney in fact, where such attorney has been given full
control of operations under the permit, and corroborated by the
affidavit of at least one disinterested person having knowledge of the
facts. The applicant must shlow:
(1) That the corners of the claim have been marked with substantial monuments, and that a notice has been posted as required by
paragraph 1 of the permit, as there is. no provision of law under
which the time may be extended: for compliance with that
requirement.
(2) What efforts, if any, have been made to comply with the terms
of the permit, the reasons for. delay in the full compliance therewith,
and when he expects to commence or resume operations and any
arrangements made to drill the permit lands; if the permittee has
entered into a contract to drill the land, the application must be
supported by the affidavit of the drilling contractor as to the, terms
of the contract, the means at his command for carrying out the same,
and the time when he expects to begin drilling operations thereunder.
(3) The drilling activities on the geologic structure on which tbe
permit land is located, or within ten miles thereof, and the location.
of any oil or gas *ell being drilled by section, township, and range,
with .full information as to when the well was begun, its approximate depth, and the prospects for discovery of oil or gas.
Contribution development programs proposing a joint test by a
group of permittees should be submitted to the department at their
inception in order that it may be determined whether, upon the facts
disclosed in a given case, any 'and all. permittees proposing to con'tribute may do so with the assurance that so long as the test' is
diligently prosecuted through their efforts, but limited to the period
provided for' in 'the leasing. act and the acts granting extensions,.
drilling on their own permits willbe 'excused.
If the application for extension of time is based on contribution
made by the permittee toward, sinking of a test well upon the structure, the location of the well, full disclosure of the amount and nature
of such contributions and the conditions under which the same were
made, must be shown, 'which showing must be corroborated by the
affidavit of one or more of the parties under whose authority the well
is being drilled. Every application of this nature will be submitted
to the; Geological Survey for report, and if the report is unfavorable.
the application will be rejectedsubject to appeal. If the Survey
shall report that it is without sufficient data as to structures in the
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region upon which to base any recommendation, only contributions
by permittees, any portion of whose permit areas which could belawfully drilled liet-within a sis-nmile square formed by going three
miles in each cardinal direction from the northeast corner of the legal
subdivision on which the test well is found, or from the corner nearest
which the test well is shown to be found, will be recognized.
The purchase of capital stock of a. corporation which is drilling
for oil or gas in unproven territory and which is dependent upon the
sale of its stock for the continuation of its drilling operations, by the
holder of a prospecting permit forelands upon the same structure' ,as
that where the drilling is carried on may be considered a contribution
toward the cost of proving the structure which will warrant allowance of extension of time in which to comply with the terms of his
permit, if contribution may be considered acceptable in other respects,
and if the stock does not have a market value or is not salable.
Clearly, if the stock has a market value the stock is in itself a consideration for the purchase price and there is no contribution as contemplated here. Purchase money for stock which does not go' to the
corporation or which is not needed or used to meet the cost of testing
the structure is not a contribution which can be accepted as sufficient
in this connection.
In order to make the purchase of stock acceptable as a contribution
applicable in the matter under consideration, the department must be

satisfied that the purchase induced the corporation to begin, or to
continue drillin'g;,when in the;absence of such purchase it would not
have begun, or continued to drill. That does not mean, of course, that
the purchase of stock by one permit holder must be sufficient,, in and
of itself, as an inducement but that several permit holders may join
in making contributions by means of purchasing stock.
While no rule can be. laid down which will govern every case of this
nature, the department will insist that contributions shall be sub-

stantial, taking into consideration the contributing permit holder's
area, the amount that has been expended in the test or the estimated
cost thereof, and the sources of means therefor.

- Any extension of time to perform one of the acts required by the
permit necessarily extends for the same period the time for the performance of all subsequent requirements. Where a permit bond has
been filed which does not by its terms cover extension of the permit
the consent of the surety company to an extension of its-bond concurrent with- the life of the permit as extended will be required, (a)
where the surface rights are embraced in a prior valid homestead
entry, (b) where a reclamation project is involved, and (c) where
drilling has been done on the permit land. In the latter case the bond:
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must be kept in force until a $5,000 drilling bond is furnished by the
permittee, or his contractor, at the ,time the notice of intention to,
: drill is filed with the supervisor of oil and gas operations, Geological
* Survey, for the district in which the land is located, which bond, and
drilling plan must be approved by the supervisor before drilling is
commenced, as provided by Circular No. 1111 (52 L. D. 40).
This circular will supersede Circulars Nos. 801, 946, 1041, and
1063 (49 L. D. 403; 50 I. D. 567; 51 L. D. 278, 450).
"
You: will give the- widest publicity: to the above regulations that
may be possible without expense to the United States.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner.
Approved:
E. C, FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

ACCOUNTS-PARAGRAPH 85, CIRCULAR NO. 616 (46 L. D. 513),
AMENDED
INSTRUCTIONS

[Circular No. 1148]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,:
GENERAL LAND OFI CE,

: :Vashington, D. C., Baty 3, 1928.:
REGISTERS, UNITEDr

STATES; LAND OFFICES:

Hereafter you will carry as "unearned moneys" all payments of
purchase moneys tendered in connection with final proofs on homestead, desert -land, timber and stone, and mineral entries where final
certificate is withheld, except payments of deferred installments on
homestead entries embracing lands within ceded Indian reservations.
Paragraph 85 of Circular No. 616, approved August 9, 1918 (46
L. D. 513), is amended accordingly. '
W
SP:Y,
; R :
. :
: 00
:
;
~WILLU1k SPRY):
Commissioner.
Approved:

E. C.

FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.
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EXTENSIONS OF TIME UNDER COAL PERMITS-ACT OF MARCH
9, 1928
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 11491
DEPARTMENT OF TE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

:Washington, D. C'., May 3, 1928.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND (OFFICES:

By act of Congress approved March 9, 1928 (45 Stat. 251), the
Secretary of the Interior was authorized to grant an extension of'
time for a period of two years on any coal prospecting permit issued
under the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 431). The act, which$
does not apply to Alaska, is as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House: of Representatives of the United
States of America, in Congress assemhbled, That any coal prospecting permit
issued under the Act entitled " An act to promote the mining of coal, phosphate
oil, oil shale, gas, and sodium on the public domain," approved February 25,

1920 as amended, may be extended by the Secretary of the Interior for a
period of two years, if he shall find that the permnittee has been unable, with
the exercise of reasonable diligence, to determine the existence or workability
of coal deposits in the area covered by the permit and desires, to prosecute
further prospecting or exploration, or for other reaspns in the opinion of the

-

Secretary warranting such extension.
See. 2. !Upon application to the Secretary of the lnterior, and subject to
valid intervening rights and to the provisions of section 1 of this Act, any coal
permit that has already expired because of lack of authority under existing
law to make extensions may, in: the discretion of the Secretary, be extended
for a period of two years from the date of the passage of this Act.

Accordingly, a permittee who has been unable with the exercise
of reasonable diligence to determine the existence or workability

of the coal deposits, or who gives other reasons, which, in the opinion
of the Secretary, warrant an extension, and who desires to prosecute
further prospecting, may, if the facts warrant, be granted an extension of time upon filing an application therefor, accompanied with
his own affidavit setting forth what efForts, if any, he has made to
comply with the terms of his permit and the reasons for failure fully
to comply therewith, such showing to be corroborated by the affidavit
of at least one disinterested person having actual knowledge of
the facts.
Under the second section of the act, even where a permit expired
prior to the passage of the act, it may be extended for a period not
exceeding two years from the date of the act subject to valid intervening rights and to the provisions of section 1 of the act. In no
case would an extension under section 2 go beyond March 9, 1930.
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As the permit bond is limited to the period for which the. permit
was granted, a permittee must furnish with an application for extension a properly executed assent by the surety to the extension of his
bond to cover the life of the permit as it will be extended. if an
extension is granted, or furnish a new bond.
The. application for extension may be filed in the General Land
Office or in the local land,, office having jurisdiction over the land
involved by the permit, to be promptly forwarded by the register to

this office. The application should show how mudh additional time is
considered necessary to complete prospecting work. Extensions will
be limited to such period, not exceeding the two years. authorized, as may be determined to be allowable under the circumstances
in each particular case.
You will give to the regulations the widest publicity possible
without expense to the Government.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Co:D
nrtissioner.

Approved:
SE. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretar:y.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE ACT OF JUNE 4, 1920, WITH RESPECT TO
PATENTS ISSUED ON CROW HOMESTEAD ALLOTMENTS
Instructions, June 4, 1928,
INDIAN LANDS-MINERAL LANDS-ALLOTMENT-PATENT-TRuST PATENT )RSLMVATIC)N-:VESTE5D RiGrts-OrFICERS-JURISDICTION-STATUTES.

The act of June 4, 1920, did not impair or adversely affect rights that had
theretofore become vested, and it is beyond the power of an administrative
officer by the issuance of a new or supplemental patent to deprive an Indian
allottee of vested rights to minerals in allotted lands previously acquired
under a trust patent without mineral reservation or limitation.
INDIAN LANDS-ALLOThIENT-PATEINT-ALIENATION-STATUES.

The act of June 4, 1920, contemplated that a fee patent, if applied for by an
Indian in connection with his homestead allotment, should be in the form
of a restricted fee restraining alienation of the lands for the period specified
in section 13 thereof.
INDIAN LANDS-ALLOTIMENT---PATENT.

A conveyance issued upon an Indian homestead allotment must be construed
as to its legal force and effect in accord with the terms of the law under
which it was granted and not by the terms of the patent itself.

FirNsrEY, First Assistant Secraetary:

:

:-Your [Commissioner of the General Land Officel letter (1290528B-JO'C) dated May 9, 1928, requests inistructions in the matter ot a

fee patent issued March 8, 1928, to J. E. Eggert, purchaser of 4(-
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,acres of the %llotinent o Olive Elk, an allottee onithe Crow reservain Montana.
It :appears' that said allottee was given a trust patent December
2, 1907, under the provisions of the genera. allotment act of February
8, 1887 (24 Stat. 388), for 160 acres of land described as the SW. l/4
NW. '1/4 Sec. '15 T. 5 S., R. 35 E., and W. I/2 SE. ¼,/4, SE'/4 SW 1/4
Sec. 27, T. 5 S.,-R. 25 E., without limitation or restrictions as to
'
minerals.
*The act of June14a 1920 (41 Stat. 751), outlined a comprehensive
plan for the apportionment or allotment of the unallotted lands of
-the diminished Crow reservation, containing something-over 1,500,000
;
;l acres of unallotted lands. After providing; for allotments of 160
acres to certain deceased members of the tribe, the equalization of
allotments previously made in certain other instances, the continued
' li: 'reservation of areas needed for administrative purposes, and granting certain sections -to the State for school purposes, the remaining
allottable lands were to be divided pro rata among the members of
the tribe living on a certain date, in such manner that each member:
would receive an equal share of the allottable .tribal lands for his
' 0
total allotment as a member of the; Crow tribe.. Section 13 of the
act provided-

:tion

That every member of the Crow Tribe shall designate as a homestead six
hundred and forty acres, already allotted or to be allotted hereunder, which
homestead shall remain inalienable for a period of twenty-five years from
the date of issuance of patent therefor, or until the death of the allottee:
Provided, That the trust period on such homestead allottments of incompetent
Indians may be extended in accordance with the provisions of existing law:
Provided further, That any Crow Indian allottee may sell not'to exceed three
hundred -and twenty acres of his homestead, upon; his application In writing
and .with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, under such rules and
regulat'ons as he may prescribe: And provided further, That, said land to be
sold by said Indian: allottee shall not exceed more than one-half of his irrigable nor more than one-half of his agricultural land and shall not include

* the improvements consisting of his home.

With respect to minerals, section 6 of the act providedThat any and all minerals, including oil and gas, on any of the lands to
be allotted hereunder are reserved for the benefit of the members of the tribe
in common and may be leased for in'ning purposes, upon the request of the
*tribal council under such rules, regulations, and conditions as the Secretary
of the Interior may prescribe, but no lease shall be made for a longer period
than ten years, but. the lessees shall have the right to renewal thereof for
a further period of ten years upon such.terms and conditions as the Secretary
of the Interior may prescribe: Provided, however, That allotments hereunder
:may be made of lands classified as valuable chiefly for coal or other minerals
which may be patented as herein provided with a reservation, set forth in the
patent, of the coal, oil, gas, or other mineral deposits: for the benefit of the
Crow Tribe And provided further, That at the expiration of fifty years from
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the date of approval of this Act unless otherwise ordered by Congress the coal,
oil, gas, or other m neral deposits upon or beneath the surface of said allotted
lands shall become the property of the individual allottee or his heirs.

Under the provisions of said act Olive Elk was given a new or additional trust patent for 360 acres Qf land, and a 25-year trust patent
on her homestead allotment of 640 acres, which patent issued in 1923
acnd included thei 160 acres embraced in her former trust patent of
December 2, 1907, the later patent of 1923 reservilng for the benefitfof
the Crow tribe all the coal, oil, gas, or other mineral deposits in all
the lands so'patented.
The 40-acre tract, viz, SW. 1/4 NW. 1/4 Sec. 15, T. 5 S., R. 35 E.,
purchased from Olive Elk by J. E. Eggert is a portion of her original
allotment which was patented in 1907, and as above pointed out; is
also included in the homestead patent of 1923 which contained a
reservation of minerals in accordance with the provisions of the act
of June 4,. 1920, suprct, under which the new or additional allotments
were made. Consequently, the fee patent given to the purchaser,
Eggert, contained the same reservation of minerals as Olive Elk's
homestead patent of 1923.
It is stated in the submission that the Eggert patent has been returned, accompanied by a request. for a new patent without reservation or limitation as to minerals, the purchaser contending that the
land is not subject to the mineral reservation authorized by the act of
June 4, 1920, s'4p as it was allotted prior to that act.
The department believes this contention to be well founded, and aq
new patent should issue to Eggert as requested.
The original 160-acre allotment lnade to Olive Elk was without
reservation of minerals. The trust patent of 1907 upon said allotment conformed to the law under which it was made and was without
mineral reservation or limitation. Under said patent Olive Elk took
and held a vested interest in the land. . She acquired said interest
13 years before the passage of the act of, 1920, and she could not be;
deprived thereof, against her will, even by Congress,. or except
through the sovereign power of eminent domain. Howes v. Parrke~r
(190 Fed. 738) ; Mowvison et aZ. v. United States (243 Fed. 854); Cornelius v. Kessel (128 U. S. 456, 461); Bai inger v. Frost (216 U. S.
240)X. Not only was it- beyond the power of Congress to invade a
property right, or alter, diminish, or take from the estate vested in
the allottee under the patent of 1907, but it clearly was not: the' intent
or purpose of the act of 1920 to' impair or adversely affect rights
which had theretofore become vested ; and if it is beyond the power
of Congress .to invade a property right surely by the same token it is
beyond the power of an administrative Bfficer by the issuance of.a
57522-27-voL 52-24
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-new or supplemental patent to take away an interest that has once
Another question propounded relates to orders which have been
received in some cases. directing the partition of the homestead lands
;and the issuance of new trust patents to the heirs. You say that
'
this would teem to call for a declaration 'in the new patent that the
trust period therein fixed will run from the date of the original
hihomestead patent as directed in 38 L. ID. 558, and the act of May 18,
1916 (39 ;Stat.. 1.23).
conclusion being based on the premise
that the instrument or conveyance given to the Indians on their
]owmestead calotmne'nts is a tAdst patent in the form drafted bv the
Solicitor of this department in his approved opinion of October 26,
1923 (unpublished), respecting the evidence of title to be given Crow
allottees under the act of June 4, 1920, supra.
You say further that in event the homestead patent is considered
a restricted fee patent, and not a mere trust patent, new trust patents
apparently should not issue on the orders which have been received
directing the partition of the homestead lands, but appropriate measures should be taken for the disposition thereof under the, provisions
of the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 855i) .
The act of June 4, 1920, supra, under which the diminished Crow
reservation was allotted; imposed a restriction upon the alienation
of lands set aside for homestead purposes, as set out in section 13
hereinabove quoted. The act contemplated the issuance of trust
patents to all allottees for all their lands but provided that competent Indians, if they elected in writing, were to be given patents in
fee simple, except for their homestead lands. It was provided in
section 1 of the act that " no patent in fee shall be issued for homestead lands. of a husband unless the wife joins in the application,
who shall be examined separately and apart from her husband, and
a certificate of the officer taking her acknowledgment shall fully set
lorth compliance with this requirement." It was clearly intended,
however, that the fee patent, if applied for by the Indian in conmnection with his homestead allotment, should be in the form of a
restricted fee restraining alienation of the lands for the period spe.Ufied in section 13, inasmuch, as that section declares in unequivocal
terms that homestead lands '" shall remain inalienable for a period
of 25 years from the date of issuance of patent therefor or until the
death of the allottee."
From what has been said it is clear that the instruments or conveyances issued upon these Crow homestead allotments must be con:strued as to their legal force and effecti in accord with the terms of
-thelaw under which they were granted and not by the terms of the
patent itself. United States v. Saunders (96 Fed. 268); Burke v.
.This

.
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Southern Pacific RailroadCompany (234 U. S. 669) . If the allottee,

being competent, elected to take a patent in fee then the patent issued
to him must be regarded as conveying the fee subject to the stated
restrictions against alienation, notwithstanding the allotted may actually have been given the prescribed form of trust patent. With
respect to this class of patents or allotments, that is, restricted allotments, trust patents should not issue on orders directing the Partition
of the. homestead lands. Such cases should be returned to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs* for such further action as may be appro-.
priate under the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 855), and the act of
June 4, 1920, seupra.

NEVADA IRRIGATION DISTRICT'
Decided J
WAmTR-PowER

PROjEcT-POWER

Jery 13, 1:2;S

SiT--APPLiCATIONS

T

K-EWITHDRAWA

FEDERAL POwER COMMISSION.V

The filing of an application for a license for water-power privileges under
the act of June 10, 1920, automatically withdraws the land from entry
and disposal, and the power site thus created is reserved from disposal
under other laws until other ise directed by the Federal Power Commismission or by Congress.
WArTn-PowEn Pnoiaen;-LIcuNsEn--RItnT OF WAY-LAND DEPARTMENT-FEDERAL
POWER CoMnIssIoN-JURISDICTION.C
The land department is prohibited by section 24 of the Federal Water Power
Act, in the absence of a determination by the Federal Power Commission
as required by that section, from, granting a right of way under the act
of March 3, 1891, as amended, over lands embraced within a license for
water-power privileges issued pursuant to the former act, notwithstanding
that the appl'cant for the right of way and the licensee are one and the
same person.
'WATER-POWmR PROJEcTrE-LiGEisn--REsaRvATiow-FEDERAL POWER CoMMIssIoN.
A declaration in a license issued by the Federal Power: Cominission pur-

suant to the act of June 10, 1920, to the effect that it " will not interfere
or be inconsistent with the purpose. for which any reservation affected
*thereby was created or acquired," relates only to such reservations as
those defined in section 4 of the act, and is not in any wise a determination such as that contemplated by section 24 thereof.

WORE, Secretary:

The Nevada Irrigation District has appealed from a decision of
the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated July 11, 1927,
.rejecting its application for a right of way for certain reservoirs and
canals, under the provisions of the 'act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat.
1095), as supplemented by section 2 of the act of May 11, 1898 (30
.Stat. 404).

I See decision on

motion for rehearing, page 377.

m
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The recordd shows that on May 3, 1927, prior to the decision
appealedfroln, the -Commissioner ruled the district, to 'show cause
why its application should not be rejected on. the ground that the.
lands are not now: subject to disposal under the said facts of 1891
and 1898, the project being practically the same as that upon which
a license was granted to the district by the Federal Power Coommission on November,16, 1925, under itfhe provisions of the act of June 10,
1920 (41 Stat. 1063). Answer to the rule was made by the district
and submitted to the Federal Power. Commission for consideration.
In his reply the, executive secretary discussed the showing and argument "submitted in support of the, application and for reasons stated
therein advised of the objection of that office to the approval of
the application. The Commissioner of the General Land Office :concurring in the views expressed by the. executive secretary rejected
the application.. Copy of the letter of the executive secretary was:
furnished the district, together with the Commissioner's decision,
and appeal was taken in due season.
The basis of objection, as appears from the letter of the executive
secretary, may be stated briefly asI follows:
1. That the issuance of the license constitutes a disposal of the,
lands affected in accordance with the definition of the word "disposal," as used in the opinion of this department:reported in 50
L. D. 660, concerning the matter of a license issued, to the San
Joaquin Light and Power Company.X
f2. That the lands are reserved from entry, location, or other disposal. Lnder the laws of the United States by' the provisions of section
24 of the' Federal Water. Power Act until otherwise directed by the
Commission or by Congress.
3. That under the power act Congress has taken pains to preserve
certain rights to the United States which should be retained unimpaired in the administration of the two statutes (citing Utah Power
and Light Company v. United States, 243 U. S. 389), and if the two
rights are inconsistent it would be beyond the authority of administrative officers to grant a greater right than: is contemplated by the
act'under which disposal has already been made (citing Kern Rivier
Conpcnaj v. United States, 257 U. S. 147), and that if the. rights
for irrigation and power are not inconsistent the licensee making use
for both purposes needs no new grant.
The questions raised on appeal concern primarily the above-men-:
tioned grounds of objection. In addition the executive secretary
expressed the view that the district is not in need of additional
authority for the construction, maintenance, and operation of the
works, since' its irrigation rights are unaffected by 'the license; and
further, that under its contract with the Pacific Electric and Development Company the main use of the right of way is the production
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of power and not for irrigation, as required by the , acts 'of 1891
and 1898, under which the application is made.
Counsel for:the district has submitted brief and 4argument in support of the application and appeal,. and oral arguments were presented before the department on December 15, :1927.
The statements submitted on behalf of appellants concerning 'the,
organization. olf the district and: the purposes of this. project are
briefly as follows:
The district is a public corporation, organized. and existing under
:and by vfrtue of the Caalifornia irrigation district act. As organized
August 14, 1921, it.embraced a little over 200,000 acresof ;land. It
was enlarged in 1926 to. include upwards of 60,000 acres, and probable additional lands will bring the aggregate area to a total of
uba
rnore than :300,000 acres,: located in Nevada, Placer,: and
permits
issued
rights
water
of
division
the
State
InA1925
Counties.
t o the district for the appropriation of waters for the irrigation of
the lands. In 1922 the district filed an application with the Federal
Power Commission for a license to use certain parcels of unappropriatod public lands for the- purpose of transporting the waters.
from the point of appropriation to the place of use within the
boundaries of the district, and under date of November 16, 1925,
the commission 'granted a license to the district under the provisions
of the act of June 10, 1920, known as the Federal Water Power Act.
It is further stated that it would not be feasible for the irrigable
lands to carry the cost of the project without the aid to .be derived
from the utilization of thewaters in the development of hydro.electric
energy, and that in routing the waters from.tthe higher altitudes for
use in irrigation it is feasible and practicable to so route them as to
develop approximately 1,400,000,000 kilowatt-hours of hydroelectric
energy per year at an estimated approximate cost of $37,000,000.) The
use of water f or the development of electric power for: irrigation
districts is authorized by the laws of the State to aid in carrying out
the main purposes of supplying water for irrigation purposes to the'
lands within such districts. The district has determined to develop
hydroelectric energy as subordinate to its main and primary business of furnishing water for irrigation and has provided 'that power
development shall be carried out within the control and under the
direction of the district. through an independent corporate agency,
operating
assuming. responsibility *for financing, developing
the same under contract. The application under the acts of 1891
and 1898 was filed for the purpose of securing a more stable and
permanent title on which to establish a financial structure and. to.
enable it to. develop the necessary water and construct' the enlarged
works indispensable to the impounding and transportation of such;
water.
'and
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In the arguments and statements presented in behalf of appellant
it is urged that the project is in its nature a public enterprise; thatthe district is a 7bonca #de irrigation district whose chief aim is the
irrigation 'of the lands within its boundaries; that it is organized
and established under State laws; that it has acquired water rights.
under State laws for the irrigation of the lands, and the development of power .is subordinate to-its main and primary purpose~of
furnishing water for irrigation, and that therefore it has an absolute right to a grant of rights of way for its canals and impounding
works, and that the United States may not in law, and certainly
not: in equity, deny such rights of way over the public lands.
All of the above matters would be proper subjects for consideration before a right of way under the acts as applied for may be
granted in any case, but before this department may considerithe
application with a view to its approval or rejection, according to its
merits, it is necessary to determine whether. in view of the granting
o-f the license by the Federal Power Commission affecting the landsX
in question, it would have authority to grant a right of way underther above-mentioned acts as now applied for. This issue is raisedby -the objections of the executive secretary hereinbefore referred
to and the answer of~counsel in- the appeal submitted.:
Considerable of the argument his devoted to a discussion of the
view of the executive secretary to the effect that the license issued
by the Federal Power Comission constitutes a disposal of the tract
in accordance with the definition of the term " disposal " appearing
in the opinion of the Acting Secretary of the Interior as cited in
the letter. In that opinion it was held that the issuance of the
license constituted a disposition of the tract within the meaning of
section 2 of the act of September 22,' 1922 (42 Stat. 1017), and that
the Secretary is forbidden to quitclaim the tract to the party who
coneyed- it to -the- United States. Counsel- concedesX that to quitclaim the land affected to the former owner, or his successor in
interest, after the Federal Power Comission had issued' a license to
the corporation, would have created conflicting interests in the same
lands. ' It is urged, however, in this case, that the licensee under the
Federal Water Power Act and the applicant for right of way before
this department are one and the same party, and 'that therefore no
confiictingr interests in the same land will arise through -the granting
sf the right now applied for.
This department, however, does not believe that the identity of the
licensee under the Federal Water Power Act and the applicant for
right of way under other acts now before this department, involving
the same lands and the same project, can have any material bearing
in the determination of the questions presented to this department
by this appeal.
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The act of 1891 provides for rights of way through the public
lands and reservations of the United States for ditches, canals, and.
reservoirs for the purpose of irrigation, but not for any other purpose. The act of 1898 did no more than to permit rights of way
obtained under the act of 1891, the use of which was restricted to
irrigation, to be used also for purposes of water transportation, for
domestic puirposes, or for the develbpment of power. Irrigation was
still to be the main purpose, and the other purposes were to be subsidiary. Kern River CoIpctny v. United States (257 U. S.0147).
The right of way intended by the act was neither a mere easement
nor a fee simple absolute but a limited fee on an implied condition
of reverter, in the event the grantee ceased to use or retain the land
for the purpose indicated in the act. Rio Grande Western Raimway
Company v. Stringhaom (239 U. S. 44, 47); Kern Rivelr Co., supra.
Under the Federal Water Power Act the commission is authorized
and empowered to issue licenses to qualified parties for the purpose
of constructing, operating, and maintaining dams, water conduits,
reservoirs, power houses, and transmission lines for the development,
transmission, and utilization of power upon and across the public
lands and reservations of the United States, providedThat licenses shall be issued within: any reservation only after a finding by
the commission that the license will not interfeie or 'be inconsistent with the
purpose for which such reservation was created or acquired; and shall be
subject to and contain such conditions as the Secretary *of the department
under whose supervision such re, ervation falls shall deem necessary for the
adequate protection and utilization of such reservation

The terms and conditions under which such license shall issue are
fixed by the statute.
Authority to grant licenses under the' Federal Water Power Act
is vested by law in the Federal Power Commission, and authority
to ralt rights .of way -uiunder.the-: acetsi of *1891 and 1898 in the Secretary of the Interior. Applicant has applied for and secured a right
for the project under the Federal Water Power Act. The rights
of the licensee and the effect of the application for and the issuance
.of the license, with respect to the lands affected, must be determined
according to the provisions of that act. The status of the land
affected by the license is fixed by that act, which is controlling upon
the Federal Power, Commission and this department as well.
By reason of the filing of appellant's application for and the
granting of the license, the lands in question,:by express terms of
that act, have been " reserved from entry, location, or other disposal
under the laws of the United States'until otherwise directed by the
Section 24 of the' act reads as follows:
commission or by Congress.'
That any lands of the United States included in any proposed project under
the provisions of this act shall from the date 'of fiiing of; application therefor
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be reserved from entry, location, or other disposal under the laws of the United
States until otherwise directed; by the commission or by Congress. Notice that
such application has been made, together with the date of filing thereof
and :adescription of the lands of the United States: affected thereby, shall be
filed in the local land office for the district in which such lands are located.
Whenever the commission shall determine that the value of any lands. of the
United* States- so applied for, or heretofore or hereafter reserved or classified
as poxveir sites, will not be injured or destroyed for:the purposes of power
development by location, entry, or selection under the .public-land laws, the
Secretary of the Interior, upon notice: of such determination, shall declare
such lands open to location, entry, or selection, subject to and with a reservation of the right of' the United States or its permittees or licensees to enter
upon, occupy; and use any part or all of said lands necessary, in the judgment
of the commission, for the purposes of this act, which right shall be expressly
reserved in every patent issued for such lands; and no claim or right to compensation shall accrue from the occupation or use of any :of said lands for
said purposes. The United States or' any, licensee for any such lands hereunder
may enter thereupon for the purposes of this act, upon payment of any damages
to crops, buildings, or other. improvements caused thereby to the owner thereof,
or upon giving a good and sufficient boitd to the United States for the use
and benefit of the owner to secure the payment of such damages as may be
determined and fixed in an action brought upon the bond in a court of competent jurisdiction, said bond to be in the form prescribed by the commission:
Provided, That locations, entries, selections, or filings heretofore made for
lands reserved as water-power sites or in connection with water-power development or electrical transmission may proceed to approval or patent under and
subject to the limitations and conditions in this section contained.

It will thus be seen that the lands were automatically withdrawn
from entry and disposal 'by the filing of the application for waterpower privileges under the act, and the power site thus created is
reserved from disposal under other.laws until otherwise directed by
the commission or Congress. The section also prescribes, upon a
determination by the commission that the value of the lands will not
be injured or destroyed for the purposes~ of power development, by
location, entry, or selection, under public-land laws, the Secretary
'of the Interior, upon notice of such determination, shall declare
such lands open to location, entry, or selection subject (to certain
reservations for the benefit of the Government and the licensee. This

(

department manifestly is without authority to declare the lands open-

:tolocation, entry, or selection unless the Federal Power Commission
shall make the determination as requiredtby law, nor until it shall
receivec due notice thereof as prescribed by the section in question.
The argument is made on behalf of the district with respect to
the 'provisions' of section '24, that.. others. would be. prohibited from
applying under the act of 1891,. but by reason of a, merger of interests of the rights of the licensee with the rights of 'applicant,
said section 24 would have no prohibitive effect, and even though, it
did have, it would leave the Federal Power Commission without
good reason for not consenting to the granting of the application
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under the -act of 1891, and further that the declaration in the license
to the effect that it " will not interfere or be inconsistent with the
purpose for which any reservation affected thereby was created or
acquired" constitutes a determination, by the Federal Power Commission, and this department, having notice thereof, is now required
to declare the lands described in the application now under consid-'
eration open to entry.
In the opinion of this department the prohibitive effects of section 24 are plainly applicable regardless of the identitv of the
licensee and the present applicant. The purpose of the present application is to secure a right of a different nature subject to different
conditions and under other laws. Such right could not be granted
in the absence of a determination by the commission as required by
section 24. Nor can the declaration in the license, referred to in the
brief, be taken as a determination within the meaning of said section,
which would authorize this department to declare the lands open to
entry, location, etc., since such declaration' clearly has no relation
to the determination contemplated by the section. It concerns such
reservations as national forests, military reservations, etc., as defined in section 4, reg'ulation 1,. of the rules and regulations of the
Federal Power Commission, within which the commission. is authorized to grant licenses under certain conditions under section 4 (d)
of the Federal Water Power Act. The language of the statute is
plain, and the necessary determination essential to. the opening of
the lands to other filings under other laws has not been made.
It is therefore the opinion of this department that in view of the
status of the lands created and existing by reason of the outstanding
license granted by the Federal Power Comnnission under the act of
June 10, 1920, sulprgc, it is without authority to grant the right of
way affecting the same lands under the acts of March 3, 1891, and
May 11, 1898, suprca, as applied for by the district.
For the reasons above stated, the action of 'the Commissioner in
rejecting the application must be'
Affirnbed.
NEVADA IRRIGATION DISTRICT (ON REHEARING)
Decided Juiew4, 1928
WATER-POWEB PRojECT-APPrLcATIOT-JUxPIsDIcTrON-LAND
ERAL

PowEP COMMISSION.

DEPARtTM E1NT-FED-

i

-Jurisdiction of the Land Department over lands of the United States'included
in any proposed project under ' the act of June 10, 1920, automatically
terminates upon the-filing of an application therefor with the Federal' Power
Commission, and it has no further control- over such lands until and unless
'jurisdiction is restored by the commmission or by Congress.:
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Acting Secretary:
By decision dated January 13, 1928 (52 L. D. 371), this department
rejected the application of the Nevada Irrigation District for right
of way for certain reservoirs and canals on the public lands, under
the provisions of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1095), as amended
by the act of May 11,1898 (30 Stat. 404).
Motion for rehearing has been filed, contending in substance that
the conclusion reached' is based upon an interpretation and application of the provisions of section 24: of the Federal Water Power
Act of June 10, 1920 (41 Stat. 1063), that is so strict and narrow as
to be wholly unwarranted by the language or purposes of said section.;
I am not impressed. with this contention. The language of the law
is clear and decisive. Under the first sentence of section 24 the mere
FINNEY,

filing of an appl)Icatidn for water-power pirivileges operates automatically to withdraw water-power sites from entry, location, or
disposal under other laws " until otherwise directed by the commission or by Congress." Section 29 of the act repeals all acts or
parts of acts inconsistent therewith. It is clear beyond question that
the jurisdiction of this department over any lands of the United
States included in any proposed project under the provisions of said
act automatically terminates upon the filing of an application therefor with the Federal Power Commission, and this department has no
further control of the lands until and unless jurisdiction is restored by
the commission or by Congress.
I see no such doubt or ambiguity in the language employed in the
act as to justify resort to other aids for construction. The statute is
plain and decisive and affords its own interpretation.
The motion for rehearing is, therefore, denied.
Motion denied.
]BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, MOHAVE COUNTY, ARIZONA
Instructions, June 13, 1928
PUBLIC LANIh-SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR-PRIcE-MINIMUM

PRICE-STATUTES.

Where the law permits the Secretary of the Interior to fix the price at which
any particular body of publi lands. is to be disposed of, and he thereafter
sets a price for their disposition pursuant thereto, the' price thus fixed is
the " minimum price."
AssxssMauT. Wonlc -7,ExNDIUaRS- DiscovEY- ADVEiSE
- ,MIrNG CL-mCLAIM-REuRcaEATIoN LATDs-EvtIyE;Ncu-Bt`RDExN OF PROor4PRESUMPtroN.
Where, mining locations have been unchallenged for a number of years, and
development work has been done upon them, the certificate of location creates: presumption of discovery and a valid location, and anyone seeking
rights under other public-land laws adverse to those of the mining claimants
must assume the burden of controverting the prima f[cie title of the mineral
claimants.
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MINING CLAIM-ADVERSE CLAIM-REcREATIoN LANDs-rNoTicbEn
DEPARTENT.
The Government can not convey an unassailable title under some other publicland law to lands embraced within a mining location until, after due notice
of charges and opportunity to be heard has been' given to the mining claimant, there has been an adjudication by the Land Departmentfthat the claim
is invalid.
CLAIM--ADvERSE
LANDs-MINING
COSTs-PEACTICF-SELEOTIoN-REcREATIoN
CLAIM.
Where a selection is made under the act of June 14, 1926, for lands for recreational purposes that are embraced within a -mining location, no public
interest exists that dictates that the Government assume the burden of expense of removing the cloud created by such claim on the title sought by the
selector, but that burden -must be borne by the selector himself.
.CLAIMAN.T ---PATENT- DIscovE-RY-AsSESSMENT
WOxRK-A VERSE CLAIM-RECREATION ILANDS.
Where adverse proceedings are directed against a mining -claim patent to
I which is not being sought by the claimants thereof, charging failure to make
discovery of mineral and to perform= the required assessment work, no
authority of law exists for service of notice by publication, but service must
be personal as provided by Rule' 7 of Practice.

NOTICE-PR AcTIcE -MINING

FINNNEY, First Assistant Secretary:I
Consideration has been given to the letter of the Commissioner of
the General Land Office to the register of the local office at Phoeix,
Arizona, directing notice of classification and approval of selection
for recreational purposes of Sec. 20, T. 20 N., R. 15 W., G. and S.
ZR. M., made by the board of supervisors of Mohave County, Arizona,
which section wasrwithdrawii pursuant to Athe petition of the selectors
nder the act. of June 14,. 926 (44 Stat. 741).
The department concurs in the view that the reasonable value of
the land is $1.25 per acre and that the act authorizes the Secretary
to fix the price, which price by the terms of the act becomes the
price fixed by law.- The price at which the law says any particular
body of lands is to be disposed of is the "sminimum price." See 2-9
.
L. D. 501, 503.
The last paragraph of the proposed letter, however reads:

-

You are also hereby directed to notify the mineral claimants that unless
within thirty days from notice hereof they file a formal protest against the
recreational application as to the lands embraced in mineral claims Silver
Bell Nos. 2 and 4, action on the said application will proceed without regard
to the alleged mibkal clai'. i
'This is in fact a requirement that the mineral claimants come forward and affirmatively show by sufficient allegations that they have:
valid mining locations, and in -the event they fail to do so, proceedings will be taken to sell the tract under the act of June. 14, 1926,
upon the assumption that no such valid claims exist. This procedure
is -predicated upon a report of an inspector. The regulations for
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proceedings on special agents' reports (44 L. D. 572) provide for the
formulation of charges and notice thereof to claimants. Under the
above-quoted procedure no charges are preferred, no invalidityI of
.the claims is specified, and no issue is tendered claimants. Moreover, the well-settled rule that the burden of proof is upon the
Government is reversed. "System, order, and the uniform application of the established rules of practice of the Department to all
litigants alike, are essential in the administration of justice in the
Department as in the courts."' Howe v. Parker: (190 Fed. 738, 757),
I know of no law or regulation that imposes such a duty on mining
claimants as is implied in this order. Where there is no legal duty
there can be no default. It has been held that where mining locations have been unchallenged for years, and development work has
been done upon them, the certificate of location creates presumption
of discovery and a valid location. Vogel v. Wahny (146 Fed. 949;'
T7 I. 0C. 199); 7Cheesemcan v. Hart (42 Fed. 98). Anyone seeling
rights under other: public-land laws adverse to those of the mining
claimants; should assume the burden of controverting the prima faeie
title of the mineral claimants.:
The inspector very fairly and with abundant caution concedes in
his report that because of the rugged surface and dense brush Sand
the absence of any aid by the mineral claimants, mineral showings
and works of a mining nature other than those observed may have
escaped his attention.. If certain of the imentioned claims are valid,
and the claimants thereof, resting upon their vested rights,' ignore the
proposed monition,, there would be no adjudication of fact by this
department which would estop them from thereafter'asserting their
rights.
Consequently, before the Government can be assured that it can
eonvey an unassailable title uinder the said act to Mohave County,
it is essential, after due notice of charges and' opportunity to be heard
has been given to the mining claimnants, that there be an adjudication
by the department that the claims are invalid.
The report of the inspector appears to warrant the conclusion that
the lands are (1) nonmineral in character; (2) that no discovery .has
been made; (3) that no assessment work has been performed on any
of the claims for the years 1924, 1925, 1926, and 1927. How ever, there
is no'special benefit inuring to the Government in the disposal of the
land at the appraised price under this act, as a greater price would be
exacted if the land were sold as mineral land; and as said act expressly reserves the minerals in any patent that may be issued thereunder, there is no public interest that dictates that the; Government
should assume the burden of expense of removing the cloud. now existing on the title sought by the petitioners.'
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It' would, therefore, be incumbent upon the petitioners, as a prerequisite to further consideration of their petition as to the land
embraced in such conflicting claims, to obtain relinquishments to the
United States from the record title holders thereof of aff their. interest therein and file the, same in the local office, or make application
to contest such claims as are not fully relinquished, supporting such*
application with verified charges, challenging the validity thereof,
and apply for a hearing thereon. Notice of contest and other proceedings thereafter shall be in acdordance with the Rules of Practice
(51 L.' D. 547), except that petitioners must file proof of personal
service as provided in Rule 7, there being no authority of law to
serve notice by publication. Upon receipt of the register's report
and recommendations such action will be taken as the record appears
to warrant. The letter is therefore returned to be recast in accordance
ivith these views.
JAMES E. CREE (ON REHEARING)
Decided June 13, 10928
NATIONAL FORESTs-R-ErruNQnIsnMsNT-REcoNvYANc
DRAWAI-STATUTES.

-- LETU SELECTION-Wrri-

The act, of :September 22, 1922, did not reserve or withdrawijlands conveyed
under the act of June ;4, 1897, from Executive administration and control,
and in determining whether or not a disposition of the base lands had been
made within the contemplation of section 2 of the former act, the status of
the lands as of the time action is taken upon the application for relief
thereunder controls.
DEPARTmENTALDEcIsIoN CrTm AND APPLrrm.

Case of Sen Joaquiin Light and Power Corporation (50 L. D. 660) cited and
applied.

FniNN ;YFirst Assistant Secretary: :
By decision dated April 24, 1928, this department affirmed the'
action of the Commissioner of the General Land Office denying the
application of James E. Creed for a quitclaim deed under the act.
of September 22, 1922 (42 Stat. 1017), to SE. 1/4 Sec. 15, T. 1 N., . 9
W., S. B. M., California, on the ground that the tract has been' dis-.
posed of within the meaning of section 2 of the act above referred to.
Motion for rehearing has been filed, contending in- substance,
among other things, that the instant case is distinguishable from the
Acase of ,San Joaquin Light and Power Corporattion (50 L-. D. 660),
in that the land there in question had been disposed of prior to the
passage of the. act of September .22, 1922, supra, whereas the tract
here involved was disposed of after the passage of said act, and in
,
contravention of its purpose.
.
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The difference in the cases is not material. The act referred to
authorized a quitclaim deed to relinquished base lands only in the
event other rights of a public or private naturelhad*not attached.
The law does not look or refer to conditions as they existed at the
date of its passage and does not reserve or withdraw lands conveyed
under the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat. 11, 3U), from Executive
administration and control. The status or condition of the base
lands must be determined as of the time action is taken upon an
application for relinquishment or quitclaim.
The motion cites the case of Peale v. Work, wherein the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbiadissued a writ of mandamus requir* ing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a, relinquishment and quitclaim to the lands involved in the San Joaquin case hereinabove
mentioned. With respect thereto it suffices to say that the judgment
of the District Supreme Court -was reversed and the mandate dissolved June 4, 1928, by the Court of Appeals of the District of
Columbia (26 Fed., (2nd), 1002).
On due consideration no reason is seen for; disturbing the action
heretofore taken, and the motion is' accordingly denied.
1votion denied.
CONSTRUCTION OF SECTION 27 OF TEE LEASING ACT, AS
AMWENDED, WITH RESPECT TO CORPORATE INTERESTS
Opinion, June 22, .1928
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PRmiTr-LEAsE--LIMITATION AS TO ACREIAG-CORPORATIONS-STATUTES.
The provisions and limitations of section 27 of the leasing act, as amended,

with respect to the maximum acreage of permits and leases that may be
taken and held by one corporation, can not be evaded by the expedient of

organizing another or other corporations fby the same stockholders, inasmuch as the department may look beyond the corporate form to its purpose
and to those identified with that purpose.

FirstAssistant Secretaryf:
I have your [I. Parker Veazey, jr.] letter of June 13, requesting
an opinion as to the proper interpretation of section 184, title 30,
U. S. C. (section 27 of the Leasing Act of February 25, 1920, 41 Stat.
437, as amended by the act of April 30, 1926, 44 Stat. 373), regarding
the maximum acreage on a structure which may be leased to one
person. You ask:,
FINNEY,

Is there :any question that individual corporations may acquire individual
permits even though made up of the same stockholders, provided the total of

the indirect interest of each stockholder in the separate permits or leases of
the corporations (the number resulting from applying to the total acreage of a
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corporation the percentage of the stockholder's interest as to each corporation
and adding these together) does not exceed the maximum acreage which the
stockholder could take separately?

In other words, you wish to know if this department considers that
interests whose acquisition by direct methods is expressly prohibited
by law may be acquired by indirect methods.
In an unpublished decision of lFebruary: 15, 1927, in the case of
W. G. Skelly, C. C. Herndon, and W. P. C. German (Las Cruces
029418, 029420, M-20812, 20814), the department held that this could
not be done. It was held, upon authority of decisions of the Supreme
Court of the United States, Federal courts, and State courts, that the
department could look beyond the corporate form to the purpose of
it and to those who were identified with that purpose.

INDIAN ALLOTMENTS ON THE PUBLIC DOMAIN UNDER SECTION
4, ACT OF FEBRUARY 8, 1887, AS AMENDED
REGULATIONS
'DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL- LAND- OFFICE,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, D. C., February1, 1928.
The fourth section of the general allotment act of February 8,
1.887 (24 Stat. 388), amended by the act of February 28, 1891 (26
Stat. 794), was further amended by section 17 of the act of June 25,
1910 (36 Stat. 855, 859), to: read as follows:
That where any Indian entitled to allotment under existing laws shall make.
settlement upon anly surveyed or 'unsurveyed lands of the -United States not
otherwise appropriated, he or she shall be entitled upon application to the
local land office for the district in, which the lands are located, to have the
same allotted to him or her and to his or her children in manner as provided
by law for allotments to Indians residing upon reservations, and such allotments to Indians on the public domain as herein provided shall be made in such
areas as the President may deem. proper, not to exceed, however, forty acres
of irrlgable land or eighty acres of nonirrigable agricultural land or one 'hundred and sixty acres of nonirrigable grazing land to any one Indian; and when
such settlement is made upon unsurveyed lands the grant to such Indian shall
be adjusted upon the survey of the lands so ass to conform thereto, and patent
shall be issued to them for such lands in the manner and with the restrictions
provided in the act: of which this is amendatory. And the fees to which the
officers of such local land office would have been entitled had such lands been'
entered under the general laws for the disposition of the public lands shall be
paid to them from any moneys in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, upon a statement of an account in their behalf for such
fees by the Commissioner of the General Land Office and a certification of such
account to the Secretary of the Treasury by the Secretary of the Interior.
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CERTIFICATES

Any person desiring to file application for an allotment of land on
the public domain under this act must first obtain from the Commissioner of Indian Afairs a certificate in accordance with regulations
approved September 23, 1913, showing that he or she is an Indian
and entitled to such allotment, which certificate must be attached to
the allotment application, blanks for which will be furnished. Application for the certificate must be made on a regular: form, blanks
for which will also be furnished, and must contain information as
1to the applicant's identity, such as thumb print,> age, sex, height,
approximate weight, married or single, name of*the Indian tribe in
which membership is claimed, etc., sufficient to establish his or her
identity with that of the applicant for allotment. Each certificate
must bear a serial number, record thereof to be kept in the Indian
TRIBAL MEMBERSHIP

An applicant for allotment under the fourth section is required to
;show that he is a recognized member of an Indian tribe or is entitled

to be so recognized. Such qualifications may be shown by the laws
and usages of the tribe. The mere fact, however, that an Indian
is a descendant of one whose name was at one time borne upon the
Tolls and who was; recognized as a member of the tribe does not of
itself make: such Indian a member of the tribe. The possession of
Indian blood, not accompanied by tribal affiliation or relationship,
does not entitle a person to an allotment on the: public domain.
'Tribal membership, even though once existing and recognized, may
be abandoned in respect to the benefits of the fourth section.
ALLOTMENT APPLICATIONS

L

The applicant, upon receipt of the required certificate, will fill
the blank form of allotment application and present the same,
properly executed, to the register of the land 'office for the district
in which the land is situated. The affidavits attached to the applica-tions for certificate and allotment may be executed before the register
or the acting register of the district land office, or any inspector or
agent of the Indian Service, or a United States commissioner, or a
notary publiec or before a judge; or clerk or prothonotary of a court
of record, or the deputy of such clerk or prothonotary, or before a
magistrate authorized by the laws of the State, district, or Territory
-of the United States to administer oaths, in the county, parish, or
land district in which. the land lies, or before any officer of the classes
mentioned who resides nearer or more accessible to the land, although
Xout
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he m1ay .reside 'outside of the county and land district in, which the
land is situated.
United States commissioners and.notaries public must attach their
seal, and justices of the peace must attach. to each application at
least one certificate by the clerk of ithe proper court that they are
duly authorized to administer oaths.
In case a.n allotment application is presented without the required*
certificate, the register will suspend the same for a-period of 90 days
from notice to enable the applicant to obtain and file such certificate,
and that officer will advise the applicant and the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs by ciuplicatenotice that unless such certificate is furnished within that time the allotment application will be finally
rejected, unless prior to the expiration of the 90-day period the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs shall ask for additional time within:
which to determine the applicant's Indian status.;
The filing of an application for allotment on public lands does not.
secure to an Indian a vested right.
DuTY OF OFFICERS :TO ASSIST APPLICANTS

The district land officers, the: :Indian school. superintendents, or.
other field officers of the Indian Bureau, vwill afford every facility .to
Indians desiring to take fourth-section allotments, and will assitt.
them whenever practicable, by advice or otherwise, in the -proper
steps to be taken, as well as assist them in the preparation of their
applications and the required proofs.
Forest rangers and supervisors and district foresters will perform
similar services where the allotment applicationsfare made under section 31, act:June 25, 1910.0. (36 Stat. 855, 863.)
Blank forms for application may be had fromn thef Office of Indian.
Affairs and district land office or district forester's office.
HEIRS OF INDIAN SETTLERS AND APPLICANTS

Allotments are allowable only to living persons or those in being
at the date, of application. Where an Indian dies after settlement
and filing of application, but prior to, approval, the allotment will
upon final approval Ue con'firmed to the heirs of the deceased allottees.:
In disposing of pending applications in, hichthe death of the
fapplicant has lbezen reported, the heirs of an applicant who was otler-:
wise qualified at the date of application should be: notified that they
will be allowed 90 clays from receipt of notice within which to submit proof that the applicant persoInally settled on. tle and 'applied
for during his or her lifetime, and -,while the land was open to settle57522-27-voL 52-20

';
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suchproof
-nbmit within the time allowedl.
'upoflfailfre
to
fficnt, and
the application will:be finally rejected.
When if, is sufficient;lyshown that an applicant was at the time
of death' occupyingo in good faith tthe land settled oh, patent will be
to -his or her heirs without further use or occupancy on I lie
*>0t
.issued
' : Dpart of such heirs being shown.
:CERTIIICATE OF ALLOTMENT ANDf FIELII E,XAMINATION

When the register accepts an application under the fourth section
he "will issue to the applicant a "certificate of allotment,"on a pre:scribed form, showing the name in full of the applicant, post-office
address, name of the tribe in which membership is claimed, serial
number of the 'certificate issued by the, Commissioner, of Indian
Affairs, and a description of the land applied for.
A copy of the. " certificates of allotment " will be mailed by the
register to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and a copy to the
division inspector.
If the division inspector deems it necessary, he will make an investigation, and will report as to the character of the land applied
for, whether irrigable, nonirkigable agricultural, or nonirrigable
grazing, and as to timber, mineral, coal, phosphate, oil, power site,
*
reservoir, and watering place possibilities; 'also as to the' proper
marking of the claim if unisurvoyed.
::: t: Where 'the application under investigation is that of a single person over 21 years of age, or of the head'of.a famaily, report will also
be, made as to the character of the applicant's settlement and improvements. A similar .report will be made on applications filed in behalf
of minor children as to the character ofthe settlement and improvements, made by the parent, or the person: standing in loco parentis,
on his or her own allotment under the f-ourth section. In case the
division inspector has no information in his office showing the necessity of an examination or investigation in the field, he will report the
fact promptly to the district land. officer.
*

.SETTLEMENT

The nature, character, and extent of the settlement, as well as the
manner in which performed, must be fully set forth in the allotment
application. IIn examining the acts of esttlement and :determining
the intention and good faith of an Indian applicant, due and reasonable consideration should be given to the habits, customs, and nomadic
:instincts of the race, as well, as to 'the character of the land taken in,
allotment.

While the act contains no specific requirements as to what shall
constitute settlement, it is evident that the Indian must definitely

-
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assert a claim to the land based upon the reasonable use or occupation
thereof consistent with his mode of life-and the character of the land
and climate.
To enable an Indian allottee to demonstrate his good ifaith and intention the issuance of trust patent will be suspended for a period of
two years from date of' settlement; but 'in 'those cases where that
period has already elapsed at the time of adjudicating the allotment
application, and when the evidence, either- by the record. or upon
further investigation in the field, shows the allottee's good faith and
intention in the matter of his settlement, trust patents will issie in
regular course. Trust patents in the suspended class, when issued,
will run from the date of: suspension. Each case will be determined
and adjudicated upon its own facts and merits.
In the matter of fourth-class applications filed prior to these
regulations, where, by the record or upon further investigation in the
field, it appears 'that such settlement has not been made as is contemplated by these regulations, such applications will not be immediately rejected, but the applicant will be informed that two years
will be allowed within which to perfect his settlement and to furnish.
proof thereof whereupon his application will be adjudicated as in
other cases.
CHARACTER OF LAND AND. AREA SUBJECT TO ALLOTMENT

The law provides that allotments may include not to exceed 40
acres of: irrigable land, 80 acres of nonirrigable agricultural land,
or 160 acres of nonirrigable grazing land.
Irrigable lands are those susceptible: of successful irrigation. at
a reasonable cost from any known source of water supply; nonirrigable agricultural lands are those upon which agricultural crops
can be profitably raised without irrigation; grazing lands are those
which can not be profitably devoted to anyf agricultural use other
than grazing.
Where an Indian makes settlement.in good faith upon lands not
reserved therefrom an allotment therefor can0 not be denied on the
ground that the lands are too poor in quality. Also where settlement was made in good faith the presence of valuable timber does
not warrant the rejection of the allotment.
An allotment may be allowed for coal and oil and gas lands, with
reservation of the mineral contents to the United States.
For regulations governing coal laws see General Land Oflfie
Circular No. 557 (46 L. D. 131). For regulations governing oil and
gas and other minerals, see General Land Office Circular No. 672:
(47 L. D. 437)'
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SEGREGATIVE EFFE CT OF APPLICATION

An allotment application under the fourth section filed prior to,
the regulations of September 23, 1913, does not, in the absence of a.
certificate from the Indian Office showing that the applicant is an
Indian entitled to allotment, segregate' the land, and subsequent
applications for 'tle' same land nmay be received and suspended to
await final action on the allotment application.
Where fan allotment application under the fourth section, filed
subsequent to the regulations of September 23, 1913, is not accom-.
panied by the requisite certificate from the Indian Office showing
the applicant to be entitled to allotment, and the applicant is given
time to furnish such certificate, the application does not.segreg ate
the land, and other applications therefor may be received and held
to await final action on the allotment application.
Where an allotment application under the fourth :section, accompanied by 'a certificate from the Indian Office showing that the
applicant., is an Indian and entitled to allotment, as required by
the regulations of September 23, 1913, is found to be in all respects
complete and *is accepted by the district land :officer, it operates as
a segregation of the land, and subsequent applications for the same
land will be rejected.
APPLICATION FOR UNSURVEYED LANDS

An allotment application under the fourth section for unsurveyed
lands must conform to the following rules along the lines of 'those
found in departmental circular of November 3, 1909. (38 L. D.
287.)
It must contain a description of the land by metes and bounds,
with courses, distances, and reference to monuments by which the
location of the tract on the ground can be readily 'and actcurately
ascertained. The monuments may be of iron or stone, or of substantial posts well planted in the ground, or of trees or natural
objects of a permanent nature,: and all monuments shall be surrounded with mounds- of stone, or earth when'stones are not aces-.
bible, and must be plainly' marked to indicate with certainty the
claim' to the tract located.- The. landSmust be' taken in rectangular
form, if practicable, and the lines thereof follow the cardinal points
of -the compass unless one or more of the boundaries be' a stream
or other; fixed' object. In the latter event only the approximate
course and 'distance along such streams or objects need be given, but
the other boundaries must be definitely stated; and the designation
of narrow strips of land along streams, water courses, or other
natural objects will not be permitted.,
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An allotment to: a, minor child need not be contiguous .to that
made by the head of a famnily,' but it is required that Ieach allotment made to an individual, whether the head of a family, a single
adult, or a minor child,4when such allotment embraces more, than
one. legal subdivision, Must. be composed of contiguous tracts, as in
ordinary disposition of the public domain under a. settlement law.
An additional allotment must be governed by the- same rule.
The approximate description of the land>- by section, township, and
range,, as it will appear when surveyed must .be furnished, or. if this
can not be done, an affidavit must be filed setting. forth a. valid
reason therefore
The address of the claimant must be given, and it shall be the duty
of the register, upon the filing of the township plat in the district
land' office, to: notify him thereof, by registered letter, at such address, and to require the adjustment of the claim to the public survey
within 90 days. In default of aetionrby the party notified the'register
will promptly adjust the claim to the public land survey, if possible,
and reportlhis action 'to the General Land Office.
i Notice of :the application describing the land: as above directed
must be posted in a conspicuous place upon the land and a copy of
such notice and proof of posting thereof filed with the applicationl.
MINORS

.An Indian settler on public lands under the fourth section is also
entitled upon application to have allotments made thereunder to
his'minor children, stepchildren, or .other children to. whom he stands
in loco parenti~s, provided the natural children are in- being at the
date of the' parent's application,' or the: other relationships referred
to exist at such date. The law only permits one entitled, himself
under the :fourth section to take allotments thereunder on behalf of
his minor, children- or of£those to whom he 'stands -in loco. pnentis.
*Orphan children (those who have lost both parents) are not entitled
to allotments on'the public domain unless they:come within thejlastmentioned class.. No actual settlement is required in case of allotments to minor children under the fourth section, but the actual
settlement of the parent or of a person standing, in loco parentis
on his own public-land allotment will be regarded as the' settlement
of the minor children.
INDIAN: WIVES

Where an Indian woman is "married to a white man or other person not entitled to an, allotment, under the fourth section, and not
a settler or entryman under the general homestead ilaw, her right,
and that of the minor children born of such marriage, to allotments
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on -the public domain will be determined without reference to the
quantum of Indian blood possessed by such woman; and her children:
but solely with reference as to whether they are, recognized members
of an Indian tribe or are entitled to such membership.;
* An Indian woman married to an Indian man who has himself
received an allotment on the public domain or is entitled to one, or
has earned the equitable right to patent on any form of homestead
or small holding claim,' is not thereby deprived of the right to 'file
an application for herself, provided she- is otherwise entitled, and
also for her'minor children where her husband is for' any reason
'disqualified.
An Indian woman who is separated from her husband who has
not received an allotment under the fourth section will be regarded
as the head of a family and may file applications for herself and
for the minor children under her care.
In every case where' an Indian woman files applications for her
minor children it must appear that she has not only applied for
herself under the fourth section but has used the land in her own
application in some beneficial manner.
CHARGES AND PROTESTS

AGAINST

INDIAN ALLOTMENTS

of The act of April 23, 1904 (33 Stat. 297), limits the jurisdiction
of the Secretary of the Interior to cancel first or trust patents issued
on Indian allotments to specific instances without authority from
' ongress. In view, of the. fact that information respecting the
classes defined in said act is obtainable from the department's 'records, no charges preferred "as 1to those classes 'will be 'entertained.
Third parties are never invited to attack Indian allotments with the
hope' or expectation olf securing any advantage by reason of such
attack. 'Such parties must assume and pay the expense of a hearing,
but at the same time they acquire no preference right to enter the
land in the event of the cancellation of the allotment, and this
whether first or trust patent has issued or not. Section 2 of' the act
of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat. 140), does not apply, to proceedings of
this character.
However, where a party claims equitable rights to lands covered
byian Indian allotmiient for 'hich trust'patent has--been issued onn
account of prior. settlement and improvements,§''a:hearing 'may be
ordered on direction of th4department with the view'of recommending to Congress that such patent be canceled, if the showing
made at the hearing justifies such action. In this class of cases, and
in cases of charges preferred against allotments on which trust pat-1
ents have, not issued, the following rules will be observed:
V

:
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XThe: charges must be filed in the proper district land office in the
form of a duly corroborated affidavit, clearly setting forth the specific
grounds for such charges. The register will forward the papers to
the General Land Office, which will give the Indian Office full information thereof.
Where it is charged that the lands applied for are not ofIthe cha#acter subject to allotment, that the* required settlement has. not been
made, that the contestant has- aprior and better claim,- and that the
applicant for allotment is not seeking to obtain the land in good faith
but is acting in the' interest'of another person not entitled thereto,.
the General Land Office will cause a preliminary investigation to be
made by an inspector in the field as to the truth and merits of the
charges, if such action .is deemed necessary.
I
The charges Will be
dismissed unless they appear to be probably true.
If sufficient* showing is:.made, a hearing will, be had before. the
proper district land officer after due notice to all parties. The taking
of testimony and other proceedings in such hearings will be in accordance with the rules of practice governing proceedings before the'
district land officer.
Nothing in the foregoing will prevent the department from accepting an Indian's relinquishment of an: unpatented allotment and
directing its cancellation if, after the charges$. are filed, it is shown
that the allotment ought to be canceled.
Third' parties' are not' privileged to intervene in proceedings to
determine whether lands applied for are of the character subject to
allotment or as to the right of the Indian to an allotment, as this is'a

mat~ter restingsolelyin the judgment of the department.
X
ALLOTMENTS WITHIN NATIONAL FORESTS

By the terms of section 31 of the act of June 215, 1910 (36 Stat. 855,
863), allotments under the fourth section of the act of February 8,
.1887, as amended, may be made within national forests. See Appendix No. 3 for copy of the act.
An Indian who desires to apply for an. allotment within a :national
forest under this act must submit the application1 to the supervisor of
the particular forest affected, by whom' it. will. be'fowarded.with
appropriate report, through the district.forester.and forester to the
Secretary of Agriculture, in order that he may determine whether the
l:1and..applied for. is 'morreivaluable .for agriculture or grazing than
for the timber found thereon.
'Should. the Secretary of Agriculture 'decide that the

land: applied

for, or any ]part of it, is chieflyvaluable for the'timber found thereon,
he will transmitt-the application to the Secretary of, the Interior and
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'inform him of 'his decisionI in the matter. The Secretary of the Interior will cause the applicant to be informed of the action of the
Secretary of Agriculture.
*
In case the land is found to be chiefly valuable for agriculture or
grazing, the Secretary of Agriculture will note that fact on the applicatioin and forward it to the Comnmissioner of Indian Affairs..
The applicationi must be filed. wfth the register, district land office,
in which: the land applied for is located. ' The register will record'
thef application in the books: in that office and will certify whether
there is~any prior valid elaim auainst the land. He will then forward the case to the, Gene'al Land Office, where it will be properly
noted, and if found satisfactory it will then be transmitted to the
Office of Indian Affairs for. consideration and su-bmission to the Secretary of the Interior If the Secretarys approves the application,
'he will transmit it to the General iLand Office for issuance of a trust
patent.

The provisions 'of Said section are not limited to Indians occupying,
living on, or having improvements on lands within a national forest
at the date of the passage of the act, but apply also to Indians whose
settlement, occupation, or improvements occurred subsequent to the
' passage of the act.
The listing and opening to entry of lands under the provisions of
the forest homestead act of June 1t, 1906 (34 Stat. 233) , do n ot preclude their being taken as an allotment under section 31.
An allotment under this se~ction may be made for lands containing
coal and oil and gas with reservation of the mineral contents to the
IUnited States, but not for lands valuable for metalliferous minerals.
The rules given in this circular for the conduct of fourth-section
applications apply equally to applications under said section 31.
SALE, HEIRSHIP. WILLS ETC.;

The existing laws and regulations relating to the sale of allotted
Indian lands, the determination of heirs, the issuance- of' patents in
fee, the disposal of trust allotments by, will, and the extension of the
trust period, applicable to reservation allotments under the provisions
of the' act of Febuary 8, 1887, as amended, are equally applicable to
allotments made under the fourth sectioii of said act.
'
ALL OTMENTS-RESERVATION

Yo general regulations governing the class and area of land to be
given allottees on all. reservations can be promulgated, as this js
'0.controlled in part by special actsi of CG~ongress applying' to particular
reservations. Special instructions applicable to particular reserva.
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tions are, at times, issued under ,the act of February. 8, 1887 (24,.Stat. .
388),. for allotments on. -reservations, for the' allotment of which. no
special act has been provided.
RELINQUISITMENTS

.R'elinquishments of Indian allotments, if filed in a*district land
office will not be noted on the records of, that office bnt will be forwarded to the General Land Office:without action, and. willbe. transmitted by the Commissioner of the General Land Office to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for consideration: and recommendation..:
of
C
Where. the application has not been apprroved, the Commissioner
Indian Affairs has authority to; accept or, reject: the relinquishment,.
as he may.deem proper. Where the allotment application has-:been,
approved, departmental approval of the recommendation o'f the Commissioner of Indian Affairs must be had. before the relinquishment
can be accepted. On the acceptance of a relinquishment, the General
Land Office will be notified of the fact. The land affected will not
become subject to entry until after the district land officer has noted
'
the fact of the relinquishmnent and cancellation on his0 records.
NOTICE OF ACTION

Notice to Indian allottees, or to their parents, if minors, of any
action adverse to their interests must be-giveli by registered letter to:
the proper Indian superintendeht, as we14 as to the party in interest.'
Registers will keep informed of the names and addresses of the
Indian superinte[de'ts charged :with' the-interests .of the Indians in
their districts, but if no such .floer is known to them, notice will be6.J
sent to the Commissioner ~of- Indian Affairs of this city, :by the :
registers.:
CITIZENSHIP

Under section 6 of 'the act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat. 388),:'
every Indian born within the territorialL;imits of the. United States,
to whom allotments are made under that act, and every -Indian who:
voluntarily takes up his residence;.tseparate dannd'.apart from: any tribe
of Indians and adopts the habits of civilized'life is declared to be a,
citizen of the United States.
The act of May 8, 1906 (34 Stat. 182), section 6, changed the time
when an Indian became a citizen by virtue of th' ilotment m'ade; to
him to the time when patent in fee should be issued on such an
allotment.
The act of June 2, 1924 (43 Stat. 253), conferred citizenship on
all noncitizen Indians born within the: territorial limits of the United
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States, but expressly reserved to them all rights: to tribal or other
property. These rights include that of allotment on the public land
if qualified. (51L. D.379.)'
INDIAN HOMESTEADS

These regilations do' not apply'to homestead entries by Indians
'under either the act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat. 402, 420), or July 4,
1884 (23 Stat. 76, 96), as the rules and regulations governing regular
citizen homestead entries are applicable to this class of
by
Indians.: The act of -July 4, 1884, expressly states that no fees or
commissions shall be charged on account of Indian homestead entries,
and a patent different in character from the citizen homestead patent
is issued on entries made under either of said acts. The acts in question are printed in the appendix to these regulations as matter of
information.
.entries

INDIAN OCCUPANCY

Registers will ascertain by any means in their power whether any
public lands in- their districts are occupied-by Indians and the loca-

tion of their improvemehts, and will suspend and; transmit to the
G~eneral Land Office all applications made by others than the Indian
occupants, upon lands in the possession of Indians who have made'
improvements of any'value whatever thereon.
ALLOTMENTS

IN:ALASKA

The; rules and -regulations relating to allotments in Alaska are
give in theggeneral instructions relating to the acquisition of title
public
'tpo
laiids -in the Teiritory of Alaska, Circular 491.

Txos. C. HAVELL,
Act g C omissioner, General Land Offeie.
CiiAs. H. BURKEs
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ALLOTMENTS

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled:
SEC. 1. That in all cases where any tribe or band of Indians has been or
shall hereafter be located upon any reservation created for their use by treaty
-,stipulation, Act of Congress, or executive order, the President shall be authorized to cause the same or any part thereof to be surveyed or resurveyed whenever in his opinion such reservation or any part thereof may be advantageously
utilized for agricultural or grazing purposes by such Indians, and to cause
allotment to each Indian located thereon 'to be juinde in 'such areas as in his
opinion may be for their best interest not to exceed eighty acres of agricultural
or one hundred and sixty acres of grazing land to any one Indian. And whenever it shall appear to the 'President that lands on any Indian reservation subject to allotment by authority of law have been or may be brought within any
irrigation project, he may cause allotments of such irrigable lands to be made
to the Indians entitled thereto in such areas as may be for their best interest
not to exceed, however, forty acres to any one Indian, and such irrigable landsshall be held to be equal in quantity to twice the number of acres of nonirrigable agricultural land and four times the number of acres of nonirrigable
grazing land: Provided, That the remaining area- to which any Indian may be
entitled under existing law after he shall have received his proportion of irrigable land on the basis of equalization herein established may be allotted to
him, from nonirrigable agricultural or grazing 'lands: Provided further, That
where a treaty or act of Congress setting apart such reservation provides for
allotments in severalty in- quantity greater or less than that herein authorized,
the President shall' cause- allotments- on such reservations to be' made in quantity as specified in such treaty or -act subject, however, to'the6basis of equalization between irrigable and nonirrigable lands established herein, but in such
cases allotments may be made in quantity as specified in this act, with the
consent of the Indians expressed in such manner as the President in his
discretion may require.
'
'
Sac. 2. That all allotments set apart under the provisions of this act shall
be selected 'by the Indians, heads' of families selecting for their minor children,
and the agents shall select for each orphan child, and in such manner as to
embrace the improvements of the Indians making the selection. Where the
improvements of two or more Indians have been made on the same legal subdivision of land, unless they shall otherwise agree, a provisional line may be
run dividing said lands between them. and the amount to which each is
entitled shall- be equalized in the assignment of the remainder of the land to
which 'they are entitled' under this act: Provided, That if any one entitled
to an allotment shall fail to make a selection within four years after the
President shall direct that allotments m'ay be made on a particular reservation,
395
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the Secretary of the Interior may direct the agent of such tribe or band, if such
there be, and if there be no agent, then a special agent appointed for that purpose, to make a selection for such Indian, which selection shall be allotted
as in cases where selections are made by the Indians, and patents shall issue
in like manner.
SEc. 3. That the allotments provided for inS this act shall be made by special
agents appointed by the President for such purpose, and the superintendents
or agents in charge of the respective reservations on which the allotments
are directed to be made, or, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior,
such allotments may be made by the superintendent or agent in charge of
such reservation, under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the
Interior may from time to time prescribe, and shall be certified by such special
allotting agents, superintendents, or agents to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, in duplicate, one; copy to be retained in the Indian Office and the
other to be transmitted to the Secretary of the Interior for his action, and
to be deposited in the General Land Office.
SSEc. 4. That where any Indian entitled to allotment under existing laws
shall make settlement upon any surveyed or unsurveyed lands of the United
States not otherwise appropriated, he or she shall be entitled, upon application to the local land office for the district in which the lands are located
to have the same allotted to him or her and to his or her children in manner
as provided by' law for allotments to Indians residing upon reservations,
and such allotments to Indians: on the public domain as herein provided
shall be made in such areas as the President may deem proper, not to exceed,
however, forty acres of irrigable land or eighty acres of nonirrigable agricultural land or one hundred sixty acres of nonirrigable grazing land to
any one Indian; and when such settlement is made upon unsurveyed lands the
grant to such Indians shall be adjusted upon the survey of the lands so as
to conform thereto, and patent shall be issued to them for such lands in the
manner and with the. restrictions provided in the act of which ithis is amend-:
atory. And the fees, to which the officers of such local land office would have
been entitled had such lands been entered under the general laws for the.
disposition of the public lands shall be paid to them.'from any moneys in the
Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, upon a statement
of an account in their behalf for such fees by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, and a, certification of such account to the Secretary of the Treasury
by the Secretary of the Interior.
SEC. 5. That upon the approval of the allotments provided for in this act
by the Secretary of. the Interior,, he shall cause patents to issue therefor. in
the name of the allettees, which patents shall be of the legal effect, and declare that the United States does and will hold the land thus allotted, for the
period of twenty-five years, in trust for the sole use and benefit of the Indian
to whom such allotment shall, have been made, or, in case of his decease, of
his heirs according to the laws of the State or Territory where such land
is, located, and that at,.the expiration of said period the United States will
convey the same by, patent to said Indian, or 'his heirs as af6resaid, in feed
discharged of said 'trust and free of all charge or incumbrance whatsoever:0
Provided, That thie President of the United States may in; any case 'in his
discretion extend the period. And if any conveyance shall be made of the
lands set apart and allotted as herein provided, or any contract made touching
the same, before the expiration of the time above mentioned, such conveyance
or contract 'shall be absolutely null and void: Provided, Thaty, the law of
descent and partition in force in the State or Territory where such lands are
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situate. shall apply thereto after' patents therefor. have been executed and
delivered, except as herein otherwise provided; and the laws of the' State: of
Kansas regulating the descent and partition 'of real estate shall,: so far as
practicable, apply to all lands in the Indian Territory which may be allotted
in severalty under the provisions of this act: And provided further, That at
any time after lands have been allotted to all the Indians of -any tribe as
herein provided, or sooner if in the opinion of the President it shall be for
the best interests of 'said tribe,. it shall be lawful for the Secretary of the
Interior to negotiate with such Indian tribe for the purchase and release by
said tribe, in conformity with the treaty or statute under which such reser:vation is held, of such portions, of its reservation not allotted as such tribe
shall, from time to time, consent to sell, on such terms. and conditions :as
shall be considered, just and equitable between the United States and said tribe
of Indians, which purchase shall not. be complete until ratified by Congress,; and
the form and manner of executing such release shall also be prescribed by
Congress: Provided, hoqever, That all, lands adapted . to agriculture, with or
without irrigation so sold or released to the United States by any, Indian tribe
shall be held by the United States for the sole purpose. of securing homes to
actual settlers and shall be disposed of by the United States to; actual, and
bona fide settlers only in tracts not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres to
*any one person, on such terms as Congress shall prescribe,, subject to grants
which Congress may make in aid of education: And provided. turther,, That no,
patents shall issue therefor except to the person. so taking:the samne as andi for
a homestead, or, his, heirs, and after the, expiration of five years occupancy
thereof as such homestead; and any conveyance of said lands so taken as a
homestead, or Many contract touching the same, or lien thereon, created prior to
the date of such patent, shall be 'null and void. And the, sums, agreed to be
paid: by the, United States as purchase money for any portion of. any such reservation shall: be held in the Treasury. of the United States for, the sole use of the
tribe or tribes of Indians to whom such reservation belonged'; and, the same,
with interest thereon at three per cent per annum, shall. be at all times subject
to appropriation by Congress for the -education and. civilization of such: -tribe
or tribes of Indians or the members thereof. The patents; aforesaid shall
be recorded in the General Land,Office, and afterwards delivered, free of charge
to the allottee entitled thereto. :And if any religious.. society or other organization is now occupying any of the. public lands., to which this act is applicable,
for religious or educational work among the Indians,. the Secretary of the
Interior is hereby authorized to confirm such occupation to such society or
organization, ingquantity not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres in any one
tract, so long as the same shall be so occupied, on such terms as he shall deem'
just; but nothing herein contained shall change. or alter any- claim of: such
society for religious or, educational purposes heretofore granted~by law. 'And
hereafter in the employment of Indian police, or any other. employees. in: the
public service among any of the Indian tribes or bands affected by this act,
and where Indians can perform the duties required,, those Indians who. have
availed themselves of the provisions- of this act and become citizens of the
United States-shall be preferred.
SEo. 6. That at the expiration of the: trust period and when the. lands .have
been conveyed: to the Indians. by patent, in fee,: as provided in section five oof
this act, then: each. and every allottee Ishall have the benefit of and be.'subject
to, the laws, both civil and' criminal, of .the State or Territory. in which they
may reside; and no Territory shall pass or enforce any law denying any such
Indian within its jurisdiction- the equal protection of the law. And every
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Indian born within the territorial limits of the United States to whom allot-

ments shall have been made and who has received a patent in fee simple
under the provisions of this act, or under any law. or treaty, and every Indian
born within the territorial limits of the United States who. has, voluntarily
taken -up within said limits-his residence, separate and apart from any tribe.
of Indians therein, and has adopted the habits of civilized life, is hereby
declared to be a citizen -of the United States, and is. entitled to all the rights,
privileges, and immunities of such citizens, whether said Indian has been or
not, by-birth or otherwise, a member of any tribe of Indians within the territorial limits of the United States without Pinany manmer impairing or otherwise affecting the right of any, such Indian to tribal or other property: Provfided, That the Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion, and he is
hereby authorized, whenever he shall be satisfied-that -any Indian allottee is
competent and capable of managing his or her affairs at any' time to cause
to be issued to such allottee a patent in fee simple and thereafter all restricdons as to -sale, -incumbrance, or taxation of said land shall be removed: and
* Ovid
land shall not be liable to the satisfaction of any debt contracted prior to
the. issuing- of- such patent: Provided, furthoer. That until the issuance of feesimple patents all allottees to whom trust patents shall hereafter be issued
shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States: And provided further, That the provisions of this act shall not extend to any Indians
in the Indian Territory.
That hereafter when an allotment of land is made to any Indian, and any
such Indian; dies before the expiration of the trust period, such allotment shall
be cancelled and the land shall revert to the United States, and the Secretary
of the Interior shall ascertain the legal heirs of such Indian, and shall cause
to be issued to said heirs and in their names, a patent -in fee simnple for said
land, or he may cause the land to be sold as provided by law and issue a
patent therefor to the purchaser or purchasers, and pay the net proceeds to the
heirs, or their legal representatives, of, such deceased Indian. The action of
the Secretary of the Interior in determining the legal heirs of any deceased
Indian, as provided. herein, shall in all respects be conclusive and final.
SEc. 7. That in cases where the use of water for irrigation is necessary to
render the lands within any Indian reservation available for agricultural purposes, the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized to prescribe such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary to secure a just.:
and equal distribution thereof among_ the- Indians residing upon any such
reservations; and no other appropriation or grant of water by any riparian
proprietor shall be authorized or permitted to the damage of any other riparian
proprietor.
SEc. 8. That the provisions of this act shall not extend to the territory occu-

pied by the Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Seminoles, and Osage,
Miamies and Peorias, and Sacs and Foxes, in the Indian Territory, nor to
any of the reservations of the Seneca Nation of: New York Indians in the State
of New York, nor to that strip of territory in the State of Nebraska:adjoining
the Sioux Nation on the south added by executive order.
SEac. 9. That for the purpose of making the surveys and resurveys mentioned
in section two of this act, there be, and hereby is, appropriated, out of any
moneys, in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, -the sum of -one hundred.
thousand dollars, to be repaid proportionately out of the proceeds of the sales
of such land as may be acquired from the Indians under the provisions of -this
act.
i
:
: :
:-::
:0 \0
:
0
-
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SEc. 10. That nothing in this act contained shall be so construed as to affect.:
the right and power of Congress to grant the right of away through any lands
granted to an Indian, or a tribe of Indians, for railroads or other highways, or
telegraph lines, for the public use, or to condemn such lands to public, uses,
upon making just compensation.
SEo. 11. That nothing in this act shall be so construed as to prevent the removal of the Southern Ute Indians from their present reservation in sout ]hwestern Colorado to a new reservation by and with the consent of a majority
of the adult male members of said tribe.

The above is the act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat..388), as amended by the
act of February 28, 1891 (26 Stat. 794), and-as amended by the act of May 8,
1906 (34 Stat. 182), and as amended by the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 855).

fj : .

00 : (No.i2)

;0 ;

'
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LEASE AND DESCENT

Be it enacted> by the Senate and Hom~se of Representfatveo of the United
States of America in Congress assembled,
;

.
it:

V

*-

:*

:

f:

:*

*

.:t

p

;A

Sac. 2. That where allotments have been made' in whole or' in part upon
any reservation under the provisions of said act of February eight, eighteen
hundred and eighty-seven, and the quantity of land in such reservation is
sufficient to give each member of the tribe eighty acres, such allotments shall
be revised and equalized under the provisions of this act: Provided, That no
allotment heretofore approved by the Secretary of the Interior shall be reduced
in quantity.
Sac. 3. That whenever it shall be made to appear to the Secretary of the
Interior that, by reason of age or other disability, any allottee under the
provisions of said act or any other act or treaty can not personally and with
benefit to himself occupy or improve his allotment or any part .thereof the
same may be leased upon such terms, regulations, and conditions as shall
be prescribed by such Secretary for a term not. exceeding three years for
farming or grazing or ten years for mining purposes: Provided, That where
lands are occupied by Indians who have bought and paid for the same, and
which lands are not needed for farming and agricultural purposes, and are
not desired for individual allotments, the same may be: leased by authority
of the council speaking for suchb Indians for*a period not to exceed fiVe years
for grazing or ten years for. mining, purposes in such quantities Wand upon
such terms and conditions as the agent in charge. of such reservation may
recommend, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interor.:

*

::

*

:

f *..d0

*

X

:

*

*--

SEc. 5. That for the purpose of determining the descent of land to the heirs
of any deceased Indian under the provisions of the fifth section of said act,
whenever any male and female Indian shall' have cohabitated together As
husband and wife according to the custom 0 and manner of Indian life they
0 issue of such cohabitation- shall be, for the purpose aforesaid, taken and
deemed to be the legitimate issue of the Indians so living together, and every
Indian child, othetwis' 1illegitimate, 0 shall 'for such purpose be taken and
deemed to be the legitimate issue of the father of such child: Provided, That
the provisions of this act shall not be held or construed as to apply to the

;
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lands' commonly called and known as the: "C0herokee, Outlet": Anad proVided
no allotment of land shall be made or annuities of money paid
to any of the Sac and Fot of the Missouri Indians who were not enrolled as
*members of said tribe 'on January first, eighteen hundred and: ninety; but
this shall not be held to impair or otherwise affect the rights or. equities of
*any person. whose claim; to membership in said tribe is now pending and
being investigated.,'
Approved, February 28, 1891. (26 Stat. 794.)
e further,. That

(No. 3)
INDIAN ALLOTMENTS WITHIN NATIONAL ForEsTS

Be it enaoted by the Senate and House of Represei tatives of thbe United
States of America iv UCongress assembled,
*7

:

4'
*

,*

4'f0P ?

f

*

:

'

f

*

SEC. 31. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in his
discretion, to make allotments within the national forests in conformity with
the general allotment laws as* amended by section [17] of this' act, to any
* Indian occupying, living on, or having improvements on land included within
any such national forest: who is not entitled to an allotment on any existing
Indian reservation, or for whose tribe .no reservationihas been provided, or
whose reservation was not sufficient to afford an allotment to each member
thereof. All-. applications for allotments under the provisions of this section
shall be submitted to the Secretary of Agriculture, who shall determine
whether the lands applied for are more valuable for agricultural or grazing
*apurposes than for the timber found thereon; and if it be found that the lands
applied for are more valuable for agricultural or grazing purposes, then the
*Secretary of the Interior shall cause allotment to be made as herein provided.
Approved, June 25, 1910. (36 Stat. 855.)

(No. 4)
PENALTY FOB UNLAWFUL SALE

Be it enaoted by the Senate :aaed House o.f Represeatatives :of thie United
States of .America inCongress assembled.
0~~~

f

*

7

4'-..

,*

-tO.X:d.:
,i*

,

l7A
*4'

,

*

X

,

*

SEC. 5. That it shall be unlawful for any: person to induce' any Indian to
i;e~xecute any. contract, deed, mortgage, or other instrument purporting to convey any land' or any interest . therein held by the United States in trust for
such. Indian, or to offer any such contract, deed, mortgage, or'other instrument
for, record in the, office of any recorder of deeds. Any person violating this
provision shall be deemed guilty of a miisdemeanor, and upon conviction shall
be: punished by a fine not exceeding five, hundred dollarsfor the first offense,
and if convicted for a second offense may be punished by a Jine not exceeding five hundred dollars or imprisonment. not exceeding one year, or by both
such fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court: Provided, That this
section shall not apply to any lease or. other contract authorized by. law to
be made.
i
Aproved, June 25, 1910.. (36 Stat. 855.)
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(Nco.4 5)
INDIAN 1HOMESTEAD ENTRIES

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of Anmerica in Congress assembled,

SEC. 15. That any Indian' born in the United States,. who is the heads of
a family, or who has arrived at the age of twenty-one years,: and .who, has
abandoned, or may hereafter abandon,: his: tribal relations, shall, on making
satisfactory proof of such abandonment, under rules to be prescribed by' the
Secretary of the Interior, be entitled to the benefits of the act entitled "An
act to secure homesteads to actual settlers on the public domain," approved
May twentieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and the aets amendatory
thereof, except that the provisions of the eighth section of the said actt shall
not be held to: apply' to entries made under this act: Provided, however, That
the title to lands acquired by any Indian by virtue hereof shall notibe subject
to alienation or incumbrance, either by voluntary conveyance or the judgment, decree, or order of any court, and shall be and remain inalienable for
.a period of five years from the date of the. patent issued therefor: Provided,
That, any such Indian shall be entitled to his distributive share of all annuities, tribal funds, lands, and other property, the same as though he had
maintained his tribal relations; and any transfer; alienation, or incumbrance
of any interests he may hold or claim by reason of his former tribal relations
shall be void.
Approved, March 3, 1875. (18 Stat. 402, 420.)

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in.Congress assembled,
*:

-

n
*

*

.

*

*

*

*

That such Indians as may now be located' on puhlic lands; or as may, under
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, or otherwise, hereafter, so
locate, may avail themselves of the provisions of the homestead laws as
fully and;to the same extent as may now be done by citizens of the United
States; and to aid such Indians in making selections of homesteads and the
necessary proofs at the proper land offices, one thousand dollars, or so much
thereof as may -be necessary, is hereby appropriated; but no fees or commissions shall be charged on account of said entries or proofs. All patents
therefor shall be of the legal effect, and declare that the United States does'
and will hold the land thus entered for, the period of twenty-five years, in
trust for the sole; use and benefit of the Indian by whom such entry shall have
been made, or, in -case of his decease, of his widow and heirs according to
the iaws of the State or Territory where 1such 'land is located, and that at
the expiration of said period the United States will convey the same by;
patent to said Indian, or his widow and heirs as aforesaid, in fee, discharged
of said trust and free of all charge or incumbrance whatsoever.
Approved, July 4, 1884. (23 Stat.' 76, 96.)
26
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(No. 6)
CITIZENSHIP

Be it, enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States, of America in,,Congress assembled, That all noncitizen Indians born
within the territorial limits of the United: States-be, and they are hereby,
declared to be citizens of the United States: Provided, That the granting of
such citizenship shall not in any manner impair or otherwise affect the right
,of any Indian to tribal or other property.
-X
Approved, June 2, 1924. (43 Stat. 253.)

(No. 7)
APPROPRIATION FOR SURVEY

Be it enacted by the: Senate and House of Representatlives of the United
,States oftAmerica, in Congress assentbied, That the following sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for
the Department of the Interior for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1928, namely:
*

*

,n:n*

.2*

Juie.

30*
*

*

For the survey, resurvey, classification, and allotment of lands in severalty
iurnder the provisions of the act of February 8, 1887 (Twenty-fourth Statutes
at Large, page 388), entitled "An act to provide for the allotment of lands in
severalty to Indians," and under any-other act or acts providing for the survey
or allotment of Indian lands, $40,000, reimbursable: Provided, That no part
of said sum shall be used for the survey, resurvey, classification, or allotment
of any land in severalty on ;the public domain to any Indian, whether of the
Navajo or other tribes, within the State of New Mexico and the State of
Arizona,- who was not residing upon. the public domain prior to June 30, 1914.
:

*

:

*

*

Approved, January 12, 1927.

*

*

*

:

(44 Stat., part 2, 934, 940.)

4_-012
C:ertificate No.

Serial No.

APPLICATION FOR ALLOTMENT OF PUBLIC LANDS, DEPARTMENT OP THE
INTERIOR, UNITED STATES LA-ND OFFICE

(…____
----

I,

--

) whose post-office address

(Male'or female)

-; -is
_ _
_
ihave allotted to _

__
__-_-____-_-__,
_under

do hereby apply to
the provisions of section 4

(Me or my minor child, naming it)

-of thie act of February 8, 1887, (24 Stats. L. 388), as amended by the act of
February 28, 1891 (26 Stats. L. 794), and the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stats.
-------------------------------L. 855-859), the'
containing

acres, and I do solemnly swear that the land above described

insert description of the land, if surveyed, by legal subdivisions; if unsurveyed,. by
metes and bounds, beginning with natural-or other objects that may -be easily identified.
or a permanent artificial monument or mound set for the purpose, or in such other manner
As to admit of its being readily identified when the official survey comes to be extended..
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__-____--_--____--__-in character; that I am an Indian of
the ______
_
tribe; that I am the - _____
of
(Father or mother)
aged _-_-years; that"
- ha-not heretofore received an allotment under
4
any law or any other acts of Congress except_
_-

is

that I have made actual bona fide settlement on the 5

_-_

-

-

that I have made improvements thereon as follows:5

that I have used or occupied the land'

_

0

that I am the'
_
of the identical person named in the accompanying
certificate from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs; that I am well acquainted
-with the character of the land herein applied for and with each and every
legal subdivision thereof, having personally examined the same; that there is
rot to my knowledge within the limits thereof any vein or lode of quartz or
ether rock in place bearing gold,;silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, or copper, nor any
-deposit of coal, placer, cement, gravel, salt spring, or deposit of salt, nor other
yvaluable mineral deposit; that no portion of said land is claimed for mining
purposes under the local customs or rules of miners, or otherwise; that no
portion of said land is worked for mineral during any part of the year by
-any person or persons; that said land is essentially nonmineral land, and that
-my application theref or is not made for the purpose of fraudulently obtaining
-title to mineral land; that the land is not occupied or improved by any other
V
Indian, ,nd contains no valuable watering.-plaees.
_--- -- -- …
-witness. A
-----

_--witness.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this -

day of -,19

(Official character)

_

--

(See note below)

This affidavit may be sworn to before the register of the land district in
United States commissioner, the
:which the land is situated, or before -any
judge or clerk- of any court of record; also, before any agent, special agent,
-or -inspector of lthe Indian Service,-E or; before any officer authorized -to administer oaths and having a seal in the county or land district where the land is
.situated. United States commissioners must attach their seal and justices of
the peace must attach to each application at least one certificate by the clerk
-of
the proper court that they are duly qualified to administer oaths.
2 Insert " irrigable,;' "nonirrigable-agricultural," or "nonirrigable-grazing," as the case
Imay be.
2 Insert "I," " he," or " she," as the case may be.
4 Give character of prior entry or allotment, if any, together with acts under which filed
cor received.IInsert description of lands on which settlement has been made.
0 Insert manner in which settlement has been made, such as posting notices, marking of
:four corners, erection of house, etc.
.
Give length and nature of use or occupancy.
8 Cross out " of the ii or insert "Father," " Mother," " Grandfather," etc., as 'approxPriate.
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CORROBORATIVE AFFIDAVIT
We,__-- ___-- _:-and-'
_-____-__-_-_ do solemnly swear that
we are well acquainted with
an Indian of the
__-___
,.tribe, and know that actual bona fide settlement has been made by the applicant
on- the
_
__
__-_----_-_-_-___-_-_-_-__
I

:and that he has .used or occupied the land 0 ----_-_-_-___ __
_ _
: application are -_----_---(Insert

Sand that the lands, applied for in the foregoing
_------------ _-_-__-__in character.

irrigable," "nonirrigable-agricultural,"

:

,

:

Sworn to and subscribed before me this
::~

or "nonirrigable-grazing")

~~~~~~~~~-----_---------------------_-

R

day of

~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~

…

19 _

.

~---------

--d--.:--_-__-__-

.

(Official character)

UNITED STATES LA.ND OFFICE,

I
----, register of the Land Office, do hereby certify that the
above application is for '0
:__-___-_---lands and
that there is no prior valid adverse right to the same.
Register.

(The register will examine papers carefully: to see that' they are correct and
'properly executed.)
No application will be.accepted by the local officer unless a certificate from
the: Commissioner of Indian Affairs is furnished Ithat the person for whose
benefit the application is made is an Indian entitled to allotment of public land,
under. the act of February 8, 1887, as amended.
(Departmental order of September 23, 1913.) No application for a minor child will be accepted unless the
parent, making the application has settled on public land under the fourth section of said aet, which land must be described in the application for the child.
If the land is unsurveyed, the same must be described according to the rules
approved November 3, 1909 (38 L. D., 287), a description of the lands by metes
and bounds with reference to artificial monuments or. natural objects being
given, as well as an approximate description by section, townsbip, and range,
as it will appear when surveyed.

(Extract from the act of Congress approved February 8, 1887:):
SEC. '5. * ,*, * And if any conveyance should be made of the lands set
apart and allotted as herein provided, or any contract made touching the same,
before the expiration of the time above; mentioned (25 years. or longer, in the
discretion of the President), such conveyance or contract shall be absolutely
null and void.

(Fitract from the act of Congress approved June 25, 1910:)
SEC. 5. That it shall be unlawful for any person to induce Iany Indian to
executei any contract, deed, mortgage, or other instruml nt purporting to convey

any land or any interest therein held by the United States in trust for such
° Give length and nature of use or occupancy.
: Insert " surveyed " or " unsurveyed," and "irrigable,'
"nonirrigable-grazing," as the case may be.

"nonilrigable-agricultural," or
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Indian, or to offer any such contract, deed, -mortgage, or other instrument forrecord Din the office of any recorder of deeds. Any person violating this .provi-:
sion shall be deemed guilty of. a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be
punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars for the first offense, andiD
if convicted for a second offense may he punished by a fine not exceeding five
hundred dollars or imprisonment not exceeding one year, or. by both such fine
and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court: Provided, That this section
shall not apply to any lease or other contract authorized by law to be made.

5-149
INDIAN ALLOTMENT APPLICATION ORk LANDS WITHIN THE NATIONAL
FOREST
Section 31, act of June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. L. 855.
supervisor.)

(To be submitted through the forest

19 - - Application No.
I
_
_,
being an Indian of the
I, __ _--_-_-Tribe, do hereby apply to have allotted to'under the provisions of section 31 of the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. L. 855),
National Forest: 2
_ __ _
the following-described lands within the--- - - - - --- - ----- - ----

---

- --

- - - -- -

(Insert description and acreage)
In support of the foregoing application I do solemnly swear that I am an
Indian of the above tribe as alleged; that I have not heretofore received an
allotment; that I have made actual bona fide' settlement on the lands described
herein (or that I have valuable permanent improvements located thereon con…
- - - - - - - - - - - ssisting' of
__--that I am applying for these lands for my exclusive use and benefit; and
that the lands' described are more valuable for agricultural (or grazing) purposes than for the timber found thereon.
f~~~~

~~ ~ ~ ~

--

- - _ -- _ - ___
-

(Name)

-----------.

Witnesses:

Subscribed and sworn to before me this _
192-.

day: of -

_-_-_-_-_---7

(Official designation)
1 Insert: to me, as the. head. of a-, family, aged
years," *or "to me, as a single
person -:
years of age," or ",tolmy minor child" (giving thi naniteaan-aage of-'the
child), as the- case may be. The same blank may be used in making application in the
case of an orphan child, the agent's or special agent's name being inserted in. place of the
parent's, and the phraseology changed to suit the case..,
' Insert description of the land, if surveyed, by legal subdivisions; -if unsurveysd, by

metes and bounds, beginning With some object that may be easily identified, or a perma-m,
nent artificial monument- or mound set for the purpose, or- in such other manner as- to
admit of its being readily identified when the official-survey comes to be ,extended. If :the
application is for grazing land, it. should be stated in the application, that the lands are

"only valuable for grazing purposes."
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CXO1ROBORATlVE AFFIDAVIT-

We,-____________________,and

____________-____, do solemnly swear that

we are well acquainted with - -------

who has made application

___-_-_,

for allotment, as described in the foregoing; that he is an Indian of the
---------------- tribe; that -:he was- born in- the United States, and that'
is actually living on' (or has valuable improvements on 3) the lands
,described in the foregoing, application.
::

D

7

,

L

:

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

~~~~~----_
_

_

_ _ _

_

_

_

_ _ _

_ day of -- _-_-_-

_

19

,

(Official designation)

NOTv.-The affidavits may be made before the register of the land district
in which the land is situated, or before the judge or clerk of any court of
record having a seal; also before any superintendent or inspector of the Indian
Department, or before any officer authorized to administer oaths and having a
seal, in the land district where the land is situated. United States court commissioners must attach their seal, and notaries public or justices of the peace,
besides their seal, must attach to each application--at least one. certificate by.
the clerk of the proper court that they are duly qualified to administer oaths.
[Extract from the act of Congress approved February 8, 1887]

Sac. 5. * * * And if any conveyance should be made of the lands set
apart and allotted as herein provided, or any contract made touching the same,
before the expiration of the time above mentioned (25 years or longer, in the
discretion of the President), such conveyance or contract shall be absolutely
null and void.
* *.
NONMINERAL AFFIDAVIT

I,
……
_- - …
, do solemnly swear that I am well acquainted with
the character of the-land described in this application and with each and
every legal subdivision thereof, having frequently passed over the same; that
my present knowledge of such lands is sufficient to enable me to testify intelli
gently with regard thereto; that there is not to my knowledge within the
limits thereof any vein or lode of quartz or other rock bearing gold, silver,
zinc, tin, copper, or other deposit, and there is' not within the limits of said
land to my knowledge any cement or any valuable mineral deposits; that
the land contains no salt springs or deposits of salt in any form -sufficient to
render it valuable therefor; that no part of said land is claimed for mining
purposes under the customs and rules of miners or otherwise, that no part of
the land is worked for minerals during any part of the year by any person
or persons.
.Subscribed and sworn to before me this-

day of

--------…

,

19

(Official designation)
Insert name of beneficiary, thus:,"
-, the head of a family" or i
a Asingle man," or "
-'
minor son (or daughter) of ."'or"
wife- of , as the case may be.;
£Insert
"he," or "she," as the case may be (meaning the beneficiary).:,
Strike out the *ords not applicable.

-

:
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CERTIFICATE AS TO CHARACTER OF LAND
DEPARTMENT OF AcGRinCuTunE,:

Washington,.D. C.,

-

19

I hereby certify that I have caused the lands herein applied for to be

examined,
for -_

and -tnd the followin,-described, tracts- to ' be more valuable
_
than for the timber found thereon:

,Secretary of Agriculture.

Returned to applicant, to be presented to the register of the district land
offlce at--

---------------------------

USE OF REVESTED OREGON AND CALIFORNIA RAILROAD AND
COOS BAY WAGON ROAD GRANT LANDS FOR RECREATIONAL
PURPOSES-CIRCULAR NO. 1085, SUPPLEMENTED
INSTRUCTIONS

[Circular No. 1156]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. 0., June 18, 1928.
REGISTERS,; UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES,
ROSEBURG AND LAREVIEW, OREGCON:

The act of April 13, 1928 (45 Stat. 429), extending the provisions
of the recreational act of June 14, 1926 (44 Stat. 741),. -to revested
Oregon and California Railroad and Coos Bay Wagon Road grant:
lands, reads..;as--follows:
That the provisions of the Act of Congress approved:June 14, 1926 (Fortyfourth' Slatutes af Latg9p'ge--741) -entitled "An Act to -authorize acquisitionor use of public lands by States, counties, or municipalities for receeationat
purposes," are hereby extended to former Oregon and California Railroad grant
lands revested in the United States under the Act of June 9, 1916 (Thirtyninth Statutes at Large, page 218), and to former Coos Bay Wagon Road grant
lands reconveyed to the United States under the Act of February -26, 1919
(Fortieth Statutes at fLarge,- page 1179): Provided, That anly lands leasedt
hereunder shall thereafter be . exempt from .any further claim .by- the' county
wherein such 4leased lands are located for payment. of moneys, the equivalent
of taxes, as authorized. under the Relief Act of July, 13, 1926. (Forty-fourth.
Statutes at Large, page 915): Provided further, That only such lands as are
within or contiguous to the former limits of said grants may be accepted in an
exchange hereunder for such former grant lands and that all lands and timber

secured by virtue of any such exchanges shall be disposed of in accordance
with the terms and provisions of said Revestment Act of. June- 9; 1916: And
provided futrther, Thatno, sales of lands classified under said Act of June 9,
1916, as of class 3, or agricultural landsi shall be made 'for lesost'han $2.50 per
acre, and of lands 'of class 2j or timberlands, for less than the appraised value
of the timber thereon.
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SEc. 2. That all moneys received from or on. account, of any lands leased or
sold hereunder shall be applied in the manner prescribed by the aforesaid
Acts of June 9; 1916, and February 26, 1919.

The existing :regulations approved July 23, 1926, Circular No.
1085 (51 L. D. 505), as issued pursuant to the recreational act of;
June 14, 1926,: with the* following supplemental instructions added"
thereto, are hereby adopted for the purpose of carrying into effect the
provisions of said act of April 13, 1928:
Revested Oregon a'nd Cailiforniiam Ra.ilroaidc and Coos Bay Wagon
Road' Grant Lands.-The said act of April 13, 1928,dis applicable
only to such former grant lands revested in the .United States under.
the acts of June .9, 1916 (39 Stat. 218), and February 26, 1919 (40
'Stat. 1179), which have been reported or classified under said act;
of 1916 asNeither timber or agricultural in character, lands classified
thereunder as chieflyvvaluable for water-power sites and reserved for
that purpose being e'xcepted from the operation thereof.
Any of such revested lands leased for recreational purposes shall
thereafter be exempt from any further claim by the county wherein
such leased lands are located for payment of moneys, the equivalent
of taxes; Has authorized' under the act of July 13, 1926. (44 Stat.
915.)
Only such lands as. are within or contiguous to the former limits
of said grants may be accepted in exchange for such grant lands
and all lands and timber secured by virtue of any such exchange shall
be disposed of in accordance with the terms and 'provisions of said
revestment act. of :June 9, 1916.
No sale of lands classified under said. act of June 9, 1916, as ofm
class X3,. agricultural lands, shall be made: for less than |$2.50 per'
acre and of lands of class 2, timber lands, for less than the 'appraised
value: of the timber thereon.
All moneys received from or on account of any landsaleased or soldor acquired through exchange under said act of April 13, 1928, shall;
be applied in the manner prescribed 'by the said acts of June 9, 1916.'.
and February 26, 1919.
When application is filed'for any revested landst classified or reported as timber in character the district cadastral engineer, at Port-.,,
land, Oregon, may 'also, if necessary, be instructed to submit report,
and recommendation thereon, in addition 'to the examination of such
land and report which the division inspector may be instructed to
make in accorcance withn lCrcular. No. .1i85.,
WILLIAM VSPRY,

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

First Assistant Seoretary.,/--

Commissioner.
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WAKEFIELD v. RUSSELL
Decided Jine 21, 1928
AND GAS. LANDS-PROSPECTING PERLmiT-APPLICATTON-FEES 'AND: COMMISSIONS.
Existing departmental practice directs that an application for an oil and gas
prospecting permit which is accompanied by an insufficient filing fee be
merely suspended until the applicant has., had thirty days within which
to tender the requisite fee and, until the expiration of that period, a later
prospecting permit application for: the same lands must be treated as a
junior application.
APPLICATION-FEES AND CoMzMISsIoNS- PRIoR DEPABRTMENTAL REGULATIONS,

OIL

MODIFIED.1.:n

Modification directed of the general rule contained in Circcular No. 616 (46
L. D. 513), which requires that-all applications that are accompanied by
insuffic'ent filing fees, regardless of the amounts tendered, be merely sUSpended with segregative effect.

FINNEY, First As'istant Secreltary:

* On August. 12, 1927, B. T. Russell filed application for a permit
0 to
-prospect for oil, and gas upon all of Secs. 10, 15., 22, and 27 T. 4 N.,
R. 102 W., 6th P. M., Colorado. By letter dated the following day
th& register of the local land office held the, application for rejection
for the reason thati il:* *f your application was-not accompanied by the required fee of $2:.00
for each 160 acres or fraction of 160 acres. The acreage of the land applied
for is 2,355.56 acres, requiring a fee of $30.00. Personal check by Mrs. A. P.
Russell, transmitted with your application, in the amount of $5 00 is returned
herewith. Personal checks are not acceptable; remittances must be made by
money order, certified check, or bank draft on Denver. You -are allowed
* *
thirty days. from notice hereof in which to remit $30.00 in proper form

Within the time allowed the applicant made payment as- required.
On August. 13, 1927, C. Guy Wa-kefield.filed an, oil and.ogas prospect/2 and SW.
ing permit application for all of Seos. 10, 15,l and 22 N0X.27,W.
½/2
and
NW-.
1/4
SE.'
1/4
Sec..
34,
said
township.
1/4.Sec.
By decision of April 3, 1928,!the Commissioner of the General
Land Office rejected the application of .Wakefield to the extent of
7;conflict with the prior application of Mrs. Russell, stating that the
,latter was shown acceptable for the issuance of a permit..
Wakefield has appealed.. He' states that on the day, his: application was made the "acting deputy",Jinformed him: that, B.: T.
Russell had sent in an application for the -land in~closing a .personal
check for $5.00; that inasmuchkas' the:amount was insufficient and
w nastot tendered in acceptable form the land was open, for filing;
that he then filed his spplication and paid the require'd fee; and
that relying on the validity' of his filing he 'has expended consider'able money, time, and effort in, perfecting a contribution develop-
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iment program on the Skull Creek structure on which the land
involved lies.
Under authority of section 38 of the leasing act the department
has prescribed that in connection with each application for a permit
to prospect for oil and gas, there shall be paid a fee of $2 for each
160 acres, or fraction thereof, in such application, but such fee in
'
no case to be less than $10."
In the case of J. Sam Friecman (50 L. D. 581), the department
held (syllabus)
As neither the leasing act of February 25, 1920, nor the regulations thereunder specify the procedure to be followed where applicants for prospecting per-.
mits tender an insufficient filing fee the general instructions of August 9, 1918,
Circular No. 616, relating to the keeping of records and accounts, are applicable.

See also Witbec/k v. Hafrdemcn. (51 L. D. 36).
In its said (Circular No. 616 (46 L. D. 513), the department has
issued general instructions in part as follows (p. 514)
*' .Where no money is tendered, the application, etc., will be rejected.
You will not in such cases, pending the rece pt of the money, segregate
the land. *' * * Where any form .of remittance other than those specified
fin paragraph 72 hereof is tendered or where an insufficient amount is tendered
in any form, you will merely suspend the application, etc., and allow the party
30 days in which to tender the required amount.
*

e

'

t*
*: *

It will be noted that Mrs. Russell's application was suspended and
that she was given opportunity to pay the requisite fee,; strictly'in
accordance with the rules and' regulations of the department now in
.

force.
The decision app-ealed from is "aceordingly, affirmed and-tthe appellant's application is finally 'rejected to the extent of conflict with that
of Mrs. Russell. The papers are returned to the General Land Office
for appropriate action.
The department is of the opinion, however, that there should besome modification of the regulations which have been cited. It does
not seem just that- an application or filing in connection with which
no money is tendered, although required, must be rejected without
segregative effect, while an application or filing in connection with
which a remittance of any amount and in any form is tendered may
be suspended and given segregative effect pending payment of the
required amount. It would be preferable that a 'minimum of the
amount; which might be;: tendered with segregative effect be fixed.
For instance, in connection with -an' oil-and gas prospecting,<permit
application, a fee of not less than $10 is required, regardless of area.
A tender of less than the minimum fee should not be considered sufficient to justify segregation of the land applied for.
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The Commissioner is instructed to prepare and submit for consideration and approval by the department amended instructions or
V
regulations on the subject under discussion.'
Affirm?,ed.
ELIZABETH M. JONES (ON REHEARING)
Decided June 22, 1928
fOloEBSTEADnENmY-CIANGE:

Or

ENTRY-UNDIVIDED

INTEsT-TRIANSFER-

ESTOPPrL,.

An original entryman who, after the unauthorized cancellation of his entry,
acquires- from the patentee an undivided half, interest in the land, becomes
seized with an interest in the whole of the premises and is, therefore,
estopped from invoking the relief which the act of January 27, 1922, would
have afforded him had the title remained in another.
HoMESTEAn ENTrY-TRANs:--DEEDs-PRlEsflMPTIoN-EVIDENCE -ESTOPPEL.
One who contracts to acquire the title to land and subsequently conveys to a
third party, is estopped to deny that he had title at the time of the conveyance where the deed is passed upon the assumption of title in him and
purports to convey that title.
DEPARTMENTAL DECIsIoN REsTATE

AND

ArPPr.:

Case of Lars B. Ha/ralside (51 L. D. 245), restated and applied.

FININEY, First Assistant Secretary:
This is a motion on behalf of Elizabeth M. Jones, devisee of
Matthew Jones, for reconsideration of departmental decision of February 16, 1928, rejectintg "-her' application under the act of January
:27, 1922 (42 Stat. 359), to change the homestead entry of the said
Matthew Jones from the SW.- 1/4 NW.; 1,4, W. 1/2 SV. 1/4 Sec. 29, and
-the NW. ¼ NW. ¼/4 Sec. 32, T. 152 N., R. 25 W., 5th P. M., Minnesota (160 acres) to6160 acres of other land. The action complained
of was based generally on a decision by this department in the case
of Lars B. Haldside (51 L. D. 245), and specifically on the insuffll
ciency of applicant's relinquishment 'of the land above described in
that it contained the following qualification::" This deed is operative
only as to the title acquired through the above cash certificate issued
to Matthew Jones."X
Under the admitted facts of this case and applicable decisions of
the courts,. particularly that of the Supreme Court of the United
-:(244 U. 5S. 1T4); the`itry
States May 21, 1917, in. Lane v. Hdgud'
of "Matthew Jones was confirmed, and he was entitled to a patent for
Xsuch land pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1095, 1098). .But on September 7, 1917, the land was.
1

see instructions of August 1, 1928, Circular 1158, p. 463.-Ed.
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erroneously patented to one Andrew Irvine. Thus it eventuated
that the legal title to said land passed from the United States, leaving the Land Department without jurisdiction to take the further
steps directed by said act of March 3, 1891. This same general situation, involving many entries, seemed to call for Congressional
relief. But relief legislation took the form and substance of relief
to the patentee, who was in danger of a suit by the original or first
There
ientryman, to charge a trust for his benefit under' the patent.
was no purpose manifested and none can be gathered from the act
of January 27, 1922, to invest the original entryman with any additional right, but rather' on terms stated and subject to the discretion
of the Secretary of the Interior to permit him,, his heirs or assigns,
to present a proper application and have his; entry, together with fees
and 'commissions paid thereon, transferred to-'another tract of land.
This would protect the patentee from a suit because it would be persuasive on the original entryman not to bring such:'a suit. In furtherance of that end it was provided that an aplicant for the privilege of transferring his entry'should relinquish to the United States
Government all his right, title, and interest in the, land originally
entered. The foregoing is but a restatinent of the IHaracside case,
*suprcs, but it clarifies both the legal and administrative situation
presented by this motion.
It is urged in support 'of the motion that inasmuch' as Matthew
'Jones had, under the facts stated succeeded'to the title- of Irvine to
the extent of a one-half interest, or 80 acres only, in the 160-acre'
tract, therefore he, Jones, had and his devisee 'still has, a cause of
action against Irvine for the remaining interest, amounting to 80

i

acres, and that therefore there' remains the right to a transfer of
entry to the extent of the remaining 80 acres.
It seems clear that at the 'date of this application, andaa ll times,
Jones and his devisee' were estopped by operation of: law from;
asserting any claim thereto as against the. patent to Irvine. It
-appears from an abstract of title filed in support of the application
that on February 2, 1916, Andrew Irvine by warranty deed conveyed "an; undivided 1/2: interest" in the land to Matthew Jones.
An undivided interest in a tract of land is an interest in the whole
'of it and not' a cdivided interest in any part of it. : That deed created an estate in common. Although such an estate may be severed
* by agreement of the parties or by a friendly; suit. admittedly there
has been, M) partition. At no time after the delivery of-the deed
could Jones have maintained' a suit to charge a; trust.. under the
Irvine patent. Any legal title holder under that patent would
x y to such a suits and Jones being seized
have been a necessary party
of such title, could 'not sue' himself. Nor could he dispute his,
vendor's title. One who has accepted a deed with covenants of

,
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seizin is estopped to allege that the covenants were' broken because
he: himself was seized of the premises at the time the deed was
executed. Corpuvs Juris, volume 21, page 10'2, cases cited. Further,
it appears from this abstract of title that on January 21, 1920,
Matthew Jones and wife, by "warranty timber deed," conveyed
to the Larson Brothers Lumber Company an undivided one-half
interest in certain kinds of timber on said land and that on February 26, 1920, Andrew Irvine made a deed to the same company
for the other undivided one-half interest in the same timber. Both
of these deeds were filed for record on the same day-March 10,
1920. Again, it appears from said abstract that on ;August 17,
1921, the. said Andrew Irvine conveyed to Matthew Jones and wife
by mortgage deed all of his remaining interest in said land for
an expressed consideration, due on or before three years from date
and the abstracter certifies that no instrument had been filed in
the office of 'the register of deeds after -that date and particularly
between July 31, 1923, and September 12, 1927. So, in so far as
appears from this abstract, the legal title to practically the eniire
interest in this land under the Irvine patent is in Jones's estate
or has passed through4 him with covenants of title under that
patent. These significant facts also show' an estoppel against Jones
to; dispute his vendee's title. For a vendor, no less than a vendee,
is estopped to deny that he had title at the time of the conveyance
where the deed is passed upon the assumption of title in him
,qad purports to convey that title. If it bears on its face evidence
that the grantee expected to become invested with an estate of
a particular description or quality and that the barigain had pro-:`
ceeded upon that footing, it creates an estoppel against the grantor
in respect to the estate thus described, although no technical covenants are inserted, "at least in so far as to estop him from ever
'afterwards denying that he -was seized of the particular estate
at the time of the conveyance.'" Van Rensseelaer v. Kearniey (11.
How. 297, 18 U. S. 631, 640). The deed from Jones to the Larson
Brothers Lumber Company forever estops him from asserting that
he was not seized of the land under the Irvine patent or that he
has or had ,a superior title from the United States or that the title
is held in trust for him under that patent. Inasmuch, therefore,
as the Government's patentee and parties holding under him are
secured of that title and inasmuch as the devisee of Jones has no
sufficient title to relinquish to the United States under the original
entry and has not undertaken to make such a relinquishment, no
right to a change of entry in wh6le 'or in part exists under said
act of January 27, 1922.
The motion is denied.
Motion denied.
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REED v. HEIRS OF FROST
Decdded June 22, 1928
CONTEST-NOTICES-PRAOTICE.

While all notices of contest should bear the date when issued, yet the date
the notice is actually issued is the governing date within the purview of
Rule 8 of Practice.
COINTEsT-ABATEMENT-APPEAt--PIRACTICE.

:The overruling of a motion to 'abate a contest is not a final decision on the
contest, and consequently the: right of appeal from such action is not
accorded by Rule 74 of Practice.

FINNEY, FirstAssistagit Se~cretctury:
Ella H. Frost et al., heirs at law of Walter C. Frost, deceased, have
appealed from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office dated February 20, 1928, overruling their motion for abatement
of the contest of Sheldon M. Reed against the desert-land entry
made by Walter C. Frost on October 9, 1911, for the S. ½ Sec. 28,
T. 38 N., R. 17 W., N. M. M., Colorado.
Relief having been granted the eentryman under the act of March
4, 1915 (38 Stat. 1138, 1161), he elected on March 7, 1921, to perfect
the entry under the purchase provisions of the relief act.; Entryman
died June 8; 01924, leaving as his heirs Ella H. Frost, widow, and
Hildreth Frost and Hester Frost, adult children. Final proof was
submitted by the heirs on June 16, 1926, but final certificate was withheld at the request of the division inspector.
Reed's contest was initiated April 11,;.1927, on the charge that
neither the entryman nor his heirs had used the land for agricultural or grazing purposes for a period of three years or at all.
Notice of contest issued on the date*the -application to contest was
filed, and personal service on all of the heirs was made on May 9,
1927. Proof of such service was filed May 11, 1927.
On June 6, 1927, the defendants appeared specially by attorney
and moved that the contest be noted as abated, contending that the
notice had not been served within the time: fixed by the Rules of
Practice.
The motion was based on the fact that the notice was dated April
7, 1927-the date the application to contest was executed.
Rule 8 of the Rules of Practice (51 L. D. 547) provides in part:
-

Unless notice of contest is personally served within 30 days after issuance of
such notice and proof thereof made not later than 30 days after such service,
* ~~*: the contest shall abate:

While all notices should bear the. date when issued. the date the
notice is actually issued is the governing date.
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Asthe contest was not initiated untilApril 11, 1927, an inspection
of the records of 'the local office would have disclosed :that the date
of the noticewas erroneous.
The overruling of the defendants' motion was not a final decision
on the contest, and the commissioner erred in allowing: the: right of
appeal. (See Rule T4.)
0The ;appeal his without merit.
Tile commissioner's decision is
affirmed, and the case remanded with direction that the defendants
be allowed 30 days from notice within which to serve and file
answer.
Af:ln:
Ame and remandeed.
FRITZ HELMKE
Decided June 25,- 1928
REPAYMENT-COAL LANDS-WITTHDAWAL-STATrITES.
Where a coal entry, had been erroneously allowed for lands, reserved from
sale and for that reason canceled? application for repayment of the purchase money falls within the provisions of the act of: June 16, 1880, rather
than the act of December 11, 1919.
REPAYMENT-STATUTES.
Section 2 of the act of June 16, 1-880, which authorizes repayment of pur-,
chase money where for any cause an entry has been erroneously allowed
and can not be confirmed, does not limit the time within which application
therefor must be filed.

FirstAssistant Secretary:
This is an appeal by Fritz Helmke from decision of November .7,
:1927, by the Commissioner of the General Land Office rejecting his
application for, repayment of the purchase money paid, in: connection
with his coal entry, Seattle 04573, amounting to $2,984.20.
The recordshows.that on December4, 1919,IHelmke filed his coal
declaratory statement for lots 3, 4, 5, and SE. 34 SW. ' Sec. 6, T. 25
N., R. 12 E., W. M., containing 149.21 acres, and on November 19,
1920, he filed application to purchase the land. Upon due proof of
publication, posting of notice and payment of the purchase price at
the rate of $20 per acre the entry- was allowed on January 13, 1921.
The' land is in the Snoqualmie National Forest, and a protest
against the entry was filed on 'July 11, 1921, by the Forest Service,
alleging the land to be noncoal in character. A hearing was had
and the case finally reached, the department for decision. The record was carefully reviewed by decision of April 13, 1925, wherein
it was held that the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 43!7),
was effective to withdraw from sale coal lands, except as to valid
claims existent at the date of the act and thereafter properly' mainFINNEY,
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taned. As to what constitutes the opening and improving of a mine
of coal, the decision: in the case of -oKenna v. .sSe mouri (47 L. PD.,
395), was cited, and in that connection it was said: The only showing that the appellant made at or prior to the date of the
fling of his application to purchase that has any bearing upon the validity
.of the claim as of the date of the approval of the leasing act was that con-0
tained in his coal declaratory statement, wherein, he alleged merely that between November 28 and December 2, 1919, he opened a valuable mine of coal
'on the land which he improved as such at a cost ol $50, and that the improvemnentsf consisted in the driving of a tunnel for. a distance of more than 10
feet in and upon an exposed coal vein. Neither the thickness nor the quality
of the: coal alleged to have been exposed was shown. In his application to
purchase, which, however, as before stated, was not filed until nine months
after the approval of the leasing act, the claimant alleged that he had then,
expended the sum of $1,000 upon the land in the discovery, opening, and development of four veins of coal from 4 to 9 feet in thickness, and that at that
time he had upon the land 35 feet of tunnel and other openings. But it nowhere appears in said application when the work in addition to that recited in
,the declaratory statement was performed, nor was it shown that even as of
that date coal deposits alleged to have been openuddpossessed any value. In
any event, the showing fell far short of evidencing the initiation by the appellant of a valid&claim to the land prior to the approval of the leasing act by the
opening and improving of a mine of coal thereon within the meaning of section
.2348 as defined in'McKesnna v. Seybousr, supra; and, hence, afforded no suf:icient ground for the allowance by the local officers of an entry therefor o1n
the appellant's application filed long :after the leasing act had become effective.

The: entry was finally canceled on July 15, 1925. The application for repayment of the purchase money was filed on September 12,
1927, and the Commissioner of the General Land Office held that it
-was barred under the repayment act of December 11, 1919 (41 Stat.
:366), which provides that repayment in claims of the character
therein specified may not be allowed unless application therefor; be
filed within a period of two years after rejection of the application,
entry, or proof upon which the payment was made.
Under the finding of facts and the conclusion reached in the decision of cancellation off this entry, it appears that the entry was
*erroneously allowed by the local officers and that it was not sus.ceptible of confinration because of the reservation of the land from
.coal entry by the leasing act of February 25, 1920. Therefore, the
application for repayment of the purchase price paid upon the said
illegal entry domes within the provisions of section 2 of the repayment act of June 16, 1880 (21 Stat. 287), which allows repayment
,of purchase money where for any cause the entry has been erroneously allowed and can not be confirmed. Under that act there is
no limit of time within which such application must be filed.
It has heretofore been held that where lands have been reserved
from sale and entry thereof has been erroneously allowed and for that
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reason canceled, the application for repayment of the purchase
money falls within the provisions of the act of June 16, 1880, rather
than the act of December 11, 1919.
The decision appealed from is accordingly reversed and the record
is remanded for further appropriate action in harmony herewith.
Reversed and,remanded.

MARGARET RUSSELL JUSTHEIX ET AL. , (ON PETITION)
Decided Jo:

25, 1928

OIL -AND GAS L]ANDS-PROSPECTING 'PEaIrITr-SuxvEY-SEGREGATioN-LEASE.
Where oil and gas prospecting permits have been granted for an entire body,
of a given area of unsurveyed lands and segregated on the records in
terms of future subdivisional survey descriptions with common boundaries
intruding applications will not be: allowed for narrow strips of land
between individual claims which, due to error in measurements, were
not covered- by the metes and bounds descriptions of the prior. permits,
but the lands thus segregated will be held subject to adiustment to. conform to the lines of the future official survey upon application for lease
should discovery of oil or gas be made.

FINNEY,,First Assistant Secretary:
The above-listed applications (Salt Lake .City 038970, 038971,
039061, 041029) for'.prospecting permits under the leasing ,act of
February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), for unsurveyed lands ivere rejected
by the local land office at Salt Lake City, Utah, because of conflicts
withy 6xisting.perm its as identified on the: records by descriptions in.
terms of the probable and approximnate' future survey subdivisions:
Upon appeal to the General Land Office it' was urged there were in
tact no conflicts according to the metes and bounds descriptions contained in the prior permits- and' the several subsequent applications.
However, the Commissioner rejected the applications on thez ground
that it would be impracticable to. issue permits for- the narrow strips
of land said to exist between certain existing permits. Upon further
appeal to the' department the cases were carefully considered in
three successive decisions wherein the action below was sustained.
A further review has been requestedwespecially in behalf of' Margaret
Russell. Justheim. Present consideration will be confined to the
latter case.
The application calls for a tract /2 'miles long and 10.95 chains
wide, and an adjoining tract 1 mile long and 1.42 chains wide. It is
contended that these strips are vacant because of failure of joinder
by surrounding prior permits if the metes and bounds descriptions
57522-27-voL 52---27
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be strictly adhered to and followed from the respective ties to the
distant survey monuments.
The only practical method for segregating on the records such
permits covering unsurveyed lands is to note them in terms of future
survey descriptions. This, of course, can not be precise but it is
sufficient for the purpose. The law provides that the land must be
located in a reasonably compact form, and if the lands are unsurveyed
they must be located in an approximately square or rectangular tract
the length-of whichishall not exceed21/r times its width. In case of
.discovery of oil or gas, and when application is made 'for a lease, the
area to be selected by the permittee shall be in compact form, and,
if unsurveyed, it is to be surveyed by the Government at -the expense
of the applicant for lease, and the lands so leased shall be conformed
to and taken in-accordance with the legal subdivisions of such surveys.
It is not contemplated, that irregular' or abnormal subdivisions shall
be established to suit the convenience of the applicant for lease, but
' that he shall conform to the subdivisions established according to the
surveys as extended in harmony with the regular system.
In the regulations of March 11, 1920 (47 L. D. 437, 438), for the
administration of said act, it was saidIt should be understood that under the act the granting of a prospecting
permit for oil and gas is .discretionary with the Secretary of the Interior, and
any application may be granted or denied, either in part or in its entirety, as
the facts may be deemed to warrant.
The prior permittees here involvedhave located their claims on the
undaies,
ground and monumented the same as having comon
and the descriptions according to future surveys were given and
accepted as covering the areas in dispute. The fact that some discrepancies exist due to the extra length of the surveyed townships to
the north and east from which the locations were made, affords no
reason for recognition of intruding applications for such narrow
strips as may not be strictly covered by the metes and bounds
descriptions.
For purposes of practical and, orderly administration, it must be
considered that the tracts are segregated fromfurther appropriation
pending such adjustments as may be found necessary and proper in
the premises. Any application for lease based on the prior permits
could not be precisely located on the ground until after an official
Government survey. The present descriptions will be deemed sufficient to segregate the lands under existing conditions. The petition
is accordingly denied.

Petition,denied.
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD
I
COM1PANY
Decided June 25, 1928
RAILROAD GRANuT-MINERAL LANDS-EVIORIWE--BJRDEN

OF PRooF.

The question as to whether a particular subdivision within the primary limits
of a railroad grant, which excepted mineral lands, is mineral or nonmnineral
in whole or in part, is a matter for judicial determination upon the record
before himn by the officer before whom the issues are pending decision, with
the burden0of proof upon the railroad grantee to establish what, if any,
specific portions of the subdivision passed under the grant.
RAILROAD GRANT-MINERAL

LANDS-SURVEY.V

It is neither the duty nor is it within the discretion of the surveyor who is
commissioned to make segregation surveys of lands within the primary
limits of a railroad grant, to locate the position of the vein in the subdivision or decide what specific area adjacent to the outcrop of the vein is
impressed with a mineral value.
'RAILROAD

GRANT-MINERAL

LANDS-ANSWER-EVIDENCE.

An answer by a railroad grantee to a charge that certain tracts are mineral
in character is insufficient where it does not specifically describe by aliquot
parts of a subdivision or by definite metes and bounds what portions;of
the tracts it admits and what portions it denies to be mineral.

FINNEY, Fi'rst Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal filed by the Southern Pacific Railroad Company
from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
dated: April 16, 1925, affirming the local register in holding upon
charges and answer without submission of testimony, that lot 1,
Sec. 25, T. 7 N., R. I E., S. B. M., embraced inits;'primary list-No.
191, Los Angeles 0=3.56, was mineral in :character, but. suspending
final action. "pending the outcome of i the court proceedings iiastituted by.the railroad company, to*determine whether it may select
less than a 40-acre subdivision."
Adverse proceedings were directed against the list as aforesaid,
charging that the land was mineral in character. The answer, in sofar as material, in response, was as follows:
Affiant further says that the said Maurice P. Hayes and T. W. Mack have
personally examined lot 1 of Sec. 25, T 7 N., R. 1 E., S. B. M., and reported
that the following-described' tract is not, nor is' any portion of said tract
mineral land; that pgrtiqn 'of said lot'1l not included within 'an area crossed
by a strong well defined quartz vein which traverses the entire lot in a northerly
and southerly direction and its exposed width varies from six to thirty feet.
(This vein crosses the south boundary of lot 1 at a point approximately nine
hundred feet west of the southeast corner of said lot and extends in a' northerly
direction crossing the north line of the lot approximately 750 feet west of the
northeast corner of the section), and that he (affiant) believes said report 'to be
true and in this behalf refers to the attached affidavits of said Maurice P. Hayes
and T. W. Mack.
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A'nd the company applied for a hearing and a survey to segregate
the mineral from the nonmineral land.
The decision appealed fromn followed a previous and then governing rule in the administration of railroad grants, which was to the
effect that as a legal subdivision could not be divided if anyv part
thereof was mineral, all the subdivision was impressed with a mineral
character and excepted from the grant. This rule, however, has
been reversed by the department in view of the decision in Work v.
Central Pacific R]ailway Compasiy (12 Fed., 2d series, 834), holding
that under the acts making a grant of lands to the last-named company, the title to all nonmineral lands in the odd-numbered sections
within the primary limits of the grant vested in the company, no
other objection appearing, irrespective of the fact that said nonmineral land constituted only a part of a quarter quarter of a section
or of a lot. See instructions of July 9, 1926, Circular No, 1077
(51 L. D. 487).
;The answer of the company, however, is insufficient. It leaves
*uncertain and indefinite just what specific area within the lot it
admits to be mineral by reason of the quartz vein passing through
it, and a like uncertainty and indefiniteness as to what specific area
it denies is mineral. :If tie allegations of the answer were estab'
lished, no basis for the rendition of a judgmentwould appear. In a
recent unreported decision inw the case of Central Pacific ailway,
decided. September 24, 1927 (A. 10630), where there was also indefiniteness as to the precise description fof the land conceded to be
mineral, the. department said:
It is a cardinal rule as to judgments of the courts, which would seem to apply
with equal force to judgments of the department, that where. they affect real

or, personal property, the description thereof must be specific and certain or can
be made certain by reference to the pleadings or record in the case or even in
some cases by extrinsic documentary evidence; that an uncertain description
or no description at all, renders the judgment erroneous and void. A

It is not the duty nor within the discretion of th.e surveyor who
is commissioned to make segregation surveys in cases of the kind in
question, to locate the position of the vein in the subdivision or decide
what specific area adjacent to the outcrop of the vein is thereby.
impressed with a mineral value. The question as to whether a particular subdivision is mineral or nonmineral in whole or part is a

matter for judicial. determination upon the record before him by the
officer. before whom the issues are pending decision, with the burden

of proof upon therailroad grantee to establish what, if any, specific
portions of the subdivision passed under the grant. this .may be
shown', and preferably: should be shown, in order to avoid a segregation survey by a description of aliquot parts of a subdivision
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(instructions of July 9, 1926, supra), both in the pleadings and proof.
But it also may be shown, particularly in the event there are conflicting mining'locations, by metes and bounds description, 'and if it
be established that -the mineral portion of the subdivision is; within
definite metes and bounds, one-half .the cost of the. surveyv-must be
paid by thet'grantee. Departmental decision of, December 13, 1927,
in Central Pacific Railway Company (52 L. D. 235).
In the instant case the-railroad grantee should be given opportunity to anmend its answer by alleging therein, in either manner
above stated, what specific portions .of the tract in question it admits
and what portions it denies to be mineral in character. Upon so
doing, hearing should be ordered as to such of the portions upon
which an issue arises regarding the character of the land...
In accordance with these views, the commissioners decision is re'versed and the, case- is remanded for proceedings; asiabove directed.
Reversed and remanded.
STATE OF FLORIDA (ON REHEARING)
Decided June 25, 1928
SCHooL LAN-DINDEMNITY-SELEaTIoN--Sunav~g-FLoRIDA.

A. State is not entitled to indemtnity for losses of sehool sections in place in a
township made fractional by reason of a natural cause where the aggregate area of the surveyed lands of the township is less thanI040 acres.
ScHOOL LAND-INDEMNirTY-SELECnoN-SUR.VEY-CoMMIssrIoNs
iEAL LAND OFricEa-RS 4JUDTcATA-FLoRIDA.

OF THE GEN-

Information furnished by the Commissioner of the General Land Office to
the effect that aiState is entitled to indemnity on account of the fractional
condition of a towniship, based upon a protraction of the lines of survey, is
not conclusive and does not obligate the department to approve selections
to which the, State is not entitled under well-established rulings and
decisions.
.
Sc0Hoot LAND-II;DEM-NITY-SELECTION-iAMEND MENT-WITHDRAWA-FLORTIA.
-An indemnity school selection, rejected because of the tender of fatally defective base, can not be amended so as to defeat the force' and effect of an;
intervening withdrawal.

X

FiN Y First Assistant Secretary:.
EE
By decision- dated May' 10,' 1928, this department affirmed the
action of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, holding for
cancellation a list of school-land indemnity selections of the State'
of Florida, filed October 14, 1924, embracing lot 2, Sec.' 20, T. 38 .,
R. 42 E., lot 1, Sec. 21, T. 32 S., R. 28 E., l'ot 2, Sec. 29. T. 18 S.,
R. 16 E., fractional NW. 1/4, and fractional SW. 1/4 Sec. 30. T. 18
V
S., R. 20E.
-

-

-
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As shown above, the list embraces five tracts or parcels, with an
aggregate area of 12.19 acres, for which the State assigned an alleged
loss or deficit of equal area in' T. 42 S., R. 34 E., which township
is made 'fractional by Lake Okeechobee. -In disposing of the case
the Commissioner held that the State was not entitled to indemnity
or further indemnity on account of the fractional condition of said
T. 42 S., R. 34' E.; that said township was covered by the waters
of Lake Okeechobee;: that a few -small islands had been surveyed in
the township, the aggregate area thereof being less than 640 acres"

and under the rule laid down by this department in: the case of
State of Colorado (48 L. :D. 138), the. area of the township as sur0:0 veyed determined thedquantity of school land to which:;the State
was entitled if schooltsections were fractional or entirely wanting.
It was found furthermore that the selections were defective and iI-.
complete in that notice thereof had not been published as required.
by the:regulations; of June 23, 1910 (39 L. D. 39), and that said
selections could not be completed as to lot 2, Sec. 20, T. 42 S., R. 34
E., and lot 2, Sec. 29, T. 18 S.1 R. 16 E., even though valid base
should be tendered therefor, because said tracts were within the,
scope of Executive orders of December 8, 1924, and July 3, 1925,
which withdrew "islands belonging to the United States in Florida''
al waters of the.
situated in the waters off the coast r
State," and all lands- on the mainland within three miles of theb
coast."
On this motion it is contended among other things that the question asto the right of the State to indemnity on acOUnt of:the fractional condition of saidc T. 42 S., iR. 34 E., is res judicata in that the
Commissioner of the General Land Office under date'of March 10,
1920, furnished the then State selecting agent for school lands a
written statement, based upon Da protraction ,of the lines of survey,
showing that the State was entited to indemnityvof 36.52 acres,
exclusive of selections theretofore approved' by reason of the fractional condition of said T. 42 S., R. 34 E.
;It ;appears that information of 'the nature alleged was furnished
the State selecting agent, but that action is not conclusive of the
matter and does 'not obligate this department to approv4 selections
to 'which the State is not entitled. under well-established rulings and
decisions. Furthermore, the, action of the Commissioner in this
instance was clearly erroneous, and in contravention' of instructions
previously given, because'this department long ago advised the Commissioner' in the (unreported) case of State of Florida (D-5897),
decided March' 11, 1909, involving an application by the State for the
protraction of the public surveys over the area covered byv the wa-ters
of Lake Okeechobee, that such protraction was unauthorized. In
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that case the department quoted extensively from its decision of
,February 3, 1909 (37 L. ID. 430), in the case of State of IdAho', as
follows:
Prom the foregoing it is clear that for the purpose of adjusting the school
grant the township was taken as the unit, and Congress plainly declared what
should constitute for-that purpose a full township, three-fourths of a township,
etc., and that the' area of the township' should determine the. quantity of school
land to which the State should be entitled if school sections were fractional or
entirely wanting.

Where a permanent body of water, such as a lake, etc., occurs, and the township in which .it is embraced, or the several townships surrounding it, as the
-case may be, are thereby rendered fractional, it is evident that only those portions of such townships as are susceptible of being surveyed may properly
be regarded as land, and if in such cases the school sections' are not
surveyed, under the rule of adjustment established by Congress, the area
of such land as the township is found to' contain; will determine the Dquantity of school land to which the State is. entitled If by reason of its great
area such body of water covers what would otherwise be an entire township or
several townships, the State woeld be entitled to no.school land on account: of
such-alleged 'townships, because there being no land surveyed such townships
:do not actually exist, and' theretis nothing upon which the State can base any,
t0laiim~whatever.

This ruling,, which in principle was reaffirmed in the- case of
Stat~e of Colorado f(48 LB'. j38),his conclusiv- of the questions here
presented.
The decisions in the (unreported) cases of John Ml. Sutton (A-

Florida, (A-10032), 'cited
v. State' o
:
8368) and Jdrnest0e OWebs!ter
in support of the' contention that.the incomplete and fatally defective
selection here involved was efl e6tive to 'exclude the 'lands' from the
force of the withdrawals of December 8, 1924, and July' " '1925,
are not applicable to 'thae 'cdse at bar. No question of defective
base or invalid right. was in' issue in those cases. 'Oe- of' them
involved an application to locate Valentine scrip, the other an appliation' for' soldiers" additional entry'. In both cases a; valid' rigjht
'was tendered or assi ned' the applications beixig incomplete-at the
time of the withdrawal only in slight matters of proof not affecting
the substance of the riaht theretofoi' fairly earned.
In the 'instant' case the base ½Andered- by the State was fatally
defective or adjudged to

be bad, and the selection cai not be amended

:so as to defeat an intervenino'withdrawal or claim.' ' The 'ease is gov'erned by the ruling in the cas6 of Fred A. 'Kribs (43 L. D. 146),

'which is in harmony with the principle announced by the Supreme

Court of thei United States in Robinson v.

LIndrigqan (227 U. S.

No reason is seen for disturbing the action heretofore taken, and
denied.
the motion is accordingly denied. E
denied.:
7 A~~~~~~~~~otioni
\
: E

1
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FRANCES R. XV.STEPFENSXIER
Decidede

June .30, 1928

HOMESTADr ENTRY-STOcKI-RAISiNc HoMEsmTAD-MAnRiAGS-STATurs.
The stock-raising homestead act of December 29, 1916, enlarged the rights
of both the husband and wife under the homestead law, and the act of
April 6, .1914, as amended, allowing the intermarriage of homesteaders,
did not in any wise abridge their rights: under- the former act.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-STOOK-RAISING
o-MESTEFIAD-ADOITIONAL-MAXTAGFE--RESIX:NOEC-STAT:UTEG.
An entrywoman who, after her marriage, made her home upon her husband's
entry as authorized by the homestead. law, continues to. own and reside
upon her original entry within the meaning of section :5 of the stockraising homestead act, and is entitled to make an additional entry thereunder of land within 20 miles of her original entry.
FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary:

On July 28, 1921, Frances R.. M. Stefeismier made entry under the
stock-raising homestead act for (as amended)' lots 2 and 4, SW. 1/4
NE. 1/4 Sec. 5, T. 28 N., R. 21 E., M. M., NE. 1/4 NE. 1/4 Sec. 13, SE
1/4 SE. 1/4 Sec. 35, T. 29XN., 1R. 21 E., M. M., lot 4 and NW. 1/4 SE. 1/4
Sec. 5, T. 28 N., R. 22 E., M. M., and NE. 1/4 NE. 1/4 Sec. 19, T. 29 N.,
1R. 22 E., M. M., (319.15 acres), as additional to her entry under the
enlarged homestead act, made July 3, 1913, for, SE. 14 SE. 1/4 Sec.
20, lots 1 and 2 of Sec. 28, NE 1/4 and N. 1/2 SE. 1/4 Sec. 29, T. 29 N.,
R. 22 E., M. M., (319.04 acres).
Final proof on the additional entry was submitted March 21, 1928,
which the registernrejected on the ground that it failed to show that
entrywoman was residing on her original ,entry when the additional
entry was made.
An appeal from the action of the register has been submitted to
the department.
When Mrs. Steffensmier made the additional entry she was residing on her husband's original entry, he haVig elected on January
20, 1915, under the -act of April i6, 1914 (38 Stat. 212), to make the
family home thereon, which election was accepted by the Commissioner of the General Land Office on July 27, 1915.
Thus the question is presented. whether the additional entry is
governed by section 5 of the stock-raising homestead act.
The act of April 6, 1914, suprq, as amended by the act of March 1,
1921 (41 Stat. 1193), reads as 'follows:
That the marriage of a hcmestead entryman .to a homestead entrywoman after
each shall have fulfilled the requirements of the homestead law for one year
next preceding such marriage shall not impair the right of either to a patent,
but the husband shall elect, under rules and regulations prescribed, by the
Secretary of the Interior, on which of the two entries the home shall thereafter
hbe made, and residence thereon by the husband and wife shall constitute a
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compliance with the residence requirements upon each entry: LProvided, That
the provisions hereof shall apply to existing entries: Providied further, That
in the administration of this act the terms "entryman" and "entrywonan"
shall be construed to include bona fide settlers who have complied with the
homestead law for at least one year next preceding such marriage.

It was apparently the intent of Congress when it sanctioned the

intermarriage of homesteaders that each of the parties should thereafter be treated as residing on his or .her entry. The fact that both
the entries described in the husband's election have been perfected
rights of both'the
does not affect the rights of the parties.'The
enlarged by the
were
law
husband and wife under*the homestead
(39' Stat. 862),
1916
29,
December
stock-raising homestead act of
should not
homesteaders
of
and the'act allowing the intermarriage
thereunder.
rights
their
be so interpreted as to in' any way abridge
A similar question was presented by the appeal of Osca0Molr
(Bozeman 0t21480), and the department by decision of November 27,
1922 (unreported), held that the said entryman, who was residing
on his wife's entry pursuant to an accepted .election under the act
of April 6, 1914, supra, when he made an additional entry under
section 7 of0the enlarged homestead 'act, could perfect the additional
entry by continuing to reside on his, wife's patented entry, which
was located within 20 miles of the land described in his additional
entry.,

Although entrywoman was making her home on her husband's
entry when she made the entry in question she owned and 'resided
on her original entry within the meaning of section 5 of the stockraising homestead! act.
As it appears that the required improvements had been made, the
final proof is approved, and the register will issue final certificate
upon payment of all sums due.E
CONRAD, EJERKE
Decided JuZy 3, 1928
REPAYMENT - LEGAL
PHRAsEs.

REPRESENTATIVE -

AssiGNEE -STATUTES

-WORDS

AND

The term "legal representatives" as used in the act of January 8, 1926,
which authorizes repayment of the difference between the amounts paid by
purchasers of town lots and the price fixed as result of reappraisement,
includes an assignee of an original purchaser.
DEPARTmENTAL DECISION AND INSTRUOTIONS APPLIED.

'Case of Clear Water Tvmber Contpany (44 L. D. 516), and instructions of
October 25,1916 (45 L. D. 520), applied.,
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First:A~sistantSeeretryj:

This is an appeal by Conrad Bjerke from decision of the Commis-X
sioner of the General Land Office dated March 23, 1928, denying his
application under the, act of January 8, 1926 (44 Stat. 708), for re'payment of such moneys as may be found due, paid by his predecessors in interest in connection with the purchase of lof 6, block 20, in
the town site of Bowdoin, Montana.
The act above referred to authorized repayment to purchasers or
their legal representatives of the difference between the amounts paid
by purchasers of the lots, and the price fixed as a result of reap'praisement May 11, 1925, by the Secretary of the Interior.
'
It appears that said lot was purchased April 6, 1918, for $175 by
Freda P. Gordon, who paid the first installment of $35 and by deed
dated July 1, 1919, assigned same to James P. Dunn. Dunn paid the
second installment on the purchase price and by deed dated January
30, 1920, assigned same to Bjerke. The amounts paid apparently
were in excess of the reappraised value of the lot. Patent issued in
the name of the original purchaser January 6, 1926.
As shown above, the law authorizes repayment to the original
purchasers or their legal representatives of the excess over'the reappraised value of the lots. The Commissioner denied repayment
in the instant case on the ground that the term " legal representatives" employed in the act of January 8, 1926, supra, does not embrace assignees."
Under the repayment law the department recognizes a qualified
assignee as the legal representative of the assignor. See Olear Water
Timber Compcmy (44 L. D. 516), and instructions of October 25,
1916, governing repayments (45 L. D. 520, 525) .
In the circumstances the excess, if any, paid in connection with
the purchase of said lot 6 over the price fixed as result of reappraisement, should be refunded.
The decision appealed from is
ReversedSAM CLARK AND ANGELINE D. CLARK
'Decided May 17, 1.928
TowN SITE-DECLARATORY

STATEMENT-MINING

CLAIM.

The acts of Congress relating to town sites recognize the possession of mining
claims within their limits and the mere filing of a declaratory statement
by a town-site trustee is no bar to the exploration and purchase of
mineral lands therein.
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TowNl SITE-MINING CLsiM-DiscovsrtY-EVID.s\ OCE-HEARINOG-Es J UDICATA.
A finding by the department in a proceeding between a mining claimant and
a town-site applicant that there had been no discovery of mineral is
conclusive as to the status of the mining claim at the; time of the hearing,
but a finding made in dismissing without prejudice a mining claimant's
protest against a town-site application is not conclusive on the mining
claimant.
TOWN SITE-MINING CLAiM-DEOLARATORY STATEMENT-DiscovErY-PRIOBITY-FINAL CERTIFIGATE-VESTED RIGHTS.
The superior right of a mining claimant who makes discovery subsequent
to the filing of a town-site declaratory statement by another depends
upon whether or not discovery of mineral was made prior to final entry
of the town site or prior to the date that the town-site claimants have
done everything required under the laws and regulations to entitle them
to a certificate of purchase and the issuance of it is all that remains to
be done.
MININ\G CLAim-DiscoVERY-OccuPANcy-

PossEssIoN-DILiGENcE--Aovx1s3sa

CLAIM.
Prior to discovery an explorer in actual occupation and diligently searching
for mineral is a licensee or tenant at will, and: no adverse right can be
initiated or acquired through a forcible or fraudulent intrusion upon his

possession, but if his occupancy be relaxed, or be merely incidental to
something other than a diligent search for mineral, another may acquire
a valid right by peaceable entry, and compliance with the law.
TOWN SITE- 1--MINERAI LANDS-FINAL
AND PsnASYs-STATUTES.

CErTIFIc&TrE-VEsTD RIGHTS-WORDS

In construing the town-site laws in their relation to the mining laws, the
term "date of town-site entry" means the date when final entry of the
town site is made and certificate of purchase issued, or when the right of
the town-site claimants becomes vested.;
TOWN. SITE-MINING

CLAIM-EVIDENCE-PATENT.

As between mineral and town-site claimants, the conditions with respect to
the character of the land, as they exist at date of entry, or at the time
when all the necessary requirements, of law have been complied with by
the one seeking title, determine* whether the land is subject to sale or
other disposal under the law upon. which the application for patent is
based.

TOWN SITE-MINING CLAiM-DISCOVERY-PATLNT.
A discovery of minerals after a town-site patent has been issued does not
defeat or impair the title of persons claiming under the patent.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

Sam Clark and Angeline ID. Clark -have appealedc from. a decision
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated November 10.
1927, rejecting their application, Phoenix 060886, filed February 19.
1927, for patent to the G. & l/IV lode mining claim, alleged to have
been originally located January 1, 1915, on account of deposits of
gold, silver, and copper. The claim is wholly within the bounds of
IRowood Town Site4 for which declaratory statement was filed Feb-'
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ruary 12, 1917, application to purchase May 12, 1921, and amended
application to purchase May 4, 1922. Final proof was made June
12, 1922. Payment of purchase price was tendered December 28,
1923, and final entry made January 4, 1924, upon; which patent issued*
February 26, 1924. Predicated upon evidence adduced at a hearing
concluded in September, 1918, wherein the above-named applicants
were defendants, the department by decision of December 20, 1919,
affirmed a decision of the Commissioner of April 23, 1919, to the
extent of holding that upon the G. & M., Howard No. 2, and three
other lode locations there had not been made a discovery of mineral
upon any of them sufficient to support an application for patent,
but held that the evidence fails to show that the land was nonmineral
in character.
On February 3, 1920, motion for rehearino and request for suspension of the case pending further exploration was denied, it being
stated in answer to said request that: "The effect of the departmental
decision is to leave the mineral claimant in possession, free to conduct such further exploration as he may desire." Further testimony
was offered by Clark as to the mineral showings on the claims in
support of his protests againt the original and amended town-site
applications on July 7, 1921, and June 12, 1922. The Commissioner
by decision of September 28, 1922, dismissed Clark's protests. In
affirming this action, the department in its decision of April 7, 1923,
stated-:
The department has not, as a result of any evidence presented, adjudicated
or classified the land embraced in this proposed town site as mineral or as
nonmineral in character, nor does it now in this decision do so, but such alternative determination is not essential to a decision whether or not a patent on
the town-site entry can be issued at this time. See decision of the department
in the case of Laland'e et al. v. Tounisite of Saltese (32 L: D. 211). Further
discussion of this matter at this time appears to be useless, although possibly
mention should be made of certain claims of discoveries, which claims were
made by Sam Clark in his deposition taken June 12, 1922, when testimony dwas
offered in support of the protest against the allowance of the town-site application.

* There follows a brief summary
the statements of Clark on
deposition to the effect that a drill hole had been sunk on the G. &
M. claim to the depth of 105 feet in which gold and copper in rock
in place had been encountered, and as to certain mineral showings
.of

on other claims, after which recital the decision goes on to say:

"Nothing appears to indicate the dates of these alleged discoveries.
These statements of Sam Clark which were uncorroborated, made
in his deposition of June 12, 1922, are not deemed sufficient to warrant any change in the conclusions of the department as expressed in
its former decisions above mentioned.?' Also, pursuant to instruc-
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tions in this decision that a 'supplemental survey and plat be: made:
eliminating the( C. & A. No. 2 claim from the town-site area prior
to the issuance of final certificate, such survey and plat were made'
and accepted December.12, 1923, and thereafter the toWn-site trustee'
paid the purchase price,, as above stated.
It- appears that subsequent to the 'issuance.of patent to the town
site, Sam Clark and his coclaimants instituted in the Superior Court
of Pima County, Arizona, an action of ejectment'against the townsite trustee of the town of Rowood to recover the land embraced. in
the Howard No. 2 claim,, and a like action was brought by Sam.
Clark and Angeline D. Clark to recover the land -in the G. & M.,
claim, based upon asserted possessory rights to the s'ame under thei
mining laws. The town-site trustee pleaded in bar of the action in
each case, the decisions aforementioned of April 93, 1919, and.Decem-:
ber 29, 1919, by the Commissioner and the department, respectively
finding said claims invalid, for lack of discovery, and. demu.rr'ers to
the pleas were overruled and judgments entered for the defendants.
which judgments were affirmed, on appeal byr the -Supreme Court of,
Arizona. . ClarkJ etr al. v. Jones,. Town-Site Trustee, .(249. Pac. 51)d;
Sam Clark and Anaeline D. Clark v. Gerald Jones, Trustee of
Rawlood Town Site (249 Pac. 555;). In tlthe first case cited thei
Supreme Court of Arizona, following the rule in and, quoting Iextensively.from. Lockwitt v. Larson (,16 Utah, 275; 52.Pac.I 279), held,
among other things, that the time when- the character of the landi
within a claimed town site is to be determined is when application to
enter is made "and when the town-site. patent issued, right of patent
became fixed and vested from the time of entry of toyvn site by fling.
statement pursuant to .eRevised Statutes,: section 2387,
declartorya
and locators of mining property did not acquire superior right to
premises, even if they made discovery of minerals thereon before the
:
issuance'of town-site patent." (Italics supplied.)
Speaking of the Commissioner's decision holding the Howard No. 2
claim (and the G. & M. as well) null and void,' the court said:
- * 8 * The effect of that decision was not to oust appellants froml the
possession of the land, nor even to determine that they had no further right to
such possession, but on the contrary, as stated by the Secretary of the Interior'
in affirming the Commissioner's decision, left them " in possession, 'free to conduct such furthei'-explorations as they may desire," and: such possession they
may maintain against the world, save and except the United States and persons
*
claiming by legal or equitable title under it. 32 Cyc. 822.

The court, however, held that the. patent related back to the date
of the filing of the declaratory statement so as to bar the acquisition
of intervening rights under the mining laws, the concluding paragraph of the, opinion being as follows:
-

S ::

f
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j Appellants have seized upon the language of the Secretary of the Interior
hereinbefore mentioned, that " the effect of the department decision is to leave
the mineral claimant in possession free to conduct such further explorations as
he may desire," as recognizing their superior right to the premises if they were
able to make a discovery of mineral thereon before the issuance of the town-site
patent. Such is not the correct construction to be placed upon this language.
Appellants were in possession and had a right to maintain such possession
the United States and anyone holding from it by
against everyone, .except
right or title superior~to theirs, as already shown. The town-site patent had not
yet issued, and it did not, as a matter of fact, issue for four or five years thereafter. It was quite within the range of possibility that it might never be
issued-the application might have been withdrawn or denied. Until the
patent issued upon the original application and declaratory statement filed
before -the hearing in September, 1918, the appellee was in no position to show
a right to the premises superior to that, of appellants. When, the patent did
finally issue in March, 1924, the right of the appellee to the land, theretofore
inchoate and unsubstantial, became fixed and vested, not from the date of the
patent merely, but from its inception at the time of the entry of the town site
by the filing of the-declaratory statement by appellee's predecessor in office.

*The C0r4minissioner expresses the view that the conclusions of the
Supreme ;SCourt of :Arizona in 'Cu v. IJones, sumpr, seem to be
sustained 'by the authorities cited therein and also cites Bomner V.
Aeie~de al. (82 Fed. 697) and Young et ai. v. Goldsteeu (97 Fed.
303), holding that the date of the town-site settlement-or occupation
is controlling, in further support-of said conclusion.

Warrant for

thie court's holdiiig is also found by the Commissioner in the alternative use of'the words "entry " and declaratorf statement"" in section
2388, Revised' Statutes, 'it being' stated that in this statute "The
entry and the declaratory staterhent are placed upon an equal footing,
as proceedings taken for, the protection of the town-site settlers."
The ground, howeVer, upon which the Commissioner bases his action
reJecting-the application isstated as follows;:
It is not necessary to bold that the date of the town-site occupancy prior to
the time of the declaratory statement was filed is controlling. As a matter of

fact it is conclusively established that the lands were not known to be mineral
on June 12, 1922, the date of the hearing of Clark's protest, against the amended
town-site application, at which time all the proofs required by the town-site
claimants were submitted-

The conclusion just stated is predicated upon a further holding by
the Commissioner as follows.:
The decision of the department of April 7, 1923, considers the testimony
offered in support of the claim that after September, 1953. and before June 12,
1922, a discovery had been made, and the department specifically held the testimony 1insufficient to establish the fact of such discovery. Therefore, any claim
of discovery prior to June 12 '1922, comes clearly within the ruie that an issue'
once tried and determined between the parties will not be made the subject of
further consideration. In other words, the matter is res judicata.
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The department is unable to concur in the Commissioner's conclusion that applicants are conclusively bound by the findings as to the
insufficiency of the mineral showings in the departmental decision of
April 7, 1923, dismissing Clark's protest.
The last-mentioned decision was based on the rule in Latlande et al.
v. Townsite of Salteoe, supra, which has been repeatedly applied in
numerous other departmental decisions, to the effect that the townsite patent does not operate to convey title to lands known to be
valuable at the date of town-site entry; that its issuance can not
prejudice frights under the mining laws that claimants may have
acquired to such lands; that upon filing an application for mineral
patent subsequent to the town-site patent they may then show that
the lands claimed were known to be valuable at the date of town-site
eiitry; that in the absence of such patent proceedings ithe departmerent
will not undertake to determine the mineral claimant's rights. 4 In
other words, the decision mentioned was a dismissal without prejudice
to be heard again on the same matter upon filing the application for
patent. Such a decision has not the force of a final adjudication on
the merits. The judgment must be one adjudicating the rights of the
litigant in- a conclusive and'definite manner in order that the judgment may be final and conclusive within the meaning of the rule
of res judicata. See 34( C. J., Judgments, Subtitle, Res Judicata,
sections 1186, 1207. The applicants, after being told in said former
decision, that they had no standing before the department as protestants and that they would have' another day. in court upon the
filing of a patent application, can not now be held to be concluded
by. findings upon issues that were held to be not properly subject of
determination-at that time.
The findings of the department, however, in its decision of December 20, 1919, that Clark and. his coclaimants had made no discovery- of mineral on the claim at. the date of' the hearing in September, 1918, is conclusive as to the status of the. claim at the time
of said hearing. As stated by the Supreme Court of Arizona in the
decision above referred to, the power of the department to make such
inquiry and the conclusive effect of its findings is; settled since the
decision of the Supreme Court in :Cameron v. United States., (252
U. S. 450.) There being, no discovery, the G. & M. claim was not
valid.; Acts of location in; the absence of discovery confer no rights
in the land located as against the Government, both being essential
to a valid claim, nor did the doing of assessment work take the place
of discovery. The location would become effective only' from the
date of' discovery, but in the presence of an intervening right it
must remain of no effect. Union Oil Company v. Smith (249 U. S.
337, 346-348); Cole v. Ralph (252 U. S. 286, 296) ; 40 C. J., Mines
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and Minerals, section 181. The validity and life of the claim begins
only with the act of discovery. I Cole. v. Ralpphs, su'pra, Redden v.
l:arlan (2 Alaska, 402);; Cedar Canyon Congol. 1Jfi. Co. v. Yarwood (Wash., 67 Pac. 749). In advance of discovery an explorer
in actual occupation and diligently searching for mineral is treated
as a, licensee or tenant at will, and no right can: be initiated or acquired through a forcible, fraudulent, or clandestine intrusion upon
his possession. But if his occupancy be relaxed, or be merely inci'dental to something other than a diligent search for mineral, and
another enters peaceably and not fraudulently or clandestinely and
makes a: mineral discovery and: location, the location so made is
' valid and must be respected accordlngly. Cole v. Ralph, supra, and
cases there cited. Applying these well-settled principles tothe case
at bar, it seems' clear that, passing; for the present. the question
whether any rights to: the minerals could be acquired by the 'Clarks
after September, 1918, in the event the town-site title was perfected
by patent, all the right that they had was to continue in actual occupation 'of the ground claimed in' search :for minerals, and if a sufficient discovery was made, their rights would :date from th6 date of
such discovery provided no intervening' right of another had attached
thereto., The statement that the effect of the department's decision
is to Xleave the mineral :claimants Lin possession free to conduct such
further exploration as he may desire, meant no more thannthis.
The "possession" referred to was the actual possession which the
testimony then showed '-Clark hhad., CThere beinga no; discovery, the
'mineral claimants did not have the exclusive rightof 'possession of
a locator after discovery.
It must now be considered whether a discovery of minerals after
the filing-of the declaratory statement would give the mining dlaimants a superior right and warrant the issuance*of a mineral patent to
the claim upon which the discovery was made, and if so:, at what
time such discovery must be shown to have been made.
It is well settled that a discovery of minerals after the -town-site
'patent is issued does not-def eat Pr impair the title of persons claiming under the town-site patent. The lands must' be known .to be
valuable for mining purposes when the town-site patent- takes effect
to except them from the town-site patent.; Mill Sice Lode (39 L.
ID. 356) Da;vis-' Administrator v. Weibbold (139 U. S. 507, 526530) ; Dower v. Riclhavrg (151 U. S. 658, 663), and see other, cases
cited under note 8, section 722, U. S. C.-A. The departmental rule.
for determining whether there is such an exception is embodied in
the town-site, regulations, subtitle, Town' Sites on Mineral Lands
(38 L. D. 92, 114; 52 L. D. 106, 127), which read as follows:
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The general town-site laws, comprised in sections 2380 to 2394 United States
Revised Statutes, authorize the entry of "town. sites, or the sale of lots therein,
upon public lands which may include unpatented mineral claims, but the rights
of mineral claimants upon any land entered or sold under said town-site laws
are expressly protected by .sections 2386 and 2392. These two sections recognize the superior rights, as against any town-site claimant-whether corporate,
community,! or individual-of all claimants for mineral veins possessed agreeably to local custom, or for any valid mining claim or possession held under
existing law. The precedence and superiority so accorded to mineral claims,
however, depend in final analysis upon the question of fact whether, at date
of town-site entry or lot sale, the lands claimed under the. mining laws were
" known to contain minerals of such extent and value as to justify expenditures for the purpose of extracting them." (39 L. ID. 350.) Where an affirmative showing in such behalf is made in due course by the mineral, claimant,
his right to' a patent for the land (subject to the distinction hereinafter noted
as to incorporated towns) will not be prejud ced by any previous town-site
entry, deed, or patent covering the same land. (2r, L. D. 144; 29' L. D. 426;
32 L. D. 211; 34 L. D. 276 and 5961

In view of repeated constructionrs of the town-site and kindred
laws in Vaon materia with the mining laws by the Supreme (Court
and the department the expression "date of town-site entry-" must
evidently.be held to refer to the date when final entry of the townsite is made and certificate of purchase is' issued, or at least to the
date when 'the town-site claimants have' done everything required
under the laws and regulations to entitle them to such certificate
and nothing remains -~but
to issue .ni~u
it. Not until such ti
time does
es the
~ ~~~~~~o
right of the town-site claimants become vested or equitable title
pass as against the United States. In Wyoming v. United States
(.255 U. S. 48, 501) the court said:
**
* 8SAnd as respects. cash entries and entries under the preemption,
homestead, desert land, and kindred laws the Land Department always has
ruled that if, when the claimant has done all that he is required to do to
entitle him to receive the title, the land is not known to be mineral he acquires
a vested right which no subsequent discovery of mineral will divest or disturb.

and quoting from Kern Oil Company v. Clarke (30 L. D. 550), the
department said (p. 556)
* *? * In the disposition of the public lands of the United States, under
the laws relating thereto, it is settled law: (1) That when a party has complied with all the terms and condctions necessary to the securing of title to a
particular tract of land, he acquires a vested interest therein, is regarded as the
equitable owner thereof, and thereafter the Government holds the legal title
in trust for him; (2) that the right to a patent once vested, is, for most purposes, 'equivalent to al patent issued, and when in fact issued, the patent relates
back to the time when the right to it became fixed; and (3) that the condi'-tions with respect to the state or character of the land, as they exist at 'the time
when all the necessary requirements have been complied with by a person seeking title, determine the question whether the land is subject to sale or other
disposal.
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In Harkraderet al. v. Goldstein (31 L. D. 87), involving a contest
between mineral and town-site claimants, it is stated (p. 94):
It is well settled that the conditions with respect to the character of land, as
they exist at the date of entry, or at the time when all the necessary require=-ments have been complied with; by the person seeking title, must determine
whether the land is subject to sale or other disposal under the law upon which
:the application for patent is based.

'In the Tombstone Town-Site Cases (1887, 15 Pac. 26; 17 Pac. 72,
-Ariz., writs of error dismissed, 1892, 145 U. S. 629, 647), the court
held that where a patent to a town site and a patent to a mining claim
conflict, the one will be sustained which first vests the right.
The mere filing of a, declaratory statement by the town-site trustee
would be no bar to the exploration and purchase of mineral hands
included therein. In Steel v. Smelting Company (106: U. S. 447,
-450), the court said:
The acts of Congress relating to town sites recognize the possession of mining: claims within their limits, and forbid the acquisition of any mine of gold,
..silver, cinnabar, or copper within them under proceedings by which title to
.,other lands there situated is secured, thus leaving the mineral deposits within
town sites open to exploration, and the land in which they are found to occupa-,
--tion and purchase, in the same manner as such deposits are elsewhere explored
and possessed and the lands containing them are acquired. (Rev. Stat., sees.
:2386, 2392.)
Whenever, therefore,-mines are found in lands belonging to the United States,
whether within or 'without town sites, they may be claimed and Worked, pro-vided existing rights of others from prior occupation, are not interfered with.

No right or title under the town-site application would attach if
existence of such minerals became known before the lands ceased
--to belong to the United States; in other words, before the land be:-came private property by the town-site trustees' full compliance with
all the trequisites that entitled him to patent. The town-site patent
when issued does not purport to carry title to such mineral validly
possessed and claimed under the mining laws. In Talbott v. King
(6 Mont. 76; 9 Pac. 434), involving a contest between parties claim_zing under mineral patents and others claiming under town-site patents, where the mining claim had been located 'but not patented before the issuance of town-site patent, and held to be not affected by
- the

--the

town-site patent, the court said (p. 442) :-

The doctrine of relation can not be invoked in aid of a town-site patent
as against the Smoke Hlouse mining claim, for that patent did not purport
-or attempt to convey any interest in that or any other mining claim or possession within the bounds of the town site. The town-site patent could only convey
title to public lands. The grounds within the boundaries of the Smoke House
1;location ceased to be public lands when that location was made.
X

The views of the court in this case are apparently approved in
Davis's Adminisitrator v. Weibbold, supra (p. 530). In Lockwita v.

--
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i
larson, supra, following Shepley v. Coawan (91TU. S. 330), Poom y
v. Vright (2 L. D. 164), it was held that by the filing of the declara-';:
tory statement the trustee acquires an inceptive right to the legal
title to the land, however, in trust for the persons who are at the
time of filing the occupants and entitled to. possession, and if the
application is accepted, the entry allowed, purchase money. paid, and
patent issued, the title relates: back to the date of the*filinlg o f the
declaratory statement. It does not appear in those or other cases
applying the same principle that there was any, issue as to the mineral character of the lands or whether the lands were subject to disposition under the laws invoked by either contending' claimant,' the
sole question being who first initiated the right to land that each
might have acquired. so Ifar as its disposability' was concerned.' The
rules there stated are inapposite in the present case. A declaratory
statement is but the .initial stfep for making town-site. entry.' It must
be kept alive by following it up within the proper time. after it has
been filed by other steps essential under the law to 'the establishment
of a town site. The scopelof it does noct extendc a&sfar as a ca sh
v. Lake TaAOe, etc., CoMpaOny (209 Pac. 900).
entry. Place Co
.
:and departmental decisions there cited..
It follows from what 'has been 'said that if the applicants present
an 'application contairing a. clear :'and defini'te- prima faie' s-howing
that subsequent to the date offharing'in 191i8 but prior to final'entry
I..
claim not'only
January 4 1924, they had':discovered on-'the:G. &
mineral in rock in place or: even - valuable minerals, but that the,
claim was known to contain minerals to such extenit and value as to,
justify expenditures forlthe purpose of extracting

them th

appli-

cation could be entertained and proceedings,,eould be ordered between
the mineral applicants and the town-site patentee or, his successor
'to determine theatruth of the: matters. so alleged. Exanmination,
however, of: the application presented does not, disclose,,prima facie,
any rights inthe applicants under .th6: mineral land laws. fThe
application merely~ alleges the following:,
Practically the entire 'claim is covered withjfrom 75 to 156 feet .of over-s
burden-consisting of a conglomerate or cement formation, the mineral. on this
and adjoining patented' claims being at some, depth.. In the shaft described.
as No. 2 shaft by the mineral surveyor under the head of "Expenditures,"
on which the afflants have expended about $5,000.00, there is copper, gold,
and silver to be found in every assay, beginning at a depth of about 125 feet
and continuing to the present depth of 193 feet. 'The' values vary as to all
of the minerals mentioned, but the average is about 13/4 per cent in copper,
with a gold value of an average of better than $1- per ton and a like value in
silver. In this shaft there is mineral in place in rock in place' :which has
continued for more than 50 feet after the rock in place began to show values.
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The shaft shown on said report as being 72 feet in depth and upon . which the
owners have expended about $800 show values in gold, silver, and copper.
V

In thel

proof of mineral character the allegations are as follows:

There are number of shafts and diggings upon said claim, onie of said shaftsV
being about 190 feet in depth; that; the rock coming from said shaft at a
considerable depth, probably 100 feet, shows to be mineralized and the rock
is in place. The rock carries gold, silver, and copper and shows by the assays
to be of' a fair value. 'The adjoining claim to the south known as the
Quartzite is a patented mineral claim, and on the said Quartzite the mineral
is in, place at much ldss depth than the G. & M., and it can be seen from an
examination of the various shafts on the said Quartzite that the ore is dipping
to. the north,. and one would expect to encounter the same class of ore to6 be
found on the Quartzite at abou l100 to 150 feet in depth .on the G. & M. claim.
The said G. & M. is at all points covered with an overburden from the very
near-by hills of at least 75 to 125 feet. The ore found upon the G. & M. is
the sa ne as that encountered on the Quartzite. The( C. & A. No. 1, just to
the south, which adjoins the Quartzite, is; also a patented claim and is highly
mineralized, and the ore on that claim shows the; same to be dipping to: the
north.; Also the C. & A. No 2 lode claim, which is a mineral segregation and
which adjoins the G. & M. claim, is highly mineralized and on account of a
less overburden shows mineral. at a less depth than the G. & M. The main
improvements upon the said 0. & M. claim consist of two shafts. The first one
is- down to a depth of more than; 190' feet: and is described above and, shows
mineral in place in rock in blace. This shaft is timbered to a considerable depth
and is about 4 by 8 feet. The other main shaft is about 4 by S feet and is about
70 to 75Afeet in' depth and has a fair mineral showing. . The amount approximately expended by the owners of this claim is $7,000. In addition to the
two main shafts above described, there' are a number of other workings upon
said claim, all showing slight mineralization.

There is nothing in the foregoing allegations showing that the
of mineral were the result of developments subsequent to the hearing ini 1918 adjudging no discovery had been made
They are insufficient to show,; pia
facie, the existence of a mine or:
alleged findings

valid claim or possession within the meaning of section 2392, Revised
Statutes, at the time of final entry of the town site and excepted from
the town-site patent.
is

In

other words, there is no showing that

any mineral land within the bounds 'of the patented

there

town site

belonging to the United, States and over which the department has
jurisdiction.

For this reason, the decision appealed from, rejecting

the application, is

Afrmed.

SMA CLARK AND ANGELINE D. CLARK
Motion for rehearing -of departmental decision of May it, 1928
(52 L. D' 426)-, denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney, July 3.
1928.
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PACIFIC RAILROAD: COMPANY
: fSOUTHERN
:
Decided July 9, 1928
HEARINM-EVIDENC\-o-TETIMONY--WITNESSES-RESIDENCE--STATUTES.
Gection 4 of the act of January 31, 1903. applies only to the taking of testimony
of a witness or witnesses who reside "outside the county in which the
>1
nearing occurs."
HEAriNG-EvIDEwcE-TEsTIMoNY-WITNESSES-COSTS.
When witnesses of both parties are assembled under authority of the act of
January 31, 1903, and then in reality the hearing is held,, each party must
pay the cost of taking the direct examination of his own witnesses and the
cross examination on his behalf of other witnesses, just the same as when
hearing is held before the local land officers.
HEARIN G-EVIDENCE-TESTIMONY-VITNESESE-DEPOSITION-COSTs-REsIDENCE-STATUTES.
Whether the entire costs of taking testimony of witnesses .snpneaed .under
the act of January. 31, 1903, should be paid by the party producing such
witnesses depends upon whether the deposition is of a witness who resides
outside the country in which the hearing-is held, and whether the, mode
prescribed in sections 4 and 5 'of the act for obtaining such testimony
theretofore has been pursued.:
HEAEING-CONTINUANCED

Defendants in land proceedings should not be compelled&to combat a case
piecemeal because it is brought by the Government, except by 'stipulation
:or proper showing satisfactory to th6 register that the public interest
requires a continuance.
MINING CLAIM-RAILROAD GRAxT-DiscovgEY-EviDENgCn-PaEsuI-rTroN-BUEDEN OF PROOF.
Where in the case of a lode mining claim in partial conflict with a railroad
grant, discovery is made of a vein or lode on sueh claim without the
boundaries of the grant, the presumption is that the vein extends to the
limits of the location and the burden is upon the railroad grantee to overcome the presumption.
HaExERiNG-EviDEc7c--DposiTIoN1 1 WITNEssEs-RksiDENcE STATUTES.;
Where witnesses are assembled in a hearing under the act of January 31,
1903, and one of the witnesses resides outside of the county in which the
hearing occurs, his deposition may be taken under section 4 of that act in
the county where he resides regardless of the fact that the local land
office is situated in that county.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

The, Southern Pacific Railroad Company has appealed from a
decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated April
16, 1925, canceling its primary list 169, Los Angeles 024247,. as to
W. ½/2 NW. 14 NW. 1/4 Sec. 25, and holding for cancellation said
list as, to lot 1, SE. 1/4 BE.51/4 Sec. 3,, E., 2 NW. 1/4 NW. 1/4, and SW.
¼ MNV. I/4 See. 25, all in T. 10 N.,.R. 9 E., S. tB. M., and dismissing
its protest against paying for' the, testimony on its cross-examination of certain Government witnesses who testified in the proceedings.
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Pursuant to notice regularly issued by the register of the local
office, summoning the parties to appear, respond, and offer evidence
before a United States commissioner at San Bernardino, San Bernardino County, California, on January 25, 1924, touching a charge
that the tracts above described were mineral in character, containing
valuable deposits of gold, silver, and copper, a representative of the
Government and the railroad grantee appeared in response to and
in accordance with the notice, whereupon test4imonoy o-f Certain
witnesses for the Government was taken by direct and cross-examination. "When the taking of such testimony was concluded, the representative for the Government announced that he would' take the
testimony of one Bell, who resided in Los Angeles County, at the
final hearing before the register. The attorney for the railroad
grantee thereupon took the position that there could not be two
hearings in the cause, and that the testimony theretofore taken was
on depositions under the act of Congress, which required the parIty
taking them to pay the entire cost; of the testimony, and declined to
pay for* his cross-examination, or to' submit evidence to refute the
charge until the Government had completed its testimony in chief.
The United States commissioner ruled that the cross-examination
should not be transcribed by the reporter unless the railroad attorneys gave assurances that the costs of taking it would be paid by the
railroad company. The attorney for the company thereupon, under
protest, gave such assurance. The taking of testimony was completed on March 19, 1924, the date of final hearing, before the register.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office held that the submission of testimonyat the final hearing after the taking of testimony before a designated officer, is in the nature of a continuance
and governed, by. the Rules of Practice, citing McEuen v. Quirao' (50
L. D. 167), and that the ap prtionment of costs should be in-accordance with the provisions of Ale 53 of Practice, which provides that
in cases other than those involving a claim of preference right, each
party must pay the cost of taking the direct examination of his own
witnesses and the cross-examination on his behalf of other witnesses.
The :order setting the case for hearing before the United States
commissioner was made pursuant to, and by virtue of, the authority
of Rule 28 of Practice. Rule 30 provided in such cases that the costs
should be taxed in the same manner 'as costs are taxed by registers
and receivers. BSection 288, Circular 616, approved August 9, 1918
(46 L. D. 513, 583), .provides thatWhen the deposition is. taken in its true sense the fees of the officer taking
it shall be paid- by the party on whose behalf it is taken. When witnesses of
both parties are assembled under authority of the act of -January 31, 190S,
;slpra, and then in reality the hearing is held, each party must pay the cost
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of taking the direct examination of his own witnesses and the cross-examina:tion on his behalf of other witnesses, just the same as when hearing is held
before the local land officers.

-

The contention in the railroad company's briefs to the effect that..
any testimony taken elsewhere than at the local office is a deposition
under section 4 of the act of January 31, 1903 (32 Stat. 790), and.
therefore the entire cost thereof must be paid by the party taking the--deposition, as provided therein, is clearly untenable. That section.
applies only to the taking of testimony of a witness or witnesseswho reside " outside the county in which the hearing occurs." Certain language, used in an unreported departmental decision of June:
26, 1922, in the case of United States v. Central Pacife Raillway Co..
and cited by appellant, appears to resolve the question of the taxing of costs upon the absence or presence of the fact that subpcenag;
were issued under the authority, of said act of 1903, but it is plain,
when the whole opinion in that case is considered, that it only had..
reference to subpcenas issued pursuant. to application to take depo-.
sitions under said act. Section 1 of the act authorizes-the issuance'.
of subpmenas in all matters requiring a hearing before registers and.
receivers, and is the authority for compelling the attendance of witnesses. in any proper proceeding before such officers. Whether theentire costs of taking testimony of witnesses subpcenaed under- the act.
of 1903 should be paid by the party producing such witness, de-:
pends upon whether the deposition is of a witness who resides outside the county in which the hearing is held, and whether the mode
prescribed in sections 4 or 5 of the act of 1903 for obtaining such.
testimony theretofore has been pursued. The action of the repreTentative of the Government in deferring the taking of testimony of'
a certain Government witness until final hearing, though it may not.
have been the proper procedure, under the circumstances, and maybe just cause of complaint, did not operate to change the.characterof the: proceeding, or affect the rule as to costs. The depositioll of'
the witness Bell should have been taken under section 4 of the act of
1903 prior to the hearing, as he was not a witness that could be
compelled to attend in San Bernardino County. The fact assigned
as the cause for postponement that he was a resident of Los Angeles
County, the county in which the local land office is situated, constituted no bar to invoking the act of 1903. It is sufficient, if the
witness resides in any county other than where the hearing is to
occur.. The rule between private parties is that where testimony is
authorized to be taken elsewhere than at the local office, neither party
should be permitted on the day of hearing to submit further .testimony without due notice to the other, and approp ate order therefor made by the local of/ice; Dahlquist v. Cotter (34 L. D. 396)
:
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McEuen v. Quiroz, 'supra. Defendants should not be 'compelled to
combat a case piecemeal because it is brought' by the Government,
-except by stipulation or proper showing satisfactory to the register'
'that 'the public interest requires a continuance, and order thereon
by him granting the same. In the instant case, however, the register
heard further testimony for the Government, and the appellant
acquiesced in that action by submitting his testimony at the same
time, and no prejudice resulted.
XAs to the land in Sec.' 25, the Government charged that the entire
W. 1½2 NW. 1/4 was mineral in character. The company failed to
deny the charge as to the W. 1/2 NW. 1/4 NW. 14. The charge, therefore, in so far as it involved that tract, should, under Rule 14 of
The cancellation of the list as
XPractice, be taken as confessed.
to that tract for failure to answer was correct. The Commissioner
held the list as to the remaining tracts involved for cancellation
because of his finding 'from the evidence that they were mineral
in character. It is contended that the evidence is insufficient to
sustain such finding.
With respect to the E. ½/2 NW. 1/4 NW. 1/4, and SW. 1/4-, NW. 1/4,
two mineral examiners, for the grantee testified that these tracts
were decidedly nonrnineral in character, and that there was no evidence of mineralization thereon. The evidence for the Government
fails to show any specific disclosure of rock showing mineralization'
to refute it. As to the entire W. 1/2 NW. 1/4 there is no dispute
that the mineral showings consist of a fairly well-defined vein runfling northerly and southerly and actually disclosed from an incline
shaft or an open cut near the dividing line between the W. ½2 NW. 14
NW. 1/4 and SW. 1/4 SW. 1/4 and running thence northerly through
said W. ½ NW. 1/4 NW. ¼dd. The railroad examiners only seem to
have taken the pains to fix by course and distance the location of
'said shaft or cut and 'found it 100 feet within said W.; ½/2 NW. 14'
NW. 14. Itt was established that- said vein is within the boundaries.
-ofthe Liberty No. 2 lode mining claim located in 1918 and running
northerly and southerly with the course of the vein, and occupying

a portion of said W. ½/NW.

1/4

NW. 3 and projected approxi-

mately half of its length from the discovery monument into the
SW. 1/4 NW. 1/4. The testimony is in agreement that this vein is
about 18 inches thick in the southernmost cut across the vein. One
'of the mineral examiners characterized the vein as altered granite.
'The Government inspector described it as a mineralized quartz
vein showing copper stain, the main formation being granite and
quartzite; he also said that he did ;not make enough study of it
to determine whether the vein was on a contact between granite
and schist. The assay from the sample he took returned only a
trace of gold and silver.
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Lietzow, witness for the Government and manager secretary, and '
treasurer of the Moiave United. Mining and Milling Company,.,
owners of the Liberty No. 2, testified that he had traced the vein
northerly for about 1,800 or 2,000 feet from the discovery shaft, and
had taken about 20 samples therefrom which ran from a trace to,
' $12 (per ton) in gold and silver; that the vein system shows quartz;
and silica on the contact between granite and quartzite. The u-ncontradicted testimony of the railroad examiners was to the 4efet that
they had Lietzow select -a sample from the most southerly sshaft one
this vein, which they had assayed, and which returned only a total
value of $1.17 in gold and silver, and that Lietzow, who accompanied
them, was unable to show them any evidence of mineralization otheri
than on the W. /2 NW. 1/4 NW. 1/4, and " said he had showed us:
all the ore there was to his knowledge." The vein is exposed on both
the north 'and south sides of the cut, but it is admitted by the Government witnesses that not enough work has been done to demonstrate'
that it persists into the SW. 1/4 NW. 1/4. The railroad grantee, liown-s
ever, offered no evidence to destroy the presumption that the, vein
continued throughout the length of the claim. The examiners appear,
,to have classified the said W. 1/2. NW. .1/4 NW. 1/4 as mineral, based&
upon the showings upon this claim and the evidence as to the show-ings on the vein north of the exposure, which is admitted by the
said examiners to be a well-defined. vein. The testimony as to this'
vein is considered sufficient to conclude that a valid discovery has
been made upon the claim. In United States v.; Central VPci Rail-way Company on re
p:ariug: (49. L. D. 588, 590). the department
said:
The true rule is, as has been held by the department,- that proof, in a proper,
proceeding of the inclusion within the limits of a lode mining claim, made

-in good faith, and based upon a sufficient discovery, -of an. area comprising
part .of an odd-numbered section within the primary limits of::a railroad.
grant, which Area, if mineral in character, would be subject to appropriation
under the mining- laws of- the United States, establishes pita
fa toe or presumptively the mineral character of such area, and that unless that presumpition be overcome by satisfactory evidence that the conflict area is not mineral'
in character, it must be held to be excepted from the operation of the grant.

-

'

*

*
k
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*
*

*0

\
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*
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There is no suggestion in the case that either of the -claims was not laid along
the discovery vein, or that there was any fault or other disturbance or change, in
formations that would break or terminate the vein at any point to the south of
the north end of the claim, or otherwise preclude its extension throughout the
entire length of the claim. It must, therefore, be- held that the entire area in
question is -shown by the record to be mineral in character, and that for that
reason is excepted from the operation of the grant to the company.

>-

The land within the Liberty No. 2 claim; must be held to be mineral
in character. But, as -all the evidence as to mineralization relates to.
the land within the Liberty No. 2 claim, there is no basis for finding

-

-
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that the E. 1/2 NW. 1/4 NW /4, or the land within 'the SW. 1/4
NI{W. 1/4 outside said claim, did not pass under the grant: United
'estates v. Central Pacifc Railway Corpcay (49 L. D. 303). A seg-

i

regation survey is necessary to separate said claim from the remainder of the SW. 1/4 NW. 1/4 and to lot said remainder. Upon
application by the company and deposit by it of one-half the estimated cost, such survey should be made, and the company should be
allowed to amend its list by substituting the E. 1/2½N5W. 1/4 NW. /4
and the fractional lots in the, SW. 1/4 N)AT. 1/4 in place' of the AV. 1/2
NW. 1/4
XWith- respect to lot 1 and the SE. 1/41SE. 1/4 Sec. 3, a, mineral
-examiner for the Government testified that he made an examination
tof these tracts in February, 1920, and on the line between the two
tracts, 600 feet from the northeast corner of the SE. 1/4 SE. 1/4, he,
found a cut and ihoninneft with a notice of the location of thlelHermit
No. 3 lode claim, February 5, 1908; that the cut was 18 feet long,
41/2 feet wide, and 6 feet on the face, exposing a vein 1½/2 to 2 feet
wide with strike northerly and southerly, underlain by granite schist;
that the seam showed quartz and copper in the 11form
of malachite.
'He found one wall, the foot vall of granite schist, but did not notice
the dip .of the vein or whether it was on a contact, or take any samples,
;or trace, the vein, or search for cIroppings Sat other points. This cut
*was the only development work he saw and he did not search for or
Xfindany monuments of the Hermit claim,,which he stated on information had been relocated. On cross-examination he admitted
-that a small quantity of copper disseminiated through that region
would be sufficient to make the stain of the character he saw; that
0: whether it would0 pay to develop
not could
cr
only be 'determined
after more extensive and deeper workings; that they were sufficient
for an ordinary prospector to go ahead and do more work,, but from
'what was disclcosed in' one cut it would be a broad statement to say
-there was a reasdnable prospect of developing' 'a paying mine; that
great mines had been developed from showings much less 'than on
this claim, and'others had been failures; that the showimg warrants
the expenditure of some money in extending the; workings and. gaining more depth to ascertain the extent and value of the showings
exposed on the' surface; that the showings he 'saw were not sufficient
to support an application for patent.
Lietzow testifiedX that the mineral indications were plainly to be
seen; that there were exposures of ore. In the cut mentioned by the
inspector he stated that he saw red hematite, iron oxide, copper malachite, and the vein which strikes northerly and southerly is exposed by
croppings for 1,200 feet to the south but not to the north; that the
vein gangue is quartz silica on a granite schist on the foot wall:
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that it was not :a contact exactly; that there are workings *a little
soutLheasterly on adjoihingn claims,, one Rof which is. a tunnel which
shows red-stained quartzite, verfy silicious, containing gold values,
presumably the' same veinh as on the land in question; that he had
taken no samples from the land adjoining but panned and got gold
*colors; that whether the vein on the land is 56ertisteht 'couldl only be.
.determined by working; that he had seen mines made on less showings, the last statement being the6only .reason for his opinion that
the lanud Was valuable for mineral.
i The testimony of Bell, a witness for the Government, was'in subbeen prospecting and mining since 1886
stancedas follows:. Helas
'and loca~ted the Hermit, now Lucky. Boy, group of three claims in
1908. He did not know whethertlhe claims were in 2 ori 3, or any
and wvesterly
an
other section, but the claims lie end to end in aeasterly
' He hhas a
directionl the Hermit *No. 3 : being the, most .wester.l
,copper and gold ledge On that. claim and did assessment work :on .it
the year after he located. Since then he has :done tunnel4 work on thle
central claim as group development w6rk.. In a cut oii.:Hermit No. 3
:ther is a ledge 18. inches wide -with 2 feitof iron beiow th'atdippin=g to the north and striking east and ivest. He had learned to assay
* from books and by assisting assayers, a~nd obtiined :frorn samples. of
this vein from $4 :to $15 in gold. and from 15 to 6 per "cent copper.
His tUnnel where the vein is 27 feet wide is 2,200 feet from this cut.
From this vein he obtained;.assays, of .firom $25 to $30 in gol&tand: $1
in silver and no- copper, and from 8 to -10 'crosscuts he could trace the
vein 500 .feet west of the 'Hermit. No. 3."
On' cross-examinationlhe could .specify hilt four cuts between the
tunnel and lihe discovery, Cut oen Hlermit No: 3; the nearest of tllese
being, according to his figilres; over 1,400 feet from the cut onr
No. 3' j He further testified on crosg-examinination' that hhe had assayed
over 100 samples from his workings, of:'which he: kept no record, the
last being 6 years ago; that the average of assays in, the tunnel was
$5.40 in gold: and no copper, and his samples ran from $5 to $128
in gold, and the sample from the discovery cut on Hermit No. 3 ran
$6 or a little over in gold and about 6 percent copper.
The company's examiners testified, that they examined the tracts
in question in October, 1923. -They are positive in their statements
that there is no connection between the mineral indications in the
tunnel and other excavations to the west tthereof, ands which they
identify as being within the SVW.- 1/4 SW. 1/4 of Sec. 2, with the
Tmineralization in the discovery. cut on Hermit No. 3 ;that the former
is a mass of :mineralized quartz, without definedvwalls and with no
definite strike, the mineral merging into the country rock; that the
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general strike of the mass appeared to be 'outhwesterly and northwesterly, and the' quartz was an entirely different nature than that
exposed on Hermit No. 3, and much more mineralized; that a line
drawn from the tunnel through the cuts would rum about N. 350 W.
and pass east of the cut on Hermit No. 3. The ;showing in the sole
cut on, Hermit No. 3. is described by one mineral examiner for the
company as' an isolated exposure in altered granite that could not'
be traced in any direction and not worth sampling and. by the other
examiner as a small' quartz stringer with slight malachite stain,
probably a small gash vein, resulting from a secondary deposition
of mineralin a region without intrusive dikes and which could not
be expected to attainany depth.
The testimony of Bell shows a number of inaccuracies and changes
of statement on material' points and disagrees with all other witnesses as to the course of the vein on Hermit No. 3. The company,
*by a preponderance of evidence, overcame his' testimony that the
1mineralization on adjacent land could be traced to the Hermit claim..
Considering the testimony *of competent expert opinion on'both;
sides, it is believed 'that the, showing in the small cut on the line
between lot' 1 and SE. 1/4 SE. 1/4 is, insufficient to induce the belief
that the land is valuable for its mineral content. Bell, held the claim
* for about 16, years prior to the hearing, and made no further effort
to demonstrate;the contrary.
There. is no sufficient proof thata mining claim exists in conflict
with these tracts; but should there be such, the showings are insuffi-.
cient to constitute a discovery thereon within the meaning of the
law, and likewise insufficient to segregate the lands within the
boundaries thereof as public' mineral lands. The, decision of the
Commissioner holding the list for cancellation as to these tracts is'X
therefore reversed, and the case remanded for proceedings as to the
other tracts as hereinabove directed.,
Reversed and remanded,

I. M. BEARD1
Deotded May 17, 1928
SIJVEY-RESUBRVEY-PUBLIO LANDS.
In making resurveys of public lands the township is to be considered as a
unit,: and the purpose.to be subserved by such resurveys can, as a general
rule, be properly accomplished only by the process which will lay, as -the
foundation therefor, the same character ::of control as that laid in the
original survey.:
I See decision on motion for rehearing, p. 451.
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SuRVEY-RESuXvEY-PuBLIO LANDS-BOUIDIARIES-EVIDENCE.
Where it becomes necessary, in the, absence of original corners, to define the.
legal subdivision included in any claim to public land, items of topography.
which were noted merely as incidental in their relation to the lines of the
public survey and performed no function in the establishment of the position of the corners thereof will not control.
SUBVEs-RESERVEY-PUBLIO LANDS-LAND DEPArTMENT-COURTS - OFICERSFsAUn-JURIsDcIroN.:
The power of making surveys of the public lands which is vested in the Land
Department can not be divested by the fraudulent action of' a Eubordinate
*
officer, nor can its exercise of jurisdiction in determining what are public
lands subject to survey and disposal under the public land laws be questioned by the courts before it has taken final action.
COURT DECISION CITED. AND APPuuD.
* Case of Kirwan v. Mulrphy: (189 U. S. 35) cited and applied.

First Assistant SecretaryA
J. M. Beard has appealed from a decision of the Cominissioner of
the General Land Office dated December 14, 1927, dismissing his protest against the acceptance of the resurvey !of T. 2 N., R. 11 WVi
S. B. M., California. A brief in support of 'the appeal, covering 41
typewritten pages, has been supplemnented byooral argument.
The north half of said township was surveyed by W. H.' Norway,
under contract, in 1875, and the plat was approved April 3, 187Q.
The remainder. of the township, except the-SWW. 1/4 See. 30 and W. ½/2
and SE. 1/4 Sec. 31, was surveyed by G. W. -Pearson in 1884, the plat
being approved oni September 15, 1884.l
All of the township is within the Angelesa National Forest'.
'
It appears that on June 4, 1925, a suit in ejectment was instituted,
by said Beard in the Superior Court of Los AngCles County, California, against George H. Cecil, forest supervisor, 'who was occupying the West Fork Ranger Station, the,'plaintiff alleging that'the
tract occupied, as a ranger station is the S ½1/2
. ½ Sec.00, T. 2 N.,
R. 11 W., S. B. M., which was purchased from the State of California
FINNEY,

*

by A.

G.

Strain in

1905, and by the latter transferred- to Beard on

January 20, 1922. In support of the suit, a "map' showing the location of the S. 1/2 S.; 1/2 Sec. 16, XT. 2 N., R.' 11 W., S.' B. M.," was prepared by LeGrand Friel, a licensed surveyor. By deision 'rendered
March 31, 1926, the court held that Friel had correctlyvrelocated the
5., 1/2 S. 1/2 said Sec. 16, and that Beard; -was entitled to judgment
''against defendant for possession of the tract. Thereafter the Secretary of Agriculture requested that this'departi
ment. cause a resurvey to be made of the entire township .6r. of so much
thereof as might be necesary to establish the Eprecise location of. the
West Fork Ranger Station.
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The supervisor of surveys was thereupon directed to make an,
investigation as to the correctness bof the Norway and Pearson. surveys and:to execute a resurvey if the existing conditions demanded it.
The resurvey of the township was begun on November 10, 1926,
and was completed September 24, 1927. The plat of resurvey was
approved by the supervisor of surveys on November 28, 1 927, and
the survey was accepted by the Commissioner of the General La nd
Office on December 14, 1927.
The United States surveyor who executed the resurvey reported as
follows:
Field retracements covering all of the exterior boundaries and twenty miles
of subdivisional lines in T.-2 N., R. 11 W., S. B. M., California, failed to reveal
any evidence of subdivisional survey by either Norway or Pearson, the deputies
reporting this work. Five corners only were found on the township exteriors;
the point for the quarter-section corner on the west boundary of Sec. 7 has been
identified from the one remaining bearing tree, which is standing and in sound
condition. Deputy Sickler's restoration of the west boundary of Sec. 6 was
found properly monumented Iin the field. On the north boundary of the township the corner for Sees. 2, 3, 34, and 35, and the corner for Ts. 2 and 3 N.,
Rs. 10 and 11 W., were found and positively identified. No evidence of Norway
work on the east boundary could be found, nor any of the subdivisional surveys
reported by him. 'Nothing in the Pearson survey was found in the field. It
may be reasonably concluded that Norway did not attempt any subdivisional
surveys, nor fully ;and properly monument the exterior' boundaries.
From a consideration -of Norway's topographical data it is readily seen that
his returns were based upon a very superficial investigation of the territory.
involved, the major item varying in position from moderate amounts to, in the
greatest instance, a mile and a quarter. The Tujunga Wash, noted at 74 chains
south of the coener. forSecs. 2, 3, '4, and 35, is, in fact, 88 chains south of this
corner -the southwest eornert f Sec. 4114'wifall
in the canyon- is reported as situate 53 chains south of the draw;;the- line between Secs. 4 and 9 wall lie in the
canyon bottom-is snoted as occupying a position about midway between the
wash and the dividing ridge between the Tujunga and the San Gabriel Canyons,
an error; of nearly half a mile. Through the center of the township, along the
San Gabriel Canyon, the returns are even more greatly in error. The San
Gabriel 'Wash lies about 22 chains 'south of the point for the corner of Sees.
17, 18, 19, and 20, and is noted- as occupying a position 5' chains north of this
corner. The; river flows easterly through the township, crossing the east
boundary at a point 115 chains south of where Norway notes the stream in
his survey. The Pearson returns are as flagrantly erroneous as the Norway
reedord. His greatest departure from fact, save in the noted ties to Norway
subdivisional surveys, is in the location 0-of the dividing ridge between the
San Gabriel and the Santa Anita Canyons. This prominent ridge swings north-'
west from Monrovia peak, 0near the southeast corner; of the township, for a
distance of two hand a half miles, then west and south to Mount Wilson, near
the corner position for Secs. 29, 30, 31, and 32, which latter point is given by
Pearson as being nearly 40 chains too far to the north. The south boundary of
See. 36 is noted as lying to the north of this divide, and in continuing west
crosses the ridge and lies along the south slope of the mountain. No notation.
is made of the main canyon of the Santa Anita, a deep and precipitous draw
extending to the south through the eastern portion of Sec. 34. While the
topographic calls are in many instances, very explicit, one can not reconcile the
returns in any instance to actual features encountered.
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Previous search for evidence of original surveys in this township by the U. S&
Forest Service conducted intermittently since the designation of this area as a
national forest has failed to reveal any trace of subdivisional survey. None of
the Pearson work has ever been found, either boundary or subdivision. Several
attempts by local engineers to establish the boundaries of alienated lands have
resulted, due to lack of tangible evidence upon which to base a return, in an
approximation of the lines intended-and so reported by them. .In Mr. L. Friel's
survey, purporting to depict the S. 1/2 of the S. ½/2 of Sec. 16 an attempt was
made to base the location upon specific calls in the Norway notes. (During a
telephone conversation Mr. Friel advised me that no monuments or corners of
the original survey were found, but that his basis of location was entirely governed by topographic calls in the Norway returns.) The plat covering the Friel
survey is appended hereto. This, area has been monumented in the field and is
in direct conflict with the U. S. Forest Service administrative site, known as the
West Fork Ranger Station. The question of position and title has been in dispute for many years, and although Beard's claim to, title has been sustained in
the local courts there is no valid contention for his basis of claim. The position
of the S. ½/2 of the 5. 2 of Sec. 16, based upon original legal subdivisions of section determined by a dependent restoration of the outboundaries of Sec. 16 will
occupy a position about half a mile to the north and east. of itst present definition,
as is shown upon the accompanying plat. Other field work within the township
was carried by a series of triangulation and traverse from known extant corners to the south, and in lack of local evidence of the original survey is considered as an approximate location only. This work covers a half a mile of line
along the west boundary of Sec. 29, and a fragmentary subdivision, noting the
SW. 1'4 of the SW. _ of ISec. 36, and is marked by wooden stakes, without
symbol or lettering, and is held as satisfactory pending an official resurvey.

As to the proper type of resurvey, and the method to be followed,

tile surveyor reported:
The corner for Ts. 1 and 2 N., R. 10 and-11 W., will-be estblished by single
proportion between the corners for Sees. 7, 12, 13, and 18, T. 1 N., s;. 10 and
11 W., and the original northeast corner of Sec. 1, T. 2 N., R. 11 W., and; at
record distance west of the original corner for Sees. 5, 6, 31, and 32, Ts. and 2
N., R. 9 W. Corners on the west boundary of T. 2 N:,NR. 10 W. will be set at
proportionate distances, those referring to, R. 11 W. at 40- and .80 chains from the
southeast corner of T. 2 N., t. 11 W. The north boundary 'of the township will
be restored by single proportion between known extant corners, and the corners
thereon marked to refer to sections in T. 3 N. only. Original corners upon the
east boundary of R. .12 W. will be marked to refer to that range only-the remainder of this line, from the present quarter-section corner for Secs. 7 and 12
will be projected south, establishing corners thereon at record distances to and
including the quarter-section corner for Sec. 25, thence south to an intersection
with the south boundary of the township, where a corner for T. 2 N., R. 11 W.
only will be established. The south boundary of the township will be projected
west, setting corners at record distances of 80.18 for sections in both townships
to and including the corner for Sees. 5, 6, 31, and 32, thence west establishing
the quarter-section corner for Sec. 31 only at 40 chains to the point of intersection with the west boundary projected south.: Corners on the west boundary
thus established will be placed at '40 and s0 chains in latitude from the 'southwest corner of. Svc. 31.
Subdivisional surveys will proceed regularly throughout the township, closing
corners to be established upon intersection with the north boundary..:Quarter-
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section cornerfs will be established midway between closing corners save on the
-north boundary of Sec. 6, which will be placed 40 chains west.

By the resurvey it is found that the Friel survey of the S. ½/2 S. I/2
Sec. 16 is approximately half a mile south and more than a quarter of
-a mile west of the true position of the S. ½/2 S. 1/2 Sec. 16 as determined

by reference
In

to the corners of the original survey.
dismissing Beard's protest the Comnissioner

of the General

Land Office stated:
It appears that the Friel survey is based solely upon a single item of topogyaphy, the west fork of San Gabriel River and its tributaries, without regard
-to the present existing corners of the original survey of the township and with-out regard to other items of topography equally as prominent and equally as
-permanent as the west fork of the San Gabriel River. It is also apparent that
the positions of the items of topography noted in the field notes of the original
surveys and shown upon the original plats of T. 2 N., R. 11 W., are generally
:so erroneous with relation to each other and to existing corners of the original
survey as to preclude the satisfactory identification of the boundaries of any
-section or legal subdivision in the township by reference to topography alone.
k For example, if the Friel survey of the S. 1/2 S. '/2 See. 16 based solely upon
the reported position of the west fork of the San Gabriel River is competent,
the location of the boundaries of Sec. 33 by reference in departure to the prom-inent ridge (of which Mount Wilson is the highest point) shown upon the original plat to lie in a general north and south direction through Secs. 20, 20, and
-32,2 andr by reference in latitude to the equally prominent and well-defined divide
between the San Gabriel River and Santa Anita Creek is equally acceptable.
-This divide is shown by the returns of the original survey of T. 2 N., R. 1I WV..
to have been crossed on the west boundary of. Sec. 33 at a point approximately
a quarter of a mile south of the northwest corner of the section. In the returns
of -the original survey of the east boundary of Sec. 33 the divide is reported as
being nearly a half a mile south of the northeast corner of Sec. 33.
By the present resurvey it has been found that in the area in question the
divide between the west fork of the San Gabriel River and Santa Anita Creek
is approximately one mile north of its reported position and that the west fork
of the San Gabriel River is approximately one-half mile south of its reported
position, the distance from the divide to the'-river being in fact approximately
one mile instead of approximately 2½2 miles, -as shown upon tho plat of the
-original survey.
If the Friel location of the S. ½2 S. ' Sec. 16, were permitted to stand 'and
Sec. 33 were located by reference to topographic features as above outlined,
a11 of Secs. 21 and 28, each of which is shown upon the original plat as.being
.one mile square and containing 640 acres, would be eliminated except as to a
strip of land approximately a half a mile wide from north to south and containing approximately 320 acresk Obviously this office can not sanction any
resurvey procedure which would result in such an incongruity, nor can it recognize claims to land located by such procedure as bona fide'rights subject to
-'
protection as such.

Looking to the purpose to, be accomplished by the resurvey, unas an administrative measure at the request of the Department of Agriculture, it seems apparent that no procedure short of a
::retracemet and ±eestablishment of the: lines of the original survey as
-
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shown on the plats' approved April 3, 1876, and September 15, 1884,
in their true original positions,: according. to the best available evidence of the position of the original corners, would give the needed

information.
In the' absence of original corners to define the legal subdivision
included in any claim, the question arose as to the manner in which
this could' be consistently aid legally accomplished. As in cases of
similar nature, where the corners of the original survey are missing,
the General Land Office followed the aauthority and direction contained in the act of March 3, 1909 (35' Stat. 845), providing for the
necessary resurvey of public lands. The method for the making of.
these necessary resurveys is defined by said ac-" under the rectangular system no -Wprovidedby law." The regulations issued under said
act, contained in Circular No.; 520 (45 L.. D. 603), are based upon the
assujnption that the; toYvnship is to be considered as the unit for,
resurvey.
Experience 'has show'n that the purpose to be served by resurveys
of public lands can not, as a general rule, be properly accomplished
by any other process than that which -will lay, as the foundation there
for, the same character of' control as that laid in the original- survey,
viz, the township boundaries dfing
an area six 'miles square,. into
which there:'are to be subdivided 'thirty-six 'sections,' in rectangdlar
form, each containing, as/('early as may be, '640 acres. d'This 'was the
fundamental ordinance adopted by the Continental Congress on' may
20,1785; and has since been followed in surveying the publiclands.
In 'the instant case this purpose was followedL.st, by' thed defini:tion of the exterior boundaries of-the township, not with'reference
ioany particular tract therein' but with relation to'.the township as a
w:hole6 whereby was established thesamecharadter'of foundation upon

vhichl 0'the origicnall Xsurvey' of the- township. wvas- based; seiond@,; upon
this foundastion, following'the" approved methods of dependentt resur-L
vey, all necessary lines for the fixation 'of' the interior corners were
doetermined in their proper relation -toi the corners on the, exterior
boundaries, and thus the corners nececssary for the identification 'of
the lands' iinVSecs. 16, 20,121, 29, 30, 31, and 32 were established with
data developed 'for a like deteriination of the 'position of 'all the
other corners i'i the township necessary to 'define not only' one 'but
any tract of land described by' reference thereto.' Thus, there was
,provided,

in orderly'steps,`'thlie meanS-by which anv tract of public

lands'ini the township might be identified by the same method by
which such lands'could have'been deflned"if the corners of the original survey had not been found wanting. ' By the resurvey there has
been 'reestablished 'the 'same character 'of relationship' bet Veen the'
sections of the township that existed in the original survey,andl the
5 522
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means to be adopted*for the identification of any land in the town:..
ship, by' relation to, its description, have been supplied. - These are,
'primrarily, the corners of the public-lnan survey, to which the attention of one seeking to identify any tract of land in. a township is:
necessarily directed. In the instant case, inquiry 'was directed toward
thed dentification of the public lands occupied by the Forest Service,
as a ranger station, aileged' to have been established many years ago!
at the junction of the west fork. of~the San Gabriel River and what is
known as Short Cut Canyon., By the resurvey.-of the public lands
'inthe township' built up.in the ;iiianner provided by the act of March'
3, 1909,Isup4pa-"under the 'rectangular system now provided 'by
law "-the location of the topographic features 'by relation to which,
the ranger station -was' established-at theijunctionr o f Short Cut Canyon with the San Gabriel Ri-ver' were developed as lyingi in the NE.
'1/4 Sec. 20, which landis shown by the records-to be public lands, and;
therefore subject to administrative control by the Forest Service.;
*Thewest forklof the San Gabriel River is shown to enter the township on the -west'boundary of; See. 18, to flow southeasterly into and
through.Secs. 19; 20 21, 22; 23, and 24, and.to: pass out of the township about 'one mile southerly of .the location of its entrance. ' Thus
there has been developed the fact;'t-Ahat the San Gabriel River isfound at no point to invade See. 16, but that its course lies generally
about. one-half mile south of the southern boundary of Sec. 16, cross-

ing Sec. 21 from.west'to east.

'

l<'

The identification of the .S.½ . ;/ Sec. 16 is rendered certain by the
evidence established in the resurvey of the 'positioni ofthe rslqttabished
corne s of the public survey -with sulih certainty that there can not
16 is shown in
ebe.anyxreasonable
prpr
location. Sec.
doubt
-ato
as to its1proper
b
its proper relationito the adjoining sections and the rights thereto acquired by the: State are referable to- the lands shown 'on the plat of
-resurvey. There can be no uncertainty as to the identification of'
these lands. They occupy their normal relation to the remainder
of the township, and no valid rights hllave been impaired 'by the
resurvey.
It follows that the rights of the transferee of the State arereferable to the lands in Sec. 16, lying n orth of Sec. 21, and with relation
Xto the corners of said Sec. 16; that the,fattempt on the part of Surveyor Friel to identify the S. ½ 5. ½ Sec. 16 failed of its, purpose,
'and departed widely, from the legal- manner; of defining the 'boundaries of the section. These boundaries -were not established by
reference to items of topography The latter were noted as incidental
n their relation to the lines of the public survey, and. performed no
function in the establishmentt .off the position of the, corners thereof.
To attempt to locate legal subdivisions by reference to items of topog-

0

/
_
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xmwitraphy in thle subdivision of the public lands is to. reverse the regular

*
* .

-procedure and to'clothe these items-with an importance to which they
are not entitled acld which they did not possess 'at any stage of the
proceedings. To recognize them as of majoor importance int the
definition of the public-land surveys would be productive of results
heundehiable and
repugnant to the whole; systei of-rie&angularitfuulidaniental principle governing the structure.
Counsel for Board Irelied on, and quoted at length from the deci'sion of the United States. Circuit. Court of Appeals in Ki1xrWn v.
; rphy (109 Fed. 354), overlooking the fact that said'decision had
been reversed by the Supreme 'Court of the United States (189 U. S.
35), which held (p.54):
The administration of the public lands is vested in the land department, and
its power in that regard can not be divested by the fraudulent action of a subordinate offleer, outside of Ihis authority, and in violation of the statute. * * *
t; The
courts can neither correct nor make surveys. The p ower to do so is
reposed in the politieal department of the Government, and the Land Department, charged with the duty of surveying the public domain, must primarily
d etermine, what are public lands subject to* survey and disposal uizder the
public land laws. ,Possessed of the power, in general, its exerciseof fjutiswiction can not be questioned by the courts before it; has- taken final action.

The Land Department-has not issued a 'patent for any portion of
said Sec. 16, which was granted by C'ongress .tothe State of California for the support of its' common schools; and when Beard, in
' 1922,
purchased the S. 1/2 S. 1/2 Sec. 16 from the State's grantee,
the tract shown by-the. Friel survey was occupied by the. Forest, Service as a ranger station. ;
The protestant has not alleged that the plat of resurvey is errone'ous, but he contends that the Land Departmientwws.withut a~thri'ty
to make the resurvey.
;

Thedecision

The contention is
from

appealed

3.

M. BEARD

without merit.

is

(ON REHEARING)

- Deoided Jxly 25, 1928
EY-PTJBLI LANDS.
SURVFY-RESUm
In the resurvey of public lands two distinct types have, been adopted, namely
the dependent resurvey, and the independent. resurvey, each of which is

:,dissimilar fromnthe other.
SumvEY-RESuRVEY-BO-uNDARIVS.
A dependent resurvey consists of a retracement and reestablishment of the
lines of the original R;survey in their true original positions. zacordlng to
the best available evidence of the positions of the original corners. without
reference to traet segregations of alienated lands entered or: patented, by
legal subdivisions of the original survey.
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SURVEY-RES'TRVEy.

*
:

In legal contemplation, and in fact, lands contained. in a-certaint section of:
the original survey and those contained.:in the corresponding section of a
dependent resurvey are identical.
SURvEY-REsURVEY-BoUnAuuaS.
An independent resurvey consists of the running of what are in fact new
0;::: section or: township lines without reference to the corners- of the original
survey and of the designating by metes and bounds of the lands entered or
patented by legal subdivisions of the sections of the original survey which
are not, identical with the corresponding legal subdivisions of the independent survey.
SURVEY-REsuRvE-YBouNnARarxs.

The fact that in the resurvey of a township, the boundaries of all the original
sections were not remonumented In nowise affects the position of the section
lines which were resurveyed and the corners which were reestablished.
SU~vEY-PL5~Esu-vY---NATTRAL WIONOMENTS---BOUNDARIES.
:Items of topography in the interior. of sections are based upon estimates by
the surveyor rather than upon actual measurements, and represent only an
,pproxirnation of ,tbe apctnl positiopsI of natural monuments and are not
to prevail over courses and distances.
Spvnv-REsnv R Ei.-BouNpT
iES-PA ElT.
Inl a township, where- the interior -seetion -corner monuments can not be found
thq pro~per method of d e terminpijg What land passed from the Government
or grant is. by proportionate measurement between existing and
by ; patent
X
.
- 'properly-restoied
corners on the township boundaries without regard to
-

incidental items of topography.

Sn:vxSURVERrsrvxPA
SUR

:

-

-

-

r

-

Where lands in a grant or patent from' the United States -are described in
terms, of the rectangular surveying system the only right, title, or interest
aequired thereby is that deflned by theecorners otf the Original Government
whiph-the d Asripqtioie based.-.,
'
*u , .upon
In the execution of resurveys the Government,is bound to protect only bone
- :l
, rights acquired through the exercise of good faith, iand a claimant who

fails to exercise that degree of gqod.faith cognizable in law or equity is not
entitled to protection.
CITED AND
CoURTDocisioN

-

)

-

-

0Arrs

-P

-

- -

-

:

;

Case of SecUrity Land a6nd Exploration Company v. Burns (193 U. S. 167),
"
cited and applied.
FINNEY, FirstAssistantSecretary:,.

-

A-motion for rehearing has been filed on behalf of J. M.1Beard in
the mnatte obf his protest agaihst the acceptance of the dependent
resurvey of T. 2 N., R. 11 W., S. B. M., California, wherein the dep-artfient, by decision of May 17, 1928 (52 L. D. 444), affirmed a
Office dated
decision of theconommissioner of the General
Decpmber 14, 1927, dismissing the protest.
- -Counsel contends that the decision complained of was based on a
misapprehension as to the facts' and on -errors of law. -Laud

-
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It appears that in 1905 A. ' G. :Strain purchased tile S. 1½ $.
/
Sec.
Th 5said township, froms the State of Califothia, and that on January
'20, 1922, Strain transferred the said tract to Beard, who, on June I,
1925, instituted a- Isuit in ejeetmient in the Suiperior -Coutt of Los.
:Ang-eles County Cfalifornia,' against George H. Cecil, a forest -uper: visorwho iwas occupying the West Fotik Ranger Station, allegihg
-that the tradt occupied as a ranger station is the S. /2½S. ½/2 said Sec.
16. InI support of the suit awmap prepared by LeG6rand Friel was
filed, and the court held that Friel had corkectly relocated the 5'. ½
/
. /2 said $ec. 16, and that Beard Was d'ititled to judgment'against
defelid:'ant for possession of the tract.
C
The plat of dependent resurvey shows the tract surveyed byrFriel
as located approximately half-a mile south and Inore than Ia quarter
of a mile west of' the true position of the 5. ½/2 5. ½h Sec. 16: as determihed by reference to the' corner of Ithe ofigi al survey.,
There appears to be a ;nisapprehehsion oUt the part of counstel as
to' the nomenclature commonly used by the General Land Office in
connection'with resurveys. There are in gene~ral tNo 'typeso resurveys used: The dependent resurvey ald the ildependont resurvey.
The procedure followed in tle executiori of the W' types of tesureys
is entirely dissimilair, and it appers that counsel has confused the
dependent resurvey procedure adopted
the re'stab31'shmenit
ein
of the
'lost section corners in T. 20 N., R. 11 W7, S. B. M., with the iidependent resnrvey pPocedure 'ised in the re'sarvey -of: the towniship
under consideratonA in the case of CdxS v. HadPt (260 U. S. 427).
A dependent tresurvey' consists of a refracement and reestbilishment of the lines' of the original survey in their tr'ue foigiiial positions accordlng to the best available evidence of the positions of the
original corners.> A statement to this effect appears in the form of a
:marginal notation on: the plats ofall dpendent resurveys re&eiitly
executed by the6 General Land Office. No traet sdgregations' of alienated lands entered or patented by IOgal subdivjsioiis of the original
survey are miade in a dependehtly f'esurveyed township, for the
reason that the section lines and lines of legal gsubdivislion of' thel
dependent resurvey in themselves represent the ISst possible identificatinothosf the t'tueo legal boutidatieg of the land§ patented on the
basis' of the plat. of the original survey. In the.-vast miajority of
cases no new areas are shown on the plat of the dependenitly resur-,
veyed sections, or subdivisios of sections, and whete disposals are
afterwards, made in a dependently resutveyed 'township reference is
made to the plat of the original survey for areas and morei detailed
descriptions of the lands resurveyed. In legal contemplation, and in'
.fact, the 'lands contained in a certain section of the..original survey
and the lands contained in the ecorresponding section of the dependent
resurvey are identical.
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An independent resurvey -is, as the name -implies,. a running of
what are in fact :new section or townsh'p lines independent 'of and
Xwithout reference to the corners of the original survey. In an independent resurvey: it is, of course,- necessary to preserve, the boundaries of the lands,. patented by, legal subdivisions of the sections of
the original survey,. whch are not identical with the corresponding
legal subdivisions of the sections of the independent resurvey, and
(this is accomplished by surveying out by metes and bounds and
designating as: tracts the lands entered or patented on the basis of
A the originalf survey. These tracts represent the position and form
of the lands alienated on the basis of the original survey, located on
the ground according to the best available evidence of their'true
' original positions.
If the General Land Office were to make a tract survey of the lands
of the appellant, the boundaries of that tract would be coincident and
identical with'ithe boundaries of the S. ½/2 S. 1/2 of the dependently
resurveyed Sec. 16, as shown upon the, plt of TO 2 N., ER. 11 W.,
:S. B. ., accepted December :14, 1927, and. would not be. in the position indicated by the private survey executed for lthe appellant by
LeGrand Friel, licensed surveyor of California. Having: by the dependent resurvey identified the position of the S. 1/ S.
of original
Sec. 16 according to its true originalf position, as shown by the: corners
of the original survey, it makesno
udifference whether the lands thus
identified are designated in the returns oft the resurvey as legal suabdivisions, by Ratract number, Xor what not. Their position on the
earth's surface is the same, and a second identification of. the S. ½
S. 1/2½Sec. 16 as a tract: would not change its position with regardjto
the corners of the original survey in the least.
The impression also seems to exist that inasmuch as all of the interior section and quarter-section corners..of the township were not remonumented, the retracement of subdivisional lines.in tlhe township
was confined to the boundaries of those sections shown as resurveyed
upon the plat accepted December 14, 1927; and that no search was.
made for corners of the, original surveyvthrougaout the remainder of
the township. This impression is erroneous. Everyi.subdivisional.
section line in the township was retraced in connection with the re: survey,,but after careful and diligent search no original corners in
the interior of the township could be found, and&the reestablished
subdivisional section and quarter-section corners are, therefore, necessarily referred to and based:upon the identified or uproperly restored
original corners on the boundaries of the township. , Inasmuch as the
lands in the sections not shown as resurveyed upon the plat accepted
December 14, 1927, are all reserved public lands within the Angeles
National Forest, and are not subject to disposal, no present necessity
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for the remonumenting of the corners on the boundaries of the sections other than. those shown as resurveyed upon the plat exists. The
fact .that the boundaries of all of the original sections in the township were not remonumented in no wise affects the, position of the section lines which were resurveyed and the corners which were reestablished.
Counsel contends that items of topography noted in thee returns of
an original survey constitute natural-monuments, which, in the absence of original corners, govern the section lines and subdivision of
section lines in the townshipI. Undoubtedly this contention finds some
support in the decisions of the Supreme Court of California..
An analysis of the survey question involved in the ease .of chaplncftv. Poilaccl (70 Cal. 487; 11 Pac. 764),. one of the California de:cisions cited in.the appeal ibrief, reveals the following conditions:
A portion of .T. 11 N., R. 9 W., M. 'D. M., including Sec. :13, was surveyed in 1867', theplat being approved Deeember 2, .1867. : The north:west and southwest corners :of Sec. I13,. as vell as the quarter-section
corners on the south- and west boundaries, thereof, were- properly
lnonumented in accordance with the provisions of the Manual .of Surveying Iistructions. The positions. of the northeast and southeast
corners of the section were fixed, by witness corners thereto properly
established. The quarter-section' corners on the, east and northl
boundaries, of the section'. were not. moiiu ened, nor the points
therefor fixed by:witness corners.
thei general description in .the
field notes of the survey is the following statement:
There is a liotel for tie aceommotatfon of visitors on the south bank of the
,cretek in the N.E. .14 Sec .13.
There is no measured tie to 4this hoitel of record in the, field notes.
:Its Sposition a's sho'rn upon the plat therefore' apparently is -based
entirely lupon its- estimated position', as' set forth in theu general
description in: the field notes of th&e survey. In 1854 defendants located school-land warrants ont the iNE.- 1/4 Sec. 13, then unsurveyed,
and subsequently received patent. The defendants acquired title
in; the- belief that The' hotel was located'on 'the :N;E. 1/4,- but without
.having, the subdivisional: lines -'of the 'section 'surveyed: in' order to
determine the;e xact position thereof. The grantor of the plaintiff
received patent to the SE. 1/4 of See. 13 in 1877 under the preeniption
'laws, also 'without having the subdivisional lines 'of the section 'surveyed. Subsequently,; the point',for the quarter-section corner on the.
,east boundary of :Sec.' 13,- not' marked in .the oiriginal survey,, was,
'established by a private survey at midpoint and on a direct line be-,
tween the 'northeast and-southeast corners of the section, 'a's fixed by'
the established witness corner thereto, in accordance with 'theA prb-.
'visions of the act of February 11, 1805. (2 Stat. 313; 'section 2396
.

.In
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t and west c`nter line of the section theh appears
U. S. R. S.)' The
to have, beeji kun a' stiaight line between the quarter-section corner
on the east boundary of the section, as thus established, and the origiof the sectio , as pronal quarter-sectibn corner on the west boundaryi
vided by the act of February 11, 1805, eapra, and it was found that
the hotel was not located in the NE. 1/4 of the section as estimated
by the deputy Suriveyor, but was actually in the SE. 'A thereof. In
rendering its decision in the case, the court held that the position of
the east and 'west center line jof Sec. 13, 'as thus established aceording' to the7plain provisions, of law as above stated, was incompetent, and that the position of the east and west center line of the
section would be governed by the position of the hotel as shown upon
-the plat of the original surveys and cited section 2396 of the Revised
Statutes as authority for its; decision. It thus appears that,' in the
opinion of the court, the position of the subdivisional center line of a
' section is to be goveriied not by the opposite correspondinig quartersection corners properly establishied in accordance with the plain provisions of the .act of February 1h 1805, but in accordance with the
position of an incidental item of topography shown upon tlie oi ginal
plat, the position of which is derived by tIo6direct in"asuirement but
is based solely upon an- estimated location uitentioriid in thei general
dC'scfiption in the. field notes of survey as a inattet of inforutlation
only. Needless to say, no such promiscuous surVey procedure has'
ever beii sanctioned by the Federal courts, the' departlnient, or the
General Land Office..
It should be remembered that the position of items of topography
in the interior of. sections, as shown upon the plats of the publicland surveys, have been in the past- and are in surveys executed by
the ceadastral engineering service at the present time, almost invariably based upon estimates by the surveyor, rather than upon actual
measurements thereto. It is ordinarily only the distances at which
ssection lines intersect various items of topography that are actually
measured on the ground. The platted position of topography in
the interior of sections therefore depends entirely upon'the individual.
skill and ability of the surveyor in estimating; directions and distances, and at best represents only an approximation- of the actual
position of the topography.
The weight to be given an item of topography noted in the field!
notes of an original survey, and shown upon the plat thereof, should
be commensurate with the importance attached thereto in the execution of such original survey.d; The survey of the north' half of T. 2
N.,.R. 11 W., S. B. M., by W.,,H. Norway in 18T51 was executed
under the provisions of the Manual of Surveying Instructions for
.
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185.5, which;-by; thlezactof May 30, 1862 (12 Stat. 409), "`shall be
talkenn and deemed a part off -every contract for surveying
the public
lands of the United States."
On page 3, under Process of Chaining, the Manual of 1855 ,provides:In measuring lines with a two-pole chain, every five chains are'called "a tally"
because at that 'distance the last of the ten tally pins with which the forward
chainman set out will have been Istuck. He then cries "tally," which tcry is
repeated by the other chainman, and each registers the distance by slipping a
thimble, button, or ring of leather, or something of the kind, on' a belt worn:
for that 'purpose, o r by some o.ther convenient method.. 'The hind chainman
then comes up, and having counted in the presence of his fellow the tally pins
which. he has taken up, so that both may be assured that none of the pins
have been lost; he then takes the forward* end of the chain andi proceeds to
set the pins. Thus the chainmen alternately change places, each setting the
pins that he has taken up, so that one is forward in all the odd and the other 'in
all the even tallies. Such procedure, it is believed, tends to insure accuracy,

in meaturement, facilitates the recollection of the distances to- objectsf on the
:

ae, and renders .a mistally almost, impossible.

A- d under "Of')Field Books," on page 15, it isqprovided:
The field notes afford the elements. from which: the plats and calculations
in 'relation to the public surveys are made. They are the source wherefrom
the tdescription Band evidence of locations and, boundaries are- officially delineated and set forth. They, therefore, must be a, faithful, 'distinct, anmd minute;
record of everything,-offcially done and observed by the surveyor and his assistants, pursuant to instructions, in relation to running, measuring, and marking
lines, establishing boundary corners, &c.; and present, as far as possible, .a. full
:and compete topographical description of the country surveyed, as to every

snatter' of useful inforinfitio~

,

or likely to gratify publo clurios-it.

-0: : -Under the circumstances there appears little justification for counsel's contention that items of topography, the positioss of which in
the interior of sections were based solely upon an estimate or guess
on the part of the surveyor, and the record distances to which on the
0section lines were 'dependent upon. the "recollection of the chainnmen,"
which were noted 'as "matters of'useful information or
likely to gratify public curiosity," should thereafter'be6 accorded the
dignity of natural monuments to which both courses and distances
must gave way.
No such importance has been attached to items of topograpliy by
the General Land Office, the department, or the Federal courts. .In
: alt et l.. v.. Willingtamn et al. (300 Fed. 761) the'United States
District Court for the Southern District of Florida held (syllabus):
.and

:A section corner as fixed by a Government surveyor being: more jimportant,
and one in which he would ordinarily take more care, will prevail over minor
conflicting points in the lines as, fixed by him.
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On appeal the decision of. the distriet court was affirmed. by
circuit court of appeals (11 Fed., 2d series, 757, 758), in which the
court said:
It is also apparent fro m the 'evidence that the government surveyor was
mistaken in the call of his field notes to cross New River Sound 45 chainsnorth on his second mile. None of the engineers was able to so run the line
as to leave any considerable acreage in lot 8 or to cross the sound as called
for in the original survey. However, these mistakes do not impeach the integrity of the survey as, a lwhole. A surveyor would naturally be more careful
in establishing section corners than in noting minor points, especially in terri-.
tory that was difficult to 'survey fat best, where the primary object of the
survey was to ascertain the acreage of lands which the government owned.

The appellant contends that his' bosna fie rights have been im-

paired by the resurvey. If this contention is well founded, the resurvey is undoubtedly bad. But he did-not and could not acquire bonaiX
rights
TXde inIany lands except in those contained in the S. 1/2 S. 'A2
Sec. 16, T. N., R. 11 W., S. B. M., in its true original position, as
defined by the corners of the original survey. The law is well established that no right, title, or interest is acquired-by grant or patent
from the United States to lands described in terms of the rectangular
surveying system, excepti in the lands described in 'such grant or
patent as defined by the corners of the original Government: survey
upon which the descriptiondis'based.
The lands- included in the Friel identification of the S. 1 .5.. 1/2.
Sec. 16 are located'by reference to. a 'singleitem 'of topography (the
west fork of the San Gabriel River. and its tributaries), without any
reference whatsoever to extant corners of the original sulrvey ,of T. 2
N., R. 11.W.,,S. B. M., or any original corner in any of the adjoining
townships. 'No attempt was made by Friel to identify the 5. 1/2 S. 1/2
Sec. 16 in accordance with its true original position as defined by the
corners of the original survey.' Had be made a boafld ce, attempt to.
locate the'. S.' 1/2 5.2 Sec. 16 by reference to any extant corner of the
o riginal survey of T. 22 N., R. ItW., S. B. M., or by reference to any
of several existing original corners in the adjoining townships, he;
would' have found that the S. I½ S. ½Sec. 16 does not and never did
occupy' a' position in the bottom of 'the canyon of the San Gabriel.
River, but that it is located on the side of a mountain nearly a half
mile north of the, canyon bottom.
As above stated, the law is that the S. 1/2 S. '/2 Sec. 16 is governed&
b,, the corners of the original survey. The position of the S. 1/2 S. ½/
Sec. 16, or any other'section or legal subdivision, is not and never was;
ccontrolled or affected by the erroneous depiction of topography on
the plat of the township in which the land is located.
The bona fide rights which the General Land; Office is bound to
and does protect in the execution of resurveys are those which are

i
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aequired through the exercise of good faith. In failing to attempt
toidentify the S. 1/2 S. 1/2 Sec. 16 by reference-to-thbecorners, or at
least by reference to some one corner of the orignal Government survey, the claimant failed to exercise that degree of good faith cog-,
izabl4in law or equity, and has therefore no bonga We rights under
his title to the, S. 1/2 S.: i-½ Sec. 16 in the approximately 160 acres of
and included in the Friel survey in the bottom of the canyon of the,
west fork of the San Gabriel River.
The foregoing principles are applicable to the reestablishment of
the lines and corners of any originalf survey, the corners of which
have, by the action of the elements, by accident, or otherwise, become
lost or obliterated. As a matter of fact,'the reported surveys of the
subdivisional lines in the north half of T. 2 N., R. .11 W., S. B.' M.'
by Deputy Surveyor Norway in 187T, and of the south boundary' and
subdivisional lines of the south half of the township by Deputy;
Surveyor Pearson in 1884, are purely fraudulent and entirely fic-,
i
titious.
In the report of the field investigation, dated October 7, 1926, the
investigating surveyor states:
.

From a consideration of Norway's topographical data it is readily, seen that
his returns were based upon a' very superficial investigation of the territory ::
involved, the major items, varying in position from moderate amounts to, in
the greatest instance, a mile and a quarter * * * The Pearson returns are
as flagrantly'erroneous, as the Norway record. His greatest departure, from
fact, save in the noted ties to Norway subdivisional surveys, is in the location
of the dividing ridge between the San Gabriel and Santa* Anita Canyons.
*
**
8While the.topographic calls are. in many instances very explicit, one
can not reconcile the returns in any instance to the actual features encountered.
Previous search for evidence of original surveys in this township by the
U. S. Forest Service conducted- intermnittently since the' designation of this
area as a national forest has failed to -reveal
any trace of the subdivisional
survey. None of the Pearson work has ever been found, either boundary or
subdivision.

While the, topography of -the entire township is not shown upon;
the resurvey plat, the topographic maps of the area published by the
Geological Survey bear out the statements of the investigating suir.veyor. The creek (indicated on the resurvey township plat as flowing in what is designated as- Short Cut Canyon, and designated upon
the Geological- Survey topographic maps as Trail Fork, San -Gabriel
River),0 which the appellant contends is the creek shown upon the
township plat. approved. April 3g 1876, as the branch of the west fork
of the San Gabriel River- flowing. southeasterly*through Sec. 17 and
joining the west fork of the San, Gabriel River in the SW. ¼/4 Sec. 16,
has a general course of slightly west' of south for nearly a mile above
its confluenqe with, the river, instead 6of a' southeasterly course as
V
shown' upon the original township plat.
-
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Thhe west fork of thq RSan Gabriel River is indicated ,on the original plat ,s flowing in a direction slightly north of east thrtQgh Sc.
16. . Through, what the appellant contends is the S. ½2 S. 1/2 Sec. 16,
the river actually ,ows in a direction nearly 200 south of east.
Upon: the original towship plat the west fork of the San Gabriel
River in Sec. 16 is: shown tq be approximately a mile and a quarter
. south of the divide between the Tupuuga and San Gabriel. As a
matter of fact, the divide is more' than two miles north of the river.
* OA the original plat of the squth half of the townslip th. divide
between the San Gabriejl and the Santa Anita is shown as approximately 21/2 miles south of the west fork of the San Gabriel River
through Sec. 16. This divide is actually only one mile souith of the
San Gabriel in the area in questii:g
* Throughout the township generally the topography indicated on
,s erroneous as in the vicinity
elat
the original township p isequally
of original Sec. 16.
The fact that the original surveys .of the subdivisional section
lines of the township were fraud, lent does not render inappropriate
the reestablishment Iof original corners (or establishment of corners
reported to have been set, for in fact no original corners were established in the interior of the township), by proportionate measurement based 'upon the recorded courses and distanceIs shown upon
the original township plats.
The proper method of determining what land in the township did
:pass from the 'Government by patent, or grant is by. determining, by
proportionate measurement between the identified original or restored
corners on the township. boundaries, using the recorded bearings
andolengths of the subdivisional lites of the township as the basis
of propprtion, the point which the interior section lnes, and cornerts would- have occupied had such: lines' and' corners in fact been
'surveyed and monumented as:reported by Deputy Surveyors Norrway
:and Pearson.
The Sappellant appears to have encountered great difficulty in con'nection with the weight to be given the decision of Kirwan v. Murphy (109 Fed. 354)'. Whatever may have been the technical grounds
;for the reversal of Kirwan v. Murphy by the Supreme Court (189'
-U. S. 35), the opinion of the lower court in the case was completely
overruled, by the Supreme Court in Security Lad atd Exeploration
Company v. Burns (193 U. S. 167), in which the question belfore the
court was, identical with that. in, the case of Kirwan, v. Murphy,
which involved title to other portions of the same belt of land lying
between Cedar Island Lake and its meander line.
The survey questions involved'in Security Land and Exp7oration
Company v. Burns, supra, and those involved in the appeal of Beard
are nearly identical in that, in the former case:
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(a) The reported original survey of the subdivisional lines of the township,
involved was fictitious and'fraudulent. Only. one original subdivisional section
corner in the toWnship was ever found.,
(b) The depiction of topography on the township plat was grossly inaccurate.
(c) The plaintiff contended that a so-called natural monument (the shore of
a lake) should control both course and distance.
(d-) The value-of the land involved Was to a great extent dependent upon its
position with relation to ad:body of watet.
(e) The methods empIoyed in the resurvey of T. 57 N., R17 W., was that of
proportionate: measurement between existing- or properly restored corners on
the township boundaries without regard to incidental items of topography.

W:hile: in the case at hand:
(a) The reported original surveys of the- subdivisional section lines of the
township are entirely fraudulent and fictitious. No interior section corners
whatsoever can be found.
(b) The depiction of topography on the township pIat is grossly inaccurate.,
(c) Th plaintiff cdntends that an' itfii of toplgra-phy (inh this instanfce a
creek and its tributaries) constitutes a natural monument which -should control
both course and distance. (d) The vaiue Of the lad- involved appears tdepend to a great extent oh the
question as to whet-her or not it is. located in the bottom of the canyon of the
west fork of the San GabTiel River.:
(e) The method employed in the resurvey of tie township was that of proportionate measurement between exist"ig otigiral or profly testoted corners
on' the- boundaries f the toWnship WithoUt Pdg'rd W finoidental items of topography.

To quote those l ortions. of the deeision of SOU:i t'y LaiQd and.E:X

ploration Company v. Burns, supra, applicable to -lte- presetPtCese,

ajorf portion 6f thde twdnty-tWki-page§ of
The dedisit leAefiino pbssible doubt in th
present case as to the autihority df the G6Vhm&fMft to' tuake the resur-.:

-would Inea
i

to quote the

the reporte6d dncihion4

vey, the :sufficiency and. appropriatendss- of thd rii thod§ emplq6d in
making the resurveyj tfie right• of the protesttnt iudrtf hi tittle to
theS: 1 S; ½2 SeO; 1l,6 nd the weight to b6 given to the indicated
positions of itemis of topography rtfoneously depicted ft thi' Original township plats OfT. 2 N.R,P 11 W., S. B; M;:
With trferdefe to coiinsel's inqtliry ih the motini for rehearing as
to whether a call for the Mississippi River wvoulld be ignored, it ffAy'
be stated that nitder authority of Secri-ty Land andaEaifVration
C.
p v.-Bu~rnt, .stu , Whitelet'al. v. Luini ( U. S. 514),tand
numerous other d6eciions of the Sipreme Court Of thie fited States
involving the survey of laiids erroneously oiitted from origitnal surveys, a call for the Missistippi River (or for tihat matter a call for the
Pacific Ocean) would be ignored if,. d:ie to gross error or fraud in the
execution of the or6ihioal survey, its platted lpogition with drefere.Ace
to: the lines of the publiclahd sunteYs§ we -tifoutid to bdUwideyat:
variance With its actual pOsitiof wikh referenlho to those -lineg: at -de
-

-

0
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fined by the identified or properly restored corners of the original
survey. XThis is the underlying principle upon which every " omitted
land " survey is founded. Public lands described by the rectangular.
surveying system are defined by the lines'and corners of such survey; not by their erroneously indicated positions with reference to
the Mississippi River, the Pacific Ocean, the west fork of the San
Gabriel River, or any other item of topography.
No reason appears why the decision of May 17, 1928, should' not be
adhered to. The motion for rehearing is therefore denied.
MXotion denied.

CHAFFINf v. BOHLKE
Decided July 31, 1928
CONTEST.CONTESTANT-,PREFERIENCE RIGHzrT-LAN D

AlPAaTENT-STOCx-RAISING

fHOMEsTEAD.

A contestant does not gain a preference right where the entry .under attack
* is canceled not as the result of the contest- but uponi adverse proceedings
previously instituted by the Land Department upon a charge substantially
the same as that upon which the contest was predicated.

FINNE
rst As isttant Secet :
:;On November.::10, 1925, Michael P. Bohlke made original stockraising homestead entry, Phoenix 057353, for the N. ½ S 1/2 Sec.
andf ½1Sec. i, T. 14 S., R. 15:E, G. &
2
theV. R lN.½7
: : -:10,;'and
S. R. MD,Arizona.
On July. 26, 1Q27, pursuant to the recommendation of an inspector,
ordered by the General
.
* ':; 0 :adverse fproceedings ainst the entry were
had not established
entryman
Land Office, upon :the.charge that.the
and maintained residence on: the land.i,
, -the register of the district land office trans' On, November3, 19272
mitted the papers in-the.case to the Qeneral Land Office,:including
an unclaimed registered letter containing a notice of thaecharge as
above, directed to the entryman. atb his post-office address of ,record.

*

X

; :mThe. recownended that the entry be. eanceled because the
: hregister
.
.-entryman..hAdfailedto denythe charge.,
the
inst
contestIag
a
filed
Chaffin
Walter
: On January 13, 1928,
six
over
entryfor
his
abandoned
had
that.:Bohlke
entry chalrginga
improveany
placecl
oi,
a
house.
built
months, and.thata he had never
ments uppon the land. ,The contest was suspended by.the register of
tthe district land Qififce because, of the adverse proceedings already inlstitutedon beJha of fthe Goqyvernment.
February 3,1928, the 9ommissioner. of the General Land Office
4On
rand cleoed theecase,. iThis action was, taken
canceled, Bohlke's- entt
pursuant ,to ,the adqerse, proceiedings. instituted on, behalf. ofrthe

II2]:
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Government.; The Commissioner held that the entryman's default
:after* proper notice was Xan admission of the truth' of the charge

against lim.

:

On February 9, 1928, the register notified' Chaffin that the Commnissioner had canceled Bohlke's entry, and that his, Chaffin's, contest
*accordingly was dismissed, and that he had gained no preference
right of entry.;: Chaffin appealed to the:General Land Office.
In a decision dated -April 20, 1928, the Commissioner stated that
-Bohlike's entry ihad been reported for cancellation :1 month and- : 20
days before Chaffin's contest was filed, and that the matters alleged
in his contest affidavit were well knowvn to the General Land Office
when . the contest: was' filed,- as the contestant's -charge was- substanthe' same as that-embodied in the -adverse proceedings instituted
by the-Land Department. In view ofithese- facts the -Commissioner
-tially

action, dismissed 'Chaffin's contest,. and denied

approved the

-

-register's-

him a preferences ight of entry., - -

-

.

--

-

-

--

-'haffin has .appealed' to: the department. He contends that the
Commissioner's: action is contrary; to' the 'action taken by the idepartment in -another'case which involved-lan'ds-in the Phoenix, Arizona,

-

land district.

-

-

-

The. department finds that the Commissioner's action was correct.
iA preference right of-'entry is. given only in,-case a contestant has
"-4pro~cured the cancellation:.". of an ntry un'der contest.- 'Act of July
26, .:1892 :(27 Stat. 270)t.
In the instant- case it is Vhpl.in that Chaffin
did not procure the cancellation of Bohlke's -ehtry., .When. the entry
was cancelled there -was nothing left for
to contest, and'-his.
econtest against the entry properly -was disnmissed. -:
:.
.
::. The decision appealed from is
-:0 .::;-:: Q
e. Affi ned.
t 0 ; E
:- tS7ti
:X:t2:
-

-

-Chaffin

FEES REQUIRED WITH PERPIT APPLICATIONS-SECTION 31i CIRCULAR NO. 672, CONSTRUED-CIRCULAR. NO.15, AMENDED

; INSTRUCTIONS
'j

r
0

'

"'

0i

'-

.

!

.

[Gircula'r No. ':1158];

-

-

.:;;
- :,DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFIOE,

.

f

X:>-

0

;

--

: Wvhas
:- ington,
f..;;
;
D. C., August~1, L9Q3

REGISTERS, lUNITED .STATES LAND -FIOEr

:

:. . .

There: appears- to: be: a lack -of uniformity: inl the .action :of. the different land offices in the matter f fees for oil and-gas permit appli.eations... So oes
.
collect $32 and- no more as the maximum amount
for lands included in one oil and- gas a-pplication-,-while- others- are
Collecting $2 Addifio'nal for any excess a dreage 'above -2,560 acres.
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As a matter of. equitable administration,. permits ar issued for
areas exceeding 2,560 acres by invoking the rule of approximation
and while section 31 of Circular No. 672 (47 L. D. 437) provides
that the filing fee on.an application .for permit shall be '"$2 for each
160 acres or fraction thereof," that provision is held to' apply only
to cases involving less than 2,560.acres; aiid as the law, fixes the limit
of 2,560 acres in any one case for which .a permit may be issued, the
maximum fee of $32a only. should be charged in cases where the maxi:'mum acreage is :exceeded but the rule of approximati6n. is not
violated.
H:ereafter an aapplication for oil and gas prospecting permit will
not effect a segregation of the land. applied for if not accompanied
by at least the minimum .fee. of $10. If :less than such amount. is
tendered,: you will give th8e. application current serial number and
allow the applicant thirty days from notice within which to .pay the
required amount. Should any applic ation for the same land) Ibe
received in the meantime, accompanied by at least the minimum fee,
the latter, applicationowill be. given- priority over the- other.l'. .
ab~o~ve rule as::to:-se~gregation will also hereafter be. applied to
0 The
agricultural and other kinds of applications or selections where: a
minimum .fee ori minimum.payment is specifibd.; The minimum fees
or paymentsinecessary:to gaiin segregative effect for §uchfother kinds
of applications or selections shall be those which, are prescribed by
existing regulations in connection with the particular, application or
selection that maybe. involved.i
sso p
That Where the laws or reu
Provided,' koeve',
express the full amount of fees or other padyments required to be made
at the time of' filingz that no mistaklen interpietation ;thereof could
reasonably be made, the amounts tendered by the conflicting applicants when filing their applications may be an element for consideration in the addudic-ationitof theilr. respective priorities, notWithstanding
a tender of the minimum fee:lhasbeen .. imadeb1y all of theom.
The minimum fee, as in the case of all other. fees, must be in the
form prescribed by paragraph 72, Cir~lar No. 616 (46 L. D. 513),
coiiapproved August :9, 1918, and as amemied by the reaios
tained in Circular No. 1008 of May 20, 19P2'5 (51 L.'D. 148).
In the matter-of oil and gas prospecting permit applications filed
upon the effective date of 'ancellation of an oil and gas prospecting
permit, the drawing-service fTe of $10 prescribed by Circular No. 1115
17:927- must aecompany the'appli(52 L. D. 59), approved March
required- by paragria3Phr 31 (a)
Tfeecation, togetlher. With the proper
of immedidtely earhing the
instead
However,
602.:
of.. Circular No.
service fee you will carryvit in th uneariiendaceount unti- 10 o'clock
.

' See decision in the matter of WaWlield v. Russell, ante, p. 409.Ed.
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a. in., and should no other application be fiied, thereby obviating the'
necessity. of -a drawing, you will return such fee toithe applicant by
your -official check. if ;:more than one application is filed, thus requiring a drawing, the service fee will be earned as instru'cte -b
Circular. No. 1115.- Where only one application is filed, the words
"neitheri returnable nor repayable" will be lined out of the notation
required by Circular .No.'t
1115 to be made upon such applications.
.
All existing regulations not in harmdny herewith ares modified

.accordingly.

;-THos: C: H-AVELL,

:Approved:

:

E. C.

FIwNEY,
First AssistantSecretary.

.

'

CLAU
A DEM. ALBRECHT:
Deoided A:ugst 8, 1928
REPAYMENTT-DESERT LAND-FIAPtOOF-RifLnQUISHIT
STXTTJTE
OF
LIMITATION.Where a desert-land entfyman .withldrew his final- po:f
bit pbthi'fin
the 0
money paid for the land to remain in the possession of the' United' States
to his credit pending the submission, of inew' proof, and thereafter relinquished his entry befvor the expiration of the period of extension granted
to toi-it'thairfidre, the iffihttion fixed by section 1 of the act of Decermber
i1,~ 1919; 'begah" ofun 'lfrfi 'th& 'clatd of th& telitqdishm'ent, not' from th'e
date whdn the proof was withdrawn.'
FINNEY,

FIYgt A&istctst'. Secr0etty:

0

t:-

::

-.

:

Clude M. Albrecht has appealed fi'oin the decision do the Com-i
missioner of the General Land bffice dated "April 5, 1928,, denying
his rdqtiest for, repayment- b money paid by him at the timue of subnitting fihal pi'oof upponf his desert-land entry, Salt taka- City
010801, embracing 120 acres in Sec. 10, T. 27 S., R., E., S. L M.,
Utah.
The enhtry was allowed on December, 16,1 912. PiFinal proof was
submitted on February 20, 1918. OhC'February 23, 1918, Albrecht
paid '$120 afs the purchAse price of the la-nd, evidenced by redeiver's
recept No'22O
.
182.
The proaf 'was su'spehded by the' register and receiver because a
-whter right

'was hnot. sho wn.

Oiln March

11i 1918, Albrecht :asked

additional' time withif which to supply the evidence required by the
Jlocal' offices. On March 13, 19i8, the 'register granted his request
and suspended the proof for 60 days.
57522-27--oL 52-30
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On June '25, 1918, Albrecht addressed a letter to the district land
.office in which he stated that the Freemont Irrigation Company,
fromlwhich he was to obtain his water rights,; was unable at that
t~imee to.issue a certificate evidencing such rights, as their Forsyth
: ieservoir was. then: being, completed. Hea stated,. however, that he
-had over $1,000 worth of stock in the enter~prise which would insure
him isuficient water for the purposes of irrigation. In the last paragraph of :his letter he said: "I will not be able to make the proof
;on the water but will ask that the time be extended 12 months, so
the irrigation company can issue a certificate on that water." A few
',days prior to the date of this letter Albrecht had filed an affidavit of
'the: secretary of the' Freemont Irgation Company setting forth;,:.
that the company's reservoir was not completed and approved by the
State engineer and that for that reason Albrecht could not have
-the water right represented by his stock apportioned to him. Pur:suant to this request, apparently, the General Land Office extended
the time for making final proof to December 16, 1920.
The register and receiver considered Albrecht's letter of :June 25,
:1918,.as a withdrawal of his proof, and closed the case on June 29,
:1918, so far as theproof was concerned.
Thereafter successive extensions of time for submitting proof were
g~anted to Albrecht, the last one being to :December 16, 1928.
On January 14, 1927, Albrecht filed a paper in the district land'
' ofMce6 in which' he "stated that because 'of the breaking of the reser'voirs intlended to supply waters for his entry, and the washing away,
Tofditches, constructed . for the same purpose, he was unable to
: btain sufficient water, and that he- desired to relinquish his entry.
'The register, in reply, forwarded a blank form of relinquishment tothe entryman, but advised him that he still had until December 16,
1928, within which to. submit proof.
.
On December 24, 1927, Albrecht relinquished his entry, and the
Telinquishment was received in the district land. office on January
'029 folowing..
On March '10, 1928,'an' application for repayment wvas filed by
Albrecht in the district land office, in which. he requested repayment
of the amount evidenced'.by receiver's receipt No. 2212182, which, .as
:-already stated,'covered the $120 paid by him at the, time of submit:; .:ttint
proof.' fThe' applie6tion-was transmittedtto the Genpral Land
'Office with'the 'favorable recommendation of the register..'
he Commissioner in lis clecision of April 5, 1928,ldenied the ap*pication
for 'repayment because it had not been filed within tw;
' ye ars from :the date of the tvithdrawal of Albrecht's proof, pursuant
.

to 'ihis letter: of Jun'25,

'1918§.!'

TheCommissioner

cited the

,actof

December 11, 1919 .(41 Stat. '366), as authority for, his::.-adverse
,,Iaction... Albrec.ht, as stated, has appealed to the 'department.

:
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The department does not agree with-the Commissioher's conclusion.
When Albrecht's final proof was, withdrawn, the money, paid by
him -as:the purchase price of the land' was permitted to remain in
the possession of the United States, to his credit,- as a prepayment
incident to the new proof which both' he and the officials of the
Land* Departmeit then understood was to be ,submitted inthe
future. At all events this is ;the proper;construction to'be placed
upon the transaction, whether or not there was.,any express agreement between Albrecht and the oficials of the: Land Department
with respect to the matter.
Albrecht's right to submit proof never lapsed, but was extended:
from time to time by the General Land 'Oce, and at-the date of his relinquishment his right in that respect still was good'for some time
to come. It hardly will -be'said that had Albrecht submittedqsatis-'
factory proof within the additional time-,granted to himn, the. ,Land
Department wouild.have refused to issue-a pa,tent.because -the purchase
price of the land; had been paid as far back' as February 2,3, 1918, and:
because the proof in: connection with- which the payment was, ma-de hiad
been withdrawnn more than -two years prior to- the submission-of the
Isupplementary proof. In the opinion of the departtment, as Albrecht :
always was entitled to have the money paid by him applied-to the
purchase price of the land, he also was enititled tod it for.e'very other
.
legitimate purpose, including'its repayment to him.:
,.This is not a case coming within: the1proviso to' seetion 1 of the act:
of December 11, 1919, supr, -which requires that a- request; for the'
repayment of purchase .money shall be made within two years from
the rejection of proof. In the opinion of the.department: the&periodl,
of limitation fixed by that act did not beginf to irun against' fA lbrecht
'-' .: ;
'until the date of the relinquishment of his entry.The':decision appealed from is .
-

-

-

-

-

~Reversed.
:FRED B. ORTMAN
2 X 0500 . .;.

:.

Decded8 AuSust 10, .1928; :0],E&

MINING CLAIM-LODP CLAIM-PLACER CLAiM-LAT-Noin

EW--EvmENcu.

The fact that a mining claim, was located in- the' shape 'and had the usuia
dimensions of a lode and' that the minerai'surveyor characteried it as a
lode on an :official- platis notconclusive that it was1the intent io to makeid
as-,pacer ground ji$- lode location where the propriety, of lbc6,ing -the~.land
not questioned and the recorded noticesof location described it as a plcei:
, -,!', , * -,
claim. -; MINING CLAI

E
ERLAIMCLIMAM

NDMENT _.

'

-

For the purpose of, curing .imperfections inthe ojgi-ailocation, correcting
gerrors, or supplying omissions, the same 1aitude of armenmlent shouidl,
aliowed inuthe case ofplacers asiin lodes.

, '.
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CLM-AMENDMENT.

A placer loeation which: Was d6fective and not' subject to, entry and patent
in its origindi foir' because of inonconforinity with, the United States system
of public-land, surveys as retiluired by section, 2331, Revised .Statutes,, is not
void, but the defect, in the -absence of an adverse claim to the, added land,
is curable either by suitabie amendment or by relocation, provided that the
aereage limitation of the statute be observe'd.
MINING CLAIM-IMPROVEMENTS-ANNAL
:

TUNNE~L-GOtFi

ASSESSMENT WORK-EXPENDITURES-

DEVDIForP.ENT

A tunnel constriti-ted for the put'pose of deVeloping and facilitating the extraction of the sole deposit covered by' a single liniliig location which due to
dr relOented and
ydbs
quefftly'Siilndedd
efroifeous or faulty 'desriptio-n-i is
.,aincluded in two claims ia''bb accepted as a common improvement and it%
cost accredited to the: development of both claims.
FINNEY,

Fi'rst.Aasi ata Seretda;ryi

D:ecenbe

-20, 1927 Fd'

B-BOftffmiah nitade

'mineral

entry, Sacra-

00ntb0O11 fo4the White Clay Deposit No. 1 placef dlaiiA embcacing- the N. 14 NW. '/4SWT 1/4-SSec. 29,E.' 1/2 SNE. 14 NE. I/ and
NE. 1/4 NE. 14 S 1/ 4 S- 3Q1.2i S.,R. 38 E. jM. D.M. Cn March
:29 i92.1b a 1oation.was nzia'de styled the White Clay Deposit -No. 1
t Moross anahd Frank H. Forbis as
plaer~ mining claim by Aiek

neh

place'P--i4
00

, g roidse

. The

.lcatioti

is

described

by metes and

aecording to thdescription there6f in the leation 1notice
. :; and,
fbounds

RInd upon a plat of:aa mineral suirvey filed; -with the' application, was
in.-the shape of a-lode locationt with end lines not parallel, 1,500 feet
long' andd 600 feet wide, runningnorthwesterly aind southeasterly and
overlapping parts-bf ea6h of ;the above'described tra-ets and 'outside
laiidethdi all' 4sveyed.

On November 23,D191 the locatoris conveyed the claim to the Los
Angeles Press Brick Compahy. That eompany on Dcee6 ber 7, 1926,
l ;;?]ocated the said NW. 1/4 NW. 1/4 SW. 1/4 SeC. 29 and NE. 1/4 NE 1/4
:SE;
1>/4Sec. 30 as the White Clay Deposit No. 2 placer. On April 20,
f
1927,' the said Icompany and Geofgr ' H. Morton and George J. Arb] aster made. an amended location of said White 'Clay Deposit No. 1'
placer describing it as E. 1/2 SE. 1/4 NE. 1/4 of said Sec. 30 and oon
the same day the parties last nashed filed aanother amended location
notice of said White Cla'Deposit No. 1 placer, including all the
tracts first herein described.s
13y decision of April 25, 1926, the Commissioner of the General
nmae' upon surveyed land'
Land O ffice held that the original.location
did not conforni to legal gubdivis-iofs and' Was evidently intended
a q a lode location, and no valid location of the White Clay Deposit
No. 1 was made until April 20, 1927. That the consolidation of April
20 1927 (meaningithereby the.in-lusion of the 'aii tin claims Nbs.
iaida iii acctdfdaoine With the
1 and 2 in' the lastTmehiended loeation)' fit
Place&(38 L. b.id), whii heldthat
u-mP
decision iil lgard
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"The owner of ,two or more contiguous placer-mining locations can
not under the guise of amendingo one of them substitule. therefor a
single location," therefore the White Clay Deposits Nos. .1 and 2
placers must each be considered as separaite anid aistinct laims; that
;i tunnel 144 feet long situate in the southeastern portion of the origi-,
nal location and almost entirely in the NE.a ¼IE.1/4 SE. 1/4 and .a
small portion::in NW., /,4 SW. 1/4 SW. 1/4 a.d wihin the White Clay
Deposit No. 2 was built pri~or to the location of the said claimr apd.,

prior to valid location: of the White Clay Deposit No. 1 and could
rther
not be applied toreither as. an applicabla iigproveinent. A
improvement
tunnel
the
of
i-eason beirig given for thc inapbpicability
the claim. In conseto the No. 1 claim being; that it, was ,ot wig
applicants to
required
quence of these conclusionss the Commissioner.
20, 1927,
April
and
showv that since the locations of December ,i1926,
r
claims,
the,
of
each
of
lasexpended upon or for the benefit
$500
canceled.,
be
to show cause why the entry should not
The applicant has appealed, and'filed a. supplemental showing in
the form of corroborated affidavits. Among otherf tbings, it is stated
that the original location conforms very closely with the outlines of
the clay deposit in the Red Rock mining district and can not be made'
to conform to the public surveys so far as the northerly and southerly
lines are concerned without the inclusion of large areas nonmineral
in character; that applicant and his grantors have expended more
than $1,000 for improvements and have erected a tunnel more .than
144 feet long which will be used to mine clay in the southern portion
-of the White Clay Deposit No. ; that they do not desire.to include
additional land merelyto enilarge the claim, but on the contrary the
-amendments were made'in good faith: on the advice of counsel for the
sole purpose of conforming the locations to legal subdivisions and to
obtain 'patent to'the land containing the deposit; and applicant is
ready and willing to makesuch!relinquishmnents and amendments as

May be necessary so long as the area, in the original location remains
intact in his application.

The fact that the original claiiii was located in,the shape and has
the usual dimensions of a lode dnd that the rningeral surveyor char:acterized:it

plat does not under the circum)as
a lode on an olcial

;stances warrant the conclusion that it:was the: intention to: make a
lode location. The recorded notice of location is headed "Notice of
Locatioi-Placer Claim." It states that "the' followinig-described
placer mining groLnds" are located, and the claim eis denominated
a placer claim. The deposit has been examined. by a' Government
inspector, who. reports that the land is'' underlainby a thick seam of colloidal clay, which has value for different purposes, principally
The propriety of
f
the filtering of oils in the process d'refining.
1locating the land as placer ground is uot questioned.

'
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Section 2331 of the Revised Statutes '(U. S. C., title 30, section 35),
howeverp'provides that--:
* *00
,02' 0 *all
placer-mining claims0
* *1 shall conform as near as practicable with the United States system of public-land surveys, and the rectangular

subdivisions 'of such surveys, and no such location shall include more than
twenty acres for each individual claimant.

Wh00
Vether'
'
placer claims conform sufficiently is a question of fact to
be determined by the department. Snow Flake Fract*on Placer (37
L. D. 250, 257). Citing the cases of William Rablin (2 L. D. 764);
Pearsall and Freeqnmir(6 1. D. 227) JMitchell et al. v. Hutchinson
et al. (7(6 Pac. 55), wher'e the; placer locations not conformable to
survey were upheld on the grounds 'that they: need conform to regu-'
lar subdivisions of sutvey0only
1Iso far as reasonably practicable and
that such conformity need not be made where it would require' claimant to take in land unfit for mining and not placer ground, the appellant contends that the original location conforms. as near -as is reasonably practicable withS'the public-land surveys, supporting the suggestion made in' his brief that the department may disregard his later
locations and issue patent for ithe original as. laid on the ground.
Later decisions of the department, however, recognized that the cases
above cited though 'sound in principle led to grave abuses in practice
in the making of long, shoe-string or fantastic-shaped claims, splittinig
the public' domain up into fragmentary tracts. See Sn;o0:w Flake
Fraotion, supra, and cases cited.
t: Xiappears,
X S ; fIt however, that the northerly 20-acre tract and the two
southerly ten-acre tracts each contain valuable placer ground. In
Hogan andIldaho" Placer Miinqg;
U&maim& (34 L. D. 42, 43), the
* department held-:

In the first place, assuming that the land embraced in the Hogan and
Idaho locations are of sufficient'placer value to be patentable under the placer
law, and that the adjacent lands are n'onplacer "in character, as stated, a
rearrangement, of the0 'lines of the: locations to meet~ the requirements of ther
law in respect to conformity to the system of public-land 'surveys, considering
that tracts 'as smailas ten acres in area, in square form, are 'recognized as
legal subdivisions under. the mining laws (sec., 2330, Revised Statutes), wouidnot necessitate 'the inclusion of the. adjacent nonplacer lands to such an extent
as to affect the validity of'the locations on that account. It not infrequently
occurs that tracts, of land small portions of which are not valuable for placer
mining are 'embraced' within placer locations where the lands as a whole, are
in fact more valuable for placer imining than for agricultural purposes. 0 There
* is, therefore, nothing in this phase of the-company's contention.

:It is the conclusion of the department that when the original location was made in this case it could have been made as later attempted
by iicluding' the .deposit 'in a 'claim or claims by aliquot portions
of legal subdivisions no smaller than ten-acre tracts. The location,
was therefore, defective and not sub ject to entry an patent in its
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original form, but 'nothing is observed in the placer-mining laws.
nor is the department, aware of any authority, that impels the conclusion that the locators gained no rights by their location* and that
it was absolutely void for' want'of confortmity to the subdivisions of'.
the public-land surveys. The defect, in the absence of adverse
claim to the added land, was curable either by suitable amendment
or Fby relocation, provided the acreage limitatio n of the statute was-observed.:, The privilege of changing boundaries of a. mining claim
in. the absence of adverse rights: has been generally 'recognized independent of State statutes according such rights. (Lindley' on 'Mines 0
section 397.) For'the purpose of curing imperfections in the original
location, correctingat errors, or supplying omissions the same latitude
of amendment should be allowedin the case of placers as-in lodes, no
legal impediment existing"'to an amendment to, include contiguous
* unappropriated, unreserved 'land valuable for placer deposits, pro-0
vided the statutory limitas to' acreage is not exceeded. (Lindley on
Mines, section 460.)
The White Clay Deposit No. 2 was a new and independent location;
,See 'envtzervtlle Msin aid0Milling Compan (49 L.
- D. 508).i 1The
original White Clay 'Deposit No. 1, as aamended to include only the
E. 1/2 SE. 1/4. NE 1/4 Sec. '30 for the purpose of conforming to survey,.
was a pernissible amendment and not a i-eloation,and there being
-no' adverse intervening rights related back 'to the date of location by
virtue of the prerequisite discovery and attempted compliance with:
law. (Lindley on Mines,-section 398, andcases therecited.)
There is, however, no authority for an owner of two or more contiguous placer claims .to substi~tute therefor a single location, under'
the 'guise of amending one of them (Cordon GuIch Bar Placer, 38
L. D. 28), as was attempted'to be done by the second amendment of
the White Clay Deposit No. .1. What had theretofore, been' done
sufficiently met the requirements as,!to conformity to' the public-laud
surveys, and under. the circunstances preserved the rights of;the
:owners to the depositd'in the original location. The department, however, does not feel constrained to follow the 'Commissioner's rule in
the present case that the value of 'the tunnel improvement can-not
be applied to both the White Clay Deposit, Nos. 1 and 2. Although
; Xa0 general
as
'rule improveiments made for the benefit of a prior -location, or upon ground embraced in 'a subsequent location, can not' be
credited to such subsequent-location (Charles H.4Head et al. 40 L. D.
-135; TouhA Nut No. 2 and Other Lode Minin :,Claims, :36 L D. 9)',
yet the reasons for the, application of ,such rule do. not exist in the
present case. 'The tunnel was. constructed at the expense, of-f t-he
grantors of the claimant for the purpose of developing and facili-:
tating the extraction of the, sole deposit, covered by, the subsisting

White Clay Deposit No. 1 as amended and the White Clay 'Deposit
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No. 2, and the tunnel is yithin the -limnts. of the ogiiein loca1tion.
The declared value is $, 00, -which is sufficient in value to support
an-improvement for the benefit. of. two chaimen. There is no atteI int
: toevade the provisions -of the mining law as to requisite expendi-'
tures by attemptiing to apply an expenditure, sufficient only for one,
to two claims. There are no adverse claims. The tunnel was erected:
in good faith fonrthe development of the deposit included in both
locations. Itis allegethat theclay depos't for a distance of severai
hundredfeet .north of said: tunnel may be *nied
adlvantageously
through .the, development and extensions, of the present tunnel, including ajlarge portion of the:Vhite (ClayDeposit No. 1., as, amended,
* and is calculated to facilitate the extraction.'qf clay from said clam
to a depth of several hundred ifeet. In Clark v. Taqdor (20vL.D. 455),.
it was held that the fact that a part of the work required by law on
a placer claim is performed prior to the location of the claim, and
:' -while said. claim .is held.as agricultural land: does not call for the
cancellation of the entry, where' the full amount' of vwork irequired
by la ,is pprfo.rnted prior to, entry and:gooqo faith. is apparent, and
*no adverse claimi exists; that Ithe application of .the rule under ,suCh
circumstances-was more:teichnical than is-warranted.
* The objection that the tunnel does not extend into any part of the
'White Clay Deposit No.I 1 is..without merit under the circumstances.
It is -well settled (Mines and Minerals, section 274, 40 (C. J. 831)that, where labor is perfor me or improvements made in good, faith; for thei
purpose of developing. a certain claim or group, of claims and the labor and
improvements are such as tend to develop the elaims and faeilitate the extrac* tion of mineral therefrom, such labor and improvements, are available for
holding the claims, although they are performed entirbly'outside the boundaries
'thereof, such as on adjacent patented land, or on adjacent publze land.It is the view of the department that the tunnel improvement'fmay
be accepted as a' common improvement for the 'White Clay Deposit-

No. 1, as amended December 20, 1927' 'to include the E. / SE. '/4
NE.1/4 Sec. 30,' and' for the White Clay Deposit No. 2. Inhaccordance with the views expressed,: the order to show cause is reversed,
blut the holding that the White Clay Deposit Nos. 1 and 2 must each
be considered as separate and distinct claims i's affirmed.
Afflrmed i. part amd'reversed in part.

t

CARL A. WILLIAMS
Decidedl,, Augurst 10, l1928

:

: HoMESDuAD ENTRY-ADJONING FARM ElNTRY-ArPLIoATION-RESIrIENcE-CuLTIVATION..

One who makes an adjoining farm homestead entry may be allowed credit
for residence on the original farm from the date of the filing of the application therefor, provided that the law as to cultivation is met.,
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:
HOMEsTSAD ENTRY-RESIDEN;E--EMI.ITARY SERVIc.
An entryman who enlisted hand served 90 days during the war with Germany
and her allies is entitled, under section 2305, Revised Statutes, as amended,
to credit for the full period of his service under that enlistment, although
such term did not expire until after the war ceased.
DEPARTmENTAL -DEOISIONS OvEaR LED-DEPARTMENTAL REGULATION5 MoDNIEm.Cases qf William C. Field (1 L. D. 68), and John1uV. Farrill (13 L. D. 713)s
overruled so far as in conflict; paragraph 15,." Suggestions to Homestead:-*
ers," Circular No. 541 (48 L. D. 389), modified.
FINNEy, First

Assista'nt Secretary:.

Carl A. Williams has filed an informal appeal from a decision of'
the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated June 8, 1928,.
rejecting the final proof submitted August 3, 1927, on his adjoining:
and lot 1 of Sec.
NE. A/4
farm homestead entry, embracing NV. A/4
11, T. 14 N., R. 4 E., La. M., Lo tisiana.

The application to, make said entry was filed April 20, 1925. Its
allowance was adelayed, tharough no fault of the applicant, until December 27, 1926.
The final proof was rejected on the ground that no credit could ber
allowed for residence maintained on the original farm prior to the;
date of the entry.
It appears that entryman served in the United States Army front
October 15, 1920, until October 14, 1921, when he was honorably
discharged, by reason of expiration of term of enlistment.s
According to the final-proof testimony, entryman and his familyW
had resided continuously on the original farm since February 15f,
1925, except for an absence caused by the flood, commencing about
May 10, 1927. Three acres were cultivated in 15., and 20 -ar6s
during 1926. None of the land was cultivated during 1927, becauseflooded by the waters of the Mississippi River.

In the case of William. C. Field, (1 L. D. 68) it was held that residence or settlement on an original farm will not be computed as
residence on an adjoining tract prior to entry. However, in the case
of Patrick Lnch (7 L. D. 33), wherein no reference was made to,
the decision in the Field case, supra, it was held that final proof sub-f

'

mitted July 8, 1884, on an adjoining farm homestead entry maci
February' 19, 1883, should be accepted, it appearing that entryman,
had resided on the original farm. since 1875.
On December. 21, 1891, in the case of John -W. Farrill (13. L. OD.
0713), the department overruled the decision in the case of Patricle
Lynch, .spra,and held that residence on the original farmiprior
*to the date the adjoining farm entry was allowed could not be computed as forming a part of the period of'residence required under
the latter, entry. To the same effect is paragraph 15 of "Suggestions to Honmesteaders" (Circular No. 5415 48 L.. D. 389). This
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holding is not in harmony ;with the regulations (Circular No. 770)
of August 6, 1921 (48 L.; D.1-74), under the act of July 3, 1916 (39
Stat. 344), adding a seventh section to the enlarged homestead act,
wherein -it is stated that " residence and cultivation for the requisite
period after the date of the application and until the submission of
proof will be accepted'"' nor with the regulations (paragraph 47 (fY
of "Suggestions to Eomesteaders") governing entries undev section
3 of the enlarged homestead act made: after final proof on the original
entry.
Inasmuch as all rights under an ordinary homestead entry relate
back to the, date of settlement on the land'or the date of filing of an
allowable application therefor, no reason appears why:a person who
hllakes an adjoining farm homestead entry should' not 'be allowed
credit- for residence on the original farm from the date of the filing;
of the application, provided the' requirements of law as to' cultivation
-are met. The decisions 'in the 'cases of aField and Farrill,'supra, are
overruled in so far as they conflict with the foregoing, and paragraph
15 of "Suggestions to Homesteaders will be modified accordingly.
The entryman enlisted and served 90 days during the war' with
Germany and'her allies. He is therefore entitled under section 2305;
Revised Statutes, as amended, to credit for the 'full term of his service'under thateenlistment, although' such term did not expire until
Tft r the war':ceased.
The final proof is accepted; the decision appealed from being

::Reiersed.
sTOCK-RAISING HOMESTEADS-lDRIVEWAYS; FOR STOCK-:PARAGRAPH 15 OF CIRCULAR NO.D 523 AXENDED,
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular: No. 1160]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,:.

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
:Was4ington, D. C .,August 10, i9.8.

:REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
On August 8, 1928, the Secretary of the Interior amended para.graph 15 oftlhe regulations contained in Circular No._ 523k (51. L. D.
1), tunder the stock raising homestead act of December 29, i9G6 (39
Stat. 862), to read as follows:
DRIVEWAYS FOR STOCK!:

-

15.:0 (a) Upon 'the receipt in the proper district landi office of a duly executed
spplication, in duplicate, for 'the withdrawalsi of publielands for a stock driveway by: responsible parties in interest, the lands. described therein shall be
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segregated from disposition temporarily, pending iield-investigation, and report
.and final action thereon by the Secretary of the Interior. The register will
assign a current serial number to the application, and at once forward one
-copy to the division inspector and the other copy to the' General' Land Office,
.accompanying each copy with a report as to the' status of the affected land 'as
-shown bythe records of his .office.
(b) Pending -and during such temporary segregation, applications to enter
-or select any affected lands, may be received and s'uspended. If -the:stock
-driveway be not created as to 'the lands coveed by suspended applications,
-the same will be allowed, if otherwise regular. If the'-applicationto make the
stock-driveway withdrawal be approved, all suspended applications will be
reJected.
(c) Lands withdrawn ,for driveways for stock or ,n; connection with water
holes can not thereafter be entered or: filed upon, and all ,applications, affecting
lands so: withdrawn will be rejected.

You will give special attention to such applications and, 'immediately furnish the division inspector' a duplicoate: copy thereof. and
report Without delay to this office, with theother'copy, the status of
X each of0the traits involved,' and carry' out strict:]y,,-.the instrauctions:'n
eontainecl in the amended regulations.
THos C. HAVELL

RICHARDSON v; SEAFOAM MINES CORPORATION
0:- it:

0

0

0 00

00 0

Deolded August 11i, 1P 8

:;

; II;G CLAI1f,-AaVuUsI CrLAIM-POSSaSSI6N-D.CIOaJ

-

:

0l

CTSrncrrTIONNrE',.

When a suit to determine the right ofpossession t o'amining claim.in.alleged
'condfict .is instituted -'within the time prescribed by section 2326, Revised
Statutes, exclusive jurisdiction. thereover is vested in the6eourt, an'd all proceedings upon the patent application in the landd 6cffice-,xeept' in reference
- to the publication and: proof of notice, are stayed' until the' controversy shall
have been settled, or'the adverse claim waived
''

y
YFINNEY FiArst Assistasit Secretallr:

This is an aptpeal from the de ision of the Comm-issioner of the
General Land MOffce Edenying the motion- of the applicantJfor patent
to dismiss the adverse claim0of John A. Richardson.
Seafoam Mines Corporation filedimineral entry 041168. Publica'
tion of notice' was..had, and, within-the publication period of 60 days,
John A. Richardson :filed adverse claimn 042662, and, within 30 days
from the date of filing, bropght suit in a' court of competent jurisdiction to determine the question of the right of possession.
The adverse claim is based upon an alleged conflict between 'the.
Sampson lode, owned: by the adverse claimant, and the Stanton -lode,
-owned by the corporation.
'Within 30:days from- the-.date of filingz-the'adverse claim, the corporation filed a'motion to dismiss -such claim, allegingj .i rt, 'that the'
notice of location of: the S'ampson claim is insufficient for-the reason
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that it is not .tied to&any: ni atural object or permanent monumeht

which would identiTy the blaimn or fturmish information as to

its

lo0us;

second, that the adverse claim does not show the natur'e, boundaries,
and extent of the Sampson 'claim, and that no survey or map has
been filed showing the location and extent :of the Sampson claim.
The motion was submiitt-d to the register who denied the same and
:ppeal was taken to the Commissioner.
'In his decision the 'Commissioner' found that the map or plat filed
.* ::E0'with the adverse claim did not, as required by. the regulations, show
the*boundaries or extent of the claim, a findingu in which the department concurs;jbiut the department agrees with the Commissioner that
since suit has been instituted by the advers eiclaimant, exclusive juris* diction to determine the questions raised by the motion as to sufficiency of location and alleged failure to show by map or plat or
otherwise the nature, boundaries, and extent of the adverse claim is in
the court.
*00.''0 ;00
When anhadverse&claim is filed within the time required by law,
all proceedings upon the app~ication in the:land office, except in
reference to the publication and proof of notice, are stayed until the
Icontroversy shall have been settled or decided by a court of competent jurisdiction, -or the adverse claim waived. Revised Statutes
2326.
Within the meaning of the statute. an adverse claim was filed, and
it has not been waived, but has been maintained by the commencement of a suit in proper time in a court of competent jurisdiction.
*The: landd offce and the department, therefore, have no jurisdietion
of 'a motioh to. dismiss on the gund that the adverse claim as made
does not, in some respects comply with the law and regulations.
That',as wellas other questions, is for determination by the court.
The decision of the Commiissioner is

LEASING OF PUBLIC LANDS FOR AIRPORTS AIT) AVIATION
FIELDS-ACT OF MAY 24, 1928
;~

~~ 0:00:0
~ ~~~~~U
g
0:*

RGULATIONS
:CIRdtUAR No.-

0X00000
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DEPARTMENT: OF TIl

INTERIOR,

:

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., Augustl

2, 1928.

REGISTERS, UNIT:ED STATES LAND OFP IcEs:

The following regulations are issued under the act of Congress
approved May 24, 1928 (45 Stat.. 728) entitled ."An -act to authorize
the leasing: of pulblic lands for use as%public; aviation- fields."
;
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1. Any contiguous unreserved and unappropriated public land,..
surveyed or unsurveyed, not exceeding 640 acres in area, way be
: leased under the provisions of this act.
2. All leases will be tsbjeet to valid existing rights initiated prior
to the date the application for lease is filed.
3. Applications for lease should be in triplicate, addressed to. the
Commissioner of the General Land- Office, and' filed in the 0 proper
district land" office. Applications will be linited to citizens of the
United States, or associations of. such citizens, 'to cororations,0
organized' under the laws of the United States .or, of. any State or
Territory thereof, and municipalities. No sp.ecific 'form of application is required, and no blanks will be furnished, but the: application'
should include' in substance the- following .points ;and be under oath (a) Applicant's :name and post-office address.
(b) If a corporation,: a certified.copy of the xarticles :of 'incorporation.
(c) If a city or town, evidence of authority of the mayor or: other:
officer who may be authorized to: exgcute such lease,
0 .(c):Description of the land for whkoh the lease-is; desired: by egal:
subdivisions, ifsurveyed,; and by metes and bounds, if unsuirveyed.
: 4. After assignment- of a current serial number' and due' notaqtions
on your records, you will forward all papers to the General: Land"
O:ffice. A status report of all tlhedland applied'for
;should. be fur-.$
-

Dnished with each application.
5 Upon receipt' of' the applieation: in the' Geral LandA'Office
7one'

copy will' be fref erred to} the Secretary of Commerce for consideration' as to what fuel facilities,' lights,'
other furnishings' are'
necessary to meet the' rating :setby that departmint.' After thb
Secrietary. of Commerce has reported, a' lease in quadruplicate will beprepared and sent you' for execution -bt the, applicant'` 'Whein 'exe;-;
cuted and returned by youvthe lease will be submitted to the Secretary of the Interior, and,'if apprpoved, a dopy wilt' be sent to:the
applicant through your 'office and a copy forwarded' to -the Depart::ment of Commerce.
.
':
6. The lessee shall, within six months from the date of the lease,.'
equip 'the airport, as required by the Secretary' of omieree, and'
file a report thereof in- your offlce for forwarding to: the General
Land Office.
7. At any time during the term-of
the lease the Secretary of
Commerce may :have' an inspection made of the airport,- and if 'it
does not comply with the ratings :set by the- Department of Coimerce, that fact,: with a statement; asto-'wherein it, fails, will be
refierred to the General Land&Office for appropriate action'.
8. The Secretary of the Interior -may, in his discretion, cancel a
lease issued under this act for any of the following reasons: -If the'
'
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lessee fails to use the' leased premises or any part thereof, or uses
;it .or any part thereof: for a purpose foreign to the proper use, or''
shall fail to pay the annual rental or any part thereof, or shall fail'
to maintain: the, premises according to the ratings set .by the Department of Commerce, or shall fail to coniply with these regulations or
the terms of the lease.
9. Leases under ,this act shall be for a period not to exceed 20 years
and may be renewed for like periods upon agreement of the Secre::tary of the Interior and the lessee:1
1O.: Every lessee under this' act shall pay to the lessor an annual
rental of ten dollars per year. > The first payment: of teniidollars'shall
be made when. the .application is filed -in yotur office. All subsequent
payments. shall be paid. in: advance on or before the anniversary date
of the lease.:
;: :'-Thie.lessee
:: 0.:011. shall. agree that: all departments and agencies of the
United States operating aircraft shall have free and unrestricted.
use of-the airport and, with the: approval of the Secretary of the
Interior,: any departments or agencies'Tshall .have the right to 'erect.
and install .therein, such structures and improvementsS as: are .deemed
advisable. Whenever the President may deem it' necessary for mili-.
tary 'purposes, the, Secretary. of W.ar may assume full control of the
.

.

airports.

.

.

.

.12., The lessee will submit to the ,Secretary of Commerce, for: his
,:
approval, regulations to govern the use of ,the airport.
. :13.The
is authorizedto' cancel, iany, lease for public lands
for public aviation. fields- made- unxder any law' in force, on the date:
of, this act ,with the'gonsent of. the lessee and .to lease such. lands to
the lessee-underfthepconditiols prescribed herein.
1;,,
4. G}oivernment departments and agencies' operating aircraft may
be granted permission to, establ ishbeacon lights and other navigation
facilities, except ,termiinal aiarports, on tracts of unreserved, and unappropriated public lands of. the ,Inited States of appropriate size,
on application therefor, underjthe same rules and' regulations prescribed above, except no rental will be charged. They will be with-.
drawn by, the, ,Seeretary ,of the Interior for that; purpose; on. 'a sufficient showing of the necessity of, a withdrawal for such parlpose.
:However, to insure uniformity and centralized :control over such
facilities; all such applications will be referred to the Secretary of.
Coommercefor consideration and comment.'
15. While an application fora lease of not exceeding 640.acres of
public lands for a: public ,aviation: field under sections. 1, 2,. and 3 of
the act will operate as' ay segregation of the lands described therein
from the time such application'.is filed in the' proper district land
office, the Secretary of 'the Interior is given no authority to withdraw
.lessor;

I,
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*public lands for terminal airports. He may, however, withdraw such
lands for beacon l-ihts or other air navigation purposes, including
emeigencyf or intermediate landingj fields between t rminai airports,.
Such withdrawals may be made on his own motion or at the -instance
of the Department of Commerce or other Federal agencies,, or lessees
- of terminal airpdrfs, or the applicants for such leas'es.
i6. Prior- to the approyval ol the act of May 24, 1928, public lands
were subject to withdrawal by the President for public purposes, and'
the :authority of the President to make -such withdrawals is in- no:
manner restricted by- such, act. *Where, therefore, unappropriated
public lands are -desired by the Departient of Commerce or other
Federal' agehlcies'
gfor
for airport, terminals,, requests'
their' withdrawal
' may be submitted to the Secretary of tbe Interior for -consideration
by the Presidelnt. All requests for withdrawal- should specifically
dstate w-hether the area is desired for- beaconflights, emergency or
intermediate landing fields, or' terminal airports.
17. All the conditions contained in the prescribed form (4-455) of
lease attached hereto, but not mentioned in these ;regulations, will- be
considered as a part hereof. THos. C. HAVmL,
-

-

-

-

-

-

Acoting
-

(

ommwnsaioner.

Approved:
RoY 0. WEST,
:-.0 (Secretary of the Interior.

Approved:
: WILLIAlM* P. MIARACCK"E
-

Acting

Jr.

oecretiy
of aoinmerce.

: :

-; t(August,
::- -0
1928)

LTASE OF LANDS FOR USE AS A PUBLIC0 AIRPORT

Act May 24, 1928:(45 Stat. 728)
(To. be
:

executed

t t

-

0 iSerial

in

quadruplicate) :

No.

-

This indenture of lease, entered into this ---- day of
,
:by and between the United States of America, party of -the first part, hereinafter called the lessor, acting in this behalf by, the First Assistant Secretary
of the Interior, -and
_
party of the second part, hereinafter called the- lessee, under, pursuant, and
Subject to the terms and conditions of the act of Congress of ::iay 24, 192S (45
Stat. 728)-, entitled "An act to authorize the leasing of public lands for, use
as public aviation fields,'" and the regulations thereunder:
- -

-
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WITrESSrn:
SECTION 1. TJtat the lessor, in consideration of rents to be paid and the
:covenants' to be observed as herein set forth, does hereby grant and lease to the
lessee the exclusive right and privilege of maintaining an airport on the

following-described tract of land, to wit : ________________________ _

_

.containing approximately acres, together with the right to construct and
maintain thereon all buildings or other improvements necessary as an airport
D
for the accommodation of the public for a period of __ years, with the
preferential right in the lessee to renew this lease for a like period upon such
terms and conditions as' may be agreed upon between the lessor and the lessee,
unless otherwise provided by law or regulations at the time of the expiration
.of such period.
SECTION 2. For and in consideration of the foregoing, the lessee hereby agrees:
* '(a) To establish a public airvort on said tract and to maintain same during
-the life of 'this lease.

*(b) To pay the lessor a yearly rental of ten dollars.
(c)' To complete the construction of facilities for -service, fuel, and other supplies necessary to make the land available for public use as an 'airport within
;six months'from the execution of this lease.
(d) That he'will at all times keep the airport equipped and maintained in
-accordance with the ratings set by the Department of Commerce.
(e) That all departments and agencies of the Government operating-aircraft
shall have free and unresticted use of the airport and with the approval of
,the lessor shall have the right to erect and install thereon such structures and
improvements as the heads of such departments and agencies deem advisable
including:facilities for maintaining supplies of fuel, oil, and other'materials,
'-for operating aircraft.
(f) That whenever the President may deem it.necessary for 'military pur-poses, the Secretary of War may assume full control of the airport.
(g) Not to allow the use of the premises included in this leaseJfor unlawful
-purposes, -or for any purpose not in harmony with the proper use as an airport.
(hi) That authorized representatives of the lessor or of the Department bof
Cpommerce shall at any time have the, right to enter the leased premises for
ithe purpose odf inspection and shall 'have free access to' the books containing
-records of operations under authority of this lease.
(I) Not to assign this lease without the consent of the Secretary of the
interior first had-gndobtaiined.l
.i
SECTIONc 3. it is further~ understood and agreed that rates and prices for
accommodation and serviie may be fixed' by the Secretary of the Interior whenever it' is deemed necessary.
(a) That if the les6ee 'shall fail to use the premises' or any part thereof, or
shall use it or any part thereof foreign to the proper use, or shall fail to pay
the annual rental or any part thereof or shall fail to comply with the provisions, of this: lease or shall fail to -maintain the. premises according to the
ratings set.by the Department cf.0ommerce, the lessor-may, in-his:discretion,
.terminate and cancel this lease.
(b) That upon the termination of this lease by expiration !it may b'e renewed
for a like period upon agreement of the lessor and the lessee, under such rules
and regulations as then exist.
C
(a)? That. upon the 'terminatidna of this lease- by expiration or forfeiture
thereof, or whenever the United States may claim the right of possession as
herein provided, the lessee agrees to surrender possession of the premises to the
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United States and to, comply ~with such provisions and Rconditions respecting
the removal of the improvements and equipment on the property as may be
made by the Secretary of the. Interior.
of the second
in witness~ whereof, I,-,party
part, have hereto affixed 'my signature and official seal this --- day of ---By--------

[SEAL.]

In witnessq whereof, ~and as representative of the United States of America,
party of the first part, I have hereunto affixed mysignature and official seal;
-of this department this --- day of…-------THE UniTEn STATES OF AsssmrcA,

[SEAL.]

By -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - First Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

WESTMINSTER PETROLEUM CORPORATION AND JOHN T.
FREDERICKSEN V. KLINE
Declded August 29, 1928
,Om AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PRMIT-SETThEM ENT-HOMESTEAD ETr
*PATENT-PREFERENCE RiGH3T-NoTicED.-WAivER.-REtATION.
Where in accordance with then existing r~egulationts a permit had been
granted to pIrospect lands embraced within a settlement claim, and the agricultural claimant, having been duly notified thereof when, called. upon to
waive rights' to the oil and gas contents, flailed to give notice of a preference right Iby virtue of his settlement, regulations subsequently promnulgated will not be retroactively Applied to* enable him to defeat the permit
after issuance to hfim of a restricted patenit
D:EPARTMENTAL. D)ECISION

DisrrNG~marHm.

Case of Voeltzel v. Wright (51,L. D. 38), distinguished.
FINNEY,

First Assistant Sceay

The Westminster Petroleum Cor-porationi and John T. Frederick~of March; 24,
.1928, by the Coimmissioner~of . the General Land OfficeowherebyT their
,oil and 'gas prospecting ~pernmits are held for canIcellation in part' on

:sOel hav'e appealed from that portion of the decision

-the ground 'of conflict withithe* preference right of Marion J,. Kline
ito a permit. The facts in the, case are briefly as, follows:
Ts. 7 and, 8 N., It. 86 W., 6th P. M., Colorado, Were withdrawn
-for resurvey en January 30, 1913, and plats of resurvey were filed in
and office on Janury2, 93.
th oa
ermi was
n gas prospectn
OnSeptemfber 30, 1922, an i
granted to* W. P. Carstarphen and* C. C. Irwin for certain: lands,
including lots 5 and 8, Sec. 4, T. 7 N., It. 86 WT., lots 9,: 10, 11, and
13,~Sec. 33, T. 8 N., It 86 MT., as described on resurvey. This peropoainb
nmit was conveyed to the Westminster Perlu
assignment app~roved tFebruary' 6, 1925. An application for. further
*

57522-27-voL 52-31
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extensioniof time within which to comply with paragraph 2 of the
permit is now pending.
* On April 11, 1924, John T. Fredericksen filed application for a
permit to prospect for oil and gas upon certain lands, including lots
6 and 7,. Sec. 4, T. 7 N., R. 86 W., and a permit was granted to him
on June 2, 1925, which included said lots. Extension of time until
September 1, 1928, within which to comply with paragraph 2 of the
permit was granted on August 22, 1927.
On June 4, 1924,; Marion J. Kline filed application to make enl Barged homestead entry of. lots 5, 6, 7, and 8, Sec. 4, T. 7 N., R. 86
AV., lots 2, 7, 9, 10, and 13, Sec. 33, T. 8 N., R. 86 W., together with
petition for designation. The applicant was required to consent to
take the land subject to the provisions, reservations, dand limitations
of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509.), and to waive his right to
compensation for damages under section 29 of the leasing act. He
filed such consent and waiver on February 24, 1925, and on May 19,
1925, entry was allowed 'on his application. He submitted final
proof on October 14, 1926, final certificate was issued four days later,
and on Januaryj14, 1927, patent was issued with reservation of oil
and gas-to the United States. In the final proof it was shown that
Kline established residence on the land in June, 1914, was: in the
Army from October 3, 1917, to July 9, 1919, and took vocational
training from May, 1920, until July, 1923. On April 4, 1927, he
filed application for a permit, to prospect for oil and gas upon the
land embraced in his patented entry, claiming a preference right
;under section 20 of the;leasing act.
In the decision appealedc from, the Commissioner said:
In view of the circumstances it appears applicant Kline's preference right
under section 20 of the leasing act to a prospecting permit is substantiated.

When the permit which the Westminster Petroleum Corporation
now holds was granted and when Fredericksen's permit application
was filed'the interpretation given to section 20 of the leasin' act was
that a settlement claim could not be made the basis for a preference
right to an oil and gas prospecting permit. Ada. Fletcher.(49 L. D.
204) ; HdtJnes v. Smith (50 L. D. 208). Prior to the instructions of
April 28, 1924 (Circular No. 932, 50 L. D. 400), permit applicants
were not required to serve notice upon settlers or to show in their
applications whether there were any settlers upon the lands applied
for. Said instructions are not retroactive. And prior to that time it
was not necessary for a permit applicant to examine the land desired
to be prospected before making application for- a permit. Van Howten and Dowd (48 L. D. 185); Spindle Top OilAssociation v. Doing et al. (48 L. D.- 555) Wagner v. Coan (49 L.. D. 655.).
Although Kline was duly notified in November,: 1924, when he was
required to waive rights to oil and gas, and again in February, 1925,
when he was called upon for an amended waiver, that there were
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adverse claimants under the leasing act, he. did not give any notice or
information of a preference right by virtue of settlement. At that
time no permit had been granted to Fredericksen and the application
of the latter might have been rejected to the extent of conflict if
Kline had made a proper showing.
The two permits involved were regularly and properly granted.
They are still of -record and are not in any part or in any manner
invalid. The case of Voeltzel v. Wright (51 L. D. 38), which has
been cited on behalf of Kline, has no application here. In that case
the homestead claimant, who was a settler prior to February 25,
1920, on land'withdrawn for resurvey but not in any petroleum withdrawal, objected and asserted his rights as soon as he was called
upon to waive his right to oil and gas and to~compensation under
section 29 of the leasing act. No permit had been granted, and the
department held that ad mere paper applicant could not defeat a
settler's rights.
The department does not find that Kline has any right superior
to those of the appellants as permit holders. No-other ground for
cancellation in part of the permits involved is stated.
The decision appealed from is
Revemed.
WESTMINSTER PETROLEUM CORPORATION AND JOHN T.
FREDERICKSEN v. KLINE
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of August 29, 1928
(52 L. D. 481),: denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney, October
31, 1928.
DESCRIPTION OF LANDS IN OIL AND GAS PERMIT APPLICATIONS
INSTRUCTIONS

[Circular No. 1162]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

TVaaashimgtonD. C., August29,19928.
REGISTERS. UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

In connection with applications for oil and gas permits filed in
your offices it has been found that many of the applications describe
17ands not in conformity with the latest plat of survey, while in othersthe description is very uncertain. In a few instances the applicant.
has described certain tracts by lots or otherwise and added "and all
other vacant land within" certain sections or parts of sections.
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In order to avoid the uncertainty as to the lands desired and to
obviate considerable extra correspondence in relation thereto, you
are directed to examine each application in connection with the plats
'of survey'and if'discrepancies or uncertainties exist you will immediately advise the applicant thereof and allow him 15 days within
which to give a proper.description of the land and that upon his
failure to do so the application will be considered only as to the tracts
of land described in conformity with the latest plats of Survey, the
balance of the application being rejected.D
This matter can be attended to during the period of 30 days you
held the application in your office under the regulations and upon
submission of such application to this office you will forward a copy
of all the correspondence had with evidence of service and advise as
to the action taken by the applicant.
Tnos. C. HAVEL,
Acting Commissioner.

Approved:
'E. C. FINNEY,
Fi st Assistant SecretayJ.
B. F. FELTON (ON REHEARING)
Decided September 5, 1928
NATIONAL FORESTS-FOREST LiEu SELEcTIoN-RELIrQUISHMEmNT-QUITCLfAM
DEED-TAI SALE-REDE1MPTION.
The right to a quitelaim deed accorded by the act of September 22, 1922, for
lands relinquished to the United States that have not been disposed of or
appropriated to the public use, is :not conditioned upon redemption of the
lands from a tax sale held at a time when the legal title was in the United
States.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
B. F. Felton has petitioned for rehearing in the matter of his
application under the act of.tSeptember 22,1922 (42 Stat. 1017), for
quitclaim deed to described lands in Sees. 26 and 35, T. 7 S., R. 73 W.,
0th P. M., Colorado, wherein' this department, by decision dated
June 30, 1928, formally affirmed the action of the Commissioner. of
the General Land Office refusing to execute such deed, unless and
until applicant redeemed said lands from tax sales, and extended his
abstract of title so as to show'such redemption.
The petitioner shows that he has been denied the right to redeem
said lands from tax sales by the authorities of Park County wherein
the lands are situated, and asserts that his failure in the circumstances
to pay said taxes should not prejudice his right to a quitelaim deed
from the Government. It is'contended, moreover, that applicant's
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right under the law to a quitclaim deed from the Government is not
conditioned upon redemption of the lands from tax sales or encumbrances, hence the denial of his application was unauthorized.
The material facts 'in the case are as follows:
The lands in question were relinquished to the United States under
the provisions of the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat. 11, 36), by deed
from Edwin M. Armor, executed March. 25, 1902, and recorded in
Park County March. 26, 1902.. Forest lieu selection No. t6046 of
Edwin M. Armor, by, James E. Tillotson,. attorney in fact, based on
the lands so relinquished, was filed October 14, 1902, in the district
land office at Minot, North Dakota. ' Certain required corrections in
the abstract of title of :the base lands were not made within the time
allowed and the selection was canceled December 24, 1904. The land
was not offered as the basis of another selection or exchange but was
later sold by Tillotson, attorney in fact, for Armor, who, by quitclaim deed dated November* 16, 1923, conveyed: the land to B. F.
Felton, the present applicant. The deed to Felton was recorded
February 4, 1924. It' appears that in the. meantimie the land had
been sold for taxes by the treasurer of' Park County, tax-sale certificates issuing December 10,. 1921, to George E. Singleton. Tax deed
issued June 12, 1925, to the holder of the tax certificate, and was
recorded the same day.
The act of September 22, 1922, supra, entitled "AnAct For the
relief of certain persons, their heirs or assigns, who heretofore
relinquished lands inside national forests to the United States,":
provides in part::
.

That where any person or persons in good faith relinquished to the United
States lands in a national forest as a basis for a lieu selection under the Act
of June 4, 1897 (Thirtieth Statutes at Large, pages 11, 36), and failed to get
their lieu selections of record prior to ithe passage of the. Act of March 3, 1905
(Thirty-third Statutes at 'Large," page 1264), or whose lieu selections, though
duly filed, are finally rejected, the Secretary of the Interior,-with the approval
of the Secretary of Agriculture, upon application of such person or persons,.
their heirs or assigns, is authorized to accept title to such of the base lands as
*are desirable for national-forest purposes, which lands shall thereuponi become
parts of the nearest national forest, and, in exchange theref or, may issue
patent for not to exceed ani equal value of national-forest land, unoccupied,
surveyed, and honmineral in character, or the Secretary of Agriculture may
authorize the grantor to cut and remove an equal value of timber within the
national forests of the same State. Where an exchange can not be agreed
upon the. Commissioner :of the General Land- LOfflce is hereby authorized to
relinquish and- quitclaim to such person or persons, their heirs or assigns, all
title to such lands which the respective relinquishments of such person or
persons may have vested in the United States.

The purpose of the act, where an exchange can not be agreed upon,
and when the relinquished base lands have not been disposed of or appropri ated to the public use, as explained: in section .2 thereof, was to
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authorize a formal quitclaim on behalf of the United States of whatever. interest in the land it had acquired from the party who had
relinquished the same to the Government. -The department has construed the act as remedial in character, and held that it should be lib,erally construed so that its benefits may be extended to all those who
'eome fairly within its scope. TV. J. Carney (50 L. D. 435). The de-clision inthat case states&(p. 437)The department is of the opinion that in a case where the claimant of the base
land openly announces that he does not desire an exchange and declines to apply
for one it must be held that an exchange can not be agreed 'upon and that,: all
else being regular, a quitclaim deed is authorized.

Upon further consideration the department is -convinced that the
denial of a quitclaim deed in the instant case, substantially upon the
ground that the land had been sold for taxes at a time when the legal
title was in the United States, was erroneous. The act explicitly provides that the quitclaim may be to the person who relinquished the
land to the United States, his heirs or assigns. The Government has
no equitable right or interest in the lands and is not concerned with
the interests or claims of third parties. The recorded deed of re* linquishment to the United States clouded the title to these lands, and
it is the duty of fthe department under the law to remove this cloud,
so far as possible, by disclaiming ownership.
The department's decision of June 30, 1928, is therefore recalled
and vacated, and the action of the Commissioner denying a quitclaim
deed is

; -

0 0;;

it

;

;

;

:0: ~Reversed..

SAMUEL F. IWEGUIRE
Decided September 5, 1928

NKAroNwA

FORESTs-FoiSTr
DEED-AsSIGNMwENT.

LiJu

SELsIONr-REANquIrEH

ENIrA-QuQTnLAIM

A quitelaim deed executed by the United .States*pursuant to the act of September 22, 1922, conveys only'such title as :was acquired by the deed of
relinquishment; and the fact that the 1party who executed and recorded
the deed of relinquishment did not have a perfect title to the land would
not be ground for denial to him of a quitclaim deed, provided that he had
not assigned his rights.
NATIONAL

FoBEsTms-1FonsrT

I
Lnnr

SBILEOTION-RELINQUISHMENT-QUITCLAIM

DE-APPrIreAnioN-AnsTRAcT or TITLE-ALIENATION-EVIDENCE.
The requirement in the proviso to section one of the act of September 22,
1922, is fulfilled if the applicant for quitclaim deed under that act furnishes
an abstract, brought down to the date of his application, showing that
the deed of relinquishment to the United States had been recorded and
that he had not since alienated the land.
DEPARTMENTAr

DECxsIow CITED AND A-PP.iED.

Case of Th6e GolIMs Land VCompay (51 L. D. 190) cited and applied.
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Assistant Secretary:

Samuel F. Megtuire has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated March 12, 1928, making certain requirements in connection with his request for a quitclaim deed
to blocks 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11, town of Acton, California, being
apart of Sec. 36,1 T. SN., R. 13 W., S. B. M.,
It appears that said Meguire, unmarried, by deed executed and
recorded September 14, 1901, conveyed to the United States a tract
of land in the Pine Mountain and Zaca Lake Forest Reserve, Los
Angeles County, California, described asBeginning at the southeast corner of Sec. 36, T. 5 N., R. 13 W., S. B. M.;
thence north along the east line of said section 1,980 feet; thence west 660 feet;
thence south 660 feet; thence west 1,980 feet; thence south 660 feet; thence
east 660 feet; thence south 660 feet; thence east along the south line of said
section 1,980 -feetf to the place of beginning, containing 80 acres of land, and
being otherwise described as blocks one, two, three, seven, eight, nine, ten,
and eleven, as shown on the map of the town of Acton, as per map recorded in
book 52, page 7, miscellaneous records of said county.

On September 30, 1901, said Meguire filed 'in the Tucson, Arizona,
land office an application to select, in lieu of the tract above described,
under the exchange provisions of the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat.
11, 36), a tract of 74.23 acres
'
.By decision dated July 28, 1903, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office held that the abstract of title showed that the blocks
described were on September 13, 1901, conveyed to the selector, but
the abstract was returned and the selector allowed 60 days within
which to comply with a number of requirements.
Under date of October 1, 1903, the attorneys for Meguire advised
the Commissioner of the General Land.(Office that,. in view- of the'
great difficulty of correcting the abstract, he had decided to file- an
application to make soldiers'; additional entry' for the selected tract.
Whereupon the forest lieu selection was canceled on December 2, 1903.
The decisionf appealed-fromn required-Meguire to furnish an abstract of title brought down to the date of the recordation of the deed
of conveyance to the'United States.'- In the appeal it is contended
that all that should be required is an abstract of title from the date
of recordation of the relinquishment down to the date of the application for quitclaim deed.
The application for quitdlaim was filed September 15, 1927, under
the act of September 22, 1922 (42 Stat. 10i7), the proviso to section
1 of which reads as follows:
That such person or persons, their heirs or assigns, shall within five years
after the date of this act make satisfactory proof of the relinquishment of such
lands to the United States by submitting to the Commissioner of the General
Land Office an abstract of title to sueh lands showing relinquishment of the
same to the United States, which abstract or abstracts; shall be retained in the
files of the General Land Office.
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To entitle Meguire to a quitclaim deed itris not necessary that he

show, by abstract of title, that he had a merchantable title to the base
land, but it is necessary that he show that the deed of relinquishment
to the United States was recorded and that he had since made no
effort to alienate the land.
To this effect was the decision in The CotAM Land Company (51

L. D. 190), wherein it was held that the assignee of the selector, whose
selection was canceled on the ground that he' did not have title to the'
base land, was entitled to a quitclaim deed.
While, it is necessary, as provided in the statute quoted above,
that the applicant for a quitclaim deed furnish an abstract of title
'showing relinquishment of the land to the United States, such
abstract need not show any prior conveyances; but it is essential
that the abstract be brought down to the date of the request for
quitclaim deed in order that the Land Department may be advised
as to whether the -party'who relinquished the tract had made an
assignment of his rights in and to the land.,
In executing a quitclaim deed, the Land Department divests the
United States of only such 'title as was acquired by the 'deed of
relinquishment, and' the fact ' that the person who executed and
recorded the deed of relinquishment did not have perfect title to the
land would not warrant the denial to, him of a quitclaim deed, provided he had not assigned his rights., This was the effect of the
decision in The Coliens Laad Compay, supra.
Meguire should be accorded -the privilege of furnishing an abstract
of title showing the relinquishment of the tract to the United States,
brought down to the current date. If such an abstract is furnished,
and it appears that Meguire has not assigned his rights, the quitclaim deed requested should be executed'and delivered.
'The decision appealed from is modified to agree with the foregoing.4 Ift;

-tV~t
it-

it

;

'

-'Sf:

lModi'fied.

BYERS v. STATE OF ARIZONA
Deoirfe
R
-f f f 0;. . -September
0 : ;. .10, 1958
SOcHoOOLAND-ARIZONA-NATIONAL FORESTS-WITHDRAWAL-VESTED RIGHTSRESTORATIONS.
Section 1946, Revised Statutes, merely reserved sections 16 and 36 in each
township in the Territory of Arizona from disposal by the United States in,
contemplation of a future grant, and the inclusion of those sections within a
national forest by a withdrawal prior to the enabling act of June 20, 1910,
suspends the vesting of title thereto until -their restoration to, the public
domain.

-
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NATioNAL FORESTS-VESTEDM RIGHTS-MINEAL
SCirooL LAND -ARIZONSA
LANDS-OIL AND GAS LANOS-PROSFECTAIG PERMIT.
Only nonmineral lands .were granted to the XState .of Arizona for school purposes by section 24 of the act of June 20, 1910, and. where the title. to' a
designated school section has not vested in the State the Government, in
furtherance of its right and duty of investigating 'and determining the
:
character of the land; may grant ani oil and. gas prospecting permit.SCHOOL LAND-MINMRAL LANDS-VITHDBAWAI-RESERVATIONS-STATUTES.S
The act of January 25, 1927,' extending the grants of school .sections in plaee
to certain States to embrace lands mineral in character, had no application to lands within reservations existing when the act became effective.
FINNEY,

First Assistcanbt Secretary:

By decision of December 13, 1927, the C(ommissioner of the General
Land dOffice rejected the oil and gas prospecting permit application
of Edward R. .Byers, filed April 1, 1927, as to Sec. 16, T. 18 N., R. 2
a
M., Arizona,: for the reason that the landwa "w
W., G. & S.
*school section of the'State of Arizona "to; which the State's rights had
iR.

: -attached.
The applicant has appealed, calling attention to 'the :fact that 'the
land: is .withint the boundaries of*the. Tusayan'National .Forest, and
citing6 section 24 of the act of June 20, 1910 (36 Stat. 557, 572). He
contends that the: Secretary of the Interior should assume :jurisdiction of oil and gas prospecting permits' and cdistribute the proceeds
to the public schools of the, State.,of 'Arizona, as done through the
several national forests where school sections are included within
their area, in cases ~where same include -.timber or minerals ,; that
such permits should be granted b'y this department because' the State
of. Arizona has no jurisdiction w hatever "over'school sections so
situated.

The appellant requests an early decision because 'the State of Arizona refuses to lease or grant prospecting p'ermiits for such school
sections, and because prospecting and development' of 'such lands&are
held up since neitherthAe departmet nor' the-State of Arizona:-'assume jurisdiction.,

..'

. '

.

Plat of survey of said township was 'accepted and filed in 1878.
Part of the township, ineluding Sec.. 16, was withdrawn. by the Secretary of the Interior on November 25, 1907, f:or a proposed addition

to the San Francisco Mountains National Forest. The same land was
included in: thetGoconino National Forest by proclamation of July 1,
1908, and on July 1, 1910, the name was changed to Tusayan National
Forest.

Section 24 of the act of June 20, 1910 (36: Stat. 557, 572),0 reads in
part as follows:
That in addition to sections sixteen and thirty-six, heretofore reserved for
the Territory of Arizona, sections two and thirty-two: in every township in said
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proposed State not otherwise appropriated at the date of the passage of this
act are hereby granted to said State for the support of common schools. * * *
And provided further, That the grants of sections two, sixteen, thirty-two,; and
thirty-six to said State, within national forests now existing or proclaimed,
shall not vest the title to said sections in said State until the part of said national forests embracing any of said sections is restored to the public domain;
but said granted sections shall be administered as a part of said forests, and
at the close of each fiscal year there shall bepaid by the Secretary of the Treasury to the State, as income for its common-schooi Tfund, such proportion of the
gross proceeds of all the national forests within said State as the area of lands
hereby granted to said State for school purposes which are situated within said
forest reserves, whether surveyed or unsurveyed, and for which no indemnity
has been selected, may bear to the total area of said sections when unsurveyed
to be determined by the Secretary of the: Interior * *

The; reservation of sections 16 and 36 referred to, is found in section 1946. of the Revised Statutes. No grant was therebyimade, no
title was conveyed, to the Territory of Arizona. It was merely a
reservation from disposal by the United States in contemplation of
a future grant. Inasmuch as the withdrawal for a national forest
occurred prior to the time that the enabling act of June 20, 1910,
supra, was passed,, title to said Sec. 16 has remained in the United
States.:
* The grant of school sections to the State of Arizona under section
24 of the act of June 20, 1910, was of nonmineral lands only. Inas-,
much as title to the section in question has not passed to the State
the Government has the right and duty of investigating and' determining whether. the land is mnineral in character. For the purpose
of such investigation and determination this department may grant
an oil and gas prospecting permit. IIn this connection, see instructions of September 17, 1925 (51 L. D. 196).
* The act of January.25, 1927 (44 Stat. 1026), extending-the grants
of school sections in place to certain States. to embrace. school sections mineral in character, as no
Lppin
ever in this case.
*Subsection (c). ofsetion 1 of said actprovides-J z--C
That any lands included within the limits of existing reservations of or by
the United States e * * are excluded from the provisions of this act.

The department has construed this portion of the act as followa
(Circular-No. ;1114,52 L. D. 51, 53):
:School-section lands included within the limits of 'existing reservations of
or by the United States * * * are excluded from the provisions :of*the act.
The words " existing reservations" as used in subsection (c) are construed
generally and subject to specific determination in particular cases if the need
therefor shall arise, as including Indian and military reservations, naval and
petroleum reserves, .national parks, national forests, stock driveways, reservations established under the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 847), as amended by
the act of August 24, 1912; (3T Stat. 497), and all forms of Executive withdrawal recognized and construed by this department as reservations existent
prior to January 25, 1927.
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The decision appealed from is Ireversed and the record is returned
to the General Land Office for consideration with a view to issuance
Reversed.
of a permit.
V

:

C : :

f

0

A :

V

::

; :Reversed.

:\

ADA XONIKA WILLIAMS
Decided September 19, 1928
PRIVATE CLAiM-BOARDD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS-PATENT-LAND

DEPARTMENT-

JURISDICTION.
By the act of March 3, 1851, Congress provided the legal procedure by which
a

wrongful confirmation of a

corrective was afforded for a

grant by the Board of Land Commissioners,
without power to review a

Mexican land

and the Land Department is

decree of confirmation based upon the findings
is

board and, upon the issuance of patent pursuant thereto,
prived of jurisdiction in. respect to lands embraced in such a claim.
of that

COURT AND DEPARTMErNTAL DEMISIONS CIMa:
Cases of Beard v.

Federy (3

and Hilting Go. (180 U.
Ben McLendon (49.L. D.

Wall. 478),

de-

AND APPLIED.
Thompson v.

S. 72), Whiltney v.

Los Angeles Farming

United States (181 U.

548), and Johln Adams et al. (51 L. D.

S.

104),

591), cited

and applied.
FINNEY,

First Assisftant Secretary:

Appeal has been filed by counsel for Ada Monika Williams from
decision of February 14, 1927, by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, affirming the action of the register of the local land
office at Los Angeles, California, in rejecting Williams's homestead
application for land described as fractional E. /2 E. ½/ Sec. 33, and
fractional W. 1/2 W. 1/2 Sec. 34, T. 1 S., R. 17 W., S.0B. M., California. Numerous other similar applications for lands in the same
general vicinity were rejected in the same-decision.
The tract, descriptions given in the applications' haveno existence
in fact,< as; the lands have never beei subdivided into sections. A
boundary survey of a private-land claim was made in this locality
which meandered the ocean, and the descriptions contained in these
applications are either within the confines of that grant or include
water. areas.
The ground for rejection in all of these cases was stated as
E
follows:
So far

as

the exterior

the records
limits

show, a

of the

part

Mexican

of the lands

grant known

applied

for are

' Rancho

as the

within

Topanga

Malibu: Sequit," which was patented to Matthew Keller, August 29, 1872 (vol.
9,
in

pages 40 to 56, inclusive), and the remainder of the lands applied for are
Therefore, the)
the Pacific Ocean, which borders said grant on the south.

lands are not subject to homestead entry.
49

L.

D.

therein.

561), and

John Adams

et al.

Ben McLendon

(51

L.

D.

591)

(49 L.

and the

D.

548 and

cases

cited
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In behalf of these applicants, it is contended that, the, decision
appealed from ignored the requirements of the Mexican law in regard
to grants thereunder and the provisions of the treaty in respect to,
-Mexican claims violated the act of March 3, 1851 (9 Stat. 631), gov'erning the adjudication of private-land claims in California, and
'disregarded the' decisions, of the Supreme Court as to the essentials
for establishment of valid claims under the act.
It is asserted that the said grant was in legal effect no grant; that
it never had any validity under Spanish or Mexican law; that it was
unlawfully and corruptly confirmed; that there was no proper, foundation for the patent, and that it is null and void. It is accordingly
contended that this' department should 'ignore and hold for naught
such putative grant and patent.
Concession to these demands would involve adjudication de novvo
respecting the merits of the grant. This untenable position so manifestly conflicts with the plainest principles of jurisprudence, the
letter of specific statute,? the repeated decisions of this department
in like cases, and applicable rulings of the Supreme Court, that any
elaborate demonstration of so palpable an error would be mere
supererogation.

This grant- was confirmed by the United States District Court for
the Southern District 'of California at its October term, 1864, acting
under authority of the said act of March 3, 1851. aAppeal from that
decision was taken by the Government to the Supreme, Court of the
United States, and by decree :of March 10, 1865, the appeal was dismissed on motion of the Attorney General.. At the October term,
1865, the said district court declared the decree of confirmation final.
Section 13 of the said act of March 3, 1851, .inpart, provided:
* e * for all claims finally confirmed'by 'the said eommissioners, ;or by'
the said District or Supreme0Court, a: patent shall issue to the claimant upon
his presenting to the general land office an authentic certificate .of such con-.
firmation, and a plat or survey of the said land, duly certified and approved
by the surveyor general of California, whose Rduty it shall be to cause' all
private claims which shall he finally confirmed 'to be accurately surveyed and
to furnish'plats of the: same.

Pursuant to that authority the tract was surveyed and patent was'
issued thereon as stated.
Section 15 of the said act reads as follows:
And be it further enacted., That the final decrees rendered by. the said commissioners, or by the District or Supreme Court of the United States, or any
patent to be issued under this act, shall be conclusive between the United
States and the said claimants only, and shall not affect the interests of third
persons.

'In the similar cases of Ben McLendion (49 L. D. 548) and John
Adkmeo et al. (51 L. D. 591) the department exhaustively considered
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the contentions there made and here reiterated, and it was conclusively shown that this department never did have authority to adjudicate such grants and has no jurisdiction to disturb a patent issued
on such confirmed claim. In the former case it was, said (p. 556):
The only theory then on which an entry could be allowed under the present
application must be based on the supposition that the Land Department would
be justified in 1either ignoring the existence of the grant and the patent or in
suspending the application until after it had by its own act declared the grant
invalid and set aside and vacated the patent..
It seems unreasonable .to believe that it could be: seriously contended in any
quarter that this department, a mere subdivision of the executive branch of
the Government, has the power to inquire into, adjudicate, and vacate and annul
a decree of confirmation solemnly entered in this case by the United States
District Court after the facts have been ascertained and adjudicated by the
Board of Land Commissioners to whom Congress committed the, power to
determine the validity of such grants in the first instance.

And this is especially

true since there was no :existing law at the date of this confirmation which
clothed any executive branch of the Government with any power to inquire
into or judicially determine the validity of :or,. any question affecting Mexican
grants or to take any other action whatever in relation thereto, except the mere
act of surveying the lands embraced within them, and the issuing of patents
after the grants had been confirmed. Such a contention is made to appear
more unreasonable when it is remembered that the courts in considering the
effect of the decrees of confirmation of Mexican claims by the Board of Land
Commissioners and the district court, have said that "final decrees, touching
the validity of such claims, rendered by these tribunals, are conclusive and final
between the claimants and the .United States. Such decrees are not open to
review in any court."

The authorities there cited completely refute in every particular the
contentions renewed in this case respecting the finality of the confirmation of the grant and the patent issued thereon.
A consolidated brief recently filed in support of homestead' applica-.
tions for lands embraced in this and other patented Mexican grants
reiterates the contentions theretofore fully presented and insistently
urged. The said brief undertakes to show that. the patents issued
for the four grants therein discussed are utterly worthless and void,
as. having been issued upon grants confirmed without legal authority.
It is contended that the Government of Mexico 'had no authority to
grant lands except 'under the provisions of its general colonization
act of August 18,1824, and the regulations thereunder of November
21, 1828; that it had no authority to make a grant in California
after May 13, 1846; that no Mexican grant was entitled to recognition
unless it was shown of record in the archives of the Mexican Government; that the said grants, having been confirmed and patented
in violation of these conditions and restrictions, are not now entitled
to recognition, but' should be regarded'as mere nullitieszand as affording no obstacle to the homestead applications.
Without attempting to demonstrate the legal sufficiency of these
grants at the time when they were presented to the Board of Land
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Commissioners for confirmation, it may be well to suggest that the
stated restrictions and conditions were not so inelastic or certain as
counsel contends. In the case of Whitney v. United States (181 Th S.

104,

lo8; 112)

it was said:

In reviewing questions- arising out of Mexican laws relating to land titles
we recognize what an exceedingly difficult matter it is to determine with anything like certainty what laws were in force in Mexico at any particular time
prior to the occupation of the country by the American forces in 1846-1848.
TEhis difficulty exists because of the frequent political changes which took place

in that 6ountry from the time the Spanish rule was first thrown off down to
Revolutions and counter-revolutions, empires and

the American occupation..

wepublics followed each other with great rapidity and in bewildering confusion,
and emperors, presidents, generals, and dictators, each for a short period,
played the foremost part in a country where revolution seems during that time
to have been the natural order of things. Among the first acts of each governmnent was generally one repealing and nullifying all those of its predecessors.
t

.

a1'

*:

*

*.

-*

*

In the early history of these Mexican land titles it had been supposed that
the colonization law and the regulations above mentioned were all that were
in force in Mexico after their dates. United States v. Catabuston, 20 How. 59,
f63; United States v. Valilejo, 1 Black 541, 552; United States v. Vigil, 13 Wall.
449, 450.

Subsequently, the claim was urged that that law and the regulations had
been repealed by virtue of the law of April 4, 1837. (Reynolds, p. 222.) See
also law of April 17, 1837, p. 224 of Reynolds' Compilation.
The claim was urged by way of argument by counsel and referred to by Mr.
Justice Lamar in his opinion in Interstate Land, Grant Company v. Maxwell
Land Grant Uompany, 139 U. S. 569, 578. Again, in United States v. Coe, 170
U. S. 681, 696, Mir. Justice McKenna, in speaking of the colonization law of
August 18, 1824, said that "by a law passed April 4, 1837, all colonization laws
were certainly modified and ma§ be repealed."

In respect to the contention that the Government of Mexico could
not legally grant lands in California after May 13, 1840, attention is
called to decisions of the Supreme Court to the effect that Mexican
auithority to0alienate the public domain in California terminated
with the capture of Monterey by the United States- forces on July
7, 1840. See United States v. Pico (23 How. 321) and Beard v. Federy (3 Wall. 478.) The latter case may also be cited in refutation of
other contentions here urged. Among other things, it was held
(syllabi)
To give jurisdiction to the Board of 'Land Commissioners to investigate and
deternmine a claim to land alleged to have been derived from the Spanish or
Mexican Governments, it is not necessary that the petition of the. claimant
should aver that such claim was supported by any grant or concession in writing,; it is sufficient if the petition allege that the claim asserted was by virtue
of a right or title- derived from either of those governments. The right or
title may rest in the general law of the land.
.4t
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A patent of the United States issued upon a confirmation of a claim to land
by virtue of a right or title derived from Spain or Mexico is, to be regarded in
two aspects-as a deed of the United States, and as a record of the action of
the government upon the title of. the claimant as it existed upon the acquisition' of California. As a deed its operation is that of a quitelaim, or rather'o6f
a conveyance of such interest a's the United States possessed in the land, and
it takes effect by relation at the time when proceedings were instituted by the
filing of the petition before the Board of Land Commissioners. As a record of
the government it is evidence that the claim asserted was valid under the laws
of Mexico, that it was entitled to recognition and protection by the stipulations.
of the treaty; and might have been located under the former government, and
is correctly located now so as to embrace: the premises as they are surveyed and
described. As against the government and parties claiming under the government, this record, so long as it remains unvacated, is conclusive.

The case of Thompson v. Loo Angele& Fariniqand Millimg Co.
(180 U. S. 72) involved lands in the' Rancho ex-Mission Ide San
Fernando, one of the grants here in question.: That claim was based
on a deed of grant by the Mexican governor of California made on
June 17, 1846. The claim was confirmed by, the Board of Land
Comlnissioners and was patented.
The above case was an action in ejectment brought by claimant
-under the patent. The defendant alleged that the Governor of
California had no authority to make the grant and that the decree
*of confirmation was without authority of law, and was absolutely
void and. aWmere nullity Hand that the patent was likewise null Tand
void. In speaking of the: authority of the Board of Land Commis'sioners and the effect of the) decree of confirmation and patent under
the act of March 3, 1851, the court said (p.
:7):
*
* * The power to consider whatever was necessary to the validity of the
claim-propositions of law or propositions of fact-the fact of a -grant, or the
power to grant, was conferred. If there should be a wrong decision the remedy
was not by a collateral attack on the judgment rendered. The statute providedy
the remedy. It allowed an. appeal to the District Court of the United; States,
and from thence to this court. Legal pib'cedure could not afford any better
safeguards against error. Every question which could arise on the title claimed
could come to and receive.jiudgment'from this court. The scheme of adjudication
was made complete and all the purposes of an act to give repose to titles
were accomplished. And it was certainly the purpose of the act . of 1851 to
give repose to titles. It was enacted not only to fulfil our treaty obligations
to individuals, but to settle and define what portion of the acquired territory
was public domain. It not only permitted but required all claims to be 'presented to the lboard,0 and barred all from future assertion which were not; presented within two years after the date of the act.: (Sec. 13.) The jurisdiction
of the board was necessarily commensurate with the purposes of its creation,
and it was a jurisdiction to decide rightly or wrongly. If wrongly, a corrective
was afforded, as we have said, by 'an appeal by the claimant or by the United
States to the District Court. (Sec. 9.) Indeed the proceedings in the District
Court were really, new, and further evidence could be taken. ) (Sec. 10.) Upon
the confirmation of the claim by the commissioners or by the District or
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Supreme Court, a patent was to issue and be conclusive against the United
States. (Sec. 15.)

it should be clear that these, patented lands are not open to further
entry and it is to be regretted that claimants should indulge the futile
hope that this department will allow entry in conflict with the
patents. The several hundred 'such applications which have been
filed involve a burden on the Government in disposing of them and
can only result in loss and disappointment to those who have been
drawn into this hopeless adventure.,
:The decision appealed from is;
AffiLrmed.
LESTER A. PARKER,
Decided September 28, 1928
ISOLATED TRACT-APPLICATION-PJROHASE--STATUTES.

Disposition of an application for the sale of an isolated tract: of public land
*pursuant to section 2455, Revised Statutes, as amended, is to be'governed
by .the conditions existing at the time the application is filed rather than
at the time that action thereupon is taken by the Land Department.
IsoLATem

TRAcT-APPLICAqON--ADVERSLE

CLMM-HOMESTEAD

E1NTRY-PREFER

ENCE RIGHIT-LEAN D DEPARTMENT.

Where action upon* an application for the sale' of an isolated tract of public
land; allowable when filed, Was not taken by the Land Department within
a reasonable time, the apPlicant acquired equities superior to those of one
seeking to include the land within an entry lof an adjoining tract which
would not have been subject to entry until after sale of the tract in dispute
had not the delay occurred.
PINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:

'Lester A. Parker has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated April 25 1928, rejecting
his application, Cheyenne 042508, for the sale of the SW. 1/4 NE. 1/4
Sec. C, T. 30 N., R. 7T W., 6thl .P. M., Wyoming, as* an isolated tract
pursuant to section 2455 of the Revised Statutes as amended.!'
The reason for rejecting the appiicationas given by the Comnus'sioner, is as follows:'
The application can. not be allowed under that portion of section 2455, Revised Statutes, which. permits the offering of tracts isolated for two years
because an adjoining tract was entered on April 21, 1927.

Section 2455 of the Revised Stattites, providing for the sale of
isolated tracts,>has. been amended hy three acts' of Congress, to wit,
the act: of February 20, 1895 (28 Stat. 687) ),the act of June 27, 1906
-(34 Stat. 517), and the act:of March 28, 1912 (37 Stat. 77).
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The act of February 26, 1895, supra, added the proviso " that lands
shall not become so isolated or disconnected until the same have been
subject to homestead entry for; a period of three years after the
surrounding land has been entered, filed upon, or sold; by the
Government."The proviso quoted above was stricken from the act of June 27,
1906, aupra, and does not appear in the act of March 28, 1912, supra,
but the circular of January :19, 1912 (40 L. D. 363), with respect
to isolated tracts, reinstated it in a modified form, as follows:
7. No tract of land will be deemed isolated and ordered into the market

unless, at the time application is filed, the said tract has been subject to homestead entry for at least two years after the surrounding lands have been
entered, filed upon, or sold by the Government, except in cases where some
extraordinary reason is advanced sufficient, in the opinion of the Commissioner.
of the General Land Office, to warrant waiving this restriction.

The substance of this provision has been carried through subsequent circulars and now appears in section 7 of Circular No. 684
of February 25,.1926 (51 L. D. 357). The sections 7 of the two circulars cited are identical, except that in the latter circular the words
"filed upon, or sold by the Government," do not appear.
In the instant case Parker filed his application *for the sale of
the SW. 1/4 NE. 1/4 of the said Sec. 6 on August. 31, 1926. The
records of the General Land Office indicate that at that dateI the
land had been subject to homestead entry for two years after the
Surrounding lands had been entered. One of the surrounding entries
was that of Otto L. Fluder for the S. ½/2 SE. 1/4, NE. 1/4 SE. 1¼4,
SE. 1/4 NE. 1/4 of the said Sec. 6, which had been allowed on August
23, 1921.
Fluder's entry was canceled on December 13, 1926, which, was
three months and 13 days after Parker filed his application for the
sale of the tract now in question. On April 21, 1927, Grace Wirth
made homestead entry for the land formerly embraced in Fluder's
entry, and it is her entry to which the Commissioner refers in his
decision.

While the Commissioner's decision, which is very brief, contains no,
statement of the points of law which his action involved, it would
seem that he w;as of the opinion that Parker's application for the sale
was to be judged by the conditions existing at the time he, the Com-missioner, took action upon the same, rather than. byX the conditions
existing at the time the application was filed. As at the time of the
Commissioner's action one of the tracts surrounding the land in question had nrot been included in the entry of Grace Wirth for two years,
57522-2--voL 52-32
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the Commissioner rejected Parker's application pursuant,;apparently,
to his construction of sections 7 and 9 of Circular No. 684, supra.The department does not agree with the Commissioner's conclusions. In the opinion of the department the questions arising under
section 7 of Circular No. 684 were to be determined in accordance
with the facts existing. on August 31, 1926, the date of Parker's
application.

Since the rendition of the Commissioner's decision, however, another
question has arisen in the case which must be disposed of. In a letter
dated July 13, 1928, addressed to the Commissioner, the register of
the Cheyenne, Wyoming, district land office stated that Grace Wirth
had filed an application to amend her homestead entry so as to
include the SW. 1/4 NE. 1/4 of the said Sec. 6, the isolated tract now in
question.

While it is true that it has been held that an application for the
sale of land as an isolated tract does not withhold the land from
entry by another person prior to the time when the order of the Commissioner authorizing such sale is noted upon the records of the
local land office (Jacob Schutz, 25 L. D. 146; Erikson v. Harney, 38
L. D. 483; section 9 of Circular No. 684), yet the department-is-of
the opinion that the principle underlying those, decisions is not
present in the instant case.
Parker filed his application for the sale of the SW. 1/4 NE. 1/4
Sec. 6 almost one year and eight months prior*to the Commissioner's
decision. ' While the application for the sale did not segregate the
land from entry, it is apparent that the application was allowable
when filed, and that, as the case then stood, the Commissioner could
not have rejected it unless he did so through the exercise of an arbitrary discretion, which the law does not countenance. Parker was
entitled to reasonable diligence on the part of the Land Department
in acting upon his application, and had action thereon been taken
within a reasonable time the situation with respect to Wirth's proposed amendment of her entry would not have arisen. Under the
conditions existing in this case it is believed that Parker has equities
which are superior to those of Wirth: and that her application to
acquire the land embraced in Parker's application for its sale should
not prevent favorable action upon Parker's application.
The Commissioner's action accordingly-is reversed, witAh directions
that the sale of the SW. 14 NE. 14 Sec. 6, T.R30 N., R. 7tW., 6th
P. M., Wyoming, be authorized in accordance with Parker's application therefor, in default of reasons to the coiitrary which are not
apparent upon the record.

RBeversed.
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IXJON F. SILVER
Decided October 22 1928
STOcK-RAISING Ho-MEsTEAD-APPLICATION----VESTED RIGHTS-PREFERENCE RIGHTWITIDRAWAL,.
A stock-raising homestead application for undesignated land has no segregative effect, but merely confers upon the applicant a preference right to
enter the land, as against others, when and if designated as subject to the
provisions of the stock raising homestead act, and a withdrawal prior to
designation will prevent attachment or exercise of the right.
FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary:

Reference is had to your [Commissioner of the General Land
Office] communication of October 2, 1928, requesting instructions in
connection with the application for additional entry (Sacramento
* 016959), and petition for designation of lands under the stock raising homestead act, filed by John F. Silver.
It appears from the submission that Silver has a patented entry
in T. 19 N., R. 7 W., M. D. M., California, upon which he resides..
He filed additional application and petition for designation May 28,
1926, the additional application being for 160 acres in Sees. 11 and
15, T. 20 N., ZR. 6 W., M. D. M. Under date of April 1, 1927, the
X
Geological Survey made a report stating that some of the tracts
applied for, viz, E. ½/2 NE. 1/4, NE. 1/4 SE. 1/4 See. 15 are not subject
to designation under. the act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 862),
because included in a first form withdrawal for irrigation- works
(Orland project), approved December 23, 1926, under authority of
the act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388).
The submission invites attention to various orders, circulars, and
instructions of this department concerning the effect of an application to enter and petition for designation under the stock raising
*
act, viz, 47 L. D. 629 and 50 L. D. 580, and to other regulations and
orders respecting the disposition of applications to enter, locate, or
select public lands which have been withdrawn and reserved for use
in connection with the construction and operation of reclamation
Xworks, or for other public purposes, viz, 47 L. D. 624, 48 L. D. '9, and
-4.8 L. D. 153.
*
0 The question presented is whether under the circumstances dis*closed, and in view of the rules, regulations, and instructions above
-referred to, the action of the Geological Survey in connection with
Silver's petition for designation vwas' correct.
s For present purposes it is unnecessary to review and discuss at
length the regulations 'and 'orders last above referred to, or the prinrple
i
upon which they are based.. However, it may be stated that
:.since the decision of the United States Stupreme Court in the cases
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of Payne v. Central Pacifle Railway Cornpamy, decided February
28, 1921 (255 U. S. 228), and Payne v. State of Nev Meoeio, decided
March 7, 1921 (255 U. S. 367), the department has applied the previously more or less well-settled rule that when a person has done all
that the law requires to entitle him to an entry or to obtain a right
under the public-land laws, he has, in the eye of the law, obtained
that right, even though it has not been acknowledged or recognized
by the Land Department. 0 A contrary rule was applied by the
department in the case of Joltn J. Haney, decided October 19, 1906
(35 L. D. 250), but by order approved May 27, 1921, referred to in
circular dated June 18, 1921 (48 L. D. 153), hereinabove mentioned,
the department modified the Hanely case so far as. in conflict with the
action taken in said order, the view being that the doctrine of the
Hllaney ease should be made to yield to the principle announced by
the Supreme Court, and theretofore more or less directly applied
by this department in the case of Chardes C. Conrad (39 L. D.
432). In this connection see the cases of Rippy v. Snowden, and
Louise E. Johnson (47 L. D. 321, and 48 L. D. 349); also instructions dated April 23, 1921 (48 L. D. 98), under the oil leasing law of
February 25, 1920, wherein the doctrine of the Conrad case was referred to as having received the sanction of the Supreme Court
decisions above cited.
The principle of the Conrad ease is not of recent development. It
-found expression long ago in the case of. Gilbert v. Spearing (4 L. D.
463), and was therein stated as follows (syllabus):
The right of entry is complete, and in contemplation of law the land is
entered, from the moment when the application, affidavit, and legal fees are
placed in the hands of the local officers, if the land is properly subject to
such appropriation.

The idea finds warrant in the decided cases of Loekwiitz v. Larson
(16 Utah 275) ; Hasty v. Bonness (84 Minn. 120; 86 N. W. 896), and
in Ard. v. Brandon (156 U. S. 537).
In other words mere administrative delay in recording or putting
a claim of record for lands sub eczl to entry does not in anywise affect
the legal operation of a valid application. JHowever, 'it should be
noted that the rule is pertinent only to cases where, upon the face of
the record, the applicant is qualified, and the land subject to appropriation by entry at the date of the application. See Conradaase, supra;
Lewis v. Dunnng (49 L. D. 440).
The department has consistently held that a stock-raising homestead application for undesignated land has no segregative effectdoes not afect the; status of the land prior to its designation; that such
an application and petition for designation merely confer upon the
applicant a preference right to enter the tract, as against others, when
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and if designated as subject.to the provisions of the act. (Instructions, 47 L. D. 250; 47 L. D. 629.) A right to be preferred in the
purchase or other acquisition of land is not such right as will, prior
to its attachment or exercise, except the land from the operation of a
withdrawal. Clearly, therefore, the mere filing or presentation of a
stock-raising 'homestead application creates or confers no such right
or interest in public lands prior to their- designation, or prior to investigation by the department and a determination as to their character, as will defeat the right of the Government to appropriate andc
reserve them for public purposes. Jefferson E. Davius (19 L. D. 489);
Strader v. Goodhue (31 L. D. 137); Em~rwq H. Pike (32 L. ID. 395);
Taylor et at. v. Graves (36 L. D. 80); David A. Cameron (37 L. D.
450); Henr Sanders (41 L. D. 71); EmbNen v. Lincoln Land Ccnpany (184 U. S. 660); and instructions (32 L. D. 387).
From what has been said it is clear that the refusal of the Geo-7
logical Survey to classify or reconmnend the designation- of lands
withdrawn for use in connection with the construction and operation
of the Orland project was correct.

PROCEDURE RELATING TO THE TAKING OF DEPOSITIONS
Instructiofs, October 26, 1928
WITNEssEs-PrAcTIcE-HIAiNG-DEPOSrTzION-EVIDENOF--STATOTES.

Section 4 of the act of Tanuary 31, 1903, contains the authority and. pre'scribes the procedure for the taking of testimony of witnesses'-who reside
outside of the county in which the hearing occurs, by deposition either
orally or by writteninterrogatories.
.
PROTIOE-WITNES-SDEN

lE-DEPOSITION-STIPULATION-OyEncER.

-

Rule 27:of Practice is not restrictive of any, of the other rules relating to
the taking of depositions, but provides a means whereby the parties to the
litigation may, by agreement and stipulation, take depositions before 'any
officer authorized to administer oaths.
FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary:;

The department has considered your [Commissioner of the General Land Office] letter, October 15, 1928, forwarding a communica-

tion received by you from the chief of field division at Denver, Colorado, relative to a holding in the unreported decision of July 16,
1928, in, United States v. Charles Grandy (Blackfoot 033846, 035685).
You have since forwarded a similar' communication from the chief
of field division at Salt Lake City, Utah.
The portion of the decision of July 16, 1928, which the field officers
request to be reconsidered is as follows:
If it is proposed to take oral depositions, it must be by stipulation, to the
terms of which both parties shall have agreed, and the stipulation so entered
into must be filed with the register. Rule of Practice 27 (51 L. D. 547, 553).
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So far as the Rules of Practice are concerned, complete provision
for, the taking of depositions is made by Rules 20: to 32, inclusive.
Rule 20 provides for the taking of depositions by interrogatories
under certain specified conditions relating to the witness whose testimony is sought, and Rule 28 authorizes the taking of testimony,
upon order of the register,-before an officer near the land in controversy. - Rule 27 is not restrictive of any of the other rules relating
to the taking of depositions, but provides a means whereby the parties to the litigation may, by stipulation, take depositions before any
officer authorized to administer oaths, orally or by interrogatories.
It is not only not restrictive of any other rule relating to deposittions, but on the contrary is an independent and liberal authorization
of procedure where the parties are in agreement.
However, the' decision of July 16, 1928, failed to take into consideration the fact that the taking of the deposition there in controversy was authorized by section 4 of the act of January 31, 1903 (32
Stat. 790), as to which the instructions of March 20, 1903 (32 L. D.
132, 134), provide in part:
Section 4 authorizes any party 'to the proceedings to take the testimony of
any witness who resides outside of the county in which the hearing occurs, by
deposition, which, upon ten days~ previous notice, may be taken before any

United States commissioner, notary public, judge or clerk of a court of record
in the county where the witness resides. In such case the party desiring to take
the deposition will be required to file with the register or receiver an affidavit
setting forth the name and the address of the witness; that he resides outside the
county in which the land office is situated, and that for such reason he desires
to take the. testimony of the witness named, in the form of a deposition:
Whereupon it shall be the duty of the register or receiver, or either of them,
to enter an order; designating the time and place at which such deposition will
be taken, and to issue a commission to some officer designated by this actztoV
take the same.. In such ease either the register or receiver or the officer before
whom the' deposition is to be taken is authorized to issue subpena for the witness, using substabtially the form 'hereinbefore ptresribed, and disobedlence
thereof as defined in the act is punishable as in case; of violation of a subpcena
to appear before the register or receiver.

Viewed in this light, the chiefs of field divisions should find' no'
difficulty in taking the depositions of witnesses. If the witness
resides in the'county where the hearing occurs, he can be subpconaed
to appear at the hearing, while if he resides outside the county his
deposition, either orally or by written interrogatories, may be taken
by complying with the provisions of section 4 of the act of January
31, 1903, supra.

In so far as in conflict with the views herein expressed, the decision
of July 16, 1928, in the case of Grcand is overruled.
I See order of October 26, 1928, p. 503, amending Rule 28 of Practice, promulgated
November 3, 1928, by the General Land Office as Circular No. 1172.-Ed.
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PRACTICE-TESTIMONY-RULE 28, AMENDED 1
ORDER 2

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., October 26, 1928.
The COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE:
Rule of Practice 28 provides: that testimony may be taken by depo,sition before a United States commissioner or other 6fficer authorized
to administer oaths near the land in controversy, at a time and
place to be designated in a notice of such taking of testimony.
To give the rule more extended operation and remove doubt as to
its application, it is hereby amended by omitting "by deposition "
and " near the land in controversy " from the first sentence thereof,
so that the rule as amended will read as follows:
Rule 28. Testimony may, by order of the register and after such notice as
he may direct, be taken before a United States commissioner or other officer
authorized to administer oaths, at a time and place to be designated in a notice
of such taking of testimony. The officer before whom such testimony is taken
will, at the completion of the taking thereof, cause the same to be certified
to, sealed, and transmitted to the register in the like manner as is provided
with reference to depositions.

E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

SHORES v. STATE OF UTAH ET AL,
Decided October 27, 1928
SCHooL LA
sArrPPLroA:TIoN-PusBIC LAND-COAL LAND-PRELMPTIoN-RECOBDS.
Lands presumptively passing under school-land grants are excluded from approprioationiby- individuals under'other public-land' las,
and the administrative rule that applications for tracts embraced in any entry of record
* give rise to no rights unless such entry has been canceled of record, is
applicable thereto.
ScHooL LAND-APPLTUAION-GOAL LAND-CoNTEsTAN-T-PaREmcNC
RIouT:PRSUMPTION-WITHDREAWAL.
An application for a tract of land presumptively passing under a school-land
grant, in the absence of statute or departmental regulations to the contrary,
confers the legal status of a contestant of the State's title without preference
right, and is no obstacle to a withdrawal of the land by the UnitedX States.
SCHOOL LAnD-COAL LA-D-APPLiCATION-PRESUMPTION-STATUTES.
A coal-land application for land that presumptively passed under a school-land
grant is not a "valid claim" within the purview of the saving clause of
the leasing act of February 25, 1920.
1 See instructions of October 26, 1928, p. 501.-Ed.
2

:
:
Promulgated by the General Land Office November 3, 1928, as Circular No. 1172.-Ed.
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Where the title to land has passed to a State either under its original school.
land grant or by virtue of the additional grant of January 25, 1927, the
jurisdiction and authority of the department to adjudicate the issue as to
the character of the land has ceased.
COURT AND DEPARTMENTAL DECIscoNs CITED AND A
FPLIED.
Cases of Work v. Braffet (276 U. S. 560), and State of Uta1k, Pleasant ValBey
(loaz Company, interveners v. Braffet (49 L. D. 212), cited and applied.

FINNEY, First
SAssistant Secretary:July 23, 1915, 'Cyrus W. Shores -filed application 015509 to purchase under the coal-land laws the SE. 1/4 Sec. 36, T. i2 N.,' R. 9 E.,
S. L. M'., Salt Lake City land district. September 18, 1915, the
State of Utah filed a protest against the application, charging that the
land was not known to be valuable for coal on January 4, 1896, the
date upon which the granting provisions of the enabling, act of July
16, 1894 (28 Stat. 107), became effective as to surveyed lands falling,
within their purview; that relying upon its title under the enabling
act and the good faith of the United States in making the grant, it
had sold and patented the east half of -the tract to William 0. Williams, and the west half to T. A. Ketchum. Shores made answer
denying the charges. Subsequently, the Ketchum Coal Company,
claiming as transferee of T. A. Ketchum, and the Pleasant Valley
Coal Company, claiming as transferee of Williams, intervened. After
a number of continuances and postponements, hearing was held on the
protest beginning February 2, 1920, the coal claimants and interveners only participating. By decision of February 21, 1923, the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, following the rule in State
of Utah, Pleasant VYcley Coal Company, intervener v. Braffet (49 L.
D.212), affirmed the local officers in rejecting Shores's application, but
after a lengthy review of the testimony and recital of evidence in the
above-cited case, reversed the local officers in holding.that the land
was .not known to be coal in character on January 4, 1896, and that
it, therefore, passed to' the State under its grant. iBoth Shores and
interveners appealed.
Pursuant to departmental instructions' of May 26, 1926, Circular
No. 1067, action upon these appeals was suspended pending disposition of proposed legislation to confirm the titles of the States to
school sections. mineral in character, and to await final adjudication
of a pending suit by :Braffet,' challenging the correctness of the conclusions of the department as to the' legal status of his application.
The passage of the act of January 25, 1927 (44 Stat. 1026), confirming in States. and Territories title to lands granted by the United
States in aid of common schools, subject to certain conditions, reservations, and limitations, and the final adjudication of the injunction
proceedings brought by. Braffet against the Secretary, Work v. Braffet
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(276 U. S. 560), removed all impediments tolthe disposition of these
appeals, which disposition, pursuant to the instructions: of March
15, 1927, Circular No. 1114 (52 L. D.- 51), may now be made in the
light of the additional grant in the act above mentioned of January
25, 1927.
In Work v. Braffet, supra, the Supreme Court sustained the rules

applied in State of Utah, PleiasaantValley Coal Comnpay, intervener,
v. Braffet, s.upra, to the effect that the administrative rule that applications for tracts embraced in any entry of record give rise to no
rights unless such entry has been canceled of record, applies to schoolland grants, which grants are considered as excluding the land presumptively passing thereunder from other appropriation by individuals under other public-land laws; that such applications in the
absence of statutes or departmental regulations to the contrary, but
confer the legal status of a contestant of the State's title without
preference right, and that such .right of contest is no obstacle to a
wihdrawal of the land by the United States; the application not
being a " valid claim " saved under section 37 of the' leasing act from
the operation of said act. There was no error, therefore, in the rejection of Shores's application. The Commissioner's action rejecting it
was unquestionably correct.
By decision of June 6, 1928, the department, in the (unreported) case

of L ouis R. Lawyer v. State of Utah, Pleasant Valley Coal Comrnpany,
intervener, disposed of. a controversy similar to the instant case, involving identical questions of fact and law as are presented here with
respect to the SW. 1/4 NW. 1/4 of Sec. 36, T. 12 N., R. 9 E. In that
case as in this, the land had beeni surveyed long prior to the grants the
surveyor general had returned the land as mineral in character, classification and' appraisal of the land as coal land was made in 1907, and
again in 1911, and the.'land was not subject to any of the -exceptions
mentioned in paragraph (e) of the first'section of 'the act of Jnuary
25, 1927. For the reasons set forth in the decision referred to, it
must be held that the tract here in 'question passed 'to the State either
under the original' or the a'dditional grant, and 'jurisdiction and authority by the department to adjudicate the issue as to the character
of the land has ceased, but nevertheless, as the -original grant passed
an absolute fee iand the additional grant but a conditional fee with a.
possibility of reverter to the United States, as set forth in said decision, in the event the State fails to observe the conditions of such
grant, it is deemed the duty of the department to express its views
from the evidence presented, as to whether' the State obtained title
under the original grant which inured to the purchasers, or whether
it passed solely; by virtue of the later grant of mineral land and the
purchasers took nothing theretofore.
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The evidence adduced at the hearing has been carefully considered,
Much of it relates to coal exploration and development that has
occurred or become manifest since the date of the State's admission.
Putting such evidence aside, and with it the assignments of errors
made in considering it and evidence in-the companion case of Braffet,
enough clearly remains to warrant a conclusion as to the known
character of the land on January 4, 1896. No attempt will be. made
to review the evidence in detail. It may be observed that little
conflict of testimony exists as to physical indicia disclosed at the
time the grant took effect; the difference is largely between, opinions
of experts as to what conclusions should be drawn from them. With
regard only to evidence as to known conditions at the time the Lgrant
would have otherwise taken effect, it can be said that the following
stated undisputed facts appear:
From:the heights on the tract in question the surface slopes precipitously southwesterly to Price River and southeasterly to Willow
Creek, which streams meet within a quarter of a mile south of the
tract. A massive bed of sandstone, 80 to 120 feet thick, known as
the Castlegate Sandstone Floor, is exposed on both sides of Price
Valley, the south side of Willow Creek, and for many miles to the
east along a prominent escarpment three miles south. of the land
fknown

as Book Clifs.

This sandstone bed is exposed from a few

feet to a quarter of a mile south of the land and has a f airly uniform
dip of from 6 to 10 degrees to the north, forming a steep bluff where
exposed. This bed is recognized as a marker for a widespread and
persistent seam of coal resting immediately upon it, which, subsequent to the disclosure of coal seams stratigraphically higher, was
termed the "A" seam. A little less than a half mile westerly from
the southwest corner of the tract in question a mine, known as the
Castlegate No. 1, was opened on this seam in 1888 or 1889, and many
millions of tons of coal were taken from it during its operation for
20 years, the operations being thereafter transferred to a higher seam
later* disclosed. There is-not.upon- the. land any natural; exposure
of coal, but there was evidence of coal croppings and blossoms within
a few hundred feet south and southwest of the land, and a workable
seam at the Anderson mine, upon which some development had been
made in 1891 in the SW. 14 NW.,4 of Sec. 6, T. 13 N., R. 10 E.,
and mention is made of other like-known seams on that section and
adjacent Sec. 1.
There appears to be no disagreement that the coal-bearing horizon,
meaning the coal-bearing strata disclosed at the outcrops, but not
necessarily the coal, passes through the land in controversy, and there
are no faults observed that would militate against such conclusion.
The experts for the interveners laid emphasis on the absence of actual
exposures on the land and the possibilities evidenced by certain
indicia that they observed, that the "A" seam was erratic as to thick-
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ness and showed evidence of thinning below a thickness that would
be profitable to work as it. neared the land in question, therefore displayed no certain assurance of developing a coal bed of commercial
size. It was admitted, however, by one of such experts that the outcrop of the Castlegate Sandstone Floor'to the west and south of the
tracts would have warranted prospect cuts on that coal floor to determine the' thickness of the coal existing at those points.
Taking into consideration the evidence asato workable coal seams:
in mines existing prior to 1896 on adjacent and neighboring lands,
there appears no good reason for the assumption at that time that
the "A" seam on the land in question would be thin any more than it
would be to assume that it would be of commercial thickness. Nor is
there any ground to conclude, when the evidence as to outcropping
coal beds, their proximity to the land, the quality and thickness of
the coal where found and mined, the topographical and structural
features, the direction and dip of the coal are considered, that any
practical coal man would have been deterred from exploration with
the hope of opening a paying mine on the land in question because
of the uncertainty which seems incident to any unexplored coal area,
that the beds possibly would become too thin to work at a profit.
Furthermore, the evidence that the tract has any value for any other
Purpose than for coal amounts to nothing, and the record shows thatprior to 1896 all adjoining land south and adjoining lands.east and
west and neighboring lands to the south traversed by Price River
had all been patented under coal cash' entries, the circumstances pointing convincingly to the fact-that the surrounding lands were regarded
as valuable coal lands, prior to 1896.
:The department is convinced that the evidence as to adjacent disclosures and other surrounding external conditions known -at the
date aforesaid were sufficient to engender the belief that the. land
contained coal of such quality and quantity as would render its
,extraction profitable and justify expenditures to that end; State of
Utah, Pleasant VacleyCd
oal Conany, intervener, v.. Brafet, sui ,
Diamond Coalnd Coke Co. v. United States: (233 U. S. 236).
In consideration of the facts and for the reasons above stated, it
is the department's conclusion that the tract in question did not pass
under the grant of July 16, 1894, but only by virtue of the act of
January 25, 1927, and that, therefore., the interveners obtained nothing by their purchase prior to the last-mentioned act, and that if
the disposal of the coal deposits thereon is not made in accordance
with 'the terms of. the latter act, recommendations to the Attorney
General to institute forfeiture proceedings would be warranted.. The
department concurs in the Commissioner's findings, but in view, of
the provisions of the additional grant to the State, the land passed
thereunder.
-Afrmed in part and reversed,in part.
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UNITED STATES v. LANDT (ON PETITION)
Decfded November 19, 1928
CONFIRmA'IoON-DuSERT
STATUTES..

LAND-CONTEST-GOVERavMENT

PROCEEDING-NOTICE-

An order issued by the Commissioner of the General Land Office directing
proceedings against the validity of an entry will defeat the confirmato'ry
effect of the proviso to section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891, even if no
party be named therein, and the date of the issuance and service of notice
upon the real party in interest is immaterial.
DEPARTmENTAL

DECIsION

CITEDo AND APPLIED.

Case of Jacob A. Harris (42 L. D. 611) cited and applied.
FINNEY,

First Assistmt Secretary:

A petition for an order under Rules of Practice 78 and 79 has been
filed on behalf of Edward B. Landt, from which the following facts
appear:
On April 10, 1914, Pitts H. Hopkins made desert-land entry for
W. ½/2
1/4 Sec. 28, T. 9 N., R. I0 W., S. B. M., California. The
1lv.
entry was assigned to Edward B. Landt on January 18, 1926, which
assignment was recognized by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office on March 4, 1926.
Final proof was submitted by the assignee on June 8, 1926, but
final certificate was withheld at the request of the division inspector.
Receipt No. 2857873 for the final payment of $1 per acre and $2.25 as
testimony fees was issued on June 8, 1926.
Under date of June 5, 1928, the Commissioner of the General Land
Office addressed a letter to the register of the local land office as
followsi
Lois Angeles 023262 "F " MDII Claimant: Ethel H. Cowan, one
the heirs
.anddfor the heirs of Pits H. Hopkins,
:deceased.

Directing adverse proceedings.
Entry made April 10, 1914.
Final proof June 8, 1926.
F. C. not issued.

Los ANGELES, CALIRNIA.
Sm: Referring to the entry by the claimant, whose name and serial numbier
of the entry appear, above, you will proceed in accordance with the circular.,
of February 26, 1916, and in the notice provided for in paragraphs 3, 4, and. 5
thereof you will state that the following charge has been filed by a representative of the General Land Office :
That not as much as one-eighth of the land embraced in the entry has been
reclaimed by cultivation and irrigation in the manner and to the extent contemplated by the desert land law."
In due time make full report of the proceedings had and the result thereof.
REGISTEr,

Notice, of the charge was issued to Ethel H. Cowan on June 13,
1928. On July. 18, 1928, Landt entered a special appearance and
moved that the proceedings abate, alleging, among other grounds,
that notice of the charge had not been served on the assignee. Whereupon the uregister served notice of the proceedings on the assignee
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and also, served a Copy of the notice on his attorney. A protest and
appeal were then filed by the attorney for the assignee, upon consideration of which the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
by decision dated August 2, 1928, denied the motion to dismiss and
directed the register to proceed. The petition under consideration
was then filed.
It is contended. on behalf of Landt (1) that the register had no
authority to institute proceedings against a desert-land entryman;
(2) that the Coommissioner of the General Land Office on June 5, 1928,
attempted to bring adverse proceedings against Ethel H. Cowan, but
that he in nowise brought any charges against the assignee, Landt,
and (3) that the action of the register in inserting the name of Landt
as a party defendant was an, unauthorized act, and in this respect
his action was ultra Vire8 and void.
The proviso to section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1095,
1099), reads as follows:
That after the lapse of two years from the date of the issuance of the
receiver's receipt upon the final entry of any tract of land under the homestead,
timber culture, desert land, or preemption laws, or under this act, and when
there shall be no pending contest or protest against the validity of such entry,
the entryman shall be entitled to a patent conveying the land by him entered,
and the same shall be issued to him; but this proviso shall not be construed
to require the delay of two years from the date of said entry before the issuing
of a patent therefor.

Counsel has misconceived the effect of the proceedings instituted on
June 5, 1928. The transferee of the entry was not named in the Commissioner's order but the proceedings were against the validity of
the entry, and the order would have stopped the running of the,statute
even if no party had been named therein, it being incumbent on the
register to ascertain from 'his records who was the real party in
interest and serve him with notice. Paragraph 3 of the regulations
of February 26, 1916 (44 L. ID. 572). See also Rule of Practice 5.
In Jacob A. Harris (42 L. D. 611), which was' cited with approval
by the Supreme Court of the 'United States in Lane v. Hoglund (244
UI. S. 174), it was held (p. 614):
Upon mature consideration, the Department is convinced that a contest or
protest, to defeat the confirmatory effect of the proviso, must be a proceeding
sufficient in itself to place the entryinan on his defense or to require of him a
showing of material fact, when served with notice thereof; and, in conformity
with the well-established practice of the Department, such a proceeding will be
considered as pending from the moment at which the affidavit is filed, in the
case of a private contest or protest, or upon which the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, on behalf of the Government, requires something to be
done by the entryrnan or directs a hearing upon a specific charge. The date
.of the issuance and service of notice is immaterial, if without undue delay
and pursuant to the orderly course of business under the regulations.

The issuance by the register on July 18, 1928, of a notice to Landt
-was not the initiation of a proceeding against the latter, but notice
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of 'a proceeding against the validity of the desert-land entry which
had been commenced within two years after June 8, 1926. If the
case had proceeded without notice to Landt, the cases cited by counsel on the subject of jurisdiction would have been in point.
It is apparent that the register proceeded in: accordance with
paragraphs 1, 3, and 4 of the regulations of February 26, 1916,
supra, quoted, by counsel din his motion to dismiss, and that the
notice to Landt was given without undue delay.
Counsel's contentions are devoid of merit. The petition is denied.
Petition denied.
WALTER XAINE
Decided November 22, 1.92:
STocK-RAISING
I-oMESTPAD--DEsERT LAND-LIMITATION AS To AP.sAGESTATUTES.
The effect of the stock-raising homestead act was to enlarge the right of
homestead entry from 160 acres of land of the character specified in the
act to 640 acres, fand- the making of a desert-land entry for 160 acres does
not affect one's right under that act or under any of the homestead laws.

First Assistant Secretary:
The Commissioner of the General Land Office has submitted to

FINNEY,

the department an appeal' by Walter Maine from the rejection by
the register of the Carson City, Nevada, land office of his application
to make entry under section 4 of the stock-raising homestead act
for SW. 1/4, S. 1/ 2 SE. 1/4, NE. 1/4 SE. 1/4 Sec. 20, and iNW. 1/4 SW. 1/4
Sec. 21, T. 23 N., R. 46 E., M. D. M., Nevada (320 acres).
The application was rejected on the ground that applicant had
exhausted his right under the homestead law.
It appears that on September 10, 1927, Maine filed three applications: (1) To make entry under section 2289, Revised Statutes, for
SW. 1/4 NW. ¼/4, E. l/2 NW.' 1/4 and NW. 1/4 NE. 1/4 Sec. 29, said township; (2) an- application to make entry under section 3'of the enlarged homestead act for (as amended September 26, 1927) NW. 1/4
NW. 1/4 Sec. 29,. SE. 1/4 NE. 1/4 -and N. ½/2 SE. 1/4 Sec. 30,'said township (160 acres), and (3) an application to make desert-land entry
for S. 1/2 SW. 1/4 Sec. 21, NW. 1/40 NW. 1/4 Sec. 28, and NE. 1/4 NE. 1/4
Sec. 29, said township (160 acres).
The register allowed the applications to make original and additional homestead entries on September 27, 1927, and forwarded the
desert-land application to the chief of field division, for 'report, in
accordance with the existinogregulations. No action thereon has been
taken.
The application to make an additional entry under the stock raising homestead' act and a petition for the designation of the land were
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filed on May 9, 1928. The petition for designation has not been
acted on.
The act of Congress approved February 27, 1917 (39 Stat. 946),
provides:.
That the right to make a desert-land entry shall not be denied to any applicant therefor who has already made an enlarged homestead entry of three
hundred and twenty acres: Proovided, That said applicant is a duly qualified
entryman and the whole area to be acquired as an enlarged homestead entry;
and under the provisions of this act does not exceed four hundred and eighty
acres.

The act quoted conferred on Maine the right to make a desert-land
entry after entering 320 acres under the enlarged homestead act. His
right to have his desert-land application allowed must be determined
as of the date when he filed the application and made payment. The
application, will be allowed if the report of the field investigation
indicates that the tract described therein is susceptible of reclamation
in the manner proposed by the applicant. Whether or not the desertland application is allowed, Maine's right to enlarge his holdings
under the- homestead law to 640 acres is not affected.
The effect of the stock-raising homestead act -was to enlarge the
right of homestead 'entry from 160 %acres of land of the character
specified in said act to 640 acres; and the malking of a desert-land
entry for 160 acres does not affect a person's right under the stockraising homestead act or any of the homestead laws. Maine's prior
*homestead entries having been properly allowed, the only question
involved is whether the 320 acres embraced therein and the 320 acres
applied for are subject to\ designation as stock-raising lands.
The decision appealed from is reversed, and the application in
question will be suspended to await action on the petition for designation.
Reversed.
TAXATION OF ENTRIES WITHIN RECLAMATION PROJECTS PRIOR
TO ISSUANCE OF FINAL CERTIFICATE-ACT OF APRIL 21, 1928
REGULATIONS
[Circular No. 1176]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE
Washington, D. C., Novienber 7, 1928.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
An act approved April 21, 1928 (45 Stat. 439), reads as follows:
That the lands of any homestead entryman under the Act of June 17, 1902,
known as the Reclamation Act, or any act amendatory thereof or sujplementary
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thereto, may, after satisfactory proof of residence, improvements, and cultivation, and acceptance of such proof by the General Land Office, be taxed by the
State or political subdivision thereof in which such lands are located, in the
same manner and to the same extent as lands of a like character held under
private ownership may be taxed.
Sma. 2. That the lands of any desert-land entryman located within an irrigation project constructed under the Reclamation Act and obtaining a water
supply from such project and for whose land water has been actually available
for a period of four years, may likewise be taxed by the State or political subdivision thereof in which such lands are located.
Sa. 3. That all such taxes legally assessed shall be a lien upon the lands
and may be enforced upon said lands by the sale thereof in the same manner
and under the same proceeding whereby said taxes are enforced against lands
held under private ownership; rvroWded, That the title or interest which the
State or political subdivision thereof may convey by tax sale, tax deed, or as
a result of any tax proceeding shall be subject to a prior lien reserved to the
United States for all the unpaid charges authorized by the said- Act of June
17, 1902, whether accrued or otherwise, but the holder of such tax deed or tax
title resulting from such tax shall be entitled to all the rights and privileges
in the land of an assignee under the provisions of the Act of June 23, 1910
(Thirty-sixth Statutes, page 592).

The purpose of the law is to permit taxation by States, or political
subdivisions thereof, prior to the issuance of final certificate, of lands
embraced in reclamation homestead entries and in desert land entries
within irrigation projects constructed under the Reclamation Act,
and obtaining a water supply from a reclamation project.
Reclamation homestead entries are made subject to such taxation
after the submission of satisfactory final proof under the ordinary
provisions of the homestead law, and upon the acceptance thereof
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and desert land
i entries located within irrigation projects, constructed under the Rec* lamation Act, at any time after water from said project has been
available for the irrigation of the lands in the entry for four years.
Taxes legally so assessed constitute a lien upon the land subject
to the prior lien of the United States for all unpaid charges authorized by the Reclamation Act, whether accrued or 'otherwise, and such
lien may be enforced by the State or political subdivision thereof by
the sale of the lands under proceedings had as in case of lands held
in private ownership.
No tax assessed or levied prior to April 21, 1928, the date of the
act, is validated thereby.
In case of the sale for taxes of lands included in a reclamation
homestead entry, or a desert land entry within an irrigation project
constructed under the Reclamation Act and obtaining its water supply. from a reclamation project, the holder of the tax deed or tax
title resulting from such tax sale-shall be entitled to all the rights
and privileges of an assignee under the provisions of the act of
June 23, 1910 (36 Stat. 592), as to reclamation homestead entries,
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and 'section2.of the act of Mdarch28,1908'.(35 Stat.,52'),as'to desert

land fentries,. only when' applicationfior
;::0;
.

*

recognition asi assignee

has

been filed in accordance with the governingi regulations, (47 L. D.
417, as to -homestead. entries, and 50 L. D.;443, as to desert land en-- :
tries) and also satisfactory proof of such tax title, and showing that
tthe eiquity. of£ redemption; has expired. After acceptance by the
Commissioner of theGeneral Land. Office of such: evidence as satisfactory, the- name of. such assignee shall be endorsed upon- the rec- :
ords of the General and loca1 land'offices aseentitled to the 'rights of
oneholding a- omplete and..'validiassignmentiunder said act of June23, 1910,.or the acit of March 28, 1908, .upc,' and such person may at'
4any time thereafter receive patent upon submitting satisfactory final'proof,Land the proof.' of reclamation required by-the act of June 12,
1.902 (32: Stat. 388), and 'acts amendatory -thereof, and .in case of
desert ]land' entries,' the act of March' 3, 1877 "(9 Stat. 377), as
amended by the' act of. 'March 3&,1891 (26- Stat. 1095),'making the
payments required by said acts. In all' such cases the purchaser at
tax sall must filte inthe' local. land offie either the' original or a :duly'
certified? copy of, the tax- deed, which evidence nmust be transmitted
to thisoffice, for consideration the same, as in ordinary assignment.
:,cases,0 beforethe record may be placed' in the name of the purchaser
as assignee. ..
In cases of application for'exchange of'reclamation homestead entries in whole or in part (of lands not sold at tax sale), where the
proof tas.to residence,. improvements, and cultivation. in support of
the bas eland has been' accepted as satisfactory ('section44 of' theact.
of May 25, 1926, 44 Stat. 636, and the regulations thereunder in 51
L. ID. 525); in cases where" application is madd to enter. lands f ormerly. included in a reclamation homestead entry whieh was cans,
Qeled:
after acceptanIce6of'proof of residence, improvements,:and cul0XtivatLon;
'70-: 0: ::in 'cases where application is made to enter lands formerly
embriaced&'in ' a desert land entry, 'which- obtained its water from' 'a
tderal reclamaintion project, and'. was canceled after four years from
the date of availability of water or where final proof 'is. submitted
:on: a:pending. desert land entry after four years from the datewater
:; :was
avai:,lable therefor; there must b&e furnished in addition to the
usual evidence, a. certificate- by the proper tax officer showing thatthere are no unpaid taxes or tax sales charged against the. land or
tax deeds outstanding and that the accrued taxes for the current year
have been provided for.
'When relinquishments of entries or parts of 'entries involving taxable lands' are 'filed with the register 'of a local land
'office,
he will.
transmit theb same. to the, General. Land' Office withouit: noting; the
same' on' his records,' unless. there is furnished, as set forth in! the'
57522-2744voL 52--:3
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preceding paraTgraph. satisfactory, evideice that there.. are no unpaid
taxes charged against, or unredeemed sales of the lands relinquished,.
in- which case tle relinquishment may. be accepted or noted' as in
:
ordinary cases.
In case of exchange or the cancellation of.-;entriesinvolving lands§
which have been taxed or -are subject to taxation, the register of the-,
11 at once, upon' the consummation of 'the xchange-,.t
local landl officeI Aw3
tnhtationofthe,.cancellation, iotify. the proper taxing. authori-K'
or the
ties thereof, to the; end$ that suchjlands :may be xrelieved from future :
taxation.
: The. register of the local land office will, upon application therefor,.
furnish-.the' proper. taxing authorities: lists o-f. reclamation, home-..
steadientries upon. which fiuial-proof has been subniied and accepted'.
d
and of desert dww,
under the ordinary provisions'of the homestead
'a: Federal. irrigation, project hasrfronwaterb '
: .land-entries here
been avaiable; for four fyears, as, provided in' instructions of October:
:8,.1907::(36 L. D.. 194), and of,.pril 16, 1910 (38WL. D. 5'75)... Cir- :
eular No. 838 of July '8, 1922: (49 L. D. 168) is hereby revoked.

~WmIAx Srxy,
: ; ;
Approved:
S
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E. C. FIN1NEY,

-SXec?'ean/. 0-;0:y :i:0 :0;?
00 t 0.st0
:Fi;:X Assistant
000000 0: 000

E000 0 ;0.0

C. SKARIE, AS MORTGAGEE OF FRANE F. BROK

Y

1," 1928'
0-Decded 'Dcenibe&
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-PINAL SPROOFCONFTIRMA'ON MORTGAGE!--STAT'UTES.
Section 71 of the;act of March 3, 1891, presupposes 'that the entryman himself'
shall submitiproof .and pay the necessary-fees and: commisnsions, and that
the receiver's receipt shall be issued to him, and there~isn6 such privity ofbetween the entryman 'and a mortgagee as'will permit the latter
n
- interest
to fulfill these conditions of the statute upon thefaile of the etntryman
to do' so.

ORTGAGORTGAGE-INA
H:OlilEsTEAD EN
W:here an entryman fails or' refuses to submit
entry, the imortgagee, in order .to' be entitled
must Show that the entryman complied with
possessed the necessary qualifications to have
legal title to the land.
HOMESTEAD

iNTys-FINAL, RPROoFIWoRTGA6

EQUITY EviOE._
iPO
proofafter mortgaging hisIto equitable consideration,
the law- of Ihis entry and'
enabled him to -acquire the-

V0ATIS.
E-QUIITr-EDnENCE

S-0

;

Section 2291. Revised Sfatutes, contemplates that a homestead entrymian
upon the submission of final proof; appear personaily before the-''shall,'
,
proof-taking, officer, and an exception to' 'thatfrequirement' for the purposewill be .considered only-of granting 6equitable consideration to a imortgageev
ilponaS 'showin& that the testimony of the entryman can nuot be 6obtained.d

i:
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Fi:NEy, FirstAssistat Secdetary:
I have to acknowledge your communication of November 22, 192g,
requesting advice whether an entry made under the enlarged homie
stead act by Frank F. Brockway, August 3i, .1923, for the S. /
Sec. 7, T. 23 N., R. 47 E., M. M., Great Falls, Montana, was under
the facts hereinafter stated confirmed by the provisions of
0section )
of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1095, 1098).
s
It. appears: that on January 13, 1926, the Security StateBank- of
Wolf Point, Montana, file'd notice that it hadc a mortgage covering
the land... A short time thereafter, February .18, 1926, Brockway
filed a relinquishment of the entry and March 3, 1
the mortgagee
company filed a protest against the acceptance of such -relinquish'ment, and it was rejected by your office letter of May 7, 1926. January 24, 1927, the entryinan filed another relinquishment and on
February. 10,0 1927, the company again protested Ibut no actionr ha's
been taken: thereon.; In the meantime and on August. 17, 1926, one
1H. 'C. Skarie, receiver .for the bank, submitted final proof on the
entry and the receiver'sifinal receipt issued August 24, 1926, but.:final
certificate was withheld at request of the chief o4 field, division.
*Aproviso to tsaid section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891, directs that
:after the lapse. of two .years from the date of the receiver's receipt,

'upon the final entry of any tract of land under the homestead law,
"When there shall bhe no pending contest or protest against the va;lidity of such entry, the entryman shall be entitled to a patent conveying the land by him entered and the same shall be issued to him."
I shall not stop to inquire whether the steps taken with respect to
IBrockway's entry during the:two-year jperiod and still pending constitute a protest or contest, because it is obvious that the law in question has no application to a::case likethis. This is not a final entry
within the imeaning of said act. The law presupposes that the entryman shall submit proof and pay the necessary fees and commissions,
and that the receiver's receipt shakcd have: issueda :to' him.
the
entryan submitted no. .proof, paid no money, and no receipt wasE
issued to him .b t on the contrary, while somewhat doubtfully stated
in your letter, informal inquiry discloses thatssuch :receipt issued in
the name of "H. "C. Skarie, mortgagee of Frank F. Brockway." Ther
entryman wvas making no claim to the land, was. asserting that he.
'had abandoned it, that he could not make a living on it, and persisted. :in -profering the relinquishment of his claim=to the Government.
The so-called final proof in :this case was submitted on behalf of the.
bank and to the end that the bank might be secured in .its mnortgage:
debt. Whetherthe. equitabley powers of the Land IDepartment are,
such that eventually the bank, may be substituted to the earned:
equitable rights of the entryman at the time he: abandoned the land.P
.Here
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is for future determination. It will ibe enough to say at this time
that there is no such privity of interest between the entryman and
the mortgagee as'entitled the bank's receiver to invoke the confirmatory provisions of said act. After the receipt of the field agent's
report it will then become the- duty of the Cokuffissioner of the General Land Office to pass on the sufficiency of the proof filed by the
receiver with a view to submitting the case to the 1Board of Equitable Adjudication. In any event it will be necessary for the mortgagee to show that the entryman complied with the law of his entry
and that he possessed the necessary qualifications to have enabled him
to acquire the, legal title to the land. Whether any person other than
the' entryman can make the final oath required of entrymen in such
cases or whether in a case like;tthis the execution of such oath may be
waived in the iterest of equitable administration are questions for
- -frtherconsideration on the merits of the case. In this connection to
entitle a mortgagee to equitable consideration within instructions of
March 11, 1922 (48 L. D; 582), it should be made to appear that "the
;testimony of thweentryman can not be obtained."

EXPIRATION OF PROSPECTING PERMITS-ACTS OF OCTOBER 2,
1917, FEBRUARY 25, 1920, AND FEBRUARY 7, 1927
INSTRICTIONS

[Circular No.,9263]:
DEPARTMENT OF :THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

WasshingM.ton,..,-December

1, 1928.

REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

The instructions of April 5, 1924, Circular No. 926 (50 L. D. 364),
:
are revised to read -as follows:
Action taken by certain district land offices on applications for
lands which have, been included in prospecting permits outstanding
than two 1years, indicate that'not all district land officials
i
for more
fully understand the'status of such permits, and in order that the
matter may be madej clear, you are instructed as follows:
Permits to prospect for potash under the acts of October 2, 1917
(40 Stat. 297), and February 7, 1927- (44 Stat. 1057), Circular No.
594 (46 L. D. 323), and Circular No. 1120 (52 L. D. 84), and for so-dium under the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), Circular No.
699 (47 L. D. 529), -are issued for. terms of two years without proviion- for extensions of time. 'If application for patent or lease, based
:on claim of discovery within the two-year period, is not filed, the per-

;09y.
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mit, expires by limitationi fixed by both the law and- the terms of
the permit and, is no longer a bar to the allowance of other filings for
the land which it embraced. No formal action to termuinate the per-:
mit is necessary or. will ordinarily be taken.
Coal permits may be extended for a period of two years pursuant
to. the act of March:9, 1928'(45 Stat. 251).. Therefore, a coal permit
can not be considered as expired until the full: period for which,
granted and for which it may be extended has elapsed, except permits which expired: on ordbefore March 9, 1928, and no. extension
thereof has been applied for, or permitsregularly canceled and the
cancellation noted on your records. Where application for lease has:
not been filed, a coal permit will, at the end of four years-fromy date:
(of issue, be-considered no longer in forcee and no lbar to other applications for the lands described therein.
As to oil and gas permits, the law authorizes extensions of time
beyond the two-year period, and such permits are to be considered in
force until canceled and the cancellation noted on your, tract books
in accordance with the governing regulations.

WVLL

SPRY,:

C:om:rnmissner.:

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
00 : -: ::::First Assistant ecetary.:::0:i--:0:::;:0S
:-:HARRY
-::

F. DIEMER
Decided December 3, 1928

STO -RAISING HOMESTEAD-OII. AND GAs LANDS-WITHDRAWAL.
Lands within a petroleum reserve are not subject to. entry under the stock
raising homestead act.

STOCk-RAISING HOMETEAD--HOMNSTEAD

ENrvy--O

AND GAS LANDS-WITH-i

DRAWAL..The different rulestadopted with respect to the allowance of entries under
the stock-raising homestead act and the allowance of entries under other:
:homestead laws, in cases where the lands have been reserved, involve classification and not discrimination, and a stock-raising homestead applicant has
-no ground for complaint because other homestead applicants have greater
privileges than himself.
FINNEY,

First Asoistant Secaret"r:

:Harry F. Diemner has appealed from the decision of the Comniis-.
: ioner of the General Land Office dated July 5, 1928, holding for;
rejection his application to0amend his additional stock-raising homestead entry C nnie, 04473, covering.certain lands in the State of
Wyoming.
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The, ;application to make the additional 'entry,-4hich was known
originally as Lander 014459, was filed, on October 16, 1923. It included lots 6, 7, 8, NW. /4 SE. 1/4 Sec. 6, lot 1, See. 7, T. 49 N., R. 101
W., and lot 7, Sec. 9, T. 49 N., R. 102 W., 6th P. M., as well as seven
other tracts in Sec. 9.
Id decisions dated April 22, 1924, and May 28, 1924, the. Commissi oner- rejected the 'application as to the tracts situated in Secs.'6 and.
-7, T. 49 N'., 'R. 101- W., because they had been included in Petroleum.
Reserve No. 37' by. an Executive order of May 27, 1915,4and as to 'lot
.7, Sec. 9, T. 49 N., R. 102 W., because that tract, had been included 1in
S3tock Driveway Withdrawal No. 44 by the Secretary of the Interior
on January 1, 1919. The Commissioner stated, however, that entry
would be permitted: for 'the remaninng tracts situated in the said

Sec. 9.
On June 12, 1924, Diemer withdrew his application as to the lands

Sacs. 6 and 07, and as to the lot 7 in Sec. 9, and on, the same day,
; in
-his entry was allowed for the following .tracts in Sec. 9, T. 49 N.,
1/4 N W- 1/4, W 1/2 SW. 1/4, SW. 1/4

''R.102W., to wit: Lots 3,, 6, SW.
SE. 1/4, and SE. 1/4 SW. 1/4.

On October 17, 1927, D)iemer filed an application f or the amendiment of his entry so as to include lots 6, 7, 8, NW. 1/4 SE. '1/4, Sec. 6,
and lot 1, Sec. 7, T. 49 N., R. 101 W., which originally had been
included in his 'application :Lander 014459. Thel amendment was.
asked because of the departmental decision in the case Iof Cliftoli TV. McColl (52 L. D. 173), which holds that the clause "designated as
-,valuable for oil and gas," as used in Circular No. 983 (51 L. D. 65),
refers only to areas which have been designated as within the limits
of producing 'oill or gas fields. ' Diemer stated that the tracts sought
to be included by amendment were not 'within the limits 'of a producing.oil or gas field.
In his decision of July 5, 1928, the Commissioner said that as the'
tracts sought to be included by amendment were within Petroleum
Reserve No. 37-as. stated in his former decisions-they were not
subject to entry -under the stock-raising act. He also said that lands
in petroleum reserves are not of the classtreferred to in the decision
in'the'Mcqol ca1 s'.supra.
"In his 'appeal to tthe department Diemer 'points out that, although
homestead entries are not permitted under the stock-raising act for
lands within petroleum reserves, such entries are permitted under
section 2289 of the Revised Statutes, and' under the enlarged homestead act, under certain conditions. He says, in substance, that this
is a discriminationtagainst stock-raising entries which involves a
distinction without a.hdieerence and he 'contends that it was not the
intention of Congress, in the 'respect stated, to place stock-raising
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entries upon a footing difereit from that of entriesnmade under the
:
oither homestead laws.':
Theldepartment finds-that the Commissioner's action rejecting the
application to amend was right':
The ruling of the departhment forbidding the allowance of stockraising entries within petroleum reserves is found in Circular No. 913
(50L. D.'.261), whee',it is said that stock-raising entries can be
<allowed only for unreserved lands. This ruling has been approved
-be
by' Congress in sulbsequent legislation 'and it accordingly' must
4accepted as a correct. statement -of the. legislative intent with. respect
* *tothe stock-raising act.

C:
The different rules adopted with respectwto;the allowae ofentries

*
*

under the stock-raising. act and the allowance of entries .under other f:
'homestead laws in' cases like the onei at hand involve classification and"-:
not: discrimination. An applicant .to make stock-raisin entry has no
-.ground .for,:complaint. merely because homestead, applicants under'
other 'laws- have greater i privileges than i-himself,.as his rights are;
'positive and not' relatiVe.i
\
A:.i.:d.
The decisionappealed.jfrom is.

'GORDA: GOLD MINING COMPANY AND WALLACE MATHERS v.
(ON: PETITION)

ERNEST BAUIMAVA

Decided December8, 1928:
LA0NDS-4XIING

fINERiA

0, JIT
. .00

I;-u

CnOMESD

y-AVERSu CLAUVI-HEAR-

B

DnPARTMElNTEVIDENCE.
| tEDDICA-D

:: Where in a contoversy' between'rival claimants to a tract of public land the
issue is as to its character and it is. adjutdged upon hearing to be mineral,:

the issue as to the character of the land as of the date of thehearing is res.
judicata, and further consideration of the. matter, will not be given by the.
Land Department in the absence of a showing that exploration and development subsequent to the hearing disclosed tha the land was not in fact of

mineral value.'
;Mru

t

LANDS-'--MINNLG

HOMESTEAD ENRYi.

C,"LAIM5SE5SMENT

WORK-LAND

DFPARTMENT-

-

The Land Department has nothing to do with the question of the performance
-of annual assessment work on mininglocations made upon lands that con-,
.tinue to be subject to location, entry, andipurchase under, the mining laws,
and 'anagricultural claimant can, not take advantage of defaults ~of that
;character.
'HO'MESTEAD ENTRY-POsSESSION-LAND D6VEPTMENT-COURTS.
The Land Department has no means 'of enforcing its decisions and restoring
-to' an entryman in whose favor it has decided -possession to: the land unlawfully detained from him hy another, but his remedy is in;the local courts.
:
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N:oTdS IoOMEsmAD :ENTRY-ADVERSE, CLAI-MI:NING C;(XLAIM.
One: who puts himself out of lrange of timely notice by sojourn in. a distant
country. while, decision: was pending w ithout :designating some, proper:.:
representative upon -whom service could. be made ':in his behalf has fno
ground for complailnt of action taken during his absence.

at AssistantSecretary.:
ti;FINNEF.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office, by letter of November 16, 1928, has transmitted for such action and instructions as the
department may* consider :proper a number of communications received May 2, 1927, and .on later dates from Ernest Bauman which
are in the'nature of petitions to reconsider and set aside departmental
0 :decision of. March4 15, 1926, wherein was adjudicated certain con'flicts betweenhis homestead entry., San Francisco 06140, and certain
mining, Iocations, to which claim was asserted either by Wallace.
Mathers or the Gorda Gold Mining Company. These communications will be treated as an informal ;petition for ,the Secretary toa
exercise his supervisory authority.
Aside0 from ,much irrelevant matter, the contents; of these- communications tare in substance and effect as follows:
(1)fThe findings in said decision that certain, portions of his
entry: were mineral in character are contrary to actual fact.
(2) The mining locations held to be valid have- not been naintained by 'the doing of the required assessment work and have therefore been abandoned.

*.*

.

(8) Mathers, a mining claimant, continues. to occupy and possess
as a home for himself a portion of the land adjudged by the decision
to :be nonmineral and properly'subject to Bauman's homestead .entry,

and by threats and acts of trespass has prevented,, and does prevent
his rights as a homesteader, and his property
.him .from
.exercising

has been damaged in' consequence.

(4) That he was unable to register, timely objections to the de*cision rendered and action thereafter taken pursuant. thereto by
reason of his journeys from place to place in South America, it being
averred that first notice of departnental decision, was .received at
Sibundoy, Colombia, South America, on March. 17- 1927.
Bauman-in effect. requests that he be granted patent to the entire
entry. and -that the order to segregate by survey the mining claims
adjudged valid from the remiainder: of his entry issued pursuant to,
the department's decision be, vacated or' tayed -and the case be reopened. In considering this petition brief reference will be made to,
the previous
sadjudicatins
of 'the- department in the case which show
tlithelpresent, status of Bauman's, entry, the status o£f,the proceedings
against it, and hisstatus as a litigalntat the present time. ...

:

:::

Upon a'petitioni for the exercise of supervisory authority filed by
Bauman, the record made at a hearing in the' contest proceedings be-

-

-
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tween the mining claimants above ihehtioned and Bauman wos cnt:.

'.-'

:sidered in departtmenal decision of August 21, 1922.

It'was thbein
'adjudgedthat the. area' of Bauman'sentry within suidry locat ions
':f the6mining claimants was mineral in 'character and in accordane
therewith 'an order' directing the segregationi from
ent
of the

elaims held mineral wasEissued.

The "decision

adhered toon

'otion by Baurnan for a rehearing Octber:
31, 1922. Thereafter,
i::ipo reepresentations '6o the disi' n 'inspector to the effect that no
part ofi the entry' wfas mineral 'in chaater, ai'nd
Bauman
mthathad
': ot obtainied Eat fair t'ial, 'which represenations 'the' 'mineral c'aimants chalienged, the department vacated the pprevious decision and
reopened the casf for further hearing on the, protests andfor a,
readjudication uipbn- the' record as it shall then 'appear. A hearing
'w:0S' dnly'held
;; $vas between ~the.mineral claimants and the Govern,
Bauman appearing. merely' as a witness for the Governnnt, and'
much additional testimony was taken. Upon consideration of the''
record mniade' at the liearing, the _Conunisioner reversed 'the local
officers and held the conflicting nmining claims' were invalid. IJpon
appeal by the miningclaimants,'the department in its decision afore'said of March 15 ,' 1926' modified the Comnmissioner's' decision and ,
. held (pages 17, 181, 26) that Ithe :Nugget, Gulch, 'and .Ludky.Pete
placers and another iode claim upon 'which certain mineral showings
e.:xisted were valid and directedea snrvey segregating the areas of
such claims and the' cancellation of Bauman'setry totheextent of
conflict there
,' and as full, compliance with the homestead law
had not been nmade during the statutory life of tle 'hoinestead entry,.
:':0;,:;
was :directed
, it
that, the case be referred' to the Board of Equitable
Adjudication. It was 'held that Bauman, notwithstanding representations to the contrary, had afull opportunity to present his case at
the first hearing and a. fair trial; thdt, he had no right ;to have it'
reopened, and .that 'the rehearing must be treated as a proceeding
solely between' the mineral claimants and the Government. A':segr:
gation .sureyy has been directed pursuant to said decision.
Bauman does not show that by exploration and developmentsubse.,.quent to 'the'last'hearing, it has been disclosed th'at the claims held
mineral are so in fact. The issue as to the'character of' the land
as of the date' of that hearing is res jdicate and warrants no further
inquiry ('Coleman:.et at.' v. 2PMackewnx e et ak., 28 L. D., 348,i and cases
there cited). If the mining locations held valid have 1bee aban:doned they are. subject, in the absence of a~withdrawal, to relocation.
under the mining laws. The long-established rule that the department has nothing to.do with the question of the performance of an-'!
nual assessment work on' mining locations made upon lands that continue toabe subject tolocation, entry,: and purchase under the 4mining
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that an-agricultural claimant can not take advantage of
defaults .of that character, still remains in full force and efect
(Emd:, L. Kmu;hnic 52L. D.`2'82).'
.With, respect to his complaint of unlawful-,d ltention of part of the
premises which the department' held ,were; subject tod his entry, the
answer is that the department has no means of-executing its decisions
and restoring his pbssession,.to the land unlawfully possessed. It is
believed he has- adequate. remedy in the, local courts. Gag' v:.,, Cooper'i
etla Z(89,. Pac. 346)',; HAvere v.'
(63 CaL,
Lawi
514);: :Whitxker v-.
:' :Pen~doZa, (78 Cal. 296, 20 Pac." 680); Th2'haTman v. Tmas (111 Fed.
277).. If by threats. or intimidation Baurnan is prevented 'from exer.
CiSing hisrights and enj oyingthe. privileges- confeirredupon himi by
the homestead 'laws, and such threats and other acts ofWintimidation
p'roceed from: a conspiracy, he may. advise the division ,inspector -at
San Francisco fully as to the circumstances,:who will make such-investigaion, report, and recommendations as to' criminal proceedings
as the facts ascertained may warrant, with a view to prosecutions.
With respect to Bauman's. failure' to get timely notice' 'of the decision, it 'will be observed that as he 'put himself out 'of range 'of timely.
notice 'bysojourn in a; distant country whle decision was pending
without deputing to some qualified and comp)etent person authority,
laws,

'vand

to take
care ohis
of
interest and without, filing such authority and'

notice' where service might be made upon a proper representative he'
cannot complain of action taken during his absence.
The matter ;of notice, however, is of no importance. The: motion
forrehearihg;'' filed -by Mathers was denied. ,,'The grounds for reopening the case have now 'been: 'considered and;. are without merit..*
The petition is accordingly denied.
Petitio' denied.
STANDAR]D SHALES PRODUCTS

'COMPAN1TY

'Decided Decenimber 12,- 1$928

0.O

SHALEu LANDS-MVI\IN
G LAmr-ASSESS-MTE
Won--Riirm-rrcm-STAUrTES.
The publie resolution of November 13, 1919, and prior resolutions containing
substantially ther same provisions, afforded relief from the necessity of'
.doingannual, assessment work Iobly to 'those' claimants who invoked their
benefits in the manner therein provided. .
IOL SHALE LANDS-MINING CLAIM ASEssMENT WOERjIEF-Norrcu--.RRIGHT.
R:ECORDS-PossEsso1nY

Wh
~ere
.

an oil-slhale claimant neither performed the annual assessment work
for the year 1919, nor caused the notice proovided by the public resolution
6of Ivember, 13, 1919, t6 be recorded inilieu thereof; allof his ;rights under&
the mining law: ceased and he could not. thereafter bring his claim within
the exception in section 37 of the leasing act of F ebruary 2,1920.
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OML SHALE LANDS-MINING CLAIM--GRoP DvELoPM

MT-DISCovERy-EXPENDII-

PTJXE-ASBESS.mENT WoRR-EVIDENCE.

Work of a strictly exploratory nature performed on a group of oil-shale
claims, such as work that; has value in determining the oil-bearing character of the shale on a continuous group of claims is available as assessment work under section 2324, Revised Statutes, an antecedent discovery
* being shown.
OIL SHALE LANDS-MIN1ING CLAIM-GiROuP DEVELOPMENT-ASSESSMENT WORKSTAruTrEss
*
* The restriction in the act of February 12, 1903, relating to oil placers, which
limits the benefits' of common improvement work to five claims' is not
applicable to oil-shale claims..
OIL SHmAE LANDS-MINING CQLMim-GoRoUP DE)EvLOPMENT-AssE.SSMENT
E5VIDENCE-AND DEPARTMENT.

WORK-

Where development work has actually been done upon a group of oil-shale
claims in good faith and is reasonably adapted to the purpose for which
it was designed, although it may not have been the best possible mode of
development, the department will ntot substitute its- judgment as to its
wisdom or expediency.for that of the owner.
OIL* SHALE

LANDS -

MINING CLAIM _-AssESsMPNT

WoR,-

EXPERNITRET

-

-CosTS-EVIDENCE-STATUTES.,
In determining whether'the amount of annual assessment work performed
upon a* mining claim. fulfills the requirements of section 2324, Revised
Statutes, the test is the reasonable value of the work, not what the contract
price was, nor the actual amount paid for it.
*

First Assistaht Secretacry:
* d::: n The Commissioner of :the General Land Office has transmitted 'for
E tS;approval a letter dated November 22, 1928, expressing the opinioxn
that mineral entry, Denver 038111, under which the Standard Shales'
- Products Company seeks to obtain patent to 69 oil-shale placers
situate in T. 6 S., R. 99 W., and T. 7 S., It. 98: and 99 W., 6th
P. M., should be clear-listed and patent should issue, except as to
reportedl by inspectors of the field service as nonmineral in;
0 Ltracts:
-character.: :Timely, discovery being sufficiently shown in the patent:
application and'conceded by tlhe inspectors as to those claims coui
s 'idered by the: Commissioner worthy to be clear-listed,' the sole quesr
tion is whither,. under section 37 of the act of February 25, 9 Q
a
: (41 Stat. 437)-. the claims in question were valid claims existing aA.
the date of the passage of said act and have been thereafter maintained in compliance with the laws under -which initiated.
The inspectors report. as to six of these claims, namely, G, M. Nos.
39 to 44, inclusive,: that no;.annual assessinunt work. was performed
fori the. calendar year 1919, nor did the claimant take .advaitiage ofED
Athe benefilts of public resolution of November 13,'1919 (41 Stat. 354),
b_ filing a notice of its desire to hold said claims as therein providedl(.
'
'or resume work'pior to February 25, 1920. The inspectors therefore
FINNFY,

.*:D

rzeecommend

a charge

be-preferred that these six claims are invalid.

I,:
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With respectto this recommendation it is stated: "Recommendation.

: is not a ground for pxotest, inasmuch as it pertains to aperiod
Prior to February 25, 1920, with which the- Government is not con-.
cerned, and; could be Equestioned onily by adverse claimant; under g
sections 2325 and 2326, United States Revised Statutes."
The conclusion above quoted is not in harmony with the views of
the department as to. the effect of the leasing act or other withdrawal
upon mining claims which were in default in performance of annual
assessment work at the date-such wvithdrawals became effective. See
Interstate Oil; Corporationand Frank 0. Chitte'ndefn (50L. D. 262,
'265);EmilL. Krushnic on rehearing (52 L., D. 295, 300).
*00 00 t Inn determining whether oil-shale 'claimsgilicluded in an application
fTor patent fall within the exceptions in section 37, it is as much theconcern of the department' to determine whatS claims were valid' and
existent on the date of the passage of the act as it is to determine
whether claims valid and existent on such date have been thereafter
maintained. The.public resolution of November 13, 1919, and that of
October 5, 1917 (40 Stat. 343), and prior resolutions containing subi.
stantially the same provisions, by their express terms afford relief
from the necessity of doing annual labor and improvement only to
those claimants who invoked their benefits in the manner therein
provided, and if a mineral claimant failed to invoke such benefits the
resolution is of no avail to him. To lhold a claim,.it was necessary
either 'to do the required assessment work or cause the prescribed
notice to be recorded in lieu thereof. Nesbitt v. De Lamar's Nevada
Gold Mining Company (Nev. 52 Pac. 609); Hatch v. Leighton tef al.
2(Ariz.
Cf
209 Pac. 300). -The filing of such notice is equivalent in all
respects to, and is 'attended witlh, the same consequences that result
Field v. .Ta1ner0
from the-actual performanceofthe assessment work.r
et alt. (Colo.75 Pac. 917), and conversely, the failure to file the
Dnotice is attended with the same consequences as result from the
failure to do the work. If, as' alleged, claimant neither did the work
nor' filed 'the notice within the required period, its possessory right
under the mining laws terminated when the year 1919 ended, and as
no work was resumed prior to February 25, 1920, all rights of claimS.
ant under the mining law ceased and the land became subject to the
operation of the leasing act. Suitable charges against these claims
should therefore be formulated specifying such default.
'The record discloses that affidavits in lieu of assessment work
-were filed for the year' 1919 for all the claims except 'for the six
above mentioned; that the annual assessment work for the succeeding years down to and ending July 1, 1926, consisted largely of
open cuts made on vertical cross sections of various horizontal oilshale strata occurring throughout the geologic column of'the hale
.0i
el~osit.'The' 'purpose of these cuts is'declared to be to expose'a
'
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broad: vein of unweathered oil .shale, facilitating determinations of
average oil content over extensive lateral areas and providing information as to the thickness,.texture, and variations of dip and
other struetural conditions of the shale beds existent upon the claim.
It is admitted that these cuts were, not intended as :mine openings
or as improvements begun to facilitate the actual -extraction of the
oil shale but were intended as~exploratory operations for the purpose
of acquiring knowledge as, to structural, geologi, and, economic- conditions pertaining to a deposit of great magnitude and extent. .In
. -substance, it is alleged that the various cuts made throughout the
years above mentioned are all a part of a plani of pprogressive prospecting to obtain correlated data, each'single excavation contributing
some item of information, which would be 'valuable in: a scheme of
development of and :beneficial: to the entire mineral estate considered as a unit which underlies the claims as a group. A map of
the claims shows that the '69claims inh one compact body completely
cover a promontory V2½ miles long and 21/2' miles wide, rising from
its base some 2,000 feet, the shale beds outcropping :on the slopes at
frequent intervals in the stratigraphic column. 1The two inspectors
who made a detailed examination of the assessment work report that
: the 354 cuts measured by them are placed so that there are at least
-three holes on each horizon at some place on the group; " that the
applicants have shown good faith as a rulei n
i ingp several
different beds of oil shale on each claim; " that "they have done that
'to a greater extent than almost any other operator in t~he field."
Work of a strictly exploratory nature performed on a group of
oil-shale claims, such as work that has value in determining the oilbearing character of the shale on a continuous group of claims is considered available as assessment work under section 2324, Revised
:'Statutes,' an antecedent 'discovery being*shown, and the apportionment of the benefits of such work is not afected by the restrictions of
the gct iof February 12', 1903 (32 Stat. 825), relating. to oil placers
whichi limit the benefits of 'common improvement work to five claims.
Instructions of November 12, 1927, and March 10, 1928 ('52 L. D.
333, 334).,
:
Although 'it seems that Alaimant,-in carrying out its scheme of
prospecting, was~ under the impression that the five-claim restriction
in the act of 1903 applied to the work, and that claimant was governed in: placing such 0.work on the ground and 'representing it in the
patent application by a misconception: as tothe legal necessity. of,
conforming to the provisions of that act, yet, if- in fact, each' cut was
considered byjclaimant Ias, furnishing some contribution to the knowledge of the ::oil-bearing character of the shale deposits on the entire
group considered as a unit, and the nature, extent, and distribution
of the work, topographic and 'surface difficulties duly considered,
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tend to show that such wavs the purpose, claimant should not be held
to a demonstration that certain specific work on one claim directly
:'benefits some other specific elaim or claims. Criticism, therefore, as
to the distance and direction of a cut on one claim with T-respect to
-its direct, relation to some other claim, or because work was done on
-a zone on a certain claim that was eroded from another claim it was
assumed to benefit, or that the identical oil-shale bed exposed by
:a cut did not continue without a break to a claim it was assumed to
benefit,.ma~y be disregarded as of little moment. ,Whether there 'was
'morework done on one shale bed than was necessary t6 obtain information as to the oil-bearing character thereof; whether too much
-work was done on lean*:zones and too little on rich zones; whether
there should have, been a different' distribution of the cuts in defiance
of steep escarpments, accessibility to camp0sites, and other physical
*obstacles, whether the; information obtained from one shale bed is
: Li .tvaluable
only with respect to that bed or has value as an: element
in any scheme of mining and development of the deposit as a whole,
are questions relating' to the wisdom and expediency of the plan pur:sued upon which mniners oft'equal judgment and 'experience" might.
honestly differ. They do, in fact, differ' in this case. Where the
work has actually been done in good faith and is reasonably adapted
,to the purpose for which it was designed, although it may not have
been the best' possible mode of development, the department
c
will not
'substitute its jud'cgment.as to its wisdom or' expediency 'for that of the
owner. lE'n L. Kntslnic (52 L. D.: 282, 292-295, and cases there'
:cited):.
'With 'respect to. the value of the work, the record shows that two
inspectors. imade careful and detailed reasurements :of the Lopen cuts
onieach of tle 69 claims and also the G. M. Nos. 65 and -66 not 'included ii theD: application, and appraised th6: values on such work
:accordini to the years in which it was alleged to have been' :done. In
your letter.these valuations are totaled, and"'the aggregate amount
thereof for each' of the years in questionh'when prorated among the
:7'1 claims exceeds $100 for each dlaim. LEvidence has been obtained,
however, showing that in certain years, that although claimants paid
those who contracted to do the wor k $100 per cla*im, the work was
subcontractecd for $To a claim, and it is. the view of the inspectors'
that the subconitract price pilus:certain items of extra work which- are
-considered applicable and done at small cost,&should be taken as conlusive'
as to the 'alue of the work.
The testis~ the reasonable value of the work, notwhat was paid for0
it, nor what the contract price was'. Lindley on Mines, 'section 635,
and cases there cited, Stolp dt al. v. Treasur, 'Gold Mi~ning
aompany
'(80 Pac., 817, 0818).
Engineers for claimant and the Governnent,

I
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experienced in. such matters', whose competency and- honety'ther~ is,
*no reason to question, have placed valuations on the' total assessment
: :work: for each year which, when prorated among the 71 claims, show
the required expendituire.
pThere
of $1QO for each claim.
is no good
reason to seek to impeach their combined judgments othe,
on
asumption that the value could, not' possibly exceed the cost.
Fork the reasons, stated,: 'the minerai entry-should be clear-listd and
should -ipatent
i'sue except as to the G. M. claims Nos. 39 to i44 inlusive certain tracts that Jhave been hereto'fore. patented, and tracts
reported nonmineral in character if the record is otherwise found
regular. The case is therefore remanded with these modifications.

ERVIN

1S.1ARSTRONG
ET, AL

Decid d January 9, 1959
:OIL AND GAS. LAWlDS-PROSPECTING PExnMr1
0-ASkIGN]SiET.

A new permit can, not be 'ranted

under a partial assignment of an Oil and
gas prospectig6
permit where. sone of the land
the assigment
Min is in a
'de ffato producing structure.

OiL AND GAS LANDS-PRoS"EOTINGOPERMIT
P
ASSIGNMENLASE-CONTyG.i'Y
:::n the
I case ofaapartial assignment of an oil and gas prospecting permit such
permit will be regarded,' ordinarily, as a unit, and separate permits w7ill

not be issued tothe assignees where it appears that the purpose is to evade
the provision' in'section '14 of the leasing act of February 25,. 1920, relating
'to-the
grantingof a' five per cent lease in compact form.

FiNNEY, First A'&i, aitSertay

You [Commuiissioner 'of the G eeral. La~nd Office have recommended 'approval ofa 'partial' assignment by Ervin S. Armstrong
;of his oil and gas prospecting, permit, Sacramento 019492, to the
-Standard Oil Company' of California, the cancellation of' Armstrong's permit to the. extent of the land' assigned, and the 'issuance.
of a new permit to the assignee for the land included, in' the assi
ment. The Director of0the Geological Surlvey has dedlined to concur
in your recommendation.
Armnstrong's permit was issued on June 30,1922,for tlhe'N.
1/ 2 ,N.
S. 1/21
SSec.
SE. i/ 4 ,"SE. / SW. 14 Sec. 4, all of
10,lo'225.,2
R. 17 E., all of Secs.1 6 and 8, T. 22 5' R. 18 E., M. D. M., California,
sand it has been extended until March1, 1929.
It is shownlthat Armstrong has entered into an operating contraet'
with George F. 'Gtt Inc., covering all the permitted land -in
Sec. 4, T. 22 5., R. 17 E., and all of Sec. 6, T. 22 S., R. 18 E., whereby
the operator is given the right to select 320 acres in said Sees. 4 and 6,
in the event of discovery,for ;a lease at a royalty of 5 per cent.

,:
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The assignment to the Standard Oil Company of California coveIm

Sec'.10, T. 22 N2, R.1z 7 E.,and the assignee is given the right to,
select 160 acres. in. said section, in the'event of discovery, for a lease
at a royalty'of: 5per cent.
W
While the case has been underi consideration here there has been:
received' an assignment from Armstrong' to ..Geor'ge F. Getty, Inc.,,

of th eland in Sec. 4, T.1S
22 S., R. 17 E. and. all' of Sec. 6, T. :22, S.,:
' - $0000L:
180 VE.,0'000
'tog. mether'
:R.; twith a rb
reqest .on 0behalf ofothe assignee tthat;h
the
lands assigned be sevrerd from those in the, orignall permiti and
that a new permit for;-the lands covered by the. assignmenttbe issuedi:
to the 'assignee. In the asignment' there is a stipulation thatjthe:
-assignee; shall uhave the right to, se lect 320' acres for a 5 per cent
lease, in case 'f cliscovery,,in said Secs. 4 and 6, and in: the request
for severanee the explanation is made that with four incontiguous;0sections
I
in 'the permit': and -with separate interests in different par-,
ties the ;division of the 5 -per cent acreage presents an extrermely,
difficult

problemn..

Ordinarily, in the case- of, a.partial assignment of a prospecting
oierit, suchpermit will be regard'ed as a unit, andthat is. the prmn-..
ciple sought to be circumventedinthe present case.. It§ istrue that;
the separate perts requested by the two :assignees would be 6given

.. th date of the original permit, but in all otheroreects there woul&'
* be two new, separate, and independent permits in addition to the
ofriginal diminished one. It would 'appear that'the purpose' is to
avoid the. provision in section 14 of the leasing act for; a5 per cent.
lease in compact form.
The Director of the Geological Survey has reported that at least
* three-fourths of said Sec. 10 is within the known geologic -structute
of
a producing: oil or gas field, so' that said 'section. would not now be'2
suibject to- ap1plication for prospe'ting permit.,

The department takes the position that no new and separate permit
canbe granted in' view of the report that some of the, laud is nowina de iacto producing structure.
VArmstrong's permit embraces 2,547.40' acres, being three full sections and:-all but 40' acres in Sec. 4, T. 22;S., R. 17 E, so;that in case
of discovery of'oil or gas, a 5 per cent lease for 640 acres could be.
demanded; Buf it is clear that a 5'per cent, Tease, or 5per centleases,
could 'not be granted for'parts of' twoo full sections., If discovery
should be made in Sec. 4, however, the approximate 600 acries of per-

mitted land'in that section -would not equal the full 5 Per cent lease'
right, and at least one subdivision in Sec. 10 could''be and would have
to be' taken. U
Under these cirnumstances the 'de-prtment is inclined
to thed view that 480 acres of 5 per cent lpease- area could be taken in.
Sec.- 4, nearest 'Sec. 10, and 160'acres in Sec. 10, viz, the N. 1/2 N. ./
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; NW. 1/4, or. W. ,W.2:O Qrthe E. 1/2 Sec. 4, N. -12 Sec. 10 might
be selected.
It will be" noed&that the iassignees and the permittee- -will find, it
necessary* tto make some readjustment to make possible an arrang&emeant assuggested. As the case has been presented the permittee retainshonly Sec. 8, T.Q2 S., R. 18. E., and it may be that in case of dis-:
covery of oil or g-as he, would'apply for a 5 per cent lease for 160
acres out of that section.

The department. declines: to issue a new permit to either of the
assignees, or to approve either assignment as the matter now stands.
The record is returIdcl ,with instructions that the parties in interest
be giveniopportu'nity to make. readjustment in accordance. with the
views, herein gexpressed.

CUMMINGS, JR., v. JOHNSON-ENNER AND MURDI (ON
REHEAR-ING)'
,Deoded Octobeo

30, 1928

:PrACTICE-APPE AL-CONTESTrSTOCK-RAIsING, 10oMESTEAD..
A decision rendered on the appeal of one party to a controversy will nott
*0yS0 tredound to the benefit of any other party thereto who has failed to appeal

*-:
tg

except where joint interests are involved which are so relatedl that the
rights of all will be affected by any cecree made with respect to the Tights
of any one.
:P.AcrIcnL-APPEAL-C6NTErST-STrOC-RAISING: HOMEsTEAD-RECORDS.
While an appeal brings up the whole record, it is only for the purpose of
enabling tbe. department to determine the questions presented by the errors
assigned, and not for thei discovery of error which may have been committed affecting the rights, of one who: makes no complaint and who is not.
seeking to have it corrected.
CONTEST- CONTESTANT -PRACTICE - APEAL- Pa
ENcEa RIGHT - AnvEnsE
CLAII-STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD.

*

Where in a contest proceeding a decision is rendered holding the entry for
cancellation but denying a preference right to the contestant, an appeal by'
the contestee from. that part of the decision affecting' his rights will not
s
entitle the contestant, who failed tog appeal, within due time, thereafter
to assert a, preference right: in the presence of an adverse claim even.
thogh the, decision as to him may1have been erroneous.
FiNNEY First Assistant Secretary:.

By order of July 9, 1928, the departmenf entertained a petition
for:rehearing filed on behalf of Nellie Almeda Johnson-Fenner and
Gracian Mfurdi~in the matter of the contest of Clarence BE. .Cummings; jra., against the entry under: section 1 :of the stock-raising
homestead act made- by Mrs.S Fenner on April 14, 1921, embracing
'See

decision on second motion for rehearing, `p. 532.

:7522-27-voLn52 -- 34
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/0P. 1/4, N.
t . 1/40 S E.; 1/4,lE0
E. 1/2 E.-1/2 Sec. 7t,vW. 1/2,:0iS ~W.;
Iwherein
S. 1/2, S. E. 1/4t Sec. 8, T. 8 S., R. 28 E. 3M. M., Montana.
,he department, by decision of'April 24, 1928, on a petition for the
exercise of supervisoryv authority filed byf'Cummings, held that the
intervening entry of Murdi would be canceled if Cummings applied

0 tt

*tXX0

*t00

'

to make entry for the land and'showed himself'to be qualifiedltoimake
; X :z :
00
,
;i
entry.; S, ,; :-

Thie petition was duly served on! iCummings, who has filed anh0
answer eovering 41 tyewritten pages,..supported by 7laffidavits. The record has been reconsidered.
The contest of Cummings was initiated- Janiary, 15, -1926.
'He
charged, in effect, that the required improvements had not been made
and that entrywolman had not resided on the 'land to the extent re';*' 0 0 quired-by the homestead law. Testimony* was submitted June 1,
*;00 1926, both parties appearing with counsel. By decision dated December i1, 126, the register recommended that the contest be dis*0f Cmissed. . An appeal wasfiled by 'Cummings, which the Commissioner
of the Goeneral Land Office Aismissed,.by deision dated Aril 15,
1927, on 'the ground, that CQumwnings 'had faile to serve and file his:;
appeal in accordance -with the Rules of Practice, but the entry was
held'for cancellation on the around of insufficient residence. 'Entrywoman appegaled, anc by'decision of September 30,1927, the department affirmne-d the'(Commissioner's decision. iTheentry was canceled
'on entrywoman's r elinquishment filed October 21, 1927, by Gracian
Murdi, who, at: the same time, applied to make entry for the land
under .section 1 of the stock-raising homestead act. Murdi's appli-'
cation was allowed October'29, 1927..
'-On February 25 ,1928, a petition for the exercise of supervisory
iauthority was' filed on behalf of'0Cummings, which the department
entertained byporder of March 7, 1928, it being held thereinAlthough Cuimmings did not appeal from the decision dated April 15, 1927, he
was warranted in assuming that the entire record would be considered by the
:department on the entrywoman's appeal, and that the errors in the decision of
April 15, 1927, would be corrected.

The petition was granted, as heretofore stated, by decision of April.
.24, '1928.' On May 18 1928, Cummings filed an application' (Billings
:: '-029.748)'
to make entryt fo'r; the land, showing lhimself to be qualified
to make the entry.
According to a corroborated showing: filed by Mrs. Fenner and
Murdi, after .the department :had : affirmed the' -commissioner's deci-.
sion of April 15, 1927,' the entrywoman consulted a number of people.
(amongo others, a departmental inspector and an attorney), as to her
:right' to sell the improvements on the land and relinquish the entry.
She was advised that as Cummings had not appealed from: the dis-

:
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missal, of his' contest he had forfeited the preference right, of entry

which otherwise he would. have, been entitled to., She thereupon
entered into an agreement with Murdi, who offered to pay her $800
for the improvements,0 povided that when he appeared at the, local,
land office the records showed that the land would be open to entry
upon the filing of the relinquishment.' 'Murdi visited the local office
on October 21, 1927, and learned that the registered notice of the
Commissioner's decision of April 15, 1927, had been receipted for by
Cummings on' April 27, 1927, and that the -latter had taken. no. further action in the matter.' Murdi was advised by the local office that
C111ummings had no further rights in: the matter, whereIupon he filed
Mrs. Fenner's relinquishment and his own application to make entry
for the land. t The $800 agreed. upon was paid to Mrs. Fenner and
Murdi's application was allowed on October 29, 1927.
.The question to be determined is whether the department's holding
of March 7,01928, to the effect that Cummings did not forfeit his:
'rights as a' contestant by failing to appeal from the ACommissioner's
decision' o0fApril15,, 1927 isi correct.
'
-':Itis well settled that where a party fails to appeal from an adverse
decision, even if said decision was erroneous, he must be held to have
acquiesced therein, and is not entitled to assert any further right in
the presence of an intervening adverse rigiht. See .Pehling v. Bre'wer
: :(20
L. '. 363) land cases there cited; Maabride v. StockwelZ (11 'L.
D. 416), Pa leer v. Gray (11 L. D. 570)
The department has never departed from the settled 'rule of .the.
courts governing appeals. .The rule in the courts is 'that,'except
where 'from the very necessity of the case-due to joint interests so
related that the "rights of all will be 'affected by any decision mnade
with respect to the rights of any oone-no decision rendered on the
appeal of one party will vwork to the benefit of any other who has not
appealed.
Some of! thet States have by statute declared the rule which has..
long obtained fixing the rights of parties on appeal. Such a statute
was discussed in Mogqan v. IViliams (137 Pac.476);.. There a
j udgment was-taken against a principal alnd his 'surety. The surety
only appealed,, and the judgment.as to it wassreversed. The principal then sought to :claim the benefit of the 'decree .' reversal in favor:
0' his
of
: codefendant, on t~he ground that 'their interests were joint and
that of necessity a decision as to one operated in the same manner as
to the other. : The court said:
i

The necessity of the case contemplated by that statute is an abso-

lute necessity; that' is to say, one arising from: the inherent nature of the case:
in that no judgment rendered could, under any circumstances, be, vald .as to
one of the parties- and not as to the others., Obviously this is not such a
case.
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* See also Arnold v. PiAke et al. (143 'N. W. 662), Title Ins. & Trust
Co. v. Californiai Development Co. et al. (127 Pac. 502).
The fact that the entrywoman appealed from that part of the
Commissioner's decision: of. April 15, 1927, which 'held her entry for
; cancellation c:ouldin :ino manner affect Cnummings. She was- not
complaining of the .action. which d'enied& him a preference right of
entry. While an appeal brings; u8 the. whole record, it is only for
the purpose of enabling the department to determine the questions
presented by the errors assigned, and not for the discovery of error
which may have been committed affecting the rights of. ofne who
makes no complaint and who is not seeking to have it corrected.
Cummings's preference twas not an issue in the case at the time the
appeal of Mrs.. Fenner was considered. The only question before;
the department was whether or not the:decision below was. correct
;in6holding the entry for cancellation.
After mature consideration the dlepartment is of opinion that it
was erroheous to hold that, because the: record was brought. before
the department on Mrs.' Fenner's appeal, .errors not made theS basis
of any. appeal and which had long since become final would be looked
into and corrected.
Accordingly,;the, departmental decision of April 24, 1928, is recalled and vacated, the decision of September. 30, 1927, adhered to,
and the application of Cummings rejected, leaving the entry of Murdi
;z ;t t
inf:
tact. X); -0ft:.0t;
Application rejected.
COUMHMINGS, JR., v. JOS SON-FENNER AND MI[URDI (ON
REHEARING)r:
De

ded Januari .19, 1929

CO.LNTEST-CONTESTANT-PREFBENaEI

RIGH-PRACTICE.

A contestant who allows his contest to be dismissed can not thereafter claim
the preference right accorded to successful contestants by section 2 of the act
of May 14, 1880..

FINNEY. First A8'is tant Secretary:

A motion for rehearing, has been filed on behalf of Clarence E.
Cummings, jr., in the matter of his application to make entry for
E$.½/2E. 1/2Sec.7, W.1/2 , SW. 1/4NE. 1/4 , NW. Y4 SE.,l,4, S. 1/2 SE. 1/44
fSec. :8, T.. 8 5., R. 28:E., M. M., Montana, wherein the deparment; on
rehearing, by decision of October 30, 1928 (52 L. D. 529), rejected
the application of Cummings, leaving the entry of Gracian Murdi,
. nadeeOctoberi29,'1927, intact.

The :material facts, are as follows: On January 15, 1926, Cum-,
.mings. initiated a contest against the entry under the stock-raising
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homestead act made by Nellie Almeda, Johnson,: now Fenner, on

April 14, 1921, for the tract above described. lHe charged, in' effect,
that. entrywoman had not complied with the law as to residence and
had not made the required improvements. A" -hearingwas'had, both
parties submitting testimony. f By decision dated December 11, 1926,
the register recommended that the contest be dismissed. Cummings
filed an appeal, which'the Commissioner df-the" General.Ld Offiee
dismissed on April 15, 1927, on the ground that: Cummings Ihad
failed to serve and file his appeal in accordance with the Rules'
of Practice, but Ithe entry was held for cancellation on the 'ground
of insufficient residence. Mrs. Fenner appealed, and by decision .of
'Sptember 3(0, 1927, the department.airmed' the Commissioner's
decision. Entrywoman's relinquishment was. filed on October ;21,
1927, and at the same time: Gracian, Murdi applied to mak entry
for. the, land, which application was allowed ,onf October 29, 1927.
On F7ebruary 25, 4I 928, a petition for the exercise of supervisory*
authority was filed on behalf of Cummings, which petition* was
entertained by departmental order of March. 7, 1928i and was granted
by decision of April 24, 1928. A motion 'for rehearing: was tthererafter filed on behalf of Mrs. Fenner and Murdi, and was entertained
i:by departmental order'of July 9, 1928. The' decision now complained of followed, which decision was promulgated. by the COHmmissioner of the General Land Office under date of November 15
1928.
In the motion counsel contends 'that Cu mings has a clear: right
to a preference right of entry which may not lawfully be denied him..
The only question disposed of by the decision of October 30, 1928-'
in fact, the onlyvquestion then before the department-was whethef
Cummings was -entitled to a preference right of entry; and the department held that- his.: failure to appeal from the commissioner's
decision: of Aptil 15. 1927, dismissing theco~ntest was .fatal 'to his
'
claim.
:
It is well settled that though a contestant fails to prosecute: an
t\ appeal, and: thus
::abandons the contest, the department may, in. the
interest of the Government, consider' the evidence submitted with a.
view to determining whether the entry should be canceled. WT.L.
I.ynerson (7 L. D.
177)..
A contestant wNho allows. his: contest to be dismissed: can not thereafter claim the0preference right accordedito successful contestants
)y section 2 of the Act of May' 14, 1880 (21 Stat. 140).
Every contention. contained in the motion for rehearing was care-

fully considered prior to the decision of :October :0, 1928. -No error
:appearing, that decisionf is adhered to, the motion being.denied.:

::::'.otienied.
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SOLDIERS AND SAILORS' HOMESTEAD. RIGHTS
REGULATIONS
[CircularNo. 302]
-Reprint and revision of regulations of Mfay 26, 1922 (49 L. D. 118) ]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,:

:Washington,. D. C., January 21,'199.
1. Any officer, soldier, seaman, or marine who served for not less.
than 90' days in the Army or Navy of the United tStates during theCivil War and who was honorably discharged and has remained loyal
to the Government, and who makes a homestead entry, is entitled
under section 2305 of the Revised Statutes and the act of June 6, 1912
-(31 Stat. 123), to have the term of his service in the Army or Navy,.
:not exceeding twoq years, deducted 0fron the three years' residence
required under th homestead laws.
Similar provisions are made in the acts' of June 16, 1898 (30 Stat..
473), and March 1, 1901 (31 Stat. 847), for the' benefit of like persons.
who served in the war with Spain, or during the suppression of the
insurrection in the Philippines. The act of February 25, 1919 (40
SI)tat. 1161), as amended by act of April 6, 1922 (42 Stat. 491), makes.
similar provisions for the benefit of like persons who rendered mili-.
tary or naval service in connection with the Mexican border operationsor. during the late war with Germany.
2. A soldier or sailor .of th6e classes above mnentioned who makes.
kntry as such must begin his residence and cultivation of the land
entered by hini within six months from the date of filing hjs declara-.
tory statement, but 'if he makes ehtry without filing a declaratorystatement he must begin his residence within six months after the.
date of the entry. Thereafter he must continue both residence and,
cultivation for such. period as will, when added to the time of his.
militar~y or naval service (under enlistment or enlistments covering'
on
war periods) amount to' three years, but if he was
or
duty,
of
line
the
in
incurred
account of wounds or disabilities'
the
by
compensation
awarded
honorably discharged-but subsequently
Government for wounds received' or disabilities incurred in line, of
duty in accordance with the act' of October 6, 1917 (40 Stat. 398405), as amended by the, act of August 9, 1921 (42 Stat. 147-153);
credit for the whole term of his eenlistmennt may be allowed, notwithstanding he'may not have served 90 days. 'However, no patent
will issue to such soldier or sailor until there has been residence by
him for at least one year.
'discharged

/
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A soldier with 19' months or more military service will be requiredc
"to reside'on the land at least 7T months during the first entry year;

*

with lmore than 12 and less than 19 months, he must reside on -the
land 7 months during the first year and such part of. the second year/
ias, added to his excess over 12 months' service, will equal .7 months',
, and must cultivate one-sixteenth of the area the second ylear; with.
7 and not; more than 12: months, he must reside upon the land :7
months during each of thle first 'and seconld yTears, and cultivate onesixteenth'of the area the .second year;k:;With 90 days and - less than
m7
onths he must reside upon the land 7-months during each year
* - for.:th~e first and -secondl years, and sudh part of the third year as, :

- -

;:'

; ;

-

-:

-

addle

to hlis service,will equal 7 months, and cultivate one-sixteenth

of the area the second year and one-eighth the thirdz year;; and with
Jless than 90 days' service, will --receive no credit' therefor in lieu of
residence and cultivation unless - he Was discharged 'for disabilities
'.or wounds received in line of duty, in which event lie waould be givencredit for the term of'his enlistment, not, however, for more than two,
:-years. If, he' delays. the submission- of proof beyond the period of
residence required, the cultivation necessary for the years elapsing
before the submissi1oii of .proof must -be shown. He: may: apply for
and receive a reduction in the area to be cultivatedcl, ini the same manner and under tilhe conditiotns required of: other applicants. .- Where
the entry is made under: the stock-raising provisions4-of the homestead
law, the: above rule with respect to residence wvill be applicable, but:
the soldier:imust make, the improvemients on the. land: required of
other persons under that law, and show in lieu of cultivation that he
. -actually used tlie land for- raising stock and forage crops during the,
period. that lhe was required to reside on 'the land. He 'mustshow,
in any entry umder the ihomesteadc liwvs, that he had a habitable house
on the land at the date- of subinitting proof.
.3. No credit for military service an be allowed where cominuta- tion proof -is sulbmitted.
.
4. A party claiming the 1benefit of his military service must file
with the- register a -certified copy of his certificate of discharge, show-

-

-

-

-

ing when lhe enlisted, .hen

hev

as

discharged,

and the .organization

'i 0 hich he served, or the affidavit of two reputable, disinterested
.n
witnesses; corroborative
-oftllegationscoltainedihisaffidavit
'on thes poiuts,
e or if neither canibe procured his own affidavit to ithat
00
-;

.effect.:

-'0

'

00

PERIODS OF SER'VICE FOP

'0;0;

.

- g

-wnirHCI CREDIIT MAfY BI
:RESIDENCE '
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0
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5. -InI;deterimining.th6e rights of .parties under sections 2304A2309 of
the Revised Statutes the Civil War is held to have lasted from Aeprl

-
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15, 1861,to August 20, 1866; tlie Spanish war and Pllilippine insurrection from April 21, 1898, to July 15, 1903. The operations in
Mexico or alongithe borders thereof began May 9, 1916, and.:continued until the beginning of the war with Germany, April 6, 1917,
which Was officially terminatebud March 3 ,1921, by PublicRbesolution'
No. 64 of that date (41 Stat. 1359).
No credit for; military service ',can be given unless the soldier or
sailor served for at least 90 days between the dates above mentioned,.
:,unless dischargedifor diabilities or wounds received in line of .;dutyv'::
.or died whilei in the service.
In computing the period of service of a soldier "who has served in
wStates,"
ithin the meaning of that phrase
the Army of the United
as usedc in section 23204 of the Revised Statutes, the entrance of the
*soldier into the Army will be considered as dating from the time of
voluntary entrance of .:privates into the Army, .Navy, or* Marine
Corps, or appointment of officers (including those appointed from*:
the Officers' Training Corps); in the case.:of a person enlisted* in the'
Naval Reserve, from the time he:. was. called into active service; in
the case of a drafted :man-, from.; the timed he was mustered into the
service:; in the: case of members of the Federalized National. Guard,
from the time they wIere mustered into the United States service..
:An entryman having enlisted and served 90 days during any one
of the wars above mentioned is entitled under section 9:2305 of the
Revised Statutes as amended to credit for the full term of his service
under that :enlistment, although such term did not expire until afterthe i war Iceased.
Theperiod of. service for which credit may be claimed uLnder section 230:5,. Reised Statutes, upon the submission of proof by 'a mem-'
ber of the Naval Reserve Foridmor of the Federalized National Guard,
who was called. into active service during the Mexican border operationls or during the war KWith, Germanv terminates upon thle date of
his discharge and not upon 'the date that he was ordered to, inactive.
duty.
6. :A person who served for less than 90 days in the Army or Navy
of the United States during said wars is -not entitledt to have credit
.:
for:military service on the required period of residence upon. his
incurred
disabilities
of
because
homestead, unless he was discharged
in line of duty in which event he/ is entitled to have deducted the
* whole term of his enlistment without reference to the length of time
he may have served, but no patent shall issue unless the residence
.- :and other requirenients have been' fulfilled for a period of at least
one year..
7. A personiservingin the Army or Navy of the UnitedS.tatespmay
makitiqe a homestead entry if some .member of his family is residing

;0
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upon the land applied idr, and the application, and accompanying
:affidavits may be executed before the officer comamanding: the branicIh
of the service in which he is
1S
aed. :The s'oldier's family in this
connection jis ..restricted to' his 'wife and. minor. children. Such
soldier or sailor is not, required to reside personally upon the land,
but may receive patent. if his family maintain the necessary residence
andcultivation until the, entry is three years old or unt il it has been
commuted. 'If the'soldier$ has had war service he may claim credit
therefor nnder the three-year homestead'law.
-8.A:soldier is entitledto the same credit for military service in
connection -with homestead entries under the enlarged homastead act
of February 19,:1909 2(35 Stat. 639), and its amendments, and the
:stock raising act of December 29; 1916 (39. Stat. 862), and its amendments, as is allwed in connectionf with ordinary homestead entries,
but the improvements:required by the stock raising act must be placed.
upon the land as prescribed by the act.
9. The special.privileges accorded soldiers or sailors, as above indin
catd, arednot subject to sale'or transfer, andcani onlybe.e xerisedby
the soldier or sailor himself; but the unmarried widow of a' soldier or
saiLir
of the Mexican border operations' or of the war with Germany,
or the unmarried widow or ininor orphan children :of a veteran of the
Civil War, the Spanish-American 'War, or the Philippine insurrection, is entitled to the same privileges, under the homestead laws, as
the deceased soldier or sailor if he died possessed of .a homstead
right.: T-he adult child of a soldier has.-no special privileges'in connection with the homestead laws on account of his§ father's military
service.
HOMESTEAD

RIGHTS

OF WIDOWS

DECEASED

AND

SOLDIERS

MINOR
AND

ORPHAN

COHILDREN

OF-

SAILORS

10. (a) If a. soldier or sailor makes an entry or files .a declaratory statement, and dies before perfecting the same,-the right to
perfect the claim,.ineluding the right to laim credit for the soldier's
military service, passes to the persons named in section 2291, Revis.ed. Statutes; that is, to his widow, .or, if there be no widow,. to
his heirs or devises.-.
(b) ::In case of the death of a veteran of the Civil War, the' Spanish War, or the Philippine insurrection, who would be entitled to ad
homestead under the provisions of section 2304 of the Revised Statutes, but who died prior to the initiation of a claim thereunder, his
widow, or, in case of, her death or remarriage, his: minor orphan children, by a guardian, duly Iappointed and officially accredited, at the
the Interior, may make the filing and entry' in the
:: '::
Department:of
same manner that the soldier or sailor might have done,, subject to
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all 'the provisions of the lhomestead laws in respect to settlement and
improvements; and- the whole term of serVice, or in case of death:
during the' term of enlistment, the 'entire period of enlistment in the
*i0E00:
0:: military or. naval service will be0deducted fromthe time otherwise,
required to perfect the title to:the same extent as might have been
allowed the soldier. :0:(Sec. 2307, iRev. Stat.).
Where a :homestead entry is, made- under section 2307, 'evised
*f

0 Statutes, by the widow: or minor orphanul :Ichildren, of a:. deceased

:soldier or sailor of the. Civil War, the- Spanish War,' orthe Philip; Spine:
inlsurrection, compliance with:law,,both as to residence and
*'improvements is required to be shown to the same extent as.

ould

;hav~e been required of the soldier or .sailorih making entry, under:
section 2304, Revised Statutes, except4that credit will be given upon.;

the three-year period for the entire term of the enlistment, not exceeding two years-, where the soldier or sail6r 'died during the term
of his 'enlistment.
(c) In case of widows the prescribed endence of military service
of thee husband must be -furnished, with. affidavit of widowhood,
giving the date of her husband's death.
In case of minor orphan children, in addition to the prescribed
evidence of military service of the father, proof of death or
.remar-

riage of the mother must be furnished.

Evidence of death maylbe

the testimony :of -two witnesses Por, a.physician'§ certificate, duly
attested. Evidence of marriage imay be certified 'copy of' marriage
certificates, or of record of sanie-or testimony of two witnesses to:
the marriage ceremony.
Minor or n children imust make a joint entry through their.
-duly appointed guardian, who must file certified copies of the
'powers of guardianshipi, which must 'be' transniitted to the. General
,LandOffice by the register.
(d)': In the case of the death of any' person who would be entitled

to a homestead under the provisions of the' act of February 25, 1919:;
(40 Stat. 1161) ,'because of servicelin 'the war with Germany or cdur-:
:inlg the AIexican b6rcler:operations, 'but wh6 died prior to havinginitiated a 6lainm thereunder, pursuant to the: rovisionso6f th.e act of
;0t;S
Septembei.
21'; 1922 (42 Stat. 990); his widow, if unmarried and
:: .otherwisequalifiecl,
nay make"entry of :public lands under the provisions of the homestad0laws of 'theUited 'States and shall be
;:::
entitlecl to' 'all the benefits' emmmeratecdin the said act of February
00
25, 1919';subject to the provisions and requiremnents as to settlement,
'rside ce, andjimprovements contined in the said act.' Ini such
case, the whole terni of service will :bededucted from the time otherwise required to perfect title to the samie extent as ma have: been
allowedthe soldier.
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Wthere a:homestead' entry is -ade u der:the act of Septeinber
:21, 1922, by: thei:widow of ad eceased soldier or sailor: of the war.
with Germany or thl MeOxica border operations, compliance with
law, both as to residence. and iimprovemenits, is, required to be" shown
: V-to
ithe same -extent as wold: have been required of' t.he soldier or
-sailor in. making, entry under .the act of February 25, 1919.
4: f In the case of such entry, the widow nvist furnish the prescribed
evidence of military servi6e of the husband, with affidavit of widowhood, giving, thetdate of her husband's; death, and that she is still
-unmarried.
Where the wildow
lof a deceased soldier or sailor, makes entry pur: .suant
to the act of September -1, 1922, and dies prior to perfection
of' title, leaving only a miinor child or children, patent shall issue to
--the said:minor child or children, upon proof of her death and o-f
.the minority of the; child or children, without further showing of
c-ompliance with the. law. The proof may consist merely of affidavits
setting forth the' facts and duly corroborated. The usual publica*tion and posting of jnotice of itention to miake ploof is required in
.such case.
If the wido: w of. a deceased soldier or sailor makes tand -perfects
-the entry pursuant to the foregoing, the final certificate will isste to
her, by name, as 4widcow of the deceasedl-soldier or sailor. If the
entry is made by the widow and perfected by the minor orphan.
:children as ~above set forth, the final certificate will issue to such
child or children, bv name, as minor orphan child or children of
(giving the name of the widow), wid ow of (name of deceased soldier ;or sailor.).
11. -All 0homesteadl applicants who are not, native-born citizels of
.;
-the^United States must have declared their intention to become citizens of this country, and before submitting 'proof: must be fully
naturalized...SOLDIERS'

DEcLARATORY STATEMENTS

:12. (a) Soldiers' .and-sailors' declaratory statements may be1filed
in the: land. offic6 for the district in which the lands desired are lo:cated by any person entitled to the benefit of sections 2304 and 2307,
'Revised Statutes, as explained above. Veterans of the Civil War,
*theSpanish War, or the Philippine insurrection may'file declaratory
:statements of this character, either in person or through an agent
*actingunder. power. of attorney, but the entry must be made in per-son and not through an agent within six. months from the. filing of
$he' declaratory statement, and residence must also be.established
within that time. N
V eterans of the World War may file :such declara-:
4ory statements in person, but not thrdugh agent.s

u
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The party entitled to file a declaratory statement may make entry
in person without filing a declaratory statement -if he so desires. ;
The soldier's: declaratory statement, if filed in person, must be accoinpanied: by the -prescribed .evidence 'of military servite and the
oath of the Vperson filing the same, stating his residence :andpostoffice address, and setting forth that :the claim is made for his
exclusive use and, benefit for the purpose of actual settlement and cultivation,
Iand
not, either directly or- indirectly, for the use or benefit
of any other person; that he 'has not heretofore made, a homestead
entry or filed a declaratory statement under the homestead lawi (or
if he has done soi he must show his qualifications to make a second
or. additional homestead entry); that he is not the proprietor iof
more than: 160 acres of land in any State or Territory; and that since
August 30, 1890, he has not entered or acquired title under the agricultural land laws of the United States, nor is he now claiming
under
said laws a quantity of land which with the tracts appliHed for
1
would make more than 320 acresor, in the case of a claim under the
enlarged homestead laws, 480 acres, or in case of a claim under the
stock-raising laws, 800 acres.
* (b) In case of filing a soldier's declaratory statement by agent,
the oath'must further declare the name and authority of the agent
"and the date of the power. of attorney or other instrument creating
the agency, adding that the name of the agent was inserted therein
before its execution. It should also state in terms that the agent has
no right or interest,'direct or indirect, in the filing of such aXdeclara:tory statement.
The agent must file (in adition to his power of attorney) his own
oath to the effect that he has no interest,:either present or prospecltive, direct, or indirect, in the claim; that the same is filed for the
sole benefit d fthe soldier, and that no arrangement has been made'7
whereby said agent has been empowered at any future time to sell or
relinquish such claim, either as agent or by filing; an original relinquishment of the claimant.
(c) Where a soldier's declaratory statement is filed in person, the
affidavit of the soldier ordsailor must be sworn to before either the
register or the acting register of the United; States land office, or
before a United States commissioner, or a notary public, or before
a judge or clerk or'prothonotary of a court of record, or the deputy
of such clerk or prothonotary, or before a magistrate authorized by
the laws of the State, District, or Territory of the United States to
administeroaths, in the county, parish, or land district in which the
land lies, or before any officer of the classes mentioned whl 'resides
nearer orimore accessible to the land, although he may reside outside
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of the *county and land district in: which the land is situated.'
Where a declaratory statement is-filed by an agent, the agent's
affidavt must be executed before one of the officers above mentioned,:
but the soldier's'affidavit may be executed before any officer having
a seal and authorized, to administer oaths generally, and not necessarily within the land district in which the land is situated.
The fee to be paid to the'. register of the land office' where the
declaratory statement is filed is $2, except in the Pacific States; where
(d) A homestead entry under a declaratory statement can not; be
made through an agent, and the entry must' be made and settlement on the land commenced within.six months after the filing: of
the declaratory statement.; Residence, cultivation, and improvements
must be shown to, tthe same' extent -as though no declaratory statement had been filed.
13. The'filing of a declaratory statemenhtwill not be held to bar
the admission of filings and entries by.others, but'any person nak*ing entry or claim during the period allowed' by law for theentry of
the soldier will do so subject to his right; and the soldier's applica-:
tion, when offered. within such time, will be' allowed as a matter of
right, and 'the intervening claimant will be notified and afforded an
opportunity to be heard.
14. As implied by the requirements&of the oath, 'a soldier will be;
held to have exhausted his:homestead right by'the filing of his declaratory stateement, it :being manifest that the right to file is a- privil0:1ege granted'to soldiers in' addition to the ordinary privilege: only in
; thematter of giving them power to hold 'their claims: for six months
after "selection before entry, but is not a license to abandon such
selection with the right thereafter to make a regular homestead entry
]ndependently of such filing. Thisis clearfrom the statutory language. Section: 2304 provides: "A settler shail-le 'alloed aix months
after locating his homnestead and filing his declaratory statement in
which to make entry and'commence his settlement and improvement
and section 2309 requires him "in person" to "make his
actual entry, commence settlement, and, -improvement on the same,
and thereafter fulfill all the requirements of 4he law."' These must

be done on the'sarme lands 'selected and locatedl by the filing.
15. Soldiers and sailors are cautioned against dealing with the
so-called soldiers' claim agencies, or persons or companies who represent themselves as authorized by the Government to make entries or
filings for soldiers, The Government does not employ nor authorize
particular individuals to locate soldiers or sailors, or to file declaratory statements for them, except under the conditions above set forth.
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RIGITS OF WORLD WARVETERANS

16. House Join't Resolution No. 30, aplirovedi Jaanuary 21, i922=
(42 Stat. 358), amended Joint Resolution No. 29, approved February
14, 1920 (41;' Stat. 434), 'by Iextending' the provisions of the lastmentioned resolution for a period of 10 years from and after February 14, 1920, and increased the'preference right conferred thereby
from Aot less than 60 to hibOt less than- .90 days' from the beginning
of the preference right period. Said resolution as amehded is appli&
cable to all openings of public or Indian lands to entry or to resto
ration to entry- Of public lands -'Withdrawn from entry,' and confers
upon officers, soldiers, sailors, and nmarines in the Army or Navy ofthe United States during the late war, who were honorably separated
or discharged from such service or placed in the Regular Army or
Naval Reserve, a preference right of lnot less than 90 days from the
date of opening or restoration in which to make entry.for the land
under the homestead or- dsesert-land. laws, except as against prior
*
existing vali& settlement rights and preference rights conferred by.
:existing laws or equ"itable claimss subject' to allowance and confirma;m tion.
Said resolution was further 'amended 'by Public Resolution Nol.
79, approved December 28, 1922 (42 Stat. 1067) ,.extending its pro-visions to those citizens ' of the United States who served with' the
allied arni-es during the World War, and who were honorably discharged upon the resunption of citizenship in 'the United' States,
provided the service withk'the allied armies was ;similar to service
with the Arnmy of the United States for which 0recognition. is
granted by said Resolution No. 29 as amended.
17. Tihe act of July 28, 1917 (40 'Stat. 248), protects persons who
aafter: making entry 'or initiating claims under the homstead laws
'by settlement, application, or entry and thereafter enlisted or were
mustered into the military or naval 'service during the World War
or prior to March 3, 1921, from a forfeiture of their claims by reason of the failure of the claimant to Edo any act 'otherwise required
'by law during the period of his service and credits the time in the
service as 'equivalent to residence on and cultivation of the' homestead with a maximnum credit of two years in case "of discharge for
disability incurred in line of 'dt, regardless''of actual period ;of
residence and grants complete exemption' from further compliance'
with law by the wido~w, minor orphan child'rei, or legal representatives where 'the claimant died in the service, and forbidsS contest
against any homestead entry unless it be alleged and provedithat'
0 theE
abesence from the' land was' not du.e to employment in the military or naval service of the United States.
*

.
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18. Under the- act of February 25, 1919 . (40. Stat. 1161), as
amended by section 1 of the act of April. 6,.122 (42' Stat. 491), and
by Public Resolution N6o..7, approved December 28, 1922, one Who
: was in gthe!military or naval service of the united'States during th'e,
Mexican border- operations :(regarded. as' having. begun May 9, 1916,
and continued until the I declaration of war with Germany),-or the
la.tel war;and'who was honorably discharged after having served
at least '.90 days during such period,.6or who served for such period.
with the allied armies during.'Xthe World War and was-.honorably
discharg'ed'and resumied :citizenship in. thee Uilited States, is entitled
to a- deduction froib' the homestead residence. requirements. (three.
years) equal to the period of service but inot to 'exceed two years-.
that is, there mnustbe shown residence on the ho-mesteadf~or .at least*
one year even though the military or naval servie exceeded two;
years., If. the soldier or sailor was discharged because ofdisability,
":incurred in:line of duty or 'regularly dischargedfrom the service
but suibsequently .awarded compensation by the Government for
wounds received or disabilities incurred in the line of ldut' , he may
claim credit forr the 0fill -period of his1enlistment,' subject .to the
requirement that residence on the--lhomestead for at leastc one year
mu111:ist: be shown. 'In' either case, the credit is in lieu of the cultivation specified by law, asi well as residenee, and if the. period of service
is such tthat residence, for but one year need be shown, no cultivation
-is required to be shown for that year. A year's residence under the
;homestead laws consists of. actual residence for at least seven months
and alLowable absenice of. five fimonths .in not more thani two periods,
notice of leaving, the homestead and returningig thereto to be: given
to the proper. district land office.% The, final proof muSt show that
there is a habitable house: on; the: landy 'and must niot be submitted
until the full period.,of compliance with the requirements of; the
homestead laws has been efected.
Those citizens of0thle United States who, during.the existence of
'te 'war with Germany, entered the 'military or' naval service of a'
country allied,-with .this eountry in the World War and::who, by
taking the oath of aalgiance to suclh, foreign country prior to April
6-:,1917,expatriated
must,,
nthemselves,
before. they may avail themselves of' the 'benefits of this 'resolution, resume, their American
.

ci0ti0itiz enshi~p.;

4002

i0

t

X;;
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;0

0

0

A" citizen who entered such service after April 6, 1917, did not
expatriate' himself, as the last proviso to section 20 of the act of
March 2, 19070(34 Stat. 1228), :provides that:
No American shalt be allowed to expatriate himself when'this country is ath
waq r."
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-The service for wlhich credit may be claimed under said resolution
.must, have continued for a :period bf: at least 90. days* "iring the
World War and the claimant must show. his qualifications t:o ma'ke
the entry sought in order;to exercise the preference 'right0of entry
conferred thereby and in addition thereto as a part of' his application
or by an accompanying statement sworn to before an officer qualified
to verify, homestead applications must show the date when, his'service
nature and length of
t
begal, thet 'ountuy with .,wich he
such service, and that he was honorably: separated- or, discharged.
therefrom, giving the date thereof. *The original or certified copy:
* of the discharge or order of separation. from suchl military or naval
service Vshoul~d be attached to the application to make entry or proof
thereon. If the claimant has lost his discharge or is othlerwise unable
to secure a copy thereof, he nmust: in a verified statement explain
fullyv why he can not furnish the same.
19. The act 'of Septemiber 29, 1919 (41 Stat. 288), as amended by
. section 2 of the act of April.6, 1922 (42 Stat. 491 ),grants to ex-service men of the late war who, made or:may hereafter make entry under .
the homestead 'laws or who initiate valid homestead&claim 'by settlement or application, and thereafter enter upon a course: of training under the vocational rehabilitation, act or are furnished hospital:J
.treatment by the: Government for wounds received or disabilities
incurred in line of duty, a leave of, absence fromni theo:homestead for
the purpose 'of taking such course, or to receive hospital treatment by
the Government, and allows the time while so eengaged to be credited
as constructive residence up-on and cultivation of.the homestead, subject to the condition that bfe or'title by patent may be granted the'
claimant shall' have resided upon, improved, and cultivated the homei:sfead for .a' period .of at least one year. A .person who is entitled' to
the benifits'of 'this act should forward to the local district land office'
notice of his absence from the"land and of the fact that he has been
admitted' to take a course of vocational training under the act4 of
'June 27, 1918 (40' Stat. 617) , or that he is receiving hospital treatment
by the Government, together with a certificate to: that fact by the
proper official. 'He should also file notice of his return to the land
so that the district officer may make due notation on his records..
.20. The act of March 1, 1921 (41 Stat. 1202), authorizes homesteaders,' applicants, or entrymen who initiated their claims and
thereafter- enlisted. prior to November 11, 1918 in the- United' States
Army, Navy, or Marine Corps during the war with Germany, and
wvere honorably discharged or separated because of physical incaPacities due to service, and for that reason are unable, to return. to
the land, to make proof without further residence, improvements,
and cultivation at such time and place as may be authorized.

*-;
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Notice of intention to submit proof under this act must be given
in the usual m'anner by posting and publication, and the proof should
consiCst of'the affidavit ~of thi hoimesteader, executed before anoficial
authorized to administer oaths' and use an official seal', showig that
li 1unable-toreturin-to
s
the landon
6account of physicalincapacities,
due to service in the4United -States Army,: Navy, or Marine Corps
'during the war with Germany, and should describe the nature; and
extent of the disability, which 'facts should' be corroborated by the
testimony of, two:, witnesses taken in similar manner, one of 'whom'
must be a practicing physician. Such affidavit should be jatccomplanied by a copy of the claiinxnt's discharge: 'from the- Army, Navy,
or Marine' Corps, or an affidavit showing all the facts about his service ad'discharge..

-

WILLIAML SPRY

:;:

C
i: f: ft D;:;:
: D;

.

:t; f: :A

~Approved, January 21, 1929.i

:

C~omsnisiorter. ;:

E., C. FiNNiSy

REVISED STATUTES.,

SaC.. 2293., In case of any person desirous of availing himself of the benefits
of this chapter, but who,:by~ reason o* actual servic in the military or natal
,service of the United States, is unable to' do the personal preliminary acts "at
tie district land office w~hich the preceding 'sections require; and~whose family,
or some 'member~ thereof, is "residing on, the land wvhich lie desires to ent'er,
and upon which a bona fide improvement and ~settlerneht have been 'madde, such
person may make' the affidavit required b~ '4lawbefore the officer commanding
in tebranch, ~of the 'siervice' in which the party, i's engaged, whichl'affidavit
shall be as binding in law, and with like penialties; as if taken befores the: register
or rceier;and'upd suh afdvtbig
filed, with tb's register by the wife or.
other representative, of' the party:th same, shall beco~me 'effective' from the
date of such filing, provided the application* and affidavit are' accompanied by the
fee and commissions. as requiired by law.
Sac. 2304:1 Every i~rivate'-soldidr andi officer w;vho'has served in the Army
of the United States' during the'recent rebellion for'ninrsty days, 'and~ who wvas
ho.norably discharged and 'has 'remained loy'sl to thim Government, IncuIn
the troops' mustered into~the~ service of the United States by virtue of the thr
section of an act';approv6d Flebruary thirteenth, eighteen hflndred 'and sixty

two, and every seamian~,marine,' and officer 'Who h as 'served
the United States or in the Marine 'opduigthe

and Who was honorably discharged ~and

~has

~in'

the Navy

~of

rebellion for ninety days,

remained, loyal to the Govetninent,

and every private soldier and officer Who has served in the Armyv of the United
States duriug the' Spanish' wvar, or 'ivho has served, is Serving, or shall have
served ~in the,~said Army during the suppression 'of, the insuirrection in the
Phnilippines for ninety. dayst, and who was or shall
'The'pro'visions

~be.

honorably dscharged;,

'f se~ctions 2504 and 2805 of the Revised Statutet were extenrded to

-veterans bf the World War by act of Feb. 25,1912 (40 stat. 1161').
57522-27-yeoq%---5

;
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and every seaman, marine, and offier who hale served in the -Navy' of the United
.States
ewar,
or in the Marine. Corps during the- Spanish
or who. has served, is
serving, or shall have served in :the said..forces during the suppressioi- of the
insurrection in the Philippines for ninety days,; and who was 'or shall h.e honor*3.0 . -.ably'.di'scharged, shalt, on bomplianicewith the provisions of this chpter;'as
hereinafter modified, be entitled to enter Iupon
and receive patents for a quantity
of public lands not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres, or -one quarter section to be taken in compact form, according to legal subdivisions, including
the alternate reserved sections. of public lands alongE the- line of any railroad
'or other public work not otherwise reserved or apropriated,and other lands
'.000:-t 0:$-00-subidet
to ent'ry under: the 'honmestead laws of the 'ufftedf Statesthbutsuch
* homestead-settler shall be allowed, six montths after locating his homestdad and
filing'his'declaratory statement within';which to. make his. entty and commience
' I:s settlement anddiflprovenient. (As amended by, act Mar. 1, 1901.)
SECo. 2305.' The time which the homestead 'settler has, served in the Army,

Navy, or Marine Corps- shall be deducted from the time, heretofote required
.,to perfegt title, or if discharged, on account of wounds received or disability
-incurrpd
.
'in the line ,of duty, then.-the termn of enlistment shall he deducted
f r.fom the 'time heretofore required 'to perfect title,:without reference:,to: the
length'of time he ni: hav-e served;;fbut' no patent shall :issue touany :homestead settler who has not resided.,upon, improved,; and cultivated his home:stead for a period of at least one year after he shall have comml nceld his
improvements: Provided, That in every case iin which a settler on the public
.land of the, United States under the' homestead laws died while actually engaged in -the Army. Navy, or Marine, Corps' of the United, States as private.
:soldier, officer, seaman, or marine,.during the War with Spain or the Philip-:
linensurrection, his widow, if ufnmarried, or 'in -ase of her death or mar:rige, then his minor orphan children, or his or their legal-represestatives

may proceed forthwith to make final prooft upon the .land so ':held. by the
deceased, soldier and ;settler, and that the death of such soldier wxhile so,
engaged in thle service of, the United States shall, in the administratiod of the
homestead laws,
Nentobe .constlued to be equivalent
a performance of all requirementi as to residence and cultivation for. the, full period of five years,
and shall entitle his widow, if unmarried, or in case of her death orm'arriage,
then his min orphan children or hisi or their legal representatives, to nmake
final poof upon and receiveaGovernment paten t foisaid land; and that upon
> :proof produced to the 'officers of the propel local land office by the widow, it
unmnarried, or. in cases of .her death or 'marriage, then his minor orphan
children- or, his or theirlegal representatives, that the applicant for patent
is the .vidow. 'if unmarried, or in case of her death or marriage,' his orphan
children or his or their legal representatives,

andthat such soldier,

atilor.

or, marine died while inf the service of the United States as hlereinbefore
described, the patent for lsuch. land, shall 'Itssle. - (As amended by act Marach
1. 1901.)
Sro. 2307. In case 'of the death of any person who would be entitled 'to a
homestead under the provisions of
two thousand
qsetionthree hundred and
-four, his widow, if unmarried, or in case of her death or marriage, then his
:minor:orphan children, by a :guardian duly appointed and:officially accredited
at the Department of the Interior, shall be entitled to all the ;benefits, enumer' The provisions of sections 2304 and 2305 of the Revised Statutes-were extended to
veterans ofjthe 'World War by sot of Feb. 23, 1919 '(40 Stat. 1161.:

:
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-ated in this chapter, subject to all the provisions as to-.settlement and improvement therein contained; but if such person died during: his term of enlistment,
the whole term of jhis Ienlistment sball be deducted from the time heretofore
required to perfect the title.
*t:':
t-t'-

t:

f~fy

'::'{*

d.

'

*,

:~.:
.'rS

*

-

-*':'
'

*

Sac. 2309. Every soldier,. sailor, marine, officer, or other person coming
within the provisions of section two thousand three hundred and four, may,
as well by an agent as in person, enter upon such homestead by filing a declaratory statement, as in preemption cases; but such claimant in person shall within
the time prescribed make his actual entry, commence settlement and improvements on the *same,; and thereafter fulfill the requirements of the law.

Resolved bY the Senate and House of Represenittives of the United States
of Anierta in Congress assembled, That a joint resolution entitled "Joint reso-'

lution giving to. discharged soldiers, sailors, and marines, a preferred right of
homestead entry," approved February .14, 1920, be, .and the same4is hereby,
amended to read as follows:

"'That hereafter,- for 'the period of ten: years following the passage of this;
act, on* the opening of public. or Indlan lands to entry, or the restoration to
entry of public landsi theretofore withdrawn from entry, such opening
aor restoration shall, in the order therefor, provide for a period of not less than ninety
days before the general opening of such lands to disposal in which officers, soldiers, sailors, or marines who have served in the Army or Navy of the United
States in the war with Germany and been honorably separated or discharged
therefrom or placed in the Regular Army or Naval Reserve, shall have a preferred right 'of entry under the homestead or desert land laws,:if qualified thereunder, except as against prior existing valid settlement rights. and as against
preference ,rights conferred by existing laws :or .equitable claims 'subject to
allowance and confirmation: Provided, That the rights. and benefits conferred
by this act shall not extend to any person who, having been3. drafted for service:
under the provisions of the Selective Servke Act, shall have refused to render
such service or to wear the uniform of such service of the United States.
"Ste. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to make any
and all regulations necessary to carry into full force and effect the provisions
hereof."
Approved, January 21, 1922 (42 Stat. 358).

Be it enacted by the Senate' and House of Representatives of the Unitej
States of America in Congress assembled, That any settler upon the public'

lands of the United: States, or any entryman whose application has been allowed,.
or any person wvho has made application for public lands which thereafter may'
0be allowed' under the homestead laws,; who after. such settlement, entry, ori
application, enlists or is actually engaged in the military or naval service of
the United States as a private soldier, officer, seaman, marine, nationaLfguardszmanL or. member of any other organization for offense or defense authorized.
by Congress during any war in which the United States may be engaged, shall,.
in: the' administration of the homestead laws, have his services therein construed to be equivalent to all intents and purposes to residence and cultivation for the same length of time upon the tract entered or settled upon; and
hereafter no contest shall be initiated on the ground of abandonment,. nor alle-

: r
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Igationoi aoandonment sustained against any such settler, entryman, or person'

unless it shall be alleged in the preliminary affidavit or affidavits of contest and
proved at the hearing in cases hereinafter initiated that the alleged 'absence
from the land was not due to his employment in such military or naval service; that if he shall be discharged on account of wounds reeeived or disability
incurred in the line of duty, then the term of his enlistment shall be: deducted
frohi the required length of residene;, without reference to the time of actual
service: Provided, That no patent shall issue to any homostead settler who
has not resided upon, improved, and cultivated his homestead for' a period of
at least one year.
Si; 2. That any settler upon the public lands of the United States, or any
entryman::whose application has been allowed, or any person: who has' made
application for public lands which thereafter may be allowed under the homestead laws, who dies while actually engaged in the military or naval service
of the United States, as a private soldier, officer, seaman, marine, national
guardsman, or member of any other organization for offense or defense authorized by Congress. during, any war in which the United States may be en'> gaged, then his widow, if unmarried, or in case:oft her death or marriage, his
minor* orphan children, or\ his or their legal representatives, may proceed
forthwith to make final proof upon such entry or application thereafter allowed;
and shall be:entitled to receive Government patent: for such land; and that
the death'of such soldier while so engaged in
:the service:;of the- United States
shall, in the administration of the homestead laws, be construed to be equivalent
to a performance of all requirements as to residence and, cultivation upon, such
homestead.

Approved, July 28, 1917 (40 Stat. 248).

Be~ it enacted by the Seniate and 11ouse of Repiresentatives of the UJnited
States of America in Congress assembled, That subject tothe conditions therein

:

-X
:*

expressed, as to length of service and honorable discharge, the provisions of
sections ;twenty-three hundred- and four and' twenty-three hundred ;and five,
Revised Statutesof the
United States, shall be applicable inallcases of military and naval service rendered in connectioni with the Mexican border operations or during the War with Germany and its allies as defined: by public
resolution numbered thirty-two, approved August. twenty-ninth, nineteen
hundred and sixteen (Thirty-ninth Statutes at Large, page six hundred and
seventy-one), and the act approvedJuly twenty-eighth, nineteen hundred and
seventeen (Fortieth Statutes at Large page two undred,
h
and forty-eight).
Approved, February 25,. 1919 (40 Stat. 1161).
Be it enacted:by the Senate and Houseof Representatives of the United States
of America in ofibgrqss assembled, Thatevery person who; after discharge
from the military- or naval service of the United States during the war against
Germany and its allies,'is furnished any course of vocational rehabilitation under
the terms Xof theVocationniRehabilitation Act approved June 27, 1918, Ipon
the ground that he comes within article3 of the act of October,6, 1917 (40 Stat.
898), and who before entering upon such, curse shall have madeentry upon
orapplication for public landsof the UnitedStates under the homestead laws,
or who has settled or shall hereafter settle upon public lands, shall be entitled
: a'. leave
to- of absence from his land for the purpose of undergoing training by
the Federal bBoard of Vocational
EcEducation,, and i :such absenc,, while actually

62]1
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engaged in suchstraining shall be counted as constructive residence: Provided,
That no patent shall issue toj any homestead settler who has not resided upon,
improved, and cultivated his homestead for a period of at least one~year.
Approved, September 29, 1919 (41 Stat. 288).,
?

Be it enacted by the Senate and Houtse of Repr esentatives of the *United States
of America in Congress antem
n bed, That any settler or entryman under the
homestead laws of the United States, who, after settlement, application, or
entry and prior to November 11, 1918, enlisted or was actually engaged in the
United States Army, Navy; or Marine Corps' during the War with, Germany,
Who has been honorably discharged and because of physical incapacities due'to
* service is. unable ta return to the land, may make proof, without further residence, improvement, or cultivation, at such time and place as may be authorized by the Secretary of the Interior, and receive patent to the land by him dso
* 00- entered or settled upon: Provided, That no such patent shall issue prior to the
survey ,of the land.
Approved, March 1, 1921 (41 Stat. 1202).

*

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of Ameriea in Congress assmbled, That the; provisions of section 2305, Re-i
vised Statutes of the United States, as amended by the act of February 25, 1919
(Fortieth Statutes, page 1161), so far as applicable to those discharged from
the military or naval service because of wounds received or disability incurred
therein, be, and the same are hereby, extended to those iregularly discharged
from: such service and subsequently awarded compensation by the Government
for wounds received or disability incurred in the line of duty.
SEC. 2.'That the provisions of the act of, September 29, 1919 (Forty-first
Statutes, page 288), entitled* "An Act to authorize absence by homestead settlers and entrvman, and for other purposes," be, and they are hereby, extended
to those who, after discharge from the military or naval service, of the United
States, are furnished treatment by the Government for wounds received or
disability incurred in line of duty.
Approved, April 6, 1922 (42 Stat. 491).

Be it enacted by tile Seiawe anzd. Houlse of Representatives of tihe UMtted4
States of America in Congress assembled, That in the case of the death of any
person who would be entitled to a homestead under the provisions of the act
* of Congress approved February 25, 1919 (,Fortieth Statutes at i'Large, page
*
1161), entitled "An act to extend the provisions of the homestead laws touching
credit for ;period of enlistment to the soldiers, nurses, and officers of the Army
and the seamen, marines, nurses, and officers of the Navy and the Marine Corps
of the United States, who have served or will have served with the; Mexican

border operations or during the war between the United States and Germany
and her allies," his widow, if unmarried and otherwise qualified, may make
entry of public lands under the provisions of the homestead laws of the United
'States and shall be entitled to all the benefits enumerated in said act subject
to the provisions and requirements as to settlement, residence, and improve-;
ments therein contained: Provided, That in the event of the death of such
homestead entrywvoman prior to perfection of title, leaving only a minor child
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-or children, patent shall:issue to'said minor child-or children upon proof of
death, Land' of the minority iof the child or childten, wvithout'further showing
or complianclwith the law.:
Approved, September 21, 1922 (42 Stat.990)L.

Public Resolution No. 79, Sixty-seventh Congress, approved December 28, 1922 (42 Stat. 1067)., provides:
That the provisions of the ,act of Congress of February 25, 1919,5tilowing
credit for militaryv service during the war with Germany in homestead entries,
Vand of Public Resolution Numbered, 29, approved February 14, 1920, allowing
a preferred right of entry for at least 60 days after: the date of opehing in
connection with lands opened or restored to entry, be, and the same are
hereby, extended to apply toi those citizens, of the United States who served
with the allied armies during the World War, and who were honorably discharged upon their resumption of citizenship in the :Uniited States, provided the
:service with the allied armies shall be similar to the service with :the Ariny
'of the United States for which recognifion is granted in the act and resolution,

herein referred to.

:
ALASKA-DANO MINES COMPANY
Decided, January 22;

;929

MINING ChLAIM-PossEssioN-ADVFRSE CLrAXr-STATUTES.:
The protection of possession accorded by section 2332, R. S., to the members
of an association of persons, who are locators of a mining claim, is against
all who are not members of the association,hbut the statute does not contemplate that pssessioln and workin.Sg of the claim by one or mor e locators
shall be adverse to the interests of a locator who is not in pos~session and

has not worked the claim.'
MINING CLAIM-CoITRIrJTIrOu-E5xzPNDITnhIvnS--ORFoE1TIJRE-NOTInC-Sv TATTES.
The only method by iwhich; an owner of a: mnining claia may acqu re by forfeiture under the mining laws the interest of his coowners for noncontribution to the expenditures made on the claim is by the service of notice
upon the delinquent coowner in the manner:prescribed by section 2334, R. S.
MINING CL-nIM-LooATION-i-GiFT--EVIDE\NCz-PEzSU-,IPTION.
:
Acceptance of a gift of an interest in a. mining claim is presunied where; it
*
is evidenced by thie naming of the donee in. the locatuon notice as one of
the locators and by the recordation of such notice, and title can not revert
to the donor on the, testimony of, the latter. in an ex parte proceeding that.
the gift was not accepted.
ErNT.
:
Where a mining claim is owned by two or more persons time Possessiop of
,one is the possession of all, and there can be no abandonment by one owner
so long as his coowner continues in possession.

MINING CLAInr-POSSE.SSoINAB-NDONao

FINNEY, First Assistant lSecretar:y:
This is an appeal f rom the decision of the Commissioner of thle
General Land Office; dated October 25, 1928, holding for cancellation

;
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to the extent of the two clailms, Summit and Chatham, the entry of
Alaska,-Dano fMines; Company, Anchorage 06792, made February 21,
*

:

1927, for the lode mining claims, Wasp, Dunkle, Silent, Silent Extension, Strad, Lone Duck; Dano' No. 1, Blue Lead, Blue Lead No. 4,
Alabama, Alabama Extension, Juneau, Boston, July Seventeenth,.
Frances, Lake. Vie'w, Sunburst, Happy. Days, Q. K., Two" Shafts,
Summit,'Seattle, Chatham Extension, Chatham, Winona, Blue Lead.
No. 2, Dano No. 2, Dunkle Extension, Little 1Pete and Little Dandy,
situate in the Harris Mining District of Alaska, on the bround that
thle. applicant has not, complete title to the Summit and Chathamn
claims.
It appears that the Suimit claimnlwas located October 10, '1908,
by Thomas S. Nowell, T. H. George, Willis E. Nowell, A. D. Back,
Charles Otteson, and J. W. Hunter, and by deed. dated April 2(6,
1920, Charles Otteson and X\Tillis E. Nowell conveyed to, the appli-.
cant all of their right, title anchd interest.
Proof by affidavit is submitted by the applicant that fThomas
S.--Nowell, T.H.t
and J.;.W. Hunter have been cdead for
'several years; that .A. D.IBack left the Territory of Alaska about
ten years ago, jand that at all times since January 1, 1914, the appli-cant and its predecessors in title have been in adverse possession
of the clain as againist Thomas S. Nowell, T. H. 'George, A. D.
Back and, J. W. Hunter, their heirs, devisees, and:legal: eprepsentatives.
Tihe Chatham claimwaslocated April 1, 1910, by P. Falk, John.
' C. Johnson, J. W. Hunter, John Braughton and C. Otteson.I Otteson by deeds acquired the interests of all of ihis' colocators' except*
Hunter and Falk, and, subsequently, by deed dated Ap il 26, 1920,
Otteson and Falk- conveyed to the applicant.
; -0' The applicant submits proof by affidavit that. Hunter died in
August, 1915; 'that for several years prior to his death- h'never
asserted or claimed any interest in the- Chatham claim; and. that at
all times since January 1, 1911, the applicant and its predecessors
in title have been in adverse possession of the claim as against
*Hunter, his leirs, devisees and legal representatives.
It thus appears that as to the Summit claim A. D. Back and
the heirs or devi~sees-of Charles S. Nowell, T. H George, and J. W.
HiHunter are coowners of the applicant, and that as to the, Chatham
claim "the heirs or devisees of J. W. 'Hunter, are coowners ' of the
applicant, unless the claim of applicant that they have lost their;
interests because of adverse possession of the, applicant and its predecessors in interest is sustained.
To support its claim of title by adverse possession the applicant has
filed the affidavit of Charles Otteson,. one of the original locators
of the Chathamn claim, and a stockholder and president' ofthe
.George
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applicant 'corporation, in whlich 'it is stated that Hunter in his:;
]ifetime nevderclaimed any interest in the Chatham claim and never
did any work thereon 'or' contributed to any assessment or othert
work idone thereon, and that when informed that he had been. made
one ofc the locators stated to Otteson that Otteson should not have
made 'him a colocator and that he would not pay any of thei assess-:
nment work on the claim.
'Otteson in ;his';affidavit states as to the, Summit claim, of which
he was one of the original locators, -that,Thomas S. Nowell, Back,
George andlHunter refused to have anything to do with the' claim
or to: -contribute, to the assessment work: thereon, annd none of themi
ever in any manner contributed to doing any work upon the claim.
It
;. is0 by
:; reason of such statements in th afdavit
e of
-Otteson,
which
are in Sa measure corroborated by the affidavits of two other 'stock'holders of the applicant, that the applicant asserts that for more
than the ten yearsf provided by the Alaska statute of : limitations,
:: it,
its and
predecesso
in interest, held the two elaims: involved.
00uXX
adversely
;;
to 'the 'interests: therein of the colocators whose interests
have not been acquired by it. '
To sustain its contention applicant relies bon section 2332, Revised
Statutes, which, provides thatWhere such person or association, they and their grantors, have held and
worked their claims for a. period equAl ~to the time prescribed by the statute
of limitations for mining claims of the State or Territory where the same may
be situated, evidence of, such bossession and working of the claims for such
period shall *be sufficient to establish a right to, patent thereto under this
chapter, in the absence of any adverse claim
* *

The words such person or association.", refer to the persons or
associations mentioned in the precediing sections of the statutes, who
are locators of mining' claims, and the 'meaning of: the statute is
that where' an association, of persons has located a claim and by one
:ormoreof it8 members has continued in possession and worked it
for the period prescribed by the local statute of :limitations, such
possession and working is adverse to all who are not members of
the association .and who may thereafter assert ownership of the:
claim or any part thereof. It is not meant that there can be possession and working of the claim by one or more locators which is
*0; 0y: u: :0adverse to the interests of the locator or locators who are not in
possession and have,.not workedthe claim.
It is provided by section 2324, Revised Statutes, referring to the
failure of coowners to contribute their proportion of the expenditures
:required to maintain possession of a mining, claim, that-

'

:

Upoin the failure of any one of several co-owners :to contribute his pro-portion of, the 'expenditures'required hereby," the co-owners who have performed the labor or macle the improvements may,.at the expiration of the

f:
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year, give suchl delinquent co-ownver personal notice in. writing or notice by
publication in the newspapel§ published nearest the' claim, for at least once
a week for ninety days, and if at the expiration of ninety days after such
notice in writing or by publication such delinquent ,should fail or refuse to
, contribute his proportion of :the expenditure required by. -this section,: his,
interest in the claim shall become the property. of his co-owners whoi have
made -the required . expenditures.

That is the only method'provided by statute for an owner to
acquire by forfeiture the interest of his coowners who have not.
contributed to the expenditures made on the claim., It is exclusive
to any other action or proceeding. Lindley on Mines (3d ed..) Sec.'
646; Eder v.. ~orsehoe ining fandJ Milling Co. (194 'U. S. 248,
255); Van.Sice v. Thec Mining Co. (C. C. A. Cold., 173 Fed. 895)0.
* Counsel for applicant urge that'because of the refusal of the colo* cators, who are also coowners, to do any work on the claims, or to.;
contribute to the expenditures for work thereon, they thereyv abandoned their interest in the' claims and because of such abandonment
they lost: their 'interests, and cite:. authorities on.' abandonment of
authorities 6ited have reference to abandomnent:.Dby
claims.
* the' owner of a claim, not to an abandonment by one of two or
more owners. 'Where a' mining claim is owned. by:two or! more
persons 'the possessio n of -one 'is the possession of. all, and. there
can be' no abandonment by. oiie owner so long as his coowner,
d Minin 'Co. v. Taylor
continues in*possession. 'Union 'Consol
.

.The

: (100 'U. S. 37).

The doctrine of ;abandonment 'relates to abandonmient of posses-;
sion, whereupon thelanddbecomes' re'tored to 'the' public domain,
n.and' claim: becomes subject to relocation;. 'cItomcan not be' ap:. ': the
plied -to terminate the interest of an owner for failure to contribute
o
0to' expenditures: made on the'- claim .:by his: .coowner. Lindley';on:
Taylor,
v.
Co.
Mines
Mines (3d ed.). (Sec. 644; Union Consolidated
supra; Faneel Y. McMFarlandt(144 Calif. 717:; 78 Pac. 261).
-It is asserted by. .counsel that the coowners who failed to icontribute toothe expenditures .'made 'on the claims had, .as' appears
from the. affidavit of 0Otteson, ;stated: that they were name dilby
Otteson as colocators *ithout thleir knowledge or consent; 'that they"p,
shortly after location was made,.had said: they, would not do any
work or contribute to expenditures, and that thereby they had re,ffused to accept a gift of the interests they acquired by being named
as locators,.and by reason of such refusal. the gift :never became
effective andi therefore they never acquiired any interest in the
:
claims, and thei record of locations by them is void.
It is true. that a gift to~ become effective: must be accepted, but
where the gift is, as here, of an interest in ai mining claim, 'which'
interest is evidenced by' the naming of the donee in the location notice
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as one of the locators and causing the notice to be recorded, the donee
becomes the owner of record of sc
i interest, and acceptance is
presumred, and title can hnot revest in the donor, on the testimony
of the donor ini an ex pdrte :proceeding that: the gift was not
accepted.
The decision appealed from is,
Affirmed.

GUNVALD LANDHEIM
Instructions, JaMao-ry 29, 1929

WA'rna RIGHT-SrS1;TEhANEAN WATER-PunLI4: LADS.
Subterranean percolating water in the public> lands is the property of the
Federal Government and when artificially developed is not subject to any
State law governing the appropriation of water.
WATER RIGHT-SUBTERRANEAN WATER-PuEROHAs5-LEASFI'---POTJUO LANDS.
There is no Federal law providing for the sale. lease, or developmient, of
subterranean water in the public lands.
WATER BRIOETn-SUnnANEAN WATEnB-Onr AND GAS LANDS
MIT-LAND DEPARTENT.:
.-

-PiOSP1CTING PE-

The Land Department has the power to permit the use of peteolating water
developed by wells on publid lands embraced within an oil and gas pros:
pecting permit for oil drilling operations and, for other domestic purposes,
provided that such use does not result in undue waste of the Government's
mineral estate.

instrchtions by ComissionerSpy of the
era] Laznd Office, concurred, in by Director Smith of the Geologcal Survey, and approved by First-AssistantSecretary Finney, to Register, Bili&'gs,
Mif ontana::

By:office letter of-October 22, 1928, Gunvald Landheim-was:instructed through you. [register, Billings, Montana] how to proceed
in
order to obtain right of ~way to utilize the, water from a well
developed by boring for oil and gas under a permit designated-Billings 022111. Withletter of November 12; 1928, you transmitted Xa
swsorn statement by Gtinvald Laudheim: in regard to .th&t matter.

-rom this statement it appears -that.the water'in question will be used
for drilling and. operating purposes on the: land covered by said
permit and adjoining lands covered by another permit granted Land:heim, designated bBillings 022625 where he is now drilling- and opcQrating;: that the watef is or will be storedIn a tank' at the well or at the place where operations are conducted and
wDill provide sufficient supply for boiler use in conjunction with the uses thereof
for domestic purposes.in cooking and camp requirements during said operations.
That if an attempt -were made'to build a reservoir to save said water that the
greater portion of same would he lost and the manner above mentioned is the
* ; only way same. can be saved for the use aforesaid on said premises or on ad-,;
*Q: ijoining property where this affiant expects to drill and operate.
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Further, that in his opinionIt seems unnecessary to have prepared any maps or plats showing location
of the well; that the well is already shown on the records and known as the

Republic Well and appears on the maps of the United States Geological Survey,
as affiant is informed, and no grouncd being required for a reservoir, and the
map or plat would not make it any more definite as to location and would
serve no useful purpose in this instance, and afflant already having under his
permit 022111, on which same is located, the use of the: ground, and can, with
permission of the department to the use of said water-for operating purposes,
enclose said well in a small building if necessary, to protect same from interference or protection against winter weather.

No definite right of way to conduct the water to any given point can be
applied for now, and possibly not later, as this depends upon where afflant is
operating. That affiant isknow drilling on a well in Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 28 .",
the location of which was .given to the United States Geological Sur'vey when

spudded in, as required, and the water used is being hauled. in tanks to the
drilling site, both for boiler ahd domestic use. When this well. is completed
it is affiant's intention to operate elsewhere on said Oiltana Dome, but whether

the water will be hauled or piped to that location is not yet determined, but
inasmuch as all operations will be on affiants leases and permits in that vicinity this seems imimaterial, but it is important to assure a supply of water from
said; source, as otherwise it will require hauling same considerable -distance
and not Ias good water, and this would be a. severe hardship and considerable
expense, besides at times being rather difficult on account of very poor roads,
on a clay-gumbo formation; and at certain seasons of the year, or in wet weather
almost impassable.

.

In view of this statement Landheim requests permissionTo use the water from said well for the purpose of operating for oil and
gas upon the lands and premises embraced in permits 022111 and 022625 and
lands and leases adjacent thereto from what is known as the Oiltana Dome and
if necessary to protect said right that he be given permission and authority to
build a well house on the inclosure to surround' said well for the protection
thereof from trespassing or interference, allowing a sufficient area around said
well for that purpose, there being no conflict in ownership of the lands, with
the right to divert said water either in a pipe line to the point of operation or:
operations, or tank wagon or tank truck as he may see fit and deem best and
sufficient for said purposes.

It is apparent from the foregoing thati Landheim does not, at this
time, seek a right of way through the public lands .for the purpose of
piping or.otherwise transportihg the water from the so-called "Republic -Well." ; His request is merely that the Governmant allow him
to continue to use, for boiler and domestic purposes, the aforementioned well water; permit him to build, if necessary, a well house
around said well; allow him to use, through such permission, suffiClient lahnd on which to erectf and maintain said well house together
with a small amount of land adjacent to and around the well house:;
for the maintenance and protectioni of said well and well house, to
;the end that he may have the free, continued and uninterrupted.;1ucse
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of said well water, together with the use of said well in any event
whilst engaged in said drilling operations.
Said well water is not subject to the water right law of the Stateof Montana governing the appropriation of; water, it appearing,'
nothing else 'to the contrary having been shown, that same is merely
subterranean percolating water, and, therefore,f a parit of the s611
itself, public soil or land.' The Federal Government, as the owner
of the land, is the owner of said water, thus artificially developed
and will continue to be such owner as long as it retains into itself
0~
the title to the land whereon said Well is situated. Such, also, is
the view of the law of the State of Montana, on this subject. See, in
this connection, Ryan v. Quinlan (45 JMont. 521; 124 Pac. 512). See,
also, Huntv.ity
oLararnie (181 Pac. 137).'
; f :But,
unlike'Ath6 act of March 3, 1925 (.43 Stat. 1133) which prov0:
ides -for the leasing of public lands near or adjacent to mineral
medicinal, ori other springs, there is no act of- Congress which provides for. the'leasing of public lands containing water,, wells of the
character of this well, or for the sale or lease of subterranean waters,
or' their: development, or their use or disposition, although* under 'oil
leases authority is given to the lessee to maintain water plants, etc.
Upon the other hand, there is nothing in any Federal legislation
which prevents this department from permitting private inclividuals
or corporations to: use, for oil, drilling and domestic purposes, percolating w~aters like these developed by wells sunk on public land
S
while engaged 'in pprospecting such land for oil and gas under a
permit or. lease 'ufder the 'act of February !25,. 1920 (41 Stat. 437)
as was done in'the case of In'tir-Mountain:Water and Potoer Corn:poany (52 L. D. 217), in connection with a. rightl of way permit to
pipe water from a well on a portion of the leased premises. The use
Eof such a; natural resource, for such 'purpose, being conducive to
the, development of the mineral resources of the Government may
Xwell be recognized by the Government, even though 'there may not
be granted, in connection therewith, a right of wvay permit, privilege
or license,,or an oil or gas lease; provided, of course,, the allowance
of the use of such water' does not result in undue waste of the Govemirnent's mineral estate. See in connection with this last imentioned proposition section 30 of the oil and gas leasing act of 1920.
No good reason to the contrary appearing, no objection will be
interposed by the (Government to the use by Landheim of the waters
of said "Republic Well," for the purpose indicated, as long as no
-waste, 'damage or, injury results to the Government in consequence
thereof, this consent being revocable at any time within the discre.tion of the Secretary, and: without notice, and, in no event, beyond
the life of permit, Billings 022111.
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Except as provided for inh the act:'of February 14, 1901 (31 Stat.
:790),0 which permits the Secretary to. permit the use of, rights of
*;
:way through- the public lands to the extent' of the ground occupied
it 0by
iwater plants and not to exceed 50 feet on each side of the marginal limits thereof, which act Landheim now seems unwilling to invoke,
-: : ::Sor at least declines to observe the regulations thereunder, no specific:
legislation has been enacted::whereby formally to grant Landheim
permission to use the grouncd occupied by said "Republic Well" and
land around the same. His right to use the land in this regard, in
the absence of a permit under said act of 1901, 'and while the ground
.occupied b said well remains public land, is neither greater nor
less than his right artificially to.develop ;and use the subterranean
1e'prcolating waters of the public soil, .conditioned, as would be the
case of a -permit' under said%
'act of 1901, of efecting no waste of the
Government's estate.
:: 0 lf :0As'
to 'the ownership of said water well and the well or subterranean percolating waters developed therein and thereby,:in the'absence of a permit under said act of 1901 and the protection afforded
thereby (see in this. connection Swendig et al.. v. WFasington.Water'
':Power Copany, '265 U. S. 322), if and when the land covered- by
the legal subclivision on which said." Republic Well" is located shall
*::
,be disposed' of by the Government, under the homestead: or other
appropriate public land law, this -would seem to be a 'matter over
which the department would have no control upon the' patenting of
* 00: 0 said tract.' However, should any. attempt be made to enter said
tract during the utime when. same is covered by an oil and gas permit
under the act of .1920, notice of such attempt must be, under the
regulations,,given to the holder of the permit, thereby to. afford him
opportunity to show cause, if he can, why the application or selection:
should not be allowed. - If: in response to said notice a satisfactory
protest is submitted, same will receive 'due consideratione'and such
action taken as may be warranted under all the circumstances.
A 'formal 'application for right of way to transport the water in;
the manner proposed by Landheim, viz., tank wagons or trucks could
not, obviously,'be entertained, and the informal application for right
of way heretofore filed, not being completed 'in the manner required
by the regulations .under said act of 1901, anddit-.appearing that Landlheiin isf unwilling to 'complete the 'same as by said:regulations!
demanded, is now finally rejected and the case withlregard therebto
closed.
.
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0. P. PESMAN
Decided Ee-brairy 4, 1929
TOWN\ SITE-PLAT-STnEETS-RIGHT OF WAY-LAND DARTMENT-JURISDICTION.

Adoption by'the Government of a town-site plat and' the sale of lots by:ref.erence thereto constitutes. an actual dedication to public use of the tracts,
or strips designated thereon asi.streets and alleys,: and the Land. Depart-

ment can :not subsequently vacate them.

t A'ssistdtecretary:.
.
This is. an appeal by 0. P. Pesman from the decision of the- Coln'missioner of the 'General Land 1Office dated November' 3, 1928, denying his petition for the vacation of parts-of certain streets and alleys
in Pompey's Pillar townisite on Huntley irrigation project, Montana.'
The petition for the vacation of streets and alleys in questionr was
filed October 15, 1928, and was favorably recommended by the superintendent of the Huntley project.
It appears* that certain lands in Sec. 23, T. 3 N., R. 30 E0., Montana, were reserved for town-site purposes by order of -this'epart'mient dated May 13, 1907. The tract was laid ofi into blocks, lots,
streets, avenues, alleys, public reservations, etc., and the plat thereof
approved August 2,.19'0.
Numerous lots scattered throughout the
'town site 'have been sold by reference to said plat. A great many
lots remained unsold and they' were reappraised and some of them
':sold 'at 'the. last public sale held October 8, 1928. At that 'time as
c;laimed by Mr. Pesman he purchased lots 1 and 2, block 2, lots 1, 5,
;and 6, block 3, lots 1, 5, 'and 6, block 6, and lots 1 and-2, block 7. He
'stated in his: petition; that the fstreets' and alleys he 'desired closed
'are not needed, 'never have been' Lsed 'and can not 'be used for public
t:fraffic.\C0
::
X ::.
0:f:
0
0-:::;;R
;: ;
The commissioner denied the petition on the ground that the adopt ion of the plat by the Government and the sale of lots by reference
thereto resulted in an actual dedication to 'public' use of the tracts or
strips designated thereon as streets and alleys.
The action of the commissioner was correct.t Where 'the owner of
real property lays out a. town upon it and divides the land into lots
'and blocks, intersected iby streets and alleys, and sells any of the
lots with reference to such plan, he thereby dedicates the streets and
alleys toithe use of the public. 13 Cyc.-455; 3 Dillon on Municipal
Corporations (5th Ed.), sections' 1083, .1085.
'The decision appealed from is accordingly'
Affirmed.
; INNEY,

.'

'
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AFFIDAVITS-SPRING&S OR:-WATER IHOLES-CIRCULAR NO.t 1066
(51 L. D.X457), MODIFIED
INSTRUCTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

:Washington, D.
T: T SECRETARY Or, THE INTERIOR:

7., Feuaruy 8, 1929.

By 00b:~decision [unreported] of January 30V, 1929, in forest lieuGainesville 020662 the department directed that the
§elector be not .required to furnish corroboration of the affidavit as to
springs and watei ' holes, because of the conditions existing -in the
State of Florida where the selected lands lie.:
This brings iup t~he question of the necessity of any affidavit as to
:springs and water' holes in said State or in the States of Alabama,
Mississitppi Louisiana, Arkansas, Michigan,:Wisconsin, and.:Minne-,
sota where like conditions exis.
:As stated in Circular No. 1066 (51aL. D.. 457), the object of the
Executive order. of April 17, 1926, wastoselection case

0preserve for general public use and benefit unreserved public lands containing
water holes or other bodies of water needed or used by the public for watering
purposes.

In none of the States fianied,; so f ar as I am aware, are the springs

or water holes, if any, -on the public lands " needed or used'"by the
public for watering ipurpo'ss'.". The conditions 'in those States are
-entirely :different from thoset-n the other public landI States where
;0 grazing is carried on to a considerable exteiit and not onlyas rinigs
and water holes but: other available -sources of water supply are
sometimes quite scarce. It "appears, therefore, 'to 'me that there are
no lands in the States mentioned that come within the purview of the
kEx6cutive' oider or April 17, 1926, and. a on-water hole and non-d
spring affidavit is.not required. If you agree with this view and by
the approval of this letter adjudge the lands in such States as not
containing springs and water holes needed for public watering places,
effice
will in the'future 'eliminate said.States from the requirethis
SPRY,"
W I
''
ment of -Circular No. 1066.
000-- 0 f 0 f C? 0W ILTLIAMD SPRY,' 0d0D? X
Co mm zssioner.
Ap'proved, February 8, 1929'.
C.
: E,.FINNEY,
'

First Assistanti Secretay.

'

000000000!
:
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JAMES E. HUGHES

-InlstVuiCtions, Fenbrr
SECOND HOMESTEAD
NmTRY-ECLAMATION
CHASE PRICE-CONSTRUCTIoN CHARGES-

1I, X1929

HOIESTEAD-INDIAN

LANDS-PU
E

Under the act of February 25, 1925, one who has made a: reclamation homestead entry for ceded Indian lands- is not. qualified 'to make another 'entry
until he has paid the full Indian price of the entered lands, and if he
seeks to make a second entry under the ,reclamation law he must first
have paidiall reclamation construction charges assessed against: the original
entry additional thereto.

by Conrnmfissioner spry of the General Land Ofee
by U Mi77?assion'er Head, of the Bureau of Reeffmation,' and approved by First Assistant Secretar
d
Fi ney, to Register, Los Angel(es, Caifornia:

Instructions

cancurrea in

I ani .in receipt of your [register, Los Angeles, California] letter
of January 11, 1929, and letter to' you dated January 8, '1929, from
A. H. McClure, 345 Second Street, Yuma, Arizona, requestingu to be*:
.: 7advisedwhether James E. Hughes, Route 3, Yuma, Arizona,iwho
has received patent on his reClamation H. E. 040458, up6n which
all Indian and reclamation charges have been paid to date is entitled
to make anotherhiomestead entry under the provisions of the act
of February 25, 1925. (43 Stat.- 981). ' See Circular; No. 990 (51:
:L..X 84).
The records ifl this office show that; the homestead entry was rmade
by James E. Hughes October 20, 1924' for" 40 acres ceded Yuma. -

Indian lands, upon which $10 per acre Indian moneys are payable
in annual installments for 10 years; that final certificate issued,
October 31,' 1927, and
~patent No. 1012728, on 'February 21, 1928..
Up. to the present -time the installmi'ents due
paid but all the
Indian .moneys have not been paid,, that is, the' entire $400 Indian
moneys must be paid before it can be saic that all the Indian moneys:
'are paid.
'
The proviso to said'act of February 25, 1925, reads'aret

,iThat the provisions of this act shall not ,apply to any person who
has failed to pay, the fufl price for his' former entry or whose former entry
was canceled for fraud. [Italics supplied.]

From the above it 'appears that the proper interpretation is that
ughes, even though otherwise qualified to make a second homeHMr.
steac entry including a reclamation homesteac entry, will not be
qualified to make a second homestead entry until there has been
paic the full price for this land, that 'is, the full price of the Indian
charges, $400.'
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Under the reclamation law, act of August 9 1912 (37 Stat. 265),.
Mr. Hughes: will not be qualified to make another reclamation homestead entry while owning and holding said, patented tract umtilti
there havey bieen .paid dall the building and betterment reclamation*
moneys upon this land and, as ialready stated, it must* also appear
that there has been paid the full price or entire Indian moneys for
said patented land.
COST OF OFFICIAL SURVEY OF A MINING CLAIMT NOT ACCEPTABLE
AS ANNUAL ASSESSMENT WORK
Opinion;, February 15, 192 9
MINING CLAnS-AsSSNImNT WORK-ALASKA-STATUTES.
Section 1 of the act of March 2, 1907, specifies the aniount of assessment work
that must be performed upon Ia mining claim in the Territory of Alaska,
and wherever the provisions of -that act are irreconcilable :with section 2324r
Revised Statutes,: the latter, in so far as applicable to that Territory, is:
by implication repealed.

MINING

CLAIM -SURvEY-.

SES'SMiEaT

WORK -EXPENDITUREs-

PATENT

ALASKA-STATUTES.:

An official survey of a mining claim can not be credited as annual.assessment
w):ork or expenditure, required asa prerequisite to patent either under the'
act of March 2, 1907, whieh pertains to mining claims in the Territory of
Alaska, or under section 2324, Revised Statutes, relating tothining claimsgenerally.
MINING CLAIM-SURVEY-- ASSESSMENT .,WOK-ALASKA-STATUTTEs.
'The act of the, Legislature of Alaska: (1915, C. 10), providing that the costs of'

official survey of a mining claim nmay be credited as assessment work attempts to grant more favorable -terms ' than the Federal statute, act of
March 2, 1907, permits, and to that extent. is, in the opinion ofbtbis depart
mt-Dent, without force and effect.:
COUtTRG
DECISION CITED AND APPrIED.

Rule enunciated
* applied.

in the:case. of Smelting Co. v. Keimp

(104 U. S'. 636),

'SecretaryVest to Hon. Addison
t H ouse
?.S of Representaties.What here follows is according to promise in my lett'er of February
7':
, 1929, a' further reply' to tjhe inquiry of Mr.. Gordon' '. Smith; of
Boise, Idaho, whether in-the opinion of the Department of the'
Interior,''the cost of the official survey of .a mining claim, may be
:prop'erly ;accredited 'as assess;mentwork, upon' the claim, reference
beingi made ty Mr. Smith to ,a recent decision, of the Circuit Couriit
of Appeals foprthe Ninth Circuit in' the case' of lr
wv .
Byrn's'
. UhnownsHeirs et at (240 Fed.,, 2d'series, 179), upholding'a session
laiw of the Legisatfure of Alaska (1915 C. 10), providing. that, th e
:costs of ofcial survey may be so credited.
57522-27-voL52-36
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The mining laws were extended to Alaska by the act of May 17,
1884 (23 Stat. 24).; Bennett v. Harkerar (158 U. S. 441), and 'sub;sequently by section ,26,, Chapter 786, of th6 Fact of June 6, 1900-(31
Stat. 321, 329). The applicable statute 'relating to assessment work.
in Alaska is section 1, act of March 2,: 1907 (34. Stat. .1243), which.
'provides that "uat :least $100 worth of labor shall be performed or
improvements made on, or for the benefit or development of, in1
accordance with existing law, each mining claim in Alaska heretofore or hereafter located." So far as the provisions of the; last cited
act are irreconcilable with section 2324, IRevised Statutes, the latter
so far as applicable to"Alaska is by implication: repealed. Thatcher
v Brown (190 Fed. 708).: The words :" on or for the benefit or
development of ", are not contained in the corresponding provision
in section 2324, but as the court of appeals in the Wigand case, recon: ciled the territorial statute with the provisions of section 2324,dand
cited decisions as to kind and character of work required under that
section in treaching its conclusions, and as no. point appears to have
been made that the additional words mentioned in the Federal statute
relating solely: to Alaska broadened the scope of section 2324, the
* decision may be regarded as holding that the costs of official survey
: may be credited under the provisions of section 2324 and would
apply in any 'case wherever arising. In the discussiona here follow-.
ing, therefore, it will be asumed that: there is no difference in the
requirements of the general and local Federal acts as to the, kind
and. character -of work and improvementsAt the outset it is advisable to state the rule is settled that the department has nothing to do withlthe question o6f annual labor' and,
improvements on mining locations made. upon lands containing deposits that continue to be subject 'to location, entry and purchase
tunder the mining laws. In such cases. the question as to. compliance
with' this requirement only arises in disputes over possessory rights.
between private parties' and is justiciable solely in the courts. . It is
the department's position, however,:.that it is concerned' with'this
question. where there is an assertion of a. valid mining claim for and .
,on accoumnt.of minerals that have been by later- congressional enactments reserved or withdrawn 'from ,the operation of the general
lmining laws and made subject to a 'different mode; of disposition.
E. L. Krushnmic (52 L. D. 295); Gordla
o
Cold M n Compy: arnd
:Wallace Mathers v. Ernest Barsnam (520 L. D. 519)-. .This jposition
has been assailed in the courts, and a decision was rendered on January 7, 1929,' in the case of E. L. Krushnic v. VUnited; Statesu~by the
Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia unfavorable
to the Government's, contention. (30 Fed., 2d series, 742), but the
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Supreme Court may be asked to review and determine thel question.l
Should the. conclusion of the* District Court of Appeals be accepted
by the department or prevail in the Supreme Court of thel United
States, this department will have no: occasion to make the inquiry,
:and rights of mining claimants will not be affected by the rulings of
the department' relating to the performance of assessment work.
Nofmatter how- the question of the, authority to inquire into assess--.
iment work may be resolved,,it is beyond dispute that the department
0uhas jurisdiction and authority to inquire and determine whether $500
'worth of work and improvements, required by section: 2325, Revised
Statutes, as a prerequisite to the grant of a patent, has been had, and
whatever may be' credited as expenditure for assessment work under
*section 2324 may be credited as expenditure under section, 2325 the
decisions of the department and the courts, therefore, as to the kind
and character of work creditable underi section .2324 may be resorted
to to determine: what. may be accredited under section 2326. Zephyr
fand Other Lode Mining'Claims (30 L. D. 510, 513) E. L. Krushnic
(52. L. 'D. 282, 292).:
Although neither of these statutes specify the kind and character
-of the work and improvements that must be shown, the department
and the courts in the great majority -of instances, no matter how
liberal they have been in its: application, have adhered to and applied
the rule formulated inSmelting Co. v. 'Kemp (104 U. S. 636,/:655)'
:that'":labor and improvement, within the meaning of the statute
(Sec. 2324, :R. S.), are deemed to have been had on a, mining claim,
;whether. it consists of one location or,~several, when labor is' performed or improvements are made .for is d'velopiieiti, that is, to
f acilstate the etetraction, of the metals it, may cotain, * * *,"
[Italics0supplied.], See Copper Glance Lode (29 L. D. 542, '549);
Lindley on Mines,. Section 629, and cases cited in note, 246, section 28,
Title 30, U. S. C. Ai.
An tofficial :survey: of a mining claim. is one of the essential' pre.liminaries prescribed in section 2325 to obtain patent. The obvious
and principal purposes of 'such .offcial -survey are .to accurately fix
the. location of claim with resp'ect: to public land surveys 'and adj acent and conflicting claims, to enable parties concerned to definitely
ascertain and assert adverse rights if such are claimed and enable
the department to. determine the. exact limits of the 'ground that is:
claimed under the patent application and to- convey by appropriate
:(description in the patent, that part to which the applicant may be
entitled. : A marking necessarily must precede the working of the
. round f or mminig purposes, but thatjis required and presumed to
'Decision of the Circuit Court. of Appeals of the District of Columbia affirmed by the
united States Supreme Court Jsnuary 6, 1930. See Wilbur v. EKruahnio (280 U. S.
:S X: .- Ed.
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be done When the location is made.; It is 'heither obvious nor readily
: )erceivable to the department that the official survey has anyArelatio'
' to the working of the claim or facilitates the prospecting or extraction of minerals.
InI a sense, an official survey is in the nature of a permanent improvement, tends to facilitate;development, if development- is used
in a broad sense, 'and ehliances the value of the claim, if-it has: any'
valuLe aS such, 'but so it seems would be repairs to a stamp: mill used
in connection with mining operations. on the claim; Goldien Giant
Mi, ng Compny v. Hill (198 Pac. :276):; procuring water to run
an ore crusher used in connection with the mine;-, Du Pra4t 'v Jawne&
(4 Pac. 562) ; laying out routes or transportation from claim-to shipp11ing point; Kirkpatrick v. 'urtiss (244 Pac. 571); sampling and
assaying to ascertain mineral values; Bishop Yv. Baisley (41 Pac..
: 936) all of-which: havei been held not'to be labor and improvement
under section:2324, under the definition of Justice Field in the
C~omxpany case, suPra.
;Smeting
The language of the cases cited by the court in the Wigaqndcase
whei detached from the facts in those cases, lend some supp ot to the,
:court's conclusions, but examination will disclose: that the work and
improvement -claimed in*each of those cited cases had some direct'
relation and are those commonly 'performed in connection with miny(125 Fed. 14,7). the
* ing and prospecting. In McCu7lochv. MurJ
particular work in question was, tunnels, drifts and trenches. : In
Wailes v: Iavies (158 Fed. 667), the question was whether ore taken
from the -mine on the claim, was work and improvement that. was.
: :beneficial, it being contended that it was a depletion and not a 'bonefit. The court held that as the work was on the claim, the iquestion
whether it was beneficial was not material, but stated "if' $100:worth
:of labor in the naturreI of mining is -performed on a claim' by the:
owvner, whether the work is beneficial or not, there can be no forfeitture." In Moulnt Diablo A. A. Co. V. (Callison(5 Sawy. 439, 456),.
the mistake to whichthe court:.alluded was the mistake oftaking out:
ore underground on' the dip 'of. a vein that was 'subsequently ascertained to apex outside the- claim.' There, again, it was work of a.
miining nature, the:question of its.:beneficial 'character being held'
immaterial. 'In Ricehen v. Davis' (148 Pac. 1130), the: learingo of'
brush and.'trees; was to make way for. a dredge; on a gold placer,.
which was undoubtedly work to 'facilitate prospecting and 'mining,.
and so are the servicedSof a watchman to take care of the miinintr
works during temporary suspensions- to which the court refers. It
is noticed that the court below held the territorial, act unconstitutional but held that under the circumstances there 'was a want of
equity inth6. par'ty that claimed the forfeiture. The. court in the
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interest of justice would be naturally disposed to construe .the statute
with the utmost possible latitude and .liberality. ,It is the depart'nment's view that the territorial act, attempts to grant more favorable
terms: than the Federal act. Such statute to that extent at least
is without force and effect. i Erhardt v. Boaro (113 U. S 527) ,.and
the department would not feel constrained to follow the ruling of
the' court in the0 Wigand case and credit the expenses of an' official
of the claim towardSeither annual assessment work or expensurvey
c as a pre'requisite to patent in any cases arising in
diture required
Alaska or elsewhere unless and until the holding was iipheld by more
persuasive opinion or by the Supreme Court of the United, States.-

PUBLICATION OF PROOF NOTICES IN ALASKA HOMESTEAD
CASES-CIRCULAR NO. 491, AMENDED
INSTREUCTIONS

I
[Cireular No.'i81]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Wasinton, D.0 C., February 19, 1929.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVJRS,
ANCHORAGE, FAIRJAIM5, ANTD NOME, ALASKA:
The requirements' with 'reference to publication of- proof notices
iini homestea'd cases, in Alaska, where a special survey has been made,
iare set forth in paragraph 25, page 33, of Circular No. 491, approved
February 24, 1928.1 The requirements of the law with. reference- to
publication are contained in section 10 of the act of May 14, 1898
(30 Stat. 409, 414). These requirements are applicable to homeQstead entries, soldiers' additionalf entries, and trade and manufacturing sites.
In Alaska, in the classes of entries meentioned, the important feature of proof notices is to inform. all' interested parties of the geo.graphical location .of the land, and the dinformation should be given
in such a way that, the people who read the notice w-ill be able to
interpret it properly. The metes and bounds description is technical
and not generally 'understood. Hence, in tthese cases, 'it is not of
nmuch value to the general public as a means of identification of land.
'The metes and bounds description adds to the length 'of' the notice
and to the cost of the notice to'the claimant., The statute does:not
require the inclusion of such description in the published notice.
I

I Revision of Circular No. 491, of-February 24, 1928, not published in this volume.
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0Adverse claimiiants may inform themselvesi as to the exact location
of the land by the markings on the ground or from a copy of a plat
of §survey which must be filed in the: district land office and posted
on: the land.
It is believed, therefore, that in the cases mentioned, and for the
r easons stated, the inclusion -of the metes and bounds descriptions
*in the published notices-is objectionable and unnecessary. It is
directed, therefore, that hereafter such descriptions be omitted.
In the cases referred to, as a means of identification of the land
Ithe
register will cause each notice'hereafter issued to-give the survey number and area of the claim, with a statement as to the general
location of the land. If the survey is not tied to a corner of the.
rectangular system of the public land surveys, the notice should give
the name and' number of the location monument to which some corner of the survey is tied,; and the course and distance from the location monument to such*corner, with approximate latitude and longitude. If the survey is tied to a corner of the rectangular system of
the publie land surveys, such corner should be identified by section,
township, and range. The statement as to general. location will
identifvy the, land as shown on the plat of survey or otherwise as the
register may deem best. The statements where possible should refer
to the land in connection with some well-known topographical point
or natural object or monument, river, trail, town, mining camp, etc.,
7:Circular No. 491, suprc, is hereby amended .to agree with the
above instructions.'

WILLIAM SPRY,

Comnnlissioner.

Approved:
f ::
S:;E. C. FiNNEY5 :

0

:0

:S

;f

\

First Assistant Secretary.
MAURICE MORINO.
Decided Februarv 21, 1929:

HOmESTEAD E'NTEY-SETTLEMENT-ALASKA--W1l7ITHDEAD

AL-STATIUTES.

Section 3 of the act of July 8, 1916, as amended by the act of June ;28, 1918,
whiclh amended the homestead law in its application to the Territory of
Alaska, exeepts from homestead settlement and entry such other lands as

have been, or may he, reserved or withdrawn from settlement or entry.
SETTLEM£ENT-HOMESTEAD

;

ENTRY--RAILROAD. LAND-ALASIjA-WA1ITHPDRAWAL.

A settlement upon unsurveyed lands in the Territory of Alaska with a view
to entry and purchase under. the homestead laws creates no: rights that
;will defeat a subsequent reseivation in aid of the construction and operation of railroads in that Territory as authorized by the act of: -March 12,
1914.
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FINNEY, Fir'st AsEistant Secretary:

On June 29, 1920, Maurice, Morino filed aiA had recorded in the
Nenana recordin(g distriet, Alaska, a notice of claim, for agricultural
purposes, to 160 acres of unsurveyed lands described by metes and
and alleged therein thle staking thereof on April 30, 1920.
The plat of survey of fractional T. 14 S.; R. 7 W., Fairbanks Meridian, was filed in the local ofiie at Fairbanks January 31, 1927. 01On
May 11, 1927, Morino filec application .01458 to enter uLnder the
homestead laws the NE. 1/4 SW. 1/4, NW. 1,4 SE. '/4, SE. 1/4' NW. I/44,
S '/2 SW- 1/4 NE. 1/4 and, S. 1/2 of lot 3, Sec. 4, in said township and
frange. Pursuant' to instructions in letter of the Commissioner of theGeneral Land Office of October 6, 1927, the entry was allowed jOctober'
26, 1927. On November 14, ,1927, Morino filed application to amend
his entry, alleging in substance that he originally intended to: enter
the NWV7. 1/4 S ..
E.
14 NW. 1/,4 and SW.'1,4
NE. 1,4 of said section, in confornmity with'.his original location as:
staked on the ground;Athat the omission* of the N. 1/2 SWIV. 1,4 NE. 1/4.
and substitution of S. 1/2 of lot 3 was error. :Asketch accompanying

=fd'.bounds,

*0:
0:S

;.:

:.d:

-

'Morino's application shows the public school at McKinley Park*ancl.

McKinley Park Station of the. Alaska Railroad within the said
;N. 1/2 SSWV. 14NE. ,4. By Executive order No. 3946.of January 21,.
1924, the N. 1 N. /2, N. ½ SE. 1,4NW. l,4.and N. /2 SW. 1,4
/ NE. 1/4.
of said Sec: 4 were withdrawn, uLnder the act of March 12, 1914 (38;,
'9at. 305), "fromisettlement, location, sale,'entry, orrother disposition and reserved forI use in, connection with the construction and
operation of railroad lines under said act." The S. 1/2 of lot 3 is.
a part of the. N. 1/2 N. 1/2½of said section.
/
In' accordance with instructions in departmental letter- of July 9,.
1928, the commissioner, by decision of July 23,1928, denied Morino's:
application to amend on the ground that the, act of March 12, 1914,.
supwra under which withdrawal No. 3946 was made, makes no ex-0
ceptions', not even settlement claims. He also ordered adverse proceedings "against the entry on the charge that the S. ½/2 of lot 3
of ISec. 4 was withdrawn by Executive order of January 21, 1924,.
:and. was not claimed by Morino as part of his settlement claim, and
that the entiy was made and is ibeing maintained for the purpose of'
0 0 t; Xand
trade
business'." -Morino -was advised, however, that if he relinquished his: entry, he could apply for title under the trade and '
manufacturingz site law to suehI of the, lands 'subject thereto as con.

tain his improvements.

'\From this action Morino has appealed;
The action, as above stated by the commissioner is in substantiaL
accord with the department's instructions of July 9,-1928. No merit.
is found in the contention of appellant that it is the spirit and intent
of the act of March 12, 1914, to protect prior settlement claimns in.
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- -the
withdrawvals made. under that act; that such prior settlers' rights
:are vested, and it is' therefore immaterial that an exception of such
-claim does not appear in the order of withdrawal made thereunder.
It is elementary law that rights in public lands can be initiated
oinly under and in compliance with some act of Congress. authorizing
* .ff!
0 such; appropriation.
In the case of a. settler, the Government has
assumed no obligation with respect to the ultimate disposition of the;
*;idfland;
no promise is extended to him that when the land is finally
brought into the market it will be disposed of under laws recognizing prior settlement as a basis of right to acquire title thereto. Lewis,
-G. Norton, On Rehearing, (48 L.: D. 507), and cases there cited;
Russian A'ra'ican.Packing Co. v. United. States:(199 U. S. 370).The act of March 12, 1914, makes
exception in the reservations for
the purposes of that act. Furthermore, section 3; of the act of July
.8, 1916 (39 Stat. .352)j as amended by the act of June 28, 1918 (40
Stat. 632), which amended the homestead law in its application to;0
Alaska, excepts fromn homestead settlement andf entry "Isuch other
lands as have been, or Maya bee reserved or withdrawn from settlement or entry.?' [Italics supplied.]
A settlement upon unsurveyed lands in -Alaska with. a view to
:entry and purchase under the homestead laws Iin- force; in Alaska,.
creates no rights that will defeat a subsequent reservation authorized
X
ru nder the act of March 12, 1914.
The'Alaskan Railroad: town-site regulationst(50 L. D. 27, 83)
according preference 'rights to settlers ia the purchase of town lots;.
the instructions of March: 15, 1915. (44 L. ID. 22), relating to the
,reservation of roadways in sectionf 10. of' the act of May '14," 1898'
(30St'at. 409); the instructions of IDecember 22,. 1921 0'(48 L. ID.
.382), relating to the preference right of settlers' on the' restoration
from withdrawals for town-site purposes; the decision in Edwardl
F. Smith et
(51 L. O.
Dl..454), holding thatneither vested'nortin'choate rightsdinitiated prior to a reclamation withdrawal could. be
:taken away ~without due compensation; 'the decision in Charlety'
Clatto.o (48 'L. D.A435), holdin an allotment to an Alaskan 'hative
'under the act, of Maay'17, 1906 (34 Stat 197), was a vested right and'
'not affected by a subsequent withdrawal for thle common use of a
native Alaskan village; the decision .in' Hnry
6W.1Pollock (48 L,. D.
.5), holding that a~-Valid subsisting mining location. antedati'nf'the
;act of October 2, '1917 (40 Stat. 297),' constitutes a bar to a lease
under said ac't for the tract so located; the uInreported 'decision of
the department of Febriuary 26, 1916 (D-30918), permitting the
allowance of homestead entry, Fairbanks 0369, for tracts settled;
upon while included in a withdrawal made' under said' act of ;March,
12, 1914; but subsequehtly revoked as to such tract; all of which.
decisions and instructions are cited by .appellafnt 'as supporti 'g .his;
.

'
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contention that the settler can not. be deprived of: the land settled
'upon,by a. subsequent. withdrawal thereof, ,are inapposite,. and, not
in conflict with this*rule.%
While:the rule was.recognized in the -department's instructionsl
heretofore mentioned, and in the commissioner's decision that' a
*' prior 0settlement claimn would .not: defeat withdrawals made under
the act in question, th6 action taken7, possibly inadvertent, did not.
:consistently apply the rule,. ori necessitate the proceedings *of the
scope directed. The reason for the denial of the amendment to the
application by including the N. 1/2 \SW. 1/4 NE. '1/4, requires also the.
cancellation of the entry as to the 'N. '/2' SE. 1/4 NW. 1/4, as' the
alleged settlement on either, tract did not defeat the- attachment of'
the withdrawal. The application of the rule also requires the can.cellation of the entry aslto'the S. '/2 of lot 3, upon the facts shown
by the record, and requires no determination of any issue of fact
by ievidence in. pais. The proceedings directed should therefore be'
confined to the issue 'as to the bonc fldes of the settlement "upon the'
entered lands not within the withdrawal. While that issue remains.
undetermined, any claim of equities, if any, that appellant might:
:have inthe tracts sso withdrawn that would justify inquiry by the'
department as. to the propriety of a modification of the withdrawal
will not be entertained. ::In accordance with these views, the re- jection of the application for aamendment will not .be disturbed; the'
entry should be canceled as to S. ½/2 of lot 3 and. N. 1/2 iSE. 1/4 NW.; /4'
IProceedings: should be directed against the remainder 'of the entry
on the charge only that the entry was made and is being maintained
for the purpose of trade and business and not for a' homestead, with
the
h option extended to the appellant to relinquish his 1entry and'.
apply for title under the trade and manufacturing site law upon the',
conditions and restrictions stated-:in the commissioner's letter.
As herein modified, the commmissioner's decision is. affirmed' and,
the case remanded for. action accordingly.
::
Affi'

:ed and remanded-

RIGHTS OF MARRIED WOMEN UNDER THE ALASKA FURFARMING ACT
Inlstrulctions.,: larch 19 /929:
FUR

FAItMING-APPLICATOTS-LEASE-

ARRIE1

WOMEN-AI.ASKA--EVIDRNCE.

Married womeIn are not excluded from the benefits of the Alaska. fur-farmingact of July 3, 1926, but Where both husband and wife seek- leases under the'
act satisfactory proof should be required that each Ais acting, solely on :his
oriher separate account and not under any agreement or understanding".
with the other for joint operation.:
'See

instructions of 'March 19, 1929, Circular No. 1183, p. 570.-Ed.

-
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FINNEY, Firs.AossistantSecretary.::.
The depaitment has considered your [Commissioner of the General
Land Office] letter of February 1, 1929, requesting instructions as
to the rights of married' women under .the Alaska fur-farming act
dof July 3, i926 (44 Stat. 821).
Section 1 of' said act authorizes the-leasing of -public land in
Alaska to be used in the production of furs to-

.(a) Corporations organized under the laws of the United States, or of any
'State or Territory thereof;
(b) Citizens of the United States, and
(c) Associations of such citizens.
I find nothing in the act which would warrant the department
in excludirn fmarried women from its benefits. It may happen that
both a man and his wife will apply for leases, but her application will
be tested only in- the same manner as that of her husband.
HwHowever, in order to insure against the acquisition by a lessee of an:
interest in a greater acreage than that allowed bby law, inquiry.
should be made of all applicants to determine whether they are
imarried or singled, and, if married, whether the husband or wife
of the applicant, as the case may be, is the holder of a' lease, and' if
it appears that both husband and wife are applicants, satisfactory
proof should be .required that each is acting solely on his or her
separate account and not under any agreement or understanding
with the other for Joint operation.
T3FUR FARIRiING IN ALASKA-CIRCULAR NO 1108 (52 L. D. 27 ANDf
262), AlENDED
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular. No. 1183 1,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washingtov, D. C., March 19, 19939.
:REGISTER AND CHIEF OF FIELD DIVISION,.
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA;
REGISTER AND RECEIVER,
FAIRBANKS AND NOME, ALASKA:

The regulations governing fur farming in Alaska, issued. in pur-suance of the act of July 3, 1926 (44 Stat. 821), on January 22, 1927
'Circular' No. 1108 (52 L. D. 2:7), and amended January 30, 1928
(52 L. D. 262), as set forth on pages 17, 18, and 19 of Circular No.
'See instructions of March 1, 1929, p. 569.

I' :;

:
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491. approved February 24, 1928,1' are hereby :furtler amended by
iMnserting after:
Applications shouldecover, in substance the following points; and be under
bpath:(a) Applicant's name land postoffice address,

the following:
(1) Married or single'person.
(2) If married, whether the husband or wife of. applicant, as the case mnay
be, is the holder of a lease under said act, or has an application pending.
(3) If both husband and wife are applicants, proof' must be furnished that
each is acting solely on his or her separate account and not under any agreement or understanding with the other for joint operation.

WILLIAM SPRY;
Approved:~
L JOHN II. EDWARDS,
Assistant S&cretay.:

SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
Decided: March 2, 1929
PLAT-RAILROAD LAND- STkTIo1N CaROUrDS-SSELECcoa-11E0aCORDS--SECRErARY
: THE:
INTERIOR-PATENT-ElVIDENE 0
A

OF

map required to be filed by a railroad company does not becomed a public

record until its approval by the Secretary of the Interior and where it
* is necessary to reject a selection of a tract of public land for station
grounds under the act of M.uarch 3, 1875, because the land had been patented.
to: another, a map can not be accepted officially 'ind filed as evidence of
tbe company's use and occupancy of the tract applied for.

FIN NET, First Assistant Secretary:

The Southern Pacific Railroad (Companv has appealed from the
decision of the Commissioner of the Generali Land Office dated October .26, 1928, holding for rejection its application,' Phoenix,
063533, for station -grounds, made under the act of March 3, 1875
.
(18 Stat. 482).
.,On July 9, 1928, the railroad company filed, in. the district land
office at Phoenix, a map of the land applied for,. representing 20
acres in the SW. 1/4 Sec. 5 and NE. 1/4 SE. 1/4 Sec. 6, T. 12 S., R. 12
E., G. & S. R. M., Arizona. The affidavit of the engineer, which
is a part of the map, states that the construction of the company's
station buildings, etc., was commenced and completed in 1903, but
that the company had failed to file maps showing the station grounds
prior to the one in question.
1'Revision of Circular No. 491, of iFebruary 24, 1928, not published in this volume.
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The register of the district land office rejected the application
because the land it covered had been patented, and the commissionert
took like action on appeal. The commissioner said that as, title to
the land had passed out of the Government his office bad no further
jurisdictions over the matter,, and that the company's maps woould
not be submitted-to the Secretary of the Interior for approval.
With its appeal to the :department the railroad company has
presented a carefully prepared argument in'which it states fully
its reasons for urging that the department consider and:accept its
*proof of use and occupancy of the 20-acre tract selected by it for.
station purposes. The; argument' closes with the re~quest that 'the
case "be remanded to the General Land Office with instructions to
accept the map filed by the company as evidence of the use, occupancy
and improvement of the lands involved as granted for station-ground
purposes under said act'of March-3, 1875.';
*The department finds that the commissioner's action rejecting
-application, Phoenix 063533, was right.:
As the railroad company's application for the station grdunds
in' question is* rejected, the map offered by the company can not;
* be accepted officially and filed as -evidence of the company's use and
occupancy of the tract applied for. The map can become a public;
record only through. its approval by the Secretary of the, Interior.
AAs. the lands shown by the map have ceased to be a part of the
,public domain, the Secretary of the Interior no longer has juris-:
*diction to approve it. As the matter stands the map has no place in
the official records of the General Land Office.
The decision appealed from is
A: ir: d.
WINFRED A. STEWART!
Dec-ided AarCh 8, 1929
PuJBUc

LA:ND-W7ITHDRAWAL-SURVEY--FLORIDA.

To determine whether a tract of public land comes within the purview of
the Executive order of July 3, 1925, which: withdrew. from all forms of,
:appropriation " all lands on the mainland within three milis of -the coast.
in the States of Alabama. Florida, *and Mississippi," measurement should:
he made from a point on the coast which is nearest to the tract involved.

First Assistamt Secretary:
the decision of the Conumis-.
Winfred A. Stewart appeals
"dated
September 26, 1928, holding.
Land
Office,
of
the
General
sioner
for rejection his homestead application, Gainesville 021640, filed
July 25, 1928, for the N. 1/2 NE. 1/4 Sec. 3; T. 18 S., R. 34 E., T. M.,
Florida, containing'80 acres, for the reason that parts of both the
FINNEY,

.from
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NE. 14 'are on the mainland and
and the NW. 1/4'A

within three miles of the coast of Florida, and therefore, under the
Executive order of July 3, 1925, withdrawing froni all forms; of
appropriation." all lands on the mainland within three ihniles of the
coast in: the. States of Alabama,.Florida,1and Mississippi," neither.
oOf the subdivisions is subject to entry.
The question for determination is whether in fact parts of the
two subdivisions are within the three-mile limit. The plats of surveys and accompanying field notes on file in the General Land Office

0

show that they are within such limit.

-

.,

The applicant has filed two affidavits of surveyors, one of which,
was filed subsequent to the commissioner's decision, which state that
rhe sketch which
land is more than three miles. from the coast.
' the
measurement of
that
Iidicates
accompanies thae last-named afidavit
the distance w4s made on a line running directly east from the eastern boundary of the tract. While it. is true that such line is slightly
more than three miles in length, yet measurement of a line run to.
-the tract from a point on the coast which is nearest to the tract sho s
1the
NW. 1/4
that nearly, all of the NE.' /4 NE.,,14 and a part of
NE. 1/4 are within the three-mile limit.
To determine whether a tract of land is Avithiif three miles of thle
coast, measurement shouid be made from a point on the coast which
is nearest the tract, and if thereby it is found that the tract is within '1
the prescribed distance, it is not subject to appropriation.
The' decision appealed from is
-

Afimd.
WINFRED A. STEWART
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision' of March 8, 1929
0(52 L. B' 572),' denied by First Assistant Secretary Dixon, April
16, 1929.
CENTRAL PACIFIC "RAILWAY COMPANY v. MULLIN
Decided MAarho 8, 19292
MINING

CaIM-MINERL

:

LANDS-PLAcER CrAim-DiscovERY-LoATioN--EVI- ::

DENcE-PRESUTMPTION-PATENT.

'A single discovery of mineral upon. public land is: sufficient to authorize the
location of a placer claim thereon and may, in the absence of any claim or
evidence to the contrary, be treated as ,sufficintly establishing the mineral
character of the entire claim to justify patenting, but such a discovery
'does not conclusively establish the minerai character of, all the land included in the claim so as to preclude further inquiry in respect thereto.
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MI.NING CLAIAI-M[INERAL LA&NDS-PLACER CLA'I-4VkiIMERAL ENTR1Y.
Any area amounting. to a legal subdivision within a placer claim which :does
not contain or is not valuable for the deposit for which the location was
made, is. not mineral, jand within, thie, contemplation of the statute and
;will be excluded fromf umineral eiitry.
MINING CLAIMI-MiN1INERAL LANDS-PLACERI CtLIM-DISCOVERY-RAILROAD

GRAINT'.-r.

A discovery of mineral upon certainf subdivisions of a placer claim located
within the primary limits of a railroad grant can not defeat the grant as
to the subdivisions within such claim found to be nonmineral in character.

FItNNEY, First Assistant Secretary.
:
July 1, 1926 Josephine T. Mullin' filed 'mineral application, Sacramento 017045, Survey No. 5773, for 'patent to the 'Golden iRuled
placer claim containing 155.99 acres, situated almost entirely, according to the -now accepted. official plat of' survey, in :the SW. 1/4
Sec. aT. 15 N.-, R. 11 E., TM. D. M.
A contest was instituted andiprosecuted 'against the application by
the Central Pacific Railway Company'on the ground that the sub'division above mentioned' is nonmineral in character and upon approval of the plat of survey, title thereto inures 'to contestant by
virtue of the grants; in the acts of July 1, 1862 (12 Stat. 489) and--&
July 2, 1864 (13 0tat. 356)' to its predecessor, the Central. Pacific
Railroad Company.
Upon t'he record ;made at at hearing:between the parties lheld
April 7, 1927, the register adjudged that the protest be dismissed.
Upon appeal of contestant, the Commissioner of the 'General Land
Office by 'decision of February 10, 1928, after full consideration and
summary of the evidence adduced held the application for rejection except as to the W.'"1/2 SE.' 1/4 SW. 1/4, E. 1/2: SW. 14'SW.1/4 .
The commissioner found as follows:
The ground, aecordinig to the evidence, has been located, relocated and
worked in pŽirt for many years, and with the exception of what would be the'
MT. 1/2 SE. 1/4 SW. 1/4 and E. 1/S SW. 14 :SW. 14 when subdivided no discovery of
mineral thereon of any kind appears to have been made.
An ancient gravel channel is said to underlie this portion of the elaim and;
considerab'e tunneling in the way of development work has been done mostly
by claimants predecessors. Notwithstanding the predecessors' failure to continue With the work, the discoveries made by them and the showing of the
present claimant, are-sufficient, in the opinion of this office, to , characterize
the portion of the claim upon which the discoveries were made,0 as mineral,
and to warrant its further development for the gold contained therein.

The contest was, therefore, dismissed as to the above-described
twentv-aerc tracts "upon which discoveries were made."'

The contestee only appealed from this decision. There is, therefore, no question before the department as to the character of W. 1/2
SE. 1/4 SW. 1/4 and E., 1/2 SW. 1/4 SW. 1/4, -which must be presumed
to be mineral in cbaracter.
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As to the remainder Aof the claim, the uncontroverted evidence is.
to;: the effect that the mineral claimant and her predecessors have

had for a period of more .than twenty years opportunity to demonstrate-that such~area.is valuable for.pla.er. mmi g9,...Yet operations
have been confined to the::tracts the commissioner found to be,
mineral. The evidence of mineral disclosires on such tractsR does,
not' warranti; the belief that valuable -deposits extend0beyond them,
the, character and extent of: deposits thereon :a-n1d surrounding geologic, conditions considered. The finding that the remainder was
nonmineral was, therefore, correct.
:
iAppellant, owever, contends that one discovery on a placer claim
entitles applicant to a patent for the full measure of the area of
the claim. :If the whole claim'were all on-public land andisubject
to disposition -under public-land laws, the contention would be with- _ -- t
= ... >i,
_;,,
,_
; t out merit.
\0i n uAic land, if any area amounting to a legal subdivision
Ia placer claim does not contain or is Inot valuable for the
.wwithin
,
.Aeposit for which the' location was made, it is not mineraL land
-within the contemplation of the statute and such part wvill lbe exJcluded
e
from entry. A single discovery upon such laud is sufficient
authorize the. location and may, in the absence of any claim or ;
:
evidence to the contrary, be treated as sufficielltly establishing the
mineral character of the eintire claim to justify patenting thereof
.(Ferrellv. Hoge, 27 L. D. 129), but such single discoverv. does not
conclusively establish -the mineral character of' all the land included
in the claim so as to preclude: further inquiry in respect thereto.
0FerreU v. loge, OnRehearingc:(29 L.; D. 12).

* /to

*

jf.0In Ctrystai Mfarble Qur'es

C~o. v. La~ttie

~etl<c41D(7t1

642'<-p rt

The evidentiary welght to be attached to the actual discovery or disclosure
of placer. mnineral upon one portion of a 160-acre, placer claim is dependent
: upon
the character :o~f the deposit .and formation, the surrounding geologic conditions, and all the facts and circumstances of the particular case.
* :; tt
*
-0;t8 -It.:(the mineral claimants) can only, succeed as to. the area shown
to be'mineral in character and for th's purpose the land may .e divided into10-acre tracts. It is not meant that actual disclosure must be Imade on each.
0-acre tract, but the suggestion is made merely to show that the contest may
be sustained as to a part of the land only.

In' that case a contest affidavit filed by thp mineral claimant that:
averred' the mineral character of the claiy4ias a whole. and not by
positive averment; of mineral character as to each ten-acre: subdivi-sion thereof was upheld.
In that case was considered the rule in American Smelting and.
Refning Comnpa7ny (39 L.. D. 299) that "In determining the character; of land embraced in a placer locationiten-acre tracts normally

:
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: in square form, are the units of investigation and determiination;
aind if any..suLch area is~ found to be nonmineral. it should b~e elimi:riated :from theclaim."
* In this case the SW. 1/4 of Sec. 5 is a part of an odd section within
the primary limits of; the. grant to the Central.Pacific Railroad: Coinpany.. The plat of survey of the township coyeringOSec. .5 was
:accepted February ,7, 1928. The' grant ermbraced' said section and:
Under its .provisioh 'vas. operative' as .to all nenmineral Jlandwithin
ksaid section which at the time of the, definite location of the line of
the road'opposite the same was not sold, reserved, :or 'claimed for
:reemption or homestead or .otherwise 'Cdisposed. of by .the United :
.States. The words in .the act '."There be, and is, hereby granted"
yested a present title, though a survey of the lands and 'a lo atiopi
of. the road are .necessary' to give precision to the grant, and attach
it to any particular tract. Leavenworth etc. RB. P. Co. v.-Unied
States (92. U.0 S. .733, 741) ; Deseret Salt Co. v. Tarpey (142 U. S.
anManufactringCo.
:241, 249); United States v. Montana Lhr
C(196 U. S. 573, 577)'; Carrol v. Unitedn Siates (154 Fed.. 245);
Northern Pac.. By. Co. v. Smith (203 Pac.6 5 0).4 '"The grant then
became. certain, and by. relation has the same effect upon the selected
parcels as if it had specifically described them." Deseret Slt Co.
v. arpey, supra; United States v. Mfontana. Lumber aand 'Manufacturing Co., supra."
The finding that the SW. 1/4 of :Sec. 5 excluding the W. 1/2 SE. 1/4
SW. ,1,4 SW. 1/4 is nonmineral, established 'tha't.
f:SW.' 1/4 and E. 1//200
right and title thereto is in the railroad grantee as of the. date of the
grant and that such area was, .therefore, not publi6:mineral land and
:.subj ect to disposition under the: mining laws. No .discoveries upon
lefeat the com-:
e
Mt
the subdivisions found -mineral could,
pany's grant as to thesubdivisions found nonmineral. :The rilroad
,company having listed the 'SW. 14, the Government Xcan not refuse to
issue patent for a portion.of it held nomnineral on'theaground that
the remaining 'portion is found to contain mineral deposits.' Work v.
Central Paciflc Railway Co:npany (12 Fed.. 2d. series, 834). .
'For the reasons above stated, the commissioner's decision is
Afflrrmed.
.

CAMPBELL v. .DODD
Decided Marchk9,

.1929

CoNTsTV-HoMESTEAD ENTRY-NoTIcE--ABATEMEINT-PRACTICE.
:-tWhere the original -notice of contest, issued by the register, is permited to
'remain in, his office, and an unsigned.copy thereof is served. upon a home.stead entryman, the purported copyjis not a.legal notice, and the contest in
tdue time will abate in accordance with Rule 8 of Practice.
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ATwsMus3NT--JUTxISICTION-PRAcTICE.

'Appearance of a contestee before the local office after the expiration of the
period provided by the Rules of Practice for service of notice of contest
to move the dismissal of the proceedings is merely a plea to the jurisdiction
and is in no sense an answer or joinder 'of action.

First Asistant Secretary: This is the' appeal of A.', D. Campbell from, a decision of the Commissioner of:the General Land Office, July 18,; 1928, affirming a
decision of the district land office April 17, 1928, in. the above-styled,
cause wherein it was held that the contest of said;Campbell against
FINNEY,

the-homestead entry, Las Cruces 025230, of Mrs.; Emma Doddkfor
certain described lands situated in T. 22 S., R. 3 E., and T. 22 S.,
- . 4 E., N. 'M. P. M., had abated because of defective service in. that
among other things' "notice of contest was not signed by the register
of the land office."
'Campbell's contest affidavit was filed 'March 10, 1928,. charging
lack' of 'residence. and,, improvements and that .the entrywoman hldd
abandoned the land.. A notice of contest issued,' that is, 'was signed

::tiby;
'register, which ..washnot served but. remained in the files of
::ff the
the office. An alleged copy thereof -was served on the entrywoman
by registered mail March 16, 1928, and due and timely return thereof
was made gby the contestant. Motion to. dismiss the contest w'as filed'
by the contestee and sustained as above stated.' The undisputed:and
controllinga fact is that..the alleged&copy.: of :the notice of contest
was not signed by the register.
Rule 5Vof Practice provides that the register shall promptly issue I
notice offthe contest "directed to the person adversely interested"
and Rule 7 provides that personal service of "such notice may be
made by any i Son~ over^ the age of. 18 years or by registered mail.'
Rule 8 ~provides that unless notice of. contest is personally served'
and due return thereof made within 30 days after its issuance "thecontest shall' abate."
Conceding for the purposes of -this case that authorized notice
duly issued, the questionxremains whether service thereof was made
within 30 -days or at all. It is admittecd that the notice signed by
'the register was not served. That paper remained in his office and'
the Rules of Practice do not in terms provide for personal service
by delivering: a copy of the 'notice in such cases. But admitting
that a true copy of the notice wduld' have answered the purpose
of the'original, it remains to be seen whether such a copy was served.
-See Rule 12.
Obviously, an unsigned paper purporting to be a copy of another:
paper which was signed, is not a legal paper in any sense. No matter
what it contains it is nothing more than a scrap of paper. Even
57522-27-voL52-37
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if the entrywoman may have been able'to 'surmise from the anonymous terms thereof that a contest had been filed against her. entry
she$'was not bound to answer ' on the contrary, after the time had
elapsed as provided by the Rules of Practice for serving notice of
contest, the entrywoman had a right to and did appear before the
local office and moved to dismiss the proceedings.. This appearance
by the contestee was altogether regular. Her plea was one to 'the
jurisdiction of the local office, and'was in no sense an answer or
joinder of action. iIt- was a plea in abatement and' if;the *notice
provided 'by the Rules of Practice had not as she alleged been served,
she was entitled to an order bv that office dismissing the proceedings,.
and as has been seen, her plea was sustained :and. such order ;was
made in this case by the register. ' A statutory: notice is' not binding
unless given as 'the law'directs. Allen v. Sti'ckland. (100 N. 0.. 225;
l
(459 Ill. App. 572), and
6 S. E. 780); O'Fallonv. R '7road Company
in an action at law the action dies and can not be revived.: Bouvier's
Law Dictionary, Title,' 'Abatement, Vol. 1, page '6, cases cited.' Such
i: the'governing rule'of this case. The'Rulesof Practice cited' above
'

had been duly promulgated. by the Secretary;of the Interior, and being
authorized regulatiohs':had the forbce and- effect of a:statute. "In the

matter of notice a contestant seeking a preference right because of his
: interest as an informer will. be held to a strict complianQe with 'Rule

8.of Practice. : Cassidy v. Hall,;On Reheaiiig
The decision appealed, from is:
____

(0 LID. 363).

~~~A$fl*6d.

:CONSERVATION OF OIL ANDGAS&. ON PUBLIC: LANDS
INSTRIUCTIONSi
[Telegram]'

DEPARTMENT OF THE IINTtBiOR,
:
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

: ROI~n~R,

:: REGIISTER,:

:

Wash ington, D. C.,. M1arch 13, 1929.

f;v

0

:V

i:1

DisThICT LAND OFFICE,
PHOENIX ARIZONA:'

No oil and gas prospectingl permits will be issued on and after
March twelfth nineteen twenty nine'StopD Reject all applications for
oil and gas permits now pending in your office and receive no more
Stop All orders for drawings hereby revoked.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Approved:

Comseioner.

:

RAY LYMAN WILBUR,

:;
Seoetary.

I Like telegram sent

to all registers.

C
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[Order No. 3371

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Wsin
on,: D
0 . C.,
1 16, 1909.

The Federal oil conservation policy announced by President
Hoover will be energetically executed by the Interior Department.
'There are* more than 5,000 applications for oil and gas permits
on public lands pending in the General Land Office in Washington
and an unknown number in the field offices. Steps were taken
several days ago toward the rejection of all such applications, and
registers of local land offices have been instructed nOt to receive new
applications.
Probably in none of the cases on hand has-the apnplicant expended
money for developmental purposes,' althoughhie may have, gone to
some expense. in opposing conflicting claims or furnishing additional evidence in support of his application.

WThere land covered by pending applications is likely to be drained
by adjoining wells on privately-owned lands, the question of granting permits on government land will .be bonsidered in the lighti of
facts developed by departmental investigation.

With regard torthe 20,000 outstanding permits on public ihds,
the department will deal fairly with holders Who have been diligent
in maintaining their equities. Where actual drilling operatlons
have been started and are being continued, opportunity will be given
to carry on developmental work to' finally. determine the character
of the land. Immediate steps will be taken, however, to cancel all
such permits where no. drilling has been done or money spent in
development.
,To determine the facts in connection with existing 'oil and gas
gpermits, I have named a committee consisting of tthe Commissioner
of the General Land Office, the Director of the Geological Survey,
and the Solicitor for the department. They 'will consider the'exten t
of operations which have been prosecuted under outstanding permits
to determine whether permittees have acquired equities which should
be recognized and to make appropriate recommendations. x
*Wherepermits are now in good standing, either because of recent
issue or previous extension of time, no action 'will be taken duringy,
the remaining period covered by the permit.' When that time has
expired, however, and the permittee has failed to comply -with
the terms of his permit, he -will be called upon immediately to show
cause why the permit' should not be canceled. This includes socalled group developments heretofore approved and in awhich ex tensions have been allowed, where permittees are engaged in a joint
drilling program, test wells being drilled, by a responsible drilling
company on some of the public-lands in the area coveredby the per-

058n0::
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mits. So long as this program is being diligently prosecuted, noadverse action will be taken,
No leases will be issued for oil and gas production unless required
by mandate of law, such. as discovery under existing permits, as:
provided by the'mineral leasing act, or through the advertisement of
a -minimum of 25,000 acres of Osage Indian lands annually, as directed by the act of Congress approved March 2, 1929.
RAY LYMIAN WILBUR,

Secretarlj of the Interior.

[Order

No. 3381]

DEPARTMENT OF TI

INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., March 20, 1929.
The following outlines the generalt procedure in the Department, of the Interior. for executing the President's public land oil;
conservation policy:'
1 .-All oil :and gas applications and permits pending in the office
of the. First Assistant Secretary of the Interior, under the general
leasing act, will be returned to the General Land Office.
2.; 00;All oil and :gasS cases pending in the office of the Solicitor will
be reviewed to determine their present status. Those coming
within the new policy should be returned to the ;General Land
Office.
3. The preparation of.Jletters in the General Land Office calling
upon delinquent: permittees to show cause why their permits
should not be canceled will'be expedited.
4.1Oil and gas permits now in good standing will not be proceeded against so long0 as the terms:of the permits are being timely
complied with.
5. Where a permittee is entitled to a lease because of discovery,
it. is mandatory to lease only one-fourth of the area, under strict
interpretation of the President's oil policy, except that~ when the
permit, covers 160 acres or less, the permittee would be entitled to
lease the full acreage. The remainder will not be :leased unless
such action is required in the public interest.:
6. The departmental committee, consisting of the Solicitor, the
Commissioner of the 'General.Land Office, and the Director of the
Geological Survey, will consider the extent of operations which
have, been prosecuted under existing oil and gas permits, to determine whether permittees have acquired equities which should be
recognized and, make appropriate recommendations to the Secretary. . In reviewing permits, representative cases may be recoin-
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mended for ppiblc; hearing before the Secretary of the Interior to
determine lines of policy.
7. Registers of local land offices will not receive applications efor
oil and g'as permits after March 12, 1929,.. and will reject all pend-.
ing applications for permits. .They will forward to the General
Land ;Office all applications for extensions of time, etc., relative, to
outstanding permits.
;8. Applications for extension of permits on hands should be
0disposed

of promptly. 0iThose not involving expenditure of money
in development work will be denied by the General Land Office.
All other cases will be referred to.'the special committee by memoranda of the General. Land Office showing *the facts disclosed by
the record, and of the Geological Survey as. to the status of develop-*
ment work.
* 9. The General Land Office 'will hold for cancellation, allowing,
- 1*days in which to show cause, all permits on 'which- there is no

*

.

*t;

primna fcacie evidence that expenditure of money in development
work has been made. All other cases should be referred 'to the
special committee by 'memoranda of thb General Land Office showing
th efacts disclosed by the record and of the Geologi'cal Survey as to
status of development work.
:010. All oil and gas permits in the Geological Survey pending report
to the General Land Office will be promptly considered underj 'the
'new policy. Where these cases involve conflict of agricultural and
mineral rights, or questions of similar character, tey' should be completed by the Geological Survey. All others should be, returned to
the General Land Office with appropriate report whe-n such is required under the new policy; otherwise without'report.;
11. Supervisors of oiland gas operations in.the Geological Survey

must deny approval to notices of intention to drill on permits that
are not shown to be in good standing by the terms of' the 'permit
itself or an approved extension- of time.
12. The Geological Survey will report to'the Secretary on the
likelihood of oil and gas drainage of Government lands in various
0producing
't
and wildcatting fields where a claim of drainage 'is made.
'The special committee will consider the question of drainage only
when incidentally involved' in individual permits before it fory
consideration.
13. Permits issued and outstanding in Executive Order 'Indian'
Reservations under the act of March 3, 1927 (44 Stat. 1347).,;will
be considered and disposed of in the same manner as provided in the
foregoing paragraphs.
RAY LYMAN3WILBUR,

Secretary'of the Inte ior.'
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DEPARTMENT OF THE 'INTEERIOR,

:Washington, D.1 C., Ap1i 3, 1929.
Messrs. PETER Q. NICE, ROBERT D. HAWLEY,
P. C. SPENCER, MERLE IN. .POEt D A. RICHARDSON,

'*

0i 3

National Press Building, Washihgton, D. C.':
Thisjis to acknowledge the comninunication transmitted to.,the Secretary of the. Interior under date ;of April 1 199, b29you as members of a committee representing certain cil compahies interested in
the development ofooil and gas in public land States. Your communi- .
cation was placed before thle special committee of the department
made up of Soli itor E. C. Finney
Pa
chairman, Commissioner William Srv of the' General Land Office, and Director George Otis
Smith of the Geological ;Survey. This committee has now submitted
to me a memorandum which is incorpbrated in this letter in answerto each of the five points'presentedby you.
(1) Applications- for permits filed prior to March 12, 1929, should
not be rejected by a blanket order without right of appeal. The circumstanees surrounding each application should be examined into
and the individual applicant, in each instance, should be permitted to
show cause why his application should be granted., If thle applicant
has, acted in good faith in making or causing to be made geological
examiiations and/or improvements and/or expenditures tending
toward the0 development of the property, the permit should issue.
Pending applications for permits,' otherwise allowable, should be:
granted where therehas been'a'prolonged delay on the part of the
Government in acting thereon without fault of the applicant. '
'Anmier. The' President's policy clearly contemplates the disallowance of-unapproved permits. This relates to unapproved applieations for oil and gas prospecting permits. The law vests in the Secretary discretion -to refuse permits. The regulations adopted by the
then Secretary of 'the Interior just after passage of the' law so pro' ride. Presumptively no applicant has spent money for :development-if he. did, it was without departmental perixssmon or knowledge. Other expenses such as general geological surveys, searching
for vacant lands, filing fees, etc.,, do not in our, opinion furnish basis
'for fequitable, allowance. No applicant was guaranteed the right to
file. In fact priority depended -on being first to file his application,
not upon money expended in 'preparing to do so.
(2) Permits anid leases, and applications1 for either of them, covering lands' which apparently are valuiabl only or principally forIthe:
production of natural :gas, should 'be excepted from' the restrictive
orders, rules and regulations of the Government relating to the conservation off oil, provided there is an economic demand for such gas.
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Amsower. Where production of natural gas is shown on lands in-,
cluded in existing permits in good standing, if there be an economic :
demand for such gas the particular circumstances in each case or
locality should: govern. 0 Because of the public interest involved, the
effort should be to meet the needs of: all existing contracts with municipalities or public utilities, but the, approval of each'program of
development 'for such gas supplies should be conditioned upon meeting, present demand without waste so' as to provide the longest possible life of each field
this beneficial 'for
use of the igas. Equities
and expenditures in development of permit areas, in development of
groups of permits heretofore approved,afor pipe lines "under existing arrangements or contracts to supply municipalities should be
considered.
:(3) Permits embraced within so-called "group development" or
:':"0:contribution" projects, .where permittees are engaged in a joint
drilling program, should be entitled to such further extensions of
time as may :be allowable under existing laws, so long as said program or any other approved program, is being diligently prosecuted.
Answer. Group or contributory development should not be authorized in any. cases in future.. Where group or contributory development programs hake been authorized in the past, the, department.
has granted specific extensions of time on permits on the promise
of an operator to do specified development work substantially equivalent to the combined requirements of the individual permits conccerned, and the Government has in every case lived up to itsaend of

the bargain. The operators to show good faith tothe permittees as
.

well as to the, Government, should complete the promised develop:mentworlk at least 60 days prior to the expiration of the period of
extension in: order that permittees 'may, Xif appropriate, make application for leases earned by discovery, make timely plans for drilling
on individual permits substantially proved by' discovery, make
plans for further exploratory drilling, eztc. At no time has 'the department agreed to grant successive extensions of time until a large
area should be proved up and permit the operator to delay selection.
of. leasing areas until that end had been accomplished. On the contrary each program has been for a limited 'timef with future extensions, if any,; to be considered on their merits in the light of conditions ,existing at: or near the expiration of extensions granted.
Under presen~tconditionis, if the operator, has completed his development program on the basis of which extensions were granted, further
action should follow the rules applicable to individual permit cases,'
no legal or equitable right to other action having been earned .by
completingwork promised in payment for spedial. consideration previously granted. If, with good&reason, the operator. has failed to

''
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make timely completion of the work he promised to do, limited, extensions on permits on which promised work is in. progress may be
made.
(4). In the- event of discovery on a permit,, both A and B leases
covering all the land in said Vpermit should issue upon application
therefor. The rights of the permittee,. lessee. and operatortwould
thus be defined.

Answer. The law mandatorily requires the lease of one-fourth
upon: , discovery. Leasing of the remainder is discretionary and
should not issue upon the application of the permittee, unless and
until such action is required in'the public interest.
(5) It is 'recognized that true conservation should neither encourage nor demand the drilling of wells on individual permits or leases,
except in response to market requirements. (See Federal Oil Committee of Nine Conservation Report of January 28, 1928,, to the
Federal Oil Conservation Board.) Practical: effect to this should.;
be given by extension or suspension of drilling requirements under:
both permits and leases, thus preserving existing rights and equities
thereunder.

Answer. As' to leases when issued after discovery of. oil or, gas,,
the Secretary can and should relieve from drillin-g additional wells
or- from the production of oil from existing wells upon request ofthe lessee,: and this should be the procedure, the relief in each case
being made subject6to such conditions as are justified. As to approved existing permits in good standing,. the law contemplates
development and drilling on permits with diligence to a discovery.
.Cases may arise, however; -were, because of existing or threatened*
excess production or.for other reasons in the public interest, the
-Secretary of the Interior, may, on his own ;initiative, request cessation of development operations in specific areas; such cessation to
be accompanied by equivalent extension of time or suspension of
.

permits.
I concur in the recommendations of the committee on the answers,
made to each of the five points.
RAY LYMAN WILBUR.

-DEPARTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., May 3, 1999.
In carrying out the -President's oil conservation policy, the committee of the Department of the Interior [Commissioner of the Gen-'
eral. Land, Office, Director of the Geological Survey, and Solicitor
for the department], .for consideration of pending claims, has made
a recommendation concerning possible equities in oil and gas cases
where adequate geological surveys have been carried on. The recom-
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.- mendation whic was approved by the' Secretary .of the, Interior,
is as follows:
We recommend that in all'cases where clear and definite evidence
is filed showing substantial-expenditures for reliable geological surveys. upon: the lands embraced in- oil and gas applications and permits, or groups of applications upon the same structure' or where
the structure is noticlearlyvdefined upon the surface, within an area
not exceeding six miles' square as provided in existing regulations,
that the same be regarded as a, sufficielnt equitable rbasis for the allowance of the applications pending on March 12, 1929, and issuance
of permits 'thereon, or where perinits. have already issued and requests for extension are timely filed, that it be regarded as sufficient
equitable ground for extension of such permits. IGeological work
may be distinguished from ordinary preliminary expenditures --as
the latter. do not operate:for the benefit or enlightenment of the Government, whereas geological work supplies information which is to
the advantage of and may be used by the Government in:the classification and disposition of the, public lands and their resources.: This
is to be Icontingent upon a showing of good faith and of responsible
diligence on the part of the applicants,;permittees or those claiming
through or under them.
EXPORTATION OF TIMBER FROM PUBLIC LANDS IN ALASK§A
CIRCULAR NO. 1092 (51 L. D. 537), AMENDED'
REGULATIONS
[Circular No. 1184]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIoR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

V:WashigtonoD. O., March: §, 19300.
Circular No. 1092 of August 27, '1926 (51 L D. 537), is hereby
-amended by substituting for provision (e) of paragraph 3 thereof,
:
:
.
.
the following:
(e) The estimated annual capacity of the mill or proposed miill,
and the amount of 'money; invested or: to be invested in' the establishment of the enterprise, accompanied by'evidence as to the financial standing. of the, applicant and a statement showing the general
plan of operation and the purpose for which the timber is to be
used. A minimum sum of $200 must be deposited with each application as an evidence of good,'faith and forithe purpose of helping
to:defray the cost of appraisal. The.sum of such deposit may be in1 For amendments to paragraphs 2, 5, 7,: 8, and 9, Circular No. 1092, see C!ircular- No.
:
1198, approved August 5, 1929; p. 586.-mEd.
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creased when, in the opinion of:the Secretary of the Interior, the
interests of the Government require that a larger amount be de: posited. If the sale is consummated the amount of the deposit will
be credited on the purchase price without deduction for the cost of
appraisal. All remittances must be in cash or by certified check or
postal money order.
;WILLIAM SPRY,
* : ;Commissioner'.

Approved:
JOHN H. EDWARDs,
Assistant Secretary..

EXPORTATION OF TIMBER FROM PUBLIC LANDS IN ALASKA:
'CIRCULAR No. 1092 (51 0L. D. 537), AMENDED'REG1AULTIONS

[Circular No. 1198]
:NTEliDOE,
DEPARTMENT OF THE.

GENERkAL LAND OFI'IcE,

Washington, D. C., August 5, 1929.
Circular No. 1092, approved August 27, 1926; (51 L. 1D. 5537.) con'taining the regulations. governing: the exportation of timber from
Alaska under the:act of April '12, 1926 (44 Stat. 242), is hereby
amended as follows:
(2) Sales of timber, suitable for manufacturing purposes are hereby authorized in quantities, if found available, sufficient to supply
a mill or proposed 'mill for. a period of as much as twenty years,
when it is satisfactorily shown that the purchaser in good faith
intends to develop an enterprise for the cutting of this class of tim:ber for export from' Alaska and the sale does not endanger the,
supplyi of such timber for local use. The. amount: of timber that
any one purchaser will be permitted to purchase under this pro-:
vision and the period of the contract will be governed by the capacity of the mill and the estimated quantity that it will be capable
of' producing during the period covered by the contract of sale..
When a twenty years' supply is sold the period withiniwhich the
same must be cut (twenty years) will begin to run from the time
that the contract of sale: is executed, if the manufacturing plant
has been built, or from the time that the mill has been constructed
1 For amendment to paragraph 3, Circular No. 1092, see Circular No. 1184, approved
:
%
0: I :
I :
,March 20, 1929,ip. 5585.-Ed.:
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and ready to begin operations if it is to be built, but in no casewill more than two years be allowed for constructionj, fand each contract shall contain, a provisidn that all rights acquired thereundershall be forfeited if operations have not been commenced within
three years from the-date of execution of the contract, unless, upon
satisfactory showing the Secretary of the- Interior, shall, in his
discretion, excuse the delay. Commencement, of operations insthis
sensed Will be construled'as a bona, fide commencement of actua1 cutting of timber in quantity sufficient to show0:that it is the purpose Gof:
the purchaser;:to' fulfill the conditions of -the 'contract and Xthat it
was not entered into'merely for tspeculative purposes.
(5) The district officers will make appropriate notations upon
;:the records of their office and transmit the application to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and at the samee time transmit
the duplicaten to the chief of field division at Anchorage, Alaska,:
.or to an examiner located in the particular land district who shall
.have been designated by the chief of field division to make appraisals.
'Upon receipt of the same the latter will without delay, cause :the
timber applied for to be examined and appraised. The appraisal
rates will be based upon a fair stumpage rate taking into consideration the quality of'the timber and its accessibility to narlet. In no
0event w~ll anyy. timber suitable for ;manufactrgups
e appraised at less than $1 per thousand feet,. board measure. After
an examination and appraisal has been made the chief of field
division will at once submit his report and recommendation to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, together with a statement of facts showing whether such: sale would endanger the;. supply
of timber for local use. The Government reserves the right to reappraise the remaining standing timber at the expiration .of five years
from the; date of commencement of the timber cutting period as set
forth in paragraphs 2 hereof and at intervals' of five years thereafter,
but in no instance shall. the appraisal be at more than double, the
rate of the original appraisal.
(7) All contracts shall contain provisions against waste and pre-

caution against forest fires.; The Government may reserve the right
to insert .in a contract a provision authorizing the: disposition for
local use of timber that is not' suitable for manufacturing purposes
upon the area described in the contract, to another or others 'pursuant to the provisions' of Circular No. 491 :(revision of' February
24, 1928),' page 92, sections 1 and 2. Contracts entered into: under
these rules and regulations will also be subject to the. right of qualified persons to locate, select, settle upon, orjenter the lands involved
' Not published in this volume.
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under the, provisions oIf the public land laws applicable to Alaska,
but such- claimants Ashall not have any title to, or interest in the
timber purchased under the contract or be permitted to interfere with
the.purchaser's operations incident to the. cutting and removal of
the timber.
(8) At theexpiration offa contract, a new contract may, in the
discretion of the Secretary of ',the, Interior, be entered into for%ja
- periodof not to exceed twenty years, where there is sufficient timber
available to warrant it.- Prior Dgood faith of the purchaser and
substantial, compliance .:with the conditions of the expired contract
will be given. consideration with;'reference :to awarding a new contract. A new appraisal shall be made at that time for the purpose
*of fixing the :stumpage price.
TIMBER SALE CONTRACT

(9) At the. end of the period designated hereien a new contract
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior,, be entered
:may, In
ithe
into, for a pbriod of not. exceeding twenty -years, provided that there
iS suffcient timber suitable for manufacturig purposes available to
warrant, and further provided that the provision~s and conditions'of
this contract shall have been faithfully comnplied with. The price to
,be paid for the timber will be based upon an appraisal to be made at

thattime.,
C.
C. M:oRE,
-Cornmigsioner.

Approved:
RAY LYMAN WiLBUR,

HOMESTEAD ENTR'IES-ABSENCE BECAUSE OF GRASSHOPPER ;OR
CRICKET INVASION-ACT OF FEBRUARY 9, 1929'
INSTRUCTIONS

ECircular No. 1185]DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washingtorn, D. 0. March 22, 1929.
RECISTER, DENVER, COLORADO:

as0cion

:7 fof the' act of February 9, 1929 (456 Stat. 1156), provides

That no qualified homestead entryman who, prior to November 1, 1928, made
bona fide entry upon lands of the United States in Moffat, Rio Blanco, and';
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Routt Counties,, Colorado, under, the provisions of the homestead laws of the

United States, and who established residence in good faith upon the lands entered by him, shall be subject to contest for failure to maintain residence or
make improvements upon his land subsequent to the incursion of swarms of
crickets or grasshoppers upon said land,'or in the. vicinity; but: such. entryman
shall, within ninety days after issuance of notice by the Secretary of the Interior that the emergency occasioned by such insect invasion has terminated,
file in the office of the register of the local land office an affidavit that he has
reestablished his residence on the land, with the intention of maintaining the
same for a period sufficient to enable him to make final proof: Provided, That
any entry heretofore canceled within said counties may, subject to intervening
adverse rights, be reinstated on a proper showing by the entryman that a leave
of absence under this act would have been warranted: Provided frther, That
no such entryman shall be entitled to have counted as a part of the- required
period of residence any period of time during which;he was not actually upon
said land prior to the date, of the notice! aforesaid.

: The time that the homesteader is absent. under the provisions of
t-his act does not count as constructive residence upon the lands in
his entry. In due course the .date 6f termination of' t;he egency
will be fixed and given due publicity at which time ,each entryman
affected should notify the district office of his return to' the land in
his entry as provided by the act.

All homesteaders absent under the conditions, mnentioned in; the

act should keep the district laud office advised :as to their. present

address.
You will give all possible: publicity to6.this act withouat expenise to
the Government.D WtLIJIATVI

SPRY, -

Approved:
JoHN H. EDWARDS,
Assistant Secretary.

LIMITATION AS TO OIL AND GAS PROSPECTING PERMITS ON A.
SINGLE STRUCTURE::
Decided March 23,

1929

OILn AND, GAs LANDs-PROSPECTING PERMITS-LEAsEs--ASsIGNMENTJIIMITATION
As TO AcBEneGe.

While oil and gas prospecting permits will not be granted to a permittee on
one structure in such manner as to make it possible for him to-include m~ore
than 640 acres, in five per cent leases as reward for discovery, yet after
leases have been earned and issued no objection will be interposed to the
approval of ~assignments of five per cent lease areas upon uonestructure
:'provided that they do not exceed in the aggregate 2560Aacres to one person.
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GD:ED ANDIsTIDED'.

Case of Elbe Oil Land Developnment Compawy (62 L. D. 187), cited and dis-

f.tinguished.

EDWARDs,Assistmimt Secretacry:
have your [Messrs. onsaul and l~eltman] letter of March 6.'
h
regarding the, department's holding in. the case of Elbe Oil Land
s
and its administrative ruling
Deelopment Copan:Y.(52 L. D.187).,
in a letteri [unreported] of December 15, 1928, addressed to William
tou seem to think' that the two are inconsistent and
A. Boekel.1 Y0
-express 'the' opinion that the decision in the Elbe case should:be
overruled or modified.
Section 27 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437),
as amended 'by the act of 'April 30, 1926 (44 Stat. 373), provides:
that no person, association, or corporation shall take or hold at one
"time more permitted. land than '2560 ..acres on the same structure.
IAn section 14 of the leasing act it is provided. that a permittee6who
discovers 'valuable deposits of oil: ori gas shall be entitled to a lease
for one-fourth of the land at a royalty of 5 per cent, while he shall
have a, preference right to lease the remainder, if it shall be offered
tfor lease, at a royalty of not less than; 121/½ per cent. But there is
the further provision, T"hat the permittee shall be granted a. lease
for as much as one hundred and sixty acres of said lands, if there
:
ibe that number of acres within the permit."
This last proviso has caused difficulty. If' a person, association,
or' corporation were entitled to take and hold a total permit area of
2560 'acres on a structure, regardless of the number of permits, he
might desire to apply for 16 permits of 160 acres each, because if
granted and if the area should prove productive he would be in a
position to demand leases at a, royalty of 5 per cent for'the total
.2560 acres. It was. clear that if this could be done practically-all
lands valuable for oil or gas would 'be taken under leases at a royalty,
''
*of 5 per
Thie department sought to deal with the situation in the' EThe
case. It was clear that an assignee of an oil' and gas prospecting
permit, or permits, could not be held qualified to obtain greater
rightsithan he could directly as permit applicant.
After the' right to a lease, or leases, has been earned, and after
leases have been issued,.there can not be any objection, such as before
6existed, to the appro'val of assignrents of 5 per c ent lease areas
upon one structure up to 2560' acres to one person, :association,r or
corporation.
I do not find, any ground for modifying. or changing the ruling
in tlie Ele cse;nror 'the administrative ruling' in the Boekel letter. ,
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ALLOWANCES OF CLAIMS AGAINST THE ESTATEOFYAN ENROLLED
MEMBER OF THE OSAGE TRIBE
:Opinions,
0 0
INDIANS
XLtsDs-OSAGEi

INDIAN

March .25, 1929
LANDS-TRUST

FuNDs-SEosurARY

OF

THEE

/
Funds inherited by an unenrolled member of the Osage Tribe, born subsequent to July 1, 1907, from the estate of an enrolled member of that Tribe
not having a certificate of competency, do not lose their restricted or trust
character but continue under the supervision and control of the Secretary
of the Interior subject to expenditure as provided' by existing law.
INDIAN LANDS-OSAGE INDIAN LANDS-TRUST FuNDS-CLAIMs-DIscxRoNARY
INTERIOR.

AUTHORITY OF SEcaMrAYr OF THE INTERIOR.

Authority is conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior by section 6 of the
act of February 27, 1925, to pay from the funds of-a 'member of-the Osage
Tribe not having a' certificate of competency, a claim incurred' by such
member or by his'heirlby reason of unlawful acts of carelessness or neg-

ligence, but that authority is discretionary and payment of the claim is a
matter resting in the sound judgment of that officer..

Sol ctOr:.
°
My opinion has been requested as to the' authority of the Secretary

FINNEY,

of the Interior to pay or cause, to be paid from funds inherited by
Anna St. John from her father, Pierce St. John, a deceased member
of the Osage tribe of Indians, a claim founded upon a. judgment of
the District Court of Osage, County; lOklahoma, in: favor of one.::
Florence Ivers in the amount of '$6,000. This requires a considera-,
tion of whether the funds so inherited are subject to the supervision
o:f the.Secretary of the Interior and if so whether Congress has'
conferred upon the Secretary authority to pay therefrom, a claim of
the nature involved.. ,Any discussion of these questions may well be,
-- :prefaced; by a, brief statement of the legislative policy of Congress
with respect to the Osag0esand their property.
The act of June 28, 1906 (34 Stat. 539) directed the preparation
of a final roll of the Osage Indians among whom' the tribal lands
and funds were to be divided per capita. By the terms of that :act
children born since July 1, 1907, were excluded from participating
in such distribution in their own right. The oil, gas, and other minerals underlying Osage landsfrom which most.of the; tremendous
wealth of these Indians is derived was to remain the common property of the tribe, Xthe income from which was to be distributed quarterly per capita to the enrolled members, the shares of deceased members to be paid to their heirs. Provision was made for thle issuance,
of certificates of competency, 'the general effect of which was to remove the
from
nmeinbrs
the supervision and control of the Government. Later legislation as found in the" act of March 3, 1921 (41
Stat. 1249) as amendedby the act of February 27, 1925 (43 Stat.

r\n
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1008)- directed a differient dispositionfiof the' income of these Indian's
particularly as to minors and adults not having certificates of competency. The payments to be made to the Indians were limited to
specified amounts payable quarterly which were deemed by Congress
as sufficient to meet the current needs of the members.. The balance
,of the income due each; member, commonly referred to as: the
" surplus," was to iremain unlder the supervision and control of the
Secretary of the Interior as a restricted or trust fund, to be expended
under the Secretary's direction as provided in the statute. With these
preliminary observations wee turn to a consideration of the status
of the funds inherited by Anna St. John front her deceased ancestor.0
The ancestor, Pierce St. John,, was a full-blood Osage allottee not
having a certificate of 'competency. He died leaving an:0estate of
considerable value: including some $43,000 surplus funds in the hands
of the superintendent of the Osage Indian Agency and 1 17/21 shares
'in the Osage tribal icome.' The heit, Anna St.' John, who it-appears
'0wiil be entitled
'a 'o-sixth
6to
interest in the decedent's estate-was
born since July 1, 1907, the date fixed for the closing of the tribal
roll 'and under the terms of the act of 1906, was excluded from:
tpartic'ipating 'in the tribkl income in her owi' right. Some 4question
was at one time raised as ito whether Indians such, as she', whose names
do not appear upon thde final Osag& roll, but'`who had come into the
possession of shares. of deceased &irolled me
rbets,
were entitled to
the benefit of the laws enacted by Congress relating'to the Osagesand their propertyj (Solicitor's opinions of January 4, 1922, M-4017
and September 30, 1922, D-46929). However, no extended discussion
of this question is necessary in view of the recent act of-Congress approved March'2, 1929' (45 Stat. 1478), section 5 of which declaresThe restrictions. concerning lands and funs: of'alltted Osage Indians, as
provided in this Act and all prior Acts now in forc~hall apply to unaliotted
Osage Indians born sinice July 1,: 1907, or after the: assage of this Act, and totheir heirs of Osage Indian blood.::
'
.

Under this express direction, it is clear that such funds as 'may be
inherited by - Anna St. JohnX from her deceased parent do not lose
their restricted 'or trust character but 'continue under the supervision

and control of the Secretary of the Interior subject to expenditure as
provided by existing law'.
The authority of the Secretary 'to p'q'y the Ivers judgment from
such funds is equally, clear, such authority being expressly conferred.
by section 6 of the act of February 27, 1925 suhpra, readiing in part
as follows:
;; E *t In addition tothe payment ofunds heretofore authorized, the Secre-:
*
tary of the Interior is hereby a-uthorized in his -discretion to pay, out of the,
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funlds of a member of the Osage Tribe not having a certificate of competency,
any indebtedness heretofore or hereafter incurred by such member by reason
of his unlawful acts of carelessness or negligence.

The suit which resulted in the judgment in question was founded
liupon a cla~im for damages for personal injuries suffered by the plaintiff in an automobile collision alleged to have been caused by the
negligence of the defendant. Judgment of the district court against
Anna St. John was affirmed by the Supreme Court of Oklahoma on
appeal (St. John v. Ivers, 255 Pac. 706), the court holding that there
was " evidence reasonably tending to establish negligence on the part
of Anna St. John, in the operation of the car at the time of the
accident." The indebtedness created by this judgment thus clearly
falls within the authority of the statute in that it is an indebtedness
incurred by a member of the Osage tribe "by reason of:his uinlawful1
acts of carelessness or negligence."
Presented with the record, however; is a
iemorandum prepared
by the Osage tribal attorney wherein he expresses some kdoubt as to
*
whether section 6 of the act of 1925, as reproduced above, is suffi* ciently broad to. repeal by imnplication section 7 of the act of April
18, 1912 (37 Stat. 86) bv w)vhiich the restricted lands and funds of
members of tie Osage tribe were protected against claims arising
prior to 'the issuance of a certificate of competency, inheritance, or
removal of restrictions. It is, of course, well settled that repeals by
implication are not favored, but 'it is likewiset well settled that'a
later statute repeals a former one where clearly inconsistent with
the earlier enactinent (United. States v. Tynen, 11 Wall. 88; Unit ed
States v. Yuginovich,.256 U. S. 450, 463). In so far as the authority
of the Secretary of the Interior is-concerned it would thus matter
little whether the two statutes conflict or not, as the later law by
which the authority is conferred would prevail as the last expression
of the legislative will.
The matter of paying the claim of Florence Ivers, which does not
appear as yet to have been filed with the department, involves a ques'tion of administrative policy upon which I express no opinion other
than to point out that the statute is not mandatory. The authority
conferred is discretionary and payment of the claim if and when
filed is a matter resting in the sounid judgment of the Secretary.;
Approved:;
JOHN

IE. EDWARDS,
Assistant Secretary.
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ARIZONA EASTERN RAILROAD COMPANY
0piion, Moarck 27, 1929
INDIAN LANDS-RIGHTS OF WAY-RAILROAD
TARY OF THEBINTERIOR-STATUTES.

LANDS-

CoOLIDGE DAM "-SECRE-,

The broad authority conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior by section 5
of the act of June 7, 1924, to perform any and all acts and to make such

rules and regulations as may be necessary in connection with the construction of the Coolidge Dam, does not warrant the waiver of the statutory
limitation fixed by Congress in the earlier statutes relating to rights of
Way for railroad purposes through Indian reservations.
FINNEY,

Solicitor:

In connection with an enforced relocation of the right of way of
the Arizona Eastern Railroad Company, a subsidiary of the Southern Pacific System, through part of the San (Carlos Indian Reservation, Arizona, you [Secretary of the Interior] have requested my
opinion as to whether the railroad company may be permitted to
exceed the limits of widths for such a right of way fixed by the act
of March 2, 1899 (30 Stat. 990), as amended.
Briefly the facts at hand are: The Gila Valley, Globe and Northern
*
Railroad Company, predecessor in interest to the Arizona Eastern,
obtained a right of way through the San Carlos Indian Reservation,
pursuant to the special act of February 18, 1895 (28 Stat. 665), the*
statutory limitations for such right of way, eing not to exceed 50
feet on either side of the center line of the road and not to exceed
200 feet in width by 3000in length for station grounds. By the subsequent act of January 13, 1898 (30 Stat. 227), the time for completing construction of this road was extended to February 18, 1900.
In 1906 the company which evidently had then become the Arizona
Eastern, filed application for a right of way through this reserva*
0tion under the act of March 2, 1899, sUpra, which application was
approved by this department on April 13, 1906. No construction appears to have been had under this application, however, within the
* period prescribed by section 4 of the act of 1899, and oh August 3,
£ 909, the company filed a new application for a right of way through
this Indian reservation, including the so-called San Carlos Reservoir
* siteS(40 L. D. 470). After extended investigations and hearings the
latter application was denied by this department under date of
February -1T, 1912, without prejudice: to the company filing an
amended application " at such an elevation as will avoid interference
with the reservoir site " (40 L. D. 472). Apparently the company
failed to avail itself of this privilege as no record of a renewal of
this application is at hand. The company continued, however, to
operate its line through this reservation constructed under the&earlier
* act of February 18, 1895.
ad

*0;tV
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efforts made with a view to utilizing the reservoir site at
0
Earnest
this point culminated in the act of June 7, 1924 (43 Stat. 475); which
authorized the Secretary of the Interior, through the Indian Service,
* to construct a dam across the canyon of the Gila River~near San.
Carlos, Arizona, at a limit of cost of $5,500,000, which dam by. the
subsequent act of' March 3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1152),. was' designated
: "The Coolidge Dam." Section 5 of the act of June 7, 1924, reads:

*

i;

The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to perform any and all
and proper.
acts and to make such rules and regulations as may be necessary
for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this Act into full force and
;effect; and the money hereby authorized to be appropriated shall be available
for the acquiring of necessary right of way by purchase or judicial proceedings
and for other purposes necessary in successfully prosecuting the work to
complete the project.

*

*

The dam authorized by the statutes last referre to has been completed. It has a spillway elevation of some 200 feet above the stream
bed and the resultant area within the contour level of this reservoir
is around 21,500 acres. During the preliminary stage's of -the' -work
it was realized that a dam of this height would flood' some 14 miles
of the roadbed of the Arizona Eastern, formerly the Gila.0Valley,
Globe and Northern Railroad Company. Accordingly, negotiations
were begun with a view to having the' railroad company remove its
tracks and other facilities from the area to be flooded. April 15,
1926, a contract was entered into by and between the then Secretary
of the Interior and ithe Southern Pacific Company wherein it was
agreed, among other things.:
1. The railroad shall release to the United States that part of its present
right of way of its Arizona eastern branch and its rights to its station and- yard
grounds and any and all other rights which it may have within the site of
the so-called Coolidge Reservoir, which is to be constructed under the aforementioned act of Congress on the Gila River in Arizona.
2. The United States shall provide the railroad, free of cost, an. adequate andc
complete right of way for its road as it shall be relocated around said reservoir
site, and shall also provide adequate and complete station and yard grounds
for said relocated line, all as the Secretary of the Interior may be authorized
to do by existing law and' in conformity with the rules, regulations, and practices thereunder.

March 22,- 1928, this department approved a map filed by the
* Arizona Eastern Railroad Company showing location of 'that part
of its right of way through this Indian reservation in lien of the one
surrendered and released:pursuant to the foregoing agreement. This'
application was filed.undet the act of March 2, 1899, as amended, alti
the act of June 7, 1924, supra. In submitting a schedule executed
by a representative of the railroad company and the superintendent
in charge of the San Carlos Indian Agency ,showing the area covered by tye new location of the'railroad, the Indian Office Points
out that'the 'maximum width for a right of way prescribed by the
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act of March 2, 1899, as amended, has been exceeded in four instances
as shown :on said schedule under items numbered 7, 9, 25 and 2t.
Section 2 of the- act of March 2, 1899, as amended by the act of
June'21, 1906 (34 Stat. 325,330)., reads:
That such right of way shall not exceed fifty feet in width on each side
of the center line of the road, except where there are heavy cuts and fills, when
it shall not exceed one hundred feet in width on each side of the road, and
may include grounds adjacent thereto for station buildings, depots, machine
shops, side-tracks, turnouts and water stations, not to exceed two hundred
feet in width by a length of three thousand feet, and not more than one station
to be located within any one continuous length of ten miles of road.

Fro m an examination of the schedule now here it appears that the
excess width of the right of way under item No. 7 is 25 feet for, a
distance of approximately 375 feet; under item No. 9 an excess of,
25 feet for a distance of 351 feet; under item No. 25 an excess of 175
feet for. a distance of 275 feet, and under item No. 29 an excess of
50 feet for a distance of 200 feet.
. The limitations prescribed by the act of March 2, 1899, as amended,
supra, are statutory and hence can not be waived by this department.
In this connection see 29 IL. D. 338 and 30 L. ID. 599. It is fundamental, of course, :to say that administrative officers by regulation:
or otherwise are without power to alter or amend existing law.::
Meorrill v. Jones, (106 U. S. 466),; United States v. -Eaton (144 U. S.
677, 687). The broad authority conferred upon the Secretary -of
the Interior by-section 5 of the .act -of June 7, 1924, :supra, to perform.,
any and all acts and to make such rules and7 regulations. as may be
necessary in connection with the Construction of the Coolidge Dam is
not deemed sufficient authority for you to waive the statutory limita- :
tion fixed by Congress in the earlier statutes herein referred to
relating to rights of Way for railroad purposes through Indian
reservations.
As a matter of fact, in the agreement with the Southern PacificCompany hereinbefote referred to covering the relocation of this
line it is expressly stipulated that such relocation shall be "* * '*
all -as the Secretary of the Interior may be authorized to do by
existing law and in conformity with the rules, regulations, and
practices thereunder."
Under the circumstances at hand I am .of the opinion that you
would not be justified in permitting the railroad company to exceed
the maximum widths prescribed by the act of March 2, 1899, supra,
as amended.
Approved:

:

*

JOHN11. EDWARDS,
Assistant Secretary.

X
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C-FRANK ST. CLAIR
Decided April 1,,-1929
INDIANX LANDS-INmDANS-ALASKAN NATIVES-CITIZENSHIIP.
The Indians and other "natives" of Alaska are in the same category as the
Indians residing within the territorial limits of the United States, including
the privilege of citizenship.
INDIAN LANDS-ALASKAN ;NATIvEs-ALLOTMENT-STATUTES.
The status of an applicant under the act of May 17, 1906, relating to the
allotment of homesteads to the "natives " of Alaska is analogous to that
of the Indians of the United States with respect to allotments under
section 4 of the act of February 8, 1887.
: S
INDIAN
LANDS-ALASKAN NATIVE5TALMENT,-I-STATUTES.
The act of May 7, 1906, is a special act relating to Alaskan natives and is
: separate and distinct from the act of May 14, 1898, which extended the
homestead laws to the district of Alaska..,
CINDIAN LANDS--ALASICAN. NATIVES-ALLOTMENT-STATUTES.
Section 10 of the.: act-of May 14, 1898, and the amendatory act of March 3,
1927, have no application to the allotment of homesteads to Indian or Eskimo
occupants of public lands in the Territory of Alaska.
INDIAN LANDS-ALASKAN
NATIVES-OCCUPANCY-RESIDENzCE-IMPROVEMENTSSTATnTES.
The act of May 17, 1906, does not prescribe that the settlement or occupancy
of an Indian applicant thereunder f must -be continuous or 'that residence
must be maintained on the land to the exclusion of a home elsewhere, nor
does it require him to specify the character of his improvements or: the.purpose for which he desires the land allotted to him.

: DIXON, First Assistant Secretar.:
;

This is an appeal from the action of the Commissioner of the General Land Office in allowingythe- allotment application of Frank St'.
clair, 'a native-botn Indian of Alaska, under the act of May 17, 1906
'(34 Stat. 197), entitled "An act authorizitg the Secretary of the Interior to allot homesteads to the natives of :Alaska," which providest'
0
That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and *empowered, in
'his discretion and under such rules as he may prescribe, to allot not to exceed
one hundred and sixty acres of nonineral land in the district of Alaska to
any Indian or Eskimo of full or mixed blood who resides in and is a native of
said district, and who is the head of a family, or is twenty-one years of age;
and the land so allotted shall be deemed the homestead of the allottee and
his heirs in perpetuity, and shall be inalienable and nontaxable until otherwise
provided by Congress. Any._ person qualified for an allotment 'as .aforesaid
shall hdve the preference right to secure by allotment the nonmineral land
bccupied by him not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres.

The application of this Indian was made April 5, 1915, and he
asked io have allotted to him as head of a family an unsurveyed
tract fot land containing 160 acres on the south side of Berg Bay, a
0tributairy of Glacier Bay, Icy Straits, Alaska. It was alleged in a;
S : -.
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corroborated affidavit that he had occupied the land applied for since
birth. The land is'-within the enlarged boundaries of the Tongass,
'National Forest:withdrawn by proclamation of the President Februi.ary 16, 1909 (35 Stat., part 2, 2226), in' which it was provided that
.prior rights were not affected. The Indian's alleged occupancy
being prior to the establishment of the forest, he had a preference
right to an allotment not affected by the withdrawal, consequently no
further consideration of this feature is deemed essential (48 L. D.
362). :It may be said, however, that the Forest Service is not in
favor of allowing the Indian to take the landin; allotment under the
act of May 17, 1906,:as applied for but thatIf the title is to be given for the land this should be granted under the act
of March 3, 1927, amending section 10 of the act of -May 14, 1898, rather than
under the act which this allotment application is filed. In other words, it would
be the recommendation of this Service, in view of the showing hitherto made:
respecting the use of this land, thatjthe Secretary of the Interior, in exercising
the discretion vested in him, doAot allot the land under the above-mentioned
act but permit the applicanut-i he so desires to acquire title under the act of
March 8, 1927 (44 Stat. •64).

Several investigations were had in connection with the Indian's
application, the first being in September, 1920, the second in November, 1924, and were made by representatives of the General Land
Office. An examination was also made by a forest ranger in 1927
and apparently about the same conditions existed as had been reported
p
previously. At the time of those investigations there were two.frame houses or shacks on the land and a fish-drying outfit constructed
of poles. One of the shacks contained sleeping bunks and a stove.
A trail leads through the woods to these improvements, and when
the different examinations were made there ;were evidences of use
and occupancy and that the land had not been abandoned by the
Indian. The, principal use of the land appears to have been as a,
home site, or base for fishing operations. :-:At the time of the second,
investigation a listing survey was made under paragraphs 9 to 13,
inclusive, of the regulations of' September 8, 1923 (50 L. D. 27, 50-..:
51), which have to do with the location and marking of corners,
character and description of the land applied for, etc. Under the
listing survey the area is cut down from 160 acres as applied for. to,
9.38 acres on the ground that the evidence indicates that it was the
intention of "the Indian to use the land exclusively for-fishing pur-poses. The General Land Office in letter of September 11 ,1928,
to the Forest Service expressed the view that as use of the lan for'
fishing purposes was a reasonable use the Indian should be allowed'
to take 9.38 acres. As above shown the Forest Serice is not-favor-.:
able to an allotment under the a ct of May 17, 1906, but suggests that
if the Indian so desires he should be permitted to acquire titleiunder;
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the act of March 3, 1927 (44 Stat., part 2, 1364), which amends section .10 of the act of May 14, 1898 (30 Stat. .409, 413). So. far as the
record at hand shows the wishes of the Indian in the matter have
not been consulted.'
The act of May 17, 1906, authorizes the Secretary of the Interior
in his discretionkto allot not to exceed '160 acres of nonmineral land
to any Indian or Eskimo of either full or mixed blood who resides
in and is a native of the district of Alaska and who is the head
of a familyv or is 21 years of age. It is provided that the land
.

allotted shall be deemed the homestead of the allottee and his heirs
and shall be inalienable and nontaxable until otherwise provided by

Congress. The act then further provides that " any person qualified
for an allotment as aforesaid shall have the preference right to sVecure by allotment the nonmineral land occupied by him -not exceed*ing160 acres." This is a special act relating to Alaska natives 'and
is clearly separate and distinct from the act of May 14, 1898 (30
Stat. 409), extending the homestead land laws of the United States
'to the district of Alaska. Consequently 'the provisions of section
10 of said act do not apply to an Indian or Eskimo applicant or
occupant of land-under the act of May 17, 1906, authorizing the Secretary of the Interior in his discretion to allot homesteads to the
natives of Alaska. For a similar reason the provisions of the act of
March 3, 1927 (44 Stat., part 2, 1364), amendatory of said section
10 are inapplicable. In fact the latter act limits the area authorized'
to be purchased to not exceeding 5 acres; whereas it is proposed
here to allow the Indian to take 9.38 acres thereunder.
-The act of May 17, 1906, does not prescribe what use the Indian
applicant must make of the land, the length of his occupancy or
that the same must be continuous, the character of his improve-,
ments, or require him to state the purpose for which he desires the
land allotted to him. The regulations under said act (50 L. ). 27,
48) do require a report from the district superintendent of the
United States Bureau of Education on such information as he may.
have in regard to the application for allotment and covering among
other things the following points:
(al) The 'location of the land, if necessary, to furnish a more accurate
description than given in the application.
(b) The special value of the tract, either for agricultural uses or fishing.
grounds.
(c) What, if any, residence has been maintained on the tract, by the'
applicant.
(d) 'The value and character of all improvements thereon.
(e) The fitness of the land as a permanent home for the allottee.

The purpose of the above information is to aid in determining
the applicant's good faith although not based on any specific re-.

I:
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quirement in the act itself. No such- requirements are authorized or
made either in the act or regulations in the matter of residence, cul*tivation and improvements as are found in- the general homestead
law extended to Alaska by the act of 1898. That act did not include Alaska natives nor did the act of May 17, 1906, extend the
provisions of the general homestead laws to the persons in whose
interest it was enacted; namely,' native Indians or Eskimos, as was
done for instance in the act of March
i3,
1875 (18 Stat. 402, 420),
relating to certain Indians in the United States. In any eIvent no
justification can be found for requiring the Indian to show continuous use and occupancy or that he has maintained residence on
the-land to the exclusion of a home elsewhere.
1 The vacant and unappropriated lands in Alaska at the. date of the
cession of 1867 by Russia became 'a part of the public domain of
the Uniteci States; and the Indians of Alaska are wards of the Government and as such are entitled to the equal protection of the laws
applicable to Indians within the limits of the United States. United,
,States v. Berrigan (2 Alaska Reports 442); United States v. Cadzous
(5 Alaska Reports 125). The natives of Alaska are wards of the
Government and under its guardianship and care at least' to such
.an extent as to bring them within the spirit if not within the exact
letter of the laws relative to American Indians; their relations are
very similar and in many respects identical with Ithose which have
long existed between the Government and the aboriginal peoples
residing within the territorial limits of the United States (49
L. *D.592). The Indians and other "natives of Alaska are in the
*same category as the Indians of;the'United States'; from an early
date, prsuant to the legislative intent indicated by Congress, this
department has. consistently recognized and respected the, rights of
thie Indians of Alaska in and to the lands occupied by them. 50
L. D. 315; 51 L. IJ. 15.5 Alaska PaifioF
AFsheries v. United States

(248 U. S. 78) ; Territory of 'Alaskea v. Annette Is lan Packing Co.
. (289 Fed. 671).
The status of an applicant under the act of May 17, 1906; authorizink the Secretary of the Interior to allot homesteads to the natives
"of Alaska is analogous to section 4 of 'the act of February 8, 1887
(24 Stat. 388), which provides that an Indian -who has settled upon
public lands of the United States shall be entitled to have the same
allotted to him in the manner as provided by. law for allotments to
Indians residing upon reservations. This, of course, involves separation and living apart from the tribe. A reservation allottee is not
required to reside upon or improve the land allotted to him. The
court- took the, position in the case of Nagle v. UEuated States (191
Fed. 141), that said act,- especially that section -thereof
de.which
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dares an; Indian born within the Territorial limits of the United
States who has taken up within said limits his residence separate
and apart from the tribe to be a citizen, is in effect in Alaska. The
regulation under section 4 of the act of 1887 in defining the requirements as to settlement under said section provides (52 L. ID.
383, 386)The nature, character, and extent of the settlement, as well as the manner
in which performed, must be fully set forth in the allotment application.: In
examining the acts of settlement and determining the intention and good faith
of an Indian applicant, due and reasonable consideration should be given to
the habits, customs, and nomadic instincts of the race, as well as to the character of land taken in allotment.
While the act contains no specific requirements as to what shall constitute
settlement, it is evident that the Indian must, definitely assert a claim to the
'land based upon the reasonable use or occupation thereof consistent with his
mode of life and the character of the land and climate. :

The allotment to an Indian or Eskimo under the act of May 17,
1906, creates a particular reservation of the land for the allottee
and his heirs but the title remains in the United States. Charlie
George et al. (44 L. D. 113); lWorthen Lumber Mills v. Ailasca

l
Juneau Gold Mining Co. (229 Fed. 966).
-There are: many similarities in the acts of 188T and 1906 but in
'

neither is there any requirement that settlement or occupancyn'must
be continuous or that residence must be maintained on the land to
the exclusion of a home elsewhere as is the case under the general
homestead laws. In the act of 1906 there is recognition of theIfact
that-the right of the Indian is more in the nature of an allotment
than a homestead and hence the .right' is surrounded by safeguards
for the Indian's protection not found in the homestead laws.
The department' is in accord with the finding of the General Land
Office that the Indian's use and occupancy of the land may fairly
be 'regarded as reasonable; but disagrees with the proposed reduction in the area of the land. The application of the Indian as originally made is approved, and in taking this action consideration has
been given the fact that he has always used and occupied the land
and 14 years have elapsed since he applied to have the same allotted
to him.

'

FREDERICK S. SCHULZ
Decided April 13, 1929
Sioux HALF-BREEn Sclip-ADJuSTMENT To SUnRVEY-RErINQUISHMENT.

The rule of adjustment of a scrip location to legal subdivision of the official
survey is not inflexible and compulsory where the locator can not obtain
title to the land he located and intended to enter, and in such case no
legal impediment or administrative policy prevents the return of the scrip
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to the one entitled to receive it upon proper relinquishment of the title
to the location by those in whom it is vested.
SCRJP-'-YESTED. RIGHTS-EQUITABLE TITLE.
Upon the location of scrip in conformity with the statute authorizing it, the
holder acquires a vested right and possesses the equitable title to the land,
the Govermuent holding the legal title in trust for him.
SCRIP-VESTED RIGHTS-EQUITABLu TITLE.
Equitable title to land located by scrip vests in the locator at the date the
Land Department accepts the scrip and issues a receipt therefore
or ArSIOUX HALT-BstED SdRip-LOCATIOSN-AssiGNmENT-ALIENATioN-PEowE
TORNEY-IMPROVEMENTS.
While Sioux half-breed scrip is not assignable, yet the land located thereunder is alienable as soon as located and the holder of the scrip may give
a valid power of attorney not only for the location of the land and for the
erection of the improvements thereon but for its conveyance after location.
POWER OF ATTORNEY.

' A power executed for a valuable consideration is a power coupled with an
interest..

SCRIP-POwER Or ATTORNEY-{RTvOcATION-ILOCATION-RELOCATION.;
Although the power to locate scrip can not be made irrevocable, yet the
| lpower of sale when coupled with an interest is irrevocable, and this principle is applicable to land relocated under the'poqwer to locate, whether
exercised by the scripee or by one delegated to act for him.

*

IATIoN-RELINQTTIsH:MENT-LOcATIoN-LAND
SCRIP-POWER OF ATTOBNEY-APPIc
DEPARTMENT.

Where the power executed
contains ample authority
*withdraw the application
not search for grounds of

by a scripee is for a valuable, consideration and.
to locate; the scrip or to relinquish the land and
upon relinquishment the Land Department wilI
doubt as to the present existence of the power.

SCRIP-ATTORNEY.

Upon cancellation df a scrip entry, the scrip should be returned to the duly
; ' 5authorized attorney who filed it and who was, at the date of the filing, in

:

proper legal possession of it.
V.
SIOUX HALF-BREED Scaip-AsSIGNMENT--RELOOATION-IMPRoVIEMENT
Improvements made upon certain land by a Sioux half-breed can not be used
as a basis for the location of other land under scrip assigned by the halfbreed.

CRrTIFIcATE-LoATIox-EsTOPPEL.
When a scripee procures the issuance of a duplicate certificate upon untrue
representations that the original is lost or destroyed and thereafter makes
a location under the duplicate, be is estopped from claiming rights under
the original which upon coming into the possession of the department may
*
be rightfully canceled.
VScmP-DuPLcATm

DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND DISTINGuIsHED.

Cases of Robert M. Stitt (33 L. D. 315), Anna R. Keaen (39 L. D. 554), and
: Jacob Weinberger (44 L. D.: 548), distinguished.

*d.
:;

:

X

DIXoN, FirstAssistant Secretary:E

January 15; 1909, Frederick S. Schulz, as attorney in fact for Emily
* T. True, filed application to locate a tract of unsurveyed land,
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described as the NW. 1/4 NE. 1/4 Sec. 31, T. 5 S., R. 5 W., Montana, in
' satisfaction
of aduplicate issued April 28, 1908, of certificate 3-A for'
40 acres, dated November 24, 1856, to Emily T. Brisbois, aged 12
years, under the provisions of the act of July 17, 1854 (10 Stat. 304).
On June 22, 1908, said True, formerly Emily&T. Brisbois, gave
S~Francis G. Burke two powers of attorney, 'one 'containing power to
locate the scrip,: make the improvements, relinquish the land located,
and demand and receive back the scrip upon withdrawal of the application to locate, the other containing power to sell and convey the
of $250.00 was
n
lland located, which power to sell for a cosideration
made irrevocable with the right to receive and retain upon the part of
the attorney in ffact the proceeds of sale of the land for his own use
and benefit. Both instruments contain revocable powers of substitution. On September 10, 1908, Burke substituted Frederick S.
Schulz in the power to locate and Ted E. Collins in the power to sell.
Collins, by quitclaim deed dated March 18,:1909, conveyed the aforesaid NW. 1/4 NE. l/4 to Schulz, who thereafter conveyed said tract to
others and title by deed passed through several hands but, was subsequently reconveyed to Schulz by deed of February 14, 1916, which
title he still holds. The original scrip was submitted in 1916 from
another source with inquiry as to its value. The Commisisoner of
the General Land Office informed the transmitter that under tthe rule
in Walter Bourke (12 L. D. 105) the scripee was estopped from deny: 0 the
ing validity of the loc'ation under the duplicate and that the
original was therefore valueless, and there could be no valid objection
by the scripee to its concellation. The original certificate remains in
the files of the commissioner's office.
The approved plat of survey of the township above described. was
filed in the local office February 18, 1919. Schulz declined to adjust
the scrip to legal subdivision when called upon to do sof and applied
afor a return of the scrip, stating the legal subdivisions to which it
could be adjusted were of no value to him. The commissioner by
letter of Alugust 4, 1919, Jfori reasons hereafter stated, denied his
request, and the register of the local office by letter of August 19,
1919, advised the commissioner that the location had been adjusted
to the said NW. 1/4 NE. 1/4.. On October 14, 1919, Schulz filed an
affidavit setting forth more fully the reasons for seeking to abandon
the location as adjusted. He points out that Sees. 19, 30, and 31, T.
5 S., R. 5 W., were oversize and required on survey the establishment
of an additional tier of lots on the west portion of those sections,
and ayers in substance that the surveyor he employed to locate the
NW. 1/4 NE.' 1/4 in his survey acted upon'the assumption.i that the
township would be regular, from which assumption there resulted
error in the designation of the NW. 1/4;NE. l4 as the land actually
located; that according to -the survey the location marked Con the
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ground covers, in about equal portions, parts of NW. 1/4 NE. 1/4
and NE. 1/4 NW.) 1/4 of said Sec. 31.; that the land was located
for a sheep camp and is in a mountainous country, -and, as
located, included both springs to supply water to the camp anid
grounds' for camp site; that the survey reveals that the sheep camp is
within one of the subdivisions and the springs in the other, and one
is valueless to him without the other and he is not in a position to
-acquire both " forties," and that therefore to compel him to take one:
or the other ;of the subdivisions would result in the sacrifice of his
scrip without any resulting benefit to him and work serious injustice
to him through no fault of his own. A report of a field. investigator
contains the information that the springs flowing 12,960 gallons per
day are on the NW. 1/4 NE. 1/4. *The subdivision to the west which
is not properly designated NE. 1/4 NW. 1/4, but which is lot 1, was
entered (Helena 019995) F1ebruary 17, 1919, and patented May 8, 1923X
' under the enlarged homestead act..
By letter of February 2, 1922, the commissioner required certain
showings from Schultz as prerequisites to. the acceptance of--a, re* 0:
linquishment of the location and return of the scrip, which Schulzdid not furnish in full. He filed, instead, on September 6, 1927, an
application to amend his original application by substituting the
S5E. 1/4 SW.. 1/4 Sec. 15, T 3 N., R. 5 E., G. & S.: R. M., Arizona,
repeating his reaso'ns why the original location, as adjusted, was of
ino value to him. The commissioner, - letter of January 14, 1928,
thereupon- required additional showings as a prerequisite to the
exchange requested, the nature of which requirements and those in
the previous decision need not here be particularly mentioned, as
they all either have been impliedly revoked or adhered to and re-,
V'stated in the commissioner's decision of October 20, 1928, from
which Schulz has appealed. It is sufficient to state that in attempted
partial compliance with such requirements Schulz has filed a certified abstract of title showing the land has been reconveyed to him;
that theltitle has not been encumbered except possibly in the matter
of tax liens; that he has caused to be recorded among .the county
records a relinquishment to the United States of the adjusted looation executed in his own name and has filed a duplicate thereof in the
i land office, which is with the record.
In his decision of October 20, 1928, the commissioner denies the
application to relocate the scrip and holds the location has become
perfected and the scrip satisfied, *and advises that the location in
Montana in the absence of appeal would be approved for patenting.
Therein the6rule in Jacob Weinberger (44.L. D. 548), is applied, in
which case it was held that: "A location of Valentine scrip on unsurveyed land becomes fixed and certain upon identification of the

*0
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selected land by survey; and thereafter* the locator can not. abandon
the location and have the scrip, returned to him." Other' imperfections and obstacles to the relocation of the scrip in general and upon.
the land in, Arizona. mentioned by the commissioner may be summarized as follows: (1)- That the power of attorney (evidently referring to the power to locate) does not: authorize Schulz to sell.and
convey the land, consequently any, conveyance made by Schulz would
be invalid; (2) that the relinquishment of the land: was not executed
by scripee, and there is no evidence that she is now living and can
execute a conveyance; (3) that the abstract does not show the land
is free:.from tax liens; (4) that the original location was, valid, the
locator conveyed the land to Schulz and the powers of attorney
became fully executed, and Schulz has no present power to make
further location; (5) that the application to amend is made by
Schulz in his own name and for his own benefit, whereas it should be
made inr the name and for the benefit of the scripee; (6) that there
is no evidence that scripee has improvements on the land- sought to
be substituted, and the application therefor is in c6onflict with a
settlement claim of one Buthal.
First, must be considered whether the rule in the Winelerger case
has application to the facts here, for if it does, that puts. at an end
any right again to locate the scrip either by scripee or one authorized to. act for her,' and renders discussion -of defects in the application for relocation idle. Wineberger applied to withdraw his
scrip because the tract described in his application was, according to
survey, three miles distant fromithe land actually located, which was
:of another survey description and to which he could obtain title by
simply 'amending his description. The department in that case stated
that: 'It was not consonant with public policy to allow one seeking
to appropriate public lands to play fast and loose, holding land from
appropriation of others 'so Iong as it suits his convenience: and seek.:ing to recover what he pledged as its price." In Robert M. Stitt
(33 L. D. 315) it was held that the granting of an application for.; the
return of scrip rests in the sound discretion.of the head of the department, but its return would not be permitted where the entry can
be confirmed and where the only obstacle to confirmation is the arbitrary refusal :of the entryman to supply the necessary proof. The
facts in the present case hardly:bring it within thexreason and spirit
.of these rules. The locator here can not obtain title-to the land he
located and intended to enter. One of the physical features, and a
large part of the land constituting the inducement for the selection
would be omitted if, under the commissioner's decision, he is forced
to take the tract to which the location has been adjusted. If the rule
-of adjustment to. legal subdivision is considered inflexible. andicom-
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pulsory in all 'cases., instances may easily arise where by. necessary
shift of area to conform to such adjustments, the locator would lose
that part upon which his improvements! had been placed, in instances where the subdivision upon which such improvements were
placed was in part rightfully occupied by adverse claimants prior
to survey. Under the circumstances here shown, it does'not appear
that any; legal impediment or administrative policy stands in the
way of setting aside the protested adjustment and treating the actual
location as one not susceptible to adjustment by legal subdivision
without sacrifice of the locator's rights and permitting the withdrawal of the application, upon proper relinquishment of the' title
to the location by those in whom it is vested, and returning the scrip
'to.one: entitled to receive it with the viewI to its relocation on other
land by one duly authorized :by the scripee to make such location.
The commissioner's conclusions as to the requisite procedure to
surrender title to the land, to obtain a return of the scrip, and as to,
the showing of power necessary to relocate for the scripee, next.need
attention.
Substantially similar transactions respecting *the. giving by the
scripee of Dpowers of attorney to locate and sell and the 'exercise of
:rights under such powers as appear in this case have engaged the
attention of the courts, and conclusions have been expressed&.as. to
the legal effect of' such transactions. ''It seems to be settled that after
the scrip is located in conformity with the acts of -Congress, the holder
acquires: a vested right and, possesses the equitable',title to the land,
the Government holding the legal title in trust for' him.; Midtwuy
Company v.'Eaton (183 U. S. 602, 619), Larriviere v. Mctadegan (1
Dillon 455; '14 Fed. Cases No. 8,096); Heerman v. Rolfe (27 N. D.
45, 145 N. W. 601):; Allen v. Merrill (8 L. D. 207) ; 310C. J. 528, and
ceases there cited.
In the cases of Frank 'Burns (10 L.' D. 365,.:370) and Henry A.
Bruns' (15 L. D. 170), upon the theory that on unsurveyed land the
scripee's location was on the samne;.plane as those of a settler, it
was held that the scripee had only a preference right of 'entry
against others,. and the right was not vested until the land was adjusted to survey. A later decision-Edward' F. SmithI (51 'L. D.
454)-expressed the view that the principles in those cases were inconsistent with more recent rulings of the. Supreme Court. In
Weerman v. Rolfe, supa, it was held that the equitable title vests
at the date the Land Department accepts the scrip and issues a receipt therefor. To the same effect is Harmon v.,(-Clayton (51 Iowa:
.36, 50 N.W. 541).
Notwithstanding the scrip is not assignable (Felix v.: Patrick, 145
U. S. 317), the land scripped is alienable as soon as located, and theholder of the -scrip may give a. valid power of attorney, not only. for
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the location of the land&and for the erection of the improvements
thereon, but for its conveyance after location. See 31 C. J. 528, and
cases cited, and especially Buffalo Land and ExplorationCompany v.
Strong (97 N. W. 575) ; Midway Com5pany, v. Eaton, supraC; Dole, v.
'Wilson (20 Minn. 356) ; ThompsonI v. Myrick (20 Minn. 205);
Gbil~ert .v. Thompson (14 Minn. 544). Although the power to locate
dcan not be made irrevocable. (Anna R. Kean, 39 L. D. 554), the
power;of sale when coupled with an interest is irrevocable, and if
* executed for a valuajb consideration, it is a power coupled with
.an interest. Buffalo Land. and Ex/ploration Company v. Strong,
supra, Hee anam
v. Rolfe, spra.
Applying these: .pinciples to the, facts 'in the instant case, it. is
clear that the conveyance after the location of the scrip by Collins,
under the power to'sell vested a good title in Schulz which he could
* successfully assert against any: attempt by the, half-breed subsequently to sell to another, and it would form a ground for compulsory conveyance from the half-breed. .. iUpon the issuance of. patent
scripee would. be holding only the dry legal title which Schulz, un:der the doctrine in Midwdy Company v. Eaton, could compel her to
convey-to him. By the abstract Schulz:shows complete title in himself, and no further assurances:. are required from the half-breed
or her heirs by way of relinquishment of title to the land or other*wise to remoye any cloud on the title of the United States to the
land located. The powerlto sell being irrevocable would extend to
any land that mig~ht be relocated under the power to. locate, whether
exercised by the half-breed or some other delegated to act for -her.
The existing power under which Schulz acted contains ample authority not only to make the location but to relinguish the land and
withdraw the application. There is no' suggestion that such power
has been revoked by death of scripee or by another instrument, and
the department .does not deem it necessary to search for grounds, of
doubt as to its present existence, particularly as the half-breed,:has
received consideration for fthe power to locate the scrip much in.
excess of $1.25 per acre. The only loser by the failure of location,
would be Schulz. The scrip was delivered to the person paying
the money to protect him against the exercise of the rights adversely to him. Patterson v. Lane (6 Terr. L. 92). Upon cancellation of the scrip entry, 'the scrip should be returned to the duly
authorized attorney who surrendered the scrip and made the location, Joseph Gardepie (Copp's P. L. L. 1334, vol. 2, 1882).
The applica-tion to locate the land in Arizona was, however, properly rejected. : No improvements have been made thereon in behalf
of the scripee. The contention in appellant's brief that the improvements made on the land in Montana may be vicariously applied to
.
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the land in Arizona is without merit, and is plainly not a compliance
with the statute which permits the location upon lands "upon which
they (half-breeds) have respectively made improvements." This
defect in the application is vital, and no others mentioned by the
commissioner need be considered.
It is the conclusion of the department that all beneficial interest
in the original location was under valid powers of sale alienated by
the scripee, and the equitable title became vested in Schulz; that he
has relinquished such title to the United States, and no attempted
alienation subsequent to execution of the power of sale by the scripee
or by anyone in her behalf or claiming under or through her would
affect the title of the United States, consequently upon aa sufficient
showing by Schulz that no tax liens affect the land located, the
entry may be canceled and the scrip returned to him, no assurances
being necessary from the scripee or her heirs, if she is: dead, that
she or they, as the case may be, have not alienated the land because
she or they have no beneficial interest in -the land that may be
alienated. In the decision appealed from, the commissioner quotes
at length from his previous decision of February 2, 1922, which in
part reads: " In the event that the location is canceled, the question
of returning the original certificate and to whom, will then be given
consideration and the duplicate certificate, having 'been erroneously
issued, will be returned to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for
cancellation."
The duplicate was, however, not improvidently issued. It was
issued upon affidavits filed by the scripee that the original was lost
or destroyed.
The department has authority to issue a duplicate on such proof.
Administrator of Bernard LcaBathe (37 L. D. 1). The duplicate
was not issued by reason of any error on the part of the Commis-,
sioner of Indian Affairsj but by reason of allegations by scripee not
in accordance with facts.
It has been held that the scripee is estopped from claiming the
invalidity of a location made under the duplicate. Wdalter Bouke(12 L. D. 105). The estoppel does not arise, however, from making
the location, but from the conduct of the scripee in procuring the
issuance of a duplicate on untrue representations. The duplicate is
sufficient evidence of her right to locate land under the act of 1854,
and she can not complain if the department considered it advisable
under the circumstances presented to cancel the original. The
Government's obligation to her can be fully performed by the use
of the duplicate. In Anna R. Kean, supra, it is stated: "The department, by decision of February 24. 1908, held that as the original
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scrip was in existence there0was no- authority to issue a: duplicate,"
but the decision referred to did not go that far. It held. that the
*issuance of the duplicate did: not operate, as a cancellation, of the
original and "that the duplicate in- view. of the :existing situation
should begtreated as a, nullity." The record shows in the 'present
case that the location attempted under the original scrip was rejected
and no subsequent exercise of rights has been made thereunder, and.
it is now in. the possession of the department. Any authority given
to locate said original was necessarily revoked by the subsequent
powers under the duplicate which were exercised. The duplicate,
so far.as it appears, came lawfully into the possession of Schulz
;and the location as made having, been held herein to be impossible of
cohsummation,'the presumption of law is that the scrip jis in the:
custody and possession of the attorney empowered to locate it, and
while in fact it is in the custody of the Government, the plain 'duty of
the Government is to return it to the attorney in fact who filed it
and 'who was, at the date of the filing,,in proper legal possession
of it. JosepAGcardpie, supra. Schulz has no right to the possession of theooriginal and. to :cancel the duplicate. would be to visit
upon him the consequences of the fault of the scripee. It, therefore,
is held that the- original certificate should be returned to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for cancellation and Schulz, upon completion of his showing of nionencumbrance on the original location,
should have returned to him the duplicate scrip.:
The inspector reports the volume of water as above indicated on
the NW. 1/4 NE. 1/4 is sufficient for the needs of 2,000 cattle or 5,000'
sheep and controls about 4,000 acres of grazing land. The tract
seems clearly subject to the withdrawal by' Executive order:- of April
:17,x1926 (51 L. D. 457), and is not subject to other filing, entry,jor
selection.; The register of the local land office should be directed'
that simultaneously with the notation of the cancellation of the location Great Falls 074743 there be noted: in the appropriate place on
the tract books of his, office that. said tract is Ewithdrawn and' reserved from any' selection, fi ling, or entry of public lands under the
order aforesaid, and no such filing, selection, or entry of said land
should be' allowed.
As modified herein, the commissioner's decision is. affirmed, and:the
case is remanded for procedure in accordance with the views above
expressed.
AffArmed.
57522-27-oft 5:-39
.
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UNITED STATES v, THE MIILFORK OIL AND SHALE COMPANY
Deoided, April 13, 1929
.
MINING

CLAIM-LODE

CLAIM-PLACER

:CLAIM-IMPROVEMEN.TS-CoNTIGJITY-

PATENT.

The rule enunciated in the departmental decision of Williarnm 1Dwson (40
L. D. 17), that where a number of valid lode locations, forming upon:the
ground a contiguous group are embraced in a single application for patent,
upon which due publication and posting of notice has been had, and the
application .is rejected as to one of the claims because of insufflicient patent
improventents, :the remainder of :the claims, although- not in: themselves
contiguous, may be retained and embraced in a single entry and patent, is
equally applicable to placer claims.

DIXON, First Assistant Secretary:.
November, 6,. 1925, The Millfork: Oil and iShale Company filed
mineral applicationl, Salt Lake City 03654T, for patent to three oil
shale placer claims, all within the Uintah Forest Reserve, situate
in: T. 1:0 S., R. 6 E., S. L. M., Utah; named and described as to location as Aetna No. 2, embracingzthes SE. 1/4
4, Aetna No. 3,
embracing the SW. 1/4- Sec. 4, and Aetna; No. 4, embracing -the,
SE. 1/4 Sec. 5,and constituting one tract of land.At the instance ';of the Forest Service 'contest proceedings -were
instituted, and -thereafter such proceedings iwere had that by depart:mental :decision, dated November 12, 1928, the application: to patent
Aetna No. 3 claim was held for irejection and the' entry thereof for
cancellation because of' insufficient imup'rovements thereon,,-and as to
claims Aetna No. 2 and Aetna No.- 4; the contest proceedings were
dismissed, and such. decision became final. -The: Comnmissioner of- the General Land ,Office by letter to the
register of' the local landc office, dated January 26, 1929, stated that
by, reason of the cancellation of the application "as to- Aetna No. 3
claim-, the -remaining claims, Aetna No.- 2 and Aetna No. 4, covered
by the applicationware not: contiguous and for that reason the entry,
should be canceledito the extent of Aetna No. 2 or Aetna- No.: 4, and
directed the register to notify the applicant that itwould be allowed
to elect whether it desires -patent to -Aetna No. -2 or Aetna No. 4 that
upon receipt of such election the entry would- be finally -canceled as
to the other- claim-; and that if the applicant failed to make election
or to appeal, the entry would be canceled to the extent of Aetna No. 4.
The applicant has appealed.
While the claims, Aetna No. 2 and Aetna No. 4, are not contiguous,
the: three claims covered by the application formed-- a contiguous
,group_ The rejection of the application as to one of the claims
because of insufficient improvements affords no ground 'for cancel.Sec.
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lation to: the- extent of one of the remaining claims. because not
contiguous with the other.
MMiam 40 L. P. 17,
Dcswsorv,
As to lode claims it has been held (Wi

syllabus)-:
Where a .number of valid lode locations, forming upon the ground a contiguous group, are embraced in- a single application for patent, upon which due
publication and, posting of notice has been had, .and the application is rejected
as to one of the, claims ,because of insufficient patent improvements, the*
remainder of the claims, although not in themselves contiguous, may be
retained and embraced in a single entry and patent.

There is no reason why the :same rule should not be applied to
placer claims.
The decision appealed from is
Reversed.

:COLOR OF TITLE CLAIMS TO PUBLIC LANDS-ADVERSE
POSSESSION
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1186]

: DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,mi
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Iqasl:ngtoq 0D. C., Apl

15; 1929.

.IREGGISTERS, UNITED :STATES LAND OEFIcES:.

Attention is called to the act of December 22, 1928 (45 Stat. 1069);
entitled "An act to authorize the Seciretary of the Interior to issue
patents for lands Sheld funder color of title," which provides:
That whenever it shall be shown to the satisfaction of the. Secretary of the
Interior that a tract of pubLc land; not exceeding one hunldred and sixty acres,
has been held in good faith and in: peaceful, adverse, possession by a citizen
of the United States, hig ancestors. or grantors, for more than twenty years
under claim or colorof-title, and that valuable improvements have been placed
on such land, or some part thereof has been reduced to cultivation, the Secretary may, in his discretion, upon the, payment of not less than $1.25 per acre,
cause a patent to issue for such land to any. such citizen: Provided, That where
the area 'so held is in excess of one hundred and sixty acres the Secretary may
determine what particular subdivisions,; not exceeding one hundred and sixty
acres, may be patented hereunder: Provided further, That coal and all other
minerals contained therein are hereby reserved to the United States; that said
coal and other minerals shall be subject to sale or disposal by the Unwted
States under applicable leasing and mineral land laws, and permittees, lessees
or ggrantees of the United States shall have the right to enter upon said lands
for the purpose Of prospecting for and mining such 'deposits: And provided
further, That no: patent shall issue under the provisions of this .Act for any
tract to which there is a conflicting claim adverse to that of the applicant,

/
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munless and:lqntil such claim- shall have been finally. adjudicated in. favor :of
such applicant.
SEc. 2. That upon the filing of an application to purchase .any lands subject
to the*operation of this Act,: together with the required proof, the Secretary
. of the Interior shall cause the lands described in said applicationito be appraised, said'appraisal to. be, on the basis of the value of such lands at the date
of appraisal, exclusive of any increasedevalue resulting from the development
or improvement of the lands by the applicant or his prddecessdrs in interest,
-and in such appraisal the Secretary shall consider and give full effect to the
equities of any such applicant.

1. This act authorizes the Secretary, in his discretion to issue.

: patents for not more than 160 acres of public' land, to citizens of the.
United States, who have, or. whose ancestors or, grantors have held
U
the land in peaceable adverse possession fbr. more than 20 ayears
under claim or color of title, upon payment for the land at not less
than $1.25 per"acre.
2.. Only claimstfor surveyed lands will be recognized under this
:
act. If unsurveyed land is claimed, the filing of such claim should
be deferred until the land has been surveyed and the plat of survey:.
thereof has been officially filed.
3. Applications under this act must be filed with the :.register of
the district land office for the district in which the land: thus applied
* for, is situated; or if there is no district land office in the State
-wherethe land is situated, then the'application must be filed with the
'Commissioner of the General Land Office, Washington, :. C.
4. No special forms of application are provided.. :The application
*mustbeunder oath and in typewritten form, or in legible manuscript,.::
::::
|
y
5. Persons applying for patent under the provisions of this act
must show by affidavit that their possession, or the possession of
* their ancestors or grantors for the 20 years next preceding the filing
of the claim has been peaceable and adverse, by setting forth the
* facts of the possession and not merely the conclusions, and that such
application is made in. good faith for their own benefit and not for
the benefit of any other person.
6. If improvements have. beeniplaced upon the land applied for,
the nature. and value thereof should be set forth, together with
ther time of their construction and cost, and by whom constructed..
*
7. If any of the land' has been reduced to cultivation, the amount
of land claimed to~ have been so reduced, when it Was so reduced,
and the9 nature of the cultivation should be set forth.
8. If the claimant is claiming as 'aS record owner or under color
of title he will be~required to file an abstract of title certified to; by
a competent abstractor showing the record of all- conveyances of
the land up to.the date, of the filing of the application. If he is
not a record owner and no abstract of title can be furnished he will:
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be required to file affidavits setting forth the names of all the imesne
possessors of the land, periods held by ea6h, giving:the datest. nd
how- each possessor acquired possession; of the land; the date-tbhe
claimant took possession of the land, how he acquired.&possession
thereof and the manner in which. each of the possessors has maintained possession of the land.
9. If the claimant is a natural person, the affidavit should set forth
whethe the claimant is a male or a female and whether the'claimant
is a nativeR born or a naturalized citizen of the United States.f . If
claimant is a female, the affidavit should set forth whether she is
married or Isingle and if married the date of her marriage and theft
facts: concerning her husband's citizenship. If the claimant isi a'
naturalized citizen of. the United Statest a certified copy of the certificate of naturalization should be filed. In case the land is claimed
by a corporation, a certified copy of the articles of incorporation
'should be filed.
10. The said act does not contemplate the recognition of any claim.
for more than 160 acres (or approximately: that area, under the rule
of approximation), and no person claiming more than approximately
160 acres will be permitted by transfer of portions of the land claimed
to secure recognition of his claim through himself and his grantees,
for more land in the aggregate than he could purchase in his own
name. It must be shown in each case. that the land claed is not
part of a claim which embraced more than approximately 160; acres
on December 22, 1928, or if the land claimed is part of such a larger
claim the full: facts relative thereto must be shown.
.
11. The claimant must in each case show whether or not he has:
filed any other claim under the said act, and if he has filed another
claim he must identify it.
112. Every material fact stated in the claimant's affidavit or proof
or necessary to the validity of his claim not established by competent
documentary evidence must be substantiated .by the affidavits of not
less than two disinterested persons having knowledge of. the facts.
13. If the land applied for has. been- surveyed, and is subject to
purchase -under this: act, the register when the application is filed in::
a district land office, after the assignment, of a serial number thereto,
:will note the application on his records and will promptly forward
same to the Commissioner of.the General Land Office. Where there
is:no district land office, and the application is filed directly in the.
General Land Office, the proper notations will be made on the records
.of the General Land Office. ..When such applications has been received in the General Land Office, it will be promptly forwarded to
'the proper field- division for appraisement in accordance.with the
terms of the act.
!
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14. The appraisement shall be made on the basis of the value of such
lands at the date of appraisal, exclusive of any increased value resulting from the development or improvement of the lands by the applicant or his predecessor in interest.
15. If, upon consideration of the applicationjin the General Land
Office with report and appraisement it shall be determined that the
applicant is entitled to purchase the lands applied for, the applicant
will be notified at once, by registered mail, that he must within 30
* days from service of notice deposit with the register of the district
land office where there is a district land office in the State where the
* '<land is situated, or. with the receiving clerk'of the General Land
Office, where there is. no Idistrict land office, the appraised price or
thereafter and without further notice, forfeit all rights under his 4srplication, whereupon the land 'will be subject to disposal uinder applicable laws.;
16. Upon the payment of the appraised price of the land, in the
district land office, when there is one in the State, or in the General
Land Office, notice for publication will be issued in the following
form:
Notice is hereby given that

-

-of

.(Name of- applicant)
(P. 0. address)
has applied under the; act of Congress approved December 22, 1928 (45 Stat.
1069), to purchase6-----------------------------Section_______Townvship -__-------_Range ------_ Meridian
…----------State…--L__,
claiming under(Gonds of claim)
All persons claiming the lands adversely Yvill be ailowed 'until-_;'_ ---…to file in this offied, their objection's to the issuance of
patent-under the aforesaid application; copy of objection':to bed served on the
applicant. The appraised price of the land is: -__
:
:'

Such notice shall be published at the expense of the applicant in
a newspaper of general circulation, designated by theiregister or the
commissioner, as theg- ase may be, in the' Vicinity of the land applied for. If ; it be 4a daily paper, the publication must be inserted in
30 consecutive issues;* if daily except Sunday, in 26; if weekly, in
5; and if semiweekly, in 9-consecutive issues.
The first day of publication must be at least 30 days before the
date set in the notice before which protests shall be filed. A copy of
the notice will be Dposted in the district land office, or in the General
Land Office, as the case may be, during the entire period of -publication. The applicant must file evidence showing that publication has
been had for the required time, which evidence must consist of the
affidavit of the publisher, accompanied uby a copy of the notice
published.
* 17. Upon submission of satisfactory proof of publication and
posting as provided in the foregoing rule, if no protest or contest is
pending, or no other objection appears, final certificate will be
.

f
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issued. Such certificate shall bear upon its face the following:
"Patent to contain reservation of coal and all other minerals, and
conditions iand limitations provided by t the act of December 22,;
1928."'' There will be incorporated in patents issued on such entries
the following: "Excepting and reserving, however, to the United.
States all coal and other minerals in the lands so entered and
patented, together with the right of the United States or its permittees, lessees, or grantees, to enter upon said lands for the purpose of prospecting for and mining such deposits as provided by
the act of December 22, 1928."
18. The, said act of' December 22, 1928, impliedly repeals and
supersedes the local act of June'8, 1926 (44 Stat. 709) relating only
to New Mexico.
Tnos. C. IAVELL,
-AtingCommissioner.
* Approved:

Jos. M. DIxoN,

-

-

First Ass stant Secretary.

STATE

WOFWISCONSIN

Decided April 16, 1929
SWA1PiLANn-INDIAN LANDS-WITRDRAWAI-WISCONSIN-STATTJTES.
A reservation by the United States for Indians, subsequent to' the swamp
land grant of September 28, 1850; within a region or territory formerly
..occupied by: them< but which had. theretofore been ceded to the .United
States, was ineffective as to swamp lands the inchoate title to which had
already passed to the State.
COUnT AND DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED, AND ArIaED..
Cases of United States v. Minnesota (270 U. S. 181), State of Wisconsin (19
L. :D. 518), and Stoclcbidge and Munsee Indians v. State of Wisconsin (25
: s.D. 17), cited' and applied.
DIxON,`First
Assistnt~t

Secretary:,,

This is an appeal by the State. of Wisconsini from the decision of
the Commissioner of the General Land Office- dated SSeptember 15,
1924, rejecting aand denying its claim to NE.t/4 NE. 1/4 Sec.- 12, T. 39
1. 8 W., 4th P. M., nunder the swamp-land grant of September
RN.,
28, 1850 (9. Stat. 519).
The tract in question is within the boundaries .f the Lac Court
Oreilles Indian Reservation, and. the action of the comnissipner
rested on an-opinion of the Solicitor for the Department of the
Interior rendered June 29, 1922, holding
.
that swamp lands within,
said reservation did not pass to the- State under the grant.7
It should be* observed at the outset that the State's appeal was,
'filed
October 20; 1924. Action thereon was suspended by this depart-
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mnent February 13, 1925, pending determination of a case (United
States v. TVisconsin) in the Supreme Court of the United States involving theright of the State under the swamp grant to lands of
this character within Chippewa Indian Reservations. A:suit involvting a similar question had also been brought against the -State of
Minnesota. In the latter case the Supreme Court- handed down a
; decision March 1, 1926 (270 U. S. 181), holding in substance-among
'other things that the swamp-land act of 1850 operated as a grant,
i praesenti, and that a reservation by the United States for the
Indians, \subsequent to the swamp grant, within- the region or territory formerly occupied by them but which had theretofore been
ceded by them to the United States, was ineffective as to swamp lands
the inchoate title to which had already passed to the State.. In
view of the decision in the latter case the bill of complaint 6gainst
Wisconsin was dismissed October 4, 1926, on motion of Solicitor
General Mitchell for the United States (273 U. S. 769).
The instant case is therefore ready for action. The facts may be
briefly stated: By treaty of July'29, 1837 (7' Stat. 536), the Chippewa Indians ceded tothe United States a large tract of land east
of the Mississippi River and. south of Lake Superior, including
within .its boundaries the:parcel 'hereinbefo're described; and by a
treaty made in 1842 (7 Stat. 591) they ceded a further part of their
country adjoining that ceded before.. In the first treaty the Indians stipulated for ' the: privilege: of hunting, fishing jand gathering the wild rice upon the lands, the rivers and- the lakes included
in the. territory ceded ;* * 0 during the pleasure of the President of the United States." In the treaty of 1842 they wereX guaranteed a similar right 'viz, "the right of hunting 'on the *ceded
territory with the other usual privileges 'of occupancy until required
to' remove by'the President of the United States." The Indians
were allowed to roam over that country :and no change took place
in their occupancy except as provided by the treaty of September
30, 1854 (10 Stat. 1109), though the United States had and exercised the' right during that penod, at will, to dispose of any portion of the ceded tertory to settlers 'or otherwise ahd it .was during that period that Congress passed the act of September 28, 1850,
supra, granting the swamp lands to the several States. By the
treaty of 1854, supra, the 'Chippewas ceded a part of their territory,
previously retained, in Wisconsin and elsewhere, and provision was
made' in'' :consi'deration thereof for the formation o'f permanent
reservations for their use "each equal in extent to three ~full townships, the boundaries of which shall be hereafter agreed upon or
fixed under the direction of the President." It was agreed that one
of' these reservations 'should be a tract "on Lac Court' Oreilles,"
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within the territory to which the Indian title had been extinguished,
by the treaty of 1837, but which they had continued to occupy. The
townships which composed the reservation were. surveyed in 1855.,f
The survey of township 39 north, range 8 west was approved February 20, 1856. The boundaries of the permanent reservation had
not been determined at. that time and none of the lands were reserved. or withdrawn from sale until 1859. Withdrawals were made
on~ November: 22 of that' year and on April 4,'1865, from which to
select a'permanent reservation. 'In theimeantime, to wit, on. Novem-r
.
ber 21, 1857, the NE. .1/4 NE. 1/4 Sec. 12, T. .39 N., R. 8 W., was
selected, and claimed Vby the State of Wisconsin under the swampland act of; September 28; 1850, auprc. There is no intimation that
this tract is-not of the: character contemplated by-the 'granting act.
In February, 1873, after "consultation with the, chiefs and head
men' the permanent boundaries of the reservation were agreed upon.
.Specific descriptions, of the lands so agreed upon will be found
in a! pamphlet compiled by the Indian Service, "Executive Orders
Relating to Indian Reser~vations," pages 213 et seg. The descriptions therein given aggregate 69,136.41 acres.! All of Sec. 12, :T. 39
N., R. 8 W., was selected and designated as a part of the permanent
reservation. March 1,
Ii1873, by order of the Secretary of the Interior
all of the withdrawn lands. not~ included in theIpermanent reservation were restored to market..
On- two occasions, long-before the rendition of the Solicitor's
fopinion [untrported] of Juin 29, 1922, uponf a nmost careful review
of the whole subject, the department had ruled
::
State took
Sthatithe
title to theswamp l'ands.falling within Chippewa Indian Reservations such as Lac Court Oreiles, .:subject to the'Indian right of occu-:
pancy, lut that the. State's right to possession was held in abeyance
until such time as the Indian's right of occupancy should be, surrendered by them,:therwise ended by the United States. : See State
of TWisconsin (19- L. D. 518),;'Stokebridge and Munsee Indians v.
State of TWisconsin (25 L. D. 17). ..The latter ruling'was in' the form
of an opinion by the then Assistanft Attorney General Van Devanter,
approved by Secretary Bliss July. 12, 1897.
On further consideration of the matter in the light of the opinion
of the Supreme ICourt in the case: of United States v. Minnesota,
: upra, the department is'convinced that the original ruling, was correct, and should be adhered to in determining the rights, of the State.
The' Solicitor's opinion of June 29,'192, will therefore no longer be
followed.
The decision appealed, from is
.

:Reversed.
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RELIEF OF DESERT-LAND ENTRIES-ACT OF, MARCH 4, 1929
:INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1188]

;DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
:GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C`.,April19', 1929.REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
Your attention is' directed to the act of March 4, 1929 (45: Stat.

1548),' entitled ."An Act To supplement the last three paragraphs of
section 5 of the Act of March 4, 1915 (Thirty-eighth Statutes, page

1161 ), as amended by the Act of March 21, 1918 (Fortieth Statutes,
page 458)," which provides:
That where, it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of the Secretary of
the Interior with reference to any lawful pending desert-land entry dmade prior
to: July 1, 1922, under which the entryman- or his duly qualified assignee under
an assignment, made: prior to the date of this Act has in good faith expended
the sum of $3 per acre in the attempt to effect reclamation of :the land, that
there is no reasonable prospect that he would be able to secure water sufficient
toeffect reclamation of the irrigible land in his entry or any legal subdivision
thereof, the Secretary oft the Interior may, in his: discretion, allow, such entryman or assignee ninety days from notice within which to pay to the:register
of the United States Land Office 50 cents an acre for the land embraced in
the entry and to file an election to perfect, title to the entry under the provisions of :this Act, and thereafter within one year from the date of the filing
of such election to pay to the register th'e-additional amount of $2150 an acre,
which shahl entitle him to a.patent for the land: Provided, That ini case the
final payment be not made within the time prescribed the entry shall be canceled
and all money theretofore paid shall be forfeited.

This act applies to all pending desert-land entries made prior to
July 1, 1922, under which the entrt7man or his duly qualified assignee
under an. assignment made prior to the date of this act has in-good
faith expended the sum of $3 per acre in the attempt to effect reclamation of the land and where there is no. reasonable prospect that he
would be able to secure water sufficient to effect reclamation of the
irrigabl lands or any legal subdivision thereof.
IDesert.-land entries -ma'de prior to March 4, 1915, and pending
March 4 ;1929, are entitled to the relief granted by the act of March
4, 1915 -(38 Stat. 1161), as amended, or by:the provisions of this
act. Desert-land entries made since March 4, 1915, and prior to
July 1, 1922,:and pending MarchA4, 1929, are entitled only to the.
relief provided for in this act.
In all applications for relief of desert-land entries made prior to
March 4, 1915, it should, be specifically stated whether the relief is
sought under the provisions of the act of March 4, 1915, or under
the provisions of said act of March 4, 1929.
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In ;the6 case: of -desert-land entries made since March' 4, 1915,- and
prior to July 1, 1922, and pending March 4, 1929, the showing as
to the right 'to such relief must be the same as that required by paragraph 35. of the regulations of May 20, 1924, Circular Nd. 474 (50
L.PD. 443, 466).
Applications for relief hereunder must be filed in the local land
office for the 'district in which the land nembraced in*the particular
entry is situated, and, after examination by the register as to statement of fact_ required by paragraph 35 of Circular No. 474, supra,
and, where necessary,, opportunity given applicants to supply data
to cure defects, referred to the chief of field division for investigation

and report.. All reports by; the :chieftof

'field division upon applica-

tions for relief under the provisions of this act should be made. directly to the Commissioner of. the General Land Office.
When any application for relief :under the provisions of this act
shall have been approved by the' comnissioner, notice, by registered
mail, will be -served through the proper local land office upon the
claimant, of such approval; that he will be allowed 90 days from
date of receipt of such notice within which to 'pay to the: register
50 cents an acre for the land: embraced in the entry and to file an.election to perfect title to the: entry under the provisions of this act;
that he will> be allowed one year from the. date of the filing of such
election to pay to the register the additional amount of $1.50::an
acre; and:that, in case the final payment be not made :within the
time prescribed, the 'entry will be canceled and all money theretofore
paid will be: forfeited.
Should any claimant fail to pay said 50 cents .per acre and file
said election within the 90-day period, the register will report such
facts to the commissioner, fwhereupon the approved application: for
relief will be canceled and the cased closed without further notice.
To perfect title to the entry, the claimant shall file 'with the register a notice of intention-to do-so, and the register will order the
publication thereof in the same manner as in other desert-land cases
and in substantially the following form :
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, ;
UNITED STATES LAND OFTICE AkT

_------

Notice is hereby given that
---------------___________ ______
of --------who, on _
__
19
made jdesert-land,
entry, No.
…
for…
_ _
_
Section
…
Township Range _
,
Meridian, has filed notice, of his intention to complete the purchase of said land under the provisions of the act of March 4, 1929.
Any and all' persons claiming adversely the above-described land or desiring
for any: reason to object, to the completion of the purchase and final entry
thereof by the applicant, should file their affldavits of protestlin duplicate in

X
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this office during the: 30-day period of publication immediately following the
'first printed issue of this notice, otherwise the application may be allowed.
Register.
______-_=__
…-, _____________

Publication, proof thereof and. the required additional. payment of

$1.50 .per acre should be made within one year from the. date of the
filing of the above-mentioned election, it being expressly stated in
said act of March 4, 1929, that said additional payment of $1.50 'per
acre should be paid within one, year from the date of the filing of the
election to perfect..title to the entry iunder said' act,:with the proviso
"That in case the final payment be not made 'within the time prescribed, the entry shall be canceled and dall money theretofore Xpaid
*shall be forfeited." : There is no provision. orf law whereby, extension
of time tomake this payment may be granted.
:These acts having-:been

performed; and there being no protest,

contest, or other objection, the, register will issue the final certifficate
and ,transmit it to the General Land :Office with the regular returns.'
Where' relief has heretofore been granted in desert-land entries
made prior ito, March; 4, 1915, and such: entries are: intact upon the
records. claimants may, if they so desire, take, advantage :of the
.provisions of this' act.
:Except as herein set forth,.'all legislation relating to the relief of
desert-land entries and the regulations issued thereunder0 are, in full
force and effect.
THos.. C. HAVELL,

Acbing Commi'ssioner.
Approved:

JO

$M.DIXON::
First Assstant Secretary.:

APPLICATION 7OF THE ENLARGED AND' STOCK-RAISING HODMESTEAD ACTS TO CERTAIN /I6L
Deoided April

AND GAS LANDS

,21,1929$

OIL AND GAS LANDs-,LEAm--ENTRY.;
Lands in producing oil and gas fields' or covered by oil and gas leases are
' not subject to entry under any of the public land laws.
EHOE
STEAD-STOCx-RAISING Ho-MESTrEAD.
Lands in oil and gas permits or applications for permits are subject to entry
under both the enlarged and stock-raising homestead laws in the absence
of valid objections by the :mineral claimant and upon compliance with the
governing regulations.

OIL AND GAS LANDs-PROSPECT!NG; PEBMIT-APPLICATIOIN-rcNLAiRGED
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OIL A ND DGAS LANDS-PROSPIECTING PERMIT-APPLICATON-DI SCOVE1Y-ISOLATED
TRAOT-SECRETARY OF THE INTEIOR.
E
:

The Secretary of the Interior has -the discretionary authority under the act
of March 9, 1928, to refuse to. consummate the sale of an isolated tract embraced in an oil and gas prospecting permit or application for permit 'until
the permittee or applicant shall have had the opportunity provided by law,
to discover oil or gas.
OIL AND GAS
ANDS-LEASE-VITHDRAWAL--ENLAGrD
HoMEsTAD-SroccRAISING HOMESTEAD.
Lands not in a producing field or, under lease, but within an oil and gas withdrawal or reservation may be entered under the enlarged homestead act,
'but not under the stock-raising homestead act.;

DIXON, FirstAssistant Secretary.i

The receipt of your [Hon. Henry E. Barbour,0 M. C., House of
Representativesl letter of April 22; 1929, addressed to the Solicitor'
for this department, is acknowledged.
In said letter you request information " as to the reason for the
rulings of the department which permit enlarged homestead entries
but deny stock-raising homestead entries and the application of the
act of March 9, 1928 to lands within producing oil or gas fields or
coveredlbyleases or prespecting permits.".
'On February 18,-1929, you made a like request of Secretary West,
* and his reply, dated February 26, 1929, which you received, is' found,
after careful review, to cover the0 0subject so '6ompletely assto leave
little more to be said.'
fLanlds in producingX oil and gas fields or covered by oil and gas
leases are not subject to entry under. any law, for the reason that the
act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), provides an exclusive method
for the disposition not only of the minerals but of such&lands.,Lands embraced in oil and -gas 'permits or applications for permits
are sufbject to entry under both the enlarged and stock-raising homestead laws in te absence; of valid objections by the' mineral claimant.
and upon compliance with the governing regulations.
The act of March 9, 1928 (45 Stat.' 253), to 'which you refer' as
the Walsh Act, authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to sell any
-isolated tract whichl in his judgment, it would be proper to expose
for sale. In the ekereise of the judgmeitt and discretion so vested
,in it this department has determined 'and the' regulations provide
that no sale will be consumniated as to any' tract eibraced in an
applications for permit. or mitermit util 'the 'applicant or permittee
shall -have had'the6opportunity provided by law to discover oil ori
gas.
Lands not in a producing field or under lease, but within an oil'
and gas withdrawal 'or reservation are subject "to enlarged homestead entry,, for the reason; that ;the act of July , 1914 (38 Stat.
:

t

ar

:

:
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509), is held to apply to all nonmineral rights of entry createdc by.
laws in effect on that date.X
Lands not in a producing field or under lease, but 'within an oil
and gas reservation or withdrawal are not 'subject to stock-raising
homestead entry because (1) the stock-raising act so provides; (2)
the act of July 17, 1914, supra, is: held not to apply to a later act in
which the prohibition of the entry of reserved land is clearly made;
(3) no land is subject to stock-raising entry unless so designated,
by the department 'and the regulations, decisions and practice of the
department forbid the designation of reserved lands; (4) the Congress has, in effect, sustained the attitude of the department. See
act of February 7, 1925 (43 Stat. 809), and the instructions thereunder (51 L. D.:65)METSON v. O'CONNELL
Instructionm, May 4, 1929
OIL AND GASE LANDS-PROSPECNG PERMIDIscOvERY-PoSsEssIOqN-DoCTrRINE
OF. RELATIoN-Ho1MESTEAD ENTRY-DAMAGESWAIV8P..
Rights under an oil and gas prospecting permit granted under section 19 of
the leasing act relate: back only to the date of the filing of the permit application where the permittee was not entitled to a lease under section 18 of
that act because of lack of a showing of sufficient discovery and of undisputed possession on July 1, 1919, and a homestead entryman whose entry
was made prior thereto will not be requiired to file a waiver of right to
compensation.
OIL AND GAS LAND5S-PROSPEOTING PEErIT-HOMESTEAD
ENTRY-BoNDDAMAGES.

Failure to require an oil and gas prospecting permittee to file a bond to indemnify a homestead entryman against damage to his crops and improvements as provided by section 2 of the act of July 17, 1914, does not preclude
the enttyman from asserting his rights in a proceeding in court D'under
that section.

DIxo, First Assistant Secretary:
By letter of April 15, 1929, the Commissioner of the General Land
Office has requested instructions as to whether under the particular
circumstances of 'the case presented there should be exacted from al
homestead entryman a' waiver of right to compensation for the use
of so much of the surf ace of his entry as may be necessary in prospecting for, mining and removing the mineral deposits by a mineral
'claimant who has been allowed to file, under the provisions of section 19 of the leasing act, an application for an oil and gas permit
'covering the entry.
The material facts of the case are as follows:,
On 'August 25, 1920, W. IH. Mettson filed concurrently patent application, Los Angeles 033397, for all of Sec. 24, T. 11 N., R.1 23 E.,
'
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S. B;. M., based upon certain, oil placer locations located. February
16, 1909, and application 033399 for a lease of the same section
under section 18 of the, act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437).
He: also on the; same ;dayfiled a protest against certain, homestead
entries that had been allowed for lands in that section, among them
the entry of Martin B.\ O'Connell, 028653, made November 10, 1916;
under the act of February 19, 1909 (35 Stat. 639), with mineral
reservation under the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509),; and., coverxing-the S..1/2 of said Sec.-24.

All the land, is included in petroleum withdrawal by .Executive
order of September 27, 1909, and placed in Petroleum Reserve No. 2,
July 2, 1910. On December 27, 1922, the department affirmed a, decision of the commissioner, requiring Metson to elect to stand on one
or the other of his applications and directed that the application
Metson elected to abandon be finally rejected.0', In response to this
requirement, Metson withdrew and abandoned his application for ax
lease and it was finally rejected February 21, 1923.1 hBy decision of
April 138, 1927 (52 L. D. .313), the department affirmed the decision
of the commissioner rejecting the patent application, and holding:
the claims involved null and void. A motion for rehearing of the
decision was denied February 16, 1928, but it was therein held that
the evidence was sufficieent to entertain applications for reinstatement
of applicatior( 033399 and a like rejected application 033400 and to
consider them with a view'to the issuance of prospecting permits under section 19 of the leasing act. Reinstatement of the applications
033399 and 033400 was requested MIarch 22, 1928, and on February
23, 1929, the department approved the commissioner's letter recommending',a permit for, all of Sec. 24 be issued to Metson under.sectiont 19 of the&leasing act. In that letter it was also stated that--'
Following the practice of the department in cases where the section: 19
oil and gas. applications are based: on equities under placer locations made
long prior to the filing of the homestead applications, no indemnity bonds for
the protection of the homesteaders have been required. The matter of requiring the waiver of claim for compensation will be considered when the
homestead cases are taken up for action.

* I

*

The question. that arises on these facts is whether 'the section 19.
permit application is to be' considered prior 'or subsequent to the'
homestead entry. If prior, then the respective rights of the parties

are governed by the provisions of section 29 of the leasing act,under which waivers to compensation are required. Instructions of
October 6, 1920, paragraph 4 (47 L. D. 437, 476).
Metson's application for a lease under. sectioni 18 of the leasing
act w'as not erroneously, but properly, rejected under the rule that
claimants should either pursue patent under the placer-mining laws,
or leases under the o itleasing 'act, but not concuriently;, on olmdui
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ma
ny,o pietition (48 L. D. 303); Robbins v.
FElk Basin Consol. Pet. Co. (285 Fed. 179). Furthermore, had that
application been considered' on its merits, Metson: wo'uld -have been
;requited to establish, -as section 18 requires, that he had "'drilled one
or more oil or gas wells to discovery" and that the claims were
initiated' under thejplacer mining laws prior to .July 3, 1910,: and
clsiamed and possessed continuousslyJ from that timie. (Section 18,
Circular No. 672, paragraph (b), l47 L. D. 437, 452.)
: It was found as a fact, by the department in its decision of April
18, 1927, supra, that the evidence as} to discovery was .not sufficient;
that no efforts had been made to :maintain the claims as the mining
laws re quire, or to seek patent until almost 10 years after operation
ceased; that O'Connell and other?0homestead entrynmen there mentioned had ben' allowed to mai'ntain possession, make. the required
residence, improvements *and . cultivation without interference on
the part of the mineral claimant. It is, therefore, apparent from
the facts-that Metson would not have been entitled to. a lease under
'sction 18 of the leasing act, not only because ofi lack of a showing
of suffici nt discovery, butiecause he was not in uhdisputed 'possession at or. prior to Julyv 1, 1919. Midland. Oiil Fields' COmp'an,'
Ltd. (50 L. ID. 620).. 'And it is obvious that'the action of the departnment in treating that appli6ation'as made under section 19 and
permitting its reinstatemnent'as one under sectionh f9,'wassolely
.

based upon eqitable considerations, and not because applicant was
:entitled:'as a matter o 'righlt to r'ecognition onder theprovisions oIf
that section. It is true that O'Connell has no voice 'as to the manner in #hich the Government. may dispose of' its reserved mineral
estate in the land, but het may have'a right to complain'if the degree

of 'servitude imposed tupon, his surface estate 'as appurtenant to 'the
gant 'of mineral rights, is not, under the facts disclosed, such as
the law and regulations thereunder warrant.
Where applications 'to make homestead'entries are filed subseqwe
.
to the permit application, the allowance of such entry is discretionary with the department
:(Carlirn
v. Cassriel,50 IL.ID. 383, "386);
and it may impose as a condition to the allowance of such.an applic;ation a waiver of .compensation for any damage caused by the,
mineral claimants in the free use of the surface. Pace v. Carstarkphen et al. (50 L; D. .369, 371) ; instructions of Julyi2, 1925 (51 L.
ID. 166).* But -in this case the homestead entry antedates the permit:
application and the .homestead entry may only be regarded as sub- '
*:: 0 0 'ordinate to the permit application upon the theory that .the rights
under -that application relate back to the date of the mining locations upon which it is based. ThS doctrne of relation, however,. is
an equitableprinciple, and the, courts have refused to: apply it where

I.
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equity and justice do not require its application. When O'Connell
so with
did&landhe
.made improvements and cultivation of the
time
the
at
asserted
claim.
adverse
of
the
notice of the character
risk.
the
took
He
made.
v
such': improvements and cultivation were
have'
to
held
be
not
can
he
of having such claims adjudged valid, Ibut
foreseen and to have taken into consideration the possibility that the.
imineral claimants would thereafter be permitted* to assert a right
incompatible with the one they were at the time asserting, and that
an application finally closed and. rejected would be reinstated':for
that purpose which, upon its allowance, would carry with it as one
of its incidents the'right to appropriate or 'destroy his crops and imThe application of the doctrine
provements without compensation.1
of relation would be a manifest injustice and inequitable under the:0
circumstances of this case.: It is, therefore, held that the mineral
claimant's rights must be conidered as initiated on August 25, 1920,
thleIdate he filed application 033399, such holding being without
prejudice to any claim for damages that the homestead claimant may
17, 1914,
2' of. 'the act of July
6setin
provisionsof
0iunder;t the ro
assert;
0
0l: i7 f i 4
0 l0
0
:i f
.. ;0r
qSse~a0:
iheld'as relating
i Xj
It imay be argued that the section 19' applic'ationris
back to 'the date of 'location'of the mining claim from the fact that
no bond was required to indemnify th' entrymnan~ against damage
to-his crops and' improvements as' provided by sectioii 2 of the act of
acted as a.
:J uly 017',: :1914. While, possibly,' such a bond 'may'be'
of the
d'ecision
tthe
of
view
in
practice,
admiinistrative
matter of
et
v.
Kie/Jer
et
al:
Cobnpany
Oil
Kinney-Coastal
Supreme Gourt in'
al. (277 U. S. 488) , it :would 'seem th'at the failure' to exact such a
bond would nbot preclude%the entryman from asserting his rights to
it in a proceeding 'in court, as provided by that act. The court 'said
upon this point (p. 506)The circuit court of appeals based its decision on the part of gthe act: of 1914
which-after directing that' the patent for the surface.7 estate shall contain

a' reservation of the' undarlying oil and gas deposits; 'with the right to prospect
for, mine and reimove the same-provides'that lessees of the United 'States 'may
enter, occupy, so much of the surface as may be required, and mine "and rermove
'the tmineralals,: " upon paymenlt of damages caused thereby 'to, the owner of 'the
lan~d, orupon giving a good and sufflcient bond or undertaking therefor. in an:
action instituted in any competent court to ascertain' and fix said, damages."
'The plaintiffs take the position that .the bond given by the lessee and approved iby the Secretary :of the Interior when 'the lease wasA issued," satisfied
that provision. In this the- plain words: o'f the provision are neglected. They
call for- a bond to be given, in a. judicial proceeding wherein the damages maybe ascertained and fixed. The circuit court of "appeals so regarded"'them.

'In view of what has. been; stated, you' are instructed not to' require
the waiver.,
57522-27-voL52----40
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO
- .DecidedMiay 4, :19291)::

:*::C:

*:00

00

SonooLn LAND-NEW MEXICO-ADVERSE CLAIM-WORDS AND PHRASES-STATUTES.
The expressions "not, otherwise appropriated" in section, 6 of ,the enabling
0 0 act of June 20, 1910, which granted to the State of New. Mexico additional
sections 2 and 32 in each township for the support of
schools,.is
Aoffion
to be construed to mean an appropriation adverse to the State..
SOHOoL LAND-INDEMNITTY-VESTEO RIGHTs-NEWv Mtxioo.
Pendency' at the date of the' enactment of the enabling act of June 20, 1910
of an indemnity school-land selection list embracing lands within designated
. -sections
granted to the State of New Mexico by section 6t of'that act, is
not such an appropriation as to prevent the vesting of title to those lands
in the State pursuant to the grant.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND DrsTivNlISHInD.

.ases of Andrew J. Bilart
(36 L. D. 334), and State of Utah (47 L. D. 359),
cieted and distinguished.

Wngux,:Secretary:
In indemnity school-land selection lists filed May 20, 1910, under
the act of June, 21, 1898 (30 Stat. 484), and the, acts supplementary
and amendatory thereto, the then Territory of New Mexico selected
* 0 ;'lots 3 to 16, inclusive, and the S J/2 Sec. 2, and all of Sec. 32, T. 21
S., R. 35 E., N. M. P. M., New Mexico.;
By decisions of April 9 and 11, 1914, the Commissioner of the
General LIand Office held the selection lists involved for cancellation
to the extent of, said Secs. 2 and 32 on the ground that title to the
lands in said sections had passed to the State of New-Mexico under
section 6 of the act of June 20, 1910 (36 Stat. 557, 561). He cited
o . :a letter of June 28, 1913, from the department as authority for his
ruling. The State did not appeal from the decisions and on June
25 and July 10, 1914, the'commissioner finally canceled the lists as to
the lands in Sees. 2 and 32.
(On September 22, 1928, Alice, G. Espe and Theodore N. Espe filed
applications for permits, under section 13 of the, act of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat. 437), to prospect for oil and gas upon said- Sec. 2 and
Sec. 32, respectively.
By decision of February 5, 1929, the commissioner held that said
Sees. 2: and 32 were public land and were properly subject to: prospecting permit a.pplication. After having reviewed .the history
briefl ,he saidIt is now considered that these selections were erroneously held' for cancella-L

tiorn, and that said indemnity' school-land selectiuns were such an appropriation
of the, Iland ass defeated the school-land grant made by the act of' June 20,
19:10, which granted only Sees. 2 and 32 "not otherwise appropriated at the date
S
of the passage of this act.":
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: Upon theS cancellation of said indemnity schloolland selections, the lands embraced therein became a part, of the public domain, subject to disposition as,
other public lands in' accordance with departmental decision rendered in the
case of the grant of Secs.'13 in- Oklahoma,. Anrew J.J iltani (36 L. P. 334)
-.
and in the case of the grant of Secs. 2 ina Utah (47 L. D. 359).
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However, before a permit is issued. on either of these applications the State
should be given opportunity to be heard in the matter in view of the erroneous
cancellation.

The State. has appealed and applied for, reinstatement. of the
canceledt.selection lists.:. It waives the right to-potash in .the land in
view of the potash withdrawal of March 1, 1926,, but declines to.
consent to reservation of oil and gas to the United States. In view
of the fact that it acquiescel in the cancellation of the selections by'
the commissioner and thereafter used the base lands in support of
other selections it now asks, that said Secs. 2 and 32 be accepted: as
base lands for the selection of the same sections.
In its- letter of June 28,. 1913, hereinbef ore referred to, in connec,tion with Roswell Clear List::No. 32, the department saidSection 6 of the act of. June i20, 1910 (36 Stat. 561), the enabling act by
which the territory was admitted, provides:
"That in addition to sections sixteen and thirty-six, heretofore g-ranted to the
-Territory of New Mexico, sections two and thirty-two in every township in
said proposed State, not otherwise appropriated at the .date of the passage of
the Act, are hereby' granted to the said State for- the support of common
schools
*.
Irrespective of the question whether the State could afterwards select other
lands in lieu of fSections 2 and 32, having received title thereto by taking the
same as indemnity, it is deemed an awkward and unnecessary-procedure to
certify these sections under indemnity selections, when they are specifically
granted in place to the State by the enabling act, .and then grant other lands
in iieu thereof through further indemnity selections.
It is not believed: that the right of the State to these. sections could be
endangered by' settlement or other claims after the date of the present selections. The State succeeded to all the right of the territory and to the extent
mentioned in the enabling act, and all valid selections would protect the rights
of the State whether it took under the selections or under the act which grants
these sections in place. Therefore, aside from other considerations, the mere.
matters of administrationland bookkeeping suggest the proprietyf of affording:
the State opportunity to select other tracts in lieu of Secs. 2 and 32;
The list is accordingly returned for the action here indicated.

The, department has not since taken any action which would indicate that its views have beent changed. It is not apparent what basis
the commissioner had for stating: " It is now considered that these: '
selections were erroneousli held for cancellation, et cetera. It can,
not be presumed that in writingf-said, letteri of Junef 28,1 -1913, the
k
a.
d: artmentX was unmindful- of the decision in the Billa case;sp
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The expression "not otherwise appropriated," used in the said
:::,'' fofJune 20,1910, must: be construed to mean an appropriation
act
' dverse to.New Mexico. There could be no good reason for requiring the State to go through with indemnity selections for sections 2
and, 32 commenced prior to June 20, 191Q unless indeed technicalities
of law' made' necessary the circuitous proceedings which the depart-ment objected to in 1913. In the Bitn case, and in all the cases
therein cited, and in the case of State of Utah (41 L. D., 359) there
was involved the question of adverse 'appropriation. .In the present
case Congress -intended to grant to the State of New Mexico sections 2 and 32 which were not reserved or adversely claimed 'at the
date of the enabling actf In its action of June 28, 1913, the department sought to give full effect to the'manifest intentions of Congress.
It is shown that lots 1, 2, 3 of said See. 2 have been patented under'
a homestea'd entry made inpursuance 'of settlement initiated prior
to survey of the township in the field.;" It is held that title to the
reinainder of Sec. 2 and to all of Sec. 32 passed to the State of New
'Mexico underthe enabling act.
The permit applications of Alice G. 0Espe dand Theodore N. Espe
were rejected under departmental order No. 337 (52 L. D. 579); The
applicants thereafter filed petitions for. the exercise of supervisory
authority which are now, pending before the. department. Inasmuch
as title to theland involved hlas passed to the State of New Mexico
thepermit applicants have no standing, without consideration of the
' oil conservation policy. Their petitions have this day been denied
ii'separate decisions.
: The decision appealed from is reversed and the case' is closed.
Reversed.
STOCK DRIVEWAY WITHDRAWALS-COAL AND] OTHER MINERAL
CT OF JANUARY 29, 1929
; V; f; -. ; LANDS-EXCEPTED
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circuliar No. 11891

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEEIOR,
GENERAL ILAND OFFICE,

W ahington, D.MC.,May 4, 19,29.
,
; REGISTERS,

UNITED STATES LAND OFF Es:

The act of-January 29,J1929 ,(45- Stat., 1144),, entitled "An Act To
amend section' 10 of, an Act entitled 'An Act to provide for stockraising homesteads, 'and for other purposes,";approved December 29,
1916' (Public, Numbered 290, Sixty-fourth Congress)'," reads as
follows:

: 2I

:
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-'That the following be added as an additional proviso .to section 10 of an Act
entitled "An Act to provide for stock-raising homesteads, and for* other purposes,": approved December 29, 1916 (Pulic, Numbered 290, Sixty-fourth
Congress)
"Provided further, That, the withdrawal from entry of lands necessary to
insure access by the 'public to watering places *reserved hereunder shall not
apply to deposits of coal and other minerals in the lands so withdrawn, and
that the provisions of section 9 of thistAct nare hereby made Iapplicable to said
deposits in lands embraced in such withdrawals heretofore or. heriafter made,
but any mineral' location -or entry imade hereunder shall be :>Jin accordance
with such rules, regulations, and restrictions as may be prescribed by. the
Secretary of the Interior."

Under authority .of the provisions of the, act, the following Erules,
regulations, and restrictions are' prescribed .f6fr'prospecting for minerals of tthe kinds subject to the United States mining laws, and
the locating of .mining )claims upon discovery of such minerals- in
lanids Within stock'. driveway withdrawals heretofore or hereafter
made.
:All prospecting and mining operations shall'be conducted in such
manner as to cause no interference with the use of the surface of the
land for stock driveway purposes, except such as mayactually be:
necessary.
While a mining location: will' be made in accordance' with the
usual procedure for locating mining, claims, and will describe a tract:
of :land, having due regard:-to the limitations of area fixed by the
laws, the locator. will be limited under his location to the'
0 X i mining
right to the minerals discovere in the land and to mine and remove
the same, and to occupy so much of the surfaceof the claim 'as may
tohe mining. and
be; required for all 'purposes reasonable incident'
removal of the minerals.
All excavations and other mining work and improvements made in
prospecting and mininog operations shall be6"fenced or otherwise
protected to prevent the same from beingla menace to 'stock on the
land.:
No watering places shall be inclosed,'-nor' proper and lawful access't.
'of stock thereto prevented, nor'the watering of stdck thereat interfered with.
Prospecting for, minerals and the location of mining claims on
lands included in such withdrawals shall be subject to the'provisions'
and conditions' of the mining ilawssand the regulations thereunder
..(Circular No. 430, 49 L. .D. 15) as 'modified by section 9-off the act of
December 29, 1916 -(39 Stat. 862).
Mining claims, on: lands within stock driveway withdrawals, "o1cated prior hereto and subsequent to the date of the withdrawal, may.
be held and' perfected subject to the provisions and conditions 'of the
act, and these' regulations..
/
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Every application for patent for any minerald located subject to
this act must bear on its face, before being executed by the appli-:
cant and p1resented for filing, the following notation:
Subject to the provisions of section 10 of the act of December 29, 1916 -(39
Stat. 862), as amended by the act of January 29; 1929 (45 Stat. 1144).
iike nottation will be made by the register on the final certificate
issued on suchf a mineral application.
Patents issued .on such applications vwill- contain the added con-,

dition:
That this patent is issued subject to the provisions of the act of December:
29, 19160(39 Stat. 862), as amended by the act of January 29; 1929 (45 Stat.
1144), with reference to the disposition, occupancy and use of the land as'
permitted to an entryman under said act.

Tios. C. HAVELL,
Acting:Commissioner.
Approved:
Jos. M. DIXON,

First Assistant Secretary.

L. N. HAGOOD
Decided May 7, 1929

OIL AND GAS LANDs-PROSEOaTING PmIT-DricSCnETIONARY Ariroarrv OFXSEcRETARY OF- THE INTERIOR-DCGNSERVATION=-AiBITRARYI:UsE OF ADMINISTRATIVE POWER.

The granting of a permit to pgospect for oilfand gas on public lands under
section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, is; by the .terms of the lact,
discretionary with0 the Secretary of t he Interior, and the announcement and
enforcement of a changed oil conservation policy which is. made applicable
to all alike can not be held to be an arbitrary use of administrativepower.

0DIXON, Firsst Assistantt Secretary :
By decision of April 2, 1929, apl Iproved by the department, the
Commissioner of the General Land Office rejected the oil and:gas

prospecting permit'application filed May 3, 1927,: by L. N. Hagood
under section: 13 .of the leasinh act for lands in Ts.. 6 and 7 S., R.It.
21: E., M.. M., Montana, in accordance with the' policy: announced
in :departmental Order 'No. 337 of March 16, 1929 (52 L. D. 5.79).
The applicant has filed an appeal and motion for rehearing-on
*the stated grounds that the order of rejection was unlawful, -unauthorized, and, arbitrary; that it : was: a usurpation of 'the- powers
*of Congress;. that it was retroactive,; confiscatory, and a gesture of
tyranny; that the, act of :;February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437)., was .

0
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mandatory; that the land was'subject to'the application., and that
the- applicant was lawfully entitled to a permit.
At the time the application was presented and ever since March
'1 1920, paragraph 2 of the regulations' (47 L. D. 437, 438), ap-'
proved by the Secretary of the Interior, under and in7 pursuance
to section 32 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920, has provided*0 *; 0* the granting of a prospecting permit for oil and gas is discretionary
with'the Secretary of the Interior.
*
x

This conforms to the Ianguage of the statute, section 13,' which is
permissive, not mandatory.
0 qNo
rights as against the Government were acquiredi by the mere
filing of the permit application,,and there can not. justly be any
charge of. an arbitrary use of power in the announcement and enforcement of a changed oil conservation policy which is made applicable to all alike.
The rejection was final and the case was closed. The action taken
is affirmed.
The appellant returned, unindorsed, the register's check for $1(30.
This will be returned to the local land office for delivery to the
appellant if called for, otherwise to be 'disposed of in accordance
with governing regulations.
Affrmzed.
LOCATION OF OIL SHALE PLACER CLAIMSInstlructions, 11fay 7, 1929)
MIN1AL
:

LANDS-OIL

CLaM-WoRDS

SHALE

*LANDS- 1-PLACERl CLAIM -MOrUMsNTS-VALID

AND PHRASES-STATUTES.

One who has. located a .placer 'claim by legal subdivisions of: surveyed land
without actually marking of boundaries and in other respects has brought
himself within the saving clauses of section 37 of the leasing.act of. 'February 25, 1920, has a valid claim within the meaning of that section as
against the Government, and the:Land Department will not inquire as to
his compliance with the local laws~and regulations specifying the! manner
in which'the location should be marked on:the ground.
DIXON, FirstAssistant'Secretc:ry:

Your [Commissiofler of the General Land Office] letter to Mr.
kRalph S. Kelley, Denver 038238, submitted for my approval, presents
this question:'

In the location of the oil shale placer claims' on surveyed, land in
Colorado, does the failure' of 'the' locators or claimants prior to February 25, 1920, the date of thed passage of the leasing act, to make a
discovery
*nd
to perform certain physical acts of location, warrant
the charge formulated in your letter "That the locations of'the
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claims are invalid, in that no discoveries within Dthe limits, of the
claims and no actual locations of the claims on the ground were made
priorto February 25, 1920."
0
As to form, this charge combines two distinct and separate, grounds
0of invalidity, to wit, failure to make' discovery, and failure to actually
locate the claims on the ground. Evidence of failure to make ai dis'
covery prior to February 25, 1920, coupled with evidence that' claim' ants were not' on said 'date in diligent prosecution of work leading
to discovery upon claims located on account of minerals within the
purview of the leasing act, has heretofore been recognized by the
department as a basis for a separate and independent charge to that
effect and requires no further notice here. The legal consequences of
the proof of such charge is not 'afected whether there was..or was
not an actual location of the claims on the ground and the charge
needs no extrinsic aids, in proof of those matters in its support. It
should be formulated as a separate charge.
0 here
'T remains the question, whether the failure to make actual'
locations on the ground is a sufficient basis for a charge to that effect.
As ;pertinentf to the consideration of this question, you refer to secX
tioin 3289; Compiled Statutes of Colorado (1921), which, ashto placer
claims, requires within 30 days from date of discovery the posting
of a notice containing certain information there specified, and which
X
requires also, "the marking of the surface boundaries with substantial posts sunk in the ground, to wit; one at each angle of the 'claim.";;
You also refer to the ;deision in Reins v. M try
(22 L. D. 409),
which held that, " In the location of a placer claim on surveyed
land, it is not necessary to mark the boundaries of the claim on the
ground." As to this rule, you make the comment that it was general
as to placer locations on surveyed land which conmuent is taken to
Ximply that there would be exceptions to the rule where the local law

otherwise provided.

f

'

Putting aside for the present the effect, if any, of the provisions
of the State law, it will be considered whether, the department' could
with propriety prefer such charge based upon the requirements of
section 2324, Revised Statutes, that " the location must be distinctly
* marked on the ground so that its boundaries may be readily ,traced."
The view inHReis .
rpray, that the monuments of the public
surveys satisfy this requirement of the statute as to placer Claims
has never been overruled and has been regarded by 'the department
as governng in any case of the location of placer claims on surveyed,
lands. There has been no contrary rule announced in any decision
of the Supreme Court, and that court has sustained, the vaidity of a
placer location 'made on surveyed lands from calls and distances
placed on a notice on a stump, whqere no attempt was made to mark; .
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the boundaries. MI:cKinley Creek Mini g Co. V. A asea:United'
Mining Co. (183 U. S. 563, '569). *The highest courts of the several
mining States are not in agreement as. to the construction of the
* Federal law in this respect (Lindley on Mines, section 454, 'and

cases cited),0and0 the departihent's view :is in harmony with0 a later
decision of the Supreme C6urt of California; in Kern Oil Co. v.
'Crawford,. (76 Pac. 1111, 1113), overruling previous cases. Locators of placer claims in Colorado since the rendition of the department's decision, who did, not mark the boundaries of their claims as
prescribed Xby' the State law. 'were prior to the leasing, act' doubtless
exposed to the peril of having' their neglect taken advantage of by
.a rival mining locator, and of having their claims adjudged invalid'
i n a suit between such claimants iii a State ortFederal court, but in
view of the department's rule such locators have no right to] expect
an attack in adverse proceedings' by the Government based upon a
'It is not be- :0;
failure to actually mark the boundaries of the claimr.
]ieved that titles, to mining..claims, could thus now be' unsettled or
struck' down .when such claims: were located on the faith ofIsuch
construction of the statute by. the department, bythe' adoption of a
the department's .construction of the law.
W
contrary rule. ;hether
is right or wrong, it has the force of a rule of jproperty.
As between the0Government, and' thetclaimant where the latter has
flocated his placer claim by legalsubdivisions of .surveyedMland' wit.
out actually marking of boundaries andAin. other' respects has brought'
himself within the saving' clauses 'of .section' 37 'of the leasing' act, in
'the view of the 'department. he has complied with the Federal statutes, and has 'a valid claim 'within the meaning of that section. The
department will make no inquiry as to his compliance with theL local.:.
laws and.regulations specifying the manner in' which the 'location
should be marked on the ground.
For', the' reasons stated I must; decline to japprove the letter sub-::
.

.CALIFORNIA-OREGON POWER COMPANY
Opinion, Maoy 1I, 1929

:

RIGHiTS OF WAY-LAND DEPARTMENT-ITURIcON.;
In ;,the administration of the various rights of way acts, the jurisdlctionof:
the Land' Department is confined to the -granting of rights: of way for,:
ditches, reservoirs, and other constructed works upon the public lands.
.WATE

POWE-WATER

RIGIIT-APPROPRIATION. :,

The control of the fiow and the appropriation and use of 'water, where no
I ';. Government interest is involved, is' governed by the local laws and customs'
of the State in which the stream is located..
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WATER POWER-WATER RIGHiT-APPROPRIATIOGN.
One:may convey water down a natural streami across tracts of.-public land.
so long as his rights to appropriate and use such water are maintained in
:' X :
accordance with the laws of the State affected.
WATEB POWER-WATER RIGHT-DIVERSION-REOAPTUIRE.
;
The right, of one to recapture waters mingled in a stream as a result of
lawful diversion from another streami exists so long as the water right is
maintained; such right is independent of the ownership of the 'land.'
WATER-POWER-WATEE RIGHT-APPROPRIATION.
The use of the beds of natural water courses for the conveyance of water
appropriated in accordance with State laws, is generally sanctioned so
,:' (' ; t:
long: as there, is no, interference with the rights of others.

*0 ;:D
: ;;0 f
*

0WATER POWER-WATER

RiGHT--DIVE2SION-REOAPRTU:E.

One. who seeks to recapture in a stream waters diverted froin another stream
;; 0 is not entitled to take out more water than was turned in, less seepage
0
f 0evaporation
; X;and
losses.

FINNEY, SolZ:icitor:

The Acting Director of' the Geological Survey, in connection with
:a: report to the Federal Power Commission on the power-site value
: *7; ;:
of certain described, landsin: Oregon and California, has: requested
my opinion concerning the validity of the claim of the: CaliforniaOregon Power Company: toS a right to use the channel 'of Fall Creek
for' conveying water for power purposes (a) across certain revested
lands of the Oregon and. C'alifornia Railroad Companyrtin.( Oregon:
and-::(b)- pacross; certieain public lands in California. Thexreport has
been requested by.0 the power: commission, inl connection-, With the de-.
:termination of a question whether the lands may be restored to entry
under section' 24 of the Federal Water Power Act without injury
taothe power-site value.
- The land's involved are described as follows: NW. 14 SE. /j4 Sec.
3 and lot 4, Sec. 15, T. 41 S., R. 4 E., W. M., Oregon, of' which the
: ': NW. 1/4 SE. 1/,4' said Sec.. 3 ,Was included in Power :Site Reserve .No.
686 by Executive order of May 4, 1918, and lotT3;. Sec. 18,.T. 48N.,
R. 4 W., M.: D. M., California,0included in Power "Site Reserve No.
394 by Executive order of August 11, 1913.

The facts as' set forth in the memorandum of the G'(eological Survey are as follows:'
In 1903 the California-Oregon Power Company' or its predecessolr in interest,
built a canal from Spring Creek to Fall Creek across lands then owned by; the
Oregon and California Railroad Company and purchased the right of way occupied by the canal in E.
'1,'ofINW. .1/4.and NE. Y, of SW. 1/4 Sec. 3, T. 41,
S., R. 4 E.," Willamette Meridian,'Oregon. In 1916 these lands, together with
other lands in Oregon mentioned' at 'the beginning, of this memorandum,'
revested 'in the United States. 0 The deed from the Oregon and California Railroad Company, to the California-Oregon Power- Company -does; not mention
the lands in Oregon crossed by Fal.Creek..
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The natural channel of Fall, Creek is used by the California-Oregon- Power
Company to convey the waters of Spring': Creek from the end of the canal in
NE. %/- of SW.; '/, Sec. 3, T. 41 S., 'R. 4 E., W., M., Oregon, to the diversion:
dam for a powei plant in NW. 3/4 of NW. Y4, Sec. 19, T. 48 N., R. 4 W., M. li. M.,
California.;
The California-Oregon: Power Company contends that when. it purchased*
a right of wvay for its canal from the Oregon and' California Railroad Company,
it received :an, implied right 6f way f or its water down the natural channel
of Fall Creek -wherever that creek crossed ilands owned by: ~the Oregon and
California Railroad 'Company. On the other hand, the deed from the railroad company' to the lPower company mentions only thet lands crossed by
the canal.
The public lands in lot 3, Sec. 18, T. 48 N., R. 4 W., MN.D. Al., California,
crossed by Fall Creek, have always been owned by the Govermnent. With~ re-.
spect to these lands, the company claims that the natural channel of a stream
in California may be used for conveying water' to the place of use (Civil
Code' of California, see. 1413).

'the map attached to thle companfy's argument that
It appears from
in additionhto the three noncontiguous tracts: above described, title
to which is in the United States, Fall Greek crosses' privately-owned
lands, some of which. are owned Aby the power company. It also
appears 'that risht of way over the' land affected by the dam in
Spring Creek, Oregon, and the ditch from thence to the point of
discharge in Fall ..Cteek was purchased from the*railroad company.
These lads'are as' follows E. 1/2 NW. 1,4 and N. 1,/4. SW. l/.said.
.

Sec. 3. ..
Assuming that the right to cross the land with the ditch'is established, the questionh for determination here is whether the conpan~ y
received an implied ?right of way down the natural chanmQel of Fall,
Creek wherever that creek cro sed lands patented to the Oregon and
CGalifornia Railroad Company, and afterw ardrevested in the Unitd
States, and further
et it has a right of way in the channel 6of
the creek across public lands.
The controlof'~ thle flow and the appropriation and -use of water,
where no Government interest is involved, is governed by thee local
laws and customs of .the State in which the stream is: located, and iin
the administration of the various right of!way acts the-:jurisdiction
of this department is confined to the granting of rights5 of 'wayIfor
ditches, reservoirs and other: constructed works upon the public
lands.
The use of the beds of natural water. courses for the conveyance:
of water appropriated& in accordance with the State laws,' is gen-'
orally sanctioned, so long as there- is no interference with the rights
of others. An appropriator may make use of all'of the naturstadvantages of the country and even use the channel of the same stream
from which the water was appropriated, or the channel of another
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streami in. conducting the. water to, the place of use.: In order to
avail himself of this use an appropriator must Iave. the intention to
;recapture it,' otherwise the right to use the water is lost, and in any
event no more can, be taken out 'than: was turn:edin, less seepage
*and evaporation, losses. The right to recapture the :mingled water
depends largely upon twofacts, whether the'right to the water is
acquired by the 'appropriator of the same' in the usual manner in the
-first instance for somie 'beneficial purpose 'and whether at, the time the
-water is..discharged into the stream the intent: to recapture it is
clearly evidenced. ':The' principles above stated seem to be well
established by Athe weight of authority and jin fact. have been 'expressly declared 'by statute in some jurisdictions, notably California.
In the light of 'these principles, it is therefore my opinion that no
title passed to the power company under the deed from the railroad
Vcom~pany, respecting the use of the channel of Fall Creek for the
conveyance of the water diverted 'from Spring Creek in Oregon to
the point of use in California.: Rights of this:'kind are independent
of the ownership of the land. Assuming that the power company
: : fhas
acquiied 'a good, water right to divert the water under the Oregon
aw',' hatever" right 'it may, have to convey same down the channel
of the creek into California is imerely incidental to that water right.
What it has in'fact is the right- to recapture the water inmCalifornia
whicL has .been mingled with the waters' of'Fall Creek at the point
of discharge, in. Oregon so long as the water right is maintained.:, It
has acquired no property right in the bed of the stream in the nature
of a right of way.' So far 'as the company's rights are concerned, the
|:; :; .Sownership'of
thi~e lands traverse'd'by Fall Creek, 'in its course between
0the pointin Oregon where the waters from Spring Creek are discharged i'nto it, to the, point in dCalifornia where 'such waters are
diverted for power purposes, is 'not 'material, no. construction 'works
'affecting such ilands .being involved. It seems "clear that the company may continue' to' so convey the water 'down the stream and
.across the tracts of public laud in .question. so long as its rights to
uappropriate and use such waters 'are maintainedt in accordance. with
'the laws of the States affected. ':

:Approved:::
Jos. M.

DIXON,

First:Assistant Secretary.
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JOSEPH-.Z SAIWPSON
Decided May 18, 1929

O

sND
AEV -GAS AS
RIGHTS.

DS-PROSPEOTmNG

;

PERMIT-P~OATION-DRWING-VaSTD

The granting of arn. oil and gas prospecting permit under. section 13 of the,
. leasing act being discretionary with the Secretary of the Interior, a
drawing which conferred priority upon one applicant over: other applicants
does not confer upon the successful applicant any vested rights that preclude that officer from rejecting the application in accordance with;the
'

general oil conservation policy.

Assistant
First
hDxoN, XON,
-

Secretary:
r T:idD
y..i

:

On June 21, 1928, Joseph C. Sampson filed an oil and; gas pros-,
:pecting permitI application under section 13 of: the leasing act of
February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437),jfor certain: lands in T. 1 N., R'.
.85 W., and T. 1 .S. R:. 84: W., 6th P. M.,.C:olorado. Inasmuch as
there were other, simultaneous permit applications for the, land a
drawing Vwas. held, in accordance with Circular. No.A929 '(50 ,. D.;
387) in which Sampson became the successful applicant. In a letter
of November 3, 1928, addressed to the Commissioner of the General
Land Office the applicant requested that the granting of a permit
0*on this application as well , as, a permit, on the application herein-

after to be considered be deferred until late in the spring of 1929
on. account of the inaccessibility, of the region in winter.- I

On July 12, 1928, Sampson filed another similar permit application for certain lands. in T.. 1 S., R. 85 W., fand again he became
the I successful applicant in a drawing.

.

Agnes M. Lunde was the

successful aIplicant for certain land: opened to filing and not in-

-eluded in Sampson's filing. After the drawing Sampson aapplied to

amend his application to include the land awarded toLundealleging
that by 'mistake he had failed to include the same in his. application.
By decision of December 18 1928,the commissioner'denied the aP
plication to amend. Sampson appealed. He filed a bond for $1,000
in connection with this application.
By decisions of March 30, 1929, approved by the department, the
commissioner, pursuant to instructions approved' by the. Secretary
of the Interior March 13, 1929 (52 L. ID.. 578)j, and in accordancee
'with the policy announced ;in departmental Order. No. 337 of March
A16, 1929 (52 L. ID.'579) rejected thetwo applications andi closed the
cases.
The applicant has appealed, contending that' there was no authority for the, rejection of his applications; that in 'paying premium
upon and filing a 'bond in the sum of $1,000 to indemnify surface,
entrymen he acquired a vested interest in and under his application

I
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* "which can not lawfully be destroyed by either the President, the
Secretary of the Interior, the Commissioner of the General Land
: ::'
(Office,or even by Congress itself; " that by participating and being
successful ..in drawings he acquired vested rights which can not be
destroyed or interfered with; that he and his$ associate expended
during 'the past year more than $i,000 "in employing their own.
* geologists,, mapping.said land, and otherwise actively commencing
,the development thereof."
.
It is not' found that' the appellant has proved any equities in his
favor -which'Sgive him a better status than other applicants who had
not: received permits. prior to the instructions of. March 13, 1929.
The drawings in which he participated were for the purpose only
of (letermining whose application -should be: given priority where
more thani one application was filed when 'the lands became subject
to filing applications for permits. The commissioner's letters approving the drawings merely, disposed of the, other 'applications.
At the time these applicatiots were presented and ever since
March 11, 1920, paragraph 2 of the regulations approved by the
Secretarxy of the Interior under and pursuant to 'section 32 of the
:leasing act (47L. ID. 437, 438) has provided0 A:**
0
the granting of -a prospecting~ permit for oil and -gas is discretionary
:with the Secretary of the Interior.;

' .:

This conforms to. theJlanguage of 'the statute, section 13, which
is permissive, not, mandatory. The present oil conservation policy
contemplates the rejection of all permnit. a'pplications, unless in any
c0 ases
0
titere' shall be clear and definite evidence of substantial e-penditures for geological surveys or development ojpqn the land made prior
to March 12,,:
1929. The.showing in this:case is not'sufficient:to
exempt, the applications from the general order of rejection. There
has been no
gshowinto
convince the department that the appellant
has acquired any rights which obligate' the Secretary of the Jn:teror to. granta permit.
The appellant inclosed the register's checks for'$20 and $24, the
amounts paid as filing fees. These checks will be returned to 'the
local laid office -for delivery upon request, otherwise they will be
:disposedl of in accordance with governing regulations. 0 Upon appli:
cation
therefor the two drawing service fees of $10 each will, provided that the' Comptroller General shall approve,, be returned.
The rejection of the two applications is affirmed, but if the appellant desires to make a. further showingu with reslpect to the al* ]eged
6
geological work he' may do so. Such showving should be in the
:form of copies, of reports of the geologists and kaffidavit as to the:
amounts expendedfor suchI geological wotk dates thereof; and

7'-
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any other facts connected
1
0with the geological exploration of this:
structure that may occur to the appellant.
Agfrmed.
IDAHO POWER COMVIPANY
Decided Mlay 22, 1929
WATER POW-POWER .SITn-TRE5PASS--DAMAGES,

:.

For the purpose of assessing charges for trespass upon public lands by a
power company, the factor of "total capacity of powver-site" within 'the
meaning of regulation 7 of the departmental regulations of August 24,
1912 (41 L.0 D. 150), under the aet of February 12, 31901, is: determined by
permanent features of stream flow such as conduits and forebays; consequently capacity of installed water wheels which is apt to change frequently
with increase in. market demand, replacement, or improvement in design,
is not to be considered.
EDWARDS, Assisdnt jSecretary;

Careful attention: has .been given to your. [M. 0. Leighton,
Consulting Engineer], letter of March 19,0 1929, requesting reconsideration of the department's decision of March 9, 1929, requiring
the Idaho Power Company to pay, before any license.issued by the
Federal Power. Coimnission be delivered, the sum of $34,'94.21 as
back rental c harges for the years 1912 to 1927, inclusive, for, the
unauthorized use and occupancy of j£ublic lands by the company and
its predecessors in interest, in connection with the operations :of the
Swan Falls and Lower Salnon hydroelectric plants on Snake River,
Idaho.
Your letter was referred to the Director of the Geological Survey
and to'the: Exeutive'Secretaryof the 'Federal Power Commi'ssion.
4As.a result of these, references, the 'department has become more fully
.adVised as to the matters asserted by y~u as a basis, of ;the request
for a mitigation of char~ges, and hasthe benefit of the views-ofthose
bureaus on the merits. of .your arguments in :support of the. request.
One of your contentions, urged as a basis for equitable consideration, is that the trespassing of the Idaho Power. Company persisted,
first, as-a result of -a policy initiated and adopted by the department

itself, and, second', because of a. policy subsequently pursued byvthe
Federal Power Commission.
In support of the first assertion you refer. to certainprovisions- of
the act of February 15, 1901 (31 Stat. 790), and to the criticism of
that act expressed by the Secretary of the Interior in a letter of
April 2'9, 1914,.to the Chairman .of the louse. Committee on Public;
Lands0 and. to the' recognition by the department of the, defects, -in
'then existing laps as adequate measures providing for 'the 'orderly

Hi;
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development of 'the Nation's- power -resources. You also allege certaim specific and other instances! where the Secretary: of the' Interior
;
action against
and the Secretary of Agriculture suspended summary
power
;;
|
companies who were trespassing upon public lands to await
the enactment of a practical law.
Objections of the Secretary to the law in the excerpt from his
letter quoted by you, as theDirector of 'the Geological Survey points
out, were not to any provisions relating to compensation for occupancy and use, but to the instability of fthe tenure of pehnittees
and licensees under that act, and it may be further stated, that there
is nothing in the provisions of- that law or of any other lawof which
the department is aware that suggests.; or creates- any exception to
the common law liability of those that trespass upon the lands of
another. Nor is the department aware; of'any actionin individual
cases or of any practice or policy pursued by it' with reference to
trespasses of this character under whichl the trespasser could reaisonably proceed on the assumption that the department intended
that no charge would be made for the'use, and occupation of the
lands, or that the trespass could be condoned. Nor is it believed
that the Idaho Power Company can show that it has suffered loss
by the failure to provide suitable legislation at an earlier time. It
is s'tated 0 in the : memorandum
of the
Geological Surveythe,
:Sd \a:.V
feoT.logi:
If the act of 1901 had been repealed and' superseded by the Federal Water
Power Act in 1914, when the then Secretary of the Interior laid before the
House Committee on Public Lands his statement as to the weaknesses in the
act, and had the same charges been assessed against the Idaho Power Company
as are now tentatively adopted by the Federal Power Commission in'connection
with these plants, the Idaho'Power Company would have had:to pay somewhat
over $2,000 per year in connection, with the Lower Salmon Falls plant as compared with maximum annual compensation of $1,192 as now set up by the
Geological Survey, and an annual charge of over $3,000 for the Swan Falls
plant as compared with annual compensation of $1,380 now set up by the
Geological Survey under the department's regulations.

As confirmatory of this 'statement the memorandum of the Execuitive SSecretary of the Federal Power Commission, states that the
annual charge under its regulations for the year 1928 for Swan Falls
project, on data given in the application, is, $3,3T2.63, and, subject to
verification and possible revision, the charge on the Lower Salmon
Falls project is $2,441.16.
In support of the second assertion your letter contains these statements:
Federal Power Act the Federal Power Commission
After the passage of theP
adopted a policy of postponement in trespass cases. Many applications for
permit or license on new properties were filed with 'the Commission immediately upon' the enactment' of the law. 'The' Comomission's staff was overwhelmed, with work and the Commission took the 'ground that inasmuch as'
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the plants in trespass were operating, and performing their functions, to the
public, preference in treatment should be given -to new projects that had been
-held up during the 10-year water-power hiatus, and for which there was
a large public demand. Prospective applicants for license of properties already
constructed were requested to postpone filing of applications. So the policy
of suspension of action on water power trespass cases initiated in 1914 by the
Department of the Interior was continued by the Power Commission for
reasons equally sound. -

The reply of the Federal Power Commission to the above assertions is as follows:
While 'no pressure was brought upon the Idaho Power Company or its affiliate
corporation, the .Utah Power & Light Company, to file applications for -their
projects in trespass; due to the great volume of work placed upon the Commission's staff by. the flood of new applications, the policy of the Commission
with respect to constructed projects was set forth in its First Annual Report, on
page 14, as follows:
"In all cases where applicants are operating existing plants under any form
of Federal authority the Commission proposes to suspend action upon the
applications until provisions can be made for valuation. If the applicant is
operating without the necessary Federal authority licenses will be issued with
provision for future valuation, this course being taken in order that the investment made may have the protection afforded by a license."
Orders No. 10 " General Procedure for Administration of the Federal Water
Power Act," adopted June 2, 1921, contained a statement of the same policy in
the following language:
i
"24. Action upon applications in accordance with section 23 of the Act for
projects already constructed by applicants who hold or -possess permits, rights
of way, or other authority heretofore granted, to be suspended until such time
as the Commission has authority to employ sufficient personnel to undertake
the valuations required, or until the disposition of other cases pending before
the Commission makes existing personnel available."
"25. When any such applicant is without authority to maintain and operate
its project, license to be issued under the conditions that valuation shall be
made at the earliest practicable date, that it shall be determined as of the
date of issuance of license, and that the licensee shall agree to accept and to
enter upon its books as the value of its property on suehl date the amount
determined under the provisions of section 23."
While the general policy was as above set forth. no formal demand to file;;
applications for all projects in trespass appears to have been made on either
company of this Idaho-Utah group until July 15,. 1926, when such a letter was
addressed to the Utah Power & tight Company. There was- no expectation or
intention, however, that any delays, in -filing application or in issuing license
should release the companies of any liability for payment to the United States
of charges for prior-occupancy of public lands.
Application for license for the Lower Salmon Falls project was fied December
17, 1923, and for the Swan Falls project, May 9, 1924. Delay of the applicant
in submitting the inventories required by the regulations, which continued
until the spring of 1926, and subsequent difficulties in reaching an agreement on
the method of valuation, were responsible for the long interval between dates
of filingi and execution of licenses on- June 25, 1928.
57522-27-voL 52-41
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Nothing is noticed in the regulation or statements of the policy of
the Federal Power Commission that expressly or by implication requests or intimates that prospective applicants for permits or licenses
should postpone the filing of their applications. On the contrary,
those applicants operating without the necessary Federal authority
were advised that licenses would be issued to them with provision for
future valuation 4"in order that the investment; made nmay have the
protection afforded by a license." The plain import of the quoted
portions of the commission's report and regulations is that there
would be no suspension of action upon applications for licenses or permits where the applicant was operating and maintaining a project
without authority to do so. Discussion of the above-stated contentions is for the purpose of showing that the facts upon which they
are predicated have not been satisfactorily established. Because response is made to these contentions, it is not to be:implied that the
question of willful delinquency enters as a factor. in; the fixing of
the charges: Admitting for the sake of argument, that the circumstances remove all imputation of willful delay, the demand of the
department is based solely on its opinion of what is reasonable compensation for occupancy and use and does not include additional.
sums as penalties. It is but just and equitable that the. company
should pay such reasonable compensation, whethert its possession was
wrongful or rightful.
It remains to refer to your further contention that :error has been
made in computing " total capacity of the power site," within the
meaning of regulation I of the department's regulations, approved
August 24, 1912 (41 L. D. 150), and to your statement to the effect
that the interpretation of the Federal Power Commission of its
equivalent regulation as to power capacity is in harmony with the
interpretation you place on the departmental regulation.
The Director of the Geological Survey devotes a considerable
part of his memorandum to comments upon this feature of your
argument. The following excerpts therefrom appear to fully present the director's views:
With respect to net capacity Mr. Leighton contends that the available stream
flow at the intake (in second-feet and in amount not to exceed the maxim-um
hydraulic capacity of the project works) can not exceed the hydraulic capacity
of the water wheels installed. The Survey maintains in line with precedents'
and uniform rulings from 1912 to date, 'that the capacity of the water wheels
that a permittee may happen to install, -has nothing to do with the capacity of
a poxer site; that the phrase "hydraulic capacity of the project works" refers
to such permanent features of project construction as conduit or forebay
capacity and not to such temporary and Cchanging features as water wheels,
and that it was the, intent of the regulation to require compensation based
on intrinsic capacity of the site-that is, the value of the lands occupied and
used rather than on the incomplete: and insuffleient use. Ample consideration
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for growing power systems is provided in the regulations, first, by the use of
an utilization factor representing the degree of practical -utilization of the
a vailable stream : flow, and secondly through the use of a sliding scale which
presumed only partial use at the outset and a gradual increased installation
until complete utilization was made.
The regulations under the. act of 1901, which were approved on August 24,
1912 (41 L. D. 150), were drawn up following many conferences between representatives of the Secretary's office, the Forest' Service, and the Geological
Survey. There is no question that the framers of the regulations endeavored
to set up a power capacity figure which would be equitable and one which would
not depend upon a changing .factor like wheel capacity. An examination :of
the records leading up to the formation of the regulations does not disclose that
there was any thought that wheel capacity should: be considered a factor in
determining the icapacity of a. site for the purpose of collecting charges 'for use
of Government lands.

After adverting to the fact that in permits issued under departmental regulations since 1912, wheel capacity has not been a controlling factor in determining,.power capacity; that more than once
questions had been raised as to the meaning of the regulations; that
the contention had been made heretofore that wheel capacity should
:enter into the:; available stream 4:flow :factor used in determining
capacity; that the department had answered the question 'in only
one way, and only ]one interpretation' had been 'used' by both the
Departments of the Interioit and Agriculture The director expresses
the opinon that it is not reasonableuto change the interpretation now
in order to relieve the-company from paymentseven were
contention vell -founded and even though the market demand
for power has.:been such that it has not seemed profitable for the company to
install wheel capacity to *utilize.the entire low flow used by the Survey in its
:determination of power capacity under the regulations.
::::Ifthere- was any idea that the amount of money due for the use of lands
should fluctuate with the installed wheel capacity that fact would certainly
have been set forth in the permits issued in the past. Such, however, is not
the case and changes in the amounts due under outstanding power permits
may be 'had only upon a showing that there has been Eapermanent change in
the nominal stream flow 'due to storage or otherwise, or by a showing: of
inaccuracy, insufficiency,- or in applicability of records upon which such
,determination was made, or where it is shown that the rate is so great as to
result in reduction of the margin of income to an unreasonable amount.
In] regard to your reference to the Federal Power Commission's

interpretation of their,'Regulation 1 section 15 C, the Executive
Secretary of the commission states as follows:
"Sec. 15. The 'power capacity' of a project means the: continued product
of"A. The factor 0.08;
: "B. The average static head in: feet; and
"C. The water supply, in cubic feet per second and not in excess of the

hydraulic capacity of the approved project works, estimated to be available
from natural flow or from storage, or from both, for 90 per cent of the time."
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Factor "'C" of this rule for:determining power capacity of a project corresponds quite closely to factor 3 of the rule used by the, Interior Department
-under the act of February 15, 1901. In applying this rule, the water wheels
are considered a part of Sthe project works, whose hydraulic capacity must be
determined . Note should bed taken, however, of the word " approved " in this
rule. In licensing an unconstru6tedT project, no wheel installation of smaller
capacity than the !estimated capacity of the site from stream flow recordsbappoved as a competent development. Partial installation might be
would be
approved in steps in accordance with market demand, but the "power capacity"'
of the project would be determined by the available water supply. In licensing
constructed projects, such as those' under consideration, it has seemed best to

accept them as completed projects, leaving future Enlargement, if justified by
Awater supply and market demand, to be taken care of in' license amendments.
A
.Inlthese eases wheel capacities occasionally limit* the power rating of the site,
ibut we have found such occurrences rare.

The method of computing charges on both completed and partially completed
projects is given in Regulation 14, Sections 1, 2, and 3, of the Rules and Regulations of the Commission inclosed.

The Director of the Geological Survey in the last paragraph on page 2 .of
his memorandum to you of April 2, 1929, makes it clear that the Interior
Department has always regarded the installed capacity of water wheels as a
factor which is apt to change rather frequently with increase in market demand, replacement, improvement in design, etc., and that wheel capacity should,
*therefore, not be considered in determining the fixed hydraulic capacity of the
project works. The view is taken that the hydraulic capacity should be de'termined by the more permanent works, such as conduits and forebays.
I see no impropriety in such interpretation of the Interior Department regulations, and no injustice, provided it is uniformly applied. In the\ Power
Commission regulations, the context, from which "hydraulic capacity " is
- interpreted, is quite different from that of the Interior Department regulations.
The operating charges are specifically based on " installed hydraulic' capacity"
up to the power capacity of the project (See Reg. 14, See. 1,4A & B), and for
projects accepted as completed when application is made, the " installed hydrauV hic capacity" must govern, if it is less than the capacity computed from water;
supply. Provision is made~for readjustment of power capacity whenever justi-.
fled by change in water supply, hend, or (as in this case) limiting installed hy-f
*

draulic capacity.

The reasons stated by the Geological Sjrrveyyfor adhering to a
long-standing interpretation of the regulations, in which the Fedaeral Power Commission sees. no impropriety or injustice, are considered sufficient. I see no reason for the reduction of the charg'es
upon equitable grounds. The request. for, reconsideration: of the
* decision of March 9, 1929, is therefore denied.
CALIFORNIA DOOR COMPANY
Decided June 7, 1929
FOREST LIrEU SELzCTIONT-NATIONAL FOzESTS-RErINQUISnMEsNT-QUITCLAIM
DEED-STATUTES.
The jiurpose of the provision 'in section 1 of the act of September 22, 1922,
authorizing the Commissioner of the General Land Office to issue a quit-:
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claim deed to an applicant who had relinquished base land to the United
States and failed to receive other land in lieu thereof, was to remove the.
cloud on the title caused by the recorded conveyance 'to Ithe United:
States, and the statute Dshould be liberally) construed to the end that
the cloud be removed by disclaiming ownership on the part, of thee Government even though .the applicant be unable to show clear title.
FOREST LiEuE Sx.EorroN-NAT0oN0
FoREsTS-QUITCLAIM DrED-COuRTS.;
Where the Government is not prepared to declare the name of the rightful
; owner of the base land, the purpose of the act of September 22, 1922, will be
served if the quitclaim deed authorized thereby be issued in the language
of the statute, leaving to a court of competent jurisdiction the question
of ownership after elimination of any possible claim oh the part of 'the
United States.
EDWARDS, Assistant Secretary:

The California Door Company, a corporation, has appealed from
the decision of the General Land Office dated January t9, .1929,
rejecting its application under the act of September 22, 1D22 (42
Stat. 1017), for a quitclaiml deed to the W. 1/2 SE. :1/4; Sec. 4, T.
8 N., R. 19 W., S. B. M., California.
According to an abstract of.title submitted by the applicant on
September 20, 1927, it appears that the tract in question was pat-ented to George Albitre on September 3, 1890. lHe reconveyed the
land to the United States on. April 15, 1902, with the view to a
selection of .,other land in lieu thereof under the. act of June 4,
1897 1(30 Stat. 11, 36), the tract being at that time within the
limits of a forest reservation. The deed whereby the land was
reconveyed to the United States was recorded on the countyv records,
but no selection in lieu thereof was ever presented. In replv to an
inquiry in behalf of Albitre, the acting Assistant Comminissioner
of theiGeneral Land Office under date of July 5 1917, stated in
part as follows:
The Government never having' accepted the said deed, title did not pass
from said Albitre who is still the owner of the, land, and the United States
disclaims ownership or jurisdiction over the land. If this letter "is placed of
record in the county in which the land lies, it is believed that: it will remove
any cloud from the title caused by the attempted reconveyance of the land
to the United States.

That letter was recorded. on November 6, '1917. Under date of
August 29, 1917, Albitre deeded said tract by quitclaim to George
W. Call which deed was recorded September 11, 1917. It is further
shown that Call filed suit on May 24, 1918, in the Superior Court
of California in and for the County of Ventura against Joe" 'Barnes
and Mary E. Barnes for possession of said tract. On December 27,
19:18, judgment in that suit was rendered in favor of defendants
on a finding that they had' been in adverse 'possession thereof for
more than five years prior' to the commencement of the action against
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them,, and it was decreed that they were the owners thereof in fee
'simple. A mortgage on the land was given by'r Barnes and his
wife on August 22, 1927, to secure a note for $200.
The abstract does not in any way connect the applicant with the
title to this land. Its claim- is based on powers of attorney given
by Albitre to E.; E
. Kittredge on April 15, 1902, authorizing him
Vto select other land in lieu of the tract above described and to sell
the land so selected, and on a disclaimer of interest by the surviving
executor of the last will and testament of kE H. Kittredge, deceased.
The said disclaimer is not sworn to nor verified by acknowledgment. .Jt is stated therein that E. H. Kittredge purchased said tract
from George Albitre on or about April 15, 1902, for a valuable
consideration and that at his request the tract was reconveyed to
the United States for. the purpose of exchange under the act of
June 4, 1897, and that in consideration of the purchase price paid
to the said George Albitre, the said irrevocable powers of attorney
were given to Kittredge to select other land in'lieu thereof and to
dispose of same; that in so acquiring the said land and other de- /
scribed tracts and conveying or causing them to be conveyed to the:0
United States, Kittredge was acting for and on. behalf of the California Door Company; that Kittredge died about the year 1916.
It appeals that notice of the application for' deed was served on
Albitre and Call and no response has been made by either of them
so far as, shown by the record.
The said act of September 22, 1922, reads as follows:
That where any person or persons in good faith relinquished to the United
States lands in a national forest as a basis for a lieu selection under the Act
of June 4, 1897 (Thirtieth Statutes at Large, pages 11, 36), and failed to get
their lieu selections of record prior to. the passage of the Act of March 3, 1905
(Thirty-third Statutes at Large, page 1264), or whose lieu selections, though
duly filed, are finally rejected, the Secretary of the Interior, with the approval
of the Secretary of Agriculture, upon application of such person or persons,
their heirs or assigns, is authorized to accept title to such- of the base lands as
are desirable for national-forest purposes. xWhich lands shall thereupon become
parts of the nearest national: forest, and, in exchange .therefor, may issue
patent for not to exceed an 'equal value of national-forest land, unoccupied,
surveyed, and nonmineral in character, or the Secretary of Agriculture may
authorize the grantor to cut and remove an equal value of timber within tlhe
national forests of the same State. Where an exchange can not be agreed.
upon the Commissioner of the General Land Office is hereby authorized to
relinquish lahd quitclaim to such person, or persons, their heirs 'or assigns,
all title to such lands which the respective relinquishments of such person or
persons may have vested in the United States: Protqded, That such person or
persons, their heirs or assigns, shall, within five years after the date of this
Act, .make satisfactory proof of the relinquishment of such lands to the
United States by submitting to the Commissioner of 'the General Land Office
an abstract of title to such lands showing relinquishment of the same to the

i
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United States, which abstract or Xbstracts shall be retained in the files of the
General Land Office.
SEC. 2. That if it shall appear that any of the lands relinquished to the.

United States .for the purpose stated in the preceding section have been disposed
of or appropriated to a public use, other than the general purposes for which
the forest reserve within the bounds of which they are situate wag created,
'such lands shall not be relinquished and quitclaimed as provided therein,
unless the head :of the department having jurisdiction over the lands shall
consent to such relinquishment; and if he shall fail to so consent, or if any
of the lands so relinquished have been otherwise disposed of by the United
States, other surveyed, nonmineral, unoccupied, unreserved public lands of
approximately equal area and value may be selected and patented in lieu of the
lands so appropriated or disposed of in the manner and subject to the terms and
conditions.prescribed by said Act of June 4,:1897, and the regulations issued
thereunder: Prdvided, That applications to make such lieu selections must be
filed in the General Land Office within three years after the date of this Act.

A report. from the Forest Service shows that the tract in question
does not lie within the boundaries of any national forest, and therefore the Forest Service has no knowledge of its present status.
The showing as above recited is not sufficient to warrant a finding
that the applicant succeeded to the interest of Albitre in this land.
But .notice of the application appears to have been served upon
Albitre and his transferee Call, an~d no obiection -to the issuance of
deed under the act has been lodged with the department. The object
of the act was to remove the cloud on the title caused by the recorded
conveyance to the United States. I This remedial measure should
be liberally construed to the end that the said cloud may be removed
by disclaiming ownership on the part of the, Government, even
though the applicant is unable to show clear title. In a case of this
kind, where the Government is not prepared to declare the name of
the owner, it is; believed that the purpose of the act will be served
if deed be given in the language of the 'statute, leaving to a court
of competent jurisdiction the question of ownership after elimination
of any possible claim on the part of the United States.: If this were an application under the exchange provisions of the
act of September.22, 1922, it could not be accepted in any form because the United States would not be assured; of a 'clear title. But
the title to the base land is not offered in this case as basis for claim
to other land. On the contrary, the Government is asked to relinquish whatever title may have vested in it by the said conveyance
from Albitre.
In the case of B. F. Fedton (52 L. D. 484), decided September 5,
1928, the department held that a quitelaim deed should not be denied under the act of September 22, 1922, on the ground that the
base land had been sold for taxes at a time when the legal title was
in the United States. The. form in which the 'deed should issue in
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that case was not considered, but it seem's to have been assumed that
it should issue in the name of Felton, the applicant to whom, according to the statement of facts, the base land had been conveyed by
deed from one Armor who had made the original transfer to the
United States.
In the [unreported] case of George H. Kester, decided by the department on petition October 30, 1928, followinig: other decisions in
the same case, it was held that powers of attorney to select lands
under the former act of June 4, 1897, and to sell the lands selected,
did not constitute 4a transfer of the base land so as to entitle the
attorney in fact to a deed for the base land under the act of September 22, 1922. That view is adhered to in so far as it involves the
right of the attorney in fact to receive a deed in his name. In dealing with such powers of attorney in connection with selections under
the act of. 1897 the department always took the position that any
such selection should be made by or in behalf of the, party who conveyed the base land. See case of Johin K. Mc Crnook (32 L. D.
578). There'is even greater reason for rejecting the contention that
such powers effected a transfer of the'base land to the attorney in
fact.
Therefore, while. the department is anxious to carry into effect' the
object of the remedial act of September 22, 1922, by removal of the
cloud on the base land caused by the record of conveyance to the,
United States, it must decline to issue an instrument such as to
indicate an adjudication that the party claiming *'the base land
through the said powers of attorney acquired the legal title thereto'.
But, as above indicated, the showing is deemed sufficient to warrant
the issuance of a deed in the name 'of " George Albitre, his heirs or
assigns," and it is so ordered. This will relieve the claimants of any
obstacle caused by the former conveyance to the United States if any
further action should be taken. in the courts concerning title to the
premises.
The decision appealed, from is modified acordingly. :
:
0

X

a :

0:

;

f

f

0

~Modifled.E

JERRY Hi CONVERSE
D:eclded June 7, 1929
CONFEMfATION-CONTEST-STOCO-RAISING

HOMESTEAD-STATUTES.

The contest or protest mentioned in the proviso to section 7 of the act of
March 3, 1891, has reference to a proceeding initiated against the entry, and
a mere communication of protest is not sufficient to stop the running of the'
statute.:
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COOuT DECISIONS CITED A1D APPLIED.
Cases of Lane v. Hoglund (244 U. S. 174), Payne v. Newton: (255 U. S. 438),
and Stockley et al v. United States (260 U. S. 532), cited and applied.
EDWARDS, Assistant Secretary:

X

:

On July 19, 1928, Marie Magill Corby filed in the local land office
at Sacramento, California, a contest. against the stock-raising homestead entry of Jerry H. Converse, 020270, alleging that the entry
covered certain prior valid mining claims, water rights, and mill
sites belonging to her. Register's receipt on the final entry issued
to Converse on July 15, 1926. The register entertained the contest,
although holding that the affidavit of contest was defective and
called for further showings. By decision of January 7, 1929, the
commissioner dismissed the contest upon the ground that as more
than two years had elapsed since the issuance of the receiver's receipt,
the entry was confirmed under the proviso to section 7 of the act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1095), and directed the issuance of final
certificate to the entryman.

Contestant has appealed and invites attention to a telegraph message dated June 19, 1928, from her and addressed to the Commissioner
of the General Land Office, reading as follows:
I hereby protest against the entry of Jerry H. Converse for stock raising
homestead entry number Sacramento naught two naught two seven naught
N £ A: W on the ground that the entry covers :mining claims owned by the
undersigned and that the ground is mineral in character.

The message bears evidence it was received June 20, 1928.
The proviso to the statute above cited has reference "'to a proceeding against the entry and not to some communication which at most
is only suggestive of the propriety of such a proceeding and may
never be made the -basis of one." Lane v. Hoglfnd (244 U. S. 174,
* Under this. statute it is the: plain duty of the Secretary of the
Interior to cause a patent to be issued when no contest or protest
proceeding has been-initiated and no order made in his department
for the purpose of challenging the validity of the entry within two
years from the. issuance of the final receiver's receipt. Lane v. Hoglund, supra; Payne v. Newton (255 U. S. 438); Stockley et al. v.
United States (260 U. S. 532).
.The decision appealed from was right, and it must therefore be
Affirmed.
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COAL LAND REGULATIONS-PARAGRAPHS 8 AND 22, CIRCULAR
NO. 679, AS AMENDED, FURTHER AMENDED
[Circular No. 1193]n
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

G IENRA LAND, OFFICE,.
Washington, D. U., June 11, 19929.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

Paragraph 8 of the regulations of April 1, 1920, Circular No. 679

(47 L. D. 489), governing coal mining leases, permits, and licenses
under the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), which paragraph
was amended February 15, 1922, Circular No. 809 (48 L. D. 439), and
March 13, 1924, Circular No. 922 (50 L. D. 320), is hereby further
amended to read as follows:
S. Mfthnvunz developmeat.-An actual bona Mde expenditure for mine operation, development, or improvement purposes of the amount determined by the
Secretary and stated in the lease offer hereinafter referred to is adopted as
the minimum basis for granting leases, with the requirement that not less
than one-third of the required investment shall be expended in development of
the mine during the first year, and a like amount each year for the two succeeding years, the investment during any one year over such proportionate amount

for that year to be credited on the expenditure required for the ensuing year
or years.

If the investment to be made is fixed at more than $10,000, the lessee shall
furnish a bond, with approved corporate surety, conditioned upon compliance
with the investment requirement and with the other terms of the lease. After
the required investment has been made, a bond in the sum of $5,000, with
approved corporate

surety, conditioned upon compliance with the terms of

the lease, may be' substituted for the $10,000 bond.
In case of lease of a small area, where the investment to be made is $10,000
or less, the lessee shall furnish a bond, with approved corporate surety or
with two qualified individual sureties, to cover both the investment and compliance with the other terms of the lease, such bond to be in half the amount
of the investment to be made but 'in no case less than $1,000.

* With bonds signed by individual sureties must be filed affidavits of justification by the sureties that each is worth, in real property not exempt from execution, double the. sum specified in the undertaking, over and above his just
debts and liabilities.
With such bonds must also be furnished a certificate by a judge or clerk of a
court-of record, a United States district attorney, a United States commissioners

or a United States postmaster, as to the identity, signatures, 'and financial
competency of the sureties.

All bonds will be examined from time to time as

to their sufficiency, and additional security will be required whenever deemed
necessary.

Paragraph 22 of said regulations, which was amended March 13,
1924, Circular No. 922 (5t0 L. D. 320), is hereby further amended to
read as follows:
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(g) The applicant must furnish a bond with qualified corporate surety or with
two qualified individual sureties (with evidence of qualification as provided in
paragraph 8), the bond to be in the sum of $500 and conditioned upon compliance with the termns of the permit and against failure of the permittee to use
reasonable precaution to prevent damage to the coal deposits or to leave the
premises in a safe condition upon the tdir'mination: of the .permit. Bond in the
sum of $1,500 will be required where the permit embraces land.- entered -or
patented with the coal reserved under the act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat. 583),
or. where any part of the land is within a reclamation:project. The bond may
* be filed with the application, which will expedites action thereon, or within 30
:days after receipt of notice by the applicant that the permit will be granted
* when the bond is filed.

C. C. MOORE,

: ::ffX:;X

:

:::

: X -: -: ::; 00: QComyi.zsstzoner. i

Approved:
JOHN 1H. EDWARDS,
* \ 0f \ Assistant Secretary.

SODIUM MINING LEASES AND PROSPECTING PERMITS-CIRCULAR
NO. 699 (47 Li D. 529),: SUPERSEDED
REGULATIONS
[Circular No. 1194]
DEPARTMENT OF THlE INLTERIOR,
;GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., June 14, 1929.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:.

SiRs: The, act of Congress approved February 25, 1920, entitled
"An act to promote the mining of coal, phosphate, oil,, oil shale, gas,
and sodium on the public domain" (41 Stat. 437), as amended by
the act approved December 11, 1928 (45 Stat. 1019), authorizes the
'Secretary of .the' Interior, under such rules and regtulations as he
may prescribe, to issue prospecting permits, for a period not to exceed
two years, for the exploration of the land described therein for
sodium in any of the forms named in said act, and under authority
* thereof the following rules and regulations will govern'the issuance
- of such permits:
1. Qualifications of applicants.-Permits may be issued to (a) citizens of the United States, (74 an association of such citizens, (c) or
a corporation organized under the laws of any State or Territory
* thereof.
2. L ands to which applicab7e.-Thepermit thus issued may include
'not more than 2,560 'acres of 'public lands of the United States in
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reasonably compact form; by legal subdivisions if surveyed; if unsurveyed, by metes-and-bounds description.
3. Rights under perrnxit.-The permit will confer upon the recipient
the exclusive right to prospect for chlorides, sulphates, carbonates,
borates, silicates, or nitrates of sodium on the lands embraced therein.
"

*

In the exercise of this .right the permnittee shall be authorized to
remove from- the premises -only such material as may be necessary
to experimental work and the demonstration of the existence of such
deposits or any of them in commercial 4quantities.
4. Rewuard for discovery.-If the permittee within the two years,
'specified shall discover valuable deposits of one or more of the forms
of sodium as described in said act within the area covered by his
permit, such discovery shall entitle him to a lease of any or all of
the land embraced in the permit containing such deposits and chiefly
valuable therefor, the area to be taken in compact form. The disovery of a valuable deposit of sodium' uinder this permit shall be
construed as the discovery of a deposit which yields commercial.
*sodium in commercial quantities.
5. Camp sites.-In addition to land embraced in the permit the
Secretary may, in his discretion, issue to the, permittee during the.
*life of the permit, the exclusive right' to use a tract of unoccupied,
nonmineral public land, not exceeding 40 acres in area, for purposes
connected' with and necessary to the development of the deposits'
covered by the permit, subject to the payment of an annual rental of*
not less than 25 cents per acre.
6. Form and contents of dpplication.-Applications for permits
should be filed in the proper district land office, addressed to the
Commissioner of the General Land Offieb, and after due notation
promptly forwarded for his consideration. No specific form of application is required, but it should cover, in substance, the followihg
points, namely:
(a) Applicant's name and address.
(b) Proof of citizenship of applicant; by affidavit of such fact, if
native born; or if naturalized, by the certificate thereoff or affidavit,
as to time and place when issued; if a corporation, by certified copy
of the articles of incorporation thereof, and showing as to residence
and citizenship of its stockholders.
(o) A statement of all holdings by the applicant of permits and
leases under the sodium provisions of this act and pending applications therefor and interests, directly or indirectly, held in such
permits and leases.
-(d) Description of the land for which the permit is desired, by
legal subdivisions, if surveyed, and by metes and bounds, if unsurveyed, in which latter case, if 'deemed necessary, a survey sufficient
more fully to identify and segregate the land may be required before

:
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the permit is granted; also a statement whether the land is vacant
and unclaimed.
*
(e) -Reasons why the land is 'believed to offer a favorable field for.;
prospecting.
(f)Proposed method of conducting exploratory operations,
amount of capital available for such operations, and the, diligence
with which such explorations will be prosecuted.
(g) Statement of the applicant's experience in operations of thisnature, together with references as to his :character, reputation, and.

business standing.

.

I

.

7. On the receipt of the application, if found in compliance with
the terms of the6act, a permit will issue and the district land office 'be
promptly notified thereof.
8. Bonds.-Where an application includes. reserved deposits ini
lands theretofore entered'' or patented with reservation of. sodium
to the United States, pursuant' to the act of. July 17, 1914 ;f(38 Stat.
509), or where the landsiconstitute a portion of a reclamation project,"
the applicant will be-'requiredAprior to issuance of the permit to fur-s:
nish. a. bond. with qualified corporate surety in the sum of $1,000., or
such, other amount .as may be fixed, conditioned against damage to the
:crops' and improvements. of. ther surface. 'owner, or .damage to the
reclamation project or water supply thereof.'
:
A bond with qualified corporate surety in the sum' of $100, or
:such other amIount as may be fixed, conditioned''against failure of
the permittee to Comply with the provisions of paragraph. 5. of the,
permit, may be required either' before. or after the permit is issued,
'where the conditions are such as to warrant requiring such bond.
'9. Formof per tThe
form of permit issued under this act will
beain substance as follows:
THrE UNITED STATES OF AmEROIA,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
SODIUM PROSPECTING PERMIT

Know all men by these presents, that the Secretary of the Interior, under and
by virtue of the act of Congress entitled "An act to promote the mining of
coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas, and sodium on the public domain," approved February 25, 1920, as amended by the act approved December 11, 1928,
_
has granted and does herbby grant a permit to - - - - of the exclusive right for a period of two years from date hereof to prospect
'the following-described lands
for, chlorides, sulphates, carbonates, 'borates, silicates, or nitrates of sodium, but for no other
purpose, upon the express conditions as follows, to wit:
1. To begin the prospecting for said minerals within 90 days from date hereof
. nd to diligently prosecute the exploration and experimental work during] the
period of such permit in the manner and extent as follows; to wit:
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2. To remove from such premises only such material as may be necessary to
experimental work and the demonstration of the existence of such deposits in
commercial quantities, to keep a recordof .all material removed, and to pay a.
royalty of 12Ys per cent of the sale value at point of shipment of all material
sold.

3. To afford all facility for inspection of such exploratory work on behalf
of the Secretary of the Interior and to report fully when required all matters
pertaining to the character, progress, and results of such exploratory work,
and to that end to keep and maintain such accounts, log4 , or other records as
the Secretary of the Interior may require.
4. Not to, assign or transfer the permit granted hereby without the express
consent in writing of the Secretary of. the Interior.
5.eTo carry out, at the expense of the permittee, all reasonable orders of the
Secretary of the Interior or his authorized representatives (mining supervisors,
United States Geological Survey) issued in pursuance of the operating regulations; to carry on all operations hereunder in accordance with approved methods
Dad practice and in conformity with the operating regulations, to the satisfaction of said representatives; to take all reasonable precautions to prevent
waste of or damaged to mineral deposits, injury to life, health, 'or property, or
economic waste; and* to repair promptly, so far as possible, any damage to
mineral deposits or mineral-bearing formations resulting from his operations.
6. To furnish such bond or bonds with qualified corporate surety as' the SecI etary of the Interior may at any time require, conditioned against the failure
;of the permittee to comply with the provisions of paragraph 5 hereof, and
, against damage to the crops and improvements of any surface owner entitled to
such bond or damages to any reclamation project embracing any of the lands
herein described..

Ecepressty reseruing to the Secretary of the Interior the right to permit for
joint or several use such easements or right of way upon, through, or in the
lands covered hereby as may be necessary or appropriate to the working of the
same, 0or of other lands containing the deposits described in said act; ads
h
furtker reserving the right and authority to cancel this instrument for failure
of the permittee to exereise due diligence in the ,execution of the prospecting
work in accordance with the terms hereof.
Valid existing rights, acquired prior hereto, on the lands described herein,
will not be affected hereby.
Dated_ ---------------------

Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

:9

r

II

REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO LEASES FOR LANDS CONTAINING SODIUM

Section 24, as amended by the act of December 1:1, 1928 (45 Stat.,
1019), authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to lease public lands
containing valuable deposits of chlorides, sulphates,: carbonates, bor ates, silicates, or nitrates of sodium. In order to carry out the provisions: of the law relating to sodium leases; the following regulations
are hereby prescribed
i
1. Qualifieations of appliCants.-Applications for leases in the
form as herein provided may be filed in the proper district land
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office, addressed to the:Commissioner of the General Land Office by
citizens of the United States, associations of such citizens, or corporations organized under the laws of any State or Territory thereof;:
the qualifications 'of the applicant in this respect to be fully covered
by the application.
2. Area and description.-Leases are authorized :by the terms of
the act *for an :area not exceeding 2,560 acres, but will be granted.
for such area as may be 'shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary
'of the Interior to6contain valuable deposits of sodium, and will be
limited to lands reasonably compact in form and described by legal
subdivisions of the public land surveys, if surveyed, eor if unsurveyed,
by survey made at the expense of the applicant if the application for
lease is otherwise found satisfactory:.
3. Action by register.-Applications when filed with the district
land office will be given the current serial number,,promptly noted
of record: atid transimitted. to the Commissioner of the General Land
Office, accompanied with a statement as to the status of the lands
embraced therein. After the receipt of such, applications, no appli-'
cations,: filings, or selections for the lands embraced therein will be
permitted until-so directed, except applications for leases under this
act.
4. Notice of application.-When an application for a lease is filed
in the district land office, notice thereof shall be published at the
expense 'of the applicant in a general newspaper to be designated
by the register, published in the county where the lands are situated,
describing the lands embraced therein, stating the purpose of the
application and that it will be' submitted to the Commissioner of
the General Land.'Office for action 'within 30 days from the date
fixed therein, advising all adverse claimants, or- protestants that if
they desire to object or protect any interest as against the application, prompt action to that end should be taken; and further advising the public that any other applications for lease of the same
lands may be filed at any time during said period of publication
without publication of notice of said, second or further -application,
in which ease applications so filed will be considered as prescribed
in section 5 hereof. Proof of publication will be required prior to
action by the commissioner ona the application for lease.
5. Action in General Land Offioe.-On the receipt of the application or applications in the General Land Office the same will be considered, investigation made if deemed necessary, and submitted to
the Secretary of the Interior with appropriate recommendation and
report as to the proper action to be taken thereon, giving, due consideration to the.proposed effectual development of the alleged so-,
dium deposits, and the amount of capital to be invested therein; the
award of priority in case of conflicting applications to be: determined

:
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by the respective proposed investments, date of productive development proposed by the several applicants, and any equities that may
exist in one or more of the applicants resulting from improvemnent
or development under claims made under other laws.
In the-award of lease of any lands .or deposits hereunder the right
is reserved to order a' sale of the lease at public auction to:the bidder
offering the highest cash bonus for lease thereof otl such terms as
may be prescribed for lease of the lands, in -which; case any application for lease theretofore filed will give the applicant no priority or,
preference in securing a lease of the lands.:
6. Lease by permittee.-The permittee has a preference right within the two, years of his permit to file application to lease any or 'all
of the land included in his permit, upon showing to; the satisfaction
of the Secretary: of the, Interior, that he has -discovered Ma.valuable
C: deposit of sodium thereon.
T. Veity of statements.-The- verity of all .representations con;',*f tained in applications for. leases shall be deemed an essential thereto,and a. moving consideration to the award of a lease, if such action
is taken; misrepresentations in this respect., will be, treated as a
proper. ground for proceedings in forfeiture, as provided, in section
31 of the act.
8. Lease a 'wdtiver of other czaivbs.-The 'acceptance of a ,lease
under the provisions of, this. act will: be. construed as a. waiver and
relinquishment of all claims on the part. of the. applicant for any.
lands embracedl within said ;.lease. and lained 'inder the provisions
'of' anyother law. 9. Opeation's.-Prospecting and mining operations under permits
and leases will be governed, by operating regulations, approved by
the Secretary of the Interior. Administration of the operating regulations and supervision of operations on permits .a nd leases will be
under the direction of the, Geological Survey. Before beginning
operations permittees and lessees should consult with the
supervisor of the Geological Survey for. the area in which operations
are to be conducted and obtain from him a copy ;of the operating.
.

.mining

regulations.
.;
10. Royalty and rentals.-The rate of; royalty will;be fixed priorto the issuance of the lease, but in no case can the royalty rate: be
less.'than 2 per cent of the quantity or gross, value of the output of
the sodium compounds and other related products, at the. point of
shipment. to market.
The rentals fixed by the act' are to be paid 'annually in advance-25
cents per acre or fraction -of an acre for the first calendar year or
fraction thereof, '50 centsv per acre for the second, third, fourth, and

'.
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fifth years, respectively, and $1 peri acre for each year thereafter,
such rental for any year being credited against royalties accruing for
that year.
11. Form and contents of application.-Applications for leases
must be under oath and should be filed in the proper district land
office, addressed to the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
No specific form of application is required, and no blanks will bet
furnished, but it should cover in substance the following points:
(a). Applicant's name and address.
(b) Proof. of citizenship of applicant, by affidavit of such fact,
if native born; if naturalized, by a certified copy of a certificate
thereof in the' form provided for use in public-land matters, unless
such copy is on file. If the applicant is an association, each member
thereof must show his qualifications as above stated; if a corporation,
a certified copy of the articles of in6orporation must be filed, together
with a showing as to the residence and citizenship, of its stockholders.
(c) A statement of all holdings by the applicant of permits and'
leases iunder the sodium- provisions 'of this act, pending applications
ftherefor, and interests directly or indirectly held in such permits
' 'and 'leases.
(d) Description of land for which the lease- is desired, by legal
-subdivisions if surveyed, and by metes and bounds if uhsurveyed, in
which latter case the description should be connected to some corner
of the public-land surveys where practicable, or to some permanent
landmark. If the land is unsurveyed,. the applicant, after he has
been' awarded the right to a lease, but-before the, issuance thereof,
* will be required toWdeposit with the district cadastral engineer of the
public survey office of the district in' which the land is located the
estimated cost of making a survey of the lands, any balance remaining after' the work iscomipleted to -be returned. This survey will be
an extension of the public-land surveys over the tract applied for,
the leased land to -be conformed to legal subdivisions of such survey
when made.
(e) Evidence that the land is valuable for its sodium content, except so much thereof as is necessary for the extraction and reduction
of the leased min-erals, with a statement as accurate as may be of the
charactei and extent and mode 'of occurrence of the sodium deposits
in the lands applied for."
(f) Proposed method, so far as determined, as to the process of'
mining and reduction to be adopted, the diligence with which such
operations will be carried on, and the contemplated investment in
reduction works and development, and the capital available therefor.
.
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(g) The application shall be accompanied by a notice for publica:tion, in duplicate, prepared for the signature of the register, in substafntially the following form:
0 f
OF THE INTERIOR,
______.
DDEPARTMENT
0 00;

Serial NO.

U. S. LAND OFFICE AT -____

X

0

S

f

0

__-_-____-_,

~~~~~~19.

he

NOTICE orF APPLICATION FOR SODIUM LEASE
Notice is hereby given that in pursuance of the act of Congress approved
February 25, 1920, as amended by the act approved December 11, 1928,
-----…
_ __, whose post-office address is…
___ …___
__
has made application for sodium lease covering the following described.lands:
Any and all persons claiming adversely any of the above-described lands are
_----;
---required to file their claims in this office on or before… --otherwise their claims will be disregarded in the granting of such lease.
Other applications, for lease of the describeld lands, may be filed at any time
prior to said date, in which case. all: applications so filed will be considered, as
prescribed by section 5 of the Sodium Regulations.
, Register.
… : =

The register will fix the time within'-which adverse or conflicting
claims may be filed at not less than 30 nor more than 40 days from
first publication.
12. Disrposition of application.-(a)The application will be given*
the current serial number by the register, will be noted on his records,
and the notice for publication will be signed by him.
(b) One copy of the signed notice will be delivered to the applicant, who will cause the same to be published in .a newspaper to be
designated by the register, of general circulation, and best adapted
to give: the widest publicity in the county where the land is situated., If the land is in two or more counties, notice may be published in either. Notice must also be posted in the local land office
during the period of publication.
(c) At the expiration of the period of publication the evidence of
publication and posting in said office should be promptly transmitted
by the register to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, with
a statement of the status of the land involved as to conflicts, withdrawals, protests, and any other matters that may be necessary to
determine the availability of the land or deposits therein for lease.
13.- Form of lease'Serial No.:_

_

:

SDrial

No.-

,

';R

\:

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTMrIOR,
U. S. LAND OFFICE AT -__-_-_
.

LEASE
;
,: :SODIum

.-

:

Date-Parties.-This indenture of lease entered into in quintuplicate this
19-, by and between the
_-___,
day of -_
_

-
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United States of America, acting in this behalf by the Secretary of the Interior,
party of the first part, hereinafter called the lessor, and
…
0,; party of the second part, hereinafter called the lessee, under,
pursuant, and subject to the terms and provisions of the act of Congress ap-

*

proved February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), entitled "An act to promote the mining
of coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas, and sodium on the public domain," as
amended by the act of December 11, 1928 (45 Stat. 1019), hereinafter referred
to as the act, which is made a part hereof, witnesseth:
SEcTION 1. Purposes.-That the lessor in consideration of the rents and
royalties to be paid, and the covenants to be observed as herein set forth,
does hereby grant and lease to the lessee the exclusive right and privilege
to mine, remove, and dispose of all the sodium and associated minerals in,
upon, or under the following-described tracts of land situated in the County
of --------------, State of -_
__
-,- and more particularly
described
as
follows? to-wit:
_
_
-__
-_-_
-__
containing
acres, more or less, together with the right to construct
and maintain thereupon all works, buildings, plants, waterways, or reservoirs necessary to the full enjoyment hereof, together also with the r'ghtto
use any timber, stone, or other materials on said land in connection with the
operations to be conducted hereunder, for the period of 20 years, with preference right in the lessee to renewv for successive periods of 10 years each 'upon
such reasonable terms and conditions as the party of the first, part may determine:; Provided, That this lease shall extend only to or include any right or
interest in the lands, or the minerals therein, reserved to the United States
under any entry that may be allowed, or patent that may issue, or may have
issued, with a reservation of minerals to the United States.I
SEa. 2. In consideration of the foregoing the lessee hereby agrees:
(a) To invest-in actual development, or improvements, upon the land leased,
or for the benefit thereof, the sum of dollars, of which sum not less
than one-third shall be so expended during the first year succeeding the execution of this instrument and a like sum each of the two succeeding years, unless
sooner expended; and submit annually, at the expiration of each year for the
said period, an itemized statement of the amount and character of. said
expenditure during such year.
To furnish and maintain a bond with approved corporate surety in the sum
nf $5,000, conditioned upon the expenditure of the amount specified in (a)
o
hereof, and upon compliance with the terms and provisions of this lease.
(b) Royalty.-To pay a royalty of _-_-per
cent of the quantity or gross
value of the output of sodium compounds and other related products at the
point of shipment to market. - Such royalty shall be paid monthly, the royalty
for each month to be paid during the next succeeding month to the register
of the United States land district in which the land is situated, or if not in a
land district, to the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
(c) Rents.-To pay the register of the . district land office on all leases
annually, in advance, beginning with the date of the execution of the lease,
the following rentals: 25 cents per acre for the first calendar year or fract:on
thereof; 50 cents per are tfor the second, third, fourth, and fifth calendar
years, respectively; and $1 per acre for each and every calendar year thereafter during the continuance of the lease, such rental for any year to be
credited against the royalties as' they accrue for that year.
(d)' Takes.-To pay when due all taxes assessed and levied under the laws
of the State upon the improvements,

or assets of the lessee.

output of mines, or other rights, property,
'
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(e) Montklv statements.-To furnish monthly certified bstatements in detail
in such form as may be prescribed by the lessor of the' amount and value of
output from the leasehold as a basis for determining amount of royalties. All
books and accounts of the lessee shall be open at all times for the inspection
by any duly authorized\offlcer of the department. Falsification of such statements shall be a basis for action for the cancellation of the. lease.
(f) Plats and reports.-To furnish annually a plat in the manner and form.
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior showing all prospect and development
work 'on the leased lands, and other related information, with a report as to
all buildings, structures, or other works placed in or upon said leased lands,
or on' lands overed by permit issued under section 25 of: the act, as well as any
buildings, reduction. works, or eqiipment, situated elsewhere and owned or,
operated 'in conjunction with, or as a part of, the operations conducted hereunder, accompanied by a report, in detail, as to the stockholders, business
transacted, assets and liabilities of the lessee, together with a statement of
the amount of sodium, and other minerals produced and secured by operations
hereunder, and the cost of production thereof.
(y)

Sodiun iii' solution.-Where

the minerals are taken from' the, earth in

solution, such extraction shall not be within:500: feet of the outer boundaries
of the land covered hereby without permission from the Secretary of the
Interior, unless the adjoining lands have been patented or the title thereto
otherwise vested hi private owners.
(I

Ditiyence-Ptevention of

waste-Healthl and safety of workmien.-To'

develp and produce in' commercial quantities, with reasonable diligence, the
sodiumn and other minerAl deposits susceptible of such production in the lands
covered hereby; to carry out, at the: expense of the lessee, all reasonable orders
of the Secretary of the Interior,' or, his authorized representatives (mining.
supervisors, United States Geological Survey), issued 'n pursuance of the
operating regulations; to carry on all mining, reducing, refining, and'other operations in accordance with approved methods and practice and in conformity with
the operating regulations to the satisfaction of said representatives; too take
all reasonable precaution to prevent damage to mineral deposits, Jinjury to
life, health, or property, or eofnomic waste ; to observe all State laws xrelative to
the: health, and safety of workmen and. employees; and to provide access at
all times to mining and related productive operations for examination and
inspection by authorized representatives of the lessor.
(i) Foffeiture of lease.-To deliver up to the lessor, in good ,order and condition and subject to the provisions of section 5 hereof on the termination of
this lease as a result of forfeiture thereof pursuant to section 81 of the act
of February 25, 1920, the lands covered thereby, together with any land permiss ion for the use of which has been granted under and pursuant to the provisions
of section :25 of saide act, including all fixtures, machinery, improvements,. and.
appurtenances, together with such personal property situate on any of said
lands as may be necessary or convenient for the, continued operation to the:
full extent and capacity of the leased premises.
'

(k)

Reserved' deposits.-To comply with all, statutory requirements where

the surface of the lands embraced herein has been disposed of under laws
reserving to the United States the mineral deposits 'therein.
:() Astiynsent.-Not to assign or 'sublet, without the consent of the Secretary oftthe Interior, the premises covered hereby.
(in)

Recess holdings.-To observe faithfully the provisions

of section 27

of the 'act of February 25, 1920, as amended by the act of April 30, 1926, in
so far as applicable hereto.
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(it) Miqtimum production.-Beginning~ with the fourth full calendar year of
the lease, except when operations are intetrupted by strikes, the elements, or
casualties not attributable to the lessee, to produce each year sodium or assdelated minerals from the premises "covered 'hereby, :to the gross value of not
less than -----dollars at the* point of shipment, or to pay royalty
on said gross value if the value of production be less.'
S.Ec. 3. ~The lessor expressly -reserves.:
(a) Ea~sement& and rigkts of wayj.-The right to permit Thr joint or several
use such easements or* rights of 'way upon, through, or. in the lands hereby
leased, occupied, or 'used as may be necessary or appropriate to the working
of the same, or of' 'other lands~ containing the deposits. described in this act;
and the treatment and shipment. of the products thereof, by or under authority
of the Government,-its lessees or permittees, and for other, public purposes.
(b) Dioposition of surface.-The right to dispose of the surface of'the land
embraced herein under existing law, or laws hereinafter enacted; in' so far as
said. surfacer is not necessary for use of the lessees in extracting; and removing
the deposits therein.

(c)

Monlopoly

and fair prices.-Full power and authority to carry out and

enforce all the prvs Onof seto
0of said act to insure the sale o h
production. of said leased lands to the United States and to the public at
reasonal prices, to prevent monopoly, and to safeguard the public 'welfare.
SEC. 4. ,Su~rrendter ~and 'termination of lease.-The 'lessee may, on consent
of the Secretary of the-Interidr, first had and obtained, surrehder-and terminate this lease at any time after the first four years of the terg~herein provided for, by giving six months' notice in writing to the lessor, and upon,
payment of all rents, royalties, and (other debts due and payable. to the lessor,
And upon payment of all wages 'or moneys, due and payable to thq workmen
-employed by tbe lessee; and upon a satisfactory showing to ~the Secretary of
the Interior that the public interest will not be impaired; but In no case
shall such termination be effective until the lessee shtail hav made provision
for thle preservation' of any minies~ or productive works or permanent improvemenits on, the lands covered by such relinquishment.
SEc. 5. Pus-chase of materials, etc.,: on.termmnation of lense.-That on the
termination of this lbase, by surrender or forfeiture, the lessor, his agent,
licensee, or lessee, shall have the exclusive right, at the lessor's election, to;
-purchase at,,any time within six months, at the appraised value thereof, any
or all buildings, machinery, equipment, and tools, whether fixtures or person-alty, placed by the lessee in or on the land leased hereunder, or on lands
-covered by permit under section 25 of the. act, save and except equipment such
as underground timbering, -supports, shaft linings, and well casings, niecessary for the preservation of.,the mine or other development works, Which
~shall be and remain a part of the 'realty without further consideration or compensatidn; ~that the purchase price to be paid for said buildings, machinery,
'equipment, and tools to be prchased as aforesaid' shall be fited by appraisal
'of three disinterested and competeht persons (one to be designated by each
party thereto and the third. by the two so designated), the valuation of the
three or a majority of them to be conclusive;. that pending such' election to
purchase within. said period ofsxmnh oeo adbidings or other property shall be remoIved ~fromlb
their normal, position; that 'at any time within
a period of 90 days after election by the lessor not to purchase or ~after
txpiration of said period of six months without election by; the lessor, the
lessee shall have the privilege ~of removing ~from the premises 'said buildings
'and, other property except said ~underground: equipment, and' structures as
aforesaid.'
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SEc. 6. Judliciat proceedings in case of default.-If t'he lessee shall fail to
comply with the provisions of the act, or make default in the performance or
observance of any of the termns, covenants, and stipulations. hereof; or of the
general, regulations. promulgated and in force at, date hereof, and such, de*fault shall continue, for 90 days after service of written notice thereof by
the lessor, then the lessor may institute appropriate proceedings in a court
*of competent jurisdiction for the forfeiture and cancellation of ,thiu lease as
plrovided in section 81 of the act. A waiver of any particular cause of forfeiture
shall not prevent the cancellation. and forfeiture of thisI lease for any other
cause of forfeiture, or for, the same c ause; occurring at any other time.
SEC. 7. HoP's and successors in interest.-It is further agreed that each
obligation hereunder shall extend to and~be binding upon, and, every benefit
hereof shall inure to, the heirs, executors, administrators, successors, or assignsL
of. the repective parties hereto.
SEC. S. Unlawful iaterest.-It is also further agreed that no Member of or,
Delegate to Congress, or Resident Commissioner, after his election, or appoint-'
ment, or either before ot after he has qualified; and during his continuance in
office, and that no officer, agent, or employee of the Department df .the Interior,
shall be admitted to any share or part of this lease, or: derive any benefit that
may arise therefrom, and: the provisions of section 3641 of the Revised Statutes
S. C.), and sections 114, 115, and
of the United States, (sec. 22, Title 41 ~U.
116 of the Codification of the Penal .Laws of the, United States,~ approved March
4, 1909.(85 Stat. 14109; secs. 204, 205, and 206 of Title 18, U. S. C.),j relating to
contracts, enter into and form a part Of this lease so far as the same may be
applicable.
In witness WhereofTHE UNITED STATEs OF AMERICA,

By ------

Assistant Secretary of the Interior, Lessor.
------ -- --- ------ ------ Lessee.
------ ----------- ------------ --------- --- ----

L essee.
---

L essee.

usE. PERMITS FOR CAMP SITE AND REFINING WORKS

'Sectionl 25 of the act of February 25, 1920, provides that in addition to areas which may be includedjin prospecting permits or
his discretion, may grant to
leases, the Secretary of the Introin
a pDermittee or lessee of lands containing sodium deposits, 'and subject to the payment of an annual rental of not less than 25 cents per
acre, the exclusive right to use, during the life of the permit or
lease, a tract of unoccupied nonmineral public land, not exceeding
40 acres in area for camp sites, refining works,~ and other purposes
connected'with and necessary to the proper development and use of,
the deposits covered by te permtor lae
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In accordance with the provisions of this section the following
regulations are prescribed, by-which a permittee or lessee under the
act may acquire the right therein granted.
1. Application may be made by the permittee or lessee identifying
by serial number his permit or lease, setting forth in detail the specific reasons why it is necessary for the applicant to have the use of
an additional tract of land for a camp site, refining; works, or other
purposes, connected with and necessary to the proper development
and use of the deposits covered by the permit or lease.
2. The application should contain a description of the lands by
legal subdivisions, if surveyed, or, if not surveyed, by the approximate description thereof as it will appear Then surveyed, for which
the right of use is desired, together with a statement of the particular
reasons why it is especially adapted thereto, either in point of location, topography, or otherwise, and that it is unoccupied, nonmineral
land.
3. Use permits granted hereunder will be for indeterminate periods, dependent in that respect upon the .existence of the permit or
lease made the basis of the right authorized by section 25; upon -the
termination of such permit or lease all rights secured hereby will also
cease and terminate, and such conditions shall be expressly recognized
and stated in the application.
4. No blank forms of application will be furnished to applicants
hereunder, but they will be guided by the foregoing as to the essential requirements of the application, which will be verified by the
affidavit of the applicant.
5. The rental of not less than 25 cents per acre must be paid: the
register of the proper local land office as soon as applicant is notified
of the allowance of the permit, and a like sum each year thereafter
in advance.

IV
FORM OF -USE PERMIT FOR CAMP SITE OR REFINING WORKS

The-form of use permit issued under section 25 of the act of February 25, 1920, will be in substance as follows:
THEp UNmTED STATES OF AmElcA,:
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
USE PEEMIT:

Know all men by these presents, thatkthe Secretary of the Interior, under;
and by virtue of section 25 of the act of Congress entitled "An act to promotei
the mining of coal, phosphate, o.L, oil shale, gas, and sodium, on the public
domain," approved February 25, 1920, has granted to and does hereby grant
to

the

holder

of

---

…--

_,

bearing

serial
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:number
…------,-the exclusive right, so long as needed, used, and occupied,
to: use, during the life of the aforesaid ______
-----------_…, the
following-described tract of land, to wit: _-____-_-__- ____, for a
camp site, refining works(, and other purposes connected with and necessary
to the proper development and the use of the deposits covered by the aforesaid -_=--_-------_
, all rights hereunder to cease and terminate
upon the termination of the aforesaid I-----, and conditioned
upon the payment in advance of 25 cents per acre for the area covered hereby.
Dated, ------------------fSecretry of the Interior.

V~
REPEALIWG CLAUSE, ETC.

Repealing and saving clause.-Section 37 of the act provides that
hereafter the deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, and
gas referred to and described in the act may be disposed of only in
the manner provided by the act, " except as to valid claims existent at
date of passage of this act, and thereafter maintained in compliance
with the laws under which initiated, which claims may be perfected
under said laws, including discovery." As to sodium claims, those
claims initiated under the preexisting law may go to patent which,
at the date of the act, were valid mining locations, duly made and
* maintained as such on lands subject to such location at the date
initiated.
Fees and comnissions.-(a) For receiving and acting upon each
; application for prospecting permit or lease filed in the district land
office in accordance with these regulations, there shall be paid by the
applicant a fee of $2 for every 160 acres or fraction thereof in the
application, such fee in no case to be less than $10, the same to be
considered as earned when paid and to be credited to the compensa*
tion of the register within the limitations provided by law.
(b) Registers shall be entitled to a commission of 1 per cent of
all moneys received in each register's office. Such commission will
not be collected from the applicant or lessee in addition to the moneys
otherwise provided to be paid.
It should be understood ;that the commissions herein provided for
Still not affect the disposition of the proceeds arising from operations
under the act, as provided in section 35 thereof; also that such commissions will be credited on compensation of registers only to the
extent of the limitation provided by law for maximum compensation
of such officers.
C. C. MooREi,

Commissioner.
Approved, June 14, 1929.
Jos. M. DIxON)
Acting Secretary.
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AN ACT TO PROMOTE THE MINING OF COAL, PHOSPHATE, OIL, OIL
SHALE, GAS, AND SODIUM ON THE PUBLIC DOMAIN
(Public, No. 146, 41 Stat. 437)

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assein-bled, That deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil,
cil shale, or gas, and lands containing such deposits owned by the United States,
including those in national forests, but excluding lands acquired under the act
known as the Appalachian forest act, approved March 1, 1911 (Thirty-sixth
Statutes, page 961), and those in national parks, and in lands withdrawn or reserved for military or naval uses or purposes, except as hereinafter provided,
shall be subject to disposition in the form and manner provided by this act to
citizens of the United States, or to any association of such persons, or to any
corporation organized under the laws of the United States, or of any State or
Territory thereof, and in the case of- coal, oil, oil shale, or gas, to municipalities:
Provided, That the United States reserves the right to extract helium from all
gas produced from lands permitted, leased, or otherwise granted under the provisions of this act, under such rules and regulations ds shall be prescribed by
the Secretary of the Interior: Provided furtlher, That in the extraction of helium
from gas produced from such lands, it shall be so extracted as to cause no substantial delay in the delivery of gas produced from the well to the purchaser
thereof: And provided further, That citizens of another country, the laws, customs, or regulations of which deny similar or like privileges to citizens or corporations of this country; shall not by stock ownership, stock holding, or stock
control, own any interest in, any lease acquired under the provisions of this act.
[Section 1 of the act was amended by section 5 of the act of February 7, 1927
(44 Stat. 1057), to include deposits of potassium.]
[Secs. 2 to 22, inclusive, relate to coal, phosphate, oil and gas, 'oil shale, and
Alaska oil proviso.]
SODIUJM

-

SEC. 23 (as amended by act of December 11, 1928 (45 Stat. 1019)). That
the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, to grant to any qualified applicant a prospecting
permit which shall give the exclusive right to prospect for chlorides, sulphates,
carbonates, 'borates, silicates, or -nitrates of sodium, in lands belonging to the
United States for a period of not exceeding two years: Provided, That the area
to be included in such a permit shall not exceed two thousand five hundred and
sixty'acres of land in reasonably compact form.
SEC. 24 (as amended by act of December 11, 1928 (45 Stat. 1019)). That upon.
shooring to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior that valuable deposits of one of the substances enumerated in section 23 hereof have been discovered by. the permittee within the area covered by his permit and that such
land is chiefly valuable theref or, the permitte6 shall be entitled to a lease for
any or all of the land embraced in the prospecting permit at a royalty of not less
than 2 per centum of the quantity or gross value tof the output of sodium compounds and other related products at the point of shipment to market; the lands
in such lease to be taken in compact form by legal subdivisions of'the public
land surveys or, if the land be ndt surveyed, by survey executed at the cost of
the permittee in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the
Interior. Lands known to contain valuable deposits of one of the substances
enumerated in section 23 hereof and not covered by permits or leases shall be
subject to lease by the Secretary of the Interior through advertisement,; com-
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:petitive bidding, or such other methods as he may by general regulations adopt
and in such areas as he shall fix, not exceeding two thousand five hundred and
sixty acres. All leases under this section shall be conditioned upon the payment by the lessee of such royalty as may be fixed in the lease, not less than 2
per centum of the quantity or gross value of the output of sodium compounds
and other related products at the point of shipment to market, and the payment
in advance of a rental of 25 cents per acre for the first calendar year or fraction
thereof, 50 cents per acre for the second, third, fourth, and fifth calendar years,
respectively; and $1 per acre per annum thereafter during the continuance of
the lease, such rental for any one year to be credited against royalties accruing
for that year. Leases under this section shall be for a period of twenty years,
with preferential right in the lessee to renew for successive periods of ten
years upon such reasonable terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the
Secretary of the Interior unless otherwise provided by law at the expiration of
such period: Provided, That nothing in this act shall prohibit the mining and
sale of sodium compounds under potassium leases issued pursuant to the acts
of October 2, 1917 (Fortieth Statutes. at Large, page 297), and February 7,
1927 (Forty-fourth Statutes at Large, page 1057), nor the mining and sale of
potassium compounds as a by-product from sodium leases taken under this section: Provided further, That on application by any lessee the Secretary of the
Interior is authorized to modify the rental and royalty provisions stipulated in
any existing sodium lease to conform to the provisions of this section.
Sac. 25. That in addition to areas of such mineral land which may be included
in any such prospecting permits or leases, the Secretary of the Interior, in his
discretion, may grant to a permittee or lessee of lands containing sodium deposits, and subject to the payment of an annual rental of not less than 25 cents per.
acre, the exclusive right to use, during the life of the permit or lease, a tract of
unoccupied nonmineral public land, not exceeding forty acres in area, for camp
sites, refining works, and other purposes connected with and necessary to the
proper development and use of the deposits covered by the permit or lease.
GENERAL PROVISIONS APPLIOABLE TO COAL, PHOSPHATE.
GAS, AND;POTASH LEASES

SODIUM,

OIL, OIL SHALE,

SEac. 26. That the Secretary of the Interior shall reserve and may exercise
the authority to cancel any prospecting permit upon failure by the permittee
to exercise due diligence in the prosecution of the prospecting work in accordance with the terms and conditions stated in the permit, and shall insert in
every such permit issued under the provisions of this act appropriate provisions for its cancellation by him.
Sac. 27. (as amended by act of April 30, 1926 (44 Stat. 373)). That nod
person, association, or corporation, except. as herein provided, shall take
or hold coal, phosphate, or sodium leases or permits during the life of
such leases or permits in any one State exceeding in aggregate acreage two
thousand five hundred and sixty acres for each of said minerals; no person,
association, or corporation shall take or hold at one time oil or gas leases
or permits exceeding in the aggregate seven thousand six hundred and eighty
acres granted hereunder in any one State, and not more than two thousand
five hundred and sixty acres within the geologic structure of the same producing oil o? gas field; and no person, association, or corporation shall take
or hold at -one time -any interest or interests as a member of. an association
or-associations or as a stockholder of a corporation or corporations holding
a lease or leases, permit or permits, under the provisions hereof, which, together with the area embraced in any direct holding of a iease or leases, permit

C
:;

'

-
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-or permits, under this act, or which, together with any other interest or interests; as a member of an association or associations or as: a stockholder
of a corporation or corporations holding a lease or leases, permit or permits,
under the provisions hereof for any kind of mineral leases hereunder, exceeds
in the aggregate an amount equivalent to the'maximum number of acres of
the respective kinds of minerals allowed to any one lessee- or permittee under
this act. Any interests held in violation of this act shall be forfeited to the
United States by appropriate proceedings instituted by the Attorney General
for that purpose in the United States district court for the district in which
the-property, ;or some part thereof, is located, except that any ownership or
interest forbidden in this act which may be acquired by descent, will, judgment, or decree may be held for two years and not longer after its acquisition:
Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be construed to limit sections
18, 18a, 19, and 22 or to prevent any number of lessees under the provisions
of this act from combining their several interests so far as may be necessary
for the purposes of constructing and carrying on the business of a -refinery,
,or of establishing and constructing as a common carrier a pipe line or lines of
railroads to be operated and used by them jointly in the transportation of
Oil from their several wells, or from the wells of.other lessees under this act,
or the transportation of coal or to increase the acreage which may be acquired
or held under section 17 of this act: Provided further, That any combination
for such purpose or purposes shall be subject to the approval of the Secretary of
the Interior on application to him for permission to form the same: And provided fatrther, That if any of the lands or deposits leased under the provisions
of this act shall be subleased, trusteed, possessed, or controlled by any device
permanently, temporarily, directly, indirectly, tacitly, or in any manner what-'
soever, so that they form a part of or are in any wise controlled by any combination in the form of an unlawful trust, with consent of lessee, or form the
subject of any contract or conspiracy in restraint of trade in the- mining or
selling of coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas, or sodium entered into by the
lessee, or any agreement or understanding, written, verbal, or otherwise, to
which such lessee. shall be a party, of which his or its output is to be or become
the subject, to control the price or prices thereof or of any holding of such lands
by any individual, partnership, association, corporation, or control, in excess
of the amounts of lands provided in this act, the lease thereof shall be forfeited
by appropriate court proceedings.
Sxo. 28. That rights of way through the public lands, including the forest
reserves, of the United States are hereby granted for pipe-line purposes for,
the transportation of oil or natural gas to any applicant possessing the qualifi-y
cations provided in section 1 of this act, to the extent of the ground occupied
by the said pipe line and twenty-five feet on each side of the same under such
regulations as to .survey, location, application, and use as may be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Interior and upon the express condition that such
pipe lines shall be constructed, operated, and maintained as common carriers:
Provided, That the Government shall in express terms reserve and shall provide in every lease of. oil lands hereunder that the lessee, assignee, or bene-.
ficiary, if owner, or operator or owner of a controlling' interest in any pipe
line or of any company operating the same which may be operated accessible
to the oil derived from lands under such lease, shall at reasonable rates and;
'without discrimination accept and convey the oil of the Government or,, of
any citizen or company not the owner of any pipe line'operating a lease or
purchasing gas or oil under the provisions of this act: Provided further, That
no right of way' shall hereafter be granted over said lands for the trans-
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portation of oil or natural gas. except under and subject to the provisionsc
limitations, and conditions of this section. Failure to comply: with the provisions of this section or the regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the
Interior shall be ground for forfeiture of the grant by the United States district
court for the district in which the property,: or some parti thereof, is located
in an appropriate proceeding.
Sec. 29. That any permit, lease, occupation, or use permitted under this act
shall reserve to the Secretary of the Interior the right to permit upon such
terms as he may determine to be just, for joint or several use, such easements
or, rights of way, including easements in tunnels upon, through, or in the lands
leased, occupied, or used as may be necessary or appropriate to the working of
the same, or of other lands, containing the: deposits described in this act, and
the treatment and shipment. of the .products thereof by"or under authority of
the Government, its lessees, or permittees, and for other public purposes: ProSided, That said Secretary, in his discretion, in making any lease under this act,
may reserve to the United States the right to lease, sell, :or otherwise dispose
of the surface of the lands embraced within such lease under existing law or*
laws hereafter enacted, in so far as said surface is not necessary for use of the
lessee in extracting and removing the deposits therein: Provided furtker, That
if such reservation is made it shall be so determined before the offering of such
lease: And ; provided further, That the said Secretary, during the life of the
lease, is authorized to issue such permits for easements herein provided to be:
reserved.
SEac. 30. That no lease issued under the authority,of this act shall be assigned
or sublet,,except .with the consent of the Secretary of the Interior. The lessee
may, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, beipermitted at any time
to make written: relinquishment of all rights under, such a lease, and upon
acceptance thereof be thereby relieved of all future obligations under said lease,
and may with like consent surrender any legal -subdivision of the area included
within the lease. Each lease shall contain provisions for the purpose of insuring the exercise of reasonable diligence, skill, and care in the operation of
said property;, a provision that such rules for the safety and welfare of the
miners and for the prevention of undue waste as may be prescribed by said
Secretary shall be observed, including a restriction of the workday to not exceeding eight hours in any one day for underground workers except in cases of
emergency; provisions prohibiting the employment of any boy under the age
of sixteen or the employment of any' girl or woman, without regard to age, in
any mine below the surface; provisions securing the workmen complete freedom
of purchase; provision requiring the payment of wages at least twice a month
in lawful money :of the United States, and providing proper rules and regulations to insure the fair and just weighing or measurement of the coal mined by
each miner, and such other provisions as he may deem necessary to insure. the
sale of! the production of such leased lands to the 'United States and to Ithe'
public at reasonable prices, for the protection of the interests of the United
States, for the prevention of monopoly, and for the safeguarding of the public
welfare: Provided, That none of such provisions shall be in conflict with the

laws of the State in which the leased property is situated.
SEac. 31. That any lease issued under the provisions of this act may be
:forfeited and canceled by an 'appropriate proceeding in the United States
district court for the district in which the property, or some part, thereof, is'
located whenever the' lessee fails to comply with any of the provisions of this
act, of the lease, or .of the general regulations promulgated under this act and
in force at the' date of ithe lease; and the lease may provide for resort to
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appropriate methods for the settlement of disputes or for remedies for breach
of specified conditions thereof..

SEac. 32. That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to prescribe necessary and proper rules and regulations and to do any and all things necessary to
carry out and accomplish the purposes of this act, also to fix and determine the
boundary lines of any structure, or oil or gas field, for the purposes of this
act: Provided, That nothing in this-act shall be construed or held to. affect the
rights of the States or other local authority to exercise any rights which they
may have, including the right to levy and collect taxes upon improvements,
output of mines, or other rights, property, or assets of any lessee of the United
States.

Sc. 33. That all statements, representations, or reports required by the
Secretary of the Interior underf this act shall be upon oath, *unless otherwise
specified by him, and in such form and upon such blanks as the Secretary of the
Interior may require.
*SEac. 34. That the provisions of this iact shall also apply to all deposits of
coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, or gas in the lands of the United States,
:which lands may have' been or may be disposed of under laws reserving to the
United States such deposits, with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove
the same, subject to such conditions as are or may hereafter be provided by such
laws reserving such deposits.
Sac. 35. That 10 per centum of all money received from sales, bonuses,
royalties, and rentals under the provisions 'of this act, excepting those from
Alaska, shall be paid into the Treasury of the United States and credited to,
miscellaneous receipts; for past production 70 per centum, and for future
production 521/2 per centum of the amounts derived from such bonuses, royalties,
and rentals shall be paid into, reserved, and appropriated as a part of the reclamation 'fund created by Ithe act of Congress, known as the reclamation act,
; approved June 17, 1902, and for past production 20 per centum, and for future
production 37S/2Aper centum of the amounts derived from such bonuses, royalties,
and rentals shall be paid by the Secretary of the Treasury after the expiration
of each fiscal year to the State within the boundaries of which the leased lands
or deposits are or were located,: said moneys to be used by such State or subdivisions thereof for the construction andI maintenance of public roads or for
the Support of public schools or' other public educational institutions, as the
legislature of the :State may direct: ProviWd,' That all moneys -which may accrue to the United States under the provisions of this act from lands within-the
naval petroleum reserves shall be deposited in the Treasury as "Miscellaneous
receipts."
Sac. 36. That all royalty accruing to the United States under any oil or gas
lease or permit under this act on demand of the Secretary of the Interior shall
be paid in oil or gas.
Upon granting any oil or gas lease under this act, and, from timne to time
thereafter during said lease, the Secretary of the Interior shall, except.whenever
in his judgment it is desirable to retain the same for the, use of the United
States, offer for sale for such period as he may determine, upon notice and
advertisement on sealed bid's or at public auction, all royalty oil and gas
iaccruing or reserved to the United States under sunch lease. Such advertisement and'sale shall reserve to the Secretary of the Interior the right to reject all
bids' whenever within his judgment the interest of the United States demands;
and in cases where no satisfactory bid is received or. where the accepted bidder
' fails to complete the purchase, or where the Secretary of the Interior shall
determine that it is unwise in- the public interest to accept the offer-of the
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highest bidder, the Secretary of the Interior, within his discretion, may readvertise such royalty for sale, or sell at private-sale at not less than the market
price for such period, or accept the value thereof from the lessee: Provided,
however, That pending the making of a permanent contract for the sale of any
royalty, oil or gas as herein provided, the Secretary of the Interior may sell
the current product at private sale, at not less than the market price:'And
provided turther, That any'royalty oil or gas may be sold at not less than the
market price at private sale to any department or agency of the United States.
SEC. 37. That the deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, and gas,
herein, referred to, in lands valuable for such. minerals,: including lands and
deposits described in the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to permit the continuation of coal mining
operations on certain lands in Wyoming," approved August 1, 1912 (Thirtyseventh Statutes at Large, page 1346), shall be subject-to disposition only in
the form and manner provided in this act, except as to valid claims-existent
at d(ate of passage of this act and' thereafter maintained in compliance with
the laws,under which initiated, which claims may be perfected under such laws,
including discovery.
[Section 37 of the act was amended by section 5 of 'the act. of February 7,
1927 (44 Stat., 1057), to include deposits of potassium.]
SEC. 38. That, until otherwise provided, the Secretary of the Interior shall
be authorized: to. prescribe -fees and: commissions to be paid registers -and
receivers of United States land offices on account of business transacted under
the provisions of this act.
Approved, February 25, 1920.

RIGHTS OF AN ENTRYMAN WHOSE HOMESTEAD ENTRY IS
PERFECTED BY HIS DESERTED WIFE
Instructions, June 17, 1929
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-DEsERTED WIFE-SECOND ENTRy.
The homestead' rights of an entryman whose entry is perfected by his deserted
wife under the act of Qctober 22, 1914, are exhausted to the extent of the
area entered, but the fact that she was erroneously allowed to make an
entry as additional to his deserted entry does not preclude him from making
a second entry to the, extent of his unexhausted right.
EDWARDS, Amsistant

Secretary:

You [Commissioner of the General Land Office] have informally
requested instructions as to the further rights of entrymen in those
cases where homestead entries are perfected by deserted wives under
the provisions' of the act of October 22, 1914 (38 Stat. 766).
Your inquiry arises in connection with a letter received from Mr.
Jacob M. Wilson, of Newberg, Oregon, whose entry under the enlarged homestead act, embracing 200 acres, was perfected by his
-deserted wife.I
You call attention to the fact that by decision of November 7, 1919
(unreported), on the appeal of John R. Painter, whose application
to make a second homestead entry had been rejected, the department
held-
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With the appeal was filed an affidavit in which applicant set forth in detail

the reasons for abandoning his wife and the prior entry, and the showing is
such that the department is convinced that applicant is entitled to the' benefits
of the act of September 5, 1914 (38 Stat. 712).

Under date of March 7, 1929, the department instructed you that
a homestead entry made by one Thomas E. Frazier. and perfected
by his deserted wife "remained his, and her rights under the homestead law were in no way affected therebv."X
Prior to the instructions of March 7, 1929, the department considered the decision in the Painter case, and upon reconsideration
adheres to the views expressed on the latter date.
The making of an entry under the homestead laws exhausts the
maker's right to the extent of the area entered,; and if he fails to
perfect the entry he can be allowed to make a second entry only
pursuant to an act of Congress restoring his right. The department
knows of no law restoring the homestead right to a man whose
Amentry was perfected by his deserted wife. You will treat the decision in the Paimter-ease as overruled.
Wilson's right under the enlarged homestead act was exhausted
as to 200 acres., He can be allowed to make a further entry under
section 7. of the enlarged homestead act-for 120 acres, or an entry
under section 3 of the stock-raising homestead act for 440 acres,
provided, of course, that the 200 acres originally entered and the
area applied for shall be designated as stock-raising land. The fact
that Mrs. Wilson was erroneously allowed to make an entry for 120
acres as additional to his deserted entry in no way affects his right.
KEATING GOLD MINING COMPANY, MONTANA POWER COMPANY,
TRANSFEREE
Instruotiors, TJuilj 1, 1929
RIGeTS OF WAY-NATIONAL

FoREsTs-STATUTES.

The act of March 4, 1911, which authorized the granting of rights of way
for a period not exceeding fifty years across and upon public lands, national
forests and reservations of the United States, merely extended additional
or larger grants without modifying or repealing the act of February 15,
:1901, and the two acts should therefore be construed and applied in.
harmony.
WATER POWER-RIGHTS OF WAY-FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION-JURISMCTI'ON---STATUTES.

With respect to rights of way over the public lands for power purposes, the
acts of February 15, 1901, and March 4, 1911, were superseded* by the
Federal Power Act of June 10, 1920, and whenever a giant of a right of
way made under either the act of 1901, or the act of 1911, shall have:
expired by limitation, continued use of the right of way can be authorized
only under a license issued by the Federal Power Commission.
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Assistant Secretary:
:
With your letter of June 13, 1929, you [Director of Geological
* Survey] submit the papers in they case of Keating Gold Mining Company, Montana Power Company, transferee (Helena 03444), involving a right of way under the act of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat.; 1235,
1253). across certain public lands in the State of Montana, which
under the terms of the instrument expired on October 27, 1928.
You request instructions as to whether the grant may be renewed
for a further term or whether, the grantee should be called upon to
apply for aiicense"under the 'Federal Water Power Act of June 10,
'a : 1920 (41 Stat. '1063).
*EVE \ The scope and purpose-of the Federal Water Power Act received
the extensive and careful consideration of the Attorney General in
an opinion dated May 3, 1921 (32 Ops. Atty. Gen. 525), rendered in
connection with an inquiry submitted by the Secretary of Agriculture with respect to his authority to approve transfers or assignments
of water power permits issued under the act of February 15, 1901
* :
(31 Stat. 790). With respect to the Federal Water Power Act 'the
Attorney General said--L:
EDWARDS,

This Act provides a complete and detailed scheme for the development and
operation under public control of all the water-power resources of the public
domain, reserved and unreserved, and of all the navigable rivers under the
jurisdiction of the United States. It creates a new body called the Federal
Power Commission and places in its hands authority to investigate all the
water-power resources of the United States and control their development in
so far as the Government has jurisdiction either by reason of ownership of
lands or control over waters and it expressly repeals " all Acts or parts of Acts
inconsistent with this Act." (41 Stat. 1077.)
It seems clear that it was .the purpose of Congress to bring under this Act
all future power development within the jurisdiction of the United States and
to concentrate in the hands of the Federal Power Commission all the administrative authority thereover which was in part previously distributed among the
Secretaries of the Interior, Agriculture, and War. It is also clear that no further original permits, at least, were thereafter to be issued by the Secretaries.
It is believed that practically all the permits issued by them are limited in
time; and when they expire new licenses vwill be issued by the Commission and
not by the Secretaries, respectively. It is therefore evident that the intent of:'
the Act, as well as its necessary operation, is to ultimately bring under the new
law and under the control of the Federal Power Commission all existing as well
as all future developments.

The act of March 4, 1911, supra, under which the right of way
here under consideration was granted, authorized the head of the
department having jurisdiction to grant rights, of way for a period
not exceeding 50 years over, across and upon the public lands, national forests and reservations of the United States. It merely
authorized additional or larger grants and did not modify or repeal.
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the act of February 15, 1901, and has been construed and applied in
harmony with it. See Regulations (41 L. D. 454)'.
It appears to be well settled that this department no longer has
authority to grant permits or easements under either the act of
1901 or the act of 1911 by reason of the passage of the Federal
Water Power Act.
In the light of the foregoing, it seems clear that the department
can neither grant a right of way to the company under the act of
March 4, 1911, su-pra, for another period or extend the life of the
original grant for an additional period. The interested companyshould, therefore, be advised that if it desires to continue the use
of the right of way, appropriate application should be filed with
the Federal Power Commission for a license under the Federal
Water Power Act.
REGISTERS NOT AUTHORIZED TO TAKE TESTIMONY OF
WITNESSES OUTSIDE OF THEIR LAND DISTRICTS
Instructions, July 17, 1929
REGISTERS-JURISDICTION:
Except where otherwise specifically provided by statute, the territorial and
official- jurisdiction of the register is limited by the boundaries of :his
land district and to those matters the care and adm nistration of which
are charged to him.
- JURISDICTION WITNESSES - TESTIMONY -OATHS -PRACTICE -REGIsTERs
STATUTES.
Section 4 of the act of January 31, 1903, which authorizes the register to
issue commissions to the officers designated therein to take depositions of
- witnesses in counties outskde of his land district, does not empower him
to administer oaths to such witnesses or to issue a commission to himself
to take such depositions.

Instructions by Assistant Comnmissioner Tiavell of the General Land
Office, Approved by Assistant Secretary Edwards, to the Reqister,
Sacramento, California:
Reference is made to your [Register, Sacramento, California]
letter of July 1 1,929, involving Sec. 36, T. 30 S., R. 23 E., M. D. M.,
within the exterior limits of naval reserve No. 1, California, now
within your, but formerly within the Visalia land district, as to
which the department, by decision dated May 8, 1925 (51 L. D. 141),
ordered a hearing on the charges that the land is mineral in character containing valuable deposits of petrdleum and natural gas,
and that the land was known to be, mineral in- character at and
prior to the date of the acceptance of the plat of survey by' the
General Land Office January 26, 1903. See also in this connection
57522-27-voL 52---43
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the 'act of February 21, 1924 (43 Stat. 15),' and Supreme Court
opinion in the case of' West v. Standard Oil Co. (278 :U. S. 200)2.
In efiect, and for the reasons set forth in your letter, you request
that whatever depositions may be taken in the case, by any of the
parties thereto, shall be taken before you instead of before United
States commissioners, notaries public, judges or clerks of courts of
record, or other officers authorized to administer oaths.
Under the act of January 31, 1903 (32 Stat. 790), and the regulations thereunder (32 -L.;D. 132), the attendance and testimony of
witnesses at hearings in public land matters may be secured even'
though the witnesses, residing in the United States, may reside in
counties outside' the land district wherein the involved land is
situated. Under section 4 of the act of 1903, depositions of witnesses taken thereunder may be taken before any United States commissioner, notary public, judge or clerk of a court of record. Provision is also made by Rules 20 to 32, both inclusive, of the Rules of
Practice (51 L. D. 547, 552), as amended by Circular No. 1172 (52
L. D. 503), relating to Rule 28 of Practice foir the taking of testimony by deposition.
In its decision ordering the hearing, the local land officers were
directed tonotify the State of California, the Standard Oil Company, Francis J. Carman,
Pan American Petroleum Company, and others claiming title, directly or indirectly, in or to any portion of said section 36, hereof, and by agreement of
parties, Or otherwise, determine upon a date for hearing, to be held at your
office.

As you suggest, it may be that many depositions will be taken
in this case, by the Government and by some or all of the other
parties involved in the controversy, and that many of the depositions will be taken in counties within and without your land district.
Under the law (R. S. 2234), as amended by the act of January
92, 1898 (30 Stat. 234), the registershall have charge of and attend to the sale of public and Indian lands within
his district.

By section 2246, Revised Statutes, and act of March 3, 1925 (43
Stat. 1.145), the register is authorized to administer any oath required by law or the instructions of the General Land Office in
connection with the entry or purchase of any tract of public land.
Except where otherwise specifically provided by act of Congress,
the territorial and official jurisdiction of the register is limited by
the boundaries of his land district and to the matters, land and
things therein the care and administration of which are charged to
him. Matthews v. Zane (5 Cranch 92-; '7 Wheat. 164). While the
act of 1903 empowers the register to issue commissions to the officers
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designated therein to take depositions of witnesses in counties outside of the register's land district, and in other counties, the register
is not specifically enumerated among said designated officers, nor
does the act confer upon him the power to administer oaths to witnesses whose testimony is taken outside of the land district, or to
issue a commission to himself, or empower the Commissioner of the
General Land Office or the Secretary of the Interior to issue such a
commission to the register.
In the case of United States v. George (228 U. S. 14), it is stated
(syllabus)An indictment for perjury under section 5392, Rev. Stat., cannot be based on
an affidavit not authorized oi required by any law of the United States.

Appreciating the excellent motive that prompted your request,
I am of the opinion that if any depositions are taken in this case
they must be taken in the manner and before the, officers prescribed
by the Rules of Practice and the act :of January 31, 1903. The
necessity and importance for thus proceeding in the premises at
once becomes apparent when there is taken into consideration the
proposition that if the testimony of the witnesses offered by way
of deposition is taken before an officer not qualified to administer
the oath to the witnesses, objection will probably be interposed to
the competency of the testimony.

STATUS OF CERTAIN LANDS WITHDRAWN FOR ADDITION TO THE
SEQUOIA NATIONAL PARK
Optinion, Juily 17,.1929
WITHDRAWAL-REsTorsmo-NAT[ONAL

PARKS.

Where a statute perpetuates a temporary withdrawal of public lands made
under the act of June 25, 1910, as amended by the act of August 24, 1912,
for classification and future legislation, only as to a portion of the lands
withdrawn, the withdrawal remains in full force and effect as to those
lands not covered by the statute until revoked by the President or by aet
of Congress.
WITIEDRAWAL-WATER POwER-FEDERAL WArEt PowER ACT-NATIONAL PARKSSTATUrEs.
A withdrawal of public lands under the act of June 25, 1910, as amended by
the act of August 24, 1912, for classification and in aid of future legislation
having in view their inclusion within a national park, is not a reservation
in the sense contemplated by the Federal Water Power Act.
FINNEY, Solicitor:

The acting director of the National Park Service has requested
my opinion concerning the status of the area known as the Kings
River Canyon Addition to Sequoia National Park, which was in-
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'cluded in temporary withdrawals by Executive orders, under authority of the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 847), as amended by the act
of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 497). The following is quoted from the
memorandum submitted:
The lands in question are a part of the area included in temporary Executive withdrawals under dates of July 8, 1918 (No. 2906) and January 28, 1921
<No. 3395), the remainder of the lands included in these withdrawals and
known as the Kern Canyon addition having been added to the park by legislative enactment under date of July 3, 1926 (44 Stat.. Part 2, 818) It is now
contended on the one hand that by reason of the legislative enactment under
date of July 3, 1926, adding a portion of the withdrawn lands to the park,
that the withdrawal under the above-mentioned Executive orders has been terminated and on the other hand it is contended that the withdrawal of the remaining portion of the area not dealt with by this legislation is still in force
X nd effect, the same not having been specifically revoked by the President, or by
an act of Congress, as required under the provisions of the act of June 25, 1910
(36 Stat. 847), pursuant to which the withdrawals were made.

Section 1 of the act of June 25, 1910, sura, under the provisions
of which the withdrawal was made, reads as follows:
That the President may, at any time in his discretion, temporarily withdraw
from settlement, location, sale, or entry any of the public lands of the United
States including the District of Alaska and reserve the same for water-power
sites, irrigation, classification of lands, or other public purposes to be specified
in the orders of withdrawals, and such withdrawals or reservations shall
remain in force until revoked by him or by an Act of Congress.

Section 2 of the act, as amended by the act of August 24, 1912,
Vsupra, relates to exploration under the mining laws and other matters not material to the question presented.
Section 3 of the act reads as follows:
-

That the Secretary of the Interior shall report all such withdrawals to
Congress at the beginning of its next regular session after the date of the
withdrawals.

The act of' September 30, 1913 (38 Stat. 113), authorizes the
-President to provide a method for opening lands restored from restervation or withdrawal.
The Executive orders of July 8, 1918, and January 28, 1921, concern the same area, the first providing that the public lands in the
described areas be temporarily withdrawn from settlement, loca-lion, sale or entry, subject to the provisions of the aforesaid acts in
aid of pending legislation embodied in bills S. 2021 and H. R. 10929,
-'5th Congress, and the second that the described public lands in the
State -of California are hereby temporarily withdrawn subject to
the conditions, provisions and limitations of said acts, for the purpose of classifying said lands and pending enactment of appropriate
legislation for their proper disposition.
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The a-ct of July 3, 1926 (44 Stat. 818), entitled "An Act To
'revise the boundary of the Sequoia National Park, California,"
reads: "That the boundaries of the Sequoia National Park, California, are hereby changed as follows:" (description of boundaries
is set forth and includes part of the area temporarily withdrawn
under above orders). Continuing, the act reads:
and all of those lands lying within the boundary line above described are hereby
included in and made a part of the Roosevelt-Sequoia National Park; and, all
of those lands excluded from the present Sequoia National Park are hereby
included in.and made a part of the Sequoia National Forest, subject to all laws'
and regulations applicable to the national forests.

The lands excluded by the act and made a part of the Sequoia
*National Forest were lands formerly in the national park and were
not involved in the above orders of withdrawal. It thus appeairs
that in so far as' the withdrawn lands are concerned, part were
placed within the boundaries of Sequoia National Park by the act,
but the remainder were not mentioned in the legislation.
The act of June 25, 1910, supra, Expressly provides that:
Such withdrawals or reservations shall remain in force until revoked by the
President or by act of Congress.

The above orders of withdrawal, in so far as the K-ings River
Canyon area is concerned, have not been revoked by the President,
nor by Congress, and it follows that the withdrawal of the area in
question remains in' force under the express terms of the statute.
A further memorandum has been submitted by the acting directortogether with a memorandum opinion rendered by the chief counsel
of the Federal Power Commission in which the conclusion is
reached that in view of the express provisions of the act under
authority of which the reservation was made, the order is still in
effect as to lands not included ini the national, park by the act of
July 3, 1926, supra.
The chief counsel further expresses the opinion that the Executive
order of January 28, 1921, is not operative to limit in any way the
jurisdiction of the Federal Power Commission to issue preliminary
permits 'or licenses affecting these lands.' The following is quoted
from the opinion:
The status of the lands is that they are reserved for classification and since
the Federal Water Power Act gives the Federal Power Commission jurisdiction over public lands and reservations, excepting only National Parks, which
by the amendatory act of March 3, 1921, were excepted from the jurisdiction
of the commission, I see no reason for questioning the jurisdiction of the Federal Power Commission as to the portion of lands included in the Executive
order which were not made a part of the National Park by act of July 3, 1926.
As to the portion of the lands included in the National Park, said act of
July 3, 1926, provides:
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"That no permit, license, lease, or authorization for dams, conduits, reservoirs, power houses, transmission lines, *or other works for storage or carriage of water, or for the development, transmission; or utilization of power
within the limits of said park as herein constituted, shall be granted or made
without specific authority of Congress."

I can not concur in the latter conclusion.

The first paragraph of the order of January 28, 1921, reads:
Under authority of the act of Congress approved June 25, 1910 (36 Stat.
847), as amended by the act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 497), the following
described public lands in the State of California are hereby temporarily withdrawn, subject to the conditions, provisions, and limitations of said acts, for
the purpose of classifying said lands and pending enactment of appropriate
legislation for their proper disposition.

* It is plain that the withdrawal was made not only for the purpose
of classifying the lands but also pending the enactment of appropriate legislation for their proper disposition. The conditions
and limitations to which the withdrawn lands are subject are stated
in section 2 of the act of June 25, 1910, as amended by the act of
August 24, 1912, suprra, as follows:
That all lands withdrawn under the provisions of this Act shall at all times
be open to exploration, discovery, occupation, and purchase under the mining
laws of the United States, so far as the same apply to metalliferous minerals:
Provided, That the rights of any person who, at the date of any order of
withdrawal heretofore or hereafter made, is a bona fide occupant or claimant
of oil or gas bearing lands and who, at such date, is in the diligent prosecution
of work leading to the discovery of oil or gas, shall not be affected or impaired
by such order so long as such occupant or claimant shall continue in diligent
prosecution of said work: Provided further, That this Act shall not be construed as a recognition, abridgement,, or enlargement of any asserted rights or
claims initiated upon any oil or gas bearing lands after any withdrawal of
such lands made prior to June twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred and ten: And
provided further, That there shall be excepted from the force and effect of any
withdrawal made under the provisions of this Act all lands which are, on
the date of such withdrawal, embraced in any lawful homestead or desertland entry theretofore made, or upon which any valid settlement has been
made and is at said date being maintained and perfected pursuant to law; but
the terms of this proviso shall not continue to apply to any particular tract of
land unless the entryman or settler shall continue to comply with the law
under which the entry or settlement was made; And- provided further, That
hereafter no forest reserve shall be created, nor shall any additions be made to
one heretofore created, within the limits of the States of California, Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, or Wyomning, except by Act of Congress.

The plain purpose of. the withdrawal was to relieve the lands
from the operation of all laws under which any private rights
therein might be acquired-other than those prescribed by the acts
of July 25, 1910 and August 24, 1912, supra, in order that legislation
might be had for their proper disposition unaffected by any rights
which might in the meantime be acquired and which might restrict
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or interfere with their disposition by legislation having for its purpose the inclusion of the area within the national park as contemplated when the order was promulgated.
The Executive order did not create a reservation in the sense
contemplated by the Federal Water Power Act which confers upon
the commission jurisdiction to grant preliminary permits and
licenses within certaiVi reservations. It was the exercise of a power
expressly delegated to the President to withdraw lands for the
purposes specified in the act and for other public purposes.
It is plain that the granting of preliminary permits or licenses
under the Federal Water Power Act would constitute a disposition
of the lands not contemplated by the acts in question or the order
of withdrawal and would be inconsistent with the purpose of securing the enactment of legislation for their proper disposition as contemuplated when the order was made.

Approved:
JOHN H. EDWAIWS,
Assistant Secretary.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO'
Deoided July 19, 1929
ScHooL LAND-WITHDRAWAL.SURVEY-VESTED
GENERAL LAND OFFEE-Nvw MExIco.

RIGHTS-CoMMISSIONERE

OF THE

A withdrawal .of designated school sections subsequent to survey in the
field, ;but prior to the approval* of the survey by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, prevents: the vesting of title to those lands upon
the approval of the survey thereof in the State 'of New Mexico under
section 6 of the enabling act of June 20, 1910..
n
SCHOOL LAND-WITWHORAWAL-SURVEY-VYESTED

RreInTS-REsTORuATIozI-s-INDEM-

NiTy-NEw MExIco.
Where the vesting of title in the State to designated school.sections in place
is prevented by the withdrawal of the lands prior to the approval of the
survey thereof by the Commissioner 'of the General Land Office, the State
may await extinguishment of the reservation and restoration of the lands
to the public domain, instead of taking land in lieu thereof during the
withdrawal.

EDwAnRDs, Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal by the State of New Mexico through its Commissioner of Public Lands from the decision of the Commissioner of
the General Land Office dated November 3, 1928, dismissing its protest against applications for oil and gas prospecting permits filed
by F. S. Donnell, Las Cruces 037185, covering all of Secs. 16, 32,
and 36, T. 20 S., R. 29 E., N. M. P. M., and Elnora Donnell, Las
l See decision on rehearing, p. 681=
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Cruces, 037186, covering Sees. 2 and 36, T. 21 S., R. 32 E., and all
of Sec. 2, T. 22 S., R. 32 E., N. M. P. M.
The commissioner held that title to the lands in question had not
vested in the State but still remains in the United States and his
action rested upon that ground.
It appears from the record that the applications for oil and gas
prospecting permits of F. S. and Elnora Donnell were on March
26, 1929, rejected by the department in accordance with the policy
announced in the departmental order No. 337 of March 16, 1929
(52 L. D. 579), but the State's appeal directly raised the question
as to the title to the lands and that question will be determined.
The Geological Survey has reported that the lands in controversy
are not within the known geologic structure of. a producing oil and
gas field.
The records of the General Land Office show that these lands were
withdrawn for stock driveway by departmental order of March 5,
1918; that the lands involved were surveyed in the field during
May and June, 1916; that plat of survey of T. 20 S., R. 29 E., was
approved March 26, 1919, and accepted by the commissioner on
July 7, 1919, and that plat of survey of Ts. 21 and 22 S., R. 32 E.,
was approved March 22, 1919, and accepted by the commissioner on
December 13, 1919.
Section- 6 of the New. Mexico enabling act of June 20, 1910 (36
Stat. 557, 561), reads in part as follows:
That in addition to sections 16 and 36, heretofore reserved for the Territory
of New Mexico, sections 2 and 32 in every township in said proposed State, not
otherwise appropriated at the date of the passage of this act, are, hereby
granted to the said State for the support of common schools.

The department as well as the Federal courts-have repeatedly held
that a State's title to granted school sections does not take effect
until the completion of the survey by acceptance of the plat thereof
bv the Commissioner of the General Land Office. In the case of
F. A. Hyde Cal Co. (37 L. D. 164), the department held that (syllabuLs)Title, does not vest in the State of California under its school grant until the
granted sections have been surveyed, and where subsequent to survey of a
township in the field but prior to approval of the survey by the. Commissioner
of the General Land Office the township is withdrawn for forestry purposes,
no rights to the school sections therein accrue to the State, and such sections
do hot therefore constitute a valid base for the selection of lieu lands under
the exchange provisions of the act of June 4, 1897.

The Supreme Court in the case of Heydemfeldt v. Daney Gold, etc.
Co. (93 U. S. 634, 640), involving lands granted to the State of
Nevada for school purposes, used the following language:
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* * * R Until the Status of the lands was fixed, by a survey, and they were
'capable of identification, Congress reserved absolute power over them; and
if in exercising it the whole or any part of a 16th or 36th section had been
'disposed Ut the State was to be compensated by other lands equal in quantity,
and as near As may be in quality. By this means the State was fully indenmhified, the settlers 'ran no risk of losing the labor of years, and Congress was
left frele to legislate touching the national domain in any way it saw fit, to
promote the public interests.;
In United States v. Morrisso (240 U. S. 192, 210), involving the
provisions in the Federal statutes relating to sections 16 and 36
granted to the State of Oregon, it was held as follows:

We conclude that the State of Oregon did not take title to the land prior
to the survey; and that until the sections were defined by survey and title had
vested in the State, Congress was at liberty to dispose of-the land, its obligation iD that event being properly to compensate the State for whatever deficiencies reslitbd'.

It is clear from the foregoing that title to the lands in question
remains in the United States, subject, however, to the privilege of
the State, accorded by section 2275, Revised Statutes, as amended by
the act of February 28, 18911 (26 Stat. 796), which allows the State
to .await extinguishment of the reservation and restoration of the
land to the public domain and then taking the land in place, instead
,of taking land in lieu thereof during the period of withdrawal.
The decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office is
therefore

Affirled.
'STATE OF NEW MEXICO (ON REHEARING)
Decided September 1.1, 1929

ScH1OOL LAND=SUaVEY-VESTED RIGETS-COvAMISSrONER OF THE GENERAL LAND
OFrICE-NEW MEXICO-STATrUTES.
The grants of certain designated sections of public lands to the State of New
Mexico for the support of common schools did not take effect until after
the identification of those sections by survey, and such identification is not
complete until the survey has been approved by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office.
EDWARDS, Assistant Secretary:

By decision of July 19, 1929 (52 L. D. 679), in the above-entitled
case, the department in affirmance of a decision by the Commissioner
of the General Land Office, held that the State of New Mexico did
not have title to certain sections 2, 16, 32, and 36 in New Mexico
becausnŽ said sections had been included in a stock driveway withdrawal prior to acceptance by the commissioner of the survey of
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the townships involved, although survey in the field had-been made
prior to said withdrawal. It was also held that inasmuch as the
State did not have title to the lands in question it had no valid
ground of protest-against oil and gas prospecting permits for said
lands. On July 15, 1929, there was filed in the General Land Office
a petition for intervention by one F. S. Blackmar who alleged that
he had an oil and gas lease from the State for the lands involved.
This petition was not assembled with the record until after the
department's: decision had been rendered. Under these circumstances the petition will be treated as a motion for rehearing.
In his brief in support of the motion Blackmar's attorney states:
It is the contention of the intervener that the granting acts vested title
in the Territory to the designated sections as a grant in praesenti, and not
as a grant to take effect in future. Of course, if the grant did not take
effect until the completion of the survey, then, under the authority of the
United States v. Morrison (240 U. S. 192), being the case. upon which the
decision of the commissioner was based, there would be ground for the
contention that the title of the State could be defeated by some intervening
act of a public official performed under authority of law. However, the
Morrison case construed a law which the Supreme Court held did not constitute a grant in praesenti, as the granting words were "shall be granted."
The acts by which the school sections were granted to New Mexico contain
the words "are hereby granted," and the Supreme Court of the United States
has repeatedly held that these words constitute a grant in prasewnti.

In its decision of July 19, 1929, the department cited the case of
Heydenfeldt v. Daney Gold, Etc. Co. (93 U. S. 634), and quoted an
excerpt therefrom, showing that although the Nevada enabling act
provided ""that sections numbered 16 and 36 in every township
* * * shall be, and are hereby, granted to said State for the
support of common schools," nevertheless the Supreme Court of the
United States held that the grant did not take effect until after
the-school sections had been identified by survey. In the case of
United States v. Morrison, sullpra, the court said, "We regard the
decision in the Heydenfeldt case as establishing a definite rule of
construction." Moreover, in the Morrison case it was held that a
survey was incomplete until formally approved by the commissioner.
It is clear that the State of New Mexico has no title tolthe lands
involved; that they are public lands over which the Land Department. has jurisdiction.
The motion for rehearing is denied.
Motion denied.
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OREGON AND CALIFORNIA RAILROAD AND COOS BAY WAGON
ROAD GRANT LANDS-SALE OF TIMBER-CIRCULAR NO. 928
(50 L. D. 376), SUPERSEDED
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1200]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., Ju7y 29, 1299.
REGIsTERS, LAYKEVIEW AND ROSEBURG, QREGON:.

Under the provisions of the acts of June 9, 1916 (39 Stat. 218), and
February 26, 1919 (40 Stat. 1179), certain lands, formerly within
the Oregon and.California Railroad and Coos Bay. Wagon Road
grants, revested in the United States. Section 2 of the act of June
9, 1916, provides for the classification of all lands revested thereunder into three classes, to wit, first, power-site lands; second, timber lands; and third, agricultural lands. Section 4 of said act of
1916, as amended by the act of May 17, 1928 (45 Stat. 597, Public

No. 417), reads as follows:.
The timber on lands of class two shall be sold for cash by the Secretary of
the Interior, in cooperation with the Secretary of Agriculture, or otherwisej to
citizens of the United States, associations of such citizens, and corporations
organized under the laws of the United States, or any State, Territory, or District thereof, at such times, in such quantities, and under such plan of public
competitive bidding as in the judgment of the Secretary of the Interior may
produce the best results: Provided. That said Secretary shall have the right to
reject any bid where he has reason to believe that the price offered is inadequate, and imay reoffer the timber until a satisfactory -bid is received: Provided further, That upon application of a qualified purchaser that any legal
subdivision shall be separately offered for sale such subdivision shall be separately offered before being included in any offer of a larger unit, if such application be filed within ninety days prior to such offer: And provided further,
That said timber shall be sold as rapidly as reasonable- prices. can be secured
therefor in a normal market.

The Secretary of the Interior shall as soon as the purchase price is fully
paid by any person purchasing under the provisions of this section issue to such
purchaser a patent conveying the timber and expressly reserving the land to
the United States. The timber thus purchased may be cut and removed by
the purchaser, his heirs or assigns, within such period and under- such rules,
regulations, and conditions as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, which period and conditions shall be designated in the patent;. all
rights under said patent shall cease and terminate at the expiration of said
period: Provided, That in the event the timber is removed prior to the expiration of said period the Secretary of the Interior shall make due announcement
thereof, whereupon all rights under the patent shall cease.
No timber shall be removed until the issuance of patent therefor. All timber sold under this Act shall be subject to the taxing power of the States
apart from the land as soon as patents are issued as provided for herein.
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Section 3 of the act of February 26, 1919, provides that all lands
revested thereunder shall be classified and disposed of in the manner
provided by the act of June 9, 1916, for the classification and dis*jposition of the Oregon and California Railroad grant lands. The
-act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 758), authorizes the sale of timber on
lands of class one, or lands classified., and withdrawn as Xchiefly
-valuable for water power sites. The act of.May 17, 1928 (45w-Stat.
597, Public No. 415), amending section 5 of the act of June 9, 1916,
authorizes the sale of timber on lands of class three, or lands classified as agricultural, which at the time application to purchase the
timber is filed have been subject to entry for a period of two years
and are not embraced in*an application or entry, which is held to
include lands withdrawn as chiefly valuable for power sites but
restored to entry subject to section 24 of the FederalWater Power
Act. Pursuant to the provisions contained in said acts, the following instructions are issued to govern timber sales made hereafter
'on Oregon and California Railroad grant lands the title to which
revested in the United States under the act of June 9, 1916 and
-to the Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands reacquired under the
act of February 26, 1919.
1. Prospective purchasers of timber on Oregon and California
Railroad or Coos Bay Wagon Road grant land of classes one and/or
two only should file application to purchase with the district cadastral engineer, 619 Post Office Building, Portland, Oregon. Howevei
any person desiring to purchase the timber on lands, the whole oi
any subdivision of which has been classified as of class three, ot
agricultural land, and restored to entry should file application to
purchase, in duplicate, in the local land office of the district in which
the land is located, either at Roseburg or Lakeview, Oregon. Proper
blank forms to be used in applying to purchase timber and information with respect to the quality, quantity, and appraised price of
timber on any given tract may be obtained from the district cadastral engineer upon request.
:2.. Upon receipt of an application to purchase timber involving
agricultural lands, the register will note the date and hour of receipt thereof upon both the original and duplicate, the duplicate
*to be promptly forwarded to the district cadastral engineer with
-report as to the status of the land. Where application to' make
entry of such land is 'filed subsequent to the filing of the timber
application, but prior to the date on which the timber is to be offered,
you' will allow the homestead application, if otherwise regular,
noting thereon and advising the entryman that the same is subject to
the right of the United States to sell the timber on the land 'pursuant
to the timber application theretofore filed and subject also to the
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right of the purchaser, his heirs or assigns, to cut and remove such,
timber at any time -within ten years from date of issuance of thae
timber. patent. Where application to make entry of such land is
filed after the timber thereon has been offered for sale and a bid,
or bids received therefor you will allow the same, if otherwise regular, noting thereon and advising the entryman that the entry is
siliject to the right of the successful bidder for the timber on the
land, his heirs or assigns, to cut and remove the same at any time
within ten years from date of issuance of the timber patent. Where
any homestead application has been allowed under either of the twoconditions above mentioned such homestead entry, in the event ofrefusal for some reason to offer the timber for sale, or if offered
and no bid is received or the bid received is rejected by the Secretary of the Interior, shall thereupon be free from the conditions
and reservations theretofore imposed as to such timber the same
as though no timber application had been filed.
3. Timber sales will be authorized in the General Land Office by
one letter addressed to the Secretary of the Interior, in which all
the facts appertaining to the proposed sale will be stated, accompanied by another letter, for the approval of the department, adt
dressed to the register of the local land office where the sale is to
be held, giving the names of the applicants and such other facts' as
may be deemed appropriate, together with authorizations to the
newspapers for the publication of the notice prepared and submitted!
therewith for that purpose. Publication of said notice will theft be
made covering a period of not less than thirty (30) days in at least
three newspapers of general circulation in the State of Oregon, one
of which shall be in the countv wherein the land. is situated. If
daily papers are designated the notice should be published in the
Wednesday issue for five consecutive-weeks; if weekly, in five consecutive issues; and if semiweekly, in either issue for five consecutive
weeks. The notice as published shall announce the intention to offer
at public sale, on a day and at an hour specified, at the district land@
office where the land is located, the timber described in such notice
and shall also state the cruiser's estimate of the timber on each 40r
acre tract, appraised price thereof, and the terms of sale.
4. The sale will be at public auction or outcry at the district land'
office of the district within which the land is situated and conducted
by the register of such office.
5. The right of purchase at such sale will be limited, in accordance
with the acts, to citizens of the United -States, associations of such
citizens and corporations organized under the laws of the Unitedl
States, or any State, Territory, or district thereof. Native-borncitizens should file an affidavit to that effect with the register when.
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-naking the first purchase and naturalized citizens will be required to
furnish either the original certificate of naturalization, or duly certified or attested copy thereof, which copy, if of a certificate of
naturalization issued after September 26, 1906, must be on the form
prescribed by the Bureau of Naturalization. Corporations must furnish either the original certificate of the incorporation, a duly certified
or attested copy thereof, or a certificate of the proper officer of the
State, Territory, or district in which the company is incorporated,
certifying as to the company's incorporation.
B. The register, before offering any portion of the timber advertised, shall advise all intending purchasers that the patent for the
timber will contain a clause fixing the period within which said timber must be cut and removed by the purchaser, his heirs or assigns, at
ten years and will also recite the conditions of a contract which the
purchaser must enter into with the Government regarding the cutting of the timber and removal of the slash and other forest debris
resulting therefrom. It should also be announced that no timber is
to be removed until the issuance of a patent therefor. Before the
sale inquiry should be made as to whether any person present desires
the timber on any legal subdivision advertised to be separately offered
before its inclusion in any offer of a larger unit, and if such request
is made, the timber on the land thus designated may be so offered.
7. No timber shall be sold for less than the appraised price; and
any bid may be rejected by the Secretary of the Interior, if it is by
him deemed inadequate.
8. The*timber shall be sold to the highest bidder, subject to the
approval of the Secretary of the Interior. The entire purchase
price bid must be paid on the date of sale to the register in cash
currency, or certified cheeks, when drawn in the manner authorized,
-who will issue his receipt therefor and hold the same as other "un-earned moneys," until notified of the approval of the sale. Upon
receipt of such notice the money shall be applied to the credit of the
"Oregon and California Land Grant, Fund," if for timber sold on
Oregon and California Railroad land, or "The Coos Bay Wagon
Road Grant Fund," if for timber sold on the Coos Bay Wagon Road
grant. If for any reason a bid is rejected the register, upon receipt
of notice of such rejection, will return the money.
9. Upon acceptance by the register-of the local land office of a bidand before cash certificate can issue the successful bidder must,
within thirty days from the date of such acceptance, enter into a
contract with the Government through the Commissioner of the
General Land Office acting as its agent, subject to the approval of
the Secretary of the Interior. Said contract requires that the purchaser of the timber, his heirs or assigns, shall cut and remove the
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timber and dispose of all brush, tops, lops, and other forest debris in
accordance with the terms thereof and must- be accompanied by a
bond with proper sureties thereupon, the penalty of said bond to be
of an amount to be determined in accordance with section 10 of
these regulations. Blank forms to be used in executing the contract
and bond as required herein have been approved by the Secretary of
the Interior and copies of the same will be furnished either by the
district cadastral engineer or the reg~ister of the local land office, at
either Lakeview or Roseburg, Oregon. The bond shall be- conditioned upon the faithful performance of the above referred to
contract and upon 'the observance of the rules and regulations herein
set forth. Bonds should be prepared and executed in accordance
with the regulations of the-department governing the same. Such
regulations will be found. with the bond.
Failure of the bidder whose bid has been accepted by the register to
execute and file the required contract and bond within the specified
time will be deemed sufficient ground for rejection of his bid and in
the event of such failure the register will submit to the General
Land Office a full report of all facts in the case, with such record
evidence as may be pertinent thereto.
10. The amount of the bond required under the foregoing paragraph will be determined as follows: (a) $250 where the timber
on a single subdivision of 40 acres, more or less is sold. (b) $150 for
each legal subdivision where the timber on more than one but less
than five legal subdivisions is sold to one party or company; provided, however, that where the total area of such subdivisions is
40 acres or less a bond in the sum of $250 will be required. (c)
$125 for each legal subdivision where the timber on more than four
legal subdivisions is sold to one party or company; provided, however, that where the total area of such subdivisions is not in excess
of 160 acres but more than 40 acres, a bond in the sum of $600 will
be required.
11. The register, upon the filing in his office of the required contract and bond, duly executed, will immediately issue cash certificate, if no objection be found, which certificate should give the name
and address of the purchaser, proper description of the land, including area thereof the serial and receipt numbers, amount of purchase
money and commissions paid, the act under which the land revested
and also the act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 758), in the case of power
site land and the act of May 17, 1928 (45 Stat. 597), in the case
of restored agricultural land.
12. Persons who purchase timber at such sale shall be required
to pay, in- addition to the purchase price, a commission of one-fifth
of one per centum thereof to be placed to the credit of the fund
to which the purchase money is credited.
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13. The register will forthwith transmit to the General- Land
Office, by special letter, the cash certificate issued, accompanied by
the contract and bond, together with a report in duplicate of the
proceedings under the sale, showing: (1) the land on which the
timber was sold; (2) the names of the purchasers; and (3) the
amounts received therefor, together with such other details as may
seem properly appropriate thereto. As soon: as the sale, contract.
and bond have been approved by the department, the General Land
Office will advise you of that fact, and patent will then be issued
and transmitted in the usual way.
14. The register of public moneys will, in addition to his regular
abstracts, render monthly, for each county, in case of timber sales
*therein, a separate abstract, in duplicate, Form 4-103, reporting
thereon the date of the.application of the money, the receipt and
serial numbers, the name of the purchaser, together with a description of the land involved and the amount of purchase money, using
more than one line, when necessary, for each item. Commissions
should be shown on this abstract on a separate line. Notations
showing the county in which the land is situated should also be
made ulpon the receipt and papers pertaining to the sale.
15. Circulars of September 15, 1917 (46 L. D. 447), September
26, 1919 (471 L. D. 381), and April 14, 1924 (50 L D. 376), are
superseded hereby.
C. C. MOORE,
CO0"???f6!8SiQfle2\-

Approved:
JOHN H. EDWARDS,

Assistant Secretary.

RAYMOND BEAR HILL
Deoided July 31, 1929
IN]IAUN. 0LANDS-FORT PECKi LANDS-ALIOTMENT-SELECTION-TRIUS1T
OIL- AND GAS LANDS-RESERVATIONS-STATUTES.

PATENT--

The provision in section i of the act of March 3, 1927, reserving to the Indians,
having tribal rights on the Fort Peck reservation in Montana. the oil and
gas in the tribal lands undisposed of on the date of that act, is inoperative,
as to allotment selections made prior to that date, but, it is applicable to,
all such selections made subsequent thereto, the date of approval and
issuance of trust patent being immaterial.
INDIAN LANDS-ALLOTMENT.
Congress has the power at any tinme before the. right of an Indian allottqeq
becomes vested in the land to change the mainer of the. allotmen~t(
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INDIAN LANDS-ALLOTMENT-VESTE MRIGHTS-EQuITABLE TITfL..
The principle applicable to equitable rights of an entryman to public land,
is* equally applicable to the equitable rights of a qualified Indian to an
allotment of tribal or reservation land.
INDIAN LANDS-ALLOTMiENT-SELEcTION-RECORDS-PREEFERENCE RIGHT-VESTEMD
RIGHTS-EQUITABLE TITLE-PATENT.

The filing and recording of an allotment selection by a qualified Indian in.
the field, operates to segtgate the land- from other disposal, and confers
upon him a preference right to the land as an allotment which, upon.
approval by the Land Department, vests in him an equitable iight to Ha
patent.
INDIAN

LANDS-ALLOTMENT

'SELECTION-REcoRDs-WORDS

AND PHRASES-

STATUTES.
Land selected as an allotment by a qualified Indian is land "disposed of"
within the contemplation of section 1 of the act of March 3, 1927, so long
as the selection remains of record and no occasion arises to disturb it.
COURT AND DEPARTMENTAL DEcISIONs DISTINGUISHED.

Cases of Un4.ted States v. Reynolds (250 U. S. 104), and Klamnath Allotments,
(38 L. D. 559), distinguished.

DIXON, First Assistant Secretary: The department is in receipt of your [Commissioner. of the Gen-.
eral Land Office] request under date of May 29, 1929, for instructions;
relative to the form of trust :patelt .to*be issued to R'aVinond BearHill, an allottee on the Fort Peck Indian Reservation, Montana.
On schedule approved May 9, 1923, the following land was ap.
proved as' an allotment to Raymiond Bear Hill: E. 1/2 'Sec. 27, T. 2&
N., R. 46 E. (grazing); SE. 1/4 NE. 1/4 Sec. 28, T. 27 N., R. 46 E..
(irrigable).
It was subsequently found that the grazing selection was in-con-.
fliet with the homestead entry of Ragnwald E. Nygaard, whereupon.
the allotment was canceled by the department November 22j 1923,
as to the grazing selection only, thus leaving the irrigable selection
intact and subject to'the approval of MAy 9, 1923.0 No trust-patent
was issued td this allottee but patents were issued June 28, 1923, tothe other allottees on the schedule.
January 25, 1929, the superintendent: transmitted a selection of'
grazing land for the allottee in lieu of the original selection which,
conflicted with the homestead entry, stating that the conflict did not.
affect the irrigable selection which he recommended be allowed to.
stand. The new selection of grazing land was approved by the department February 21, 1929, and your office was directed to issue to
the allottee, Raymond Bear Hill, a trust patent of "applicable form.
including the original irrigable selection, as follows:
NE 1/4 of Sec. 9 and SE. 1/4 of Sec. 4. T. 30 N., 3. 44 E., M. M., Montana,
containing 320 acres (grazing); .SE. :/, NE. 1/4 Sec. 28, T. 27 N., R. 46 E.,
M. M., Montana, containing 40 acres (irrigable).
57522-27-voL 52-44
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'The actual issuance of trust patent has been suspended by your
office pending determination of the question as to whether the patent
should contain an oil and gas reservation for the benefit of the tribe
in accordance with section 1 of the act of March 3, 1927 (44 Stat.
1401), amending the Fort Peck allotment act of March 30, 1908
(35 Stat. 558), no reference having been made to said acts in letter
to your office February 21, 1929. Section 1 of the act of March 3,
1927, reads in part as follows:
* * * is hereby amended by specifically reserving to the Indians having
tribal rights on said reservation the oil and gas in the tribal lands undisposed
of on the date of the approval of this Act.

As above stated, the original allotment selection of Raymond Bear
Hill was approved on the May 9, 1923, schedule. The act of issuing
a trust patent to the allottee would have been accomplished June
28, 1923, when the patents to the other Indians listed on the approved
schedule were issued, had not the grazing selection of the allottee
been in conflict with the homestead entry. However, a trust patent
could have been issued on June 28, 1923, for the irrigable selection
as the land was not involved in any conflict, but was and has been
ever since approval of the schedule, subject to patenting to the allottee. Therefore, on May 9, 1923, the date the schedule was approved,
this Indian was vested with an equitable right to a patent for the
irrigable land and as this date was long prior to approval of the act
of March 3, 1927, supra, the irrigable selection is not subject to the
provisions of that act reserving the oil and gas for the benefit of the
tribe. In other words, the irrigable land is not in the category of
"tribal lands undisposed of on the date of approval of this act."
On the other hand, as to the lieu grazing selection which was approved by the department February 21, 1929, or subsequent to the
passage of the act of March 3, 1927, this tract is subject to section
1 of the act reserving the oil and gas, and the patent should issue
accordingly. This selection having been made after the passage of
the act, the land was, at the date of said act, in the category of undisposed of tribal lands. Such a case comes within the well-established rule that at any time before the right of an allottee becomes
vested in the land, Congress has power to change the manner of its
allotment . Gritts v. Fisher (224 U. S. 640); Cherokee Internwawriage
Cases? (203 U. S. 76); Stephens v. Cherokee Nation. (14 U. S. 445);
Cherokee Nation v. Hitchcock (187 'U. S. 294); Wallace v. Adams
(204 U. S. 415)X; Chase v. United States (261 Fed. 833).
In connection with the foregoing, it may be said generally that it
is well settled that a claimant to public land who has done all that
is required under the law to perfect his claim, acquires a right against
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the Government and that his right to a legal title is to be deteermined
as of that time. This rule is based on the theory that by virtue of
his compliance with the requirements, he has an equitable title to the
land; that in equity it is his and the Government holds it in trust
for him, although no legal title passes until patent issues. Wyoming
v. United States (255 U. S. 489); Payne v. Ne'w Mexico- (255 U. S.
367); Payne v. Central Pacific Railway Company (255 U. S. 228).
It would seem to follow that what is true concerning the equitable
rights of an entryman to public land is also- true as to the equitable
rights of a qualified Indian to an allotment of tribal or reservation
land. In fact, the position of a qualified Indian is stronger than
that of an entryman of public land, for the reason that he has an
inherent interest in the common property of his tribe.
A further request is made by you for construction of the expression, " the tribal lands undisposed of on the date of the approval of
this act." (act of March 3, 1927, 44 Stat. 1401) ; and you ask: "Are
they disposed of by allotment in the field or by the approval by
the department, or by the issuance of trust patent."
The filing and recording of an allotment selection by a qualified
Indian in the field, operates to segregate the land from other disposal. It gives him a prior or preference right to the land as an
allotment which, upon approval by the department, vests in him an
equitable. right to a patent. By the filing and recording of the
Indian selection, the land is necessarily withdrawn from the mass
of tribal lands, and the right of the Indian becomes in its nature
individual property. In this sense, that is, so long as the allotment
selection remains of record and no occasion arises to disturb it, the
.land is " disposed of " in contemplation of the act of March 3, 1927,
as it is no longer subject to other disposal or reservation. This right
of the Indian is but further confirmed by approval of the department
of his allotment selection, which vests in him the right to a trust
patent, denominated by the courts to be an instrument or memorandum in writing to show that for a designated period the United
States will hold the land allotted in trust for the benefit of the allottee
or his heirs. United States v. Riceert (188 U. S. 432, 436). Under
any other view than that expressed, the position would. be that land
taken by an Indian in allotment does not become " disposed of " or
segregated from tribal status until issuance of final or fee patent,
which could not have been the intention of the law, especially in view
of numerous departmental and court decisions to the contrary. The
rule applicable in this matter is the same as that applying to any
qualified person who performs all conditions prescribed by law to
secure entry of lands open thereto-the law considers that as done
and virtually views the entry made. Hy-Yu-Tse-Millein v. Smih
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(194 U. S. 401). The personal property or private rights of Indians
to particular lands are within the protection guaranteed by the Consitution. Choate v. Trapp (224 U. S. 665). All laws affecting or
claiming to affect the rights of Indians are liberally construed in
their favor.
As to whether tribal lands are disposed of "by the approval by
the department or by the issuance of trust patent," it is well to
refer to the case of United States v. Reynolds (250 U. S. 104), in
which was approved the ruling of the department in the case of
Klamath Allotments (38 L. D. 559), wherein it was held that
the trust period under a patent issued pursuant to a selection by
an Indian allottee begins to run from the issuance of the patent and
not from the approval of the allotment. While not directly in point
here, these cases may possibly contain an intimation at least that
the vesting of rights to lands does not take place upon the making
of a selection or the issuance of a certificate of selection by an agent
in the field. The question primarily involved in the case of Klamath
Allotments was as to the form of trust patent to be issued on a
schedule of allotments just as in the present instance. The generalallotment act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat. 388), was amended by
the act of May 8, 1906 (34 Stat. 182). A different form of patent
is required-for allotments made under the act of 1887 before passage
of the amendatory act of 1906, and those made thereafter. This
rendered it necessary under the situation to determine the question
as to when the trust period under a patent begins to run. It was
also necessary in the case of Klamath Allotments to determine the
meaning of the language in the -act of 1887-" to whom allotments
have been made "-and similar language found in the amendatory
act of 1906. It was held that an allotment is not " made" within
the meaning of the last paragraph of the act of May 8, 1906, and
for the purpose of issuing first or trust patents thereunder, until
the issuance of such patents. But, obviously, what was held in
either of those connections does not mean that the Indian had
acquired no rights by the filing and recording of his allotment
selection prior to approval thereof by the department or the issuance of trust patent, sufficient to fully justify holding that the status
of the land is thereby changed from tribal to individual or private
property, and consequently otherwise " disposed of " in contemplation of section 1 of the act of March 3, 1927. The Klamath Allotinerts and Reynolds eases do not directly cover this phase of the
situation now here~.
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F. VERCHl

Decided August 5. 1929
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-APPLICATION.
The pendency of an application to make homestead entry does not preclude
like applications by others for the same land, and if the first application
be withdrawn-or rejected for any reason other pending applications will
receive recognition in the order of time that they were filed.

Assistant Secretary:
At the Phoenix, Arizona, land office on November 21, 1928, Otto
F. Verch applied to make homestead entry for NW. 1/4 SE. 'j4 Sec.
34, T. 12 S., R. 12 E., G. & S. R. M. The register suspended
action on the application to await disposition of two prior applications, one (064009) by Sarah G. Marrin and the other ,(064141) by
George H. Lieben. However, with Verch's application was filed a
withdrawal of the Marrin application, whereupon the register allowed the Lieben application and rejected the application of Verch.
On appeal, the Commissioner of the General Land Office, by decision
dated March 15, 1929, held that as Verch's application was the first
one filed after-the withdrawal of the Marrin application, the application of Lieben had been erroneously allowed. However, by decision dated April 13, 1929, the commissioner vacated his decision of
March 15, 1929, and held that Verch's application had been properly
rejected. An appeal has been filed.
In his appeal Verch contends that the withdrawal of the Marrin
application was filed for his benefit, and that the commissioner's
decision of March 15, 1929, was correct and, should not have been
vacated.
It is well settled: by a practice extending over many years that the
pendency of an application to make homestead entry does not preclude like applications by others for the same land. In such cases,
if the first application is. withdrawn or rejected for any reason,
the first junior application is then taken up for consideration, and,
if allowed, all applications filed subsequent thereto must necessarily
be rejected.
Withdrawals of applications, like relinquishments of entries, run
only to the United States, and when filed operate- to clear the record
of applications to which they relate. They are not the proper objects
of barter and sale and speculation, and such traffic will not be encouraged by the Land Department. Judson Reno (35 L. D. 254).
The fact that Verch procured the withdrawal of the Marrin application did not confer on him any rights. Lieben's application was
pending when Marrin's withdrawal was filed, and was allowed, pursuant to the rule that he who is first in time is first in right.The decision appealed from is
Afflrmed.
EDWARDS,
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NON-INDIAN CLAIMS WITHIN INDIAN PUEBLOS IN NEW: MEXICO
Opinion, August 7, 1929
INDIAN

LANDS-PUEBLO

GRANTS-NEW

MExIco-PuEnnLo LANDS BoARD-PRu-

CHASE.

The reports and findings of the Pueblo Lands Board created by the act of.
June 7, 1924, to settle and adjust conflicting claims and finally set at rest

titles within the Indian pueblo grants in New Mexico, do not constitute
an adjudication or final determination of title, and purchases of these lands
may not b6 safely made unless and until the rights of claimants have
become fixed in the manner provided by statute.
INDIAN LANDS-PUEBLO GRANTS-NEW MEXICO-NoON-INDIAN CLAIMANTS-EVIDENCE OF TirLE-PuiECHASE.

Where the rights of non-Indian claimants to lands within India'n pueblo
*grants in -New Mexico have become fixed in the manner provided by the
act of June 7, 1924, that is,' either by the uncontested action of the Pueblo.
. Lands Board, or by determination of title by a. court of competent jurisdiction in an independent suit instituted by the Indians, or a like determination by the department of any contest instituted, heard, and decided
in the manner provided for in the statute, the showing of title to be
required in connection with the purchase of such lands by the Government
- for the Indians need nort go' beyond' the proceedings -in which the rights
of the claimants were so fixed and determined.
INDIAN ELANDS-PPUEBLO GRANTS-NEW
PURCHAsE-DIEDS-PATENT.

MExIco-NON-INDALN

CLAIMANTS-

The conveyance of lands within the Indian pueblo grants in New Mexico
purchased from non-Indian claimants under the authority of the act of
June 7, 1924, should run to the respective pueblos direct to be held in the
same manner and subject to the same tenure as other lands included in the
original Pueblo grants, that is in communal fee simple ownership.
INDIAN

LANDS-PUEBLO

GRANTS-NEW

MEXICO-NON-INDIAN

CLAIMIANTs-

PATENT-RELINQUI5isIENT-EVIDENCE OF TITLE.

The patents or certificates of title issued to non-Indian claimants pursuant
to section 13 of the act of June 7, 1924, operate not only as a relinquishment
by the United States and the Indians, but' also constitute official declarations by the proper officers of the Government that all requirements preliminary to their issue have been complied with.
FINNEY, SOlicitor:

At the suggestion of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs you
[Secretary of ;the Interior] have requested my opinion as to what
showing of title should be required in connection with proposed
purchases of certain lands claimed by non-Indians within the exterior boundaries of grants made to the various Indian pueblos in
New Mexico and whether or not the conveyance to be taken should
run to the United States in trust for the Indians or direct to the
respective pueblos.
In the determination of these questions a statement of the facts
and conditions leading up to and inducing the purchases under con-
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sideration mnay prove of assistance. The territory in which the
pueblos are found and the allegiance of its inhabitants were transferred to the United States from Mexico in virtue of the Treaty of:
Guadalupe de Hidalgo under date of February 2, 1848 (9 Stat. 922)..
Within the domain so acquired were many individuals and commnunities claiming title to given areas under grants made during the'
period of Spanish sovereignty. Among such claimants were some
20-of the Indian pueblos claiming as villages or communities rather
than as individuals. The lands claimed by these several pueblos.
vary in quantity but usually embrace about 17,000 acres. Theirtitle, which was a communal fee, was recognized by the Mexican.

Governdient and after acquisition of this territory by the Unitedc
States such title was confirmed by Congress in the act of December'
22, 1858 (11 Stat. 374), pursuant to which communal fee' simple'
patents issued to the respective pueblos for the lands claimed by*them. Within the limits of the areas 'so granted and confirmed to.
the pueblos, however, many persons other than Indians have set up
claims of title to specific tracts of land adverse to the pueblos,.
founded in some instances upon occupation under color of title;
antedating the acquisition of this domain by the United States, in
other instances upon purchases from the governors or other tribal
officers, or from individual Indians, and in still other instances theclaims of title rest upon adverse possession under the local statutes:
of limitation. While it is not the purpose here to discuss the legalaspects of these conflicting claims, it may be pointed out that the,
claims adverse to the pueblos were strengthened somewhat by the
earlier decisions of the courts indicating that the Pueblos in matters:
'affecting their titles were under the jurisdiction of the local tribunals. See in this connection United States v. Joseph '(94 U. S.
614), holding that the pueblos had a complete title to their lands and.
were not Indian tribes within the 'meaning of the acts of Congress.
prohibiting settlement on lands belonging; secured, or granted by
treaty with the United States to any Indian tribe; also United 'States.
v. Conway (175 U. S. 60), holding that the act of 1858, supra, oper-ated to release to the Indians all the title of the United States to
the' land covered by it' as effectually 'as' if it contained in terms a.
grant de novo. The claims of these non-Indians were, however,.
rendered less secure by the later case of United' States v. Sandopal'
(231 U. S. 28), wherein the Supreme Court, receding to some extent
from its former rulings, held that the Pueblo Indians were wards
of the Government and entitled to its protection to the same extent
as anyr other Indian community. The complicated and unsettled
condition of land titles thus existing in these areas has been a source
of much concern, not only to the pueblos and the adverse claimants,
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but to Congress as well, andled to the passage by that body of the
act of June 7, 1924 (43 Stat. 636), the primary purpose of which
was to settle and adjust these conflicting claims and finally set at
rest titles within the Indian pueblo grants.
Section I of that act provides for the institution of suits to quiet
title by the Attorney General after the " Pueblo Lands Board"
created by section 2 thereof .ha.s conipleted its investigations and
made its reports and findings as to each pueblo, in which suits the
statute of limitations, as set up in section 4, might be pleaded by or
against the Indians. The board consisted of the Attorney General,
the Secretary of the Interior, and a third member appointed by the
-President, each of whom might act through an assistant in all hearings, investigations, and deliberations in New Mexico. The functions of the board, as defined by the statutes, resemble closely those
of a master in chancery in investigating, hearing, and determining
the rights of respective parties among these pueblos. The- reports
and findings of the board were confined, broadly speaking, to two
classes of cases, fNst, those where the board finds the title of the
Indians not to have been extinguished, and with this class we are
not here concerned, and second, those where valid title is found to
exist in non-Indian claimants. As to this latter class the statute
provides (section' 8) that the reports of the board shall include a
finding as to the benefit to the Indians in anywise of the removal
of such non-Indian claimants by purchase of their lands and improvements and the transfer of the same to the Indians. The Pueblo
Lands Board, it appears, has completed its investigations and submitted its reports and findings on a number of pueblos, and in several instances recommendation was made that certain tracts, title
to which was found to rest in non-Indians, be purchased for the
benefit of the Indians. Pursuant thereto the matter was presented
to Congress and appropriations to that end were contained in the
Interior Department appropriation act of March 4, 1929 (45 Stat.
1562, 1569), and the second deficiency act of the same. date (45
Stat. 1623, 1638). It is in connection with purchases -under these
appropriations that the questions presented in the present inquiry
have arisen and: the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in presenting
them expresses doubt as to whether the showing of title required
to be made should date from the report and findings of the Pueblo
Lands Board or from the dates of the patents -or certificates of title
to be issued to non-Indian claimants under section 13 of the- statute
hereafter referred to, or whether it will be necessary to obtain
abstracts of title containing a complete history of the title from its
origin to the date of purchase. The comnuissioner also suggests:
This office has under immediate consideration a. case involving the purchase
of three tracts of land within the San Felipe Pueblo, the report of the board
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thereon being dated May 14, 1928. In the event that patents or certificates
of title are required before purchases can be completed, apparently the patents
or certificates, in these cases could not be applied for prior to May 14, 1930.
This condition applies to other purchases now in progress, xvhich%purchases
probably could not be completed with the funds now available because of the
lack of time and wou'd have to be abandoned if it is necessary to await the
issuance of patents or certificates by the Government to individual owners.

The solution of these problems is to be found in section 13 of the
statute (act of June 7, 1924) which readsThat as to all lands within the exterior boundaries of any lands granted
or confirmed to the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico, by any authority of the

United States of America or any prior sovereignty, or acquired by said Indians
as a community by purchase; or otheriwise and which have not been claimed
for said Indians by court pioceedings then pending or the findings and report
of the board as herein provided, the Secretary of the Interior at any time after
two years after the filing of said reports of the board shall file field notes and
plat for each pueblo in the office of the surveyor general of New Mexico at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, showing the lands to which the Indian title has been
extinguished as in said report set out, but excluding therefrom lands claimed
by or for the Indians in court proceedings then pending, and copies of said plat
and field notes certified by the surveyor general of New Mexico as true and
correct copies shall be accepted in any- court as competent- and! conclusive evidence of the extinguishment of all the right, title, and 'interest of the Indians
in and to the lands so described in said plat and field notes and of any claim
of the United States in or to the same. And the Secretary of the Interior
within thirty days after the Indians' right to bring independent suits under
this Act shall have expired, shall cause notice to be published in; some ndws-paper or newspapers of general circulation issued, if any there Rbe, in the
county wherein lie such lands claimed by non-Indian Claimants respectively,
or wherein some part of such lands are situated, otherwise in some newspaper
or newspapers of general circulation published nearest to such lands, once a.
week for five consecutive weeks, setting forth as nearly as may be the names
of such non-Indian claimants of land holdings not claimed by or for the Indians
as herein provided, with a description of such several holdings, as shown by a.
survey of Pueblo Indian lands heretofore made under the direction of the
Secretary of the Interior and commonly known as the "'Joy Survey," or as may
be otherwise shown or defined by authority of the Secretary of the Interior,.
and requiring that any person or persons claiming such described parcel or
parcels of land or any part thereof, adversely to the apparent claimant or
claimants so named as aforesaid, or their heirs or assigns, shall, on or before
the thirtieth-day- after the- 'last publiaition' of< such notice, file his or their
adverse claim in the United States Land Office in the land district wherein
such parcel or parcels of land are situate, in the nature -of a contest, stating
the character and basis of such adverse claim, and notice of such contest shall
be served upon- the claimant or claimants named in the said notice, in the same
manner as in cases of contest of homestead entries. If no such contest is instituted as aforesaid, the Secretary of the Interior shall issue to the claimant- or
claimants, or their heirs or assigns, a patent or other certificate of title for
the parcel or parcels of land so described in said notice; but if a contest be
filed it shall proceed and be heard and decided as contests of homestead entries
are heard and decided under the rules and regulations of the General Land
Office pertinent thereto. Upon such contest either party may claim the benefit
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of the provisions of section 4 of this Act to the same extent as if he were a
-party to a suit to quiet title brought funder the provisions of this Act, and the
successful party shall receive a patent or certificate of title for the land as to
-which he is successful in such proceedings. Any patent or certificate of title
issued under the provisions of this Act shall have the effect only of a relinquishment by the United States of America and the said Indians.
If after such notice more than one person or group of persons united in inter*est makes claim in such land office adverse to the claimant or claimants named
in the said notice, or to any other person or group of persons who may have
2iled such contest, each contestant shall be required to set forth the basis and
nature of his respective claim, and thereupon the said claims shall be heard and
-decided as upon an original contest or intervention.
And in all cases any person or persons whose right to a given parcel or
parcels of land has become fixed either by the action of the said board or the
*said court or in such contest may apply to the. Commissioner of the General
Land Office, for a patent or certificate of title and receive the same without
cost or charge.

Analyzing the foregoing provision of law we find that patents or
Certificates of title are to issue to the non-Indian claimants but only
after certain things mandatorily required by the statute have been
-done by the Secretary of the Interior. Plats and field notes showing
the lands to, which the Indian title has been extinguished must be
-iled in the office of the surveyor general of New Mexico within two
years after the filing of the reports and findings of the board and
at any time within that two-year period the findings of the board
.are subject to attack in independent suits instituted by the Indians.
(See section 3, subsection b, paragraph 2.) Further, within:30 days
,after the Indians' right to maintain independent suits has expired
notice must be published in newspapers of general circulation for
-five consecutive weeks, setting forth the names of the 'non-Indian
claimants with description of their holdings as shown by what is
termed the Joy Survey," or as may be otherwise shown or defined
;by the Secretary of the Interior, requiring any person or persons
claiming adversely to those in whom the board found title to exist
*to file his or their adverse claim in the nature of a contest in the
United States land office on or before the 30th day after the last pub-lication of the notice. If no contest be filed, patent or certificate of
title will issue to the claimant, but if a contest be filed it is to be
.heard and decided as contests of homestead entries are heard and
decided, the successful party to receive a patent or certificate of title.
These statutory provisions make it plain that the reports and findings of the Pueblo Lands Board, though no doubt entitled to great
weight in the consideration of questions of title to the lands covered
thereby, do not constitute an adjudication or final determination of
the title, and that good merchantable title can not be said to rest in
the claimant unless and until his rights to the particular parcel or
parcels of land claimed by him have become fixed in the manner pro-
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vided -by the statute, i. e., either by the uncontested actioLi of the
board, or by determination of title by a court of competent jurisdiction in an independent suit instituted by the Indians, or a like; determination by the department of any contest instituted, heard and
decided in the manner above indicated. Manifestly, therefore, no
purchases of these lands may safely be made unless and until the
rights of the claimant have been fixed or determined in some one of
the ways just mentioned.
As to the showing of title required in connection with such purchases, it is to be borne in mind that we are here dealing with titles
originally defective but since cured under the operation of the statute
of limitations set up in section 4 of the statute, that is to say, in
those cases where the board finds that the Indian title has been extinguished and that good title rests in the adverse claimant, such
finding will usually be founded upon the premise that the claimant
and his predecessors in interest have been in the occupation of the
land for the period specified coupled with other circumstances set
forth in the statute and, hence, are entitled to plead the same in bar
of any adverse claim of title asserted on behalf of the Indians or
others. . Title of this kind, of course, does not rest upon documentary
evidence but upon matters dehors the record which are incapable of
affirmative showing in an abstract of title and must from the nature
of the title itself be disclosed by evidence aliunde. Aside from the

fact that evidence of this kind is more or less unsatisfactory, the need
for requiring the same in the cases under consideration where the
rights of the claimant have become fixed in the manner provided
for in the statute is not apparent, and'the showing of title to be
required in connection with a purchase from such claimant need not,
in my opinion,- go back of the proceedings in which the rights of the
claimant were so fixed and determined.
It is highly desirable, however, that the determination of the rights
of the claimant in accordance with the requirements of the statute
be placed of record and shown in the abstract and to this end the
suggestion is made that it would be well to defer the purchase of
any of these lands until patent or certificate of title has issued to the
claimant. ' This: suggestion is made for the reason that Such, patent
or certificate of title not only operates, when issued, as a relinquishment by the United States and the Indians (see section* 13 above)
but, in' addition, such instruments, under the rule laid down by the
Supreme Court of the United States in Smelting Co. v. Kemp (104

U. S. 636, 640), will constitute official declarations by the proper
officers of the Government that all requirements preliminary to their
issue have: been complied with. In -such event, of course, the abstract of title to be furnished in connectioa with purchases from
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the patentees or certificate holders need cover only the period from
the date of the, patent or certificate to the time of purchase.
With regard to the character of title to be conveyed, that is,
whether the conveyance should run to the United States in trust
for the Indians or direct to the respective pueblos, I find that no
clear direction on this point is contained in the act of 1924 or in
either of the appropriation acts above referred to. It appears from
the papers accompanying the submission, however, that the moneys
to be used in effecting these purchases belong to the Indians as a
result of appropriations made by Congress to compensate themi for
the loss of lands and water rights, title to which was found to have
vested in non-Indian claimants, which moneys are carried in the
United States Treasury to*the credit of the pueblos entitled thereto.
(See section X of the act of 1924.) Moreover, .as we have seen, the
.tracts to be purchased were originally' held by the Indians in communal fee simple ownership and are surrounded by other lands
held by the Indians under the same sort of title. These considerations, in the absence of any express direction by Cdongress in the
matter, but lead to the conclusion that the intention was to remove
these- non-Indian claimants by purchase of their rights and restore
the lands to their original status, and I am therefore of the opinion
that the conveyance in question should run not to the United States
in trust for the Indians, but direct to the respective pueblos, to be
held by them in the same manner and subject to the same tenure as
other lands- included in the original pueblo grants.
Approved:Jos. M. DIXON,
First Assistant Secretary.
UNITED STATES v. LANGMADE AND MISTIER
Decided August 26, 1929
MILL SITu-MINERAL LANDS-PATBNT-POSSESSION-OCCUPANCY-STATUTES.

While actual use or oceupation of land for mining and milling purposes is the
only prerequisite to patent under section 2337, Revised Statutes, yet the

use must be evidenced, by " outward and visible signs of the applicants
good faith," naked possession with mere intention or purpose on a certain

contingency of performing acts of use or occupation not being sufficient to
satisfy the statute.
MILL SITE-MINERAL LANJ5S-NAMONAL
PUBLIc LANDs-EvIDENGE.

ForsSTS-RECREATION

SITES-PATEN--

It is more imperative that the Land Department require from one seeking
patent under a mill site location for lands within a national forest concededly containing desirable recreational areas a clear and unequivocal
showing that the location is for bona .fide mining and milling purposes than
would be -necessary in instances of locations on the open public; domain.
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MILL SITE-MINERAL LANDS-NATIONAL FORESTS-RECREATION SITES-EVIDENCE.
The fact that land in a national forest is located as a mill site under section
2337, Revised Statutes, in such manner as to give the most possible frontage
on the main highway and to adjoin land owned and used for recreational
and camping purposes by the applicant from which he gains his livelihood.
and that the use and improvement for mining and milling purposes are
meager, gives rise to serious doubt as to the good faith of the applicant in
making the location.
Mntt SITE-MINERAL LANDS-NATIONAL FORESTS-RECREATION SITES-EVIDENCE
The question of relative values with respect to lands within a national forest,
for instance, whether chiefly valuable as a recreational site or for mining
and milling purposes, is not a crucial test of its locatibility under section
2337, Revised Statutes.

EDWARDS, Assistant Secretary:

June 17, 1927, R. G. Langmade and Nathan J. Mistler filed mineral application, Phoenix 061546, for the Longview lode and LongIview mill-site claims situate in the Crook National Forest. The Forest Service protested against the application as to the mill site,
charging1. That said mill site is not in actual use. and has not been used heretofore
for bona flde mining and milling purposes.
2. That said mill site is not located as to be usable for mining and milling
purposes in connection with the Longview lode upon which the mill site- is.
dependent.

3. That the land described in said mill site claim is more valuable for
recreational purposes, and that the said mill site was located and being held
for recreational purposes and not for bona tide mining and milling purposes.
By decision of April 22, 1929, the commissioner after lengthy
review of the evidence adduced at a hearing on the protest, affirmed
the local register in holding the charges were not sustained and dismissed the protest. Appeal has been filed by the Forest Service.
The lode and mill site were located November 13, 1922, and are
about 2,000 feet apart. The lode is admitted to be a valid claim by
the Government examiners, containing valuable deposits of tungsten
which appear to have been mined under a former location during the
World War but not since then. The improvements on the mill site
appear to consist, of a frame shanty, a small rock crusher such as
is used in laboratories and assay offices for sampling ore, a sixhorsepower gasoline engine to run the crusher, connected by 150
feet of one and two-inch pipe, with defendant Mistlers' well on adjacent land. The land is also enclosed by a fence. According to
the testimony, the shanty has been used to house men to run the
crusher and work on the Longview lode, and some mining tools have
been kept therein. The ore crusher, placed on the land in 1924 or
1925, was borrowed from a mining company and since it was placed
on the land between 400 and 500 pounds in all of ore from the Longview lode have been tested in the crusher at different times.
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The defendants assert as a basis for their application for the mill
site that it has been used and possessed for mining and milling purposes under the first clause of section 2337, Revised Statutes, and no
claim is made that it is used as a site- for a quartz mill or reduction
works under the second clause thereof. The mining engineers who
testified for the Government admitted that the land could be used as
a mill site in connection with the Longview lode but were of the
opinion that such use was hardly practicable or that there-were more
available advantageous sites. Witnesses for defendant testified on
the contrary that there were no other available sites open to location.
The second charge above stated was not sustained by the evidence and
may be passed without further comment.
It is admitted that the mill site has not been so far used as a recreational site, but it is the contention of the Forest Service that the
evidence establishes that the use of the mill site as above set forth is
a mere colorable use and cloaks a purpose on the part of defendants
to use the land as a recreational site and camping ground after they
have acquired title. The evidence relied upon as indicative of this
intent is, briefly, that. the mill site was located after the opening of
what is known as the "Superior Highway," a main artery of vehicular traffic in that part of the country and the claim is so placed on
the ground as to straddle the highway and have a frontage of about
600 feet on each side of it; that defendant Mistler conducts a tourist
camp and recreational site on his adjoining patented homestead of
43 acres, and where according to his own testimony, he has accommodated about 40 families at one time; that it is admitted that onehalf of the mill site is suitable for camping ground; that prior to-the
location of the mill site an application by Mistler to have the land
included in his homestead was disapproved by the Forest Service,
and that part of the mill site was formerly included in an agricultural permit issued to Mistler which was subsequently canceled.
The Forest Service also insists that the inclosure of the homestead
was not necessary to protect the improvements on the mill site, but
it was inclosed and no trespass signs placed on the fence for the purpose of obtaining a monopoly of suitable recreational areas in the
locality, which according to the district forester's testimony are extremely limited in that vicinity. He further testified a grant of a
patent to the tract in question would block access to two other possible recreational sites in the forest and frustrate a purpose to provide a public camping ground for people passing over the highway.
The testimony is conflicting as to whether or not there are other
suitable recreational sites along the highway in the vicinity of the
mill site. Defendants Langmade and Mistler both testify 'that there
is no intent to use the land for other than mnill-site purposes, the
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land now privately owned being considered sufficient for the purpose.
To repel the inference that the real object of the location was too
obtain additional camping grounds, through witnesses Mistler and
one Rivera, evidence was offered of a proposed option, copy of which
was introduced, to purchase the Longview lode and mill site for
$10,000, given Rivera, who, it appears, has located certain others
mining claims in the immediate locality. It was admitted by Rivera,
however, that the option had not been signed, and the evidence discloses no binding agreement to sell the property or develop the
mine-or mill site. He stated that "I am waiting for a decision about
this case before we go and spend any more money on it." In
substance Rivera testified that there is a present demand for tungsten ore and that by arrangement with one O'Brien, who is building
a tungsten mill at Globe, Arizona, he is to mine and ship the highgrade ore to Globe, and leave the low-grade ore on the mining claim
until there is mined 1,000 or 2,000 tons, then it is intended to put up
a mill; that the ore was to be assayed in Globe; that the mill site was
wanted in order to obtain a right of way from the mine to the highway and that he found in bringing ore out from these claims he has;
to go through the mill site; that it is feasible to use the mill site
for his camp because there is water there and not on, the mining
claim. The testimony of Rivera as a whole does not definitely indicate that he intends, if a sale is made to him, to use the mill site
for a mining or milling purpose in connection with the lode to which
it is appurtenant, nor that a mill is to be erected thereon, but rather,
that its value to his scheme of development is because of a means.
of access to the mining claim. There was much'dispute as to the
adequacy of a water supply for the mill site. Considering all the
evidence as to the limited water supply in the locality its previous
appropriation and use, the quantity required to operate a mill, the
fact that a small pipe line runs from defendant Mistler's well to the
land is considered of little importance- as a factor in rendering the
land valuable for future nilling purposes.
The first clause of section 2337. Revised Statutes, contemplates the
actual use or occupation of the land for miniing and milling purposes.
Such use and occupation is the only prerequisite to patent and the
use of the land for houses for workmen or the storage of tools would
be a use for miniing or milling purposes, but the. occupation for mi-ing and milling purposes distinguished from use must be more than
naked possession; it must be shown by " outward and visible signs:
of the applicant's good faith " and where the applicant is not using
the land he must show such an occupation by improvements or otherwise ts evidences an intended use of the tract in. good faith for
mining and milling purposes. MauZes Eennfig (5 L. D. 190)
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Sierra Grande Mining Company v. Cralwford (11 L. D. 338).; Two
Sisters Lode and Mill Site (7 L. D. 557). To justify the issuance
of a patent, the department should be satisfied that there has been a
bona fide compliance with the law under which the location and
entry were made. The act of March 4, 1915
Stat. 1086, 1101),
authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture to grant permits for the use
of spaces for recreation or public convenience plainly indicates a
policy that such recreational sites should remain under his supervision and control. It is therefore more necessary than in instances
of locations on the open public domain that the department should
in cases such as this where patent is sought under the mill site statute
on land concededly containing desirable recreational areas in a national forest that the applicants should clearly and unequivocally
show a purpose that the location is for bona fide mining and milling
purposes.
Conceding that the use of an ore sampler and the housing of tools
or workmen on the site is a utility intimately connected with mining
and milling, yet these uses appear to have been intermittent and
slight. Apparently all claimants would have to do. would be to
find other quarters for one or two workmen and remove or return
the ore sampler to the owner or remove it and all evidence of improvements distinctively connected with mining would be effaced,
leaving other improvements serviceable in the use of the land for
recreational purposes or for the camping of travelers. As to the
contemplated use by Rivera, mere intention or purpose on. a certain
contingency of performing acts of use or occupation thereon will not
satisfy the law. Ontario S. N. Co. (13 C. L. 0. i59).
The meager use and unsubstantial improvement of the mill site for
mining and milling purposes, together with the circumstances that it
is laid to cover and give as much possible frontage on the highway
and so as to adjoin the land now used by claimant Mistler for recreational and camping purposes and out of which he makes his livelihood, leads to serious doubt as to the real intention in making the
location and seeking title to the property. It is concluded therefore
that it is not sufficiently shown that the land is used and occupied in
good faith by claimants of the lode for mining and milling purposes.
It is argued in effect by the Forest Service that by virtue of certain provisions in the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat. 11, 34), only land
in national forests chiefly valuable for mineral is subject to location
and purchase under the mining laws, and that the right to locate a
mill site being ancillary to the right to make and locate mining claims,
the validity of a location of a mill site in the forest is dependent upon
whether the land is more valuable for mill site or for recreational or
other purposes for which the forests were created; The evidence in
the record, however, is too indefinite to form any basis for a con.(38
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elusion as to relative values, but if it were. not so, in view of the rule
in CataractCold Mining Company et al.t (43 L. D. 248), which dealt
with the question of the validity of mining claims in a national forest
and held that if the lands contain a valuable deposit of mineral they
were disposable under the mining laws notwithstanding the fact that
they may possess a possible.greater value, for agriculture or other
purposes, the question of whether the land here involved is chiefly
valuable as a recreational or mill site is not considered a crucial test
of its locatability under section 2337, Revised Statutes.
Good faith in the making and holding of the location not being satisfactorily shown, the commissioner's decision in so far as it sustains
the validity of the application for the Longview mill site is reversed,
and the application to that extent will be rejected without prejudice
to any possessory right claimants may assert to the location or right
to hereafter apply for patent for the mill site upon a satisfactory
showing that the land is used or improved in good faith for mining
and milling purposes.
Reversed.
ARIZONA POWER COMPANY
Instchtions, August 29, 192.9
POWER SITES-WATER POWER-PERMITS--VESTED

RIGHTS-DIscRETIONARY. AuJ-

THORITY OF THE SECRETARY-STATUTES

The only limitation upon the discretionary power of regulation conferred upon
the Secretary of the Interior by the act of February 1.5, 1901, was that his
action thereunder should not be arbitrary or unreasonable or such as would
destroy valuable interests established by the permittee under the authority
of his permit.
POWER

SITES-WATER

POWER-PERmITS--DiscEcTIovAaY

AUTHORITY

OF THES

SECRETARY.

.

For the Secretary of the Interior to require all who have secured permits
for~ the use of public lands for power purposes under the act of February
15, 1901, to conform to a uniform system of regulations, or to change such
regulations as he may deem proper, regardless of the time when the
permisstoh to use the land was granted, is not an arbitrary or unreasonable
exercise of the power conferred upon him by that act.-

EDWARDS, Assistant Secretary:

By letter of June 1, 1929, you [Director of the Geological Survey]
direct attention to the right of way for a transmission line, Phoenix
0945, of the Arizona Power Company, approved by the department.
May 20, 1911, under the act of February' 15, 1901 (31 Stat. 790),
with the following endorsement:
The use of the right of way shown-in black on the map is hereby permitted
in accordance with the provisions of the act of Congress approved February
5 52
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15, 1901 (31 Stat., 790), and the regulations present or future thereunder and
subject to the stipulation accompanying the record.

You 'also advise that this is one of more than 200' permits which
were. granted in this -manner with an endorsement on the map granting the permission subject to the provisions of the act of February
15, 1901, and future regulations thereunder.
Copy of a stipulation executed- May 11, 1911, by the Arizona
Power Company is submitted with your letter, whereby the company agrees to conforni to any future laws and regulations with
respect to power development on the public lands and consents to
accept said right of way subject to the terms and conditions of the.
stipulation.
On August 24, 1912, and March 1, 1913 (41 L. D. 150, 532), regulations concerning rights of way through public lands for power
purposes under the act of 1901 were approved by the department.
These regulations, among other things, provide as follows:
(a) For the payment of' compensation for the use. of public lands
by the permittee.
(b) For annual reports of operations under the permit to be
submitted, by the permittee to the Geological Survey.
(c). For inspection of the works of the permittee by the Geological
Survey and for such reports to the Secretary as may be necessary,

and

-

(d) For termination of the permit within- 50 years.
- * Subsequently, the Federal Water Power Act of June 10, 1920 (41
Stat. 1063, UT. S. Code, sections 791 to 823), was passed creating a
"Federal Power Commission and providing for the development of
water power, the use of public lands in relation thereto, and other
,purposes.
You report that about 100 permits and grants were issued by the
department subsequent to the regulations of August 24, 1912, and
-previous to the-passage of the Federal Water Power Act, and that
all of these permits and grants require payment of compensation b'y
the applicant for the use of Government lands and the -submission
of annual reports. Annual inspections' of the projects are, also made.
You request instructions as to whether the regulations of' Mareb 1,
1913, and amendments thereto, which superseded the regulations of
August 24, 1912, should apply to the permit issued to the Arizona
Power Company. You also request general ihstructions as -to
whether these regulations should be applied to the 200 or more permits and grants of a similar character.
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The act of 1901 expressly provides-:
*
* -:'0That
any permission -given by the Secretary of the Interior under
the provisions of this act may be revoked by him or his successor in his discretion, and shall not be held to confer any right, or easement, or interest in,
to, or over any public land, reservation, or park.

This clause was construed by the United States Supreme Court in
the case of Swendig v. Washington 'Water Power Co. (tri U. S. 322),
in connection with a different question, but the court recognized the
fact that it was the plain intention of Congress to conferupon the
Secretary of the Interior broad powers of supervision and control
over permits issued under this act. In that. case the court sail
(pp.:329,-330)0* 7 * * The purpose of the act is to grant to the Secretary power "to'
permit the use of rights of w,ay " through the lands referred to. And, inr
order that control over them may-be retained, it is provided that the Secretary,
in his discretion, may revoke such permits.
*

:*

*:

* *

*

*

*

*

,

*

The clause above quoted should be read to promote and advance.

not to defeat, the legislative purpose to permit the use of rights of way
through public lands for the industries and utilities mentioned. It is included
from an abundance of caution to, support and safeguard the Secretary's power
of revocation. It means that the permissions given shall. not be deemed ton
confer any right that may not be revoked by him in the exercise of his dis-cretion. There is no other. enactment. providing for the termination of the
use of the rights of way. The right to use continues until the permission
given by the Secretary is revoked by him.
As the sole power of revocation was committed to his discretion, it was within!
the poAver of the Secretary to determine that final disposal of the lands wouldi
operate to revoke the permission; and it was also within his power, by.the
regulation of August 24, 1912, to declare that final disposal shall not be deemed
to be a revocation, but shall be subject to the right of way until such permission
shall have been specifically ,revoked:

From the nature of the right and the discretionary power granted'
the Secretary; it seems clear that the permits granted were subject to
such regulations as the Secretary in the public interest might deeni
necessary. The only limitation upon such power seems to be that
such action shall not be arbitrary or unreasonable or such as wouldi
destroy valuable interests established by the permittee under the
authority of the permit. It call not be said that it would be arbitrary
or unreasonable for the Secretary to require all: who have secured the
benefit of the use of public lands for power purposes to conform to a
uniform system of regulations, or to change such regulations as he
may deem proper, regardless of the time when the permission to use
the land was granted. In fact, out of due precaution in many cases
as pointed out in your letter, the Secretary granted the permission
subject tosubjec
regulations,
present or future,
thereunder, and in the Aritorglt
uue
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zona Power Company case an express stipulation to that effect was
entered into.
The regulations in question have been in force for years and have
been applied to many permits issued under the act of 1901. There
seems to be no good reason why they should not be applied to all
permittees alike. There is no right which the parties having the use
of the lands prior to the promulgation of the regulations possessed at
that time which would be abridged by the application of these regulations to them..
Section 23 of the Federal Water Power Act provides in partThat the provisions of this Act shall not be construed as affecting any permit
or valid existing right of way heretofore granted, or as confirming or otherwise
-affecting any claim, or as affecting any authority heretofore given pursuant to
law, but any person, association, corporation, State, or municipality, holding or
possessing such permit, right of way, or authority may apply for a license here:inder, and upon such application the commission may issue to any such appli:cant a license in accordance with provisions of this Act, and in such case the
provisions of this Act shall apply to such applicant as a likensee hereunder.

The Federal Water Power Act provides a complete and detailed
scheme for the development and operation under public control of
all the water power resources of the public domain, reserved and
unreserved, and of all the navigable rivers under the jurisdiction of
the United States. It seems clear that it was the purpose of Congress to bring under this act all future power development within
the jurisdiction of the United States and to concentrate in the hands
of the Federal Power Commission all the administrative authority
thereover which was in part previously distributed among the several departments. It is evident that the intent of the act, as well as
its necessary operation, is to ultimately bring under the new law and
under the control of the Federal Power Commission all existing, as
well as all future, developments. (32 Ops. Atty. Gen. 525.)
-Partiesholding rights to use the lands under authority of the act of
1901 and other similar acts, are extended the right to make application for permit or license under the Federal Water Power Act. In
fact, some have availed themselves 'of this-right and have secured such
licenses.
I perceive no reason why the department may not require the
several permittees under the act of 1901 and similar acts to comply
with the requirements of the regulations of 1913, and you are accordingly instructed that the parties in interest should be advised that
after a reasonable time to be fixed by appropriate order, the said
regulations will be applied to all permits issued under said acts,
unless the said parties within the time specified file with the Federal
Power Commission an application for license under the provisions
of the Federal Water Power Act.
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WIND RIVER RESERVATION-REPAYMENT OF IRRIGATION
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Opinion, September 9, 1929
INDniN LANDS-WIND RIVER RESERVATION-WYOMING-RECLAMATION-IRIVIGATION-CONSTRUCTION COSTS-LIEN-REPAYMENT-TRIBAL FINDS.
The act of March 3, 1905, provided that the construction costs of the irrigation project on the Wind River Indian Reservation in Wyoming should be
repaid in their entirety from tribal funds, and no individual obligation was:
imposed upon the particular Indians whose lands were to be benefited by
the irrigation system.
INDIAN LANDS-WIND RIVER RESERvATION-WYOMING-REOLAMATION-IRRIGATION-CoNSTRUCTIoN COSTs-LIEN-REPAYMENT--TRiBAL FUNDS-STATUTESThe act of August 1, 1914, which changed the preexisting plan of requiring
repayment of construction costs from tribal funds to the more equitable
one that the individuals benefited should bear the burden, did not contain
any provision for the creation of a lien against the lands benefited, and
consequently the obligation to repay was merely a personal one imposed
upon the landowner.
INDIAN LANDS-RECLAMATION-IRIIGATION-COSTS-LIEN-STATUTES.
The provision in the act of March 7, 1928, which created a first lien against
irrigable lands under all irrigation projects within Indian reservations
where the construction, operation and maintenance costs of such projects
remained unpaid and reimbursable, had no retroactive effect to the extent
of imposing a lien upon lands that had theretofore passed into private
ownership free therefrom, or in any way to alter the rights and obligations
of parties as fixed prior to the effective date of that act.
INDIAN LANDS-WIND RiEvR RESERVATION-WYOMING--REcLAMIATION-IRRIGATIOiN-ALLOTMENT-PATENT-P-URCHASER-COSTS-PAYMENT.

Where irrigable land within the Wind River Indian Reservation in Wyoming,
allotted to an Indian in severalty, had been patented to him in fee subsequent to the act of August 1, 1914, but prior to the act of March 7, 1928,
the liability of the Indian, and one purchasing from him, is to be divided
between them in proportion to the areas brought under irrigation during
their respective ownership.
INDIAN LANDS-WIiNID RIVER RESERVATION-W:NTYO MIING-RECLAMATION-ItIEGATION-ALLoTMENT-PAT1ENT-PURcHASER--Co NSTRUCTION COSTS-PAYMEINTSTATUTES.

The liability imposed by the acts of August 1, 1914, upon an Indian allottee
holding a fee patent who sells his land to a white purchaser to pay the construction costs in proportion to the acreage irrigated up to the time the,
Indian parted with his title, being-an obligation in the form of a personal
indebtedness, can not be shifted to the purchaser in
express agreement to that effect.

the absence

of an

INDIAN LANDS-RECLAMATION-IRRIGATION-ALLOTMNNT--P U R c H A S E R-CONSTRUCTION COSTS-REPAYMENT-DELIVERY

OF WATER.

Being under no obligation to deliver water free of cost, the right of the Government to require a purchaser from an Indian holder of a fee simple patent
to repay such proportionate part of the irrigation construction costs as are
properly assessable against land brought under irrigation subsequent to the
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date of his purchase, can not be defeated by
the Indian's deed.

i Voal.

lany covenant incorporatedl in

'PRIoR SOLICITORS' OPINIONS ADHERED TO.
Solicitors' opinions of December 15, 1922 (49 L. D. 370), and November 6.
1926 (51 L. D. 613), adhered to.
rINNEY, Solicitor:
- You [Secretary of -the Interior] have requested my opinion as&to
the liability of Charles R. Syrie, a white man, for repayment of
irrigation construction costs on lands within the Wind River irrigation project in Wyoming purchased by him from William Hamilton, an Indian allottee to whom a patent in fee had previously
Issued.
Mr. Hamilton, it appears, was allotted under the general allot-ment act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat. 388) 100 acres of land on
the Shoshone or Wind River Reservation described as the N. I/
NW. 1/4 and S. 1/2 NE. 1/4 NE. 1/4 Sec. 24, T. 1 S., R. 1 E., 20i acres
of which was classed as irrigable land, and the balance nonirrigable
agricultural or nonirrigable grazing lands. Pursuant to a finding
that the Indian-was competent and upon authority of the act of
May 8, 1906 (34 Stat. 182), the Secretary of the Interior on August
:25, 1916, issued to the allottee a fee simple patent. Subsequently, on
October 9, 1917, the allottee by warranty deed conveyed the entire
,allotment to Mr. Syrie together withAll and singular the improvements of every kind and nature thereon, and
in any wise appurtenant thereto, including and conveying hereby all waters
appropriated for beneficial use upon and the irrigation of said lands, together

-with all irrigation ditches and laterals appurtenant to said lands for irrigation
thereof and the use of the waters thereon; also the proportionate right to the
,use of water through and from the Coolidge Ditch.

While, as indicated above, but 20 acres of the land was classed as
irrigable, it appears that the actual irrigable area was about 70
acres. Some conflict appears as to the area under irrigation at the
time the Indian parted with his title. The Indian Office states that
the allottee had developed approximately 40 acres of irrigable land
at the time he was found competent to receive a fee- patent, and
that 35 acres thereof were then under cultivation. Mr. Syrie alleges
at the time he purchased the land approximately 70 acres were
under irrigation, all of which had been farmed and irrigated during
the season of 1916 and 1917, and he contends that under the then
existing legislation and in virtue of the clause in his deed reproduced
above, the lands passed to hini free from any charge for the construction costs of the project. On, the other hand, the Commissioner of
-that

Indian Affairs has taken the following position:.
This office and the department has heretofore recognized p)aid-up water rights
- as to irrigation construction costs on a 20 acre tract originally allotted as irri-
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gable land, in accordance with an opinion by the Attorney General dated Sentember 2, 1921j and an opinion by the Solicitor for the Interior Department,
dated December 15, 1922; but in view of the fact that a considerable portion
of the remainder of the-allotment, originally allotted as grazing land, has been
brought under irrigation by the construction of the Wind River Irrigation
Project. it has been held that such area is subject to assessment for its pro
rata share of the irrigation construction costs, under the provisions of the
Act of August 1, 1914, supra, and subsequent legislation. Since this Indian
was allotted but 20 acres of irrigable land, indicating that the Government
contemplated the placing of that area only under irrigation, the present owner
is-apparently without adequate grounds for his claim to a paid up water right
for the total area now under irrigation, being approximately 70 acres.

The act of March 7, 1928 (45 Stat. 200, 210), contains the following provision:
8* *That
the costs of irrigation projects and of operating and maintaining such projects where reimbursement thereof is required by laws shall
be apportioned on a per acre basis against the lands under the respective projects and shall be collected by the Secretary of the Interior as required by
such law, and any unpaid charges outstanding against such lands shall constitute a first lien thereori which shall be recited in any patent or instrument
issued for such lands.

The above legislation, it will be observed, creates a first lien against
irrigable lands under all irrigation projects where the construction,

operation, and maintenance costs of such projects remain unpaid
and are reimbursable and had it been in force at the time the transactions above referred to took place, it is clear that the irrigation
construction costs would have been a charge running as a covenant
with the land and enforcible as such against the Indian and his
successors in interest. But, bearing in mind that it is beyond the
power even of Congress to invade or impair vested rights (Choate

v. Trapp, 224 U. S. 665), it becomes necessary to look at the situation prevailing under the prior legislation dealing with this project,
particularly with respect to the rights and obligations of the parties
as they then existed.
By the act of. March 3, 1905 (33 Stat. 1016), ratifying an agreement previously made, the Wind River or Shoshone Indians ceded
and relinquished to the United States part of their reservation retaining the right, however, for individual Indians desiring to do so,
to select allotments within the ceded area. The United States was
to act as trustee in the disposal of the ceded lands for the Indians and
the proceeds arising from such disposition were to be paid over or
expended for specific purposes, one of which as set forth in Article 4
.of the agreement wasIt is further agreed that of the moneys derived from the sale of said lands
the sum of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, or so much thereof as
may be necessary, shall be expended under the direction of the Secretary of
the Interior for the construction and extension of an irrigation system within
the diminished reservation for the irrigation of the lands of the said Indians.
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Anticipating receipts from sales of the ceded lands, Congress, in
section 3 of the same act (page 1022) appropriated certain sums from
the Treasury. The last item of these appropriations reads* * * and the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars is hereby appropriated
out of any money in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, the same to be reimbursed from the proceeds of the sale of said lands,
to be used in the construction and extension of an irrigation system on the
diminished reserve, as provided in article four of the agreement.

Subsequent Indian appropriation acts each carried an annual appropriation for continuing the construction of an irrigation system
for the benefit of the Indians of the Wind River Reservation, reimbursement of which was to be had out of the proceeds derived from
sales of surplus tribal lands in accordance with the act of March
3, 1905, .supra. In other words, the construction costs of this project
were not originally imposed upon the particular Indians whose
lands were benefited by the irrigation system but were to be repaid
in their entirety from tribal funds.
By the act of August 1, 1914 (38 Stat. 582, 583), however, Congress changed its policy. That enactment, which was held by the
former Solicitor for this department (opinion of May 25, 1920,
D-47513) and the Attorney General (33 Ops. Atty. Gen. 26) to
apply to Wind River, reads in part0 ** * That all moneys expended heretofore or hereafter under this
provision shall be reimbursable where the Indians have adequate funds to
repay the Governinent, such reimbursements to be made under such rules and
regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe: Provided further,
That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to apportion the cost of any irrigation project constructed for Indians and made
reimbursable out of tribal funds of said Indians in accordance with the benefits
received by each individual Indian so far as practicable from said irrigation
project, said cost to be apportioned against such individual Indian under
such rules, regulations, and conditions Was the Secretary of the Interior may

prescribe.

The plan of requiring repayment of the construction costs of the
Wind River and other projects from tribal funds was thus abandoned in favor of the more equitable one that the individuals benefited should bear the burden.
In none of this earlier legislation however, was there any provision
for the creation of a lien against the lands benefited and it is clear
that the lands here involved were not burdened with any such lien.
The trust patent received by Hamilton, the allottee, declared, in
conformity with section 5 of the general allotment act of 1887,
supra, that the United States would hold the lands in trust for a
period of 25 years with the promise to convey the fee at the end of
that time " discharged of said trust and free from all charges or
incumnbrances whatsoever." Pursuant to this promise to convey
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clear and uninue-mbered title, the fee patent, issued as aforesaid in
1916, recited no lien specific or otherwise for the repayment of the
irrigation construction costs and the land, therefore, passed to the
allottee and likewise to his purchaser free from any such charge.
There being no lien, the obligation to repay was, of course, a personal
one resting against the landowner. See in this connection Solicitor's
opinion of December 15, 1922 (49 L. D. 370).
In this situation it is plain, I think, that the acreage allotted to
the Indian as irrigable land has no importance in so far as determination of the liabilty of the respective parties is concerned. True,
had the project been constructed as originally planned, that is, the
cost to be paid from tribal funds, no obligation to repay would have
rested on the landowner, Indian or white. But, as we have seen,
the plan changed so as to shift the obligation to repay the whole
cost of the project to the individuals benefited, each of whom was
to pay his proportionate part of the expense for every acre, irrigated Whether the area so irrigated consisted of 20 acres, 40 acres,
or the entire irrigable area of the allotment. The obligation being
personal and not a charge against the land, the correct standard
of liability as between the Indian and one purchasing from him
was, in my opinion, that set forth in Solicitor's opinion of November 6, 1926 (51 L. D. 613), to the effect that such liability is to be
divided between the parties according to the areas brought under
irrigation during their respective ownerships. As to the acreage
irrigated up to the time the Indian parted with his title, the obligation to repay was chargeable to him in the form of a personal
indebtedness which could not be shifted to the shoulders of the purchaser in the absence of an express agreement to that effect. If, however, the Indian had desired water for additional areas, he would, of
By
course, have had to assume the obligation of paying therefori
doctrine
that
the
well-settled
in
accord
with
the same token and
one can not transfer any greater estate or interest than he himself
has, the purchaser is in ra like position and this would be so irrespective of any covenant' that might be contained in the deed from
the Indian for any breach of which the purchaser must, of course,
look to his grantor, it being clear that the Government is not bound
thereby.
Manifestly, therefore, under the legislation in force at the time
of acquisition of title by Mr. Syrie, no lien for repayment of the
irrigation construction costs rested against the land and, in the view
I take, the land passed- to him free from any obligation to repay
any part of the construction costs assessable against such portion
thereof as was then under irrigation, the obligation of making such
repayment representing a personal indebtedness of the Indian which,

-
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as indicated above, could not be shifted to the purchaser in the
-absence of an express agreement to that effect. This being so, I
think it plain that the act of March 7, 1928, supra, can have no
retroactive effect to the extent either of imposing a lien against the
land or in any way to alter the rights and obligations of the parties.
So to do would have the effect of impairing rights and obligations
that had become vested and fixed under the prior legislation and this
would run counter to the doctrine recognized and upheld by the court
in United States v. Heinrich (12 Fed. 2d series, 938). See also
Choate v. Trapp, supra.
In conclusion I have to advise that, in my opinion, Mr. Syrie is
liable for repayment of only such proportionate part of the construction costs of the Wind River irrigation project as are properly
assessable against such additional areas as may have been brought
under irrigation after the acquisition of title by him. As to this
acreage he is in no position to insist or demand that the Government
furnish water free of costs, but it would be advisable, as suggested
in Solicitor's opinion of November 6, 1926, above referred to, to
require the execution of an agreement to that effect and delivery of
water to such additional areas may be withheld until he-agrees to
pay therefor.
Approved:
JOHIN

H. EDWARDS,

Assistant Secretary.

LAYMAN ET AL. v. ELLIS
Decided October 16, 1929
MiNMaAL LANDS.

The question whether a given substance is locatable or enterable under the
mining law" is not to be resolved solely by the test of whether the substance
considered has a definite, chemical composition expressible in a chemical
formula.
MIxERAL LANDS.

Mineral lands include not merely lands containing metalliferous minerals
but .all such as are chiefly valuable for their deposits of a mineral character which are useful in the arts or valuable for purposes of manufacture.
MINIAsL LANDs-GRAvEL.

Gravel is such substance as possesses economic value for use in trade, iannufacture, the sciences, and in the mechanical or ornamental arts, and is
classified as a mineral product in trade or commerce.
MIanAL

LANDS-GRAVELMIiNTIN

CIArM.

Lands containing deposits of gravel which can be extracted, removed and
marketed at a profit are mineral lands subject to location and entry under
the placer mining laws.
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MINING CLAIM-MINERAL LANDs-DISCOVERY.

A placer discovery will not sustain a lode location and no right to possession
of loose, scattered deposits, not rock in place, can be acquired -by an attempted lode location.
MINING CLAIM-POSSESSION-HOMESTEAD

ENTRY.

Land in the actual and peaceable possession of a mineral claimant in apparent good faith under claim of right to which he can acquire a valid
possession or title under applicable laws, is not subject to homestead
entry by another.
PnR~o DEPARTMENTAL DEcisION OVEmmuLED.
Case of Zimmerman v. Brunson? (39 L. D. 310), overruled.-)'

Assistantt Secretary:
Joseph Thomas Ellis has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated April 13, 1929, holding for'
cancellation his homestead entry, Los Angeles 044941, allowed January 16, 1928, under section 2289, Revised Statutes, for lots 2, 11, andl
13. See. 13, T. 16 S., R. 16 E., S. B. M., containing 68.80 acres.
'On April 29, 1928, Gertrude B. Layman and Dallas E. Layman
instituted a contest against the entry, alleging prior possessory rights
to the land by virtue of two certain mining locations made November 30, 1925, for valuable deposits of gravel; that the locations were
valid and existent at the date of said homestead entry; that by reason
of the mineral character of the land and also their actual and continned possession thereof, the land was not subject to entry under the.
homestead law.
Upon evidence adduced at a hearing of the contest the register
found that the land was valuable for its gravel deposits, the commissioner found that at least one-half of it. was so valuable, but ilk
(39 L. D. 310), both
view of the rule in Zinqnwerian v. Brumqna
officers considered that they were bound to hold that lands valuable on
account of sand and gravel deposits were not subject to entry under
the mining laws and not excluded by reason thereof from entry under
the homestead law. The register, however, held that as the land
within the Gertrude B. Layman claim was actually occupied andl
used in good faith under color of title, at the date of the entry of
Ellis, the entry to the extent of its conflict with- such claim should-ber
canceled. The commissioner's action was based upon the finding that
the entry was made for the purpose of speculating on the value of
the gravel deposits.
The material facts disclosed by the record appear to be as follows.
Copies of the location notices show that the mining claims were
located as veins or lodes and according to the dimensions permissible
for lode claims, and not in conformity with legal subdivisions of
the township wherein the land lies. Maps filed show the locations
,udjoin on the end lines, the Gertrude B. Layman claim being the
EDWARDS,

i
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northernmost and the Dallas E. Layman claim the southernmost,
and that, roughly speaking, they together cover the east half of the
homestead entry and fractions of adjacent tracts to the east. The
gravel deposits had been utilized before the locations in question
-vere made, and since their location the Laymans have extracted, sold,
and delivered about 40,000 cubic yards of gravel of the value of.
$20,000 from the Gertrude B. Layman claim for use' in road and
building construction on the State highway system and have installed
facilities to the value of $5,000 on that claim to elevate, screen, and
segregate the gravel. The gravel deposits are five feet or more thick
lying under from one to three feet of mixed sand gravel and soil
cover, and the process of extraction requires the removal of the cover
and the screening of the gravel from the sand, the latter being disQtarded. The excavations are in the form of pits of 60 feet or niore
in width and extending practically the length of the Gertrude B.
Layman claim. No gravel has been'mined or removed by the Laymnans from the other claim, but the testimony is uncontradicted that
deposits of gravel were discovered in the post holes dug thereon.
The record clearly established that the entryman at the 'time he
mande his entry had full knowledge of the nature and extent of the
locations, of the Laymans' claims of title and of the actual possesSion and development of the Laymans but was of the opinion they
-were without right or color of titles Upon making entry, entryman
notified the mining claimants to cease operations, but a few days
later he and D. E. Layman consulted 'the acting register of the local
land office as to the legality of an agreement between them under
-which'Layman could remove the gravel provided he paid the entryman for it. It is said that officer was of the opinion that the rules
respecting the removal of timber upon an unperfected entry' by a
homestead entryman was applicable to the situation, and the register
appears to have advised the parties that such a sale would net be in
violation of law if the proceeds of sale were applied to the improve-mnent of the entry. Thereupon entryman and Layman entered into
a written contract dated January 24, 1928, the substance of which is
that Ellis allows Layman the exclusive right to work two pits of
gravel on the land for seven months or until the former makes final
proof, the latter to pay 15 cents per ton or 20 cents per cubic yard for
all gravel hauled away, the proceeds to be used for improvement of
the remainder of the entry. - Layman was not to erect any buildings,
allow occupancy of any building or interfere with growing crops or
improvements on the land without the consent of Ellis. After this
agreement was made Layman continued to mine and remove gravel
from the northernmost claim and in September, 1928, Ellis peaceably
took possession of a house on that claim near the workings, formerly
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in possession of a stranger to this controversy, and continued in

possession thereof and cleared some 15 or 20 acres of brush from
parts of the entry for purposes of cultivation. As to the area affected.
by the contract, operations under which would entail denudation oft.
or material damage to the cultivable soil, the entryman will not beheard to say that such area was more valuable for cultivation, but as
to the residue of surface contestant did not establish that ordinary
crops of the region could not be grown thereon or that such part was
more valuable for its gravel deposits. It is uncontradicted that the
ehtryman paid substantial sums assessed upon the land by the local*
irrigation district and had the right to necessary water to sufficientlyi
irrigate the same.
The contract does not warrant the inference that damage to the
undisturbed-cultivable soil on the entry or a substantial part thereof
was contemplated by the contract. There are restrictions as to time:
and place therein, and provision for protection of crops and improvements. The acts recited of the entrymaii are consistent- with a
bonoe fde intent to comply with the homestead law, and where such
consistency appears fraud is not presumed. The entryman had no
right to sell the gravel, but although he mlay have committed trespass that fact would not necessarily invalidate his entry. Litch v.
Scott (40 L. D. 467) ; United States v. Brosseau (24 L. D. 454)The principles applicable to the sale of timber by an entryman fronm
his entry seem applicable here, and in the timber cases it has been
held by the Supreme Court that the entryinan can not sell timber for
money except so far as it may be cut for purpose of cultivation-:
Shriver v. United States (159 U. S. 491). The incidental power of
disposition extends only to surplus timber cut and removed from so,
much of the tract as is cleared or in clearing for cultivation. United
States v. MuArplh (32 Fed. 376, 385).
While the sale of the gravel was unlawful, under the facts and
surrounding circumstances, bad faith in making the entry is not
established.
Bad faith in making the entry not being established, the question
arises whether the entry or any part thereof was invalid because of
the existence of gravel deposits thereon admittedly valuable-.. The
question is not new. In Zimsnerrnan v. Brunson, supra, it- was held!
(syllabus) thatDeposits of gravel and sand, suitable for mixing with cement for concrete
construction, but having no peculiar property or characteristic- giving them
special value, and deriving their chief value from proximity to a town;, dbo not
render the land within which they are found mineral in character within the
meaning of the mining laws. or bar entry under the homestead laws, notwithstanding the land may be more valuable on account of such deposits~ than for
agricultural purposes.
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Although the commissioner held that he was governed by the rule

in Zimmermascn v. Brwnson, sp,

he was of the opinion that valuable

deposits of gravel should be held subject to appropriation under the
miining' law for the reason that they are valuable mineral deposits,
and that the rule in that case should be modified.
XData are presented contained in publications of the Geological
Survey, entitled "Mineral Resources of the United States,'" as evidence of the marked increase in production, use, and price of this
commodity since 1909, when the decision in the Zimmerman case
was rendered. Supplementing the data presented by the commissioner, this series of publications show that in 1909 there was sold
and used in the United States 23,382,904 tons of gravel of all kinds
of the value of $5,719,886, of which amount California produced
914,035 tons, valued at $169,476 (1910, Part 2, p. 602); that in 1927
the combined tonnage of building, paving and railroad ballast
gravel used and sold in the United States was 103,865,9390 tons, valued
at $51,238,388. Of this amount California produced 2,460,0T2 tons of
paving gravel alone of the value of $1,177,086 (1927, Part 2, pp.
160-181). The commissioner's statement also appears to be correct
'that "according to these tables in 1927, California produced over
seven times the amount it did in 1909, the value of the 1927 production being over 26 times the value in 1909." The tables for the
year 1927 also show an average value throughout the United States
of all gravel sold of 67 cents per ton. A noteworthy feature in
recent years is the growth in the size and number of large plants
producing washed or otherwise cleaned gravel and crushed stone of
standardized grading and size, bringing about keen competition
between gravel and crushed stone for wide market areas in contrast to the strictly local market of a few years ago, this competition developing controversies and discussion as to zone and commodity freight rates. (1925, Mineral Resources, Part i, p. 47.) In
theses publications gravel and sand have uniformly been classed as
a mineral resource. They are also included in the list of useful minerals (U. S. Geological Survey Bulletins, Nos. 585, 910) and miineral supplies (U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin No. 666).
From what has been stated there can be no question that gravel
deposits are definitely classified as a mineral product in trade and
,commerce and have a pronounced and widespread economic value
because of the demand therefor in trade, manufacture, or in the
mechanical arts.
'The Zimmerman ease quotes the rule in Paciftc Coast Marble Co.
W. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. et al. (25 L. D. 233), frequently since
applied as a test of the mineral character of land, reading as follows (p. 244):
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Whatever is recognized as a mineral by the standard authorities on the
subject, whether of metallic or other substances, when the same is found in
bhe public lands in quantity and quality sufficient to render the land more valuable on account thereof than for agricultural-purposes, should be treated as
coming within the purview of the mining laws.

But it was nevertheless attempted to take the deposit under consideration from under the rule, irst, because the standard authorities
have failed to classify sand and gravel as mineral, and second, because the deposit had no special property or characteristic giving it
special value, and third, its chief value arose from industrial conditions peculiar to the locality where-the deposit was found.
The deposit here is characterized as beach gravel. Gravel is variously defined as " fragments of rock worn by the action of air and
water larger and coarser than sand ". (Glossary of the Mining and
Mineral Industry, U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin No. 95), as
"more or less rounded stones and pebbles often intermixed with
sand " (28 C. J. 824), as " sand fragments of mineral, mainly quartz"
(Bayley on Mineral and Rock, p. 202). Many of the beach pebbles are
composed largely of quartz, because it is the most common, mineral
which physically and chemically can resist the wear of wave action.
Diller, Education Series of Rock Specimens (U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin No. 150, p. 57). The distinction between sand and
gravel is largely one of gradation 'in size. (Idem 59.) As gravel is
not composed always of the same mineral substances, it would not
be expected that gravel would appear in a strict mineralogical classification based on definite chemical composition, but examination of
the decisions of the department and the courts disclose that questions
whether a given substance is locatable or enterable under the mining
law are not resolved solely by the test of whether the substance considered has a definite chemical composition expressible in a chemical
formula. Such a criterion would exclude a number of mineral substances of heterogeneous composition that have been declared to be
subject to disposition under the placer mining law, for example,
guano, granite, sandstone, valuable clays other than brick clay, which
may be made up of a number of minerals and not always the same
minerals.
In Lindley on Mines, section 98, after review of the adjudicated
cases and rulings of the department, deductions, which seem warranted, are made as to when, the mineral character of public land is
established. It is statedThe mineral character of the land is established when it is shown to have
upon or within it such a substance as(a) Is recognized as mineral, according to its chemical composition, by the
standard authorities on the subject; or(b) Is classified as a mineral product in trade or commerce: or-
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(c) Such a substance (other than the mere surface which may be used for
agricultural purposes) as possesses economic value for use in trade, manufacture, the sciences, or in the mechanical or ornamental arts;And it is demonstrated that such substance exists therein or thereon in such
quantites as render the land more valuable for the purpose of removing and
marketing the substance than for any other purpose, and the removing and
marketing of which will yield a profit; or it is established that such substance
exists in the lands in such quantities as would justify a prudent man in expending labor and capital in the effort to obtain it.

That valuable gravel deposits fall within categories (b) and (c)
of Mr. Lindley can not be disputed.
Good reason also exists for questioning the statement that gravel
has no special properties or characteristics giving it special value.
'While the distinguishing special characteristics of gravel are purely
physical, notably, small bulk, rounded surfaces, hardness, these characteristics render gravel readily distinguishable by any one from
other rock and fragments of rock and are the very characteristics
or properties that long have been recognized as imparting to it utility
and value in its natural state.
As to the third ground for exclusion in the Zinrmerman case, it has
not been shown that the gravel deposits in this case derive their value
from the proximity between place of production and use, and as heretofore indicated gravel is generally recognized as having special
characteristics that render it valuable generally in the mechanical
arts. The conclusion, hardly justified when the decision in the Zisnmerman case was rendered, that the value shown was one arising
chiefly from exceptional and peculiar conditions in the locality
where the deposit in question was found, is not warranted undler
present conditions.
In Northern Pacific Railway Co. v. Soderbterg (188 U. S. 526, 534)
it was held that the overwhelming weight of authority was to the
effect that mineral lands include not merely metalliferous minerals,
but all such as are chiefly valuable for their deposits of a mineral
character which are useful in the arts or valuable, for purposes of
manufacture, and the opinion quotes with approval certain observations in Midland Railway v. Checkley (L. R. 4 Eq. 19), readingStone is, in my opinion, clearly a mineral; and in fact everything except
the mere surface, which is used for agricultural purposes; anything beyond
that which is useful for anly purpose whatever, whether it is gravel. marble,
fire clay, or the like, comes within the word "mineral" when there is a reservatiin of the mines and minerals from a grant of land. (Italics supplied.)

In Loney v. Scott (112 Pac. 172) the Supreme Court of Oregon
held that building sand worth 50 cents per cubic yard, and marketable 'in large quantities, as shown by the Director of the Geological Survey in his Reports -of Mineral Resources; was mineral
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land and subject to location under, the placer mining law, and that
a patent issued to a railroad company under its place land grant,
carried no title to such deposits then known to be embraced in a,
placer mining claim.
The Secretary of the Treasury has held that gravel bought as;
ballast is entitled to free entry as crude mineral. (25 T. D. 627.)
Applying the rule in the Pacifc Coast Marble Company case, sbpra,
the department has held that land of little value for agricultural
purposes, but which contains extensive deposits of volcanic ash, suitable for use in the manufacture of roofing material and abrasive
soaps and having a positive commercial value for such purposes is
mineral land not subject to disposition under the agricultural laws
(Bennett et al. v. Moll, 41 L. D. -594); that trap rock particularly
suitable, and profitably marketable as railroad ballast, is, when the
land in. which it is contained is chiefly valuable for such, a valuable
mineral deposit (Stephen E. Day, Jr., et al., 50 L. D. 489); that
amphibole schist, particularly resistant to the action of water, occurring in proximity to the place of use, and with easy facilities for its
transportation, and marketable at a profit for use in the building
of a local jetty, was enterable- under the mining law (Lee Davenport
et al., decided March 20, 1926, unreported);; that deposits of frac-.
t-ured granite not serviceable as building stone suitable for rip rap.
on breakwaters and embankments and useful as railroad ballast and
road material, which could be quarried and delivered at a profit and.
taken from land of no agricultural value, was subject to disposition
under the mining law (Charles F. Guthridge, A. 11785, decided
August 3.. 1928, unreported).
It seems apparent in the Ziininemnan case and cases based on the
same reasoning that the rule, in the Pacifc Coast Marble Company
case was not followed, but disregarded on unsubstantial grounds.
It has been vigorously criticized by leading text writers on the
lIining law. (See Lindley on Mines, section 424; Snyder on Mines,,
section 124.) There is no logical reason in view of the latest expressions of the department why, in the administration of the Federal mining laws, any discrimination should be made between gravel
and stones of other kinds, which are used for practically the same
or similar purposes, where the, former as well as the latter can be
extracted, removed and marketed at a profit. The rule in Zimmerman V. Brunson will therefore no longer be followed but is overruled..
The evidence in the case warrants the classification of the east,
half of the entry, to wit, east half of lots 2, 11 and 13, as mineral
in character, valuable for deposits' of gravel. The entry to that
extent was therefore invalid and should be cancelled.
57522-27-voL 52---46
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Although the land last described was mineral in character, no
valid right to possession was acquired by the Laymans by attempted
location of them as lodes or veins. The deposits are loose, scattered
deposits, not rock in place. It is well settled that a placer discovery
will not sustain a lode location. Cole v. Ralph (252 U. S. 286, 295).
The lode claimants had no rights that would prevent others entering
peaceably and in good faith to avail themselves of the privileges
accorded by the mining laws, Cole v. Ralph, supra, p. 300, but the
east half of the entry being mineral in character, the entryman
could acquire no right under the homestead law to such half, no
matter if his entry was peaceable and with the acquiesence of the
mineral claimant.
It is not shown that the entryman entered into any contract or
engagements or made any valuable improvements or expenditures
on the land affected by this decision in furtherance of a purpose
to comply with the homestead law. He was therefore not misled

to his prejudice by a reliance, if any, upon the rule in the

Zimiller-

man case. No grievous wrong to him results, therefore, by the overruling of an erroneous decision. Nor was the rule in that case of
such breadth and generality as to justify the conclusion that sand
and gravel under any circumstances were not locatable under the
mining law. It should also be mentioned that the entryman entered
land in the actual and peaceable possession of the mineral claimant
in apparent good faith under claim of right, to which the latter
can acquire a valid possession or title under applicable laws, that
is, entry upon land not subject to homestead entry. Lindgren v.
Shuel (49 L. D. 653); United States v. Hurliman (51 L. D. 258,
263).
The entry will be held intact as to west half thereof; as to the east
half it should be canceled.
As modified the commissioner's decision is
Af*lrmed.
PUBLICATION OF NOTICE OF INTENTION TO SUBMIT FINAL PROOF
INSTRUCTIONS1
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washingtoan, D. C., October 19, 1929.
THE COMMIsSIONER OF THE GENEBRAL LAND OFFICE:

Attention has been directed to the fact that in many cases it is
necessary for registers of local offices to designate a daily paper in
l See paragraph 3 of Circular No. 1200 (52 L. D. 683, 685) for a change in the prior
existing regulation relating to publication.-Ed.
-
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-which to publish the notices of intention to submit final proof
required to be given by homestead and desert-land entrymen as well
as the notices of location of scrips, warrants, certificates, and lieu
selections and other cases.
The present regulations ' require that if the register designate a
daily paper the publication must be inserted in 30 consecutive issues;
if daily except Sunday, in 26; if weekly, in 5, and if semiweekly, in
9 consecutive issues.
The expense of publishing such notices in either 26 or 30 issues
-of a daily paper is often prohibitive, and the department is of opinion
that the object of publication of such notices can be accomplished by
a less number of insertions. Therefore, the regulations in all cases
where the law does not specifically otherwise direct are amended to
provide that if the register designate a daily paper the notice should
be published in the Wednesday issue for 5 consecutive weeks; if
weekly, in 5 consecutive issues, and if semiweekly, in either issue for
five consecutive weeks.
JOHN H. EDWARDS,
Assistant Secretary.
EX OFFICIO COMMISSIONER FOR ALASKA NOT AUTHORIZED TO
APPOINT EMPLOYEES IN THE REINDEER SERVICE
:Oninio.

October 26. 1929

POWER OF APPOINTMENT-TEMPORARY APPOIAYTA£ENTS-SECEETARY
RIoR-SUPimvIsoRY OFFICrES.

OF THE INTE-

The power of appointment lodged in the head of a department by act of Congress can not be delegated to a subordinate official without clear and specific
legislative authority therefor, and the only specific authority' in that respect
conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior is that contained in the act
of May 22, 1926, which empowers that officer to delegate the appointive
power to supervisory officers to make temporary or emergency appointments
of persons for duty in the field, subject to later confirmation thereof by
him.
POWER oF APPOINTMENT-EX OFFICIO COMMISSIONER FOE ALASKA-REINDER
SERVICE.

The act of February 10. 1927, which authorized the heads of certain departments to designate, each for his own department, an employee-thereof residing in Alaska, to be ex officio Commissioner for that Territory for the department from which he is selected, makes no specific provision for the delegation of the appointive power, and an order issued by the Secretary of the
Interior pursuant to that act, transferring the Reindeer Service from the
Office of Education to the jurisdiction, .control, and exercise of that official,
does not include the power of appointment of employees in that service.
I See paragraph 40 of Circular No. 541 (48 L. D. 389, 405).-Ed.
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FINNEY, Solicitor:

There has been submitted to me for opinion the question whether
Governor Parks of Alaska ex officio Commissioner for Alaska, representing the Department of the Interior, has. the appointing power in
respect to the Reindeer Service which was transferred to his control by the Secretary's order of October 3, 1929, pursuant to the
act of February 10, 1927 (44 Stat. 1068).
The act in part (sections 1 to 4, inclusive) provides:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Unitedi
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretaries of the Departments of the Interior, Agriculture, and Commerce be. and they are hereby,
authorized and empowered, each for his own department, to designate an
employee thereof, employed in and residing in Alaska. who shall be styled
ex officio Commissioner for Alaska for the department from which he is
selected and who, from the date of his designation, shall reside and maintain
an office in the capital of Alaska.
Sac. 2. That each of said Secretaries shall delegate and assign to the commissioner representing his department general charge of any or all matters
in Alaska under the jurisdiction of such department, or of any bureau or
agency thereof, to the extent, in the manner, and subject to such supervision
and control as the Secretary may deem proper and expedient.
Smo. 3. That, to the extent the respective Secretaries may determine, employees of the departments affected by this Act who are stationed in Alaska
shall be placed under the direct supervision and control of the ex officio
commissioner for his department, herein provided for, together with any additional force which may be detailed by the Secietary of the Interior, Agriculture, or Commerce, from the personnel of his department, should necessity
therefor arise; but nothing herein contained shall be construed to authorize
the employment of any additional personnel or to warrant the transfer of
any clerk or other employee from one department to another, except in the
manner provided by law.
SEc. 4. That the Secretaries named in section 1 hereof may transfer to the
officer designated hereunder as his representative the records or transcripts of
records, property ( including office. and field equipment ), and unexpended balances of appropriations which they may deem necessary or, proper to transfer
to Alaska in order to carry into effect the provisions of this Act.

Under date of March 14, 1927, the Secretary of the Interior desigU
nated Governor Parks as ex officio commissioner -under the provisions of said act but no specific duties were assigned to, him thereunder at that time.
On October 3, 1929, the Secretary issued the following order:
Pursuant to authority conferred by act of Congress approved February 10,.
1927, 44 Stat. 1068 (section 119, Title 5, Supplement 3, United States Code),
effective November 1, 1929, all rights, powers, and duties pertaining to the
reindeer of A!aska which are at present under the jurisdiction, administration,
and control of the Bureau of Education, are hereby transferred to the jurisdiction, control, and exercise of the ex officio commissioner for Alaska, rep-resenting the Interior Department, subject, however, to the general supervision and control of the Secretary of the Interior. z
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The Superintendent of Reindeer (Benjamin Mozee) and his two assistants
(Albert Schmidt and Joseph S. Rood) and all property including office or field
equipment, records. or transcripts of records, and unexpended balances of appro-priation for or in connection with such reindeer, their control or supervision,
are, effective November 1, 1929, hereby transferred to the supervision and control of the ex officio commissioner for Alaska, representing the Interior Department, subject, however, to the general supervision and control of the Secretary
-of the Interior.

It has been held that the appointing power lodged in the head of
.a department by act of Congress can not be delegated to a subordinate official without clear and specific legislative authority therefor.
See 4 Comp. Gen. 675 and authorities there cited. The rigor of the
above rule prompted this department to seek authority to delegate
the power of appointment to supervisory officers to meet emergencies
.and such limited authority was given by .the act of May 22, 1926
(44 Stat. 620), which providesThat the Secretary of the Interior may by appropriate regulation delegate

-to supervisory officers the power vested in him under section 169 of the
.Revised Statutes of the United States to make temporary or emergency
appointments of persons for duty in the field, subject. however, to later confirmation thereof by the Secretary of the Interior.

The act of February 10, 1927, supra, makes no specific provision
for the further delegation of the appointing power, and I find
nothing in either the act or the recent order of the Secretary that
could be reasonably construed as authority for the exercise of the
-appointing power by the ex officio commn-issioner beyond that contemplated in the act of May 22, 1926, supra.
The said order transferred only such rights, powers and duties
-pertaining to the reindeer of Alaska as were at that time under the
jurisdiction, administration, and control of the Office of Education,
and I have not found any provision of law whereby the appointing
power vested in the Secretary by section 169, Revised Statutes, has
been transferred to the Commissioner of Education in respect to
employees of that office. I therefore conclude that the general
-appointing power for the said service was not delegated by the said
order, and that the act of 1927, supra, does not contemplate such
delegation. The purpose of the act would appear to be merely to
authorize the consolidation of various activities in one person for
local administration under the usual supervision and general control
of the head of the department, and this does not imply that the local
-employee so designated shall exercise the important function of
appointing all other employees in that service and thus supersede
the head of the department in that regard.
Approved:
JOHN H. EDWARDS,
Assistant Secreta.
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RIGHT OF WAY-INCREASED BURDEN
Instructions, Novemnber 2,,1929
RIGHT OF WAY-DiTCHES, CANALS AND REsERvomIs-VESTED RIGHTS-FORM'rRn.,

A vested right in ditches, canals and reservoirs on public lands, acquired undersections 2°339 and 2340, Revised Statutes, is not forfeited for failure to
comply with rights of way statutes subsequently enacted.
RIGHT OF WAY-DITcHEs, CANALS AND REssavoms-VYEsED RIGHTS-INCREASED
BUBDEN.
Ditches on a right of way over public lands that had become vested under
sections 2339 and 2340, Revised Statutes, can not thereafter be augmented:
without consent of the owner of the servient estate where the lands would
be additionally burdened to a material extent.
RIG}T OF WAY-DITcHES, CANALS AND REnEsvoiSs-VsTsDm
RiGHTS-IcNcRASEDn
BuRDEN-TRESPASs-DAMAGES.
The Land Department will not demand compensation on the ground of unauthorized use of public lands if the facts fail to show that an increasedburden had been placed on the lands after a right of way thereover, which
had become vested under sections 2339 and 2340, Revised Statutes, could
have been no longer augmented except in accordance with later legislation.
COuRT DECISION DisTiNGuiSrrr.
Case of Utah Power and Light Comlpa4 v.: Untedi States (243 U. S. 389),
distinguished.

DIXON, First Assistant Secretary:
Reference is made to your [Director of the Geological Survey]

letter of October 21, 1929, requesting instructions as to whether
back charges should be made for use of certain lands prior to the
time they were entered under the public land laws.
The tracts referred to are described as the E. 1/2 NE. 1/4, NW. 1/¼
NE.'/4 and W 1½2 SE. 1/4 Sec. 28, T. 23 N., R. 3 E., M. D. M., California.

It is stated that the Federal Power Commission issued a license

on October 12, 1929, to the Pacific Gas and Electric Company for a
constructed power project, some of the canals of which are on
public lands in power site reserve, and that one of the canals forming a part of the project crosses the tracts above described. It is
further stated as follows:
The water right was taken up and a small piece of ditch dug by Yokum in
1875. In 1876 it was sold to Moss, Sheppard, Ballard, and Bothin, and in 1S76:
and 1877 3 miles of ditch was dug. In 1880 it was extended to Helltown
Ravine, and in 1885 to the present forebay, where the water was used for
hydraulic mining. The lower end of the canal was enlarged in 1900 by Butte
County Electric Power and Lighting Company and the canal was enlarged to
its present size in 1905-1907 by California Gas & Electric Company.
The canal has been used to convey water for power purposes since 1898.
The above described lands were vacant public lands until October 26, 1926,
when a selection in exchange was filed under the act of January 27. ].922,
by Isaac C. Jones for the following tracts:
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T. 23 N., R. 3 E., Sec. 28, E. 1/H of NE. 14, W. Yi of SE. 14.
On the same date a soldiers additional homestead application was filed by
Thomas Mulcahy for the NW. 1/4 of NE. 4 of the same section. A patent was
issued to I. C. Jones on May 14, 1927, and to Thomas Mulcahy on July 2, 1927.

The above statement indicates that the canal had been constructed
and used for mining purposes at least as early as the year 1895, and
therefore it would appear that a vested right therein accrued Linder
sections 2339 and 2340, Revised Statutes.
It has been held that rights acquired under these sections are
not forfeited by failure to comply with later legislation granting
rights of way for canals. In speaking of the nature of a right of
way granted under said sections, the Supreme Court in the case of
Utah Pouter and Light Co. v.

United' States (243 U.

S. 389, 405)

said:
The next position taken by the defendants is that their claims are amply
sustained by sections 2339 and .2340 of the Revised Statutes, originally enacted
in 1866 and 1870. By them the right of way over the public lands was granted
for ditches, canals and reservoirs used in diverting, storing and carrying water
for " mining, agricultural, manufacturing and other purposes." The extent
of the right of way in point of width or area was not stated and the grant
was noticeably free from conditions. No application to an administrative
officer wvas contemplated, no consent or approval by such an officer was required,
and no direction was given for noting the right of way upon any record.
The court traced the history of legislation on the subject and noted
that the provisions of sections 2339-2340, Revised Statutes, were
found poorlv adapted to rights of way for generating and distributing electric power and were superseded by the act of May 14, 1896
(29 Stat. 120),, which later act was in turn superseded by the act
of February 15, 1901 (31 Stat. 790). In that case it was held that
the United States had the right to reasonable compensation for use
of its lands without permission and contrary to its laws, but that was
because no right of way had been acquired under sections 2339-2340,
Revised Statutes, as the construction of the works took place after
those sections had been superseded by later laws requiring the filing
of maps and the approval of the Secretary of the Interior as prerequisites to the grant of right of way. That case is to be distinguished from the one here presented, as the facts are vitally different.
In respect to the enlargement of ditches on a right of way already
vested, the general rule appears to be that such enlargement may
.not be made without consent of the owner of the servient estate
where the lands would be additionally burdened to a material extent
thereby. Possibly a more minute statement of the facts in this case
might show a material increase of burden on the lands after the
right of way could have been no longer augmented except in accordance with later legislation, but under the circumstances of the case
as now presented the department finds no sufficient basis for claim of
compensation for unauthorized use of the lands.
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EVIDENCE OF CITIZENSHIP
INSTRUCTIONS

(:Circular No. 1202]
DEPARTAFMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., Novemnber 16,1929.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

This office is in receipt of information from the Department of
Labor that under the new naturalization law (act of March 2, 1929,
45 Stat. 1512), effective July 1, 1929, all certified copies of naturalizaation papers are to be issued by the Commissioner of Naturalization.
As a result of conferences between officials of this office and representatives of the Bureau of Naturalization and of the Department
of Labor it has been agreed that the issuance of certified copies of
naturalization papers for land office purposes will be discontinued
and in lieu thereof the Bureau of Naturalization will in appropriate
cases and on request of this office furnish statements as to the facts
of the naturalization of applicants for public lands.
In cases where it is inconvenient or impossible for an applicant to
furnish evidence of citizenship or declaration of intention in the
form as required by instructions of May 1, 1925, Circular No. 1005
(51 L. D. 134), you may accept a sworn statement of the applicant,
giving the facts as to his citizenship status, which statement should
include the date of the alleged naturalization or declaration of intention, the title and location of the court in which instituted, and, when
available, the number of the document in question, if the proceeding
has been had since September 26, 1906. In addition, in cases of
naturalization prior to September 27, 1906, there should be given the
date and place of the applicant's birth and the foreign country of
which he was a citizen or subject.
The citizenship showing may be incorporated in any of the forms
prescribed for use in connection with the entry of public lands.
Where the necessary data have been given you will accept same and
proceed with the case, leaving it to this office to secure verification of
the citizenship status at the proper time.
You will furnish copies hereof to proof taking officers in your
district and give publicity thereto as a matter of news.
C. C. MOORE,
Coinmissioner.

Approved:
Jos. M. DIXON,

First Assistant Secretary.
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LEASING OF LANDS IN ALASKA FOR GRAZING LIVESTOCKSECTIONS 4 AND 5, CIRCULAR NO. 1138 (52 L. D. 245)
AMENDED
REGULATIONS
[Circular No. 1203]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., December 2, 1929.
MR. GEORGE A. PARKS, Ex OFFICIO COMMISSIONER, JUNEAU, ALASKA
REGISTER AND CHIEF OF FIELD DIVISION, ANCHORAGE, ALASKA;
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS, FAIRBANKS AND NOME, ALASKA:
In order to conform to the order of the Secretary of the Interior
of October 3, 1929, transferring supervision of all reindeer activities in Alaska, from the Office of Education to the ex officio Commissioner of Alaska, representing the Interior Department, subject
to the general supervision and control of the Secretary of the Interior, effective November 1, 1929, the regulations governing the leasing of lands in Alaska for grazing livestock issued in pursuance
of the act of March 4, 19297 (44 Stat. 1452), approved January 7,
£928, contained in Circulars Nos. 491 1 and 1138 2, are hereby
amended by substituting for sections 3 and 4 thereof,-the following:
3. After the establishment of a grazing district applications for
leases may be filed in the proper district land office. Applications.
should be filed in duplicate except applications for reindeer grazing
which should be in triplicate:
. (a) Applications to lease lands for reindeer. grazing filed by na-tives of Alaska or associations of such natives may be filed by thel
natives themselves or through a supervisor or other responsible
official designated by the ex officio Commissioner of Alaska for the
Department of the Interior.
(b) After a serial number has been assigned by the register of the
district land office to an application for a lease, one copy will be
forwarded to the Commissioner for the General Land Office and
one to the chief of field division, Anchorage, Alaska, each copy to
be accompanied by a status report. If the application is for reindeer grazing the register will attach to the triplicate copy thereof a
status report and will make such disposition thereof as may berequested by the said ex officio Commissioner of Alaska:.
(e) Applications for leases must conform substantially to the
appended Form (4-469).3
: Revision of Circular No. 491, of February 24, 1928, not pub]ished in this voluine.-Ed.
'For Circular No. 1138, see p. 245, anote.-Ed.
'Form (4-469) omitted.
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4. The chief of field division will cause an investigation to be made
-of all applications to lease for grazing purposes except of applications filed by natives of Alaska for reindeer grazing and report to
the General Land Office as to the livestock to be grazed on the land;
as to the carrying capacity of the areas sought; as to the improvementsx if any, existing thereon; as to their use and occupancy and as
to the feasibility of granting the lease applied for. Recommendation
should also be made as to what rental-should be charged and whether
such charge should be deferred for any particular period.
(a) The said ex officio Commissioner or such official as he may
-designate to act for him, will make report, in duplicate, similar to
that described in section 4, except as to charge for rental, on all applications to lease for reindeer grazing filed by natives of Alaska.
The report will be filed in the proper district land office. The register will transmit the original copy to the General Land Office and
the duplicate copy to the chief of field division.
(b) The chief of field division will submit to the General Land
Office such report and recommendation as he may deem proper in
connection with all applications to lease lands for reindeer grazing
filed by natives of Alaska.
C. C. MOORE,
:Convmissioner.

Approved:
JOHN

II.

EDWARDS,

Assistant Seoretary.
IISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY v. CHOCTAW, 0KLAHOMA
AND GULF RAILROAD COMPANY (ON RECONSIDERATION)
Decided Decemner 3, 1929
RAILROAD LAND-SELECTION-AGENTT-DOcTRIN, OF RELATION.
A subsequent appointment of an agent to select public lands for a State by the
governor of the State and ratification of the acts previously performed
by such agent relate back and are equivalent to a prior authority with
reference to selections made by the agent prior to his appointment, and
such selections are effective to defeat intervening selections made on behalf
of another or others.

EDWARDS, Assistant Secretary:

Receipt is acknowledged of your [D. L. Phillips, Land Commissioner, Missouri Pacific Railroad Company, Little Rock, Arkansas]
communication of October 18, 1929, requesting reconsideration of
departmental decision of September 4, 1929, in the matter of con-
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flicting selections filed by the Missouri Pacific Railroad Company and
the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad Company.
The decision referred to holds*in substance that notwithstanding
the appointment of one George B. Pugh, as agent of the State of
Arkansas to select lands granted by the act of February 9, 1853
(10 Stat. 155), was not on file at the time the selections in question
were made, his subsequent appointment by the governor of the State,
and the governor's ratification of the acts previously performed by
him, gave the selections full effect and made.them good from the
beginning.
Exception is taken to this ruling. You contend that the ratification of the selections made by Pugh did not make them effective as
against the intervening selections made in due form for the Missouri
Pacific Railroad Company.
You further state that a careful search in the office of the governor
and also in the office of the secretary of state of Arkansas fails to
disclose any record of the appointment of George B. Pugh as agent
of the State, although it was stated in the decision referred to that
the appointment was filed in the General Land Office April 1, 1929.
Notwithstanding your failure to find a record of the appointment.
the instrument, as stated above, is on file in the General Land Office.
The appointment was made by the governor March 21, 1929, and was
duly attested by the secretary of state.
The department. can not acquiesce in your contention that the subsequent ratification of the acts performed by Pugh was inoperative
as against the intervening selection of the lands for the benefit of the
company which you represent. It is a well-settled principle of the
law of agency that when the facts .connected with the doing of an act
are brought to the knowledge of him on whose behalf it was so done,
he may decide to sanction and confirm it and adopt it as his own;
and the ratification of an act done by one assuming to be an agent
relates back and is equivalent to a prior authority.
In the instant case, the record shows that Pugh's appointment as
agent of the State was made to relate back to April 13, .1928, and
his acts in making prior selections are, by the same instrument, expresslv ratified and confirmed.
In the adjudication of State railroad grants it has been the general
piractice to recognize the beneficiaries to whom the grant has passed
by State legislation and to honor the action of the beneficiaries without further specific authority from the State in each particular instance. The action taken by the Secretary in his letter of July 18,
1895, referred to by you, wherein the selecting company was required
to furnish evidence of authority from the State was a departure from.
the general practice, but even in that unusual case the selecting com.
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pany was given opportunity to furnish the required evidence of
authority. That action was doubtless taken as a measure of precaution and further assurance that the company still retained its status
as the beneficiary of the grant given by legislative act of the State.
In an analagous case where the statute required the filing of a map
of general route by the governor, or by his authority, it was held that
the filing of the map by the beneficiary company was sufficient, and
that the omission of the governor to file a map designating the route
of the road was matter of form rather than essence. See Gilbert v..
McGregor and Missouri River Railroad Co. (9 Copp, 134) and Atlantic, Gulf and West India Transit RailroadJ
Co. (2 L. D. 561).
In the present case we have the appointment of the agent by the
governor and confirmation of the act of the agent in filing the selections, thus curing any supposed defect in the original filings.
No reason is seen for entertaining an opinion different from that
heretofore expressed.
Reconsideration denied.
REFERENCE TO SECTION! 29 :OF THE; EASING ACT IN PATENTS FOR NONMINERAL ENTRIES-PRIOR INSTRUCTIONS
MODIFIED
Instructions, Deceunber 3, 1929
HOMESTEAD ENTEY-STOCK-RAISING HOmESTEAD-PATENT-GIm AND GAS LANDSPROSPECTING PERMIT-RESERVATION.

A final certificate and patent for nonmineral entry need not contain a reference to section 29 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920, if the oil and
gas claim to the land has been finally eliminated prior to the issuance of the
final certificate, notwithstanding that the reservation required by the act
of July 17, 1914, or other like reservation such as that contained in the
stock-raising homestead act be retained.
PRIOR DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS MODIFIED.

Instructions of July 2, 1925 (51 L. D. 166), modified.
THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR:

On July 2, 1925 (51 L. D. 166), certain instructions. were given by
the department as to the necessity of making a reference in the final
certificates and patents issued thereon to section 29 of the leasing:
act. It is particularly stated in connection with such necessity that:
" This is true even though the prospecting permit or lease which
antedated nonmineral filing has been canceled before patent issues
In many cases since the present oil conservation policy was put
into effect the prior oil and gas permit covering the lands involved in
homestead and other entries has been canceled, and in other cases
upon .a request for reconsideration or reclassification of the land
the Survey has reported the land to be nonoil and nongas, thus
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eliminating any necessity for reference to section 29, and in the latter
cases as to reservation under the act of July 17, 1914.
The main object, apparently, in inserting a reference to section 29
in the final certificates and in the patents is to advise all concerned
that no compensation may be .obtained by the noninineral entryman
from the prior mineral claimant for damages to crops and improvements. A different condition exists as to right to compensation where
oil and gas application for permit or lease is filed subsequent to
the initiation of the rights by the nonmineral entryman.
Where the oil and gas permit is canceled prior to the issuance of
final certificate there would seem to be no necessity for making a
reference to section 29 because the prior oil and gas claimant is
eliminated, in whose favor section 29 is invoked, and anyone also
filing such oil and gas application thereafter would not be entitled
to any protection against the entryman for damages occurring.
I believe, therefore, that the reference to section 29 should be
omitted from all final certificates and patents based thereon, where
it is shown that the oil and gas claim has been finally eliminated,
even though the reservation under the act of July 17, 1914, be
retained, or other like reservations such as those contained in the
stock raising homestead entries.
This action would place these entrymen in the same position as
those who have made their entries prior to initiation of any rights
under the leasing act, and it seems to me that there should be no
distinction under the facts stated. Furthermore, the reference to
section 29 in the patent has, in such cases, no meaning, force or
effect.
If you agree herewith the departmental instructions of July 2,.
1925, will no longer be followed.
C. C. MOORE,
C:Vn:rnisisner.
Approved:
JOHN H. EDWARDS,
Assistant Seoretary.

ELIIAH J. HERRILL
Decided Decermnber 5, 1929
POTASH LANDS-CAMP

SITE-MINERAL LANDS-DISCmETIOINARY
THE SEcRETARY OF THE INTERIoR-STATUTES.

AuTHORrITY

OF

The provision in the act of October 2, 1917, authorizing the Secretary of the
Interior to permit the use of public land for a camp site, and other purposes connected with the proper development and use of potash deposits
covered by a permit or lease issued pursuant to that act, is merely a statu-
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tory privilege within the discretion of that officer to grant or deny, and
does not vest in a permittee or lessee any right to demand a permit for
such use.
POTASH LANDS-CAMP SITE-STATUTES.

The act of February 7, 1927, which repealed the act of October 2, 1917, did
not continue the provision contained in the earlier act which authorized the
Secretary of the Interior to permit the use of public land for camp site
and other purposes in connection with the development of potash deposits.
and consequently authority to grant a permit for such use to a holder of a
potash permit or lease under the original act ceased upon the date of
its repeal.

EDWARDS, Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal by Elijah J. Merrill from a decision of the Com.missioner of the General Land Office, dated August 26, 1929, rejecting his application for a use permit for camp site, covering lot 2,
Sec. 31, T. 25 S., R. 43 E.; M. D. M., in connection with his potash
lease, Sacramento 020744, covering adjacent land.
The lease was granted January 2, 1924, under the act of October
2, 1917 (40 Stat. 297) , which act was repealed by the act of February
7, 1927 (44 Stat. 1057), relating to the promotion of the mining of
potash on public lands.
Section 3 of the act of 1917, .supra,providedThat in addition to areas of such mineral land to be included in prospecting
permits or leases the Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion, may issue to
a permittee or lessee under this Act the exclusive right to use, during the life
of the permit or lease, a tract of unoccupied nonmineral public land not exceeding forty acres in area for camp sites, refining works, and other purposes connected with and necessary to the proper development and use of the deposits
covered by the permit or lease.

In accordance with the above quoted provisions, regulations were
issued prescribing the conditions under which such applications
could be applied for and granted. Potash regulations of March 21,
1918, Circular No. 594 (46 L. D. 323, 334, 335).
The act of 1927, supra, contains no provision of similar import,
nor anything from which authorization to grant such permits could
be deduced.
The commissioner rejected the application for lack of authority to
grant it under the provisions of the later act.
The appellant contends in substance that the right to such a permit is an integral part of his rights under his lease granted under
the former law; in other words, that the right to a camp site is an
incidental right that flows from the grant of the lease, which he is
free to exercise and which may not be rightfully or equitably denied
him when the occasion and need, as now exists, arises during the
term of the lease, and he is entitled to the same degree of enjoyment
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of privileges in working his lease as any other lessee that was.
granted such permits.
The above-quoted provision for a use permit was no more than a
statutory privilege which the Secretary in his discretion might grant
or deny. It was not exercised before the law containing it was
repealed. The lessee acquired no vested right to such permit by
force of the statute.
In Cooley's Constitutional Limitations, eighth edition, page 749, it
is said-

First, it would seem that a right cannot be considered a vested right, unless
it is something more than such a mere expectatnon as may be based upon an
anticipated continuance of the present general laws: it must have become a
title, legal or equitable, to the present or future enjoyment of property, or to.
the present or future enforcement of a demand, or a legal exemption from a
cannot be
demand made by another. Acts of the legislature,
regarded as opposed to fundamental axioms of legislation, "unless they impair
rights which are vested; because most civil r:ghts are derived from public
laws; and if, before the rights become vested in particular individuals, the
convenience of the State procures amendments or repeal of those laws, those
individuals have no cause of complaint. The power that authorizes or proposes to give, may always revoke before an interest is perfected in the donee,"

See also Lewis' Sutherland Statutory Constructian, volume 1, section
254, and cases there cited.The grant of such a permit is not assured by the terms of the
former statute, nor is the right to it expressed or implied by the
terms of the lease. By the repeal of the act conferring the privilege,
the power to grant it ceased. The commissioner's decision must be
Affirmed.
THOMAS MORGAN
Decided December 13, 1929
SToCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD-WATIM HoLES-AVATER, RIGHT-WITHDRAWAL.
An Executive order withdrawing lands containing springs or water holes
is ineffective as to a tract of land containing a spring the right to the use
of the water in which had become vested in an individual prior to the
withdrawal and had not been abandoned, relinquished or otherwise terminated in accordance with local customs. laws and decisions of the courts.

EDWARDS, Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal from a decision wherein the Commissioner of
the General Land Office, on June 19, 1929, rejected an original stock-

raising homestead application under the act of September 5, 1914

(38 Stat. 712), for S.

'/2

SW. 1/4 Sec. 14, S. I SE. 3! SE. 'jA SW.

1

Sec. 15, N. 1/2 NW. 1/4, NW. 1/4 NE. 1/4 Sec. 23, T. 4 N., R. 103 W., 6th
P. M., Colorado, containing -320 acres.
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An affidavit as to springs and water holes was filed by claimant in
which it was asserted that there was on the land no spring or other
body of water, except a very small seep spring which furnishes only
enough water for a small domestic supply, probably 250 gallons per
day, and the spring is not used by the public.
On March 30, 1929, the Director of the Geological Survey, in con-.
nection with the showing as to springs and water holes, reportedField investigation made last season discloses that the above described land
.contains a small spring which is the only available source of stock-water supply
-on an extensive area of open public grazing land. It further appears that the
land is more valuable for this watering place than for any other purpose and

.accordingly it has been included in Public Water Reserve No. 107 by Order of
Interpretation No. 87, signed by the Secretary March 15. 1929.

The commissioner found that the lands had been designated under
the stock-raising homestead law; that the second entry showing was
satisfactory; that the lands were withdrawn pursuant to Executive
order of April 17, 1926; and that the order does not apply to valid
settlement claims initiated prior to the date of the order and thereafter maintained in accordance with applicable law. The commissioner pointed out that the application embraces the same land ineluded in the claimant's relinquished entry, and that in an affidavit,
filed in support of his second homestead application, the deponent
affirmedI did not live on it. I made two reservoirs and a dug out and took possession and used it for the past five years.

The appellant averred that notwithstanding his previous statements, as a matter of fact he had resided on the land for at least
three months each summer during the life of his former entry; that
he had not lived there a sufficient time to make proper final proof;
that he did not have a habitable house completed, but had a dugout
together with a sheep wagon; that he lived on the land using the
dugout and sheep wagon every summer for at least five years prior
to his application that during this time he used the land for grazing
his live stock during the grazing, season; that he hauled logs and
had same on the land, with other material, with which to build a
house during the life of his former entry, but was unable to meet
the requirements because of ill health; that he has in good faith
maintained settlement right and acts of ownership since date of first
entry and is still maintaining claim to the land. The applicant also
alleged that no other person, company, or association has ever used
any of the land for grazing purposes; that he has expended $200
in permanent improvements on the land; that when he'first applied
for entry he did not water stock because the spring was only a seep,
and by development thereof it would run not to exceed 250 gallons
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of water per day; thatt in orey to have ;water for stock he built two.
reseryoirs on the land so he could catch spring runoff water and
water after hard rains. Affiant'fiftfther' declared that the gulch in
which' the spring is located is a-part* o f what. is:known *as Cotton.
Wood Creek, or Cliff Creek, from which he has- an; adjudicated
'water right with a priority dating 'July "1, 1885, which' appropriation inc-ludes'more water than tihe drainage basin affbords durintg most
years 'and that this; is a mtter of 'ublic. record in ioff at County.
P'etitioner: contended that f~or morel than twenty-one jyears last, past
no.::other: person, company, oar association has: ever 'used the lands or
the 'water- for their' live stock, but he has runhis: own stock on the
lands and he has used :the little water on same. The'appeal was corroborated by three 'persons.
.rt-Section 2339,:Revised Statutes, provides inpa,
Whenever, by. priority' of'possession, .rights to the use of-water for mining,
agricultural, manufacturing, or othe rpurposes have veste d andd'accrued, ad,
the samb are recognized ;and. acknowledged by the local customs, laws, -and
the decisions of- courts, theposasessors and ;owners of such vested rightsshall

be maintained and protected in the same.

'

"*

-rite
ad
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
If, asasserted
appropriaated and used the', waters
by Morgan,
a
of the spring referredto' and his 'right'hereto' was adjudicated in'
1885, he had, at the 'date of the Executive-o'rder of'4pri 17, 1926,
and sti llhas, a vested right to 'the 'use 'oI such waers, unlessit has
been:'abandoned;' relinquished or otherwise terminated in accoodance
with local customs', laws and decisions of courts. 'As 'gainst such a'
right J""no subsequent iaw, or, proclamation, -or sale,- wol be ic91
to operate .upon' it, although no reservastrued to. embrace' t, 6ir
tion were made-of it."."eaven'worth, 'etd .,a;loaiwad mpany v.
U-ited States '(92 U. S. '733'); Ha)sig4,etc3., Rail7od C6mpcnnqiv.
Whitnje (132 U. S. 357).
This department has uniformly recognized'the right.bf 'one iin
the situation of Morgan' to 'acquire' under 'tany 4plicable lay, 'the
aubdivision upon which the well or spring'is located.; ,See FWagoner
A'(50 L.'R 355) 7M'itchle .v. 'Ferguson (51 L. D. 128).
v. anson
As to the other subdivisions sought by him, there 'appears 'to be no
objection to the allowance of hi's application.'
-It is, thierefore, 'ordered that the iExecutive order. of April 17,
1926, be held not applicable, if and 'when it shall appear to the
satisfaction of the Commissioner of theG eneral Land Oflice that the
applicant has a subsisting 'vested right to the waters of 'the spring in
question.'
'p

'

;

;! The
' recor~d: is,; accordingly, r

ethe
General

aind6d jto

for di-sposition of the.case in accordance herewith.
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A. T.BESTUL (ON REHEARING)
Decidfd December 26, 1929
OREGON

AND;

C.AIIFORNIA; 'RfAIL

D

LANDS.-TIMBERN LADS-XCHANG

OF.

the act. of, May .31, 1918, which authorizes the, Secretary of the Interior to,
exchange .revested. lands : formerly within the grant to the Oregon and
:California Railroad Compan with- a view to ther consolidation of the
hoildings of public timbert lands, is not limited to timber lands, but 'applies
* with' equal force to.agriculturaltlands, :and where'it is advantageous to
:: Ithe United Stat'es toexchange cut-over lands or.lands&.with :a:.reserva*, :t .: tion of the timber,: thereon for timbered, lands, such exchange is within.

,the.provisionof the statute.r

.

EDWARDS, Assi8tant Seetary:.

*

of the
Cominissioner
nthe
By decision dated fSeptember 24,:'1929,
Generkal Land Office, with departmental.. approval, rejected-.the application of A. -T. Bestul 'to' exchange- lots; 1, 2: 7- and 8: of Sec. 26,
W.
d SW.
rT. 27 S., iR.11iW., W. M., 'Oregon- for N W,
Sec. 15, T. -28' S., R. 12 W.",W. M.,,Oeo, underlthie. provision's.
of the act of May 31, 1918 (40 Stat. '593), asextendd to'recon-:
veyed Coos Bay Wagon iRoad grant lands bythe act of une 4, 1920
:E.

758).' A
(41.,Stat.

motion for reheaariig's 1seen

eld.

The field offlcer having 'supervision of such matters had reported
that after a conference with the applicant, the, latter had agreed.
thie land and
00 mrodfy
to
.hisapplication to the extent otf accp
timber on the NW ¾ Sec. 15 and the ,land only.on the SW.'4 SW.., Y
of the same section, and agd tCobid tLhe'appralsed value for, the
timber on the last-described subdivision.. The field officer reported
would equalize values and that the
that: the pr
exchange wouldresult'inan advantageous consolidationwith adjoining Government timber holdings.
The application was rejected on'.the ground that the act of May
31, 19M8, mpra, did not authorize the, passing- of title' thereunder
to lands .separate and apart from the timber; thereon, either before
or after the timber it' lf has been sold;' that..position -of the
n'o d1sois i
th
-tibe iselhs.be
land itself: could' be: made' before the sale 'of the' timber thereon,'
'must
theland
removed
has. been sold
and that t~~~~~~
tfie
ovc
.. and i.:,.,
,;..
~ timber
. after.j the
be opened to homestead entry.
The act 0of May31, 1918,sprovides in partThat the Secretary of the Interior, in.ithe administration of the Act of June
ninth, nineteen thundred and sixteen, * * * is hereby authorized and empowered, in his discretion, to exchange lands formerly' embraced within' the
grant - to the Oregon and: California 'Railroad: Company and revested in' the
:United States by said Act'for other 'lands of approximatelty equal aggregate
value held in private ownership, either within or contiguous :o 'the former .
limits of said grant, when by such action he will be enabled thereby ad-

-
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Upon mature consideration, the department is of opinion that no
objection exists to' the passing of title to* lands separate and apart
from- the timber thereon. The act of May 31, 1918, supra, is not
Limitedlto lands of class 2 (timber), but applies with equal force to
lands of class 3 (agricultural), the only question to. be determined
;fbeing whether -the timbered*lands given in- exchange. are, of a value
*equal to the grant lands- sought to' be acquired. If :it is to the
advantage of the United States to trade cut-over lands .for timbered
lands or'to trade lands onl which the timber is reserved&for timbered,
i within the provisions> of the law.
lands, such. exchange would be
(asg a basis for the off ring
promises'
effect,
in
applicant,
The
said Sec. i15)' to' bid. the ap'4
SW.
1,'
SW.
the
of the timberk on
praised 'price of' the timber, anhd-no reason. appears why' the timber:
should n'ot be offered for sale.
forethe exchange0 is consummated.. It
This should': be doe
is also' noted that'the 'selected 'land will be'siubject' to the conditions 'and reservations of Esection '24' of the Federal' Water :Power.
'Act, Bestuillhavingzso 'consented.'
In view of the'foregoing, the modified application is approved for
examination." The' cruise will Wbdm'ade provided the applicant deipositsg$40 with 'the register of the'-'Roseburgt Oregon, land office,.
pursuant to paragraph 56of th6 regulations of July 17,1918, Circular

No.

611 (46 L.-gD. 424).

'

''

The 'decision of: September' 24, 1929, is recalled' and vacated.
Motion sustained.'
ANNIE KOLDEN,. WIDOW OF KNUT A. KOLDEN
Decided DecemIber 31, 1929
WInow; Earns;
:NDIAN LANDS-F6OT PECK LANDs-HoMESTEAD Er
VISEE-PAYMENT-RELINQTIIS.MENT-LAND DEPARTMENT-PATENT.

DE-

Where the widow 'of a homestead entrymian on Fort Peck Indian lands who
prior to his decease, had done everything required of him to' earn legal

title except to complete payments of the purchase money, applies to have
the moneys paid -by him credited on a reduced area, and: the furnishing of
a relinquishment of the remaining area' wouid be burdensome: and4ihvolve
complex -and expensive court proceedings because of 'minor heirs, the
Land Department may,.in the exercise of its authorized equitable admiulstration,.issue. a' final certificate and patent in the name of the deceased
entrymnan for such area as had been earned; Query: Is the widow under
,,:.section 2291, Revised Statutes, entitleddin such case to complete payment
:of the purchase money and take title in her, own: name and right?
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EDWARDs, Assistant;Secretary:
This case is submitted by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office upon a question of the sufficiency of a relinquishment.filed by
Annie Kolden, widow of Knut A. Kolden,-deceased, of certain .described lands, being a part of homestead entry, Great, Falls 055088,
made by the said Knut A. Kolden ,within the former. Fort:Peck
Indian Reservation, Montana. The purpose of the .relinoyishment
is to justify, under well-settled: practice in the administration of
Fort Peck Indian lands,; a reduction of the area of a homestead entry
by the transfer of payments theretofore made upon the larger tract
as payment in full for the reduced area and the issuance of patent
therefor. See Virnand C. Walters (46 L. D. 282) and paragraph
8 of instructions of April 23, 1928, 1(52 LD.
.352, 353).
It transpired in the instant case'that the said entryman, Knut.A.
Kolden, had before hisIdeath submitted final proof of "compliance'
with the ordinary provisions of the homestead. law-settlementC,
residence,j .cultivation, and ,.the presence of. a habitable house on
the land-but cash. payments: thereon had not been, fully met, hence
at tthe date of his' death he had not earned the legal: title.. In this'
situation the usual proffer was made' by the General Land Office: to
transfer the money Las above stated, upon the execution of, a prpper
relinquishment to the, United States., 'The Commissioner .oothe
General Land Office correctly-.held that thee relinquishment filed by
the widow'was insufficient.' Assuming: for the sake of the argument,
but not affirming, that by virtue of the; provisions of section 2291,
Revised Statutes, the widow of the entryman in, such a case may,
by payment of money due on the entry, take title to the land in
her own name and right, yet it remains true in this case that she has
not offered to make such payment. What she seeks to do is to
relinquish' part of the-land andc take title to 'the 'balaiicethrough the
fortuitous circumstances of an administrative' transfer of money
paid by the entryman himself. But it is complained that the ret
quirement that theother heirs join, her in the relinquishment is
burdensome and that it will involve complex andl:'expensive court
proceedings. This is obvious, there being minor heirs, 'and should
not be insisted upon if there is' -a legal way out of the difficulty.
There would seem to be no valid objection to a 'course which it is
believed will do away entirely with the relinquishment 'as follows:
The, Commissioner of the General Land Office will transfer 'the
money as is usual in such cases, issue a' final certificater and patent
in: the name of the deceased entryman for such land 'as has 'been
thus earned, and cancel the entry as ,to the balance. See section
2448, Revised Statutes.,.: This. course will satisfy all rights of the
widow, and relieve against the complicated and unsatisfactory
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procedure now in force as to cases where the entry is not completed
by the widow or heirs pursuant fto section 2291, Revised 'Statutes.
It will also settle, in so far as the Land Department is authorized
to settle it the effect of a certain deed made by the entryman to his
wife after he made final proof as aforesaid, which has been recently
submitted by the widow as evidence of her right to make the relinquishment heretofore required. It would also take care of any
interest arising upon an 'unexplained mortgage on lands covered by
this'entry before final proof, said to have been given by the entryman
to secure the payment of a debt arising upon the purchase of a farm
tractor and other agricultural implements in an indefinite sum of
money. A disclosure of interest in such a mortgage was given to
the local officers August 8, 1918, by the Advance Rumely Thresher
Company, Incorporated. Whatever may be the status of the widow
under that deed or the rights of the mortgagee under the mortgage
to the land earned in application of the -rule of after-acquired title,
it is certain that by the plain terms fof said section 2448, Revised
Statutes, the 'title tlo lands designated in the patent issued thereunder inures to and becomes vested in the "heirs, devisees, or
assignees of such deceased patentee as if the patent had issued to
the deceased person during life."
Further,; and generally as to such a relinquishment as is proffered
in this case, it serves no purpose, except as a' designation by: a- supposed 'party in interest of- the land., for which patent is desired.
It is in no legal sense an election, because there are no -legal rights
involved. The entry is subject to cancellation out of hand because
title has not been earned. If, therefore, in the exercise of authorized
equitable administration .the Land Department elects to issue a
as above indicated; the designation of the land to be patented
is a function of government, in the exercise' of which a designation
by a party or parties in interest may or may not be adopted. 'The
General Land Office will proceed accordingly. '
'
Affi7rmed 1witlnstrctit)nW.
-

-

-patent

-

STATE OF NEW MIEXICO
Decided December 31, 1929

-

SCHOOL

LANDS-I, NDEMNITY-SELECTION-OIL
AND :: GAS
LANDS-DISCOVEMY-EQITTABLE TITLEEVIDENCE.

LANDS-MINERAL

* The showing as to the mineral character of land necessary to defeat the
vesting of equitable, title in a nonmineral. claimant at the: time of the
completion of his claim does not require that there must: be an actual
discovery of mineral, but it suffices if the known conditions as to geology,
adjacent Q'discoveries, and 'other indicia are such as to warrant men

-7QV
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: prudent2 and experienced in such matters to make large: expenditures
under the belief that theAland contains mineral of such quality and
quantity as to render its extraction profitable.
CounT DwSIsioN CIrran

AND APpuiED.

Case of United States v.

oitOthern?

Paoifi

Uotop

j aet at. (251

U.

S. 1),

cited and applied.

Assistant Secretary:
,By decision of July, 24, 1929, 'the Cornmissioner of the General
Land .Office. required the State of New' Mexico to file oil and gas
0waiver; as provided by the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509) in
-connectioniwith its indemnity sschool-land selection for the SE. 'A
:SE. l/: Sec. 1, T. 21 S., fR. 33 E.,N. M..
Appeal from that action
has -brought the case before ilhe department for consideration. The
EDWARDS,

appeal is based on the' contention that the equitable title of the State
v yested ton ,August 22,' 1927, -when the selection of said tract was
completed, it not having been classified at that time as valuable for
.;-.-i an
.no
knw
f.im,.,g.
oil and gas deposits
and not known ;'tto contaDf;X2
contain such minerals. It
appears, however, that the.Geological.Survey under date of'July 1O,
:1929,:reported to.the General Land Office with respect to said tiact
as follows:
The showing submitted by a firm of resident7 local attorneys, in support
of: the alleged nonoil and nongas value of the land listed eontains no evidence
in addition to that already on file in the Geologieal Survey.
The records; of the 'Survey indicate that on; August 22,' 1927, 'the land described was knowwn to "be prospectively valuable for oil and gas within the
intent of paragraph 12 (c) of the oil and gas regulations, and to that extent
was properly subject to elassification as oil, and gas, land on. that date. The

.six affidavits transmitted with your letter, of May 15, 1929, iare returned
herewit-.

The State originally filed selection of this tract, -on March 9, 1915,

which was canceled because of failure.of the. Sta~te to, elect to take
title with.a; reservation of potash to the United States. Thereafter
and on May 23, 1927, the State
rappliedfor.r~instatement,. and on
August 22, 192T, filed, a. waiver as to potash. After the date of the
original filing, and on January 28, 1925, the State issued an oil
and gas lease covering the said tract, which has been transferred
for a substantial sum.'The appeal is accompanied by several affidavits designed to show
that the tract was not:of known Value for oil or gas deposits at the
date when the reinstated selection was completed, and that it 'is
not known at this time 'to contain 'such minerals. It is contended
that: a dry "well in the NW." 1/4' SE. 1/4 of Sec. 12, cornering with
the tract in questionS, indicates that the tract is probably' valueless
'for' oil: and -0gas, notwithstanding the existence ,,of two producing
wells which were brought in duringthe present year, one tof which
'is located slightly more than one mile, and the other less than three
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miles,1' northwest ofi thisItract. It is also stated. that there is a well
:
miles 'southwestst-oaboutf'threei
of:this tract which was completed on
August 12, 1927, as a dry 'hole and abandoned. 'It has a depth of
over 4,ooo feet.
It: is observed that these two dry holes lie to the southwest of the
tract in question while the two producing wells lie tothe, northwest
:and in line with this tract .
; The appeal contends ,as a proposition of .law that-,the -equitable
title .of the' State; vested at the time of completion' of its selection
nunklss the land' was: actually 'know to. contain-' valuablej-:deposits.of
minerals, and that a classification. of the 'land. as being 'only' prospeP'tivelysvaluableitherefor ,'does not affect the rights, of 'the State.
The: rule 'followed, by 'the, 'depar~tment in tbi~n
srespect is' the, one
irecognized vbyvthei-Supreme 'Courtaid which was stated in: the case
"ofs .Unted ;Sttes:v<:Sothern Pdoiflc C......
ompany etZaa ::(2;51;'
.
S.:a1)
',.

..

as follows :(syllabus):

''

-'

"In order to establish the character of lands in this' 'oninect-ihn,' as lands
valuable for oil, it is not necessary that they shall have been demonstrated to
be certainly 'such.by wells-actually drilled thereon and producingoiln
ipaying
quantities after a considerable period of pumping; itjsufces if theconditions
* known at the time of patent, as to the,geology, adjacent discoveries, and other
-indicia upon wlih' men' 'prudentm end 'experienced in such' matters' dafe shown
to be accustomed to act andni:ake lairge expendituies,' were' sucht ias' reisonably
to. engender the belief that .the lands containedoi,of, s~uch .q1al.ity and iin such
s to
,quantity as would ,render. its, extraction. profitable and, justify, exp
that end.

:,,

'

,.Upon revew- of-the recrd, the, department is unabletoi hold
a
as
: :,:matter.'of. la~w 'thatthe classification of this. land by, the Geological
Survey. was&erroneous. However, in', vew, of .the fact that this
classification was made afteri com'pletion of .the selection, a&hearing
is hereby direeted, upon, a date to, be, fixed by the -Commissioner of
the General LandO.ffice to determine Asa question of :faet whether
Inown
to. be.:prospeci on August 22, 1927, the.land in question: was k
tively 'valuable for ,minerals,includingoi-l and-gas. .With this modi:,fication the' decision' appealed from iss :

~ ~

:Aff

i~~~

-

'

0:,',

'

:S"9irmed

,

WOODWARD TOWNSITE
$t

:-t 0

0

0

I

0Instrucat;0ns,

RIGUT 0OFp WAY,-ABANDONMENT -

.A.

--RNSPIRVATIONS-TOW

December Sl1, 19~29
BFEOTE

-RAI

Sm~P ; T .

LNDS
LAOAD M.
ZINAT
'0

-:0

The mineral reservation contained in the last proviso, to the :act of March 8,
1922, is a covenant running with the land, and is applicable to lands
within an abandoned or forefeited railroad right of way that have become
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vested in :a municipalit' under one.of theprovisions. of that act, -notwithstanding that ,deeds executed by the-municipality,'conveying these,.lands
failto make such reseryation.

Instrutctions by Commissioner Moore of the. General Land Offlie,
A~pproved'by
9AsistantSecretary Edwaids, to Boardof* Town
T'rustees, WooAvard;,Oklaho7sa-:.

October 12, and November 8, 1929, inquiries were received from
Mr.: M. H.' Gordon -as to whether or not lots 1'and 2, Block 48, and
the abandoned right-of way of the Panhandle'Division of the-Atchison, Topeka and
i
Santa Fe Railway Company in' Woodward, Oklahoma, are subject to purchase or homesteading;
The town site of Woodward embracing lands in' the S.; 1/2pSec. 25,
T. 23 N., R. 21 W., I. M.; Oklahoma, "was entered by; the board

*

'of.

trustees assigned to'said~ town site, in trust, for the occupants of

said land under the .act of May '14, '1890 '(26 Stat. 109), Woodward
cash entry No. 1. Patent issued therefor on February- 24,- 1894.
Said patent excepted lots 1 and 2, B3lock 48,. containing five acres
and was--- .
*

-

-subject to the rigit of way of the Panhandle'Division of the Atchison' Topeka
and Santa FEe Railroad Company.

*f '

In pursuance of section 4 of said act and the proclamation of the
"-President of October; 138. 1904 (33 Stat. 2374), said lot 1, Block 48,
''containi-ng four acres, known as "Courthouse'-Reserve," was patented
to the municipal 'authorities' for a'public p ark-on "June 30, 1906,
under certificate No. 1, reservation entry, Woodward.
Lot 2; 1Block 1, containing one acre, in'said town site- was reserved
for the land -'office ';by: proclamatin'o the President of August 19,
1893 (28 Stat. 1222,T1227).' This' lotisstill in a state of res'vation
"'under- said proclamation and' is therefore not subject to' disposition
n'under the"iind laWs. Sukh reserve' cani onlyl be restoted'by the power
"that'plaed it in reservation or by' an act ofeCongress:
The, rights 'of said> railway 'company to the- lands within the
-abandoned right of"-way terminated on the acceptance'by the United
States of the relinquishment of the portion of 'the right of way
-abandoned in Sec. 25, under the provisions of the act of July 4,
1884 (23 Stat. 73). This relinquishment was accepted as of the date
of March 25, 1919.
The rights of said-company to the reiiquished right of way
within the limits of the town of Woodward inured to the municipality of Woodward under the provisions of the act of March 8,
1922'. (42 Stat. 414), without the niecessity. of any patent or further
conveyance whatsoever from the United' 'States, with the following
mineral reservation:
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That the transfer of such lands shall be subject to and contain reservations
in favor of the United States of all oil, gas, and other minerals in the land
so transferred and conveyed, with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove
same.

Conveyances made of all or any portion of the abandoned or
relinquished railroad right-of-way strip by parties holding same in
virtue of the grant thereof to them by said act of March 8, 1922,
may not and can not include the mineral deposits therein, in view
of the above-mentioned mineral reservation, and this is true, :as far
as the United States is concerned, regardless of the absence of any
mineral reservation clause in the deed or deeds conveying such

abandoned or relinquished strip or any part thereof, the above-men-tioned clause, or provision in question being a covenant that runs
with the land. It is suggested, however, if and when the municipal
authorities execute deeds for any portion of said relinquished strip,
claimed by them pursuant to said granting act of March 8, 1922, that
there be incorporated therein a mineral reservation clause in favor
of the United States substantially in the language of the above-.
quoted provision of law.
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SeetPotash Lands, 6, 7.

Cemeteries.
See Town Sites, 2.

Certified Copies.
See cltizenship, 1.
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.':

Change of Entry.
1 The primary and fundamental purpose
of the remedial act of January 27, 1922 was to'
quiet title in the subsequent entryinan who
was permitted to enter land in a confitmed,
entry, erroneously canceled, by extoiding the
exchange of 'entry'provision of that act to the
original entryman or his assignee, but it was
not intended that its benefits should inu t6
to
such original entrynian or his assignee who had
acquired the legal title to the same land under
some other public land law ' 181
2. An original antryman.who, after the anauthorized- cancellation of his entry, acquires
from the patentee an undivided half interest
in the land, becomes seized with an interest in
the whole of the premises and is, therefore, estopped from invoking the relief which the act
of January 27, 1922, would have afforded him
had the title remained in another -411

Cheyenne River Lands.
See Indian Lands, 10.

Citizenship.

-

See Alaskan Natives, 1; Oil and Gas
Lands, 10.
3
1. Instructions of November 16, 1929, evidence of citizenship. (Gircular No. 1202;_ 728

Claims.
See Indian Trust Funds, 2.

'

Cloud on Title.
See Forest Lieu Selection,, f, 6; Recreation
Lands, 2.

Coal Lands.
See Coal Trespass, 1; Potash Lands, 2; Reg-l
pa2nseat, 1; School Land, 10; Stock Driveway
=Wthdrawal, 2; Withdrawal, 3, 5, 6.
1. Instructions of May 3, 1928, extensions of
time under coal permits, act of March 9, 1928.
(Circular No. 1149) -366
2. Regulations of June l,1929, cod] lands.,
Paragraphs 8 'and 22, Circular No. 679,. as'
amended, further amended. (Circular No.
1193) -E86--0

Coal Permits.
See Coal Trespass, 1; PotashLaeds, 2.

Coal Trespass.
1. Instructions of October 1, 1927,-paymnent
for coal mined pending applications for lease
or permit, Circular No. 953, suppIemented.
(Circular No. 135) -216

Color of Title Claims.
1. Instructions of April 15, 1929, color of title
claims to public lands; adverse possession.(Circular No. 1186)=
611

Colorado National Forest.
See Homestead, 8.

Page
Commissioner,:Ex Officio for Alaska.,
See Er Oficio Commissioner for Alaskd.

Commissioner of the General Land
Office.,
See Confirmtioan, 1; Patent, 1; School Land,

4,131,5.

Confirmation.;

See Change of Entry, 1; Preference Right, 2;
Prieste:Cldim,2; School Land. 16. 1. An order issued by the Commissioner
of the General Land Office directing proceed-.
6
ings against the validity of an entrywill
defeat
the clnfirmatory effect of the proviso to seetion 7 of the act of March 3, 1891, even if no
partybenamed therein, and the date of the.
issuance and service of notice upon the real
party in interest is immaterial ---------508
2. Section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891, presupposes that the entrymnan himself shall
submit proof and pay the necessary fees and
comidssions, and that the receiver's receipt shall be issued to him, and there is do such
privity of interest between the entryman and
a mortgagee as will permit the latter to fulfill
these conditions of the statute upon the failure
of the entryman to do so -514
3. The contest or protest mentioned in the
proviso to section 7 of the act of l\arch 3, is8g,
has reference to a proceeding initiated igaina t
the entry, and a mere communication: of protest is not snliffcient to stop the running of the
statute-648

Congress.
See Indian Lands, 6; National Monuments,,:
1, 2; Public Lands, 1.

Conservation of Oil and Gas.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 1-5.

Contest.
See Conflrmation, 1, 3; Contestant, 1-5; Land
Department, 1; Oil and Oas Lands, 39; Practice, 2-8; Preference Right, 1; Withdrawal, 3.
1. Omissioni of a contestee's middle name
in the application to contest his homestead
entry and in the notice subsequently issued
thereupon does not constitute a misnomer or
variance within the purview of the Rules of
Practice, and is not such a defect as to warrant
dismissal of the contest154
2.. Under section 2297, Revised Statutes, as
amended by the act of June 6, 1912, an entry
is subject to contest on the first day following
the expiration of the six months' period, where
the entryman fails to establish residence within six months after the date of the entry
185
3. Where an entrynsan, after having timely
established residence, abandons his entry-for
more than six months, his default commences
from the date of abandonment, and a contest
may be initiated under section 2297, Revised

1:750
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: Contest-Continued.

Page
Page 'Contestant-Continued.
Statutes,' as iamnded by the acttof:Jun& 6,:
the Land Department uponsd charge subsftn-:
1912, immediately after the expiration of six
tially. the same as that nponwhich the contest
months and one day from the date of the
was predicated-= :
462
"
185
abandonment --:5. A contestant who- allows his' contest to
4. While all notices of contest should-bear
be dismissed can not thereafter claim the prefthe date when issued, yet the date the notice
erenep right accorded to successful contestants
is actually issued is the governing date within
by section 2 ofthe act of May 14,1880
_- 532
the purview of Rule 8 of Practice -414
Contestee.
5. The overruling of a motion to abate'a con--.
test is not a final decision on the contest, and
See Contest; 1, 6, 8; Practice, 4,5.
consequently the right of appeal from such;
Contiguity.
action is tot accorded by Rule 74 of Practice 414
6. Where in a contest proceeding a decision
See MCfaisguCfsi,
55;.Oil and Gas Leads, 201.
is rendered holding the entry for cancellation
Continuance. i
b :A
but denying a preference right to the contestant,: an appeal by the'contesteesfrom that part
See Hearing, 1..
of the decision affecting his rights will not
*entitle the contestant, who, failed to appeal: : Contracts.
within due time, thereafter to assert a preferSee National Parks,1.L
ence right in the presence of anWdverse claim
Contribution to Expenditures.
even though the decision as to him may have
been erroneous -529
See Mining Claim, 22.
"
7.. Where the original notice of contest,
Conveyance.
issued by the register, is permitted to remain
in his office, and an unsigned copy thereof is;
See Estoppel, 1; Indfan Lands, 4, t9; Scip, 4.
served upon a homestead entryman, the pu- Coolidge
Dam.r
ported copy is not a legal notice, and the con-.
test in due time will abate in accordance with
See IndiansLands, 21.
: Rule
, s of Practice
1-76
Coos Bay Wagon Road Lands.
:8. Appearance of a contestee before the local
office' after 'thecOpirati'on' of the period proSee Oregon and California Railroad Lands,`
:viddd by the Rules of Practice for service of
1; Recreation Lands, 1.
notice of contest to move the dismissal of the
Costs of Proceedings.
; proceedisigsis inertly a plea to the juris'dictionl
'and is in no sense an answer or joinder 'of
See Recreation Lands, 2..
action-577

Costs of Survey.

Contestant.
See Contest, 6; Land Department, 1; Practice,
2, 5; Preference Right, 1; School Land, 9.
1. Where a contestant is misled by an officer .
of the Land Department as to the Rules of
Practice pertaining to the service of notice,
and cancellation of the entry can not be sus-.
tamied because of improper service of notice,
the contest 1ill not be dismissed but the contestant will he permitted tb proceed de nes.
38
2. Where'the heirs of a deceased contestant
have made homestead entry in the exercise' of
the preference right, therequirementofthe
law may be fulfilled by one of the hefts for the
benefit: of all the heirs; notwithstanding that
hebe a minor --79
3: The Land Department is chargeable
* with knowledge as to what heinetead final
proof discloses, and one who is permitted to
prosecute a contest, after proof has been submitted with the understanding that ehould
his allegations be proven cancellation of the'
entry would be warranted, will not be denied
: the rights of a successful contestatt because
the charges did not allege any material fact
144
not previously shown by the final proof4. A contestant"idoe not gain a preference
right where the entry under attack is canceled
not as 'the result of the contest but upon ad-:
verse proceedings previously instituted by

See Railroad Grant, 4; Surrey, 1.

'

'

Courts.
See Forest Lieu, Selection, 6; Indian: Lands,
18; Lanad Department, 2; M~ining Claim, 3, 6,
V8, 11;' Oil 'and GtasLaod~s, '23,' 24; Potent, 5,

Cricket Invasion.
See Holmestead, 6.^

^

Crow Indian Allotments.
See Indian Lands, 2,X3, 4.

Crow Lands.'
See Indian Lands, 2, 3.

Cultivation.
SeeIHomestead, 7,10.;.

.

Custom.
See Mining Claim,1.34. *'

Damages.g

-

-

'

See- Oil and Gas Lands, 38; Right of iWav, 7;
Water Right, 9.

Declaratory Statement.
See Town Sites, 3, 5.
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INDEX

Deeds..

Page 'Election.

'See -Estoppel,AI; Forest-Lieu Selection, 2-6'
Indian:Lands, 19; Mining Claim, 44.**:-

Delegation of Power of Appointment.
Ee Power of Appointment.

'Delivery of Patent.

.

...

"

'

' .

.

Equitable Adjudication
See Board of Equitable Adjudication:

Equitable Claim.:,

Demurrer. ,.

See Final Proof, 3; Homestead,;1 PreferenceiRight, 2; Railroad Gian, 5.

See Practie,3, 4, 5;

Depositions.
See' Practice, 1, 6; Witnesses, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Descent fand Distribution.

'Deserted-Wife.
See Homestead, 4, 5,13. ,.,

,

Discretionary
Authority oflthe Secretary1 of the Interior.
See Homestead, 8, 9; Indian Lands, 21; Indian TrustFu do, 2; Isolated Tracts, 4; Oil
and Gas Lands, 27, 2S; Patent, 5, aPotash
Lands,
3, 6;; Right of Way, 3, 4.

Ditches, Canals, and Reservoirs.
See Right ef.Way, 5, 6, 7.

'Diversion of Water.'

,
,, ,,

Estoppel.
See Change of Entry 2 'isetg Claim 47;

Scrip, '9

:.'.!:"'.0 ,

1. One who contracts to' q~iqir'ethe title '
to land and subsequently conveys to' a third
party, 'is cstopped 'to denyi that he bad title'
at 'isth tirmc 'of the conveyance wheireW
the deedX
':is passed upon the assumption of tite in hn
aud pupots to convey that title
i-- 411
Evidence.
See Citizenship 1 Estoppel 1; Final Proof,
3; Forest Lien Selection 4; Fur. Farming,.
Alaska, 4; Hearing 1 Homestead, 1; Indian
Lands,;l18,20;Minerdl 'Lands, 213, 7; Mining
Claim, 3, 7, 9, 13, 15, 17, 20, 21, 30,-32 34, 35,'
39, 40, 45, 48, 51, 53, 54, 59, 66, 71, 72, 73; Oil
and Gas Lands, 15, 16, 29; Patent, 3;-4;Plat,1,;
Practice, 3, 4,! 9; Railroad~Grasnt,',7; ./ Survey,
4,D5,17, SToin Sites; 7; Witnesses, 1-4..
.1. .Under;thegeneral. rule of lawa statute
is in force and operation during the entire
day, of itsapproval, subject to the privilege
of. any parsonhavingi a substantial right that
may be,affected'thereby to'provc that a claim
'filed on that d(ay was actually initiated before
the, xact time ,of,the approval of the act-., x336

Ex-Officlo C4ommissionero

lask.

SeePower of Appointment, 2.,
..;.
.Instructions,of.lanuary 20, 1928; matters to
be considered bypthe ex-officio Commissioner:
for the Department of theInteriorfin Alaska.
(Circular No. 1140)
--.---259

Exchange' of Entry'.,

Sefe Water,Right, 6, 8..,

See Homestead,.15; Reclamation,4,5

Doctrine of Relation'n"-.
See. Desert, Land, 2; Homestead, 10; Indian
Lands, 13;, Oil and Gas Lands 16, .8 41 Sc

Dupicate' Certificate

.

See Archseological Riisiasi1, I-ndian L'ands,
7, 8; Mineral Lands, 7;. Scrip, 2,. 3
See Town Sites, 1.

'8e.eConfirmation, 1; Final Proof, 2; Home
stea4,23; Repayment,4.'
1. ,Instrmctions of April 19, 1929, relief of
desert-land entrymnen, actpf Marsch 4, 1929..
(Circular No. 1188)
618
2. Settlement upon a tract of surveyed des,-,
ert land prior to the filingof an appllcation to
make entry thereof 'will not confer a preferred.
status upon an entryman and the dootrine of
relation can not beainvoked tobring incha,
claim within the remedial provisions of se
:
tionJ j5notheact ofMarch 4,1915
62
3. Recognition of an assignment by a qualifled entrymanw.vho filed a desert-land appliction foriands then subject thereto and made ,
the initial payment required by law is not,
prccluded- bty a suspension of the application,
pending -detcrmination as to whether, ,the
lands should be includ&dLwitbin a reclamation project- 225

lectteonf,
2.>. A,- e - : -',:

Equitable Title.

Eskimos.

See Hometaead, 17.

Desert Land.

Scrip, 9.

'

See Desert Land; Homestead; Mining'bCldijii'
9, 46,- 61;. Ol and GsLands,36,,
36 Patent, ; ;imnber and fltone.'.
See Mistake, Fraud, Error.

Sea Indian Lands, 16.

-See

Entry.

Error.

See Patent, 1..

Delivery of Water

Page

Se Practice,4. '*

?

'

-' "

Exchange of Lands.,

.

-

JleeOregon and California Railroad Lands,
2;.Reclaination,2h . ' '^ t g:z . .i
.i
.
I. Te exchange by the Unitecd States of a
tract of unpatented public land foir a tract of
patentedland is an unusual procedure, and
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Exchange of Lands-Continued.

authority therefor is not to bh inferred when
another construction of the statute is more
60
probable ---

Executive Order Indian Reservations.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 33, 51.
See Coal Lands, 2; Mining Claim, 0-36, 40,
"
48.

Exportation' of Timber from Alaska.
See Timber Cutting, 1, 2.

i

Federal Employees-.
See Suspension of Employees.

-

Federal Power Commission.
*0S\

See Water Power, l

,

I,

-Page;

First Assistant Secretary of, the Interior.
See Secretary of the Interior,1.

Florida.
See School Lands, 3, 4, 5; Withdrawali 7.

Forest Homestead.'

Expenditures.

*0

*

i

:i

Federal Water Power Act.'
See Withdrawal, 10.

Fees and Commissions.
See Application, 2; Confirmation, 2; Ott and
Gas Lands 14; Witnesses, 2, 3.
2. Instructions of Marsh 17, 1927, fees paid.
pursuant to the leasing act of February 25,
1920. Ciroulars Nis, 672 and 1004, amended.
; 59
-6v
(Circular-No..1115).
;
2. Instructions of August 1 1028, fees re31,
Section
quired with permit applications.
1116,
No.
Circular No. 672, construed; Circular
463
amended.; (Circular No. 1158)-

Final Certificate.
See Homestead, 14; Patent, 6, 8;: Town Sites,
5, 6; .Withdrawal, 2.

Final Proof.,
See Board of Equitable Adjudication, 1; Con-firmation, 2; Contestant, 3a Homestead, 1, 4, 5;
.Z-fMilitary Service, 1; Repaeyment, 4; Wit hdraowel,
1.
. :
: ; 1 f
I- f
1. Instructions of February 19, 1929, publication of proof notices in Alaska homestead
cases. Paragraph25,CircuiarNo.491,amend565'
(Circular No. 1181) -ed. L0
2. Instructions of October, 19, 1929, publication of notice of intention to submit fial prooL 722
-3. Section 2291, Revised Statutes, contelnplates that a homestead entryman shall, upon
the submission. of final proof,- appear personally before the proof-taking officer,;and an ex-'
ception to that requirement for the purpose of
*granting equitable consideration to a mortgagee will be considered only upon a showing
that the testimony of the entrynan can not
514
be obtained-

Fire-Killed Timber.
1. instructions of February 25, 1927, sale of
dead or down and fire killed or damaged timher. Paragraph 2, Circuiar No. 1093, amend42
ed-

See Homestead, S, 9.

Forest Lieu Selection.
See FinalProof, 2.
1. The act of September 22, 1922, did not
reserve or withdraw lands conveyed under
the act of Tune 4,1897, from Executive admiistration: and control, and in determining
whether or not a disposition of the base lanids.
had been made within the contemplation of
section 2 of the 'former act, the status of the
lands as of the, time action is' taken upon the;.
' 381
application for relief thereunder controls2. The right to a quitclaiin ded accorded
reby the act of September 22, 1922, for lands
,linquished to the United States that have not
been disposed of or appropriated to they public use, is not conditioned upon redemption
holdtimewhen
aa*tsale
th e sdfrom land ttd
of
' 484
the legal title was in the United States3. A quitclaim deed executed by the United
States pursuant'to the act of Septembor 22,
1922; conveys only such title 'as was acquired
by the deed of relinquishmzott; 'and the fact'
that the party who executed and recorded the'
deed of relinquishment did not have a perfect
title to the land would not b& ground for denial to him of a quitclaim deed, provided that
486
-he had not assigned his rights- '
4. The requirement in the proviso to seetion one of the act of September 22, 1922, is fuilfilled if the applicant for quitclaim deed under
that act furnishes an abstract, brought down
to the date of his application, showing that'
the deed of relinquishment to the United
States had been recorded and that he had not
486
since alienated the land 5. The purpose of the provision in sectibn
1 of the act of September'22,"1922, authoricing
the Commissioner of the General Land OfficeC
to issue a quitclaim deed to an applicant who
had relinquished base land to the United
States and failed to receive other land in lieu
thereof, was'to remove the cloud:on the title
caused by tthe recorded conveyanbe tb the>
United States, and the statute should be liberally construed to the end that the cloud be
removed by disclaiming ownership on the part
of the Government even though the applicant
644
be unable to show dear title
6. Where the Government is not prepared
to declare the name of the rightful owner of
the base land, the purpose of the act of September 22, 1022, will be servbd if the quitclailmu,
deed authorized thrftby'be issued in the language of the statute, leaving to a court of competent jurisdiction the question of ownership
after elimination of any, possible claim on the
- 6450
part of the United States
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INDEX
1Forest Reservies.

Page

See National Forests.

Forfeiture.
See Homestcad, o; Mining Claim, 10, 22, 43,
46,47, 57, 58; Railroad Right of WaV, 1;Rilght
of Waly, 5.

Fort Peck Lands.d
See Indian Lands, 5, 7, 8, 9; Patent, 9.

-Hearing.

,.0
Page
See Miseral Lrins 2; Mining cliqr 49:
Witnesses, d1-5.
1. Defendants in land proceedings should
not be' compelled to combat a case piecemeal
because it is brought by the'Government, except by stipation or psoper showing satisfactory to the register that the public interest
requires a continuance
'
437

Heirs.

Fraud.
See Mistake, Frasd,Error;Scrip, 9; Survey,3.

Homestead.

Fur Farming, Alaska.
-1. Regulations of January 22,1927, fur farming in Alaska under act of July-3, 1926. (Circular No. 1108)27
2. ,fsteuctions of January:30, 1928, fur farming in Maska. (Circular No. 1108,amended)
.
262
3. Instructions of March 19,1929, fur farming in Alaska, Circular No. 1108, amended.
(Circular No. 1183j)
570
4. Married women ore not excluded fromthe benefits of the Alaska fur farming act of
July 3,1926, but where both husband and wife
seek leases under the act satisfactory proof
should be required. that each is acting solely
on his or.her separate account and not under
any agreement Lor understanding with the;
other for Joint operation---569

General Land Office.
See Practice, 3.

Geological Survey.

See Mining Claims, 39; Oiland Gas Londs,
9; Potash.Lands, 4..

Gift.
-See Mining Claim, 51.

Gold, Silver; and Quicksilver oniPri-.
vate Land Claims, Lease of.
See Private Claim, 1.

Government Proceeding.
See Conjirmation, 1, 3.

Grasshopper Invasion.
See Homestkad, 6.

-

Grazing Lease, Alaska.
1. Regulations of January 7, 1928, leasing of
lands in Alaska for grazing livestock. (Cttcular No. 1138) 245
2. tRegulhtiobs of Decetfnber, 2,1929, leasing
of lands in Alaska for gtazinglivEstoek. Paragraphs 4 and 5, Circular No. 1138, amended.
(Circular, No. 1203) -_
729

"Group Development.
See Minin Claim.
5 5 22

7

2

- 7-VOLL 52--48

See Alaskan Natives, 2, 3, 4; Archaeological
Ruins, 1; boerd of ERgsitadle Adjudication, 1;
Change of Entry, 1, 2; CorGfrm~tion, 2; Contest, 1, 2, 3, 7; Contestant; 2, 3; Estoppel,I 1;
Final Proof, 1, 2, 3; Indian Lan s, .10; Isolated
Tracts, 3; Land Department, 2; Military:
Service, 1, 2; Mineral Lands, 2; Mining Claim,
5, 7, 12, 40, 42, 43, 44, 59; National Forests, 1;.
Netice, 2; Oil and Gas Lands, 22, 37-40; Patent,;
8, 9; Reclamation, 3, 4, 5; Settlement, 1; Trade
and Manufacturing Sites, 1.
iGenerally.
1. Where an entryman fails or refuses to
submit proof after mortga'ging his entry; the
mortgagee, in order tobe entitled to equitable
Consideration. must show that the entryman
complied with the 'law of his entry and<
possessed the necessary aualifications to have
enabled him to acquire the lel title to the
land
-514
2. Section 3 of the act of July 8. 1916. as
amended by. the act of June 28, 1918, which;
amended the homestead law in its application
to the Territory of klaska, exedft's froin homestead settlement and entry s uch other lands
as have been,; 6r may be, reserved or withdrawn from settlement or entry566
3. The pendency of an application jo make
homestead entry does not preclude like applications by others for the same land, and if the
first application be withdrawn or rejected for
any reason other pending applications will
receive recognition in the order of time that
they were filed693
i Credit for NMilltary Service.
See Military Service.

Gravel.
See Mineral Lands, 5, 6.

See Contestant, 2.

Cultivation.
See 7, 10, infre.
Deserted Wife.
See 13, in.ra.
4. Under the act- of October 22, 1914, a
deserted wife is entitled to credit for the.
military service of her husband when submitting final proof upon an entry made by
him or initiated by him as a settler, but the
act has noi application to a case wvbere she:
makes entry in her own right
43

75.4

t:INDEX
-,- - Page

Homestead-Continued.

-

Deserted Wife-Continued. -'
'
5. The perfection of a husband'A homestead entry by a deserted wife pursuant to
the act of Qetober 22, 1914,does'not optrate
of itself, to restore his rights under the homestead iavs, intending the right to claim credit
43
for mi-it-ry svice--

See 20, 21, infra.

'-10:;

;.;

. i';:Page
t

Erlarged-Continued.
10. A departmental ruling abrogating theo
privilege under the enlarged homestoad-act of
rcdncing the area of cultivation, based on the
physical condition of the land, if, at the date.
of the application to enter, the land was
designated and subject to entry under the*
stock-raising. homestead] act, will not, be
applied retroactively to affect adversely the
rights of a homesteader who made entry-prior
-339
thereto

Intermarriage of Homesteaders.
-

t

0

.Homestead-Continued;

-

-

Leave of Absence. ;
Second Entry.

6 Instructions of March 22, 1929, -homestead entries; absence because of grasshopper.
or cricket invasion, act of February'y9,-1929.
58
(Circular no. 1185)
:Limcittionpas toAcreage.

'

-

See 23, infra.
Relinquhismesnt.

-

,See 11, infra.
Residence.

-

See 4; 5, 14, 21, isfra; Military Sersice, 1,;2.
Widows; Heirs; Devisees.See 16, 17, 18, infra; Ce'itestant, 2: Patent, 9.:
Additional.

See 8, 9, 13, 21, infrc.
Adjoining Farm.

s-;0l-

-

-

-,

j00

7- One who makes an adjoining farm home,
stead entry may be allowed credit for: resit dence on the origil farm from the date of the
filing of the application therefor, provided
472
that the law as to cultivation is met
Enlarged.

-. -

right -

'

See Oil end Gas Lands, 11; Withdraioal; 8.
8. The act of September 8, 1916, which
provided for thet addition of certain public
lands to- the Colorado National Forest and
authoriced the Secretary of the Inteiior, in
his discretion, to continue the allowance- of
additional entries under section 3 of the enlarged homestead act, did-not confer'-ponthat officer authority to allow an additional
entry for lands within that national forest
based upon an entry made under the act of
June 11, 1906-48
9. The act of March 4, 1923, authorizes the
Secretary of the Interior to designate as sub-ject to the enlarged homestead acts lands
embraced, at the time of such designation,
within -valid subsisting entries- in national
forests,' and to permit additional entries of designated lands outside of national forestssimilarly as !provided by :section-.7 of- the '
enlarged homestead -act ; but it contains ne'
authority -or--the allowancea of additionalnational '
entries embracing lands- -within:m
49
forests-

-

homestead
11. One who 'relinquishes'
entry, then covered by an application fort an
oil- and gas prospecting permit, and applies
to'make a" second entry for the same land
under the act of Septeinber 1,1914 has merely the status-of a homestead applicant for land
covered by a prior perrnut application, notwithstanding that the relinquishment and the
second entry application were filed isul-. 199
"-Y -taneously L
12. Under the aet'of Februairy 25, 1925, one
who has made &areclamation homestead
entry for ceded Indian-lands is not qualified to
-make another entry until he has paid the full
Indian price 'of the eritered lands, 'and if he'
seeks to make a second en'try'under theoreola
mation law he must-first-have paid-all recla;
mation construction charges assessed against,
f 60
the original entry additionial thereto
13. Tho homestead rights of an entryman
whose entry is perfected by hs deserted wife
under the act of October 22, 19i4, areiex
hausted to the exteftt of the area entered, but
the fact that she was erroneously allowed to:
make an entry as additional to his desertedentry does not preclude him from making a
second entry to the extent of his unexhausted
Forest.

-

-

,--670

--------

' -" ' - 9

-

See 8, 9, supra.
lteclamation.

--

See 12, saepra.
14. Regulations of -November -27-, 1920-taxation of entries within reclamation projects
prior to issuance of final certificate, act of
April 21, 1928. Circular No. 838, revbked.
(Circular No. 1176) -511
15. The right granted by subsection M of
section 4 of the act -oflDecember 5, 1924, to- -'

-

an entryman- or assignee on a projet. farm
unit "not yet patented" to make an exchange
for another farm unit -of unentered public
land, has reference to a farmunit, unpatented
at the time -the the application to make the
exchange is made
-_
- 61
Soldiers and Sailors.
16. Regulations of January21; 1929 soldiers 'and sailors' homestead rights.- (Circilar No.
534
302, revised)
-1-

;155
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Homestead-Continued.

Soldiers' Additional.
17. A. soldier's additional right,,not exercised. or assigned by the soldier, nor by his.
widow during widowhood, in the absence of
minor children, descends to those who are his
heirs under the laws of the State of his donicile at the time of his death 153
18. Each of the heirs entitled to the exercise-S
of a soldier's additional right may separately
locate or.assign his share of the Tight153

:

himself

"

''

0SeeAleskoan Natices, 5; Mining Caliim, 9,
11,,15, 16, 17, 31 32,' 34, 36, 46, 55; Oil and Gas
Lands,q21,38; Scrfp, 4, 8..

Inchoate Title.
Increased Burden.'

8, 11. '

Indemnity.'

D;

right-

517

Improvements.

-See 10, supra4 Araendment; 1, 2; Gsonfirmation, 23; Contesestat, 2; Land 'Department, 1;
: OiC
and G~as Xands,'1; Patent,8; Withdraeal, i
: C

;

-

19. The clause'"designated as valuable for
oil or gas," aused in the instructions of March
12,1925, Circular No. 983 (51 -I. D. 61), refers
:only to areas which have been designated
as! within the limits 'of producing oil or:gas
fields, 'and has no application to lands which
have been merely -classifled as mineral, valu-able as a source of petroleum' and nitrogen : 173
20. The stock-raisingl'homestead' .act of
December 29, 1916, enlarged the rights ef both
:
the husband and wife under: the homestead
law, andthe act of Aprll 6, 1914, as amended,'
allowing thei intermarriage of homesteaders,:
did hot in any wise abridge their rights under
the former act-424
21. An entrywomaniwho, after her marriage, made her home upon her husband's.
entry .as authorizedbY the homestead law,
continues-to own and resideoupon her original
entry within:the meaning of section 5 of the
stock-raising homestead act, and is entitled to
imake, an additional entry, thereunder .ofland.
within 20nmiles of. her original entry 424
22. A stock-raising homesteadapplication
* for undesignated land has no segregative
effect, but merely confers upon the, applicant
:a preference right to enter the land, as against
others, when and if designated as subject .to
the provisions of.the stock raising liomtstead
act, and a withdrawal.prior to designation
willprevent.attachment or exercise of.the

-.

Stock-Raising--Oontinued.
stock-raising homestead applicant has no''
ground for complaint' beause other 'homestead applicants have greater privileges than

See Sweamp Lands, 3.

Stock-Raising.

'.

Page

uPage

-

Homestead-Continued .

,
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21. The effect of the stock, raising home-,
stead act was to enlarge the right of homestead entry from,160 acres of land of thebcharacter specified in the act to 640 adres, .and the
making of a desert-iand, entry .for 160 acres
does not affect one's right.under that, act or
under any of thehomestead. laws
510
.24'Lands within a petrole m reserve are
notsubject to entry under the stock raising
homestead act
517
25. Thedifferent ruklesadopted weth respet
to the allowance of entries under. the stock
raising homestead act and the4allowancemof
entries under other homestead laws, in cases,
where the lands have beenreserved ,involve
:
classification and not discriminatiou, ,and a

See Right of Was, 6, 7.

See Mineral Lands, 7; Railroad Grant, 5;
:School Land, 1-5, 12,,14, 20-23; Selection L.

Indians.
:See Alaskan Notices; Indian Lands; Indian
.2Vsf F!ands FRailroadGraents, 2; Tose Sites, 1.

Indian Lands.
See Alaskan Natises; Homestead, 12; Indian
Trust Funds; National: Cemeteries, 1; Oil and
Gas Lands, 33, 51; Patent, 4, 5, 6 9 Seeonep
Land, 1.
Allotment..
See 15, 16 infro: Alask/iia Neties, 2-51 Na
fionail Cemeteries, i; Patent, 3-6.
1. Regulations of February 1, 1928,;Indiaii'
allotments on the pablic domain under section 4 of the act of February 8, 1887, as;
amended-'

381

12The act of June 4, 1920, did not impair or
adversely affect rights that'had theretofore
become vested and' t is be'yond the power of
an administrative officer byhtheissuance of a
new or ,spplemental patent to deprive an:
Indian'allottee of vested rights to minerals in
allotted 'lands previously acquired under a
trust patent without mineral reservation or
limitation ---1367
3. The act of June 4, 1920, contemplafed
that a fee patent, if applied for by an Indian
in connection with his homestead allotment,
should be in the form ofa restricted fee restraining alienation of the lands for the period
'- 367
: specified inrsection 13 thereoif
4. A conveyance issued upon 'an Indian
homestead allotment 'must be construed as
to its legal force'and effect in accord with the
terms of the law under which: it was granted
and not by the terms of the patent itself ---- 367
5. The provision in section 1 of the actof
Marc 3, 1927, reserveng to the Indians having
tribal reghts on the Fort 'Peck reservation in
Montana the' ol and gas en the tribal lands
undisposed of on'the date of that act, is'inoperatiev s to allotment selections made priOr
to that date, but it's appleabie to all cuch
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Allotment-Cofitinued..i

selections made subseqynni thereto the date
of approval and issuance of ttust patent being
- 688
immaterial.6. Congress has the power at any time before the right of an Indian allottee becomes
vested in the land to change the manner of
688
--allotrnent
t the
7. The principle applicable to equitable
rights of an entryman to publig land is equfally
applicable to the equitable rights of a 'qualified
Indian to an allotment of tribal or reservatioin
689
lands
8. The filing and recording of an allotment
selection by a qualified In4ian in the field,
operates to segregate the land. from other disposal, and confers upon him a preference right
to the land as an allotment which, upon1 apt,-Aproval by the land Department, vests in
689
him an equitable right to a patent9. Land selected as ad allotment btya'quali-

fed Indian is land "disposed of" within the.
contemplation of section 1 of the act of March
3; 1927, so long as the seledtion remnais of,
record and no occasion arises to disturb it-. 689
Cbeyenne River Lands.
See 10, fssfra.
Crow Lands.

0

See 2, 3, supra.

Extension of Time for Payments.
10. Instructions of April 23, 1928, Cheyenne
River and Standing Rock Indian lands; time
for payments extended. (Circular No. 1146) 352
Fort Peck Lands.
see 5, supra; Patens,

8.

Irrigation Projects.
11., The act of March 3,1905, provided that
the construction costs of the irrigation project
on the Wind River Indian Reservation in''
Wyoming shucid le repaid in their entirety
from tribal funds, and no individual sbliga
tion was imposed.upon the psticular ludians
whose lands were to be benefited by the irri709
,
gation system
12 The act of August 1,1914, Whichanged
the preexisting plan of requiring repayment
of construction costs from tribal funds to
the more equitable one that the. individuals
benefited should bear the burden, did not
contain any provision for the creation of a
lien against the lands benefited, and consequently the obligation to repay was merely a
personal one imposed upon the landownerL 709
13 The provision in the act of March 7,
1928; which created a first lien against irrigable lands under all irrigation projects within
Indian reservations where the construction,
operation, and maintenance costs of such projects remained unpaid and reimbursable, had
no retroactive effect to the extent of imposing
a lien-upon lands that had theretofore passed.
into private ownership free thdrefrom, ,or in
any way to alter the rightsiand obligations of
parties as fixed prior to the effectiva date of
709
that act-

Indian Lands-Continued.
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Irrigation Projects-Continued.
14. Where irrigable land Within the Wind.
River Indian Reservation in Wyoming, allotted to an 'Indian in severalty, had been patented- to him in fee subsequent to the act of
August 1, 1914, but prior to the act of Match 7,
1928, the liability of the Indian, and one purchasing from him, is to be divided between
'them in proportion to the areas brought>
under irrigation 'during their respective
- 709
- ownership -15. The liability imposed by the act of August 1, 1914, upon an Indian allottee holding
a fee patent who sells his land to a white purchaser to pay the construction costs in proup to the time
portion to.the acreage irrigated
the Indian parted with his title, being an obligation in the form of a personal indebtedness,
can not be shifted to the purchaser in the
absence of Ian .express agreement to that, 709
effect'
16. Being under no obligation to deliver
water free of cost, the right, of the Government to require a purchaser. from an Indian
holder of a fee simple patent to repay such
proportionate part of the irrigation construc-w
tion costs as tare properly assessable against
land brought under irrigation subsequent to
the date ofhis purchase, can not be defeated
by any covenant incorporated in tLe Indian's
709
deed Osage Lands.
See Indian Trust Fusds, 1, 2.

Pueblo Grants.
17. The reports and findings of the Pueblo
Lands Board created by the act of June 7,
1924, to settle and adjust conflicting claims
and finally set at rest titles within the Indian
pueblo grants in New Mexico, do not constitute an adjudication or final determination'
of title, and purchases of these lands may not
be safely made unless and until the rights of
claimants have become fixed in.the manner
694
provided by statute18. Where the rights of non-Indian claim7
ants to lands within Indian pueblo grants in
New Mexico have become fixed in the manner
provided by the act of June 7, 1924, that is,
either by the uncontested action of the Pueblo:Lands Board, or by determination of title by
a court of competent jurisdiction in an indepeddent suit instituted by the Indians, or a.
;
like determination by the department of any
contest instituted, heard, and decided in the
manner provided for in the statute, the showing of title to be required in connection with
the purchase of such lands by the Government
for the Indians need not go beyond the proceedings in which the rights of the claimants
694
-were so fixed and determined
19 The conveyance of lands within the Indian pueblo grants in New Mexico-purchased
from non-Indian clainants under the author-tity of the act of June 7,r924,should runtothe
respective pueblos direct to be held in the
same manner and subject to the same tenure
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as other lands included in the briginal pueblo
grants, that is, In communal fee simple ownership-694
20. The patents or certificates oftitle issued.
to non-Indian claimants pursuant to section
13 of the act of June 7, 1924, operate not only
as a relinquishment by the United States and
the Indians, but also constitute offlcial declarations by the proper officers of the Government that all requirements preliminary to
their issue have been complied with
:694

Right of Way.
21. The broad authority conferred upon the
Secritary of the Interior hby section 5 of the
*act of June 7, 1924, to perform any and: all acts
and to iake suchrales and regalatinon as may
be necessary in connection with the construction of the' Coolidge Dam,' dqes not warrant
the waiver of the statutory limitation ded by
Congress in the earliidr statutes relating to
rights 'of way for railroad jiurposes through:
Indian reservations
'7594
Standing Rock Lands..
See I, supra.
WindRiver Reservation.
See 11-16, supra.

Indian Tribal Funds.

.
i
See Indian Lands,1 12.
1. Funds inherited by an unenrolled mem-,
hber of the OsageiTribe, born subsequent to
July -1, 1907, from the estate of an enrolled
member of that Tribe not having a certificate,
of competency, do not lose their restricted or
trust character but continue underthe super-;
vision and control of, the Secretary of the Interior subject to expenditure as provided by
existing law
591
2. AuthorityIis conferredlupointheSecretary
of the Interior by section 6 of the act of February 27, 1925, to pay frommthe funds of a member of the Osage Tribe not having a certificate,,
of competency, a claim incurred by anch mainbar or by his heir by reason of uinawful 'acts
of carelessness or negligence, but' that authorityisdiscretionary and payment. of.the claim ..
is a matter resting in the sound judgment of
that offlcer--- -------- 591

Instructions and Circulars.

-

See Table of, Pages XXVI-XXVIII.

Intermarriage of Homesteaders.
See Hoenmestead, 20, 21.

Irrigation.
See Indian Lands, 11-86; Reclamation 1;,
State Irrigatioan Districts.l

Isolated Tracts.

'

i

.1. Regulations of April 7, 1928, offerings at
public sale., (Circular No. 684, revised) ----- 340
2. Disposition of an application for the sale
of an isolated tract of public land pursuant to

Isolated Tracts-Continued.

; Page
section 2455, Revised Statutes, as amended, is
to be governed by the conditions existing at
the time the application is filed rather than at
the time that action thereupon is taken by the
Land Department.496
3. Where action upon an application for the
sale of an isolated tract of public land, allowable when died, was not talein by the Land
Department within a reasonable time, the
applicant acquired equities superior to those
'of one seeking to include the Iand within an
entry of an adjoining tract which would not
have been subject to entry until after sale o
V
the tract in dispute had not the delay occurred. 496
4.: The Secretary of the Interior has the discretionary authority under the. act: of. March 9, 1928, to refuse to consummate the sale of an
isolated tract embraced in an oil and gas prospecting permit or application for permit until
the perinittee or applicant shall have had the
opportunity provided by law to discover oil
or gas

'

-'- - --

- --

- 621

Jurisdiction.
See ArchaeologicalRuins, 1,2; Assistant Secretary of the Interior, 1; Board of Equitable,
Adjudication, 1; Centest, 8; Forest Lieu Selection 6; Indian Lands; 2, 17, 18; Land Deportment, 1; Mining Claim, 2, 3, 6, 8, 95;x National...
Cemeteries, 1; NationalMonu'uments, 1,2, NationalParks, 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 34; Patent,
3, 5, 6; Private Claim, 2; Public Lands, 1;.RegD
ister, 1; Right af Way, 1; School Land, 25;,Secretary ef the Interior, 1'; Survey, 3; Sspension
of Employees, 1, 2, 3; 'Tewnetes,' 9 Water
Pewer, 2, 4, 5; Withdrawal, 2' Witnesses, 6.

Land Department.,
See Contestant, 1,: 3, 4; Mineral. Lands, 2;
Mining Claim, 2, .6, 12, 13, 49; Patent, 9; Petash Lands, 4; Private Claim,-2; Public Lands,
1; Right ofWay, 1,7; S0choolLand,2, 25;. Scrip,

3, 6; Survey, 3; Town Sites, 9; Water Power,
2,44; WaterRight,3; Withdrawal,,2..
1. TheLandDepartment doesnothavethe
power to cancel an entry upon evidence presented jcontest
in
proceedings' against,:,the
entry and at the same time to deny to the conttestant the preference right accorded .him by
the act of May 14, 1880 177
2. The Land Department has no meahs of
enforcing its decisions and restoring toan en-*
tryman in whose favor it has decided possession to the land unlawfully detainedfrom him
by another, but his remedy ie in the local.
courts519

Lease..
See Airports 1; Coal Lands, 2; Fees and
Commissions, 1; Fur Farming, Alaska, 1-4;
Grazing Lease, Alaska, 1, 2; Oil and Gas Lands,
33, 37, 38, 43, 45, 49, 50; National Parks, 1;
Potash Lands, 1, 5; Prialte Claim, 1; Ssdium:
Lands, 1; Water Right, 2; Withdrawal, 8;

7589
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Leave of Absence. See Homestead,:0.
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Legal Representative.
See Repayment, 3.

License.
See Archaeolotgcal Rains, 1,3; Water Power,
1, 2,3, 5.

Lien.

J:

See Indian Lands, 11, 12, 13; Patent, 4.

Lieu Selection.
See-Forest LieuSeleeti n.

Limitation as to Acreage.
See Homestead, 23;,-Ot and Gas Lands, 4245, 49, 90.

Marriage.
See Homestead, 20, 21.

Married Women.
See Fur Farming, Alaska, 4; Homestead; 3;:
4, 5, 20, 21.

Meander Line.
See Survey, 2; Swamp Land, 2.

Mexican Grant.;
See-PrivateClaim, 2.

Military Service.

;

-

See, Hemestead; 4, 5, 16; Preference Aioit, 2.h
1. Section 2305,oRevised Statutes, as extend
ed bythe act of February 25, ;1919,. grants
credit, in lieu of residence, to a homestead
entryman upon his submission of final prooft
where he had been discharged from military
service on account of-wounds received or dis-'
ability incurred in line of'dutyto the extentof the term of fhis enifstinent, without refer-'
ence to the length of-time he mlay have served 214
-2 An entrynan who enlisted and served'

g0 days during the war'with G'ermany and'

-her allies is entitled, under section 2306, Re-'
vised Statutes;'as-amended, to credit for the full period of his service under that enlistment although such-term did'not expire until after;
tbeivar ce iosed m.-;z
_
S'
- 473

Mill Site. ,--.
SeeMining Claim,'70-73.

Mineral Lands.- '

--

:

laws ---------------714
7. T he showing' as to the mineral character

of land' necessary to 'defeat the vesting of:'
equitable titld in- nonmineral claimant 'at thetime of the, completion of his 'claim' does nt'require that thefe must besan actual discovery
of mineral, but it suistces if the known conditions'as to geoltgy,tddjaceht] discoveries, and'
otherfindiciaare'sucheas to'wearrant-men pru--'
dent and experienced in such matters to make
large expenditures :under the belief that' theland contains mineral of such iquality and
quantity as to rendersts extiraction proft-

ableo:'.
---

;
!
See) Coal Lands; Indian Lands, 2;'Mining
Claim; Oil and Gas Lands; Patent, 2; Potash
Lands; Private Claim, 1; Railroad Grant, 4, :7,
8, 9; Railread Right of Way, 1; School Land, l- 7, 10,: 16-25; SsdismcnsLands; Stock Driveway
Withdrawal, 2; Town Sites, 6; Withdrawal, 3,
5, 6.1. Permits. may, be issued to prospect for,
different minerals- upon the same lands concurrently 44

-

743

Mining Claim
SeenMineral LIands; 2, 6,: Notice, 1, 2;' flitfX;
and Gas Lands, 45, 46,.47;.Railroad Grant, 4;
Recreation Lands, 2; Schois Land, 17, 18; Surveg, 1; Town Sites,3,4,5,7, 8 Withdrawal;4,5 Generally.

'

0Page---

2. Where in a, controversy between rivalI
claimants to a tract of public land the issue
is a` to its character and it is -adjudged iuponhearing to -be mineral, the issue as to the character 'of the land as of the date of the hearing
is resjudieata, and further consideration of the
matter will not be given by the Land Department in th'e absence of a showing that exploration 'and development subsequent to the
: hearing disclosed that the land was not in fact.
of mineral value ' -'
519'
3. The question whether a given substance
is locatable or enterable under the mining law.
is not to be resolved solely by the test of
whether the substance considered has a defiInite chemical' composition expressible in a
chemical formula 714'
4. Mineral lands include not merely lands
containing metalliferous minerals, but all such:
as are chiefly valuable for their dejosits of a
mineral character which areuseful in the arts
or valuable for purposes of, manufacture 714;
5. Gravel is 'such substance as possesses
economic value for use in trade,' manufacture,
the sciences, and in the mechanical or :orna*mental arts, and is classified asa mineral prodnct in trade or commercen
-- 714
6. Lands containing' 'deposits 'of gfavel
which can be: extracted, removed, and 3marZf
keted at a profit are mineral lands subject to,
location and entry under the pi'acer mining

.

'

1. Instructions of, July, 14, 1927, mining.
claims; data for field investigations. (Circular No. 1128)-.
'
190
2. The Land Departmenthas jurisdictionto determine whether mining claims for which
no patent has been sought are valid or invalid,,:.
and so declare--- -282
3. The rule to the effect that it is-not within
the province of the courts to question the
judgment of a property owner in'the iegiti-:
mate usae of his property, or to deternine
whether onemode of nse wonld be more beneficial than another, will not be applied for the

:

INDEX
'Mining Claimn-Gontinued.

iSage
Generally-Continued.k
.
. r':
,
benefit of a mining claimaitHif the planIpursued can have no reasonable adaptation to its
alleged purpose, the mere assertion that it
was pursued for that purpose being insufficaient, even though god faith in its pursuit -283
be conceded4. Prior to discovery an explorer in actual
occupation and diligently searching for mineral is a licensee or tenant at wil, and no adverse right can be, initiated or acquired
through a forcible or fraudulent intrusion
upon his possession, but if his occupancy be
relaxed, or be-merely incidental to something
other than ,a diligent search for, mineral,
another may- acquire a valid right by peace427
able entry and complianco with the law 5. Land in the actual and peaceable possession of a mineral claimant in apparent good
faith under claim offright ito-which. he 'can acquire a valid possession or title under ap-:
plieable. laws., is:not subject to homestead'
-715
entry by another
Adverse Claim.
See 4, 1,susora; 48, 49, 50, 58, 59, iafre.
'.6. Questions concerning the respective
rights of adverse claimants to possession of
mineral lands, under locationst thereof, are,.
to be. determined by the courts, but for ad-.,
ministrative. purposes the Land Department.
has jurisdiction to doternme whether at the
date of a withdrawal a valid right had attached to any tract within the limits' ofthe
2962
withdrawal
,
;
7. Where adverse eharges are preferred by
the Government against a mining location
conflicting with certain homestead entries
or oil.-and gas permit apjplicatlods 7and the
opposing claimants, upon due hoticeJfail toassert, their' rights, the burden of proof'to
establish the charges is'upon the Governuamnt-. 313
: 8When a suit to determine ,the. right tof
possession to' a mining elaimr-in alleged coii''
dufctis' instituted within the time prescribed-';
by section 2326, Revised Statutes;l extlusive
jurisdiction thereover is-vested in the courti
and all proceedings upon' the patent application.in the land- office, exeept in reference-to .
the publication and proof of notiee, are stayed'
until the controversy shall have been settled,'
475
os-the adverse claim waived'...
:-

Assessment Work-Generally.
See 46, 48, 20,.issrc; INOtice, 1.
9. The-value of.shafts upon a placer claim,'.
apparently. not ,suunkto- actualiy,- extract
mineral but to secure data upon which to base
,later development work, and of a drill hole
placed. upon a claim for the purpose, of prospecting- it, isproperly creditable in meeting
the expenditures required as a ;condition
precedent to entry and patent under section-,
283
_
2325, Revised Statutes10. Where, subsequentlo the passage of the
leasing act, .a claimant of an oil-shale location.
fails to-perform the ,annualiassessment work .
within the period prescribed by law,-allihis

Mining Claini--Cbontihnued.
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Assessment Work-Generally-Continued.
rights against the Government in and to the
locatitn' are extingiished;' and entry and performance theidaiter' bj himn 'ors his -successors
of work on' the claimn constitute a trespass and ;:
2-962
neither revive nor initiate any rights 1 11. The principle that the courts will not `
substitute their judgien~ts as to the wisdom or':*
expediency of the' methods employed in the
development of mining claims does not apply
to improvements that have no direct'relation
-13
to mining operations
12. The'Lend Department has nothing to
do with the question of the' performance of
annual assessment work on mining locations
made-upon lands that'continue to be subject'
to location, entry, and purchase under the'
:mining laws, 'and an agricoltural claimant:
Icar-not'
'iab advantage of' defaults of that
C-. 519:
character-''-'
13. 'Where de-velopmeit work has actually'
been done upon' a grbup of 'oil-hale claims in' "
good-faith and is reasonably adabted to the'
purpoafor which itrwas designed,'although
it may not have been the best possible mode
of development, the department will not substitute its judgnient at to its wisdom or expe-:
'-23
:diency for that of the aiwner -'
Assessment WorkiSection 2324, RX
.
See 25, 26, 27; 35, 47, 57, 65; infra.
14. The provision in section:2324, Reyised
Statutes,-relating to the resumption of-work ,r
is a&restrictionimposediupon the right of relocation; and it has no application to lands no-,
longer subject to relegation, or to the operation-,
of the general ,mining laws, .but withdrawn
from such operation.and subject to other dis282
position for a pubiic pufpose 15. Where a mining locator,; in defense of a'
charge that the'annial 'assessment work and
imptovenent pi'escribed by section 2324, Revised Staittes, had notbe'en-performed upon.
the claim-under attack; relies upon the labor
and'imprdvtments made upon certain claims
:comprising''part of the-group, as'intse'nded 'toi
1aid in thee development of the others, 'the b'
den is upon him to establish- that the work
done, or imijirovements made; tend to the
developmi'nt'of the property as a whole, and
that such' work is a part of a general scheme
'"
282
of improvement :'
it: The dtfrimtion of the word improve
ment " as 6sed-in section2324, Revised Stat
utes,is "such an artificial changeof the physi
or eo
m
cal conditions of the' eartht in'pon,
reasonably near a niingi-iclaimnt as to' evidence'
a design to discover mineral therein or to"";
facilitate its eatraction; and Iin all casesg the'
alteration must be reasonably permanent in
-character" ,
: -' i
283
I17.Workor imprqvementsoughttobecred-..
ited mundersection, 2324, Revised Statutes,
must have a direct relation to-the claim; or'be
in reasonable proximity to it, and itzmust be
shown that! it, was intended. at the time asannual assessment work for that particular
283
claih-
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Work.-Section 2324, R. S.-

'Continued.
18. Fulfillment. of the annual assessment
work: requirement of section: 2324, Revised
Statutes, is a prerequisite to continuing ownership as against the Governmentuntil patent
395
issues 19, Expenditures on an oil and gas placer.
mining claim for the services of a watchman
merely to look after the property after all op- erations had been abandoned and the equipment removed, and with no evidence of apcontemplated resumption of mining operations,
can not be accepted as satisfying the require,
ments of section 2324, Revised Statutes, Per-.
taining to annual expenditures -312
20. Work. of a strictly exploratory nature
performed on a groupof oil-shale claims, such
as work that has value in determining the oil-,
bearing character of the shale on a continuous
,group of claims is available assessment work
under section 2324, Revised Statutes, an an-:
.- 523
e-tecedent discovery being shown21, In determining whether the. amount of.,
annual assessment work -performed. upon a,
mining claim fulfills the requirements of section 2324, Revised Statutes,.the test is the.
reasonable value of the work, not what the
contract price was, nor the actual amount
523
paid for it -------- 22. The only method by which an owner
of a mining claim 'iay acquire by forfeiture
under the mining laws the iterest of hi coowners for nuncontribution to the expenditures made on the claim'is by the service of
notice upon the delinquent- coowner in the
550
manner prescribed by section 2324, R. S.
Assessment Work.-Act February 12; 1903.
See35, 62, 65, isfra.
23. The rules of the general mining laws as
to discovery and assessment work are applicable to,6il-shale claims unaffected by the act
333
of February 12, 1908324 The applicability of assessmpent .work
on oil-shale claims is to.be adjudicated under,
the rules of the general mining laws unaffected
334
by the sct of February'12, 9l0325.,Oil-shale claimants who performed
assessmenst work upon the theory that the
act; of February 12, 1901, applied to such
claims, are not.prejudiced thereby, inasmuch
as uader the liberal construction heretofore
expressed in numerous departmeptal decisions, any group assessment work that will
meet the requirements of that act wil satisfy
the requirements of section 2324, Revised .
334
StatutesAssessment .Work.-Act. March 2, 1907,
Alaska.;
26. Section 1 of the act of March 2, 1907,
specifies the amount of assessment work that
must be performed upon a mining claim in
the Territory of Alaska, asid wherever thei'
provisions of that act are irreconcilable with
section 2324, Revised Statutes, the, latter, in
so far as applicable to that Territory, is by
561
implication repealed-

r,age .
a: . P

Assessment Work.-Act March 2, :1907,
I
Alaska-Continued.i ; , 4
27. An' official survey of a mining claim"`
can not be credited as annual assessment work
or expenditure required as'a prerequisite to
p'atent'either under the act of March 2, 1907,
which pertains to mining claims in the Territory of Alaska, or undetweetion 2324,'Revised'
Statutes, relating to mining claims generally, 561
28. The act of the Legislature of Alaska
(1915, C. 10), providing that the costs of
official survey of a mining claim may be
credited as assessment work attempts, to
grant more favorable terms than the-Federal
statute, 'act of March 2, 1907, permits, and to
that extent is, in the opinion of this depart561
ment, without:force and effectAssessment Work.-Pub. Res.:November 13,
1919.

29. The public resolution of-November 13,
1919, and prior resolutions containing substantially the same provisions, afforded relief
from the necessity of doing annual assessment.
work only to those claimants who invoked
their benefits in the manner therein provided 522
30. Where an oil-shae claimant neither performed the annual assessment work for the
year 1919, nor caused the untice provided by
the public resolution of November 13, 1919, to'
be recorded in lieu thereof; 'all of'his rights
under the mining law ceased 'and he could not
thereafter bring his claim within the excepttion in section 37 of the leasing act of Feb522
'_
ruary 25, 1920Assesamesnt Fork.-Group' Development.

I

See 13,15, 20, 25, supre;,65, infra.
31.' Work, regardless of its value otherwise,::
can-not besaid to beidone in the development
of a group of mining claims, if it:does not constitute a part of a general plan having in view
the development of the: group, so that the ''
ore may be-more readily extracted,; and has
283
no reasonable adaptation to that end
32. The fact that an assessment hole might
be utilized, as a portal for a tunnel or in thei
construction of an air shaft under some later
plan of development is insufficient to credit
its value as a group improvment -283
33. Mere statements of intent that certain
work was intended as group development
work without regard'to evidence' as to the
character of the work iind its relation to the
claim as'having a tendency to benefit 'it is
insufficient t'i "establish: that the work is of
'295
X
suchncharacter 34'. The question of the applicability 'of
work' alleged as common improvment must,
be determined from the particular facts asid
circumstances of eachocase, andfthe fact that
a custom existed in the shale regions to perform' work on oil-shale claims according to'
a certain' method will not. suffice where the,
rules of lawrelating to group assessment work
295
are not fulfilled -
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Mining Claim-Cdntinued.
Assessment

-

Work-Group Development-'

Continued.

35. Work of strictly and exploratory nature;
performed on a group of oil-shale claimsosuch
as work that is shown to have value in deter.
mining the' oil-bearing character of the shale
on a contiguous group of claims, is acceptable
as expenditure required as a basis for patent,'
other essentials of the rules of group development being established; and work of similar
charaeter may alsol bo' credited as annual.
assessment work where an antecedent discovery is shown; but the: burden of proof is
upon the claimant both under the act of February 12, 1903, and under section 2324, Revised
Statutes ; 334
39. A tunnel constructed for the purpose of
developing and facilitating the extraction of
the, sole deposit covered by' a single mining
location which due to erroneous or' faulty
description is subsequently amended or relocated and included in two6 claims may be accepted 'as a common imjprovment and its
cost accredited to the development ef both
clains. 468
Assessment Work-itesunpion.e .
See 14, ssupra; 47,
i
-nfra.

Discovery-Continued.
"'
shale placer-mininig location is suffleient to'
constitute an adequate discovery of mineral
under the mining laws; but each case pre-k
sented'must be determined upon :the facts
there disclosed
202
40. The fact that a mining claimant, after
diligent prosecution of work locking' to diseovery of oil and gas on his'elaim, discovers'
siall quantities of oilj and. thereafter abandons further development, permits the improvoments to go to ruin or be sold and the
property to lie idle, and possession to be
takon' under the agricultural land laws, is
very persuasive that .he' did not regard the
showings 'of oil sufficient to warrant further
expenditure and development - 313
41.) Aldeposit of sand asphalt zon sandstone
heavily saturated with'asphaltic' minerals in
hard solid formation is not "'oilt" within the
meaning of the ast of June 2'5:1910-336

Exspenditures.

:

See subtitle "Asseasment
s

orkl-'

Forfeiture.
:-RSee 10, supra, 47, 97, 99, issfra:::-

:wD

Group Development.
:
See o.subtitle "Assesssmests
Work-lGroup
Develop'ment.'

Assessment.Work-Suspension.
See 29, 30, supra..
.Boundariee.
'See 69,'infira.
-Contiguity.
See 55, infra.

Page
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Mining Claim-Continued.
-

:

Diligence.
See 4, supra; 60, inara.
Discovery.
See 4, 20, 23, 35, supta; 45, 48, 53, 5, 60, 66,
68, infra, Mineral Lands, .7; Noeice, 1; oTwn
Site, 4 ', 9.
- 7. The discovery of'an isolated bit of min-i
era], not connected'with or leading to sub'stantial prospective values, is not a sufficient
discovbry to validate a location, under the
mining laws, but it is sufficient if mineral-is
found- in a mass so located that the vein or
mineral-bearing body can be followed' with
reasonahltr hope and assurance that aDpaying
mine can he ultimately deveioped
201
::39. It is loot-necessary, in' order to tonsti'
tute' a valid deiscovery' under' the geneiral'
mining laws sufficient to support an application for patent,' that the mineral 'in. its
present situation can be immediately disposed'
of at~a profit 202
39. The rutle as to the thickness and oil,
conitent adopted by the Geological Survey. in
its regulations of April 3, 19168for the classi-'
ficationmoflands with respect to theitoilmshale
character, was not intended to be applied by
the department as a yardstick in determining
whether the physical exposure of an oil-shale
deposit within the linmits of an asserted oil-

Location..
42. Further than to protect certain.classes
of claimatits from its'iharsh application,: the.
act. of July 17,' 1914, did not change the long
established rule that a location, otherwise
lawful, oflnuneralland embraced:in a subsist-I
ing,' but uncompleted entryi constitutes a
property right, good. as against everyone, in'cluding the entryman. and the Govertment,
notwithstanding that the. locator is not
entitled to a patent or to maintain possession
in the courts until sunchentry is canceled---- 197
43. Issuance by the .Government of a surface patent pursuant to:the act of July 17,
1914, can not effeet a forfeiture of the propertyl
right of a locator to the minerals:in the land,
where his location,' otherwise 'lawful was
Smado subsequent to the date of that act and
while the land was at the time of location
within a' subsisting unrestricted, but, nnperfected homestead entry.
' 197
44. A locator of mineral land embracod in
a subsisting unrestricted but uncompleted
homestead entry, subsequently! patented
pursuant to the act of July.17, 1914, who has'
acquired the title of the-surface entryman,;:
may, eVerything being otherwise. regular,'
execute a -deed of reconveyance and, upon
eandellation of the surface patent,' receive a
mineral patent : ;
-197
45. Where there has been an actual discovery of mineral either on the surface or in shallow workings within the limits of an asserted
mining location, and the deposits of the region
have been the subject of exploration and study
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Mining Claim-Continued.
Location-Continued.
for a number of years,,evidence bearing upon
the mineral valne and the geological formstion of the adjacentlands may be considered
in determining whether the located lands are
chiefly valuable for their mineral contents --- 201
46. A valid mining location, unperfected at
the date of the leasing act of February 25,
1920, by a certificate of entry, is forfeited upon
failure to fulfill the statutory requirement as;
to annual labor and. improvements; and the:
land therein becomes subject to; disposition
_- 282
only under that act
47. Mineral deposits that are within. the
purview of theleasing act, in landsecovered
by mining locations, become, upon default in
maintenance of such. claims, subject to disposition under :that act, ands subsequent
resumption of work thereon does not serve todivest the Government of its proprietary title,
nor does the fact that work is resumed prior.
to the initiation of adverse proceedings to
determine the validity of a claimbobperate as
296
an estoppel againit the Government48. Where mining locations have been
unchallenged for a number of years, and developinent work has been done upon them,
the certificate of loeation creates presumption
of discovery and' a: valid' locations, and any-'
one seeking rights under other public-land
laws adverse to those of the mining clainants'
must assume the burden of controverting the
prima facie title of the mineral claimants'-;i 378
49. The' Government can not convey {an :
unassailable ititle under 'some other public-.
land-law to lands embraced within amining
location until, after due notice of charges and
opportunityib htbe
heard'hashbeen given to the
mining claimant, there has been an.adjudication by the LandiDepartment that the claim
is invalid--'_.- - '379
A.
50. The protection of possession accorded
by 'ection'2332, R. 5,-to the members of an
association of persons, who.are locators of a
mining claim,'is against all who are not members of the association, but the-statute does
not eontemplate that possession and working.
of the claim b yone or more locators shall be.
adversd-to the interests of a locator who lsanot
in possession and has not worked the' claim-, 60
r 512.Acceptancs of a gift of aaninterest in a
mining claim
c
.is presumed where it is .evi-denced by the naming of.the donee in; the
location notice as eone of 'the locators. and 'by
the recordation of such notice, and title cannot.revert to the donor on, the testimony of
the latter in an ex partes proceeding that the
gift was not accepted550
62.

Where a mining claim is owned by two

or more persons the possession of one' is the
possession of all, and there can be no abandonment by one owner so long as his coowrfer con560
tinues in possession

Mining Claim-Continued.

t

Page

Lode Clain.
53. Where in the case of a lode mining claim
in
nparital conflict with a railroad grant, discovery is made of a vein or lode on such claim
without the boundaries of the grant, the presumption is that the vein extends to the limits of the location and the burden is upon the
railroad grantee to overcome tthe presump437
254. The factthat amining elaim was located
in the shape and bad the usual dimensions of
allode and that the mineral surveyor characterized it wasa, lode on an .official plat is not
conclusive that it was the intention to make
a lode location where the propriety 'of locating the land as placer ground isnot questioned
and the recorded notice of location described
it assa placer claim--467
.55. The rule enunciatedin the department'.
al decision of WillifoM Ddcsesn (40 L. D. 17),
that where a number of valid lode locations,
forming upon the ground a contiguous group.
are: embraced in a single application for patent .
upon- which .due publication and; posting of
' notice has been had, and the application -is
rejected as to one of the claims becshse of insufficient pateht improvements, the remainder of the claims, although not in themselves
contiguous, may be retained and embraced
in a single entry and patent is equally 'apli
610
"
cable to placer claims*56. A placer discovery will not sustain a lode
location and no right to possession -of loose,
scattered deposits, not rock in place, can be
acquired by an attempted lode location 715
tion-.

Placer Claim.
See 19, 24, 25, 39, 54, 56, sMpra.
57. As between the Government and a
mining claimant the test of the validity of
the latter~s oil-shale'claim.is found in the
provisions ofsection 37-of the'leasing act, and not in that part of section 2324, Revised
Statutes,a whichi.defines his rights with, respect to some stranger who seeks to relocate
the claim -_
2960
58. The leasing act; repealed as to oil-shale
deposits thegeneralprovisions of the mining
law and withdrew them from location.and,
disposition thereunder, and was malegislative
assertion.of control and ownership thereof by.
the United. States, except as specifically provided in section 37 of the act;. noaffirmative
action, such as physical reentry or the insti-:
tition of proceedings,: is-necessary in order-to
terminate the rights of a defaulting mining
claimant296
59. Where: a mining. claimant protests
againstfsurface entries made before the filing
of his patent application,. alleging superior
right by virtue of prior placer locations, the
borden of proof rests upon the protestant313
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Mining Claim-Continued.
Placer Claim-Continued..
60. Under the act of June 25, 1910, an occupant or claimant of oil and gas lands under
the' placer mining laws: is entitled to protection, if, at the time of the withdrawal of the
lands, he was making' reasonable effort,
indicating a' bona fide intention to, discover
oil and gas on the claim with all practical
expedition, as by the doing of physical acts
tending to facilitate the exploration for, and
discovery of, oil or gas thereon, and it is not
necessary that actual drilling. was Cbeing
prosecuted at that date -313
61. The act of. February 11, 1897, which
authorizes :entry under the mining laws Pf
lands "chiefly valuable" :for petroleum or.
other mineral oils, differs from section 2319,
Revised Statutes, in that under the former the
value of the land is the. criterion, while nuder
the latter it is the-valne of the "deposits313
62. The term ;"oil lands",. in the act of
February '12,. 1903, does not comprehend, oil-.
shale lands -333
63. For the purpose of curing.imperfections
in the original location, correcting errors, or
supplying omissions, the same latitude of
amendment should be allowed in the case-of-placers as in lodes -467
64. A placer location which was defective
and not subject to entry and patent in its
original form because of nonconforminity with
the United States system 'of public-land sur-'
veys as required by section 2331, Revised
Statutes, is not void, but the.dtfettl-in the'
absence of an adverse claim to the added land,
is curable either by suitable amendment or
by relocation, provided that the acreage limitation of the statute be observed--_
468
66. The restriction in the-act of February 12,
1903, relating to oil placers, which limits the
benefits of common improvement work to five
claims, is not applicable to oil-shale claims-.. 523
66. A single discqvery of mineral upon
public land is sufficient, to authorize the location of a placer claimn thereon and may, in the
absence of any claimTor evidence to the con-.
trary, be treated as sufflciently establishing
the mineral character of the entire claim to
justify patenting, but such a-discovery does
not conclosively establish the nineial character of all the land includedin the claim soeasi
to preclude further inquiry in respect thereto 513
67:. Any area, amounting to a legal sub-division within a placer claim which does not
contain or is not valuable for the deposit for
which the location was made, is not mineral
land within the, contemplation :of the statute
and will be excluded from mineral entry-- 574
68. A discovery of mineralupon certain subdivisions of a placer claim located within the
: primarylimits of a railroad grant can not
defeat the grant as to the subdivisions within
such claim found to be nonmineral inrcharac-.
ter-6
- 7
574
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Mining Claim-Continued.
Placer Claim.-Continued.
69. One who has located a placer claim by,
legal subdivisions of surveyed land without
actually marking of boundaries and in other
respects has brought himself within the saving
clauses of section 37 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920, has a valid claim within the
meaning of that section as against the Government, and the Land Department will not
inquire, as to his compliase" with the lotat
laws and regulations specifying the marnner in
which the location should be marked on the
ground
=6
...
3
631
Mill Site.
70. While actual. use or occupationof land'
for mining and milling purposes is the only
prerequisite to patent unde: saetion 2337,
Revised Statutes,, yet the use mint behevi`
denced by'"outward and visible signs of the
applicant's good' faith,"' naked possession
with mere intention. or purpose on a certain,
contingency of performing acts of. use or
:occupation not being sufficient to satisfy the
statute700
71. It is .more imperative that the, Land
Department require from one seeking patent'
under a mil site location for lands within a na
tional forest concededly containing desirablterecreational' areas a clear and unequivocal
showing that the location is for bona fide mining and milling purposes thanwould be neces-.
sary in instances of locations on the open publie domain -700
72. The fact that land in a national fores is located as a mill site under section '2337',,%.
Revised Statutes, in such manner as, to give
the most possible frontage on the main highway and to adjoin land' owned: And u1erb"fbrecreational and camping purposes by the
applicant from which he. gains his livelihood,
and.that the use and improvementifor mining
and milling purposes are meager, gives rise to.
serious doubt as to the good faith of the appli-.7
cant in making the location
.701
73. The question of relative values with
respect to lands within a national forest, for,
instance, whether chiefly valuable as a recrea-'
tional site or for mining and milling purposes,
is not a crucial test of its locatibility under
section 2317, Revised Statutes - - -r
701
Notice.
See.7,:8, 30, 49, 51, 54, 55, supra.
Recordation of Notic6.i
See 51, sspra:.
R:elocation.'
See 14, 36, 57, 64, ssupra.
Survey.
See 27, 28; 64, 69, supra.

::Tuanel.

.

See 32, 36, scpra.
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Minimum Price of Public Land.
See Public Londs, 2.

Minors.

2;
See Contestant, 2; Homestead, 16; Oil and
Gas Lands, i
;;

Misnomer.
See Contest,l.

Misrepresentation.
Mississippi.
See Withdraswal, 7.

Missouri Pacific Railroad Company.
See Railrtod Grant, 3.

Mistake, Fraud, Error.
HSee
Amendment, 1,2; Change of Entry, 1, 2;
Contest, 6; Contestant, 1; Mininsg Claim, 36,:g
63, 64; Patesit, 1; Private Claim, 9; Repayment,
1, 2; Scrip, 9~s;urvey, a;
See Minsiig Claimn 69; Oil and Gas Lands,
24, 26, 26; Survey, 4, 5, 6, 8,12, 13.

Mortgage.

V
See Final Proof, 3; Homesteadj1; Patent, 4,
6; Preference Right, 1.
'
:.

-

See tionfirmation, 2; Final Proof, 3; Homestead, 1.

Mortgagor.
See Patent, 4.

National Cemeteries.
1. Under authority of section 4870, Revised
Statutes',the Secretary of War has the power
to appropriate lands, allotted di unallotted,
within an Indian reservation for national
cemetery purposes and' any patent subsequently issued for lands thus appropriated
is void210

National Forests.
See Poreot Lieu Selection; Homestead, 8, 9;
Mining Claim, 71, 72,:73; Right of Way, 2;
School Land, 6; Withdrawal, 2.
1. National forest lands listed and opened
to entry in units are enterable only according
to the established units except as such units
may be thereafter modified by administrative
authority -208

National Monuments.

at

See Withdrawal 10.i
1. The amendment in the' appropriation
act of March 7, 1928, to section 3 of the act of
August 25, 1916, governs contracts made
prior thereto as well as those made thereafter,
and an operatorin a national park wishing
to issue bonds or inorease his capitalization
and sell additionalvstock must submit-his
proposal to the Secretary of the Interior for
approval, iotwithstanding that the contract
makes no mention of such requirement36

Naturalization Papers.

Monuments.

Mortgagee.

2. Under the act of June 8, 1906, Congress
has authorized the Executive to prescribe
regulations relating to excavation and exploration for antiquities upon lands owned and
controlled by the United States, and for the
disposition of articles, implements, and
material discovered thereon, and a State
legislature has no power to restrict in any wise
the methods thus prescribed
10

National Parks.

See Scrip, 9.

*

'Page

National Monuments-Continued;>

1. By virtue of the power conferred upon
Congress by section 3, article 4 of the Constitution respecting the territory or the property
of the United States, Congress may make
reservations of the public domain for the
preservation of antiquities and auithorize
,executive officers to make rules and regulations for their preservation and protection--- 160

See Citzenship, i.

Navigable Waters.
See Survey, 2.

Nevada.
See Reclamation, I.

New Mexico.
See Indian Lands, 17-20; Railroad Grant, 2;
Schesl Land, 11-15, 17.

Notice.
See Board of Equitafle Adjudication, 1; Confirmation, 1; Contest, 1, 4, 7, 8; Contestant, 1, 3;
Final Proof, 1,2;IFur Farming, Alaska, 3;
-Mininy Claim, 7, 8, 22, 30, 49, 61, 64; Oil and
Gtes Lands, 26, 26, 41; Practice, 2.
1. Where adverse proceedings are directed
against a mining claim. patent to which is not
being sought by the claimants thereof, charging failure to make discovery of mineral and
to perform the required assessment work, no:
authority of law exists for service of notice by:
publication, but service must be personal ask
provided by Rule 7 of Practice 379
2. One who puts himself out of range of
timely notice by sopourn in a distant country
while decision was pending without designating some proper representative upon whom
service could be made in his behalf has no
ground for complaint of action taken during
absence
-his
6--'-20

Oaths.:i
See Final Proof, 3; Pracfice, 6;- Witnesses, 6.

Occupancy.
See Alaskan Natives, 6; .1ining Claim, 4,
40, 60, 70; Plat, 1.
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Officers.
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See Assistant Secretary of the Interior;l Contestant, 1; Fnal Proof, 3; Indian Lands, 2, 20;
National Monuments, 1; Patent, 3; Power of
* Appointment, 1, 2; Practice, 6; Register; Secretary of the Interior; Survey, 3; Suspension of
.Employees, 1, 2, 3.

Oil and Gas Lands.
See Application, 1; Archwological Ruins, 3;
Homestead, 11, 19, 24, 25; Indian Lands, 5; Isolated Tracts, 4; Mineral Lands, 1; 7; Mining
Claim, 19, 40, 41, 60; Patent, 2, 7, 8; Schoal
Land, 7; Selection, 1; Withdrawal, 5,83.
Leasing ACt of February 23, 1929-Conservation.
See 27, infra.
1. Instructions of March 13, 1929, conservstion of oil and gas on public-lands578
2. Order off March 16, 1929, conservation off
oil and gas on public lands. (Order No. 337) 579
3. Order of March 20, 1929, conservation of
oil and gas on public lands. (Order No..338) 580
4. Letter off April 3, 1929, conservation of
oil and gas on public lands-6
w
82
5. Approved committee recommendation
of May 3, 1929, conservatIon of oil and gas on
public lands
.-84
Section 13.-Persnits.-Generally.
See 1-5, supra; 38-41, 43, 44, 45949, 51, infra;
Fees and Commissions, 1, 2; Homestead, 11;
Isolated Tracts, 4; Mining Claim, 7; Patent, 2,
8; Potash Lands, 4; School Land, 7; Water
Right, 3.
6. Instructions of Match 22,1927, directions
given to refuse to recognize or consider in any
way mere contingent or royalty interests in

-oil

an'd ggasprospecting 'permits --------

-

Oil and. Gas Lands-Continued.

PageI

S
Section
13.-Permits.-Generally-Oontd.
lands thus segregated will be held subject to
adjustment to conform, to the lines of the
future official survey upon application for
lease should discovery of oil or gas be made: 417
12. Lands in oil and gas permits or applications for permits are subject to entry under
both the enlarged and stock-raising home-.stead laws in the absence of valid objections
-by the mineral claimant and upon compliance with the governing regulations 620
Application.
See 8, 11, 12, sepra; 16, injra;f Application,
1; Feesand Cemmissions, 2; Water Power, 1, 4;4Withdrawal, 1.
13. A pending oil and gas prospecting permit application. for land known to dbe of
mineral character at the date of the acceptance,:
of the survey is such a valid application within
the purview of subsection (c) of section 1 of the
act of January 25, 1927, as to prevent the opera-,
tion of that act in making a grant of certain
mineral school sections to the States278
14. Existing departmental practice directs:
that an application for an oil and gas prospecting permit which is accompanied by an insuffi-E
cient fling lee be merely suspended until the
applicant has bad thirty daysf within which
to tender the requisitefee and uttil the expiration of that period, a lateo prospecting permit
application for the same lands must be treatedi0
as a junior application
409
Assignee.
See 15, 16, 18, infra.

60

7. Initructioos ff April 23, 1928, procedure
for abandonment of wells under oil and gas
permits. Operatingregulationsofluly 1,1926,
supplemented353
8. Instructions offAugust 29, 1928, descriptionoilandsinoiland gaspermitapplicationsi
(Circular No. 1162) -483
9. Permits will not be granted to prospect
for oil and gas on unscrveyed school sections,
withdrawn on behalf of a State under the act
of August 18, 1894, in the absence of a classification of the lands by the Geological.Survey.
as prospectively valuable forloil and gas 34
10. Persons under 21 years of age are not
qualified to take oil and gas prospecting perints under the act of February 25, 1920, notwithstanding that they are native-born
citizens of the United States242
11 Where oil and gas prospecting permits
have been granted for an entire body of a given
area of unsnrveyed lands and segregated on the
records in terms of future subdivisional survey
descriptions with common boundaries, intruding applications will not be allowed for
narrow strips of land between individual
claims which, due to erior in measuremeflts
were not covered by the metes and bounds descriptions of the prior permits, but the

Assignment.
See 30, infra.
15. An assignment of an oil and gas prospecting permit, otherwise regular, will hb
approved if the permit be in good standing
when the application for the approval of ithe
assignment is filed, and the assignee may make
such showings of diligence as-will warrant an
extension of time = _
.,171
16. In the matter of extensions offtime, the
approval of an assignment of an oil and gas
prospecting permit relates back to the date of,
application for approval, and the diligence
shown must ordinarilybe that of the permit~
tee, if a default occurs prior to approval of the
assignment, but diligence'by the assignee may
be given consideration wherebosna jide efforts
to secure development have' been made by
him in an effort to protect his investment--- 171
17. The approval of the assignment of an I
oil and gas prospecting permit will be denied
where defaults stand, uncured of record at the
time approval, of such assignment is sought,
unless and until the permittee secures an ex- tension of time for compliance with the terms
*of the permit -:
171
18. Where assignments of more than one oil
and gas prospecting permit on the same
geologic structure are made to a single as:
,

m

..
. X,4
:
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Sectionl l3.-Assignment--Continne
iSection 13-'Continded.
signee; the permits will be treated as a conContribution to Test Well. .
solidated permit-and the limitation pertaining
See 25, supra.
:
to the area of the minimum royalty lease, as Ei
Discovery. - :
'areward for- discovery will govern-: 187
-See 30,. 31, 38, 43, 45, 48, 49, infra; isolated19.M-Anew permit can not be granted under
Tracts, 4.
'
-a partial assignment of an oil and gas pros- pecting permit where some of the land in the.e
.
Diecretionary Authority.
assignment, is in a d-facto producing struc- - .
-See L-5, supra.-:
;'
tures.
:-527
27.. The granting- of a permit to prospect for,::
*20. In the case of a partial assignment of an f
oil and gas on-public lands under section 13 of
oil and gas prospecting permit such permit
the act of February 25, 1920; is,' by the terms-. will be regarded, ordinarily, as a unit, andU of the act, discretionary with -the Secretary
separate permits will not be issued, to the
of the Interiori; and the annountcement uand
assignees where it appears thatuthe purpose a
enforcement of a changed oil conservation
is to evade the provision in sectiona14 of the -.
policy which is made applicable to all alike leasing act of February, 25, 1920, relating to
can :notf beh held to be - an arbitrary usci
: the granting of a five per cent lease in compact'.
administrative power-"-"630
: 527
formsc--28. The granting of an oil and gas pros-:
D Bonds.'' '':::-;5 : :-'
pocti' pesmit under section:13 of the leasing act being discrctionary with the Secretary
21. Instructions of February 21, 1927, bonds
Of0thc -Interior,'a-drawing
which conferred with oil and gas prospecting permits. Section
*4(h), Circular Nio. 672, modified; Circular
priority upon one'applicant over other appli-cants doss
not confer upon the successful
No. 754, revoked. (Circular No ills)
- 40
22. Instructions' of March 18, 1927,' bonds
applitant-any vested rights that preclude
that'officer from rojebting the application in
with' oil and gas prospecting permits. Para41 - accordance with the general oil conservation
graphs Circular'Nb. 1111, mpisfied -'::
637
23. Failule to riquire an oil and gas prospolicy
pecting permittee to file a bond to indemnify:
-'
-Draiwing.
a homestead entryman against damage to his
S:e 28, supras
'
crops and impr'vements as provided by se&Extension of Time for Drilling.
tion 2 softhe act of July 17, 1914, does not'preclude the entryman from asserting his rights
- See 15, 16 17, sipra- ErtensionActs, isira.
in a proceeding in court under that section- 622
29. The rule announced in Circular -No.
1041 (51. L., D. 278) .-that where sufficient :Boundaries, Monuments, Notice.
geolzogicl data as to structuras is-wantiug,'he See 41, 4 infra; fMinig Claim, 30.
.holder of an oil and gas prospecting permit wilf 24. Survey monuments that are plainly vet- ' be-domen the benefit ofontriibutiont aAtest
ible on the ground may be adopted by an oil
well on another-permit area if the greatarand gas prospecting permittee as the '!subportion of the 'permit area is more than 3 miles
stantial monuments" at the corners of his per- :from such test well, is modified and, in proper .mitted:lands in fulfillment of the requirement
cases, an extension will be granted if aiy
in section 13 of the 'leasing act, but ii uyf
portion of the permit area, on which.the persurvey monument be missing or if his corner
- mittee could lawfully drill, lies within 3 miles
- or corners' shall be at points which -are not
---20
'of the test well
E Icorners:.for. survey monuments,i he mist :
- Operating Agreement.
:
- place a snhstantiel' monument at each corner S
Y ; where
no surveyimonument is founid - - 256
See-43, 50, infra :
: ::21. Where'an oil and gas prospecting permit.r
30. An operating agrdement, nowithstand.
*
is for incontiguous tracts, each corner iof each::
ing that it may amount to an assignmentoflan
tract must be monumented, and in addition .
oil and gas prospecting permit, need not be a notice asirequired by section 13 of the leas- submitted to 'the department-'for approval
tig act mrust be posted on each incontiguous
prior to discovery *359
tract -256
31: Operating contracts in excess of 2,560 26.' Section 13 of the leasing act does not
acres on a structure, or 7,680 acres in a - specifically provide that the monuments to: State, maybhe disposed of prior to discovcry: 359
be placed at the corners of permitted lands
j
Segregative Effect.
shall bear any inscription or mark of identiSee,111, spra;,Application, 2.
:
fication which could lead to other- monuments, or to the posted notice, and the de- Surface Rights.
partment has not by rules or regulations
- See 23, supra; 38, 39, 40, infra; Patent, 7.
prescribed :what shall 'be considered "sub-Section 14.- Lease-Royalties and Rentals.;
256
stantial monuments -See 1-6, 11, 18,420,3-spra;437,18,43;-4 419,-SO
50
:
Consolidated.Permnit.
infra.
; 2
Seel18, sscpra,.&
5
. 32. Oil and gas operating regulations. of
Contiguity. :
July 1, 1926, acts 'of Fcbruary 25, 192P, Iune ,
1920, and March 4, 1923 '
.
See 19, supra.:
Oil and Gas- Lands-Continued.
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Oil and Gas Lands-Continued .:- Page
Section l4.-Leasd.-Royalties and Rentals.-s
Continued.
33. Instructions of March i5,1927, procedire for obtaining oil and gas leases-for unal- lotted lands within Executive order Indian
reservations
- ' X
5
34 The right of a lessee under an oil and gas
lease to engage in the business of transporting
and selling water is a question for the courts,
not for the department, to decide 217
35. In the absence dfproef that'ianyohe is de- prived of a water supply the department will
not interfere with an oil-and das lessee wh6o
Rises water frot a well on publia land within
the leasehold elsewhere than-on such leased
premises -217
36. Lands in producing oil and gas fields or
covered by oil and gas leases are'fnot sisbjtct to
entry under any of the public land laws ---.- 620
Section 17.-Reduction of Government Royalty.-.
37. Instructions of lune 28, 1927, reduction
of govbrmnent royalty in o6l and gas leases.
(Circular No. 1127)
17i
Section 18.-Lease of PriorClaims.
See 37, supra.
Section 19.-Pernits and Leases for Lands
.not Withdrawn.
38. Rights under an oil and gas prospecting
permit granted under section 19 of the leasing
act relate back only to the date of the filing of0
the permit application where the permittee,
was not entitled to a lease underi section 18 of
that act becasse of lack of a showing of sufficient discovery and of undisputed possession
on July 1,,'1919, and 'a homestead entryman

whose entry was made prior thereto willnot`-i

be required to file a waiver of right to compensation.
'
---622
Section 20.-Preferesice Bight to Permits or
Leases.
See 1-5, supre.
39. Section 20 of the leasing act does notcon-_
far a preference right to an oil and gas prospecting permit upon one who is allowed to make
a surface entry subject to the provisions of the
act of Suly 17,-1914, as a reward for a successful'
contest initiated after the inclusion of the land
within the reserve, notwithstanding that the
contested entry was made prior to the withdrawal'
63
40.' Section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920,
which grants a preference right to a surface0
entryman in the award of a permit to prospect
for oil and gas in the entered lands relates to
oil and gas deposits to be obtained by means
of drilling wells and it has no application to
oil shale deposits.-329
41. Where in accordance with then existing
regulations a permit had been granted to prospect lands embraced within a settlement
claim, and the agricultural claimant, having
beeli'dtly notified -thereof when-calledujeon
to waive rights to the oil and gas contents,..

Oil and Gas Lands-continuedo.
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Section 29.-Preference Right to Permits

orLeases-Continued.

.

failed to give notice of a preference rightby
virtue' of his settleinent,, regulations subsequently promulgated wil not be retroactively.
applied to enable him to defeat the -permit
after issuance to him - of a restricted
patent-;-'-481
Sectioms21. -Oil Shale.;
See40, ssuspa; 46, 47, 48, infra; P
7tent,7.
Section 26.-Diligence.
See 15, 16, supra.

Section 27.-Restrictions-Combinations, in
restraintof Trade.

See 18, 31, suPra; 49, 10, infra.
42. Instructions of August 1, 1927, limitations of holdings under section 27 Of the leasing
act. Circular No. 1073, Amended. (Circular No. 1129)
196
43 Section 27 of the leasing act; as amended
by the act of April 30, 1926; does not prohibit
a contractor from contracting with any-number of permittees, regardless of the acreage
involved, but, when discoveries are made and
leases are sought, he wtill be liited -in-holdingS to interests which will not exceed -,1560
acres on a structure, or 7,680 acres in a State. 359
44. The provisions and limitations of seeotin27 of the leasing act, as amended,- with
respect to the maximum acreage of permits
and leases that may be'taken and hbld by one
corporation, can not be evaded by the expe-'
dient of organizing another or other corpora-tions by the same stockholders,- inasmuchas:
the department maylook beyond the corpo:rate fOrdsto its purpose and to thosO idencifltd with that purpose
382
45. While oil and gas prospecting permits
will not be granted to a permittee on one structure in such manner as tomake it possible for;
him to include more than 640 acres, in five per
cent leases as reward for discovery, yet after leases have been earned- and issued no objection will be interposed to the approval of
assignments of five per cent lease areas upon
one structure provided that they do not exceed in the aggregate 2,560 acres to one person 589
Section 29.- Easement-Conmpensation for
Damnages-Waiver.
See 23, 36,asupra; Patent, 0,7.

-

Section 30.-Assignment of Lease.
See 45, suspra.
Section 32.-Regulations.
-See

-

29, 41, aszpra.

Section 37.-Valid Claim.
See Mining Cliaim, 30, 57, 58; Schoel Land, 10.
46. Section 37 of the leasing act of February
21, 1920, was in effect a withdrawal of !ands
Econtaining the minerals specified therein from
location and entry under the general mining
lbws,'nd was tornpulc purpose:- '282 -
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Page
Section 31.-Valid Claim-Continued.
47. Section 37 of the act of February 25,1920i,
affords notice to allupersons interested in rmin
eral locations containing minerals mentioned
therein of the conditions under which they
may maintain their claims and protect, the
deposits claimed from the operation of theiact 282
48. The concluding words of section 37 of
the leasing act, " which claims may be perfected under such laws, including discovery,"
do not indicate that mining claims having
imperfections other than lack of discovery
are excepted from the operation of the act296
Section 38.-Fees of Registers.,
See 14, sapia; Applicatisin 2; Fees and
Commissions, 1, 2.
Act June 4, 1920.-Naval Reserves.
See 7, 32, sspre.
Act January 11, 1922.-Extension of Permits.
See 52, infre; Potash Lands, 2.
Act March 41 1923.-Oklahoma.
See 7, 32, supra.
Act April 3, 1926s-Extession of Permoits.
See32, 'infra;tpetashtLands, 2.

Act April 30, 1926.-Sections 17 and 27, Act
February 25, 1920, amended.
See 42, 44, 45, supre.
,
49. The act of April 30,1926, which amended
section 27 of the act of February 25, 1920,:
removed the limitations of one permit or
lease on a geologic structure, as well as three
in a State, built
idid not enlarge the reward
for- discovery: or the area of the minimum royalty lease 187
50. The restriction in thelthird proviso to
the act of April 30, 1926, which amended.
section 27 of the leasing act, against combinations in restraint of trade, has reference
only to leases, Iand' an operating- contract,
even though it may Include more than 2,560
acres on a structures Ior 7,680 acres in a State,
is not in violation of the laws of the United
States 369
Act'March 3, 3927.-Execative Order Ildian
Reservations-Persniis.
a
61. One who is granted d permit under the
remedial act of March 3, 1927; to prospect ford
oil and gas in lands embraced:withinan lExecutive order Indian reservation is entitled to
credit for work in connection with drilling
performed by him on the same land under'a
former permit prior to the passage of that act:.250
Act March 9, 1928.-Exteasico of Peraits.'
62. Instructions of May 2, 1928, extensions'
of time for drilling under oii and gas permits,
acts of Januaty it, 1922, April 6, 1926, and March 9, 192S. Circulars Nosa 961, 946,1941,
and't063, superseded. (Circuiar No: 1147) - 362

Oil Shale Lands.

---

1

See Mining. Claim, 2, 3, 9,10, 13-18, 20, 21,
23, 24, 25, 29-35, 37, 39, 39, 42, 43, 44,46, 57, 58,
65, 69; Oil and GasLands, 40,46,47,48; Patent 7.-

Oil Shale Trespass.
See Mining Claim, 10.

Oregon and California
Lands..,

Railroad

See RecreationLands, 1
,
1. Instructions of July 29, 1929, Oregon and
California Railroad and Coos Bay Wagon
Road grant lanIds; sale 'of timber. Circular;
No. 928, superseded. (Circular No. 1200) ---- 693
2. The act of May 31, 1918,1 which author-izes the Secretary of the Interior to exchange
revested lands formerly within the grant to
the Oregon and California Railroad Company with a view to the consolidation of the
holdings of public timber lands is not limited
to timber lands, 'but applies with equal force
to agricultural lands, and where it is advan-tageous to the United States to exchange
ent-ov&' landds or lands with a reservatton of
tile timber thereon fdr timbered' lands, 'such
exchange is within the ptovlslon of the'
'statute-.
n
'738

Osage Lands.
See Indian Trust Fns,

1,2

D

Parks.:
See Town Sites, 2.

Patent.
See Amendment, 1; Archlsologicaf Ruains, 2;
Color of Title Claims, 1; Indian Lands, 2, 3, 4,
5, 8, 19, 20; 4ininfng Claim, 2, 8, 9, 18,127, 35, 38,
42, 43, 44, 55, 66, 70, 71; National Cemeteries,,
1; Netice 1; Sursey, 5, 6; Swamp Land, 2;
Town Sites, 7,8;' Wittdrswsel, 2, it.:
1. Where a patent, after its execution, has
been canceled and mutilated by the General
Land Office, without the consent of the grant
tee; 'and' 6 'request'for it's'delivery for records-\
tion on the county records is made, the-:patent'
ishould be de.livered with a dotatied over-the
sign.ature and seal o'fthe Commissioner of the'
Ceneral Land Office to the' effect that the;
cancellation and mutilation were eironeoua2and without authority
- 32
2. A patent issued under the act of October
2, 1917, confers title to the surface and to everything contained
within the land, and pro. . f \u- z , R :: m A S:
a,
eldudes the granting of a permit to prospect
for oil and Jgas thereupon under the fact of
F ebruary 25, 1920 - ;44
"3. A patent for public lands c'srtiei with it
an Jim plied 'a'ffirmation 'or finding 'oft"every'
fact made aprereqisisite to its issue, Sand no'
executive officer of the' Government is' authoriced to reconsider' the facts onDwhich it wash
issued or it' reosll or rescild'it'-282

ilk
2a
.,7\
1
i
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4.. A mortgagor.who makes use of a title toSee Archeolegical Rsuins,, 1, 3; Coal Lends,:
secure-a benefit, such as a loan, is-presumed
1; Mineral Laends, 1; Oil and, Gas Lands;
to consent :to the issuance and acceptance -of'
Patent, 2, 8; Potash Lands, 1, 3, 4, 5; Riglht of
the fee simple patent; and his interest in theIl '
Wayj 3, 4; Sodissm Lands,1;1;Water Right, 3.
land becomeossubject to~anyliens createdby
Plat., - :
way of judgments orlevy of taxes-which can
See Mining CVlisin, 54; Pieference Right, 2;
not be defeated by an attempted cancellation,
Railroad Grdnt, 4; SusrbeV,2 Ssainp Lsds'2;
of ithe patent by the Secretary of the Interiort' 325
lToe'saSifes, 9. '9
15.The act of February 26,1 927, iconers-no
I A map required to be filed by a railroad
authority upon, the Secretary of -the 'Interiort
cosmpany does not become a public record un
-to cancel an unapplied for patent in fee issued l
til its approval by the Secretary of the luteto an Indian during the trust period-if th&
'nor, and where it is necessary to reject a selec
patentee consented to its acceptance, and such-.
tion of a tract of publiciand for stationgrounds
consent need not have preceded the actual
under the act of March 3, 1875, because the
issuance of the patent or have been simultaland had been patented to another, a map can
neouswithite'''-:-'
-. ti325:
not be,accepted 'officiallY and filed as evidencee
- 6. The limitation in -the-act of February -of uthe companyi's use andoccupancy of the
26, 1927, withholding the- power of the 'Secre:
tract applied for-1
,,
,
571
tary of-the Interibrst'o cancelan unapplied for:Possession. .;->:V,i ;
-S
patent in fee issuced -to' an Indian- during the...
trust period where the patentee -has ":mort-,; See: Color of T'itfe Claicns, 1;' Land Departgaged or sold any part of~the!land," left: the snent, 2;' Mning Clsi're,4, ,16, 8,42, 5,152, 70;
'jurisdiction in scnh cast's to the courts, andt7Oil and Gas Lands, i8 '' i
-:
that jurisdictioni is not lost by- a subsequent
Potash.Lands.
revesting of the unenicumbered title in the,
See MfineralLands, 1; Patent,.2.. patentee' or his heirs
a
321
1: Regulations of April 20,1927, potash per7. Theword"ofl'asusedintheactofJuly - mits and leases under act of Febru'ary 7, 1927.
17, 1914, includes oil-shale and; a recital in a,
(Circular No. 1120)--84
patent issued pursua'nt to that'act, teserving
2.. Instructions of December 1, 1928, expi- to the United'States aJl the oil audgas in the--.
ration of prospecting permits, acts~of October-:
lands patented, is' sufficient to reserve 'the oil
2; 1917, February 25, 1920, and February 7,
shale deposits
'--------329
1927. (CircularNo.925,revised
16
8. Final certificate and patent for nonmin-r '
Act October 2'1917.-:'
-eral entry needinet tontain a reference tosec- .
3;. The -words' "authorized and directed"
tion 29 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920;
in section 1 of the act of October 2, 1917, are not
if the oil and gas claim to the lahd has tbeeni
to be construed Ias-mandatory, but the same
fdally elinminated-prior to the issusnee of the discretionary authority is conferred upon the
final certificate, notwithstanding' that- theSecretary of the Interior thereby to issue perreservation required by the act of-July 17, 1914,.
mits as that conferrediupon him by section
or other like reservation sueh 'as that con13 of the actyof February 25, 1920- ' .
:44
tained :in the stck-raising: homestead act
4. Where the Geological Survey has-reportbe retained 732
ed that lands have a prospective value for oil
9. Where the widow of a homestead entry-' '
and gas, the department may, in the exercise
mean on Fort Peck Indian lands wh', prior'
of its discretionary authority; reject an applito his decease', had done everything required cation for a potassium permit under-the act of
of him 'to earn legal.titie except te complete6
-O'citler- 2, 1917, if the right'to-seledt a onepayments of the purchase money,-.apjltes to
fourth part for patent is not waived.
44
4
have the mon'eyis paid by him credited'on a:
5. The department maydissue a potassium
redciced 0area, andd the furnishing of a' redit- '
permit
nder
the
act
of
October
2,
1917,
carquishment of: the rernsmning areat wouldf be 'rying a preference right "t a leaslufonu dis'tburdensome and involve' comiplex' and' excovery -for not to exceed one-fourth the area
-pensive court proieedsngs because !of iminorcovered by the permit, with a provision that
-heirs, the:Land Department
may,, inbt
the permittee waive bis right to a patent '
41
4i
exercise of its authorized equitable iadminis6. The provision- in 'the act of, October 2,
:tration .issuea final serifficate a'nd patent
1917, authorizing the Secretary of the Interior
in the; name of the: deceaserd entr'yAman' 'foi
:
to pershit the use'ofj-p'ublid land for;a camp
such area as l<iadben earned, Query: Is the site andother purposes connectedi'with the
*wsdow under section 2291, R~evised Statutes,
proper development' and use of potash deposentitled in .such. ease to confplttepaysisen t
its covered'by a permit or 'lease isisied pursu- hafthe purchase money aifl 'take ttite in heit
ant to that a't isamerelyea statutory privilegae
0own name and right7 :
'
739
within the discretion oefthatt offlcer rto grant Payment.
or deny iand does not vest in a permritte- or
'zlessee'any righ'tto demand apermit for such
See Desert Land, 3; Hoemestead; 12 ;2's'dii-n
:
;
use
:
--- ---- .."" !-733
'-Lands, 10; Paftent,9; Wilhr-sseI. -- .,

:57522-27-voL,.52

:-49

- -
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:
Act February 7, 1927.
7. The act ofiFebruary 7, 1927, whicb repealed the act of October'2g11917, did notcon-?:
tinue thetprovisilnecontained inthe'earlier act
which authorized the Secretary of the Inferior.
to permit the use of public land for camp site
and other purposes in consiection with the de-.
veloppment of potash .deposits,- and, conse-:
quently authority to grant a peruit' for' succh
use to a holderf of a potash periit or lease
under thedoriginal act ceased upon the date'
734
of its repeal -

Power of Appointment..
See Assisfiust Secret sy of the Interior 1,
Ssspensien of mpiloyeei, 1, 2, 3.: ' *' , En
1. The power of appointment lodged in the
bead ofa department by 'hat of Congress'can
not be delegated to a. subordinate' official
without clear and specific legislative' authority-therefori,and the only specific authority in
that respect conferred upon, the Secretary of
the Interior is that contained in the act of Mayo
22, 1926, which empowers that officer to delegate the appointive power to supervisory officers to make temporary or emergency appointV
ments of persons for duty in the field, subject
723
* : to later confirmation thereofby him:2. The act of February 10, 1927, which authorized the heads of eertain departments to
designate, each for his own' department,! an 0
employee thereof residing in Alaska to be ex
dfficio Commissioner for' that Territory for
the department from which. he: is selected
makes no specific provision for the delegation,
of the appointive power, and an order issued:
by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to
that act, transferring .the' Rindeer .Service
from the 'Offies of Education to the jurisdic-:
tion, control, and exercise of that official, does
net include the power' of appointment of em-.
723
-' '
ployees in that service :..

Power of Attorney.
,
See Scri, 4, , 6.
1. A power executed for a valuable consid-.
eration is apower coupled -with an interest. 602

Power Site

;

a Right, 9.
See Iatae Power, 1;Ieter

Power Tranismission.
See Right 6f Wea, 3, 4.

Practice.
See Cfontest,l, 41,5, 6,7, 8; Contestant, 1 5;;
Notice, 1;:Rtcreafiesi. Lands, 2; Witnesses, 3.;:
1. Order of October 268,1928, Rule 28 of
503
Practice amended =
2. Rule l0 of Practice merely fixes the tsme
limit-for mailing of notices at not to exceed 10
days aftetr the date of first publication; it does:.
not: compel, a: contestant to wait until the
notice, is published, but he may, at any time
'afteriits issuance and withip 10 days after its
38
first publication, walthe notices required
3. Rule 40 of Praetice, which prescribes the'
procedure for the conduct of trials in contest

:

Practice-Continued.

.

Page

,cases in which demurrers to the sufficiency of
evidence are entered, relates to. proceedings
before the local officers and iswithout applicability to the consideration of appeals in the
76
GeneraltLand Office and the department .
4. A contestee who submits .testimony
before an officer other than the register, afteri
having demurred to the contestant's evidence, is deemed to.have elected in advance not to
stand upon his. demurrer should it be over177
:
ruled by the register :
5.. Where no direct reference is made in the
decision of the register to: a demurrer of the
contestee as to the contestant's evidence, the
presumption will prevail that due consideration was given to the demurrer before a
177
decision on the merits was rendered 6.PRule:27 of Practice is not restrictive of
any of the other rules relating to the taking of
depositions, but provides a means whereby
the parties to the litigation may, by' agreement and stipulation, take depositions before
any officer authorized to administer oaths--. 501
7. A decision rendered on the appeal of one
party to a dontroversy will not redound to the
hbenefit of any other party thereto who has
failed to appeal except where joint interests
are involved; which are so related that the
rights of all will be affected by any decree
made with respect to the rights of any oneu-- 529
K. While an appeal brings up the whole
record,. it is only for the purpose of enabling.
the department to determine the questions
presented by the errors assigned; and not for
the' discovery of error which may have, been
committed affecting the rights of one who
makes no complaint and who is not seeking
--529
tohaveit corrected-

Preferentce -Right.
See Qsntest, 6; Contestant, 2-5; Desert iand,
2; Homestead, 22; indian Lands, 8; Iseolated
:Tracts, 3; Land Department, 1; Oil and Gas
Lands, 39, 40, 41; Patent,2; Potash Lands, 4,:,
6; Private'laim, 2; Railroad Grant, 4, 5; Fail-t
road Right of Wag, I; Scheol Land, 9;WTeens
Sites, 5.5;
1. The preference right aecorded a successful
contestant is personal and nonassignable, and
a waiver thereof will not cnstitute sne' a
valuable consideration for ,a mortgage as to
confer, upon the mortgagee any rights in the
land which will receive recognition by the
144
department.-.2. An: equitable claim, subject to allowance
of
and confirmation; covered by the act .anary 21, 1922, should be presented. within the'
20-day period Preceding the filing of the plat'
of the township within which the lands to he
:restored are sititated, as' specified by :the
i:regulations of May 1, 1922-...............191

Presumption.
See Evidence.,

Price of Public Land.
See Psublic Lands, 2.

.

:27j

Private Claim.

age

L L.-Regulations of January 3, '1927, leases of
gold, silver, and quicksilver on private -lands,
grants under act of June 6, 1926. (Circular,
No.-1107)
---20
:2. By the act of* March 9, 1851,; Congress
provided the-legal-procedure-by which a -:
corrective was afforded for-a wrongful con-, -:;
dirmation of a Mexican land igrant by' theBoard of Land Commissioners,- and the Land'
Department is without power to ieview a
decree of confirmation based upon the findings of that- board -and, upon the issuance of
patent pur'uasit'thereto, is deprived of juris- diction in respect td lands ecsbraced in -inch: *a claim
-- 491

Railroad Grant.:

': -

-

Page-

See-Mining Claim, 53, 68; Seurey 41. 41
- 1.- (nstrsctions of January 9, 1928, right 'of
land-grant railroad companies to list less than'
a legal subdivision. Circular No. 1077, sup-,:,
plemented. (Circular No. 1139)
254
2. Instruetions: - April-12, 1928, extensison
of relief to Indians on railroad'grant lands in , Arizona, California, and New Mexico, under, ,,F
act of March 10, 1928. C
Oircular No. 987, re.voked. (Circular No. 1144
350
3. Directions given for-recognition of the
Missouri Pacific Railroad -Company as the snucessor itointerest to the land-grant rights
of the St. Louis, Iron Mountan and Southern
Railway Company4S
4: Where the definitiion-nof boundaries is -ProspectingrPermits.
.
,needed to -give pricisiosn ib' a r~ailroad dgrant,-i
See- Archaeelogicsl Ruins,; 1 31;Fees 'end
requiring a survey tb; exclude mineral :lands,;- '
Commii cions, 1, 2; Mineral Lands, 1; Mining
the cost of sueh survey must be paid by the
Claim, 7; Oil and Ges Lends; Patent, 2, 8,9
:grantee anid the Gaovernmnent -can wvithhold;
Pasts Lsnds, 1, 3, 4, 5; Sodium
s Lsnds, i1
patent until the costs are paid;a the provisions
Wdater Right, 3.
of paragraph 108 of the mining':regulations
-. imposing the- costs of survey upon the Gov.
Protest.
ernment are inapplicable ---'-- - 81 :See Confirmation, 3; Mining Clsim, 59
.
15.A grantltd a railroad ciompany to take in-'
':demnitt lands ini lien of landa- lost in- place;, -Public Lands.'
.
:
constitutes such:-an equitable claim, -where,
See Color of Title, 1; Indian Lands, 1; State
it is. ascertained that- the lands available for:,
irrigstionDistricts, 1; Survey, 3, 7, 8, 9;0*Water. - selection areXins~ufflic~ent to satirsfy the losses, ..Right, 1, 2, 3,1.
- - :
as to entitle the selector to be included within,lThe-, power to, dispose of the public.
1.
the preferred classes mentioned in- the act iof:
domain is vested exclusively. in- Congress,
: Jannary-2l1,1922
r
:
- 191
and when it directs that a tract of public.
-- .-6. 'Where, at -the .date, of .adjustment of a.
land shall be disposed of in a certain mianner, .
railroad grant pursuant.to the act of March 3,
its direction is in ffeet :a repeal of all preexist-,
1887, sections wvithin-the primary limits of the :
isg law with respect to its disposition and ,
grant were shown -upon the plat-of survey as
the Land Department is powerless to convey
- fractional due to natural causesj the, areas of
title except as thus specified … -2
,'fthe sections as ,then shown constitute the lull ;
2. Where the law permits the Secretary of
jineasure of the grant, and a successor in inter -:
the Interior to fix the price at which any
est to tle rights of the-railroad company has
particular body of public lands is~to be di- -'
no basis for a claim ,to tracts subsequently sur-:posed of, and he thereafter, sets a price for
veyeod which would have comprised the bal- their disposition pursuant therein, the price
f
auce of those sectionsif orighially sureyed
22
thus fixed is the "minimum priee" ----379:
:7.:The-.questioni as to: whether a partioulafr. Pueblo Indian Land Grants.
subldivision within, the. primary limits of: a -- :
ra.ilroad~grant, whi~ch exceptedk milneratlanda, -: See Indian Lands, 17-20.
is mineral or nonmmenral in whole or-tn part,- S
Pueblo Lands. Board.. - i
:.
- is a matter, forijudicial determination-upon -.
See In fiansLands1,
-17; the record before him.-by the--officer be~fore-..
-whom: the lessues atry.pendin~g -decision,, with. :.
Purchase.
-the burden of proof upon, thexrailroad grantee.
See :Color of Titlef Clainms; Firemfiled -Teirn - to establish zwhat; if any; specific; portions -of. ;ber;-Hoemestead, 12; Indian Lands,'%17-18i lsoeethe subdivision passed un~der the~grant-:419
fated
and Stene
Sracts;eTimber
Tesnteer Lands:'8. Ittisneither the duty nor is-it within the
:Town -Sites; Trade, end
-Sites
discretion :of -the- -surveyor -who-is: commis-: Waler Right, 2.: :X
E0:
,S\. stt
stoned tomaske- segregation surveys of lands
within the'primary limits- of-a railroad grant;,
Purchase iMoney.
..-.
-; . :to locate the position of the vein- in the sub- See Accounts, 1; Repazemese 1,i2; 4;.-Wi
-; divisione or decide, wvhat specific tarea adjacent, - dra wet,;1.
- , .e,;i
a
.
to the
poutarop,
of the veinnis impressedwith a,,:
Purchasern::
- . inieral val~u~e,
=^,
1
9. An anssver by a r'ailroad grantee to a:
See indian Lands, 14;1, Is;
i6Repaiemcnl, 3. charge that certain tracts arelimineral ind-har -':
Quitclaim-Deed
:. -, - -aster is- inlsdfficeieit where'it does dot- iscifiSee Forestf Lit Selkctioni 22-6.
'
sically desroibe by aliquot parts-ofaasubdivision

~ldnufdecturing
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INDEX
Reconveyance.
Page,
8
q Forest-LieuSelection,
Fo
See
I, Mining 'Claim,
Claim,

Railroad Grant-Continuedfi.

P.a
or by definite metes and boundsawhat portions
of thetracts it admits- and what portions it-s
-.-.419
;denies, to be mineral

Records.
ecor s.

Railroad Lands.

See Indian
Indian Lands,
Lands, 8A;-UininqC1aim,
8. .9; isnign Claim, 30; .Oil
fGas Lqnik,
Lands, 11,
11, -17;.
17; -Patent,
Patent, 4,
1; Plat,
Plat, L
l.
Oil and Gas
R'deakio'n )L"i d
Recreationi tands.'
an_ s.
72 73
Railroad Right-o(fWay.
See Mining
Mini-ng Claim, 48, A9,
49, 71, 72i, 73;; N~otice,!
4yotice,;
l; to w
w.n_,Si
ies,; 2..
2.
1;
Snites,2
-.
'
See Indian Lands, 21.
1. Instructions of June18,
1.
June 18,, 1928,
1928, use
use; of revest-.
revest- .
L. The mineral reservation contained in-the
ed
Oregon
and
Californi
R
and:Cos
ed Oregon and California:Railroad,
a aiko4danq
Coo& i
last proviso to the act of March 8, 1922, is a:;
Bay Wagon Road grant.lands
gran.lands for
for,recreational
covenant running with the land, and is ap-l
purposes, 10ircular,
purposes.
Circular. No. 1085, supple~mented.,:
supplmonted.,
plicableotg lands within an abandoned cr-for-(Circular
------------------------ __:407
407
.,(Circular No. lli6 -1186)feited railroad right of way that have become
2. Where a selection is made under the
2.
theactact
vested Yin
aa municipality under ;one;-of the
for lands forrecreationalpua- of June 14,1926, Ifor
provisions of that act 3 notwithstanding that,
posesthat
poses
,that are embraced
embracedwithim&mining
within a mining locadeeds.executed by the.municipality conveytionl no
tionl
no! public
Public interest
interest. exists that dictates
ing these lands fail to make such reservation 7,43
that the Government.assume.the.burden
Government.assume.the.burden of.
of
Recapture of; Waters. -expense
ofremovingithe cloud created
expense;ofremoviiig-the
creat clby such
claim on the
the, title sought by the selector, but,
See Water Rightf6,,8.,
that burden must be borne by the selector
Reclamation.
himself -------------7 ------------I___, 379
See Deserti Land, 3; H-omestead, 14, 15; -InRedemption.
dian Lands, 11-16; State-Irrigation -Dist
rictsi-.:
See Fsorest
Forest LieSelection,2.
Lica Selectio 2
1.;Regualtions of VApril8,
1927, 'irrigation'oft
See PFlat,:;1; Railtoad Right
Selection, 1, 2; Settlement, LI

ef -Way,- 1;:

arid lands in Nevada uider acts of October i
22, .1919,'and September 22, 1921i '(Circular.
No. 666, revised)
r i
-67
2.-instructions of -July.19, 1927, exchangetof lands on Federal reclamation' pirojects
Regulations of August 20, 1926, modified
193
3. One is not entitled to-make entry for-landin a Federal irrigation project'until his qualifications have been paesed upon and approved
by an'examining -board, and it is too lates to
cure the defect' in that respect after 'the land 9;
has been withdrawn--- :'
222
4. -Landswithin a Federal irrigatieon project
will not be allowedrto remainsubjecttoentry where theV are'found insufficient to support-a-'family or, after relinquishment by a former
entryman, while the latter's application for an;
exchange of entrY'under subs6ction M of the
act of December 8j 1924, is being considered -222
5Where
.an-applicant for exchange of entry
of landg within a Fedetal~irrikation project has
filed relinquishmeht 'prior -to the determination dfhis applicatiorn, another will notibe per'
mitted to entet the -relinquished lands until
his qualifications-have been 6itablished by an examining board; and until he has-filed adwritten statement that he has knowledge th t the
lands' are-classed- as unprodUctive and insulT i
cient-'td support ia family!'after payment of water charges; a waiver ofrightto reblf urnder
the adjustment act of December -1924' and
consent to pay construction charges should the
lands be subsequently embraceddwithin apro-'
ductive class
.-------------222
Constructoio Costs
See. Homestead 12; JndianLands jU 12, 13,
olson, 9

.Register.
r
Register.,
* See Hearing,
Witnesses, C
6.
Hearing,1; Practice,3,3,4,5;6; Witnesss,
1. Except where otherwise specifically pre-:
vided byhjstatdte,
territorial
by'stattite, the territor
hil and official'
jurisdiction of
of"the
lifnite(Fby
'the
the register is;
is limited
by the
bound dries of'his land 'district'and
boundaries
distriet"and to thosea
thosa
* matters
inatters the care and
anA administration of
ofwhich
which
ch
to
67a:
ar charged
are
arged to him
him---------------------------'
-'-673:
Reimbursement.

-

Seet Repayment.

*Reindeer
Reindeer Service.
See Power of Appointnient,_,2.
Appointment,2.:
Relation.
at
See Doctrine
Doctrin of Relation.
Rda ion

-.

Relief.
Relief.
* See
Sm Coal Lands, 1; Desert Land,
Land, 1;
1;- Homestead, 4; Indian
Indian Lands, 10;ffil
10; Oil-and
I apdlflas
Gas idv
Lands,
Grantl 2.
2.
52; Railroad Grant,

fRelinquishment-.$
.

; ;f0

i-

;

Sce ForestIVeu,Selection,
See';Forest'VLies
Selection, 1-,5-U-Iomedead
1 85HIomestead; ::
11; Indian'Lands,.20;
11IndidnLandsi.:W; Patent,
Patent 9;,8clan
9; Reclamatione6'
tz,
4, 5;
4,
5;,Repaymenti-4,S6hool
Repayment, 4;-:School Land,17;
Land d7; Se
Scrip, 1,
6; Withdrawal'AL
Withdrawal, 11.

:Repayment.
Repayment.
See indian:Lands,
IndianZands, Ill11; 12, 16.:
16.
'
.
: 1.
1. Where a coal entry had been erroneously
allowed for lands reserved from salp..,a44
sale.and for,,,for,,,that. reason
that
reason canceled, application for repayrepay
ment -of
ment
of the
i4e purchase money falliswithin
falls within the;;.;
the'..
provisions of
ofthe
the act
act of June-16,-b880,iratherTunei6 49k ratheti
than the act of December I1;-l<l19
tbautheactofDecen*erl-10
415

June
Except
e 14,1926,
restwhere
-IieuSelectionA
otherwise
landsforrecreatioinal.pur
spdciflcaliy'proMining
Page,

INDiix
Repayment-Continued.

1

-

age

2. Settiqo. 2 bof-the act of June 18: 1880,
which; anthorizes repayment of purchase
money where for any cause an enttryhas been
erroneously allowed andcannot beconfirmed,
does-not limit thetinmC within which application'thereformust'bi filed:"
f
415
-3. The term "legal reprdsentatives "as used
in the act of June 8, 1026, which authonces
repayment of' ithe: differenc hbetween the
amounts paid bY purchasers of&to*n lots and
the price 'fixed as resul t o 'reappraisemene
includes an assigfee of an'driginal purchaser 425
4. Where ' a* desert-land ' entrymnan 'withdrew his final:'proof; but permitted the moneypaid for the land'to remain in thepossession
of the United Statesto'his credit pending theb
submission of-few proof,' and' thereafter re-:
liuquished his entry before' the expiration ft' S
the period of extension granted for that pur3pose, the limitation fixed by' seetion 1 of the f:
act of December 1l, 1019, began to'run from
the'date of th'e relihquisshcenti not frotheth
date when the proof waswithdrawn
-'4f69

Res Judicata.See Mineral Lands, 2; S6hool Land, '4; Toewn
Sites, 4.'

Reservation in Patents.

3

See Archaeologicat Rsins, 2- ldians Lands,
2, 315 Patent,6,'7,
7;'e-ilrosad;Rightof Wag, 1.

Reservations.3
See Reservations in Patents;.Wlthdrawata':

Residence.
See Alaskan Natives, 5; Contest, 2, 3; Home-stead, 4, 5, 14, 2 Miliy
T1;Service 1, 2; Witnesses, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6.

-.

Restorations.,

:

See Preference'Right 2 Schtoo Land, 8 14
Swamp Lands, 1;, Withdrawal;
9
--:. : :

-

...-

; . -.

See Table pof, age LL..

Right of`Way.'

!

-- - - - - -

2The act ofMarch4,11,wihato
iced the grantingg.f rightsof Way-for a period
not exceedig fifty years across and upon
pubihe lands, national.forests and rcservagtoni
of the United States, merely extended adds
tional or larger grants without modifying or

S:i-S::i,,...-:

andfRegulatior,.
xtu

See .lfamestead j10,25 Mining Claim 39 69
:: ,
namentc, 1,2,; Oiland Gas Lands.:
29, 41; Right2aFWag 3, Wgei Ridgh 9

iSale of L~ands. ir;r

Seelndian Lens, 21; RaiIroadRight ef Wayg
Te
/4s,'9'Wer
8,Qown
Rawer 2, 5
.
1. In the administ~ration of the. various
rights of way,,acts, the jurisdhiction of the
Land Department is confined to the gra nting
of rights of way for ditches,, reservoirs, and
other constructed works upon; the public
- - - --

,

2; Swi~aep Lasds, 2

See*usi~ngnOClaim, 3s 42.

Rules

,Revised Sttuts. ''''

,

pag

:

See Privef¢iaim-i2.-e"

lands-__

;

repealing the act of Febrlary 15, 1991, and
the two acts should therefore be construedand applied in harmony
_71
6
3The only limitation up-on the discretionary power of regulation conferred upon the'
Secretary. of the -Iiterior' by the act of
February '15,- 1901, was that his action thereunder should not be arbitrary or unreasonablc:
or such as would destroy'valuable interests'
established by the permittee under the
authority of his permit
'--;'- 705
4 For the Sretary
c
of the Interior to rego:e
ia~llwho have securedpermits forthe use
of public lands for power purposes under the
act 'of Fbruary 15, 1901,to conformtoI a.
uluform'systeim of regulations, or-to change
such regulationshas he may deem proper, regardless of the time when the permission to
use'the land wasgranted is not an arbitrary
'or unreasonable exercise of the power conferred upon him by that act
705
A vesited right in'ditches, canals and recervouks 'onhpublic lands, acquired unde
isections 2339 and 2140, Revised Statutes is
not forfeited for failure tofcomply with rights
of w'ay statutes cubsequently enacted
726
6f Ditches on a right of way over public
lands that had'become vested under section
2339 and 2340, Revised Statutes, an not thereafter be augmented without c
of the
owner of the servient estate where the lands
would be additionally burdened to a material
extent
'
726.
7. The Land D'epartment willnotdemand
compensation on the ground of unauthorized
use-of public lands if the facts fail to chow*
that an increased burden ;hadbean placed on
thelandsafterarightof way therevwhich
had becme vested' under sections 2339 and'
2340, Revised Sitatute ,could :have' been no.
longer augmented except in accordance with '
later legislation
:'' :726
SCe'Sereyle

Review.

I

Right of Way-Co-n-t~inued;

Riparian Rights

Resurvey.-See. Sterceg:

773

.,Z:

,;.i;

Sec Cate'r ef TitleClaims,-7selated Tracts, ;
Timber and Mane Tewis Sites-r
'Trde' Ac'd
'Manscfactssring Sites;

613

I

itSeein . eraltLandrsea7cqOit
ande
Gas, Lands, 8, i2;,.Withidraswal;-2i:,3- t r : ht :i-;
.,.1.One purpose of the act ofFebruary 28
1891,. ;was .to .provide, means whereby the.<
fUnited Statesco uld reacquire title to lands"
:whiehi, athhugh acqusreid iby the States, we're,
of such character or of such status a the grants 'contemplated should be withheld from the
States 273

i774
School Land-CQontinued.

jINDEX
.

Pag

.2. Surrender by a State of a school section
of a class contemplated by the act of February
28; 1891, followed-by a formally correct lieu
selection, is an exercise of an option given the
State by Congress, recognition of which is
mandatory as toatbe Land Department 273
3. A State is not entitled to indemnity fori
losses of school sections in place in a township
made fraotional by reason of a natural cause
where the aggregate area of the sur'veyed lands:
,421
of the tdwnship is less than 640 acres 4. Information furnished by the gCompis-e.
sioner of the General Land Offce to the,effect
that a State is entitltd to. indemnity on account of the fractional condition of a tw, shi
basedupon aprotractionofthelines of surey,.
is not conclusive and does not obligate the
department to approve selections to which
the State is not entitled under well-established
rulings and deeisions -421
5. An indemnity school selection,, rejected.:
'because of the tenderof fatally defective base,
can not bo amended so as to defeat the force
and effect ofan intervening withdrawal
421
6., Section 1946, fRevised :Statutes,: merely.
reserved sctions 16 and 16 in eaeh township.
lii the Territory of Ar'izona from dispos'al 'by
the United 'States m contemplation. of a
future grant, and the inclusson of those sactions within a national forest bya withdrawal
prior to the enabling act of June 20;1910, suspends thc vesting of title thereto until their,.
restoration to the public domain
. 488
7. Only nonmineral lands were granted to
thezState of Arizona-for school, purposes by,
section 24 of the act of June 20,' 191, Sand;
where the title to a designated school section
has not vested in the State the Government,
in furtheranee of its right, and duty of ainvestigating fand ddte~rmining the character of the;
land,' may, gr~ant anmoil and ,gas prospecting,
permit,489
8. XLands: presumptively: passing :under
school-land grants are excluded-:from 'a'ppro -"'
priation by individuals, under other.publie
land laws, and the administrative rule that
applications for tracts embracedi n any entry
of record give rise to 'no rights unless 'such
entry has been canelqed of record,j s ,appfi- ,s
cable thereto,
503
9. An application for: a tract of' land pre-'
sumpitively piasing uhde'r a school land grant,,,
intheabsen of statute or departmentalreg
ulations to the tontrary, confers the legal'
'status af a contestant of the State's title without preference right,: and is no obstacle to, a
withdrawal of the land by the iUnited States 8q503
10. A coal-land application for jand that.
presumptively passed under a sehool-land
grant is not a "valid claiir"'withAn' the-pur-i
view of the saving clause of the leasing act'of
'5-03
February 25,'192011. The expa'essioin "not 'otherwise: appro-'
priated" in 'tection 6 of'tla 'enabling acit of
. 4 :. 7
a-7
,
----------------.---State
otf'
grantedt..f,t'o :the
June 20; 1910, whiceh
New Mexieo additiorial' sctions 2' and 32 an:

,School Land-Contilnued.

Pate
..
each township for the support of common:
schools, is to be construed to inean an appropriation adverse to the State' 626
12. Pendency at the date of the enaetinent
of the enabling act of June 20, ,1910,. Of an
.( indemnity school-land selection list embracing lands within designated sections granted
to the State of New Mexico by section 6 of that
act, is not such an appropriation as to prevent:
the vesting of title to those lands in the State
1
-- 626
pursuant to the grant-13.A withdra-wal of designated school sections subsequent to survey, in the field, -but
prior to the approval of the survey-by the
Comnmissioner of.the General Land Office,
prevents, the vesting of title: to those lands'
upon.the approval of the suryey thereof inthe State of New Mexico under section 6 of
the enabling act of June 20, 1910 679
14.: Where the vesting of titlelin the State,:
to designated school sections in place is pre-,
vented by the withdrawal of the lands prior
to the approval of the survey thereof by the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, the.
State may await extiuguishmentWof-the reser-.'
vation and restoration of the lands to the
public domain, instead of taking land in lieu.
thereof during the withdrawal 679
15. Thegrants of eertain designated sections
of.publiclands to the State of New:Mexico
for the support of common schools did not take
effect until after the identification of those seetions by survey, and such identification is not'
complete until the survey has been approved
by the aCommissioner of the General Land
681
Office
-Act Jaiuiary 25, 1927.

Graat of Mineral

See Oil and Gas Lands, 13.1
16. Instructions of March 15,10927, confirmation of:school sections containing minerals
under act of January 21,. 1927... (ircular.
51
17.: Title to lands within a numbered' school
section that were mineral and known to be
such at the date of the acceptance of the sarvey, April', 1919, did not vest. in the' State
of New Mexico under its original sahool-land
grant, and a valid mining claim located upon
such lands'prior to the act of January 25,' 1927;
which extended the grant to include mineral
lands, excepts them from the operation of
that act, unless or until such claim ais rein-'
'-266
:
i---quished or canceldd
18. The locationiof a ming claim prior to''
the passage'of the aet of January 251,i927,
iupon lands within a numbered school sestion
does not defeat the title of a State to the lands'.
under its 6riginal grant;, if the lands were' not
known
bto
b mineral at the timenthey were'
identified by the survey, or at the-dateof the
grant .wherd the survey preceded it- .e--1-'-260
i9. Thc aet of lanuary 21, 1927, was'a supplimental grant of inuibered 's'thbIs'eetions,
mineral inchdreter, the
of which:
hpurpose
No. 1114)--

INDEX
School Land-Continued.
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Page
Scrip-Continued.
pPage
3. Equitable title to landlocated-by scrip
Act January 225 1927.-Grant of. Mineral
vests in the locator at the date the Land,
Lands.-Continued.
.
.
was to simplify administration of the State's
Department acoepts the scrip and issues a
school grant and to effect a final adjustment
receipt therefor--602
and settlement of. questions of. title arising
4. While.Sioux half-breed scrip is not assign273
thereunder --able, yet .the; land- located thereunder is
.20. The grant of January 25, . 1927, was a
alienable~as soon as located and the holder of
the scrip may-give'a valid power of attorney
grant in praesentiwhich operated to vest title
in the States to all unappropriated, unre-'
not only for the location of the land and-for the
served mineral school sections in place, for
erection of, the improvements thereon but for
and
which indemity had not been .taken,
its conveyanco after location- 602
such lands can not thereafter be assigned (as'
5.&Although the -power. to: locate scrip can
base for indemnity selections by reason only
not be made irrevocable, yet the power of
273
of ther mineral character sale:when coupled with- an interest is irrevo-.
21. Section 2 of the act of January 25, 192,
cable, and.this principle is applicable to land
specifically .provides that mineral lands shall
relocated-undgrdthe power to locate, whether
not be taken as indemnity or in lieu of school
I exercisedzby the scripee or by one delegatedlands surrendered or lost in place, and con602
to act for himn '
tinaes in full force and effect tnly laws govern.6..Where the power-executed by a scripee
ing lieu selections and exchanges to satisfy
is for a valuable consideration and contains
ample authority to locate the scrip or to
273
'
losses 22.MThe provision in section 2 of the act
relinquisn the land and withdraw'the appliof January 25, 1927,-"that all existing laws
cation upon relinquishment the Land Departgoverning lieu selections -and exchanges are
ment will not search for grounds of doubt as
hereby continued in full force and'effect,"
602
to the present existence of the power -neither added to not took away from, the
7. Upon cancellation of a scrip entry, the
Sitates any rights that they had underithe act
scrip should be returnedi to .the duly author-.
of February 28, 1891 -273
:izbdattorney who filed it and 'who was, at the
23. Section 2 of the act of January 25, 1927,
date of the filing, in proper legatlpossession
saved to a State the right to have sndemnity
602
.of-it
selections perfected where the offer to make
8.-lmprovements.maderupon.certain land
the exchange was prior to the date of that act,
by a Sioux half-bfeed 'cannot 'be used as a but, as to offers proffered after that date, 3
basis for the location of other land under scrip
indemnity is authorixiddonly for numbered
assigned by the half-breed
602
school sections lost to the State -'273
9. When a scripee procures the'issuan'ce of
24. The act of January 25, 1927, extending
a duplicate certificate upon untrue repre-:
the grants of school sections in place to sertam'
sentations that theoriginal is lost or destroyed
States to embrace lands muneral in character,
and thereafter makes a location under the
had no application to lands within reserva.
' duplicate; he is estopped from-claiming rights
tions existing when the act became effective '?489
under the original which upon coming into
21. Where the title.to iand has passed to a
the possession of th l'depairitmet may tbel
State either under its origina school-land
602
rightfully cancelled
grant or by virtue of the additional grant of
January-25, 1927, the jurisdiction and author-*
Secretary of the Interior. :
ity of the department to adjudicato the issue
Secretary
of
the
Interior;
HomenSee
Assistant
504
asIo the character of the land has ceaiedstead, 8, 9; Indian Lands, 21; IndiansrAftl Scrip.
Fsnds, 1, 2; Isolated Tracts,'4;NatinaiPaerks,'
1; Oil and Gas Lands, 27, 28; Oregon and CafiSee Finil Proof, 2- Soldiers' Additibssa
-4fersfif Railsrai
aLands
d
2; -Pdtenf, 5;6; Plat 1;under 'besfecd.
Potash Lands, 3, 6- PowereofAppsinnment,'':
.
1. The rule of adjustment offa scrip location.
-Public Lands, 2; Sight of Way, 3, 4.
to legal subdivision of the official survey is
L. The authority of the Secretary under
not inflexible and.compjulsory whlere 'the
section 430, Reviased Statutes, to prescribe the' locator can not obtain title to the land he
duties of the Asssitant Secretary has like
located and intended to enter, and inis clt
application with respect to the First Assistant .
no legal impediment or administrative policy:
::;-Secre-tary.
"
^'= --------- D20
prevents the return of the scrip to the one
entitled to receive it upon proper relinquishb
Secretary of War.
:
ment of the title to the location -by those in
----- =601
whom it is vested-.
See Natonal Cemeteriese 12. Upon the location' of icrip in conforinit
i
with the statute authorizingit, the holder
Segregation.
acquires a vested right and possesses the
equitable title to the land,
i
the Gvernment
See Application, 2, Indian -Lnds, 8; Railretod Grant, 8; Oif and Gas Lands, 11 ;
'holding the legal title in trust for Bim .½ 602
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Selection.

:.
'
'6Page
See Final Prosf,;.2; 'arForel'Lieu Selection,
2-6; Indian Landset 8, 9; Mineral Lands, .7;
National Forests,: 1; Plat, 1; Railroad Grant,; 5;'
*.Recreation Lands, 2; School Land, 1-5, 12, 14,
21, 22, 23.
n
a
-1. A railroad company may make a seleetion, sabject' to the- provisions and reservationis of the act of July 17, .1914, of lands..
valuable for. oil and~gas
- I: '
;
8
2. A subsequent appointment of an agent..
to select public lands for ai State by; the
governor of the State and ratification' of the
acts previously performed.by such agent'
relate back and are equivalent to a prior
authority with reference to selections made;
by the agent prior to 'his appointment,: and'
sueh selections are effective to defeat inter-vening selections made on behalf of another S
orbothers -730
Settlement.

I

7

.

See Desert Land, 2; Homestead, 2, 4; Oil and
Gas Lands, 41.
'
X
'
1. A settlement upon unsurveyed lands in
the Territory of Alaska witn a view to entry
and purchase under tie homestead laws
creates no rights that will defeat a subsequent
reservation in aid of the constrmction and
operation of railroads in that. Territory as:
authorized by the act of March 12, 1914'.66

Sioux Half-Breed Scrip.
See Scrip, 1, 4, 8,-

Sodium Lands.
See Potash Lands, 2.
1. Regulations. of Jisue 14, 1929, scdium
permits and leases. '. Circular No. 699, superseded. (Circular No. 1194)
'
651

Soldier's and Sailors.
See Homestead, 16.

Soldier's Declaratory Statement.
See Homestead, 16.

Springs.

-

See Water;Holes,' 1I

St.- Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company.:,,
See Railroad Grant, 3..

-,

Staniding Rock Lands.E
See Indian Lands, 10.,

State Irrigation Districts.
1. Regulations of June 3, 1927, State irrigation districts in their relation 'it the 'public.
lands. (Circular No. 592, revised) 155

State Selection.
See Selection, 2.

Station Grounds.
See Plat, 1.

4:
i,
Statutes.
.-Jj
..,Tageiage
See: Acts of Congress
See
Congressxond
xnd, Revised Statutes,
table of; Pages
pages XXXIV-XLI;
XXXIV-XtI; 'Statutori
Statwtor Con8triLction, infra.
i7ifra.
strsiction,

Statutory.'Construction.
Statutory
Construction.
'Generally.
Generally.
1. The
T e exehsange
exe singe by the
the United
tiicd Stateg
1.
Statoe of a
tract 'of
of unpatented
unpatented public
Public land
land for
for a tract of
tract
of
patented land
land- is
is an
an unusual
unusual procedure,
procedure, and
and
patented
anihoh ,ty'thereforis
uottoto be inferred
inferred when'
whenauthority
therefor is not
anot
andther construction of the statute is more
probable
probable
60
he-leasing aCijep
2.
2. The
T leasing act repealed
ealed as
6 to oil-shale
ibe6 mining
in M-ig
deposits the general provisions of the
law arnd
andvilthdr6w
and
withdrew them from location and
disP6sition thereunder,
thereunder, and
and was
was aa legislative
legislative
disposition
ownIership thereof by
assertion of control and ownership
the
the United
United States,
States, except
except as
as specifically
specifically propro87. of the act;:
a6f; no affirmative
aff:rmative
vided in section 37
action, such as physical reentry or the
t e ististitution of proceedings is necessary in order to
tntion
t6rininate the rights
riihts'ofof aa defaulting
lidaulting mining
teriminate
I------------- 296
claimant-------------------------'
Dinner
the
general
rnle'of
*3. Under the general rule of law
law ai
a statute
statute is
is
in force and operation during the entire day
of its approval,
approval, subject to the privilege
Privilege of any
person
afibstantidl right that may
PersIon having
he g a:66siantlaI
inay
"be
'be affected thereby to prove that aa claim filed
on ,thatt day
ay was
was actuallk
actually initiated before the
exact time of the approval of the act 336
4. The acts of Congiess relating to town.
sites recognize the possession of mining claims
* within their limits and the mete filing of a
declaratory statemenert by a town-site trstee
is no bar to the exploration and purchase of
mineral lands therein -426
5. In constuing 'the town-site laws in their'
relation
the mining laws, the term "date
0of town-site entry" meansithe date when final
entry of the town site is niade and certificate
of purchase issued, or when the right of the
town-site claimants becomes vested 427
Act March' 3, 61851 Settlemrentof Private
-Land Claimis', QCalifornia.
' See Private Claim, 2
Act May 14, 1880,,Section 2.-Contests.
See Contestant, 5.
Ac't June' 16,'.188. -Repayment.e
See Repayment, 1, 2.

'

'

ActFehr
1ry'8Section 4.-Allotments.
7 1887,
See.Alaskan Natives, 2; Indian Lands, 1.
Act
ra 28, 169-School Indemnity..
See. SchoolLand, 1, 2.
Act March 3, 1891, Section 7.-Confirsation.
See CLonfirpsolion, 1-3.i
Sections 18-21, Rights of Way for Canals and
Ditches.,

D

.

See Water Power, 2.

or constructfonioi
------n------------------------the statute is 7 -ore

Go
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Statutory Construction

Statutory Constructioni-Continued.
Act, February I1 1897.-Placer Mining Laws
*Extended to Oil and Gas Lands.

Continuede&,;

Act March 4,1911.-Rights of Way Through9.
Reservations. See Rightof Way, 2; WaterPower, 5.

See Mining Claim, 61.

Act August 24, 1912.-Withdrawals; Mining-*
Rights Contiled.
-i'
See Withdrawal, 5, 10.

Act April 29, 1898.-Arkansas Compromise
*Act.

See Swamp Land, 1.
Act May 14, 1898.-Alaska.

See Alaskan Natives, 3.
Section 10, Trade and Manufacturing Sites.
See Alaskan Natives, 4. .
Act February 15, 41901.-Rights of Way
- Through Reservations.

Act April -6, .1914.-ntermarriage 'of 11omesteaders.
See Homestead, 20.
Act of July '17, 1914.-Surface: Entries on
Phosphate, Oil, Gas, etc., Lands.
See Mining Claim, 42; Oil and Gas Lands, 30;9
Patent, 7.
-

See Right of-Way, 2, 3; Water Power, s.

Act August 1 1914.-Irrigation of 'Indian
Lands; Reimnbursement.
See Indian Lands 12, 15.

Act January 31, 1903. Compulsory Attendance of Witnesses.
See Witnesses,:1-5.3
:

Act October 22, 1914z-Deserted Wives.
See Homestead, 4.

Section 4, Deposition of Nonresident.

Ste Witnesses, 1,336.

';

0--

0

Section 5, Depositions- Costs.
Sey Witnesses, 3.
Act February 12, 1903.-Oil lacer Claims;
Assessment Work.

See Mining Claim, 23; 24, 25, 35, 62, 65.

-

Act March 4, 1915.-Desert Lands; Time to
Make Final Proof Extended.
See Desert land, 2.
Act July 8, 1916.-Homesteads,'Alaska.-Secdon 3, Lands Excepted..
e
See Hemestead, 2;

Act March 3,1905.- Shoshone or Wind River
Indian Reservation; Irrigation.
See Indian Lands, lle
'
--

Act August 11, 1916.-Reclamation Act Extended to State Irrigation Districts.
See'State IrrigatieonDistricts, i.

May 17, 1906.-Homestead Allotments to
Natives of Alaska''
;
'
See Alaskan Natives, 2, 315.

Act August 25, 1916.-Section 3.-National
Parks; Privileges.
SeeNdlional'Parks,'1. .

Act June 8, 1906.-American Antiquities.
See Archweological Ruins 1-3.

Act September 8, 1916.-Colorado National

Act March 2, 1907.-Assessment Work on
Mining Claims Alaska.
See Mining Claim, 26-28.ActFebruary19, 1909.-EnlargedHoinesteads.
Section 3, Additional-Contiguous Entries.
See Homestead, 8.

Section 7, Entry of Noncontiguoni Lands.
See Homestead, 9.
Act June 20,1910.-Newv Mexico and Arzona
enabling act.
Section 6, New sMexico; Additonal School
Grant.

See School Land, 11-13.
Sectiong24,Arizona; Additional School Grant.
See School Land, 7.

Act June 25,1910.-Withdrawals.fl

See Mining Claim, 41; Withdrawal,;5, 10.

Forest.
See Homestead, 8.
Act December 29, 1916.-Stock-Raismig Home-,
steads.
SeeHomestead, 20,231.
Sections, 'AdditionalE
Homesteads.-'

See Homestead, 2E1&J'

*

Act October 2, 1917.-Potash Permits and
Leases; CamplSites.See Potash Lands, 2, 3, 6, 7.:
Act May 31, ,1918.-Oregon and California
Lands; Exchange'of Land
''-s.
See Oregon and CalifirniaRailroadLands, 2.
Act June 28, 1918.-Homesteads, Alaska.
See Homestead, 2.
Act:February 25, 1919.-,Credit for Militargy
, Service.
- See Military Service, 1.
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Statutory Construction -Continued.

Statutory Construction-Continued.

Act October 22, 1919.-Underground Water
Reclamation, Nevada.
See Reclamation, 1.

Act March 4,- 1923, Section 1.-Enlarged
Homesteads; Designation of Lands in
National Forests.
See Homestead, 9.

Actt November 13, 1919. Mining- Claims;:s
Relief from Assessment Work.

Act June 7, 1924.-San Carlos Irrigation
Project.

See Mfining Claim, 29.

Act December. 11, 1919.- Repayment.
See Repayment, 1, 4.,
Act February 25, 1920.-Leasing Act.
See Archaological Ruins, 3; Patent, 2.
c Section 13, Permits.

See ArchlaologicalRuins, 3; Potash Lands, 3.
Section 20, PreferenceeRight Permits.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 39, 0.:
;
*

Section 27, Restrictions.
See Oil and' Gee Lands, 43; 44, 49, 50.

Section 37, Valid Claims.
Sosee ining Claim, 30, 57- 38,.69; Oil and

Gas Lands, 46-48; School Land, 10.Act June 4, 1920.-Crow Indian Reservation;
Allotments.
See Indian Lands, 21 3.

Act June 10, 1920.-Federal Water Power Act.
See Water Power, 5,10. '
Section 24, Lands Reserved from Entry.
See Water Power, 2.
Act January 11, 1922.-Extension of Time
for Drilling under Oil and Gas Permits.

See Oil and Gas Lands, 52.
Act January 21, 1922.-Military Service;
Preference Right of Entry.

See Preference Right,.2.
Act January 27, 1922.-Transfer of Entries
Erroneously Canceled.
Sea Change of Entry, I 2;
"

Section 5, Rules and Regulations.
See Indian Lands, 21.
Act December 5, 1924, Section 4, Subsection
MWM.-Exchange of Farm Units.
See Homestead, 15.

i

Act February 27, 1925.-Osage Indians.
Section 6, Payment of Claims Incurred
Through Carelessness or Negligence.
See Indian Trust Funds, 2.
Act April 5,1926.-Extension of Time for Drillbig under Oil and Gas Permits.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 52.
Act

April 30, 1926.-Leasing -of Mineral
Lands; Acreage Holdings Restricted.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 43, 44, 49, 50.d

Act May 22, 1926.-Temporary and Emergency
Appointments.
See Power of Appointment, 1.
Act May 25, 1926, Sections 41-45.-Reclamation; Adjustmentof Water-Right Charges.
See Reclamation, 2.

Act July 3, 1926.-Fur Farming, Alaska.
See Fur Farming, Alaska, 4'
Act

January 25, 1927.-School: Grant ,to
Include Mineral Lands.
See School Land, 16-20, 24.
Section 1, Subsection (c), Reserved Lands
Excluded.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 13.,
Section 2, Rights of States
Grants not Affected.
See School Land, 21-23.

under Other

Act March 8,41922.-Dispbsal of Abandoned
Railroad Rights of Way.
See Railroad Rights of Way, 1.

Act. February 7, 1927-Po tash ,Permits and
Leases.
See Potash Lands, 1, 7.

Act September 22, 1922.-Forest Lieu Relief

Act February 10, 1927.-Ex-Oblario Commission for Alass.
See Power of Appointment, 2.:

Act.

See ForestLieu Selection, 6.
Section 1, Excbhangeof Lands.

See Forest L

IesiSelection,.

Section 2, Selection of Other Lands for:
Lands Reliniquished. -See Forest Lieu Selection, 1.
Act September 22,1922.-Uniderground Water
Reclamation; Extension of Time 'for
Operations.
See Reclamation, 1.

Act February 26, 1927.-Indian Allotments;
l
CancellationofFeePateits.
See Patent, 5, 6.
Act March 3, 1927.-Fort Peck Lands; Lease
of Reserved Oinaid Gas Deposits.
See Indian Lands, 5, 9.
Act- March 3 1927.-Trade and Manufactur- ing Sites, Alaska.
See Alaskan Natives, 4,
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Statutory Construction-Continued.:'
Act March 7, 1928.-Irrigation of Indian'
-Lands; Apportionment ofCostas;
?
See Indian Lands, 13.

Statutory 'Construction-Contd.

Section 2332.-Mining Claim; Evidence of
'Possession;' Patent.
See Mining Claim, M0.

Act March 7, 1928.-National Parks.
See.National Parks, 1.

Act March 9, 192:8.-Coal Permits; Extension
of Time.,
See Coal Lands, 1.
Act March 9, 1928.-Extension of Time for
Drilling under oil and 'Gas Permnits.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 52.
Act March 31, 1928. Cheyenne River and
5 Standing 'Rock Indian Lands; Time for
Payments Extended.
See Indian Lands, 10.
Act April 13, 1928.-Oregon and' California
* Railroad Lands; Recreation Sites.
See Recreation Lands, 1.
Act* April 21, 1928.-Taxation of Entries on
Reclamation Projects.
See Homestead, 14. i

Secti-on 2334.-Surveyors of Mining Claims.
See Mining Claim, 22.
Section 2337.-Mill Sites..
See Minining Claim, 70 73.

Section:2455.-Isolated Tracts.
See Isolated Tracts, 1, 2.

Stock Driveway WithdrawaL

:

1. Instructions of August 10, 1928, stockraising homesteads; driveways for steek.
Paragraph 15, Circular No. 523, amended.
(Qitoular No. 1160)- -474
2. Instructions of May 4,a1020, stock driveway *ithdrawails; coal'and other mineral
lands excepted; aect Pof.Januar 29,' 102
(Circular No. 1189)-'28

Stock-Raising Homesteads.

Act December 11, 1928.-Sodium Leases.
See Sodium Lands, 1.

Streets.

See Homestead, 19-25.
See Town Sites, 0.

ActDecember 22, 1928.-Color of Title; Pa-

Subterranean Water.
See Water Right, 1, 2, 3.

tents.'!j

See Color of Tile Claims, 1.

Supervisory Authority.

Act March 4, 1929.-Reliefof Desert-Land
Entries.
See'Deserl Landl.2
1.
Revised Statutes.-Section 439.-Assistant
Secretary of the Interior.
See Secretary of the Interior, 1.
Section 1946'-Reservation of School Lands
in Certain Territories. '
See Schol Land, 60
Section 2291.-Homestead FinalVProof.
See Final Proof, 3.

;.

Section 2297.--E-Homicsteads; Reverter.
See Contest, 2, 3.
Section 2305.-Credit for Military and Naval
Service.

i

Section 2372.-Erroneous Entries Corrected.'
See Amendment; 2.

Act May 24, 1928.-Leasing for Airports.
See Airports, 1.

s

Page'

Section 2325.-Patents for Mineral Lands.,
See Mining Claim, 17.'

.

-'

'

--

See MilitarySereice, 1, 2.
Secton 219.-Mineral Lands Open to Purchase..,
See Mining Claim, 661;
Section 2324.-Mining' Caim; Assessment
,or.;,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,
,
See Mining' Claim, 9. 14, 10, 18,19, 20, 21, 26,
26, 27, 35, 57.

*

-

See Discretionarv Authority of the Secreitary
of the IntsrFtr.
.

Surface Entry.
See Mining Claim,-42,43, 44; Oil and Gas
Lands, 23, 38,40,41; Patent, 6,7;Wtthdrawal, 8.

Surface RighltsSee -Mining Claim, 42j 43,.44, Oil and Gasy
Lands, 23, 38,139, 40; Patent, 1,:2
7, Selectione 1.,

Survey
SeeMining Claim, 27, 28, r64,,69;Natinal
Forests, 1; Oil and, Gs Lands, 11, 24, 25,26;'
Preference Right, 2; Railroad,Grant, 4, 6, 8;
School Land, 3,; 4, ,13, 14 15, 17,18; Scrip,l1;
Swamp Land, 2; Town Site, 1; -Withdrawal, 7.
L1 Where a segregation survey of a mining
claim is necessary to determine the quantity
of land that must be excluded from a~seetion
granted to a railroad comrpany in conflict
therewith, an equal division of the cost of the
survey- between the Government and the.
railroad company should constitute the rule
to be applied
235
2. Where in a Government survey a body,,
oL water, navigable. or nonnavigable,' was
meandered with a fair degree of accuracy and
the abutting lands subsequently disposed of
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Survey-ContinueM
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'-Page
according to the piat, title to lands that thereafter appear beyond the meander line is, de-,
pendent upon the laws, of the State within
which they are situatedi
'
'-- 307
3. The power of making surveys of the
public lands which is vested in the-Land:
Department can not*,Te divested by the
fraudulent action of a subordinate officer nor
Can its exercise of jurisdiction in determining
what are public lands subject to survey anddisposal under the public land laws be questioned by the courts before it has taken final
action -.--,-445
4. Items of topography in the interior of
sections are based upon estimates by the surveyor rather than upon actual measurements,
and represent only an approximation of the
actual positionsof natural monuments and are.,*
not to prevail over courses and distances 452
5. In a township where the interior section
corner monuments' can it .be found the
proper method of deteftining' whati'iand
'passed from the Government by 'pateint or
grant is by proportionate measurement between existing and' properly restored corners
on the township boundaries without regard
io'incidental items of topography '452
6. Where lands in agrant-or patent 'from-the, .
United States. are described, interms of the
rectangular surveying system the only right,
title, or interest acquired thereby is 'that
defined by the corners of the original Government survey upon wliigh the description is
based
452

Survey-ContinueiiL
Resurvey-ontinued.,
i
,Page
11.In legal 'conlemplation; and in fact,
lands contained in a certain section'.of the
original :survey and those contained in the
correspondingisestiOn df a dependent resurvey'
are identical -452
12. An independent resurvey consists of
the running of what are in fact new sectinior township lines without reference t'the
corners of the original survey sland of the
designating by metes and bounds of the lands
entered or patented by legal subdivisius. off
the sections of the original survey whibh are
not identical with' the corresponding legal
subdivisions of.the independent survey452
13. The fact that in the resurvey of a township the boundaries of all the original seitions
were not remonumented in nowise affects the
position of the section lines which were resurveyed. and the qornerswhich were reestab,.
lished ---- --- ----------452
14. In the execution of resurveys the Goveminent is bound to protect only bona fide
rights acquired through the exercise of good,,
faith, and aclaimant who falls to exercise that
degree of good faith cognizable in law or equity
is not entitled to protection 452:

Suspensionof Eniployees.

1. The power to suspend is incidental to the
power to appoint and may be' legally exer-cised only by the official in whom that power,
230
is lodged 2.i A subordinate officer'whoidoes not have 7
full appointing power does not have the
itesurey.;
authority to suspend, and any 'suspension
made by him is merely tentative and without
7. In making resarveys of public lands the
township is to be considered as aijunit, and the
i validity unless subsequently approved bypurpose to be subserved by such resurveys
the one holding the appointing power
-! 1230
can, as a general rule, be properly ceoimplish-e:'
3. An employee is entitled to.pay. during
ed oply by the process which will lay, as the
the period of his suspension where he is
suspended by a suboidinate officer without'
foundation therefor, the, same .character of.
authority and that action is not subsequently
control as that laid in the original survey 444
affirmed by the officer holding the appointing
5. Where it becomes necessary, in the ab-'
power, but he isnot entitled to pay during
sence of original corners, to define'the legal
such period if the suspeision 'be
:cosnfirmted
subdivision ineluded din any claim to public:.;
land, items of topography which were rtotqd ',
or the, charges sustained by: theipapointing
; ': 230
authority - - -- merely as incidental in their relation to the, 0
lines Softhe publi& survey and 'performed sno' -0:
Swamp
Lands
function in ,the establishment of the' position,
See Patent, 3.
tof'thie~c'rners thereof will' not conitroli'-' ''445
09 In the resurvey of public' lands-twor
1. The so-called compromise sact- of- April
distirnct tyes have been adopted,.nanely the '
29, 1895, did not restore to the public domain
anylands
which prior thereto had been pat-'
dependent resurvey 'and tihe''-independent'
ented.'to ther State 'of Arkansas under' the
resurvey, each of which is dissimilar from the
other: 1
g2it'
' 451
swamp-land grants ---'-262
10. A-' dependent i4ssurvey 'consists of 'a
2. Where swamp landis abutting, upon'.a
meander line are patented to a State in
retracement and-reestablishment ofthe linet of
the original survey in their true original' posiaccordance With the pfat of survey'' tihe State'"
tions, according to' the best iavailable evidence
does not acquire title under the swasIp-lnd
of theVpositions of the original corners,' withint't
grant to lands beyond'the meander-Jline,reference to tract segregations of alienated'
subseuaentlyuncovered bytherecessiapsnofthe :
lands'a iteied' ior patented' by legal subdivi:
waters, bust it ttkesgsuhhripri~an rightisbYvir'``
sions of the original survaey''l "'-'':
-45
tue of itspatent as aerecognized by lo&dllaw- 307
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Swamp Land-Continued.
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I Town Sites-Continued.

3. A, reservation by the United States for
Indians, subsequent to the swamp-land grant
of September 28, 1850, within a region or
territory formerly occupied by. them but'
which had: theretofore been ceded to the,
United States, was ineffective as to swamp
lands the inchoate title to which had alreadY
passed:to the State ---615

ceeding between -a mining claimant and a
town-site applicant that there had.been no
discovery of mineral -is conclusive as to the
status of the mining claim at the time of the
hearing, but a finding made in dismissing without prejudice a mning caimant's protest ':
against a town-site -application is not conclusive on theminimg claimant- _
427
5. The superior right of a mining claimant
who makes discovery subsequent to the filing'
oea town-site declaratorY statementbhyanother
depends upion whether or not discovery of
sineral was made prior to final entry of the
town site or prior to the date that the town
site claimants have done everything-requred ;-

Taax Lien.
See Patent, 4.
Tax Sale.
See Forest Lieu Selection,2.

Taxation.
See Homestead, 14.

under the laws and regulations to entitle them
to acertificate of purchase, and the issuance of,

Temporary Appointment.
See Power of Appoineal,.

-

Temporary'Withdrawal. t','

2

0

See. Withdraw1al, 0. t;f;

Testimony.
See Final Prooe,3; Hearing, 1;:Practice,1, 4;
W~itnsesses '1-4i

'

-

-

9

Timber and Stone.
See Withdrawal, 1.
* l'. Land which is shown to Xbemote valuable
at date: oi application :for-:town-site purposes
than for the 'stone it contain~s is: not subject
to acqdisition under tbe timuber and itone;
'law-~36

Timber; Cutting.;

0
.SeeFi~gre Hilled Timber.)E
;f
:1.; Regulations of March 20, :1929, :exportation of timber from jpublic lands in Alaska.;
Circular. No. 41092, amended. (Circular No.

1184)-'_

_____

L

_

___585

Timber;Sales. 0- ;t , ;i
See Fire-Killed Timber; Oregen
:See Reament, 3.

Town Sites.

.

;i
:

See Esitread Right ef Way4,<1; Tgin her anedi
iStane: 1.7 t:
;
--:
;1927,.

survey

and disposition of:Indian and Eskimo posses-'
sions in trustee towrn sites; Alaskal* ; -65
*2.;Regulatioins of Aprll-27, 1927,:town sites, 0i
:parks, cemeteries, and rec~reatidn~al aiaes.* . .
(Circular No. 1122;) " '
'
0
3.' The' acts 'of Congress relating to town:
sites recognize the possession of mining dlaim within their limits; and th~e imerfe filing, of. a;declaratory statemfent by a town-~site trustee'
*is no bar to the exploration and purchase-ofmineral lands therein
-:42C

-'nt

defeat

'or

can not subsequently vacate tbem

Trade and

55S.

uMainufauring Site.,

1. Instructions of April23, 1927,. purchase,
of 5-acre tracts for homestead or headquarters in,:Alaska under act of March 3,.1927.
(Circular No. 1121)
-',
1

Transfer.

,-fi

-'1. Inlstructiohot :of March '25,

has been issued does

impait the title of persons claiming under the
patent -427
9. Adoption by the Government of a townsite plat and the sale of lots yreferenee thereto constitutes an actual dedication to public
use of the tracts or strips detignated thee'on
as streets and alleys, and the Land Depart-

ment

and G~allferaia :RailroadLands, 1; TSimber Culling, 1, 2.
-

it is all that`remaii to be done
427
60. Inconstruing the town-site laws in their
relati6n'to the mining iaws, the term "date'
of town-site entry ,means
m
the date when final
entry of the tciwn site is made and certificate
of purchase issued, or when'the right of the
towu-site claimants becomes vested
427
- 7. As between imineral and town-site claimants, the conditions with respect to the'charact6roifthe-land, as they exist at date of entry
or at the time when all the necessary requirements of law have been complied with by the
one seeking title, determine whether the landis subject to sale or other disposal under the
3:
law upon which the application for patent ii based 427
8. A discovery of minerals after a town sit.

-patent

2. Regulations of August 5, 1929, exportation -of-timber from public lands in Alaska.:
Circular Np. 1092, amended. (Circular No.;:
1198)
_;588

Town Lots.

- PagePa

-

4. A finding by the department in a pro-

See Change of Entry,

Transferee.

'

'
2; Estpjipel, 1;.

.- .

'

-

See Amendment,i I

Trespass.
See Coal -Trespass;, Mining
Right ef, Wa, 7; Water Rgh 9

Trust Patent.' ,"t'r'
'0,' ' ': ,'
See-Inadian Lands,2,:5

Unearned Moneys
See Accounts, 1.

,

Claim, 10;

't" i-'
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Vesfea Rights.

Page

See Archmological Ruins, 1; Indian Lands,
2,6, 7, 8; Mining Clar, 427;Oil and GasLands,
28; Patent, 9; Right of Way, 8-7; School Land,
6, 7, 12, 11, 14, 15, 25; Scrip, 2, 3; Swansp Land,
3; Town Sites, 5, 6; 'Withdrawal,11
i

Waiver.:
See Oil and Gas ands, 38, 41; Potash Lands,.'
4, 5;'PreferencemRight,'1;Reclamation, 5:

Water Holes.
Se Withdrawal,11.
.
I. Instructions of February 8, 1929, affidavits; springs or water holes. (Circular No.'
1066, modified) -----_-------------. 5

Water Power.

:

Water
Water Right.

"

'

"

'

see
See Oil:
Oil: and
and Gas Lavds,
Lands, 34
034, 35; WithdrdwalI11.1 "11
drdwaet,
':
1;
anean; percolating
1. Subte
Subterraiean
percolating water in the
public lands is the'pr6pettyof;thpFedeia,]";;
the prtperty ofithe Federal ::
Government and when artificially,
artificially: developed
is not subject to any State,
State law governing: the
appropriation of watepr
i
'--'
554
Federal law broviding
providing fortbe
I2. There is no Federallaw
for the ;
sale, 4ease,
lease, or development of subterranean
water ill
Water
in the public
public lands -1-------------- -54
554
&
8. The Land Department
Department has thei
the power to
to
permit the use of percolating water developedby wells on public lands embraced
embraced within an
oil and gas prospecting permit for oll4rifting
oil drilling
operations and for other domestic
domestic purposes,2purposes,
provided that such use does:not
does: not result in
undue waste of the Government's mineral
estate ------------------------------------------------------------'-2 -664
'554
4. The control of-theAlow
of -the flow and the appro-,
appro- ,
priation and use of water, where no Government interest is involved, is governed
the"
governed by the
local laws and customs of the'9tate
the State in'which;
in'whicli
the stream is located ----------------633
may, convey water down a natural
5. One may7convey
natural
stram
'across
tracts
of
public
land
s6
long
as
stream across
so
his rights to
lo appropriate and use such water
water'
are inaintained.in
maintained in accordane6witlithe
accordance with the lnwgl
laws:
of the State affected ------------ e
'------- 634
634
6. The, right of 'one to recapture watem
6The.'right.,ofonelto.recaptute
waters
mingled in a strearia
streamas
as a result of
of 17ful
lawful diversloli
from another stream eXiatasionifrom
exists So,-Jang
so long as the
the .
water
water right is maintained; such rightw
rightJi iindeiiidependent
pendent ofthe
of the ownership of the land ------ I--- 634
634
7. The use of the beds of natural water
approcourses for the conveyance of water aPpropriated in accordance with State laws"
laws, is gengen-:
erally sanctioned so long
erailysanctioned
long' as thered.no
there di' no intor-:
inter-'
ference with the rights of-others -------ferencewitlith6rightsoV6thers
*-- 684:
8.
8. Onewho seeks to recapture
recapture in a:
8a stream
stream'
'Waters
'waters diverted from another streamIs
stream is not;
not' K
entitled to take outmore
6ntitledto
out more water than was'
turned' in'
in, less seepage
seepage and evaporations
turned;
losses--------------------------losses
-684
9. For the purpose of assessing
assessing charges for
trespass
public lands by,
trespsss upon public
by a pow9rcona-,_.,.:
power cornpany, the factor of "
pany
total capacity
capacity 6Cp6wel
"total
of pdwersite" within the ieaning'of regulatiofC76of the
site',
departmental regulations
regulations of
'of Angnst:k
August'24; 1912
1912"
15,.
D. 150), under the act of February 15,
(41 L. D
1901, is determined by permanent features of.
streain
flow
such
as
conduits
and
foreba~yt;
stream
coriduIfs;andfciebftiYs';'
installed&' water \ !.
consequently capacity of inatalle&'water
wheels which is aptto
apt to changefre.
change frequently Fith
with
:
demand, replacem
repiscement,
or.>:
increase in market demand,
Ient, or
improvement in designas not to be considsred 5o39
improvera,tinde5ignisiiottobeconsider6d-163(J

See WetRight, 4-9.
i. The filing of an application for a, license
for water-power privileges under the 'aot of
June 10, 1920, automatically withdraws theo
land from entry and disposal, and the power
sit6 thus 'created is reserved from disposal
under other laws until otherwise directed by
the Federal Power Oommission of by Congress31
2. The Land Department is prohibited by
section 24 of the Federal Water Power Act, in
the absenceof a determination bythe Fderal
Power iCommnission aso required iby t hat '
section, fromn gratting 'a right of way under'
the act of MarcIht, 1891, as amended, over
lands embraced within 'a'license, for weaterpower privileges issued pursuant to the former
act, notwithstanding that the applicant for
the righlif way andthc licensee are one and
the sae
-'person3. A declaration in a license issued by the
Federal Power Commission pursuant to the
act of June 10 1920; to the effect that it "will:
not interfere or be inconsistent with the par-:0
pose for which ':ay reservation affected
thereby was created of acquired," relates oniy to such reservations as those defined in
section 4 of the'act, and is not in any wise a
determination such as that contemplated by
section 24 thereof '----'
371
4: Jurisdiction of the Land Department'
over lands of the Uinited States included in
any proposed''project under the act: of June,
10, 1920, automatically terminates upon the
filing of an application therefor with the
Federal Power Commission, and it has no
further control over' scch lands until and'
unless jurisdiction is restored by the cormmission or by Congress -'
'
- 3 77i
5. With respect to rights of way over the'
*,Jet
water Right
Right Pharos
Charges. i
public lands for power purposes,- the acts of V.
See Beclamation,
See
Reclamation, 5.
5.
February 15, '1901, and March 4, 1911,were:'i':
superseded by the Federal Power ictof June
Widow;0
Wldow-, Heirs-,
Heirs; Devi"e.
Devisee.
10,' i920, and whenever' 'a 'grant 61a right of'See Contestant, 2;.
2; Honkestead,
Homnestead, 16, .17,18;
8;.
way made under either the act of ;1901, orothe, :
act of 1911,' shall hfave expired by lissitation,'
WPtent,d 9i
Reservation.
continued doe of the right 'of way' can' be an-:
Wind River keservatioA.
Reservation. 0 , -;0t : thoriced only under a license issued 'by: the
.
Federal Power Commission ""'
See Indian Lands, 11-16.. : :
"':7:ll

ithintbeineaniiijbf
Right of watpr.--- TegulatiofC76fthe
----- r
-------- ::634
554

X

INDEX
S
I.. : X - - Page XWithdrawal-Continued. '
Page
See!Forest Lieu Selection, ;-1 Homestead 2,
:8. Lands not in a producing field: or under
>
19, 22, 24, 25; Mining Claim, 6,14, 41, 58, 60;.
lease, but within an oil and gas withdrawal National Monssments,1; Oil end Gas iLands,
or reservation may be enteredl'under the'
9, 39,-46; Reclamationj 3; Repayment, 1;School'
: enlarged homestead- act,; but not-under the Land, 5i, 6, 9, 13, 14,- 24; Settlement, 1; -Stock.:i
stock-raising homestead act--- . 1621
.tDrivewcays, 2; Water Power, 1, 3.
9. Wherea statute perpetuatos a temporary 'l. Prior to the submission of final proof and
withdrawal of public lands made under- the
payment of the purchase money- an applica-t
:
act of June 25, 1910, as amended by the act ofi'
tion to make entry under, the timber andAugust 24, 1912, for classification and future
stone law does not operate! to defeat a withlegislation, only as to a portion of the lands i
*drawalmade pursuant; to the act of June 25;
withdrawn, the withdrawal remains in full
1910, as amended by theact of August 24,1191 102
force and effect as to those lands not covered
2. An Executive withdrawal under the act
by the statute until revoked by-the Presidentof June, 25,: 1910, as -amended by the act ot
or by act of Congress - -675
August 24, 1912, for classification-and pend-10. A withdrawal of public lands under-the
ing determiniationS as to the .advisability of
act of June 23, 1910, as amended-by the act of
ineluding lands in a national forest, effec-.
August 24, 1912, for classification and in aid.
tually segregates the lands, except as to
of future: legislation having in view-their in-claims coming within the exceptions in thoseelusion within a national park, is not a reser- acts, placing them beyond the jurisdiction :of.
vation in the.sense contemplated bythe Fedthe' Land Department, and final certificates'eral Water-PowerAct
-675
and patents thereafter issued are void 102
11. An Executive order withdrawing lends
3. A withdrawal under the act, of June 25,
contastag springs
ln water holes is ineffective
1910, for .the purpose of examination and
ato.a tract of and, containing a spring the
classification as to coal values which embraces
right to the use of the water in which had be-,
surveyed school sections is in effect a.contest
dcoa vested~iuan individual prior to the witfhr:
or Government proceeding against the State
drawal and had not beenn abandoned, relin-_.
in aid of administration to ascertain'.whether
Muished or otherwise terminated in accordance
the land was of the character which passed,
with local customs, laiss and decisions of the
under the school grant;:and, where it was
courts -735
determined that the land was not valuable
Witnesses.
..
i
;
for :its coal tOntents, an intervening, withdrawal for a different purpose will be ineffec-.
1L Section' 4 1o the act'of January 31, 1903, '!
applies only to the taking of testiniony of at
tive to-defeat the grant -=237
witness or witnesses who.reside"'outside the
4. A withdrawal under-the act of June 25,
1910,. is a continuing withdrawal, although.
county in which the hearing occurs'_t_- 437
2. When witnesses of both parties are as-,
inot effective as to land so long as it remainss
in -a valid claim,: and: whereupon a mining
sembled under authority of the act of January
31, 1903, and then in reality the hearing is held
claim, at one time valid, operations had been. i:
abandoned and no effort made to maintain.
each party must pay. then cost of taking the
direct examination of .his own witnesses and .
the claim as required by the mining laws,. or
the: cross examinations- on his- behalf of other
to seek:patent until' almost ten. years afteri
witnesses, just the same as when hearing is:
operations had ceased, the land lapsed into
held before the local land officers -437
the withdrawal and became subject to dis3. Whether the entire costs of taking testiposition under applicable public land laws- 314
mony of witnesses supomnaed under the act of
5. The Act of June 25, 1910, permitted
mining locations upon land withdrawn thereJanuary 31, 1901, should be paid by the party
producing such witnesses depends upon wheunder containing minerals "other than coal,
ther the deposition is of a witness who resides
oil, gas, or phosphate,"; and locations upon
outside the county in which the hearing is
lands withdrawn pursuant to that act were
held, and whether the mode prescribed in
not restricted solely to metalliferous minerals
prior to the passage of the amendatory. act of
sections 4 and 5 of the act for obtaining such
testimony theretofore has been pursued August 24, 1912437
336
6. A coal-land withdrawal continues to be
4. Where witnesses are assembled in a hear-ing under the act of January 31, 1903, and one
effective so long as it remains unrevoked,
of the witnesses resides outside of the county '
notwithstanding that the withdrawn lands
in which -the hearing occurs, his deposition
had been classified as noncoal prior to the
may be taken under section 4 of that act in
withdrawal336
7. To determine whether a tract of public
the county where he resides regardless of the
fact that the local land office is situated in that
land comes within the purview of the Executive order of July 3, 1925, which withdrew
county-437
from all forms of appropriation "all lands on
-5. Section 4 of the act of January 31, 1903,
the mainland within three miles of the coast
contains the authority and prescribes the
procedure for the taking of testimony of Witfin the States of Alabama. Florida, and
nesses who reside ouside of the cousity in
Mississippi," measurement should be made
from a point on the coast which is nearest to
which the hearing occurs, by deposition either
the tract involved --orally or by written interrogatories 572
501

Withdrawal.

: 784 .
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Words and Phrases-Continued.
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'TPage
6. Section 4 of the act of January 31, 1903,
which authorizes the register -to issue commissions to the officers designatedtherein totake depositions of witnesses in counties outside of his land district, does not empower :
him to administer oaths: to such witnesses
or to issue -a commission to himself to take
673
such depositions -

Words and Phrases.

.

Page
6. The term "'legal representatives'!as used
in the act of January 8; 1926, which authorizes
repayment-of the differene between the
amounts paid Sby purchasers of town lots and
the price fixed as result of reappraisement;
includes an assignee of an original purchaser 425
7.: Mineral lands include not merely lands
but. all
containing metalliferous
such as are chiefly. valuable for their deposits
in the
useful
are
of a-mineral character which
arts or valuable for purposes of manufacturc .714
6.. For construction of the expression "not
otherwise appropriated" as used in section 6 of
the New Mexico enabling act of June 20,1910,
see -626
9. Theoword " oil."asusedinthe act of July
329
17,- 914; includes oil shale 10. A deposit of sand asphalt on sandstone
heavily saturatedX with asphaltic minerals in.
hard solid formation is not." elf": within the
336
meaning'of the act of June 25, 19101:1
.. The tcrm "lof lands" in the act of February l2; 1903, does hot comprehend oil-shale
333
-lands;-12. For:construction of -the termn "total tcpacitfy of powerisitel".within the meaning of
- regulation 7 of the departmental regulations
of August 24, 1912, under the act of February
-639
15; 1901, see
113. ;A coal-landc application' for :land that.
presumptively passed under a school-land:
grant'is not a "vnlid claim" within the pur- l
view, of the saving clause of the leasing act of
503
;February 25,:192014. For construction of- the term "valid
claim" as used in the saving clause of section
37 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920, set 631
15. 'The concluding words of section 37 of the
leasing act, "whichi clfims may be perfected
under;8shch laws, including discoeery," do not
indicate that mining claims having imptrfeotions other than lack of discovery are excepted
296
from the operation of the act -

~minerals,

-

1. For construction of the words- "authorized and directed" in-section bof-the act of '
44
*October 2, 1917, see2. In construing the town-site laws in their
relation to the mining laws, the term: "date of
town-site entry" ineans the' date when final
entry of the town site 'is made andocertifieate
of purchase issued, or when the fight of thec
-427
townLsite 'elaimants becoies vested
3:3The clause "designated eas ealnatlefer oil
Or gas," as used in the instruntions of March
12, 1925, refers only to areas which have been
designated as within the limits of producing
:oil or gas fields, and has no application to
lands which have been merely classiiied as
-mincral, valuable as a source of petroleum '
and itrogen-173
- 4. Land selected as an allotment by a qualifled Indian is land "disposed of" within the
contemplation of section 1 of the act of March, -'
3, 1927, so long as the selection remains of
689
record and no occasion arises to disturb.it5.. Thef definition of the word" "improee-nmentl" as I used in section. 2324, Revised
Statutes, is "such an artificial change of the
physical conditions of the. earth in, upon, or
so reasonably near a mining claim as to evidence a design to discovermineral therein or
to facilitate its extraction, and in all eases the
alteration must be -reasonably permanent in
. 283
character0
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